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PREFACE

An old joke says that if you laid all the economists m the world end to end, they would
not reach a conclusion The popular perception behind the joke is that economists never
agree. Implicit zn that perception is the behef that economics Is largely a matter of opinion
and that economists (unlike biologists or the practitioners of any other science) do not
share a common set of beliefs. Gwen all the conflicting pronouncements by economists
that appear almost dady in the press, that perception is very understandable It also _s
dead wrong. While economists disagree on many matters, they have reached virtually
unanimous agreement on a multitude of others. One purpose of this book is to dluminate
the many, many areas where economists agree (while also describing where and why they
disagree). Another is to show how economic analysis can enhance our understanding of
the world

Most of the disagreement among economists concerns "macroeconomlcs,'" which deals
with nationwide or worldwide phenomena such as inflation, unemployment, and economic
growth Adherents of the various "schools" (Keynesians, monetansts, supply-slders,
rational expectatlomsts, etc.) disagree a lot. Some of their d_sagreements reflect different
judgments about the relative importance of, say, inflation versus unemployment. Others
stem from basic disagreement on the ablhty of government policy to affect the total
economy in predictable ways. Thas encyclopedia reflects those disagreements, with authors
chosen from each school to explain and attempt to justify their views of how the "macro"
world works.

Macroeconomlcs. however, is only a small part of the total science of economics. The
vast majority of economic questions (and pubhc policy _ssues) fall in the realm of what
is called mlcroeconomics. And the vast majority of economists agree on the underlying
economics of most micro issues, mcludmg rent controls, minimum wages, and the need
to reduce pollution Some may disagree on the policy imphcatlons of the analysis, but
remarkably few disagree on the analysis itself

That economists agree on most micro issues became clear m the late seventies when
the Amerwan Economw Review, the world's largest-circulation economics journal, pub-
hshed an opinion poll of 211 economists. The poll found that 98 percent agreed with the
statement "A ceding on rents reduces the quantity and quality of housing available."
Similarly, 90 percent of economists agreed that "a minimum wage increases unemploy-
ment among young and unskdled workers," And 97 percent agreed with the statement
"Tariffs and Import quotas reduce general economic welfare." The entries on those topics
in this encyclopedia explain why economists are m such startling agreement on these and
many other issues.
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So why do people think economists disagree about everything9 One reason Is that the
media present all economic issues as if they are inherently controversial The issues
themselves are controversial, but the economics of the issues more often are not, A
journalist writing a piece on free trade versus protectionism, for example, would be hard
put to find an economist who will defend protectionism (economists know that free trade
virtually always improves a nation's economic well-being) But many journalists feel
compelled to get "'the other side" and present a "balanced view." So they go to econo-
mists who work for protectionist interest groups like the National Association of Manufac-
turers or the AFL-CIO to get an opinion against free trade. Or they turn to a business
person or labor leader whose industry faces tough competition from imports. The result
is that readers and viewers get the false impression that economists are divided on free
trade.

Another equally important source of the misimpression about economics comes from the
often overlooked distinction that economists make between "positive" and "normative"
analysis. Positive analysis is the application of economic postulates and principles to a
questlon--m other words, finding out the way things are and why the world behaves as
it does Normative analysis, in contrast, deals with the way things ought to be, and
unavoidably involves the noneconomlc value judgments of the analyst. For example,
positive analysis says that licensing physicians will result in there being fewer doctors in
society and higher prices for medical care. Whether states should license doctors to protect
patients from quacks IS a normative matter In other words, there are no "shoulds'" in
purely positive economic analysis, but every economist has views on how things should
be done.

In preparing this encyclopedm, we strived to separate positive and normative positions,
to emphasize the areas where economists agree, while also specifying where and why
they disagree The goal is to communicate just how much economic analysis can teach
us about the important issues we face as voters, consumers, employees, and as people
who care about the world As such, the encyclopedia gives a comprehensive yet readable
and engaging survey of mainstream economic thought. I have chosen topics that will
interest noneconomists, written by economists who can make their ideas accessible to the
general reader. The entries on apartheid, discrimination, and insider trading, for example,
cover issues whose important economic aspects often are overlooked

As this book goes to press, economic issues dominate the news more than at any time
since Ronald Reagan became president in 1981, This is due both to objective circumstances
(the high federal budget deficit and rising costs of medical care) and to President Bill
Clinton's attempt to shift economic policy in major ways. Although no one can know the
actual policies that will emerge from Congress, the broad outlines of "Chntonomics'"
have become clear. In brief, Clinton would have the government take a larger role In the
economy, both as taxer and as regulator.

To reduce deficits, Clinton wants to increase taxes, especially on high-income earners,
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on some of the elderly, and on corporations. Chnton wishes to cut government spending
somewhat as a share of gross domestic product, but his proposals appear to shift the
composition of spendmg more than they actually decrease it He would cut defense
spendmg further, along with spending m other domestic programs At the same tmae,
Chnton would increase domestic spending m many areas, especially on infrastructure and
education He also wants the government to spend money or require employers to spend
money to make medical care available at low prices to all who want it.

Chnton wishes a larger role for government m the labor market, having appointed the
most activist secretary of labor since the thirties, Robert Reich He would increase the
minimum wage and give unions more power in the workplace

On environmental pohcy, Vice President AI Gore would increase regulations on pollut-
ers, while stemming some of the movement to incentive-based pollution control that began
with President Jimmy Carter and continued through the Reagan and Bush administrations.

On trade pohcy, Clinton appears at this writing to be less in favor of free trade than
was his immediate predecessor He has raised doubts about whether he will sign the North
American Free Trade Agreement The position of chairman of the Councd of Economic
Advisers, In Repubhcan and Democratic administrations, has traditionally gone to an
economist who awdly favors free trade Clinton, however, has appointed Laura Tyson,
who has expressed strong reservations about it On the other hand, Clinton has named
Alan S Bhnder, an outspoken free trader, as one of the members of the Councd of
Economic Advisers.

Th_s encyclopedia contains articles on all the above issues Here you will find facts and
economic analysis that are vital to understanding current economic controversies All of
the articles on taxes in chapter 5 are relevant to today's discussions, especially "Taxation,
A Preface," "'Corporate Taxation," "Marginal Tax Rates," and "Progressive Taxes "
Indeed, that chapter's lead article, -Taxation, A Preface," is written by the chief econo-
mist of the Office of Management and Budget, Joseph J Mmarik. On budgets, deficits,
and debts, the chapter 4 articles "'Federal Budget," "'Federal Debt," "'Federal Deficit,"
and "'Government Spending" are especially relevant

On health care, two articles in chapter 13, "'Health Care Industry" and "'Health
Insurance," give important context and analys_s that are often missing from, or at least
unstated m, current discussions On education, the amele "Public Schools," m chapter

13, addresses many of the same concerns that Clinton dealt with while governor of
Arkansas.

On labor policy, all of the articles in chapter 9 are highly relevant, especially "Minimum
Wages," "'Labor Unions," and "Job Safety "' All of chapter 8 helps clarify the ongoing
debate about the environment On trade policy, the articles in chapter 10 apply to current
discussion, especially "Free Trade," "Free Trade Agreements and Customs Unions,"
and "Protectlomsm." "'Free Trade" is written by Alan S Blinder The chapter 4 article
"Industrial Policy" tells how the industrial policy debate developed in the elghUes and
of Robert Reich's role in that debate.
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Not to be missed either are other articles by economists who are members of or advisers
to the Chnton administration. Most notable are "Keynesian Economics" (in chapter 2)
by Blinder, and "Unemployment" (in chapter 3) by Lawrence H. Summers, who is the
undersecretary of the treasury for international affairs. Also in this encyclopedm are
articles by economists who are critical of the Clinton administration. Most notable here
are "Monetarlsm" (in chapter 2) by Allan H Meltzer, "Trucking Deregulation" (m
chapter 7) by Thomas Gale Moore, and "'Defense" (in chapter 13) by Benjamin Zycher

Finally, some of the world's leading economic journalists, whose job has always been
to follow economic &scusslon closely and to make it understandable to a wide audience,
have important amcles in this encyclopedia These journalists include Sylvia Nasar of
The New York Times, Robert J. Samuelson of Newsweek, A1 Ehrbar of the Wall Street

Journal, Clive Crook of The Economtst, Jodie T Allen of the Washington Post, Rob
Norton of Fortune, and David R. Francis of the Christtan Science Momtor

So whatever happens with the economy or with economic policy this year, or even this
century, The Fortune Encyclopedta of Economics is an indispensable grade to help you
follow and understand the continuing debates.

Producing this book was a labor of love for nearly three years. I hope you enjoy reading
these amcles as much as I have.

--David R. Henderson
March 1993
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Benefit-CostAnalysis
Paul R. Portney

i

• Whenever people decide whether the ad- comprise society. Thus, If no individual
vantages of a particular action are likely to would be made better off by a pohcy
outweigh its drawbacks, they engage in a change, there are no benefits associated
form of benefit-cost analysis (BCA). In the with it; nor are there costs if no one is made
pubhc arena, formal BCA is a someumes worse off. In other words, BCA counts no
controversial technique for thoroughly and values other than those held by the mdwld-
consistently evaluating the pros and cons ual members of society
associated with prospectwe pohcy changes. It xsequally important to note that bene-
Specifically, it is an attempt to identify and fits and costs, even though they are almost
express in dollar terms all of the effects of always expressed m dollar terms m BCA,
proposed government pohcles or projects, go well beyond changes in lndwlduals' m-
Whde never intended to be the only basis comes. If someone's well-being is im-
for decision making, BCA can be a valuable proved because of cleaner air--through
aid to pohcymakers, improved visibility, for instance--he expe-

Although conceived nearly 150years ago nences a benefit even though his income
by the French engineer Jules Dupmt, BCA may not change. Similarly, an Increase in
saw _ts first widespread use m the evaluatmn pollution that puts people at higher risk of
of federal water projects m the United States d_sease imposes a cost on them even though
in the late 1930s Since then, it has also their incomes may not fall. Indeed, a person
been used to analyze pohcies affecting would bear a cost (be made worse off) if
transportation, public health, criminal jus- the polluUon posed a threat to an exotic and
tlce, defense, education, and the environ- little-known species of ammal that he cared
ment. Because BCA has had some of its about. Some cnUclze BCA on the grounds
most important and controversial applica- that it supposedly enshrmes the free market
tions m environmental policy, th_s d_scus- and discourages government mterventmn.
slon of key issues m BCA is illustrated with However, BCA exists precisely because
examples from the environmental arena, economists recogmze that free markets

To ascertam the net effect of a proposed sometimes allocate resources inefficiently,
policy change on social well-being, we causmg problems such as d_rty air and wa-
must first have a way of measuring the gains ter.
to the garners and the losses to the losers. How, then, are benefits and costs esti-
Implicit in this statement _s a central tenet mated? While it is generally assumed that
of BCA: the effects of a policy change on they are measured differently, benefits and
society are no more or no less than the ag- costs are actually flip sides of the same coin.
gregate of the effects on the individuals who Benefits are measured by the willingness of

3
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individuals to pay for the outputs of the Improved vislblhty? Because these are not
policy or project in question. The proper things that people buy and sell directly, it
calculation of costs is the amount of corn- is much less clear how to estimate the will-

pensatlon required to exactly offset negative mgness to pay (the value of the benefits).
consequences. Willingness to pay or corn- Two major techniques are available. One,
pensataon required should each be the dollar called the contingent valuation method, m-
amount that would leave every individual volves asking people directly, via sophlstl-
just as well off following the implementa- cated questionnaires, how much they would
tlon of the policy as before it pay for reduced health risks or improved

Suppose, for example, we wished to vislbdity This approach makes it possible
evaluate the benefits and costs of a proposal to estimate the benefits of programs--for
to control air pollution emissions from a example, the preservation of a remote wil-
large factory. On the positive side, pollution derness area--for which other techniques
abatement will mean reduced damage to ex- generally are inapplicable However, this
posed materials, diminished health risks to approach has its limitations. One is that it
people living nearby, improved vlsibdlty, often requires individuals to place dollar
and even new job_ for those who manufac- values on things they are unused to viewing
ture pollution control equipment. On the in economic terms As a result, their re-
negatwe side, the reqmred investments in sponses may not be as rehable as we would
pollution control may cause the firm to raise like Also, responses to surveys are hypo-
the price of Its products, close down several thetical, economists prefer values revealed
marginal operations at its plant and lay off in actual market transactions.
workers, and put off other planned invest- Another approach Is to observe how
ments designed to modernize its production much people are wdhng to pay for goods
facihtles, that have an environmental quality compo-

How do we determine the willingness to nent. For example, houses m unpolluted
pay for the favorable effects? First, it is neighborhoods sell for more than those in
relatively easy to value the reduced damage polluted areas Using statistical techniques
to materials. If, say, awnings will now last to hold constant the other characteristics of
ten years rather than five years, it is straight- houses and the neighborhoods in which they
forward to multiply the number of awnings are located, it is possible to identify a
times their price to get an idea of savings "clean air premium " This provides ira-
to consumers--so long as the price of aw- portant information on the value to indlvid-
nmgs is not affected by the policy. If re- uals of air quality _mprovements. A similar
duced pollution meant more agricultural approach for estimating how much people
output, it would be slmdarly easy to value value pollution control and other pubhc pol-
because crops have well-defined market _cies that reduce health risks is to estimate
prices. In other words, when benefits in- how much of a wage premium they are paid
volve marketed outputs, valuing them is not to work in jobs that pose health risks. Still
tenably difficult, other techniques infer values from such

But what about reduced health risks or things as the time and money people spend
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travehng to and from desirable recreation a discount rate of 10 percent, for instance,
sites. $1 million in benefits to people fifty years

It is generally assumed that cost estlma- from now has a present value of only
tlon involves a mere toting up of the expen- $8,500 This powerful effect of discounting
ditures that affected pames must make, as is of concern when BCA is apphed to the
in our example of the firm controlhng air evaluation of pohcies with slgmficant inter-
pollution As suggested above, however, generational effects, such as those per-
matters are more complicated than this. taming to the prevenUon of global climate
Some firms not lmtlally affected by regula- change or the disposal of high-level radio-
non will recur higher costs--those purchas- active wastes (which will be lethal for hun-
lng the product of the regulated firm, for dreds of thousands of years)
example These "'ripple" effects must be A second sticking point in BCA ISthe fact
taken into account Or if the polluting finn that the wllhngness to pay for the favorable
closes down some operations rather than effects of a project or policy depends on the
purchasing pollution control devices, its ex- distribution of income: a bflhonaire would
pendltures will be zero, but the social costs be able--and therefore wilhng--to pay
are still posture. In such cases the costs more than a pauper for the same Improve-
are borne by employees, shareholders, and ment m environmental quahty, even though
purchasers of _ts output. Unfortunately, both cared about it with equal intensity.
techniques for making these more sophlStl- Some critics dislike BCA because it reduces
cared cost estimates are still m their infancy, benefits to pure dollar amounts But BCA
for this reason, wrtually all BCAs stall use analysts use dollars to estimate benefits be-
direct expenditures as rough measures of cause there szmply _s no other way to dl-
true socml costs, rectly measure the intensity with which

Three additional issues in BCA bear people desire something
mention. First, government policies or proj- Third, suppose that the aforementioned
ects typically produce streams of benefits problems were to disappear, and that bene-
and costs over time rather than m one-shot fits and costs could be easily expressed in

increments. Commonly, in fact, a substan- dollar terms and converted to present val-
tlal portion of the costs are incurred early ues. According to modern BCA, a project
in the hfe of a project, while benefits may or policy would be attractive ff the benefits
extend for many years (perhaps beginmng it would produce exceed the costs This _s
only after some delay). Yet, because people because, in theory, those gaming from the
prefer a dollar today to one ten years from project could compensate those made worse
now (see INTEREST), BCA typically dis- off and still be better off themselves. In our
counts future benefits and costs back to factory example, for instance, those en-
present values. Not only are there technical joying the benefits of cleaner air gain more
disagreements among economists about the than the losses to consumers who must pay
Interest rate (or rates) at which these future more for the factory's output or to workers
Impacts should be discounted, but dis- whose jobs are ehmlnated. Thus, the win-

counting raises ethical problems as well. At ners could compensate the losers and still
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come out ahead. In practice, of course, this in government decision making, One reason
compensation is seldom paid. Therefore, may be that shunning a comprehensive, an-

even the most efficient projects create some alytical approach to decision making simply

losers. This can undermine support for because it has flaws inevitably pushes deci-
BCA m general and often makes it politl- s_ons back into the realm of the ad hoc and

cally difficult to enact efficient policies, or, purely pohtlcal. While BCA does have very

conversely, to block very inefficient proj- real shortcomings, it appears preferable to
ects, whose costs exceed benefits, smoke-filled rooms.

In spite of these sticking points, BCA

seems to be playing a more Important role --Paul R. Portney

Biography: Paul R Portney ,s vice president and senior fellow at Resources for the Future, an
environmental think tank m Washington, D C. He was previously a semor staff economist w_th
President Carter's Councd on Environmental Quahty.
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Demand
David R. Henderson

• One of the most important budding the law of demand shows how rare the ex-

blocks of econom]c analysis is the concept ceptions must be. But the reality Is that if
of demand When economists refer to de- an economist reported an instance in which

mand, they usually have in mind not just a consumpuon of a good rose as its price rose,

single quantity demanded, but what is other economists would assume that some
called a demand curve. A demand curve factor other than price caused the mcrease

traces the quantity of a good or service that in demand

Is demanded at successively different The main reason economists believe so

prices strongly m the law of demand is that tt is
The most famous law in economics, and so plausible, even to noneconomlsts In-

the one that economists are most sure of, is deed, the law of demand is ingrained in

the law of demand. On this law is bruit our way of thinking about everyday things

almost the whole edifice of economics. The Shoppers buy more strawberries when they

law of demand states that when the price of are m season and the price ts low This is

a good rises, the amount demanded falls, evidence for the law of demand, only at
and when the price falls, the amount de- the lower, m-season price are consumers

manded rises, wdhng to buy the higher amount avadable.
Some of the modern evidence for the law Similarly, when people learn that frost will

of demand is from econometric studies strike orange groves m Florida, they know

which show that, all other things being that the price of orange juice will rise. The

equal, when the price of a good rises, the price rises m order to reduce the amount
amount of It demanded decreases How do demanded to the smaller amount available

we know that there are no instances m because of the frost This is the law of de-

which the amount demanded rises and the mand. We see the same point every day in

price rises? A few instances have been countless ways No one thinks, for exam-

cited, but they almost always have an expla- pie, that the way to sell a house that has
nation that takes into account something been languishing on the market is to raise

other than price. Nobel Laureate George the asking price. Again, this shows an lm-

Stlgler responded years ago that if any econ- pliclt awareness of the law of demand: the

omlst found a true counterexample, he number of potential buyers for any gwen
would be "assured of immortality, profes- house vanes inversely with the asking price.

slonally speaking, and rapid promotion." Indeed, the law of demand is so ingrained

And because, wrote Stigler, most econo- in our way of thinking that it is even part
mists would like either reward, the fact that of our language. Think of what we mean by

no one has come up with an excepUon to the term on sale. We do not mean that the

7
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seller raised the price. We mean that he or ample. The mare users of water, however,
she lowered it. The seller &d so m order to are agriculture and industry. Farmers and
increase the amount of goods demanded, manufacturers can substantially alter the
Again, the law of demand, amount of water used m production. Farm-

Economists, as is their wont, have strug- ers, for example, can do so by changing
gled to think of exceptions to the law of crops or by changing irrigation methods for
demand. Marketers have found them. One given crops
of the best examples was a new car wax. It is not just price that affects the quantity
Economist Thomas Nagle points out that demanded Income affects it too. As real
when one particular car wax was intro- income rises, people buy more of some
duced, it faced strong resistance until its goods (which economists call normal goods)
price was raised from $.69 to $1.69. The and less of what are called inferior goods.
reason, according to Nagle, was that buyers Urban mass transit and railroad transporta-
could not judge the wax's quality before t_on are classic examples of inferior goods.
purchasing it. Because the quality of this That is why the usage of both of these
particular product was so lmportant--a bad modes of travel declined so dramatically
product could ruin a car's finish--consum- as postwar incomes were rising and more
ers "played it safe by avoiding cheap prod- people could afford automobiles Envlron-
ucts that they believed were more likely to mental quality is a normal good, which is a
be inferior." major reason that Americans have become

Many noneconomists are skeptical of the more concerned about the environment in
law of demand A standard example they recent decades.
give of a good whose quantity demanded Another influence on demand is the price
will not fall when the price increases is wa- of substitutes. When the price of Toyota
ter. How, they ask, can people reduce their Tercels rises, all else being equal, demand
use of water? But those who come up with for Tercels falls and demand for Nissan
that example think of drinking water, or Sentras, a substitute, rises Also important
using it in a household, as the only possible is the price of complements, or goods that
uses. Even for such uses, there _sroom to are used together. When the price of gaso-

reduce consumption when the price of water line rises, the demand for cars falls.
rises. Households can do larger loads of
laundry, or shower instead of bathe, for ex- --David R. Henderson

Biography: David R. Henderson is the editor of this encyclopedia. He is a senior research fellow
with Stanford Umverslty's Hoover Institution and an associate professor of economics at the
Naval Postgraduate School in Monterey, California He was formerly a semor economist w_ththe
President's Council of Economic Advisers.
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Efficiency
Paul Heyne

• To economists, efficiency is a relation- more efficient than another because one

ship between ends and means When we produces more work output per unit of en-

call a situation inefficient, we are claiming ergy input. The engineer is implicitly count-
that we could achieve the desired ends with mg only the useful work done Useful, of

less means, or that the means employed course, is an evaluative term.

could produce more of the ends desired. The mescapably evaluative nature of the
Less and more in this context necessarily concept raises a fundamental question for
refer to less and more value. Thus, eco- every attempt to talk about the efficiency of

nomic efficiency is measured not by the re- any process or institution, whose valuations

latlonshlp between the physical quantities do we use, and how shall they be weighted?
of ends and means, but by the relationship Economic efficiency makes use of monetary
between the value of the ends and the value evaluations. It refers to the relationship be-
of the means, tween the monetary value of ends and the

Terms such as techmcal efficiency or ob- monetary value of means. The valuations

jective efficiency are meaningless. From a that count are, consequently, the valuations

strictly technical or physical standpoint, ev- of those who are wilhng and able to support
ery process is perfectly efficient. The ratio their preferences by offering money

of physical output (ends) to physical input From this perspective a parcel of land is
(means) necessarily equals one, as the basic used with maximum economic efficiency

law of thermodynamics reminds us. Con- when it comes under the control of the party

sider an engineer who judges one machine who is willing (which implies able) to pay
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the largest amount of money to obtain that bought a mountain m Pennsylvania and
control. The proof that a particular resource thereby converted it from a hawk-hunting
is being used efficiently is that no one is area to a hawk sanctuary. Today our laws
willing to pay more in order to divert it to protect hawks and other predators, but in
some other use the thirties hawks were m danger of extinc-

Those who object that this is an ex- tlon because they were hunted as vermin
tremely narrow definition of efficiency of- that ate chickens. If the only option for
ten fail to recognize that every concept of those who formed the Hawk Mountain
efficiency has to employ some measure of Sanctuary Association m 1934 had been to
value. The monetary measure used by eco- persuade polmcmns and the public to
nomics turns out to be both broad and use- change the laws, hawks could well be ex-
ful. It enables us to take account of and tinct toda_yin that area. The association was
compare the evaluations made by many dif- able to save the hawks because its members
ferent persons and to respond appropnately, demonstrated, through competing money

What kind of structure should sit on the bids, that a sanctuary was the most efficient
corner lot at Fifth and Main? A gas station, (that is, the monetarily most valuable) use
a condominium, a flonst shop, a restauranO for the mountain
The owner can make a defensible decision Perhaps the importance of pnvate owner-
even if everyone m town has a slightly dlf- ship to achieving economic efficiency can
ferent preference. The owner simply ac- be seen most clearly by looking at what
cepts the highest money bid that various happens when we try to work together with-
prospective users of the land (the florist, the out an effective system for assigning mone-
restaurateur) make for _t. Effecnve social tary value to resources. Take the example
cooperation requires interpersonal comparl- of urban automobile traffic How can we
sons of value, and monetary values supply arrive at a judgment about the overall effi-
us with a common denominator that works ciency or inefficiency of the commuting
remarkably well process when we have to compare one per-

The crucial prerequisites for the genera- son's convenience with another's delay,
tion of these monetary values are private time saved for some with carbon monoxide
ownership of resources and relatively un- inhaled by others, one person's intense dis-
restricted rights to exchange ownership, satisfactions with another person's plea-
When these conditions are satisfied, corn- sures? To find out whether Jack values clean

peting desires to use resources establish air more than Jill values a speedy commute
money prices that indicate each resource's requires a large set of interpersonal value
value in its current use. Those who believe indicators. Urban commuting creates con-
that particular resources would be more val- gesnon as well as air-pollution problems in
uably (more efficiently) employed in some our society because we have not developed
other way can raise the price and bid them a workable procedure for weighing and
away from the current users, comparing the positive and negative evalua-

In the thirties, for example, a small group tions of different people.
of people who placed a h_gh value on hawks The crucial missing element is private
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property. Because so many of the key re- milk available to the infant as well as the
sources employed by commuters are not dowager Most economists would agree that
privately owned, commuters are not re- such dramatic examples can remind us that
qulred to bid for their use and to pay a price economic efficiency is not the highest good
that reflects their value to others Users pay in life, but that does not mean that we
no money prices for resources such as urban should discard the concept
air and urban streets Therefore, those The moral intuitions that enable us to ar-

goods are used as if they were free resources bltrate easily between the child's hunger
(see THE TRAGEDYOF THE COMMONS) But and the dowager's vanity cannot begin to
their use imposes costs on all the others resolve the myriad _ssues that arise every
who have been deprived of their use. In day as hundreds of millions of people at-
the absence of money prices on such scarce tempt to cooperate In using scarce means
resources as streets and air, urban dwellers w_th varied uses to achieve diverse ends

"are led by an invisible hand to promote an Moreover, the remarkable feats of social
end that was no part of their retention," to cooperation that actually make wholesome
apply Adam Smith's famous generaliza- milk available to hungry infants far re-
tlon In this case, however, the end is not moved from any cows would be impossible
the public interest but a result that no one m the absence of the monetary values that
wants express and promote economic efficiency.

Critics of economic efficiency contend The social usefulness of well-defined
that it is a poor guide to public policy be- property rights, free exchange, and the sys-
cause it ignores important values other than tern of relative money prices that emerges
money. They point out, for example, that from these conditions has perhaps been
the wealthy dowager who bids scarce milk demonstrated most convincingly by the cat-
away from the mother of an undernourished astrophic failure m the twentieth century of
Infant m order to wash her diamonds is pro- those societies that tried to function without
moting economic efficiency The example them
IS strained, not least because the pursuit of
economic effioency almost always makes --Paul Heyne

Biography: Paul Heyne, who holds graduate degrees in both theology and economics, is cmxently
a semor lecturer m economics at the University of Washington in Seattle
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IndustrialRevolutionandtheStandardofLiving
Clark Nardinelli

• Between 1760 and 1860, technological The debate over living standards is ira-

progress, education, and an increasing capi- portant because it represents a place where
tal stock transformed England into the the critics and defenders of capitalism meet

workshop of the world. The industrial revo- head-on It is no coincidence that the debate

lution, as the transformation came to be heated up during the Cold War. The pessi-

called, caused a sustained rise in real in- m_sts wanted to show that the English in-

come per person in England and, as its ef- dustnal revolution, which took place within

fects spread, the rest of the Western world, a capttalist economy, necessarily made
Historians agree that the industrial revolu- working people worse off. Optimists de-

tion was one of the most important events fended capitalism by showing that the in-

m history, marking the rapid transition to dustnal revolution made everyone better

the modern age, but they disagree vehe- off.

mently about various aspects of the event. Th_s disagreement over the standard of

Of all the disagreements, the oldest one is hving is confined almost entirely to acade-

over how the industrial revolution affected miclans. Most other people, if they think
ordinary people, usually called the working about ]t at all, consider it well established

classes One group, the pessimists, argues that the industrial revolution was a disaster

that the living standards of ordinary people for the working classes. Indeed, the ghastly
fell. Another group, the optimists, believes images of Dickens's Coketown or Blake's

that living standards rose. "dark, satanic mills" dominate popular
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perceptions of what life was like during the share of income going to the lowest 65 per-
early years of English industrialization, cent of the population would have had to
Economic historians, however, have gone fall by half for them to be worse off after
beyond popular perceptions to try to find out all that growth. It didn't. In 1760 the lowest
what really happened to ordinary people. 65 percent received about 29 percent of total

First, we must consider what "standard Income in Britain; in 1860 they got about
of living" means. Economic historians 25 percent So the lowest 65 percent were
would like it to mean happiness. But the substantially better off. Their average real
impossibility of measuring happiness forces income had increased by over 70 percent
them to equate the standard of hving with This evidence means that the optimists
real income. Real income is money income have won the debate on the big issue of
adjusted for the cost of living and for the whether the industrial revolution helped or
effects of things such as health, unemploy- hurt ordinary people. It helped. But smaller
ment, pollution, the condition of women debates remain. Did the working class be-
and children, urban crowding, and amount come worse off during the early years of
of leisure time England's Industnalization, 1790 to 1840,

Because a rise in real income was pre- when real income per person grew at only
clsely what made England's transformation about 0.3 percent per year '_Growth at such
"revolutionary," it would seem that, by a slow rate made a deterloranon in the lot
definition, the industrial revolution led to a of the working classes possible A simple
rise in the standard of living. According to nuinencal illustration will show why If we
the estimates of economist N. F R. Crafts, take 0.3 percent per year as the annual rate
British income per person (in 1970 U.S of growth of real income, average real in-
dollars) rose from $333 in 1700 to $399 in come in 1840 would have been about 16
1760, to$4271n 1800, to$498in 1830, and percent higher than in 1790 The share of
then jumped to $804 m 1860. (For many total income going to the lowest 65 percent
centuries before the industrial revolution, in of the income distribution need only have
contrast, periods of falling income offset fallen to 86 percent of its 1790 level to
periods of rising income.) Both sides in the negate the benefit of rising average income.
debate accept Crafts's estimates. But if the Although they do not agree on how much,
distribution of income became more un- most economic historians agree that the dis-
equal and ff pollution, unemployment, and tnbution of income became more unequal
crowding increased, the real incomes of or- between 1790 and 1840. Moreover, if we
dlnary people could have fallen despite the add the effects of unemployment, pollution,
rise in average income urban crowding, child labor, and other so-

If significant economic growth is sus- cial ills, the modest rise in average income
tamed over a century or so, the only way could well have been accompanied by a fall
the poor become worse off is if inequahty in the standard of living of the working
increases dramatically. Crafls's estimates classes.
indicate that real income per person doubled The modern debate over this issue, which
between 1760 and 1860. Therefore, the began with a 1949 paper by T. S. Ashton,
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has focused on other measures of living ment or inequahty for hvlng standards to
standards, especially wages. Ashton him- fall when average income was rising.
self used changes m the cost of living-- The debate gradually receded into the
measured by the prices of basic commodi- background until a 1983 paper by Peter
ties--to conclude that real wages rose after Lindert and Jeffrey Wilhamson brought
1820. new life to the controversy. Llndert and

The debate heated up considerably dunng Wilhamson produced new estimates of real
exchanges between the pessimist Eric Hob- wages for the years 1755 to 1851. Their
sbawm and the optimist Max Hartwell in estimates were based on money wages for
the late 1950s and early 1960s. According workers in several broad categories, includ-
to Hobsbawm, Ashton's evidence on real mg both blue-collar and white-collar occu-
wages was inconclusive. He argued that patlons Their costofhvingindexattempted
high unemployment indicated that hving to represent actual working-class budgets
standards may have detenorated before The Lmdert-Wllhamson series produced
1840 Hobsbawm stressed that evidence on two striking results. First, real wages grew
consumption also imphed that living start- slowly between 1781 and 1819. Second,
dards did not rise and may have fallen be- after 1819 real wages grew rapidly for all
tween 1790 and 1840. He placed particular groups of workers. For all blue-collar work-
emphasis on these estimates of consump- ers--a good stand-in for the working
tion, reasoning that a decline in food con- classes--the Lmdert-Wilhamson index
sumpt_on per person indicated a decline in number for real wages rose from 50.19 m
the standard of living. He noted that the 1819 to 100 in 1851. That is, real wages
number of beef and sheep slaughtered at doubled in just thirty-two years
various markets failed to keep pace with the Lindert and Wilhamson's findings were
growth of population before 1840. reinforced by estimates that economist

Hartwell cntlclzed Hobsbawm's use of Charles Feinstem made of consumption per
ewdence. The problem with looking at the person for each decade between the 1760s
volume of beef and sheep sold at particular and 1850s He found a small rise in con-
markets, he noted, was that new markets sumptlon between 1760 and 1820 and a
were appeanng. Hartwell also emphasized rapid rise after 1820. Other evidence that
the appearance of new, previously unavail- supported the hypothesis of rasing real
able consumer goods after 1820, such as wages came from statistics on life expec-
popular periodicals. Inexpensive cotton tancy at birth and on literacy rates. Ac-
clothing, and the exotic fruits made avail- cording to h_storians E. A. Wngley and
able by improved transportation But Hart- Roger S. Schofield's population history of
well's main point was that few theories can England, hfe expectancy at birth rose from
explain falling real wages in the face of thirty-five years to forty years between 1781
economic growth--particularly when rising and 1851. A modest increase in literacy m
labor productivity accompanied that the generation before 1840 also supported
growth. He emphasized that it would take Lmdert and Williamson.

implausibly high increases in unemploy- Although the ewdence favors the opti-
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mzsts, doubts remain. For example, pessi- rising wage income and leave the average
mists have long maintained that the largely person no better off.
unmeasurable effects of environmental de- Contemporary pessimists argue that for
cay more than offset any gains in well-being at least some part of the industrial revolu-
attributable to nsmg wages. Wages were tion the happiness and well-being of the
htgher m English cities than m the country- lower classes was not rising much, if at all.
side, but rents were higher and the quahty Even If one accepts their argument, how-
of hfe was lower. What proportion of the ever, it is not necessary to abandon the opti-
rise in urban wages reflected compensation mists' position. For example, the industrial
for worsening urban squalor rather than true revolutton had a positive effect on real in-
increases in real incomes? Williamson-- come, but tts posittve effect may well have
using methods developed to measure the dl been offset by the negatwe effect of fre-
effects of twentieth-century otles--found quent wars (the American Revolution, the
that between 8 and 30 percent of the higher Napoleonic wars, the War of 1812). Some
urban wages could be attributed to compen- economic htstorians mclude bad harvests,
sargon for the inferior quahty of hfe in En- rapid population growth, and the costs of
ghsh cities Yet even the 30 percent transforming premdustrlal workers into a
estimate was much too small to fully offset modern labor force as additional causes of
the rise in real wages before 1850. slow growth before 1820,

Another crmeism of Lindert and Wfl- So careful economic research has nar-

liamson's optimistic findings is that their rowed the debate Whether one is an optl-
results hold only for workers who earned mist or pessimist today depends on whether
wages We do not know what happened to one believes that the sustained rise in real
people who worked at home or were self- wages began m the 1820s or the 1840s
employed. Because the consumption per V_rtually all partlopants agree that growth
person of tea and sugar failed to rise along wa_ slow at best before 1820 and rapid after
with real wages, Joel Mokyr has suggested 1840.
that workers who were not in the Lindert-

Wllhamson sample may have suffered suf- --Clark Nardinelli
hclently deteriorating real incomes to offset

Biography: Clark Nardlnelll is an economics professor at Clemson Umverslty
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Information
Joseph E. Stiglitz

[] In the past two decades, an important Efficiency
strand of economic research, sometimes re-

ferred to as information economics, has ex- At least since Adam Smith, most econo-

plored the extent to which markets and other mtsts have believed that competitive mar-
mstltuUons process and convey mforma- kets are efficient, and that firms, m pursuing

tion. Many of the problems of markets and their own interests, enhance the pubhc good

other instituuons result from costly infor- "'as tf by an znvisible hand." A major

mation, and many of their features are re- achievement of economic sctence during

sponses to costly mformat_on, the first half of the twentieth century was

Many of the central theories and pnnci- finding the precise sense m which that result

pies m economics are based on assumptions is true. This result, known as the Funda-
about perfect information. Among these, mental Theorem of Welfare Economics,

three stand out: efficiency, full employment provides a rigorous analytic basis for the

of resources, and uniform prices, presumption that competitive markets allo-
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cate resources efficiently. In the eighties they work harder and because employers
economists made clear the hidden mforma- can recruit a higher-quality labor force). If

tlon assumptions underlying that theorem, information about their workers' output
They showed that m a wide variety of situa- were costless, employers would not pay
tions where information is costly (indeed, such high wages because they could cost-
almost always), government interventions lessly monitor output and pay accordingly
could make everyone better off if govern- But because momtorlng is costly, employ-
ment officmls had the right mcentwes. At ers pay higher wages to give workers an
the very least these results have undermined incentive not to shirk.
the long-standing presumption that markets While efficiency wage theory helps ex-
are necessarily efficient, plain why unemployment may persist, other

theories that focus on the implications of
imperfect information in the capital markets

FullEmploymentofResources can help explain economic volatility.
One strand of this theory focuses on the

A central result (or assumption) of stan- fact that many of the market's mechanisms
dard economic theory is that resources are for distributing risk, which are crmcal to
fully employed. The economy has a variety an economy's abdlty to adjust to economic
of mechanisms (savings and mventorles shocks, are imperfect because of costly m-
provide buffers, price adjustments act as formation. Most notable in this respect is
shock absorbers) that are supposed to the failure of equity markets. In recent years
dampen the effects of any shocks that the less than 10 percent of new capital has been
economy experiences. In fact, for the past raised via equity markets Information eco-
two hundred years economies have experl- nomlcs explams why. First, issuers of eq-
enced large fluctuations, and there has been uity generally know more about the value
massive unemployment in the slumps, of the shares than buyers do, and are more
Though the Great Depression of the thirties inchned to sell when they think buyers are
was the most recent prolonged and masswe overvaluing their shares. But most potential
episode, the American economy suffered buyers know that this incentive exists and,
major recessions from 1979 to 1982, and therefore, are wary of buymg. Second, share-
many European economies experienced holders have only limited control over man-
prolonged high unemployment rates during agers. Information about what management
the eighties. Information economics has is doing, or should be doing, to maximize
provided explanations for why unemploy- shareholder value is costly. Thus, sharehold-
ment may persist and for why fluctuations ers often limit the amount of "free cash" that
are so large, managers have to play with. They do so by

The fadure of wages to fall so that unem- imposing sufficient debt burdens to put man-
ployed workers can find jobs has been ex- agers' "'backs to the wall" so that managers
plained by efficiency wage theories, which must exert strong efforts to meet those debt
argue that the productwity of workers in- obhgations, and so that lenders will carefully
creases w_th higher wages (both because scrutinize firms' behavior.
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The fact that firms cannot (or choose not Banks, in turn, can be viewed as highly
to) raise capital via equity markets means leveraged firms that borrow from deposi-
that if firms wish to invest more than their tors. Their "production" activity is making
cash flow allows--or if they wish to pro- loans (screening loan applicants, monitor-
duce more than they can finance out of their mg loans, etc ). When their net worth is
current working capital--they must turn to reduced, or when they perceive that the risk
credit markets, and to banks in particular, from lending has increased, they (like any
From the firm's perspective borrowing has other risk-averse firm) cut back on their ac-
one major disadvantage: it imposes a fixed tlvities: they make fewer loans. But th_s in
obligation on the firm. If it fails to meet that turn has strongly adverse effects on produc-
obligation, the firm can go bankrupt. (By Ing firms, particularly as the economy goes
contrast, an all-eqmty firm cannot go bank- into a recession. Firms" cash flows are re-
rupt.) Firms normally take actions to reduce duced To maintain their production and in-
the hkelihood of bankruptcy by acting in a vestment levels, given their reluctance to
risk-averse manner issue equity, they turn to banks for credit

Risk-averse behavior, in turn, has two And it is precisely when they need the credit
Important consequences. First, lt means that the most that banks may be cutting back
a firm's behavior is affected by its net-worth their cre&t rather than expanding it. Thus,
position. When its financial position is ad- the recesslona_ pressures are exacerbated
versely affected, it cuts back on all its actlv- As one might expect, these effects are par-
_ties (since there is some risk associated t_cularly important for small and medium-
with virtually all activmes); activities that size firms, for which the issuing of commer-
are particularly risky--such as long-term cml paper is not a viable alternative.
investments--are cut the most. Thus, the characteristics of credit and eq-

Second, it means that if a firm perceives ulty markets--characteristics that can be
an increase in the risk associated with pro- explained by imperfect, costly, and asym-
duction or investment--such as when the metric information--help us understand the
economy appears to be going into a reces- volatility of the economy. Information eco-
sion--lt cuts back on those activities. Since nomlcs helps explain economic volaUhty m
risk perceptions are notoriously volatile, th_s another important way. In standard theory,
too helps explain the economy's volatdity changes in economic c_rcumstances lead to

Similarly, costly mformahon explains changes in wages, prices, and interest rates.
why banks ration credit. Why ration rather Adjustments in these variables act as
than simply charge higher interest rates to "shock absorbers." In fact, Keynes noted
higher-risk borrowers? Because often the that prices, wages, and interest rates are not
only borrowers who will borrow at high so flexible, and a major strand of Keynesian
rates are those who are the highest risk, and research has placed these rigidities at the
on whom, therefore, the lenders are most center of macroeeonomic fluctuations.

likely to lose. Also, higher interest rates The explanation of such rigidities re-
may even induce borrowers to undertake mains controversial, however. Perhaps the
greater risks, most convincing explanation is that firms
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are uncertain of the consequences of thmr search costs are very small. To see why,
actions, and the larger the change in any consider a case where all firms charged the
action, the more uncertain they feel. The same price. If any firm were to raise its
greater their perceived uncertainty, the price just a httle--by an amount less than
more conservative their actions. They the cost to customers of switching to an-
change prices and wages only slowly be- other firm--that firm would lose no custom-
cause the consequences of changing them ers. Thus, so long as the price is below the
are so uncertain, monopoly price, it pays that finn to raise its

price by a little. But It pays each firm to do
so They thus all raise their prices--and the

UniformPrices process continues until the monopoly price
is reached.

A third major principle of economics (be- In other cases it has been shown that mar-
sides the efficiency of market economies kets create their own "noise," so that an
and the fact that resources, including labor, equilibrium zn which all firms charge the
are fully utdzzed) is referred to as the Law same price cannot exist If all firms were
of the Single Price. Under this law, there is charging the same price (and there was, ac-
a uniform price m the market, and price cordlngly, no need to search for the store
differences are quickly eliminated by arbz- with the lowest price), it would pay some
trage. In fact, many markets are marked by firm to rinse its price to exploit those who
noticeable differences in pnces. The differ- are particularly price insensitive because
ences in observed prices and wages are far their search costs are high.
larger than can be accounted for simply by

differences in attributes of, say, location. Many market restitutions, practices, and
differences in quahty, and nonpecumary structures can be viewed as the economy's
characteristics of jobs. As George Stigler responses to these informational problems
pointed out in a seminal article in 1962, We have already noted three of these: the
costly information provides a ready expla- prevalence of the use of credit rather than
nation: arbitrage is costly. It is costly for equity as a source of finance for new invest-
consumers to search for the lowest price or ment; the widespread occurrence of credit
the highest-paying jobs rationing: and the fact that firms pay wages

But the consequences of imperfect refer- higher than strictly necessary in order to
mation are even more fundamental. Firms obtain workers, both to enable them to ac-

recogmze that consumers and workers face quire a higher-quahty labor force and to
costly search. In some special cases this induce workers to work harder.
may lead each firm, less concerned about Three other market responses to costly
losing customers or workers to rivals, to information are particularly important.
raise its price or lower its wage. First, firms need to have reputations so that

In some cases it has been shown that even customers know they won't be cheated, and
though there are many firms, prices might workers need reputations so firms know that
be raised to the monopoly level, even when they won't shirk (see BRANt)NAMES).This
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means that firms and workers must have farmers and the prices paid by customers,
an incentive to maintain their reputations, suggesting that evil middlemen are engaged
Usually, the most severe punishment that a m robbing farmers and consumers. But
customer can impose on a firm that has sold middlemen prowde a vital function in en-
her a shoddy product is to stop dealing with suring that goods are dehvered to where
the firm and to tell one's friends and associ- they are wanted. They are in the business
ates. The most severe punishment a firm of ensuring the efficient allocation of the
can impose on a worker who has sh_rked m economy's scarce resources. For the most
performing duties is to fire the worker. But part competmon m this sector is keen The
in tradmonal economic theory neither of fact that so much is paid for these services
these acts would make much difference: reflects their value m allocating resources
firms make zero profits at the margin, and efficiently. The fact that there are often high
workers are paid their opportumty cost (that profits simply reflects that some m&viduals
is, the amount they could earn elsewhere), are able to perform those services much bet-
Therefore, there is no difference between ter than others

the wage pa_d by the firm and what they The standard theorems that underlie the
could obtain elsewhere, presumpuon that markets are efficient are

Thus, for reputation mechanisms to no longer vahd once we take into account
work, finns must at the margin receive the fact that reformation is costly and lmper-
some profits, and workers must receive fect. To some, this has suggested a sw_tch

wages in excess of their opportunity costs, to the Austrian approach, most forcefully
The presence and importance of these developed during the forties and later by
higher-than-normal profits and wages, Fnednch Hayek and h_s followers. They
though long recognized, had not been pre- have not attempted to "defend" markets
viously explained, by the use of theorems. Instead, they see

A second response to imperfect mforma- markets as institutions that have evolved to

tlon is advertising Because information is solve information problems. According to
costly, both suppliers and demanders must Hayek, neoclassical economics got itself
spend resources to acqmre and disseminate into trouble by assuming perfect mforma-
reformation. Just as customers search for tlon to begin with A much better approach,
the lowest price and workers search for the wrote Hayek, is to assume the world we
highest wage, stores advertise to provide have, one m which everyone has only a
information to potentml customers concern- little information. The great virtue of free
mg the location, price, availability, and markets, he wrote, is that they allow each
qualities of their products (see ADVERTlS- person to efficiently use his own informa-
ING). tion. and do not require that anyone have

Middlemen are a third example of a mar- all the information According to Hayek,
ket response to costly information Much government planning reqmres the lmpossl-
popular literature vihfies the role of the mid- ble--that a small body of officials have all
dleman Press reports point out the huge this information
difference between the prices received by The new information economics substan-
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tlates Hayek's contention that central plan- how governments actually behave, or mzght
ning faces problems because it reqmres an behave under various rules.

impossible agglorneratlon of reformation, It The modern study of political economy
agrees with Hayek that the virtue of markets has uncovered many inefficiencies assocl-

ts that they make use of the dispersed infor- ated with government behavior, just as the

mation held by &fferent participants in the modern study of firms has uncovered many
market But information econornlcs does inefficiencies associated with market be-

not agree w_th Hayek's assertzon that mar- havlor. An important line of research has
kets act efficiently, focused on IdenUfylng how government dif-

The fact that markets with imperfect m- fers intrinsically from other orgamzations in

formation do not work perfectly provides a the economy (their powers and constraints,

raUonale for potential government actions including the hmltattons on information that

The older theory said that no government, they face and thetr powers and mcenttves
no matter how well organized, could do to acquire reformation) and, based on these

better than markets If that was true, then dlstlncUve features, on determmmg the ap-

we had little need to inqutre into the nature propnate economic roles of governments
of government. The modern theory says and markets

that government might improve upon mat-

ters, but to ascertain whether or not this is n Joseph E. Stiglitz

the case requtres a closer examination of

Biography: Joseph E St_ghtz has been nominated to be a member of President Chnton's Council
of Economic Advisers He is on leave from Stanford Umverslty, where he is a professor of
economics He was previously a professor at Princeton and Yale In 1979 he received the American
Economic Assocmtlon's John Bates Clark Award, given every two years to the economist under
age forty who is judged to have made the most significant contribution to economics He _s a
founding editor of the AEA's Journal oJ Economtc Perspectlve_
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Insurance
Richard Zeckhauser

• Insurance plays a central role in the func- upward of $100,000. We cannot elimmate
tionlng of modern economies Life insur- risk from life, even at extraordinary ex-
ance offers protection against the economic pense Paying extra for double-hulled tank-
_mpact of an untimely death; health msur- ers still leaves oil spills possible. The only
ance covers the sometimes extraordinary way to ehmmate auto-related injuries is to
costs of medical care; and bank deposits are eliminate automobiles.
insured by the federal government. In each Thus, the effective response to risk com-
case a small premium is paid by the insured blnes two elements: efforts or expenditures
to receive benefits should an unlikely but to lessen the risk, and the purchase of msur-
h_gh-cost event occur ance against the risk that remains Consider

Insurance issues, tradmonally a stodgy A's shipment of, say, $1 milhon in goods.
domain, have become subjects for intense If the chance of loss on each trip is 3 per-
debate and concern m recent years. The lm- cent, on average the loss will be $30,000
pact of the collapse of savings and loan (3 percent of $1 milhon). Let us assume
lnsututions on the solvency of the deposit- that A can ship by a more costly method
insurance pool will burden the federal bud- and cut the risk by 1 percentage point, thus
get for decades. How to provide health in- saving $10,000 on average. If the additional
surance for the significant portion of cost of this shippmg method IS less than
Americans not now covered is a central po- $10,000. it is a worthwhile expenditure.
litical issue Various states, attempting to But ff cutting risk by a further percentage
hold back the t_des of higher costs, have point will cost $15,000, it is not worth-
placed severe limits on auto insurance rates while.
and have even sought refunds from insur- To deal with the remaining 2 percent risk
ers. of losmg $1 million, A should think about

insurance. To cover administrative costs,

the insurer might charge $25,000 for a risk
TheBasics that will incur average losses of no more

than $20,000. From A's standpoint, how-
An understanding of insurance must be- ever, the insurance may be worthwhile be-

gin w_th the concept of risk, or the variation cause _t is a comparatively inexpensive way
in possible outcomes of a sRuation. A's to deal with the potential loss of $1 million.
shipment of goods to Europe might arrive Note the important economic role of such
safely or might be lost in transit. C may insurance. Without it A might not be willing
incur zero medical expenses in a good year, to risk shippmg goods in the first place.
but if she is struck by a car, they could be In exchange for a premium, the insurer
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will pay a claim should a specified contin- TheIdentityandBehavioroftheInsured
gency, such as death, medical bills, or ship-
ment loss, arise The insurer is able to offer To an economist msurance is hke most

such protecnon against financial loss by other commodines. It obeysthelawsofsup-
poohng the risks from a large group of slmi- ply and demand, for example. However, it
larly situated individuals. With a large pool, is unhke many other commodities in one
the laws of probabihty assure that only a important respect, the cost of providing m-
troy fraction of msured shipments is lost, or surance depends on the identity of the pur-
only a small fracnon of the insured popula- chaser. A year of health insurance for an
tlon will be hospitahzed in a year, If, for eighty-year-old costs more to provide than
example, each of 100,000 individuals inde- one for a fifty-year-old It costs more to
pendently faces a 1 percent risk in a year, provide auto insurance to teenagers than to
on average 1,000 will have losses If each middle-aged people. If a company mlstak-
of the 100,000 people paid a premium of enly sells health pohcles to old folks at a
$1,000, the insurance company would col- price that is appropriate for young folks, it
lect a total of $100 mllhon, enough to pay will assuredly lose money, just as a restau-
$100,000 to anyone who had a loss. But rant will lose if it sells twenty-dollar steak
what would happen if 1,100 people had dinners for ten dollars The restaurant
losses? The answer, fortunately, is that such would lure lots of steak eaters. So, too,
an outcome =sexceptionally unlikely. Insur- would the insurance company attract large
ance works through the magic of the Law numbers of older clients. Because of this
of Large Numbers This law assures that dlfferennal cost of providing coverage, and
when a large number of people face a low- because customers search for their lowest
probability event, the proportion expenenc- price, insurance companies go to great pains
lng the event will be close to the expected to set different premmms for different
propomon. For instance, with a pool of groups, depending on the risks they will
100,000 people who each face a 1 percent impose
nsk, the law of large numbers dictates that Recognizing that the identity of the pur-
l, 100 people or more will have losses only chaser affects the cost of insurance, insurers
one time m 1,000. must be careful to whom they offer insur-

In many cases, however, the risks to dif- ance at a particular price. High-risk indlwd-
ferent mdlwduals are not independent In a uals, with superior knowledge of the risks
hurricane, airplane crash, or epidemic, many they impose, will step forth to purchase,
may suffer at the same time. Insurance corn- knowing that they are getting a good deal.

pames spread such risks not only across indi- Th_s _s a process called adverse selection,
wduals but also across good years and bad, which means that the mix of purchasers will
building up reserves in the good years to deal be adverse to the insurer
with heavier claims m bad ones. For further In effect, the potential purchasers have

protection they also dwersffy across hnes, "'hidden" mformanon that relates to their
selling health insurance as well as homeown- pamcular nsk. Those whose information is

ers' insurance, for example, unfavorable are most likely to be the pur-
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chasers. For example, if an insurer deter- S&Ls more wilhng to take on risky loans.
mines that 1 percent of fifty-year-olds Federally subsidized flood insurance en-
would die m a year, it might estabhsh a courages citizens to build homes on flood
premium of $11 per $1,000 of coverage, plains. Insurers use the term "moral haz-
$10 to cover claims and $I to cover admin- ard" to describe this phenomenon It
istrative costs. The insurer might expect to means, simply, that insured people under-
break even. However, msureds who ate take actions they would otherwise avoid. In
poorly or who engaged in high-risk profes- less judgmental language, people respond
sions or whose parents had died young to incentives.
might have an annual risk of mortality of 3 Ideally, the insurer would like to be able
percent. They would be most likely to in- to monitor the insured's behavior and take
sure Health fanatics, by contrast, might appropriate acuon Flood insurance might
forgo insurance because for them it is a bad not be sold to new residents of a flood plato.
deal. Through adverse selection, the insurer Colhslon insurance might not pay off ff it
could end up with a group whose expected can be proven that the policyholder had
costs were, say, $20 per $1,000 rather than been drinking or otherwise engaged m reck-
the $10 per $1,000 for the population as a less behavior But given the difficulty of
whole monitormg many actions, insurers merely

The traditional approach to the adverse se- take into account that once policies are is-
lectlon problem is to inspect each potential sued, behavior wall change and more claims
insured Indlwduals taking out substantial will be made
hfe Insurance must subrrut to a medical exam The moral hazard problem _s often en-
Fire msurance m_ght be granted only after a countered in areas that at first glance do not
check of the alarm and sprinkler system. But seem associated with traditional insurance.
no matter how careful the inspection, some Products covered under optional warranties
mformat_on will remain hxdden, and those tend to get abused, as do autos that are
choosing to insure wall be selected against leased w_th service contracts. And d all stu-

the insurer. So msurers routinely set rates dents are ensured a place in college, they
high to cope w_thadverse selection. One con- are, in effect, insured against bad grades.
sequence _s that high rates discourage ordi- Academic performance may suffer.
nary-risk buyers from buying insurance.

EquityIssues
MoralHazardorHiddenAction

The same insurance policy will have dif-
Once msured, an individual has less in- ferent costs for serving individuals whose

centive to avoid risky behavior. With auto- behavior or underlying characteristics may
mobile colhsion insurance, for example, differ. This introduces an equity dimension
one is more hkely to venture forth on an icy to insurance, since these cost differences
night. Federal deposit insurance made will influence pricing. Is it fmr that urban
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drivers should pay much more than rural Such practices raise a new class of equity
drivers to protect themselves from auto ha- _ssues Should the government force people
bihty? In some sense, perhaps not, but what who live quiet, low-nsk lives to subsidize
_s the alternative? If prices are not allowed the daredew] fringe? Most people's re-
to vary in relation to nsk, insurers will seek sponse to this question depends on whether
to avoid various classes of customers alto- they think people can control risks. Because
gether and avallabihty will be restricted most of us think we should not encourage
When sellers of health insurance are not people to engage in behavior that is costly
allowed to find out if potential clients are to the system, we conclude, for example,
HIV poslt_ve, for example, insurance corn- that nonsmokers should not have to pay for
panles often respond by refusing to insure smokers. The question becomes more corn-
people m occupations in which an unusually plex when it comes to health care premiums
large proportion of the population is gay for, say, gay men or recovenng alcoholics,
One way they do so is by refusing to cover whose health care costs are likely to be
males who are florists or hairdressers, greater than average Moral judgments in-

Equity issues in insurance are addressed evitably creep into such discussions. And
m a variety of ways in the real world Most sometimes the facts lead to disquieting con-
employers cross-subsidize health insurance, slderatlons.
providing the same coverage at the same For example, smokers tend to die early,
price to older, higher-risk workers and reducing expected costs for Social Security
younger, lower-risk ones. Sometimes the Should they therefore pay lower Social Se-
government provides the insurance itself, as curlty taxes _
the federal government does with Medicare
and Soclal Security (an insurance policy
that pays off heavily if one hves long), or C0rlClUSiOn
it may set the rates, as many states do w_th
auto insurance. The traditional public-rater- The traditional role of insurance remains
est argument for government rate regulation the essentml one recognized m ancient cIvi-
is to control a monopoly. But this argument lizat_ons, that of spreading risk among simi-
_gnores the fact that there are dozens of larly situated individuals. Insurance works

competing insurers in most regulated lnsur- most effectively when losses are not under
ance markets. Insurance rates are regulated the control of indiwduals (thus avoiding

to help some groups, usually those lmpos- moral hazard) and when the losses are
lng high risks, at the expense of others, readily determined (lest significant transac-
The Massachusetts auto insurance market tions costs associated w_th lawsuits become

prowdes an example. In 1988, 63 percent a burden)
of drivers were in a subsidized pool. To Individuals and firms insure against their
fund this subsidy, unsubsidized drivers, most major risks--high health costs, the
whose claims averaged $323, prod premi- Inability to pay depositors--which often are
urns that averaged $750 politically sahent issues as well. Unsurpns-
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ingly, government participation--as a set- temporardy In a sound market, we must

ter of rates, as a subsidizer, and as a direct recognize that with insurance, as with bread

provider of msurance services--has be- and steel, the cost of provtdmg _t must be
come a major feature in insurance markets pa_d.

Political forces may sometimes triumph

over sound insurance principles, but only --Richard Zeckhauser

Biography: Richard Zeckhauser is the Frank P Ramsey Professor of Pohtlcal Economy at Harvard
University
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Liability
W. Kip Viscusi

• Until recently, property and liability In- for an explanaUon of how the term efficient
surance was a small cost of doing business is used in this case). Over the past three
But the substantial expansion in what le- decades, however, broader habdlty doc-
gally constitutes liability over the past thirty trines, some of which have nothing to do
years has greatly increased the cost ofliabil- with negligence, have placed greater re-
lty insurance for personal injuries. For U.S. sponsibIlitles on product manufacturers.
producers of private aircraft, habihty insur- The adoption of what is called strict liability
ance expenses now average $100,000 per in the sixties required producers to pay for
plane produced, leading Cessna to cease accident costs in a much broader range of
production and Beech A_rcraft to all but circumstances. One of the stated rationales
eliminate private aircraft production as that the courts have given for this expansion
well These substantial costs arise because was that producers could serve as the msur-
accident victims or their survivors sue air- ers of the accident v_ctims' costs and spread
craft companies in 90 percent of all crashes, these costs among all consumers through a
even though pilot error is responsible for 85 higher product price.
percent of all accidents Another expansion in liability has oc-

Riders on the Phdadelphla Mass Transit curred through a broader concept of what
system pay 17 percent of every fare dollar to consututes a design defect This had been
cover hablhty insurance costs for passenger reflected in, for example, a surge of htiga-
mjur|es Similarly, 15 to 25 percent of the uon claiming that an inadequate warning--
cost of every ladder purchased is used to a warning that does not fully reform the user
defray liabdity expenses. Major firms, such of a product's risks--is enough to deem a
as A. H, Robins, and entire industries, such product's design to be defective. A federal
as the asbestos industry, have been shut appeals court found Uniroyal hable for the
down by the rising liabihty burden. Ten of death of a professional truck driver because
the thirteen companies manufacturing vac- it failed to warn of the risks from underin-
crees for the five serious childhood diseases flated ures. FMC lost a product-hability suit
exited the market because of rising liability involving a crane because there was no
costs, warning in the cab about hitting power hnes

The dominant legal criterion for de- with the machine. Many asbestos cases
termmmg a firm's habdity had traditionally have focused on whether companies prop-
been that of negligence. Finns were respon- erly reformed workers of the cancer nsk and
slble for accidents arising from their prod- the need to avoid breathing asbestos dust.
ucts only if they did not provide an efficient Increases m liability enhance the incen-
level of safety (see LAW AND ECONOMICS tives to provide safer products. But hability

27
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costs also discourage product innovation, ings and medical expenses) and compensa-
In a 1990 report the NaUonal Academy of tlon for pain and suffering. Economic dam-
Sciences concluded that the United States ages have risen in part because the cost of
had fallen a decade behind Europe in the medical care has risen Pain and suffenng
development of new contraceptives, partly damages have attracted the most attention
because of the chilling effect of nsmg liabil- from product-liability reformers because
ity costs In one case, G D. Searle and their conceptual basis remains ill defined
Company spent $1.5 million m a single year The legal criteria for such compensation are
to successfully defend itself against four not well articulated. On an economic basis
lawsmts for its intrauterine device Copper- pain and suffermg represents an economic
7 Since annual sales of the product were loss that one would generally not choose to
only $11 million, the company chose to dis- insure,
continue It The result of th_s lack of a conceptual

The substantial increase m liabihty is re- base has been substantial uncertainty m the
flected in the extent of litigation. Between determination of compensation for pain and
1974 and 1989, product-liability lawsmts suffering. But juries seem wllhng to see
m the federal courts increased sixfold. The paln and suffenng almost anywhere After
product-habdity share of all federal civil an Ilhnols refinery explosion, for example,
litigation rose from 2 percent in 1975 to 6 a jury awarded $700,000 to the victim's
percent in 1989. These increases cannot be survivors, even though there was no ev_-
accounted for by greater product riskiness, dence that the comatose victim was con-
For the period 1977 to 1987, federal prod- sc_ous and would have experienced any
uct-liability lawsmts increased by 400 per- pare (The award was overturned on ap-
cent, whereas total U.S accident rates peal ) Nevertheless, the fact that such
dechned by 20 percent, motor vehicle acci- awards are granted is one reason why the
dents by 11 percent, work accident rates by U S. Department of Justice and various 1e-
25 percent, and home accident rates by 26 gal reform groups advocate schedules and
percent hmlts for compensating pain and suffermg.

The price tag associated w_th hablhty Most recently, there has been a tremendous
suits is also substantial. Milhon-dollar ha- expansion of the pain-and-suffering concept
bility awards have become increasingly as passengers on a plane that never crashed
common, even for less highly publicized have successfully sued for the "fear of
accidents. The median verdict m product- death,'" and w_tnesses of the death of a
liability cases doubled in nominal terms stranger have successfully sued fortheemo-
from 1980 to 1988 Whereas the median tlonal trauma they experienced by wit-
product-habihty verdict was under nessmg this death.
$100,000 in 1971, it had risen to $405,000 Perhaps the most dramatic change in the
in 1988, a 48 percent increase after adjust- character of product-liabihty litigation has
ment for inflation, been the emergence of mass toxic torts.

The pnncipal components of these Agent Orange. asbestos, and the Dalkon
awards are economic damages (lost earn- Shield cases are the three most notable ex-
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amples of such litigation Each of these The wabihty of msunng these losses by
lines of litigation has involved more than shifting accident costs onto companies has
100,000 injury claimants--190,000 claim- also come under fire as the Manville Corpo-
ants against the Manville Corporation for ration and others have reorganized under
asbestos exposures, 150,000 claimants in federal bankruptcy law and set up trust
other asbestos cases, 210,000 claimants funds in excess of $3 billion (in the case of

against the Dalkon Shield, and 125,000 Manville) to cover losses that will inevita-
claimants m the Agent Orange lmgatlon bly exceed that amount.
Asbestos htigation comprised 2 percent of The costs of hablhty are reflected in the
federal product-hablhty htlgatlon m 1975, liablhty-msurance costs that firms must
but by 1989 the asbestos share had risen to pay. Many of the largest firms self-insure.
61 percent. The surge in mass toxic torts The Ford Motor Company, which insures
had overwhelmed the courts' capacity to itself, faced $4 bilhon in product-liabdlty
process these claims, damages claims m 1986 Llabdity costs

These cases are &stlngulshed not only by have also exploded for those who still buy
their number, but also by the &fficulties liability insurance. General hability premi-
they create for the habihty system Due to urns more than qumtupled--from $1.13 bli-
the substantial time lags revolved, causality hon to $6.49 billion--between 1968 and
has been difficult to determine It is note- 1978. Then between 1978 and 1988, they
worthy that m the Agent Orange case, legal tripled to $19 1 billion What is particularly
doctrine (Feres v Untted States) prevented remarkable is that virtually all of this tn-
soldiers from suing the actor primarily re- phng occurred between 1984 and 1986. Not
sponslble for their injuries--the federal surprisingly, during the mideighties people
government. Consequently, they sought began to talk of an emerging liability crisis.
compensation from the deep and more A number of explanations have been of-
readily available pockets of Dow Chemical fered for this crisis. One is that it may have
Company and other Agent Orange produc- been caused by the so-called insurance
ers. The judge who presided over the Agent underwriting cycle. Over the decades, in-
Orange htlgation could not find any clear- surance companies have periodically un-
cut causality between Agent Orange and the derpnced insurance as they competed for
veterans' ailments and, as a result, fash- more business. Then, as the claims on these

_oned a "'compromise" settlement for $180 underpriced policies generated large losses,
million the insurers responded by raising prices sub-

Moreover, in the asbestos cases liablhty stantlally. Another explanation offered is

was imposed retroactively on firms that that the insurance industry may have had a
could not have anticipated the extent of the capital shortfall, causing it to decrease the
risks or the likely litigation costs. This amount of coverage it would write. It did
means that one of the main modern ratio- so, according to this explanation, by raising

hales for expanded liability--that it gives prices A third explanation is that the crisis
companies an incentive to avoid acci- was caused by changes in habihty--the rise
dents--does not apply m the asbestos cases, m hablhty costs, the increased uncertainty
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of the liabdity system, and the presence of a broad array of tort-reform groups, ranging

h_ghly correlated risks that decrease the from the U.S. Department of Justice to the
ability of insurers to pool offsetting risks m American Law Institute, has concluded that

their portfolio. The long-run nature of the the liability system must be restructured to

rise m insurance premiums and the linkage provide an efficient level of deterrence, to

of this increase to the surge in litigation provide appropriate incentives for the intro-

suggest that shifts m liabihty doctrine are duction of new products, and to meet the
the major contributors to the rise m liability legitimate needs of accident victims
costs

Although the short-run crisis has abated, --W. Kip Viscusi

Biography: W Kip Vtscusi ss the George G Allen Professor of Economics at Duke Umverslty
He served as assocmte reporter for the American Law Institute Study of Enterprise Respons_bd_ty
for Personal lnlury While a student at Harvard, he spent two summers working for Ralph Nader
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Marginalism
Steven E. Rhoads

• Adam Smith struggled with what came Economists beheve that sensible choice

to be called the paradox of "value in use" reqmres comparing margmal utilities and
versus "'value m exchange." Water is nec- marginal costs. They also think that most
essary to existence and of enormous value people apply the marglnalism concept regu-
in use Diamonds are frivolous and clearly larly, even ff subconsciously, in their pri-
not essentml. But the price of &amonds-- vate decisions In southern states, for

their value in exchange--is far higher than example, a much lower fraction of people
that of water What perplexed Smith is now buy snow shovels than m northern states
rationally explained m the first chapters of The reason is that although snow shovels
every college freshman's introductory eco- cost about the same from state to state, the
nomlcs text Smith had failed to distinguish marginal benefit of a snow shovel is much
between "_total'" utility and "marginal" higher m northern states. But in discussions
utd_ty. The elaboration of this insight trans- of public policy issues, where most of the
lormed economics in the late nineteenth benefits and costs do not accrue to the mdi-

century, and the fruits of the marginalist vldual making the policy decision (e.g.,
revolution continue to set the basic frame- subsidies for health care), the appeal of total
work for contemporary microeconomlcs utlhty and intrinsic worth as the basis for

The marglnahst explanation is as follows: decision can mask the insights of margin-
The total utihty or satisfacUon of water ex- alism.
ceeds that of diamonds We would all rather Even good answers to certain grand ques-
do without diamonds than without water. Uons gwe httle guidance for rational public
But almost all of us would prefer to win a policy choices. For example, what is more
prize of a dmmond rather than an ad&uonal _mportant, health or recreation _ If forced to
bucket of water, To make this last choice, choose, everyone would find health more
we ask ourselves not whether diamonds or important than recreation But margmahsm
water give more satisfaction m total, but suggests that our real concern should be
whether more of one gives greater ad&- with proportion, not rank. Finding health m
ttonal satisfaction than more of the other, total to be more important than recreation

For this marginal utility question, our an- in total does not imply that all diving boards
swer will depend on how much of each we should be removed from swimming pools
already have. Though the first units of water just because a few people die in diving acci-
we consume every month are of enormous dents Similarly, we clearly want cleaner
value to us, the last units are not. The utility air and economic growth. And we want rec-

of ad&tional (or marginal)units continues reational opportunities in natural settings
to decrease as we consume more and more. and in developed ones. Reasonable policy

31
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choices require knowledge of how well we scholars have observed the effects of insur-
are now doing in all of these areas and of ance pohcy changes on the demand for
the alternative opportunities available, health care. A few actual experiments have

In addition, costs must be determined also been conducted One required a group
Even the biggest remaining problem may of California Medicaid beneficiaries to pay
not deserve most of the extra money. One one dollar for their first two office visits
writer, for example, argues that early deaths each month, while a similar group contan-
of the young are our greatest life-saving ued to receive completely free service This
problem, and therefore the health budget modest charge reduced office visits by 8
should emphasize preventing the largest percent, and it seems unlikely that those
killers of the young, such as accidents and who stopped going to doctors could not af-
suicides. But even if one accepts this ford the one-dollar charge.
writer's values, his policy conclusions do Other studies have found that even small
not follow. We may not know how to pre- changes in time cost can have an effect For
vent suicides at reasonable cost, but perhaps example, when the health facility at one
a medical breakthrough has made possible college was moved so that _t took twenty
a low-cost cure for a disease that is the minutes rather than five to ten to walk there,

sixth-leading cause of death among the student visits fell by nearly 40 percent. Sim-
young. We would then save more hves llarly, a 10 percent increase in the travel
among the young if we devoted more of time to outpatient clinics among a low-
our resources to their sixth-largest health Income urban group caused an estimated
problem rather than their first or second. 10 percent decrease m demand for visits
Margmahsm thus requires looking at the to physicians Whether the health serwces
details--looking at the costs and benefits of forgone m these cases were necessary re-
particular opportunities, mares an open question, but surely the po-

The margmahst ins]ght also Illuminates tentlal patients did not act as if they had no
some weaknesses m the health-policy out- option other than to obtain care
look of those who base their position on the Marginahsm also leads one to question
idea of medical needs. Because health is an the old maxim that anything worth doing
essential need, many think that those with at all is worth doing well. Nobel Laureate
medical complaints should have free and James Buchanan has suggested that an
qmck access to physicians. When they think economist can be dxstinguished from a non-
of hearth demand, such people think of seri- economist by his reaction to that statement.
ous, medically treatable illness. But from Another economist actually polled a group
the viewpoint of the consumer, at least, a of his fellows to judge their agreement or
sigmficant portion of demand for medical disagreement with this and four other max-
care gives very small benefits. These bene- ires. "Anything worth doing . ." was by
fits are poorly indicated by thinking about far the least popular, with 74 percent of re-
total utility (that is, how important health spondents disagreeing. A careful weighing of
is). marginal cost implies that we should use well

In studying a number of small groups, the money we devote to a task, but we should
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rarely do as much as interested professionals fect of a tax cut on savings, _t reminds us

think necessary, that we should not look at the percentage of
These examples apply marginalism to a family's total income that is saved but

government expenditures directed at spe- rather the percentage of any additional in-
clfic pohcy areas such as health care. The come recoved (in this case from the tax

tax side of the budgetary equation also calls cut). Though the average national savings
for the concept. Margmahsm reminds us rate is less than 5 percent, the long-run mar-
that when contemplatmg the effect of tax ginal savmgs rate is more than double the

rates on the incentive to work, we are usu- 5 percent average rate even at the lowest

ally less interested in the average tax rate income levels. In the highest income brack-
paid on a family's entire income than in the ets the long-run marginal savings rate has

marginal tax rate--the proportion of added been estimated at over 50 percent.
(marginal) income that the husband or wife

will pay m taxes If either works a little --Steven E. Rhoads

more. Similarly, when considering the ef-

Biography: Steven E Rhoads zs a professor of government and foreign affairs at the Umverslty
of Virginia
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WhyRepairmenEarnMore ThanChild-CareWorkers

Child-care workers perform important work. The total utdlty of their work IS
probably much higher than the total utdity of the work performed by workers who

repair air conditioning. So why do air-conditioning repairmen earn more than child-
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care workers? Margmahsm has the answer. Suppose that there are fewer children

and more air conditioners than there used to be Suppose also that for the same wage
there is a surplus of child-care workers and a shortage of people who repair air
condmoners. Then the wage cannot be the same. If it were, the only way to get
enough alr-condmomng repairmen would be to conscript them. So the only peaceful
way to get the right number of child-care workers and the right number of mr-
conditioning workers is to let the market work This means letting the higher supply
of child-care workers drive down their wage and the lower supply of air-condmonmg
repairmen drive up their wage. Although the total utility of work performed by
child-care workers exceeds the total utlhty of work performed by air-conditioning
repairmen, the marginal value of the latter's utility exceeds the marginal value of
the former's. _DRH

Microeconomics
Arnold C. Harberger

• Until the so-called Keynesian revolution well as the price level). In contrast, no revo-
of the late thirties and forties, the two mare lutlon separates today's mlcroeconomics
parts of economic theory were typically la- from old-fashioned price theory; one
beled monetary theory and price theory, evolved from the other naturally and with-
Today, the corresponding dichotomy is be- out s_gmficant controversy.
tween macroeconomics and microeconom- The strength of mlcroeconomics comes
lcs. The motivating force for the change from the simplicity of its underlying struc-
came from the macro side, with modern ture and ItS close touch with the real world.

macroeconomics being far more exphcit In a nutshell, microeconomics has to do
than old-fashioned monetary theory about with supply and demand, and with the way
fluctuations in income and employment (as they interact m various markets. Microeco-
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nomlc analysis moves easily and painlessly tion (like monopoly and oligopoly), and
from one topic to another and lies at the various aspects of labor market behavior
center of most of the recognized subfields (hke minimum wages, the monopoly power
of economics. Labor economics, for exam- of labor umons, and so on).
pie, is built largely on the analysis of the It is hard to imagine a basic course in
supply and demand for labor of different mlcroeconomlcs failing to include numer-
types The field of industrial organization ous cases and examples drawn from all of
deals with the different mechanisms (mo- the fields listed above. This is because mi-

nopoly, cartels, different types of competl- croeconomlcs is so basic. It represents the
tive behavior) by which goods and services trunk of the tree out of which all the listed
are sold International economics worries subfields have branched.

about the demand and supply of individual At the root of everything is supply and
traded commodities, as well as of a coun- demand. It Is not at all farfetched to think

try's exports and imports taken as a whole, of these as basically human characteristics.
and the consequent demand for and supply If human beings are not going to be totally
of foreign exchange. Agricultural econom- self-sufficient, they will end up producing
lCS deals with the demand and supply of certain things that they trade m order to
agricultural products, and of farmland, farm fulfill their demands for other things. The
labor, and the other factors of production specialization of production and the institu-
involved in agriculture, tlons of trade, commerce, and markets long

Public finance looks at how the govern- antedated the science of economics. Indeed,
ment enters the scene. Traditionally, ItS fo- one can fairly say that from the very outset
cus was on taxes, which automatically the science of economics entailed the study
introduce "wedges" (differences between of the market forms that arose quite natu-
the price the buyer pays and the price the rally (and without any help from econo-
seller receives) and cause inefficiency mists) out of human behavior People

More recently, public finance has reached speclahze in what they think they can do
into the expenditure side as well, attempting best--or more existentially, in what hered-
to analyze (and sometimes actually to mea- lty, environment, fate, and their own voli-
sure) the costs and benefits of different pub- tlon have brought them to do. They trade
lic outlays and programs, their services and/or the products of their

Applied welfare economics is the fruition specialization for those produced by others.
of mIcroeconomics. It deals with the costs Markets evolve to organize this sort of trad-
and benefits of just about anything--public ing, and money evolves to act as a general-
projects, taxes on commodities, taxes on ized umt of account and to make barter
factors of production (corporation income unnecessary.
taxes, payroll taxes), agricultural programs In this market process people try to get
(like price supports and acreage controls), the most from what they have to sell, and
tariffs on imports, foreign exchange con- to satisfy their desires as much as possible.
trols, different forms of industrial organiza- In microeconomics this is translated into the
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notion of people maximizing their personal a sort of moral or normauve overtone, at

"'utihty,'" or welfare. This process helps least when it comes to deahng with a wide
them to decide what they will supply and range of market dxstortlons. In an undis-
what they will demand, torted market, buyers pay the market price

When hybrid corn first appeared in the up to the point where they judge further
Umted States, it was in experiment stations, umts not to be worth that price, while com-
not on ordinary farms But over a period of petitive sellers supply added units as long
decades, it became the product of choice of as they can make money on each increment.
hundreds of thousands of farmers At the At the point where supply just equals de-
beginning of the process, those who mand m an undistorted market, the price
adopted the new hybrids made handsome measures both the worth of the product to
profits. By the time the transition was corn- buyers and the worth of the product to sell-
plete, any farmer who clung stubbornly to ers
the old nonhybrid seed was hkely to be That is not so when an amficial distomon
driven out of business. So what was left was intervenes With a 50 percent tax based on
farmers who acted as if they were profit- selhng price, an item that costs $1.50 to the
maximizing: the ones who did not had buyer is worth only $1 00 to the seller. The
fared. By a very s_mllar process new varie- tax creates a wedge, mentioned earher, be-
ties of wheat spread through the Punjab and tween the value to the buyer and the return
other parts of Indm in the sixUes, and new to the seller. The anomaly thus created
varieties of rice through the Philippines and could be eliminated if the distortion were
the rest of East Asia What economists call removed: then the market would find its

"maximizing behavior" explains the real- eqmlibrlum at some price in between (say,
world behawor of these milhons of farmers, $1 20) where the product's worth would be
whose actions increased the supply of corn, the same to buyers and to sellers Whenever
wheat, and rice, making much more of we start w_th a distortion, we can usually
these products available to the consumers assert that society as a whole can benefit
of the world at a lower cost. from its removal. Th_s _sepitomized by the

Simdar scenarios reveal how maximizing fact that buyers gam as they get extra umts
behavior works on the demand side. To- at less than $1.50, while sellers gain as they
day's textiles include vast amounts of arti- get to sell extra units at more than $1.00.
hcial fibers, nearly all of them unknown a Many different distortions can create
century ago. They conquered markets for s_mllar anomalies. If cotton is subsidized,
themselves, at the expense of the older natu- the price that farmers get will exceed, by
ral fibers, because consumers perceived the amount of the subsidy, the value to con-
them to be either better or cheaper, or both. sumers. Society thus stands to gain by elim-
In the end, when old products end up on the inatmg the subsidy and moving to a price
ash heap of history, it is usually because that is the same for both buyers and sellers.
consumers have found new products that If price controls keep bread (or anything
they greatly prefer to the old ones. else) artificmlly cheap, the pre&ctable re-

The economics of supply and demand has suit _s that less will be supplied than is de-
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manded. Nine times out of ten, the excess amount. Production ineffioencies could be

demand will end up being reflected m a avoided by allowing the farmers to buy and
gray or black market, whose existence is sell coupons among themselves. Low-cost
probably the clearest evidence that the offi- farmers would buy coupons from high-cost
cial price is artificmlly low. In turn, econo- farmers, thus ensuring efficient producuon.
mists are nearly always right when they This is known as a "second-best" solution
predict that pushing prices down via price to a policy problem. It is second rather than
controls will end up reducing the market first best because consumers would still be
supply and generating black market prices paying the artificially high parity price for
not only well above the official price, but wheat.
also above the market price that would pre- Monopoly represents the artificial restrlc-
vad in the absence of controls, tlon of production by an entity having suf-

Official prices that are too high also pro- ficient "'market power" to do so The
duce curious results In the thirties the economics of monopoly are most easily
United States adopted so-called parity seen by thinking of a "monopoly markup"
prices for the major grains and a few other as a privately _mposed, privately collected
farm products Basically, if the market tax This was, in fact, a reality not toomany
price was below the parity price, the gov- centuries ago when feudal rulers sometimes
ernment would pay farmers the difference endowed their favorites with monopoly
or buy any unsold crops at the parity price, rights over certain products. The recipients
The predictable result was production in ex- need not ever "'produce" such products
cess of demand--leading to surpluses that themselves They could contract with other
were bought up (and idly stored) by the firms to produce the good at low prices and
government. Then, in an effort to eliminate then charge consumers what the traffic
the purchase of surpluses (but without re- would bear (so as to maximize monopoly
ducmg the panty price), the government in- profit). The differences between these two
stituted acreage controls under which it paid prices is the "monopoly markup," which
farmers to take land out of production, functions like a tax. In this example st is
Some people were surprised to see that a 20 clear that the true beneficiary of monopoly
percent cut in wheat acreage did not lead to power is the one who exercises it; both pro-
a 20 percent fall m the production of wheat, ducers and consumers end up losing.
The reason was that other factors of produc- Modern monopohes are a bit less trans-
tlon could be (and were) used more inten- parent, for two reasons. First, even though
sively, with the result that m order to get a governments still grant monopolies, they
20 percent cut in wheat, acreage "had to" usually grant them to the producers. Sec-
be cut by 30 to 40 percent, ond, some monopolies just happen without

Economists have a better solution. Had government creating them, although these

the government given wheat farmers cou- are often short-hved. Either way, the pro-
pons. each of which permitted the farmer ceeds of the monopoly markup (or tax) are
to market one bushel of wheat, wheat mar- commingled with the return to capital of the
ketings could have been cut by the desired monopoly firms. Similarly. labor monopoly
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is usually exercised by unions, wlalch are drugs. When the "margin" m bankmg is
able to charge a monopoly markup (or tax), set too high, new banks enter and/or
which then becomes commingled with the branches of old ones proliferate until further
wages of their members. The true effect of entry is deterred. Artificially maintained
labor monopoly on the competitive wage is drug prices lead, in some countries, to a
seen by looking at the nonumon segment of pharmacy on almost every block.
the economy. Here, wages end up lower, Rent-seeking also occurs m circum-
because the union wage causes fewer work- stances where something of value (like im-
ers to be hired in the unionized firms, leav- port licenses or radio/TV franchtses) is
mga larger labor supply (and a consequent being gwen away or sold below its true
lower wage) m the nonumon segment, value. In such cases potential buyers often

A final example of what occurs with of- spend large amounts m "'lobbying" to im-
ficial prices that are too high as the phenom- prove their chances of getting the prize. In-
enon of "rent-seeking." Rent-seeking deed, a broad view of rent-seeking easily
occurs when someone enters a business to covers most cases of lobbying (using real

earn a profit that the government has tried resources in efforts to gain legislative or
to make unusually high. A simple example executive "favors").

is a city that _mposes a high official meter The great unitying principles of microe-
rate for taxis but allows free entry into the conom_cs are, ever and always, supply and
tax_ business. The fare must cover the cost demand. The normative overtone of micro-

of paying a driver plus a market rate of economics comes from the fact that compet-
return on the capital costs involved. Labor ltive supply price represents value as seen
and caDtal will flow into the cab industry by suppliers, and competitive demand price
untd each ends up getting its expected, nor- represents value as seen by demanders. The
real return instead of the high returns one motwating force is that of human beings,
would expect with high fares. What will always gravitating toward choices and at-
adjust is s_mply the number of cabs and rangements that reflect their tastes The mlr-
the fraction of the time they actually carry acle of it all _s that on the basis of such
passengers Cabs will get more for each s_mple and straightforward underpinnings,
rider, but each cab will have fewer riders, a rich tapestry of analysis, insights, and un-

Other situations of rent-seeking occur derstandmg can be woven. This brief article
when artificmlly high urban wages attract can only give its readers a glimpse--hope-
migrants from rural areas. If the wage does fully a tempting one--of the richness,
not adjust downward to equate supply and beauty, and promise of that tapestry.
demand, the rate of urban unemployment
will rise until further migration is deterred, mArnold C. Harberger
Still other examples are in banking and
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NaturalResources
William J. Baumol and Sue Anne Batey Blackman

• The earth's natural resources are fimte, never coming anywhere near exhaustion.
which means that ff we use them continu- How can th_s be? The answer hes m the fact

ously, we will eventually exhaust them. that the effective stocks of natural resources
This basic observation is undeniable. But are continually expanded by the same tech-

another way of looking at the issue is far nolog_cal developments that have fueled the

more relevant for assessing social welfare extraordmary growth in living standards
Our exhaustible and unreproducible natural since the mdustrml revolution.

resources, ff measured in terms of their pro- Innovation has increased the productivity
spectwe contribution to human welfare, can of natural resources (increasing the gasoline

actually increase year after year, perhaps mileage of cars, for example). Innovation
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also increases the recychng of resources and all but used up the known 1950 reserves, by
reduces waste m their extraction or pro- 1980 the known supplies of these minerals
cessmg. And renovation affects the pro- were much greater than in 1950 This in-
spective output contribution of natural crease m presumably fimte stocks is ex-
resources (for example, the coal still under- plained by the way data on natural resources
neath the ground) If a sclenUfic break- are complied. Each year the U.S. Bureau
through in a given year increases the of Mmesest_matestheamountsof"proven
prospectwe output contribution of the un- reserves," or quantities of mineral that have
used stocks of a resource by an amount actually been located and evaluated (as in
greater than the reduction (via resources ac- table 1). Those quantiUes can and do rise
tually used up) m that year. then. in terms in response to price rises and anticipated
of human economic welfare, the stock of mcreases in demand. As previously &scov-
that resource wall be larger at the end of the ered reserves of a resource grow scarce,
year than at the beginning. Of course, the the price rises, stimulating exploration that
remaimng physical amount of the resource frequently adds new reserves faster than the
must continually decline, but it need never previously proven reserves run out.
be exhausted completely, and its effective Clearly, data on "proven reserves" do
quantity can rise for the mdefimte future, not show whether a resource is about to run
The exhausUon of a particular resource, out. There is, however, another indicator of
though not impossible, is also not inevlta- the scarcity of a resource that is more reh-
ble able: _ts price If the demand for a resource

Ever since the industrial revolution, is not _hlhng, and if its price is not &storted
world demand for power and raw materials by interferences such as government inter-
has grown at a fantastic rate. Some observ- vention or mteruat_onal cartels, then the re-
ers (see Darmstadter, Teitelbaum, and Po- source's price will rise as its remaining
lach; and United Nations) estimate that quantity dechnes. So any price rises can be
humankmdconsumed more energy between interpreted as a signal that the resource is
1900 and 1920 than m all previously re- getting scarcer. If, on the other hand, the
corded t_me. In the following two decades, price of a resource actually falls, consis-
1920 to 1940, people again used more tently and without regulatory interference,
power than m the totality of the past (mclud- it is very unlikely that its effectwe stock is
ing the preceding twenty years), and each growing scarce.
twenty-year period since has experienced a One group of researchers (Barnett and
simdar rate of increase in energy demands. Morse) found that the real cost (price) of

Are our natural resources truly being extraction for a sample of thirteen minerals
gobbled up by an insatiable industrial had declined for all but two (lead and zinc)
world? Table 1 presents some estimates of between 1870 and 1956. More recently,
known world reserves of four important Baumol et al. calculated the price of fifteen
nonfuel minerals (aluminum, copper, iron, resources for the period 1900 to 1986 and
and lead) Clearly, even though the mining showed that until the "energy crises" of
of these minerals between 1950 and 1980 the seventies, there was a negligible upward
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TABLE 1

WorldReservesandCumulativeProductionofSelectedMinerals:1950-1980

(millionsofmetrictonsof metalcontent)

Mineral 1950 Reserves Production 1950-1980 1980 Reserves

Aluminum 1,400 1,346 5,200
Copper 1O0 156 494
Iron 19,000 11,040 93,466
Lead 40 85 127

SOURCERepetto,p 23.

trend in the real (inflation-adJusted) prices creases tended to be concentrated toward
of coal and natural gas. and virtually no the beginning of the period, perhaps sug-
increase m the price of crude oil Petroleum gestlng increasing scarcity (particularly
prices catapulted in the seventies under the since 1960), this is hardly evidence of ira-
influence of the Organization of Petroleum mment exhaustion.
Exporting Countries but have since returned The effective stocks of a natural resource
to their historical levels. The longer-term can be increased in at least three ways:
prospects for these prices are uncertain, but
new energy-producing techmques such as 1. A technological renovation that reduces
nuclear fusion may be able to keep energy the amount of iron ore lost during min-
prices at their long-term real levels, or even lng or smelting clearly increases the ef-
lower, fective stock of that resource. Likewise,

The price history of nonfuel minerals is a new technique may make it economi-
even more striking. Some, like iron, have cal to force more oil out of previously
experienced a very slow rise over the last abandoned wells. This decrease in waste
hundred years or so. The prices of others, translates directly into a rise in the effec-
like lead, have remained stable. And for tire supphes of oil. For example, say
some, including aluminum and magnesium, that in 1960, with known drilling tech-
real prices today are far lower than they niques, only 40 percent of the oil at a
were seventy years ago. The prices of about site in Borger, Texas, could have been
half of the mineral resources investigated extracted at a cost ever likely to be ac-
actually fell after correction for inflation, ceptable, but by 1990 improved technol-
None of the price rises, aside from those of ogy had raised this figure to 80 percent
fuels in the seventies, was very large; in Assume, for simplicity, that the amount
constant dollars most of them rose less than of oil m Borger was 10 million barrels

1 percent per year. While the price de- Let's say that between 1960 and 1990,
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5 percent of the originally available course, by technological changes that fa-
o11--0.5 million barrels--has been used clhtate recychng. Say, for example, that
up Then, by 1990, the effective supply a new recycling techmque allows copper
of oil m that part of the Texas Panhandle to be reused before it is scrapped, and
will have risen from its ininal level of 4 that no such reuse was econommal be-

mllhon barrels (40 percent of 10 mdhon) fore. Then this technique has doubled
to 7.6 milhon barrels (80 percent of 9 5 the effective reserves of copper (aside
mdlion), which ymlds a net rise of effec- from any resources used up m the recycl-
rive supply equal to 90 percent! In other mg process) It _s important to note,
words, there has occurred not a rise in however, that recychng adopted without
the physmal quantity of oil, but an m- regard for economic consideranons can
crease m the productivity of the re- actually waste resources rather than save
roaming supply them. For example, some researchers

2. The (partial) substitutability within the have found that combustion of munim-
economy of virtually all resources for pal garbage to generate electricity some-
others is at the heart of the second times actually uses up more energy than
method for increasing the effective it produces.
stocks of natural resources. The energy
crises of the seventies provided some These three means can all increase the
dramanc illustranons of the substitut- effective supphes of exhaustible resources
ability of resources Homeowners in- and can augment the prospective economic
creased thmr expenditures on insulation contnbunon of the current inventory of re-
to save on fuel costs, thus subsntutmg sources, perhaps more than enough to offset
fiberglass for heating oil. Newspapers the consumption of resources during the
reported that the cattle drives of earlier same period.
eras were being revived, with cowhand Some people believe that the burst of pro-
labor substituting for gasoline. Techno- ducnvity and increase m living standards
logmal innovation can reduce the cost that has occurred since the industrial revo-
of extracting or processing a resource, lutton can be attributed to our wllhngness
Because of technological break- to deplete our natural heritage at the ex-
throughs, a new ml rig. for example, pense of future generations. But as we
may require fewer labor hours to operate have seen here, rising productivity (the
and use less electncity and less steel in source of the great leap m economic
_ts manufacture. Those savings of other growth) may, in a real sense, actually aug-
resources can translate into savings of ment humanity's stock of natural resource
o11, because those other resources are capital, instead of depleting it, and may
thus freed up to be used elsewhere in the be able to do so, for all pracncal purposes,
economy, and some of the alternative "forever.'" Can we expect such techno-
uses will entail substitution for off. logical innovation to continue indefi-

3, The third way we can increase our effec- nltely q The evidence of trends xn the
tive stocks of a natural resource _s, of prices of natural resources suggests that
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technological innovation has indeed pro- sources? Unfortunately, no one knows the
wded continuing increases in the effecuve answer
stocks of finite resources. But is there a

hmit to this process--can we expect the mWilliam J. Baumol and

wonders of technology to contmue to Sue Anne Batey Biaekman
wring ever more out of the earth's re-

Biography: Wllham J Baumol is the director of the C V. Starr Center for Apphed Economics
at New York Umvers_ty and professor ementus at Princeton Umverslty Sue Anne Batey Blackman
_s the semor research assistant in Princeton's economics department.
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Are WeRunningOutof Oil?

No resource has inspired so great a fear of running out as oil has. This fear is not

new And every time in the last hundred years that an expert predicted we would

run out, that predtctlon has been wrong--and not just wrong, but wrong by a huge
margin. In 1891, for example, the U.S Geological Survey stated that there was
little chance that oil would be found in Kansas or Texas. Since then, 14 billion

barrels of oil have been produced from just those two states In 1914 an officml of
the U S Bureau of Mines claimed that the total future U.S production would be

5.7 billion barrels. In fact, production has already been six times that figure In 1920

the director of the Geological Survey said that peak annual crude production had
almost been reached By 1948 annual U.S production was four t_mes _ts 1920 level.
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Finally, in one of the most astoundingly wrong predictions, the Interior Department
stated in 1939 that U S. oll supplies would run out in thirteen years, Of course, over
fifty years later, the United States is still producing oil.

_DRH

Source Baumol,Blackman,and Wolff.p 214

OpportunityCost
David R. Henderson

• When economists refer to the "opportu- is to remind us that the cost of using a re-
nlty cost" of a resource, they mean the source arises from the value of what it could
value of the next-highest-valued alternative be used for instead.

use of that resource If, for example, you This simple concept has powerful _mpll-
spend time and money going to a movie, cations. It implies, for example, that even
you cannot spend that time at home reading when governments subsidize college educa-
a book, and you can't spend the money on tion, most students still pay more than half
something else. If your next-best alternative of the cost. Take a student who pays $2,000
to seeing the movie is reading the book, in tuition at a state college. Assume that the
then the opportunity cost of seeing the government subsidy to the college amounts
movie xs the money spent plus the pleasure to $5,000 per student. It looks as If the cost
you forgo by not reading the book. is $7,000 and the student pays less than

The word opportuni_ in opportuni_ cost half. But looks are deceiving. The true cost
is actually redundant. The cost of using is $7,000 plus the income the student
something is already the value of the high- forgoes by attending school rather than
est-valued alternative use But as contract working If the student could have earned
lawyers and airplane pilots know, redun- $15,000 per year, then the true cost of the
dancy can be a virtue. In this case, its virtue education is $7,000 plus $15,000. Of this
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$22,000 total, the student pays $17,000 cost of attending school at all, because
($15,000 plus $2,000). whether or not the student attends school,

What about the cost of room and board someone must pay room and board.
while attending school? This is not a true

--David R. Henderson

Biography: David R Henderson is the editor of this encyclope&a He is a semor research fellow
with Stanford University's Hoover Institution and an assocmte professor of econorn_cs at the
Naval Postgraduate School m Monterey, Cahfornla He was formerly a senior economist with the
President's Councd of Economic Advisers.

PoliticalBehavior
Richard L. Stroup

w iN

• The fact of scarcity, which exists every- welfare, such as control of health-threaten-
where, guarantees that people will compete lng air pollution from myriad sources affect-
for resources. Markets are one way to orga- mg millions of individuals, or the provision
nlze and channel this competition. Politics of nauonal defense. Other public-sector ac-
_sanother People use both markets and pol- tlons provide narrow benefits that fall far
mcs to get resources allocated to the ends short of their costs.
they favor. Political activity, however, is In democratic politics, rules typically
startlingly different from voluntary ex- gwe a majority coahtion power over the
change m markets. In a democracy groups entire society. These rules replace the rule
can accornphsh many things in politics that of wflhng consent and voluntary exchange
they could not in the private sector. Some of that exists in the marketplace. In politics,
these are vital to the broader community's people's goals are s_milar to the goals they
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have as consumers, producers, and resource domain of issues can the government make
supphers in the private sector, but people decisions? How much of the society's out-
participate as voters, politicians, bureau- put is taken for political allocation* The
crats, and lobbyists. In the political system, rules provide answers to these questions,
as m the marketplace, people are sometimes influencing not only who gets what from
(but not always) selfish. In all cases, they society's product, but also how big the
are narrow: how much they know and how product itself _s and how much of it is de-
much they care about other people's goals voted to influencing the game.
are necessarily limited Why do individuals and groups often

A Mother Teresa or an advocate of the seek their aims m the political sector rather
homeless, working in the political arena, than in markets? There are several reasons.
typically lobbies for a shift of funding to

help the poor and the sick The views of • Polmcal solutions can compel people, on
such a person, while admirable, are surely threat of prison, to support polmcally
narrow. He or she prefers that the govern- chosen community goals. This solves the
ment allocate more resources to meet his or financial "free rider" problem caused by
her goals even if it means less for the goals the fact that even citizens who don't vol-
of others who are also lobbying. Similarly, untanly pay for national defense or for,
a dedicated professional, such as the d_rec- say, a sculpture m the town square can
tot of the National Park Service, however benefit from the expenditures of those
unselfish, pushes strongly for shifting gov- who do.
ernment funds away from other uses and • Political action can allow one group to
toward expanding and improving the na- benefit at the expense of others. This does
tional park system. H_s priority is to get not happen in a free market, where those
land and dollars allocated to parks, even if who pay are the ones who benefit. (Of
goals espoused by others, such as helping course, pohtical victories may them-
the poor and the sick, necessarily suffer, selves be costly.)
Those favonng other expenditures--on • Imperfections in the legal protection of
space exploration, retraining workers, the one's rights--such as one's right to be
arts, preventing disease, and defense--feel safe from harmful air pollutants, or even
just as strongly. Passionate demands for one's civil rights--can be addressed po-
funding and for legislative favors (inevita- litically. Some aspects of the political
bly at the expense of other people's goals) process, however, work against those
come from every direction who pursue their goals via the pohtical

Political rules determine how these corn- route:

petmg demands, which far exceed govern- -One Congress or legislature cannot bind
ment's (or even the whole society's) ability the next, so a political solution--other
to prowde, are arbitrated. The rules of the than the grant or sale of private rights--

political game are critical. Is the govern- lasts only as long as the political muscle
ment democratic? Is it a representatwe de- of those who push it. Any political pro-
mocracy? Who can vote? Over what gram, land allocation, or treaty can be
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reversed as pohtlcal pressures change, was included as an offshoot of the wool
In other words, a political solution can- industry. Although wool was removed from
not be purchased--only rented. A polit- the military's list of strategic materials in
ical act is inherently less secure than a 1960, the program survives and continues
private purchase or trust arrangement, to grow

-Truly innovative activity is often diffi- Under the Wool Act, growers are given
cult to sell to the majority of the political subsidy checks to supplement what they re-
group, such as the Congress or a specific ceive m the market for their wool. In 1990

committee, that must agree to the pro- the wool subsidy rate was 127 percent. The
posed action. In the free market, on the farmer who got $1,000 for selling wool in
other hand, innovations typically are the market also got a $1,270 check from the
funded when only a few entrepreneurs government. Selling twice as much would
and capitalists beheve in them. have brought a check for $2,540 from the

government The subsidy rate for mohair
For the ordinary citizens who are not po- was a much larger 387 percent. The subsld-

llt_cally active, political actlvzty has very les are paid for by tariffs on imported wool.
different consequences from market activ- The tariffs cause consumers to pay more for
ity Although such citizens benefit from imported wool, and also drive up the market
some political action achieved by active price they pay for domestic wool. which is
groups, they are bound by (and must pay a close subsmute. The economy operates
for) all pohtlcal actions. They are outside less efficiently, since less wool is imported
the political process except when they vote even though the imported wool costs less
and when they have concentrated, or spe- The subsidy program, together with the
clal, interests, Dairy farmers, for example, higher price caused by the wool tarzff,
typically know nothing about the costs to means that domestic land, labor, and capital
them of the space program. However, they resources are apphed to the production of
are keenly informed about the federal milk wool and mohair instead of more highly
program, which restricts milk production valued goods
and keeps milk prices high. Nevertheless, Congress continues to sup-

Small groups whose members inordl- port the program. Thousands of very small
nately benefit or suffer from proposed legls- checks are sent to small growers in every
latlon are often quite powerful pohtically, state Almost half of the 1990 payments
Consider the case of wool and mohair grow- were less than $100. Many of those who
ers in the Umted States. Dunng World War receive them are willing to write letters and
II mdltary planners found that U.S. wool to vote for those who support the program.
producers could supply only half the wool Nearly half of the money, though, goes to
wanted by the military Partly for this tea- the I percent of the growers who are the
son, and partly to give added income to largest producers. The largest checks--
wool growers, Congress passed the Na- nearly three hundred of them--averaged
tlonal Wool Act in 1954. Mohair, produced $98,000 and accounted for 27 percent of
by Angora goats, had no military use but the program's 1990 cost. Recipients of
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these large checks can be counted on to • The voter 1spurchasing a large bundle of
contribute to organizing costs, and to give policies and cannot pick and choose. In a
campaign donations to members of congres- representative government the voters se-
slonal committees critical to the continua- lect a single candidate--the "bundle"--
tlon of the subsidy program. By contrast, to represent them on many different 1s-
because American taxpayers pay only a few sues. Voters cannot vote for the position
dollars per family (Wool Act subsidies were of one candidate on issue A, the posmon
$104 mllhon m 1990), most are unaware of another on issue B, and so on, as they
of the program and of how their elected do routinely when shopping for thousands
representatives voted on it. Even though of items m the marketplace. In a represen-
taxpayers are numerous, and the Wool Act tatwe democracy fine-tuning one's ex-
costs them a lot, each taxpayer loses so pression at the ballot box is impossible.
little that they do not become organized or • An individual voter has virtually no
knowledgeable on the topic. Thus the Wool chance of casting the decisive vote in an
Act, which harms the interests of the great election. Even among the more than four
majority of voters, has survived, thousand elect_ons held each decade to

Although such specml interest groups are fill the U S House of Representatives, a
sometimes in hne with more general cmzen race decided by less than one hundred
interests, there _s httle to confine them to votes _s newsworthy at the national level,
general interests For example, the general and a recount is normally conducted.
pubhc wants national defense, and weapons Moreover, the cost of an uninformed or
contractors have an interest in providing the mistaken vote that did make a difference
means to obtain defense. But the contractors would be spread among other c_t_zens.
and the government's mihtary itself will This differs t¥om the cost of a mistaken
push for far more elaborate means of de- purchase, the full burden of which the
fense than would a knowledgeable citizen buyer pays People, thus, have httle m-
w_th broader interests centwe to spend scarce time and effort

So although pohtical activity has benefits learning about election issues, momtor-
as well as costs, political behavior causes mg pohticians, or even voting, instead,
some predictable problems for cmzens in they tend to be "'rationally ignorant" on
general: most issues Thus, _t makes sense for a

poliucian to pay attention primarily to
• One-to-a-cmzen ballot votes, which are special interests on most _ssues, and to

the currency of the formal democratic use the financml support of special inter-
marketplace, do not allow voters to show ests to campaign on "image" issues at
the intensity of their preferences, as dollar election time.
votes do when cmzens focus their bud- • Because politicians do not sell their rater-
gets--some spending more on housing, ests to their successors (the way the own-
others on entertainment, education, or ers of companies, farms, and houses do),
their favorite charity, they have an incentive to provide current
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benefits while delaying costs into the fu- services as a percentage of GNP has been
ture whenever possible. They have less constant. However, only one of every six
incentive to invest today for the benefit dollars transferred is in programs that are
of the future Future voters cannot affect targeted to low-income people. The rest,
elections now but will simply inherit what such as the very large funding for Social
current voters leave to them--both debts Security and for farm subsidies, goes to
and assets In contrast, private assets can members of groups that are politically better
either be sold or given by bequest. Only organized than most.
charitable instincts among voter-taxpay- Pollution control programs, from the
ers (and perhaps the lobbying of special Clean Air and Clean Water acts to the Su-
interest groups such as weapons system perfund program, have received great polit-
suppliers, or owners of real estate that _cal support. The cost to the economy of
may go up in value) will push for a costly environmental programs is generally agreed
project with benefits mainly in the future, to be about $ 100 bilhon per year. Yet politi-
Charitable instincts toward the future are cal manipulation of each program is widely
present m the private sector, too (espe- recognized to have led to large imperfec-
clally in private charities), and in the mar- tlons in handling these problems. A classic
ket they are reinforced by the fact that case has been the political uses of the 1977
future productivity and profits are re- amendments to the Clean Air Act Careful
flected in today's asset prices, including policy analysis by Bruce Ackerman and
the stock price of a corporation. William Hassler has shown that by requir-

ing the use of expensive scrubbers on coal-

Pohtical activity is often seen as a way fired power plants, the amendments effec-
to solve problems not handled well by the tively protected eastern coal interests while
private sector--everything from pollution harming both the health and the pocket-
problems and national defense to the redis- books of millions of Americans Robert

trlbutlon of income to the poor Clearly, Crandall of Brooklngs has shown that the
private sector results in each of these areas same amendments were used by eastern and
are unsatisfactory to many, and there are mldwestern manufacturing interests to stifle
massive, growing political programs aimed competition from new Sunbelt factories
at each of these goals But the problems just Bureaucratic performance is also a seri-
described reduce the ability of the political ous concern. Bureaucracies often can
system to reach the sought-after goals, achieve their ends with a "can't do" stance

A growing portion of government expert- in place of the "can do" attltude that is
ditures is simply to transfer income from the needed for market success A perennial case
politically disadvantaged to the politically in point IS the "Washington Monument
advantaged. In fact, since the early fifties strategy" of the National Park Service. At
all of the growth m federal spending, as a budget Ume the service frequently threatens
percentage of GNP, has been m transfer to curtail visiting hours at its most popular
programs. Federal spending for goods and attraction, the Washington Monument, if its
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budget request isn't met, and it threatens representatives. Because these political de-
to blame Congress and the budget process cisions are intended to be for the benefit of

when tourists complain, all, the support of all is commanded. But

It is hard to imagine a private firm, facmg because each citizen's ballot ts not decisive,

hard budget times, curtailing its most popu- voter momtormg of both the intent and the

lar product or service The private firm efficiency of political action is not very ef-
would lose too much business to the compe- fecttve. Voter turnout is often low, and vot-

tiuon But polmcally controlled agencies ers, though quite intelligent, are notoriously

are different: they typically are monopolies, uninformed. Americans of voting age can-

One result _s that perverse behavior, such not, on average, even name their congres-

as cutting the most valued services first, is sional representahve. Such results are not
a time-honored way to expand a budget as strange as they may sound when the _m-

Political behawor in a democracy has pact of pohtical rules on individual mcen-

both prospects and problems that differ tives is examined.

from those of private, voluntary activity.
Political action can force all cittzens to com- --Richard L. Stroup

ply with decisions made by their elected

Biography: Richard L. Stroup is an economics professor at Montana State University and semor
assocmte at the Pohtlcal Economy Research Center, both in Bozeman, Montana From 1982 to
1984 he was director of the Office of Policy Analysis, U S. Department of the lnterior
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Population
Ronald Demos Lee

i

• The world's population has doubled Kenya there are only six people age 65 and
since 1950, from 2,515 billion people then over per hundred working-age persons (age
to 5.292 billion in 1990 Of the 2.777 bil- 15 to 64), while in Sweden there are twenty-
lion increase, only 13.4 percent was in de- eight, or almost five times as many. The
veloped countries, with 86.6 percent in less United States IS typical of developed coun-
developed countries (LDCs). The main rea- tiles in having a median age of 33
sons for this growth were fertility and age Population aging matters for many rea-
distribution in developed countries and both sons, but first and foremost because of the
higher life expectancies and high birthrates costs of retirement (pensions and health
in less developed countries. Life expec- care) In the developed countries these costs
tancy in developed countries has risen from are borne principally by the central govern-
65.7 years in 1950 to 1954, to 74.0 years ment and funded through taxes on the work-
today For LDCs, life expectancy rose from ing-age population. In the United States in
only 41.0 years in 1950 to 1954, to 62.0 1940, there were eleven elderly perhundred
years today. Over that same time the num- working-age people. Today there are
ber of births per woman fell from 2.84 to twenty Projections indicate that by the
1.9 in developed countries. In LDCs the middle of the next century, there will be
rate is down from 6.18 births per woman to more than forty elderly per hundred work-
3 9. But birthrates In LDCs are still high lng-age people, and under "pessimistic"
enough to contribute substantially to popu- scenarios there may be fifty. Other things
latlon growth, being equal, the tax rate for pensions will be

proportional to this ratio. Therefore, unless
benefits are cut, the tax rate for pensions

PopulationAging and health care will double in forty years,
even if costs of health care do not continue

Lower birthrates and longer life lead to to rise Similar or more striking changes are
"'population aging" (1.e., more elderly peg- projected for other developed countries.
ple and fewer children). Population aging Those paying for the current reUrees do
is most rapid, and has gone farthest, in the so with the understanding that they, in turn,
developed world The median age in devel- will collect from the next generation of
oped countries has risen from 28.2 in 1950 workers. Population aging generates in-
to 33.8 In LDCs, by contrast, the median tense political pressures to modify this Im-
age is only 21.9. Of course, individual plicit social contract by such devices as
countries vary. The median age in Sweden delaying the age of retirement or reducing
is 39, whereas in Kenya it is just 14 In the size of the benefit. The fear of popula-

51
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tion aging is a strong pohtlcal force in many the fifties, its small size relative to the
developed countries, leading to policies to demand for new workers brought it easy
induce people to have larger families. Such employment, high wages, and rapid ad-
policies include banning abortion and con- vancement. But when the baby-boom genera-
traception, offering prizes and financial in- tion reached the labor market in the seventies,
centxves for births, and instituting generous it expenenced relatwely high unemployment,
paid-leave policies for women who stay low wages, and slow promotion. This picture
home to care for their babies is complicated by immigration, as well as

To some degree, however, the increased changing patterns of lntematlonal trade and
costs of the elderly are offset by declining education. If the future imitates the past,
public and private costs of raising children, however, the baby-bust generation entering
since a lower birthrate is actually the prime the labor market in the nineties may again
cause of population aging. In LDCs, for do relatively well.
example, there are fifty-nine children per
hundred working-age people, while in de-
veloped countries there are only thirty-two. PopulationandDevelopment

Only a few years ago, concern with aging
seemed ridiculous for LDCs, but with fall- Although population aging and bulging
ing fertility and lengthening life, it is now age dlstribut_ons are real concerns, many
taken seriously indeed. In East Asia the el- people's greater fear is that global popula-
derly dependency burden--the ratio of pop- tlon growth will overwhelm the capacity of
ulatlon aged sixty-five or more to the economies and of the global ecosystem.
population aged twenty to sixty-four--is This fear of population growth is not
projected to be higher in 2025 than it now new. Thomas Malthus (see MALTHUSm
is in Europe. Not only is population aging Biographxes section) and other classical
projected for LDCs, but at the same time economists beheved that as growing popu-
economic development and urbanization latlon made land increasingly scarce, rising
are weakening the tra&tional family-based food prices would eventually choke off fur-
support systems for the elderly, ther economic and population growth, lead-

ing to the "stationary state." For classical
economists, natural resource constraints,

FluctuationsinGenerationSize particularly of land, were at the heart of the
problem. But the economic importance of

Fluctuations in generation size also cause land has dwindled in the modern world. The
problems. When a small generation pays share of the labor force in agriculture has
high taxes to support a large retired one, as declined from around 80 percent to around 5
will soon happen in the United States, is- percent m many developed countries, while
sues of fairness arise. Changes in genera- the share of output generated m agriculture
tlon size also affect the labor market. When has declined even more with industrializa-

the small U.S. generation born in the de- tion.

pressed thirties reached the labor market in Even within agriculture, land has become
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less important as producnvlty has been housing, tools, machinery, and schools--
boosted by other inputs, including labor, for new members of the populanon. All
fertlhzer, pesticides, insecticides, new seed these investments must increase, they
varienes, lmganon, mechanical or animal noted, at the same time that more children
draft power, and educanon. Contrary to the per family tend to reduce domestic savings
predictions of the classical economists, real rates. If the additional investment does not
food prices have historically fallen some- take place, they claimed, then capital will
what. In the Umted States, for example, be diluted: new generanons will be less well
the price of wheat m 1980 (adjusted for eqmpped than older ones.
increases m the consumer price index) was Economists who have used data to simu-
about one-third below the price around late the effects of population growth on the
1800 Also contrary to the classlcals' pre- capital stock have, however, concluded that
dictions, from 1950 to 1980 the world's per "capital dilunon" should have relatively
capita food production increased by about small effects: an increase in the populanon
1 percent per year, for a total increase of growth rate from 2 percent per year to 3
about 35 percent. The incidence of famines percent per year, for example, would even-
has dlmimshed, not increased, and modem tually reduce per capita output by about 7
famines often arise from wars or mistaken percent. More _mportant, though, is the

policies rather than from population problem of providing adequate housing and
growth Although hunger and malnutrition sanitary infrastructure in the rapidly grow-
are serious problems in many parts of the lng urban areas of Third World countries.
world, they result more from poverty and This analysis, with its emphasis on in-
uneven income distribution than from deft- vestment and age distribution, was chal-

clencles of agricultural production due to lenged during the SlXnes and seventies.
population growth. Empirical studies provided only mixed sup-

So the classical economists' emphasis on port for the view that high fertility reduced
land as the critical limmng factor was un- savings. Second, the role of capital itself in
dermmed by the ability of technical prog- economic growth was questioned Empln-
ress and capital accumulation to expand cal studies attributed more importance to
output from the industrial revolution until other factors such as educanon and technol-
the 1970s. Economists came to view natural ogy For the United States between 1929
resource constraints as unimportant. In- and 1969, for example, capital accounted
stead, investment and capital accumulation, for only l l percent of the growth m per
and the creation and transfer of technology, capita income. Third, two economists, Es-
were seen as the keys to economic develop- ter Boserup and Julian Simon, argued force-
ment. fully that population growth had many

In the forties and fifties economists who positive economic effects These included
studied population had a new concern. They stimulating investment demand, breaking

argued that when population grows more down traditional barriers to the market
rapidly, a greater proportion of current out- economy, spurting technological progress,
put must be set aside to create capital-- and leading to harder work (the latter be-
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cause the presence of more dependents in ket in 1973, the real price of oil had been
the household raises the marginal utility of falling. And even now the world price of
income relative to losure and leads to longer oil is less than half the level it reached in
hours of work). They noted also that a larger 1980. (See OPEC) In 1980 Simon wagered
population can also more easily bear the costs envlronmentahst Paul Ehrlich that mineral
of providing certain kinds of social mfrastruc- prices would decline in real terms during
ture--transportation, communications, water the following decade. They agreed on five
supply, government, research--for which minerals--copper, chrome, mckel, tin, and
the need Increases less than proportionately tungsten In 1990 Simon won the well-pub-
with population, licized bet and collected his money. Be-

By the eighties policymakers were con- tween 1980 and 1990 the inflation-adjusted
fused Was population growth good? Was prices of all five minerals fell, copper by 18
it bad? Did it matter at all? Systematic de- percent, chrome by 40, mckel by 3, tin by
bate and reassessment in the eighties re- 72. and tungsten by 57
vealed a surprising degree of agreement But while economists were concluding
among economists. Whale few economists that population growth was relatively unim-
accepted Julian Simon's wew that popula- portant, ecologists and envlronmentahsts
tion growth was actually good for develop- like Paul Ehrlich and Garrett Hardin were
ment, the consensus was that population sounding the population alarm. They
growth mattered less than had been thought, pointed out that the biosphere provided es-
Most economists had failed to appreciate sential, although uncounted, inputs to eco-
how flexible compemive market economies nom_c activity, and warned that its hmits
are. In market economies, when population and fragility placed bounds on sustainable
growth makes resources more scarce, the levels of production. These bounds, they
prices of those resources rise. This leads said, had already been surpassed. The
consumers to reduce their demand for those global economy, they thought, was profli-
resources and to find substitutes. The higher gately consuming ecological capital, rather
prices of resources also give producers an than living off the "interest" it yielded.
incentive to find new supplies. But more Like Malthus, the ecologists warned
_mportant, technological progress often re- about the impending exhaustion of miner-
duces prices of resources, even in the face als. Although mineral depletion is probably
of higher demand (see NATURAL RE- not the real problem, many of the ecolo-
SOURCES) g_sts' most _mportant wammgs appear cor-

As Julian Simon has shown, the real rect and persuasive. The reason is that many
prices of most minerals have been falling renewable resources--air, water, fisheries,
historically, not rising. The total costs of land, forest cover, ozone layer, and spe-
natural resources as a share of national out- cies--are not privately owned. Instead,
put have not been rising The one exception they are held in common. Therefore, as
is petroleum prices, but that is due to Garrett Hardin pointed out (see TRAGEDY
OPEC, not to rising population. Before OF THE COMMONS,THE), no person who
OPEC exerted control on the world oil mar- uses these resources takes account of the
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damage he or she imposes on others. Indi- once again to the natural constraints urged
vlduals and companies, for example, can by ecologists. This time, however, the con-

dump pollution into the air and water with- cern is for renewable natural resources,
out being made to bear the full cost of envl- most of which fall outside the market. For

ronmental degradation The costs are some the urgency of population control on
passed on to society as a whole. Conse- ecological grounds zs obvious. Others re-

quently, economic incentives encourage main skeptical.

overuse. The automatic s_gnaling mecha- As for the more narrowly economic rea-

nism of market prices is absent. Therefore, sons for restraining population growth, de-
price changes serve neither as an lncenttve cades of research are still mconcluswe. For

for preservation nor as a signal of increasing a few countries with very dense popula-

scarcity, tlons, hke Bangladesh, China, and Egypt,

Worries about population growth have the case is quite clear For a few others with

now come full circle: from the classical con- exceptionally rapid population growth, hke

cern for hmited land, to the emphasis on Kenya, the case is also clear. But for others
physacal capital, to more recent emphasis the national gains from reducing fertihty

on human capital and the ameliorative in- may be modest

fluence of competitive markets, to benefi-

cial aspects of population growth, and back --Ronald Demos Lee

Biography: Ronald Demos Lee is a professor of demography and economics at the University of
Cahfomm. Berkeley. He is a past president of the Population Association of America and recewed
the Mmdel Shepps Award for outstanding research in mathematical demography and demographic
methods He cochalred the National Academy of Sciences working group on population and
economic development that produced a widely cited report in 1986
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PovertyintheUnitedStates
Isabel V. Sawhill

• Poverty is one of America's most persls- on whether income is lower than some arbi-
tent and serious problems. The United trary level, but whether it falls far below
States produces more per capita than any the incomes of others m the same society.
other industriahzed country, and in recent But if we define poverty to mean relative
years has devoted more than $500 bilhon economic deprivation, then no matter how
per year, or about 12 percent of its gross wealthy everyone _s, there will always be
national product, to public assistance and poverty. Others believe the official method
social insurance programs like Social Secu- is conceptually correct but errs by omission.
nty, Medicare, Aid to Families with Depen- For example, official poverty figures take
dent Children (AFDC), food stamps, and no account of the value of noncash govern-
Medicaid. Despite our wealth and these ef- ment transfers like food stamps and housing
forts to reduce income inequality, poverty vouchers, which serve as income for certain
is more prevalent in the Umted States than purchases. The Census Bureau estimates
m most of the rest of the industriahzed that the inclusion of the market value of

world. It is also more prevalent now than it these benefits in famdy income would have
was m the early seventies, when the mc_- reduced the measured poverty rate by 1.4
dence of poverty m America reached a post- percentage points (or by approximately 10
war low According to the most recent percent) m 1990
Census Bureau figures, 33 6 million Ameri- The official definition also ignores the
cans were poor in 1990, almost 14 percent value of assets like owner-occupied housing
of the population, and consumer durables that do not generate

These official figures represent the num- money income but increase household re-
bet of people whose annual family income sources nonetheless. According to one
is less than an absolute "poverty line" de- study based on data from the early e_ghties,
veloped by the federal government in the 31 percent of the poor owned their own
midsixUes. The poverty line equals roughly homes and 48 percent owned a motor vehi-
three times the annual cost of a nutritionally cle, and the average net worth of poor fami-
adequate diet. It varies by family size and lies was thirty thousand dollars. The Census
is updated every year to reflect changes in Bureau estimates that if the net imputed re-
the consumer price index. In 1990 the pov- turn on equity in owner-occupied housing
erty line for a family of four was $13,359. were included in income, the poverty rate

Many researchers believe that the official would have been 1.2 percentage points
method of measuring poverty IS flawed, lower in 1990.
Some argue that poverty is a state of relative Another problem with the poverty mea-
economic deprivation, that it depends not sure arises from the dramatic shift in house-
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hold composition since World War II. but only through the early seventies. It has
Smaller, more fragmented households are swung up sharply since that time, and at
more common today than ever before. This 20.6 percent in 1990 remains higher than
suggests that some poor households were poverty rates among other age groups. The
formed voluntardy for the sake of privacy poverty rate among black households has
and autonomy for their members To the also dechned over the last thirty years, but
extent that some people have wilhngly sac- at 31 9 percent in 1990 remains three times
rificed their access to the economic re- as high as the rate among white households,
sources of parents, spouses, or adult The incidence of poverty also is higher
children, some of the increase in poverty among households headed by women, AI-
may actually represent an improvement in though the poverty rate among these house-
well-being Such inaccuracy is inherent in holds dechned from 49.4 percent in 1959
a poverty measure based solely on a house- to 37.2 percent in 1990, they remain far
hold's money income, more likely to be poor than other types of

Whatever their flaws, the official figures households. This higher incidence of pov-
are widely used as a simple gauge of the erty, together with the rising share of house-
trends m poverty Accordmg to the official holds headed by women, has led to what
Census Bureau figures, the poverty rate de- researchers call the "femlmzatlon of pov-
chned from 22.2 percent in 1960 to 12.8 erty," with an increasing fraction of the
percent in 1989. Most of this dechne oc- poor m female-headed households. Be-
curred in the sixties. By 1969 the poverty tween 1959and 1990 this fractlon rose from
rate had fallen to 12 1 percent. It then hov- 17 8 percent to 37.5 percent.
ered between 11.1 and 12.6 percent in the The fadure of the aggregate poverty rate
seventies, increased to a recent peak of 15.2 to dechne m the seventies, and its subse-
percent in 1983, and then decreased to 12.8 quent rise m the eighties, suggest to some
percent m 1989. Although the lack of rapid that the War on Poverty launched by the
progress m recent years is discouraging, a federal government m the midslxtles faded
longer-term perspective leaves a net posi- Indeed, the incidence of poverty was as
tive Impression. For example, according to high in the late eighties as it was m the late
one estimate by Christine Ross, Sheldon sixties, and the average poverty rate for the
Danziger, and Eugene Smolensky, more eighties was 2 percentage points higher than
than two-thirds of the population m 1939 the average for the seventies. Researchers
was poor by today's standards, have suggested a number of plausible expla-

The trend in poverty masks the &vergent nations for these trends, including changes
incidence of poverty among various demo- m the composition of households, slower
graphic groups. The poverty rate among the economic growth, the failure of government
elderly, for example, after declining dra- training programs to increase the skills of

rnatically from 35.2 percent in 1959 to 12.2 the poor, and the rise of a permanently poor
percent in 1990, is now lower than for the urban underclass. Some also argue that the

rest of the population. The poverty rate income transfer pohcies designed to allevi-
among children also declined after 1959, ate poverty have themselves helped perpet-
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uate it. Although all of these factors have increase in the unemployment rate of males
hkely contributed to the problem, the rela- aged twenty-five to szxty-four increases
twe importance of each remains somewhat poverty by 0.7 percentage point. It should
unclear, not be terribly surprising, then, that poverty

The rapid growth of households headed was almost as high m the second half of the
by women and unrelated individuals, who eighties, when unemployment averaged 6 2
typically cannot earn as much as married- percent, as it was m the second half of the
couple families, has left a larger share of sixties, when unemployment averaged only
the population m poverty. This demo- 3.8 percent.
graphic trend appears to have put especially Trainmg and compensatory education
strong upward pressure on the poverty rate programs like the Job Corps and Head Start,
in the seventies, when the share of female- designed as part of the War on Poverty to
headed households rose most rapidly De- increase the skdls of the poor, may also
cenmal census data indicate that if demo- have influenced trends m poverty One
graphic characteristics such as the age, study, by Gary Burtless of the Brookmgs
race, and gender composition of households Institution, estimates that the federal gov-
had not changed between 1950 and 1980, ernment spent $282 bdhon m 1986 dollars
the poverty rate would have been 3 percent- on these programs between 1963 and 1985.
age points lower m 1980 than it actually Most of these programs have not been care-
was fully evaluated, but of those that have, some

Trends in economic growth also influ- have been successful. For example, some
ence the incidence of poverty. Researchers education programs like Head Start have
have found that recessions have a dispro- had a positive effect on poor children, and
portionate impact on the poor because they some employment and traming programs
cause rasing unemployment, a reduction in have raised the earnings of adult women but
work hours, and the stagnation of family were generally less helpful to adult men.
incomes. The link between macroeconomic Some researchers believe that the growth
conditions and the incidence of poverty was of an urban underclass locked in a cycle
clearly visible during the 1982 recession, of welfare dependency, 3oblessness, crime,
when the poverty rate rose to 15 2 percent, and out-of-wedlock pregnancy has also con-

up from 13,0 percent m 1980. It was hke- tributed to the persistence of poverty. AI-
wise with structural unemployment--the though researchers define the underclass in
unemployment that results not from tempo- numerous ways, one common definition is
rary dechnes m aggregate demand, but from the number of poor who hve in inner-city
a long-term mismatch between the skzlls de- neighborhoods where poverty rates are 40
manded by employers and those supplied percent and above. By this definition the
by workers. The rising trend m structural underclass grew by 36 percent between
unemployment that started m the sixties ap- 1970 and 1980 to 1.8 milhon people but
pears to have contributed to the persistence is still only about 7 percent of the poor
of poverty. One study by Rebecca Blank population nationwide. The fact that the un-

and Alan Blinder finds that each 1-point derclass Is a relatively small group means
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that its growth cannot explain much of the Economists realize, however, that by ig-
trend m aggregate poverty, noting the mcentwe effects these programs

Finally, some researchers blame the per- have on recipients, this method of analysis
slstence of poverty on income-transfer poli- overstates the success of transfer programs.
cies. These are typically divided into two Some critics of welfare policy argue that
categories: public assistance programs, like means-tested cash-income transfers hke
AFDC, food stamps, and Medicaid, which AFDC prevent recipients from leaving pov-
were designed to help people who are al- erty by reducing their incentives to work
ready poor; and social insurance programs, and to form stable two-parent famzhes. For
like Socml Security, unemployment msur- example, when a recipient receives an
ance, and Medicare, which were designed AFDC payment, work becomes less neces-
to prevent poverty when certain events hke sary because the payment can be used in-
retirement or layoff threaten a household's stead of a regular paycheck to buy
well-being. Expenditures on these pro- necessities hke food and housing. In addi-
grams totaled roughly $570 bllhon m 1988. tion, work becomes less attractive because
up 360 percent in real terms since 1965. In AFDC admlmstratwe rules require the re-
1988, socml insurance expenditures ac- duction of benefits as the reczplent's earned
counted for three-quarters of this total, with income rises. If a woman finds a job paying
Social Security alone accounting for nearly four dollars an hour but welfare rules re-
40 percent. Wzthm the social insurance cat- qmre a fifty-cent reduction in her AFDC
egory, some 80 percent of expenditures benefits for each dollar m wages, the
were in the form of cash. In contrast, of woman's effectwe pay before taxes falls to
the $137 bilhon spent on public assistance only two dollars per hour and is even lower
programs in 1988, less than one-thzrd was after takes. As a result, she may be less
paid out in cash. The rest was distributed wilhng to take the job

through m-kind transfer programs like food Economists have found, however, that
stamps, housing vouchers, and Medicaid, these incentive effects do not reduce the
which can be used only for buying food, work efforts of recipients substantially.
housing, and medical care, respectively. Sheldon Danzzger, Robert Haveman, and

The antipoverty effectiveness of these Robert Plotmck estimate that ff all income-
programs is typically measured by counting transfer programs, including Social Secu-
the number of people wlth pretransfer m- rity. disabihty insurance, unemployment
comes below the poverty line whose in- insurance, and AFDC, had been eliminated,
comes are raised above the poverty line by transfer recipients would have increased
the income transfers. According to govern- their work hours by 4.8 percent during the
ment estnnates, social insurance and public seventies. Roughly 80 percent of the ln-
assistance programs moved over 40 percent crease would have been caused by the re-

of the pretransfer poor above the poverty moval of social insurance programs, and
line in 1989. This imphes that the poverty only 20 percent by the removal of means-
rate is reduced by nearly 9 percentage points tested transfers.
by these programs Critics of welfare policy argue that be-
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cause AFDC is more readily available to reduced poverty by the full 9 percentage

famihes headed by women than to married- points mentioned earher, they clearly have

couple famdies, it encourages divorce, dis- reduced poverty significantly. Indeed, one
courages remarriage, and increases out-of- of the greatest success stones is the dechne

wedlock chddbearmg While their point is in poverty among the elderly, due m large

well taken, economic research suggests that part to the growth of Social Security and

these effects are small. One study by Mary Medicare.

Jo Bane and David Ellwood concludes that In sum, a variety of factors have influ-
an AFDC benefit mcrease of a hundred dol- enced the incidence of poverty. Those that

lars per month (in 1975 dollars) to a family have reduced the poverty rate, in rough or-

of four (a 38 percent increase over the der of importance, are the growth of cash

median state benefit level for that year) transfers, the investments m government

would increase the number of female- training and education programs, and the

headed families by 15 percent The study overall growth in the economy since the
finds that most of this increase results m_ds_xtles. Factors that have increased the

from the movement of single mothers out poverty rate include, in order of impor-

of the homes of their parents. There is tance, the mcrease m the unemployment

httle or no evidence that welfare encour- rate, the growth of female-headed famdles,

ages out-of-wedlock chddbeanng or that and (possibly) an increase m dysfunctional
it has much of an influence on &vorce or behavior associated with the rise of the un-

remarnage rates, derclass. All of these factors together have

This body of evidence suggests that the left the mcldence of poverty much the same
persistence of poverty cannot be attributed as it was m the late sixties.

to income-transfer programs themselves.

Although transfer programs surely have not --Isabel V. Sawhiil

Biography: Isabel V Sawhlll is program associate director for human resources, veterans, and
labor with the Office of Management and Budget She previously was a senior fellow at the Urban
Institute m Washington, D C. From 1977 to 1979, she was the &rector of the Nat=onal Comm=ss=on

for Employment Policy. This article was prepared with the assistance of Mark Condon
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FewArePoorForever

For most Americans who experience poverty, poverty is temporary rather than
permanent In the ten years from 1969 to 1978, only 2 6 percent of the population
was poor for eight years or more. During that same period 24 4 percent of the
populatmn was poor for at least one year

Why is poverty temporary9 For the nonelderly. 38 percent of poverty spells began
when the head of the family's earnings dropped. Another 43 percent of poverty
spells began when the marnage ended in divorce, when a child was born, or when
someone m the family set up an independent household.

The fact that so small a percentage of the population Is poor for eight out of ten
years means that the number of people who are born into poverty and never escape
is very small.

_DRH

Prisoners'Dilemma
Avinash Dixit and Barry Na/ebuff

• The prisoners' dilemma _s the best- other, or keep silent No matter what the

known game of strategy in social science, other suspect does, each can improve his
It helps us understand what governs the bal- own pos_Uon by confessing. If the other

ance between cooperation and competition confesses, then one had better do the same
m business, in politics, and m social set- to avoid the especially harsh sentence that
tings, awaits a recalcitrant holdout If the other

In the traditional version of the game, the keeps silent, then one can obtain the favor-
pohce have arrested two suspects and are able treatment accorded a state's witness by
Interrogating them in separate rooms. Each confessing. Thus, confession is the doml-
can either confess, thereby implicatmg the nant strategy (see GAME XHEORV) for
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each. But when both confess, the outcome for example, is not m society's interest be-
is worse for both than when both keep si- cause the cost to consumers from collusion
lent. The concept of the prisoners' dilemma is generally more than the increased profit
was developed by Rand Corporation sclen- of the firms. Therefore companies that pur-
tlStS Merrill Flood and Melvin Dresher and sue their own self-interest by cheating on
was formahzed by a Princeton mathemati- collusive agreements often help the rest of
cian, Albert W Tucker society Similarly cooperation among pris-

The prisoners' dilemma has applications oners under interrogation makes convic-
to economics and business. Consider two tlons more difficult for the police to obtain.
firms, say Coca-Cola and Pepsi, selling One must understand the mechanism of co-
similar products. Each must dec_de on a operation before one can either promote or
pricing strategy. They best exploit their defeat it in the pursuit of larger policy inter-
joint market power when both charge a high ests
price; each makes a profit of $10 million Can "prisoners" extricate themselves
per month. If one sets a competitive low from the ddemma and sustain cooperation
price, it wins a lot of customers away from when each has a powerful incentive to
the rival. Suppose its profit rises to $12 cheat? If so, how '>The most common path
mdlion, and that of the rival falls to $7 to cooperation arises from repetitions of the
million. If both set low prices, the profit game In the Coke-Peps1 example, one
of each _s $9 mdhon. Here, the low-price month's cheating gets the cheater an extra
strategy is akin to the prisoner's confession, $2 mdhon But a switch from mutual coop-
and the h_gh-price akin to keeping silent erat_on to mutual cheating loses $1 milhon
Call the former cheating, and the latter co- If one month's cheating is followed by two
operation Then cheating is each finn's months' retahatlon, therefore, the result is
dominant strategy, but the result when both a wash for the cheater. Any stronger punish-
"cheat'" _s worse for each than that of both ment of a cheater would be a clear deterrent

cooperating. This Idea needs some comment and elab-
Arms races between superpowers or local oration.

rival nations offer another important exam-
ple of the dilemma. Both countries are bet- 1. The cheater's reward comes at once,

ter off when they cooperate and avoid an while the loss from punishment hes m
arms race. Yet the dommant strategy for the future. If players heavily discount
each is to arm itself heawly future payoffs, then the loss may be m-

On a superficial level the prisoners' di- sufficient to deter cheating. Thus, coop-

lemma appears to run counter to Adam eration is harder to sustam among very
Smith's idea of the invisible hand. When impatient players (governments, for ex-
each person in the game pursues his private ample).

interest, he does not promote the collective 2. Pumshment won't work unless cheating
interest of the group. But often a group's can be detected and pumshed. There-
cooperation _s not in the interests of society /'ore, companies cooperate more when

as a whole. Collusion to keep prices high, their actions are more easily detected
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(setting prices, for example) and less tion. Both or all players know that cheat-

when actions are less easily detected ing is the dominant strategy in the last

(dec_ding on nonpnce attributes of play. Given this, the same goes for the

goods, such as repair warranties). Pun- second-last play, then the third-last, and

_shment is usually easier to arrange in so on. But in practice we see some coop-
smaller and closed groups. Thus, indus- eration in the early rounds of a fixed set

tries with few firms and less threat of of repetitions. The reason may be either

new entry are more likely to be collu- that players don't know the number of

swe. rounds for sure, or that they can exploit

3. Pumshment can be made automatic by the possibdity of "'irrational mceness"
following strategies hke "tit for tat," to their mutual advantage.

which was popularized by Umversity of 5. Cooperation can also arise if the group

M_chlgan political scientist Robert has a large leader, who personally stands

Axelrod. Here, you cheat if and only if to lose a lot from outright competition
your rival cheated in the previous round, and therefore exercises restramt, even

But ff rivals' innocent actions can be though he knows that other small players
mlsmterpreted as cheatmg, then tzt for will cheat Saudi Arabia's role of

tat runs the risk of setting off successwe "'swing producer" in the OPEC cartel is
rounds of unwarranted retahatlon an instance of th_s.

4. A fixed, finite number of repetitions is

logically inadequate to yield coopera- --Avinash Dixit and Barry Nalebuff

Biography: Avmash D]xlt Is the John J Sherred Professor of Economics at Pnnceton Umverslty.
Barry Nalebuff _s a professor of economics and management at Yale Umverslty's School of
Orgamzauon and Management
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Profits
Lester C. Thurow

i

• In a capitalistic society, profits--and paid more than those who work in safer
losses--hold center stage. Those who orga- occupations, so investors who are willing
nize production efforts (the capitalists) do to Invest in risky ventures earn more than
so to maximize their income (profits). Their those who invest m less risky ones. On aver-
search for profits is guided by the famous age those who take risks will earn a higher
"Invisible hand" of capitalism: the highest rate of return on their investments than

profits are to be found in producing the those who invest more conservatively.
goods and services that potential buyers Third, some profits are a return to organi-
most want. zational ability, enterprise, and entrepre-

Capitalists earn a return on their efforts neurial energy The entrepreneur, by
by providing three productive inputs. First, inventing a new product or process, or by
they are willing to delay their own personal organizing the better delivery of an old
gratification. Instead of consuming all of product, generates profits. People are will-
their resources today, they save some of ing to pay the entrepreneur because he or
today's income and invest those savings in she has invented a "better mousetrap "
activities (plant and equipment) that will Economists use the word mterest to mean

yield goods and services in the future, the payment for delayed gratification, and
When sold, these future goods and services use the word profits to mean only the earn-
will yield profits that can then be used to ings that result from risk taking and from
finance consumption or addmonal invest- entrepreneurship. But In everyday business
ment. Put bluntly, the capitalist provides language the owner's return on his or her
capital by not consuming Without capital capital is also called profits (In business
much less production could occur As a re- language the lender's return is called inter-
sult some profits are effectively the est, even though most lending also entails
"wages" paid to those who are willing to some risks )

delay their own personal gratification. Attempts have been made to organize
Second, some profits are a return to those productive societies without the profit mo-

who take risks. Some investments make a tive. Communism is the best recent exam-

profit and return what was invested plus a ple. But in the modern world these attempts
profit, but others don't. When a savings and have failed spectacularly Although ancient
loan or an airline goes broke (and there have Egypt, Greece, and Rome were successful

been a lot of both recently), the investors in societies not based on the profit motive as
those firms lose their wealth and become we understand it today, since the industrial

poorer. Just as underground miners, who revolution began m the late eighteenth cen-
are willing to perform a dangerous job, get tury, there have been essentially no success-
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ful economies that have not taken advantage Suppose also that many customers do not
of the profit motive, know that the product can be bought for

While most profits flow to the three pre- eight dollars from firm B and, therefore,
viously mentioned necessary inputs into the pay ten dollars to firm A. Firm A gets an
productive process, there are two other extra two dollars m profit. In a "perfect"
sources of profits. One is monopoly. A firm market, where every consumer was com-
that has managed to establish a monopoly pletely informed about prices, this would
m producing some product or service can not happen. But in real economies it often
set a price higher than would be set m a does. We all know of instances where we
competltwe market and, thus, earn higher bought a product at one price only to find
than normal returns (Economists call these later that someone else was selhng it for a
extra returns economic rents.) Historically, slightly lower price. Profits from such "im-
one can find examples of monopolies that perfections" certainly exist, but here again
have been able to extract large amounts of they are not a large fraction of total profits.
income from the average consumer, Some When it comes to actually measunng
railroads, which were granted exclusive profits, some difficult accountmg issues
rights-of-way and gwen huge subsidies by arise. Suppose one looks at the income
the federal government, were such monopo- earned by capitahsts after they have paid all
hes m the second half of the nineteenth cen- of their suppliers and workers. In 1989 this
tury amounted to $971 billion, or 20 percent of

Although some monopoly profits obv_- GNP. Some of this flow of income repre-
ously exist m any economy, they are a very sents a return to capital (profits). Some of
small port_on of total profits in any rich it needs to be set aside, however, to replace
society In rich societies most of our con- the plant and equipment that have worn out
sumptlon consists ofe_ther luxuries or prod- or become obsolete dunng the year. It is
ucts that have close substgutes. As a result hard to say exactly how much must be rein-

the twentieth-century monopolist has less vested to mamtain the size of the capital
power to raise prices than the nineteenth- stock (what are called "capital consumption
century monopohst, If he does raise prices allowances") because _t is hard to know
very much. the consumer simply buys precisely how fast equipment is wearing out
something else. Professional football, for or becoming obsolete. But the Department
example, is a monopoly But Americans of Commerce thought that $514 billion
have lots of ways to get pleasure w_thout needed to be set aside to maintain the capital
watching football. The National Football stock m 1989 This left $457 billion for
League, therefore, has some, but not much, other purposes.
power to raise prices above the competitive Many capitalists are small businessmen
level (techmcally known as single proprietor-

The second other source of profits is ships) whose "'profits" include thelrwages.
"market imperfectmns." Suppose firm A No one knows how to disentangle these two
sells a product for ten dollars while firm streams of income In the corporate sector,
B sells the same product for eight dollars, where this problem does not exist, profits
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TABLE 1

ReturnonStockholders'Equity

1989 1988

Pharmaceutical.................................................................. 25.5% 23.6%

Beverages.................................................................. 23.2 22.8
Tobacco ........................................................................... 20 1 22.5

Soaps, Cosmetics ....................................................... 18.4 18.5

Metal Products............................................................ 18 0 12.7

Apparel ........................................................................ 17.5 17.5
Forest Products.................................................... 16 8 19.8
Metals ..................................................................... 16 1 18.4

Pubhshmg,Printmg.......................................................... 15.6 17.7
Food.................................................................... 14.7 15 7
Electrontcs......................................................... 14.1 16 8
Furntture........................................................... 13.9 15 9

Chemtcals....................................................... 13.2 16 8

Sctentificand Photo.Equip ................................. 13.0 12 1
Computers(incl.off equip.) ................................. 12.7 14 7
Aerospace..................................................... 12.0 11 4

Rubber and PlasticsProducts............................... 11.4 15 8
TransportationEqu=pment...................................... 10.9 13.4
Mining, Crude-Oil Production................................. 10.6 2.4
PetroleumRefmmg ..................................... 10.3 15 3

Industrialand Farm Equip........................................... 9.3 12.7
Textiles.................................................................................. 7.7 10.8
MotorVeh=clesand Parts............................................ 6.9 14.5
BuildingMaterials ..................................................... 4.0 - 3.3
The 500 Median ................................................................. 15.0 16.2

SOURCEFortune.
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after subtracting capital consumption allow- duced by nonfinancial corporaUons in boom
ances amounted to $273 bdlion, or 9 per- years in the sixties and sevennes to less
cent of the GNP produced in the corporate than 5 percent in the recession of the early
sector Some of these profits, however, are eighties. No matter what the year, corporate
pa_d to the government m corporate income profits as a percent of GNP are far below
taxes After the payment of taxes, $137 bil- 45 percent, the level, according to a Gallup
hon, or 5 percent of the corporate GNP, poll, that many college graduates believe
was left as profits. Of this sum capitalists them to be.

pa_d themselves $81 bdlion m dwldends The m_deighties saw a steady decline in
and put $56 bilhon back mto their busi- profits as firms acquired tremendous debt m
nesses as new investments the merger and takeover wars. They

Table 1 provides some reformation on reached a low of 3 4 percent in 1986. Be-
profits by industry over time. In 1989 the cause the owners were effectively with-
highest profits were earned in pharmaceuti- drawing their own capital from their
cals (25 5 percent), the lowest m budding businesses (substituting debt for equity),
materials (4 percent). Over time, profits rise they were provldmg much less of the total
and fall w_th the onset of booms and feces- capital stock and, therefore, earning less m
slons (see table 2) After tax, corporate profits Profits went down as interest pay-
profits for nonfinancial corporations have ments to lenders went up.
ranged from over 9 percent of the GNP pro- Capitahsm requires profits, and profits

TABLE 2

After-TaxProfitsasPercentofGNPforNonfinancialCorporations

1960 7 4% 1970 5 3% 1980 7.5%
1961 7 0 1971 5 9 1981 6.8
1962 7 6 1972 6.4 1982 4.7
1963 7.9 1973 7.4 1983 5.2
1964 8 8 1974 8.0 1984 5 7
1965 9 7 1975 7 7 1985 4.4
1966 9 5 1976 8 6 1986 3.4
1967 8.5 1977 9.4 1987 4.1
1968 7.9 1978 9.0 1988 4.7
1969 6.7 1979 8.9 1989 4.1

SOURCEU S Departmentof Commerce,Surveyof CurrentBusiness
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reqmre ownership. Property ownership "No one," and the cow and communism

generates responslbihty. A decade ago I died.
wrote an article about commumsm entitled,

"Who Stays Up with the Sick Cow?" With- --Lester C. Thurow
out ownership the answer was too often

Biography: Lester C. Thurow is dean of MIT's Sloan School of Management In 1977 he was on
the editorial board of The New York Times. From 1983 to 1987 he was a member of the Ttme

Magazine Board of Economists. Shortly after graduating from Harvard, he was a staff member
wtth President Johnson's Council of Economic Advisers

FurtherReading

Kmght, Frank Rtsk, Uncertainty, and Profit 1921
Thurow, Lester "Who Stays Up with the Sick Cow'_'"The New York Times Book Revtew September 7,

1986 9



PropertyRights
Armen A. A/chian

• One of the most fundamental require- force and with social ostracism. If the re-
ments of a capitalist economic system-- source is owned by the government, the
and one of the most misunderstood con- agent who determines its use has to operate
cepts--is a strong system of property under a set of rules determmed, m the
rights. For decades social critics in the United States, by Congress or by executive
United States and throughout the Western agencies it has charged with that role.
world have complained that "property" Private property rights have two other
rights too often take precedence over "hu- attributes in ad&tion to determining the use
man" rights, with the result that people are of a resource. One is the exclusive right
treated unequally and have unequal oppor- to the services of the resource. Thus, for
tunmes Inequality exists in any society, example, the owner of an apartment with
But the purported conflict between property complete property nghts to the apartment
rights and human rights is a mirage--prop- has the right to determine whether to rent it
erty rights are human rights, out and, if so, which tenant to rent to; to

The definition, allocation, and protection live m it himself; or to use it in any other
of property rights is one of the most corn- peaceful way. That is the right to determine
plex and difficult set of issues that any soci- the use If the owner rents out the apart-
ety has to resolve, but it is one that must be ment, he also has the right to all the rental
resolved in some fashion. For the most part income from the property. That is the right
social critics of "property" rights do not to the services of the resources (the rent).
want to abolish those rights. Rather, they Finally, a private property right includes
want to transfer them from private owner- the right to delegate, rent, or sell any por-
sh_p to government ownership. Some trans- t_on of the rights by exchange or gift at
fers to public ownership (or control, which whatever price the owner determines (pro-
is similar) make an economy more effec- vlded someone is willing to pay that price).
twe. Others make it less effective. The If 1 am not allowed to buy some rights from

worst outcome by far occurs when property you and you therefore are not allowed to
rights really are abolished (see THE TRAG- sell rights to me, private property rights are
EDY OFTHE COMMONS) reduced. Thus, the three basic elements of

A property right is the exclusive author- private property are (1) exclusivity of rights
ity to determine how a resource is used, to the choice of use of a resource, (2)exclu-
whether that resource is owned by govern- slvity of rights to the services of a resource,

ment or by mdlviduals. Society approves and (3) rights to exchange the resource at
the uses selected by the holder of the prop- mutually agreeable terms

erty right with governmental administered The U.S. Supreme Court has vacillated

89
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about th_s third aspect of property rights, discrimination more costly. Consider the
But no matter what words the jusuces use case of a black woman who wants to rent
to rationalize recent decisions, the fact is an apartment from a white landlord. She is
that such limitations as place controls and better able to do so when the landlord has
restrictions on the right to sell at mutually the right to set the rent at whatever level he
agreeable terms are reductions of private wants. Even ff the landlord would prefer a
property rights. Many economists (myself white tenant, the black woman can offset

included) beheve that most such restrictions her disadvantage by offering a higher rent.
on property rights are detrimental to soci- A landlord who takes the white tenant at a
ety. Here are some of the reasons why lower rent anyway pays for discriminating.

Under a private property system the mar- But if the government imposes rent con-
ket values of property reflect the prefer- trois that keep the rent below the free-mar-
ences and demands of the rest of society, ket level, the price that the landlord pays to
No matter who the owner is, the use of the discriminate falls, possibly to zero. The rent
resource is influenced by what the rest of control does not magically reduce the de-
the public thinks is the most valuable use. mand for apartments. Instead, it reduces ev-
The reason is that an owner who chooses ery potential tenant's ability to compete by
some other use must forsake that highest- offering more money The landlord, now
valued use--and the price that others would unable to receive the full money price, will
pay him for the resource or for the use of discriminate in favor of tenants whose per-
it. This creates an interesting paradox: al- sonal characteristics--such as age, sex,
though property is called "private," private ethmc_ty, and religion--he favors, Now the
decisions are based on pubhc, or social, black woman seeking an apartment cannot
evaluation, offset the disadvantage of her skin color by

The fundamental purpose of property offering to pay a h_gher rent.
rights, and their fundamental accomplish- Competition for apartments is not ehmi-
ment, is that they eliminate destructwe nated by rent controls. What changes is the
competition for control of economic re- "coinage" of competmon. The restriction
sources. Well-defined and well-protected on private property rights reduces competi-
property rights replace competition by vio- tion based on monetary exchanges for
lence with competition by peaceful means goods and services and increases competl-

The extent and degree of private property tlon based on personal characteristics. More
rights fundamentally affect the ways people generally, weakening private property
compete for control of resources. With rights increases the role of personal charac-
more complete private property rights, mar- tenstlcs in inducing sellers to discriminate
ket exchange values become more influen- among competing buyers and buyers to dis-
tial. The personal status and personal criminate among sellers.
attributes of people competing for a re- The two extremes in weakened private
source matter less because their influence property rights are socialism and "corn-
can be offset by adjusting the price. In other monly owned" resources. Under socialism,
words, more complete property rights make government agents--those whom the gov-
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ernment assigns--exercise control over re- failure of recent economic reforms in the
sources. The rights of these agents to make Soviet Union is that resources were shifted
decisions about the property they control from ownership by government to de facto
are highly restricted. People who think they common ownership. How? By making the
can put the resources to more valuable uses Soviet government's revenues de facto into
cannot do so by purchasing the nghts be- a common resource. Harvard economist
cause the rights are not for sale at any price. Jeffrey Sachs, who advised the Soviet gov-
Because sociahst managers do not gain ernment, has pointed out that when Soviet
when the values of the resources they man- managers of socialist enterprises were al-
age increase, and do not lose when the val- lowed to open their own businesses but still
ues fall, they have little incentive to heed were left as managers of the government's
changes in market-revealed values. The businesses, they siphoned out the profits of
uses of resources are therefore more influ- the government's business into their private
enced by the personal characteristics and corporations. Thousands ofmanagersdoing
features of the officials who control them. this caused a large budget deficit for the So-
Consider, in this case, the soclahst manager vlet govenmaento In this case the resource that
of a collective farm. By working every no manager had an incentive to conserve was
mght for one week, he could make 1 million the Soviet government's revenues. Similarly,
rubles of additional profit for the farm by _mproperly set prermums for U,S. deposit m-
arranging to transport the farm's wheat to surance gwe banks and S&Ls an incentive to
Moscow before it rots. But if neither the make excesswely risky loans and to treat the
manager nor those who work on the farm deposit-insurance fund as a "common" re-
are entitled to keep even a portion of this source.

additional profit, the manager is more likely Private property rights to a resource need
than the manager of a capltahst farm to go not be held by a single person. They can
home early and let the crops rot. be shared, with each person sharing m a

Similarly, common ownership of re- specified fraction of the market value while
sources--whether in what was formerly the decisions about uses are made in whatever
Soviet Umon or m the United States--gives process the sharing group deems desirable.

no one a strong incentive to preserve the A major example of such shared property
resource. A fishery that no one owns, for rights Is the corporation. In a limited-liabil-
example, will be overfished. The reason is lty corporation, shares are specified and the
that a fisherman who throws back small fish rights to decide how to use the corporation's

to wait until they grow is unlikely to get resources are delegated to its management.
any benefit from his waiting. Instead, some Each shareholder has the unrestrained right
other fisherman will catch the fish. The to sell his or her share. Limited liability
same holds true for other common re- insulates each shareholder's wealth from

sources, whether they be herds of buffalo, the liabilities of other shareholders, and
oil m the ground, or clean air All will be thereby facilitates anonymous sale and pur-
overused, chase of shares.

Indeed, a main reason for the spectacular In other types of enterprises, especially
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where each member's wealth will become vaded "your" property rights, or do your
uniquely dependent on each other member's rights not include the right to prevent that
behavior, property rights in the group en- use? The complexities and varieties of cir-
deavour are usually salable only if existing cumstances render impossible a bright-line
members approve of the buyer. This IStypi- definition of a person's set of property rights
cal for what are often called joint ventures, with respect to resources.
"mutuals," and partnerships. Similarly, the set of resources over which

While more complete property rights are property rights may be held is not well de-
preferable to less complete rights, any sys- fined and demarcated. Ideas, melodies, and
tern of property rights entails considerable procedures, for example, are almost cost-
complexity and many issues that are diffi- less to replicate explicitly (near-zero cost
cult to resolve. If I operate a factory that ermts of production) and lmphcitly (no forsaken
smoke, foul smells, or au-borne acids over other uses of the inputs). As a result, they
your land, am I using your land without your typically are not protected as private prop-
perrmsslon? This is difficult to answer erty except for a fixed term of years under

The cost of establishing private property a patent or copyright.
rights--so that I could pay you a mutually Private property rights are not absolute.
agreeable price to pollute your air--may be The rule against the "'dead hand" or the
too expensive Air, underground water, and rule against perpetuities is an example. I
electromagnetic radiations, for example, cannot specify how resources that I own
are expensive to monitor and control, will be used in the indefinitely distant fu-
Therefore, a person does not effectively ture. Under our legal system, I can only
have enforceable private property rights to specify the use for a limited number of years
the quality and condition of some parcel of after my death or the deaths of currently
air. The inability to cost-effectively monitor living people. I cannot Insulate a resource's
and police uses of your resources means use from the influence of market values of
"your" property rights over "your" land all future generations. Society recognizes
are not as extensive and strong as they are market prices as measures of the relative
over some other resources, like furniture, desirability of resource uses. Only to the
shoes, or automobiles. When private prop- extent that rights are salable are those values
erty rights are unavailable or too costly to most fully revealed.
establish and enforce, substitute means of Accompanying and conflicting with the
control are sought. Government authority, desire for secure private property rights for
expressed by government agents, is one one's self is the desire to acquire more
very common such means Hence the cre- wealth by "taking" from others. This is

atlon of environmental laws. done by military conquest and by forcible
Depending upon circumstances certain reallocation of rights to resources (also

actions may be considered invasions of pri- known as steahng). But such coercion is
vacy, trespass, or torts. If I seek refuge and antithetzcal to--rather than characteristic

safety for my boat at your dock during a of---a system of private property rights.
sudden severe storm on a lake, have I in- Forcible reallocatlon means that the existing
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rights have not been adequately protected, attributes and toward behavior that political

Private property rights do not conflict authoriUes approve. That is a fundamental
wath human rights. They are human rights, reason for preference of a system of strong

Pravate property rights are the rights of hu- private property rights: private property

mans to use specified goods and to ex- rights protect mdwadual hberty.
change them. Any restraint on private

property rights shifts the balance of power --Armen A. Aiehian

from Impersonal attributes toward personal

Biography: Armen A Alchlan is an emeritus professor of economics at the University of Califor-

nia, Los Angeles Most of his major scientific contrlbuuons are in the economics of property rights.
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Property Rights for "Sesame Street"

Ever seen two children quarreling over a toy? Such squabbles had been common-

place m Katherine Hussman Klemp's household. But m the Sesame Street Parent's
Guide, she tells how she created peace m her famdy of eight chddren by assigning

property rights to toys.

As a young mother, Klemp often brought home games and toys from garage sales.

"I rarely matched a particular item with a particular child," she says "Upon
reflection, 1 could see how the fuzziness of ownership easdy led to arguments If

everything belonged to everyone, then each child felt he had a right to use anything."
To solve the problem, Klemp introduced two sample rules: First, never bring
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anything into the house without assigning clear ownership to one child. The owner
has ultimate authority over the use of the property. Second, the owner is not reqmred
to share. Before the rules were in place, Klemp recalls, "I suspected that much of
the drama often centered less on who got the item in dispute and more on whom
Morn would side with." Now, property fights, not parents, settle the arguments

Instead of teaching selfishness, the introduction of property rights actually pro-
moted sharing. The children were secure in their ownership and knew they could
always get their toys back. Adds Klemp, '_[Sharing] raised their self-esteem to see
themselves as generous persons."

Not only do her children value their own property rights, they extend that respect
to the property of others. "Rarely do our children use each other's things without
asking first, and they respect a 'No' when they get one. Best of all, when someone
who has every right to say 'No' to a request says 'Yes,' the borrower sees the gift

for what it is and says 'Thanks' more often than not," says Klemp

--Janet Beales

PublicGoodsandExternalities
Tyler Cowen

• Most economic arguments for govern- sumptlon '" Nonexcludability means that
merit intervention are based on the idea that nonpayers cannot be excluded from the ben-
the marketplace cannot provide public efits of the good or service. If an entrepre-
goods or handle externalmes. Public health neur stages a fireworks show, for example,
and welfare programs, education, roads, re- people can watch the show from their win-
search and development, national and do- dows or backyards. Because the entrepre-
mesuc security, and a clean environment all neur cannot charge a fee for consumption,
have been labeled public goods, the fireworks show may go unproduced,

Public goods have two distinct aspects-- even if demand for the show is strong.
"nonexcludabllity" and "'nonnvalrous con- The fireworks example dlustrates the
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"free-rider" problem, Even if the fireworks sldered more serious problems than nonn-
show is worth ten dollars to each person, no valrous consumption
one will pay ten dollars to the entrepreneur While most people are unaware of it,
Each person will seek to "free-ride" by markets often solve public goods and exter-
allowing others to pay for the show, and nahties problems in a variety of ways. Busz-
then watch for free from his or her back- nesses frequently solve free-rider problems
yard If the free-rider problem cannot be by developing means of excluding nonpay-
solved, valuable goods and services, ones ers from enjoying the benefits of a good or
that people want and otherwise would be service, Cable television services, for in-
wilhng to pay for, will remain unproduced, stance, scramble their transmissions so that

The second aspect of public goods is nonsubscribers cannot receive broadcasts.
what economists call nonrivalrous con- Both throughout history and today, private
sumptlon Assume the entrepreneur man- roads have financed themselves by charging
ages to exclude noncontributors from tolls to road users Other supposed public
watching the show (perhaps one can see the goods, such as protection and fire services,
show only from a private field) A price will are frequently sold through the private sec-
be charged for entrance to the field, and tor on a fee basis
people who are unwilling to pay this price Public goods can also be provided by be-
wdl be excluded If the field is large ing tied to purchases of private goods.
enough, however, exclusion as inefficient Shopping malls, for instance, provide shop-
because even nonpayers could watch the pers w_th a variety of services that are tra&-
show without increasing the show's cost or tlonally considered pubhc goods, lighting,
d_minishlng anyone else's enjoyment That protection serwces, benches, and rest-
_s nonr_valrous competition to watch the rooms, for example. Charging directly for

show each of these services would be impractlbcal.
Externahtles occur when one person's ac- Therefore, the shopping mall finances the

tlons affect another person's well-being and serwces through receipts from the sale of
the relevant costs and benefits are not re- private goods in the mall The public and

flected m market prices A positive exter- private goods are "tied" together. Private
nallty arises when my neighbors benefit condominiums and retirement communities
from my cleaning up my yard If 1 cannot also are examples of market restitutions that
charge them for these benefits, I wall not tie pubhc goods to private services.
clean the yard as often as they would like. Monthly membership dues are used to pro-
(Note that the free-rider problem and posl- v_de a vanet) of pubhc serwces
t_ve externahties are two s_des of the same Lighthouses are one of the most famous

com.) A negative externality arises when examples that economists give of pubhc
one person's actions harm another. When goods that cannot be privately provided.
polluting, factory owners may not consider Economists have argued that if private
the costs that pollution imposes on others, hghthouse owners attempted to charge ship-
Policy debates usually focus on free-rider owners for lighthouse serwces, a free-rider
and externahtles problems, which are con- problem would result. Yet hghthouses off
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the coast of nineteenth-century England 30,000 to almost 70,000 today, and Bo-

were privately owned. Lighthouse owners tswana's went from 20,000 to 68,000. On
realized that they could not charge shipown- the other hand, in countries that ban ele-
ers for their services. So they didn't try to. phant hunting--Kenya, Tanzania, and
Instead, they sold their service to the own- Uganda, for example--there is little incen-
ers and merchants of the nearby port. Port tive to breed elephants but great incentive

merchants who did not pay the lighthouse to poach them. In those countries elephants
owners to turn on the lights had trouble are disappearing. The result is that Kenya

attracting ships to their port. As it turns has only 16,000 elephants today versus
out, one of the economics instructors" most 140,000 when its government banned hunt-

commonly used examples of a pubhc good ing. Since 1970, Tanzania's elephant herd
that cannot be privately provided is not a has shrunk from 250,000 to 61,000;
good example at all. Uganda's from 20,000 to only 1,600.

Other public goods problems can be Property rights are a less effective solu-
solved by defining individual property tlon for environmental problems involving
rights m the appropriate economic resource the air, however, because rights to the air
Cleaning up a polluted lake, for instance, cannot be defined and enforced easdy. It is
involves a free-rider problem if no one owns hard to _magme, for instance, how market
the lake. The benefits of a clean lake are mechamsms alone could prevent depletion

enjoyed by many people, and no one can of the earth's ozone layer. In such cases
be charged for these benefits. Once there is economists recognize the likely necessity of
an owner, however, that person can charge a regulatory or governmental solution.

h_gher prices to fishermen, boaters, recre- Contractual arrangements can sometimes
ational users, and others who benefit from be used to overcome other pubhc goods and
the lake. Privately owned bodies of water externalities problems. If the research and
are common in the British Isles, where, not development actwlUes of one firm benefit
surprisingly, lake owners maintain quality, other firms in the same industry, these firms

Well-defined property rights can solve may pool their resources and agree to a joint
public goods problems in other environ- project (antitrust regulations permitting).
mental areas, such as land use and species Each firm will pay part of the cost, and the

preservation The buffalo neared extmction contributing firms will share the benefits. In
and the cow did not because cows could be th_s context economists say that the exter-
privately owned and husbanded for profit, nalities are "internahzed."
Today, private property rights in elephants, Contractual arrangements sometimes fail
whales, and other species could solve the to solve public goods and externalities prob-
tragedy of their near extinction. In Africa, lems The costs of bargaining and striking
for mstance, elephant populations are grow- an agreement may be very high. Some par-
ing m Zimbabwe, Malawi, Namibla, and ties to the agreement may seek to hold out
Botswana, all of which allow commercial for a better deal, and the agreement may
harvesting of elephants. Since 1979 Zim- collapse. In other cases it is simply too
babwe's elephant population rose from costly to contact and deal with all the poten-
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tial beneficiaries of an agreement. A fac- interests, rather than the interests of the

tory, for instance, might find it impossible public; examples of wasteful government

to negotiate directly with each affected cit_- spending and pork-barrel projects are le-
zen to decrease pollution gion. Government often creates a problem

The imperfections of market solutions to of "forced riders" by compelling persons

public goods problems must be weighed to support projects they do not desire. Pri-

against the imperfections of government so- vate solutions to public goods problems,

lutions. Governments rely on bureaucracy when possible, are usually more efficient
and have weak incentives to serve consum- than governmental solutions.

ers. Therefore, they produce inefficiently.

Furthermore. politicians may supply public --Tyler Cowen
"goods" in a manner to serve their own

Biography: Tyler Cowen ts an econornlcs professor at George Mason Umverslty.
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ResearchandDevelopment
David M. Levy

i

• Research and development (R&D) is the 3. Is special government treatment for pri-
creation of knowledge to be used in prod- vate producers of R&D justified?
ucts or processes. Table 1 gives a summary 4. Why is some government R&D so suc-
overview of postwar U.S. R&D actwlty cessful, while other government R&D
performed in industry. The first column fails?
gives privately financed R&D (PR&D) con- 5, Who benefits from U.S. R&D?
ducted in industry in bdlions of 1982 dol-

lars. The second column gives the ratio of 15PrivateFI&DProductive?
PR&D to investment in plant and equipment

(P&E) The third column gives the share Beginning m the sixties, economists per-
of federally financed R&D (GR&D) as a formed empirical tests confirming that in-
fraction of the total R&D in industry. State
government and private nonprofit financing vestment in private R&D yields a positive

return. This findings holds up for studies of
of basic scientific research that is part and R&D m general and in particular mdustries
parcel of teaching m colleges and university Recent findings by Llchtenberg and Siegel
is not considered R&D The only financing reported an estimated rate of return of 35
of research at universities and colleges that
is considered R&D is R&D contracts to percent for company-funded R&D. The

older hterature they surveyed reported an
those msututlons. Total university and col-
lege R&D in the sixties was 10 percent of average rate of return of 29 percent. This

is evidence of remarkable stability in the
the total R&D conducted in industry; in the estimates of the rate of return to privatelye_ghties tt was 13 percent.

Two facts stand out in table 1. First, in- funded R&D. When Lichtenberg and Siegel
vestment that takes the form of R&D is decomposed R&D into basic and apphed,

growing relative to investment in P&E. they found that the rate of return to basic
R&D was 134 percent, compared to the twoInvestment in P&E is recognized as in-
older findings of 178 percent and 231 per-vestment by the official economic meas- cent. When the rate of return, even afterurements; investment in R&D _s not so
falhng, is still m triple digits, one suspects

recognized. Second, the role of government underinvestment.
R&D is falling in relative terms.

There are several important issues in the
economic analysts of R&D" ISGovernmentR&DProductive?

1. Is private R&D productwe? Econometric research almost never finds
2. Is government R&D productive? government R&D productive. Yet technical

78
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TABLE 1

U.S.R&D,DecadeAverages

Private
Decade (billionsof 1982 $) PR&D/P&E Share Government R&D

1950 8.84 0.06 0 49
1960 18.95 0.09 0.54
1970 27.29 0.09 0.37
1980 47.00 O.11 0.32

economists have long known about the re- There _s a lively debate about whether
markably high rate of return to agricultural government R&D enhances the supply of
GR&D. According to Robert Evenson, Paul private R&D. The majority of economists,
Waggoner, and Vernon Ruttan, rates of re- perhaps, hold that it does. Why would it?
turn for government-financed agricultural Because increasing the supply of one factor
R&D are consistently around 50 percent per of production generally increases the mar-
annum. Ordmary people were able to see the gmal product of other factors. (More land,
efficacy of government-financed computers, for example, makes a farm laborer more
electronics, and aviation in the Gulf War productive.) Similarly, more government

So why do broader studies find the oppo- R&D is likely to make private R&D more
s_te? One answer is as follows: Profit- productive.

maximizing companies use factors of pro-
duction, whether they be labor, land, or IS R&DWorthyofSpecialTreatment?
R&D, up to the point where their marginal
value equals the marginal cost to the firm Knowledge ep_tomlzes a public good, If
But unlike wages paid to labor, the price someone produces knowledge, someone
that people pay to use government R&D is else can use it without paying for it. There-
zero: one need only buy a technical journal fore, the person who produced it will not
to learn R&D results that cost mdhons to be able to collect the full value of the knowl-

produce. Because compames pay zero for edge produced. For this reason an unregu-
government R&D results, they use them up lated, unsubsidized free market is likely to
to the point where the marginal value equals underproduce knowledge As a result, most
zero. Economists lookmg for a positive econom=sts favor the creation of temporary
marginal value of government R&D, there- monopolies through a patent system, such
fore, fall to find It. But all this means is that as the one provided for in the U.S. Constitu-

companies are using it a lot and that, while tion. With the prospect of a patent as a
the marginal value of government R&D _s reward for mnovat_on, people have more of
zero, its total value is high. an incentive to produce knowledge.
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Need the government do more? Since sastrous, students of R&D could offer easy
some new knowledge is not patentable, per- guidance. However, the experience has
haps special treatment is justified to encour- been mixed. As mentioned, agricultural
age the provision of knowledge. The most R&D and defense R&D in computers, elec-
dramatic case for special treatment is based tronlcs, and aviation have been remarkable
on a famous argument made by Joseph successes. Balancing the accounts, one
Schumpeter Schumpeter maintained that a need only mention the supersonic transport,
monopoly--because it is able to garner which was financed by British and French
more of the benefits to the industry from taxpayers, and the synfuels project, fi-
R&D (because a monopoly is the indus- nanced by U.S. taxpayers. The costs for
try)--wdl have an incentive to invest more each of these projects exceeded the benefits
heavily in R&D than would a competitive by billions of dollars. Yet making a list of
industry. In economic jargon a monopoly can winners and losers is somewhat beside the
internalize more of the R&D benefits than a point when one of the winners, the com-
competitwe industry can. Although Schum- puter, has changed the world.
peter himself did not argue for special treat- This list of failures raises a question: if
ment of R&D on this basis, the argument the government can pick winners in de-
could be made This consideration did not lense, why not elsewhere? It is important
save the Bell system from breakup, to note that m aircraft and electronic R&D,

A much more modest argument--to give the Defense Department was the major cus-
R&D tax credits--has been politically suc- tomer for many years. This is m the context
cessful. But it is hard to tell whether the tax of a political decision not to match the
credit has been economically successful-- buildup of the late Warsaw Pact man for
that is, whether it has spurred private invest- man and tank for tank. Rather, the Defense
ment in R&D. One reason for not knowing Department was charged with matching the
the effect on R&D is that companies can Warsaw Pact with higher-quality equip-
get the tax credit simply by relabehng non- ment. The competing branches of the U.S.
R&D expenditures as R&D. Nonetheless, armed services could be held politically ac-
the remarkably high rates of return to R&D countable for their performance The re-
that a wide range of studies report strongly sultmg incentives seem to have made the
suggests that there is undennvestment in Defense Department very sensitive to how
R&D, Unfortunately, these studies do not infant technologies could be developed to
allow one to suggest how to stimulate more serve its clearly delineated mandate. Simi-
R&D. larly, agricultural R&D has long enjoyed a

pohtically symbiotic relationship with ag-
ricultural interest groups. When govern-

WhytheRangeof ment agencies have incentives to be
GovernmentExperience? competent, they are competent.

But who monitors R&D done only for
If the experience with government R&D the "'public good"? The usual answer is no

were uniformly wonderful or uniformly &- one. Simple public choice theory suggests
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that government responds to incentives, bmld a machine, it cannot produce for you

When the performance of government agen- unless it stops producing for me. If I learn
cles is monitored carefully, one expects something, this knowledge can produce for

very different results than when no one in you and for me at the same time. If this is

particular is supposed to benefit from the so, then the rest of the world should be

R&D expenditures. Thus, there is no reason a major beneficiary of U S. R&D. Other

to believe that the success rate of defense countries can rent the knowledge, or even
and agricultural R&D could be replicated in get it for free, without having to create it

other areas themselves. This suggests that a program of

high-tech economic nationalism is automat-

ically self-defeating. One can, with diffi-
WhoBenefitsfromU.S.R&D? culty, block the export of a machine But

the export of knowledge is much harder to

One difference between stocks of knowl- impede

edge and stocks of physical capital is that

stocks of knowledge can be shared If I --David M. Levy

Biography: David M Levy is an economics professor at George Mason University
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SpatialEconomics
Wolfgang Kasper

Producers and buyers are spread demand. In the past, firms that depended on
throughout space, and bridging the &s- heavy inputs, such as steel makers, located
tances between them is costly. Indeed, near the source of major inputs, such as
much commercial activity is concerned with coal mines. Firms that require intensive and
"space bridging," and much entrepreneur- frequent interaction with their customers lo-
ship is aimed at cutting the costs of transport cate near the demand Gasoline stations,
and communication, The study of how for example, locate near busy intersections.
space (distance) affects economic behavior Transport and communication costs nor-
is called "spatial" economics, mally give firms a degree of local monop-

Throughout history, space has often been oly. But concern about neighboring
a hindrance to economic growth. But lm- compentors entering their market niche
provements in transport and communica- tends to keep them from abusmg this market
t_ons have been among the mare driving power, keeping them in "'creaUve unease"
forces of economic progress, as Austrahan and thus forcing them to control costs and
economist Colin Clark pointed out. In me- to remain lnnovatwe.
dieval Europe and China three-quarters of Falling transport and communication
the population never traveled farther than costs threaten such market niches. Produc-

tive miles from their birthplaces, and before ers are now often able to move away from
the advent of book printing, most people their sources of supply or the neighborhood
knew very little about what happened be- of their demand Many firms have become
yond their narrow horizons. Since then more "footloose '" Thus, we now find steel
technical and organizational progress has plants m Japan and Korea, far from the iron
continually reduced the costs of trans- and coal mines but near ports, because the
porting goods and "transporting" ideas low cost of sea transport made it possible
(commumcatlon). Transport and commum- to sh_p coal and iron ore to locations with a
cation have also become user-friendly. Now favorable investment chmate. Similarly,
fax machines, satellite TV, and global corn- the telecommumcat_ons revoluUon has
puter networks are revolutionizing the made many service operauons footloose.
world economy yet again. The alrhne booking clerk one calls on an

Businesses locate their plants so as to 800 number from New York, for example,
economize on transport and communication may work in Omaha, and daily accounting
costs (and reduce the nsks of transport dis- services for a business in Chicago may be
ruptions) between the locations of their in- done by an office at the end of the fax line
puts and the locations of their market in Singapore.
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Businesses combine inputs that are mo- rents, they would soon be out of busi-
bile in space, such as know-how and capi- ness.
tal, with inputs that cannot be moved at all b. Within a nation, landowners, workers,
or only at great cost, such as land or un- and the tax collector can reap high "lo-
skflled labor. One immobile factor that cation rents" if they operate in the cen-
must not be forgotten is government. Good tral areas of economic activity, like
government can raise the productivity of Chicago or Los Angeles. There, mobile
the other inputs and make certain locations factors crowd in, so that intensive use
attractive Bad government--ahostllegov- is made of land, labor, and public
ernment or a confusing, complex set of reg- administration, and high incomes are
ulatlons; high taxes; and poor public earned. High rental prices for the immo-
infrastructures--can lower productivity and bile inputs determine which goods and
induce the flight of mobile production fac- services are produced and which pro-
tors. duction methods are used. If, however,

The nineteenth-century German econo- the d/fferentlals in land, labor, and tax
mist Johann Helnrich von Thiinen, the fa- costs between central regions and more

ther of spatial economics, laid out a basic remote locations exceed the transport
pnnclple of spatml economics. Producers costs from the remote locations to
who are remote from the market can suc- the central markets, producers migrate.
ceed only if they bear the transport cost to That _s how industry has spread out
the marketplace. But the mobile production from historic centers like New York and
factors have to be paid the same return, Pittsburgh to new industrial regions.
wherever they are used Otherwise they c. On a global scale, as German economist
leave Therefore, pointed out von Thunen, Herbert Glersch recently pointed out,
the owners of immobile production factors North America, Western Europe. and
(like land) must absorb the entire transport- Japan are the central locations. World-
cost disadvantage of remote locations, market prices and product standards are

This "'Thunen pnnclple" can be demon- determined there, and the highest m-
strated at various levels of spatml analysis: comes are earned. Both mobile and im-

mobile inputs are most productive m

a, In a city or region, real estate rents drop these centers. Further away in economic
as one moves from the center of actw_ty, space are the new industrial countries,
In the center, enterpnses use a lot of such as Talwan, Korea, Malaysia, and

capital to braid high rises, saving on Mexico, where the immobile production
high land costs, and only space-saving factors are earning lower returns. And
offices, not large production plants, are further stall, on the periphery of the
located there. Cheap land on the periph- global economic system, are the under-

ery is devoted to land-intensive uses, developed countries with very low in-
such as for storage and dumps If land- comes
owners on the periphery were to rinse The main production factors that tend
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to be internationally immobile are labor firms. The owners of these mobile produc-
and government, although some coun- tion factors, who wish to supply world mar-
tries have also attracted high legal and kets, are increasingly "shopping around"
illegal labor migration. Because they are the world for the labor and the style of gov-
internationally immobile, labor and ernment administration that promise them a
governments in noncentral countries high rate of return (and low risks). Thus,
that want to join in intensive world trade more and more companies are becoming
must absorb the transport-cost disadvan- "locational innovators."
tages. What matters in this context is Internationally, this has led to the phe-
"economic distance," which cannot nomenon of globahzation, which makes it
necessarily be equated with geographic imperative for the immobile production fac-
distance. Places w_th efficient transport tors to become internationally competitive.
connections, like Hong Kong or Singa- High labor costs, adversarial industrial rela-
pore, are closer economically to Los tions, productivity-inhibiting work prac-
Angeles than, say, a town in southern tices, a costly legal system, and a high tax
Mexico. burden are conditions that make countries

unattractive to globally mobile factors of
Technical, organizational, and social production. By contrast, low labor-unit

change has reduced global transport and costs and efficient administration are market
communicauons costs (see table 1) This is signals with which the new industrial coun-
now leading to an unprecedented degree of tries (especially m East Asia) have made
mobility of human, financial, and physical themselves highly attractive to mobile re-
capital, of entrepreneurship, and of entire sources The influx of mobile Western firms

TABLE 1

TheSecularDeclineinTransportandCommunicationsCosts
(inconstant1990dollars)

% Reduction
1930 1950 1990 per Annum
($) ($) ($) 1950-1990

Average cost of freight and port handling
(per ton) in international trade 60 34 29 -0.4%

Average air revenue per passenger mile 0.68 0.30 0.11 -2 5%
Cost of a New York-London call (3 min.) 244.65 53.20 3.32 -6.7%

SOURCE"G. Hufbauer, "World EconomtcIntegratton:The Long View." InternationalEconomic
Insights(May (1991):26.
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has raised their productivity, which further Economic theory suggests, and history
enhances the attractiveness of these loca- confirms, that defensive responses are very
tions even if hourly wage rates are gradually rarely sustainable over the long term, In-
rising there, deed, economic openness to trade and factor

Producers who are losing their locational mobihty has been the most powerful anti-
advantage of being near the central markets dote to "rent-seeking" (the use of restric-
can react in one of two ways They can be tive political influence to secure artificial
defensive by, for example, "Korea-bash- market niches). In open economies political
ing" m order to obtain pohtical patronage, and bureaucratic power has been channeled
tariff protection, or "voluntary" _mport re- m support of mobile producers and to create
straints. Or they can be proactive and corn- an investment climate in which footloose
petltive, raising the productwlty in the production factors can thrive. This explains
center and specializing on those goods and why modem industrialization took off m
services that still incur high transport costs Europe, where small, open states were
and therefore stdl enjoy a degree of spatml compelled by their citizens to develop insti-
monopoly. The mature high-income econo- tutlons of hmlted government, the rule of
mies at the center of the world economic law, property rights, and support for corn-
system tend to have the best innovative po- mercml compemors, whereas the closed
tentml, and they can use this to remain at- economy of Imperial China stagnated under
tractwe m the era of globalizanon. They arbitrary despotism, despite the much more
are more likely to succeed if they abandon advanced state of Chinese technical know-
polmcal and socml regulations that impede how. Openness to trade and factor move-
mnovat_on, such as a legal system that ments (with the help of the transport and
raises the costs of innovation (see LZASIL- communications industries that have made

ITY). In time, competztwe producers in cen- such movements increasingly feasible) have
tral locations of the global economy wall indeed been among the prime movers of
also d_scover that the competitive new in- economic progress.
dustrlal countries wall develop high import

demand for many specmlties produced by --Wolfgang Kasper
the advanced central economies.

Biography: Wolfgang Kasper, an economics professor at the University of New South Wales,
Austraha, previously served on the staff of the German Councd of Economic Advisers, the Klel
Insmute of World Economics, the MalaysmnFinance Mzmstry,and the Orgamzat_onfor Economic
Cooperation and Development.
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Supply
A Ehrbar

• The most basic laws in economics are Naturally, producers always would hke to
those of supply and demand Indeed, almost charge higher prices. But even if they have
every economic event or phenomenon is the no competitors, they are limited by the law
product of the interaction of these two laws. of demand, if producers insist on a htgher
The law of supply states that the quantity price, consumers wdl buy fewer umts. The
of a good supphed (that is, the amount that law of supply puts a similar limit on con-
owners or producers offer for sale) rises as sumers. They always would prefer to pay a
the market price rises, and falls as the price lower price than the current one But if they
falls. Conversely, the law of demand says successfully msist on paymg less (say,
that the quantity of a good demanded falls as though price controls), suppliers wall pro-
the price rises, and v_ce versa. (For reasons duce less and some demand wtll go unsatis-
unknown, economtsts do not really have a fled.

"'law" of supply, though they talk and write Economists often talk of supply
as though they did.) "curves" and demand "curves." A de-

One function of markets is to find "equi- mand curve traces the quantity of a good

hbnum" prices that balance the supplies of that consumers will buy at various prices
and demands for goods and services An As the price rises, the number of umts de-

equilibrium price (also known as a "mar- manded declines. That is because every-
ket-clearing" price) is one at which each one's resources are finite; as the price of
producer can sell all he wants to produce one good rises, consumers buy less of that
and each consumer can buy all he demands, and more of other goods that now are rela-
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tively cheaper. Similarly, a supply curve supply of "'available" apartments will rise.
traces the quantity of a good that sellers will But if buyers offer lower prices, some own-
produce at various prices. As the price falls, ers will take their apartments off the market
so does the number of umts supphed Equi- and the number of available units drops.
hbrium is the point at which the demand and History has witnessed considerable con-
supply curves intersect--the single price at troversy over the prices of goods whose
which the quantity demanded and the quan- supply is fixed m the short run. Critics of
tity supplied are the same market prices have argued that rising prices

Markets in which prices can move freely for these types of goods serve no economic
are always In equilibrium or moving toward purpose because they cannot bring forth ad-
it For example, if the market for a good is dmonal supply, and thus serve merely to
already in equilibrium and producers raise enrich the owners of the goods at the ex-
prices, consumers will buy fewer units than pense of the rest of society. This has been
they did in equilibrium, and fewer units the main argument for fixing prices, as the
than producers have available for sale In Umted States did with the price of domestic
that case producers have two choices. They oil in the seventies and as New York City
can reduce price until supply and demand has fixed apartment rents since World War
return to the old eqmhbraum, or they can lI
cut production until supply falls to the lower Economists call the portion of a price that
number of units demanded at the higher does not influence the amount of a good in
price. But they cannot keep the price high existence m the short run an "economic
and sell as many units as they did before quas_-rent." The vast majority of econo-

Why does supply (the quantity that sell- mists believe that economic rents do serve
ers produce) rise as the price rises and fall a useful purpose. Most important, they allo-
as the price falls .> The reasons really are cate goods to their highest-valued use. If
quite logical First, consider the case of a price is not used to allocate goods among
company that makes a consumer product competing clamaants, some other device be-
Acting rationally, the company will buy the comes necessary, such as the rationing
cheapest materials (not the lowest quality, cards that the United States used to allocate
but the lowest cost for any gwen level of gasohne and other goods during World War

quality). As production (supply) increases, II. Economists generally beheve that fixing
the company has to buy progressively more prices will actually reduce both the quantity
expenswe (Le., less efficient) materials or and quality of the good m question. In
labor, and Its costs increase. It has to charge addHion, economic rents serve as a signal

a higher price to offset _ts nsmg unit costs, to bring forth additional supphes in the
Or consider the case of a good whose future, and as an mcentwe for other pro-

supply is fixed, such as apartments in a con- ducers to dewse substitutes for the good
dommium If prospective buyers suddenly in question.
begin offering higher prices for apartments,
more owners will be willing to sell and the --A! Ehrbar
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Biography: A1Ehrbar is a journahst who writes about the economy for The Wall Street Journal
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See alsoAGRICULTURALPRICESUPPORTS,MINZMUMWAGES,DEMAND,PRICECONTROLS,RENTCONTROL

TheTragedyoftheCommons
Garrett Hardin

• In 1974 the general public got a graphic uncontrolled and grew with the increase m
illustration of the "'tragedy of the com- the number of ammals. But supply was gov-

mons" m satelhte photos of the earth. Pic- erned by nature, decreasing drastically dur-
tures of northern Africa showed an irregular ing the drought of the early seventies. The

dark patch, 390 square miles m area. herds exceededthenatural"carrymgcapac-
Ground-level investigation revealed a ity" of their environment, soil was corn-
fenced area reside of which there was plenty pacted and eroded, and "weedy" plants,

of grass. Outside, the ground cover had unfit for cattle consumption, replaced good
been devastated, plants Many cattle died, and so did hu-

The explanation was simple The fenced mans.
area was private property, subdivided into The rational explanation for such ruin
five portions. Each year the owners moved was given more than 150 years ago. In 1832
their animals to a new section. Fallow peri- Wilham Forster Lloyd, a pohtical econo-

ods of four years gave the pastures time mist at Oxford University, looking at the
to recover from the grazing. They did so recurring devastaUon of common (i.e., not
because the owners had an incentive to take privately owned) pastures in England,
care of their land. But outside the ranch, no asked" "Why are the cattle on a common
one owned the land. It was open to nomads so puny and stunted? Why is the common
and their herds. Though knowing nothing itself so bare-worn, and cropped so &ffer-
of Karl Marx, the herdsmen followed his ently from the adjoining inclosures?"
famous advice of 1875: "... to each ac- Lloyd's answer assumed that each human
cording to hzs needs." Their needs were exploiter of the common was guided by
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self-interest. At the point when the carrying them renounce their angelic behavior. They
capacity of the commons was fully reached, try to get their share out of the commons
a herdsman might ask himself, "'Should I before competitors do. In other words, ev-
add another animal to my herd?" Because ery workable distribution system must meet
the herdsman owned his animals, the gain the challenge of human self-interest. An un-
of so doing would come solely to him. But managed commons in a world of limited
the loss incurred by overloading the pasture material wealth and unlimited desires mevi-
would be "commonized'" among all the tably ends ]n ruin. Inevitability justifies the
herdsmen Because the privatized gain epithet tragedy, which I mtroduced in 1968.
would exceed his share of the corrunonized Whenever a distribution system malfunc-
loss, a self-seeking herdsman would add tlons, we should be on the lookout for some
another animal to his herd. And another, sort of commons. Fish populations in the
And reasoning in the same way, so would oceans have been decimated because people
all the other herdsmen Ultimately, the have interpreted the "'freedom of the seas"
common property would be ruined, to include an unlimited right to fish them.

Even when herdsmen understand the The fish were, in effect, a commons In the

long-run consequences of their actzons, they seventies, nations began to assert their sole
generally are powerless to prevent such right to fish out to two hundred miles from
damage w_thout some coerc]ve means of shore (instead of the tra&tional three
controlling the actions of each individual miles). But these exclusive rights did not
Idealists may appeal to m&viduals caught eliminate the problem of the commons.
in such a system, asking them to let the They merely restricted the commons to in-
long-term effects govern their actions. But d]vidual nations. Each nation still has the
each mdlvldual must first survive in the problem of allocatmg fishing rights among
short run. If all decision makers were un- its own people on a noncommonized basis.
selfish and ldeahstlc calculators, a dlstnbu- If each government allowed ownership of

tlon governed by the rule "'to each fish within a gwen area, so that an owner
according to his needs'" might work. But could sue those who encroach on his fish,
such _s not our world. As James Madison owners would have an incentive to refrain
said in 1788, "If men were angels, no Gov- from overfishmg. But governments do not
ernment would be necessary." That is, if do that. Instead, they often estimate the

all men were angels But m a world in maximum sustalnable yield and then restrlct
which all resources are limited, a single fishing either to a fixed number of days or

nonangel in the commons spoils the envi- to a fixed aggregate catch. Both systems
ronment for all. result in a vast overinvestment in fishing

The spoilage process comes in two boats and equipment as individual fish-
stages. First, the nonangel gains from his ermen compete to catch fish qmckly.
"competitive advantage" (pursuing his Some of the common pastures of old En-
own interest at the expense of others) over gland were protected from rum by the tradi-

the angels. Then, as the once noble angels tion of stinting, the limitation of each
realize that they are losing out, some of herdsman to a fixed number of animals (not
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necessarily the same for all) Such cases are bution system can be managed by shame;
spoken of as "managed commons," which above that approximate number, shame
is the logical equivalent of socialism, loses _ts effectiveness.
Viewed this way, socialism may be good or If any group could make a commomstic
bad, depending on the quality of the man- system work, an earnest religious commu-
agement. As with all things human, there is nity like the Hutterites should be able to.
no guarantee of permanent excellence. The But numbers are the nemesis. In Madison's
old Roman warning must be kept constantly terms nonangehc members then corrupt the
m mind. Quls custodtet ipsos custodes? angehc. Whenever size alters the properties
"Who shall watch the watchers them- of a system, engineers speak of a "scale
selves?" effect." A scale effect, based on human

Under special circumstances even an un- psychology, hmits the workability of com-
managed commons may work well. The momstic systems.
principal requirement IS that there be no Even when the shortcomings of the com-
scarcity of goods. Early fronnersmen in the mons are understood, areas remain in which
American colomes killed as much game as reform is difficult, No one owns the earth's
they wanted without endangering the sup- atmosphere Therefore, It is treated as a
ply, the multiphcation of which kept pace common dump into which everyone may
with their needs. But as the human popula- discharge wastes. Among the unwanted
tlon grew larger, hunting and trapping had consequences of this behavior are acid rain,
to be managed Thus, the ratio of supply to the greenhouse effect, and the erosion of
demand _s of critical importance, the earth's protectzve ozone layer. Indus-

The scale of the commons (the number tries and even nations are apt to regard the
of people using it) also is important, as an cleansing of industrial discharges as prohib-
examination of Huttente communities re- itively expensive. The oceans are also
veals. These devoutly rehglous people in treated as a common dump. Yet continuing
the northwestern United States live by to defend the freedom to pollute will ultl-
Marx's formula: "From each according to mately lead to rum for all. Nations are just
his ability, to each according to his needs." beginning to evolve controls to limit this
(They give no credit to Marx, however; damage
similar language can be found several The tragedy of the commons also has

places in the Bible.) At first glance Hutterite arisen in the savings and loan crisis. The
colonies appear to be truly unmanaged com- federal government created this tragedy by
mons. But appearances are deceiving. The forming the Federal Savings and Loan In-
number of people included in the decision surance Corporanon. FSLIC relieved S&L
unit is crucially important As the size of a depositors of worry about thezr money by
colony approaches 150, individual Hutter- guaranteemg that it would use taxpayers'
ites begin to undercontribute from their money to repay them if an S&L went broke.
abilities and overdemand for their needs. In effect, the government made the taxpay-
The experience of Huttente communities ers' money into a commons that S&Ls and
indicates that below 150 people, the distri- their depositors could exploit. S&Ls had the
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incentive to make overly risky investments, into account m deciding whether to use

and depositors did not have to care because them. Owners of private roads would prob-

they did not bear the cost. This, combined ably also engage in what is called peak-load

with faltenng federal surveillance of the pricing, charging higher prices during times

S&Ls, led to widespread failures. The of peak demand and lower prices at other
losses were "commomzed" among the na- times. But because governments own roads

tion's taxpayers, with serious consequences that they finance with tax dollars, they nor-

to the federal budget, mally do not charge tolls. The government

Congestion on public roads that don't makes roads into a commons. The result _s

charge tolls is another example of a govern- congestion
ment-created tragedy of the commons. If

roads were privately owned, owners would --Garrett Hardin

charge tolls and people would take the toll

Biography: Garrett Hardin is professor emeritus of human ecology at the Umverslty of Cahfomla
at Santa Barbara.
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UnintendedConsequences
Rob Norton

• The law of unintended consequences, of- cluded, the chief results would be less avail-
ten cited but rarely defined, is that actions able credit and a redistributxon of income
of people--and especially of government-- away from "widows, orphans and all those
always have effects that are unanticipated or who have their estates in money."
"unintended." Economists and other social The first and most complete analysis of
scientists have heeded its power for centuries, the concept of unintended consequences was
forjust as long, pohtlclanS and popular opin- done m 1936 by the American sociologist
son have largely ignored It. Robert K Merton. In an influential article

The concept of unintended consequences t_tled "The Unanticipated Consequences of
is one of the budding blocks of economics. Purposive Social Action," Merton identi-
Adam Smith's "invisible hand," the most fled five sources of unanticipated conse-
famous metaphor in social science, is an quences The first two--and the most
example of a positive unintended conse- pervasive--were ignorance and error
quence Smith maintained that each individ- Merton labeled the third source the 'qm-
ual, seeking only his own gain, 'qs led by perious immediacy of interest." By that he
an invisible hand to promote an end which was refemng to instances in which an mdl-
was no part of his intention," that end being vldual wants the intended consequence of
the public interest. "It is not from the be- an action so much that he purposefully
nevolence of the butcher, or the baker, that chooses to ignore any unintended effects
we expect our dinner," Smith wrote, "but (That type of willful ignorance is very dif-
from regard to their own self interest "' ferent from true _gnorance.) A nat_on, for

Most often, however, the law of unin- example, might ban abortion on moral
tended consequences illuminates the per- grounds even though chddren born as a re-

verse unanticipated effects of legislation sult of the policy may be unwanted and
and regulation. In 1692 John Locke, the likely to be more dependent on the state
English philosopher and a forerunner of The unwanted children are an unintended
modern economists, urged the defeat of a consequence of banning abortions, but not
parliamentary bill designed to cut the max,- an unforeseen one.
mum permissible rate of interest from 6 per- "Basic values" was Merton's fourth ex-
cent to 4 percent Locke argued that instead ample. The Protestant ethic of hard work

of benefiting borrowers, as intended, it and asceticism, he wrote, "paradoxically
would hurt them. People would find ways leads to its own dechne through the accu-
to c_rcumvent the law, with the costs of mulation of wealth and possessions." His
c_rcumvention borne by borrowers. To the final case was the "self-defeating predic-
extent the law was obeyed, Locke con- tion." Here he was refernng to the in-
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stances when the public prediction of a today's workers save less for their old age
social development proves false precisely because they know they will receive Social
because the prediction changes the course Security checks when they retire. If
of history. For example, the warnings ear- Feldstein and the others are correct, it
her in this century that population growth means that less savings are available, less
would lead to mass starvation helped spur investment takes place, and the economy--
scientific breakthroughs in agricultural pro- and wages--grow more slowly than they
ductlvlty that have since made it unlikely would without Social Security
that the gloomy prophecy will come true. The law of unintended consequences is
Merton later developed the flip side of this at work always and everywhere. In 1968,
idea, coining the phrase "'the self-fulfilling for instance, Vermont outlawed roadside
prophecy " In a footnote to the 1936 artl- billboards and large signs in order to protect
cle, he vowed to write a book devoted to the state's pastoral v_stas. One unintended
the history and analysis of unanticipated consequence was the appearance of large,
consequences. By 1991, Merton, age bizarre "'sculptures" adjacent to busl-
eighty, had produced six hundred pages of nesses. An auto dealer commissioned a
manuscript but still not completed the work. twelve-foot, sixteen-ton gorilla, clutching a

The law of unintended consequences pro- real Volkswagen Beetle. A carpet store is
vldes the basis for many criticisms of gov- marked by a nineteen-foot genie holding
ernment programs As the critics see it, aloft a rolled carpet as he emerges from a
unintended consequences can add so much smoking teapot. Other sculptures include
to the costs of some programs that they a horse, a rooster, and a squirrel in red
make the programs unwise even if they suspenders
achieve their stated goals. For instance, the In the wake of the Exxon Valdez oil spill
United States has imposed quotas on lm- m 1989, many coastal states enacted laws
ports of steel in order to protect steel compa- placing unlimited liability on tanker opera-
hies and steelworkers from lower-priced tors, As a result the Royal Dutch/Shell

compet_tlon. The quotas do help steel corn- group, one of the world's biggest oil com-
panies. But they also make less of the cheap paules, began hiring independent ships to
steel available to U.S automakers As a deliver oil to the United States instead of

result the automakers have to pay more for using _ts own forty-six-tanker fleet Oil spe-

steel than their foreign competitors do. So ciahsts fretted that other reputable shippers
a pohcy that protects one industry from for- would flee as well, rather than face such
eign competition makes it harder for another unquant_fiable risk, leaving the field to fly-
industry to compete with imports, by-mght tanker operators with leaky ships

Similarly, Social Security has helped al- and lffy insurance. Thus, the probability of
leviate poverty among senior citizens, spills wdl increase and the likelihood of
Many economtsts argue, however, that it collecting damages wall decrease as a conse-
has carried a cost that goes beyond the pay- quence of the new laws.
roll taxes levied on workers and employers.
Martin Feldstein and others maintain that --Rob Norton
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Apartheid
Thomas W. Hazlett

• The apartheid system of South Africa British, whom they considered agents of
presents one of the most fascinating in- an Imperialist power. Following Britain's
stances of interest group competition for po- abolition of South African slavery in 1834,
litical advantage. In light of the extreme the Afrikaners physically escaped the rule
human rights abuses stemming from apart- of the British crown in the Great Trek of
held, it is remarkable that so httle attention 1835.

has been paid to the economic foundations Moving north from Capetown and spill-
of that torturous social structure. The con- mg the blood of several major tribes, in-
ventional view is that apartheid was devised cluding the fierce Zulus, the Boers founded
by affluent whites to suppress poor blacks, the Transvaal and the Orange Free State
In fact, the system sprang from class war- (1 e., free of British dommation), and pro-
fare and was largely the creation of white ceeded to estabhsh racist legal institutions.
workers struggling against both the black The Boers treated brutally, and denied
majority and white capitalists. Apartheid rights to, the relatively few nonwhites who
was born in the political victory of radical resided and worked in their agricultural
white trade unions over both their rivals, economy

In short, th_s cruelly oppressive economic The Capetown of nineteenth-century
system Is socialism with a racist face. BrlUsh rule was markedly different. That

area experienced some of the most un-
constrained racial mixing in the world. A

TheRootsofConflict large nonwhite population, the Cape Col-
oureds, participated in integrated schools,

When the British arrived in South Africa churches, businesses, and government in-
in 1796, they quickly conquered the Dutch Stltuuons. And they voted. A color-blind
settlement that had been estabhshed in franchise was exphcitly adopted m 1854

1652, setting up a government under the As a port city, Capetown became interna-
English Parliament and British common tlonally famous for Its laissez-faire social
law. This liberal, mdlviduahstlc regime was scene (lncludmg miscegenation), rivaling

inherently offensive to the Afrikaners--the New Orleans as a haven for sea-weary sail-
Dutch settlers of South Africa--who en- ors.

joyed both slavery (generally of imported The physical separation of the two Euro-
Chinese and Malays) and a system of law pean populations, as well as the small de-
that granted no standing to the nonwhite, gree of interaction between the Afrikaners
The Boers, as the Afrikaners were to call and the African tribes, allowed a brief and
themselves, abhorred themterventlonofthe uneasy equilibrium in the midnineteenth
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century. It was not to last When gold was ning in the 1890s, the Chamber of Mines,
discovered near the Rand Rwer in the a groupofemployers, complained regularly
Transvaal in 1871 (diamonds had been of this systematic discrimination and at-

found beginning m 1866), the world's nch- tempted to secure better treatment of black
est deposits exerted a powerful magnetic workers. Their gesture was not altruistic,
force upon the tribes within the subconU- nor founded on liberal beliefs. Indeed, the
nent Afrikaners, British, Xhosi, Sotho, and mine owners often resorted to racist mea-

Zulu were all drawn to the profitable oppor- sures themselves. But here they had a clear
tunities opening in the W_twatersrand basin economic incentive, labor costs were mini-

mlzed where rules were color-blind. This

self-interest was so powerful that it led the

SynergyandCompetition:TheDynamics chamber to finance the first lawsuits and
oftheColourBar political campaigns against segregationist

legislation.

The South African gold rush made the Nonetheless, the state instituted an array
natural synergy between white-owned capl- of legal impediments to the promotion of
tal and abundant black labor overpowenng, black workers The notorious Pass Laws

The gains from cooperation between eager sought to sharply hmlt the supply of non-
British investors and thousands of African white workers in "white" employment cen-

workers were sufficient to bndge gaping ters Blacks were not allowed to become
differences in language, customs, and geog- lawful citizens, to hve permanently near
raphy. At first, however, the white capital- their work. or to travel without government
ist could deal directly only with the limited passports This last restriction created a
number of English and Afrikaner managers catch-22 Smce passports were issued only
and foremen who shared his tongue and to those already possessing 3obs, how was
work habits. But the premium such workers a nonwhite to get into the job area to procure
commanded soon became an extravagance, a job so as to obtain a passport? Nonwhites
Black workers were becoming capable of also were prohibited from bringing their
performing industrial leadership roles in far famdles while working In the mines (rein-
greater numbers and at far less cost. Driven forcing the transient nature of employ-
by the profit mouve, the substitution of ment)
black for white in skilled and semiskilled Each restriction undercut the ability of
mining jobs rose high on the agenda of the blacks to fully estabhsh themselves m the
mining companies, capitalist economy and, hence, to compete

White workers feared the large supply of with white workers on equal terms. Con-
African labor asthelow-pricedcompetltion fined to temporary status, blacks were
that it was. Hence, white tradesmen and robbed of any reahstlc chance of building
government officials, including police, reg- up the human capital to challenge their
ularly harassed African workers to dlscour- white bosses directly in the labor market.
age them from traveling to the mines and Yet even on this decidedly unlevei play-
competing for permanent positions. Begm- ing field, the profit motive often found ways
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of matching white capltahsts with black patlons and replace them with Africans.
workers. Whites formed labor umons m the Even before the planned substitution took
early 1900s to guard against this persistent effect, the Mine Workers' Union launched
tendency, and the South African Labour a massive strike, seizing the mines and oc-
Party (SALP) was formed m 1908 to exphc- cupying the entire Rand mining region for
itly advance the interests of European work- two months.
ers. The SALP, and the unions with which In a full-scale assault involving seven
it allied, including the powerful Mine thousand government troops complete with
Workers' Union, were all white and avow- tanks, artillery, and air support, the govern-
edly socialist: the British Labour Party ment reclaimed the Rand at a reported cost
formed the model for the SALP. of 250 hves. Several leaders of the strike

These organizations opposed any degra- were hanged. The insurrection was sensa-
datlon of "European" or "civilized" stan- tional, as was the haunting slogan of the
dards in the workplace, by which they striking miners. "'Workers of the world
meant the advancement of blacks willing to unite, and fight for a white South Africa."

undercut white union pay scales To dis- The miners saw not an ounce of irony in
courage mine owners from substituting their "V. I. Lenin meets Lester Maddox"
cheaper African labor for more expensive radicahsm They saw ever so clearly that
European labor, the trade umons regularly the threat to their interests lay m the mutual
resorted to violence and the strike threat interests of white capital and black labor.

They also turned to legislation: the Mines Although white workers shared skin
and Works Act of l911(commonly referred color with the capitalists, the goal of
to as the First Colour Bar Act) used the mining and manufacturing capital was to

premise of "worker safety" to institute a h_re cheap As Africans assimdated into
hcensmg scheme for labor. A government Western culture and the work force, the
board was set up to certify individuals for abundance of managerial, skilled, and serm-
work in "hazardous" occupations. The ef- skilled talent would mushroom. The precar-
fect was to decertify non-Europeans, who _ously privileged position of white labor
were deemed "unqualified." would topple These were not casual racists,

The legislative victory by the white they were economically vested up to their
unions froze African advances until the eyeballs in the policy of exclusion by

booming World War I demand for minerals skin color Hence, the landmark election of
raised employment and pay scales for all 1924 tossed out the Smuts government--
races. White workers did not object to black condemned by the strikers as a tool of big

advancement per se, but only to that which busmess--m a _'white backlash" over sup-
they perceived to come at their expense presslon of the Rand Rebellion by Pretoria

The postwar recession and the plum- The Pact Government, composed ofAfn-
meting price of gold ended such tranquil- kaner natlonahsts (in the National Party)
hty. In December 1921 the Chamber of and white umomsts (SALP), set an agenda
Mines announced a plan to fire two thou- of pro forma socialism, which it dubbed the
sand highly prod whites m semiskilled occu- Ctvdized Labour Policy. Measures enacted
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in Western democracies as standard, off- Black trade unions were not illegal per
the-shelf trade union legislation were se, but no black union was registered by
adopted in South Africa, but with a racist the Ministry of Manpower until legislation
twist. After the courts threw out the first explicitly promoting African unions was en-
Colour Bar Act in 1923, on a lawsmt by the acted in the late 1970s Thus white workers
Chamber of Mines, the Mines and Works were empowered--under the guise of the
Act of 1926 reestablished the Colour Bar. Industrial Conciliation Acts of 1924, 1936,

Like the earlier act, the new one used the and 1956--to solely control the terms of
pretext of "'industnal safety" to keep employment via officially sanctioned union
blacks from moving into favorable job clas- bargaining. The enormous range of state-
sifications Despite the legalistic cover backed union powers--setting wages, em-
story, the government admitted its intent: to ployment conditions, benefits, entry quah-
"counteract the force of economic advan- fications, work rules, and negotiation rights
rages at present enjoyed by the native." on behalf of the entire industrial econ-

Similarly, the Industrial Conciliation Act omy--is staggering. But this was the level
of 1924, for the ostensible purpose of secur- of state intervention required to supersede
ing labor peace, authorized sector-by-sector the profit motives of both firms and non-
labor-union wage setting The following white workers. And that was the announced
year, the Wage Act extended this to the goal: to overrule the market forces that con-
nonumomzed sector. These rules amounted stantly sought to undermine "'civilized stan-
to syndicalism with a racial vengeance dards for European workers."

The ebb and flow of the power of white The labor market rules that were intended
trade unions to dictate terms to their bosses to raise barriers against black workers ironi-
is graphically visible in the ethnic employ- cally blocked the path for what were com-
ment statistics From 1910 to 1918 the ratio monly called "poor whites," the lowest tier
of blacks to whites employed in the mines of the protected class. Hence, the final inter-
ranged from 8 or 9 to 1 This was pushed ventlon of the "'civilized labour policy"
down to 7 4 to 1 in the 1918 "status quo" was nationalization of businesses that em-
agreement sought by the unions. After the ployed large numbers of nonwhites In a
Chamber of Mines suppressed the Rand Re- policy of "affirmative action," state-run
belhon in 1922, it managed to up the ratio to railways and other huge state enterprises
11 4 to 1. By 1929, however, the National- preferentially hired and promoted less
Labour government, with its "civilized la- skilled whites In fact, many industnes
bour policy," had cut it back to 8.8 to 1. In were nationalized just to impose racial pref-
1953--the heyday of apartheid--the ratio erence Merle Lipton reports that the per-
was further constrained to 6.4 to 1, an in- verse tendency toward the employment of
credible regulatory "achievement" consid- (more expensive) whites was evident after
erlng that the natural (unregulated) advance the proclamation of the 1924 "civilized la-
of Africans would surely have pushed the bour policy " Between 1924 and 1933 the
ratio progressively higher over the passing number of whites employed by South Afri-
decades, can Railways rose from 4,760 to 17,783, or
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from 10 to 39 percent of employees, whale cular. Economic cooperation among the
the number of blacks fell from 37,564 to races led to social integration. Social inte-
22,008, or from 75 to 49 percent. In central gration led to further economic cooperation
and local government employment the pro- because industriahsts, eyeing low-wage
portion of whites rose from 45 to 64 per- blacks anywhere in their neighborhoods,
cent, while the number and percentage of found them irresistible. Social separation
blacks correspondingly fell. enforced by law--apartheid--was seen as

the essential way to shore up the economic
protection of white labor.

FromtheColourBarto Apartheid Furthermore, white farmers, wanting an
artificially large supply of cheap black la-

The Colour Bar brought labor calm be- bor, endorsed measures limltzng industrial
cause the black workers and white capital- jobs for blacks Farmers have been key al-
_sts "taxed" by the deal lacked the reqmslte lies of white labor in initiating and preserv-
political muscle to d_srupt the system, ing apartheid Indeed, the gerrymandering
Moreover, a long period of South African of parliamentary seats to grant overrepre-
prosperity began m the m_dth_rtles, fed by sentatlon to the rural sector gave the Na-
mternanonal demands for the country's nonal Party its 1948 vlctory even though the
mineral exports. Demand during World party lost the popular vote by a substantml
War I1 was particularly strong and led again margin
to a large expansion of the mining and m- The ruthlessness with which South Africa
dustrial sectors Th_s lured many thousands applied apartheid Is legendary. The Group
of new African workers into the wage econ- Areas Act (1950) dictated where members
omy. During the boom these new workers of the various races could legally reside
were not substituting for white managers: To enforce this, whole communities were
indeed, the massive influx of black indus- brutally uprooted on the orders of bureau-

trial labor prevented severe bottlenecks that crats The Population Registration Act
would have lowered even white working- (1950) gave the state bureaucratic control
class incomes, over the racial _dentity of _tsc_tizens, and m

But m_rroring the experience of a genera- combination with the Pass Laws, regulated
tlon earlier, the postwar contraction brought internal travel. Government spending on
an end to the comparative tranquilhty. By educanon was hugely biased in favor of
1948 the first signs of white unemployment whites In 1952, school spending per black
sent a shock wave through the (white) elec- child was about 5 percent of spending per
torate, and tremors that "poor whites" white child. Africans were not allowed to
would be passed up by upwardly mobile own real estate. All these measures at-
black workers excited a radical response: tempted to buttress the economic protec-

the National Party was elected to _mplement tlonism already enjoyed by white labor
apartheid_ a newly comprehensive socml under the Colour Bar legislation.
policy of "separate development." Capitalists strongly opposed apartheid,

The problem apartheid attacked was clr- and apartheidists strongly opposed capital-
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ism. As historian Brian Lapping notes: As the white skilled-labor shortage
"The National Party had to override some worsened, the government became
of the biggest financial, commercial and in- ever more impatient wzth white trade
dustnal interests in the state. . . Overrul- unions which were hampering the
ing the bosses, the 'capitalists', as both the training of blacks and thus blocking
National Party and the communists liked black advances into skilled jobs. In
to call them, was popular with the party 1973 it was announced that blacks, in-

fatthful "" cluding Africans, could do skilled
The notorious Broederbond, the secret work m the white areas. The govern-

Afrikaner "brotherhood," which exercised ment did not rigorously adhere to its
huge influence on the racist policies of the promise that it would consult with
apartheid government, stated its agenda white trade unions before making this
quite succinctly in 1933: "Abolition of the decision In 1975 the defence force an-
exploitation by foreigners of [South Af- nounced that black soldiers would en-

rice's] national resources.., the national- joy the same status as whites of equal
lzatlon of finance and the planned rank, and that whites would have to
coordination of economic policy." White take orders from black officers. This
supremacy had its very own industrial pol- broke the rule that the hierarchical
icy structure (or ratchet) must be kept m-

tact. with blacks always working under
whites.

ApartheidinRetreat
Postwar economic growth in South Af-

Beginning about 1970, the internal con- nca has made the nonwhite population so
tradictlons of apartheid finally caused its heavily integrated within the "white" so-
slow demise. After the massive legal dis- clety that the very' idea of "separate de-
cnmlnation of the early apartheid years, velopment" Is ridiculous as a practical
black income, relative to white, fell dramat- proposmon, never mind its moral lmplica-
ically, and the advance of white workers tlons Without skilled black labor, white
was won. But much like the boom periods living standards would fall precipitously.
of the two world wars, the robust economic The inevitable economic magnetism be-
growth of the sixties rendered apartheid's tween the races has drawn people physically
protection increasingly obsolete (many and socially close together. Whereas the
white workers no longer required all the me&an white voter of the twenties lnse-
separateness that apartheid had wrought) curely viewed black workers as substitutes,
and exceedingly expensive (the South Afri- the majority of whites in recent years have
can economy was continually stalled by the seen racial cooperation as economically
artificial truncation of labor supply). Neces- beneficial. On the other hand, the dramatic
slty became the mother of reform, Ac- growth of an educated, urban African popu-
cording to Herbert Gdiomee and Lawrence lation, including a sizable black middle
Schlemmer: class, served to enormously raise the cost of
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enforcing apartheid. Indeed, the old African lated at best, and negatwely correlated at
tribal system, which was cynically manipu- worst, with such foreign campaigns. Not
lated by apartheid policymakers under the only did sanctions fail to lower South Afri-
notorious homelands policy, was eclipsed can trade flows from their previous levels,
by the rise of urban townships closely tied but GNP growth actually accelerated after
to industrial job centers, the European Community and the U.S.

The vicissitudes of apartheid can be mea- sanctions (m September and October of
sured by the ratio of black Income to white 1986, respectively). Most astoundingly,
From 1946 to 1960, despite a decrease in South African businesses reaped at least $5
the white proportion of the population, a billion to $10 bdhon in windfalls as West-
constant 70 percent of South Africa's na- ern firms disinvested at fire sale prices in
tlonal income went to whites But between the 1984-89 period.
1970 and 1980, this fell to 60 percent Whatever the economic impact, the im-
Apartheid's decline can also be seen m in- medmte poht_cal effect of sanctions was to
creasing expendaures on black education, encourage retrenchment by the Botha re-
the twenty-to-one ratio m white-to-black glme. Right-wing (proapartheld) support
per-pupil educational spending in 1952 had rose sharply in the May 1987 parliamentary
shrunk to about five to one in 1987. Most elections, and the National Party govern-
evidently, reform is seen in the ehmmation ment responded by shelving all reforms and
of the apartheid laws: the Prohibition of brutally suppressing antiaparthe_d dissent,
Mixed Mamages Act (scrapped in 1985), lmtlatmg a state of emergency accompanied
the abolition of the Pass Laws (1986), and by sweeping press censorship. Only with a
the widespread elimination of "petty apart- fading of sanctions pressures, a rebounding
held" (whereby separate facihtles for racial economy, and key changes m the interna-
groups was rigidly maintained) In 1991 tlonal geopohtlcal environment (notably,
President F. W. de Klerk ehminated the the collapse of the Eastern bloc) did the

Group Areas and Population Registration course of reform reassert itself
Acts, the backbone of socml apartheid The Apartheid was sought by those economl-
nation turned its attention to crafting "'a cally threatened by the synergles between
new South Africa,'" as the president set a black workers and white capitahsts. That

1994 deadline for adoption of a color-blind Interest groups can so steer economic regu-
constitution guaranteeing equal rights under lation as to achieve the social savagery of
law to all citizens, apartheid is a chflhng lesson for those who

Did international sanctions against South take their politics--and hence their eco-
Africa force Pretoria's hand in these re- nomlcs--seriously

forms'? The ewdence is virtually unammous

that progress has been only modestly corre- --Thomas W. Hazlett

Biography: Thomas W. Hazlett _san assocmteprofessor of agriculturaleconomics at the University
of California, Davis. He wrote th_s article while a vlsmng scholar at the Columbia University
Graduate School of Business.
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AustrianEconomics
Deborah L. Walker

History study of purposeful human action in its
broadest sense. Since only individuals

The Austrian school of economics dates act, the focus of study for the Austrmn
from the 1871 publication of Carl Menger's economist is always on the individual.
Principles of Economics (Grundsatze der Although Austrian economists are not
Vokswwtschaftslehre). Two of Menger's alone in their methodological individual-
students, Eugen yon Bohm-Bawerk and _sm, they do not stress the maximizing
Fre]drlch von Wieser, carried his work for- behavior of lndlv]duals in the same way
ward and made considerable contributions as mainstream neoclassical economists.

of their own. Especially notable is Bohm- Ausman economists believe that one can
Bawerk's analysis of capital and interest. In never know if humans have maximized
the 1920s, 1930s, and 1940s, Ludwig von benefits or mlmmized costs Austnan
Mlses and Friednch A Hayek continued economists emphasize instead the process
the Austrian tradition w_th their works on by which market pamc_pants gain infor-
the business cycle and on the impossibdity mauon and form their expectatmns in or-
of economic calculation under socmhsm, der to lead them to their own idea of a

Austrian analysis fell out of favor wlth best solution.
the economics profession during the riffles The most _mportant economic problem
and sixUes, but the awarding of the Nobel that people face, according to Austnan
Prize in economics to Hayek in 1974, cou- economists, is how to coordinate their
pied w_th the spread of Mises's ideas by his plans wnh those of other people. Why,
students and followers, led to a revival of for example, when a person goes to a
the Ausman school, store to buy an apple, is the apple there

to be bought? This meshing of individual

TheCornerstones plans m a world of uncertainty is, to Aus-
trlan_, the basic economic problem.

Austrian economists do not use mathe-
The major cornerstones of Austrian eco-

nomics are methodological indiv]duallsm, matics in their analyses or theories be-
methodological subjectivism, and an era- cause they do not think mathematics can
phasis on processes rather than on end capture the complex reality of human ac-tion They believe that as people act,
states, change occurs, and that quantifiable rela-

• Methodological individualism. Eco- tlonsh_ps are apphcable only when there
nomics, to an Austrian economist, is the _s no change Mathematics can capture
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what has taken place, but can never cap- how many, if any, new competitors will
ture what will take place enter his market. Offering a product on

• Methodological subjectivism. An indl- the market is always a trial-and-error,
vidual's actions and choices are based never-ending process of changing one's
upon a unique value scale known only to plans to reflect new knowledge one gains
that individual. It is this subjective valua- from day to day,
tion of goods that creates economic value.
Like other economists, the Austrian does Since the Austrian economist holds all

not judge or criticize these subjective val- costs and benefits to be subjectwe and,
ues but instead takes them as given data. therefore, not measurable, only the individ-
But unlike other economists, the Austrian ual can decide what actions are efficient or

never attempts to measure or put these inefficient. Often the individual may de-
values m mathematical form. The idea ctde, after the fact, that a decision was not

that an individual's values, plans, expec- efficient. In the actual process of acting to
tations, and understanding of reality are achieve an end, an indwidual will discover
all subjective permeates the Austrian tra- what works best. And even then, what
d_tion and, along with an emphasis on worked best this time may not work best
change or processes, is the basis for their next time But a person cannot know this
notion of economic efficiency, without the process of acting.

• Processes versus end states. An individ- The notion of an equihbnum state is
ual's action takes place through time. A sometimes seen as the epitome of economic
person decides on a desired end, chooses efficiency: supply would equal demand, and
a means to attain that end, and then acts therefore, no surplus or shortage of goods
to attain it. But because all individuals would exist. This assumes, however, that

act under the condmon of uncertainty-- market participants know where the equflib-
especially uncertainty regarding the plans rium price it and that moving toward it will
and actions of other mdwiduals--people not change it But if the price is already
sometimes do not achieve their desired known, why isn't the market already in
ends. The actions of one person may m- eqmhbrlum _ Furthermore. the movement

terfere with the actions of another. The to equilibrium _s a process of learning and
actual consequences of any action can be of changing expectations, which will

known only after the action has taken change the equilibrium itself. To the Aus-
place. This does not mean that people than economist efficiency is defined
do not include in their plans expectauons within the process of acting, not as a given
regarding the plans of others. But the ex- or known end state of affmrs. Efficiency
act outcome of a vast number of plans means the fulfillment of the purposes
being executed at the same time can never deemed most important to an individual,
be predicted. When offenng aproduct on rather than the fulfillment of less 1m-
the market, for example, a producer can portant purposes. The Austrian economist
only guess as to what price will produce never speaks of efficiency outside of the
the greatest demand for his product or individual.
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PolicyImplications are a large number of small firms, all
selling a homogeneous good and pos-

So what do Austrxan economists do? sessing perfect knowledge. The structure
They try to understandthe process by which of the market, according to this analysis,
knowledge is generated, spread, and used determines the competitiveness of a mar-
within the economy. They focus on the in- ket. But Austnan economnsts Friedrich
stitutions that emerge because people lack A. Hayek and Israel M. Klrzner have re-
perfect knowledge and try to cope with this jected this theory of competition. Ac-
uncertainty. Money is just one example of cording to Hayek there is no competition
such institutions, in the neoclassical theory of perfect com-

A medium of exchange, or money, spon- petition. Competition to an Austrian
taneously emerges because individuals en- economist is defined simply as nvalrous
gaging in trade want to decrease the behavior, and to compete is to attempt to
uncertainty that they will be able to obtain offer a better deal than one' s competitors.
goods that they themselves are not pro- Competition in the market arises out of
ducing. When a commodity is generally one firm distinguishing Its products m
accepted in all exchanges, people can spe- some way from those of other firms. And
clalize (in producing corn, for example)and because firms in the real world do not
can be certain that they will be able to ex- have perfect knowledge, they do not
change the corn for the medium of ex- know what a successful competitive strat-
change. They can then use the medium to egy is until they try it. Competition is,
obtain other goods that they want. The exls- therefore, as Hayek explains, a "discov-
tence of money enhances the benefits of ery procedure." As each firm attempts to
specmlization and division of labor. Aus- do better than all other firms, the knowl-
trian economists explain how and why edge of what consumers actually want in
money and other institutions emerge; they the market is discovered
do not take them as given, as do many neo- If the neoclassical definition of compe-
classical economssts, tiuon is accepted, many people may want

The basic question for the Austrian econ- antitrust laws to eliminate excessive di-
omlst is, Which institutions enable individ- vergences from an industry structure

uals to reach their own goals, and which do characterized by a large number of small
not') Therefore, their policy recommenda- firms. If the Austrian definition of ri-
tions run to changes m the institutional valrous behavior is accepted, then anti-
framework within which a society operates, trust laws are seen to be beneficial only

Two key public policy issues that provide if market structure affects rivalrous be-
good illustrations of Austrian analys_s are havior But the ewdence indicates that
antitrust and central planning, market structure does not affect the com-

petitiveness of a market. What matters to
• Antitrust. The neoclassical economic Austrian economists _s whether govern-

theory of perfect competition defines a ments interfere with rivalrous behavior
competitive market as one in which there For example, when government imposes
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import quotas, domestic firms in an in- The socialist manager who knows of a
dustry are shielded from the rivalrous cheap source of supply can't necessarily
competitive behavzor of potential and ac- use zt because he must get permission to
tual foreign competitors. Or when the do so, and even if he gets permission, it
government prohibits entry into an indus- is likely to be too late to use it.
try, such as in the delivery of first-class But m a free market, explain Mises and
mad, the competitive process of dis- Hayek, private ownership of the means
covering new and more efficient ways of of production allows people to use their
offering the service to the consumer IS reformation; they don't need permission.
stifled. Private ownership also allows people to

According to Austrian economists, an- b_d for resources, which in turn generates
titrust legislation is neither necessary nor market prices for these resources. People
desirable. In recent years many main- can then use these prices to decide, as
stream economists working in the area of producers or consumers, what goods to
antitrust have begun to express this view buy or sell, and how to use them. A mar-
(see ANTITRUST). This is especially true ket price summarizes the diverse knowl-
of economists in the so-called Chicago edge of mllhons of individual human
school of industrial organization, such as beings as they act m the market. The very
Harold Demsetz, Armen Alchian, and act of buying a good at a particular price
George Stlgler. Stigler, m his book The signals the producer to continue produc-
Organizatton oflndustr3', wrote: "In eco- lng and selhng this good. The producer
nomlc life competition _snot a goal: it is does not have to know why consumers
a means of organizing economic activity buy the goods they do, only that they do,
to achieve a goal." And profits are also knowledge signals in

• Central planning. The failure of cen- the market that direct resources into one
trally planned economies to allocate re- industry and out of another. This is why
sources to meet the most basic human Austrmn economists have always been
needs is something that Mises and Hayek highly crlnca] of central planning and
pre&cted long ago (see SOCIALISM). They strong supporters of a free market.
pointed out that every individual m an
economy possesses knowledge (about
production techniques, availability of (_Or'lClLJSiOrl
some sources of supply, etc.) only some
of which is known by others. This knowl- Although the theory of competition and
edge is dispersed throughout the economy economic calculation are good examples of
and is constantly changing. In a centrally Austrian economic analysis, there are many
planned economy the mformatzon avail- others The Austrian theory of the business
able to the planners is a tiny fraction of cycle and of the inflationary process that
the amount in various people's heads, takes place because of cre&t expansion
Therefore, much information m a cen- through monetary policy, and the Austrian
trally planned economy is never acted on. explanation of the emergence of money in
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a modern economy are also important con- be carved up into millions of lndivid-

tributions to economic analysis. Today, ual pieces, like a jigsaw puzzlemthe

Austrian economists are also working in the pieces produced by hundreds of thou-
areas of environmental economics, labor sands of enterprises, and the whole

economics, and legal analysis. Many of the thing finally reassembled in such a

traditionally Austrian theories, and even way as to fit That would be an extra-
methods, are being accepted into main- ordinarily difficult task even if the

stream economic analysis, map of desired output were unchanged

This is especially true of the Austrmn from year to year, but, of course, it is
view of central economic planning. The not .

Austrian analysis of central planning, al-

though never stated explicitly as such, is And Charles L. Schultze, formerly Presl-
found in the writing of many mainstream dent Jimmy Carter's chief economic ad-

economists. Robert Heilbroner, for exam- vlser, writes. "The first problem for the

ple, who himself advocated socialist poli- government in carrying out an industrial

cies in the past, attributes the collapse of policy is that we actually know precious

the Soviet economy to a knowledge prob- little about identifying, before the fact, a
lem. He states" 'winning' industrial structure."

Planning thus reqmres that the lm- NDeborah L. Walker

mense map of desired national output

Biography: Deborah L Walker is an economics professor at Loyola Umverslty m New Orleans
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Capitalism
Robert Hessen

• Capitahsm, a term of disparagement wnist component. Moreover, Scotland in
coined by socialists in the midnineteenth the seventeenth century was simultaneously
century, is a misnomer for "economic indi- orthodox Calvinist and economically stag-
vldualism," which Adam Smith earlier nant.

called "'the obvious and simple system of A better explanation of the Puritans' dili-
natural liberty." Economic individualism's gence is that by refusing to swear allegmnce
basic premise is that the pursmt of self- to the estabhshed Church of England, they
interest and the right to own private prop- were barred from actwitles and professions
erty are morally defensible and legally legit- to which they otherwise might have been
imate. Its major corollary is that the state drawn--land ownership, law, the mihtary,
exists to protect individual rights. Subject cwil service, universities--so they focused
to certain restnctions, indlwduals (alone or on trade and commerce. A similar pattern
with others) are free to deode where to m- of exclusion or ostracism explains why
vest, what to produce or sell, and what Jews and other racial and religious mmon-
prices to charge, and there _s no natural ues in other countries and later centunes
limit to the range of their efforts in terms of tended to concentrate on retail businesses

assets, sales and profits, or the number of and money lending.
customers, employees, and investors, or In early nineteenth-century England the
whether they operate m local, regional, na- most visible face of capitalism was the
Uonal, or international markets, textde factones that hired women and chd-

The emergence of capitalism is often dren Critics (Richard Oastler and Robert
mistakenly hnked to a Puritan work ethic. Southey, among others) denounced the mill
German sociologist Max Weber, wnting in owners as heartless exploiters. They de-
1903, located the catalyst for capltahsm in scribed the working condmons--long
seventeenth-century England, where mem- hours, low pay, monotonous routine--as
bers of a religious sect, the Purnans, under ff they were unprecedented. Beliewng that

the sway of John Calvin's doctrine of pre- poverty was new, not merely more visible
destlnaUon, channeled their energies into m crowded towns and villages, cntics com-
hard work, reinvestment, and modest liv- pared contemporary times unfavorably with
ing, and then carried these attitudes to New earlier centuries Their cla]ms of increasing

England Weber's thesis breaks down, misery, however, were based on ignorance
however. The same attitudes toward work of how squalid life actually had been ear-
and savings are exhibited by Jews and Japa- lier. Before children began earning money
nese, whose value systems contain no Cal- working in factories, they had been sent to

11o
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live m parish poorhouses, apprenticed as specialization, and abohsh money, Marx
unpaid household servants, rented out for supplied no details at all about how a future
backbreaking agricultural labor, or became socialist society would be structured or op-
beggars, vagrants, thieves, and prostitutes erate.
The precapitahst "'good old days" simply Even nineteenth-century economists--in
never existed (see INDUSTRIALREVOLUTION England, America, and Western Europe--
AND THE STANDARD OF LIVING). who were supposedly capitalism's defend-

Nonetheless, by the 1820s and 1830s the ers, did not defend capitalism effectively
growing specter of child labor and "'dark because they did not understand it. They
satanic mills" generated vocal opposition came to believe that the most defensible
to these unbridled examples of self-interest economic system was one of "perfect" or
and the pursuit of profit. Some critics urged "pure" competition. Under perfect compe-
legislative regulation of wages and hours, tition all firms are small scale, products in
compulsory education, and minimum-age each industry are homogeneous, consumers
limits for laborers. Others offered more tad- are perfectly informed about what is for sale
ical attacks and alternatives The most vo- and at what price, and all sellers are what
clferous were the socialists, who aimed to economists call price takers (that is, they
eradicate individualism, the name that pre- have to "take" the market price and cannot

ceded capitalism, charge a higher one for their goods).
Socialist theorists repudiated individual- Clearly, these assumptions were at odds

lsm's leading tenets: that individuals pos- with both common sense and the reality of
sess inalienable rights, that society should market conditions Under real competition,
not restrain individuals from pursuing their which _swhat capitalism delivered, compa-
own happiness, and that economic activity rues are rivals for sales and profits. This
should not be regulated by government. In- rivalry leads them to innovate in product
stead, they proclaimed an organic concep- design and performance, to introduce cost-
tlon of society. They stressed ideals such as cutting technology, and to use packaging to
brotherhood, community, and sooal soh- make products more attractive or conve-

darlty and set forth detailed bluepnnts for ment for customers. Unbridled rivalry en-
model utopian colonies in which collectlwst courages companies to offer assurances of
values would be institutionalized, security to imperfectly informed consum-

The short hfe span of these utopian socie- ers, by means such as money-back guaran-
ties acted as a brake on the appeal of social- tees or product warrant_es and by building
_sm. But _ts ranks swelled once Karl Marx customer loyalty through investing in their
offered a new "'scientific" version, pro- brand names and reputations (see ADVERTIS-

claiming that he had discovered the laws of ING and BRANDNAMES).
history and that socialism inevitably would Companies that successfully adopted
replace capitalism. Beyond offering sweep- these techniques of rivalry were the ones
lng promises that socialism would create that grew, and some came to dominate their
economic equality, era&cate poverty, end industraes, though usually only for a few
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years until other firms found superior meth- pames operating in national markets (see
ods of satisfying consumer demands. Nel- ANTITRUST).
ther rivalry nor product differentiation Despite these constraints, which worked
occurs under perfect competition, but they sporadically and unpredictably, the benefits
happen constantly under real flesh-and- of capitalism were widely diffused. Luxu-
blood capitahsm, ries quickly were transformed into necessi-

The leading American industrialists of ues. First, the luxuries were cheap cotton
the late nineteenth century were aggressive clothes, fresh meat, and white bread; then
competitors and innovators. To cut costs sewing machines, btcycles, sporting goods,
and thereby reduce prices and win a larger and musical instruments; then automobiles,
market share, Andrew Carnegie eagerly washing machines, clothes dryers, and re-
scrapped his huge investment in Bessemer fngerators; then telephones, radios, televi-
furnaces and adopted the open hearth sys- stons, air conditioners, and freezers: and
tern for making steel rails. In the oil-refining most recently, microwave ovens, videocas-
industry John D, Rockefeller embraced cost sette recorders, answering machines, per-
cutting by building his own pipeline net- sonal computers, sophisticated cameras,
work, manufactunng his own barrels, and and compact d_sc players.
hiring chemists to remove the vile odor That these amenities had become avail-
from abundant, low-cost crude oil. Gusta- able to most people did not cause capital-
vus Swift challenged the existing network ism's critics to recant, or even relent.
of local butchers when he created assembly- Instead, they ingeniously reversed them-
hne meat-packing facilities in Chicago and selves Marxist philosopher Herbert Mar-
built his own fleet of refrigerated railroad cuse proclaimed that the real evil of
cars to deliver low-price beef to distant mar- capitahsm is prosperity, because it seduces
kets Local merchants also were challenged workers away from their historic mission--
by Chicago-based Sears Roebuck and the revolutionary overthrow of capital-
Montgomery Ward, which pioneered mall- ism--by supplying them with cars and
order sales on a money-back, satisfaction- household appliances, whtch he called
guaranteed basis. "tools of enslavement." Some critics reject

Small-scale producers denounced these capitalism by extolling "the simple life"
innovators as "'robber barons," accused and labeling prosperity as mindless materi-

them of monopolistic practices, and ap- ahsm. Critics such as John Kenneth Gal-
pealed to Congress for relief from relentless braith and Vance Packard attacked the
competition. Beginning with the Sherman legitimacy of consumer demand, asserting
Act (1890), Congress enacted antitrust laws that if goods had to be advertised in order to
that were often used to suppress cost cutting sell, they could not be serving any authentic
and price slashing, based on acceptance of human needs. They charged that consumers
the idea that an economy of numerous are brainwashed robots of Madison Avenue
small-scale firms was superior to one domi- who crave whatever the giant corporations
nated by a few large, h_ghly efficient corn- choose to produce and advertise, They corn-
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plained that the "public sector" was being to dec_de what to produce, and to decide
starved whale frivolous private desires were what to charge have always been restricted.
being satisfied And having seen that cap]- A fully free economy (true laissez-faire)
talism reduced poverty, instead of mtensl- never has existed, but governmental author-
fymg it, critics such as Gar Alperowtz and lty over economic activity has sharply m-
Michael Harrington proclaimed equality as creased since the eighteenth century, and
the highest moral value, calling for higher especially since the Great Depression. Orig-
taxes on incomes and inheritances to mas- really, local authorities fixed the prices of
sively re&strthute wealth, not only nation- necessities, such as bread and ale, bridge
ally but also internationally and ferry tolls, or fees at runs and mills, but

Other critics (like Ralph Nader and Mark most products and services were unregu-
Green) focused their fire on giant corpora- lated By the late nineteenth century gov-
tions, charging that they are illegitimate in- ernments were setting railroad freight rates
stitutlons because they do not conform to and the prices charged by grain elevator
the model of small-scale, owner-managed operators, because these businesses had be-
firms that Adam Smith extolled in 1776. In come "affected with a public purpose." By

fact. giant corporations are fully consistent the 1930s the same criterion was invoked
with capltahsm, which does not imply any to justify price controls over milk, ice, and
particular configuration of firms in terms of theater tickets.
s]ze or legal form They attract capital from Simultaneously, from the eighteenth cen-
thousands (sometimes mdhons)of investors tury on, government began to play a more

who are strangers to each other and who active, mterventlomst role m offering bene-
entrust their savings to the managerml ex- fits to business, such as tax exemptions,

peruse of others in exchange for a share of bounties or subsidies to grow certain crops,
the resulting profits and tariff protection so domestic firms

In an mfluentml 1932 book, The Modern would devote capital to manufacturing

Corporation and Private Propert3'. Adolf goods that otherwise had to be imported.
A Berle, Jr, corned the phrase "splitting Special favors became entrenched and hard
of the atom of ownership" to lament the to repeal because the recipients were orga-
fact that investment and management had razed while consumers, who bore the bur-
become two distract elements In fact the den of higher prices, were not

process is merely an example of the special- Once safe from foreign competition be-
lZatlon of function or &vision of labor that hind these barriers to free trade, some U.S.

occurs so often under capitalism. Far from producers--steel and auto manufacturers,

being an abuse or defect, grant corporations for example--stagnated. They failed to
are an eloquent test_momal to the ability of adopt new technologies or to cut costs until
md]wduals to engage m large-scale, long- low-cost, low-price overseas nvalsmthe

range cooperation for their mutual benefit Japanese, especially--challenged them for
and enrichment their customers They responded initially

As noted earlier, the freedoms to invest, by asking Congress for new favors--higher
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tariffs, import quotas, and loan guaran- about not only the benefits that flowed from

tees--and pleading with consumers to economic individualism, but also the bur-

"buy American" and thereby save domes- den of regulations that became impossible

tic jobs. Slowly, but inevitably, they began to repeal and trade barriers that were hard

the expenswe process of catching up with to dismantle. If the history of capitalism

foreign compames so they could try to re- proves one thing, it is that the process of
capture their domestic customers, competition does not stop at national bor-

Today the United States, once the citadel ders. As long as individuals anywhere per-

of capitahsm, is a "mixed economy" in ceive a potential for profits, they will amass

which government bestows favors and im- the capital, produce the product, and cir-

poses restrictions with no clear or consistent cumvent the cultural and political barriers

principle in mind. As Soviet Russia and that interfere with their objectives.

Eastern Europe struggle to embrace free-

market ideas and institutions, they can learn --Robert Hessen
from American (and British) experience

Biography: Robert Hessen, a specialist in business and economic history, is a senior research
fellow at Stanford University's Hoover Institution He also teaches m Stanford's Graduate School
of Business
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Fascism
Sheldon Richman

i

• The best example of a fascist economy pursued a laissez-faire economic policy un-
is the regime of Itahan dictator Benito Mus- der the liberal finance minister Alberto De

solim Holding that liberahsm (by which Stefam De Stefani reduced taxes, regula-
he meant freedom and free markets) had t_ons, and trade restrictions and allowed

"reached the end of its h_storical function," businesses to compete with one another
Mussollm wrote: "'To Fascism the world is But his opposition to protectionism and
not this material world, as _tappears on the business subsidies alienated some industrial
surface, where Man is an mdwidual sepa- leaders, and De Stefam was eventually
rated from all others and left to him- forced to resign After Mussollm consoh-
self . Fascism affirms the State as the dated his dictatorship in 1925, Italy entered
true reahty of the mdivldual." a new phase Mussolim, hke many leaders

This collectivism Is captured m the word at this time, believed that economies &d not
.fascism, which comes from the Latin fas- operate constructively without supervision
ces, meaning a bundle of rods with an axe by the government. Foreshadowing events
m _t. In economics, fascism was seen as a in Naz_ Germany, and to some extent in
third way between laissez-fmre cap_tahsm New Deal America, Mussolini began a pro-
and communism Fascist thought acknowl- gram of masswe deficit spending, pubhc
edged the roles of private property and the works, and eventually, mihtansm.
profit mouve as legitimate incentives for Mussohm's fascism took another step at
productawty--provlded that they did not this time w_th the advent of the Corporative
conflict w_th the interests of the state. State, a supposedly pragmatic arrangement

Fascism m Italy grew out of two other under which economic decisions were made
movements: syndicalism and nationalism, by councds composed of workers and em-
The syndicalists beheved that economic life ployers who represented trades and indus-
should be governed by groups representing tries. By this device the presumed economic
the worker_ m various industries and crafts, rivalry between employers and employees

The nat_onahsts, angered by Italy's treat- was to be resolved, preventing the class
ment after World War I, combined the idea struggle from undermining the national

of class struggle with that of national strug- struggle. In the Corporative State. for ex-
gle. Italy was a proletarian naUon, they ample, strikes would be illegal and labor
sa_d, and to win a greater share of the disputes would be medmted by a state
world's wealth, all of Italy's classes must agency
umte. Mussohni was a syndicahst who Theoretically, the fascist economy was
turned nationalist during World War I, to be guided by a complex network of em-

From 1922 to 1925, Mussohnl's regime ployer, worker, and jointly run organiza-

lffi
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tions representing crafts and industries at the fascist state regimented agriculture even
the local, provincial, and national levels. At more fully, dictatmg crops, breaking up
the summit of this network was the National farms, and threatening expropriation to en-
Council of Corporations. But although syn- force its commands
dicalism and corporativism had a place in Banking also came under extraordinary
fascist ideology and were critical to building control. As Italy's industrial and banking
a consensus in support of the regime, the system sank under the weight of depression
council did little to steer the economy. The and regulation, and as unemployment rose,
real deosions were made by state agencies the government set up public works programs
such as the Institute for Industrial Recon- and took control over decisions about build-

struction (Istituto per la Ricosstruzione In- lng and expanding factories. The government
dustriale, or IRI), mediating among interest created the Istituto Moblliare in 1931 to con-
groups, trol credit, and the IRI later acquired all

Beginning in 1929, in preparation for shares held by banks in industrial, agricul-
achieving the "glories" of war, the Italian rural, and real estate enterprises.
government used protectionist measures to The image of a strong leader taking direct
turn the economy toward autarchy, or eco- charge of an economy during hard times
nomlc self-sufficiency. The autarchic poli- fascinated observers abroad. Italy was one
cles were intensified in the following years of the places that Franklin Roosevelt looked
because of both the depression and the eco- to for ideas in 1933. Roosevelt's National
nomic sancuons that other countries im- Recovery Act (NRA) attempted to cartehze
posed on Italy after it invaded Ethiopia, the American economy just as Mussolini
Mussolini decreed that government bureaus had cartelized Italy's. Under the NRA Roo-
must buy only Italian products, and he m- sevelt established industry-wide boards
creased tariffs on all imports in 1931. The with the power to set and enforce prices,
sanctions following the invasion of Ethiopia wages, and other terms of employment,
spurred Italy in 1935 to increase tariffs producUon, and distribution for all compa-
again, stiffen import quotas, and toughen rues in an industry Through the Agricul-
its embargo on industrial goods, tural Adjustment Act the government

Mussohni also eliminated the ability of exercised similar control over farmers. In-
business to make independent decisions: the terestingly, Mussohni viewed Roosevelt's
government controlled all prices and wages, New Deal as "boldly.. interventionist in
and firms in any industry could be forced the field of economics." Hitler's nazism
into a cartel when the majority voted for it. also shared many features with Italian fas-
The well-connected heads of big business cism, including the syndlcahst front. Na-

had a hand in making policy, but most zism, too, featured complete government
smaller businessmen were effectively control of industry, agriculture, finance,
turned into state employees contending with and investment

corrupt bureaucracies. They acquiesced, As World War II approached, the signs
hoping that the restrictions would be tempo- of fascism's failure in Italy were palpable"
rary. Land being fundamental to the nation, per capita private consumption had dropped
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to below 1929 levels, and Italian industrial and in the allocation of resources by decree

production between 1929 and 1939 had in- rather than by free markets. Mussolini de-

creased by only 15 percent, lower than the signed his system to cater to the needs of
rates for other Western European countries the state, not of consumers. In the end, it

Labor productivity was low and production served neither.

costs were uncompetitive. The fault lay in
the shift of economic decision-making from mSheldon Riehman

entrepreneurs to government bureaucrats,

Biography: Sheldon Rlchman is semor editor at the Cato Institute in Washington. D C. He is a
lecturer and author of articles on the New Deal era. American foreign pohcy, and international
trade
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KeynesianEconomics
Alan S. Blinder

II Keynesian economics is a theory of total employment, not on prices. This idea is
spending in the economy (called aggregate portrayed, for example, in Phillips
demand) and of its effects on output and curves that show inflation changing only
inflation. Although the term is used (and slowly when unemployment changes.
abused) to describe many things, six princi- Keynesians beheve the short run lasts long
pal tenets seem central to Keynesianism. enough to matter. They often quote
The first three describe how the economy Keynes's famous statement "In the long
works, run, we are "alldead" to make the point.

Anticipated monetary pohcy (that IS,
1. A Keynesian beheves that aggregate de- pohcles that people expect in advance)

mand is influenced by a host of eco- can produce real effects on output and
nomic decisions--both public and employment only if some pnces are
private--and sometimes behaves erratl- ng_d--ff nominal wages (wages in dol-
cally. The public decisions include, lars, not in real purchasing power), for
most prominently, those on monetary example, do not adjust instantly. Other-
and fiscal (i e , spending and tax) pol- wise, an rejection of new money would
icy. Some decades ago, economists change all prices by the same percent-
heatedly debated the relative strengths age. So Keynesian models generally ei-
of monetary and fiscal policy, with some ther assume or try to explain rigid prices
Keynesians arguing that monetary pol- or wages Ranonalizing ngld prices _s
icy is powerless, and some monetarists hard to do because, according to standard
arguing that fiscal policy is powerless, rmcroeconomlc theory, real supphes and
Both of these are essentially dead issues demands do not change ff all nominal
today. Nearly all Keynesians and mone- prices rise or fall proportionally.
tansts now believe that both fiscal and But Keynesmns beheve that, because
monetary pohcy affect aggregate de- prices are somewhat rigid, fluctuations
mand. A few economists, however, be- m any component of spendmg--con-
heve in what _s called debt neutrahty-- sumpt_on, investment, or government
the doctnne that substituUons of govem- expenditures--cause output to fuctuate.
merit borrowing for taxes have no effects If government spending increases, for
on total demand (more on this below), example, and all other components of

2. According to Keynesian theory, changes spending remain constant, then output
in aggregate demand, whether antici- will increase. Keynesian models of eco-
pated or unanticipated, have their great- nomic activity also include a so-called
est short-run impact on real output and mulnpher effect. That is, output in-
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creases by a multiple of the original because unemployment is subject to the
change in spending that caused it. Thus, caprice of aggregate demand, and partly
a $10 billion mcrease m government because they beheve that prices adjust
spending could cause total output to rise only gradually. In fact, Keynesians typi-
by $15 bilhon (a multiplier of 1.5) or by cally see unemployment as both too high
$5 billion (a multipher of 0.5). Contrary on average and too variable, although
to what many people believe, Keynesian they know that rigorous theoretical justi-
analysis does not require that the multi- fication for these posmons _s hard to
plier exceed 1.0. For Keynesian eco- come by. Keyneslans also feel certain

nomics to work, however, the multiplier that periods of recession or depression
must be greater than zero are economic maladies, not efficient

3. Keynesmns beheve that prices and, es- market responses to unattractive oppor-
peoally, wages respond slowly to tunities. (Monetarists, as already noted,
changes in supply and demand, resulting have a deeper belief m the invisible
in shortages and surpluses, especially of hand )
labor. Even though monetarists are more 5. Many, but not all, Keyneslans advocate
confident than Keynesmns in the abihty activist stabllizat_on pohcy to reduce the
of markets to adjust to changes m supply amphtude of the business cycle, which
and demand, many monetansts accept they rank among the most important of

the Keynesian position on th_s matter, all economic problems. Here Keyne-
Mdton Friedman, for example, the most sians and monetarists (and even some

promment monetar_st, has written. "Un- conservative Keynesians) part company
der any concovable institutional ar- by doubting either the efficacy of stabili-
rangements, and certainly under those zatlon pohcy or the wisdom of at-
that now prcvad m the United States, tempting _t
there is only a hmlted amount of flexi- Th_s does not mean that Keynesians
bdlty in prices and wages." In current advocate what used to be called fine-
parlance, that would certainly be called tuning--adjusting government spend-
a Keynesian posmon, ing, taxes, and the money supply every

few months to keep the economy at full

No pohcy prescriptions follow from these employment Almost all economists, m-
three behefs alone. And many economists cludmg most Keynesians, now believe
who do not call themselves Keynesmn-- that the government simply cannot know

including most monetarlsts--would, never- enough soon enough to fine-tune suc-
theless, accept the entire hst. What dlstm- cessfully Three lags make it unlikely
gmshes Keynesmns from other economists that fine-tuning will work. First, there is
is their behef in the following three tenets a lag between the time that a change in

about economic policy, pohcy is requzred and the t_me that the
government recognizes this. Second,

4. Keynesmns do not thmk that the typical there _sa lag between when the govern-
level of unemployment Is ideal--partly ment recognizes that a change in policy
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is required and when it takes action. In well-being, (b) the government is
the United States, this lag is often very knowledgeable and capable enough to

long for fiscal pohcy because Congress improve upon the free market, and (c)
and the administraUon must first agree unemployment is a more important
on most changes in spending and taxes problem than inflation.
The third lag comes between the time The long, and to some extent, contin-
that policy is changed and when the uing battle between Keynesians and
changes affect the economy. This, too, monetarists has been fought primarily
can be many months. Yet many Keyne- over (b) and (c)
slans still believe that more modest goals In contrast, the briefer and more re-
for stabihzation policy--coarse-tuning, cent debate between Keynesians and
if you will--are not only defensible, but new classical economists has been
sensible For example, an economist fought primarily over (a) and over the
need not have detailed quantitauve first three tenets of Keynesianism--te-
knowledge of lags to prescribe a dose of nets that the monetarists had accepted.
expansionary monetary policy when the New classicals believe that anticipated
unemployment rate is 10 percent or changes in the money supply do not af-
more--as it was in many leading indus- fect real output: that markets, even the
trial countries in the eighties, labor market, adjust qmckly to eliminate

6. Fmally, and even less unammously, shortages and surpluses, and that busi-
many Keyneslans are more concerned ness cycles may be efficient. For reasons
about combating unemployment than that will be made clear below. I believe
about conquering inflation They have that the "objective" scientific evidence
concluded from the evidence that the on these matters points strongly in the
costs of low mflation are small. How- Keynesian direction.
ever, there are plenty of anti-inflation
Keynesians Most of the world's current Before leaving the realm of definmon.
and past central bankers, for example, however. I must underscore several glaring
merit this title whether they like it or not. and intentional omissions
Needless to say, views on the relative First, I have said nothing about the rational
_mportance of unemployment and mfla- expectations school of thought (see RATIONAL
tion heavily influence the pohcy advice EXPECTArIONS).Like Keynes himself, many
that economists give and that poli- Keynesmns doubt that school's view that peo-
cymakers accept Keynesians typically pie use all available information to form their
advocate more aggressively expansion- expectations about economic pohcy. Other
_st policies than non-Keynesians. Keynesmns accept the wew. But when it

Keynesians' belief in aggressive gov- comes to the large issues with which I have
ernment action to stabilize the economy concerned myself, nothing much rides on
is based on value judgments and on the whether or not expectations are rational.
beliefs that (a) macroeconom_c fluctua- Rational expectations do not, for example,
tions significantly reduce economic preclude rigid prices. Stanford's John Tay-
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lor and MIT's Stanley Fischer have con- stablhzation policy should, in principle, be
structed rational expectations models with ceded to the monetary authority or that it
sticky prices that are thoroughly Keynesian is, in practice, so ceded.
by my definlt]on. I should note, though, Keyneslan theory was much denigrated
that some new classicals see rational expec- In academic carcles from the midseventies

tatlons as much more fundamental to the until the mideighties. It has staged a strong
debate, comeback since then, however. The main

The second omission is the hypothesis reason appears to be that Keynesian eco-
that there is a "natural rate" of unemploy- nomlcs was better able to explain the eco-
ment in the long run. Prior to 1970, Keyne- nomlc events of the seventies and eighties
slans believed that the long-run level of than its pnnclpal intellectual competitor,
unemployment depended on government new classical economics
policy, and that the government could True to _ts classical roots, new classical
achieve a low unemployment rate by ac- theory emphasizes the ability of a market
cepting a high but steady rate of inflation, economy to cure recessions by downward
In the late sixties Milton Friedman, a mone- adjustments in wages and prices. The new
tanst, and Columbia's Edmund Phelps, a classical economists of the midseventles at-
Keynesian, rejected the idea of such a long- tributed economic downturns to people's
run trade-off on theoretical grounds. They misperceptlons about what was happening
argued that the only way the government to relatwe prices (such as real wages) Mis-
could keep unemployment below what they perceptions would arise, they argued, if
called the "natural rate" was with macro- people did not know the current price level
economic pohc_es that would continuously or inflation rate But such misperceptions
drive inflation higher and higher. In the long should be fleeting and surely cannot be large
run, they argued, the unemployment rate m societies in which price indexes are pub-
could not be below the natural rate. Shortly hshed monthly and the typical monthly in-

thereafter, Keynesmns like Northwestern's flatlon rate is under 1 percent. Therefore,
Robert Gordon presented empirical evi- economic downturns, by the new classical
dence for Fnedman's and Phelps's view view, should be mild and brief. Yet dunng

Since about 1972 Keynesmns have rote- the eighties most of the world's industrial
grated the "'natural rate" of unemployment economies endured deep and long reces-
Into their thinking. So the natural rate hy- slons Keynesian economics may be theo-
pothesis played essentially no role in the retically untidy, but at certainly is a theory
intellectual ferment of the 1975-85 period that predicts periods of persistent, involun-

Third. I have ignored the choice between tary unemployment.

monetary and fiscal pohcy as the preferred According to new classical theory, a cor-
instrument of stabdlzat_on pohcy. Econo- rectty perceived decrease in the growth of
mists differ about this and occasionally the money supply should have only small

change sides. By my definition, however, effects, if any, on real output. Yet when the
it is perfectly possible to be a Keynesian Federal Reserve and the Bank of England
and still believe either that responsibility for announced that monetary policy would be
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tightened to fight inflation, and then made the Keynesian view, to expect the private
good on their promises, severe recessions saving rate to rise.
followed m each country. New classicals The massive U.S. tax cuts between 1981

might claim that the tightening was unantic- and 1984 provided something approxlmat-
ipated (because people did not believe what ing a laboratory test of these alternative
the monetary authorities said). Perhaps it views. What happened? The private saving
was In part. But surely the broad contours rate did not rise. Real interest rates soared,
of the restrictive policies were anticipated, even though a surprisingly large part of the
or at least correctly perceived as they un- shock was absorbed by exchange rates
folded. Old-fashioned Keynesian theory, rather than by interest rates. With fiscal
which says that any monetary restriction is stimulus offset by monetary contraction,
contractlonary because firms and indivldu- real GNP growth was approximately unaf-
als are locked into fixed-price contracts, not fected; it grew at about the same rate as it
mflation-adjusted ones, seems more consis- had in the recent past. Again, this all seems
tent with actual events, more consistent with Keynesian than with

An offshoot of new classical theory for- new classical theory.
mulated by Harvard's Robert Barro is the Finally, there was the European depres-
idea of debt neutrality Barro argues that sion of the eighties, which was the worst
inflation, unemployment, real GNP, and smce the depression of the thirties. The
real national saving should not be affected Keynesian explanation IS straightforward.
by whether the government finances its Governments, led by the British and Ger-
spendmg with high taxes and low deficits man central banks, decided to fight inflation
or with low taxes and high deficits Because with highly restrictive monetary and fiscal
people are rational, he argues, they will cor- policies. The anti-inflation crusade was
rectly perceive that low taxes and high strengthened by the European Monetary
deficits today must mean higher future taxes System, which, in effect, spread the stern
for them and their heirs. They will, Barro German monetary policy all over Europe.
argues, cut consumption and increase their The new classical school has no comparable
saving by one dollar for each dollar increase explanation. New classlcals, and conserva-
in future tax liabilities. Thus, a rise in pri- rive economists in general, argue that Euro-
vate saving should offset any increase in pean governments mterfere more heavily in
the government's deficit. Naive Keynesian labor markets (with high unemployment
analysis, by contrast, sees an increased benefits, for example, and restrictions on
deficit, with government spending held con- firing workers). But most of these interfer-
stant, as an increase in aggregate demand, ences were in place in the early seventies,
If, as happened in the United States, the when unemployment was extremely low.
stimulus to demand is nullified by contrac-
tionary monetary policy, real interest rates --Alan S. Blinder
should rise strongly. There is no reason, in
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Marxism
David L. Prychitko

• A century after his death, Karl Marx re- rope--the Marxist dream had firmly taken

mains one of the most controversial figures root during the first half of the twenueth
in the Western world. His relentless criti- century

cism of capitalism, and hzs corresponding Now we witness the utter collapse of that

promise of an Inevitable, harmonious so- dream in Poland, Hungary, Czechoslova-

cialist future, respired a revoluUon of global kia, East Germany, Romania, Yugoslavia,
proportions. It seemed that--with the Bol- Bulgaria, Albania, and the USSR itself.
shevik revolution in Russia and the spread What was it about Marxism that created

of communism throughout Eastern Eu- such a powerful revolutionary force? And
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what explains its eventual demise? The an- that workers sell to capitalists for a wage.
swers lie in some general characteristics of Marx called this commodity "labor
Marxism--its economics, social theory, power."
and overall vision. Labor power is the worker's capacity to

produce goods and services. Marx, using
principles of classical economics, explained

LaborTheoryofValue that the value of labor power must depend
upon the number of labor hours it takes

The labor theory of value is a major pillar society, on average, to feed, clothe, and
of tradstional Marxian economics, which is shelter a worker so that he or she has the

evident in Marx's masterpiece, Capital capacity to work. In other words, the long-
(1867). Its basic claim is simple: the value run wage that workers receive will depend
of a commodity can be objectively mea- upon the number of labor hours it takes to

sured by the average amount of labor hours produce a person who is fit for work. Sup-
that are required to produce that commod- pose that five hours of labor are needed to

ity. feed, clothe, and protect a worker each day
If a pair of shoes usually takes twice as so that the worker is fit for work the follow-

long to produce as a pair of pants, for exam- mg morning If one labor hour equaled one
pie, then shoes are twice as valuable as dollar, the correct wage would be five dol-
pants In the long run the competitive price lars per day
of shoes wall be twice the price of pants, Marx then asked an apparently devasta-
regardless of the value of the physical in- tmg question: if all goods and services in a
puts. capitalist society tend to be sold at prices

The labor theory of value is demonstrably (and wages) that reflect their true value
false. But it did prevail among classical (measured by labor hours), how can it be
economists through the mldnineteenth cen- that capitalists enjoy profits? How do capl-
tury. Adam Smith, for instance, flirted with tallsts manage to squeeze out a residual be-
a labor theory of value m h_s classic defense tween total revenue and total costs?
of capltahsm, The Wealth of Nations Capitalists, Marx answered, must enjoy
(1776), whale David Rlcardo later system- a pnvdeged and powerful posiuon as own-
atized it m his Principles of Political Econ- ers of the means of production and are,

omy (1817), a text studied by generations therefore, able to ruthlessly exploit work-
of free-market economists, ers. Although the capitalist pays workers

So the labor theory of value was not the correct wage, somehow--Marx was ter-

unique to Marxism. Marx did attempt, how- nbly vague here--the capitalist makes
ever, to turn the theory against the champi- workers work more hours than are needed

ons of capitalism. He pushed the theory in to create the worker's labor power. If the
a direction that most classical economists capltahst pays each worker five dollars per
hesitated to follow. Marx argued that the day, he can reqmre workers to work, say,

theory is supposed to explain the value of twelve hours per day--not uncommon dur-
all commodities, including the commodity mg Marx's time. Hence, if one labor hour
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equals one dollar, workers produce twelve market economy is coordinated--through
dollars' worth of products for the capitalist the spontaneous purchase and sale of pri-
but are paid only five The bottom line: vate property dictated by the laws of supply
capitalists extract "surplus value" from the and demand--blocks our ability to take
workers and enjoy monetary profits, control of our individual and collective des-

Although Marx tried to use the labor the- times.

ory of value against capitalism by stretching Marx condemned capitalism as a system
it to its limits, he unintentionally demon- that alienates the masses. His reasoning was
strated the weakness of the theory's logic as follows: Although workers produce
and underlying assumptions. Marx was cor- things for the market, market forces control
rect when he claimed that classical econo- things; workers do not. People are required
mists failed to adequately explain capitalist to work for capitalists who have full control
profits. But Marx failed as well Therefore, over the means of production and maintain
the economics profession rejected the labor power in the workplace. Work, he said.
theory of value by the late nineteenth cen- becomes degrading, monotonous, and sult-
tury Mainstream economists now believe able for machines rather than free, creative
that cap_tahsts do not earn profits by ex- people. In the end people themselves be-
ploitmg workers (see PROFITS). Instead, come objects--robotlike mechanisms that
they behcve, capitalists earn profits by for- have lost touch with human nature, that
going current consumption, by taking risks, make decisions based on cold profit-and-
and by organizing production, loss considerations, with little concern for

human worth and need, Marx concluded

that capitalism blocks our capacity to create
Alienation our own humane society.

Marx's notion of alienation rests on a

There is more to Marxism, however, than crucial but, in fact, shaky assumption. It

the labor theory of value. Marx wove eco- assumes that people can successfully abol-
nomics and philosophy together to construct ]sh an advanced, market-based society and
a grand theory of human history and social replace _t with a democratic, comprehen-

change. His concept of ahenatIon, for ex- s]vely planned society. Marx claimed we
ample, first articulated in his Economic and are ahenated not only because many of us
Philosophic Manuscripts of 1844, plays a tod in tedious, perhaps even degrading,

key role m his criticism of capitalism, jobs or because by competing in the market-
Marx believed that people by nature are place, we tend to place profitability above

free, creative beings who have the potential human need. We are alienated because we

to totally transform the world. But he ob- have not yet designed a society that is fully
served that the modem, technologically de- planned and controlled, a society without

veloped world is apparently beyond our full competition, profits and losses, money, pri-
control Marx condemned the free market, vate property, and so on, a society which,

for instance, as being "anarchic," or un- Marx pre&cts, must inevitably appear as

governed. He maintained that the way the the world advances through history.
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Here is the greatest problem with Marx's dictions of capitalism and the necessity of
theory of ahenation: even with the latest the class struggle
developments in computer technology, we Marx predicted that competition among
cannot create a comprehensively planned capitalists would grow so fierce that eventu-

society that puts an end to scarcity. Marx ally most capitalists would go bankrupt,
must assume that a successfully planned leavmg only a handful of monopolists con-
world is possible in order to speak of alien- trolling nearly all production. This, to
atlon under capitalism. If socmlist planning Marx, was one of the contradictions of capi-
fails to work in practice, Marx's notion of talism: competition, rather than creating
alienation falls apart. Alienation _sa mean- better-quality products at lower prices for
ingful concept m this sense only if there is consumers, in the long run creates monop-
an alternatwe that does not produce the ely, which exploits workers and consumers
same alienation, alike What happens to the former capital-

ists? They fall into the ranks of the proletar-
iat, creating a greater supply of labor, a fall

ScientificSocialism in wages, and what Marx called a growing
reserve army of the unemployed Also,

A staunch antiutoplan, Marx claimed his thought Marx, the anarchic, unplanned na-
criticism of capitahsm was based on the ture of a complex market economy _s prone
latest developments of science. He called to economic crises as supplies and demands
his theory "scientific socialism" to clearly become mismatched, causing huge swings
dlstlngmsh his approach from other social- m business actiwty and, ultimately, severe
_sts (Henri de Saint-Simon and Charles Fou- economic depressions.
tier, for instance) who seemed more content The more advanced the capitalist econ-
to dream about some future Ideal society omy becomes, Marx argued, the greater
without comprehending how existing soc_- these contradictions and conflicts. The more

ety really worked capltahsm creates wealth, the more it sows
Marx's scientific socialism combined his the seeds of its own destruction. Ultimately,

economics and philosophy--including his the proletariat will realize that it has the
theory of value and the concept of alien- collective power to overthrow the few re-
ation--to demonstrate that throughout the mainmg capitahsts and, with them, the
course of human history, a profound strug- whole system.
gle has developed between the "'haves" The entire capitalist system--with its pri-
and the "have-nots '" Specifically, Marx vate property, money, market exchange,
claimed that capitalism has ruptured into a profit-and-loss accountmg, labor markets,
war between two classes--the bourgeoisie and so on--must be abohshed, thought
(the capltahst class that owns the means of Marx, and replaced with a fully planned,
production) and the proletariat (the working self-managed economic system that brings
class, which is at the mercy of the cap_tal- a complete and utter end to exploitation and
ists). Marx claimed he had discovered the alienation. A socialist revolution, argued
laws of history, laws that expose the centre- Marx, is inevitable.
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AnAppraisal contrary, socialist revolts have occurred in
poor, so-called Third World countries.

Marx was surely a profound thinker who Most troubhng to present-day Marxism is

won legions of supporters around the world, the ongoing collapse of socialism. Revolu-
But his predzct=ons have not withstood the tlons m socmhst countries today are against

test of time. Although capitahst markets sociahsm and for free markets. In practice,
have changed over the past 150 years, corn- socialism has failed to create the nonalien-

petition has not devolved into monopoly, ated, self-managed, and fully planned soci-
Real wages have risen and profit rates have ety. Real-world socialism in the twentmth

not dechned. Nor has a reserve army of the century failed to emancipate the masses. In

unemployed developed. We do have bouts most cases it merely led to new forms of
w_th the business cycle, but more and more statism, domination, and abuse of power.

economists believe that significant feces- Marx's theory of value, h_s philosophy
sions and depressions may be more the un- of human nature, and his claims to have

intended result of state intervention uncovered the laws of h|story fit together to

(through monetary policy camed out by offer a complex, yet grand vision of a new
central banks and government policies on world order If the first three-quarters of the

taxation and spending) and less an inherent twentieth century provided a testing ground

feature of markets as such for that vision, the end of the century dem-

Socialist revoluttons, to be sure, have oc- onstrates _ts truly utop=an nature and ulti-

curred throughout the world, but never mate unworkabdlty
where Marx's theory predicted--in the

most advanced capitalist countries On the --David L. Prychitko

Biography: David L. Prychako 1s an economics professor at the State University of New York in
Oswego
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Monetarism
A//an H. Me/tzer

• During early 1990, inflation rates re- few, have Increased or reduced inflation at

ported by the International Monetary Fund different times by speeding up or reducing
ranged from negative numbers to an annual the rate of money growth. In some countries
rate of more than 1,400 percent. Countries the changes in money growth and inflation
like Poland, Argentina, Yugoslavia, and have ranged over hundreds or thousands of
Brazil, where the reported annual rate of percentage points In others the range has
inflation was above 1,000 percent, all had been narrower.

experienced high money growth--more Recent decades provide many examples
than 2,000 percent m Yugoslavia and more In the years since World War II, almost
than 4,000 percent in Argentina in 1989. A all countries experienced inflation. Average
few countries, such as Togo and Ethiopia, rates of inflation differ markedly, however,
reported falling prices They had experi- both from country to country and over time
enced negative rates of money growth in within a country. For example, comparing
the recent past. five-year averages for the United States

The association between money growth shows that for 1960 to 1964, the growth
and inflation is evidence for one of the prin- of money (currency and checking deposits)
cipal monetarist propositions: sustamed remained close to the average growth of
money growth in excess of the growth of output, 2 5 to 3 percent. Inflation, mea-
output produces inflauon: to end inflation sured by the deflator for total output, aver-
or produce deflatton, money growth must aged 1 6 percent. The Federal Reserve
fall below the growth of output. It is note- increased money growth from 1965 to 1969
worthy that one country with low or nega- to help finance government spending for the
tlve money growth, Ethiopia, reports a Vietnam War and for the War on Poverty.
falling pnce level despite a long civil war Inflation increased By the late seventies
and periodic famines. Consumer prices re- money growth was nearly 7 percent a year
ported for 1987 were below the level on average and inflation reached an 8 per-
reached two years earler, cent average. At that rate prices doubled m

What is true across countries also is true less than a decade. Money growth slowed
over time in a particular country. Inflation and remained low after the middle eighties
will be sustained iftherate of money growth In the five years ending m 1991, inflation
far exceeds the rate of output. To end infla- and money growth were back at the levels
tion, money growth must be reduced per- of 1965 to 1969. Table 1 shows these and

manently. Countries as &verse as Chile, other periods.
Israel, Brazil, Argentina, Italy, Japan, Tur- The table illustrates the general assocla-
key, and the United States, to name only a tlon between money growth and Inflation,

128
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TABLE 1 In each of these countries, as ,n others

experiencing rapid inflation, sustained high
growth of money was followed by a flight

U.S.MoneyGrowthandInflation from money that left the currency worth-
(compoundannualratesinpercent) less Government's efforts to use price con-

trols zn order to hide these effects of past
Money Growth Inflation inflation and of anticapatlons of future in-

flation may succeed for a time, but they do1960-64 2.8 1.6
not succeed permanently (see PRICECON-1965-69 4.9 3 7
TROLS) Although inflation may not be re-

1970-74 6.0 6.0 flected fully in officml measures, black
1975-79 6.9 7 9 market or open-market rates on unofficial
1980-84 6.6 7.3 markets tell a more correct story.
1985-89 7.2 3 5 Rising money growth and rising inflation
1987-91 4.4 3.8 after 1964 (see table 1) brought the Bretton

Woods system of fixed exchange rates to an
but _t illustrates also that the relation, whale end. The dollar deprecmted agamst major
generally reliable, is not mechanical. In the currencies by 20 percent (based on the Fed-
years 1985 to 1989, inflation fell even eral Reserve's index) between August 1971
though average money growth remained andMarch 1973 Continuedinflatlondunng
high. Explanations for thas differ What is the seventies contributed to the further 12
most important is that such exceptaons can percent depreciation of the dollar by the end
occur; money growth m excess of output of the decade. After 1980, d_sinflationary
growth is a necessary but not a sufficient pohcy contrabuted to the appreciation of the
condiUon for inflation, dollar; the Federal Reserve index reached

A second monetarlst propos_tlon _s that 143 percent of its 1973 value before falling
when tnflatton is expected to be high, rater- again during the period of more rapid
est rates on the open market are high and money growth from 1985 to 1987 (see ta-
the foreign-exchange value of a currency ble 1),
falls relattve to more stable currenctes. Again, there is not a one-to-one relation
These monetarist claims have been yah- between mflatmn and currency deprecia-
dated across countries and over time. Inter- uon. Other factors--such as growth of de-

est rates in 1989 reached 8,000 percent a fense spending, government purchases, tax

year m Argentina and Yugoslavia, an al- rates, productlvaty growth at home and
most twentyfold Increase m one year. Be- abroad, and foreign decisions--affect cur-
tween 1985 and 1990 the Argentine rency values. But sustained inflation in-

australes depreciated against the dollar from duces deprecmt_on, and disinflation reduces
0 80 to 1, to 6,000 to 1. In the same period appreciation, as monetarist theory implies.

the Yugoslav dinar went from 0 03 to 10.6, When mflaUon increases, output often
and Brazlhan currency funder various rases for a tame above _ts trend rate. Reduc-
names) fell from 0.01 to 177. tlons of inflation have the opposite effect;
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output falls or grows at less than trend rate. Similarly, Britain reduced its money
These temporary changes in the growth rate growth from an average of 14 percent for
of output illustrate a third monetanst propo- the 1976-79 period, to a 6 percent average
sltion: thefirst effects of changes m mone_' rate for 1979 to 1982. Output fell in 1980
growth are on output; later, the rate of in- and 1981. The recession in these years was
flation changes. The synchronous reduction the longest and deepest of the postwar
in money growth m most of the industrial years By 1983, output was rising, and m-
countries at the beginning of the 1980s pro- flation had been brought from about 15 per-
duced a severe downturn in many of these cent to 4 to 5 percent. W_th lower mflation,
countries. The s_ze and duration of the market interest rates declined and the pound
downturn differed from country to country sterling appreciated in value.
The United States experienced a sharp con- These monetanst propositions about in-
traction of real output, output fell by 2.5 flation, interest rates, exchange rates, and
percent m 1982 and the unemployment rate output are now widely accepted by aca-
rose above 10 percent Germany and much demic economists and pohcymakers. Many
of Europe experienced a much longer reces- central bankers have adopted targets or
slon: unemployment rates in France and Italy guidelines for money growth. Conversa-
rose annually from 1981 to 1986 and were t_ons w_th central bank governors these days
between 10 percent and 11 percent at the end find them more alert to the risks of inflation,
of the period, whale Germany's unemploy- more conscious of the costs of slowmg in-
ment rate reached a peak above 9 percent flatlon once the inflation has become widely
m 1985. Japan escaped with only a modest anticipated, and more aware of the long-
reduction m the growth rate of output, term relation between money growth and

Not all recessions are caused by mone- inflation.
tary change, but many are During the past Contrast the responses of the United
thirty years in the United States, money States and Japanese central banks to the oil
growth dechned markedly from its previous shocks in 1973 to 1974 and in 1979 to 1980.
trend in 1960, 1966, 1969, 1974, 1979, and Between 1973 and 1975 U.S. and Japanese
1989. In each mstance the growth of output money (currency plus checking deposits)
fell m the same year or the succeeding year, rose by 10 percent and 29 percent, respec-
and recessions occurred m many of these tively, and consumer pnces rose by 20 per-
years. Other countries show a similar asso- cent and 35 percent In the 1979-81 period
ciation between reductions in money the relatwe posmons reversed. The U.S.
growth and reductions in the growth of out- money stock increased by 14 percent and
put. For example, Germany slowed its consumer prices rose 25 percent; in Japan
money growth from a 10.4 percent average money and prices rose by 5 percent and
rate in 1977 to 1979, to a 1.8 percent rate 13 percent, respectively. A lesson learned
in 1980 and 1981. Real output fell in 1981 from these different approaches to the com-
and 1982 Later, inflation fell from a peak mon experience, and the analyses of that
rate of 4,8 percent in 1980 to between 2 and experience, _s that od shocks can change
3 percent in the middle of the decade, the price level, but if money growth remains
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moderate, the surge in prices will be tempo- the notion of a fiscal/monetary mix to
rary and short-hved. In 1982, Japanese control spending and the balance of pay-
prices rose by 2.7 percent, and by the mid- ments s_multaneously. Judicious, well-
dle of the decade prices were stable, timed changes In taxes and government

Experience during the war over Kuwait spending were to be balanced against propl-
showed again that maintainmg relatwely tious changes in money to control the econ-
slow money growth (in the United States, omy. The famous Phillips curve trade-off
Britain, and Japan, for example)assured supposedly gave economists a tool for
that the one-time oil price increase had a choosing between inflation and unemploy-
short-hved, temporary effect on measures ment. If the choice didn't work out as m-
of inflation. Monetarists have emphasized tended, Keyneslans rehed on informal price
the distinction between one-time price-level and wage controls, jawboning (threats), and
changes and the sustained rates of change guideposts to improve the trade-off. Under
that are properly called inflation, flexible exchange rates they urged lnterna-

Academic and professional opinion has tlonal pohcy coordination and selective ex-
now accepted several of the monetanst change-market intervention to manage the
propositions that many once regarded as global economy. In these and other ways
wrongheaded or even heretical Central they presented economists as engineers who
bankers in leading countries, including the adjust the controls and, when necessary,
United States, no longer offer a laundry hst design new controls to maintain just the
of important objectives They now most of- right mix of pohcies.
ten describe their pnncipal task as the main- To know when and how much to adjust

tenance of price stablhty. Countries hke policies, Keynesian economists developed
Italy, France, and Britain, with a history of forecasting models. Some had hundreds of
inflationary pohcy, tie their currencies to equations On large-scale computers the
the German mark to borrow credibility from models could simulate possible policy
the successful, low-inflation policies of the changes to predict their effect and more
Bundesbank. And the Bundesbank sets a closely adjust the mix of policy actions.

target for the growth rate for the money Monetansts have always been critical of
stock that it achieves much of the time these models and their use in policy. They

Just as important, consumers and producers favor stable policy rules that reduce van-
believe that the directors of the Bundesbank ablhty and uncertainty for private decision

wdl not persistently exceed their monetary makers. They argue that government serves
target the economy best by enhancing stabdity and

acting predictably, not by trying to engineer
carefully txmed changes in policy actions.

KeynesiansandM0netarists Monetarlsts saw such efforts as frequently
destablhzing (that is, doing the opposite of

The Keynesian tradition gave govern- what they were supposed to do).
ment the responsiblhty for stabilizing an The attempt to apply Keynesian policies,
unruly economy. Keynesians developed notably m the United States and Britain,
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produced alternating periods of rising infla- by unforeseen changes in policy and in the
tion and rising unemployment, not the economy.
finely adjusted trade-off that the Keyneslans Inflation put an end to the Bretton Woods
sought. As inflation increased dunng the system of fixed but adjustable exchange
late sixties and seventies (see table 1), un- rates. The Bretton Woods system of fixed

employment rose from the 3V2to 4 percent exchange rates required all countries to ac-
range of the late sixties to the 6 to 7 percent cept the inflationary consequences of U.S.
range of the late seventies. Lower inflation economic policy. Once the system ended,
in the late eighties was accompanied by countries were free to adopt independent
lower unemployment rates, about 51/2per- policies. Many did just that. Of particular
cent in the last years of the decade, interest are the pohcies of Japan, Germany,

Instead of a carefully crafted adjustment and Switzerland. These countries undertook

of domestic output and the balance of pay- to lower inflation by gradual but persistent
ments, Keynesian policies brought the reductions in money growth Later, several
world economy a surge of inflation, unprec- European countries adopted medium-term
edented in peacetime history Later, in- fiscal strategies And although countries did
creases in oil prices added to the problem not call their actions "roles" and did not
of rising prices, but the oil price increases always follow their rules, the general ap-
were themselves a reaction, at least in part, proach is much closer to the monetarist pre-

to the surge in the world price level, scription for policies based on rules than to
Forecasting proved a weak foundation for Keynesian activist intervention

policy actions. The best forecasts of spend- Nowhere was the change more apparent
ing, output, prices, and inflation proved to than in Britain in the eighties. A medium-
be unreliable. Systematic studies of fore- term fiscal plan designed to achieve gradu-
casting accuracy show that on average fore- ally lower tax rates, persistent reductions
casters have been unable to distinguish m money growth, and an end to exchange
between booms and recessions a quarter or controls and wage-price guidelines were
a year ahead, so they are as likely to mislead Margaret Thatcher's main macroeconomic
as to benefit pohcymakers. The records of reforms. These reforms produced a revival
the Federal Reserve that have become avail- of growth and confidence. In the eighties,
able show that during the period of rising for the first time in many decades, Britain's
inflation, annual inflation was always un- economy outperformed most other Indus-
derpredlcted. When inflation fell in the real economies. Not all of the British re-
e_ghtles, the Federal Reserve persistently forms were monetarist prescriptions, but the
predicted too high an inflation rate. A vast shift toward rules or medium-term strate-
amount of research has shown that econo- gles and the reduction m money growth and

memc models cannot accurately forecast in- inflation were key parts of the pohcy.
terest rates and exchange rates. This Later, the monetary pohcy was changed.
research concludes that changes in Interest Instead of controlling domestic money
rates and exchange rates are caused mainly growth to maintain domestic price stability,
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the chancellor of the Exchequer, Nigel I think there are two factors behind the
Lawson, told the Bank of England to con- skepticism. Fxrst, the Federal Reserve's
trol the exchange rate against the German "monetanst" experiment in the early eight-
mark and other European currencies, les is generally described as a failure. The

I believe this was a poor choice. It dlus- presumed reasons for the alleged failure dif-
trates that a fixed exchange rate does not fer, but prominent among them is a rela-
prevent inflation at home if there is h]gh twely large increase in the demand for
money growth in the country (Germany m money in 1982 Second, the critics and the
this case) to which the currency is fixed, monetarlsts have very different pohcy
From 1985 to 1988, the growth of German agendas The critics see government policy
money (currency plus checking deposits) acuon as a way of removing instability
averaged 9.5 percent a year. The result for caused by unruly private behavior. They
Britain was higher money growth followed have long advocated actwist pohcies to con-
by booming demand and higher inflation, trol spending
then by a disinflationary pohcy and a reces- When taxes and spendmg proved to be
sion. Trying to keep the pound level with less flexible and their influence on output
the mark left Britain w_th the highest rater- and prices less potent than Keynesians (and
est rates and inflation among major coun- other activists) beheved, many of the advo-
tries. The spending boom, the return of cates of actwist policy shifted attention to
inflation and high interest rates, and later, monetary policy. They hoped to use
the onset of recession show the familiar changes in money, credit, and interest rates
monetarlst associations of money growth to fine-tune the economy. Some monetarists

with inflation and high mterest rates, unan- may have encouraged this behavior by mak-
tlclpated increases in money growth with lng short-term forecasts (that often proved
booms, and unanticipated reductions of w_de of the mark) and by overstating what

money growth w_th recessions In 1989 and monetansm could deliver Monetary rela-
1990 Germany reduced _ts money growth tlons are a basis for policy rules, not for

rate to 6 5 percent and 4.5 percent Britain's short-run policy activism
money growth fell sharply from 11 percent Leading monetarists were very critical of
in 1988 and 14 percent m 1989 to 7.5 per- the Federal Reserve's experiment at the
cent in 1990 As monetarlSt theory predicts, t_me They pointed out that the Fed made
unemployment rates rose from a low of 7 very few of the technical changes needed
percent to more than 10 percent by 1991. to make the experiment a success. Further,

using measures of the money stock and esti-
mates of the demand for money to predict

WhytheSkepticism? income or spending proved to be inaccurate
and misleading m 1981 and 1982.

Although monetarism is as alive and well Short-term monetarist forecasts went
as ever, considerable skepticism and con- awry as a result. Monetarists did not predict
trary opinions can be found the rapid fall in inflation after 1982 or the
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magnitude of the dechne in output in 1982 basis for setting policies designed to stabi-

The same can be said, however, for all other lize the economy in the short run. An adap-

systemattc efforts to forecast the economy, tive, monetarist rule that adjusts to reflect
The Congressional Budget Office (CBO), past experience reduces some of these prob-

for example, substantially underestimated lems The adaptwe rule calls for money

the recession of 1982 and the decline in growth to adjust to an average of recent

mflation m 1983. In February 1982 it pre- changes in the growth rates of output and

dtcted a 0 1 percent decline in real (infla- the demand for money. An adaptwe rule of

tion-adjusted) gross national product for this kind would not eliminate all fluctua-

1982. The actual change was a decline of tions But ]t would do a substantially better

2.5 percent. CBO also forecast that infla- job of stabilizing the economy and avoiding
tton, as measured by the GNP deflator, mflation than policies based on forecasts.

would be 7 5 percent m 1982 and 7.3 per- Some countries have learned that lesson--

cent m 1983, The actual mflaUon was 6.4 the monetanst lesson. They have low mfla-

percent and 3.9 percent, tion, strong currencies, and greater stabil-

The lesson to be learned ts that econom- lty. Unfortunately ours _s not yet one of

ics does not deliver ttght forecasts of eco- them.
nomlc variables. Economists' forecasts are

probably the best forecasts available But --Allan H. Meltzer

they are not good enough to form a rehable
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Carnegie Mellon Unlvers_ty He is also a visiting scholar at the American Enterprise Institute
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NeoclassicalEconomics
E. Roy Weintraub

i

• Economists pubhcly disagree with each willing to pay more than an object was
other so often that they are easy targets for "'worth " The classical "substance" theo-

standup comedians. Yet noneconomlsts ties of value, which took value to be a prop-
may not realize that the disagreements are erty inherent in an object, gradually gave
mostly over the details--the way in which way to a perspective in which value was
the big picture is to be focused on the small associated with the relationship between the
screen. When it comes to broad economic object and the person obtaining the object.
theory, most economists agree. President Several economists in different places at
Richard Nixon, defending deficit spending about the same time (the 1870s and 1880s)

against the conservative charge that it was began to base value on the relationship he-
"Keynesian," is reported to have replied, tween costs of production and "subjective
"We're all Keynesians now "In fact, what elements," later called "supply" and "de-
he should have said is "We're all neoclassl- mand." This came to be known as the Mar-

cals now, even the Keynesians," because ginal Revolution in economics, and the
what is taught to students, what is main- overarchlng theory that developed from
stream economics today, Is neoclassical these ideas came to be called neoclassical
economics, economics (The first to use the term "neo-

By the middle of the nineteenth century, classical economics" seems to have been
Enghsh-speakmg economists generally the American economist Thorstein Veblen.)
shared a perspective on value theory and The framework of neoclassical econom-
distribution theory The value of a bushel ics is easily summarized Buyers attempt to
of corn, for example, was thought to depend maximize their gains from getting goods,
on the costs involved in producing that and they do this by increasing their pur-
bushel. The output or product of an econ- chases of a good until what they gain from
omy was thought to be divided or distrib- an extra unit is just balanced by what they
uted among the different social groups in have to give up to obtain it In this way
accord with the costs borne by those groups they maximize "utilIty"--the satisfaction
in producing the output. This, roughly, was associated with the consumption of goods
the "Classical Theory" developed by and services Likewise, individuals provide
Adam Smith, David Ricardo, Thomas Mal- labor to firms that wish to employ them,
thus, John Stuart Mill, and Karl Marx. by balancing the gains from offering the

But there were difficulties in this ap- marginal unit of their services (the wage

proach. Chief among them was that pnces they would receive) with the disutihty of
in the market did not necessarily reflect the labor itself--the loss of leisure. Individuals

"value" so defined, for people were often make choices at the margin. This results in

135
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a theory of demand for goods, and supply not open to discussion in that they define
of productive factors, the shared understandings of those who call

Similarly, producers attempt to produce themselves neoclassical economists, or
units of a good so that the cost of producing economists without any adJective. Those
the incremental or marginal unit is just bal- fundamental assumptions include the fol-
anced by the revenue it generates. In this lowing:
way they maximize profits. Firms also hire
employees up to the point that the cost of 1. People have rational preferences among
the addmonal hire is just balanced by the outcomes.

value of output that the additional employee 2. Individuals maximize utility and firms
would produce maximize profits.

The neoclassical vision thus involves 3. People act independently on the basis of
economic "agents," be they households or full and relevant information.
firms, optimizing (doing as well as they
can), subject to all relevant constraints Theories based on, or guided by, these as-
Value is hnked to unlimited desires and sumptlons are neoclassical theories
wants colliding with constraints, or scar- Thus, we can speak of a neoclassical the-
city. The tensions, the decision problems, ory of profits, or employment, or growth,
are worked out m markets Prices are the or money We can create neoclassical pro-
signals that tell households and firms duction relationships between inputs and
whether their conflicting desires can be rec- outputs, or neoclassical theories of mamage
onciled, and divorce and the spacing of births. Con-

At some price of cars, for example, I sider layoffs, for example. A theory which
want to buy a new car. At that same price assumes that a firm's layoff decisions are
others may also want to buy cars. But manu- based on a balance between the benefits of
facturers may not want to produce as many laying off an additional worker and the costs
cars as we all want Our frustration may associated with that achon will be a neoclas-

lead us to "'bid up" the price of cars, elimi- s_cal theory A theory that explains the lay-
natmg some potential buyers and encourag- off decision by the changing tastes of
mg some marginal producers. As the price managers for employees with particular
changes, the imbalance between buy orders characteristics will not be a neoclassical
and sell orders is reduced. This is how op- theory.
timization under constraint and market What can be contrasted to neoclassical

interdependence lead to an economic equl- economics'> Some have argued that there
librium. This is the neoclassical vision, are several schools of thought in present-day

Neoclassical economics is what is called economics They identify (neo-)Marxian
a metatheory That is, it is a set of implicit economics, (neo-)Austrian economics, post-
rules or understandings for constructing sat- Keynesmn economics, or (neo-)lnStltUt_onal
isfactory economic theories. It is a scientific economics as alternative metatheoretical

research program that generates economic frameworks for constructing economic the-
theories. Its fundamental assumptions are ories To be sure, societies and journals pro-
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mulgate the Ideas associated with these vail? In brief, the success of neoclassical
perspectives Some of these schools have economics is connected to the "scient_fici-
had insights that neoclassical economists zation'" or "mathematlzatlon" of econom-
have learned from, the Austrian insights on ics m the twentieth century. It is important
entrepreneurship are one example. But to to recognize that a number of the early Mar-
the extent these schools reject the core glnahsts, economists like William Stanley
building blocks of neoclassical econom- Jevons and F Y. Edgeworth in England,
ics--as Austrians reject optimization, for Leon Walras in Lausanne, and Irving Fisher
example--they are regarded by mainstream in the United States, wanted to legitimize
neoclassical economists as defenders of lost economics among the scholarly disciplines.
causes or as kooks, misguided critics, and The times were optimistic about a future
antlsclentific oddballs. The status of non- linked to the successes of technology. Prog-
neoclassical economists m the economics ress would be assured in a society that used
departments in Enghsh-speaklng universi- the best scientific knowledge. Social goals
ties is similar to that of flat-earthers in geog- would be attainable if scientific principles
raphy departments' it _s safer to voice such could organize social agendas. Scientific
opinions after one has tenure, ff at all. soclahsm and scienufic management were

One specific attempt to discredit neoclas- phrases that flowed easily from the pens of
s_cal economics developed from British social theorists
economist Joan Robinson and her col- Neoclassical economics conceptualized
leagues and students at Cambridge in the the agents, households and firms, as ratio-
late fifties and early sixties. The so-called nal actors Agents were modeled as opti-
Two Canlbndges Capital Controversy was mlzers who were led to "better" outcomes.
ostensibly about the implications, and hmi- The resulting equilibrium was "best" in the
tatlons, of Paul Samuelson and Robert So- sense that any other allocation of goods and
low's aggregating "capital" and treating services would leave someone worse off.

the aggregate as an Input in a production Thus, the social system m the neoclassical
function. However, this controversy really vision was free of unresolvable conflict.

was rooted in a clash of visions about what The very term "social system" is a measure
would constitute an "'acceptable" theory of of the success of neoclassical economics,
the d_stnbution of Income. What became for the _deaof a system, with its interacting

the post-Keynesian position was that the components, its variables and parameters
distribution of income was "best" ex- and constraints, is the language of mld-nme-

plamed by power differences among work- teenth-century physics This field of ratio-
ers and capitalists, while the neoclassical hal mechamcs was the model for the
explanation was developed from a market neoclassical framework. Agents were like
theory of factor prices. Eventually the con- atoms: utility was like energy: utlhty max-
troversy was not so much settled as laid lmizat_on was like the minimization of po-
aside, as neoclassical economics became tential energy, and so forth. In this way was
mainstream economics the rhetoric of successful science linked to

How did such an orthodoxy come to pre- the neoclassical theory, and in this way eco-
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nomics became linked to science itself, velops a (neoclassical) demand forecast,
Whether this linkage was planned by the joms it to a (neoclassical) cost analysis of
early Marginalists, or rather was a feature generation facdities of various sizes and
of the pubhc success of science itself, is types (e.g., an 800-megawatt low-sulfur
less important than the implications of that coal plant), and develops a least-cost sys-
hnkage For once neoclassical economics tem growth plan and a (neoclassical) pricing
was assocmted with scientific economics, strategy for _mplementmg that plan. Those
to challenge the neoclassical approach was on all sides of the issues, from industry to
to seem to challenge science and progress municlpahties, from electric companies to
and modernity environmental groups, all speak the same

The value of neoclassical economics can language of demand elasticities and cost
be assessed in the collection of truths to minimization, of marginal costs and rates
which we are led by its light. The kinds of of return. The rules of theory development
truths about incentives--about prices and and assessment are clear m neoclassical
information, about the interrelatedness of economics, and that clarity is taken to be
decisions and the unintended consequences beneficial to the community of economists.
of choices--are all well developed in neo- The sclentificness of neoclassical econom-
classical theories, as is a self-consciousness lCS, on th_s view, is not its weakness but its

about the use of evidence. In planning for strength.
future electricity needs in my state, for ex-
ample, the Public Utilities Commission de- --E. Roy Weintraub

Biography: E Roy Wemtraub is an economics professor at Duke Umverslty
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NewClassicalMacroeconomics
Robert King

• "New classical macroeconomics" (NCM) models provided a base for detailed statisti-
uses the standard principles of economic cal models of macroeconomic activity,
analysis to understand how a nation's total which could be used for economic forecast-

output (gross domestic product, or GDP) is lng and for evaluating alternative policies.
determined. In the NCM view supply and In contrast to classical macroeconomics,

demand result from the actions of economl- new and old, Keynesian macroeconomics
cally rational households and firms Macro- did not begin with the assumption that an
economic quantities like GDP are the result economy is made up of individually rational
of the general equihbnum of the markets in economic suppliers and demanders. Instead
an economy It is surprising that this per- of deriving demand from individual choices
spectlve is considered revolutionary in mac- that are made within specified constraints.
roeconom_cs when we see the current nature for example, the Keynesian procedure was
of economic analysis in other fields, such to directly specify a behavioral rule Keynes
as public finance, international trade, and claimed that aggregate spending on con-
labor economics. All use standard eco- sumption was governed by a "'consumption
nomlc pnnclples to analyze a wide range of function" in which consumption depended
issues Macroeconomlcs has lagged behind solely on current income. More generally,
because Keynesmn macroeconom_cs was Keynesian macroeconom_cs posited that
dominant when these principles were sys- people followed fixed rules of thumb, with
tematically applied in these other fields m no presumption that finns and households
the forties through the sixties, made rational choices. Partly, this grew out

From its mception with John Maynard of a suspicion on the part of Keynesian
Keynes's General Theory. of Employment, modelers that people did not typically act
Interest, and Money in 1936, Keynesian rationally. Partly, it was a pragmatic model-
macroeconomics held a leading position for lng decision, ff people's economic behavior
three main reasons. First, its basic analyti- is purposeful, the task of specifying how
cal models were simple, flexible, and easy they will act in various situations is more
to use and seemed broadly consistent with comphcated and, therefore, more difficult
observed patterns of economic activity to model
Second, Keynes and his disclples made a The Keynesians were right that the classi-
strong and effective critique of the alterna- cal macroeconomics of the thirties could not
rive school, which they called classical answer important public policy questions
macroeconomics, portraying it as comph- Classical macroeconomics at that time, like
cated, inflexible, and empirically irrele- most other fields of economics, was just
vant. Third, these analytical Keynesian beginning to build formal mathematical and
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statistical models of economic behavior, by economically rational agents, these deci-
Over the last decade an intense amount of sions are presumed to be efficient for those
research has largely overcome these chal- who make them That individual rationality
lenges, and this body of research is now in markets will generally lead to socially
called the new classical macroeconomics, desirable outcomes is, of course, the mes-

The NCM approach has become increas- sage that is at the core of economic analysis
ingly important in discussions of macroeco- from Adam Smith's Wealth of Nations to
nomic policy in the United States and other modem welfare economics. Thus, the case
countries around the world in recent years, for government intervention, in the NCM

The superiority of new classical or view, requires two key steps: (1) identifying
Keynesian macroeconomics will depend on a "'market failure" and (2) demonstrating
which appears to provide a better under- that the government can actually follow pol-
standing of macroeconomic activity. It is icies that wall lead to social improvements.
Important to decide between these con- Second, the NCM view systematically
tending views because they typically imply stresses the importance of supply behavior
very different consequences for public poli- to market outcomes even m the very short
cles run. Third, the NCM view questions

whether typical policy instruments can be
manipulated to accomplish specific policy

TheGeneralDifferencesinPerspectiveobjectives

Some central, repeated differences of

opinion in macroeconomic policy are trace- CUITent PolicyDiscussions
able to basic differences in Keynesian and
new classical macroeconomlcs. Keynesian and new classical macroeco-

Three ideas are central to the Keynesian nomics lead to very &fferent conclusions
wew. The first is that there is httle presump- about three economic policies that were of-
tion that market outcomes are desirable, ten suggested, for example, during the elec-
This leaves a great deal of scope for govern- tlon campaign of 1992:
ment intervention The second is that

changes in the supply side of markets are 1. a temporary tax cut for the middle class
tmportant mainly in the long run, which is 2. a temporary revival of the investment
taken to be very far away in most pohcy tax credit

situations. The third Keynesian view is that 3. expansionary policies by the Federal Re-
the fiscal and monetary authorities can con- serve (Le., increases in the rate of
trol demand conditions for specific products growth of the money supply and reduc-
and for the economy as a whole, tzons in the discount rate)

By contrast, three diametrically opposed
ideas are central to new classical macroeco- Investigating the first two topics requires
nomzcs. First, because market supply and an understanding of how consumer spend-
demand decisions are assumed to be made ing and investment spending are deter-
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mined, so we begin by discussing how imal spirits." By contrast, NCM sees indi-
Keynesian and new classical macroeco- vlduals as regularly trying to determine
nomics view each of these, what will actually happen in the future and

using new reformation efficiently in gaug-
ing the relative likehhood of different eco-

DeterminantsofConsumptionand nomic outcomes
Investment

In the Keynesian view, consumption Temp0raryTaxCutsf0rthe Middle
(consumer spending) is determined primer- Class
ily by changes in current disposable raceme
(_.e., national income minus taxes). The The tradmonal Keynesian analysis of tax
new classical perspective is quite different, reductions is very simple and direct. Be-
In the NCM view a household's consump- cause tax cuts leave households with more
tlon in a specific time period depends on its funds, households increase their spending
current income and on the income it expects as a result. W_th higher demand for prod-
in the future, as well as on the interest rates ucts. there is an increase in the output of
at which it can borrow or lend domestic business Thus tax cuts stimulate

The Keynesian and new class=cal per- the economy, leading to more income and
spectives regarding investment also differ, more jobs.
Keynesian macroeconomists typically In this view there are only two problems
stress current cash flows to a firm and its F_rst, consumers may save their tax cut in-

current cost of capital as the main determi- stead of spending it. Second, consumers
nants of investment spending. NCM agrees may spend their tax cut on _mported goods
that these matter, but stresses the role of rather than domestic ones. Either way, de-

expected future cash flows and expected fu- mand would not rise by the full amount of
ture costs of capital as well. the tax cut, and the tax cut would be less

For both consumption and investment, effective than otherwise at raising domestic
then, a key difference between the Keyne- production and creating jobs.
sian and new classical views is the lmpor- But Keynesian macroeconometric mod-

tance each puts on expectatmns about future els suggest that these two problems are not
economic conditions. While many Keyne- very important. Following Keynes, econo-

stun macroeconomists might accept some mists describe the coefficient hnking con-

role for expectations, they do not think ex- sumption changes to income changes as
pectations are important. Further, many "the marginal propensity to consume
Keynesian macroeconomlsts view expecta- [MPC] out of raceme." In a typical Keyne-
tions about the future as having little sys- slan econometric model the MPC Is about

temattc relationshtp to actual future .6, which means that 60 percent of a tax
outcomes. Therefore, in the Keynesian cut is spent. Further, standard Keynesian

view, expectations change only gradually econometric models suggest that only a
or are governed by what Keynes called "an- very small pomon of changes in income is
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spent on imports. So the Keynesian pohcy mand to decrease. Thus, the NCM view
of stimulatmg the economy looks pretty ef- questions the idea that a temporary tax cut
fectwe on these grounds, will stimulate the total demand for products.

NCM challenges this logic directly and
concludes that a one-time tax cut would

have a minimal effect on consumption, 0n-Again-0ff-AgainInvestmentTax
From the NCM perspective the key point is Credits
that the tax change is temporary and thus
wall add little to the household's ability to The investment tax credit (ITC), which
finance consumption expenditures on a sus- was abolished in the 1986 tax reform, per-
tained basis. Therefore, the NCM view is mitted a company to deduct a fraction of
that about 95 percent of the tax reduction the purchase price of a new Investment good
wall be saved. In other words, the marginal from its corporate raceme tax payments.
propensity to consume out of this type of For this reason it provided a powerful mcen-
income is only .05. tive for investment. Most Keynesian macro-

But zsn't thzs NCM view lnconszstent economic models predzct that a restoration
with the estimates of Keynesian models, of the tax credit would cause large, immedl-
which have found that changes m income ate increases in investment spending. The
brought about szzable changes in consump- reasoning zs that reducing a tax on any activ-
tion? The surprising answer is no. As Mil- lty increases the amount of that activity.

ton Friedman first explained and Robert But Keynesian models typically miss a
Lucas subsequently emphaszzed, Keyneszan key feature of the investment tax credit--
macroeconomlc models confuse the re- its on-again-off-again nature An ITC that
sponse of pnvateconsumption to permanent is temporarily high in one year makes it
changes in income--such as those that of- desirable for firms to delay investment they
ten happen when someone changes jobs-- had scheduled for the prior year and move
wzth other, more transitory valuations. Con- forward investment that would otherwise
sumptzon responds a lot to permanent have been made in later years. Therefore, a
changes, which are the dominant influence, temporary ITC, unlike a temporary mcome
and little to temporary ones. By falling to tax cut, can have very powerful effects on
dzstmgmsh between these different types of demand precisely because it zs temporary.
raceme changes, NCM followers believe, But the effects are likely to be perverse.
Keynesian modelers overestimate the effect Take the slowdown in the U.S. economy
of a temporary tax cut on consumption that started in the summer of 1990 and de-
spending, veloped gradually through the subsequent

Moreover, when there is a tax cut now, year. By summer 1991 there was intense
the government must rinse its borrowing speculation in the financial press that the
and, ultimately, raise taxes in the future. ITC would be restored. Such speculation
The recognition that more taxes will come was reasonable because the ITC was raised

later can actually cause current overall de- during many other post-World War II re-
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cessions. But subsequent to each recession, but one that could easily overwhelm the
Congress typically reduced the ITC. Con- small positive effect on consumption.
sider a company thinking of upgrading a
photocopying machine dunng the summer

of 1991. Suppose that the company would MonetaryPolicyandMacroeconomic
have to pay thirty thousanddollars for this Activity
machine. If there was a temporary ITC of
10 percent during 1992, then the company In the fifties and sixties the orthodox

could save three thousand dollars just by Keynesmn view was that permanently high
delaying its purchase until the beginning of inflation--brought about by expansionary
1992. This is very likely a desirable strategy monetary and fiscal pohcy--wouid lead to
for the company. But for the economy it is permanent increases m GDP. Correspond-
perverse: lower investment occurs just ingly, monetary policies that reduced the
when the economy needs high demand for long-run rate of inflation would cause a
investment goods, long-run reduction m GDP. In the Umted

Note the irony. In 1991 the administra- Kingdom such a trade-off was suggested by
tion considers an ITC for 1992 partly be- the empirical work of A. W Phillips, who
cause of low investment m 1991. But part was careful to avoid indicating whether the
ofthe reason for low investment zsthat firms trade-off was short run or long run But

anticipate an ITC for 1992. Thus, the on- other economists m the United States and
again-off-again ITC destabilizes the econ- United Kingdom were less cautious The
omy dunng 1991. Importance of th_s trade-off in the United

States was stressed by leading theoretical
macroeconom_sts such as Paul Samuelson

InvestmentandtheMiddle-ClassTax and Robert Solow of MIT and bruit into

Cut most major econometnc models, such as
the Data Resources model developed by

In considenng the temporary income tax Otto Eckstem and his colleagues.
cut, we focused entirely on the lmphcations But few economists now beheve that
for consumption and =gnored investment, higher mflauon has any important long-run
Did we m_ss something? It depends criti- benefits The shift m thinking has occurred

cally on how the government plans to pay because of two related events. First, work m
for the tax cut. If it plans to increase taxes the class=cal tradition by Mzlton Friedman,
on business, then there could well be effects Edmund Phelps, and Robert Lucas sug-
like those for the investment tax credit. A gested that little or no long-run trade-off

personal income tax cut for the middle class should exist, even ff macroeconometnc
could signal h_gher future taxes on capital models predicted their existence. Second,
income and lower rewards to the current the coexistence of high inflation and low

investments that are necessary to generate growth in the United States during the sev-
those incomes. The link is an indirect one, enties led to a questioning of this trade-off.
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Economists devoted increased attention to havior of the economy as a whole. Thus,

other episodes of high inflation, like those it means that macroeconomists and other

in Latm America in recent decades and in economists--such as pubhc finance econo-

Europe between the wars. In those episodes m_sts--can use broadly s_mdar models to

very high inflation rates proved unambigu- discuss what public pohcies are best for the

ously bad for real GDP. United States and for other countries. As a
Thus, if a U S recession is due in part result NCM has begun to refocus the debate

to real factors--such as a decline in U.S. about the appropriate choice of macroeco-

competitiveness in world markets--mone- nomic pollCleS In particular, since NCM

tary pohcy has limited ability to make now enjoys an increasingly wide following

things better Although expansionary mon- among economists, there is less d_scussion

etary pohcy may work to increase real activ- of policies that seek to "fine-tune" the
ity over one or two years, tt cannot deal economy m the short run--like the tempo-

with the systematic long-run challenges that rary middle-class tax cut or the countercy-

the United States faces. And the expansion- chcal manipulation of the ITC--which

ary monetary policy risks igniting higher were stressed by Keynesian macroeco-

inflation nomlcs More attention is being given to

developing macroeconomlc policies that

promote the long-run health of the econ-

Conclusion omy

New classical macroeconomlcs applies _Robert King

standard principles of economics to the be-

Biography: Robert King is a professor of economics at the Umverslty of Rochester m Rochester,
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Research Department at the Federal Reserve Bank of Richmond
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NewKeynesianEconomics
N. Gregory Mankiw

• New Keynesian economics is the school spectzves) emphasizes that monetary policy
of thought m modern macroeconomics that affects employment and production m the
evolved from the _deas of John Maynard short run because prices respond sluggishly
Keynes. Keynes wrote The General Theory. to changes in the money supply. According
of Employment, Interest, and Money in the to this view, if the money supply falls, peo-
thirties, and his influence among academics ple spend less money, and the demand for
and pollcymakers increased through the six- goods falls Because prices and wages are
t_es. In the seventies, however, new classl- mflexthle and don't fall _mmediately, the
cal economists such as Robert Lucas, decreased spending causes a drop m pro-
Thomas J. Sargent, and Robert Barro called duct_on and layoffs of workers. New classi-
into question many of the precepts of the cal economists criticized th_s traditmn
Keynesian revolution. The label "new because _t lacked a coherent theoretical ex-
Keynesmn" describes those economists planatlon for the sluggish behavior of
who. in the eighties, responded to this new prices. Much new Keynesian research at-
classical critique with adjustments to the tempts to remedy this omission.
original Keynesian tenets.

The primary disagreement between new
classical and new Keynesian economists IS MenuCostsandAggregate-Demand
over how qmckly wages and prices adjust. Externalities
New classical economists build their macro-

economic theories on the assumption that One reason that prices do not adjust im-
wages and prices are flexible. They beheve me&ately to clear markets is that adjusting
that prices "clear" markets--balance sup- prices _scostly. To change ztsprices, a firm
ply and demand--by adjusting quickly may need to send out a new catalog to cus-
New Keynesian economists, however, be- tomers, d_stnbute new price lists to its sales
heve that market-clearing models cannot staff, or m the case of a restaurant, pnnt
e_plam short-run economic fluctuations, new menus These costs of price adjust-
and so they advocate models with "st_cky" ment. called "'menu costs," cause firms to
wages and prices. New Keynesian theories adjust prices intermittently rather than con-
rely on this stickiness of wages and prices tinuously.
to explain why involuntary unemployment Economists disagree about whether menu
exists and why monetary policy has such a costs can help explain short-run economic
strong influence on economic activity, fluctuations. Skeptics point out that menu

A long tradition m macroeconom_cs (in- costs usually are very small. They argue
cluding both Keynesian and monetanst per- that these small costs are unlikely to help
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explain recessions, which are very costly economy as a whole, even though they may
for society. Proponents reply that small be optimal for those setting prices.
does not mean inconsequential. Even
though menu costs are small for the individ-

ual firm, they could have large effects on Tile Staggeringof Prices
the economy as a whole.

Proponents of the menu-cost hypothesis New Keynesian explanations of sticky
describe the situation as follows. To under- prices often emphasize that not everyone in
stand why prices adjust slowly, one must the economy sets prices at the same time.
acknowledge that changes in prices have Instead, the adjustment of prices throughout
externalities--that is, effects that go be- the economy is staggered. Staggering com-
yond the firm and its customers. For in- plicates the setting of prices because firms
stance, a price reduction by one firm care about their prices relative to those
benefits other firms in the economy. When charged by other firms. Staggering can
a firm lowers the price it charges, it lowers make the overall level of prices adjust
the average price level slightly and thereby slowly, even when individual prices change
raises real raceme. (Nominal income is de- frequently.
termined by the money supply.) The stimu- Consider the following example. Sup-
lus from higher income, in turn, raises the pose, first, that price setting is synchro-
demand for the products of all firms. This nized: every firm adjusts its price on the
macroeconom_c impact of one firm's price first of every month. If the money supply
adjustment on the demand for all other and aggregate demand nse on May 10, out-
firms' products is called an "aggregate-de- put will be higher from May 10 to June 1
mand externahty." because prices are fixed during this interval.

In the presence of this aggregate-demand But on June 1 all firms will raise their prices
externality, small menu costs can make m response to the higher demand, ending
prices st_cky, and th_s st_ckiness can have a the three-week boom
large cost to society. Suppose that General Now suppose that price setting is stag-
Motors announces its prices and then, after gered: Half the firms set prices on the first
a fall in the money supply, must decide of each month and half on the fifteenth. If
whether to cut prices. If it did so, car buyers the money supply rises on May 10, then
would have a higher real raceme and would, half the finns can raise their prices on May
therefore, buy more products from other 15. Yet because half of the finns will not

compames as well. But the benefits to other be changing their prices on the fifteenth, a
companies are not what General Motors price increase by any firm will raise that
cares about. Therefore, General Motors firm's relative price, which will cause it to
would sometimes fail to pay the menu cost lose customers. Therefore, these firms will

and cut its price, even though the price cut probably not raise their prices very much.
is socially desirable. This is an example in (In contrast, if all firms are synchronized,
which sticky prices are undesirable for the all firms can raise prices together, leaving
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relative prices unaffected.) If the May 15 balances are high, a recession is avoided,
price setters make little adjustment in their and each firm makes a profit of thirty dol-
prices, then the other firms will make httle lars. Although both firms prefer to avoid a
adjustment when their turn comes on June recession, neither can do so by _ts own ac-
1, because they also want to avoid relative tlons. If one firm cuts _tsprice while the other
price changes. And so on, The price level does not, a recession follows. The firm mak-
rises slowly as the result of small price in- ing the price cut makes only five dollars,
creases on the first and the fifteenth of each while the other firm makes fifteen dollars

month. Hence, staggering makes the price The essence of this parable is that each
level sluggish, because no firm wishes to be firm's decision influences the set of out-
the first to post a substantial price increase, comes available to the other firm. When one

firm cuts its price, it improves the opportu-
nities available to the other firm, because

CoordinationFailure the other firm can then avoid the recession

by cutting its pnce. Th_s positive _mpact of
Some new Keynesian economists suggest one firm's price cut on the other firm's profit

that recessions result from a failure of coor- opportunities might arise because of an ag-
dination Coordination problems can arise gregate-demand externality.
m the settmg of wages and prices because What outcome should one expect in this
those who set them must anticipate the ac- economy? On the one hand, ff each firm
tions of other wage and price setters Union expects the other to cut its price, both will
leaders negotmting wages are concerned cut prices, resulting m the preferred out-
about the concessions other unions will win come in which each makes thirty dollars.

F_rms setting prices are mindful of the On the other hand, ff each firm expects the
prices other firms will charge other to maintain _ts price, both will main-

To see how a recession could arise as a rain their pnces, resulting m the inferior
failure of coordination, cons=der the follow- solution, m which each makes fifteen dol-

ing parable. The economy is made up of lars Hence, e_ther of these outcomes is pos-
two firms. After a fall m the money supply, slble, there are multiple equihbria.
each firm must decide whether to cut its The mferior outcome, in which each finn

pnce. Each firm wants to maximize its makes fifteen dollars, is an example of a
profit, but its profit depends not only on _ts coordination fadure. If the two firms could

pricing decision but also on the decision coordinate, they would both cut their price
made by the other firm. and reach the preferred outcome. In the real

If neither firm cuts its price, the amount world, unlike m this parable, coordination
of real money (the amount of money di- is often difficult because the number of
vided by the pnce level) is low, a recession firms setting prices is large. The moral of
ensues, and each firm makes a profit of only the story is that even though sticky prices
fifteen dollars, are m no one's interest, prices can be sticky

If both firms cut their price, real money simply because people expect them to be.
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EfficiencyWages ployees. If a firm reduces wages, the best
employees may take jobs elsewhere, leav-

Another important part of new Keynesian ing the firm with less productive employees
economics has been the development of who have fewer alternative opportumties.
new theories of unemployment. Persistent By paying a wage above the equilibrium
unemployment is a puzzle for economic the- level, the firm may avoid this adverse selec-
ory. Normally, economists presume that an tion, improve the average quality of its
excess supply of labor would exert a down- work force, and thereby increase productiv-
ward pressure on wages. A reduction m lty.
wages would, in turn, reduce unemploy- A third efficiency-wage theory holds that
ment by raising the quantlty of labor de- a high wage improves worker effort. This
manded. Hence, according to standard theory posits that firms cannot perfectly
economic theory unemployment is a self- monitor the work effort of their employees
correcting problem, and that employees must themselves decide

New Keynesian economists often turn to how hard to work. Workers can choose to

theories of what they call efficiency wages work hard, or they can choose to shirk and
to explain why this market-cleating mecha- risk getting caught and fired. The firm can
nism may fad. These theories hold that high raise worker effort by paying a high wage.
wages make workers more productive. The The higher the wage, the greater is the cost
influence of wages on worker efficiency to the worker of getting fired. By paying a
may explain the fadure of firms to cut wages higher wage, a firm induces more of its
despite an excess supply of labor. Even employees not to shirk and, thus, increases
though a wage reduction would lower a their productivity.
firm's wage bill, it would also--if the theo-
ries are correct--cause worker productwity

and the firm's profits to decline. PolicyImplications
There are various theories about how

wages affect worker productivity. One ef- Because new Keynesian economics is a
ficiency-wage theory holds that high wages school of thought regarding macroeco-
reduce labor turnover. Workers quit jobs for nomic theory, its adherents do not necessar-
many reasons--to accept better posltions at ily share a single view about economic
other firms, to change careers, or to move policy. At the broadest level new Keynesian
to other parts of the country. The more a economics suggests--in contrast to some
firm pays its workers, the greater their in- new classical theories--that recessions do

centive to stay with the firm By paying a not represent the efficient functioning of
high wage, a firm reduces the frequency markets. The elements of new Keynesian
of qmts, thereby decreasing the time spent economics, such as menu costs, staggered
hiring and training new workers, prices, coordination failures, and efficiency

A second efficiency-wage theory holds wages, represent substantial departures

that the average quality of a firm's work from the assumptions of classical econom-
force depends on the wage it pays its em- lcs, which provides the intellectual basis for
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economists' usual justification of laissez- pohcymakers should intervene in practice,

faire. In new Keynesian theories recessions however, is a more difficult question that
are caused by some economy-wide market entails various political as well as economic

failure. Thus, new Keynesian economics judgments.
provides a rationale for government inter-

vent_on in the economy, such as countercy- --N. Gregory Mankiw
clical monetary or fiscal policy. Whether

Biography: N. Gregory Manklw is a professor of economics at Harvard Umverstty
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PublicChoiceTheory
Jane S. Shaw

• Pubhc choice theory is a branch of eco- chanan's words the theory "'replaces . . .
nomics that developed from the study of romantic and illusory, notions about the
taxation and public spending. It emerged in workings of governments [with] . . . no-
the fifties and received widespread public tlons that embody more skepticism.'"

attention m 1986, when James Buchanan, In the past many economists have argued
one of its two leading architects (the other that the way to rein in "market failures"
was his colleague Gordon Tullock), was such as monopohes is to introduce govern-
awarded the Nobel Prize in economics. Bu- ment action. But public choice economists
chanan started the Center for Study of Pub- point out that there also is such a thmg as
lic Choice at George Mason Umverslty, "'government failure " That is, there are
now headed by Robert Tollison, and it re- reasons why government intervention does

mains the best-known locus of public not achieve the desired effect For example,
choice research Others include Florida the Justice Department has responsibility
State Umversity, Washington Umverslty for reducmg monopoly power in noncom-

(St. Louis). Montana State University, the petiuve Industries. But a 1973 study by Wll-
California Institute of Technology, and the ham F. Long, Richard Schramm, and
University of Rochester. Robert Tolllson concluded that actual anu-

Public chmce takes the same principles competiuve behavior played only a minor
that economists use to analyze people's ac- role m decisions by the Justice Department

t_ons in the marketplace and applies them to bring anttmonopoly suits Instead, they
to people's actions in collective decision found, the larger the industry, the more
makmg. Economists who study behavior in likely were firms m it to be sued. Similarly,
the private marketplace assume that people Congress has frequently passed laws that
are motwated mainly by self-interest. AI- are supposed to protect people against envy-
though most people base some of their ac- ronmental pollution. But Robert Crandall

tlons on their concern for others, the has shown that congressional representa-
dominant motwe in people's actions in the t_ves from northern mdustrial states used the

marketplace--whether they are employers, 1977 Clean Air Act amendments to reduce

employees, or consumers--_s a concern for competiUon by curbing economic growth
themselves Public choice economists make m the Sunbelt The amendments reqmred
the same assumption--that although people Ughter emissions standards m undeveloped
acting in the pohtical marketplace have areas than in the more developed and more
some concern for others, their main motwe, polluted areas, which tend to be m the East
whether they are voters, politicmns, lobby- and Midwest.

ists, or bureaucrats, is self-interest. In Bu- One of the chief underpinnings of public
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choice theory is the lack of incentwes for terest," they make decisions on how to use
voters to monitor government effectively, other people's resources, not their own.
Anthony Downs, in one of the earhest pub- Furthermore, these resources must be pro-
lic choice books, An Economic Theory of vlded by taxpayers and by those hurt by
Democracy, pointed out that the voter is regulations whether they want to provide
largely ignorant of political _ssues and that them or not. Pohtlclans may intend to spend
this ignorance is rational. Even though the taxpayer money wisely. Efficient decisions,
result of an election may be very important, however, wall neither save their own money
an individual's vote rarely decides an elec- nor gwe them any proportion of the wealth
t_on. Thus, the direct impact of casting a they save for c_tizens. There is no direct
well-reformed vote _s almost nil; the voter reward for fighting powerful interest groups
has virtually no chance to determine the in order to confer benefits on a public that
outcome of the electaon. So spending tame _snot even aware of the benefits or of who
following the issues is not personally worth- conferred them. Thus, the incentives for

while for the voter. Evadence for this claim good management m the pubhc interest are
is found in the fact that pubhc opinion polls weak In contrast, interest groups are orga-
consistently find that less than half of all razed by people with very strong gains to
voting-age Americans can name their own be made from governmental action. They
congressional representative, provide pohtacmns w_th campaign funds

Public choice economists point out that and campaign workers. In return they re-
th_s incentive to be agnorant is rare in the celve at least the "ear" of the politician and

private sector. Someone who buys a car often gain support for their goals.
typically wants to be well informed about In other words, because legislators have
the car he or she selects. That is because the power to tax and to extract resources
the car buyer's choice is deciswe--he or in other coercive ways, and because voters

she pays only for the one chosen. If the monitor their behavior poorly, legislators
choice is wxse, the buyer will benefit; if it behave m ways that are costly to citizens.
is unwise, the buyer will suffer d_rectly. One technique analyzed by public choice
Votmg lacks that kind of direct result, as log rolhng, or vote trading. An urban
Therefore, most voters are largely ignorant legislator votes to subsadlze a rural water

about the positions of the people for whom project in order to wm another legislator's
they vote. Except for a few highly publi- vote for a city housing subsidy. The two
cized issues, they do not pay a lot of atten- projects may be part of a single spending
tion to what legislative bodaes do, and even bdl. Through such log rolling both leglsla-
when they do pay attention, they have little tors get what they want. And even though
incentive to gain the background knowledge neither project uses resources efficiently,
and analytic skdl needed to understand the local voters know that their representative
issues, got something for them. They may not

Pubhc choice economists also examine know that they are paying a pro-rata share

the actions of legislators. Although leglsla- of a bundle of inefficient projects! And the
tors are expected to pursue the "public m- total expenditures may well be more than
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individual taxpayers would be willing to au- Service charge hikers and backpackers
thorize if they were fully aware of what is more than token fees to use the forests.
going on. This, he argues, will lead Forest Service

In addition to voters and politicians, pub- personnel to pay more attention to recre-
lic choice analyzes the role of bureaucrats in ation and reduce logging in areas that are
government. Their incentives explain why attractive to nature lovers. And Rodney Fort
many regulatory agencies appear to be and John Baden have suggested the creation
"captured" by special interests. (The b'cap- of a "predatory bureau" whose mission is
ture" theory was introduced by the late to reduce the budgets of other agencies,
George Stigler, a Nobel Laureate who did with ItS income depending on its success.
not work mainly in the public choice field.) Public choice economists have also tried
Capture occurs because bureaucrats do not to develop rule changes that will reduce leg-
have a profit goal to guide their behavior islatlon that caters to special interests and
Instead, they usually are in government be- leads to ever-expanding government expen-
cause they have a goal or mission. They rely ditures In the late eighties James C. Miller,
on Congress for their budgets, and often the a pubhc choice scholar who headed the Of-
people who will benefit from their mission rice of Management and Budget during the
can influence Congress to provide more Reagan Administration, helped pass the
funds. Thus interest groups--who may be Gramm-Rudman law, which set a limit on
as diverse as lobbyists for regulated indus- annual spending and backed it with auto-
tries or leaders of environmental groups-- matlc cuts if the ceihng was not met. The
become important to them. Such interrela- law had at least a temporary effect in slow-

tionshlps can lead to bureaucrats being cap- ing spending. Support for term hmits and
tured by interest groups for a hne-ltem veto also reflects the public

Although public choice economists have choice view that ad&tional legislative rules
focused mostly on analyzing government are needed to limit logrolling and the power
failure, they also have suggested ways to of special interests. Pubhc choice scholars,
correct problems. For example, they argue however, do not necessarily agree on the
that if government action is required, it potential effectiveness of specific rules
should take place at the local level when- Because of its skepticism about the sup-

ever possible. Because there are many local posedly benign nature of government, pub-
governments, and because people "vote lic choice is sometimes viewed as a
with their feet," there is competition among conservative or hbertarian branch of eco-
local governments, as well as some experi- nomlcs, as opposed to more 'qiberal" (that
mentation. To streamline bureaucracies, is, interventionist) wings such as Keynesian

Gordon Tullock and William Niskanen economics. This is partly correct. The
have recommended allowing several bu- emergence of public choice economics re-
reaus to supply the same service on the flects dissatisfaction with the implicit as-
grounds that the resulting competition will sumptlon, held by Keynesians, among
improve efficiency. Forest economist Ran- others, that government effechvely corrects
dal O'Toole recommends that the Forest market failures.
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But not all pubhc choice economists are opening up options that legislatures other-
conservatives or hbertarians. Mancur Olson wise would ignore or vote down.
is an important counterexample. Olson is Some of these economists have devel-
known in public choice for his path-break- oped a separate and quite mathematical dis-
ing book The Logic of Collecnve Action, clphne known as "social chozce," Social
m which he pointed out that large interest choice traces _ts roots to early work by No-
groups have trouble gaining and main- bel Prize-winning economist Kenneth
taming the support of those who benefit Arrow. Arrow's 1951 book, Social Choice
from their lobbying. That is because it is and Individual Values, attempted to figure

easy for individuals to "free-ride" on the out through logic whether people who have
efforts of others if they benefit automati- different goals can use voting to make col-
cally from those efforts. That is why, Olson lective decisions that please everyone. He
explained, nineteenth-century farmers' concluded that they cannot, and thus his argu-
groups, which were organized to be politl- ment is called the "impossibility theorem."
cal lobbying groups, also sold insurance and In addition to providing insight Into how
other services. These provided a direct in- public decision making occurs today, public
cent_ve for the Individual farmer to stay in- choice analyzes the rules that grade the col-
volved (As the number of farmers has lective decision-making process itself.

dechned in recent decades, they have be- These are the constitutional rules that are
come more politically powerful, an obser- made before polmcal activity gets under-
vation that supports Olson's contention.) way Consideration of these rules was the

More recently, Olson wrote The Rise and heart of The Calculus of Consent, by James
Dechne of Nattons, which concludes that Buchanan and Gordon Tullock, one of the
Germany and Japan thnved after World classics of pubhc choice.
War II because the war destroyed the power Buchanan and Tullock began with the

of special interests to stifle entrepreneurshlp view that a collective decision that is truly
and economic exchange But Olson still fa- just--that is, a decision m the public mter-
vors a strong government est--would be one that all voters would

Many public choice economists take no support unanimously. While unamm_ty Is
political or ideological position. Some build largely unworkable in practice, the book
formal mathematical models of voting strat- effectwely challenged the widespread as-

egles and apply game theory to understand sumptlon that majority decisions are mher-
how political conflicts are resolved Econo- ently fair. The approach reflected m The
mists at the California Institute of Technol- Calculus of Consent has led to a further

ogy, for example, have pointed out that subdiscipline of public choice, "constitu-
"agenda-setting"--that is, identifying the uonal economics," which focuses exclu-
options that voters choose from, and even sively on the rules that precede parliamentary
specifying the order of voting on the op- or legislative decision making and limit the
tlons--can influence political outcomes, domain of goverument.

This explains the role of mitmtives and ref-
erenda as ways for voters to set agendas, --Jane S. Shaw
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Growing Skepticism

One sure sign of the tmpact of a school of thought is whether and how it shows

up in popular textbooks By that criterion public choice thinkmg has had a big

impact Consider the famous textbook by noted MIT economist and Nobel Prize
winner Paul Samuelson. In the book's early editions, starting m 1948, Samuelson

showed little skeptlc_sm about the efficacy of government soluttons. But by 1985
Samuelson's text, coauthored with Yale University's Wdham Nordhaus, had become

more critical of government. Their skepticism was explicitly based on public choice

reasoning. Indeed, m "Public Choice," an eleven-page section of the 1985 text,

they explain some of the points made in this arUcle "Often," they write, "'a

logrolhng process may end up as a redistributlve scheme, where the winning coalmon

takes a bad inttml proposal, and loads _t wtth enough prowsions that appeal to

special-interest groups, until a solid majority has been obtamed for a legislative

dog. '" Samuelson and Nordhaus conclude: "Before we race off to our federal, state,
or local legislature, we should pause to recognize that there are government failures

as well as market faEures." [Italics theirs.]
_DRH

See also POLITICAL BEHAVIOR, PUBLIC GOODS AND EXTERNALITIES.



RationalExpectations
Thomas J. Sargent

• The theory of rational expectations was expectations, people try to forecast what
first proposed by John F. Muth of Indiana will actually occur. They have strong incen-
University in the early sixties. He used the tives to use forecasting rules that work well
term to describe the many economic situa- because higher "profits" accrue to some-
tlons in which the outcome depends partly one who acts on the basis of better forecasts,
upon what people expect to happen The whether that someone be a trader in the

pnce of an agricultural commodity, for ex- stock market or someone considering the
ample, depends on how many acres farmers purchase of a new car. And when people
plant, which m turn depends on the price have to forecast a particular price over and
that farmers expect to reahze when they over again, they tend to adjust their fore-
harvest and sell their crops As another ex- casting rules to eliminate avoidable errors.
ample, the value of a currency and its rate of Thus, there Is continual feedback from past
depreclaUon depend partly on what people outcomes to current expectations. Transla-
expect that rate of depreciation to be. That tlon. in recurrent s_tuatlons the way the fu-
is because people rush to desert a currency ture unfolds from the past tends to be stable,
that they expect to lose value, thereby con- and people adjust their forecasts to conform
tributmg to its loss in value. Similarly, the to th_s stable pattern.
pnce of a stock or bond depends partly on The concept of rational expectations as-
what prospective buyers and sellers believe serts that outcomes do not differ systemati-
it wall be in the future, cally (1.e , regularly or pre&ctably) from

The use of expectations in economic the- what people expected them to be. The con-
ory _s not new. Many earlier economists, cept is motivated by the same thinking that
mcludmg A C. Pigou, John Maynard led Abraham Lincoln to assert, "You can
Keynes, and John R. Hicks, assigned a cen- fool some of the people all of the time, and
tral role in the determination of the business all of the people some of the t_me, but you

cycle to people's expectations about the fu- cannot fool all of the people all of the
ture. Keynes referred to this as "waves of time." From the viewpoint of the rational
optimism and pessimism" that helped de- expectations doctnne, Lincoln's statement
termme the level of economic activity. But gets things right. It does not deny that peo-

proponents of the rational expectations the- ple often make forecasting errors, but it
ory are more thorough in their analysis of-- does suggest that errors will not persistently
and assign a more important role to--ex- occur on one s_de or the other.
pectations. Economists who believe m rational ex-

The influences between expectations and pectatlons base their belief on the standard

outcomes flow both ways. In forming their economic assumpnon that people behave in
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ways that maximize their utility (their en- age returns and drive down the prices of
joyment of life) or profits. Economists have those expected to have lower-than-average
used the concept of rational expectations to returns. The pnces of the stocks adjust until
understand a variety of situations in which the expected returns, adjusted for risk, are
speculation about the future is a crucial fac- equal for all stocks. Equalization of ex-
tor in determining current action Rational pected returns means that investors' fore-
expectations IS a building block for the casts become built into or reflected in the
"random walk" or "'efficient markets" the- prices of stocks. More precisely, it means
ory of securities prices, the theory of the that stock prices change so that after an
dynamics of hyperinflations, the "perma- adjustment to reflect dividends, the time
nent income" and 'qife-cycle" theories of value of money, and differential risk, they
consumption, the theory of "tax smooth- equal the market's best forecast of the future
lng," and the design of economic stabdlza- pnce. Therefore, the only factors that can
tion policies change stock prices are random factors that

could not be known in advance Thus,

changes in stock prices follow a random
TheEfficientMarketsTheoryofStock walk
Prices The random walk theory has been sub-

jected to literally hundreds of empirical
One of the earliest and most stnking ap- tests The tests tend to support the theory

plicat_onsoftheconceptofrationalexpecta- qmte strongly. While some studies have
t_ons is the efficient markets theory of asset found situations that contradict the theory,
prices. A sequence of observations on a the theory does explain, at least to a very
variable (such as daily stock prices) is said good first approxlmat_on, how asset prices
to follow a random walk if the current value evolve (see EFFICIENTCAPITAL MARKETS).

gives the best possible prediction of future
values. The efficient markets theory of

stock prices uses the concept of rational ex- The PermanentIncomeTheoryof
pectations to reach the conclusion that, Consumption
when properly adjusted for discounting and
dividends, stock prices follow a random The Keynesian consumption function
walk. The chain of reasoning goes as fol- holds that there IS a positive relationship
lows. In their efforts to forecast prices, in- between people's consumption and their in-
vestors comb all sources of information, come. Early empirical work in the forties
including patterns that they can spot in past and fifties encountered some discrepancies
price movements, from the theory, which Milton Friedman

Investors buy stocks that they expect to successfully explained with his celebrated
have a higher-than-average return and sell "permanent income theory" of consump-
those that they expect to have lower returns, uon Friedman built upon Irving Fisher's
When they do so, they bid up the prices of insight that a person's consumption ought
stocks expected to have higher-than-aver- not to depend on current income alone, but
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also on prospects of income in the future, tax cuts would boost disposable income and
Friedman posited that people consume out thus cause people to consume more. But
of their "permanent income," which can according to the permanent income model,
be defined as the level of consumption that temporary tax cuts would have much less
can be sustained while leaving wealth in- of an effect on consumption than Keyne-
tact. In defining "wealth," Friedman in- sians had thought. The reason is that people
cluded a measure of "human wealth"-- are basing their consumption decisions on
namely, the present value of people's ex- their wealth, not their current disposable
pectations of future labor income, income. Because temporary tax cuts are

Although Friedman did not formally bound to be reversed, they have little or no

apply the concept of rational expectations effect on wealth, and therefore, they have
in his work, it _s implicit in much of his httle or no effect on consumption. Thus,
&scussion. Because of its heavy emphasis the permanent income model had the effect
on the role of expectations about future m- of dimimshlng the expenditure "multi-
come, h_s hypothesis was a prime candidate plier'" that economists ascribed to tempo-
for the application of rational expectations, rary tax cuts
In work subsequent to Friedman's, John F. The rational expectations version of the
Muth and Stanford's Robert E. Hall lm- permanent income model had been exten-
posed rational expectations on versions of slvely tested, with results that are quite en-
Frledman's model, wzth interesting results, couragmg The evidence _s that the model
In Hall's version, imposing rational expec- works well but _mperfectly. Economists are

tatlons produces the result that consumption currently extending the model to take into
_s a random walk: the best pre&ct_on of account factors such as "habit persistence"
future consumption _s the present level of in consumption and the diffenng durabfli-

consumption. Th_s result encapsulates the ties of various consumption goods. Ex-
consumption-smoothing aspect of the per- pandmg the theory to incorporate these
manent income model and reflects people's features alters the pure "random walk" pre-
efforts to estimate their wealth and to allo- diction of the theory (and so helps remedy
cate _t over time. If consumption in each some of the emparical shortcommgs of the

period is held at a level that is expected model), but _t leaves the basic permanent
to leave wealth unchanged, it follows that income insight intact.
wealth and consumption wxll each equal
their values m the prewous period plus an
unforecastable or unforeseeable random Tax-SmoothingModes
shock--really a forecast error.

The rational expectations version of the How should a government design tax pol-
permanent income hypothesis has changed icy when It knows that people are making

the way economists think about short-term decisions partly in response to the govern-
stabihzation pohczes (,such as temporary tax ment's plans for setting taxes m the future?

cuts) designed to stimulate the economy. That is, when pamczpants m the private sec-
Keynesian economists used to believe that tor have rational expectations about the
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government's rules for setting tax rates, taxes after wars at rates sufficiently high to
what rules should the government use to set service the government's debt.
tax rates? Robert Lucas and Nancy Stokey,
as well as Robert Barro, have studied this

problem under the assumption that the gov- Expoetati0nalErrorModelsofthe
eminent can make and keep commitments Business Cycle
to execute the plans that it designs. All three
authors have identified situations in which A long tradition in business cycle theory
the government should finance a volatile (or has held that errors in people's forecasts are
unsmooth) sequence of government expen- a major cause of business fluctuations. This
ditures with a sequence of tax rates that is wew was embodied in the Phillips curve
qmte stable (or smooth) over time. Such (the observed reverse correlation between
policies are called "tax-smoothing" poli- unemployment and inflation), with econo-
cies. Tax smoothing is a good idea because mists attributing the correlation to errors
it minimizes the supply disincentives asso- that people made in their forecasts of the
ciated with taxes. For example, workers price level. Before the advent of rational
who pay a 20 percent marginal tax rate ev- expectations, economists often proposed to
ery year wall reduce their labor supply less "exploit" or "manipulate" the public's
(that is, will work more at any given wage) forecasting errors m ways designed to gen-
than they would if the government set a I0 erate better performance of the economy
percent marginal tax rate in half the years over the business cycle. Thus, Robert Hall
and a 30 percent rate in the other half. aptly described the state of economic think-

Dunng "normal times" a government ing m 1973 when he wrote:
operating under a tax-smoothing rule typi-
cally has close to a balanced budget. But The benefits of inflation derive from
during times of extraordinary expendi- the use of expansionary pohcy to trick
tures--during wars, for example--the gov- economic agents rote behaving in so-
ernment runs a deficit, which it finances by cially preferable ways even though
borrowing. During and after the war the their behavior _snot in their own rater-
government increases taxes by enough to est .... The gap between actual and
service the debt it has occurred; in this way expected inflation measures the extent
the higher taxes that the government lm- of the trickery .... The optimal pol-
poses to finance the war are spread out over icy _s not nearly as expansionary Ira-
time. Such a pohcy minimizes the cumula- flationary] when expectatzons adjust
tive d_storting effects of taxes--the adverse rapidly, and most of the effect of an

"supply-side" effects, inflationary policy is dissipated in
Barro's tax-smoothing theory helps ex- costly anticipated inflation.

plain the behavior of the British and U.S.

governments in the eighteenth and nine- Rational expectations undermines the

teenth centuries, when the standard pattern idea that policymakers can manipulate the
was to finance wars with deficits but to set economy by systematically making the pub-
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lic have false expectations. Robert Lucas sequence. Chnstophe Chamley reached the
showed that if expectations are rational, _t striking conclusion that an optimal tax
s_mply _s not possible for the government scheme revolves eventually setting the tax
to manipulate those forecast errors m a pre- rate on capital to zero, with labor beating
dtctable and rehable way for the very reason the entire tax burden. To get his result,
that the errors made by a rational forecaster Chamley assumed that "labor" and "capl-
are inherently unpredictable. Lucas's work tal" are very different factors, with the total
led to what has sometimes been called the avadablhty of labor being beyond people's
"pohcy ineffectiveness proposition." If control while the supply of capital could be
people have rational expectations, pohcles affected by investment and saving. When
that try to manipulate the economy by in- Chamley's assumptions are altered to ac-
ducing people mto having false expecta- knowledge the "human capital" compo-
t_ons may introduce more "no_se" into the nent of labor, which can be affected by
economy but cannot, on average, improve people's decisions, his conclusion about
the economy's performance, capital taxation _s different.

The idea of rational expectations has also
been a workhorse in developing prescrip-

Designof Macr0ec0n0micPolicies t]ons for optimally choosing monetary pol-
zcy. Important contributors to this literature

The "pohey ineffectiveness" result per- have been Truman Bewley and Wilham A.
tains only to those economic policies that Brock Bewley and Brock's work describes
have their effects solely by reducing fore- precisely the contexts in wh=ch an optzmal
cast errors, Many government poliezes work monetary arrangement involves havmg the
by affecting "margins" or incentzves, and government pay interest on reserves at the
the concept of rational expectations dehvers market rate. Their work supports, clarifies,
no "policy ineffectweness" result for such and extends proposals to monetary reform
pohcies, In fact, the idea of rational expec- made by Milton Friedman m 1960 and
rations is now being used extensively in 1968.
such contexts to study the deszgn of mone- Rational expectations has been a working

tary, fiscal, and regulatory pohcies to pro- assumption in recent studies that try to ex-
mote good economzc performance plato how monetary and fiscal authorities

For example, extensions of the tax- can retain (or lose)"goodreputatlons" for
smoothing models are being developed m their conduct of policy. This literature is
a variety of directions. The tax-smoothing beginning to help economzsts understand
result depends on various special assump- the multiplicity of government policy strate-
tzons about the physical technology for gzes followed, for example, in high-infla-
transferring resources over time, and also tion and low-inflation countries. In
on the sequence of government expendi- particular, work on "reputational equilib-
tures assumed. These assumpt=ons are being rla'" in macroeconomzcs by Robert Barro
relaxed, with interesting modifications of and by David Gordon and Nancy Stokey

the tax-smoothing prescription being a con- has shown that the preferences of citizens
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and pohcymakers and the available produc- Instead, reputation remains an indepen-

tion technologies and trading opportunities dent factor even after rational expectations
are not by themselves sufficient to deter- have been assumed.

mine whether a government will follow a

low-inflation or a high-inflation pohcy mix --Thomas J. Sargent

Biography: Thomas J. Sargent is a senior fellow at Stanford's Hoover lnsmution and an economics

professor at the Umversfty of Chicago, He is one of the pioneers m the theory of rational expecta-tions
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Socialism
Robert Heilbroner

• Sociahsm--defined as a centrally recording, and issumg receipts, within the
planned economy in which the government reach of anybody who can read and write
controls all means of production--has been and knows the first four rules of arithme-
the tragic fadure of the twentieth century tic."

Born of a commitment to remedy the eco- In fact, economic hfe pursued under
nom_c and moral defects of capitahsm, it these first four rules rapidly became so dis-
has far surpassed capitalism in both eco- organized that within four years of the 1917
nomic malfunction and moral cruelty. Yet revolution, Soviet production had fallen to
the idea and the 1deal of socialism hnger 14 percent of its prerevolutionary level. By
on. Whether socialism in some form will 1921 Lento was forced to institute the New

eventually return as a major orgamzing Economic Policy (NEP), a partial return to
force in human affairs is unknown, but no the market incenUves of capitalism. This
one can accurately appraise its prospects brief mixture of socmlism and capitalism
who has not taken into account the dramatic came to an end in 1927 after Stalin instituted

story of its rise and fall the process of forced collectivization that
was to mobihze Russian resources for its

leap into industrial power.
TheBirthofSocialistPlanning The system that evolved under Stalin and

his successors took the form of a pyramid

It is often thought that the idea of social- of command At its apex _0as Gosplan, the
lsm derives from the work of Karl Marx In h_ghest state planning agency, which estab-
fact, Marx wrote only a few pages about lished such general directives for the econ-
socmhsm, as either a moral or a practical omy as the target rate of growth, the

blueprint for society. The true architect of allocation of effort between military and ci-
a socialist order was Lento, who first faced vihan outputs, between heavy and light in-

the practical difficulties of organizing an dustry, or among various regions. Gosplan
econom|c system w_thout the driving incen- transmitted the general directives to succes-
tives of profit seeking or the self-generating slve mlmstnes of industrial and regional
constraints of competition Lenin began planning, whose technical advisers broke
from the long-standing delusion that eco- down the overall national plan into direc-
nomlc organization would become less uves assigned to particular factories, indus-
complex once the profit drive and the mar- trial power centers, collective farms, or
ket mechanism had been dispensed with-- whatever. These thousands of individual
"as self-evident," he wrote, as "the ex- subplans were finally scrutinized by the fac-

traordmafily simple operations of watchmg, tory managers and engineers who would

161
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eventually have to implement them. There- Through the sixties the Soviet economy
after, the blueprint for production reas- continued to report strong overall growth--
cended the pyramid, together with the roughly twice that of the United States--but
suggestions, emendations, and pleas of observers began to spot signs of impending
those who had seen it. Ultimately, acom- trouble. One was the difficulty of specifying

pleted plan would be reached by negotia- outputs In terms that would maximize the
tion, voted on by the Supreme Soviet, and well-being of everyone in the economy, not

passed into law. merely the bonuses earned by individual
Thus, the final plan resembled an im- factory managers for "overfulfilling" their

mense order book, specifying the nuts and assigned objectives. The problem was that
bolts, steel girders, gram outputs, tractors, the plan specified outputs in physical terms.
cotton, cardboard, and coal that, in their One consequence was that managers max-

entirety, constituted the national output. In lmized yardages or tonnages of output, not
theory such an order book should enable _ts quality. A famous cartoon in the satirical
planners to reconstitute a working economy magazme Krokodi! showed a factory man-
each year--provided, of course, that the ager proudly displaying his record output, a
nuts fitted the bolts, the girders were of single gigantic nail suspended from a crane.

the right d_mensions, the gram output was As the economic flow became increas-
properly stored, the tractors operable, and ingly clogged and clotted, production took
the cotton, cardboard, and coal of the kinds the form of "'stormlngs" at the end of each
needed for their mamfold uses. But there quarter or year, when every resource was
was a vast and widening gap between theory pressed into use to meet preassigned tar-
and practice, gets The same rigid system soon produced

expediters, or to/kachl, to arrange ship-
ments to harassed managers who needed

ProblemsEmerge unplanned--and therefore unobtainable--
inputs to achieve their production goals.

The gap did not appear immediately In Worse, In the absence of the right to buy
retrospect, we can see that the task facing their own supphes or to hire or fire their
Lenin and Stalin in the early years was not own workers, factories set up fabricating
so much economic as quasi-military--me- shops, then commissaries, and finally their

blllzing a peasantry into a work force to own worker housing to maintain control
build roads and rail lines, dams and electric over their own small bailiwicks
grids, steel complexes and tractor factories. It is not surprising that this Increasingly
This was a formidable assignment, but far Byzantme system began to create serious
less formidable than what would confront dysfunctions beneath the overall statistics of
socialism fifty years later, when the task growth. During the sixties the Soviet Union
was not so much to create enormous under- became the first industrial country in history
takings, but relatively self-contained ones, to suffer a prolonged peacetime fall m aver-
and to fit all the outputs into a dovetadmg age life expectancy, a symptom of its dlsas-
whole, trous misallocation of resources. Military
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research facilities could get whatever they in a market system from the rise and fall of
needed, but hospitals were low on the prior- prices A planning system was bound to fail
zty list By the seventies the figures clearly precisely because Jt lacked such a signaling
indicated a slowing of overall production, mechanism.
By the eighties the Soviet Union officmlly The Mlses-Hayek argument met its most
acknowledged a near end to growth that formidable counterargument in two brilliant
was, in reality, an unofficial decline. In articles by Oskar Lange, a young economist
1987 the first official law embodying pere- who would become the first Polish ambassa-
strotka--restruc_tnng--was put into effect, dor to the United States after World War

President M1khail Gorbachev announced I1 Lange set out to show that the planners
his intention to revamp the economy from would, in fact, have precisely the same in-
top to bottom by introducing the market, formation as that which guided a market
reestablishing private ownership, and open- economy. The information would be re-
mg the system to free economic interchange vealed as inventories of goods rose and fell,
with the West. Seventy years of socialist signaling either that supply was greater than
rise had come to an end. demand or demand greater than supply.

Thus, as planners watched inventory levels,
they were also learning which of their ad-

SocialistPlanninginWesternEyes mlmstered (i.e., state-dictated) prices were
too h_gh and which too low. It only re-

Understanding of the difficulties of cen- malned, therefore, to adjust prices so that
tral planning was slow to emerge. In the supply and demand balanced, exactly as m
midthirtles, while the Russian industriahza- the marketplace.
tlon drive was at full tilt, few voices were Lange's answer was so simple and clear

raised about its problems. Among those few that many believed the Mises-Hayek argu-
were Ludwig von Mises, an articulate and ment had been demolished In fact, we now
exceedingly argumentative free-market know that their argument was all too pre-
economist, and Friednch Hayek, of much scient. Ironically, though, Mises and Hayek

more contemplative temperament, later to were right for a reason that they did not
be awarded a Nobel Prize for his work in foresee as clearly as Lange himself. "The

monetary theory Together, Mlses and real danger of socialism," Lange wrote, in
Hayek launched an attack on the feasibility ltahcs, "is that of a bureaucratization of
of socialism that seemed at the time uncon- economk life.'" But he took away the force

vincing in its argument as to the funcuonal of the remark by adding, without italics,
problems of a planned economy. Mlses in "Unfortunately, we do not see how the
particular contended that a SOClahstsystem same or even greater danger can be averted
was "impossible" because there was no under monopohstic capitalism."
way for the planners to acquire the lnforma- The effects of the "bureaucratization of
tlon--"produce this, not that"--needed economic life'" are dramatically related in
for a coherent economy. This information, The Turnmg Point, a scathing attack on the
Hayek emphasized, emerged spontaneously reahtles of socialist economic planning by
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two Soviet economists, Nikolai Smelev and the necessity--to respond to the signals of
Vladimir Popov, that gives examples of the changing inventories. A capitalist firm re-

planning process m actual operation. In sponds to changing prices because failure
1982, to stimulate the production of gloves to do so will cause it to lose money. A
from moleskins, the Soviet government sociahst ministry ignores changing invento-

raised the price it was willing to pay for nes because bureaucrats learn that doing
moleskins from twenty to fifty kopecks per something is more hkely to get them in trou-

pelt. Smelev and Popov noted: ble than doing nothing, unless doing noth-
ing results in absolute dzsaster.

State purchases increased, and now all Absolute economic disaster has now been
the distribution centers are filled with reached in the Soviet Umon and its Eastern

these pelts Industry is unable to use former satelhtes, and we are watching ef-
them all, and they often rot in ware- forts to construct some form of economic
houses before they can be processed, structure that will no longer display the
The Ministry of Light Industry has al- deadly symptoms of inertia and indifference
ready requested Goskomtsen [the State that have come to be the hallmarks of social-
Committee on Prices] twice to lower lsm. It is too early to predict whether these

prices, but "the question has not been efforts will succeed. The main obstacle to
decided" yet This is not surprising, real perestroika is the impossibility ofcreat-
Its members are too busy to decide ing a working market system without a firm
They have no time: besides setting bas_s of private ownership, and it is clear
prices on these pelts, they have to keep that the creation of such a basis encounters
track of another 24 million prices. And the opposition of the former state bureau-
how can they possibly know how cracy and the hostdlty of ordinary people
much to lower the price today, so they who have long been trained to be suspicious
won't have to raise _t tomorrow? of the pursuit of wealth. In the face of such

uncertainties, all predictions are foolhardy

This story speaks volumes about the save one. no quick or easy transition from
problem of a centrally planned system. The socialism to some form of nonsoclahsm is
crucial missing element is not so much "m- possible. Transformations of such magm-
formatlon," as Mises and Hayek argued, as tude are historic convulsions, not mere
_t is the motwatlon to act on information changes in policy Their completion must
After all, the inventories of moleskins did be measured in decades or generations, not
tell the planners that their production was years.
at first too low and then too high What was
missing was the willingness--better yet, --Robert Heilbroner

Biography: Robert Hedbroner is the Norman Thomas Professor of Economics (emeritus) at the
New School for Social Research. He is the author of the best-seller The Worldly Phdosophers.
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Supply-SideEconomics
James D. Gwartney

• Supply-side economics provided the po- fects output for two major reasons. First,
litical and theoretical foundaUon for a re- the higher marginal rates reduce the payoff

markable number of tax cuts in the United that people derive from work and from other

States and other countries during the eight- taxable productive activities. When people

ies. Supply-side economics stresses the ira- are prohibited from reaping much of what

pact of tax rates on the incentives for people they sow, they will sow more sparingly

to produce and to use resources efficiently. Thus, when marginal tax rates rise, some

A person's marginal tax rate--the tax rate people, those with working spouses for ex-

she pays on an additional dollar of in- ample, will opt out of the labor force. Oth-
come--determines the breakdown between ers will decide to take more vacation time,

taxes, on the one hand, and income avail- retire earher, or forgo overtime opportuni-

able for personal use, on the other. Since nes Still others will decide to forgo promis-
they directly affect the incentive of people ing but risky business opportunities. These

to work, to save and invest, and to avoid reductions in productive effort shrink the

and evade taxes, marginal tax rates are cen- effective supply of resources and thereby

tral to supply-side analysis, retard output.
An increase in marginal tax rates reduces Second, high marginal tax rates also en-

the share of additional income that earners courage tax shelter investments and other

are permitted to keep. Thzs adversely af- forms of tax avoidance. As marginal tax
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rates rise, investments that generate paper 75 percent to 50 percent. After the tax cut,
losses from depreciable assets become more taxpayers in the highest tax bracket who
attractive. So, too, do business activities earn an additional $100 would get to keep
that present opportunities to deduct expen- $50 rather than $25, a 100 percent increase
ditures on hobbies (for example, collecting in the incentive to earn. Predictably, these
antiques, raising horses, or traveling) and taxpayers will earn more taxable income
personal amenities (luxury automobdes, after the rate reduction, and the revenues
plush offices, and various fringe benefits), collected from them will dechne by substan-
Thus, people are directed mto activities be- tially less than a third. In fact, given the
cause of tax advantages rather than profit- huge increase in their incentwe to earn, the
ability Similarly, they are encouraged to revenues collected from taxpayers confront-
substitute less desired tax-deductible goods lng such high marginal rates may actually
for more desired nondeductible goods, increase.

Waste and inefficient use of valuable re- The same 33 percent rate reduction will
sources are a by-product of this incenuve cut the bottom tax rate from 15 percent to
structure. 10 percent. Here, take-home pay per $100

It is important to distinguish between a of additional earnings will rise from $85
change in tax rates and a change m tax to $90, only a 5.9 percent increase in the

revenues. Because h_gher tax rates d_scour- lncentwe to earn (compared to the 100 per-
age work effort and encourage tax avoid- cent mcrease in the top bracket). Because

ance and even tax evasion, the tax base will cutting the 15 percent rate to 10 percent
shrink as the rates increase. When some- exerts only a small effect on the incenUve

thing _s taxed more heavily, you wall get to earn, the rate reduction has httle _mpact
less of it. Therefore, an increase in a tax on the tax base. Therefore, in contrast with

rate causes a less than proportional increase the revenue effects m high tax brackets, tax
in tax revenue Indeed, economist Arthur revenue wall decline by almost the same
Laffer (of "Laffer curve" fame) popular- percent as tax rates in the lowest tax brack-

ized the notion that higher tax rates may ets The bottom line is that cutting all rates
actually cause the tax base to shrink so by a third will lead to small revenue losses

much that tax revenues will decline. (or even revenue gains) m high tax brackets
This inverse relationship between a and large revenue losses in the lowest

change in tax rates and the accompanying brackets The share of the mcome tax paid
change in tax revenues is qmte likely when by high-income taxpayers will rise.
marginal tax rates are high, but unlikely The inflationary seventies created a re-
when rates are low. An analysis of the in- ceptive environment for the supply-side
centive effects for different tax brackets il- view As inflation pushed numerous taxpay-
lustrates why this is true. Suppose that a ers into higher and higher marginal tax
government with progresswe income tax brackets, supply-side economists argued

rates ranging from a low of 15 percent to a that high taxes were a major drag on eco-
high of 75 percent cuts tax rates by one- nomic growth. Furthermore, according to
third. The top tax rate would then fall from the supply-side view, the top rates could be
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reduced without a significant loss in reve- of those with less than $50,000 of income

nue. declined by 45 percent. Thus, as the tax
During the great tax debate of 1975 to rates were cut, the revenues collected from

1986, the opponents of the supply-side view h_gh-mcome taxpayers rose, while those
argued that it was unrealistic to expect collect from lower-income taxpayers de-
lower tax rates to lead to increased tax reve- chned. The tax cuts of the twenties substan-

nues. According to the critics an increase trolly increased the percent of taxes paid by
in the tax base that was large enough to the wealthy.
increase revenues would reqmre an unreal- The results of the Kennedy-Johnson tax
lstically large elasticity of labor supply (in- cuts of the m_dslxtles were similar. Be-
crease in hours worked due to higher after- tween 1963 and 1965, tax rates were re-
tax wages). In response the supply-side pro- duced by approximately 25 percent. The top
ponents stressed that reductions m tax marginal tax rate was cut from 91 percent
avoidance activities, as well as labor-supply to 70 percent. Simultaneously, the bottom
effects, would enlarge the tax base when rate was reduced from 20 percent to 14 per-
the rates were reduced. According to the cent For most taxpayers the lower rates

supply-side view the combination of a de- reduced tax revenues. In real 1963 dollars
chne in tax avoidance and increase in busi- the tax revenues collected from the bottom

ness activities would permit lower rates 95 percent of taxpayers fell from $31.0 bil-
with httle or no loss of revenues in the top hon in 1963 to $29.6 billion in 1965, a 4 5

tax brackets. At the same time, most sup- percent reduction. In contrast, the real tax
ply-side economists, though perhaps not revenues collected from the top 5 percent
all, noted that reductions in low tax rates of taxpayers rose from $17.2 billion in 1963
would lead to revenue losses, to $18 5 bdhon in 1965, a 7.6 percent in-

Empirical studies of tax cuts that hap- crease. As in the case of the tax cuts of the
pened dunng the twenties and sixties but- twenties, the rate reductions of the sixties
tressed the supply-side position. Prodded by reduced the tax revenue collected from low-
Secretary of the Treasury Andrew Mellon, income taxpayers whale increasing the reve-
three major tax cuts reduced the top mar- nues collected from high-income taxpayers.

ginal tax rate from 73 percent in 1921 to 25 Major tax legislation passed in 1981 and
percent in 1926 In addmon, the tax cuts 1986 reduced the top U.S federal income
ehminated or virtually ehmlnated the per- tax rate from 70 percent to approximately
sonal income tax liablhty of low-income 33 percent. The performance of the U.S.

recipients. The results were quite impres- economy during the eighties was impres-
sive. The economy grew rapidly from 1921 slve. The growth rate of real GNP acceler-

through 1926. After the rates were lowered, ated from the sluggish rates of the seventies.
the real tax revenue (in 1929 dollars) cot- U.S. economic growth exceeded that of all

lected from taxpayers with incomes above other major industrial nations except Japan.
$50,000 rose from $305.1 million m 1921 Thecntlcsofthe eighties tax policy argue
to $498.1 million in 1926, an increase of that the top rate reductions were a bonanza

63 percent. In contrast, the real tax hability for the rich The taxable income in the upper
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tax brackets did increase sharply during the sumed that substantial supply-side effects

eighties. But the taxes collected in these were dependent on a large increase in labor
brackets also rose sharply. Measured in supply.
1982-84 dollars, the income tax revenue Studies linking rate changes with changes
collected from the top 10 percent of earners m tax revenue measure the short-term ef-
rose from $150.6 billion in 1981 to $199.8 fects of tax policy But because taxpayers
billion in 1988, an increase of 32.7 percent, take time to adjust, revenues are even more

The percentage increases in the real tax rev- responsive to rate changes in the long run.
enue collected from the top 1 and top 5 James Long and I conducted a study that
percent of taxpayers were even larger. In found that taxpayers in states with lower
contrast, the real tax liability of other tax- marginal tax rates had much lower deduc-
payers (the bottom 90 percent) dechned tions and much lower expenditures on tax
from $161.8 billion to $149.1 bdlion, a re- shelters than taxpayers in states with higher

ductlon of 7.8 percent. These findings con- marginal rates. We found that when the
firm what the supply-siders predicted' the combined federal-state marginal tax rate
lower rates, by increasing the tax base sub- rises above 50 percent, the government's

stantmlly in the upper tax brackets, caused tax revenues decline. Lmdsey estimates that
high-income taxpayers to pay more taxes the government's revenue begins dechning
In effect, the lower rates soaked the rich. at even lower tax rates, approximately 35

Probably the most detailed study of the percent
tax changes m the e_ghtles was conducted Supply-s_de economics influenced tax
by Lawrence Llndsey of Harvard Umver- pohcy throughout the world in the late
sity. Lmdsey used a computer simulation eighties Of elghty-s_x countries with a per-
model to estimate the impact of the eighties" sonal income tax, fifty-five reduced their
tax-rate changes on the various components top marginal tax rate during the 1985-90
of income. He found that after the tax rates period, while only two (Luxembourg and
were lowered, the wages and salaries of Lebanon) mcreased their top rate Countries
high-income taxpayers were approximately that substantially reduced their top marginal
30 percent larger than projected. Similarly, tax rates include Australia, Brazil, France,
after the rate cuts capital gains were approx- Italy, Japan, New Zealand, Sweden, and
imately 100 percent htgher than projected, the Umted Kmgdom.
and high-income taxpayers" business in- Reflecting the dominant Keynesian view
come was a whopping 200 percent higher at the beginning of the eightzes, most econo-
than expected. Lmdsey concluded that the mzsts thought that tax changes influenced
mare supply-side effects resulted from (a) output and revenue primarily by changing
people paying themselves more in the form the demand for goods and services. Both
of money income rather than fringe benefits research and the tax policy changes of the
and amenities, (b) increases in business ac- eighties, however, indicate that supply-side
tivzty, and (c) a reduction in tax shelter ac- incentive effects are qmte important While
twitles. Hzs findings undercut the position controversy continues about the preczse
of those supply-side cntzcs who had as- magmtude of the supply-side effects, the
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view that margmal tax rates m excess of 40 m its revenue projections that taxpayers did
percent exert a destructive influence on the not respond at all to changes m tax rates.
incentive of people to work and use re- The CBO wrote: "The data show consider-

sources wisely is now widely accepted able evidence of a very significant revenue

among economists This was not true prior response among taxpayers at the highest in-

to the eighties. An _mportant piece of evl- come levels " This change m thinking is
dence for the shift in thinking is a 1987 the major legacy of supply-side economics.
statement by the Congressional Budget Of-

fice (CBO), which had been critical of the --James D. Gwartney

supply-side claims and had always assumed

Biography: James D Gwartney is a professor of economics at Florida State Umverslty.
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BusinessCycles
Christina D. Romer

[] The United States and all other modem the last month before several key economic
industrial economies experience significant indicators, such as employment, output,
swings in economic activity. In some years and new housing starts, begin to fall. The
most industries are booming and unemploy- trough of the cycle refers to the last month
ment is low; in other years most Industries before the same economic in&cators begin
are operating well below capacity and un- to rise Because key economic indicators
employment is high. Periods of economic often change dlrecUon at slightly &fferent
expansion are typically called booms; pen- times, the dating of peaks and troughs nec-
ods of economic decline are called reces- essarily involves a certain amount of subjec-
s_ons or depressions The combination of twe judgment The National Bureau of
booms and recessions, the ebb and flow of Economic Research, an mdependent re-
economic act_wty, is called the business cy- search restitution, determines the official
cle dates of peaks and troughs m U.S. business

Business cycles as we know them today cycles. Table 1 shows the NBER monthly
were first identified and analyzed by Arthur dates for peaks and troughs of U.S business

Burns and Wesley Mitchell m their 1946 cycles since 1890.
book, Measuring Busmess Cycles. One of In many ways the term business cycle is
their key mslghts was that many economic misleading "Cycle" seems to imply that
in&cators move together. During a boom, there is some regularity in the timing and
or expansion, not only does output rise, but duration of upswings and downswings In
also employment rises and unemployment economic activity. Most economists, how-
falls, New construction and prices typically ever, beheve otherwise. Booms and feces-

rise dunng a boom as well. Conversely, sions occur at Irregular intervals and last
dunng a downturn, or depression, not only for varying lengths of time. For example,
does the output of goods and services de- economic activity hit low points in 1975,
cline, but employment falls and unemploy- 1980, and 1982. The 1982 trough was then
ment rises as well New construction also followed by eight years of uninterrupted
dechnes. In the era before World War II, expansion. For describing the swings m

prices also typically fell during a recession; economic acUvlty, therefore, most modem
since the riffles, prices have risen during economists prefer the term economic fluc-
downturns, though usually more slowly tuations.
than during booms. Just as there is no regularity in the timing

Business cycles are dated according to of business cycles, there is no reason why
when the direction of economic activity cycles have to occur at all. The prevailing

changes. The peak of the cycle refers to wew among economists is that there is a
173
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TABLE 1

BusinessCyclePeaksandTroughsin theUnitedStates
1890-1992

Peak Trough Peak Trough

July 1890 May 1891 Aug, 1929 Mar 1933
Jan, 1893 June 1894 May 1937 June 1938
Dec. 1895 June 1897 Feb. 1945 Oct. 1945
June 1899 Dec 1900 Nov. 1948 Oct. 1949

Sep. 1902 Aug. 1904 July 1953 May 1954
May 1907 June 1908 Aug. 1957 Apr. 1958
Jan. 1910 Jan. 1912 Apt 1960 Feb. 1961
Jan. 1913 Dec 1914 Dec. 1969 Nov. 1970

Aug. 1918 Mar 1919 Nov. 1973 Mar 1975
Jan 1920 July 1921 Jan 1980 July 1980
May 1923 July 1924 July 1981 Nov. 1982
Oct 1926 Nov 1927 July 1990 Mar. 1991

level of economic activity, often referred to For example, if the government spends a
as full employment, at which the economy lot of money to fight a war but does not
theoretically could stay forever Full em- raise taxes, the increased demand will cause
ployment refers to a level of production at not only an increase in the output of war
which all the inputs to the production pro- materiel, but also an increase in the take-
cess are being used, but not so intenswely home pay of government plant workers.
that they wear out, break down, or insist on The output of all the goods and services that
higher wages and more vacations. If noth- these workers want to buy with their wages
ing disturbs the economy, the full-employ- will also increase. Similarly, a wave of optl-
ment level of output, which naturally tends mlsm that causes consumers to spend more
to grow as the population increases and new than usual and firms to build new factories

technologies are discovered, can be main- will cause the economy to expand. Reces-
tamed forever. There is no reason why a slons or depressions can be caused by these
time of full employment has to give way to same forces working in reverse. A substan-
e_ther a full-fledged boom or a recession, tial cut in government spending or a wave

Business cycles do occur, however, be- of pessimism among consumers and firms
cause there are disturbances to the economy may cause the output of all types of goods
of one sort or another. Booms can be gener- to fall.
ated by surges m private or public spending. Another cause of recessions and booms
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is monetary pohcy. The Federal Reserve changes in economic policy. Monetary pol-
System determines the size and growth rate _cy, m particular, appears to have played a
of the money stock and, thus, the level of crucial role in causing business cycles in
interest rates m the economy. Interest rates, the Umted States since World War II, The

m turn. are a crucial determinant of how severe recessions of both the early seventies
much firms and consumers want to spend, and the early eighties, for example, were
A firm faced w_th high interest rates may directly attributable to the Federal Re-
decide to postpone building a new factory serve's decisions to raise interest rates. On
because the cost of borrowing _s so high. the positive side, the booms of the mid-
Conversely, a consumer may be lured into s_xtles and the mldeight_es were both at
buying a new home if interest rates are low least partly due to monetary ease and falhng
and mortgage payments are, therefore, interest rates.

more affordable. Thus, by raising or low- The role of money in causing business
ering interest rates, the Federal Reserve is cycles is even stronger if one considers the
able to generate recessions or booms, era before World War II. Many of the worst

This description of what causes business prewar depressions, including the feces-
cycles reflects the Keynesian or New s_ons of 1908, 1921, and the Great Depres-
Keynesian view that cycles are the result of slon, were to a large extent the result of
imperfections m the economy Only when dechnes m the money supply and the related
prices and expectations are not fully flexible high real interest rates. In this earher era,
can fluctuations m government spending or however, most monetary swings were en-
the money stock cause large swings in real gendered not by conscious monetary pohcy,
output An alternative framework, referred but by financial pamcs and mternational
to as the New Classical wew, holds that monetary developments.
modern industrial economies are quite flex- If one accepts that cycles are the result
lble. As a result a change in government of market imperfections and not the result

policy does not necessarily affect real out- of the optimal adjustment of the economy to
put and employment In the New Classical productiwty shocks, then cycles are costly.
view, for example, a change in the stock of Every recession m which workers are mvol-
money will change only prices; it will have untarily unemployed results in a loss of out-
no effect on real interest rates and thus on put that cannot be regained. This fact

people's wdhngness to invest. Accordmg naturally leads to the question of what can
to this view business cycles are largely the be done to ehmmate swings in economic
result of &sturbances m productiwty and activity. If government spendmg andmone-

tastes, not of changes m government eco- tary policy can cause booms and recessions,
nom_c policy One implication of this wew _t seems obvious that they could be used
would be that there is nothing inherently to cure economic fluctuations. Indeed, the

wrong with an economic downturn. Employment Act of 1946 mandated that the
The empirical ewdence, I believe, is U.S. government use its control of spend-

strongly on the side of the New Keynesmn rag, taxation, and the money supply to sta-
view that cycles are often the result of bdize output and employment,
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Such policies appear to have reduced the of our apparent success at eliminating the
amplitude and duration of recessions A business cycle seems to be a figment of the
comparison of the traditional prewar unem- data.
ployment statistics with the official postwar Why has pubhc policy failed to cure busl-
statisucs, for example, suggests that the av- ness cycles in the United States? One reason

erage rise m the unemployment rate during is that monetary and fiscal policy are diffi-
a recession was twice as large In the years cult to use w_th any precision. There are
1900 to 1930 as it has been in the period long lags in the implementation and effect
since 1947. Recessions also appear to have of changes in spending, taxes, and mone-
occurred more frequently and lasted longer tary stance. There is also significant uncer-
in the prewar era than m the postwar era talnty about how much of a monetary or

But appearances are deceiving. The kind fiscal stimulus is needed to end a recession
of statistics that economists use to measure of a particular severity. Finally. pohcymak-
the severity of business cycles, such as data ers also often have conflicting goals. Be-
on the unemployment rate, real gross na- cause inflation tends to slow down in
tlonal product, and industrial production, recessions and speed up in booms, poli-
have been kept carefully and consistently cymakers cannot cure the dual problems of
only since World War II. Therefore. the inflation and unemployment with the same
conclusion that government policy has pohcy tools. As a result they often seem to
smoothed business cycles is based on a adopt the strategy of fighting inflation with
comparison of fragmentary prewar evi- tight pohcy and then reducing unemploy-
dence with sophisticated postwar statistics, ment w_th a switch to loose policy.

In some recent research. I have tned to While government policy may not have
avoid the problem of inconsistent data by cured the business cycle, the effects of cy-
comparing the crude prewar statistics w_th cles on mdw_duals m the United States and

equally crude postwar statistics. That _s, I other industrialized countries almost surely
have compared the existing prewar series have been lessened m recent decades. The

with modern data that are constructed using advent of unemployment insurance and
the same assumptions and data fragments other social welfare programs means that
that were used to piece together the prewar recessions no longer wreak the havoc on
series. These comparisons show essentially individuals _ standards of living that they
no decline m the severity of cycles between once did.
the prewar and postwar eras, They also
show little change in the duration and fre- mChristina D. Romer
quency of cycles over time. Thus, much

Biography: Christina D Romer is an economics professor at the University of Cahfomm, Berke-
ley, and a research assocmte of the National Bureau of Economic Research She has served as a
member of the Brookmgs Panel on Economic Actwity and has earned the Natmnal Science
Foundatmn's Presidential Young Investigator Award
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DistributionofIncome
Frank Levy

i ii i

• The distribution of income is central to A statisncal summary of U.S. famdy in-
one of the most endunng _ssues in political come dlstnbutIon since World War II shows
economics On one extreme are those who the following.

argue that all incomes should be the same,
or as nearly so as possible, and that a pnnci- 1. The U.S. family income distribution is
pal funcnon of government should be to highly unequal.
redistribute income from the haves to the 2. The degree of income inequality is not
have-nots. On the other extreme are those much greater today than it was at the

who argue that any income redistribution end of World War II.
by government is bad. 3. Family income inequality declined

Whether government should redistribute slowly from 1946 through 1969, m-
more or less income is, of course, a norma- creased slowly from 1970 through 1979,

rive quesnon. Each person's answer de- and has increased somewhat faster since
pends on his values. But for many people, then.

answering the normative question reqmres
an understanding of just how income _sdis- Data for the summary comes from the
tributed now, and how--and why--the dis- U.S. Census Bureau's Current Population
tribution has changed over the decades. To Survey (CPS), a monthly survey of sixty-
start, here _swhat the basic numbers tell us. five thousand households that includes both
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families and unrelated individuals, Every In order of mcreasmg income. The distribu-
March the CPS collects data on household tion is described by computing the share of
income m the previous year. To keep inter- total family income going to the poorest
wews simple, the questions focus on gross one-fifth of families, the second fifth, and
money income (excluding capital gains but so on. Part A of table i contains these data
including interest and dividends). This for selected years since World War II.

means that census statistics--the standard In 1929, on the eve of the Great Depres-
source of income data--measure income slon, the richest one-fifth of families re-

before taxes and do not count nonmoney ceived over half of all income going to
income like Medicare coverage and em- famihes The depression and World War II
ployer-paid health insurance, reduced that figure so that m 1949, the rich-

The census constructs the family income est one-fifth of famihes received 42.7 per-
&stribution by listing CPS sample famlhes cent of all family income while the poorest

TABLE 1

TheShapeoftheFamilyIncomeDistribution

A. Percent of Total Family Income Going to Each Fifth of Families

1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th Total Median
(poorest) (richest) Family Income

($1990)

1949 4 5% 11.9 17.3 23.5 42 7 100% $16,712
1959 4.9% 12.3 17.9 23.8 41.1 100% $23,057
1969 5.6% 12.4 17.7 23 7 40 6 100% $31,912
1979 5.2% 11.6 17.5 24 1 41.7 100% $33,454
1989 4 6% 10.6 16.5 23.7 44.6 100% $34,213

B. Income Cutoffs in the 1989 Family Income Distribution ($1989)

1st fifth 2nd fifth 3rd fifth 4th fifth 5th fifth
(poorest) ends at ends at ends at* (richest)
ends at begins at*

$16,003 $28,000 $40,800 $59,550 $59,551

*$59,500,sthedlv,dinglinebetweenthefourthandtopfifthsoffamilies.Thehighest-income5%offamihes
hadincomesbeginningat$98,963.

SOURCE:U.S.Bureauof the Census,CurrentPopulationReports,various issues.
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one-fifth received 4,5 percent. Put differ- there are twenty-three earners for every ten
ently, in the late forties the top fifth of fami- families in the top fifth In recent years U.S.
hes received about $9.50 in income for income inequahty has also been driven by
every $1.00 received by the bottom fifth falling wages for less skilled workers and
Inequality continued to decline slowly relanvely limited cash benefits for the poor.
through the fifties and sixties By 1969 the
top fifth of famihes recewed $7.25 for every
$1 00 received by the bottom fifth. A VanishingMiddleClass?

But 1968 and 1969, when unemployment

averaged 3.5 percent, marked the high point Although many people have claimed that
of family income equality. Beginning m the United States is losmg its middle class,
1970, inequality began to grow again at a the 1989 distribution of income was not rad-
moderate rate. Through much of the seven- ically less equal than the distribution of
ties, the slow rise of inequality seemed to 1949 or 1959, a period when the middle
reflect the economy's general weakness class was perceived to be growing rapidly.
Yet contrary to expectanons, inequality in- Moreover, the whole concept of a middle
creased even more rapidly m the post-1982 class is vague In 1989 the top fifth of fami-

recovery In 1989 the top fifth of families lies (with 44.6 percent of all income) in-
received $9 69 m gross money income for cluded every family with income above

every $1 00 received at the bottom, roughly $59,500, many of whom saw themselves as
the same as in the late forties middle class Because the concept is vague,

Family income inequality is now high it follows that inequality statistics cannot,
not only by our own post-World War II by themselves, say whether the middle class
standards, but also when compared to other is vamshmg. They must be supplemented
mdustnahzed countries. Detailed compari- with data on both economic growth and de-

sons from the Luxembourg Income Study mographics
show that in the United States, West Ger- Begin with economic growth. In 1947,

many. and Israel, the richest fifth of fami- median family income--the midpoint of the
hes recezves about 45 percent of all family income distribution--stood at $16,712 (all
income, compared to 39 percent in Sweden income figures are in 1990 dollars) By
and 41 percent m Canada, the United King- 1973 at had doubled to $33,398. Dunng
dom, and Norway. One reason for greater these years income mequahty had declined
U.S. inequality is the large number of modestly But more important, the whole
female-headed families, which comprise income distribution had moved to much
about two-fifths of the bottom quintile higher real incomes. The poor and the rich
These female-headed families, in turn, re- were both getting richer and an mcreasing

flect the nation's h_gh divorce rate and high proportion of all famihes could afford a
rate of out-of-wedlock births. Partially be- maddlc-class life, including a single-family

cause of these single-parent families, there home, two cars, and so forth.

are only eight earners for every ten families Since 1973, median family income has
m the distrlbution's bottom fifth, while grown very httle. Income growth fell victim
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to oil price shocks and to the productivity bottom of the distribution to the lower mid-
slowdown (the slow growth of output per die, the result of a mature Social Security
worker that has plagued most industrialized program and better private pensions. Now
countries). This slow growth has affected the poorest fifth does contain urbanized
our outlook on economic life. When in- families with children. Included in the

comes grow rapidly, more inequality means group are a significant number of families
that the poor get richer but the rich get richer headed by single women and, since the
faster. But when inequality increased in the early eighties, husband-wife families hurt
slow-growth eighties, some groups' in- by a sharp drop in the wages of men with
comes fell in real terms. Between the busi- a high school education or less. A higher

ness cycle peak of 1979 and the next proportion of families that "should be" in
business cycle peak of 1989, the average the middle class are now in the lowest
income of the poorest fifth of families fell quintile. For urban families with children,
from $10,900 to $10,200, while the average the picture of a distribution with a shrinking

income of the top fifth grew from $89,600 middle has some validity.
to $97,600. Moreover, the price of two key In sum, slow income growth and move-
pieces of a middle-class life--a smgle-fam- ments within the income distribution have
ily home and a college education--grew led to a sense of a vanishing middle class
faster than the general rate of inflation and even though overall family income mequal-
faster than average incomes. For all of these ity has not increased very much.
reasons, slow income growth played a key
role in perceptions of a vanishing middle
class DoesMeasurementMatter?

Turn next to demographics, where move-
ments of families within the income distri- All the data on family income discussed

bution add to perceptions of a vanishing so far are on a pretax, money-only basis.
middle class. In popular culture the middle Would a different income definition lead to
class usually appears as urban families with a different story9
children. In the late forties these famdies Consider three reasons why it might.
were concentrated in the top four-fifths of First, increases in aid to the poor over the
the distribution. The poorest fifth contained last two decades have been concentrated in
mainly farm families, other rural families, nonmoney benefits like food stamps and
and elderly families, most of whom were Medicaid, neither of which is counted in
not yet eligible for Social Security benefits, standard census statistics. Second, an in-
Put differently, those families that "should creasing proportion of wage earners' total

have been" in the middle class were rela- compensation over the same period is for
tively unlikely to have incomes in the low- health insurance and other nonmoney bene-
est quintile, fits (again not counted). Third, taxes mod-

Today the situation is reversed. Farm and lfy the income distribution.
rural families are far fewer in number. The Census Bureau has attempted to an-
Many elderly families have moved from the swer this question for recent years by est,-
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mating the household income distribution does not appear to alter the trend in inequal-

under a number of alternative income deft- lty over ume. While the Census Bureau has

nitions. Households include both famdies produced adjusted income distributions for

and unrelated indlviduals. Table 2 shows only a few years, these data and such other
the impact in 1989 of moving from the stan- evidence as exists suggest that the trend to-

dard census income (pretax money only) ward greater mequahty in the eighties

to an adjusted census income that subtracts would exist under any plausible definition
taxes paid from gross income and adds to of income.

income the cost of benefits provided by the A different kind of adjustment changes

government and the employers. Improving our picture of income growth: an adjustment

the measure of income m this way reduces of famdy income for famdy size. Over the

the level of inequality by shrinking the num- last two decades average famdy size has

bers of households at the highest and lowest dechned by 12 percent, largely reflecting

ends of the income spectrum. In 1988 the fewer children per famdy. As a result, even

percent of households with income over though family income has been largely stag-
$100,000 falls by almost half, and the pro- nant, income per family member, a rough

portion with incomes under $10,000 falls measure of liwng standards, has mcreased
by almost one-fourth, by about 15 percent If we look beyond

Better income measurement reduces the famdles to all households--including the

estimated level of income inequahty, but it growing number of young singles who have

TABLE 2

TheShapeof theHouseholdIncomeDistributionunderAlternativeIncomeDefinitions,1989'

Percent of Households in Income Class (classes in thousands)

<$10 $10-$20 $20-$30 $30-$40 $40-$50 $50-$75 $75-$100 >$100 Total

Standard 166% 189 170 142 108 145 51 39 100%
census
Income**

Adjusted 125% 227 21 2 164 109 11.5 26 21 100%
census
Income***

*Householdsincludebothfamiliesandunrelatedindividuals
**Standardcensusincomestatisticsarebasedongrossmoneyincome,excludingcapitalgains.
***Grossmoneyincomeincludingcapitalgains,lessalltaxespaid,plustheimputedvalueofm-kindincomefrom
employer-providedhealthinsuranceandgovernmentnonmoneybenefitslikefoodstamps,Medicaid,andfree
schoollunches.

SOURCE:U.S. Bureau of the Census, September 1990.
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only themselves to support--the Congres- families have children. In the long run hv-
sional Budget Office estimated that living ing standards cannot grow faster than the

standards since the early seventies have in- general rate of economic growth.

creased by 20 percent. There are hmits to

this type of adjustment, however. Most mFrank Levy

people eventually form families and most

Biography: Frank Levy is the Rose Professor of Urban Economics at MIT's Department of Urban
Studies and Planning.
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"One reason that action to limit growing income inequality in the United States _s

difficult is that the growth in inequality Is not a simple picture. Old-line leftists, if

there are any left, would like to make it a single story--the rich becoming richer by

exploiting the poor. But that's just not a reasonable picture of America in the 1980s

For one thing, most of our very poor don't work, which makes it hard to exploit

them. For another, the poor had so little to start with that the dollar value of the
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gains of the rich dwarfs that of the losses of the poor. (In constant dollars, the
mcrease in per family income among the top tenth of the population in the 1980s
was about a dozen t_mes as large as the dechne among the bottom tenth.)"

--Paul Krugrnan

The Age of Dtmintshed Expectattons, 1990, p. 22.

EconomicGrowth
Pau/ M. Romer

CompoundRatesofGrowth tlons such as compounding that depend on
repeated multiplication, we systematically

In the modern version of an old legend, an underestimate how fast things grow. As a
investment banker asks to be paid by plac- result we often lose sight of how important
ing one penny on the first square of a chess the average rate of growth is for an econ-
board, two pennies on the second square, omy For an investment banker the choice
four on the third, etc. If the banker had between a payment that doubles with every
asked that only the white squares be used, square on the chess board and one that dou-
the initial penny would double m value thlr- bles with every other square is more un-
ty-one t_mes, leaving $21.5 mdhon on the portant than any other part of the contract.
last square. Using both the black and the Who cares whether the payment is in pennies,
white squares makes the penny grow to pounds, or pesos? For a nation the choices
$92,000,000 bdlion, that detemune whether income doubles with

People are reasonably good at forming every generation, or instead with every other
estimates based on addition, but for opera- generat=on, dwarf all other pohcy concerns.
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GrowthinIncomePerCapita After correcting for the cost of living,
North America is still the most prosperous

Starting at one-third the level in the region in the world, but it may not remain
United States, income per capita in Japan so for long, Even if growth m Japan slows
grew at the rate of 5.8 percent per year from dramatically, Japan may still take the lead,
1960 to 1985 Starting at one-fifteenth of just as North America surpassed England at
the level in the Umted States, income per the beginning of this century.
capita m India grew at the rate of 1.5 per- Suppose that the rate of increase in Japan
cent per year. Because income per person is 2.6 percent, half a percentage point
grew at an annual rate of 2.1 percent in the higher than the recent rate m the United
United States, Japan was catching up and States, and suppose that the rate in North

India was falling farther behind. America falls by half a percentage point to
You can figure out how long it takes in- 1 6 percent. In a hundred years income per

come to double by dividing the growth rate person would be more than twice as large
into the number 72. If growth in the United in Japan as it is in North America.
States continues at the annual rate of 2 1

percent, income per capita will double ev-
ery 34 years (72/2.1 = 34). In 102 years, GrowthandRecipes
income will increase eightfold. This in-

crease is large, but not unprecedented Economic growth occurs whenever peo-
In the United States, income per person pie take resources and rearrange them in

grew by about this factor over the last 100 ways that are more valuable. A useful meta-
years At the Japanese rate of 5 8 percent, phor for production in an economy comes
income will double every 12 years. If this from the kitchen To create valuable final

were sustained for 96 years, average in- products, we mix inexpensive ingre&ents
come in Japan would increase by a factor together according to a recipe. The cooking
of 256. one can do is limited by the supply of Ingre-

One reason Japan grew so fast is that it dlents, and most cooking In the economy
started from so far behind. Rapid growth produces undesirable side effects. If eco-

could be achieved in large part by copying nomic growth could be achieved only by
industrial practices in the leading countries doing more and more of the same kind of
of the world. The interesting question is cooking, we would eventually run out of

why India did not manage the same trick raw materials and suffer from unacceptable
(see THIRD WORLD ECONOMICDEVELOP- levels of pollution and nuisance. Human
MENT).As Japan catches up with the lead- history teaches us, however, that economic

ing countries, growth will inevitably slow. growth spnngs from better recipes, not just
Over the course of the next century, an in- from more cooking. New recipes generally
crease by a factor of 8 in per capita Income produce fewer unpleasant side effects and

is believable, but an increase by a factor of generate more economic value per unit of
256 is not. raw material (see NATURAL RESOURCES).
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Every generation has perceived the limits ipes each day, it would take nearly a milhon
to growth that finite resources and undes_r- years to go through them all. (In fact, this
able s_de effects would pose if no new reci- calculation vastly underestimates the
pes or ideas were discovered. And every amount of exploration that remains to be
generation has underestimated the potential done because m_xtures can be made of more

for findmg new recipes and Ideas. We con- than four elements, fractional proportions
sistently fail to grasp how many ideas re- can be selected, and a w_de variety of pres-
main to be discovered. The difficulty zs the sures and temperatures can be used during
same one we have with compounding. Pos- mixing.)

szbihties do not add up. They multiply. Even after correcting for these additional
In a branch of physical chemistry known factors, th_s kind of calculation only begins

as exploratory synthes_s, chemists try mix- to suggest the range of possibilities. Instead
mg selected elements together at different of just mixing elements together in a disor-
temperatures and pressures to see what ganlzed fashion, we can use chemical reac-

comes out Several years ago, one of the t_ons to combine elements such as hydrogen
hundreds of compounds discovered this and carbon mto ordered structures like poly-
way was found to be a superconductor at mers or proteins. To see how far this kind
temperatures far higher than anyone pre- of process can take us, imagine the ideal
VlOUSlythought possible. This discovery chemical refinery. It would convert abun-
may ultimately have economic _mplications dant, renewable resources into a product
that are as far-reaching as the d_scovery of that humans value. It would be smaller than
the transistor, a car, mobile so that _t could search out

To get some sense of how much scope its own inputs, capable of maintaining the
there _s for more such d_scovenes, we can temperature necessary for its reactions

calculate as follows. The periodic table con- w_thln narrow bounds, and able to automat-
tams about a hundred different types of _cally heal most system failures. It would
atoms, so the number of combmations made build replicas of itself for use after it wears

up of four different elements _s about 100 out, and it would do all of this w_th httle
× 99 × 98 × 97 = 94,000,000 A hst of human supervision. All we would have to

numbers like 1, 2, 3, 7 can represent the do is get it to stay still periodically so that
proportions for using the four elements m a we could hook up some pipes and drain off
recipe To keep things s_mple, assume that the final product.
the numbers m the list must he between 1 Th_srefinery already exists. It is the milk
and 10. that no fractions are allowed, and cow And if nature can produce thzs struc-

that the smallest number must always be 1 tured collection of hydrogen, carbon, and
Then there are about 3,500 different sets of miscellaneous other atoms by meandering

proportions for each choice of four ele- along one particular evolutionary path of
ments, and 3,500 × 94,000,000 (or 330 trial and error (albeit one that took hundreds

bflhon) different recipes in total. If labora- of millions of years), there must be an un-
tories around the world evaluated 1,000 rec- _magmably large number of valuable struc-
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tures and recipes for combining atoms that cially those with commercial value. Even
we have yet to discover, automobile producers in North America

recognize that they can learn from ideas
developed m the rest of the world. But car

ObjectsandIdeas firms in India operate in a government-cre-
ated protective time warp. The Hlllman and

Thinking about ideas and recipes changes Austin cars produced in England in the fif-
how one thinks about economic pohcy (and ties continue to roll off production lines in
cows). A traditional explanation for the per- India today. India's commitment to closing
Slstent poverty of many less developed itself off and striving for self-sufficiency
countries is that they lack objects such as has been as strong as Japan's commitment
natural resources or capital goods. But Ja- to acquinng foreign ideas and participating
pan had httle of either in 1950 and still has fully m world markets. The outcomes--
few natural resources, so something else grinding poverty in India and opulence in
must be involved. Increasingly, emphasis Japan--could hardly be more disparate.
is shifting to the notion that it is ideas, not For a developing country hke India,
objects, that poor countries lack. The enormous increases m standards of living
knowledge needed to provide citizens of the could be achieved merely by letting in the
poorest countries with a vastly improved ideas held by companies from industrialized
standard of hving already exists in the ad- nations. But leadmg countries like the
vanced countries. If a poor nation mvests United States and Canada, and new leaders

in education and does not destroy the incen- like Japan, cannot stay ahead merely by
twes for Its citizens to acquire ideas from adopting ideas developed elsewhere. They
the rest of the world, it can rapidly take must also offer incentives for the discovery
advantage of the publicly available part of of new _deas at home, and th_s is not easy
the worldwide stock of knowledge. If, m to do. The same characteristic that makes

addition, it offers mcentwes for privately an _dea so valuable--everybody can use it
held ideas to be put to use within its borders at the same time--also means that it is hard

(for example, by protecting foreign patents, to earn an appropriate rate of return on in-
copyrights, and hcenses, and by permitting vestments m ideas. The many people who
direct investment by foreign firms), its citl- benefit from a new idea can too easily free-
zens can soon work m state-of-the-art pro- ride on the efforts of others
ductive activities. After the transistor was invented at Bell

Some ideas from the developed world are Labs, for example, many applied ideas had
rapidly adopted by less developed coun- to be developed before this basic science
tries. For example, oral rehydratlon therapy discovery yielded any commercial value.
now saves the hves of hundreds of thou- By now, private firms have developed lm-
sands of children who previously would proved recipes that have brought the cost of
have died from diarrhea. Yet governments a transistor down by a factor of 1 million.
in poor countries continue to zmpede the Yet most of the benefits from those discov-

flow of many other kinds of Ideas, espe- eries have been reaped not by the innovating
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finns, but by the users of the transistors, production of ideas. Proposed changes
Just a few years ago, I prod a thousand range from increased funding for basic sci-
dollars per million transistors for memory ence to antitrust exemptions for research
in my computer. Now I pay less than a consortia, from cuts in capital gains tax
hundred per million, and yet I have done rates to an expliczt "industrial policy"
nothing to deserve or help pay for this wind- whereby a government agency directly sub-
fall. sidizes specific industries. We should not

If the government confiscated most of the attempt to transplant institutions from Japan
oil from major discoveries and gave it to into the very different social and political
consumers, oil companies would do much climate of North America, but we should

less exploration. Some oil would still be learn from Japan's experience.
found serendipitously, but many promising Through a comphcated and poorly under-
opportunities for exploration would be by- stood combination of practzces that we
passed. Both oll companies and consumers would not want to copy--practices that
would be worse off. The leakage of benefits seem to include collusion between finns,
such as those from improvements in the bid rigging, systematic exclusion of for-
transistor acts just like this kind of confis- eigners, arm twisting by the government,
catory tax and has the same effect on incen- the _solation of managers from any effective
twes for exploration. For th_s reason most control by shareholders, and the pursuit of
economists support three government poh- growth in finns that takes precedence over
cies designed to encourage the production, shareholder returns--the Japanese have
transmission, and implementation of ideas: achieved a far higher level of research and
universal subsld_es for education, competl- development by finns than exists m the
tive grants for basic research, and patents Umted States In the construction industry,
and copyrights, which offer temporary mo- for example, Japanese firms spend more
nopoly profits on ideas Economists also than five umes as much on research as com-
recognize, however, that such pohcies may parable firms m the Umted States. All of the
not provide adequate incentives to discover top six construction firms in Japan maintain
the many small applied ideas needed to con- major research laboratories with facilities,
vert a basic idea such as the transistor into budgets, and coverage of disciplines that

a product such as computer memory, or to exceed those of the largest university- or
convert a new product such as the video- government-based construction-oriented
cassette recorder (which was first produced laboratories in the Umted States. None of
m the Umted States) into an inexpenswe the top North American firms maintains a
consumer good s_mflar xnst_tute In a further contrast with

Stimulated in part by the dramatic and the United States, very little of the research

continuing success of the Japanese m catch- done by firms m Japan is funded directly or
ing and then surpassing North American indirectly by the government or conducted
finns m many areas of manufacturing, poli- in universities. As just one indication of the
cymakers in the United States are now con- success of their system, the Japanese share
sldering additional ways to stimulate the of the worldwide construction market has
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been increasing and the North American of other ideas. The British invented patents
share has been falhng, and copyrights m the seventeenth century.

The usual retort to this kind of compari- North Americans invented the agricultural
son is that umverslties in Japan are weak extension service in the nineteenth century

and that the quantity and quality of basic and peer-rewewed competitive grants for
research are much higher in the United basic research in the twentieth century. Jap-
States. From the perspective of our national anese economic pohcy has been remarkably
interest, this response is doubly misleading, successful in the last three decades, but a
The benefits of pure basic science in the growmg number of scandals involving
United States can be captured by any coun- bribe-taking pohticlans warns us not to
try in the world For the price of a journal blindly imitate their institutions. The Japa-
subscription, Japanese firms can learn the nese are learning the same lesson we should
latest recipe for high-temperature supercon- have learned when members of Congress
ductors. In addltton, because construcuon intervened in the supervision of savmgs and

is a very large fraction of GNP--9 percent loans: if the government has Important dis-
in the Umted States and 18 percent in Ja- creUonary power over economic affairs,

pan--even small _mprovements m con- members of the government can all too eas-
struct_on techmques can have effects on dy divert that power from its intended pub-
national income that are large compared hc purpose and put _t to private use, The
with more exciting basic science &scover- challenge facing all of the industrialized
_es countries, including Japan, _s therefore to

The lesson from the Japanese experience mvent new restitutions that support a high
Is clear: mundane forms of applied re- level of apphed, commercially relevant re-
search, such as design work or product and search m the private sector. These mstitu-
process engineering, can have large cumu- tlons must not impose high efficiency costs
lative benefits for the finn that undertakes and, most _mportant, must not be vulnerable
them and even larger benefits for society as to capture by narrow interests.
a whole, Moreover, the gains from apphed We do not know what the next major idea
research are largest not when it is dictated about how to support ideas will be. Nor do
by government agency priorities or aca- we know where it wall emerge. There are,
demlc interests, but instead when _t is however, two safe pre&cuons. F_rst, the
closely integrated into the operations of a country that takes the lead in the twenty-
firm and motivated by the problems and first century wall be the one that implements
opportumt_es that the firm faces, an mnovaUon that supports the production

of commercially relevant ideas in the pri-
vate sector. Second, new meta-ideas of this

Meta-ldeas kind will be found

Only a failure of imagination, the same
Perhaps the most important ideas of all one that leads the man on the street to sup-

are meta-ideas. These are ideas about how pose that everything has already been in-
to support the production and transmission vented, leads us to believe that all of the
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relevant institutions have been designed and to explore and wonderful surprises to dis-
that all of the policy levers have been found, cover.

For social scientists, every b_t as much as

for physical scientists, there are vast regions --Paul M. Romer

Biography: Paul M. Romer is a professor of economics at the University of Cahfornla, Berkeley,
a research associate with the National Bureau of Economic Research. and the Royal Bank fellow
of the Canadian Institute for Advanced Research
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ForecastingandEconometricModels
Saul H. Hymans

• An econometric model is one of the tools of the operation of a private enterprise econ-
that economists use to forecast future devel- omy. It is obviously incomplete. There is no
opments in the economy. In the simplest central bank supplying money, no banking
terms, econometricians measure past rela- system, and no government levying taxes,

tlonships between variables such as con- building roads, or providing education. But
sumer spending and gross national product, the essentmls of the private sector of the
and then try to forecast how changes in economy--working, producing, and buy-
some variables will affect the future course ing products and services--are represented
of others in a useful way in figure 1.

Before econometricians can make such The dmgrammatlc model of figure 1 has
calculations, they need what _s called an certain &sadvantages when _tcomes to rep-
economic model, or a theory of how differ- resenting quantities, such as the value of
ent factors m the economy interact with one the wage and salary payments or the number
another. For instance, think of the economy of cars produced. To represent magmtudes
as composed of households and business more conveniently, economists employ a
firms, as depicted on the left-hand side of mathematical model, which basically is a
figure 1. Households supply business firms set of equations that describe various rela-
with labor services (as tailors, accountants, Uonships between varaables. Consider
engineers, etc.) and earn wages and salaries household purchases of output, shown as
from the businesses in exchange for their acuvlty number 4 in figure 1 If W _s the

labor. Using the labor services, businesses amount of wages and salaries earned by
produce various outputs (clothing, cars, households, and C _s household expendl-
etc.), which are avaxlable for purchase tures on clothing, then the equation C =

(right-hand side of figure 1) Households, .12W states that households spend 12 per-
using the earnings derived from their labor cent of their wages and salaries on clothing
serwces, become the customers who pur- An equauon could also be constructed to

chase the output. The products produced by represent household purchases of cars or
the businesses wind up m the households, any other goods and services. Indeed, each
and the wage and salary payments return to of the actlviUes p_ctured in figure 1 can be
the businesses in exchange for the products represented m the form of an equation Do-
being sold to the households, mg so may take a blend of economic theory,

This chain of events, as shown by the physical and mstltuuonal realities, and
activities numbered 1 through 5 in figure 1, mathematical sophistication, but once
asa description--or &agrammaUc model-- done, the result would be a mathematical or

190
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FIGURE 1
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"'quantitative economic model," which 1s far statistical methods refer to such numbers

but one _mportant step away from an econo- as parameters) that describe what really
metric model, goes on in the real world. For this purpose

The equation for clothing purchases, C one can turn to the relevant h_storical data

= . 12W, asserts that 12 percent of house- to find out what percentage of household

hold income _s spent on clothing. That "12 income Americans do, in fact, typically

percent" was selected purely for illustrative spend on clothing. Table 1 presents the fig-

purposes. But if the model is to say anything ures for the years 1984 through 1989.
useful about the American economy of to- Obviously, the dlustratlve 12 percent

day, the model must contain numbers figure was way off and, if left in the model,
(econometricians and others applying slml- would have led to serious errors in applica-
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TABLE 1 they are determined by forces "outside"
the model. For example, a realistic model
must include personal income taxes col-

Spending on Clothing lected by the government because taxes are
the "wedge" between the gross income

% of Household earned by households and the net income
Year Income (what economists call disposable income)

available for households to spend. The1984 5.8
taxes collected depend on the tax rates in the1985 5.8
income tax laws. If the model is to forecast

1986 6.0
economic activity several years into the fu-

1987 6.0 ture, anticipated future tax rates must be
1988 5.9 made a part of the model's information
1989 6.0 base That reqmres an assumption about

whether the government will change future

tion to the American economy. A more ap- income tax rates and, If so, when and by
propnate value is 5.9 percent, which how much. Similarly, the model reqmres
implies the equation C = .059W. Because an assumption about the monetary pohcy
the parameter value of 059 in the clothing that will be pursued by the central bank
equation is derived from the relevant data, (the Federal Reserve System m the United
the equation should say something meaning- States), and assumptions about many other
ful about the economy. Using real data to such "'outside of the model" (or exoge-
determine or estimate all the parameter val- nous) variables in order to forecast all the

ues in the model is the critically Important "reside of the model" (or endogenous)
step that turns the abstract mathematical eco- variables.

nomic model into an econometric model. The need for the econometrician to use

An econometric model is said to be corn- the best available economic judgment about
plete if it contains enough equations to pre- "'outside'" factors is inherent in economic

dict values for all of the variables m the forecasting An econometrlcally based eco-

model, such as C and W. The single equa- nomlc forecast can, therefore, be wrong for
tion C = .059W, for example, predicts C several reasons:
if the value of W is known Thus, there must

be an equation somewhere in the model that 1. incorrect assumptions about the "out-
determines W If all such logical connec- side," or exogenous, variables, which
t_ons have been made, the model _s com- are called input errors

plete and can, in pnnciple, be used to 2. econometric equations that are only ap-
forecast the economy or to test theories proximatlons to the truth (note that
about its behavior, clothing purchases do not amount to ex-

Actually, no econometric model is ever actly 5.9 percent of household income
truly complete. All models contain vari- every year), which are called model er-
ables that the model cannot predict because rors
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3. some combination of input error and forecast, the answer must be "Incorporate
model error the outside reformation into the model,

even If that means effectively 'erasing' the
Most econometric forecasters believe parameter value .059 and replacing it with

that economic judgment can and should be .065 while generating next year's fore-
used not only to determine values for exoge- cast." Imposing such constant adjustments
nous variables (an obvious requirement), on forecasts used to be disparaged as en-
but also to reduce the likely size of model tirely unscientific In recent years, how-
error. Taken literally, the equation C = ever, researchers have begun to regard such
.059W means that "any deviation of cloth- behavior as inevitable m the social science

ing purchases from 5.9 percent of house- of economic forecasting and have begun to
hold income must be considered a random study how best--from a scientific perspec-
aberration from normal or expected behav- tive--to mcorporate such outside informa-
lor"--one of those inherently unpre&ct- tion.
able vagaries of human behavior that Much of the motwatlon behind trying to
continually trap up pollsters, economists, specify the most accurately descriptive eco-
and any others who attempt to forecast so- nom_c model, trying to determine parameter
cmeconomic events values that most closely represent economic

The economic forecaster must be pre- behavior, and combining these with the best

pared to be wrong because of unpredictable available outside information arises from
model error. But is all model error really the desire to produce accurate forecasts.

unpredictable? Suppose the forecaster reads Unfortunately, the accuracy of an economic
reports that indicate unusually favorable forecast is not easy to judge. There are sim-
consumer reaction to the latest styles m ply too many dimensions of detail and inter-
clothing Suppose that on this basis, the est. One user of the forecast may care
forecaster beheves that about 6.5 percent of mostly about gross national product (GNP),
household income, rather than the usual 5 9 another mostly about exports and imports,

percent, will be spent on clothing next year. and another mostly about inflation and in-
Should the forecaster ignore his behef that terest rates. Thus, the same forecast may
clothing sales are about to "take off," leave provide very useful information to some us-
the model alone, and produce a forecast that ers, while being misleading to others.

he expects to be wrong? For want of anything obviously superior,
The answer depends on the purpose of the most common gauge of the quality of a

the forecast. If the purpose is the purely forecast is how accurately it predicts real
scientific one of determmmg how accu- GNP Real GNP Is the most inclusive sum-

rately a well-constructed model can fore- mary measure of total national production.
cast, the answer must be "'Ignore the For many purposes there is much value m
outside information and leave the model knowing, with some lead time, whether to

alone." If the purpose is the more prag- expect real GNP to be increasing rapidly (a
matic one of using the best available mfor- booming economy), to be slowing down or

marion to produce the most informatwe speeding up relatwe to recent behavior, or
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CHART 1

RSQEForecastAccuracy:1971-1990
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to be declining (a slumping or recessionary forecast published in November of the pre-
economy). The information contained in ceding year Although the forecast missed
chart 1can be used to judge, in the summary the actual percentage change by an average
fashion just indicated, the forecasting accu- of 1.27 percentage points, the forecast was
racy achieved by the econometric model I sometimes off by considerably more than
work on, that of the Research Seminar in that--by 3.2 percentage points for 1982,
Quantitative Economics (RSQE) of the Urn- for example. Nonetheless, there was never
versity of Michigan a boom year that RSQE forecast to be a bad

The RSQE forecasting project, dating year, never a bad year that RSQE forecast
back to the fifties, is one of the oldest in the to be a boom year, and almost never an
United States. Chart 1 compares, for each instance in which the forecast didn't pro-

of the years from 1971 through 1990, the vide the right information as to whether the
actual percent change in real GNP (the economy's growth rate was about to speed
economy's growth rate) with the RSQE up or slow down. These forecast errors
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would be large ff we were forecasting a mcreased by 10 percentage points?" The
rocket trajectory. But economics is a social forecaster puts the new tax rate into the

science with few truly reliable laws of be- model and recalculates the projected level

havior, and chart 1 surely is suggestive of of, say, real GNP, to show the new tax

a long record of informative GNP forecast- rate's effect on the economy.

ing Economists commonly employ such cal-
Econometric forecasting is the joint prod- culations to help them advise businesses and

uct of the econometric model and the econo- governments. The pracUcal validity of such

mist who uses it. Studies have shown that apphcations depends on how well the

forecasts that combine the model and the model's structure represents the economic
forecaster's judgment are generally more behawor that is central to the "what if"

accurate than "purely objective" forecasts question being asked. All models are

that are produced with the econometric merely approximations to reahty; the issue

model alone. Models are, however, rou- is whether a given model's approximation

tinely used by themselves m the important _s good enough for the question at hand.
area of econometric policy analysis and m Thus, making models more accurate is lm-

other "what zf" calculations, Thus, a base- portant As long as people ask "What if

line forecast may be calculated using the _" econometric models will continue
model and the best information avadable to to be used and useful

the forecaster. Then some question is asked,
such as "What if the income tax rate is wSaui H. Hymans

Biography: Saul H. Hymans ts a professor of economics and stat_stlcs and director of the Research
Seminar m Quantitative Economics at the Unwerslty of M_chlgan
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GreatDepression
Robert J. Samuelson

• The Great Depression of the thirties re- and 25 percent in unit volume. Most nations
mains the most _mportant economic event suffered. In 1932 Britain's unemployment
in Amencan history. It caused enormous was 17.6 percent. Germany's depression
hardship for tens of millions of people and hastened the rise of Hitler and, thereby,
the failure of a large fraction of the nation's contributed to World War I1.
banks, businesses, and farms. It trans- The depression is best understood as the
formed national politics by vastly expand- final chapter of the breakdown of the world-
ing government, which was increasingly wide economic order. The breakdown
expected to stabilize the economy and to started with World War 1 and ended In the
prevent suffering. Democrats became the thirties with the collapse of the gold stan-
majority party. In 1929 the Republicans dard As the depression deepened, govern-
controlled the White House and Congress ments tried to protect their reserves of gold
By 1933, the Democrats had the presidency by keeping interest rates high and credit
and, with huge margins, Congress tight for too long This had a devastating
(310-117 in the House, and 60-35 in the impact on credit, spending, and prices, and
Senate) President Franklin Roosevelt's an ordinary business slump became a ca-
New Deal gave birth to the Amencan ver- lam_ty. What ultimately ended the depres-
sion of the welfare state. Social Security, slon was World War I1 Military spending
unemployment insurance, and federal fam- and moblhzatlon reduced the U S unem-

lly assistance all began in the thirties, ployment rate to 1 9 percent by 1943.
It is hard for those who did not live With hindsight it seems amazing that

through _t to grasp the full force of the governments did not act sooner and more
worldwide depression Between 1930 and forcefully to end the depression The fact
1939 U.S. unemployment averaged 18 2 that they did not attests to how different
percent. The economy's output of goods people's expectaUons and world pohucs

and services (gross national product) de- were in the thirties The depression can be
clined 30 percent between 1929 and 1933 understood only in the context of the times

and recovered to the 1929 level only in Consider four huge differences between
1939. Prices of almost everything (farm then and now:
products, raw materials, industrial goods,

stocks) fell dramatically. Farm prices, for 1. The gold standard. Most money was
instance, dropped 51 percent from 1929 to paper, as it is now. but governments
1933 World trade shriveled: between 1929 were obligated, if requested, to redeem
and 1933 it shrank 65 percent in dollar value that paper for gold. This "convertlbll-
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ity" put an upper limit on the amount of was charged with the responsibility for
paper currency governments could print, providing emergency funds to banks so
and thus prevented inflation. There was that surprise withdrawals would not trig-
no tradition (as there is today) of contin- ger bank runs and a financial panic.
uous, modest inflation. Most countries 3. Production patterns. Farming and raw
went off the gold standard during World materials were much more important
War I. and restoring it was a major post- parts of the economy than they are to-
war aim. Britain, for instance, returned day. This meant that lower commodity
to gold in 1925. Other countries backed prices could cripple domestic prosperity
their paper money not with gold, but and world trade, because price declines
with other currencies--mainly U.S. destroyed the purchasing power of farm-
dollars and British pounds--that were ers and other primary producers (includ-
convertible into gold. As a result flexi- lng entire nations). In 1929 fanning
blhty of governments was hmlted. A accounted for 23 percent of U.S. era-
loss of gold (or convertible currencies) ployment (versus 2.5 percent today).
often forced governments to raise inter- Two-fifths of world trade was in farm
est rates The higher interest rates dis- products, another fifth in other raw ma-

couraged conversion of interest-bearing terlals. Poor countries (including coun-
deposits into gold and bolstered confi- tries in Latin America, Asia, and Central
dence that inflation would not break the Europe) exported food and raw materials

commitment to gold. and imported manufactured goods from
2. Economic policy. Apart from the gold industrial nations

standard, economic policy barely ex- 4. The impact of World War I. Wartime
_sted There was httle belief that govern- rotation, when the gold standard had
ments could, or should, prevent business been suspended, raised prices and m-

slumps These were seen as natural, spired fears that gold stocks were inade-
therapeutic, and self-correcting. The quate to provide backing for enlarged
lower wages and interest rates caused by money supphes at the new, higher price
slumps would spur recovery The level This was one reason that convert-
1920-21 downturn (when industrial ible currencies, such as the dollar and

production fell 25 percent) had preceded pound, were used as gold substitutes.
the prosperous twenties. "People will The war weakened Britain, left Ger-
work harder, hve a more moral hfe," many with massive reparations pay-

Andrew Mellon, Treasury secretary un- ments, and split the Austro-Hungarian
der President Herbert Hoover, said after Empire into many countries. These

the depression started. "Enterprising countries, plus Germany, depended on
people will pick up the wrecks from less foreign loans (m convertible currencies)
competent people," he claimed. One to pay for their imports. The arrange-
exception to the hands-off attitude was ment was unstable because any with-
the Federal Reserve. created in 1913. It drawal of short-term loans would force
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the borrowing countries to retrench, to curtail imports. In 1930, for example,
which could cripple world trade. President Herbert Hoover signed the

Smoot-Hawley tariff, raising tariffs on dutl-

To view the Great Depression as the last able Items by 52 percent. The protectionism
gasp of the gold standard--as economic put an extra brake on world trade just when
historians Barry Eichengreen and Peter countries should have been promoting It.
Temin suggest--bridges the gap between With the passage of time, both the Fried-
two popular explanations. The best-known, man-Schwartz and Klndleberger views
advanced by economists Milton Friedman seem correct. Inept monetary policy ex-
and Anna Schwartz in A Monetary. History plains the depression's severity, as Fried-
of the United States, 1867-1960, blames man and Schwartz argue. But because the
the Federal Reserve for permitting two- gold standard caused many governments to
fifths of the nation's banks to fad between make similar errors, the effects were world-

1929 and 1933 (or 10,797 of the 25,568 wide, as Klndleberger contends.
banks in 1929). Since deposits were not The start of the depression is usually
insured then, the bank failures wiped out dated to the spectacular stock market crash
savings and shrank the money supply. From of 1929 The Dow Jones industrial average
1929 to 1933 the money supply dropped by hit its peak of 381 on September 3, up from
one-third, choking off credit and making It 300 at the start of the year. After sporadic
impossible for many indwlduals and busi- dechnes, the roof fell m on October 24

nesses to spend or invest, Friedman and (Black Thursday) Stock prices dropped 15
Schwartz argue that it was this drop m the to 20 percent before being supported by
money supply that strangled the economy, buying from a pool of bankers, Although
They consider the depression mainly an the market closed with only a small loss
American affair that spread abroad (down 6 to 299), trading was nearly 12.9

In contrast, economist Charles Kindle- mllhon shares, about triple the normal vol-
berger, in The World m Depression, 1929- ume. The selhng panic resumed the next
1939, sees the depression as a global event week On Monday the Dow fell 38 points

caused by a lack of world economic leader- to 260, then the biggest one-day drop ever
ship According to Kindleberger, Britain The next day (Black Tuesday), it slid an-
provided leadership before World War I. It other 30 points. By November 13, the Dow
fostered global trade by keeping its markets was at 198.

open, promoted expansion by makmg over- There had been warnings. Many com-
seas investments, and prevented financial mentators complained before the crash that
crises with emergency loans. After World the market was driven by speculation. A lot
War II the Umted States played this role. of stock was bought on credit. Between the
But between the wars no country did, and end of 1927 and October 1929, loans to

the depression fed on itself, Kindleberger brokers rose 92 percent. At the start of Oc-
argues. No country did enough to halt bank- tober, loans equaled nearly a fifth of the
mg crises, and the entire industrial world value of all stocks. But by itself the stock

adopted protectionist measures in attempts market crash d_d not cause the depression.
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By year's end the Dow Jones industrial av- was not stingy in early 1930 and was not
erage had actually rebounded to 248 (down driving the economy into depression at that
17 percent from the beginning of 1929). It time. It was not until 1931 and later that the
continued rising in early 1930. Federal Reserve failed to act as the "lender

The depression is often blamed on the of last resort" and allowed so many banks
passivity of President Hoover and the Fed- to fall.
eral Reserve. This view is simphstic. True, The truth is that, until the summer of
Hoover's commitment to a balanced bud- early fall of 1930, almost everyone ex-
get--the orthodoxy of the day--precluded pected the economy to recover, just as it
big new spending programs. And his decl- had m 1921. Unfortunately, almost every-
sion in 1932 to combat a budget deficit by one underestimated the forces pulling the
raising taxes sharply IS widely viewed as a economy down. One was the drop in trade
major blunder But it is not true that Hoover that resulted from collapsing commodity
and the Federal Reserve stood idly by and prices. Kindleberger has argued that the
did nothing as the depression worsened, pnce collapse was worsened by the stock
After the crash Hoover instituted a tax cut market crash. The connection lay in a dry-
equal to 4 percent of federal revenues, He ing up of credit. Many loans used to buy
urged state and local governments to raise stock had come from foreigners and big cor-
their spending on public works projects, poratlons, and they demanded repayment
Hoover also created the Reconstruction FI- when stock prices plummeted. New York

nance Corporation, which provided loans to banks assumed some of the loans, but they
shaky banks, utilities, and railroads. In cut loans to the importers of raw materials.
1931 he suspended collection of foreign- Demand for these products (rubber, cocoa,
debt payments to the United States, which coffee) dropped, and prices fell. Strapped
he thought were Impeding recovery of the for funds, countries that exported commodi-
international economy, ties reduced their imports of manufactured

Nor was the Federal Reserve entirely pas- goods from industrial nations. The drop in

slve During the crash the Fed lent liberally trade was deepened by Smoot-Hawley,
to banks so they could sustain securities which provoked massive retaliation by
lending. Interest rates were allowed to drop other nations
rapidly. The discount rate (the rate at which What made matters worse was a big drop
the Federal Reserve lends to commercial in U S. consumer spending--far more than

banks) fell from 6 percent in October 1929 can be explained by the stock market crash.
to 2 5 percent m June 1930. The money The drop may have been a backlash to the

supply (cash in circulation plus checking rise of installment lending (for cars, fumi-
and time deposits at banks) declined only ture, and appliances) in the twenties, The
slightly m the next year. Tighter Federal prevailing practice allowed lenders to re-
Reserve pohcy m 1928 and early 1929-- possess an item if the borrower missed just
intended to check stock market specula- one payment. People may have stopped

tion--may have helped trigger the eco- making new purchases to reduce the risk of
nomic downturn But the Federal Reserve losing things they already had bought on
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credit. Whatever happened, the slump soon the second tighter credit. The gold standard
fed on itself. Weak spending depressed handcuffed governments around the world.

prices, which meant that many farmers, The mere hint that a country might abandon
businesses, and nations couldn't repay their gold prompted speculators and international
debts. Rising bad debts prompted banks to depositors to change local money into gold
restrict new loans and sell financial assets, or a convertible currency. Deposit with-

usually bonds. Scarce credit led to less bor- drawals spread panic and squeezed lending.
rowing, less spending, lower prices, and It was a global process that ultimately
more bankruptcies. Trade and investment forced all governments off gold. In May
spiraled downward. Confidence crumbled, 1931 there was a run against Creditanstalt,
and as it did, bank runs--people clamoring a large Austrian bank The panic then

to convert deposits into cash--ensued, shifted to Germany and, in late summer, to
Why could no one stop this spiral? In Britain, which left gold in September.

the United States there were waves of bank The United States was trapped by the
failures in 1931 and 1932. Friedman and same forces. After Britain went offgoid, for
Schwartz maintain that the Federal Reserve instance, the Federal Reserve raised interest

could have prevented them by lending di- rates sharply to stem gold outflows. The

rectly to weak banks and by aggressive discount rate went from 1.5 to 3 5 percent,
"open market" operations (that is, by buy- which, consldenng the condition of the
ing U.S. Treasury securities and thereby economy, was a huge increase The best
injecting new funds into banks and the evidence that the gold standard fostered the
economy) This action would have halted depression is that once countries abandoned
the depression, they argue. They blame the it, their economies usually began growing
Federal Reserve's timidity on the 1928 again. This happened in Germany, Britain,
death of Benjamin Strong, the president of and, after Roosevelt left gold in March and
the Federal Reserve Bank of New York. April 1933, the United States.
Strong had dominated the Federal Reserve Although self-defeating, the defense of
System, which consists of twelve regional gold was a product of law as well as custom.
banks and a board of governors in Washing- The Federal Reserve had to ensure that ev-
ton. He firmly believed that the Federal Re- ery dollar of paper money was backed by
serve had to prevent banking panics and at least forty cents of gold. Once Congress
sustain economic growth. When he died, ended the obligation to exchange gold for
power in the Federal Reserve passed to of- currency, the Fed was largely liberated from
ficials in Washington, whose ideas were worrying about gold. This may have been
murkier. Had Strong lived, Friedman and the most important part of the New Deal's
Schwartz contend, he would have averted economic program The economy did 1m-
the banking collapse, prove Between 1933 and 1937, the unem-

Maybe--and maybe not. In fact, the Fed- ployment rate dropped from 25 to 14

eral Reserve faced conflicting demands to percent before a new recession pushed it
end the depression and to protect the gold back up to 19 percent m 1938. The 1937-38
standard. The first required easier credit, recession is widely blamed on the Federal
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Reserve's mistaken decision to raise bank thrown out of work, for example, when the
reserve requirements in August 1936 and AAA paid landowners not to grow. The
early 1937. (Reserves are funds that banks New Deal also fostered class conscious-
keep as vault cash or as deposits at the Fed- ness. Roosevelt mcreasingly blamed the de-
eral Reserve.) pression on the wealthy--"economic

Many economists now believe that the royalists," as he called them. The loss of
New Deal, apart from its gold policy, prob- business confidence m government policies
ably had little impact on economic activity, may have deterred new investment, off-
At the heart of the early New Deal were setting any economic stimulus of higher
the National Recovery Administration public spending But by 1933 the economy
(NRA) and the Agriculture Adjustment Act had been so ravaged that only a partial re-
(AAA). Created m Roosevelt's first hun- covery may have been possible until the
dred days, they sought to promote recovery huge wamme boom.

by propping up prices. The idea was to im- The depression left an enormous legacy.
prove incomes and halt bankruptctes. The The New Deal accustomed people to look
AAA tried to eliminate agricultural sur- to government, rather than to private char-

pluses (pigs were slaughtered, crops de- lty, for help After World War II, govern-
stroyed) and paid farmers not to plant. The ments everywhere strove to prevent a
NRA allowed compames in the same indus- repetition of the Great Depression. Eco-
try to set wages, prices, and working hours nomlc pohcies became more active and, as
m an effort to check "destructive competi- a practical matter, more inflationary. With
tton '" This approach rested on a remark- the gold standard gone, governments had
able contrad_ctlon: the way to get recovery, more freedom to stimulate their economies
which reqmres more production, is to have w_than expansion of money and credit. The
less production There never hasbeen much polmcal inclination was to act sooner,
evidence that it worked, and the Supreme rather than later, to halt a slump. Likewise,
Court found the NRA unconstitutional in the protectiomsm of the thirties prompted
1935 postwar efforts to reduce tariffs and other

The New Deal did reheve suffering. Per- trade barriers. Finally, the wdd swings of

haps 10 mdhon to 12 mdhon Americans exchange rates that occurred after countries
worked at some t_me on public works or in went off gold spurred the creation of the

rehef jobs (through the Public Works Ad- Bretton Woods system of fixed exchange
ministration, the Works Project Admm_s- rates m 1944. This system (named after a
trat_on, and the Civdian Conservation resort m New Hampshire where the

Corp_) People had their bank deposits pro- agreement was finahzed) stipulated that cur-
tected with the advent of deposit insurance rencles were to maintain fixed exchange
The Securities and Exchange Commission rates with the dollar The system broke

regulated the stock market. Roosevelt mare- down in the early seventies.
tained faith m democracy It is commonly sa_d that another depres-

But there was a cost. The New Deal also s_onwill never occur. This is probably true,

caused suffering. Sharecroppers were often as long as "'another depression" means a
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crude repetition of the thirties. However, restoration of the prewar economic system

crises can come in unfamiliar forms. The difficult, maybe impossible. But that is
basic lesson from the Great Depression is what world leaders attempted because it

that governments cannot permit massive was all they knew and it had worked. Only

collapses of banks or spending. The deeper its collapse convinced them to try some-

lesson is that there are times when the world thing different. Old ideas were overtaken

changes so much and events move so rap- and overwhelmed. It has happened be-

idly that even the well-informed do not fore--and could again.

know how to respond. This is the story of

the depression. Now it seems preventable. _Robert J. Samuelson

Then, it was baffling. World War I made

Biography: Robert J Samuelson is a journahst who writes a column on economic affairs for
Newsweek, the Washington Post. and other newspapers.
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GrossDomesticProduct
Linco/n Anderson

• Gross domestic product, the official Government agencies are continuously re-
measure of total output of goods and ser- vising the data and occasionally find siz-
vices m the U.S. economy, represents the able errors in GDP or GDP components.
capstone and grand summary of the world's Keeping GDP current and accurate is no
best system of economic statistics. The fed- mean feat

eral government organizes millions of For the United States, GDP replaces
pieces of monthly, quarterly, and annual gross national product (GNP) as the main
data from government agencies, compa- measure of production. GDP measures the
nies, and private individuals into hundreds output of all labor and capital within the
of statistics, such as the consumer price in- U S. geographical boundary regardless of
dex (CPI), the employment report, and the residence of that labor or owner of capi-
summaries of corporate and individual tax tal. GNP measures the output supplied by
returns. The U.S. Department of Com- residents of the United States regardless of
merce then marshals the source data into where they live and work or where they
a complete set of statistics known as the own capital. Conceptually, the GDP mea-
National Income and Product Accounts. sure emphasizes production in the United
This set of double-entry accounts provides States, while GNP emphasizes U.S. income
a consistent and detailed representation of resulting from production. The difference,
production in the United States (GDP) and called net factor income received from
its associated income (national income) abroad, is trivial for the United States,

In addition, the Commerce Department amounting to only $13 billion (0.2 percent
derives data on inputs to production (labor of GDP) m 1991. This shift in emphasis
and capital) and tabulates them to form in- brings the Umted States into conformance
dustry data on production: intermediate w_th the international accounting convert-
steps in production (input-output tables): tlon
detaded data on prices; and international GDP measures production, not ex-
and regional statistics. The theoretical de- change. If economists, policymakers, and
velopment and construction of this account- news commentators kept this simple truth
mg system was a major achievement m mind, much confusion over the interpre-
requinng the serwces of a renowned group tat_on of economic statistics might be
of accountants, business executives, econo- avoided. Many proposals to cut taxes, for
mists, and stat,stlcians. And because the example, are aimed at "stimulating con-

economy continues to evolve, the concep- sumer spending," which is expected to
tual and statistical work _snever complete, cause an increase in GDP But consumer
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spending is a use of GDP, not production, and alluring. But heavy-handed reliance on
A rise in consumer demand could simply "demand management" policies can distort
crowd out investment, not raise GDP. market prices, generate major inefficien-

Unfortunately, the GDP data are usually cies, and destroy production incentives. In-
presented in a format that emphasizes ex- dia since its independence and Peru in the
change (the use of GDP) rather than produc- eighties are classic examples of the destruc-
tion (the source of GDP). GDP is tlon that demand management can cause.
represented as the sum of consumer spend- Other less developed countries like South
ing, housing and business investment, net Korea, Mexico, and Argentina have shifted
exports, and government purchases. Behind from an emphasis on government spending
this accounting facade lurks the truth: GDP and demand management to freeing up mar-
is generated by individual labor combined kets, privat_zing assets, and generally en-
with both proprietors' and business capital, hancing mcentwes to work and invest.
raw materials, energy, and technology in a Rapid growth of GDP has resulted (see
myriad of different industries. The Bureau THIRDWORLDECONOMICDEVELOPMENT)

of Economic Analysis (the agency within In the United States the debate over the
the Department of Commerce that is respon- sources of economic growth can be in-
sible for GDP statistics) does show these formed by GDP statistics Take three exam-
relationships in the input-output tables and pies over the past decade First, there has
in the GDP-by-industry data tables (now been a lot of handwringmg over the sup-
produced annually). But most economists posed dechne in U S manufacturing.
and the press focus on the uses of GDP Based on declining employment m manu-

rather than these presentations of GDP as facturlng, many commentators asserted
production, throughout the eighties that the United

For better or worse, the different formats States was "deindustrializmg." It certainly
do influence how people think about the is true that employment in manufacturmg
sources of economic growth. Which, for fell from a peak of 21 million workers in
example, is more of a driving force in the 1979 to 19 million by 1990. But the GDP

economy--retail sales or growth in the la- data show that the production of goods in
bor force? Are inventory levels a key factor the United States was rising rapidly after
at turning points in the business cycle, or is the 1982 recession and, by 1989, hit a ten-
prospective return on investment the key? year high as a share of total GDP. The de-

Does higher government spending increase cline in manufacturing employment was
GDP, or do lower marginal tax rates? Are more than offset by surging productivity.
higher net exports a positive or a negative The rebmldmg of U.S. manufacturing in the
factor? In answenng these questions, eighties occurred at the same time that many
Keynesians usually emphasize the first politicians and some economists were con-
choice while supply-siders place more vinced we had given up our competitive
weight on the second, position in world markets. A cursory glance

In the short run, in business cycles the at the GDP production data would have re-
Keynesian emphasis on demand is relevant vealed the error.
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Second, many people have viewed the to 19 percent m the mideighties, but they
rise in imports in the eighties with similar have since climbed back to about 20 per-
alarm. I believe that fear is groundless and cent. With current tax receipts now low as
is based on accounting rather than econom- a share of GDP, it is clear that major tax
ics. With all other components of GDP held "cuts" have not occurred and that higher
constant, a one-dollar increase in imports government spending is largely responsible
necessarily means a one-dollar drop in for the budget deficit.
GDP But--and this is something that slm- So-called real GDP is real only in the
ple accounting cannot tell us but that eco- economlst's sense that it is adjusted for in-
nomlcs does--all other things are not equal flatlon. The government computes real
Rapid growth m GDP is generally assocl- GDP for, say, 1991 by valuing production
ated with a large rise m imports. The reason in 1991 at the relative prices that existed In
is that high demand for foreign products a "base year." The choice of the base year
coupled with high rates of return on domes- used to compute the real GDP index is im-
tic investment tends to pull foreign invest- portant Relative prices in the base year tend
ment into a country and increase imports, to reflect relative production costs at that
The eighties were no exception: imports and time As GDP and GDP components are
the trade deficit surged concurrently with computed for periods further away from the
fast growth in GDP. Despite the lack of base year, the accuracy deteriorates. Going
historical support for the proposition that forward from a base year, estimates of real
imports reduce GDP, and despite strong op- GDP growth tend to be biased upward, with
position from economists stretching back the bias rising as time passes. Th_s occurs
to Adam Smith, protectlomst trade pohcles because the relative price of goods that em-
were advocated and to some degree lmple- body rapid techmcal innovations, such as

mented m the eighties to "solve" the computers, falls, whale relative prices of
"'problem." A closer look at the correla- lo_-tech goods like coffee cups rise. And
tlons between GDP and imports m_ght have production moves with relative prices.

d_spelled some of the mercantilist myths Computers are a rising share of GDP while
that protectionists rinsed (see MERCANTIL- coffee cups are a falling share So using a
ISM). fixed base year that holds relative produc-

Third, there is the controversy over the tion technology constant results in an up-

cause of the federal budget deficit In the ward bzas in the estimated production costs
eighties, when the budget deficit ballooned of hzgh-tech goods in GDP.
to over $200 bilhon, a prolonged debate The Umted States revises its base year
ensued over whether the rise in the deficit about every five years. The base year for

was caused by spending growth or tax cuts. real GDP was recently moved up from 1982

One way to cut through the haze of numbers to 1987. As a result "real" GDP growth
and get at the simple truth is to look at total over the eighties was revlsed down shghtly.
federal receipts and outlays as shares of The Soviet Union took much longer to re-
GDP. Federal tax receipts as a share of GDP vise _ts base year Until the sixties the Sovi-

did dip from a high of 21 percent m 1981 ets used 1928 as the base year for computing
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CHART 1

FederalSpendingandTaxesasGDPShares
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"real" GDP. Therefore, pubhshed data on components using a shifting base year. This

growth rates were biased upward by a large measure will provide a more accurate repre-

percentage, and the underlying weakness sentat_on of growth in years far from the 1987

in the Soviet economy was obscured. The base penod. I strongly recommend sliding
Bureau of Economic Analysis (BEA) plans base (or "chain") measures in studies using

to pubhsh a measure of real GDP and major a decade or more of real GDP data.
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In practzce BEA first uses the raw data In fact, just about all empirical issues in

on production to make estimates of nominal macroeconomics turn on the GDP data. The

GDP, or GDP in current dollars. It then government uses the data to define emerg-

adjusts these data for inflation to arrive at mg economic problems, devise appropriate

real GDP. But BEA also uses the nominal policies, and judge results. Businesses use

GDP figures to produce the "income side" the data to forecast sales and adjust produc-

of GDP in double-entry bookkeepmg. For tton and investment. Individuals watch

every dollar of GDP there is a dollar of GDP as an in&cator of well-being and ad-
income. The income numbers inform us just their voting and mvestment decisions

about overall trends in the income ofcorpo- accordmgly. This is not to say that the GDP

rations and indtviduals. Other agencies and data are always used or used wisely. Often

private sources report bits and pieces of the they are not. Nor are the GDP data perfect.

income data, but the income data associated But ignoring the GDP data is as close as

wtth the GDP provide a comprehensive and one can come tn macroeconomics to ignor-

consistent set of income figures for the mg the facts And that _s a perilous practice.
United States. These data can be used to

address tmportant and controversial issues --Lincoln Anderson
such as the level and growth of disposable

income per capita, the return on investment,
and the level of saving.

Biography: Lmcoln Anderson is the economist at Fidehty Investments m Boston He was pre-

viously at Bear Stearns and Company in New York and, prior to that, was a senior economist at
the Councd of Economtc Advisers from 1982 to 1986 From 1976 to 1982 he was a research

economist at the Bureau of Economic Analysis
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Hyperinflation
Michae/ /4. Sa/emi

• Inflation is a sustained increase in the What causes hyperinflations? No one-
aggregate price level. Hyperinflation is very time shock, no matter how severe, can ex-
high inflation. Although the threshold is ar- plain sustained (i.e., continuously rapid)
bitrary, economists generally reserve the price growth. The world wars themselves
term hyperinflation to describe episodes did not cause the hyperinflatlons in Ger-
where the monthly inflation rate is greater many and Hungary. The destruction of re-
than 50 percent. At a monthly rate of 50 sources during the wars can explain why
percent, an item that cost $1 on January 1 prices in Germany and Hungary would be
would cost $130 on January 1 of the follow- higher after them than before But the wars
lng year. themselves cannot explain why prices

Hyperinflations are largely a twentieth- would continuously rise at rapid rates dur-
century phenomenon. The most widely mg the hypennflaUon periods.
studied hyperinflatlon occurred in Germany Hyperlnflatlons are caused by extremely
after World War I. The ratio of the German rapid growth in the supply of "paper"
price Index in November 1923 to the price money They occur when the monetary and
index in August 1922--just fifteen months fiscal authorities of a nation regularly issue
earlier--was 1.02 × 10_°. This huge num- large quantities of money to pay for a large
ber amounts to a monthly inflation rate of stream of government expenditures In ef-
322 percent. On average, prices quadrupled fect, inflation Is a form of taxation where
each month dunng the sixteen months of the government gains at the expense of
hypennflatlon those who hold money whose value is de-

While the German hyperlnflation is better chnmg. Hyperlnflatlons are, therefore, very
known, a much larger hypennflation oc- large taxation schemes
curred in Hungary after World War II. Be- During the German hypermflation the
tween August 1945 and July 1946 the number of German marks in circulation ln-
general level ofprices rose at the astounding creased by a factor of 7.32 × 109. In Hun-
rate of over 19,000 percent per month, or gary. the comparable increase In the money
19 percent per day. supply was 1.19 × 102-s.These numbers

Even these very large numbers understate are smaller than those given earlier for the
the rates of inflation experienced dunng the growth in prices. In hypennflations prices
worst days of the hyperinflations. In Octo- typically grow more rapidly than the money
ber 1923, German prices rose at the rate stock because people attempt to lower the
of 41 percent per day. And in July 1946, amount of purchasing power that they keep
Hungarian prices more than tripled each in the form of money. They attempt to avoid
day. the mflauon tax by holding more of their

2O8
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wealth in the form of physical commodities, commitments on the part of government.
As they buy these commodities, prices rise The first is a commitment to halt the rapid
higher and mflatlon accelerates, growth of paper money. The second is a

Hypennflations tend to be self-perpetuat- commitment to bring the government's bud-
ing. Suppose a government is committed to get into balance. This second commitment
financing its expenditures by issuing money is necessary for a successful reform because
and begins by raising the money stock by l0 it removes, or at least lessens, the incentive
percent per month. Soon the rate of inflation for the government to resort to inflationary
will increase, say, to 10 percent per month, taxation. Thomas Sargent, a proponent of
The government will observe that it can no this second view, argues that the German
longer buy as much with the money it Is reform of 1923 was successful because it
issuing and is likely to respond by raising created an independent central bank that
money growth even further. The hyperin- could refuse to monetize the government
flation cycle has begun. During the hypenn- deficit and because it included provisions
flation there will be a continuing tug-of-war for higher taxes and lower government ex-
between the public and the government, pendltures.
The public is trying to spend the money it What effects do hyperinflations have?
receives quickly in order to avoid the mfla- One effect with serious consequences is the
tion tax; the government responds to higher reallocation of wealth. Hyperlnflations
inflation with even higher rates of money transfer wealth from the general public,
issue, which holds money, to the government,

How do hypennflatlons end? The stan- which issues money. Hyperinflations also
dard answer is that governments have to cause borrowers to gain at the expense of
make a credible commitment to halting the lenders when loan contracts are signed prior
rap_d growth in the stock of money. Propo- to the worst inflation. Businesses that hold
nents of this view consider the end of the stores of raw materials and commodities

German hyperinflatlon to be a case in point, gain at the expense of the general public.
In late 1923, Germany undertook a mone- In Germany, renters gained at the expense
tary reform creating a new unit of currency of property owners because rent ceilings did
called the rentenmark The German govern- not keep pace with the general level of

ment promised that the new currency could prices Costantino Breseiani-Turroni has ar-
be converted on demand into a bond having gued that the hyperinflatlon destroyed the
a certain value m gold. Proponents of the wealth of the stable classes in Germany and

standard answer argue that the guarantee of made it easier for the National Socialists
convertibility is properly viewed as a prom- (Nazis) to gain power.
ise to cease the rapid issue of money. Hypermflation reduces an economy's ef-

An alternatwe view held by some econo- ficlency by driwng agents away from mone-

mists is that not .lust monetary reform, but tary transactions and toward barter. In a
also fiscal reform, is needed to end a hyper- normal economy great efficiency is gained

Inflation. According to this view a suc- by using money in exchange. During hyper-
cessful reform entails two believable inflations people prefer to be paid in com-
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modities in order to avoid the inflation tax. percent of time deposits in Bohvia were
If they are paid in money, they spend that denommated in Bolivian pesos. By 1985,
money as qmckly as possible. In Germany the year of the Bolivian hyperinflation,
workers were paid twice per day and would more than 60 percent of Ume deposit bal-
shop at midday to avoid further depreciation ances were denominated m dollars.

of their earnings. Hyperinflation ls awaste- What caused high inflation m Latin
ful game of "hot potato" where individuals America? Many Latin American countries
use up valuable resources trying to avoid borrowed heavily during the seventies and
holding on to paper money, agreed to repay their debts in dollars. As

The recent examples of very high infla- interest rates rose, all of these countries
tion have mostly occurred in Latin America. found it increasingly difficult to meet their
Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil, Chile, Peru, and debt-service obligations. The high-inflation
Uruguay together experienced an average countries were those that responded to these
annual inflation rate of 121 percent between higher costs by printing money.
1970 and 1987. One true hyperinflation oc- The Bolivian hyperinflation is a case m
curred during this period. In Bolivia pnces point. Ellana Cardoso explains that in 1982
increased by 12,000 percent in 1985. In Hernan Siles-Suazo took power as head of
Peru in 1988, a near hyperinflatlon occurred a left_st coahtion that wanted to satisfy de-
as prices rose by about 2,000 percent for mands for more government spending on
the year, or by 30 percent per month, domestic programs but faced growing debt-

The Latin American countries with high service obligations and falling prices for its
inflation also experienced a phenomenon tin exports. The Boliwan government re-
called "'dollarizat_on." Dollarization is the sponded to this situation by printing money
use of U.S. dollars by Latin Americans in Faced with a shortage of funds, it chose
place of their domestic currency. As infla- to raise revenue through the inflation tax
t_on rises, people come to believe that thetr instead of ratsmg income taxes or reducing
own currency is not a good way to store other government spending.
value and they attempt to exchange their
domestic money for dollars. In 1973, 90 --Michael K. Salemi

Biography: Michael K. Saleml is an economics professor at the University of North Carohna m
Chapel Hill.
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Inflation
David Ranson

• Inflation is the loss In purchasing power charged prices exceeding official limits. But

of a currency umt such as the dollar, usually inflation ran along unhindered for another

expressed as a general rise m the prices of century until an alternative currency, an un-

goods and serv]ces. A classic example is depreciated gold coin known to Shake-

the Great Inflation of the Roman Empire. speare as the bezant, became the customary

Successive emperors replaced a steaddy m- unit of account, spreading throughout Eu-

creasing fraction of the silver m their an- rope and lasting well into the Middle Ages.

cient currency, the denarius, w_th base In modem umes inflation continues to be

metals like bronze or copper. As a result blamed on private greed, and governments

prices rose inexorably despite repeated at- stdl seek to restrain it by decree, sometimes

tempts to restrain them through leglslatxon, even devaluing their currencies as they do

Diocletian, rather than taking responsibdlty so. The United States has experienced much

for the debasement, attributed the rapid in- mflation during the twenueth century, espe-

flation of hxs day to the avarice of his sub- cially since officml efforts to mamtain the

jects. His famous edict of n O. 301 gold price at thirty-five dollars an ounce

threatened with death any vendor who ceased during the presidencies of Lyndon
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Johnson (in the world market) and Richard sure, are the most volatile indicators of all.

Nixon (through the "gold window" open An index of commodity prices, when plot-
only to foreign central banks). An annual ted on a graph, looks much like an index
inflation rate of 4 to 5 percent, once thought of stock prices. But its ups and downs are
to be calamitous, has become routine, significant; it provides warning one or even

We have many measures of inflation, but two years ahead of movements in the con-
none provides a truly reliable gauge of in- sumer price index
flation at any specific time. The most widely In the news media, discussion of inflation
watched measure is the consumer price in- often takes a "bottom up" view. Each
dex (CPI), published monthly by the Bureau month's change in the CPI can be, and is,
of Labor Statistics. Subindexes are avail- split up into dozens of components, such as
able for different cities and for many differ- food, energy, and housing It is tempting to
ent classes of goods and services, see the sectors where prices rose the most as

One problem with the CPI is that the causes of theobservedinflation. Sometimes
weight attached to each class of goods and policymakers speculate that if "price pres-
services is held constant for years at a time sure" in those areas could be relieved, over-
Therefore, when consumers lower their cost all inflation could be reduced.

of living by buying more items whose rela- This way of looking at inflation ts mis-
uve price has fallen and fewer items whose taken The prices of some items always are
relative price has risen, the CPI will not rising or falling relative to others. This is a
show a decline in the cost of living. More- natural feature of the way a market econ-
over, the difficult problem of allowing for omy adapts to changes in supply or demand.
changing quality has never been solved. Rapid price increases w]thm a single sector,
Nor can the government inspectors who col- though often labeled "sectoral inflation,'"
lect the data from retailers track down all are partly the result of an adjustment in rela-
the sales and discounts of which consumers tlve places and partly a manifestation of the
are so keenly aware. As a result of these overall inflation rate. They may have no
and other factors, the consumer price index causative significance whatever When we
reflects inflation trends only with a long de- watch the tide come in at the beach, we

lay and portrays an artificially smooth path know that it is not caused by the waves,
for the inflation rate. however forceful they may be. Inflation is

Other popular indicators of inflation in- not simply the sum total of a collection of
clude producer prices (formerly known as independent price changes, as the arithme-
wholesale prices) and umt-value indexes for tic of the CPI implies. It is the degree to
imports and exports. As we move back which all of those prices move in concert.
through the distribution chain from the con- Another popular game is to sift out the

sumer toward the supplier of raw materials, more volatile items in the basket of goods
a more jumpy picture of inflation is revealed and services--often energy and food--and
at each step. Commodities, whose prices focus on the remainder as a truer "underly-
can be monitored continuously on central- ing" or "core" rate of inflation. This exer-

ized exchanges, and which are easy to mea- cise, though it succeeds in producing a less
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volatile mdex, is dubious. The least volatile extreme of the debate, Harvard economist

components are not necessarily the most in- Martin Feldsteln has claimed that the pres-
formatwe. Some of them appear to be unre- ent value of the losses that result from un-

sponsive to economic forces because of ending inflation may be infinite! His
pitfalls in measurement or stickiness m their argument is that each year the cost to the
speed of adjustment to market forces. The economy grows m proportion to society's
price of rental housing, for example, is money balances. Because the rate of growth
fixed month-to-month by contract. At the of money balances exceeds the interest rate
other end of the scale, some of the most he uses to calculate the present value, the
volatile items--such as precious metals-- present value is unbounded.
are highly informative, to the extent that But the force of the inflation-tax argu-
their movements anticipate a broad range of ment has been depleted in recent years by
sectors where price changes have not yet the increasing tendency to hold cash in the
been perceived, form of money market mutual funds and

What does inflation cost? There are polar bank deposits that pay interest. The higher
opinions here, and a hvely debate. In and the expected rate of inflation, the higher
of itself inflation "costs" httle or nothing the interest rate paid by mutual funds and
because it consists of nothing more than a banks People have shifted their cash bal-
change in the units we use to measure prices ances to these types of accounts only re-
throughout our economy. It is confusing cently because government regulations used
and irritating to keep requoting prices, but to prohibit the payment of interest on check-
that's something people get used to, as re- lng accounts.
cent writers like Paul Krugman and Alan Quite a different problem results from
Blinder have emphasized. From this point the colhslon of inflation with the U.S. tax
of view it is possible to see a steady inflation system, particularly the federal taxes on
rate as high as 10 percent annually as nearly personal Income, corporate profits, and cap-
costless But dwelling on this problem ital gains. Progressive rate structures were
misses the point of the debate, intended to shift tax burdens from low- to

Economists who view Inflation as a very higher-income groups. But over the years

serious problem point to what they call the they have instead imposed on the general
"'inflation tax." By this they mean the re- income-earning population high tax rates
duction in the purchasing power of the cash that had originally been thought appropriate
balances held by the private sector--like a only for millionaires. A family with a con-
wealth tax. This tax is a drag on the econ- stant real income of $50,000 (in 1978 dol-
omy--an "'efficiency loss"--because it in- lars), for example, was pushed from the 28

duces people and businesses to economize percent bracket in 1965 to a 46 percent rate
on cash balances, making it more difficult in 1978 Its average tax rate rose from 16

to participate in the money economy, percent to 23 percent. Offsetting reductions
Economic losses associated with the in- in tax rates have been extremely slow to

flation tax and other distortions are known develop, in spite of across-the-board rate
as the "'welfare cost of Inflation." At one cuts during the Kennedy-Johnson and
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Reagan years. Instead, government spend- lem." Others see nonmonetary forces at
ing has tended to absorb revenue uninten- work, such as monopolies, union demands
tionally collected as a result of escalating for higher wages, oil politics, or the "wage-
tax brackets driven by inflation, price spiral."

The increase in government spending Some nonmonetary ideas are illogical.
could be claimed as either a cost or a benefit The existence of monopoly power or union
to the economy, depending on whether one power might be argued to raise prices gener-
wants more or less government spending, ally relative to what they otherwise would
But there is a real cost that is not ambigu- be. But a continuing price rise year-in year-
ous. H_gh tax rates on employment, on out requires a contmumg increase in the
business investment, and on the accumula- degree of monopoly or union power in the
Uon of capital deter all these activities in economy. This is neither plausible over
favor of untaxed uses of the economy's re- long periods of time, nor consistent with
sources and, therefore, impede output and evidence from recent decades for the Umted
growth. States,

The effects are visible in the lurching Nonmonetary theories of inflation tradi-

path that the economy has followed in the tlonally separate "demand-pull" sources
past few decades, coupling highs m infla- from "'cost-push" factors hke oil, monop-
t_on with lows in economic growth. Since oly power, or wages. A surge m the demand
1953, as table 1 shows, there has been a for goods and services m general ("aggre-
consistently reverse relationship between gate demand") IS thought to "pull" prices
inflation and growth m the U.S. economy, up across the board, especially when "ag-
This is true not only for the 1973-74 and gregate supply" is held back by inema or
1979-80 periods, when large increases in capacity hm_tatlons Skeptics rightly ques-
oil prices were partly responsible for both tion how demand could constantly outstrip
high inflation and low growth, but for other supply Surely, demand must originate
years as well Such evidence undermines from purchasing power, purchasing power
the w_dely held behef in the "trade-off" from wealth, wealth from income, and in-

between inflation and unemployment, come from the ablhty to produce (and hence
Still more difficult than measuring rata- supply) goods and services. This contradic-

tion _s the problem of identifying its root tlon was understood early in the nineteenth

causes. In spite of its long and rich history, century by Jean-Baptiste Say and others
few subjects in the field of economics are Other logical objections to the _dea of
more confused. Professional economists demand-pull inflation center on the impor-
have still not reached broad agreement as tance of money. How could prices rise with-
to the origins of the inflation process. Two out a commensurate increase in the quantity
camps dominate the debate. Some see in- of money in private hands? If such a thing
ration as a malady of the currency (as was happened, the purchasing power of the
surely the case in the Roman Empire). In quantity of money would have declined in-
the words of Milton Friedman, "Inflation voluntarily, and that would not be consis-

ts always and everywhere a monetary prob- tent with market equdthnum. Economists
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TABLE 1

InflationVersusJobs

TheHistoricalRecord,1953-90

Average Average Growth of Employment
Increase

in Consumer Same Next
Prices Year Year Cumulative

The Ftftles (1953-62)
4 highest-inflation years 2.3% 0.8% 0.3% 1.1%
4 Iowest-mflatton years 0.5 14 2 4 3.8

The Sixties (1962-71)
4 htghest-inflation years 4 9% 16% 2.0% 3.7%
4 lowest-inflation years 1.8 2.2 2.4 4.7

The Seventies (1971-80)
4 h_ghest-mfiatlonyears 11.3% 1 1% 1.0% 2 0%
4 Iowest-mflatton years 5,4 3.5 3.4 7.1

The Eighties (1980-89)
4 htghest-inflation years 6.4% 1.6% 0.7% 2 4%
4 lowest-inflation years 3.1 2.1 2.8 4.9

DATAConsumerpriceindex,allurbanconsumers,clwhanemployment(laborforcesurvey)
SOURCEBureauof LaborStattstlcs

of the "monetar_sr' school emphasize the truth for the United States m recent decades.
power and discreuon of government to vary Inflation has tended to increase m periods
the money supply, causing private markets of slow growth or recession and decrease in
to bring the economy's price structure into periods of expansion. The idea that growth
conformity, risks inflaUon _s not on as strong a footing

Finally, there _s strong, though surprls- factually as the idea that inflation hurts
mgly little known evidence against the de- growth.
mand-pull view that exeesswely rapid Among those who attribute inflation to

economic growth ("overheating") is an ]m- monetary causes, at least two quite different
portant source of inflauon The evidence in v_ews exist. The monetarist view is that m-
table 1 shows that the reverse is nearer the creases in the quantity of money cause in-
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flauon. Critics of this view point out that really is needed, according to this view, is

the quantity of money is difficult to define, a mechanism for keeping the price of the

especially when funds can be transferred currency stable, for providing an anchor, so

electronically and credit cards can substitute to speak.

for cash balances. It can also be argued that Governments have been slow to accept

people have freedom to choose the quantity the recommendations of either of these

of money they want to hold rather than camps. That probably is because either a
merely accept the quantity the government strict monetary rule or strict adherence to a

wishes to impose upon them. gold standard or other price rule would

The other monetary view, held histon- place strict limits on discretionary govern-

cally by opponents of fiat (i.e., government) ment management of the economy.
paper money, and by advocates today of

restoring the gold standard, is that the quan- _David Ranson

tity of money can take care of itself. What

Biography: David Ranson is president of H. C. Wainwright and Company, Economics, an

investment research firm m Boston He was formerly an assistant to the secretary, of the Treasury.
m Washington.
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Investment
Alan J. Auerbach

• In the United States, investment ac- households, businesses, and governments.
counts for about one-sixth of gross national Private (nongovernmental) investment is
product. It was 16.6 percent of GNP in commonly dw_ded into three broad catego-
1990. Yet investment has occupied a much ries: residential investment, which accounts
more important role in policy discussions for about a quarter of all private investment
than this share of production might suggest. (25 7 percent in 1990), nonresidential, or
The two mare reasons for this are that in- business, fixed investment, which accounts

vestment _s volatile and, therefore, a cause for most of the remainder; and inventory
of busmess fluctuations and that investment investment, which is small but volatile. In-

contributes to economic growth, deed, inventory investment is often nega-
Concern w_ththese_ssuesofbusinesscy- tlve (it was m 1990, and in three years

cles and growth has led to very active tax dunng the eighties). Business fixed invest-

policy toward investment during the post- ment, m turn, is composed of equipment
war years, as a succession of governments and nonresidential structures. Equipment
has tried to mfluence the level, pattern, and now makes up over three-quarters of busi-

timing of investment spending, The ness Investment.
evidence suggests that such pohcies have Because of the decline in manufacturing
been effective, but that many other, uncon- and agriculture and the rise in services m the
trollable factors continue to influence m- United States, the composition of private
vestment. In the short term, investment investment has changed considerably dur-

deoslons still appear to be strongly driven ing the postwar period. The biggest single
by the "'ammal spirits" to which Keynes change has been the increased investment
attributed investment fluctuations Over the in computers and reformation-processing

longer term, the nature of investment has eqmpment. In 1953, spending on computers
been affected by changes in the demo- and related eqmpment was only 1 percent
graphic makeup of society and m the corn- of nonresidential investment spending. By
posmon of industrial production. 1989 this figure had grown to 25 percent.

Governments invest, too--in schools,

roads, and other components of economic

WhatIs Investment? infrastructure. But one important develop-
ment in recent years has been the decline of

Although m general parlance investment government investment. Between 1982 and
may connote many types of economic actw- 1989, the net (of depreciation) private non-
ity, economists normally use the term to residential capital stock rose by 20 percent,
describe the purchase of durable goods by adjusted for Inflation. Residential capital

217
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rose by 21 percent over the same period. In keep pace with slower demand, but also to
contrast, the nonmihtary government capi- eliminate the "'overhang" of empty space.
tal stock fell by 3 percent. Because, as past Economists call this magnification of the
evidence has shown, many government impact of dechnes in product demand the
capital assets (such as roads and waterways) "'accelerator" model of investment. As m-
facilitate private business activities, this de- dustrial productaon shifts away from such
cline suggests that private productivity will strongly cyclical Industries as manufactur-
suffer as a result, ing, the strength of cycles an business fixed

Investment may weaken. This moderating
process as also likely to be helped by the

InvestmentandBusinessFluctuations shift toward less durable investments re-
qmring shorter planning and construction

One reason for so much interest in invest- periods, such as computers.
ment behavior is its apparent role in causang
or exacerbating business cycles. Investment
is a volatile component of GNP, falhng InvestmentandtheCostofCapital
sharply during recessions and rising just as
sharply during booms As the economy Whale fluctuations in output exert a
went into a deep recession in the early eight- strong influence on investment behavaor,
les, for example, real GNP fell 3 percent the costs of investing matter, too. These
between 1981 and 1982, but investment fell costs include the prices of capital goods
in real terms by 18 percent. In the following themselves, as well as interest rates, re-

year, as the expansion began, GNP rose 4 qmred returns to equity owners, and the
percent while investment rose 13 percent, taxes that firms must pay on the profits that

Why _s investment so volatde? The key the investments generate
lies m the nature of the investment process. A convement summary of the effects of
Investment decisions often require long lead these different cost components is the "'user

t_mes, and their consequences are as dura- cost of capital," a term introduced in the
ble as the investment goods themselves, sixties by Harvard economist Dale Jorgen-
Consider, for example, the case of commer- son The user cost of capital shows how
clal construction, which declined m the late each of these factors influences investment,

eighties. Office buildings planned during a and has proved particularly useful m evalu-
period of strong demand for space may be atlng a variety of tax changes that have been
completed during a recession, when de- introduced dunng the past few decades,
mand even for existing space is weak Such Actlvast tax policy toward investment be-
a shift in fortunes causes a decline m invest- gan m 1954 w_th the introduction of acceler-

ment for two reasons. First, the need for ated depreciation By permitting investors
office space has declined. Second, the earlier deductions for depreciauon, the
amount of office space has risen, so that 1954 changes increased the present value of
subsequent investment must fall not only to these tax deductions and lowered the user
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cost of capital. An even more powerful in- generating. While the user cost of capital
centive, the investment tax credit (ITC), vanes with the cost of funds in credit mar-

was introduced in 1962. Although its pro- kets or to firms issuing equity, many firms
visions were frequently changed, the credit are limited in their access to these markets.
was in force for most of the period between Because they must rely primarily on inter-
1962 and 1986, when it was repealed in the hal funds to finance investment, liquidity
Tax Reform Act of 1986. matters. The liquidity constraint seems par-

By permitting a 10 percent credit for ticularly to affect smaller corporations and
qualifying investments (primarily in ma- (along with accelerator effects) helps ex-
chinery and equipment), the ITC lowered plain investment volatility, because cash
the effective cost of investing, the user cost, flow itself (after-tax profits plus book depre-

by roughly the same percentage. The effects ciatlon) is very cyclical
of this cost reduction are evident in the in- Liquidity also plays an important role in
creasing share of equipment investment residential investment. About two-thirds of
after the credit's introduction In 1961, the all residential investment takes the form of

year before the ITC was introduced, expen- owner-occupied housing. The reliance of
dItures on eqmpment accounted for 51 per- home buyers on the mortgage market has
cent of business fixed investment This wrought havoc on residential construction

share rose to 52 percent in 1962, 54 percent during periods of tight credit that typically
in 1963, 55 percent in 1964 and 1965, and have accompanied recessions. As a result
57 percent by 1966 Although the repeal of residential investment has often been even
the credit m 1986 did not cripple investment more cyclical than other forms of fixed in-
in machinery and equipment, some studies vestment. However, the reliance on bor-
have found that the investment would have rowed money has, in certain periods,

been even higher--by perhaps as much as actually encouraged investment in owner-

1 percent of GNP--had the credit not been occupied housing, through the interaction
repealed of inflation and the tax system.

Inflation encourages housing Investment
in two ways. First, mortgage interest pay-

OtherDeterminantsofInvestment ments are tax deductible. As interest rates
rise with inflation, so do tax deductions,

Investment is influenced by demand con- even if the real interest rate, defined as the
ditions, the effects of which (including interest rate less the inflation rate, does not.

profitability) can be represented by the ac- For example, if the interest rate is 8 percent
celerator effect, and cost conditions, as and the inflation rate 4 percent, the real

summarized by the user cost of capital. Re- interest rate is 4 percent, and an investor
searchers have found that another indepen- in the 28 percent tax bracket gains a tax
dent determinant of investment behavior is reduction of 2.24 cents (28 percent of 8

liquidity--the liquid assets a company has percent) per dollar of debt. If the real inter-

on hand plus the cash flow it is currently est rate remains at 4 percent, but the infla-
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tion rate rises to 8 percent, the nominal to decline into the next century, well past
interest rate rises to 12 percent and the value the housing slump of the 1990-91 reces-
of tax deductions rises to 3.36 cents (28 ston.

percent of 12 percent) per dollar of debt.
Second, the increased value of a home

that accompames inflation is essentially un- WhyIsU.S.InvestmentSoLow?
taxed, because of provisions that allow a
tax-free rollover if another house is pur- Investment helps increase productivity
chased and a one-Ume exclusion of gam by ralsmg the level of capital per worker
(currently $125,000) after age 55. This fa- and, perhaps, hastenmg the adoption of new
vors investment in owner-occupied housing technologies As a share of GNP, gross pri-
over other types of investment with taxable vate investment has been relatively stable

gains. Another disadvantage of other types over the past few decades This stabihty,
of fixed investment is that the depreciation however, masks a disturbing trend. Because
allowances that investors receive are based ad&tions to the productive capital stock
on original asset cost, which may fall well equal gross investment less depreciation,
short of true replacement cost m the pres- the shift toward equipment and, part_cu-
ence of infation. (This lS not a problem larly, short-hved and rapidly depreciating
faced by owner-occupiers, who do not re- equipment, means that the ratio of net re-
ceive depreciation allowances.) vestment to GNP has fallen over time.

The evidence in favor of the hypothesis Whale gross mvestment's share of GNP
of inflation-induced investment in owner- went from 15 9 percent to 15.3 percent be-
occupied housing comes primarily from the tween 1969 and 1988 (both relatwely strong
late seventies, when the hypothesis arose, investment years) net mvestment's share

During the economic expansion from 1976 fell from 7 4 percent to 4.8 percent
to 1979, when inflation averaged 7.3 per- By the early nineties the dollar value of
cent (measured using the GNP deflator, investment m the United States was less

based on the prices of all goods and services than m Japan, a country with roughly half
included m GNP), investment m owner-oc- the population. The main explanation for
cupied housmg accounted for 33.5 percent th_s difference is that U.S. investors faced

of fixed investment. Dunng the comparable a h_gher cost of capital than their Japanese
expansion period of 1983 to 1986 with in- counterparts. Comparative studies of the
flatlon averaging just 3.3 percent, residen- Umted States and Japan suggest that a lower
tml investment's share fell to 29.1 percent. Japanese cost of funds (as opposed to differ-

An alternative explanation, for which ences in the tax treatment of corporations,
there is evidence, is that the increase m for example) is the major source of a cost-
housing investment in the late seventies was of-capital gap that appears to exist, or at
caused by the increase m family formation least to have existed in recent decades, be-
dunng the period--the coming of age of the tween the two countries. The cost of funds

baby boomers. If this explanation is correct, is higher in the Umted States because the
then housing prices and demand are likely low saving rate in the Umted States makes
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the supply of funds low and drives up inter- and is the main reason for the large inflows

est rates, of capital to the United States in recent

The liberahzation of international capital years Yet there remains a correlation

markets can offset the effects of low saving across countrtes between levels of national

rates in particular countries. Investors living saving and investment.
in countries with high saving rates can in-
vest in countries, like the Umted States, that --Alan J. Auerbach

have low saving rates. This has happened

Biography: Alan J. Auerbach is a professor of economics and law at the Umversity of Pennsyl-
vama and a research associate at the National Bureau of Economic Research in Cambridge,
Massachusetts.
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Productivity
Sy/via Nasar

• Productivity--the amount of output per tlvely, gains m total factor productivity.
unit of input--is a basic yardstick of an Thanks to specialization, for example,
economy's health. When productivity is Adam Sm,th's pin factory turned out more
growing, living standards tend to rise. pros w,th the same number of craftsmen
When productivity Is stagnating, so, gener- and identical tools. And General Motors'
ally, is well-being. "It can be said without Fremont, Califorma, plant--once one of
exaggeration that in the long run probably the worst m the company--had a productiv-
nothing is as important for economic wel- ity turnaround when it required its workers
fare as the rate of productivity growth," to use Japanese manufacturing methods.
wrote Pnnceton economists William J. Whde factors of production like land will
Baumol and Sue Anne Blackman, w_th always be scarce, the potential for mcreas-
New York University economist Edward N. ing total factor productwlty Is limitless. At
Wolff, m Productivity and American Lead- least half, if not more, of the growth in
ership, labor productivity in the post-World War

Productlwty can be defined in two basic II period has been due not to the use of
ways. The most familiar, labor productiv- added capital, but to making better use of
ity, is simply output divided by the number these inputs. The United States produced

of workers or, more often, by the number 65 percent more m 1981 than in 1948 from
of hours worked. Output can be anything the same quantity of labor and capital re-
from tons of steel to airline miles flown, sources.

but more generally it is some very broad Gains m living standards are Ued to pro-
aggregate like gross domestic product, ductwlty gains. There are only three ways

Measures of labor productwity, however, that a nation can enjoy a rising level of per
actually capture the contribution to output capita consumption. First, a bigger propor-
of other inputs than hours worked, tlon of the population can go to work. Sec-

Total factor productivity, by contrast, ond, a country can borrow from abroad or
captures the contribution to output of every- sell assets to foreigners to pay for extra lm-
thing except labor and capital: renovation, ports. Third, the nation can boost produc-
managerial skdl, organization, even luck. twlty--elther by investing a bigger share of

The two productivity concepts are re- national income m plant and equipment or

lated. Increases in labor productivity can by finding new ways to increase efficiency.
reflect the fact that each worker _s better In fact, the Umted States has done all
equipped with capital--a supermarket clerk three at different times. But there are hmits

who has an automatic scanner instead of an on how many Americans can join the labor
old-fashioned cash register--or, alterna- force and on how much foreigners will lend.

222
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For most countries most of the time, the concerns--foreign competition, the indus-
"lever of riches," to use a term corned by trial base, lagging technology, detenorating
economist Joel Mokyr, _s rising output per infrastructure and so on--are minor is-
hour of work. sues."

In the Umted States, labor productivity Economists caution that lagging produc-
growth has averaged about 2 percent a year tivlty growth _s, by its nature, a long-run
for the past century. That means living stan- problem "The tyranny of compounding
dards have doubled, on average, every thir- manifests _ts full powers only in longer peri-
ty-five years. America's place m the sun ods," write Baumol, Blackman, and Wolff,

reflects its productivity. The number one who maintain that it is not yet clear whether
country in the world at any given time has the productlwty slowdown m the United
always been the productivity leader. It was States and elsewhere since the early seven-
northern Italy from the thirteenth to the six- ties represents a long-term shift to a lower
teenth centuries, the Dutch republic in the growth path or a temporary aberration
seventeenth and early eighteenth, Britain m According to the Economic Report oJ the
the late eighteenth and most of the nine- Prestdent [1992], U.S. productlvitygrowth
teenth, and the United States for the entire can be divided into three distinct phases.
twentieth century. After averaging 1.9 percent a year from

Now the Umted States faces two produc- 1889 to 1937 and an even stronger 3 percent
tlVlty problems. First, its productivity during the twenty-five-year boom that fol-
growth has slowed sharply since 1973, part lowed World War II, productivity growth
of a puzzling worldwide productivity slow- has averaged a mere 1 percent since 1973.
down Second, although U.S. productivity In spite of the supply-side revolution of the
is still the highest In the world by a wide early eighties (which brought, among other
margin--S45,918 of GNP per worker in things, lower inflation and lower marginal
1990, 25 percent ahead of Japan and 35 tax rates), productivity growth faded to re-
percent ahead of Germany--its productlv- vive in the past decade.

lty growth has been trailing that of other As a consequence of slower productivity
nations since World War II. That has stoked growth in the past two decades, average
fears that the United States will eventually compensation has edged up only slightly

fall behind. After all, British productlwty faster than the price level. Living standards
from 1880 to 1990 grew just 1 percentage have increased largely because more

point more slowly than that of its trading Americans, especially mothers, have been
partners--hardly a huge shortfall, but working, and because the Umted States has
enough to transform the once proud empire been able to attract capital from abroad to
into a second-rate economy m little more offset a persistent trade deficit. "Most of
than a lifetime, the growth slowdown [in per capita in-

"Compared with the problem of slow come]," states the Economic Report of the

productivity growth," wrote Paul R. Krug- President, "can be traced to a slowdown of
man m The Age of Dlmimshed Expecta- productivity growth."
tions, "'all our other long-term economic Other industrial countries have also expe-
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rienced a productivity slowdown, most more than countries with low productiv-
even sharper, suggesting that worldwide ity growth. Baumol writes: "A substan-
forces rather than local ones are to blame, tial part of the superior performance of

Despite two decades of speculation and Japanese growth m labor productivity
study, however, the reasons for the world- may be ascribable not to increasing ef-
wide productivity slump remain a mystery, ficiency but to the accumulation of
A host of explanations have been proposed, capital."
including some that suggest that productlv- By the same token, British per capita
ity growth is likely to revive spontaneously, incomes in the late nineteenth and early
Harvard economist Dale W. Jorgenson, for twentieth centuries, despite the indus-
example, blames the sudden surge in oil trial revolution's dramatic break-
prices in 1973, which he claims made much throughs, grew at less than one-tenth the
of the existing capital stock obsolete. His rate of lesser developed countries during
colleague Zvi Gnhches points a finger at the seventies. Not colncidentally, Bnt-
the slower growth of aggregate demand by lsh investment back then was very low
consumers for goods and services, which, also. Similarly, in the United States the
he argues, has kept a great deal of produc- growth of productivity has been highly
tire capacity idle and hence inputs under- correlated with the growth of capital per

employed But Edward Denison, an worker From 1959 to 1973, productw-
emeritus fellow of the BrookingsInstItution ItV grew by 2.8 percent a year while
who conducted a comprehensive analysis of capital per worker in the private sector
seventeen suggested causes, has concluded grew by 2 4 percent a year. From 1973
that much, If not most, of the slowdown to 1989, m contrast, annual productivity
remains unexplained growth of 0 9 percent coincided with

Most of the focus in recent years has been growth of capital per worker of only 0.8
on three suspects: percent annually.

On the other hand, economists gener-

1. Lagging investment. How much a ally agree that most of the slowdown
country invests matters, many econo- in productivity growth reflected factors
mists have decided, because more capl- other than investment, namely, a slow-

tal per worker should lift output per down in total factor productivity.
worker. In stock brokerage, for exam- 2. Innovation. The rate of return to capital
pie, the latest computer not only lets a invested In research and development is
broker execute more trades every day, very high, averaging more than 20 per-
but also embodies technological break- cent a year. But the United States spends
throughs that allow new products to be a smaller fraction of its GDP on civilian
traded. R&D than Germany or Japan. And Zw

One reason that investment recewed Griliches points out that the number of

so much attention is growing evidence new patents granted each year began to
that countries with high productivity decline as far back as the sixties.

growth consistently save and invest Some economists think the spurt of
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productivity growth after World War II tJVlty growth m manufacturing snapped
was due to the backlog of ideas and tech- back Tougher foreign competition and de-
nology and investment projects that regulation led to a wave of mergers and
were put on hold during the depression acqulsmons, which in turn led to plant rood-
and World War II. Pent-up consumer ernIzatlons and streamlined production pro-

demand and the rebuilding of Japan and cesses Productivity growth in services, by
Germany, according to this thinking, contrast, slowed even more m the eighties.
created tremendous demand for new Outside of manufacturing--from govern-
construction and eqmpment Th_s expla- ment to construction to retailing--produc-
nation is consistent w_th the dechne in tivlty growth has come to a standstill despite
productivity growth that started in 1973. huge Investments in information-processing
Thus, part of the decline may have been technology.
simply a return to more normal growth Some economists have concluded that in-
rates dustrlahzed countries are specmlizing in

3. Skills. About 10 to 15 percent of the what they do best. While Japan and Ger-

growth in productwlty over the post- many have surged ahead In some industries,
World War II era can be traced to more the United States has widened its lead in

and better schoohng But average years others and stayed ahead, if by a narrower

of schooling have not increased since margin, m still others.
1976, when it peaked at 12.9 years Stagnating pay and greater income in-
Moreover, the quahty of basic elemen- equahty have focused renewed pubhc atten-

tary and secondary education has stag- non on slow productwIty growth. Policy
nated or even dechned tn the past two prescriptions range from tax cuts on capital
decades gains and more deregulation to industrial

policy and government backing for com-

Many economists have focused m the mercially promising technologies. Most

past decade on the apparently dwergent be- economists support closing the federal bud-
havior of producnwty m manufacturing and get deficit and maintaining low inflation be-
in serwces. (The Bureau of Labor Statistics cause they believe a stable macroeconom_c

publishes separate measures of productivity environment _s good for productivity
in manufacturing despite Edward Demson's growth. But the major focus of current &s-

warnings that measuring productwity below cusslon _s on how to raise investment in
the level of the economy as a whole is people and machines and how to get more

tricky.) From 1948 to 1973, manufactunng bang for the buck from that investment.
and services productivity grew more or less
in tandem and then, from 1973 to 1979, --Sylvia Nasar

stagnated m tandem. In the eighnes produc-

Biography: Sylvia Nasar is an econormcs reporter for The New York Ttmes She was prewously
a colummst for U.S News and World Report and, before that, an economics writer for Fortune
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Recessions
Geoffrey H. Moore

ii

• One of the most popular definitions of chronology of recessions _s widely ac-
recessions is that they are periods when real cepted, uses monthly measures of produc-
gross national product (GNP) has declined t_on, employment, sales, and income, all
for at least two consecutive quarters. In expressed in real terms (after allowing for
1990, real GNP dechned between the third inflauon). GNP figures are not available
and fourth quarters and again between the monthly. The NBER found that the latest
fourth quarter of 1990 and the first quarter recession, from business cycle peak to
of 1991. Hence, there is general agreement trough, ran from July 1990 to March 1991
that a recession did occur. Another problem with the two-consecu-

Although the definmon worked qmte tive-quarters defimtlon is that there can be
well in th_sinstance, there are several prob- serious dechnes in econommcacuv_ty even
lems with it. One is that It does not provide w_thout two consecutive quarters of nega-
monthly dates of when recessions began or tive growth. Suppose that in one period,
ended. For this purpose the National Bureau real GNP dechnes 5 percent m the first quar-
of Economic Research (NBER), whose ter, r_ses I percent in the second, and de-
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clines 5 percent again in the third. In the government has been playing a bigger
another period let's say real GNP declines role in moderating recessions, especially
1 percent in each quarter. Obviously the since the thirties, Unemployment insurance
first period shows a much more serious drop has helped to reduce the loss of income
m GNP, but only the second period qualifies dunng recessions, and monetary pohcy has
as a recession according to the definition, been used to reduce interest rates and make

These and other considerations have led credit more accessible.

the NBER to use a broader definition of Recessions have a global as well as do-
recessions, which takes into account three mest_c dimension. Financml markets m

d_mensions of the decline in aggregate eco- many countries are closely watched in other
nomic activity--its depth, duration, and countries, and many investors are making
diffusion across industries. These are investments on an mternatzonal scale

known as the three Ds. Measures of this Exports and imports have become more
sort for several recent recessions are shown important to business enterprises, and man-
m table 1. This broader concept has also agements must now deal with global com-
been applied to a much longer period, coy- petiuon As a result periods of recession are
enng two hundred years of U. S. hzstory (see hkely to encompass many countries at about
chart 1). the same Ume During recessions m the

One s_gnificant trend seen in the chart is United States, a majority of the industrial
that recessions have been getting shorter countries m Europe and the Pacific are apt
and expansions longer. The average reces- to show s_gns of recession also This, m
slon during the past fifty years lasted eleven turn, has depressing effects on the United
months, whereas the average recession was States by slowing the foreign demand for
more than twice that long in the nineteenth U.S exports
century. Expansions, on the other hand, The upshot _sthat even though recessions
now last about twice as long as they d_d m are not as severe as they used to be, they
earher umes. A number of factors account have serious consequences m many d_rec-
for th_s trend. One is the growing impor- tlons Some industries, some occupations,
tance of the service industries, such as trade and some areas of the country are hit much
and transportation, where employment is harder than others. Hence, it pays to keep
usually more stable than m manufacturing close watch on them with all the dady,
As the more stable industries have grown weekly, monthly, and quarterly data that
m importance, this has made the whole are available for that purpose.
economy more stable and less susceptible
to prolonged and severe recessions Also, --Geoffrey H. Moore

Biography: Geoffrey H. Moore is the director of the Center for lnternauonal Business Cycle
Research, Columbm Umverslty, New York
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TABLE 1

TheThreeDsofRecession:ABriefHistory

Duration Depth Diffusion
Percent of Industries

Unemployment with Dechning
Percent Change Rate, Employment,

Three Depresstons Months in Real GNP max=mum maximum

Jan 1920-July 1921 18 n a 11 9 97

Aug 1929-Mar 1933 43 -32 6 24.9 100

May 1937-June 1938 13 - 18 2 20 0 97

S=xSharp Recessions

May 1923-July 1924 14 -4 1 5 5 94

Nov 1948-Oct 1949 11 -1 5 79 90

July 1953-May 1954 10 -3 2 6 1 87

Aug 1957-Apr 1958 8 - 3 3 7 5 88
Nov 1973-Mar 1975 16 - 4 9 9 0 88

July1981-Nov 1982 16 -26 108 72

F=veMild Recessions

Oct 1926-Nov 1927 13 -20 44 71

Apr 1960-Feb 1961 10 -1 2 71 80

Dec 1969-Nov 1970 11 -10 61 80

Jan 1980-July 1980 6 -2.5 7 8 63

July 1990-March 1991 8 - 1 2 6 9 73

Averages

1920-1938 (5) 20 - 14 2 13 3 92

1948-1991 (9) 11 -2 4 7 7 80

SOURCE Based on table A-2 in G H Moore, Business Cycles, Inflation and Forecasting, 2nd ed ,
1983 Note that the bnef and mtld recesston of 1945 ts omttted here.
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Saving
Laurence J. Kotlikoff

• Saving means different things to differ- than 3 percent of its net output. The saving
entpeople To some lt means puttmg money rate in 1992 was only 2.8 percent.
m the bank. To others it means buying The currentrate of U.S. saving ls remark-
stocks or contributing to a pension plan. ably low, not only by U S. standards but
But to economists, saving means only one also by international standards. Differences
thing--consuming less m the present m or- m how the statisticians in different countries
der to consume more in the future, define raceme and consumption make it dif-

An easy way to understand the econo- ficult to compare saving rates across na-
mist's view of saving--and its importance t_ons But after correcting as well as
for economic growth--is to consider an possible for such data problems, one con-
economy in which there is a single com- cludes that Amencans are saving at less
modity, say, corn. The amount of corn on than one-third the rate of the Japanese and
hand at any point in time can either be con- at less than half the rate of the Germans and
sumed (literally gobbled up) or saved. Any many other Europeans. And as U.S saving
corn that is saved is immediately planted has declined, America's lead in per capita
(invested), yielding more corn in the future, income (adjusted for purchasing power) has
Hence, saving adds to the stock of corn m dimimshed.
the ground, or m economic jargon, the stock Why do countries save at different rates?
of capital. The greater the stock of capital, Economists do not know all the answers.
the greater the amount of future corn, which Some of the factors that undoubtedly affect
can, m turn, e_ther be consumed or saved the amount people save are culture, differ-

Any country that saves little--that eats a ences m sawng motwes, economic growth,
high fraction of its seed corn--does so at demographics, how many people m the
the price of a lower future standard of liv- econom_y are m the labor force, the msur-
mg. The Umted States is an example of this abihty of risks, and economic pohcy. Each
grim law of saving. Since 1980 the annual of these factors can influence saving at a
rate of U.S. net national sawng (net national point m t_me and produce changes m sawng
output less private consumpUon expendi- over Ume.
tures less government consumption expen-
ditures, all dw_ded by net national product)

has averaged only 4.2 percent. This saving MotivesforSaving
rate is 60 percent smaller than the rate ob-
served between 1950 and 1979! In the past The famous life-cycle model of Nobel

few years saving has fallen even more. Laureate France Modigliani asserts that
Since 1986 the United States has saved less people save--accumulate assets--to fi-

23O
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nance their retirement, and they dissave-- mg can be very sensitive to the availability
spend their assets--during retirement. The of insurance against these and other kinds
more young savers there are relative to old of risks. For example, one such study that
dissavers, the greater will be a nation's say- I did shows that the failure to insure low-
mg rate. Most economists believed for de- risk, but high-cost, health expenditures
cades that this hfe-cycle model provided the such as nursing-home care can lead to a 10
main explanation of U.S. saving. But in percent increase in national saving.
the early eighties Lawrence H. Summers Another issue related to motives and

of Harvard and I showed that saving for preferences for saving is the role of the rich
retirement explains only about one-fifth of in generating aggregate saving. Do rich
total U.S. wealth. Most of U.S. wealth ac- Americans account for most of U.S. sav-

cumulation--the remainmg four-fifths--is lng 9 Not really. Relative to their incomes,
saving that is ultimately bequeathed or some of the rich save a lot, and some dis-
given to younger generations. The motive save So, too, for the poor. As Donald
for much of the substantial flow of bequests Trump will tell you, there is considerable
and gifts from older to younger Americans mobility of wealth ]n the United States, at
is surely altruism. But a large component least over long periods of time (see HUMAN
of the bequests may be involuntary, and CAPI_'AL).The fact that the ranks of the rich
simply reflect the fact that many people do are continually changing suggests that some
not spend all their savings before they &e. of those who are initially rich dlssave and

In recent years a much larger fraction dissipate their wealth, while others who are
of the retirement savings of the American not lmtlally rich save considerable sums and
elderly has been annuitized. That is, the become rich
savings take the form of company pensions
or Social Security that pay regular checks
unul death, with no payments after the per- EconomicGrowthand
son dies. Having one's retirement finances DemographicChange
come in the form of an annuity ehmmates

the risk of living longer than your money A country's saving rate and its economic
lasts One possible result of the increased growth are closely connected. In an econ-
annumzation of retirement assets may be omy experiencing no growth in e_ther tech-

that people, especially those who have al- nology or population, one would expect, at
ready retired, have less incentwe to save least in the long run, saving to be zero,
more in case they "live too long." with the exception of the saving needed to

That precautionary motive is one of the replace deprecmtmg capita/. That an econ-
key reasons people save. Besides the risk omy's overall long-run saving rate is zero
of hvmg longer than expected, people save doesn't mean that no one saves or dissaves.

against more mundane risks, like losing Rather, it means that the positive savings of
their jobs or recurring large uninsured me&- those accumulating assets exactly balances
cal expenses. Computer simulation studies the negative savings of those decumulating
show that the amount of precautionary sav- assets. For growing economies, long-run
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saving is likely to be positive to ensure that half of the women age twenty-five to forty-
the stock of capital assets keeps pace with four parhclpated m the labor force. In 1988
the number and technical abihties of over two-thirds were in the labor force. This

workers, increase m female labor supply is the pri-
In the United States the continuous de- mary reason for the more than 20 percent

chne in saving may be traced, m part, to a increase in U.S. per capita income since
decline in technical progress. Economists 1975.
measure technical progress as the increase If this addlUonal income had all been
in output that cannot be traced to increases saved, the U.S. saving rate post-1980
m inputs--technical progress is a measure would have exceeded 20 percent. Because
of the efficiency with which inputs are much of the increase in labor supply was
transformed into output. Since 1970, ac- for women age eighteen to thirty-five, par-
cording to the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statis- t_cularly married women, one would expect
tics, technology has been improving by only them to have saved some portion of that
0.57 percent per year, compared w_th 1.79 income for their old age. But they did not.
percent per year between 1950 and 1969. Th_s fact is another part of the recent U.S.
U.S. population growth has also dechned, saving puzzle
In combination, the slow growth m both Adding to the puzzle is the ongoing m-
technology and population spells a very low crease m the expected length of retirement
long-run rate of U.S. sawng. More and more Amencans, pamcularly

But demographic change should be caus- men. are retiring in their midfiftles At the
mg U.S saving to increase. In the last five same time, life expectancms continue to
years the numerous baby boomers have rise. Today's thirty-year-old male can ex-
been reaching their primary saving years, pect to hve to age seventy-four, 3.5 years
which should have boosted the U.S saving longer than the typical thirty-year-old m
rate by several percentage points That 1960. If he retires at age fifty-five, today's
makes the fact that U.S saving has been so thirty-year-old will spend almost half of his
low all the more surpnsing, remaining hie m retirement. Economic

models of saving suggest that aggregate
saving should depend strongly and posl-

Labor-SupplyDecisions tlvely on the length of retirement. Thus,
wzth the rehrement age coming down and

National saving is the difference between hte expectancy going up, economists would
national output and natmnal consumptzon, expect people to save a lot more--not a lot
Labor income represents about three-quar- less
ters of U S. output. So changes in labor
income, if not accompamed by equivalent

changes m consumption, can greatly affect EC01"I0micPolicy
an economy's saving rate. Take, for exam-

ple, the recent remarkable increase m U.S. Government policy also can have power-
female labor force participation In 1975 ful effects on a nation's saving. To begin
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with, governments are, themselves, large AlternativeExplanationsofthe
consumers of goods and services In the RecentDeclineinU.S.Saving
United States the government accounts for
over one fifth of all national consumption. What explains the recent decline in U.S.
More government consumpuon spending saving? One explanation that can qmckly
does not, however, necessarily imply less be dismissed is that increased government
national saving. If the private sector re- consumption is to blame. The ratio of gov-
sponds to a one-dollar increase in govern- ernment consumption to national output
ment consumption by reducing its own since 1980 has been essentially the same as

consumption by one dollar, aggregate sav- it was m the previous two decades.
mg remams unchanged Another explanation is that the U.S. gov-

The private sector's consumption re- ernment, by cutting income taxes and run-

sponse depends cntically on who pays for nmg large deficits, shifted the burden of
the government's consumption and how the paying for government consumption from
government extracts these payments If the current to future generations and induced a
government assigns most of the tax burden spending spree by current generations. This
to future generations (w_th, for example, explanation, however, ignores other poli-
our current pay-as-you-go Socml Security cles that redistributed away from current

system), current generations will have httle generations, like the baby boomers, toward
reason, other than concern for their off- future generations, such as their chddren.

spring, to reduce their consumption expen- One important example Is the 1983 Social
ditures. If current generations are forced to Security Amendments, which cut baby

pay for the government's spending, the size boomers' prospectwe Social Security retire-
of the private sector consumption response ment benefits by roughly 20 percent m order
w_ll vary accordmg to who among people to hmit the payroll taxes their children

hvmg today loots the bill The older the would have to face when they join the work
people taxed, the larger will be the reduc- force Of course, it IS possible that people
tion In consumption. The reason is that m their thirties and forties do not realize

older people consume a higher percentage that their future benefits will be lower than
of their income than younger ones Thus, was promised before 1983

taxing dollars away from retirees, say, in- The argument that cutting federal Income
stead of lofty-year-old workers, will bring taxes raised disposable incomes and stimu-

a larger decrease m private sectorconsump- lated Americans to consume excessively
tton also ignores increases in state and local

Finally, different taxes have different in- taxes, as well as federal payroll taxes. On
centive effects For example, the govern- balance, disposable income as a share of

ment m_ght raise its funds w_th taxes on net national output was only slightly higher
capital rather than taxes on labor income m the eighties than in the previous decades.
By lowering the after-tax return to saving, For all governments--federal, state, and lo-
taxes on capttal income discourage saving cal--the ratio of taxes, minus transfer pay-
for future consumption, ments (for example, welfare and Social
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Security), to U.S. output averaged .220 be- failed to keep pace with inflation. The value
tween 1980 and 1987 It averaged .226 for of residentml structures, most of which
the seventies, .239 for the sixties, and 224 were owner-occupied housmg, fell by over
for the fifties. $600 bilhon between 1980 and 1989 The

Nor do disincentives to save appear to be $260 bdhon figure represented only 1 7 per-
responsible for the decline in U.S. saving cent of total U.S. net wealth as of the end
in the eighties Marginal personal tax rates of the 1980s and _s too small to account for
on capital income fell through the last de- much of the decline in net national saving.
cade, w_th the top marginal rate dechning The ezghtles witnessed changes m in-
from 70 percent in1980 to 31percent today, come inequality, demographics, the ex-
Individual Retirement Accounts (IRAs), m- pected duration of retirement, and female
tended topromote saving, probably reduced labor force participation, but as already
it How could this be? Imagme that the gov- mentioned, these changes should have led
ernment lets someone who invests m an to more, not less, saving One possible ex-
IRA avoid taxes whose present value is planat_on for the recent dechne in saving is
$1,000. That person _s then $1.000 wealth- a reduction in saving for bequests, which
ler He will save some portion of this wealth may t_e m with the decline in the b_rthrate.
and consume a portion. Say he saves $300, Only s_gnlficant addmonal research can test
a generous estimate, and consumes $700. the vahd_ty of this explanation At the mo-
Then personal saving increases by $300. ment, however, there is no "smoking gun"
But assume that the government does not explanation for the critically low level of
cut spending to finance this tax cut. Then U.S saving
the deficit rises by $1,000 The net result is
that although personal savmg rises, national

saving falls by $700. TheImplicationsofLowSaving
Most theories of consumption predict that forBabyBoomers

households will increase their spending
after their wealth increases In the eighties Americans as a group used to save more
real capital gains accrumg to U S. house- than they d_d m the e_ght_es. And as a con-
holds on their holdings of equities were sequence the collective stock of U.S
about $900 bdlion (measured in 1988 dol- wealth holdings is stdl quite large--roughly
lars). But m the eighties the real capital $20 trdhon. This is enough to finance all
gains on the total portfoho of U.S. house- Americans" consumer expend=tures for over

holds, including all net assets (all assets net five years. But 59 percent of this wealth Is
of all liabdities), measured in 1988 dollars owned by people who are fifty or older,
was only $260 billion. It Js true that most who appear to be spending a good deal of
U.S. assets gained value in nominal it on themselves. If the elderly do end up
terms--their dollar values at the end of the spending rather than bequeathing the bulk
eighties exceeded their dollar values in of existing U.S wealth, will younger
1980. But assets other than stock lost value Americans, particularly baby boomers, ac-
re real terms. The=r nominal appreciation cumulate enough savings to maintain the
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standard of living they currently enjoy in tlrement earnings with Social Security re-

their old age? tirement benefits Unless baby boomers

Based on current evidence, the answer change their saving habits and change them

appears to be no. Compared with their par- quickly, they may experience much higher

ents, baby boomers can expect to retire ear- rates of poverty m their old age than those
her, live longer, rely less on inheritances, currently observed among U.S. elderly.

receive less help from children, experience

slower real wage growth, face higher taxes, _Laurence J. Kotlikoff

and replace a smaller fraction of their prere-

Biography: Laurence J Kothkoff ts a professor of economics at Boston Umverslty and a research
associate with the National Bureau of Economic Research He was prewously a semor economist
with the President's Councd of Economic Advisers
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Unemployment
Lawrence H. Summers

• Few economic indicators are of more can be frictional, meaning someone is be-
concern to Americans than unemployment tween jobs. Or it may be structural, as when
staUstics Reports that unemployment rates someone's skills are no longer demanded

are dropping make us happy; reports to the because of a change m technology or an
contrary make us anxious. But just what industry downturn.
do unemployment figures tell us? Are they
rehable measures? What influences job-
lessness? iS Unemploymenta BigProblem?

Some say there are reasons to think that
HowIs UnemploymentDefined unemployment m the United States is not a
andMeasured? big problem. In 1991, 32 8 percent of all

unemployed people were under the age of
Each month, the federal government's twenty-four and presumably few of these

Bureau of Labor Statlst_cs randomly sur- were the main source of income for the=r
veys sixty thousand individuals around the famd[es One out of six of the unemployed
nation. If respondents say they are both out are teenagers Moreover, the average dura-
of work and seekmg employment, they are uon of a spell of unemployment _sshort In
counted as unemployed members of the la- 1991 it was 13.8 weeks And the medmn
bor force. Jobless respondents who have spell of unemployment is even shorter In
chosen not to continue looking for work 1991 it was 6 9 weeks, meaning that half
are considered out of the labor force and of all spells last 6.9 weeks or less.
therefore are not counted as unemployed On the basis of numbers like the above,

Almost half of all unemployment spells end many economists have thought that unem-
because people leave the labor force. Ironi- ployment Is not a very large problem A
cally, those who drop out of the labor few weeks of unemployment seems to them
force--whether because they are discour- like just enough time for people to move
aged, have household responsibilities, or from one job to another. Yet these numbers,

are sick--actually make unemployment though accurate, are misleading. Much of
rates look better; the unemployment rate in- the reason why unemployment spells appear
cludes only people within the labor force short is that many workers drop out of the
who are out of work. labor force at least temporardy because they

Not all unemployment is the same Un- cannot find attractwe jobs. Often two short
employment can be long- or short-term. It spells of unemployment mean a long spell

236
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of joblessness because the person was un- they are not The work-registration require-
employed for a short time, then withdrew ment for welfare recipients, for example,
from the labor force, and then reentered the compels people who otherwise would not
labor force, be considered part of the labor force to reg-

And even if most unemployment spells islet as If they were a part of it. This require-
are short, most weeks of unemployment are ment effectively increases the measure of
experienced by people who are out of work unemployed m the labor force even though
for a long time To see why, consider the these people are better described as nonem-
following example. Suppose that each ployed--that is, not actively looking for
week, twenty spells of unemployment last- work

mg one week begin, and only one begins In a study using state data on registrants
that lasts twenty weeks. Then the average m Aid to Famihes with Dependent Children
duration of a completed spell of unemploy- and food stamp programs, my colleague
merit would be only 1.05 weeks. But half Kim Clark and I found that the work-regis-
of all unemployment (half of the total of tratlon requirement actually increased mea-

forty weeks that the twenty-one people are sured unemployment by about 0.5 to 0.8
out of work) would be accounted for by percentage points. In other words, this re-

spells lasting twenty weeks, quirement increases the measure of unem-
Something hke this example applies in ployment by 600,000 to 1 milhon people.

the real world. In November 1991, for ex- Without the con&tion that they look for

ample, 40 percent of the unemployed had work, many of these people would not be
been unemployed for less than five weeks, counted as unemployed. Similarly, unem-
but 15 percent had been unemployed for six ployment insurance increases the measure
or more months of unemployment by inducing people to say

that they are job hunting in order to collect
benefits.

WhatCausesLong-Term The second way government assistance
Unemployment? programs contribute to long-term unem-

ployment is by providing an incentive, and

To fully understand unemployment, we the means, not to work. Each unemployed
must consider the causes of recorded long- person has a "reservation wage"--the

term unemployment. Empirical evidence minimum wage he or she insists on getting
shows that two causes are welfare payments before accepting a job. Unemployment in-

and unemployment insurance These gov- surance and other social assistance pro-
ernment assistance programs contribute to grams increase that reservation wage,

long-term unemployment m two ways. causing an unemployed person to remain
First, government assistance increases unemployed longer.

the measure of unemployment by prompt- Consider, for example, an unemployed

ing people who are not working to clmm person who is used to making $10.00 an
that they are looking for work even when hour. On unemployment insurance this per-
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son receives about 55 percent of normal hour employed at a $10.00 wage. Net loss
earnings, or $5.50 per lost work hour. If to other taxpayers: $7.06 per hour. Multiply
that person is in a 15 percent federal tax this by millions of people collecting unem-
bracket, and a 3 percent state tax bracket, ployment, each missing hundreds of hours
he or she pays $0.99 in taxes per hour not of work, and you get a cost to taxpayers in
worked and nets $4.51 per hour after taxes the billions.

as compensation for not working. If that Unemployment insurance also extends

person took a job that paid $10.00 per hour, the time a person stays off the job. Clark
governments would take 18 percent for in- and I estimated that the existence of unem-
come taxes and 7.5 percent for Social Secu- ployment insurance almost doubles the

rity taxes, netting him or her $7.45 per hour number of unemployment spells lastmg
of work. Comparing the two payments, this more than three months If unemployment
person may decide that a day of leisure is insurance were ehmmated, the unemploy-
worth more than the extra $2.94 an hour the ment rate would drop by more than half

job would pay. If so, this means that the a percentage point, which means that the
unemployment insurance raises the per- number of unemployed people would fall
son's reservation wage to above $10.00 per by over 600,000. Th,s is all the more sig-
hour. mficant m hght of the fact that less than

Unemployment, therefore, may not be as half of the unemployed receive msurance
costly for the jobless person as previously benefits
imagined. But as Harvard economist Martin Another cause of long-term unemploy-
Feldstein pointed out m the seventies, the ment is umomzatlon High umon wages that
costs of unemployment to taxpayers are exceed the competitive market rate are

very great indeed. Take the example above likely to cause job losses in the unlomzed
of the indwidual who could work for $10 00 sector of the economy. Also, those who lose

an hour or collect unemployment insurance high-wage union jobs are often reluctant to

of $5.50 per hour. The cost of unemploy- accept alternative low-wage employment
ment to this unemployed person was only Between 1970 and 1985, for example, a

$2.94 per hour, the &fference between the state with a 20 percent unlomzation rate,
net income from working and the net in- approximately the average for the fifty
come from not working. And as compensa- states and the District of Columbia, experi-
tion for this cost, the unemployed person enced an increase m unemployment of 1.2

gained leisure, whose value could well be percentage points relative to a hypothetical
above $2.94 per hour. But other taxpayers state that had no umons. To put this in per-
as a group paid $5.50 m unemployment spective, 1 2 percentage points is about 60
benefits for every hour the person was un- percent of the increase in normal unemploy-
employed, and got back in taxes only $0 99 ment between 1970 and 1985,
on th_s benefit Moreover, they forwent There is no question that some long-term
$2.55 in lost tax and Socml Security reve- unemployment .s caused by government in-
nue that this person would have paid per tervention and unions that interfere with the
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supply of labor. It is. however, a great mzs- TheNaturalRateofUnemployment
take (made by some conservative econo-
mists) to attribute most unemployment to Long before Milton Friedman and Ed-
government interventions in the economy round Phelps advanced the notion of the
or to any lack of desire to work on the part natural rate of unemployment (the lowest
of the unemployed. Unemployment was a rate of unemployment tolerable without
serious economic problem in the late nine- pushing up inflation) pohcymakers had con-
teenth and early twentieth centuries prior to tented themselves with striving for low, not
the welfare state or widespread unionlza- zero, unemployment. Just what constitutes
tion. Unemployment then, as now, was an acceptably low level of unemployment
closely linked to general macroeconomic has been redefined over the decades. In the
conditions. The Great Depression, when early sixties an unemployment rate of 4 per-
unemployment in the Umted States reached cent was both desirable and achievable.

25 percent (see GREATDEPRESS|ON) IS the Over time, the unemployment rate drifted
classic example of the damage that collapses upward and, for the most part, has hovered
in credit can do. Since then, most economists around 7 percent. Lately, it has fallen to 6
have agreed that cyclical fluctuations in un- percent I suspect that some of the reduction

employment are caused by changes in the in the apparent natural rate of unemploy-
demand for labor, not by changes m workers" ment in recent years has to do with reduced
desires to work, and that unemployment m transitional unemployment, both because
recessions is involuntary fewer people are between jobs and because

Even leaving aside cyclical fluctuations, they are between jobs for shorter periods.
a large part of unemployment is due to de- A sharply falling dollar has led to a manu-
mand factors rather than supply High un- facturing turnaround. Union power has

employment m Texas in the early eighties, been eroded by domestic regulatory action
for example, was due to collapsing oil and inaction, as well as by international
prices High unemployment m New En- competition. More generally, international
gland in the early nineties is due to declines competition has restrained wage increases
m computer and other industries in which m high-wage industries. Another factor
New England specialized The process of ad- making unemployment lower is a decline
justment following shocks is long and pain- in the fraction of the unemployed who are
ful, and recent research suggests that even supported by unemployment insurance.

temporary declines in demand can have per-
manent effects on unemployment as workers

who lose jobs are unable to sell their labor WhatAretheProspectsfortheNineties?
due to a loss of skalls or for other reasons

Therefore, most economists who study unem- Although the most recent recession has

ployment support an active government role seen increased unemployment, the unem-
m training and retraining workers and m ployment rates are still low by the standard
maintaining stable demand for labor, of previous downturns. Recovery should
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bring some improvement. Over the longer unskilled workers caused by technological

term key variables affecting unemployment innovation.

will include unemployment insurance,
unionization, and the success of the econ- --Lawrence H. Summers

omy in handling the reduced demand for

Biography: Lawrence H. Summers _sundersecretary of the treasury for International Affmrs He
was previously the vice president of Development Economics and chief economist at the World
Bank This was wntten while he was the Nathamel Ropes Professor of Polmcal Economy at
Harvard University.
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FederalBudget
John F. Cogan

[] Deficit spending has been a way of life increase in defense spending. But this ex-
for the federal government for most years planatlon ignores the persistence of budget
since World War II. A whole generation of deficits for the three decades prior to eight-
elected federal officials has come and gone les. It also ignores the fact that since 1981,
without ever balancing the budget The last expenditures on nondefense programs grew
time that federal budget expenditures were almost as rapidly as those on defense, and
brought into balance with revenues was m that the federal tax claim on the country's
1969, and prior to that the last time was in gross national product (GNP) is currently
1960, hagher than it has averaged during any pre-

Since World War II the federal budget ceding decade (see table 1).
deficit has risen almost continually, regard- Other observers claim that deficits persist
less of which polmcal party has occupied because the American pubhc demands more
the White House, and regardless of which In government benefits than it is willing to

party has held a majority of seats in the pay for in taxes. Although this explanation
House of Representatives or Senate As ta- has lntumve appeal, it fails to explain why
ble I indicates, in each of the last four de- the American public's preferences have

cades, the average size of the federal budget changed Why did Americans previously
deficit relative to GNP has approximately want the same amount of benefits as they
doubled. Due to the extraordinary string of were willing to pay for in taxes?

budget deficits, the national debt is now
eqmvalent to over forty thousand dollars for
every family in the United States. TheBudgetProcessandtheCommons

The existence of chronic budget deficits Problem
during the postwar years stands in stark con-
trast to the pattern of federal finances during The congressional budget process itself

previous periods in America's history For has contributed mightily to persistent bud-
most of our h_story prior to 1940, the federal get deficits. The most important feature of

budget was balanced, except in years of war the current budget process is its decentral-
or economic recession, ized nature At no point in the process does

The causes of persistent federal budget anyone decide on the total amount the fed-
deficits during the last forty years are not eral government will spend Instead, re-
well understood. Many observers believe sponsibility for individual legislative bills
that the cause of the deficit lies in umque that determine the total amount of spending

policy mistakes during the eighties, such is divided up among fifteen separate com-
as the simultaneous reduction in taxes and mittees m the Senate and seventeen com-

243
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TABLE 1

FederalBudget,1950-90
(Percentof GNP)

Spending Revenues Deficit

1950-59 18.0 17.6 0.5
1960-69 19.0 18.2 0 8
1970-79 20.5 18.3 2.1
1980-89 23.0 19.0 4.3

1990 23.2 19.1 4.1

mlttees in the House of Representatives. forces of competition for the resource lead
The Appropriations Committee has juns- to overconsumption and eventual exhaus-
diction for nonentitlement programs coy- tion of the resource.
enng about 40 percent of the total federal To understand the commons problem,
spending. The remaining 60 percent is imagine a publicly owned forest that is open
made up of enmlement programs, which are to all logging companies that desire access
handled by various other standing commit- to it. No individual company would have
tees. The agriculture committees have au- any reason to restrain its logging activities.
thortty over farm price supports, food In fact, each company would have every
stamps, and other rural programs. The tax- incentive to cut down as many trees as it
writing committees in the House and Senate could before a competitor did so On a more
are responsible for Social Security and personal level imagine that a mother sends
Medicare. The House Energy and Com- her family to the store, tells her husband
merce Committee has jurisdiction over to buy beer, her teenage daughter to buy
Medicaid and shares responsibility for magazines, and her ten-year old son to buy
Medicare with the Ways and Means Com- candy. Imagine, moreover, that she sets no
mittee hmits on how much each can spend. Each

This decentralization of spending author- family member would then overspend on
ity creates powerful incentives for deficit the various items

financing. By spreading responsibihty for Congress is like that family. From the
spending authority among so many commit- individual committee standpoint the corn-
tees, the Congress has created a situation monly owned resource is federal revenues,

known as "the tragedy of the commons" raised primarily from taxes levied on mdl-
(see THE TRAGEDYOF THE COMMONS). This viduals and corporations The consumers of
type of situation arises when numerous this resource are the congressional commit-
claimants compete for a commonly owned tees. The common resource is "overcon-

resource. The tragedy is that the inexorable sumed" when government spending
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repeatedly exceeds tax revenue--that is, tees. This period of decentralizedbudgeting
when chronic budget deficits occur, lasted until just after World War I.

At the time, some observers recognized
the consequences of decentralization. Con-

AnHistoricalSketch gressman Samuel Randall, chairman of the
Appropriations Committee and a former

An historical look at government spend- Speaker of the House, warned in 1884, "If

ing and the budget process reveals the pew- you undertake to dwide all these appropria-
erful role the commons problem has played tlons and have many committees where
in producing budget deficits. When the bud- there ought to be but one, you will enter
get process has been highly centralized, upon a path of extravagance you cannot
spending has been held in check and the foresee the length of or the depth of until we
budget has been balanced. When the pro- find the Treasury of the country bankrupt."
cess has been decentrahzed, the growth in Randall's statement proved prophetic.
spending has outpaced the growth in reve- Immediately after Congress splintered the
nues, and chronic budget deficits have re- budget process, federal spending grew at
suited an unprecedented rate. By the mid-1890s

Dunng the first ninety years of U.S. h_s- federal spending (excluding interest pay-
tory, spending authonty was concentrated ments) was 50 percent larger than it had
in a single committee m each house of Con- been in 1886, and by 1916 it had risen an
gress, and budgets were balanced except addiuonal 45 percent
during recessions and wars. But m 1885 the This explosive spending growth pro-
House stripped the Appropnauons Commit- duced deficits that were more frequent and
tee of much of _ts spending authority and larger than ever before m peacetime In the
gave it to numerous authorizing commm five years _mmediately preceding the

TABLE 2

BudgetAverageDeficits

Deficits
Time Periods (Percent of GNP)

Centralized Budgetmg
1799-1885 0.26
1922-1931 - 0.77

Decentralized Budgetmg
1886-1921 0.69

1932-1989 3.61
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change to decentralized budgeting in the lation, enacted a year later, provided pen-
House, annual revenues exceeded annual slons to persons age sixty-five and older
expenditures by 40 percent. The subsequent and guaranteed matching payments to state
expenditure growth turned this sizable bud- governments for the cost of welfare pro-
get surplus into record peacetime deficits in grams. In 1956 the Social Security disabil-
the mld-1890s. Deficit spending persisted ity program was created to provide federal
throughout the remainder of the decade, cash assistance to disabled persons. In the
Dunng the first fifteen years of the twent_eth sixties the food stamp program (1964),
century, the budget was m deficit half the Medicare (1965), Medicaid (1965), and the
t_me. Guaranteed Student Loan program (1965)

Much hke today, from 1886 to 1916 all were created. In 1974 the General Revenue
growth in spending relative to GNP oc- Sharing and the Child Support Enforcement
curred in programs under the jurisdiction programs began.
of the authorizing committees. But unlike By the mxdseventles the process of
today, Congress recognized its problems decentrahzlng budget decision making by
and took decisive steps to correct them. The creating new programs was largely com-
House acted first. In 1919 it established a plete. The forty-year process had a pro-
select committee on the budget, which found impact on the degree of committee
qmckly recommended that the House adopt spending authority. In 1932 the Appropria-
a budget process reform that "centers on tlons Committee had jurisdiction over more
one Committee... the authority to report than 90 percent of all programs No other
all appropriations." The House accepted committee had more than 1 percent. By the

this recommendation and voted to strip the early eighties the Appropriations Commit-
seven authorizing commmees of their tee controlled only about 40 percent. Seven
power to appropriate. The Senate followed other committees shared an additional 55
two years later, percent,

The corrective step worked. From 1921 This return to decentralized declslon

until the onset of the Great Depression making once again introduced the "com-
(1930), expenditures relative to GNP were mons" problem into the congressional bud-
held constant and the budget was balanced, get-making process as it had in the past.
Unfortunately, decentralization returned The inevitable forces of the commons drove
during the depression, The process moved government expenditures upward at a rate
slowly at first, but accelerated significantly far in excess of government revenues, The

m the sixties and seventies as Congress cre- chronic federal budget deficits described in
ated new programs and placed spending ju- table 1 were the result.

risdictlon for them m an ever increasing This two-hundred-year review of the re-
number of congressional committees. De- latlonship between the congressional bud-
posit insurance legislation, enacted in 1934, get process and the existence of persistent
provided a federal government guarantee deficits demonstrates the critical role that

for certain deposits in banks and savings institutional rules play in determining out-
and loan institutions. Social Security legis- comes. Although other factors, such as a
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defense buildup or a savings and loan crisis, m which they affect behavior is a necessary

may be important in contributing to deficits, first step toward correcting the structural
it ts the institutional rules that create mcen- problem of the budget deficits.

twes for particular forms of behavior and

drive decision making over the long run. ---John F. Cogan

An understanding of these rules and the way

Biography: John F Cogan is a senior fellow at Stanford Umverslty's Hoover Insmutlon. Formerly
deputy d_rector of the Office of Management and Budget, he now &rects a project to bmld a
conszstent record of government spending decisions since World War il
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FederalDebt
Robert Eisner

• Everyone talks about the federal debt, nances income-earning plant and equip-
but few, literally, know what they are talk- ment. And individuals borrow largely to
ing about. That is all the more true for the purchase homes, which provide impliot in-
federal deficit, which year after year adds come by saving rent that would otherwise
to the total debt outstanding, be prod. Debt that finances income-earning

Perhaps the first thing to know about the assets is hardly the same as dead-weight
federal debt, some $4 trillion at the end of debt that must be serviced out of unrelated
1992, is that $1 trillion of it is held by income.

government agencies or government trust The federal government, though, also has
funds such as those for Social Security Ex- real assets, interstate highways, public

cludlng that amount leaves the more rele- buildings, and federal land, water, and min-
vant figure of "gross federal debt held by erals. All these assets contribute to the na-

the public" at $3 trillion, uonal income and hence--indirectly if not
Even that number is somewhat mis- directly--to the "earnings" or tax recopts

leading on two counts. First, because the of the government _tself. Private businesses
Federal Reserve banks are technically pri- compute their net worth by subtracting ha-

vate corporations, the debt "held by the bdlties from assets. The same should be

public" includes the Federal Reserve hold- done for the government. Most unofficial
ings, which come to almost a quarter of a esumates suggest that assets directly owned
trillion dollars, although the interest paid on by the federal government pretty much
Federal Reserve holdings largely goes right match the enUre federal debt.
back totheTreasury. Second, "gross" debt Most of the federal debt Is owed to
does not subtract what the pubhc owes to Americans. In fact, the share of privately
the federal government or _ts credit agen- held public debt owned by foreigners fell
cies. The net debt--the debt owed by the from 21 2 percent m 1980 to 17.6 percent

government to the public exclusive of the m 1992. The foreign share of the total gross
Federal Reserve, minus the debt owed by public debt m 1992 was 12.1 percent. And

the public to the government--is some 20 virtually all of that debt was in dollars,
percent less. Therefore, the actual net debt which means that it can be pa_d off or
was on the order of $2.4 trillion m 1992, or bought back by the simple device of print-

only a little more than half the gross debt. mg money or, in more sophisticated fash-
The debt of U.S. businesses (excluding _on, open-market operations of the Federal

financial institutions) and households is $7 Reserve

trilhon, far larger than the federal debt. But Whether that should be done rinses seri-
business debt, it is argued, generally fi- ous issues of economic policy. But if it

2@
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TABLE 1

AltemativeMeasuresofFederalDebt

Gross Federal Debt Held by Public 1

Percentage Per Capita
Year Billions of Dollars of GDP in 19925

1945 235.2 110.9 15,487

1946 241.9 113.8 12,824

1947 224.3 100.6 10,244

1948 216.3 87.7 9,074

1949 214 3 81.6 8,879

1950 219.0 82 4 8,715

1951 214.3 68.4 8,000

1952 214.8 63.1 7,766

1953 218.4 60.0 7,643

1954 224.5 61.0 7,598

1955 226.6 58.9 7,300

1956 222.2 53.4 6,802

1957 219.3 50.0 6,364

1958 226.3 50.5 6,328

1959 234.7 48.9 6,262

1960 236.8 46.9 6,123

1961 238.4 46.1 6,006

1962 248.0 44.7 6,026

1963 254.0 43.5 6,016

1964 256.8 41.1 5,890

1965 260.8 38.9 5,752

1966 263.7 35.9 5,553

1967 266.6 33.6 5,398

1968 289.5 34.2 5,520

1969 278.1 30 0 4,992

1970 283.2 28.7 4,775

1971 303.0 28.8 4,773

1972 322.4 28.1 4,818
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TABLE 1, Continued

AltemativeMeasuresofFederalDebt

Gross Federal Debt Held by Public 1

Percentage Per Capita
Year Billions of Dollars of GDP in 19925

1973 340 9 26.8 4,752

1974 343.7 24.5 4,361

1975 394 7 26 1 4,521

1976 477.4 28.3 5,105

1977 549.1 27 8 5,318

1978 607 1 28.6 5,378

1979 639.8 28.2 5,152

1980 709.3 26.8 5,148

1981 784.8 26.5 5,144

1982 919.2 29.4 5,679

1983 1,131.0 34.1 6,665

1984 1,300.0 35 2 7,268

1985 1,499.4 37.8 8,032

1986 1,736.2 41.2 8,976

1987 1,888.1 42.4 9,372

1988 2,050.2 42.6 9,675

1989 2,189.3 42.3 9,803

1990 2,410.4 44.1 10,227

Endof fiscalyears June30 to 1976.September30, 1977-90

SOURCES:Office of Management and Budget, Budget Basehnes, H_stoncal Data, and Alternatives
for the Future, January 1993, Table 7 1, p 346, EconomEcReport of the Presudent,January 1993,
Table B-29, p 381; Bureau of Economic Analysis, National Income and Product Series Diskette,
and Survey of Current Business, January 1993, and author's calculattons.

wishes, the federal government can always governments, which do not have the power

create what money it needs to service its to create money. Thus the federal govern-
debt. In this fundamental sense, then, fed- ment has no reason ever to default on its

eral debt is different from private debt or, debt or declare bankruptcy.

for that matter, the debt of state and local The federal debt held by the public differs
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in another fundamental sense from private meet that demand, brings on inflation.
debt. For every private creditor there is a Then, possibly even worse, actions by the
debtor who knows he is a debtor. Therefore Federal Reserve to combat the inflation will

private debt is, from the standpoint of ag- raise Interest rates, thus choking off invest-
gregate wealth or the net worth of the pri- ment in new housing, new factories, and
vate sector, a wash; the liability of one new machinery.
individual or business is the asset of an- These arguments about the federal debt,

other. The net debt of the federal govern- its power for good or bad, require two major
ment held by the public, however, is an quahfications. First, the debt must be mea-
asset of the pnvate sector, of state and local sured in a correct and relevant fashion This

governments, or of the rest of the world means, most Importantly, that It must be
But few people think of themselves as the adjusted for inflation. A person who has
debtor when the federal government goes $101,000 in Treasury securities is not richer
into further debt by selling a bond. This than he was a year ago when he held
means that the bigger the federal debt, the $100,000 if inflation has reduced the value

wealthier citizens who own the bonds feel of the dollar by 3 percent. He has, in fact,
and, hence, the more they are likely to lost the equivalent of $3,000 in the real

spend. Thus the fundamental importance, value of his securities from what may be
for good or for bad, of the federal debt is called an inflation tax. He IS, on balance,

hkely to be its effect on private spending. $2,000 poorer than he was a year ago. Thus,
If the economy is in a recession because he is hkely to buy fewer goods, not more.

of a lack of effective demand for what can Just as with individuals, so with the fed-

be produced, a bigger federal debt may be eral government. The federal debt must be
useful The greater wealth it causes in the measured in real terms, and the real deficit

form of Treasury notes, bills, or bonds must be seen as the change in the real value
gives people less reason to save and, there- of the debt. By this measure the apparently
fore, Induces them to consume more. Busi- huge federal debt actually declined over
nesses, which may also feel wealthier with most of the past half-century. Even now,

their holdings of Treasury securities, may after a decade of relatively large deficits,
be expected to produce more to meet the the per capita federal debt is still much less
consumer demand and also to invest more than m 1945, when the country and its econ-

in the capacity to meet that demand, omy were much smaller. Inflation of only
If, however, the economy is already at 3 percent reduces a gross debt of $3 trillion

full employment, with few unused re- by $90 billion. This indicates a real budget
sources, consumers' attempts to spend more deficit $90 billion less than that in official
as a consequence of their greater financial measures
wealth can only generate hxgher prices And A good way of judging the size of the
there's the rubf Too high a federal debt, or federal debt, and hence its likely effect on
a deficit that increases the debt and, conse- the economy, is, as for an individual, to

quently, causes aggregate demand to rise take It as a ratio of income. The federal debt
faster than production can be increased to reached a peak ratio of 114 percent of GDP
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after World War II and dechned to 26 per- ahve when taxes were finally raised. The

cent by 1981, before rising again. But even answer that people would stall worry about
w_th the subsequent deficits, it was still only their children and grandchildren is weak-
51 percent of GDP in 1992. True "bal- ened by the facts that some have no chddren
ance" tn the budget, it might be suggested, and others don't want to leave money to
would entail not a zero deficit, but one such them anyway. Other factors that weaken the

that the debt grows at the same percentage "Ricardian" argument are: lower bor-
rate as GNP, thus keepmg the debt-to-GNP rowing costs for the government than the
ratio constant public; the uncertainty that taxes will ever

The second quahfication is that many be raised or who will bear them; and the
economists question whether federal debt is posslbdlty that debt which, in fact, brought
real wealth for the public as a whole. They hlgher employment, output, and investment
argue that increases m the federal debt will might eventually pay for itself out of higher
cause people to expect future increases in incomes. In that case tax rates would not
taxes in order to service that debt. On the have to increase m the future.

assumption that the present value of the m- Fmally, some economists argue that we
crease m expected future taxes is equal to should include m federal debt the implicit
the increase in the debt, there _s no net debt from the government's commitment to
change m percetved wealth and. hence, no pay future benefits such as Social Security.
effect of the debt on overall demand for If we do so, shouldn't we add assets m the

goods and services, form of the present value of future taxes
This argument has been severely criti- that might be received? In principle, they

cized for claiming too much foresight on are both relevant, but there ISa strong argu-
the part of individuals and for downplaying ment that m view of the uncertain amounts
serious reservaUons. Indeed, David Ri- to be projected for taxes and payments over
cardo, the famous early-nineteenth-century many decades, it would be better to exclude
economist who first enunciated the idea, them from our measures of the debt.

was himself skeptical of it. He argued that

many people would not worry about future --Robert Eisner
taxes because they might not expect to be

Biography: Robert Eisner is the William R. Kenan Professor of Economics at Northwestern
Umverstty and a past president of the American Economic Association.
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FederalDeficit
Laurence J. Kotlikoff

[] The U.S. federal budget deficzt is proba- Yet, there is very little correlation be-

bly the world's most cited economic statis- tween budget deficits and interest rates, sav-

tic. In recent years U.S debt has risen at mg and investment rates, or productivity

what is widely beheved to be an alarming growth rates. Some economists, led by

rate and has almost tripled since 1981. Robert Barro of Harvard, claim that the ab-

Those concerned about large deficits usu- sence of a correlation is evidence for their

ally argue as follows: defiots let current gen- view that defiots do not matter. They take

erations off the hook for paying the seriously an off-the-cuff remark by David

government's bills. Therefore, current gener- Rlcardo (one of the great nineteenth-century
auons consume more. This reduces the economists) that deficits may not matter be-

amount Americans save and invest. A re- cause current generations wall hand future

duced rate of investment means less capttal generations the means to pay off the debt.

per worker and, therefore, lower productivity Barro argues that parents and grandparents

growth. When capital is scarce, its rate of do this by making bequests and gifts to chfl-

return rises, causing interest rates to increase, dren and grandchddren. But for such trans-

Higher U S. interest rates attract foreign in- fers to be large enough, older generauons

vestment to the Umted States and imply larger must have strong altruistic ties to younger

trade deficRs, because increased foreign in- generauons. Recent studies find that, on the

vestment must increase the trade deficit (see contrary, the ues are weak.

BALANCE OF PAYMENTS). Other economists, who worry about
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deficits, claim that the correlation between Social Security payments. They worry that
the deficit and other economic variables is including Social Security in the deficit may
so low because the deficit has been defined mask the true fiscal picture. To avoid this
incorrectly Two such economists are Rob- outcome, Congress in 1990 redefined the
eft Eisner (see FEDERAL DEBT) of North- federal deficit to exclude Social Security
western University and Stanford's Michael receipts and payments.
Boskm, chairman of the President's Coun- This is not the first time Congress redefined
cll of Economic Advisers under George the deficit, nor the last. Indeed, by 1993 Con-
Bush. They point out that the government's gress had restored the old definition of the
officml debt measures only the govern- deficit that includes the Social Security sur-
ment's liabilities. It completely ignores the plus. The mampulation of the definition
government's assets. Using the govern- should not be surprising. Since everyone is
ment's debt figures to assess its financial sure the deficit should be zero, but no one is
position is, m their view, akin to calling the sure how to measure it, the deficit's definition
owner of a $1 mllhon property a debtor has real implications for economic and budget
because he has a large mortgage on the policy Choosing a definition that makes the
property. These and other economists also deficit large will Invite efforts to lower it by
fault the conventional deficit measure for hmttmg spending or increasing taxes The
failing to correct for inflation, opposite will be true with defimtlons that

It is hard to know where these corrections make the deficit appear small.
should end. The research of Martin The simple fact is that the deficit is not a
Feldstein, a Harvard economist and former well-defined economic concept The cur-
chairman of the Council of Economic Ad- rent measure of the deficit, or any measure,
visers, suggests that the unfunded liabilities is based on arbitrary choices of how to label
of government retirement programs, such government receipts and payments. The
as Social Security, should be included in government can conduct any real economic
the deficit. Including such habihtles would pohcy and simultaneously report any size
more than triple the measure of U.S federal deficit or surplus it wants just through its
debt But if the government's commitments choice of words. If the government labels
to pay Social Security benefits should be receipts as taxes and payments as expendl-
included, shouldn't we also include implicit tures, it will report one number for the deft-
comm_tmentsto other federalexpenditures, Clt. If it labels receipts as loans and
such as those for defense and national payments as return of principal and interest,
parks? it will report a very different number.

The debate over how to measure the Take Social Security, for example. So-
deficit is not confined to academics. In re- cml Security "'contributions" are called
cent years many members of Congress have taxes, and Socml Security benefits are
noted that the traditional deficit (i.e, the called expenditures. If the government
one that gets reported) will, in the late nine- taxes Mr. X by $1,000 this year and pays
ties, be reduced because revenues from So- him $1,500 in benefits ten years from now,
oal Security taxes will greatly exceed this year's deficit falls by $1,000 and the
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deficit ten years hence will be $1,500 to deficits But using the federal deficit as
higher. But the taxes could just as plausibly a measure of U.S. generational policy is
be labeled as a forced loan to the govern- like driving in Los Angeles with a map of
ment, and the benefits could be labeled as New York. While the map may be highly
repayment of pnncipal plus interest. In that detailed, with overlays and multiple colors,
case there would be no impact on the deficit, it will, nonetheless, get us lost.

There are real problems to be concerned For measuring the government's genera-
about, but the federal deficit doesn't mea- tional policies, neoclassical economics sug-
sure those problems. One thing that neo- gests an alternative to deficits, generational
classical economists are concerned about is accounts Generational accounts indicate in

intergenerational transfers. Many govern- present value what the typical member of
ment programs--some of which increase each generation can expect to pay to the
the traditional deficit (because of our choice government, minus benefits from the gov-
of words), and some of which, like pay-as- ernment, now and in the future. A genera-
you-go Socml Security, don't increase the tlonal account is thus a set of numbers, one
deficit (again because of our choice of for each existing generation, indicating the
words)--transfer resources from one gener- average remaining hfetime burden imposed
ation to another. The re&stribuuon of re- by the government on members of the gen-
sources by the government occurs between eratlon Used properly, these accounts help
existing and future generations as well as assess generational policy, independent of
between young and old existing genera- the labels the government gives to receipts
tions, and payments

According to Franco Modighanl's life- Generational accounts indicate not only
cycle model (the most famous neoclassical what existing generations will pay, but also
macroeconom]c model), policies that red]s- what future generations are likely to pay.
tribute from future generations to current The burden on future generations is deter-
generations, as well as policies that redis- mined by working through the govern-
tribute from younger people to older ones, ment's "'intertemporal budget constraint."
cause national consumption to Increase and This constraint says that the present value
national saving to fall. The reason is that of the government's spending on goods and
older generations have larger propensities services cannot exceed the sum of three
to consume than do younger generations. Items: (1) the government's net wealth, (2)
This reflects the fact that older people, who the present value of net payments to the
are closer to the end of their lives, want to government by current generations, and (3)
spend their remaining resources more the present value of net payments by future
quickly generations. Translation: the government

Hence, re&stnbution from younger to cannot spend more than the sum of what it

older generations can raise consumption, has and what it can raise. At any point in
lower saving, lower investment, raise Inter- time we can project the present value of the
est rates, increase trade deficits--m short, government's spending and also estimate

do all the bad things that have been ascribed items 1 and 2. By subtracting 1 and 2 from
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the present value of government spending, the burden on future generations, other poh-
we can determme the aggregate present cles, particularly the 1983 Social Security
value taken from future generations. By one reform, greatly reduced the projected bur-
set of estimates, as of 1989 the present value den on future generations. By raising the
of future government spending was $25,4 retirement age m stages to sixty-seven from
tnlhon, the government's net wealth was sixty-five, and by gradually subjecting all
- $0.5 trilhon, and the present value of net reurees' Socml Security benefits to income
payments of current generations was $21.2 taxation, the 1983 reforms reduced the pres-
trilhon. This left $4.7 trillion to be paid by ent value of Socxal Security benefits to be
future generations, paid to current adults by about $1.1 trillion.

An analysis of U.S generational ac- Generational accounting automatically
counts for 1991 indicates that unless U.S. deals with each of the major concerns raised
economic policy is decisively altered, the by those who think the deficit is conceptu-
typical member of future generations will ally sound but simply needs to be adjusted.
end up paying roughly 71 percent more over By measuring all current and projected pay-
his or her lifetime than will the typical mem- ments and receipts m inflation-adjusted
ber of current young generations! This fig- (constant) dollars, the proposed accounting
ure is above and beyond the fact that future deals with changes in the price level. It uses
generations will pay more because their in- the government's assets minus its liabilities
comes will be higher due to economic to form the value of government net worth,
growth. This 71 percent figure is extraordi- which is ultimately used to help determine
narily high and indicates that U.S. eco- the "hW" on future generations. In consid-
nomlc pohcy _s, generauonally speaking, erlng future government payments and re-
very badly out of balance celpts to and from indlv_duals, it accounts

Generational accounting leads to a radl- for the commitments to pay future Social
cally &fferent interpretation of postwar Security benefits and to spend on other
economic policy than does rehance on the items, such as defense and parks. In pro-
deficit From the perspective of genera- jectmg the future level of government pay-
tional accounts, the fifties, s_xt_es, and sev- ments and receipts, it takes into account
entles were periods of quite loose fiscal economic growth Finally, _t considers the
policy (policy that placed larger burdens on fiscal actions of all governments--federal,
future generations). The reason was the state, and local.

buildup of our unfunded pay-as-you-go So- Generational accounting thus represents
cial Security, civil service, and military a sensible alternative to the deficit deluszon

retirement programs. The eighties, in con- that has mxsled postwar fiscal pohcy.
trast, were marked by rather tight fiscal pol-
icy While the Reagan tax cuts &d increase --Laurence J. Kotlikoff

Biography: Laurence J. Kotlikoff is an economics professor at Boston Umvers_tyand a research
associate at the National Bureau of Economic Research. From 1981 to 1982 he was senior
economist for taxation and Social Security with the Council of Economic Advisers.
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FiscalPolicy
David N. Weil

• Fiscal policy _s the use of the government what it takes m--that _s, the government

budget to affect an economy. When the deficit. Fiscal policy _s said to be tight or

government decides on the taxes that it col- contractlonary when revenue is h_gher than

lects, the transfer payments it gives out, or spending (the government budget Is in sur-
the goods and services that it purchases, it plus) and loose or expansionary when

is engaging m fiscal pohcy The primary spending is higher than revenue (the budget

economic impact of any change in the gov- is m deficit) Often the focus is not on the

ernment budget is felt by particular level of the deficit, but on the change in the

groups--a tax cut for families with chd- deficit. Thus, a reducUon of the deficit from

dren, for example, raises the disposable in- $200 bdhon to $100 billion is said to be
come of such famdies Discussions of fiscal contractxonary fiscal pohcy, even though

policy, however, usually focus on the effect the budget is still m deficit.

of changes in the government budget on the The most lmmedmte impact of fiscal pol-

overall economy--on such macroeconomic _cy _s to change the aggregate demand for
variables as GNP and unemployment and goods and services. A fiscal expansion, for
inflation, example, raises aggregate demand through

The state of fiscal policy is usually sum- one of two channels. First, if the govern-

marized by looking at the difference be- ment increases purchases but keeps taxes

tween what the government pays out and the same, it increases demand directly. Sec-
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ond, if the government cuts taxes or in- higher demand mcreases output and prices
creases transfer payments, people's depends, m turn, on the state of the business
disposable income rises, and they will cycle. If the economy is m recession, with
spend more on consumption. This nse m unused productwe capacity and unem-
consumption will, in turn, raise aggregate ployed workers, then increases in demand
demand, will lead mostly to more output without

Fiscal policy also changes the compos_- changing the price level. If the economy is
tion of aggregate demand. When the gov- at full employment, by contrast, a fiscal
ernment runs a deficit, It meets some of its expansion will have more effect on prices
expenses by issuing bonds. In doing so, it and less impact on total output.
competes w_th private borrowers for money This ability of fiscal pohcy to affect out-
lent by savers, raising anterest rates and put by affecting aggregate demand makes at
"crowding out" some private mvestment, a potentml tool for economic stabilization.
Thus, expansionary fiscal policy reduces In a recession the government can run an
the fraction of output that is used for private expansionary fiscal policy, thus helping to
investment restore output to ats normal level and to put

In an open economy, fiscal policy also unemployed workers back to work. During
affects the exchange rate and the trade bal- a boom, when anflation as percewed to be
ance. In the case of a fiscal expansaon, the a greater problem than unemployment, the
rise in interest rates due to government bor- government can run a budget surplus, help-
rowing attracts foreign capital. Foreigners ang to slow down the economy. Such a
bad up the pnce of the dollar in order to get countercyclical policy would lead to a bud-
more of them to invest, causing an ex- get that was balanced on average.
change rate apprecmnon This appreciation One form of countercyclical fiscal pohcy
makes imported goods cheaper in the is known as automatic stabilizers. These are

United States and exports more expensive programs that automatically expand fiscal
abroad, leading to a decline of the trade policy during recessaons and contract it dur-
balance. Foreigners sell more to the country mg booms. Unemployment insurance, on
than they buy from it, and m return acquire which the government spends more during
ownership of assets in the country. This recessions (when the unemployment rate is
effect of fiscal policy was central to discus- high), is an example of an automatic stabi-
sions of the "twin deficits" (budget and lizer. Unemployment insurance serves this
trade) of the eighties, function even if the federal government

Fiscal pohcy is an important tool for does not extend the duration of benefits.
managing the economy because of its abihty Similarly, because taxes are roughly pro-
to affect the total amount of output pro- portional to wages and profits, the amount
duced--that is, gross domestic product, of taxes collected is higher during a boom
The first impact of a fiscal expansion is to than during a recession. Thus, the tax code
raise the demand for goods and services, also acts as an automatic stabilizer.

This greater demand leads to increases in But fiscal policy need not be automatic
both output and prices. The degree to which in order to play a stabllizmg role in business
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cycles. Some economists recommend gate demand wears off over time. Higher
changes in fiscal policy In response to eco- aggregate demand due to a fiscal stimulus,
nomlc conditions--so-called discretionary for example, eventually shows up only m
fiscal policy--as a way to moderate busi- h_gher pnces and does not increase output
ness cycle swings. These suggestions are at all. That Is because over the long run
most frequently heard during recessions, the level of output is determined not by
when there are calls for tax cuts or new demand, but by the supply of factors of
spending programs to "get the economy go- producuon (capital, labor, and technology)
lng again." These factors of production determine a

Unfortunately, discretlonaryfiscalpolicy "'natural rate" of output, around which
is rarely able to deliver on its promise. Fis- business cycles and macroeconomic poli-
cal policy is especially difficult to use for cies can cause only temporary fluctuations.
stabilization because of the "'inside lag"-- An attempt to keep output above _ts natural
the gap between the time when the need for rate by means of aggregate demand pohcies
fiscal pohcy arises and when it is imple- will lead only to ever-accelerating inflation.
mented by the president and Congress. The The fact that output returns to its natural
tax cut proposed by President Kennedy to rate in the long run is not the end of the
stimulate the economy in 1962, for exam- story, however In addmon to mowng out-
ple, was not enacted until 1964. If econo- put m the short run, fiscal policy can change
mists forecast well, then the lag would not the natural rate, and ironically, the long-
matter They could tell Congress in advance run effects of fiscal policy tend to be the
what the appropriate fiscal policy is But opposite of the short-run effects. Expan-
economists do not forecast well. Most econ- slonary fiscal policy wdl lead to higher out-
om_sts, for example, badly underpredicted put today but will lower the natural rate of
both the rise in unemployment In 1981 and output below what it would have been in
the strength of the recovery that began in the future. Similarly, contractionary fiscal
late 1982. Absent accurate forecasts, at- pohcy, though dampening the level of out-
tempts to use discretionary fiscal policy to put in the short run, will lead to higher
counteract business cycle fluctuations are as output in the future.
likely to do harm as good. F]scal policy affects the level of output in

The case for using discretionary fiscal the long run because it affects the country's
pohcy to stabilize business cycles is further sawng rate. The country's total saving is
weakened by the fact that another tool, composed of two parts--private saving (by
monetary policy, is far more agile than fis- individuals and corporations) and govern-
cal pohcy Even here, though, many econo- ment saving (which is the same as the bud-
mists argue that monetary policy is too get surplus). A fiscal expansion entads a
prone to lags to be effective, and that the decrease in government saving. Lower sav-
best countercyclical policy is to leave well mg means, in turn, that the country will
enough alone, either invest less in new plant and equip-

Whether for good or for ill, fiscal policy's ment or increase the amount that it borrows
ability to affect the level of output via aggre- from abroad, both of which lead to unpleas-
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ant consequences in the long term. Lower response to tax cuts, is evidence against
investment will lead to a lower capital stock Ricardian Equivalence.
and to a reduction in a country's ability In addition to its effect on aggregate de-
to produce output in the future. Increased mand and on saving, fiscal pohcy also af-
indebtedness to foreigners means that a fects the economy by changing incentives.
higher fraction of a country's output will Taxing an actwity tends to discourage that
have to be sent abroad in the future rather actwlty. A high marginal tax rate on income
than being consumed at home. reduces people's mcentwe to earn income.

Fiscal policy also changes the burden of By reducing the level of taxation, or even
future taxes. When the government runs an by keeping the level the same but reducing
expansionary fiscal policy, It adds to its marginal tax rates and reducing allowed de-
stock of debt Because the government will ductions, the government can increase out-
have to pay interest on this debt (or repay it) put. The "'supply-side" economists who
in future years, expansionary fiscal policy were prominent early in the Reagan admm-
today _mposes an addmonal burden on fu- istratlon argued that reductions in tax rates
ture taxpayers. Just as taxes can be used to would have a large effect on the amount of
redistribute income between different labor supphed, and thus on output. Incen-
classes, the government can run surpluses t_ve effects of taxes also play a role on
or deficits in order to redistribute income the demand s_de Policies such as the in-

between different generations, vestment tax credit, for example, can
Some economists have argued that this greatly influence the demand for capital

effect of fiscal policy on future taxes wall goods.
lead consumers to change their saving. Rec- The greatest obstacle to proper use of
ognizmg that a tax cut today means higher fiscal pohcy--both for its abihty to stabilize
taxes in the future, the argument goes, peo- fluctuations m the short run and for its long-
ple will simply save the value of the tax cut run effect on the natural rate of output--_s
they receive now in order to pay those future that changes in fiscal pohcy are necessarily
taxes. The extreme of this argument, known bundled with other changes that please or
as Ricardian Eqmvalence, holds that tax displease various constituencies. A road m
cuts will have no effect on national saving, Congressman X's district is all the more
since changes in private saving will offset hkely to be built if It can be packaged as
changes m government saving But if con- part of countercychcal fiscal pohcy. The
sumers decide to spend some of the extra same is true for a tax cut for some favored

disposable income they recewe from a tax constituency This naturally leads to an in-
cut (because they are myopic about future st_tut_onal enthusiasm for expansionary pol-
tax payments, for example), then Ricardian _c_es during recessions that is not matched
Equivalence w_ll not hold; a tax cut will by a taste for contractlonary policies during
lower national saving and rinse aggregate booms. In addition, the benefits from such

demand. The experience of the e_ghties, a pohcy are felt immediately, whereas its
when private saving fell rather than rose in costs--higher future taxes and lower eco-
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nomic growth--are postponed untd a later the final analysis, not economic, but poht-
date The problem of making good fiscal 1cal.
pohcy in the face of such obstacles is, m

nDavid N. Weil

Biography: David N Weil is an economics professor at Brown University
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Gordon Tullock

II In most countries government spending the war will not fall all the way back to
has grown quite rapidly m recent decades, their prewar level. Thus the name "ratchet
Chart 1 shows U.S. federal spending as a effect "This theory cannot explain the long
percentage of gross national product from penod of stable government expenditures
1790 to the present. Chart 2 shows Swe- before 1929. Nor can it explain the steady
den's central government expenditures as a growth since 1953.
percent of GNP. Although not many coun- The "leviathan" theory holds that gov-
tnes have such long data series, these coun- ernments try to get control of as much of
tries apparently are typical. As the charts the economy as possible. Obviously, the
show, the central government's share of the lewathan theory is inconsistent with the
economy was remarkably stable for nearly early decades of stable government spend-
150 years but has grown qmte rapidly ing. Moreover, thls theory also would lmply
throughout the latter two-thirds of this sharp increases m governmentspending fol-
century lowed by levehng off when the maximum

In the past, government spending m- size of government has been reached. But
creased dunng wars and then typically took this is not what we see after 1945. Wagner's
some time to fall back to its previous level, law--named after the German economist
Because the effects of World War I were Adolph Wagner (1835-1917)--states that
not totally gone by 1929, the line for the the growing government share of GNP is
United States from 1790 to 1929 has a very simply a result of economic progress.
slight upward slant. But in the second quar- Wagner propounded it m the 1880s. How-
ter of the twentieth century, government ever, the forty years of stabihty after that
spending began a rapid and steady Increase. ume would seem to rule out his theory.
Whale economists and political scientists Another theory, propounded by William
have offered many theories about what de- J. Baumol, is that producUvity m the private
termmes the level of government spending, sector increases, but public-sector produc-
there really is no known explanation for tivity stagnates. Therefore, says Baumol,
either part of this hlstoncal record, for the government to maintain a suitable

The data contradict several prominent level of serwces per person, government
economic theories about why government spending must grow as a percent of GNP.
spending as a percent of GNP grows. One Even granting his view of relauve effi-
such theory is presented by British econo- ciency, Baumol's theory certainly does not
mists Alan Peacock and Jack Wiseman, explain the nongrowth of government
who suggest a "ratchet effect." If a war, spending before 1929. Indeed, all theories
say, raises expenditures, expenditures after of growth to date fail to explain either the

252
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many early decades of stable government of all transfer payments go to people who
spending or the growth of government are relatwely well off
spending after 1953--or both. Economists trying to explain government

The relatively smooth growth of govern- spending have recently attributed it to spe-
ment after 1953 is particularly hard to ex- cml interest coalitions lobbying the govern-
plain. We would ant_clpate that if the ment to transfer wealth to them, The term
government took on new responsibilities, economists use to describe such lobbying is
government spending would rise sharply "rent-seeking " Rent-seeking certainly has
and then stay level after these responsibdi- grown The farm program, for example, did
ties had been fully absorbed. But in fact, not even exist m 1929. It now absorbs about
spending did not nse sharply, nor did it $30 bdhon a year. The elaborate water con-
level off. trol projects in the West cost the general

Considering what governments spend taxpayer a h_gh multiple of the benefits to
money on may help. Government spending the relatively small groups of beneficiaries.
on so-called public goods, national defense Both are the result of rent-seeking
and police, for example, is sometimes "Rent-seeking," therefore, may explain
blamed. But American military expendl- the long, more or less steady rise in govern-
tures have shrunk as a share of the GNP-- ment spending as a fraction of GNP. Politl-
from 13 8 percent in 1953 to 6.3 percent in cal rules may hmit the government's abd_ty
1988 Spending on pohce is mainly a local to hand out money to more than a few new
expenditure and, at under 1 percent ofGNP, pressure groups in each session of Con-
is too small m any event. Expenditures on gress If so, we would expect the long,
most other public goods have also grown gradual increase m government spending
slowly. Of the 1991 federal budget, 43 per- that we observe It cannot be said, however,
cent is d_rect benefit payments to lndividu- that the data prove this particular theory, in
als, 14 percent is for interest, and 25 percent fact, _tcannot even be said that this parhcu-
is military spending. This leaves only 18 lar theory is a very good one. It certainly
percent for general public goods. Further, does not explain the long level period from
two-thirds of the remaining 18 percent is 1790 to 1929.
grants to local governments. This leaves The bottom line is that governments have
only 6 percent for the rest of the federal grown in recent decades, that they dtd not
government. Clearly we must look else- do so earher, and that economists do not
where, really know why

It _s frequently asserted that the govern-
ment spends much in helping the poor. A1- --Gordon Tullock
though the government does do so, the bulk

Biography: Gordon Tullock is the Karl Eller Professor of Economics and Polmcal Science at the
University of Arizona m Tucson Together with James M. Buchanan, he pioneered the field of
public choice economics
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IndustrialPolicy
Richard B. McKenzie

• Nanonal industrial policy is a rubric for a incumbent and nommee, Ronald Reagan,
broad range of proposed economic reforms was a staunch NIP opponent. Mondale ar-
that emerged as a unified political program gued that the economic policies of the coun-
m the early elghnes. Had they been passed, try were "'destroying Industry--not
these reforms would have given govern- building it," and that federal aid should be
ment officials additional authority, as well d_rected to "those communities and regions

as the necessary fiscal and regulatory pow- hit hardest by economic change."
ers, to directly alter the country's industrial NIP proponents beheved, and some still
structure Proponents of national industrial beheve, that many of the country's indus-
policies (NIP) across the globe have typl- trial markets had failed, causing the entire
cally been harsh critics of unfettered mar- economy to come apart at its industrial
kets and of past limited efforts of seams Harvard's Robert Reich, a leadmg
government to create economm growth sim- exponent of industrial policies in the early
ply with macroeconomic (fiscal and mone- elghnes, claimed, in The Next American
tary) pohcms. Fronner, that the U.S. economy had been

In the United States NIP became a major "unraveling" since the sixties. He found

bone of contention in the 1984 presidentxal "chronic disarray" m the pohttcal sphere,
campaign. Democratic presidential con- which he hnked to the "growmg unemploy-
tenders Gary Hart and Ernest Holhngs and ment, mounting business failures, and fall-
the eventual nominee, Walter Mondale, ing productlwty" in the economy's
were vocal NIP advocates The Repubhcan industrial sector
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More spemffcally, NIP proponents While acknowledging that his proposed
claimed the following" industrial policies would create "a social-

ized sector of the economy," Thurow main-

* The nation _s in long-term economic de- tained that "major investment decisions
chne, with little hope of a turnaround have become too important to be left to the
without greater government involvement private market alone .... Japan Inc. needs
in the restructuring of the economy, to be met with U.S.A. Inc." Reich con-

. The country is "deindustriahzing," or tended that Japan and several European
losing its core industrial base to plant countries were growing relative to the
closings and "capital flight." In The De- Umted States because "these countries are
mdustrtalization of America economists organized for economic adaptation...
Barry Bluestone and Bennett Harrison America is not."
argued that the ongoing process of dein- NIP proponents generally beheve that
dustnahzation amounted to a "wide- government should be directly revolved in
spread, systematic dismvestment in the establishing natmnal industrial goals and in
nation's productive capacity." Without assurmg that the goals are achieved. Some
its "'core" industries--steel, textiles, early proponents (John Kenneth Galbralth,
rubber, shoes, and automobdes--the na- for example) would have had government
tional economy will lose its stature m the extensively plan major sectors of the econ-
world, and workers will lose their better- omy, dubbed the "'new industrial state," if
paying employment opportunities, not the entire national economy. Galbraith

• Major segments of the U.S. economy are would have had the federal government de-
uncompetmve m the new global eco- cide the industrial structure, redistribute re-
nomlc order Many U.S. firms are gradu- sources and output, and reallocate Income
ally being destroyed by thmr own from one region of the country to another
mlsgmded internal pohcles, by their put- and from one income class to another. More
smt of short-term profits, and by foreign recent NIP proponents (including Felix
competitors that are more successful pri- Rohatyn, a New York investment banker;
mardy because of the national industrial Lester Thurow: and Robert Remh) have
pollcles adopted by thetr governments. The been more moderate. They presented less
postwar economic success of Japan was ambitious policy programs but still
extensively credited to industrial pohcies wanted the government to determine
orchestrated by Its Ministry of International which industries were most likely to be
Trade and Industry (MITI). Economist competmve m the future global economy
I_ester Thurow of MIT, m The Zero-Sum and to contribute to improved economic
Sooe_, worried that ff left alone, "our opportunities for workers. Government
economy and our institutions wdl not pro- would then determine if and how the iden-
vide jobs for everyone who wants to tiffed industries should be aided. Spemfi-
work," and that "we have a moral respon- cally, most modern NIP advocates pressed
slblllty to guarantee full employment." for some of the following:
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* National and regional economic "devel- "'key" industries (identified as such by the
opment banks," slmdar to Herbert tripartite councils, for example) with the
Hoover's Reconstruction Finance Corpo- goal of _'managlng trade" to achieve broad
ration, which would use subsl&es and industrial goals and to bring down the then-
federal loan guarantees to slow the con- rising trade deficit
traction of declining industries and to One industrial policy advocate crystal-
speed the development of emerging m- llzed a common position that made the
dustnes movement appeahng to many industry ex-

• "Trapartite councils" at the national, re- ecutlves. Without trade barriers, rich coun-
gional, and firm levels, which would be tries are bound to suck an cheap imports
composed of representatives from man- from low-wage countries, destroying the
agement, labor, and government and domestic industries that used to make those
would seek consensus on how capital m- products There will never be enough
vestment should be allocated. "'hlgh-tech" jobs to employ those who lose

• "Industrial (or economic) democracy," more traditional jobs Therefore, un-
in which representatives of workers and restricted trade would eventually destroy
the commumtles surroundmg plants or of- the economies of all high-wage, developed
rices would be given a greater say in the countries
investment, dlslnvestment, and reinvest- Although the mdustrial pohcy movement
ment decisions of firms created a major policy stir in the early and

mldelghtJes, it faded m the late elghtaes as

NIP supporters also advocated federal qmckly as it had emerged Its fall from po-
and state expenditures for basic education lmcal and medm grace can probably be at-
and worker traanmg and retraining that trlbuted to s_x sources.
would ancrease the country's competitive- First, one of its leading exponents, Wal-
ness, plant-closing restrictions that would ter Mondale, suffered an overwhelming de-
slow the outflow of capital, and federal feat an the 1984 presldentml election,
spending on day-care faclhties that would suggesting that his industrial pohcy agenda
enable more parents to pamcipate in the was not striking the expected chord with the
work force They also advocated raising the electorate
minimum wage and tying it to some average Second, the Reagan admimstration,
industrial wage, using tax law to discourage while often conceding on protectionist pro-
mergers and acquismons, which they called posals, maintained strong opposmon to any
"paper entrepreneurshap,'" and using gov- coherent industrial pohcy programs, in-
ernment to spread the existing capital base cludmg national economic development
across states and regions banks, tripartite councils, and economic de-

Finally, NIP proponents generally sup- mocracles.
ported protectionism, especially in the early Third the growing federal deficits proba-
and mideighties They wanted tariffs, quo- bly choked the abihty of NIP supporters in
tas, and "voluntary export restraints" for Congress to organize the necessary majority
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for any expensive new government pro- reached conclusions similar to Crandall's.
grams. Regarding the economic success of his

Fourth, the pessimistic claims and pro- home country, Japan, Sakoh stressed, in a
jectlons for the future made by NIP propo- Heritage Foundation report, "There is no
nents did not square with the economic facts evidence that manufacturing industries in
brought to light in various forums. Brook- general, and any particular manufacturing
ings InstituUon economist Robert Crandall, sector, have been targeted [as of 1983] by
in the Washington Post, pointed out that the JDB [Japanese Development Bank]."
French and German readers of Reich's book Much of Japan's public funds, which in to-
(and those of other NIP supporters) would tal were judged to be "negligible," were
be "amazed to read of their government's also wasted supporting "losers " Also,
success in industrial policy. Since 1975, in- MITI's efforts in the sixties to discourage
dustrial production has grown even more Honda from going mto automobile produc-
slowly in France and West Germany than tion were widely cited as a "failure" of
in the United States." He continued: whatever Japanese industrial policy did

exist.

The [U.S.] industrial sector did not de- Throughout the eighties the U.S. econ-
cline markedly from the mid-1960s to omy continued an upward ride on one of its
1980. In fact, basic industry accounted longest peaceUme recoveries. Rather than
for roughly 22 percent of our GNP m falhng, industrial production continued to
1980, precisely the same share as m rise, peaking in 1990 (before the advent of
1947. Our output per person remains the 1990-91 recession) at 32 percent above
above that of all but a few countries, ItS 1980 level Rather than continuing its
such as Sweden and Switzerland highly advertised long-term dechne relative
(which have not exactly been refuges to the rest of the world, U.S. output was
for the world's &spossessed over the the same share of world output in the mid-
20th century). Reich's contrary con- eighties as m the midseventies, and it rose
clusions are drawn from a period end- slightly in the late eighties. Although the
ing m 1979. Were he to extend his number of manufacturing jobs &d fall
calculations to 1981, he would find during the eighties, manufacturing out-
that the United States has outper- put, measured in real dollars, rose. The

formed every major industrial country reason was a surge in manufacturing pro-
m the world except Japan since 1975. ductivlty induced in part by international

competition.
Moreover, several strategically placed Instead of wantonly destroying jobs in

researchers (including Philip Trezlse at the the eighties, the U.S. economy was, on bal-
Brookings Institution, Dawd R. Henderson ance, rapidly creating them. Total U.S. em-
on the staff of the Reagan Administration's ployment rose by about 19 mdlion (18
Council of Economic Advisers, and Kat- percent) from 1980 to 1990. While the aver-

suro Sakoh at the Heritage Foundation) age real money wage (not including fringe
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benefits) of production workers edged and intellectual case for industrial pohcy
downward, as did their share of the coun- with these salient points:
try's labor force, the average hourly pay-
ment (with both money wages and benefits The United States does have some old-

included) of all American workers rose, al- line heavy industries with deep-seated
beit at a slower pace than prior to the early structural problems--especially the
seventies, steel and automobile industries--but

Fifth, while Republican opposmon to the they are not typical of American indus-
NIP movement remained sohd, Democratic try generally. There is no evidence that
support was badly split. Democratic econo- in periods of reasonably normal pros-
m_sts could not support the protectiomst as- penty, American labor and capital are
pects of industrial pohcy. They understood, incapable of making the gradual trans,-
as most NIP advocates did not, that free tions that are always required m a dy-
trade does not destroy jobs and that protec- nam_c economy, as demand and output
tlonism almost always makes a country shift from older industries to newer
worse off by hurting consumers more than ones at the forefront of technological
It helps producers. Economists found, for advances.
example, that trade restrictions on textile One does not have to be a cynic to
_mports, by increasing retail prices of cloth- forecast that the surest way to multiply
rag, destroyed far more domestic retail jobs unwarranted subsidies and protection-
than they saved m the domestic textile m- 1st measures is to legitimize their exis-
dustry, tence under the rubric of industrial

Also. Democratic economists feared that pohcy The hkely outcome of an in-
development banks and tripartite councils dustrlal pohcy that encompassed some
would gwe declining industries and unions elements of both "protecting the los-
undue pohtical power This newfound ers'" and "pickmg the winners" is that
power, critics reasoned, might be exploited the losers would back the subsl&es for
to the detriment of emerging industries and the winners m return for the latter's
the competmveness of the entire country, support on _ssues of trade protection.
They also pointed out that the subsidies re-
quired to slow the decline of contracting S_xth, pohcy forces around the globe in
industries would mean higher taxes, which the eighties were running counter to the fond-
would &scourage the emergence of so- cst pohcy dreams of the NIP proponents
called "sunrise" industries. Rather than expanding their control over

Probably the most outspoken Democratic their economy, many major governments
opponent of industrml pohcy was Charles began cutting taxes, capping the growth of
Schultze, an economist at Brookmgs who their expenditures, deregulating and dena-
was chmrman of President Carter's Council tionalizing industries, and privatizing many
of Economic Advisers. Schultze, in the government services. Yet these policies,

Brookmgs Revtew, undercut the pohtical contrary to the expectations of the NIP pro-
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ponents, did not cause economic calamity dtzed, through government training and re-

Industrial policy proposals continued to training programs intended to develop and

attract a measure of political support into maintain their human capital.

the early nineties. The proposals were redi- Even the revised NIP agenda faces some

rected from the national to the state level major problems. One Is that high federal
and from direct support of industries to dl- and state deficits mean that few funds are

rect support for workers and the country's available for NIP. NIP proponents advocate

infrastructure SulI, the support remained raising the funds by taxing the "rich." But

subdued By 1991 key mdustrial pohcy pro- as public finance economzsts know well,
ponents, most notably Robert Reich, had the only way to increase federal revenues

reversed themselves or had significantly al- substantially is to tax the nonrlch. The

tered their positions They began to reason "'rich" are simply too few and too able

that physical and financial capital had be- to increase deductions and to reduce work

come far too mobile across national bound- effort when marginal tax rates rise for an
aries to make government subsidies pay increased tax on them to increase revenues

Former NIP enthusiasts, especially Reich, very much. Moreover, the highly paid

maintained that workers were the real workers (a large component of the "rich")

wealth of any country. Because workers are almost as mobile as physical capital.

were relatzvely immobile and could, there- NIP proposals can encourage human-capital

fore, be counted on to repay their subsidies flight.
with future tax payments, workers--not

firms--should be more extensively subsl- --Richard B. MeKenzie

Biography: R_chard B. McKenzie is the Walter B. Gerken Professor of Enterprise and Society m
the Graduate School of Management at the Umverslty of Cahfomm at lrvine, and the John M

Ohn Adjunct Fellow m the Center for the Study of American Business at Washmgton Umverslty,
St. Louis
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Industrial Policy: Democratic Economists Speak Out

One reason that mdustrzal policy was never implemented in the Umted States was
that Democratic economists opposed it. They did so, in part, on the grounds that
governments cannot know which industnes will be winners. In the Brookings Re-
vww, Brookings economist Charles Schultze, chairman of the Council of Economic
Advisers under Jimmy Caner, wrote:

The first problem for the government in carrying out an mdustnal policy is that
we actually know precious little about identifying, before the fact, a "winning'"
industrial structure. There does not exist a set of economic criteria that determine

what gwes different countries preeminence m pamcular hnes of business. Nor
is it at all clear what the substantive criteria would be for deciding which older
mdusmes to protect or restructure.

Schultze's fellow economist Alfred Kahn, who was President Carter's chief infla-

tion fighter, stated: "Cast a skeptical eye on glib references to the alleged success
of government interventions m other counmes m p_cking and supporting mdustrml
winners.'"

And MIT's Paul Samuelson testifying, before Congress, said of industrial pohcy
"It's not good macroeconomics And I don't think R's defensible social philoso-
phy."

--DRH
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• Paul Volcker, while chairman of the tactics As I explain how monetary policy
board of governors of the Federal Reserve works, I shall discuss these disagreements.
System (1979-87), was often called the At the outset I disclose that l am a Keyne-
second most powerful person in the United slan.
States Voicker and company triggered the
"double-dip" recessions of 1979-80 and
1981-82, vanquishing the double-digit in-
flation of 1979-80 and bringing the unem- Commo[1 Goals
ployment rate into double digits for the first
time since 1940. Volcker then declared vic- Few monetarists or Keynesians would
tory over inflation and piloted the economy disagree with this dream scenario.
through its long 1980s recovery, bringing
unemployment below 5.5 percent, half a • First, no business cycles. Instead, pro-
point lower than in the 1978-79 boom. ductton--as measured by real (inflation-

Volcker was powerful because he was corrected) gross national product--
making monetary policy. His predecessors would grow steadily, in step with the ca-
were powerful too. At least four of the pre- paoty of the economy and its labor force.
vlous seven postwar recessions can be at- • Second, a stable and low rate of price
tributed to their anti-inflationary policies. Inflation, preferably zero
Likewise, Alan Greenspan's Federal Re- • Third, the highest rates of capacity utili-
serve bears the main responsibility for the zatlon and employment that are consistent
1990-91 recession, with a stable trend of prices

Central banks are powerful everywhere, • Fourth, high trend growth of productivity
although few are as independent of their and real GNP per worker
governments as the Fed is of Congress and

the White House. Central bank actions are Monetary policies are demand-side mac-
the most important govemment policies af- roeconomlc policies. They work by stimu-
fecting economic activity from quarter to lating or d_scouragmg spending on goods
quarter or year to year. and services. Economy-wide recessions and

Monetary policy is the subject of a lively booms reflect fluctuations in aggregate de-
controversy between two schools of eco- mand rather than in the economy's produc-
nomlcs, monetarist and Keynesian. A1- tive capacity. Monetary policy tries to
though they agree on goals, they disagree damp, perhaps even eliminate, those fluc-
sharply on priorities, strategies, targets, and tuations. It is not a supply-side instrument.

272
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Central banks have no handle on productiv- after World War JI. Priorities also reflect
ity and real economic growth &vergent views of how economies work.

European monetary authorities were acting
hke monetansts, Americans like Keyne-

Priorities stans, although both would disavow the
labels

The second and third goals frequently Here is the crucial issue: Expansionary
conflict Should policymakers give priority monetary pohcy, all agree, increases aggre-
to price stabihty or to full employment9 gate spendmg on goods and services--by
American and European monetary pohcles consumers, businesses, governments, and
differed dramatically after the deep foreigners. Will these new demands raise
1981-82 recession. The Fed "'fine-tuned" output and employment? Or will they just
a six-year recovery and recouped the em- raise prices and speed up inflation?
ployment and production lost in the Keyneslans say the answers depend on
1979-82 downturns. Keeping a watchful circumstances. Full employment means that
eye on employment and output, and on everyone (allowing for persons between
wages and prices, the Fed stepped on the jobs) who Is productive enough to be worth
gas when the economic engine faltered and the prevalhng real wage and wants a job at
on the brakes when it threatened to over- that wage is employed. In these circum-

heat Dunng this catch-up recovery the stances more spendmgjust brings lnflaUon.
economy grew at a faster rate than it could Frequently, however, quahfied wllhng
sustain thereafter The Fed sought to slow workers are involuntarily unemployed;
Jts growth to a sustainable pace as full em- there is no demand for the products they
ployment v,as restored would produce. More spendmg will put

European central banks, led by the Get- them to work Competition from firms with
man Bundesbank, were more conservatwe, excess capacity and from idle workers wall

They did little to help their economies catch keep extra spending from igniting inflation.
up. They regarded active monetary stimulus Monetansts answer that nature's remedy
as dangerously inflationary, even when for excess supply in any market is price
their economies were barely emerging from reduction. If wages do not adjust to unem-
recession. They were determined never to ployment, e_ther government and union reg-
finance more than sustainable nonmfla- ulatlons are keeping them artificially high

tlonary growth, even temporarily. Europe or the jobless prefer leisure and/or unem-
recovered much more slowly than America, ployment compensation to work at prevail-

and _ts unemployment rates have ratcheted mg wages. Either way, the problem as not
up from the seventies remediable by monetary pohcy. Injections

Priorities reflect national dreams and of new spending would be futile and infla-

mghtmares. German horror of inflation, for tlonary.
example, dates from the 1923 hypennfla- Experience, certainly in the Great De-
tlon and from a second bout of inflation press_on and also m subsequent recessxons,
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indicates that downward adjustments of the economy usually exacerbates fluctua-
wages and prices cannot avoid damage to tIons.
output and employment. Moreover, wage While not all monetarists endorse Fried-
and price cuts may actually reduce demand man's rule, they do stress the importance
by generating expectations of further dlsin- of announced rules enabling the public to
flation or deflation, predict the central bank's behavior. In prin-

A. W. Phlllips's famous curve (see PHIL- clple, announced rules need not blind poli-
LIPS CURVE) showed wage inflation varying cymakers to changing circumstances; they
inversely with unemployment. Keyneslans could specify in advance their responses to
were tempted to interpret it as a policy feedback information. But it is impossible
trade-off: less unemployment at the cost of to anticipate all contingencies. No central
a finite boost in inflation. Milton Friedman bank could have foreseen the OPEC shocks

convinced the economics profession in of the seventies and decided ItS responses
1968 that if monetary policy persistently in advance. Any practicable rule is bound
attempts to bnng unemployment below to be simple. Any reactive policy, like the
"the natural rate of unemployment" (the Fed's fine-tuning after 1982, is bound to
rate corresponding to Keynes's "full em- allow discretion.
ployment"), It will only boost the inflation
rate explosively. Friedman's further con-
clusion that monetary policy should never RelationtoFiscalPolicy
concern itself with unemployment, produc-
tion, or other real variables has been very In monetansts' view government budgets
influential But in situations of Keynesian have important supply-side effects for good
slack, as recent American experience again or ill but have no demand-side role unless
confirms, demand expansion can improve they trigger changes in monetary policy. In
real macroeconomlc performance without Keynesmn theory fiscal policy is a distinct
accelerating prices demand-side instrument. The government

affects aggregate demand directly by its
own expenditures and indirectly by its

Strategies taxes.

Prior to 1981, presidents and Congresses
Here too the monetanst-Keyneslan con- in making annual budgets considered their

troversy ISexemplified by Federal Reserve macroeconomlc effects. In the eighties bud-
and Bundesbank policxes in the eighties, get making became slow and cumbersome,
The issue is this: how actively and fre- and the explosion of deficits and debt made
quently should policymakers respond to ob- countercychcal fiscal policy very difficult.
served and expected departures from their In the nineties the burden of stabilization

targets? Friedman wants them to follow the policy falls almost entirely on monetary
same routine regardless of the economic policy.
weather, increasing the money supply at a Monetary and fiscal policies are distinct
constant rate. In his view trying to outguess only in financially developed countries,
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where the government does not have to 1990. Banks' reserves--the currency in
cover budget deficits by printing money but their vaults plus their deposits in the Fed--
can sell obligations to pay money in future, were $59 bdhon The two together consti-
hke U.S. Treasury balls, notes, and bonds, tute the monetary base (M0), $314 billion
In the United States, Congress and the pres- at year-end 1990
ldent decide on expenditure programs and Banks are required to hold reserves at
tax codes and thus--subject to the vagaries least equal to prescribed percentages of
of the economy--on the budget deficit (or their checkable deposits. Compliance with
surplus). This deficit (or surplus) adds to the requirements is regularly tested, every
(or subtracts from) the federal debt accumu- two weeks for banks accounting for the bulk
lated from past budgets. The Federal Re- of deposits, Reserve tests are the fulcrum
serve decides how much, if any, of the debt of monetary policy. Banks need "'federal
iS "monetlzed," i.e., takes the form of cur- funds" (currency or deposits at Federal Re-
rency or its equivalent. The rest consists of serve banks) to pass the reserve tests, and
interest-bearing Treasury securities. Those the Fed controls the supply. When the Fed
central bank decisions are the essence of buys securities from banks or their deposi-
monetary policy, tors with base money, banks acquire reserve

balances. Likewise the Fed extinguishes re-
serve balances by selling Treasury secun-

MechanicsofMonetaryPolicy ties. These are open-market operations, the
primary modus operandi of monetary pol-

A central bank is a "bankers' bank." icy These transactions are supervised by
The customers of the twelve Federal Re- the Federal Open Market Committee
serve banks are not ordinary citizens but (FOMC), the Fed's principal pohcy-makmg
"banks" in the inclusive sense of all depos- organ
ltory institutions--commercial banks, sav- A bank in need of reserves can borrow
ings banks, savings and loan associations, reserve balances on deposit in the Fed from
and credit unions. They are eligible to hold other banks. Loans are made for one day at
deposits in and borrow from Federal Re- a time in the "'federal funds" market. Inter-
serve banks and are subject to the Fed's est rates on these loans are quoted contmu-
reserve requirements and other regulations, ously Central bank open-market operations

At year-end 1990, federal debt outstand- are interventions in this market. Banks can
mg was $2,569 billion, of which only 12 also borrow from the Federal Reserve banks
percent, or $314 billion, was monetized, themselves, at their announced discount
That is, the Federal Reserve banks owned rates, in practice the same at all twelve
$314 billion of claims on the Treasury, banks The setting of the discount rate is

against which they had incurred liabilities another instrument of central bank policy.
in currency (Federal Reserve notes) or in Nowadays it is secondary to open-market
deposits convertible into currency on de- operations, and the Fed generally keeps the
mand. Total currency in public circulation discount rate close to the federal funds mar-
outside banks was $255 billion at year-end ket rate. However, announcing a new dis-
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count rate _soften a convenient way to send borrow and spend less. The effects are wide-
a message to the money markets. In addi- spread, affecting businesses dependent on
tion to its responsibilities for macroeco- commercial loans to finance inventories;
nomlc stabilization, the central bank has a developers seeking credit for shopping
traditional safety-net role in temporarily as- centers, office braidings, and housing
sisting individual banks and in preventing complexes; home buyers needing mort-
or stemming systemic panics as "lender of gages: consumers purchasing automobiles
last resort." and appliances; credit-card holders; and mu-

nicipalities construclang schools and sewers.
Banks compete with each other for both

Tactics:OperatingProcedures loans and deposits. Before 1980 legal ceil-
ings on deposit interest restricted competi-

Through open-market operations, the Uon for deposits, but now interest rates on
FOMC can set a target federal funds rate certificates of deposits, savings accounts,
and instruct its trading desk at the Federal and even checkable deposzts are unregu-
Reserve Bank of New York to enter the lated. Because banks' profit margins de-
market as necessary to keep the funds rate pend on the difference between the interest
on target The target ztself is temporary; the they earn on thezr loans and other assets and
FOMC reconsiders it every six weeks or so what they pay for deposits, the two move
at its regular meetings, or sooner if financial together.
and economic surprises occur. Banks compete with other financial instl-

An alternative operating procedure is to tuuons and with open financial markets.
target a funds quanUty, letting the market Corporations borrow not only from banks
move the funds interest rate to whatever but also from other financml intermediaries:

level equates banks' demands to that quan- insurance companies, pension funds, in-
tity. This was the Fed's practice in 1979-82, vestment compames. They sell bonds,
adopted m response to monetarist complaints stocks, and commercml paper m open mar-
that the Fed had been too slow to raise interest kets, where the buyers include individuals,
rates m booms to check money growth and nonprofit institutions, and mutual funds, as
inflation. The volatlhty of interest rates was well as banks. Households and businesses

much greater m this regime than m the rater- compare the returns and advantages of bank
est-rate-target regime, deposits with those of money market funds,

How is the Fed's control of money mar- other mutual funds, open-market securities,
kets transmitted to other financial markets and other assets.

and to the economy? How does zt influence Thanks to its control of money markets
spending on goods and services? To banks, and banks, the Fed influences interest rates,
money market rates are costs of funds they asset prices, and credit flows throughout the
could lend to their customers or invest in financial system. Arbitrage and competition
securities. When these costs are raised, banks spread increases or decreases in interest
razse their lending rates and become more rates under the Fed's direct control to other

selective m advancing credit. Their customers markets. Even stock prices are sensitive,
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falling when yields on bonds go up, and But checkable deposits are usually more
rlsmg when they fall. convenient They are not confined to part,c-

The Fed has less control over bond yields ular denominations, cannot be lost or sto-

and other long-term rates than over money len, pay interest, and generate records most
market and short-term rates Long rates de- of us find useful.

pend heavily on expectations of future short The use of deposits in place of currency
rates, and thus on expectations of future Fed greatly economizes on base money The
pohcles. For example, heightened expecta- $59 bilhon of bank reserves at year-end
tions of future inflation or of h_gher federal 1990 supported about $580 billion in check-
budget deficits will raise long rates relative able deposits. (The $521 billion of other
to short rates, because the Fed has created assets behind those deposits were banks'
expectations that st will tighten monetary loans and mvestments. In this sense banks
policy m those circumstances. "monetize" debts of all kinds ) These de-

Another mechanism for transmitting posits plus the $255 bilhon in circulating
monetary pohcy to the demand for goods currency provided a stock of transactions
and services became increasingly important money (M1) of $835 billion. But time de-
m the last two decades. Since 1973 foreign posits and deposit certificates, though not
exchange rates have been allowed to float, checkable, are close substitutes for transac-
and obstacles to mternaUonal movements of t_ons deposits m many respects. So are
funds have steaddy disappeared. An in- money market funds and other assets out-
crease m U.S. interest rates relatwe to those side banks altogether Consequently the Fed
m Tokyo, London, and Frankfurt draws keeps track of a spectrum of monetary ag-
funds rote dollar assets and raises the value gregates, M1, M2, M3, each more inclu-
of the dollar m terms of yen, pounds ster- s_ve than the preceding, capped by
ling, and deutsche marks. American goods measures of liqmd wealth (L) and debt. (See
become more expensive relative to foreign MONEYSUPPLY.)
goods, for buyers both at home and abroad The same open-market operations that
Declines in exports and increases in imports move M0 up and down and interest rates
reduce aggregate demand for domestic pro- down and up change the quantities of M 1
ductlon. High interest rates and exchange and other monetary aggregates. Operations
apprecmt_on created a large and stubborn that reduce federal funds rates and related
U.S trade deficit m 1981-85. Since 1985, short-term interest rates add to bank re-

as the interest advantage of dollar assets serves, thus also to bank loans and deposits.
was reduced or reversed, the dollar deprecz- In 1990 reserve requirements averaged
ated and the U.S. trade deficit slowly fell. about 10 percent of checkable deposits. (In

1992 the Fed reduced the required reserve

Targets:MonetaryAggregates rat,o by two percentage points.) Thus in
or Macr0ec0n0micPerformance? 1990 a $1 increase in the bank reserves

component of M0 meant roughly a $10 in-

People hold dollar currency because it is crease m the deposit component of M1. In
the means of payment m many transactions, contrast, a $1 increase m the currency com-
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ponent of MO is always just a $1 increase year an average dollar travels around the
in M1 If the public consistently held depos- circuit and is spent on GNP. By defimtlon
its and currency in the same proportion, of velocity, GNP equals the stock of money
580/255 in the year-end 1990 example, a times its velocity. The velocity of M1 was
$1.00 increase in M0 would mean a $2.70 6 6 in 1990. If _t were predictable, control
increase in M 1. This is the "money multi- of MI would control dollar GNP too But MI

pher." It does not stay constant, for several velocity _s qmte volatile, For the 1961-90
reasons. The Fed occasionally changes the period its average annual growth was 2.1
reqmred reserve ratio. Banks sometimes percent. Its standard deviation was 3.0 per-
hold excess reserves, and sometimes bor- cent. That is, the chance _s about one m

row reserves from the Fed. The pubhc's three in any year that velocity will either
demand for currency relative to deposits rise by more than 5 1 percent or decline by
varies seasonally, cyclically, and ran- more than 0.9 percent. For the 1981-90
domly Thus, the Fed's control of M1 is period the mean was -0.15, with a stan-
)mprec_se, and its control of broader aggre- dard deviation of 4.0. (M2 velocity Is less
gates is still looser, volatile, but M2 itself is less controllable.)

Monetansts urge the Fed to gear its oper- Velocity depends on the money manage-
ations to steady growth of a monetary ag- ment practices of households and businesses
gregate, MI or M2. Under congressional throughout the economy As transactions
mandate the Fed twice a year announces technologies and financial institutions have
target ranges for growth of monetary aggre- evolved and an increasing array of money
gates several quarters ahead In the seven- substitutes has arisen, velocity has become
t_es the FOMC tried to stay within these less stable and monetary aggregates have
ranges but often missed. Monetarist cnuclsm become less rehable proxies for aggregate
became especially insistent when money spending and economic activity The
growth exceeded Fed targets during the oil 1981-82 recession was deeper than the Fed
shocks. In October 1979 Chatrman Volcker intended because the FOMC stuck stub-

warned the public that the Fed would stick to bornly to its monetary aggregates targets
its restrictive targets for monetary aggregates while velocity was precipitously falling.
until inflation was conquered. Three years Accounting for aggregate demand as the
later, however, the Fed stopped taking the product of a money stock and its velocity is
monetary aggregates seriously, inadequate shorthand for the complex pro-

Monetary aggregates are not important in cesses by which monetary policies are trans-
themselves. What matters _s macroeco- mitted--vla interest rates, banks, and asset

nomic performance as indicated by GNP, markets--to spending on GNP by house-
employment, and prices. Monetarlst poli- holds, businesses, and foreigners. The Fed
cles are premised on a tight hnkage between does better by aiming &rectly at desired
the stock of money m dollars, say MI, and macroeconomlc performance than by bind-
the flow of spending, GNP in dollars per lng itself to intermedmte targets.
year. The connection between them is the

velocity of money, the number of times per _James Tobin
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PhillipsCurve
Kevin D. Hoover

[] The Phdhps curve represents the rela- of unemployment in the Umted Kingdom
tionshlp between the rate of mflauon and from 1861 to 1957. When unemployment
the unemployment rate. Although several was high, wages increased slowly; when
people had made similar observations be- unemployment was low, wages rose rap-
fore him, A. W. H. Phillips published a idly. The only importantexception was dur-
study in 1958 that represented a mtlestone mg the period of volatile inflation between
in the development of macroeconomics, the two world wars.
Philhps discovered that there was a consis- In Phdhps's analysis, when the unem-
tent mverse, or negative, relationship be- ployment rate was low, the labor market
tween the rate of wage inflation and the rate was ught and employers had to offer higher
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wages to attract scarce labor. At hzgher rates employment to 5.5 percent. Chart 1 indi-
of unemployment there was less pressure to cates that this would entail a cost, in terms
increase wages. Philllps's "curve" repre- of higher Inflation, of less than 0 5 percent-
sented the average relationship between un- age point But If the government imtially
employment and wage behavior over the faced lower rates of unemployment, the
business cycle. It showed the rate of wage costs would be considerably higher: a re-
inflation that would result if a particular ductlon of unemployment from 4.5 to 3.5

level of unemployment persisted for some percent is associated with an increase in the
time Significantly, however, the relation- inflation rate of about 2 percentage points.
ship between wages and unemployment At the height of the Phillips curve's popu-
changed over the course of the business cy- lanty as a guide to policy, Edmund Phelps
cle. When the economy was expanding, and Milton Friedman independently chal-
firms would raise wages faster than "nor- lenged its theoretical underpinnings. They
mal" for a given level of unemployment; argued that well-informed, rational employ-
when the economy was contracting, they ers and workers would pay attention only
would raise wages more slowly than "nor- to real wages--the inflation-adjusted pur-
mal." chasing power of money wages. In their

Economists soon estimated Phillips view, real wages would adjust to make the

curves for most developed economies. Be- supply of labor equal to the demand for
cause the prices a company charges are labor, and the unemployment rate would
closely connected to the wages it pays, then stand at a level uniquely associated
economists also frequently used Phillips with that real wage. This level of unemploy-
curves to relate general price inflation (as ment they called the "natural rate" of un-
opposed to wage inflation) to unemploy- employment
ment rates Chart 1 shows a typical Phillips In Fnedman's and Phelps's view the gov-
curve fitted to data for the United States ernment could not make a permanent trade-
from 1961 to 1969. The individual observa- off between unemployment rates and infla-

tions appear to lie closely along the fitted tion rates, as the Phdllps curve in chart 1
curve, indicating that the cychcal behavior suggests. Imagine that unemployment is at
of inflation and unemployment is similar to the natural rate. The real wage is constant:
the average behavior. That is, the relation- workers who expect a given rate of price
ship between inflation and unemployment inflation insist that their wages increase at
does not seem to change much over the the same rate to prevent the erosion of their
course of the business cycle, purchasing power Now imagine that the

This observation encouraged many econ- government uses expansionary monetary or
omlsts, following the lead of Paul Sam- fiscal policy in an attempt to lower unem-
uelson and Robert Solow in 1960, to treat ployment below its natural rate. The re-

the Philhps curve as a sort of menu of policy suiting increase in demand encourages firms
trade-offs. For example, with an unemploy- to raise their prices faster than workers had
ment rate of 6.5 percent, the government anticipated. With h_gher revenues firms are

might stimulate the economy to lower un- wllhng to employ more workers at the old
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CHART 1

ThePhillipsCurve:1961-69
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wage rates, and even to raise those rates Friedman's and Phelps's analysis pro-
somewhat For a short time workers suffer vides a distinction between the "short-run"

from what economists call money illusion, and "long-run" Phillips curves. So long as

they see that their money wages have risen, inflation remains fairly constant, as _tdid in
and wdlmgly supply more labor. Thus the the sixties, lnflanon IS inversely related to
unemployment rate falls. They do not real- unemployment. When the average rate of
lze right away that their purchasing power inflation changes, however, unemployment
has fallen because prices have risen more returns after a penod of adjustment to the
rapidly than they expected. But over time, natural rate That is, once worker expecta-
as workers come to anticipate higher rates tions of price inflation have had time to

of price inflation, they supply less labor and adjust, the natural rate of unemployment is
insist on increases in wages that keep up compatible with any rate of inflation. Th_s
with inflation. The real wage is restored to long-run relation could be shown in chart 1
_ts old level, and the unemployment rate as a vertical line above the natural rate of
returns to the natural rate. But the price unemployment. In other words, once unem-

inflation and wage inflation brought on by ployment falls to the natural rate, expan-
expansionary policies continue at the new, slonary policies will not push it any lower
higher rates, except for bnef, transitional periods. These
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long-run and short-run relations can be which the change in the rate of inflation is
combined in a single "expectations-aug- zero) is about 7 percent. The slope of the
mented" Phillips curve. The more quickly regression line indicates the speed of price
worker expectations of price inflation adapt adjustment. Imagine that the economy is at
to changes in the actual rate of inflation, the NAIRU with an inflation rate of 4.5 per-
more quickly unemployment will return to cent, and that the government would like
the natural rate, and the less successful the to reduce the inflation rate to zero. Chart 2

government will be in reducing unemploy- suggests that contractlonary monetary and
ment through monetary and fiscal policy, fiscal polioes that drove the average rate of

The seventies provided striking confir- unemployment up to about 8 percent (i.e., 1
marion of Friedman's and Phelps's funda- point above NAIRU) would be associated
mental point. The average inflation rate rose with a reduction in inflation of about 1.5 per-
from about 2.5 percent in the sixties to centage points per year. Thus, if the unem-
about 7 percent in the seventies, while aver- ployment rate were held at about 8 percent,
age unemployment rose from about 4.75 the inflation rate of 4.5 percent would, on
percent to about 6 percent. Thus, contrary average, be reduced to zero in three years.
to the original Phillips curve, higher mfla- Using similar methods, estimates place
tlon was associated with higher--not NAIRU at about 5 .25 percent for the twenty
lower--unemployment, years before 1974 and sharply higher--at

Most economists now accept a central about 7 percent--after 1974. Clearly,
tenet of the Friedman-Phelps analysis: there NAIRU is not constant It is consistent with
is some rate of unemployment that, if main- the natural rate hypothesis for NAIRU to
tamed, would be compatible with a constant vary (even by considerable amounts) as a
rate of inflation. Many, however, prefer to result of changes in demographics, technol-
call this the "nonacceleratlng inflation rate ogy, the structure of labor markets, the
of unemployment" (NAIRU), because un- structure of taxation, relative prices (e.g.,
like the term "natural rate," it does not oil prices), and other so-called "real" fac-
suggest an unchanging unemployment rate tors affecting the supply of and demand for
to which the economy inevitably returns, labor. But monetary and fiscal policy,
which policy cannot alter, and which is which affect aggregate demand without al-
somehow socially optimal, tering these real factors, should not change

A policymaker might wish to place a the natural rate of unemployment.
value on NAIRU. To obtain a simple esti- The expectations-augmented Phdlips curve
mate, chart 2 plots changes in the rate of is a fundamental element of almost every
Inflation (i.e., the acceleration of prices) macroecononuc forecasting model now used
against the level of unemployment from by government and business. Nonetheless,
1974 to 1990. The regression line (i.e., the two criticisms of the expectations-augmented
straight line that best fits the points on the Phillips curve deserve notice.
graph) summarizes the rough, inverse rela- First, economists of the new classical

tionship. According to the regression line, school argue that people form expectations
NAIRU (i.e., the rate of unemployment for rationally. According to the new classicals,
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CHART 2

Accelerationof PricesversustheUnemploymentRate:1974-90
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people use information efficiently, so that not consistently push the unemployment rate
they find ways to eliminate every systematic below the natural rate. People will catch on
mistake in their predictions. For example, too fast and demand higher wages whenever
if people systematically underpredicted in- pohcy becomes more expansionary.

: flatlon by, say, 2 percent for several years, Although the rational expectations hy-
they could simply add 2 percentage points pothesls enjoys wide currency among eco-
to their forecasts to obtain more accurate nomic theorists, it has not affected the

results. After eliminating every systematic manner m which the expectations-aug-
source of error, any remaining mistakes mented Phdhps curve is incorporated into
must be unsystematic, That _s, they must large macroeconomic forecasting models.
be random, or inherently unpredictable, so Th_s _snot surprising. An expectations-aug-
that people are as hkely to overpre&ct as to mented Phillips curve with rational expecta-
underpredlct inflation, t_ons imphes that the economy is always

The "rational expectat=ons" hypothes_s very close to NAIRU But as is obvzous
says, in effect, that people's expectations from chart 2, unemployment has fluctuated
adapt so rapidly that a government using widely over the years. This could be consis-
expansionary monetary and fiscal policy to tent with the new classical view only ff
engineer a higher rate of price inflation can- NAIRU Itself fluctuated as much as actual
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unemployment. And no convincing expla- unemployed workers. The downside to the

nation has been given of why such fluctua- hysteresis hypothesis is that once unem-

tions would occur, ployment becomes high--as it did m Eu-

Some "new Keynesian" economists of- rope in the recessions of the seventies--

fer a second criucism. They argue that there it is relatively impervious to monetary and

is no natural rate of unemployment in the fiscal stimulus, even in the short run. The
sense of a rate to which the actual rate tends hysteresis hypothesis appears to be more

to return. Instead, when actual unemploy- relevant to Europe, where unionization is

ment rises and remains high for some time, higher and where labor laws create numer-

NAIRU rises as well. The dependence of ous barriers to hinng and finng, than it is
NAIRU on actual unemployment is known to the United States, with its considerably

as the hysteresis hypothesis. One explana- more flexible labor markets.

tlon for hysteresis in a heavdy unionized The Phillips curve was hailed in the six-

economy is that unions directly represent ties as providing an account of the inflation

the interests only of those who are currently process hitherto missing from the conven-
employed Unionization undermines the tional macroeconomic model. After three

ability of those outside the union to compete decades the Phillips curve, as transformed

for employment. After prolonged layoffs by the natural rate hypothesis into its expec-

employed workers inside the umon may tations-augmented version, remains the key

seek the benefits of higher wages for them- to relating unemployment and inflation in

selves, rather than moderating wage de- mainstream macroeconomic analysis.
mands to promote the rehiring of

--Kevin D. Hoover

Biography: Kevm D Hoover is an economics professor at the University of California at Davis
In 1991 and 1992 he was a fellow at the National Humanitms Center He has been on the board
of editors of the Amertcan Economtc Review since 1990
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Privatization
Madsen Pirie

• Privatization is the process by which the capital assets of state businesses are often
production of goods or services is removed of poor quality because, it is claimed, it is
from the government sector of the econ- always easier for governments to attend to
omy. This has been done in a variety of more urgent claims on limited resources
ways, ranging from the public sale of shares than the renewal of capital equipment. In
in a previously state-owned enterprise to the the absence of any effective pressure from
use of pnvate businesses to perform govern- consumers whose money IS taken in taxa-
ment work under contract, tion, state industries tend to be dominated

The leader in this innovative strategy was by producer interests.
the Thatcher government of Great Britain Before the Brinsh water industry was pri-
from 1979 to 1990 Previous governments vanzed in 1989, for example, analysts esti-
had tried hmlted denationahzation, which mated it to be undercapitalized by over $11
is the restoration of nationalized enterprises billion The result was a water supply that
to their previous owners, but with limited failed to meet European standards for qual-
success. Pnvatlzation revolved totally new lty and safety. Similarly, the post office had
owners In some cases the state enterprises steadily cut back its services. F_rst telegrams
that were "prlvatized'" had never been m disappeared, then Sunday collection, then
the private sector. Saturday second delivery These changes

Governments all over the world were made life easier for producers at the expense
confronted in the seventies by the problems of service to consumers. Most serious of all,
mherent in state ownership. Because state- the losses of state industries consume funds
owned companies have no profit motive, that are needed for private investment.
they lack the incentive that private compa- Prwatlzanon began against this back-
rues have to produce goods that consumers ground of steadily poorer performances
want and to do so at low cost. An additional from state industries. The Thatcher govern-

problem is that state companies often sup- ment started with the 1979 sale of a batch
ply their products and services without di- of shares m British Petroleum (BP), the
rect charges to consumers. Therefore, even state oll grant The sale reduced the govern-
if they want to satisfy consumer demands, ment's holding to below 50 percent. By
they have no way of knowmg what consum- British Treasury rules, this made BP a pri-
ers want, because consumers indicate their rate company, and free to behave accord-

preferences most clearly by their purchases, mgly, seeking capital for investment on the
The result is misallocation of resources, market and making its own decisions on

Management tends to respond to polincal, a commercial bas_s. The government sold
rather than to commercial, pressures. The more blocks of its BP shares later.

285
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The military and civilian airplane manu- groups while still leaving a huge bonus for
facturer, British Aerospace, was sold m the government. Not only were subsidized
February 1981, followed by the radiochem- losses converted into taxable profits, but the
icals group, Amersharn International, and revenue from the sales accrued to the public
the state trucking group, National Freight treasury.
Company, a year later. After this the pace The policy of identifying and sausfying
began to accelerate. Britoll was sold in various groups made privatization a popular
1983, the British Ports m 1983, and Jaguar strategy, and a difficult one for subsequent
Cars in 1984, which also saw the sale of governments to reverse. The opposition La-
British Telecom, the state monopoly tele- bour party in Britain opposed every priva-
phone service. It was sold as the largest tization, pledging itself to reverse each one,
company ever floated on a stock market, but later abandoned its pledge. The fact that
and attracted 2.3 milhon shareholders, share offers to employees were taken up by
many of them buying shares for the first over 90 percent of the work force undoubt-
time edly contributed to this about-face.

The Telecom sale demonstrated the gov- The British government usually aimed to
ernment's desire to satisfy the various inter- set the opening share price at 10 to 20 per-
est groups involved in public-sector cent below _ts expected market price. This
operations. The previous management be- was done for two reasons: to deal with the
came the new board of the private corpora- difficulty of prxcing companies that had
tion. The workers were given an allocation never properly kept accounts, and to en-
of free shares and were allowed to buy more courage ordinary people to invest. Over the
from a reserved block on a basis that offered decade the number of private stockholders
free matching shares. The telephone-using in Britain more than tripled. In 1979 there
pubhc was offered a choice if they bought were four times as many people an labor
shares a share bonus if they held their umons as there were stockholders. By 1989
shares for three years or reductions on their the stockholders outnumbered the union

telephone bdl. Rural dwellers were satisfied members (though m many cases they were
by a requirement that the new company con- now the same people).
tlnue its remote country services. Urban The British privatization of nearly four
dwellers recewed assurances about the dozen major businesses and several hundred
number of pay phones. Special services to small ones set an example not only of the
the disabled were to be continued, techniques that could be used, but also of

In short, the government "b_d'" for the the success that could be anticipated. The
support of virtually every group that might formerly underachieving state-owned Brit-
have objected. This pattern was to be re- ish industries outperformed the market av-
peated and refined in subsequent priva- erage once they entered the private sector.
tizatlons. The Thatcher government could With the exception of the oil businesses,

take this tack because the private sector per- which were marketed to professional invest-
formed so much better than the state sector ors because of their high-risk nature, the
that the gains could be shared among many pnvatized stocks rose in value faster than
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TABLE 1

MajorSalesofStateFirmsCompletedin1981

Proceeds Proceeds
Country US$ Million Country US$ Million

Argentina 1,022 Panama 23
Australia 1,620 PhdLpp=nes 190
Austna 35 Poland 350

Brazil 2,189 Portugal 1,014
Canada 2,902 Singapore 67
Colombia 52 Spain 252
France 376 Sn Lanka 13
Germany 8,075 Talwan 405

Greece 232 UK 19,348
Hungary 180 Venezuela 2,055
Ireland 489

Total Public offers 26,498Jamaica 42
Private sales 21,984Malaysia 190

Mexico 9,400 Grand Total 48,482
Netherlands 150

the stock market average, as shown by per]- starting with 20 percent below market price
odlc surveys in London's Financial Times for a two-year tenant and rising to 50 per-
and Privattzatton International cent for those who had hved there for

The sale of public housing m Britain to its twenty years. The largest d_scount was later
tenants attracted little international attention raised to 80 percent. Turning tenants into
because there was no pubhc flotation. But homeowners brought major social changes
the purchase of their homes by people who in Britain, including the upgradmg of the
had been living at subsidized rents made quahty of houses as people began to invest
major economic impact. In 1979, 35 per- m and protect their new assets. By 1988 the
cent of Britons lived m state-owned homes total revenues that accrued to government

at rents that faded to cover the govern- from housing sales alone surpassed those of
ment's costs. The annual expenditure from all other sales combined.
1979 to 1988 of $8.6 billion was not met By the late eighties the British Treasury

by the income of $4.5 bflhon, was receiving annual revenue from priva-
The homes were offered at discounts tlzat_on sales averaging $8 billion, while

based on the number of years of residence, total government revenue was roughly $300
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bilhon The revenues from privatlzation advanced economy outside Britain even ap-

helped the Thatcher government cut income proached this scale of privatization.
taxes over the decade from a bottom rate of Following the collapse of communism in

33 percent down to 25 percent, and from a eastern and central Europe, first Poland,
top rate of 98 percent down to 40 percent. Hungary, and Czechoslovakia, then Roma-

Other countries were anxious to share nia and several of the former Soviet repub-

these advantages for their own state indus- hcs began to prlvatize. The problems in
tries. Foreign pfivatlzation ranged from these economies, blighted by more than
massive sales in advanced countries such as forty years of command planning and cen-

France and Japan to the sale of hundreds tral controls, were very different from those
of small enterprises m developing countries faced by the advanced economies. Decades
such as Bangladesh. of low wages meant that little wealth was

The French program took place m the available for investment, and no stock mar-
"cohabitation" period of a socialist pres]- kets existed on which to make sales. Very
dent and a conservative prime mlmster. It often, there were no laws to protect or even

was passed m mid-1986, with the first sale, permit private ownership, much less the
glassmaker Saint Gobain, in December of supporting infrastructure of contract law
that year This, like the sale of the banking and financial support services such as banks
group Paribas in February 1987, was a huge and accountants
success, attracting so much popular support For this reason the formerly socialist
that the shares were heavily oversubscribed, economies found themselves forced to blaze
like the British sales a new trail of prlvatization, sometimes us-

The first nine companies were success- lng the &stribut]on of "coupons" to the
fully sold before the world stock market population as a means of spreading owner-
slide of 1987 brought a halt to the French ship Very often some degree of "infor-
program. The French copied the Bratlsh real" pnvatizatlon was permitted, in which
idea of reserving at least 10 percent of the management effectively expropriated what
shares for the work force, and of keeping a had been state property. Unlike Britain,
"golden share," a single share retained by which had about 10 percent of its economy
the government, to prevent foreigners from in state hands and had sold three-fifths of it
gaming control of strategic industries, over ten years, the socmlist countries were

Japan mounted large-scale privatlzations, now faced with pnvatizlng 60 to 80 percent
including its tobacco and salt monopoly in of their economies within half that time.
1984; its telephone service (NTT), floated The scale and the problems were of alto-
m 1986; and following that, Japan National gether different proportions.
Railways (JNR), the world's biggest sale. By the beginning of the nineties, hardly
JNR was broken into six regional passenger a country in the world did not have a priva-
carriers, one freight company, one firm to tization program. Many countries learned
lease high-speed bullet trains to four of the from the experience of the early leaders.
others, and a ninth company to sell JNR These included the techniques of writing
landholdings, estimated at $50 billion. No off past debts, allocating shares to workers,
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sphttlng monopohes into competing ele- m Europe, has enjoyed one of the highest

ments, and establishing new regulatory since 1981.

agencies to calm public fears about the be- It went from one of the highest-taxed
havlor of the newly privatized operations, countries to one of the lowest. Privatization

By restoring market incentives and com- contributed, in large measure, to the revival

mercial reality, pnvatlzatlon achieved a of confidence in capitalism and the market
worldwide reinvlgoration of ailing state- economy, evidenced by the large number
owned industries. It diverted billions of dol- of countries which turned in that direction,

lars from the support of loss-making gov- and to its eventual triumph over the nval
ernment concerns into the expansion of system of central planning, controls, and

wealth-creating private businesses. It aug- state ownership

mented growth rates and made tax reduc-

tions possible. Bntam, which m the _Madsen Pirie
seventies had one of the lowest growth rates

Biography: Madsen Pine 1Spresident of the Adam Smith Institute m London. He took part in the
development of pnvatlzauon pohcy, first m Britain and then m other countries He is an adviser
to Prime Mlmster John Major on the Citizen's Charter
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Reaganomics
William A. Niskanen

• "Reaganomics" was the most serious at- had hoped. The annual increase in real (in-
tempt to change the course of U.S. eco- flauon-adjusted) federal spending declined
nomlc policy of any admimstration since from 4.0 percent durmg the Carter admmls-
the New Deal. "Only by reducing the tratlon to 2.5 percent during the Reagan
growth of government," said Ronald admmlstraUon, despite a record peacetime
Reagan, "can we increase the growth of increase in real defense spending. This part
the economy." Reagan's 1981 Program for of Reagan's fiscal record, however, re-
Economic Recovery had four major policy flected only a moderation, not a reversal, of
objectives: (1) reduce the growth of govern- prior fiscal trends Reagan made no slgnifi-
ment spending, (2) reduce the margmal tax cant changes to the major transfer payment
rates on income from both labor and capital, programs (such as Social Security and
(3) reduce regulation, and (4) reduce infla- Medicare), and he proposed no substantial
tlon by controlling the growth of the money reductions in other domestic programs after
supply. These major policy changes, in his first budget.
turn, were expected to increase saving and Moreover, the growth of defense spend-
investment, increase economic growth, bal- ing dunng his first term was h_gher than
ance the budget, restore healthy financial Reagan had proposed during the 1980 cam-
markets, and reduce inflation and interest paign, and since economic growth was
rates, somewhat slower than expected, Reagan

Any evaluation of the Reagan economic dad not achieve a significant reduction m
program should thus address two general federal spending as a percent of national
questions: How much of the proposed pol- output Federal spending was 22.9 percent
icy changes were approved? And how much of gross domestic product (GDP) m fiscal
of the expected economic effects were 1981, mcreased somewhat during the mid-
realized? Reaganomics continues to be a die years of has administration, and dechned
controversial issue. For those who do not to 22.1 percent of GDP in fiscal 1989. This

view Reaganomics through an ideological part of the Reagan record was probably the
lens, however, one's evaluation of this greatest disappointment to his supporters.

major change m economic policy will de- The changes to the federal tax code were
pend on the balance of the realized eco- much more substantial. The top marginal
nomic effects, tax rate on indwidual mcome was reduced

President Reagan delivered on each of from 70 percent to 28 percent. The corpo-
his four major policy objecUves, although rate mcome tax rate was reduced from 48
not to the extent that he and his supporters percent to 34 percent. The individual tax
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brackets were indexed for inflation. And the number of new regulations under the
most of the poor were exempted from the existing laws. Deregulation was clearly the
individual income tax. These measures lowest pnonty among the major elements
were somewhat offset by several tax in- of the Reagan economic program.
creases. An increase m Social Security tax Monetary policy was somewhat erratic
rates legislated in 1977 but scheduled for but, on net, quite successful. Reagan en-
the eighties was accelerated slightly. Some dorsed the reduction in money growth inlti-
excise tax rates were increased, and some ated by the Federal Reserve In late 1979,
deducuons were reduced or ehmlnated, a policy that led to both the severe 1982

More important, there was a major rever- recession and a large reduction in inflation
sal in the tax treatment of business income, and interest rates. The admlmstratlon re-

A complex package of investment incen- versed its posmon on one dimension of
tives was approved in 1981 only to be grad- monetary pohcy, during the first term, the
ually reduced in each subsequent year administration did not intervene m the mar-
through 1985 And in 1986 the base for the kets for foreign exchange but, beginning
taxation of business income was substan- m 1985, occasionally intervened with the

tially broadened, reducing the tax bias objective to reduce and then stabilize the
among types of investment but increasing foreign-exchange value of the dollar.
the average effective tax rate on new invest- Most of the effects of these polloes were
ment. It is not clear whether this measure favorable, even if somewhat disappointing

was a net improvement in the tax code. compared to what the administration pre-
Overall, the combination of lower tax rates dlcted. Economic growth increased from a
and a broader tax base for both lndwlduals 2 8 percent annual rate in the Carter admm-
and business reduced the federal revenue lstratlon, but this is misleading because the

share of GDP from 20.2 percent in fiscal growth of the working-age population was

1981 to 19.2 percent in fiscal 1989. much slower in the Reagan years. Real
The reduction in economic regulation GDP per workmg-age adult, which had in-

that started in the Carter admmlstration con- creased at only a 0 8 annual rate during
tinued, but at a slower rate. Reagan eased the Carter administration, increased at a 1.8

or eliminated price controls on oil and natu- percent rate during the Reagan administra-
ral gas, cable TV, long-distance telephone tlon. The increase in productwlty growth
service, interstate bus serwce, and ocean was even higher" output per hour m the busi-

shipping. Banks were allowed to invest in ness sector, which had been roughly con-
a somewhat broader set of assets, and the stant in the Carter years, increased at a 1.4

scope of the antitrust laws was reduced percent rate in the Reagan years. Productiv-
The major exception to this pattern was a _ty in the manufacturing sector increased
substantial increase in import barriers. The at a 3.8 percent annual rate, a record for

Reagan administration did not propose peacetime
changes in the legislaUon affecting health, Most other economic conditions also ira-
safety, and the enwronment, but it reduced proved The unemployment rate declined
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from 7 0 percent in 1980 to 5.4 percent in for example, had previously been endorsed
1988. The inflauon rate declined from 10.4 by the Democratic Congress beginning In
percent in 1980 to 4.2 percent in 1988. The 1978, and the general structure of the Tax
combination of conditions proved that there Reform Act of 1986 was first proposed by
is no long-run trade-off between the unem- two junior Democratic members of Con-
ployment rate and the inflation rate (see gress in 1982. Simdarly, the "monetarist
PHILLIPS CURVE). Other conditions were experiment" to control inflation was initi-
more mixed. The rate of new business for- ated m October 1979, following Carter's
mation increased sharply, but the rate of appointment of Paul Volcker as chairman of
bank failures was the h_ghest since the thlr- the Federal Reserve Board. The bipartisan
t_es. Real interest rates increased sharply, support of these policies permitted Reagan
but inflation-adjusted prices of common to Implement more radical changes than in
stocks more than doubled, other areas of economic policy.

The U.S. economy experienced substan- Reagan failed to achieve some of the ini-
tial turbulence dunng the Reagan years tlal goals of his imtml program. The federal
despite favorable general economic con&- budget was substantially reallocated--from
Lions. This was the "creative destruction" &scretionary domestzc spending to defense,
that is characteristzc of a healthy economy entitlements, and interest payments--but
At the end of the Reagan administration, the the federal budget share of national output
U.S economy had experienced the longest dechned only shghtly. Both the admimstra-
peaceume expansion ever. The "stagfla- Lionand Congress were responsible for this
Lion" and "malaise" that plagued the U.S outcome Reagan supported the large m-
economy from 1973 through 1980 were crease in defense spendmg and was unwdl-
transformed by the Reagan economic pro- ing to reform the basic entitlement
gram into a sustained period of higher programs, and Congress was unwilling to
growth and lower inflation, make further cuts in the discretionary do-

In retrospect the major achievements of mest_c programs. Similarly, neither the ad-
Reaganomics were the sharp reductions m ministration nor Congress was wilhng to
marginal tax rates and in inflation. More- sustain the momentum for deregulation or
over, these changes were achieved at a to reform the regulation of health, safety,
much lower cost than was previously ex- and the environment.

pected. Despite the large decline in mar- Reagan left three major adverse legacies
gmal tax rates, for example, the federal at the end of his second term. First, the

revenue share of GDP declined only privately held federal debt increased from
slightly. Slmdarly, the large reduction in 22 3 percent of GDP to 38.1 percent and,
the inflation rate was achieved without any despite the record peacetime expansion, the
long-term effect on the unemployment rate. federal deficit in Reagan's last budget was
One reason for these achievements was the still 2.9 percent of GDP. Second, the failure
broad bipartisan support for these measures to address the savings and loan problem
beginning in the later years of the Carter early led to an ad&tional debt of about $125
administration Reagan's first tax proposal, bilhon. Third, the administration added
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more trade barriers than any admimstration mestic and foreign trade would limit
since Hoover. The share of U S Imports Reaganomics to an interesting but tempo-
subject to some form of trade restraint in- rary experiment in economic policy
creased from 12 percent in 1980 to 23 per- The Reagan economic program led to a
cent m 1988. substantial improvement in economic con-

There was more than enough blame to go ditlons, but there was no "Reagan revolu-
around for each of these problems. Reagan tion." No major federal programs (other
resisted tax increases, and Congress resisted than revenue sharing) and no agencies were
cuts m domestic spending. The administra- abolished. The political process continues
tion was slow to acknowledge the savings to generate demands for new or expanded
and loan problem, and Congress urged for- programs, but American voters continue to
bearance on closing the falling banks, resist higher taxes to pay for these pro-
Reagan's rhetoric strongly supported free grams A broader popular consensus on the
trade, but pressure from threatened indus- appropriate roles of the federal government,
tries and Congress led to a substantial in- one or more constitutional amendments,

crease m new trade restraints. The future of and a new generanon of political leaders
Reaganomics will depend largely on how may be necessary to resolve this inherent
each of these three adverse legacies is re- conflict in contemporary American politics.
solved. Restraints on spending and regula-
tion would sustain Reaganom_cs But --William A. Niskanen
increased taxes and a reregulation of do-

Biography: William A. Nlskanen is chairman of the Cato Institute and wasa member of President
Reagan's Council of Economic Advisers from 1981 to 1985 Washington Post columnist Lou
Cannon, m his book, President Reagan The Role of a Ltfetzme,called Nlskanen's book, Reagano-
mzcs, "a definitive and notably objective account of administration economic policies "
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RedistributionofIncome
Dwight R. Lee

• Since the Great Depression most Amen- government's many other transfer pro-
cans have agreed that a principal responsi- grams.
bihty of government is to redistribute Such an examination quickly yields a
income from the well-to-do to the impover- striking fact: most redlstrlbut_on by govern-
1shed and to those who are temporarily dis- ment is not from the rich to the poor. In-
advantaged, most notably the unemployed, stead, government takes from the relatively
Whale many people complain about waste, unorganized (e.g., the general taxpayer)
fraud, and abuse in government income- and transfers to the relatively organized
transfer programs, or about the extent of (lobbying groups with common interests or
income re&stnbution, few dispute the prop- characteristics, such as the elderly and
osition that some level of re&stfibutlon Is farmers). Moreover, the most important
needed. Over the last twenty years, how- factor m determining the pattern of re&strl-
ever, many economists--including some butlon appears to be political power, not
on the politacal left--have raised serious need Of the more than $500 bilhon a year
questions about the effectweness of current spent on pubhc assistance and socml msur-
transfer programs m helpmg the poor. ance programs, only about 25 percent is
While government policies do redistnbu- allocated through means-tested programs.
tion enormous amounts of money each The other 75 percent--more than $400 bd-
year, the actual benefits to the poor may be hon a year--gets &stnbuted regardless of
much smaller than people presume, need Social Security payments shift ap-

Most people, of course, are certain that proximately $270 billion of income a year
the government helps the poor by transfer- to the elderly regardless of their wealth, and
ring income to them. Almost without ex- on average the elderly possess about twice
ception academic studies and journalistic the net worth per family as does the general
accounts of government's effect on the population. And because quahfymg for
well-being of the poor focus exclusively on Medicare requires only that one be 65 or
the effectiveness of transfer programs de- older, most of the more than $100 bilhon in

signed to redistribute income only to those annual Medicare benefits go to the nonpoor
in need The fact that some government pro- What's more, the direct transfer of cash
grams do indeed help the poor is taken as and services as only one way that govern-
sufficient evidence that government helps ment transfers income For example, gov-
the poor. But to know whether the net ira- ernment also transfers income by restricting
pact of all government transfer pohcaes is competmon among producers. The inevlta-
really to help the poor, we need to examine ble consequence--indeed, the intended
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consequence--of these restrictions is to en- Although transfer programs that come in
rich orgamzed groups of producers at the the form of higher prices do not show up in
expense of consumers. Here the transfers the government's budget, they are just as
are more perverse than with Medicare and real, and could be as large, as those that
Social Security. They help relatively wealthy do. And the crazy-quilt pattern of subsidies,
producers at the expense of relatively poor import restrictions, and the like indicates
(and m some cases absolutely poor) consum- that regardless of whether or not a transfer
ers. Many government restrictions on agncul- shows up m the government budget, the
tural production, for example, transfer size and distribution of that transfer has far
billions of tax dollars to farmers annually and less to do with the relative income of the
also allow farmers to capture billions of con- recipients than with their relatwe political
sumer dollars through higher food prices (see influence
AGRICULTURALPRICESUPPORTS). Most of Not only do the poor receive a smaller
these transfers go to a relatively few large percentage of income transfers than most
farms, whose owners are far wealthier than people realize, but the transfers they do get
the average taxpayer and consumer (or the are worth less to them, dollar for dollar,
average farmer) than transfers going to the nonpoor. That is

Restrictions on imports also transfer because only about 30 percent of the value
wealth from consumers to domestic produc- transferred in means-tested programs m re-

ers of these products Again, those who re- cent years has been in cash. In contrast,
cewe these transfers are typically wealthier, well over half of the transfers to the nonpoor

on average, than those who pay for them are cash The remaining 70 percent of the
Consider, for example, the distributional ef- means-tested transfers come m the form of
fect of the restrictions that were imposed m-kind transfers such as food stamps, hous-

on steel m 1984 Economist Arthur Denzau rag, and medical care. Economists who
estimated that these restrictions saved study poverty point out that the value to the

16,900 steel production jobs m the Umted poor of these m-kind transfers Is well below
States. Unfortunately, Denzau found, the their cost to taxpayers. The reason Is that

resulting higher-priced steel raised the cost the poor--hke the rest of us--value cash
of production in U,S. industries using steel more than in-kind transfers because if they
and caused a loss of 52,400 U S. jobs This have cash, they can choose what to buy.

represents a net loss of over 35,000 domes- Therefore. a dollar taken from taxpayers
tic jobs. Furthermore, according to Denzau, and given to a poor person in the form of,
the workers who lost their jobs earned, on say, medical care, is often worth much less

average, about 40 percent less than the than a dollar to the poor person. And it is
steelworkers whose jobs were saved. In worth much less than each dollar going to
other words, government made many Social Security recipients.
lower-paid workers poor (at least until they The most important question, of course,
found new jobs) in order to help higher-paid is whether the poor have benefited from the
workers large increase in the percentage of the na-
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tional income that has been channeled What the poor receive from some transfer
through government in the name of reduc- programs may be largely taken away from
mg poverty The answer, surprismg as it them m the form of higher income taxes,
may seem, is that we really do not know. To higher Social Security taxes, and higher
determine the effect of government transfer consumer prices to support other transfer
programs on the poor, we would have to programs.
know how the poor would have fared had Probably the best reformation on what
these programs never existed, and we have the poor have received from the growth in
no way of estimating that with any degree transfer programs comes from examinmg
of confidence, what has happened to the distribution of

Most studies that have attempted to mea- mcome over time If government transfers
sure the benefit to the poor from govern- have helped the poor, as advertised, by re-
ment transfers compare the income of the distributing income to them, then this
recipients with what their incomes would should show up m a more equal distribution
be if all transfer income were ehminated, of income. However, studies that have m-

The assumption is that the entire transfer is vestlgated the trend in income distribution,
an increase in the income of the recipients after adjusting for taxes and adding m the
Such studies conclude that government pro- value of all transfers, including in-kind
grams have significantly reduced the pov- transfers, find little if any change over the
erty rate. last forty years. One of the first such stud-

But such studies overstate the benefits les, by economists Morgan Reynolds and
the poor receive from government transfers. Eugene Smolensky, covered the period
For one thing, means-tested transfers that 1950 through 1970 Reynolds and Smolen-
diminish as the rec_p_ent's mcome from sky found that the households with incomes
working rases reduce the incentive to work. m the bottom 20 percent of the income dis-
Although there _scontroversy over the mag- tributlon received 6.4 percent of the na-
nitude, all economists agree that these dis- t_onal net Income in 1950 and 6.7 percent
incentive effects exist. The late Arthur m 1970 Those households with incomes in

Okun, President Johnson's chief economist the top 20 percent of the income distnbuUon
and a strong advocate of government trans- recewed 39.9 percent of the net national
fers to the poor, compared such transfers to income in 1950 and 39 1 percent in 1970
a leaky bucket to dlustrate the fact that the More recent studies on the trend m the
increase in recipient income Is less than the after-tax/after-transfer distribution of in-
amount transferred, come continue to show little evidence of

At least to some degree, government redistribution from the rich to the poor
transfers to the poor have subsututed for Based on these studies, economist Robert

mcome the poor would have earned, rather Haveman concluded that "in spite of mas-
than adding to that income. Also, along sive increases in federal government taxes
with all other taxpayers and consumers, the and spending, we are about as unequal m
poor have to pay for the large government 1988 as we were m 1950."

transfers that go primarily to the nonpoor. Still, we can never know what would
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have happened If government transfers had that the transfer programs designed specifi-

not increased. It is possible that the dlstribu- cally to help the poor have in fact improved

tion of income would have become more their well-being. The magmtude of the im-
unequal. The slowdown in the growth of provement, however, is much less than the
wages since 1973, the increase m the num- dollar amounts transferred--because so

ber of female-headed households, and the many of the transfers are in-kind instead of
aging of the population have been cited as cash, and because transfers cause at least

reasons why the income distribution would some of the poor to work less than they

have become more unequal without m- otherwise would. More _mportant, looking
creased government transfers Yet some of only at transfers to the poor gwes an mcom-

these very changes may have been accentu- plete answer--and possibly a wrong an-
ated by increases in government transfers, swer--to the question of whether the net

A partial explanation for the slowdown m impact of all government policies that affect

the growth of wages is that governments income distnbuuon Is to help, or harm, the
have reqmred private firms to mcrease non- poor.

wage compensation and to pay higher pay-
roll taxes. --Dwight R. Lee

In sum, many economists would agree

Biography: Dwight R. Lee is the Ramsey Professor of Economics at the Umverslty of Georgia
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SocialSecurity
Carolyn L. Weaver

• The Socml Security system, including vate saving m 1971 by a whopping one-
old-age and survwors msurance, disability third. His argument was simple but compel-
msurance, and hospital insurance (Medi- hng: to the extent people view the govern-
care), poses a staggering liability in the ment's promises to provide retirement
years ahead. Benefits m the year 2025, benefits as a substitute for their own retire-

when the reUrement of the baby-boom gen- ment savings, they will tend to save less.
eration _s in full swing, are projected to Less private saving, when not offset by m-
cost 23 percent of taxable payroll m the creased government saving, means less new
economy, up from 14 percent today. In to- capital and ultimately lower real incomes
day's dollars, that amounts to $1 trillion Feldstein's findings touched off a major
annually. Between now and 2065, the actu- controversy in the economics profession
aries' official long-range measuring period, over the determinants of private saving and
the nation's giant retirement program is the effects of government pohcy. Are peo-
slated to spend $19 trilhon in present value pie "life-cycle" savers, as Feldstem sug-
terms. Counting Medicare, the liabihty is gested, making choices to maximize their
$30 trilhon. How this liabdity is met--in- own financial well-being over their hfe-
deed whether it is met m full--wall pro- times, saving mainly to finance their own
foundly affect people's savings and retirement? This Is consistent with Milton

retxrement decisions, the nation's public fi- Friedman's earlier discovery that an mdi-
nances, and ultimately, the amount and d_s- vldual's spending is powerfully affected by
tnbut_on of America's wealth, how much he expects to earn over his entire

For most of its history Social Security hfetime, not simply by what he earns today.
has been financed on a pay-as-you-go basis. Or are people hnked with their children,
W_th pay-as-you-go financing, benefits to through financial gifts and bequests, in such
retirees and other beneficiaries are met by as way as to neutralize the effects of Social
current taxes on workers; income roughly Security? In the latter case, Social Security
equals outgo, and assets do not accumulate should increase private saving as the elderly
s_gnlficantly Pay-as-you-go Social Secu- attempt to offset, through increases m their
rity systems have large unfunded liabihtles planned gifts or bequests, the (implicit) fu-

Research by Harvard economist Martin ture Social Security taxes that their children
Feldstein, published in 1974 (and in a fol- wall have to pay. Harvard's Robert Barro,
low-up article in 1982 correcting a pro- chief proponent of this view, argues that
grammmg error in the original study), people adjust their private transfers to undo
suggested that the pay-as-you-go method of the compulsory transfers inherent m Social
financmg Social Security had depressed pri- Security. If Barro is correct, the introduc-
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tionorexpansionofapay-as-you-go system 2000, is 12.9 years, rising to 18.3 years for
should reduce saving only by people who workers retiring in 2030.
do not have surviving children or who want This bleak long-term picture is lnevita-
to transfer less than the compulsory trans- ble Average rates of return on Social Secu-
fers under Social Secunty. rlty taxes must fall as the system matures

While the debate is by no means re- and, in the long term, cannot exceed the
solved, most economists agree that both rate of growth of wages In the economy.
motives--life-cycle saving and bequests-- Michael Boskln, chairman of President
matter. The empirical evidence, while Bush's Council of Economic Advisers, and
mixed, continues to support the view that his colleagues estimated that workers with
Social Security has had a significant de- median earmngs and with nonworking
pressing effect on private savings, although spouses will get a real return on taxes of
this effect does not appear to have been as only 2.1 percent if they retire in 2010, and
large as originally believed. Economists B only 1 5 percent if they retire in 2025 or
Douglas Bernheim and Lawrence Levin, for later Returns are even lower for workers
example, found that Social Security de- with working spouses. The expected net
presses personal saving dollar for dollar for loss for the 2025 retiree is $48,000, m pres-
single individuals, but has no effect on sav- ent value terms, as compared to a net gain
ing by married couples, to the 1980 retiree of $63,000.

Pay-as-you-go financing not only reduces Social Security also transfers income
real income through its effect on private within the same generation. For example,
saving, but also redistributes wealth and in- the weighed-benefit formula subsidizes
come over time. Those who retired m the workers with low earnings at the expense

early years of Social Security got huge of those with higher earnings. The payback
wealth transfers because they paid taxes for period for someone retiring in the year 2000

only part of their work lives and because, varies from ten years for the minimum-
as the system was being expanded and taxes wage worker to twenty years for the rela-
were being raised, they paid these higher tlvely highly paid professional (1992 earn-
taxes for only a few years. According to a lngs of $55,500)
study by the Congressional Research Ser- Much of the wealth redistribution that
vice, a worker with average earnings who Social Security causes has little rationale

retired at age 65 in 1940 got back the retire- For example, Social Security subsidizes
ment portion of his and his employer's people who work m covered employment
taxes, plus interest, in a mere two or three for only brief periods, even if their earnings
months. For workers who retired in 1960, are quite hxgh Also, the 50 percent benefit

the payback period was 1.1 years. For those increase for spouses subsidizes "tradi-
retiring in 1980, the payback penod had tlonal" famlhes, those with one breadwln-
increased to 2 8 years ner and a nonworkIng spouse, at the

The picture is much bleaker for future expense of two-earner couples and single
retirees. The expected payback period for people. For people born in 1945, the ex-
today's older workers, those retinng in pected rate of return for a two-earner couple
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with a combined salary of $50,000 is only Some economists applaud the shift from
0 4 percent, or less than one-fourth of the pay-as-you-go toward partial advance fund-
1.74 percent return for the single-earner ing as a fiscally responsible measure that
couple with the same salary and same total will increase national saving and hghten the
taxes paid. Finally, the retirement earnings tax burden when the baby boomers retire.
test and actuarial adjustments for early and Other economists criticize it as fiscal chica-

delayed retirement subsidize people who re- nery--a hidden redistribution of taxes over
tire at s_xty-five (and possibly earher) at the time. They argue that surplus payroll taxes
expense of those who retire later, are used to fund the general operations of

Each of these transfers alters the return the government today, m exchange for gen-
to work and thus distorts people's decisions eral fund financing of Social Security to-
about when, where, and how much to work. morrow, and that trust fund surpluses create

There is much evidence for the view that no real saving and may result m substantial
Social Security has contributed to the sharp wealth losses for the economy as a whole.
dechne m labor force pamclpation rates and Who Is right depends on whether the ex-
in the average age of retirement for older cess payroll taxes are being (and wall be)
men Mtchael Hurd and Michael Boskm, saved and productwely invested, or whether
for example, concluded that the entire 8.2 they are being used to finance current con-
percent dechne in the pamcipat_on rate of sumption by the government. Presently,
men age sixty to sixty-five that occurred any surplus momes are invested in new,
between 1968 and 1973 was caused by the special-issue government bonds. The trust
20 percent increase m mflaUon-adjusted funds are credited with a bond--an IOU

benefits enacted during that period, from one part of the government to an-
As a result of legislation m 1983 and other--and the Treasury gets the cash,

generally healthy economic growth during which _t can spend like any other federal
the rest of the decade, Social Security is receipts. Saving occurs only if the govern-
running a surplus of about $50 bilhon annu- ment uses the surpluses to retire outstanding
ally and accumulating assets rapidly. Trust government debt (or to issue less debt to
fund assets have quadrupled in the past five the pubhc), causing the pubhc to buy new
years and now top $325 bdlion ($450 bilhon private securities, thus increasing the funds
including Me&care). Social Security's total available for investment.
asset holdings are greater than those of the Advance funding, as currently con-
top fifteen private pension plans corn- cewed, is thus an indirect mechanism for
breed--including General Motors, AT&T, addmg to the nation's capital investment.
IBM, and Ford. According to the Social But it can work only if Congress restrains
Security Board of Trustees, assets will peak itself from doing two things: (1) relaxing
m the 2020s at $5.5 trillion (roughly $2 fiscal restraint in the rest of the budget--
trillion m today's dollars). Interest earned that is, increasing spending on other pro-
on trust fund assets is expected to defray grams or reducing taxes--and (2)using the
a significant portion of the cost of future increase to increase Social Security bene-
benefits, fits, bad out the financially ading Me&care
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trust fund, or fund a new program like long- matlc reductions in other spending. In addi-
term health care. That's a big 'qf." The tlon, the procedural "fire wall" for Social
alternative, spending the surpluses as we Security apphes only to some legislation.
go, would substantially increase the govern- Moreover, enforcement mechanisms are
ment's long-range indebtedness and under- subject to change, as evidenced by two ma-
mine the economic well-being of future jor revisions of the Gramm-Rudman law
workers and retirees, since 1985

The budget reforms adopted in 1990 were Four central changes in our economic and
touted for having dealt with these concerns social life since the thirties have altered the
head-on. Previously, the Social Security costs and benefits of Sooal Security, yet
surpluses were counted m determining have had almost no effect on the design of
whether the government met its deficit-re- the program These are the great expansion
duction targets. Increases in the surpluses m employer-provided pensions and other
thus reduced the savings that had to be sources ofretirementincome;thesteadyin-
achieved m other programs Socml Secunty crease m life expectancy (since 1930, life
has now been removed from the Gramm- expectancy at birth has increased from 58
Rudman budget targets--and from the to 71 6 years among males, and from 61.3
mechanisms that enforce those targets, to 78 6 years among females); the steady

Also, new procedures make it more difficult improvement in the financial well-being of
to bring legislation to a vote that would the elderly relative to other age groups; and
undermine the financial condition of Sooal changes in federal pohcy itself, which have

Security. resulted m an array of programs providing
Economists grounded in pubhc choice assistance to the elderly poor and medical-

theory, and therefore skeptical of politl- care coverage for virtually all of the nation's
cians, are not sanguine that these new rules elderly U.S retirement income policy can

can keep Congress from spending the Social continue to ignore these developments only
Security reserves for the next forty years, at great cost.
The "enforcement mechanism" for Social

Security is weak by design: expansions of mCarolyn L. Weaver
Socxal Security will not trigger any auto-

Biography: Carolyn L. Weaver is resident scholar and directorof the Social Securityand Pension
Project at the Amencan Enterpnse Institute in Washington, D.C
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UnemploymentInsurance
David R. Francis

[] The United States unemployment msur- sustain the level of income and hence the

ance program ts intended to offset mcome demand for goods and services in areas hard

lost by workers who lose their jobs as a hit by unemployment. In short, unemploy-

result of employer cutbacks. The program, ment insurance supports consumer buying

launched by the Socml Security Act of power.

1935, _s the government's single most im- Not all unemployed workers are eligible

portant source of assistance to the jobless for unemployment insurance. In fact, from

A second goal of the program Is to 1984 to 1989 the proportion of the unem-

counter the negative impacts on the national ployed receiving benefits was at or below
economy, and especially on local econo- 34 percent every year. Benefits are not paid

mies, of major layoffs, seasonal cutbacks, to employees who quit their jobs voluntarily

or a recesston. Unemployment benefits help or are fired for cause. Nor are they paid to
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those who are just entering the labor force grants exceeded $2 bdhon in fiscal 1991,
but cannot find a job, nor to reentrants to ending September 30, 1991 The money
the labor force who are looking for work. helped pay the wages of about thirty-seven
In February 1991, 76 percent of the target thousand state workers who administer the
population of "job losers"--those involun- program and who dispense benefits from
tarily laid off--rece_ved benefits, state unemployment insurance funds In

The proportion of unemployed workers that fiscal year states collected about $16
who receive benefits is always higher dur- billion an unemployment taxes from em-
ing recessions than during expansions This ployers to cover the cost of the program;
Is because during recessions a higher frac- the federal government collected approxl-
tion of the unemployed are people who were mately $4.4 bdlion. Outlays on benefits
laid off By January 1991, 46 percent of were expected to run about $18.7 bilhon in
total unemployed workers claimed unem- fiscal 1991.
ployment benefits, the highest percentage Federal law reqmres all state govern-
for that month smce 1983. ments to _mpose a tax on employers of at

Under the joint federal-state program, least 0.8 percent on each employee's first
most states pay a maximum of twenty-six $7,000 of pay The tax base exceeds $7,000
weeks m benefits, starting after a one-week in thirty-six states, with a national average

wamng period. A few extend the duration of about $8,500. The highest base is
somewhat longer. These benefits replace $21,300 m Alaska Most states levy a
about one-third of gross wages for people higher tax rate on businesses that have
with average or below-average incomes, higher layoffs. However, the tax rate cannot
The average weekly benefit m 1991 was go below the minimum even for businesses
about $161. When a state's unemployment that have no layoffs. Nor do states set the
is substantially above the naUonal average, maximum high enough so that employers

the program provides for up to an additional with high layoff rates generate enough tax
thirteen weeks of benefits. Five states were revenues to pay all the benefits to the work-

paying "extended benefits" m the winter ers they lay off The result is that workers
of 1991, but this number approximately and businesses in industries with low layoff

doubled by the end of April as the recession rates subsidize workers and businesses in
and unemployment worsened. The state and industries, such as construction, with high
federal government share, approximately layoff rates Harvard's Martin Feldstein
equally, the cost of extended benefits. Dur- suggested m 1973 that this subsidization of
ing the eighties many states rinsed their layoffs would cause more layoffs. The evi-
"'triggers"--the unemployment rate that dence indicates that he was correct. Econo-
must be reached--for extended benefits. As mist Robert Topel of the University of

a result relatively few workers were eligible Chzcago estimates that if employers could
for extended benefits expect to repay (m taxes) the full value of

The federal government makes grants to unemployment benefits drawn by their laid-
the states for the admimstration of the un- off workers, then the unemployment rate

employment insurance program. These would fall by as much as l full point (e.g.,
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from 6 percent of the labor force to 5 per- Uniomzed firms tend to take greater advan-
cent) tage of this "layoff subsidy" than do non-

A basic tenet of economics is that when union establishments. And not surprisingly,
an activity is subsidized, people do more of given the incentives, layoffs are more com-
it. Does unemployment insurance--a sub- mon for those ehgible for unemployment
sidy for being unemployed--increase un- benefits than for those not eligible. If bene-
employment by prompting the unemployed fits are extended beyond twenty-six weeks,
to delay their search for a new job or to the unemployed tend to stay out of work
search longer for a better position? Econo- nearly a day longer, on average, for each
mints have found that It does. A 1990 study week of the extension.

by Bruce D. Meyer, an economist at North- Lawrence H. Summers, chief economist
western University, found that a 10 percent at the World Bank, and chief economic ad-
boost m the "replacement ratio"--the pro- vlser to Democratic presidential candidate
portion of after-tax work earnings replaced Michael Dukakis in 1988. reaches similar
by unemployment benefits--causes unem- conclusions Summers, along with Harvard
ployed people to extend their t_me without economist K_m B. Clark, found that unem-
work by an average of 1.5 weeks. (During ployment insurance almost doubles the
fiscal 1990 the average duration of benefits number of unemployment spells lasting
for the jobless was 13.6 weeks.) more than three months, thereby encourag-

Most people who receive unemployment mg long-term joblessness. Summers and
insurance find a job or are recalled to work Clark suggest that unemployment insurance
m the first several weeks. Meyer also found benefits cause many of the long-term unem-
that among those who remain jobless for a ployed to have h_gh "reservahon wages."
longer period, the chance of a person on Translation" to accept a job, these unem-
unemployment insurance going back to ployed workers insist on getting a high
work increases rapidly as the t_meof benefit wage, and if they aren't offered that wage,
exhaustion approaches. Indeed, the chances they stay on unemployment msurance as
of an unemployed person getting a job tri- long as possible.
pies as the length of remaining benefits Economists have proposed various re-
drops from six weeks to one week Meyer forms to reduce the adverse effects of unem-
suspects some of the jobless may have ar- ployment while still assisting people who
ranged to be recalled to previous work or to lose their jobs. One of the more modest
begin new work about the time their benefits reforms suggested has been to reduce the
expire. "If workers are bound to firms by minimum tax rate on employers and raise
impliczt contracts, movmg costs, specific the maximum tax rate, so that the taxes they

human capital [education, experience, pay more closely reflect their layoff rates.
skills, etc.], or other reasons, firms have A more extreme proposal, made by Robert
an incentive to base recall deczsions on the Topel, is to experience-rate individual
length of UI [unemployment insurance] workers so that workers with a history of

benefits," noted Meyer in a study done for long unemployment spells pay higher tax
the National Bureau of Economic Research. rates The federal government has already
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adopted one reform suggested by econo- by taxing unemployment benefits just like
mists across the ideological spectrum. The other income.
1986 Tax Reform Act ehminates the tax

bias m favor of unemployment insurance --David R. Francis

Biography: David R Francis is an economic journahst with the Chrtsttan Sctence Momtor.
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Taxation,APreface
Joseph J. Minarik

• In recent years taxation has been one of Efficiency means that twxation interferes
the most prominent and controversial topics as little as possible in the choices people
in economic policy. Taxation was a princi- make in the private marketplace. The tax
pal issue in three consecutive presidential law should not induce a businessman to in-
electionswwith a large tax cut as a winning vest in real estate instead of research and
issue in 1980, a tax increase a losing issue development--or vice versa. Further, tax
m 1984, and a pledge of "Read my hps: no policy should discourage work or invest-
new taxes" providing one of the enduring ment, as opposed to leisure or consumption,
images of 1988. Taxation was also the sub- as httle as possible. Issues of efficiency
ject of two major, and largely inconsistent, arise from the fact that taxes always affect
policy changes. It is still a source of ongo- behavior Taxing an activity (hke earnmg a
ing debate, living) is simdar to a price increase. With

the tax m place, people wall typically buy
less of a good--or partake in less of an

Objectives activity--than they would in the absence of
the tax.

Economists specializing in public finance The most efficient tax system possible is
have long enumerated four objectives of tax one that few low-income people would
policy" simplicity, efficiency, fairness, and want. That superefficlent tax is a head tax,
revenue sufficiency. Whale these objectives a tax on each person that is not affected
are widely accepted, they often conflict, by that person's income or by any of the
and different economists have different person's characteristics. A head tax would
v_ews of the appropriate balance among not reduce the mcentwe to work, save, or
them. invest The problem with such a tax is that

S_mplicity means that compliance by the _twould take the same amount from a high-
taxpayer and enforcement by the revenue income person as from a low-income per-
authorities be as easy as possible. Further, son. It could even take the enUre income
the ultimate tax liability should be certain, of low-income people. Within the realm of
A tax whose amount is easily manipulated what is practical, the goal of efficiency is to
through decisions in the private marketplace mimmize the ways that taxes affect people's
(such as by investing in "tax shelters") can choices.
cause tremendous complexity for taxpay- A major philosophical issue among econ-
ers, who attempt to reduce what they owe, omists is whether tax policy should pur-
and for revenue authorities, who attempt to posefully deviate from efficiency in order

mamtain government receipts, to encourage taxpayers to pursue positive
3O9
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economic objectives (such as saving) or to "benefit principle " According to this prin-
avoid harmful economic activities (such as ciple those who benefit more from the oper-
smoking). Most economists would accept ations of government should pay more tax.
some rote for taxation in so steering eco- Revenue sufficiency might seem a fairly
nomic choices, but economzsts disagree on obvious criterion of tax policy. Yet the fed-
two important points: how well policymak- eral government's budget has been in enor-
ers can presume to know which objectives mous deficit for more than ten years. Part
we should pursue (is discouraging smoking of the reason for the deficit is that revenue
an infringement on personal freedom?), and sufficiency may conflict with efficiency and
the extent of our ability to influence tax- with fairness. Economists who believe that
payer choices without unwanted side effects income taxes strongly reduce incentives to
(will subsidies for saving merely reward work or save. and economists who beheve
those with the most discretionary income that typical families already are unfaMy
for saving no more than they would have burdened by heavy taxes, might resist tax
without a subsidy?), increases that would move the federal bud-

Fairness, to most people, requires that get toward balance.
equally situated taxpayers pay equal taxes Likewise, other objectives of tax policy
("honzontal equity") and that better-off conflict with one another. High tax rates for
taxpayers pay more tax ("vertical equity"), upper-income households are inefficient but
Although these objectives seem clear are judged by some to make the tax system
enough, fairness is very much in the eye of fairer Intricate legal provisions to prevent
the beholder There is little agreement over tax sheltering and thus make taxes fairer
how to judge whether two taxpayers are would also make them more complex. Such
equally situated. For example, one taxpayer conflicts among pohcy objectives are a con-
might receive income from labor while an- stant constraint on the making of tax policy.
other recezves the same income from inher-

ited wealth. And even if one taxpayer is

clearly better off than another, there is little TheU.S.TaxSystem
agreementabouthow much morethe better-
off person should pay. Most people believe At the federal level total tax collections
that fmrness dictates that taxes be "progres- have hovered in a narrow range around 19
swe," meaning that higher-income taxpay- percent of the gross national product (GNP)
ers not only pay more, but proportionately since the end of the Korean War (see table

more. However, a significant minority takes 1). The individual income tax has provided
the position that taxes should be fiat, with just under half of that revenue over the en-
everyone paymg the same propomon of tire period. The corporation income tax was
their taxable incomes. Moreover, the idea the source of almost a third of total revenue

of vertical equity (i.e., the "proper" at the beginning of the period but has de-
amount of progresswity) often directly con- clined dramatically to under 10 percent to-
tradlcts another notmn of fairness, the day. In mirror image the payroll tax for
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TABLE 1

FederalTaxRevenuesbyTypeofTax--PercentsofGNP,FiscalYears

Individual Corporate Social
Year Income Income Security Excise Other Total

1954 8.0% 5.7% 2.0% 2 7% 0 5% 18.9%
1959 7.6% 3.6% 2 4% 2 2% 0 7% 16.5%
1964 7 7% 3,7% 3 5% 2.2% 0.8% 17.9%
1969 9.4% 3,9% 4 2% 1 6% 1 0% 20 1%
1974 8 4% 2.7% 53% 1.2% 1.0% 18 6%
1979 8 9% 2 7% 5.7% 0 8% 0.8% 18.9%
1984 8.1% 1 5% 6 5% 1 0% 1.0% 18.1%
1989 8.7% 2 0% 7.0% 0 7% 0 9% 19 3%
1991 8 8% 1.7% 7.2% 0 8% 0.9% 19.4%

SOURCEOfficeof Managementand Budget.1991ftgureIsestimated

Social Security began at about 10 percent Social Security and Medicare have been
of total revenue, but it increased sharply to squeezed--from about 17 percent of GNP
over 37 percent as the elderly population in 1954 to about 12 percent today.
and inflation-adjusted Social Security bene- States rely primarily on sales taxes but
fits grew and as the Medicare program was increasingly on income taxes. Local gov-
added to the system. The relative contribu- ernments rely most heavily on property
tlon of excise taxes (primarily on alcohol, taxes Contrary to what many believe, the
tobacco, gasoline, and telephone services) explosion in taxation has been in state and
has declined significantly, local taxes Unlike federal taxes, state and

One little-recogmzed aspect of the devel- local taxes have increased slgmficantly--
opment of federal taxes xs the gradual de- from about 7 percent of GNP in 1954 to
chne of revenues other than those about 12 percent now (see table 2).
earmarked for the Social Security and Thus, although the level of federal taxes

Medicare programs. Although total federal has been relatively constant for nearly thirty
taxes are a roughly constant percentage of years, total taxes have increased because
GNP, the Social Security payroll tax has state and local taxes have increased (The
increased significantly while other taxes data m tables 1 and 2 are computed on dif-
have been cut in approximately equal mea- ferent accounting procedures and years and
sure. The result has been that federal reve- thus cannot be added together; the general

nues avadable for programs other than picture that they suggest is, however, accu-
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TABLE 2

StateandLocalTaxRevenuesbyTypeofTax--Percentsof GNP

Individual Corporate
Year Income Income Property Sales Other Total

1954 0.3% 0.2% 2.6% 1 7% 2.1% 7.0%
1959 0.4% 0.2% 3.0% 2 2% 2.1% 8 0%
1964 0 6% 0.3% 3.3% 2.5% 2.4% 9.1%
1969 1 0% 0.4% 3 4% 3.0% 2 7% 10.4%
1974 1.4% 0.5% 3.3% 3.3% 3 0% 11.5%
1979 1,5% 0 5% 2.6% 3.1% 3.2% 11 0%
1984 1.8% 0.5% 2.6% 3.2% 3.7% 11 8%
1989 2.0% 0.5% 2.7% 3.3% 3 7% 12.1%

SOURCE:Departmentof Commerce,Bureauof EconomicAnalystsDataarenotcomparabletothose
m table 1

rate ) The increase m state and local taxes of 23 percent in the raceme tax rate, phased

has obviously added to the taxpayers' bur- in over four years, along with sigmficant
den and has limited the federal govern- tax inducements for business investment. In
ment's abihty to cut the federal deficit and the face of a rapidly rising budget deficit,
to increase spending some of the investment incentives were re-

pealed a year later.
An even more radical tax restructunng

RecentTaxPolicyChanges was passed In 1986 This new law, hke the
1981 law, also significantly reduced income

Much of the recent interest in tax policy tax rates. It was, however, radically differ-
has focused on the federal individual and ent from the 1981 tax cuts in a more mean-

corporate income taxes. Advocates of ingful sense, in that all of the tax rate cuts
"supply-side economics" (most prom1- were "paid for" by the ehmination of tax
nently, Arthur Laffer) believed that income incentives--including the remaining busi-
taxes had severely blunted incenuves to ness investment mducements from 1981.
work, save, and invest and that the income This tax "reform" made U.S. corporate
tax burden had become excessive. The in- and ln&vldual income tax rates the lowest

come tax became a major issue in the 1980 in the mdustnahzed world. It simplified the

pres]denUal election, and Congress passed tax law m some respects but also included
a substantial income tax cut in 1981. It pro- complicated provisions designed to prevent
vided for a cumulative across-the-board cut tax sheltenng. The new law also provided
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sigmficant tax relief for low-income taxpay- that this increase came primarily in assets
ers, especially families with children. And (such as computers) that were not highly
it transferred about $25 billion a year of the favored by the tax law. In fact, investment
tax burden from the personal to the corpo- in equipment increased to a record percent-
rate income tax. age of GNP after the incentives were re-

Tax scholars have observed the expen- pealed m the 1986 tax reform, though Alan
ence of the eighties closely to learn more Auerbach and Kevin Hassett have argued
about how taxes affect econom)c choices, that _t would have increased even more

Whale much controversy remains, certain strongly if investment incentives had been
results seem clear First, as many econo- continued.
mists expected, the reduction of tax rates in
the eighties apparently &d induce greater
work effort, especially by married women. Distribution0ftheTaxBurden
In 1988, according to Brookings econo-

mists Barry Bosworth and Gary Burtless, Many economists judge the fairness of
men between the ages of 25 and 64 worked the tax system largely on how the tax burden
5.2 percent more hours than they would IS &stributed among different income
have under the pre-1981 tax code: women groups. Further, some economists used the
age 25 to 64 worked 5.8 percent more; and distribution of the tax burden as a major
married women worked 8.8 percent more criterion of the success or failure of the tax
These increased hours would translate into changes of the eighties. Despite consider-
the eqmvalent of almost 5 milhon full-time able effort and innovatwe methods, how-
jobs. ever, estimates of the distribution of the tax

Second, household saving fell m the face burden are stdl hmlted by imperfect data
of tax rate cuts and substantxal targeted tax and the differing perspectives of investiga-
incentwes for saving, strongly suggesting tots
that taxes have a hmited impact at best on Between 1980 and 1990 the percentage
sawng Studies by economists Steven F of income pa_d in federal tax increased for
Ventl and David Wise have suggested that the 60 percent of famihes with the lowest
individual retirement accounts (IRAs)were racemes taken as a group, and decreased

successful m encouraging new saving, but for the 40 percent w_th the highest incomes
another study by William Gale and John (see table 3) The decreases were largest for
Karl Scholz indicated that much of the IRA the famdies with the very highest racemes.

deposits came from households that had al- Some economists have used these figures to
ready accumulated considerable wealth and claim that the changes of the eighties left
could simply transfer it into the tax-favored the tax burden distributed less fairly. In
accounts And finally, while business in- fact, the 1986 tax reform taken by itself had
vestment did increase after the 1981-82 re- the opposite effect when assessed by this

cession (as documented by Harvard's methodology, but was outweighed by the
Martin Feldstein), other economists (nota- 1981 tax cuts.

bly Barry Bosworth of Brookings) argue These figures are subject to challenge,
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TABLE 3

FederalTaxesasa Percentageof FamilyIncome,1980and1990

Quintile of Families
Ranked by Income 1980 1990 Change

Lowest 8.4% 9.7% 1.3%
Second 15.7% 16.7% 1.0%
Third 20.0% 20.3% 0.3%
Fourth 23.0% 22.5% - 0.5%

Highest 27.3% 25.8% - 1 5%

Top 10 percent 28 4% 26.4% - 2 0%
Top 5 percent 29.5% 26.7% - 2 8%
Top 1 percent 31.8% 27.2% - 4 6%

ALL 23.3% 23 0% - 0.3%

SOURCECongressionalBudget Office

however They assume that half of the cor- bonds to assets that yield taxable income.
porate income tax is borne by owners of But there also is evidence that the dLstnbu-

business capital, and half by workers in the non of income simply became less equal.
form of lower wages, and that the em- The net result is that upper-income famdies
ployer's share of the Social Security payroll now pay a larger share of the total tax bur-
tax is borne by workers, also through lower den.
wages If you assume that owners of busi-

nesses pay all the corporate income tax and
the employer's share of Social Security, the CurrentTaxIssues
tax burden would rest further up the income
ladder. Also, although upper-income fami- Tax pohcy remains controversial, and
hes paid a smaller percentage of their m- some economists continue to argue for
come in tax in 1990 than they did in 1980, large-scale revision of the federal tax sys-
they received a much larger share of total tem. Some convervative economists, such
taxable income by the end of the decade, as Charles McLure, and some liberals, such
One reason the taxable income of upper- as Alice Rlvlin, would like to see a broad-
income families is higher is that changes in based federal tax on consumption, like the
the tax law, particularly in 1986, caused sales taxes imposed by the states or the val-
many upper-income families to reallocate ue-added tax (VAT) widely used in Europe.
their portfolios from things like municipal The proceeds of the tax could be used to
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Increase federal spending, to cut federal in- can offer higher interest rates to compensate
come taxes, or to reduce the deficit. Advo- lenders (and penalize borrowers) for the in-
cares argue that a tax on consumption would exact taxation of their interest income (and
encourage saving; opponents claim that deductions of business interest expense).
such a tax would unfairly burden low-in- Some economists, including Martin
come families Feldstem, argue for a targeted tax cut for

Many economists, including Princeton's capital gains (the profit from the sale of
Alan Blinder, believe that the income tax assets like corporate stock or real estate), or
should provide a comprehensive adjustment for reinstatement of targeted incentives for
("indexation") for inflation to eliminate the household saving (like the deductibility
inflationary component of interest income for all taxpayers of contributions to in-
and expense, depreciation of business In- dlvldual retirement accounts, or IRAs).
vestment, and capital gains. The case of Such imtlatives are typically claimed to in-
capital gains is the clearest. A block of stock crease economic growth. Opponents, such
bought for $1,000 In 1978 and sold for as Brookings" Henry Aaron, believe that
$2,000 today would yield a $1,000 taxable they would be ineffective and that they
capital gain But the investor would have would unduly benefit upper-income groups
received no real increase in purchasing who own the most capital assets and have
power because the price level has roughly the most discretionary income to save.
doubled since then The same problem, Finally, some economists (such as Robert
however, afflicts recipients of interest in- Shapiro) and policymakers (most notably,
come With inflation at 4 percent, only half Sen. Daniel Patrick Moynihan) believe that
of the interest on a bond yielding 8 percent the Social Security payroll tax should be cut
ISreal income to the bondholder, but all of significantly. They argue that the growth of
the interest is subject to income tax. An the payroll tax has been a major contributor
adjustment for inflation would be quite to the shift in the tax burden toward lower-
complex: it was considered and rejected for income families. Such a tax cut, however,
that reason in the debate on the 1986 tax would be intricately tied to the structure
reform. The merit of indexing for inflation of the entire Social Security system and is
might depend on the rate of inflation m the accordingly extremely controversial.
economy. In hyperinflatlon, lndexation is
essential. But at low rates of inflation-- --Joseph J. Minarik
perhaps as high as 10 percent--the markets

Biography: Joseph J. Minank is chief economist of the Office of Management and Budget. He
has previously held positions with the Budget Committee of the U.S. House of Representatives,
the Urban Institute, the Congressional Budget Office, and the Brooklngs Institution.
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CapitalGainsTaxes
Joseph d. Cordes

• A capital gain or loss is the increase or The tax treatment of capital gains has
decrease m the value of an asset (a share recently attracted much political attention.

of corporate stock, some land, a house, an Most people believe that if income is to be
artwork, etc.) from the original purchase taxed, it follows that capital gains and
price. For example, a share of stock bought losses should be treated like other forms
for forty dollars and sold one year later for of income in determining taxable income.
fifty dollars would have a capital gain of ten Therefore, this logic goes, m arriving at a
dollars If the same share were sold for measure of a person's income, capital gains
thtrty dollars, there would be a ten-dollar should be added to other sources of income,
capital loss. and capital losses should be subtracted.

Changes in stock prices are one of the But capital gains pose some nettlesome
ways m which the market recognizes problems for the tax collector One is how
changes in the profitability of businesses. If to treat capital gains and losses that exist on
a corporation becomes more profitable--by paper but are not actually "realized" into
lowering production costs, for example, or cash through sale of the asset Another is
by offenng new or superior products--the what to do about changes in the asset values
corporation becomes more valuable and its that reflect inflation of all prices instead of
stock price increases, resulting in capital changes m the real value of assets Econo-
gains for shareholders. Similarly, when a mists and lawyers who speclahze m taxation
region of the country grows rapidly, nsmg generally agree that a comprehenswe mea-
demand for land and housing pushes up land sure of real income would include all capital
and housing prices, providing capital gains gains and losses accrued during the relevant
to property owners. The opposite happens accounting penod (e.g , one year), whether
to share prices of corporations that become or not the underlying asset is sold. At the
less profitable, or to land and housmg prices same time, taxable income should exclude
in dechnmg regions. Inflationary gains that are due to price-level

Capital gains and losses often are associ- changes
ated with risky investments. Investors in In practice the actual tax treatment of
new businesses generally do not expect to capital gains in industrial countries varies
earn dividend or interest payments. Rather, widely. Most countries tax capital gains
they hope to reap a capital gain from the much more hghtly than the United States.
increase m value of their initial stake in the Belgium, Italy, and the Netherlands exempt

company. Such investors may also suffer all capital gains from taxation, and Ger-
capital losses if the new venture is un- many exempts capital gains on assets held
profitable, for six months or more. Canada and Japan
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tax capital gains at lower rates than other This was mainly the result of excluding a
income. France's tax rate on both short- and fraction of long-term capital gains from tax-

long-term gains is only 16 percent and is able income, which effectively cut the tax
levied only on capital gains m excess of rate by an amount equal to the percentage
F272,000 (about $47,000). In many of excluded. From November 1978 through
these countries, however, other forms of 1986, for example, 60 percent of capital

income, such as wages and salaries, are gains was excluded from taxable income.
taxed more heavily than in the Umted For a taxpayer in the 30 percent tax bracket,
States this lowered the effectwe tax rate on capital

Capital gains have been taxable in the gains from 30 percent to 12 percent (,30 ×
United States since the enactment of the [1 - 60]). The tax rate on capital gains
federal income tax in 1922 Several features was also capped at a maximum amount for
of the tax on capital gains have remained taxpayers in the h_ghest income tax brack-
constant throughout this period. Only capi- ets. Since the Tax Reform Act of 1986,
tal gains and losses realized through the sale capital gains have been taxed at the same
of an asset, not unrealized "paper" gains rates as other income, although the 1990

and losses, are recognized for tax purposes. Budget Agreement capped the maximum
The dollar amount of a taxable capital gain tax rate on capital gains at 28 percent, while
or loss is not adjusted for inflation This raising the top statutory rate on other in-
means that some of the apparent capital come to 31 percent.
gains that are taxed are actually phantom The issue of whether to cut the capital
gains, they do not represent real gains in gains tax rate has been the subject of an
purchasing power. Also, capital losses are ongoing political debate in recent years
deductible in full against capital gains, but Advocates of lower rates beheve that cut-

if the investor has no capital gains, the de- ting them would provide a rough adjustment
duction for capital losses is limited to three for the taxation of inflationary gains, en-
thousand dollars per year. Lastly, capital courage people to save more by allowing
gains held untd death are not taxed at all them to keep more of the total return earned
(though the asset is subject to estate taxes), on saving, and make savers more willing to

The tax rate on capital gains has varied provide equity capital to businesses. Oppo-
considerably over the years. The maximum nents of lowering capital gains taxes counter
tax rate on capital gains has ranged from a that inflation can be dealt with more directly
high of 49.1 percent m 1978 to a low of 20 by indexing capital gains for inflation. They
percent between 1981 and 1986. Presently, believe there is little evidence people will
the maximum rate is 28 percent. In 1989 save more if the return to saving rises, and
about one out of fourteen taxpayers reported that people have adequate incentives under
net capital gains on their tax returns. The existing tax law to supply equity capital.
total amount of net capital gains reported Advocates of lower capital gains taxes
that year was $144.3 billion, also beheve that cutting the capital gains

Until 1986 the tax rate on capital gains tax rate will bring in more tax revenue rather
was below the tax rate on other income, than less. They reason as follows: Because
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capital gains are not taxed unless an asset long-term response. There is likely to be a
ISsold, investors choose when to pay the tax short-term burst of realizations right after
by deciding when to sell assets. Payment of passage of the tax rate cut, which then sub-
the tax can be delayed by holding on to an sides over the long term once taxpayers
asset w]th a capital gain, which is finan- have adjusted fully to the rate cut. Third,
cially worthwhile because the amount owed cutting the tax rate on capital gains is more
in taxes remains invested in the asset and likely to stimulate sales of capital assets
continues to earn an investment return. Pay- when the original tax rate is high. Cutting
ment of capital gains can be avoided alto- the tax rate from 50 percent to 40 percent,
gether if an asset is held until death. After for example, would cause a bigger increase
weighing the advantages of not selling, a in sales than if the rate were cut from 30

rational investor may conclude it is better percent to 20 percent. Fourth, cutting the
to keep an asset rather than sell it. When th_s tax rate on capital gains is more likely to
happens, the capital gain becomes "locked stimulate sales among taxpayers m h_gher
In." No tax IS collected because no capital tax brackets. This means that the percentage
gain is realized through sale. The gain from revenue loss from low-income taxpayers Is
staying locked in is greater at higher tax hkely to exceed the percentage loss from
rates, so that the volume of capital gains h_gh-Income taxpayers.
that are reahzed falls as the tax rate rises, Economists disagree, however, about
and vice versa, whether reahzations would rise by enough

Thus, cutting the tax rate on capital gains to permanently counter the effects of a
has two opposite effects on tax collections, lower tax rate A key magmtude is what
On the one hand, taxing each dollar of real- economists call the "elasticity" of capital
ized capital gain at a lower rate reduces gams realizations, or the percentage change
revenue. On the other hand, a lower rate m annual realizations of capital gains that
means there are more dollars of realized results from a gwen percentage change m

gains to tax because people have less reason the tax rate Roughly speaking, realizations
to stay locked in. Cutting tax rates on capital will change by enough or more than enough
gains thus can reduce, leave unchanged, or to offset the effects of changing the tax rate
increase revenue. What actually happens when this elasticity has an absolute value of

depends on how many additional dollars of 1 or more. For example, a cut in the tax
capital gains are reahzed annually when the rate of 10 percent leaves tax collections un-
tax rate is cut. changed if reahzat_ons of taxable capital

Economists have tried to determine how gains rise by 10 percent. If the elasticity is
responsive capital gains reahzations are to 0 5, realizations will rise only 5 percent m
changes in the capital gains tax rate. There response to a 10 percent rate cut.
is general agreement on four points. F_rst, Statistical studies have tiled to pin down
lower tax rates on capital gains will measur- the size of th_s elasticity, with conflicting
ably mcrease the volume of capital gains results. Studies of the correlation between
realizations Second, the initial response to realizations and tax rates over time gener-
a cut in tax rates is likely to overstate the ally find an elasticity well below 1. An elas-
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ticlty below 1 implies that a cut in tax rates dence, the Treasury Department concluded
on capital gains would reduce tax revenue, that a 30 percent capital gains exclusion

But studies of the correlation between real- would increase tax collections by $12,5 bll-

izations and tax rates of different taxpayers lion over a five-year period The Joint Corn-
at the same point in time generally find val- mittee on Taxation estimated that the same

ues above 1. This implies that a cut in tax exclusion would reduce tax revenues by

rates on capital gains would increase tax $ l 1 4 bilhon over the same time period.

revenue. Though it matters whether a capital gains

The lack of agreement about elasticity tax cut is scored as a revenue loser or

is reflected in differing estimates of how gainer, the difference between these reve-
proposals for cutting the tax rate on capital hue estimates is small Total capital gains

gains affect tax revenue. In 1989 and 1990, tax collections were estimated at $300 bil-

for example, both the Office of Tax Analy- hon over the same five years with no change

sis in the Treasury Department and the Con- m the gains tax In other words, both sides
gressional Joint Committee on Taxation estimated that the capital gains tax cut

estimated the effects on tax collections of would keep revenues within 4 percent of

excluding 30 percent of capital gains from the baseline.

taxable income (effectively cutting the tax

rate by 30 percent). After reviewing the evi- --Joseph J. Cordes

Biography: Joseph J. Cordes is a professor and chairman of the economics department at George
Washington Umverslty In Washington, D C. From 1980 to 1981 he was a Brookmgs Economics
Policy Fellow in the U.S Treasury Department, Office of Tax Analysis From 1989 to 1991, he
was deputy assistant director for tax analysis in the Congressional Budget Office
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A TaxonPhantomGains?

The U.S. economy has had inflation every year since 1940, except 1949. With
inflation the value of capital rases in dollar terms even if the real value remains
constant. Take a stock purchased for $100 in 1980 Between 1980 and 1991, the
price level, measured by the GNP price deflator, rose by about 60 percent. This
means that a stock would have had to sell for $160 in 1991 to retain its 1980 value.

Assume that the stock was worth $160 Then the owner's true capital gain was zero.
But if he sold for $160, the IRS would have claimed that he received a capital gain

of $60. If he was m a 28 percent tax bracket, he would have paid the IRS 28 percent
of that phantom gain, or $16.80.

_DRH

ConsumptionTax
AI Ehrbar

• For most of the twentieth century, the Umted States should adopt a value-added
pnnclpal federal tax on indwiduals in the tax (VAT)similar to the ones that European
Umted States has been on income, whether countries have. While a VAT definitely is

it is earned from labor (wages and salaries) a tax on consumption, it is not the kind that

or capital (interest, &wdends, and capital most consumption-tax advocates prefer.
gains). But a growing number of econo- What's more, the debate over whether to
mists and politicians have concluded that add a VAT to the U.S. tax code has ob-
the United States should replace the income scured the more basic issue of whether to
tax--partially or entirely--with a tax on tax income or consumption.
consumption. A consumption tax--also known as an

Most of the polmcal debate over a con- expen&tures tax, consumed-income tax, or
sumpt_on tax has centered on whether the cash-flow tax--is a tax on what people
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spend instead of what they earn. A VAT ing than society would choose in the ab-
does that in the same way that a sales tax sence of any taxes The "'social value" of
does. But a true consumption-tax system saving is the market interest rate that bor-
would entail something much different from rowers are willing to pay for the use of
simply layering a VAT on top of the current resources now (Economists are confident
income tax. One way to think of a consump- this is the value to society because it is the
tion-tax system is simply as an income tax price society has established by bidding for
that allows unlimited deductions for savings savings, or offering savings to borrowers,
and that taxes all withdrawals from savings, in the marketplace.) If each potential saver
much like independent retirement accounts could collect that market Interest rate, the
(IRAs). result would be an optimal amount of saving

Proponents of a consumption tax argue (that is, an optimal division of resources
that It is superior to an income tax because between present and future consumption).
it achieves what tax economists call "'tern- Optimal in this sense refers to the amount
poral neutrahty." A tax is "neutral" if It of saving that individuals, deciding freely
does not alter spending habits or behavior on the basis of market prices, would choose
patterns and thus does not distort the alloca- to do on their own, rather than the amount
tion of resources. No tax is completely neu- of saving that a politicmn, social planner,
tral, since taxing any activity will cause or economist thinks they ought to do. But
people to do less of it and more of other the income tax creates a wedge: the after-
things. For instance, the income tax creates tax interest that savers receive is less than
a "tax wedge" between the value of a per- the pretax market interest that borrowers
son's labor (what employers are willing to pay So we get less than the optimal amount
pay) and what the person receives (after-tax of saving.
income). As a result, people work less (and In contrast, a properly constructed con-
choose more leisure) than they would in a sumption tax can be neutral between con-
world with no taxes, sumption and saving That is because taxes

The theoretical case for a consumption fall only on income that is consumed, not
tax actually is a case against the Income tax. on income that is saved. The results are that
Champions of a consumption tax argue that the tax wedge on saving is zero and that
the income tax does enormous long-term total saving in the economy is much closer
damage to the economy because it penahzes to the optimal amount.
thrift by taxing away part of the return to To see how this works, first consider

saving. This tax wedge results in less say- what happens w_th the income tax to a per-
ing, less investment, less innovation, and son with $10,000 of pretax income. Assume
lower living standards than we would enjoy for simplicity that the only tax bracket is 25
without a tax on saving. In other words, the percent, that the market (pretax) interest
income tax creates a bias in favor of current rate on bonds is 5 percent, and that inflation
consumption at the expense of saving and is zero. Under the income tax, the individ-

future consumption, ual pays $2,500 in taxes no matter what he
Equally important, the result is less say- does, and then can consume $7,500 of
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goods and services now. Or he can save saved income is gone from the tax base. For
$7,500, Investing it in bonds paying 5 per- this reason a consumption tax would be less
cent interest. In the first year the individual neutral between work and leisure than an
earns $375 interest (5 percent of $7,500), income tax Advocates of a consumption
pays 25 percent of that ($93.75) m taxes, tax mamtam that the gains from additional
and is left with $281.25 of after-tax interest saving and investment would outweigh the
income. Added to his original $7,500, he losses from less work effort. It is, however,
now can consume $7,781.25 of goods and impossible to know with certainty whether
services, or 3.75 percent more than a year that is correct

ago. Note that the market paid the individ- The practical objection to a consumption
ual 5 percent to postpone consumption. But tax used to be that it is too complicated to
the income tax reduced what he recewed to momtor the amounts that people save or
3 75 percent, dlssave each year. But that actually can be

Now look at what happens under a con- done quite easdy, as we have learned with
sumption tax. If the indwldual consumes all more than a decade of experience with
his income, he pays the same $2,500 in IRAs Mowng to a complete consumption-
taxes and has the same $7,500 to spend on tax system for the individual tax code would
goods and services. But if he saves all his entail little more than allowing umversal,
mcome, he can mvest $10,000 because he unhmlted IRAs and doing away with penal-
gets a deduction for all income saved. In the t_es for early withdrawals. That is, everyone
first year he earns $500 interest (5 percent of would be able to contribute any amount he
$10,000), leaving him with $10,500. If he or she hked to an IRA or similar saving
wants to spend all of that now, he must account and deduct the contribution from
pay taxes equal to 25 percent of the full taxable income Investment income would
$10,500, or $2,625. That is because all accumulate tax-free in the account, but all

withdrawals from savings are taxable. After withdrawals, including principal, would be

paymg his taxes, the indwidual can con- added to taxable income. People would not
sume $7,875 of goods and services. That is have to pay a penalty If they withdrew funds
5 percent more than the $7,500 he could before wmtmg until age fifty-nine and a
have consumed a year earlier. The indivld- half, as they do now
ual receives the full 5 percent market inter- Another objection to a consumption tax
est rate, and there is no tax distortion _s that it would be regressive (i.e., it would

between present and future consumption, fall most heavily on those with the lowest
Despite its allure of eliminating the cur- incomes). The fear _s that the tax burden

rent tax bias against saving, a true consump- would be shifted to labor because returns to
tion tax runs into fervent opposition from sawng and investments--which constitute

some (mostly hberal) economists The one a much larger share of income m the upper
objection to a consumption tax that is based brackets--would not be taxed. That is
on pure economics is that it would require partly true. IRAs, for example, have pre-
a h_gher tax rate in order to raise the same cisely the effect of making returns to sawng
revenue as the income tax. That is because tax-free. The objection, however, ignores
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two facts: income from existing capital tal--taxes people on the basis of what they
would be tax exempt only if it was saved, contribute to society. Taxing consumption,
and labor income that was saved would get he argues, taxes what they take out.
the same exemption. IRAs were extremely popular during the

A similar objection is that people higher eighties, when anyone could make deduct-
up the income spectrum save a larger por- ible contributions to them of up to two thou-
tion of their incomes, and so would get a sand dollars a year. As attention has focused
disproportionate share of the benefits from on the need for more saving and capital
deducting IRA contributions. Advocates of formation in the United States, bipartisan
a consumption tax respond with the argu- support for restoration of universal IRAs
ment that the middle class would have more has been building in Congress. In addition,
panty with the wealthy than under the cur- former President Bush and others have en-
rent system. As it stands now, people with dorsed the idea of other special IRA-like
substantial assets can let unrealized capital savings accounts for such things as buying
gains accrue untaxed (see CAPITALGAINS a first home and financing a college educa-
TAXES), while wages and savings-account tion. While a full consumption-tax system
interest are taxed immediately, seems unlikely, there is a good chance that

Some supporters of a consumption tax Congress will hberahze IRA rules again in
actually see it as more equitable than the the nlnet]es
income tax. William Andrews, a Harvard

law professor, makes the argument that tax- --A! Ehrbar
ing income--whether from labor or capi-

Biography: AI Ehrbar is a journalist who writes about the economy for The Wall Street Journal.
He has been a senior editor of Fortune magazine and editor of Corporate Finance magazine



CorporateTaxation
Rob Norton

• The corporate income tax is the most recent year, more than 90 percent were from
poorly understood of all the major methods corporations with assets of less than $1 mll-
by which the United States government col- hon. The lower rates, however, had little
lects money Most economists concluded economic sigmficance. Nearly 94 percent
long ago that it is among the least efficient of all corporate tax revenue came from the
and least defensible of taxes. They have 8.8 percent of corporations with assets
trouble agreemg on--much less measunng greater than $1 million.
w_th any precision--who actually bears the States levy further income taxes on cor-
burden of the corporate income tax, but porat_ons, at rates ranging from 3 percent
there is wide agreement that it causes s_g- to 11.5 percent. Because states typically
nificant distortions in economic behavior, permit deductions for federal taxes pa_d, net
The tax is popular w_th the man in the street, rates range from 1.9 percent to 4.9 percent.
who believes, incorrectly, that it is paid by Some localities tax corporations as well. A
corporations. Owners and managers of cor- good reason that state and local corporate
porat_ons often assume, just as incorrectly, mcome taxes remain low is that corpora-
that _t_ssxmply passed along to consumers tions could easily relocate out of states that
This very vagueness about who pays the tax _mposed unusually high taxes.
accounts for its continued popularity among How the corporate mcome tax arose and
politicians, how it has survived over the decades is a

The federal corporate income tax differs case study of the perniciousness of bad
from the m&vldual income tax in two major ideas, of why tax systems are often so much
ways. First, it _sa tax not on gross income, worse than they need be, and of how little
but on net income or profits, with permiss_- influence the economics profession has over
ble deducuons for most costs of doing busl- government policy. Except for emergency

ness Second, it applies only to some taxes in wartime, corporate profits were first
businesses--those chartered as corpora- taxed in 1909, when Congress enacted a 1
tions--and not to partnerships or sole pro- percent tax on corporation income. The rate

prietorships. The federal tax Js levied at had risen to 12.5 percent a decade later,
three different rates on different brackets of and progressive rates were added m 1932.

income: 15 percent on taxable income under Surtaxes on corporate income were added
$50,000; 25 percent on income between for "excess profits" and "war profits" dur-
$50,000 and $75,000; and 34 percent on ing both world wars. The highest peacetime
income above that. The lower-bracket rates rate, 52.8 percent, was reached in the six-

are beneficml to small corporations. Of the ties.
3.2 million corporate tax returns filed in one In the forties and early fifties the corpo-
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rate income tax prowded about a third of tax--that is, on which groups of people the
federal revenues, and as recently as 1966, burden falls. As early as the seventeenth
the proportion was 23 percent. It declined century, Sir William Petty, one of the pro-
steadily for the next twenty years, reaching genitors of modem economics, argued that
a nadir of 6.2 percent in 1983. This was a tax on the production and sale of commod-
partly by design. The top corporate tax rates 1tieswould eventually be shifted by produc-
fell from 52.8 percent in 1969 to 46 percent ers to consumers, who would pay it m the
m 1979. During much of that ume, tax law form of h_gher prices. Later classical econo-
permitted relatively generous deductions m_sts disagreed, contending that the tax fell
for capflal expenditures, e_ther through ac- on owners, making _t, in effect, a tax on
celerated depreciation schedules or through capital. They thought _tcould not be shifted
such devices as investment tax credits, so since, theoretically, a corporation already
that the average tax rate paid by corpora- charging prices that produce maximum
tions fell even more sharply. Recent re- profits could not increase prices further
search has found that an equally important w_thout reducing the amount of _ts goods
reason for the relative dechne m corporate that people demanded.
tax revenue is that U.S. corporations be- Modem research has returned, in part, to
came less profitable. Corporate profits as a Petty's wew A tax on corporate income
percentage of corporate assets, which aver- will cause some firms to leave the business.
aged nearly 11 percent during the sixties, Th_s reduces the demand for labor, which
were less than 5 percent from 1981 through reduces wages and reduces the supply of
1985. goods produced by corporations. With the

The Tax Reform Act of 1986 was de- supply of goods reduced, prices nse Thus,
signed to increase the share of federal reve- part of the corporate income tax _spaid by
nues collected via the corporate income tax shareholders, part by workers through
and to decrease the share from the indivld- lower wages and fewer lobs, and part by
ual income tax. While the top corporate tax consumers through higher prices
rate, like the individual rate, was cut--to Other than a general agreement that the
34 percent--deductions for capital expen- corporate income tax has ramifications
ditures were severely curtailed, and the in- throughout the economy, economists have
vestment tax credit was repealed. As a made little progress in measuring its mci-
result the effectwe tax rate for many corpo- dence w_th any precision. Even if the basic
rations rose. The effort was somewhat suc- problem were solved, such an exercise
cessful. Corporate taxes as a share of total would need to allow for all the special pro-
federal receipts climbed back to more than wslons m the corporate tax code m order to
10 percent in 1988 and 1989. measure the effects of the corporate tax in

The central problem with the corporate combination with all other taxes, and to as-

income tax from an economic point of v_ew sess the effects of international capital
is that, ultimately, only people can pay movements. Finally, any econometric ap-
taxes. Economists have had great difficulty proach seeking to measure the shifting of
in assessing the modence of the corporate the corporate tax burden as a result of tax
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changes must first isolate the tax effects income tax is that it misallocates capital by
from the myriad nontax factors affecting favonng the issuance of debt over equity,
business, because interest payments are tax deduct-

From an efficiency standpomt, however, _ble while dwidend payments are not. This
most economists agree that the corporate favors Investments in assets more readily
income tax has two major flaws. First, it financed by debt, such as buildmgs and
penahzes the corporate form of business or- structures (which can be used for many pur-
ganization because income is taxed first at poses and thus are more easily used as col-
the corporate level and then again when lateral for loans) over investments more

paid to stockholders as dividends A tradi- logically financed by stock, such as special-
tlonal justification for singling out corpora- lzed equipment or research and develop-
tions is that they receive special benefits ment. In addmon, the deductibility of
from the state and should pay for them. One interest payments favors estabhshed com-
problem with this ranonale is that if it were panies over start-ups, because the former
true, then all corporanons, not just profit- can more easily issue debt securities. Some
able ones, should pay. Another problem is economists, focusing on this last phenome-
that current corporate tax rates seem dispro- non, have argued that this feature makes the
pornonately high for th_s purpose. But the corporate income tax a tax on entrepreneur-
fundamental problem with this tradmonal ship. During the eighnes U.S corporations
jusnfication is that it harks back to the exgh- issued huge amounts of new debt. Corpo-
teenth century, when a corporate charter rate bonds outstanding increased from less
carried with it state-granted privileges such than $500 bdhon outstanding in 1980 to
as monopoly power or exemption from spe- $1.4 trillion in 1988. At the same time,
c_fic laws Today corporations are created many corporations reduced their outstand-
by private contract, with the government lng equity by buying back their own shares.
acting merely as registry and tax collector. The increased emphasis on debt financing

Recent experience shows this dlsincen- m the United States was much more pro-
tlve to the corporate form of organization at nounced than elsewhere.
work. U.S. companies with thirty-five or The corporate income tax has survwed
fewer shareholders can elect what is called all efforts to reform, repeal, or replace it,
Subchapter S status. So-called S corpora- and there _s little reason to expect a change
tlons have taxable income passed through in the near future. The simplest fix would
to the tax returns of the owners, as in a be to equalize the treatment of interest and

partnership, instead of paying the corporate dividends, either by allowing corporations
income tax. In the five weeks surrounding to deduct dwldends or by granting an off-
year-end 1986, after enactment of the tax setting deduction or credit to stockholders.
reform bali, which raised the effective rate Most other large industrialized nations use

of corporate taxes, 225,000 companies the latter method A more far-reaching re-
elected Subchapter S status, compared with form, one recommended by economists for
75,000 for all of 1985 decades, would be to completely integrate

The second major flaw in the corporate the corporate and individual income taxes.
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One way to do this would be to treat corpo- tax code changes expectations and imposes
rations as partnerships for tax purposes (that new costs and comphcations during the
is, treat all corporations like S corpora- transition period. But the most compelling
tions), imputing all the profits to sharehold- rationale for the corporate income tax _s the
ers and taxing them under the individual difficulty in assessing its incidence. Since
income tax. The chief objection to this ap- no political constituency sees itself as the
proach is that stockholders would face a tax primary payer of the tax, none is willing to
liabIhty for profits not distributed as divi- lobby aggressively for change. Indeed, the
dends by the corporation. Several integra- art of taxation, as seventeenth-century
tlon schemes have been proposed and French admlnistratorJean-Baptiste Colbert
rejected in the past. reportedly said, "consists In so plucking

The arguments in favor of leaving the the goose as to obtain the largest possible
corporate income tax alone are politically amount of feathers w_th the smallest possi-
compelling For one thing, the tax has a ble amount of hissing." Judged by this stan-
proven ability to raise revenue, an im- dard, the corporate income tax has worked
portant consideration for a nation that has well.
run chronic budget deficits. For another, the
old aphorism that "an old tax is a good tax" --Rob Norton
has some validity. Any major change in the

Biography: Rob Norton is an associate editor of Fortune magazine
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MarginalTaxRates
Alan Reynolds

• The marginal tax rate is the rate on the Jamaica, Colombia, Chile, Bolivia, and
last dollar of income earned. This is very Mexico had similar experiences after slash-
different from the average tax rate, which mg margmal tax rates
is the total taxes paid as a percentage of The same pattem was repeated in
total income earned. The seemingly arcane most major industrial countries. Economic
topic of margmal tax rates became the cen- growth in Britain had averaged only 1.2
tral theme of a revolution in economic pol- percent for a dozen years before tax rates
icy that swept the globe m the eighUes. By were cut In 1984 and 1986. The British
the end of the decade, more than fifty na- economy subsequently grew by 4 percent a
uons had significantly reduced their highest year from 1985 to 1989 Economic growth
marginal tax rates (most of which are shown in Japan from 1983 to 1987 had slowed to
in table 1) Neither Karl Marx nor John 3.9 percent--slower than the 4.3 percent

Maynard Keynes had so much influence on growth in the Umted States. Japan cut
so many countries In so little time. higher tax rates by 15 to 20 percent in 1988,

Several economies that seemed on the and economic growth and investment sub-
verge of bankruptcy in the early eighties sequently boomed Even in the roanng
were suddenly revived once marginal tax eighties, economic growth had slipped to
rates were reduced. In 1983 to 1984, Tur- around 1.5 percent in Belgium, Austria, and

key's marginal tax rates were slashed: the the Netherlands before each country cut
minimum rate dropped from 40 to 25 per- marginal tax rates. In the first year or two
cent, the maximum from 75 to 50 percent of tax reform, economic growth jumped to
Real economic growth jumped to nearly 7 4 percent m Austria, 4.1 percent m the
percent in the following four years and to 9 Netherlands, and 4 3 percent in Belgium.
percent in 1990 Like Turkey. South Korea The econom]es of Canada and West Ger-
was deep m debt to international banks in many likewise experienced brief booms
1980, when real output fell 2 percent. Korea when tax rates were reduced in 1988 and
subsequently cut tax rates and expanded de- 1989 respectively, but Canada slipped into
ductions three times, and economic growth recession In early 1990 after reversing

averaged 9.3 percent a year from 1981 to course with surtaxes and a new sales tax.
1989. In the early eighues the African is- Germany likewise added surtaxes and sales
land of Mauritius faced an unemployment tax in mid-1991, with immediate adverse

rate of 23 percent and massive emigration, effects on the stock market and the value of
Tax rates were cut from 60 percent to 35 its currency

percent, and the economy grew by 5 4 per- Despite widespread adoption of such pol-
cent a year from 1981 through 1987 Egypt, icIes, few seem to understand what mar-
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TABLE 1

MaximumMarginalTaxRates
onIndtvidualIncome

1979 1990 1979 1990

Argentina 45 30 Italy 72 50
Austraha 62 47 Jamaica 58 33

Austria 62 50 Japan 75 50
Belgium 76 55 Korea (South) 89 50
BohvJa 48 10 Malaysta 60 45
Botswana 75 50 Maunttus 50 35
Braztl 55 25 Mexico 55 35

Canada (Ontano) 58 47 Netherlands 72 60
Chile 60 50 New Zealand 60 33

ColombIa 56 30 Norway 75 54
Denmark 73 68 Pak=stan 55 45

Egypt 80 65 Phthppines 70 35
Finland 71 43 Portugal 84 40
France 60 53 Puerto Rtco 79 43

Germany (West) 56 53 Singapore 55 33
Greece 60 50 Spain 66 56
Guatemala 40 34 Sweden 87 65

Hungary 60 50 Thadand 60 55
Indm 60 50 Tnntdad and Tobago 70 35
Indonesta 50 35 Turkey 75 50
Iran 90 75 United Kingdom 83 40
Ireland 65 56 Umted States 70 33
Israel 66 48

SOURCE.PnceWaterhouse,InternationalBureau of Fiscal Documentation.

ginal tax rates are and why they matter In third from 1980 to 1990. Moreover, the
the Umted States, for example, it is com- most affluent 5 percent of all taxpayers paid
monly believed that the Reagan administra- 45.9 percent of all federal income taxes m
tion "slashed taxes," particularly for "the 1988--up from 37.6 percent in 1979. Ap-
rich." Actually, real (that is, mflation-ad- parent "tax cuts"--from a top marginal
.lusted) federal receipts increased by one- rate of 70 percent to 33 percent--became
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actual tax increases, particularly for "the reached, though, the federal government re-
rich." The explanation for this paradox lies ally did expect to collect half of any addl-
in the critical distinctions between average tlonal earnings. Average federal income
and marginal tax rates, and between taxes--taxes divided by income--have
"static" effects right now and "'dynamic" rarely been much more than 25 percent even
effects over years and decades. Dynamic for the supernch, even when (in the fifties)
effects mclude increased intensity and moti- marginal tax brackets rose as high as 90
vation of work effort, more efficient invest- percent. By keepmg average taxes the
ment, and more innovation and risk taking same, whde reducmg marginal tax rates, it

Measunng the taxes that governments is possible to encourage people to earn and
collect as a percentage of GNP, for exam- report more mcome This is a "revenue
pie, is too static It ignores the destructwe neutral" tax reform, like the one in 1986.
effect that steep marginal rates have on both The marginal tax on added earnings mat-
tax collections and GNP. Several African ters because it ISeasier to earn less than to

countries attempt to impose marginal tax earn more To increase income, people
rates of 60 to 85 percent on people whose have to study more, accept added risks and
income is eqmvalent to the U S. poverty responslbdmes, relocate, work late or take
hne. Yet receipts from such demoralizing work home, tackle the dangers of starting a
income tax systems are usually less than 1 new business or investing in one, and so
percent of GNP. Productive actwlty ceases, on. People earn more by producing more
moves abroad, or vamshes into inefficient and better goods and services. If the tax

little "underground" enterprises. Taxes on system pumshes added Income, It must also
sales, imports, payrolls, and profits also re- punish added output--that Is, economic
duce the after-tax rewards to added invest- growth

ment and effort, of course. And just as "tax Some economists used to argue that the
havens" attract foreign investment and im- incentive effect of lower marginal tax rates
migrants, countries in which the combined is ambiguous Perhaps, they said, people
marginal impact of taxes is to pumsh suc- will simply use the "tax cut" to enjoy more
cess invariably face "capital flight" and a leisure, hvmg just as well by working less.
"brain drain " Th_s argument again confuses average with

In the Umted States the concept of mar- marginal tax rates. With a "revenue neu-
ginal tax rates is most familiar as tax brack- tral" cut m marginal tax rates, taxpayers
ets Rapid inflation in the seventies pushed do not automaucally recewe the increase m
many skilled working couples up into the after-tax income that _s alleged to make
50 percent tax bracket (then the highest rate them work less. Since average tax rates re-
on labor income). That did not mean that main unchanged, the only way to get this
all of their income was taxed at a 50 percent added income is to work harder and produce
rate. Instead, the first ten thousand dollars more

or so might be taxed at a 12 percent rate, More and more, theoretical and factual
the next ten thousand at a higher rate, and research on the sources of both long-term
so on. Once the 50 percent bracket was economic growth and short-term &stur-
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bances (recessions) has pointed to the level taxes can influence growth . . . If govern-

and variation of marginal tax rates A com- ment taxes or [regulatory] distortions dts-

parison of sixty-three countries by Reinhard courage the activity that generates growth,
Koester and Roger Kormendi found that growth will be slower."

"holding average tax rates constant, a 10 What began in the early seventies as a

percentage point reduction in marginal tax topic that interested only a few quiet spe-

rates would yield a 15.2 percent increase in ctalists in "'optimal taxation," and a few

per capita income for LDCs [less developed noisy "supply-side" economists proposing

countries]." a remedy tor chronic stagflation, has now
In 1990 Harvard economist Robert Barro filtered into several textbooks--such as

and Paul Romer, then at the University of those written by Robert Barro and by James

Chicago, surveyed the latest studies for the Gwartney and Richard Stroup. After de-

year-end report from the National Bureau cades of compulsive tinkering with budgets

of Economic Research. "Recent work on and money supplies to "manage demand,"
growth," they explained, "extends neo- much of the world has rediscovered an in-

classical markets so that all economic im- sight as old as economics itself--namely,

provement can be traced to actions taken by that cutting marginal tax rates encourages

people who respond to incentives." This supply.
approach leads to "very different predic-

tions about how such policy variables as --Alan Reynolds

Biography: Alan Reynolds ]s director of econornlc research at the Hudson Institute m Indmnapohs.
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NegativeIncomeTax
Jodie T. Allen

• The idea of a negative income tax (NIT) threshold for positive tax liability for a ram-
is commonly thought to have originated lly off our was, say, $10,000, a family with
with economist Milton Friedman, who ad- only $8,000 of annual income would, given
vocated it in his 1962 book, Cap_tahsm and a negative tax rate of 25 percent, receive a
Freedom. Others, notably the late Joseph check from the Treasury worth $500 (25
Pechman, long-time tax dean of the Brook- percent of the $2,000 difference between its

lngs Institution, credited the University of $8,000 income and the $10,000 threshold).
Wisconsin's Robert Lampman with at least A family with zero income would receive
simultaneous discovery and with bringing $2,500.
the concept to the attention of government Very neat So attractive that researchers
policy planners in 1965. in the Office of Economic Opportunity, the

In its purest form a NIT promised a revo- brain trust for Lyndon Johnson's Great So-
lution in American social policy. Gone clety in the midsixties, began planning a
would be the intrusive and costly welfare large-scale field experiment of the idea.
bureaucracy, the pernicious distinctions be- Several sites in New Jersey were ultimately
tween "worthy" and "unworthy" recipi- selected for the test, which was launched in
ents, the perverse disincentives for work 1968 with the University of Wisconsin's
effort and family formation. The needy Institute for Research on Poverty in charge
would, like everyone else, simply file an- of the research and a Princeton-based firm,
nual--or perhaps quarterly--income re- Mathematica Inc , in charge of field opera-
turns with the Internal Revenue Service. tions and data collection.

But unlike other tilers who would make The primary purpose of the experiment
payments to the IRS, based on the amount was to address the concerns of labor-supply
by which their incomes exceeded the theorists. These labor economists worried
threshold for tax liability, NIT beneficiaries that providing the working poor with a basic
would receive payments ("negative taxes") income guarantee if they quit work, and
from the IRS, based on how far their in- then reducing that guarantee at a fairly steep
comes fell below the tax threshold, rate as income from work increased would

The NIT would thus be a mirror image damage work incentives and ultimately
of the regular tax system. Instead of tax swell NIT costs. They feared that NIT
liabilities varying positively with income would reduce work effort in two ways.
according to a tax rate schedule, benefits First, by giving a family with no outside
would vary inversely with income ac- income a guaranteed minimum income,
cording to a negative tax rate (or benefit- NIT might, at the extreme, discourage fam-
reduction) schedule. If, for example, the ily members from working at all. And even

3_
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if workers didn't qmt entirely, they might it is currently fiscally--and perhaps admin-
work less since they could satisfy their basic istratively--lmposslble to construct an NIT
needs with less work effort. Economists call that simultaneously
this an income effect. Second, by reducing
benefits some fraction of a dollar for every 1. provides an income guarantee as gen-
dollar earned, NIT would, along with pay- erous as the cash and in-kind benefits
roll and state and local income taxes, reduce already available to many welfare recipl-
the net value of wages and induce recipients ents m the Umted States,
to "substitute" leisure for work Econo- 2. provides an ostensible incentive to work
mists call this a substitution effect. (a far greater concern when benefits are

Using a complicated model intended to to be extended beyond the traditional
minimize program costs for a given sample welfare population dominated by fe-
design, the New Jersey experimenters set male-headed families), and
out to measure the strength of these two 3. restricts coverage to any manageable
effects Potential participants were assigned proportion of the population--the so-
to a variety of "treatment" cells, with the called "break-even" problem
treatment being a particular combination of
basic guarantee and negative tax rate. The These constraints are, in fact, _rreconcilable
sample includeda "control" group offami- as long as the median income remains
lies not eligible for any experimental pay- within stnklng distance of the poverty
ments. Thus, a treatment m_ght offer a llne--a situation that has barely improved
guarantee equal to half the poverty hne, over the last two decades of slow average
which was then about $8,000 for a famdy economic growth
of four, with benefits being reduced by 50 The McGovern plan proposed by the
percent of the famdy's income When in- Democrats' 1972 presidential can&date
come was zero, the family would receive starkly dlustrated this problem With a
the full $4,000 (50 percent of $8,000). guarantee determined by the candidate's
When income reached $8,000, the benefit promise of $1,000 per person, and a benefit
would be reduced to zero and the family reduction rate limited to 33% percent at the
would "break even" (i.e., neither receive behest of economic advisers womed about

negative taxes nor pay posmve taxes) imposing work disincentives on a sizable
The experimenters--and the planners m proportion of the labor force, the plan had

what was then called the Department of a break-even of $12,000 for a family of

Health, Education, and Welfare (myself in- four--roughly the median income at the
cluded) who drew upon their work in de- Ume. Thus, it would have converted

signing President Richard Nixon's Family roughly half the population into federal tax
Assistance Plan of 1969 (FAP)--quickly beneficiaries while the other half of the pop-
encountered a host of problems, both con- ulation would have paid for these transfers
ceptual and administrative. These continue along with the cost of all other federal activ-
to haunt negative tax advocates to this day rues.

The first and most basic problem is that The second problem with a NIT is that
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the welfare system already provides a pack- stead of promoting family stabdlty (the pre-
age of cash and ln-kmd benefits that, m sumed result of extending benefits to two-
many states, is worth considerably more parent working families on an equal basis),
than any likely NIT (though at the cost of the NITs seemed to increase family
excluding large groups of the poor--such breakup.
as two-parent families--from eligibility). The SRI researchers--Michael T. Han-

Political and humanitarian considerations nah, Nancy B Tuma, and Lyle P. Groene-
prevent reducing these benefits, thus vitiat- veld--hypothesized that the availability of
mg one of the NIT's attractions--the possi- the income guarantee to some families re-
blhty of abolishing the welfare system duced the pressure on the breadwinner to

Competition from welfare was a severe remain with the family, while the benefit-
problem for the New Jersey experimenters, reduction rate also reduced the value to the

Many of the families m the study were actu- family of keeping a wage earner in the unit.
ally receiving welfare benefits worth more Other researchers, notably the University
than the experimental payments. Therefore, of Wisconsin's Glen G. Cain, disputed the
some experts questioned the experimenters' analytical strength of these findings. But at
findings that the NIT had only a minimal the very least the results were discouraging
effect on work incentives, and indeed ques- to those who promoted an NIT as a boon to
tzoned whether the experiment had really family stabdlty
measured anything at all. HEW attempted A third set of problems is administrative.
to solve these problems by launching subse- One is the matter of the appropriate income-
quent income-maintenance experiments in accounting period, which spawned a whole
Seattle and Denver (SIME/DIME) These hterature (to which I contributed my share).
experiments more carefully integrated ex- If income for NIT purposes is measured
lsting welfare programs and offered more over a year. as in the posiuve tax system,
generous NIT plans But the generosity of famlhes m great, but temporary, need may
most of the tested plans made them unlikely be demed benefits. If the accounting period
to be replicated on a national scale, and is shorter, say a month, as in the welfare
more complicated to analyze system, and income reporting procedures

The Stanford Research Institute (SRI), are lax, potential costs and caseloads might
which analyzed the SIME/DIME findings, be as much as 70 percent higher than those
found stronger work disincentive effects, pre&cted by the annual income-based
ranging from an average 9 percent work models used to estimate the costs of FAP
reduction for husbands to an average 18 and Its early successors.
percent reduction for wives. This was not The income accounting and reporting
as scary as some NIT opponents had pre- analys_s--backed up by an HEW adminis-
dicted. But it was large enough to suggest tratlve experiment in cooperation with the
that as much as 50 to 60 percent of the Denver welfare department--also drew at-
transfers paid to two-parent families under tention to the fact that many negative tax
a NIT might go to replace lost earnings, participants cheat on income reports. To be
They also found an unexpected result: in- sure. many taxpayers cheat too. But the ir-
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regularity of income sources and shifting Congress from both enlarging and further
family arrangements at the lower end of the complicating the EIC In the fall of 1990.
distribution make it unhkely that the IRS To these problems must be added the
could prevent widespread fraud unless it messy reahty of the day-to-day stresses and
converted itself into a facsimile of the strains of many of America's poor. Data
much-detested local welfare offices, from another HEW experiment revealed

Some indication of the difficulty that the that many of the low-income populataon's
IRS maght experience in admlnastering a problems are not readily addressed by the
large-scale NIT is provided by the Earned provision of an extra few hundred dollars
Income Credit (EIC), a hybrid versaon of in annual income. Indeed, recent revisiomst
an NIT that was slipped into the tax code socml welfare thinking has questioned the
m 1975 by Finance Committee Chairman central premise of the NIT planners--that
Russell Long. Long saw atas a way to offset a nonintrusive income-maintenance system
the regresslve effect of payroll taxes on low- is preferable. More recent policy has
income earners. The EIC works lake this stressed direct anterventaons to improve
(using 1993 rules for a family wath one qual- family functioning and self-rehance, m-
ifymg child): For every dollar of earned m- cludmg ellgzbfiity rules that reqmre work
come, the family receives a refundable tax effort.
credit of 18.5 percent, up to a maximum Nonetheless, the NIT is still popular
credit of $1,434 (not including additional among many researchers and politaclans.
credits for young children and health msur- Nixon's FAP, which compromised with
ance costs) for a family with earnings of both the conceptual and admimstrative
$7,750 The credit is phased out at a rate of problems by essentially retaaning the cur-
13.21 cents for every dollar of adjusted rent welfare system and grafting on to at a
gross income (AGI) above $12,200, until _t low-level ancome-malntenance benefit for
reaches a zero value for a family wath AGI the workang poor, pleased neither academ-
of $23,050. lcs nor welfare advocates. Nor did at please

One attraction of the EIC is that because the bag-caty mayors and governors, who
its benefits rise posmvely wath earnings up looked at welfare reform as primarily a way
to the phase-out point, at has a posmve to reduce their share of the system's cost.
rather than negatave effect on work mcen- (Sen. Danael P. Moymhan's Pohtics of a
tives for workers earning a very low in- Guaranteed Income, is the definitive text
come. In the phase-out range, however, its on this point ) The Ford administration
substitution effects are identical to those of floated a reworked version of FAP, but it

a comparable NIT. More important, a 1990 foundered on the same concerns as FAP.
IRS study revealed that owing in part to President Jimmy Carter set out to develop
the complexity of the EIC rules, almost 40 a welfare reform that would have zero addi-

percent of ]SIC benefits were paid to fami- tional cost. Although Carter's plan empha-
hes who were not eligible for them. Yet the sized work alternaUves to welfare, HEW's

finding of such a high error rate did not deter analysts quickly shifted the emphasis to a
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more generous reworklng of the FAP con- tried, at so-far modest cost and effect, to

cept. Forced to compromise with analysts direct more welfare recipients into jobs.
at the Department of Labor--myself, by More recently, some "middle-income tax

then, included--who were promoting a rehef" proposals floated in Congress in

low-wage guaranteed job approach, the re- 1991 would convert the current positive tax

formers ended up with the unwieldy Better personal exemption into a "refundable"
Jobs and Income Plan (BJIP), which would credit, paid out in cash to families with in-

have cost many billions more and pleased comes below the tax-liability threshold.

neither liberals nor conservatives in Con- These proposals, thus, would incorporate a
gress, full-bodied NIT into the Internal Revenue

The Reagan administration put its efforts Code. The appeal of a negative income tax

into cutting back, rather than extending, in- lives on. And so do its many problems.
come benefits, though the eighues wit-

nessed both an expansion of earned-income --Jodie T. Allen
tax credits and the 1988 welfare act, which

Biography: Jodle T Allen is editor of the Washington Post's "Sunday Outlook" section Before
joining the Post m 1980, she worked m several government departments and research institutions,
analyzing costs and consequences of tax, transfer, and defense programs.
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ProgressiveTaxes
Joe/B. S/emrod

• If, as Oliver Wendell Holmes once said, income due to a bewildering array of adjust-
taxes are the price we pay for civilized soci- ments, deductions, omissions, and mlsmea-
ety, then the progressivity of taxes largely surements. Since the erosion of the tax base
determines how that price vanes among m- was more pronounced for upper-income
dlwduals. A progressive tax structure _sone taxpayers prior to the 1986 tax act, the tax
m which an individual or family's tax liabil- system was much less progressive than the
ity as a fraction of income rises with in- old tax rates _mplied, and possibly not pro-
come. If, for example, taxes for a famdy gresswe at all. Although the 1986 act low-
w_th an income of $20,000 are 20 percent ered the top rate from 50 percent to 33
of income and taxes for a famdy w_th an percent, it also ehminated the abihty to ex-
income of $200,000 are 30 percent of in- clude from taxable income 60 percent of
come, then the tax structure over that range long-term capital gains. Because capital
of incomes is progressive. One tax structure gains comprise a large fraction of the tax-
is more progressive than another if _ts aver- able income of the most affluent taxpayers,
age tax rate rises more rapidly with income, the expansion of their tax base offset, on

Judged by the top income tax rates alone, average, the dechne in the tax rate applied
tax progressiv_ty in the Umted States de- to the base.
clined markedly m the eighties. In 1980 the Second, the tax burden--the hurt caused
highest tax rate stood at 70 percent. The by taxes--_s not borne entirely by the peo-
Economic Recovery Tax Act of 1981 re- pie who write the checks to the Internal
duced that rate to 50 percent, and the Tax Revenue Service. To some extent many
Reform Act of 1986 further reduced it to 33 taxes are "shifted'" to other members of

percent. Although the highest rate has since society. For example, because highly pro-
been nudged back up to around 34 percent, gressive taxes discourage people from en-
it is still less than half what it was m 1980. tenng high-paying professions, salaries in
Other developed countries have emulated these professions will be higher than other-
the Umted States in reducing their top rates, wise. Therefore, the taxes prod by the up-
although usually by less. per-income taxpayers who do enter these

Does the precipitous fall in the top tax professions overstate the true burden of tax-
rate represent a sea change In how the tax ation on them. Also burdened by these high
burden is distributed? No. The statutory taxes are the people who pay higher prices
tax rates misrepresent true progressivity for for the goods and services provided by the
three reasons, people with higher salaries.

First, the tax base--the income that is To take another example, taxes paid by
taxed--is generally much less than total high-income people who take advantage of
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the federal tax exemption for interest on famihes in the highest income decile. The
state and local government bonds understate key difference between the two results is
their true burden. The reason is that the that B assumes that half of the corporation
yield on these securities is already lower income tax is shifted to consumers, m the
to reflect their tax-preferred status--7.25 form of higher prices, while A assumes that
percent for tax-exempts (according to the all of it is borne by shareholders, who are
Bond Buyer municipal index) in mid-1991 generally high-income taxpayers. Chart 1
compared to 9.10 percent for taxable bonds dlustrates both the importance of the shift-
(according to the Merrill Lynch corporate mg assumptions and the fact that, even
bond index). The main beneficiaries of this though the federal income tax by itself is
tax exemption are not those who hold the progressive, _ts progressivity is over-
securities, but the state and local govern- whelmed by less progressive lewes such as
merits that get to pay lower interest rates sales taxes and, to a lesser extent, the pay-
on the funds they borrow. Because interest roll tax.

from state and local government bonds was How progressive should income taxes
tax exempt before 1986 and still is, the tax be? The answer depends on prosaic issues
burden for the well-to-do who hold these like how taxpayers respond to high tax
bonds was, and is, understated, rates, and on profound issues like the proper

Third, the progresslvlty of the tax struc- role of government and how society should
ture cannot be judged by looking at only value a dollar m the hands of a low-income
one component of taxes. Federal income famdy versus a dollar in the hands of an
taxes are only about 25 percent of total reve- upper-income family.
nues collected by all levels of government. Traditionally, economists have taken
In recent years the fastest-growing compo- three different approaches to this question
nent of federal taxes has been the payroll Under the benefit pnnclple, taxes are
tax, which is regressive (the opposite of thought of as a payment for services ren-
progressive) in its impact, because it taxes dered by the government to individuals.
at a flat rate only on wages below $63,400 Under this principle, revenue ought to be
(in 1991) The Social Security system, raised where possible by user fees. While
however, is progressive because it pays this is a sensible policy for admission to
higher benefits--relative to taxes paid in-- national parks, it is not a feasible approach
to lower-income workers, to financing other government activities

Chart 1 illustrates the progressivity of the such as national defense. It begs the ques-
overall U.S. tax system in 1985 (the latest tlon of how to measure the benefits any
year for which this information is avail- given taxpayer gains from such publicly
able), according to two different assump- provided goods as defense or the criminal
tlons about the shifting of taxes. Under justice system. Although the more affluent
assumption A the average tax rate generally benefit more from the protection of that af-
increased with income, suggesting a gener- fluence, the precise relationship between

ally progressive tax. Under assumption B their benefit and their income or wealth is
the average tax rate actually is lowest for undeterminable. Interestingly, reliance on
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CHART 1
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SOURCE:Graphfrom Stightz,p. 348, based on Pechman,1985.

the benefit principle would prohibit the gov- fit principle, this reasoning does not point
ernment from transferring wealth from one to a particular relationship between income
group to another. It therefore undermines and tax burden. A proportionate tax,
the case for the welfare system and the vast whereby everyone pays the same percent
number of other government programs of income, would take more from the rich
whose exphclt objective is to redistribute person than from the poor person. Even a
resources, regressive tax, with everyone paying 25

Under the ability-to-pay pnnciple, tax percent on the first $20,000 of income, and
burdens should be related not to what tax- 10 percent on all additional income, would

payers receive from government, but rather take more from the rich than from the poor.
to their ability to bear the tax burden--that Yet under other assumptions about sacn-
is, to tolerate a sacrifice. Reasoning from rice, a steeply progressive tax system xs ap-
the plausible, but unprovable, idea that pay- propnate.
mga dollar is a lesser sacrifice for a well-to- Under the utilitarian pnnciple, tax bur-
do person than for a poor person, an equal dens should be assigned to maximize social
sacrifice requires higher tax payments from welfare. The nineteenth-century economist
the well-to-do person. But as with the bene- Francis Edgeworth showed that if from so-
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c]ety's perspective a dollar is valued less as the pattern of investment in eqmpment and
the income of the recipient rises, then social structures since then. Also, the personal
welfare would be maximized by a tax sys- saving rate declined steadily from 1980 to
tem that leveled all incomes, taxing away 1987, despite lowered tax rates on the return
all income above a certain level and distrib- to saving and hberalized IRAs, and began to
uting the proceeds to those whose incomes recover m 1987, soon after new restrictions

would otherwise fall below the cutoff in- were put on IRA eliglbihty.
come. The problem, of course, is that a But according to Brookmgs economists
levehng tax system would destroy the in- Barry Bosworth and Gary Burtless, the re-
centive to work, save, invest, and renovate, ductions in marginal tax rates did cause a
so that the size of the economic pie to be modest mcrease in labor supply of a magni-
dwlded equally would rapidly shrink tude that had been predicted in 1980 by

The modem theory of optimal income mainstream economists. Bosworth and

tax progressivlty begins with the utilitarian Burtless found that men between the ages
principle, but views the issue as a trade-off of 25 and 64 worked 5.2 percent more hours
between the social benefits of a more equal than would have been predicted on the basis
distribution of after-tax income and the eco- of past trends, that women age 25 and 64
nom_c damage imposed by highly progres- work 5.8 percent more, and that married
swe taxes The social benefits of equality women worked 8.8 percent more. They
are not a matter that economists can re- conclude that tax policy was probably not
solve--they are better left to the theolo- the dominant factor influencing labor sup-
glans and phdosophers to debate. But the ply over the decade. One reason for their
economic costs of progresswe tax rates are, cautious conclusion about the role of tax
m principle, knowable, and economists cuts _s that lower-income men increased

have invested much effort in knowing. As their labor supply by a large amount even
of 1980 many prominent economists (such though their marginal tax rates were con-
as Michael Boskm, later President Bush's stant or even rising until 1987.
chief economic adviser, and Harvard's Also, upper-income taxpayers responded
Martin Feldstein) were arguing that these to sharply lower tax rates by changing the
costs were qmte high, and concluded that timing of their asset sales and by abandon-
the tax system at the t_me was probably too mg financial stratagems such as tax shelters
progresswe, that were attractive only because of the spe-

After a decade featunng two major tax cml tax treatment they were given. So mar-
changes, many economists now doubt that ginal tax rates do matter, but perhaps not
tax pohcy has much effect on investment or as much or not m the same way as many
sawng Alan Auerbach of the University of economists thought in 1980.
Pennsylvania has concluded that the 1986
tax changes played a relatwely unimportant --Joel B. Slemrod
role m explaining the level and especially
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BankRuns
George G. Kaufman

• A run on a bank occurs when a large and would be forced into default. But the
number of depositors, fearing that their run would not have caused the insolvency;
bank will be unable to repay their deposits the insolvency had already been incurred,
in full and on time, try to withdraw their but not fully recognized. The recogniUon of
funds immediately This creates a problem the existing insolvency caused the run.
because banks keep only a small fraction of Runs are feared even more because of
deposits on hand in cash; they lend out the their potential spillover to other banks. The
majority of deposits to borrowers or use likelihood of this happening depends on
the funds to purchase other interest-bearing what the "running" depositors do with
assets like government securiUes. When a their funds. They have three choices:
run comes, a bank must quickly increase Its
hqmdity to meet depositors' demands It 1. They can redeposit the money in banks
does so primarily by selhng assets, fre- that they think are safe, known as direct
quently at fire-sale prices Losses on these redeposit.
sales can make the bank insolvent. 2. If they perceive no bank to be safe, they

The danger of bank runs has been over- can buy Treasury securities in a "flight
stated. For one thing, a bank run is unlikely to quality " But what do the sellers of
to cause insolvency. Suppose that deposl- the securities do? If they deposit the pro-
tors, worried about their bank's solvency, ceeds m banks they believe are safe, as
start a run and switch their deposits to other is likely, this is an indirect redeposit.
banks If their concerns about the bank's 3. If neither the depositors nor the sellers

solvency are unjustified, other banks in the of the Treasury securities believe any
same market area would generally gain bank is safe, they would hold the funds
from recycling funds they receive back to as currency outside the banking system.
the bank experiencing the run. They would A run on individual banks would then
do this by making loans to the bank or by be transformed into a run on the banking
purchasing the bank's assets at non-fire-sale system as a whole.
prices Thus, a run is highly unlikely to
make a solvent bank insolvent. If the run is either type 1 or 2, no great

Of course, ff the depositors" fears are jus- harm is done. The deposits and reserves
tiffed and the bank is economically insol- are reshuffled among the banks, possibly
vent, other banks would be unhkely to including overseas banks, but they do not

throw good money after bad by recycling leave the banking system. Temporary loan
their funds to the insolvent bank As a result d_srupt_ons may occur because borrowers

the bank could not replenish its liquidity have to transfer from deposit-losing to
345
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deposit-gaming banks, and interest rates nor, who was comptroller of the currency
and exchange rates may change. But these from 1933 through 1938, concluded that
costs are not the calammes that people often runs were a contributing cause in less than
associate with bank runs. 15 percent of the three thousand failures.

Higher costs could occur in a type 3 run. The fact that the number of runs on indi-
Currency (an important component of bank vldual banks was far greater than this
reserves) would be removed from the bank- means that most runs did not lead to fail-
mg system. This would cause a multiple ures.
contraction in aggregate money and credit, The evidence suggests that most bank
which would dampen economic activity in runs were type 1 or 2, and few were of the
other sectors. In addition, almost all banks contagious type 3. Because a type 3 run--
would sell assets to replenish their liquidity, a run on the banking system--causes an
and few banks would buy. Fire-sale losses outflow of currency, such a run can be iden-
would be large, and the number of bank t_fied by an increase In the ratio of currency
failures would increase, to the money supply (most of the various

In practice, bank failures have been rela- measures of the money supply consist of
tively infrequent. From the end of the Civil currency In the hands of the public plus
War through 1920 (after the Federal Re- &fferent types of bank deposits). Increases
serve was established in 1913 but before the m this ratio have occurred in only four peri-
Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation in ods since the C_vll War, and m only two--
1933), the bank failure rate was lower than 1893 and 1929 to 1933--did an unusually
that of nonbanks. The failure rate increased large number of banks fail. Thus, market
sharply in the twenties and again between forces and the banking system on its own
1929 and 1933, when nearly 40 percent of successfully insulated runs on individual
the nation's banks failed. Yet, from 1875 banks in most periods. Moreover, even in
through 1933, losses from failures averaged the 1893 and 1929-33 incidents, the evi-
only 0.2 percent of total deposits in the dence is unclear whether the increase in
banking system annually. Losses to deposl- bank failures caused the economic down-
tors at failed banks averaged only a fraction turn or the economic downturn caused the
of the annual losses suffered by bondhold- bank failures
ers of failed nonbanklng firms.

A survey of all failures of national banks --George G. Kaufman
from 1865 through 1936 by J. F T. O'Con-
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CompetingMoneySupplies
Lawrence H. White

• What would be the consequences of performance of central banks (such as the

applying the principle of laissez-faire to Federal Reserve System m the United

money? While the idea may seem strange States) have made the question of compet-

to most people, economists have debated ing money supplies toptcal agam. Some

the question of competing money supplies leading economists have become sympa-
off and on since Adam Smith's time. Most thettc to laissez-faire in money, including

recently, trends in banking deregulation and Nobel Laureates Friednch A Hayek and

important pockets of dissatisfaction with the Milton Friedman, as well as Eugene Fama
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of the University of Chicago, Neil Wallace these legal restrictions. They attnbute sig-
of the University of Minnesota, and Leland nificant inefficiency and instability in the
B. Yeager of Auburn University. financial system to the legal restrictions on

Two sorts of monetary competinon al- private banks and to poor central bank pol-
ready exist today. First, private banks and icy, and they view competition as a poten-
financial finns compete in supplying differ- tial means for compelling the supphers of
ent brands of checking accounts (also money to be more responsive to the de-
known as checkable deposits) and traveler's mands of money users. Many economists
checks. Second, each national currency (most notably, monetarlsts) would like to
(like the U.S. dollar) competes w_th others restrict the discrenon given to central
(like pounds sterling, deutsche marks, and banks, and the small but growing number
yen) to be the currency in which interna- of free-banking advocates would hke to
tional contracts and portfolio assets are de- abolish central banks entirely. Most main-
nominated. (Economists refer to paper stream economists argue, on the other hand,
money that is not convertible into an under- that a return to free banking would bring
lying asset like gold or Sliver as a "fiat" more instability to the financial system.
currency.) Proponents of free banking have tradi-

Much more competition in money has tlonally pointed to the relanvely un-
existed in the past. Under "free banking" restricted monetary systems of Scotland
systems, private banks competmvely issued (1716-1844), New England (1820-60),
their own paper currency notes, called and Canada(1817-1914) as models Other
"bank notes," that were redeemable for un- epasodes of the competitive prowsion of
derlying "real," or "basic," monies like bank notes took place in Sweden, Sw_tzer-
gold or silver. And competition among land, France, Ireland, Spain, parts of
those basic monies p_tted gold against silver China, and Austraha. In total there have
and copper, been more than sixty episodes of compen-

Today virtually all governments regulate rive note _ssue with varying amounts of le-
and limit monetary competition. They gal restrictions In all such episodes, the
maintain government monopolies over countries were on a gold or silver standard
coinage and the issuance of paper currency, (except China, which used copper).
and to varying degrees restrict deposit In a free banking system based on a gold
banks and other financial finns, nationalize standard, competmg private banks would
the interbank settlement system, restrict or _ssue checking deposzts and bank notes re-
place special taxes on holdings of gold or deemable on demand for gold. In a system
of foreign-currency assets, and refuse to en- based on a frozen quannty of fiat dollars,
force contracts denominated in alternative as recently proposed by Mdton Friedman
currencies. In developing countries, gov- and a few other economists, bank deposits
ernment banks sometimes monopohze the and bank notes would be redeemable for
provision of checking accounts as well. paper dollars, as deposits are today.

A significant number of economists Requtrmg private banks to redeem their
would like to abolish many or even all of deposits and bank notes for a fixed amount
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of gold or a fixed amount of paper currency bank's notes or checks, it returns them to

Issued by the government would rule out the issuer through a cooperative mterbank
womes about "floating exchange rates" clearing system for redemption in basic
between rival banks. Citlbank's ten-dollar money or in claims on the clearinghouse.
notes, for example, would be redeemable An Issuing bank knows that it would suffer
for ten dollars m basic money, and so would adverse clearings and a costly loss of re-
notes issued by Chase Manhattan. What's serves if too many of its liabilities came into
more, competiuon among banks would the hands of its nvals. So banks would have

compel all banks in the system to accept to carefully manage their reserve positions
one another's bank notes at face value. Cm- (the funds they use to redeem their bank
bank, for example, would exchange one of notes) even if there were no central bank
its ten-dollar bank notes for ten dollars in setting mimmum reserve requirements.
Chase notes or Chase deposits The reason Most economists (and most everyone
is that by accepting each other's notes at else) believe that a free banking system,
par, both Cit_bank and Chase would make especaally one without government guaran-
their own money more useful and, there- tees of deposits or bank notes, would be
fore, more widely accepted. This is not just plagued by overissuance of bank notes,
abstract theorizing. The same competitive fraud, and suspensions of redeemabflity, all
cons_deratlons have led banks to form mu- of which would give rise to runs on banks
tual par-acceptance networks for automauc and, as a result, perlo&c financial panics.
teller machine cards, so that customers of That would happen, the thinking goes, be-
one bank can get cash at another bank's cause the lnabfllty of any one bank to meet a
machines, run would cause runs to spread contagiously

What forms of money do households and until the entire system collapsed.
business firms ordinarily use in a free bank- The evidence from free banking systems
ing system? When bank notes and checks m Scotland, Canada, Sweden, and other
issued by any bank in the system are ac- h_storical episodes does not support that
cepted nearly everywhere, and when banks conclusion. When free banking has existed,
pay interest on deposits, the pubhc seldom the mterbank clearing system swiftly discl-
feels the need to handle basic money (gold phned individual banks that issued more
or whatever _s the asset for which bank notes than their assets could support. In

money is redeemable) Bank notes and to- other words, redeemabihty restrained the
ken coins serve the need for currency Since system as a whole. Fraudulent and unsound
bank notes do not bear interest, the competi- bankers &d not find it easy to get their notes

tion among banks for a note-holding clien- into circulation. Rather, banks found that
tele is a nonprice competition sound management was key to building a

Each bank in a free banking system is clientele. Cleannghouse assocmt_ons po-

constrained to limit the quantity of its liabil- hced the solvency and liquidity of their
itles (the bank notes and deposits it has is- members. Runs on individual banks were
sued) to the quantity the public desires to not contagious; money withdrawn from
hold. When one bank accepts another those banks was redeposited in sounder
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ones In the view of free banking propo- bundle. To avoid storage costs, people
nents, the few historical episodes of conta- would redeem a one-bundle claim not for
gious bank runs occurred in banking the actual goods comprising the bundle, but
systems whose ill-advised legal restrictions rather for financial assets (Treasury bonds,
blurred the distinctiveness of individual for example) equal to the current market
banks, so that troubles at one bank under- value of one bundle. There would be no

mined public confidence in the entire sys- basic money, like the gold coin of old or
tern. the dollar bill of today, serving both as the

Proponents of competing money supplies accounting unit and as the redemption me-
have suggested several different institu- dium for bank habdities. This regime also
tional frameworks under which a competl- lacks historical precedent. Some criUcs
tive system could operate. A few monetary have argued that it lacks the convenience
theorists, beginning with Benjamin Klein of having a standard basic money as the
of UCLA and Friedrich Hayek, have con- medium of redemption and interbank settle-
templated private competition in the supply ment.
of nonredeemable "fiat" monies. We do It is more likely that a deregulated and
not have any historical experience with such freely competitive payments system today
a regime, but it is doubtful that it would would resemble free banking in the tradi-
survive. If banks did not have to redeem tlonal sense. Bank money would be redeem-

their notes, they would face a strong temp- able for a basic money produced outside the
tation to issue money without limit. It banks. To place all forms of money beyond
would be too profitable for an Issuer to government manipulation, the basic money
break any promise not to overissue and de- could not continue to be government fiat
preclate its money. In contrast, where banks paper unless its stock were permanently fro-
must redeem their notes for something, the zen (as Milton Friedman has suggested).
holder of bank-issued money has a "buy- The most plausible--and historically prece-
back" guarantee against depreciation, dented--way to replace the government fiat

Robert Greenfield and Leland B. Yeager, dollar is to return to a private gold-corn or
drawing on earlier work by Fischer Black, silver-coin monetary standard. But despite
Eugene Fama, and Robert Hall, have pro- all the criticisms of current monetary sys-
posed another kind of laissez-faire pay- terns, a return to the gold standard--or to
ments system that is supposed to maintain any form of free banking--seems politi-
monetary equilibrium at a stable price level, cally implausible today
Instead of redeeming their notes for gold, Even so, the move toward an economi-
silver, or government-issued paper money, cally integrated European Community has

banks would have to redeem notes and made thequestionofcompetingmoney sup-
checking-account deposits for a standard phes especially relevant. Proponents of a
"bundle" of diverse commodities. Instead European "monetary union" want to estab-
of a one-dollar or one-gram-of-gold note, lish a European central bank, perhaps mod-
for example, Citibank would have a note eled after the U.S Federal Reserve System,
that could be redeemed for one unit of the that would issue a single European currency
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to replace the present national currenczes, deutsche mark. The threat that people will

Advocates of currency competition, whose desert their currencies, thereby causing an

ranks have included former British prime embarrassing exchange-rate depreciation,
mimster Margaret Thatcher, are concerned imposes an antHnflationary discipline on

that such a central bank could be very infla- national central banks. No disciplinary

tlonary. With freedom to choose among pressure as strong would confront a pan-

competing national currencies, European European central bank with a monopoly on
citizens and firms can abandon high-mfla- supplying money.
tlon currencies like the Itahan hra in favor

of low-inflation currencies like the German --Lawrence H. White
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DepositInsurance
George G. Kaufman

• No description of the savings and loan initially set at 0.5 percent of insured depos-
and banking crises of the eighties is corn- its That was lowered shortly thereafter to
plete without mention of federal deposit in- V_2of 1 percent or less of total domestic
surance. Deposit insurance gets mixed deposits before being increased again m the
reviews On the one hand it is credited with late eighties to pay for the large losses then
preventing a banking panic _ la the Great occurnng
Depression of the thirties, while on the The early advocates of federal deposit
other it is blamed for creating and magni- insurance argued that it would prowde
lying the debacle. As a result federal de- safety and hqul&ty for small depositors,
posit insurance reform has come under would protect the smooth working of the
greater public scrutiny than at any t_me national payments (check-clearing)system,
since its enactment in 1933 and most important, would protect against

Federal deposit insurance became law for bank runs A bank run occurs when many
commercial banks m 1933 as part of the depositors, fearing their bank's abdlty to
Glass-Steagall Act, and for S&Ls an 1934 make good on deposits, withdraw their
Although a number of state governments money No bank can refund all, or even a
had provided deposit insurance before 1933, substantial portion, of its deposits at once
most state programs had failed and all had To meet the depositors" demands, there-
been disbanded by then. The federal pro- fore, the bank has to sell assets quickly and
gram was enacted only after long debate possibly suffer fire-sale losses that could

The Federal Deposit Insurance Corpora- lead to its fadure
tion (FDIC) and the Federal Savings and Advocates of deposit insurance feared
Loan Insurance Corporation (FSLIC) were that such runs could spread to other banks,
both established m 1934 As initially con- making solvent banks msolvent and reduc-
ceived in the legislation, coverage was to ing the amount of money in the economy.
be on a sliding scale, insuring 100 percent Sudden reductions in the supply of money
of the first $5,000 of deposits and progres- can throw the economy into recession or
s_vely lower percentages of larger amounts, even depression Although the proponents
But this plan was never adopted, and 100 of deposit insurance overstated the damage
percent insurance was provided for only the caused by bank runs (see BANr(RUNS), In-
first $2,500 per account This was quickly surance did reduce runs and bank failures.
increased to $5,000 in mid-1934 and, in a From the advent of deposit insurance until
number of steps, to $100,000 per account the late seventies, only rarely did more than
in 1980 The insurance coverage was ten banks fail in a year. Runs on troubled
funded by a flat annual premium on banks, banks effectively disappeared for all but

352
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small, nonfederally msured insUtutions. If short-term deposits, to increases in interest
the government promised to make deposl- rates It would not take much of a shock to
tors whole, regardless of a bank's solvency, such portfolios to wipe out the low capital
why bother removing deposits? base. And m the eighties the shock hap-

Opponents of deposit insurance argued, pened, first to the S&Ls, from mcreases in
based in part on the experience of the state interest rates, and then to both the S&Ls
funds, that insurance would weaken the m- and the banks, from losses on loans.

centlve for depositors to care whether their Before deposit insurance, banks that
banks and S&Ls took excessive risks. Be- were close to being insolvent would have
cause the rates for deposit msurance were experienced runs and would not have been

the same for the stodgy low-risk lender as able to attract replacement deposzts. But de-
they were for the high-flying, risk-taking posit Insurance prevented this self-regulat-
lender, the low-risk banks and S&Ls would lng mechanism The FDIC made matters
end up subsidizing the high-risk ones. As even worse by saymg that it would often
the S&L crisis and the bank crisis of the guarantee deposits even in excess of
eighties and early mneties show, they $100,000, especially for larger banks
were right. Over time the insurance-induced deemed "too large to fail." Insolvent lnsti-
weakening of depositor discipline over tUtlOnScould thus remain in business and
banks caused a mostly unnoticed weakening attract nearly all the funds they wanted by
of the financial condmon of individual paying high interest rates on deposits. Runs
banks occurred, but unhke the earlier ones, the

In the thirties, before deposit insurance, new runs were from safer banks to riskier
banks held capital of almost 15 percent of banks that offered higher rates on federally
assets. (Capital, which consists of money insured deposits Without any capital of
put up by shareholders, is the "cushion" to their own, the insolvent institutions fre-
absorb losses.) Moreover, bank owners had quently increased their risk exposures and

personal double habdlty. They were hable mcurred even larger losses. In effect, they
not only for the amount of their investment, were gambling with taxpayer money. If
but also for an additional amount up to the their risky loans paid off, they got to keep
par value--the price at which the shares the profits. If the borrowers defaulted, the
were initially offered--of their shares By FDIC, the FSLIC, and ultimately the tax-
the late sevent,es bank capital ratios had payer got stuck with the loss.
fallen to only 6 percent of assets and double If the losses that S&Ls Incurred had been
habdlty had been abolished. Banks also m- officially recogmzed when they happened,
creased the riskiness of their loan portfolios they would have depleted the reserves of the

by making more loans to less developed FSLIC by the early eighties. But officials at
countries, to commercial real estate, and to the FSLIC feared igniting runs at other

corporations heavily indebtmg themselves S&Ls and even banks if they closed insol-
to restructure S&Ls increased thexr expo- vent institutions too soon, felt political pres-

sure both to credit risk and, by making long- sure from the industry, at times transmitted
term, fixed-rate mortgages financed by through members of Congress (e.g., the
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"'Keatmg five") to keep insolvent institu- U.S. Treasury. The White House and Con-
tions open, and feared personal embar- gress belatedly recogmzed both the seri-
rassment from both admitting a large ousness of the problem and the need for
number of insolvencies and asking for addi- federal funds to resolve insolvencies effi-
tional industry contributions and taxes, ciently and make the depositors whole. In
Therefore, these officials did not recognize early 1989 President Bush introduced, and
the losses formally. Instead, the FSLIC per- Congress enacted, the Financial Institutions
mitted insolvent S&Ls to continue op- Reform, Recovery, and Enforcement Act
erating and maintained a facade of (FIRREA).

solvency. FIRREA punished the most visible vd-
When interest rates shot up in the seven- lain by abohshmg the FSLIC and its parent

ties and early eighties, many S&Ls were Federal Home Loan Bank Board and trans-
technically bankrupt. They had to pay fernng its insurance powers over S&Ls to
higher short-term interest rates to attract de- a new Savings Association Insurance Fund
posits, but their interest income from long- (SAW) operated by the FDIC, which
term, fixed-rate mortgages was unchanged claimed that it could do better. Insurance
In addition the market value of these mort- premiums also increased sharply. Commer-
gages had plummeted. Most appeared sol- cial banks were transferred to a new Bank
vent (they had enough resources to pay Insurance Fund (BIF), also operated by the
interest and meet withdrawals) simply be- FDIC Unfortunately, FIRREA was based
cause they d_d not have to write down their on an underestimate of the cost of the bad-
mortgages to market value. The sharp de- out and on a mistaken view of the cause. It

cline m interest rates from 1982 through did little to correct the underlying faults in
1986 reversed S&L losses from interest rate the structure of deposit insurance Riskier
risk. But many S&Ls, either through delib- banks and S&Ls still did not pay higher
erate increases in risky loans or because deposit insurance rates, and depositors still
they were in the energy belt centered in had little or no incentive to monitor the loan

Texas or in other regions of the country that portfolios of their banks and S&Ls. Regula-
also suffered significant recessions, m- tors stdl could delay resolving insolvencies
curred large loan defaults that more than Unfortunately, the FDIC has not done
offset the gains from interest rate reduc- much better than the FSLIC. Mainly due
tions. Industry losses increased sharply, and to sharp declines in commercial real estate

the negative economic net worth of insol- values in the late eighties and early nineties,
vent S&Ls expanded rapidly from some $20 the number of commercial bank failures in-

billion in 1985 to near $100 bilhon in 1988 creased sharply from around ten annually at
Belatedly, the FSLIC attempted to re- the beginning of the decade to more than

solve the insolvencies but was short of two hundred near the end. Many large
funds. Therefore, it used expensive tech- banks failed, including nine of the ten
tuques to delay cash outlays to later periods largest banks in Texas. For many of the
and offered tax concessions to buyers of same reasons that motivated the FSLIC, the

faihng S&Ls that reduced revenues to the FDIC has repeated the FSLIC's pattern. It
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delayed recognizing many insolvencies, tlon on a structured basis according to tiers,
particularly for large banks tt conmdered too or zones, of bank capital in order to catch
large to fail, denied that it was encountering and recapital_ze troubled restitutions before
financial difficultms, and increasingly re- they became insolvent.
solved insolvencies at a high cost to itself The FDIC Improvement Act, which was
and to the U.S. Treasury. passed at the end of 1991, gave the FDIC

Finally, in early 1991, the potenttal in- the power to mtervene earlier in the affairs
solvency of the FDIC could no longer be of insured mstttuUons that are financially
disguised. Proposals for increasing the troubled. It also reqmres recapltalizatlon of
fund and for stgnlficantly reforming the in- troubled institutions either by existing
surance structure received serious public shareholders or by merger, sale, or liqmda-
policy attention. Legislative proposals in- tion before their capital is fully depleted. If
cluded reducing the amount of insurance the early mterventton or the recapitalizat_on
coverage per account, particularly eliminat- succeeds, losses from failure are hmited to
ing coverage of multiple accounts by the the institution's shareholders and not spread
same depositor, to enhance depositor dis- to its depositors or the FDIC. The 1991 act
cipline: abohshmg the "'too-large-to-fail" also restricts the FDIC's abihty to make
doctrine; restricting msured banks to only uninsured depositors whole m too-b_g-to-
safe investments (so-called "narrow" banks): fall resolutions and requires the FDIC to

allowing banks and S&Ls to broaden their introduce risk-based premiums. These
product hnes and to expand into other re- changes, if enforced, will reduce the flaws
glons, in order to reduce risk through m deposit msurance and make the banking
greater diversification; basing depomt pre- system safer.
mmms on bank nsk; increasing capital re-

quirements; and instituting earlier and --George G, Kaufman
progressively harsher regulatory mterven-
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FederalReserveSystem
Manuel H. Johnson

• The Federal Reserve System (the Fed) to lend. To influence interest rates on depos-
has been the central bank of the Umted _ts and interest rates that banks pay to bor-
States since _t was created in 1913. The row funds, the Fed uses _ts congressionally

mare purpose of a central bank is to regulate granted authority to create money, The Fed
the supply of money and credit to the econ- creates money m three ways.
omy. The board of governors, the Fed's First and most important, the Fed can
principal policy-making orgamzation, plays purchase U S. government secunUes from
a key role m this process financml restitutions by s_mply creating

The board has seven members, two of "'funds" (cre&ts)on their balance sheets m
whom serve as chairman and vice chair- exchange for the securities. To the extent
man. Each governor _sappointed to a four- that these securities are purchased directly
teen-year term, while appointments to the from banks, banks have new hqmd reserves
roles of chairman and wce chairman are for on their books lmme&ately. When nonbank
four years. The president, with confirma- financial msutuUons deposit their proceeds
tion by the Senate, appoints all seven gover- from sales of securities, banks will see their
nors and designates which ones should also reserves increase even more As some
be confirmed as chairman and wce chair- banks become flush with extra reserves,

man. The terms of Federal Reserve gover- they temporarily lend these funds to other
nors are long (second only to lifetime banks overnight to earn interest. The in-
appointments of federal judges) to insulate creased supply of reserves relative to de-
the members from pofiucal pressures and mand m the money market pushes down the
foster independent decisions, overmght interest rate (called the federal

The responsibdlty for regulating the na- funds rate). This decline in the cost of cre&t
tion's money supply reqmres the Federal to banks increases the profitability of new
Reserve to influence the amount of reserve loans to businesses and mdwlduals and pro-
funds available to banks and thus the level wdes stronger mcentives for banks to ex-
and &rection of short-term interest rates pand the amount of credit to the economy
For example, whether banks and other fi- Fed purchases and sales of government
nancml restitutions will make loans depends securities to regulate money and credit are

on the profit margin--the difference m the referred to as open-market operations, De-
rate of interest they must pay to attract de- cis_ons to conduct open-market operauons
posits or borrow funds and the interest rate are made by the Federal Open Market Com-
they can charge customers for cre&t. The mittee (FOMC), where the board of gover-
greater the profit margin that banks can real- nors holds a majority of the votes The
ize on new loans, the more they will want FOMC has twelve voting members: the
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seven members of the board of governors borrowing from the Fed could become stlg-
and five of the twelve presidents of the re- matized, so that normal, healthy banks re-
gional Federal Reserve operating banks, frain from seeking &scount-rate credit.
(All twelve bank presidents are members of Such behavior by healthy banks could de-
the FOMC, but only five vote at a time. The feat the overall credit growth objective of

president of the New York bank always has Fed monetary pohcy. This ddemma has led
a vote because of the New York bank's some analysts, both reside and outside the

central role as the system's major operating Fed, to recommend that the Fed &scontmue
facility.) Each voting member of the FOMC use of the &scount rate to affect overall
has one vote, and a simple majority is re- cre&t, and instead, provide &scount-rate
qutred for a change in pohcy. FOMC meet- lending solely to higher-risk banks for
lngs are held roughly every six weeks to emergency hqul&ty purposes, and only at
decide the appropriate amount of reserves to a penalty rate
provide the banking system and the desired A third way m which the Fed operates
level of short-term interest rates monetary pohcy is by regulating the propor-

A second monetary policy tool available tion of hqmd reserves that banks must keep
to the Federal Reserve is the discount rate, on hand. Obviously, the higher the reserve

the interest rate the Fed charges on loans _t requirement, the less funds there are avail-
makes to banks. By increasing or decreas- able to make new loans. The board of gov-

ing this rate, the Fed can discourage or en- ernors has the authority to determine reserve
courage banks to borrow the funds it creates requirements above the legal minimum for
and, therefore, make more loans to the pub- all federally insured depository institutions.
lic. The board of governors (not the FOMC) Reserve reqmrements may be changed by a
sets the discount rate by majority vote. In s_mple majority vote of the board. In prac-

dec_ding the rate, however, the board does tlce, however, reserve reqmrements are
consider the recommendations of the direc- rarely changed because even small adJust-

tors from the twelve regional reserve banks, ments produce rather sweeping impacts on
In the past, &scount-rate lending has the quantity of required reserves.

served a dual purpose: facilitating monetary The board of governors was not always
pohcy as just described and providing emer- the dommant pohcy-making body within
gency hquidity to troubled banks. The Fed's the Federal Reserve System. The Federal
attempt to accomphsh two different mls- Reserve Act that created the Fed m 1913
s_ons w_th the &scount rate has prompted a called for a highly decentrahzed system that
debate over the rate's proper role. To st_mu- empowered the twelve regional banks to

late the growth of cre&t in the economy via conduct somewhat autonomous monetary
discount-rate lending, the Fed must set the policy actions based on regional economic
discount rate below other prevadmg short- considerations. Although the board of di-
term interest rates Otherwxse, banks have rectors m Washington was to act m a super-
no incentive to borrow from the central visory capacity, it had limited authority to
bank. But ff subsidized credit is also tempo- centrally manage monetary policy. Ini-

rarily provided to troubled or fmhng banks, tially, the board consisted of five internal
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directors, one of whom served as governor, shifted the Fed toward more central man-
In addition, the secretary of the Treasury agement of monetary affairs. Working with
acted as chairman of the board and was an Marriner Eccles, a Utah banker, President

ex officio director along with the comptrol- Franklin Roosevelt fashioned the Banking
ler of the currency. Act of 1935, which concentrated the author-

In the early days after the Federal Re- ity over monetary pohcy in Washington
serve Act, changes in the discount rate were w_th the independent seven-member board
the principal means of expanding credit of governors, and excluded the secretary
growth in the regions. Because each re- of the Treasury and the comptroller of the
g_onal reserve bank set _tsown separate dis- currency Eccles was appointed the first
count rate, there often was no single chairman of th_s new board, and a separate
prevailing Federal Reserve interest rate. As bmldmg was erected for its use on Const]tu-
financial markets became more integrated, tlon Avenue. Benjamin Strong's mformal
however, borrowers took advantage of the open-market group became a restructured,
uneven discount rates by borrowing from permanent Federal Open Market Comm]t-
the region offering the lowest rate. The abil- tee in a provision of the banking act.
ity of private banks to arbitrage between A trend of increasing board respons]bility
regional reserve bank rates constantly frus- for the regulation and supervision of the
trated any attempt by Washington to cen- banking system followed the shift in author-
trally manage credit growth This arbitrage lty over monetary pohcy. Therefore, m ad-
eventually forced a standardized policy on dition to its primary function of managing
the d_scount rate and brought into quesUon U S. monetary pohcy, today the board _s
the need for a decentrahzed Federal Reserve also charged with the regulatory oversight
System Also, dunng the twenties, Fed op- of all bank holding companies, all state
en-market operations were expanded into a chartered banks that are members of the
general strategy for monetary policy under Federal Reserve System, and international
the leadership of Benjamin Strong, head of actiwhes of all U.S. banks. In addition, the
the Federal Reserve Bank of New York. board admimsters U.S. consumer bankmg
Strong orgamzed an informal policy corn- laws and regulates margin reqmrements in
mittee that was the forerunner of the the stock market.
FOMC

The Great Depression of the thmies --Manuel ti. Johnson

Biography: Manuel H. Johnson is Koch Professor of International Economics at George Mason
University and cochairman of Johnson Smlck International, a consulting finn m Washington, D C
He was vice chmnnan of the Federal Reserve Board from 1986to 1990 and, prewous to that, was
assistant secretary of the Treasury for economic pohcy
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GoldStandard
Michael D. Bordo

• The gold standard was a commitment by known as the classical gold standard. Dur-

participating countries to fix the prices of lng that time the majority of countries ad-
their domestic currencies in terms of a spec- hered (m varying degrees) to gold. It was

tried amount of gold. National money and also a period of unprecedented economic

other forms of money (bank deposits and growth wtth relatively free trade in goods,

notes) were freely converted into gold at the labor, and capital.

fixed price. England adopted a de facto gold The gold standard broke down during
standard in 1717 after the master of the World War I as major belhgerents resorted

mint, Sir Isaac Newton, overvalued the sil- to inflationary finance and was briefly rein-

ver guinea and formally adopted the gold stated from 1925 to 1931 as the Gold Ex-
standard in l819. The United States, though change Standard Under this standard

formally on a bimetallic (gold and silver) countries could hold gold or dollars or

standard, switched to gold de facto in 1834 pounds as reserves, except for the Umted

and de jure in 1900. In 1834 the United States and the United Kingdom, which held

States fixed the price of gold at $20.67 per reserves only m gold. This version broke
ounce, where it remained until 1933. Other down in 1931 following Britain's departure

major countries joined the gold standard m from gold In the face of massive gold and

the 1870s. The period from 1880 to 1914 is capital outflows. In 1933 President Roose-
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velt nationalized gold owned by private citi- small fraction to the accumulated stock, and
zens and abrogated contracts in which because the authorities guaranteed free con-
payment was specified m gold. vertibihty of gold into nongold money, the

Between 1946 and 1971 countries oper- gold standard assured that the money supply
ated under the Bretton Woods system. Un- and, hence, the price level would not vary
der this further modification of the gold much. But periodic surges in the world's
standard, most countries settled their inter- gold stock, such as the gold discoveries in
national balances in U.S. dollars, but the Australia and California around 1850,

U.S. government promised to redeem other caused price levels to be very unstable m
central banks' holdings of dollars for gold the short run.
at a fixed rate of $35 per ounce. However, The gold standard was also an mterna-
persistent U.S. balance-of-payments deft- t_onal standard--determining the value of a
cits steadily reduced U S. gold reserves, country's currency m terms of other coun-
reducing confidence in the ability of the tries' currencies. Because adherents to the
United States to redeem its currency m standard maintained a fixed price for gold,
gold. Finally, on August 15, 1971, Presi- rates of exchange between currencies tied
dent Nixon announced that the Umted to gold were necessarily fixed. For exam-
States would no longer redeem currency for pie, the United States fixed the price of gold
gold. This was the final step in abandoning at $20.67 per ounce, Britain fixed the price
the gold standard, at £3 17s. 10.5d per ounce The exchange

Widespread dissatisfaction with high m- rate between dollars and pounds--the "par
ration in the late sevennes and early eight- exchange rate"--necessanly equaled
ies brought renewed interest m the gold $4.867 per pound
standard. Although that interest is not Because exchange rates were fixed, the
strong today, it strengthens every Ume in- gold standard caused price levels around the
ration moves much above 6 percent This world to move together. Th_s comovement
makes sense. Whatever other problems occurred mainly through an automatic bal-
there were with the gold standard, persistent ance-of-payments adjustment process
inflation was not one of them. Between called the price-specie-flow mechanism
1880 and 1914, the period when the Umted Here is how the mechamsm worked: Sup-
States was on the "classical gold stan- pose a technological mnovat_on brought
dard,'" inflation averaged only 0.1 percent about faster real economic growth in the
per year. United States. With the supply of money

(gold) essentially fixed m the short run, this
caused U.S prices to fall. Prices of U,S.

HowtheG01dStandardWorked exports then fell relative to the prices of
imports, This caused the British to demand

The gold standard was a domestic stan- more U.S exports and Americans to de-
dard, regulating the quantity and growth mand fewer imports. A U.S. balance-of-
rate of a country's money supply. Because payments surplus was created, causing gold
new production of gold would add only a (specie) to flow from the United Kingdom
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to the United States. The gold inflow in- posed to play by the "rules of the game."
creased the U.S. money supply, reversing In other words, they were supposed to raise
the imtlal fall in prices. In the United King- their d_scount rates--the interest rate at

dora the gold outflow reduced the money which the central bank lends money to
supply and, hence, lowered the price level member banks--to speed a gold inflow, and
The net result was balanced prices among lower their discount rates to facilitate a gold
countries, outflow. Thus, if a country was running a

The fixed exchange rate also caused both balance-of-payments deficit, the rules of the
monetary and nonmonetary (real)shocks to game required it to allow a gold outflow
be transmitted via flows of gold and capital until the ratio of ItS price level to that of its
between countries Therefore, a shock m principal trading partners was restored to
one country affected the domestic money the par exchange rate.
supply, expenditure, price level, and real The exemplar of central bank behavior
income m another country was the Bank of England, which played by

An example of a monetary shock was the rules over much of the period between
the Cahfornia gold discovery m 1848. The 1870 and 1914 Whenever Great Britain

newly produced gold increased the U S. faced a balance-of-payments deficit and the
money supply, which then raised domestic Bank of England saw its gold reserves de-
expenditures, nominal income, and ultl- chning, it raised Its "bank rate" (discount
mately, the price level. The rise m the do- rate) By causing other interest rates in the
mestic price level made U.S. exports more United Kingdom to rise as well, the rise in
expensive, causing a deficit in the U.S bal- the bank rate was supposed to cause hold-
ance of payments. For America's trading lngs of Inventories to decrease and other
partners the same forces necessarily pro- investment expenditures to decrease. These
duced a balance of trade surplus The U S. reductions would then cause a reduction in

trade deficit was financed by a gold (specie) overall domestic spending and a fall m the
outflow to its trading partners, reducing the price level. At the same time, the rise in the
monetary gold stock in the United States bank rate would stem any short-term capital
In the trading partners the money supply outflow and attract short-term funds from
increased, raising domestic expenditures, abroad

nominal incomes, and ultimately, the price Most other countries on the gold stan-
level. Depending on the relative share of dard--notably France and Belgium--did
the U S monetary gold stock m the world not, however, follow the rules of the game.
total, world prices and income rose. AI- They never allowed interest rates to rise
though the initial effect of the gold discov- enough to decrease the domestic price level.
ery was to increase real output (because Also, many countries frequently broke the
wages and prices did not lmmedmtely in- rules by "sterlhzatmn"--shielding the do-
crease), eventually the full effect was on mestic money supply from external disequl-
the price level alone, hbnum by buying or selhng domestic

For the gold standard to work fully, cen- securities. If, for example, France's central
tral banks, where they extsted, were sup- bank wished to prevent an inflow of gold
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from increasing its money supply, it would of variation, the greater the short-term in-
sell securities for gold, thus reducing the stability. For the United States between
amount of gold circulating. 1879 and 1913, the coefficient was 17.0,

Yet the central bankers' breaches of the which is quite high. Between 1946 and

rules must be put in perspective. Although 1990 it was only 0.8.
exchange rates in principal countries fre- Moreover, because the gold standard
quently deviated from par, governments gives government very little discretion to
rarely debased their currencies or otherwise use monetary policy, economies on the gold
manipulated the gold standard to support standard are less able to avoid or offset ei-
domestic economic activity. Suspension of ther monetary or real shocks. Real output,
convembflity in England (1797-1821, 1914- therefore, is more variable under the gold
1925) and the United States (1862-1879) standard. The coefficient of variation for

&d occur in wartime emergencies. But as real output was 3.5 between 1879 and 1913,
promised, convertibility at the original and only 1.5 between 1946 and 1990. Not
panty was resumed after the emergency coincidentally, since the government could
passed. These resumptions fortified the not have discretion over monetary pohcy,
credibdlty of the gold standard rule. unemployment was higher during the gold

standard. It averaged 6.8 percent in the
United States between 1879 and 1913 ver-

PerformanceoftheGoldStandard sus5.6 percent between 1946 and 1990
Finally, any consideration of the pros and

As mentioned, the great virtue of the gold cons of the gold standard must include a
standard was that it assured long-term price very large negative: the resource cost of
stability. Compare the aforementioned av- producing gold. Milton Friedman esUmated
erage annual inflaUon rate of 0.1 percent the cost of maintaining a full gold coin stan-
between 1880 and 1914 with the average of dard for the United States m 1960 to be
4 2 percent between 1946 and 1990. (The more than 2.5 percent of GNP. In 1990 this
reason for excluding the penod from 1914 cost would have been $137 billion.
to 1946 is that it was neither a period of the
classical gold standard nor a penod dunng
which governments understood how to C0nclusi0n
manage monetary pohcy.)

But because economies under the gold Although the last vestiges of the gold
standard were so vulnerable to real and standard disappeared in 1971, its appeal is
monetary shocks, prices were highly unsta- still strong. Those who oppose giving dis-
ble in the short run. A measure of short- cretionary powers to the central bank are
term price instability is the coefficient of attracted by the simphcity of its basic rule.
variation, which is the ratio of the standard Others view it as an effectwe anchor for

deviation of annual percentage changes in the world pnce level. Still others look back
the price level to the average annual per- longingly to the fixity of exchange rates.
centage change. The higher the coefficient However, despite its appeal, many of the
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conditions which made the gold standard so dard link and its corollary, long-run pnce

successful vanished in 1914 In particular, stability, the primary goal of economic pol-
the importance that governments attach to icy

full employment means that they are un-
likely to make maintaining the gold stan- --Michael D. Bordo

Biography: Michael D Bordo is a professor of economics at Rutgers University. From 1981 to
1982. he directed the research staff of the executive director of the U S. Congressional Gold
Commission
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MoneySupply
Anna J. Schwartz

WhatIs theMoneySupply? made the U.S. and other countnes' monies
into fiat money--money that national mon-

The U.S. money supply comprises cur- etary authorities have the power to issue
rency--dollar bills and coins issued by the without legal constraints.
Federal Reserve System and the Treasury--
and various kinds of deposits held by the
public at commercial banks and other de-
pository mstltuUons such as savings and WhyISthe MoneySupplyImportant?
loans and credit unions. On June 30, 1990,

the money supply, measured as the sum Because money is used m virtually all
of currency and checking account deposits, economic transactions, it has a powerful ef-
totaled $809 bdhon. Including some types fect on economic activity. An increase m
of savings deposits, the money supply to- the supply of money puts more money in
taled $3,272 bilhon. An even broader mea- the hands of consumers, making them feel
sure totaled $4,066 billion, wealthier, thus stimulating increased spend-

These measures correspond to three rag. Business firms respond to increased
definitions of money that the Federal Re- sales by ordenng more raw materials and
serve uses. M1, a narrow measure of increasing production. The spread of busl-
money's function as a medium of exchange; ness actwlty increases the demand for labor
M2, a broader measure that also reflects and raises the demand for capital goods. In
money's function as a store of value; and a buoyant economy, stock market prices
M3, a still broader measure that covers rise and firms issue eqmty and debt. If the
items that many regard as close subsmutes money supply continues to expand, prices
for money, begin to rise, especially if output growth

The definition of money has varied. For reaches capacity limits. As the public be-
centuries physical commodmes, most com- gins to expect inflation, lenders resist on
monly salver or gold, served as money, higher mterest rates to offset an expected

Later, when paper money and checkable dechne m purchasing power over the life of
deposits were introduced, they were con- their loans
vertlble into commodity money. The aban- Opposite effects occur when the supply
donment of convertibility of money into a of money falls, or when its rate of growth
commodity since August 15, 1971, when dechnes. Economic acUvity dechnes and ei-
President Nixon discontinued converting ther disinflation (reduced inflation) or de-
U.S. dollars into gold at $35 per ounce, has ration (falling prices) results.
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WhatDeterminestheMoneySupply? loans and, thus, create new deposits, until
all excess reserves are used up.

Federal Reserve policy is the most im- If the reqmred reserve ratio is 20 percent,
portant determinant of the money supply, then starting with new reserves of, say,
The Federal Reserve affects the money sup- $1,000, the most a bank can lend is $800,
ply by affecting its most important compo- since it must keep $200 as reserves against
nent, bank deposits, the deposzt it simultaneously sets up. When

Here's how zt works. The Federal Re- the borrower writes a check against this
serve requires commercml banks and other amount in his bank A, the payee deposits it
financml mstltunons to hold as reserves a in his bank B. Each new demand deposit
fractzon of the deposzts they accept. Banks that a bank receives creates an equal amount
hold these reserves either as cash m their of new reserves. Bank B will now have

vaults or as deposzts at Federal Reserve additional reserves of $800 of which it must
banks In tmn, the Federal Reserve controls keep $160 m reserves, so it can lend out
reserves by lending money to banks and only $640 The total of new loans granted
changing the "Federal Reserve discount by the banking system as a whole in this
rate'" on these loans and by "open-market example wall be five times the initial amount
operanons." The Federal Reserve uses of excess reserve, or $4,000. 800 + 640
open-market operanons to ezther increase + 512.40 + 409 60, and so on.
or decrease reserves To increase re- In a system with fractional reserve re-

serves, the Federal Reserve buys U.S. quirements, an increase in bank reserves
Treasury secunties by writing a check can support a multiple expansion of depos-
drawn on ztself. The seller of the Treasury its, and a decrease can result m a multiple

security deposits the check in a bank, in- contraction of deposzts. The value of the
creasing the seller's deposit. The bank, in mulnplier depends on the required reserve
turn, deposits the Federal Reserve check ratio on deposits A high reqmred-reserve
at zts district Federal Reserve bank, thus ratio lowers the value of the multipher. A

increasing its reserves The opposite se- low reqmred-reserve rano raises the value
quence occurs when the Federal Reserve of the multiplier
sells Treasury securities: the purchaser's Even if there were no legal reserve re-
deposits fall and, in turn, the bank's re- quirements for banks, they would still main-
serves fall. tam reserves with the Federal Reserve,

If the Federal Reserve increases reserves, whose abdity to control the volume of de-

a single bank can make loans up to the posits would not be impaired Banks would
amount of its excess reserves, creating an continue to keep reserves to enable them to

equal amount of deposits. The banking sys- clear debits arising from transacnons with
tern, however, can create a multiple expan- other banks, to obtain currency to meet de-

sion of deposits. As each bank lends and posztors' demands, and to avoid a deficit as
creates a deposit, zt loses reserves to other a result of imbalances in clearings.
banks, which use them to increase their The currency component of the money
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supply is far smaller than the deposit com- to the Federal Reserve as soon as possible
ponent The Federal Reserve and the Trea- was supposed to inh_bit their wllhngness to
sury supply the banks with the currency accommodate borrowers. In the twenties,
their customers demand, and when their de- when the Federal Reserve discovered that

mand falls, accept a return flow from the open-market operations also created re-
banks The Federal Reserve debits banks' serves, changing nonborrowed reserves of-
reserves when it provides currency, and fered a more effective way to offset
credits their reserves when they return cur- undesired changes in borrowing by member
rency. In a fractional reserve banking sys- banks. In the fifties, the Federal Reserve

tern, drains of currency from banks reduce sought to control what are called free re-
their reserves, and unless the Federal Re- serves, or excess reserves minus member

serve provides adequate additional amounts bank borrowing.
of currency and reserves, a muluple con- In recent decades the Federal Reserve has
traction of deposits results, reducing the specified a narrow range for the federal

quantity of money, funds rate, the interest rate on overnight
Currency and bank reserves added to- loans from one bank to another, as the ob-

gether equal the monetary base, sometimes jectlve of open-market operations. It has
known as high-powered money. The Fed- interpreted a rise m interest rates as tighter
eral Reserve has the power to control the monetary pohcy and a fall as easier mone-
issue of both components. By adjusting the tary pohcy. But interest rates are an 1roper-
levels of banks' reserve balances, over sev- fect indicator of monetary policy If easy
eral quarters it can achieve a desired rate of monetary pohcy _sexpected to cause mfla-
growth of deposits and of the money sup- uon, lenders demand a higher interest rate
ply. When the public and the banks change to compensate for this inflation, and bor-
the ratio of their currency and reserves to rowers are wilhng to pay a higher rate be-
deposits, the Federal Reserve can offset the cause inflation reduces the value of the

effect on the money supply by changing dollars they repay. Thus, an increase m ex-
reserves and/or currency pected inflation increases interest rates. Be-

The Federal Reserve's techniques for tween 1977 and 1979, for example, U.S.
achieving Its desired level of reserves-- monetary pohcy was easy and interest rates
both borrowed reserves that banks obtain rose Similarly, if tight monetary policy is
at the discount window and nonborrowed expected to reduce inflation, interest rates
reserves that it provides by open-market could fall.
purchases--have changed significantly From 1979 to 1982, the Federal Reserve
over t_me. At first the Federal Reserve con- tried to control nonborrowed reserves to

trolled the volume of reserves and of bor- achieve Rs monetary target. The procedure
rowing by member banks mainly by produced large swings in both money
changing the discount rate. It did so on the growth and interest rates. Forcing nonbor-
theory that borrowed reserves made mem- rowed reserves to dechne when above target
ber banks reluctant to extend loans, because led borrowed reserves to rise because the
their desire to repay their own indebtedness Federal Reserve allowed banks access to
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the discount window when they sought this deposits if the public does not want them.
alternative source of reserves. Smce 1982 People will simply repay loans and shrink
the Federal Reserve has targeted the bor- the money supply. According to this view
rowed reserves level but downgraded the a dechne m the money supply is a response
importance of achieving monetary targets to a decline in people's demand to hold it,
In early 1991 )t appeared to be paying atten- not an independent action by suppliers to
tion once again to monetary growth rates, reduce the quanUty of money.

If the Federal Reserve determines the This alternative view, however, fails to

magnitude of the money supply, what account for the close relationship between
makes the nominal value of money in exls- bank reserves and deposits If the alterna-
tence equal to the amount that people want t]ve view were correct, we would observe
to hold? One way to make that correspon- discrepancies between movements of re-
dence happen is for interest rates to change, serves and deposits over quarterly periods.
A fall in interest rates increases the amount We do not Deposits cannot grow faster

of money that people wish to hold; a rise than reserves, given the required reserve
in interest rates decreases the amount they ratio, no matter how awd the public's de-

want Another way to make the money sup- mand. Deposits may grow slower than re-
ply equal the amount demanded is for prices serves, but only )f banks, fearing for their
to change. When people hold more nominal own safety m the absence of a rehable
dollars than they want, they spend them lender of last resort, want to accumulate
faster, causing prices to rise. These rising excess reserves, as happened in the thirties.
prices reduce the purchasing power of To hold excess reserves means they forgo
money until the amount people want equals the opportumty to hold earning assets. That
the amount available. Conversely, when is why banks usually hold minimal excess

people hold less money than they want, they reserves
spend more slowly, causing prices to fall.
As a result, the real value of money in exis-

tencejust equals the amount people are will- HistoryoftheU.S.MoneySupply
ing to hold.

From the founding of the Federal Reserve
m 1913 until the end of World War II, the

AnAlternativeViewof money supply tended to grow at a higher

MoneySupplyDetermination rate than the growth of nominal GNP. This
increase m the rat_o of money supply to

A different view is that the magnitude of GNP shows an increase in the amount of

the money supply is determined not by the money as a fraction of their income that
Federal Reserve but by the decisions of the people wanted to hold. From 1946 to 1980,
public and the banks. In this view banks nominal GNP tended to grow at a higher
supply only as much in deposits as the pub- rate than the growth of the money supply,
lic wants to hold. Additional reserves can- an indication that the public reduced its

not lead to an increase m the supply of money balances relative to raceme. Until
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1986, money balances grew relative to in- to 1921, 1929 to 1933, 1937 to 1938. The
come; since then they have declined relative seventy of the economic dechne in each
to income. Economists explain these move- of these cyclical downturns, it is widely
ments by changes in price expectations, as accepted, was a consequence of the reduc-
well as changes in interest rates that make tlon in the quanUty of money, particularly
money holding more or less expensive. If so for the downturn that began in 1929,
prices are expected to fall, the inducement when the quantity of money fell by one-
to hold money balances rises since money third, an unprecedented reduction.
will buy more if the expectations are real- The United States has experienced three
zzed; simdarly, if interest rates fall, the cost major price inflations since 1914, and each
of holding money balances rather than has been preceded and accompanied by a
spending or mvesting them declines. If corresponding increase m the rate of growth
prices are expected to rise or interest rates of the money supply: 1914 to 1920, 1939
rise, holding money rather than spending or to 1948, 1967 to 1980. An acceleration of
investing _t becomes more costly, money growth m excess of real output

The money supply has tended to rise growth has mvanably produced inflauon--
more rapidly during business cycle expan- in these episodes and in many earher exam-
slons than dunng business cycle contrac- pies m this country and elsewhere in the
tions. The rate of rise has tended to slow world

down before the peak In business and to To ignore the magmtude of money sup-
accelerate before the trough, ply changes is to court monetary disorder.

Since 1914 an actual decline of the That is the lesson that the hzstory of money
money supply has occurred dunng only supply teaches.
three business cycle contractions, each of
which was severe as judged by the decline --Anna J. Schwartz
in output and rise m unemployment: 1920

Biography: Anna J. Schwartz is an economist at the National Bureau of Economic Research in
New York. She is a past president of the Western Economic Assocmtlon.
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SavingsandLoanCrisis
Bert Ely

• The extraordinary cost of the S&L crisis surance was actuarially unsound from its
is astounding to every taxpayer, depositor, mcept_on. That is, deposit insurance pro-
and policymaker. The estimated present vided by the federal government tolerated
value cost of the bailout of the Federal Sav- the unsound financial structure of S&Ls for

rags and Loan Insurance Corporation years. No sound Insurance program would
(FSLIC) is $175 billion or more. Present have done that. Federal deposit insurance is
value means the dollar amount of a check unsound primarily because it charges every
written today that would pay the full cost S&L the same fiat-rate premium for every
of cleaning up the S&L mess. dollar of deposits, thus ignoring the riski-

The bankruptcy of FSLIC did not occur ness of individual S&Ls. In effect, the
overnight; the FSLIC was a disaster wamng drunk drivers of the S&L world pay no more
to happen for many years. Numerous public for their deposit insurance than do their so-
policies, some dating back to the thirties, ber sibhngs.
created the disaster. Some policies were Borrowing short to lend long was the
well-mtended but misgmded. Others lost financml structure that federal policy effec-
whatever historical jusnfication they might nvely forced S&Ls to follow after the Great
once have had Yet others were desperate Depression S&Ls used short-term pass-
attempts to postpone addressing the reality book savings to fund long-term, fixed-rate
of a rapidly worsening situation. All of home mortgages Although the long-term,
these pohcies, however, greatly corn- fixed-rate mortgage may have been an ad-
pounded the S&L problem and made its mirable pubhc pohcy objective, the federal
eventual resolution more difficult and much government picked the wrong horse, the

more expensive. When disaster finally hit S&L mdustry, to do this type of lending
the S&L industry m 1980, the federal gov- since S&Ls always have funded themselves
ernment managed _t very badly pnmardy w_th short-term deposits. The

Fifteen public pohcles that contributed to dangers inherent in this "maturity mis-
the S&L debacle are summarized below matching" became ewdent every rime

short-term interest rates rose. S&Ls, stuck

with long-term loans at fixed rates, often

PublicPolicyCauseswith had to pay more to their depositors than
Rootsbefore1980 they were making on their mortgages. In

1981 and 1982 the interest rate spreads for

Federal deposit insurance, which was S&Ls (the difference between the average
extended to S&Ls in 1934, was the root interest rate on their mortgage portfolios
cause of the S&L crisis because deposit in- and their average cost of funds) actually

369
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were - 1.0 percent and - 0.7 percent re- above, during periods of high interest rates,
specUvely. S&Ls, limited to making long-term, fixed-

Regulation Q, under which the Federal rate mortgages, earned less interest on their
Reserve since 1933 had limited the interest loans than they paid on their deposits.
rates banks could pay on their deposits, was Restrictions on setting up branches and
extended to S&Ls in 1966. Regulation Q a restnction on nationwide banking pre-
effectively was price-fixing, and hke most vented S&Ls, and banks as well, from ex-
efforts to fix prices (see PRICECONTROLS), panding across state lines. S&Ls, unable to
Regulation Q caused d_stortlons far more dwersify their credit risks geographically,
costly than any benefits it may have deliv- became badly exposed to regional economic
ered Regulation Q created a cross-subsidy, downturns that reduced the value of their
passed from saver to home buyer, that al- real estate collateral.
lowed S&Ls to hold down their interest The dual chartering system permitted
costs and thereby continue to earn, for a few state-regulated S&Ls to be protected by fed-
more years, an apparently adequate interest eral depostt Insurance. Therefore, state
margin on the fixed-rate mortgages they had chartenng and supervision could impose
made ten or twenty years earlier. Thus, the losses on the federal taxpayer if the state
extension of Regulation Q to S&Ls was a regulations became too permissive or if
watershed event m the S&L crisis: it perpet- state regulators were too lax
uated S&L maturity mismatching for an- The secondary mortgage market agen-
other fifteen years, until it was phased out cies created by the federal government
after disaster struck the industry in 1980. undercut S&L profits by using their tax-

Interest rate restrictions locked S&Ls payer backing to effectwely lower interest
into below-market rates on many mortgages rates on all mortgages. Th_s helped home
whenever interest rates rose. State-_mposed buyers, but the resulting lower rates made
usury laws limited the rate lenders could S&L maturity mismatching even more dan-
charge on home mortgages until Congress gerous, especmlly as interest rates became
banned states from imposing this ceiling more volatile after 1966.
in 1980. In addition to mterest rate ced-

ings on mortgages, the due-on-sale clause

in mortgage contracts was not uniformly PublicPolicyCausesThatBegan
enforceable until 1982. Before borrowers ill theEighties
could transfer their lower-interest-rate

mortgages to new homeowners when prop- Disaster struck after Paul Volcker, then
erty was sold. chairman of the Federal Reserve board, de-

A federal ban on adjustable rate mort- clded in October 1979 to restrict the growth
gages until 1981 further magnified the prob- of the money supply, which, m turn, caused
lem of S&L maturity mismatching by not interest rates to skyrocket. Between June
allowing S&Ls to issue mortgages on which 1979 and March 1980 short-term interest

interest rates could be adjusted during times rates rose by over six percentage points,
of rising interest rates. As mentioned from 9.06 percent to 15.2 percent. In 1981
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S&Ls. Chart 1 shows how losses in insol- ened in 1986 The flip-flop had a double-
vent S&Ls grew during the eighties as the whammy effect: the 1981 tax law caused
closure of insolvent S&Ls was delayed, too much real estate to be built and the 1986
Mid-1983 would have been the optimum act then hurt the value of much of what had
time to close hopelessly insolvent S&Ls. been built
Instead, Congress chose to put off the even-
tual day of reckoning, which only com-
pounded the problem. WhatDidNotCausetheS&LDisaster

A lack of truthfulness in quantifying
FSLIC's problems hid from the general Some highly publicized factors in the
pubhc the size of the FSLIC's losses. Nei- S&L debacle--criminality, a higher deposit-
ther the FHLBB nor the General Account- insurance hmxt, brokered deposits, and
ing Office (GAO) provided realisuc cost faulty audits of S&Ls--did not cause the
estimates of the problem as It was growing, mess. Instead, these factors are symptoms
On May 19, 1988, for example, Frederick or consequences of it.
Wolf of the GAO testified that the FSLIC Crooks certamly stole money from many
bailout would cost $30 billion to $35 bd- insolvent S&Ls. However, criminality
lion Over the next eight months, the GAO costs the taxpayer money only when _toc-
increased its estimate by $46 billion, curs In an already insolvent S&L that the

Congressional and administration de- regulators had faded to close when it be-
lay and inaction, due to an unwillingness came insolvent Delayed closure is the
to confront the true size of the S&L mess cause of the problem, and criminality IS a
and anger poliUcally influential S&Ls, pre- consequence. In any event, crimlnahty ac-
vented appropnate action from being taken counts for only $5 billion, or 3 percent, of
once the S&L problem was identified. The the probable cost of the FSLIC bailout.
1987 FSLIC recapltahzation bill provided Raising the deposit-insurance limit In
just $10.8 bilhon for the cleanup, while it 1980 from $40,000 to $100,000 did not
was clear at the Ume that much more, possi- cause S&Ls to go haywire. All that raising
bly as much as $40 billion, was needed, the insurance limit did was make it slightly
The first serious attempt at cleaning up the less expensive administratively to funnel
FSLIC mess did not come until Congress money into Insolvent S&Ls. Put another
enacted the Financial Institutions Reform, way, had the deposit-insurance limit been

Recovery, and Enforcement Act of 1989 kept at $40,000, a depositor intent on put-
(FIRREA). Even FIRREA, however, did tlng $200,000 of insured funds into insol-

not provide sufficient funds to completely vent S&Ls paying high interest rates would
clean up the S&L mess. have had to deposit his money, in $40,000

Flip-flops on real estate taxation first chunks, into five different S&Ls. Because
stimulated an overbmldmg of commercial of the higher limit, two $100,000 deposits
real estate in the early eighties and then would keep the $200,000 fully insured.
accentuated the real estate bust when depre- Brokered deposits became an important

ciation and "passive loss'" rules were tight- source of deposits for many S&Ls in the
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eighties Brokered deposlts allowed broker- "mvestment grade," which includes the
age houses and deposit brokers to divide vast majority of corporations in the Umted
bilhons of dollars in customers' funds into States.) A GAO report issued just five
$100,000 pieces, search the country for the months before the passage of FIRREA cited
highest rates being paid by S&Ls, and de- a study by a reputable research group that
posit these pieces into different S&Ls showed junk bonds to be the second most
Brokered deposlts, though, were theregula- profitable asset (after credit cards) that
tors' best friend because this "hot money," S&Ls held m the eighties. The report also
always chasing high interest rates, kept in- pointed out that only 5 percent of the no-
solvent S&Ls liqmd, enabling regulators to tlon's S&Ls owned any junk bonds at all.
delay closing these S&Ls. Regulators, Total junk-bond holdings of all S&Ls
therefore, were the true abusers of brokered amounted to only 1 2 percent of their total
deposits financial assets. Even so, Congress man-

Certified public accountants (CPAs) dated m FIRREA that all S&Ls had to sell
have been blamed for not detecting failing their junk-bond investments.
S&Ls and reporting them to the regulators
However, CPAs were hired by S&Ls to
audit their financial statements, not to back- The Future of S&I_s

stop the regulators. Federal and state S&L

examiners, working for the taxpayer, were Rapid technological change is destroying
supposed to be fully capable of detecting the old structure of the financial services

problems, and often did. Interestingly, CPA industry and replacing it wRh a new struc-
audit reports also disclosed many financml ture. Computerization has unbundled home
problems in S&Ls, including regulatory ac- mortgage financing into three distract indus-

counting practices that were at odds with tries--mortgage origination, mortgage
generally accepted accounting principles, funding, and mortgage servicing. Thus, in-
The regulators, however, often failed to act tegrated, specialized housing lenders such
on these findings The CPAs, in effect, are as S&Ls are no longer needed. As more and
being used as scapegoats for known prob- more insolvent S&Ls fail and are merged
lems the regulators should have quickly into healthier mstRutions--both banks and
acted upon. S&Ls--the badly needed consolidation of

Junk-bond investments by S&Ls are of- the deposit-taking industry will accelerate.
ten cited m the press and by politicians as Eventually, S&Ls probably will cease to
a major contributor to the mdustry's prob- exist as a separately regulated industry.
lems. In fact, junk bonds played a trivial

role. (Junk bonds are securities issued by --Bert Ely
compames whose credit rating is below

Biography: Bert Ely is head of Ely and Company, a financial institutions consulting finn m
Alexandria, Virginia. He was one of the first people to publicly pre&ct FSLIC's bankruptcy.
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and 1982 combined, the S&L industry col- quired S&Ls were allowed to count as
lectively reported almost $9 bdhon m goodwdl the difference between the market
losses. Worse, in mid-1982 all S&Ls com- value of assets acquired and the value of
breed had a negative net worth, valuing habihties acquired. If a firm acquired an
their mortgages on a market-value basis, of S&L with assets whose market value was
$100 billion, an amount equal to 15 percent $5 bdlion and whose liabilities were $6 bll-

of the industry's liabilities Specific policy lion, for example, the $1 bilhon difference
failures dunng the eighties are examined was counted as goodwill, and the goodwill
below was then counted as capital. This "push-

An incomplete and bungled deregula- down" accounting--losses were pushed
tion of S&Ls in 1980 and 1982 hfted re- down the balance sheet into the category of
strlctions on the kinds of investments that goodwdl--and other accounting gimmicks
S&Ls could make. In 1980 and again in permitted S&Ls to operate with less and
1982, Congress and the regulators granted less capital Therefore, just as S&Ls, en-
S&Ls the power to invest directly in service couraged by deregulation, took on more
corporations, pertained them to make real risk, they had a smaller capital cushion to
estate loans without regard to the geograph- fall back on.

lcal location of the loan, and permmed them Inept supervision and the permissive at-
to lend up to 40 percent of their assets in tltude of the FHLBB during the eighties
commercial real estate loans Congress and allowed badly managed and insolvent S&Ls
the Reagan admmlstrauon naively hoped to continue operating. In particular, the
that if S&Ls made higher-yielding, but risk- FHLBB ehmlnated maximum limits on
ler, investments, they would make more loan-to-value ratios for S&Ls m 1983
money to offset the long-term damage Thus, where an S&L had been hmited to
caused by fixed-rate mortgages. However, lending no more than 75 percent of the ap-
the 1980 and 1982 legislation did not praised value ofahome, after 1983 ltcould
change how premiums were set for federal lend as much as 100 percent of the appraised
deposit insurance Riskier S&Ls stall were value The FHLBB also permitted exces-
not charged h_gher rates for deposit msur- s_ve lending to any one borrower These
ance than their prudent siblings As a result powers encouraged unscrupulous real estate
deregulation encouraged increased risk tak- developers and others who were unfamdiar
mg by S&Ls with the banking business to acqmre and

Capital standards were debased in the then rapidly grow their S&Ls into msol-

early eighties in an extremely unwise at- vency. When the borrower and the lender
tempt to hide the economic insolvency of are the same person, a conflict of interest
many S&Ls. The Federal Home Loan Bank develops. Also, because developers, by na-
Board (FHLBB), the now-defunct regulator ture, are optimists, they lack the necessary
of S&Ls, authorized accounting gimmicks counterbalancing conservausm of bankers.
that were not in accordance with generally Delayed closure of insolvent S&Ls

accepted accounting principles In one of greatly compounded FSLIC's losses by
the most flagrant gimmicks, firms that ac- postponing the burial of already dead
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AirlineDeregulation
Alfred E. Kahn

• The Umted States Airline Deregulation mg the industry, never intended _tto abdl-
Act of 1978 was a dramatic event m the cate.

history of economic policy. It was the first
thorough dismantling of a comprehensive
system of government control smce the Su- TheBenefitsofDeregulation
preme Court declared the National Recov-
ery Act unconstitutional in 1935. It also The two most important consequences of
was part of a broader movement that, with deregulation have been lower fares and
varying degrees of thoroughness, trans- higher productivity.
formed such Industries as trucking, rail- Fares. Between 1976 and 1990 average
roads, buses, cable television, stock yields per passenger mile--the average of
exchange brokerage, oil and gas, telecom- the fares that passengers actually pald--
munications, financial markets, and even dechned 30 percent m real, inflatlon-ad-

local electric and gas utilities, justed terms. Average yields were declining
Most disinterested observers agree that m the decades before deregulation as well,

airline deregulation has been a success The thanks largely to the introduction of jets and
overwhelmmg majority of travelers have jumbo jets The best estimates, however,
enjoyed the benefits that its proponents ex- are that deregulated fares have been 10to 18
pected Deregulation also has given rise to percent lower, on average, than they would
a numberofproblems, mcludmgcongestion have been under the previous regulatory
and a hmlted reemergence of monopoly formulas The savings to travelers have

power and, with It, the exploitation of a been in the range of $5 billion to $10 billion
minority of customers It would be a mls- per year.
take, however, to regard these develop- The overwhelming majority of the travel-
ments merely as failures of deregulation: m mg public has enjoyed these lower fares In
important measure they are manifestations 1990, according to the A_r Transport Asso-
of its success clatlon, 91 percent of all passenger miles

These problems drive home the lesson traveled were on discount t_ckets, at an av-
that the dismantling of comprehensive regu- erage discount of 65 percent from the posted
lation should not be understood as synony- coach fare. The benefits of the price compe-

mous w_th total government laissez-faire, tiuon unleashed by deregulation, however,

The principal failures over the last fifteen have been unevenly distributed among trav-
years have been failures on the part of gov- elers. That is because the intensity of com-
ernment to v_gorously and _maginatively petition varies from one market to another

fulfill responsibilities that we, m deregulat- Prices per mile are usually much higher on
379
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thinly traveled than on densely traveled pelled improvements in efficiency through
routes. They also are higher for the minority the intense pressures of the price competi-
of travelers who have to pay full coach fares tion _t unleashed. Carriers have put more
because they are unwilhng or unable to seats on their planes--the average went up
meet the typical conditions for discounts from 136.9 in 1977 to 153.1 in 1988--and
(advance purchase, nonrefundabllity, and succeeded in filling a greater percentage of
staying over a weekend), those seats--from an average of 52.6 per-

These &fferentmls are not necessarily cent in the ten years before 1978 to 61.0
&scnminatory. It genuinely costs more per percent m the twelve years after.
passenger to provide service on thinner The dramatic move to hub-and-spoke op-
routes, largely because a seat-mile on small erations (in whzch an alrhne routes its flights
planes costs much more than on large through one or several "'hub" crees)has
planes. Short flights also cost more per mile increased efficiency in a number of ways.
than long ones. Similarly, it _s costly to It has allowed better adaptaUon of equip-
provide the frequent service preferred by ment to markets, small props and jet props
business travelers for short hops and few passengers; big jets

Evidence accumulates, however, that full for dense, long-haul routes It has also al-
fares on routes served by only one or two lowed the use of larger and more efficient
airlines, particularly on flights originating planes, and the offer of a wider variety of
or terminating at a so-called hub city dotal- destmat_ons--albe_t at the cost of a shght
nated by a single airhne, reflect some sub- increase (estimated around 5 percent on av-
stantml amount of monopoly power The erage) in the circuity of routes. The indus-
Department of Transportation found m try's failure to realize the huge potential
1990, for example, that after adjusting for economies of hub-and-spoke operations un-
differences m the average length of trip and der regulation _scompelhng evidence of the
density of traffic, fares on routes served by inefficiency of centralized government
the e_ght most concentrated hubs averaged planning and the superiority of free compet-
18.7 percent higher than for s_milar markets itive markets.
served by other a_rports.

Productivity. The other major accom-
phshment of deregulaUon has been the im- Tol'ldelleie$ to IncreasedConcentration
provement in airline productivity and PriceDiscrimination
DeregulaUon fostered this improvement by
removing the previous detailed restrictions The recent wave of mergers and airline
on a_rline prices and on where they can fly. failures has made the industry more concen-
Decontrol of prices allowed airlines to fill trated at the naUonal level than it was before

their planes by offering large numbers of deregulation The trend continues or threat-
heavily &scounted fares for seats that would ens to do so, w_th the failure of Eastern

otherwise go unused. Decontrol of routes Airhnes, M_dway, and Pan American, and
permitted them to plan their operations as the bankruptcy of carriers such as Continen-
they see fit. And deregulation has corn- tal, America West, and TWA. Most hubs
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will support only a single airline, and the Also, some of the largest airlines have, at
superior efficiency of hubbing tends to insu- least in the past, used their computerized
late an airline from direct competition on reservations systems to handicap their
short trips originating or terminating at Its smaller competitors. Frequent-flyer pro-
hub. All of this means that pricing may well grams, operating agreements and mergers
become less competitive in the future, with regional feeder airlines, and deeply

On average and m the aggregate, how- discounted discriminatory fares have all put
ever, it has not happened yet. That is mainly smaller competitors at a severe disadvan-
because concentration at the national level rage and contributed to the demise of many
is not as important as concentration on indi- of them. Like the hub-and-spoke system it-
vldual routes. What passengers care about self, these practices also have large effi-
are the choices available to them between clency advantages and so pose a familiar
two particular points. By its detailed and dilemma to scholars and practitioners of
pervasive restrictions on the routes that car- antitrust Moreover, these potentially anti-
rlers could serve, regulation had substan- competitive stratagems were scarcer before
tially insulated each airline from the deregulation because they were unneces-
competition of the others. By wiping out sary. Under that regime the government
all these restrictions and freeing carriers to forced the alrhnes to operate as an effective
enter any market, deregulation produced an cartel
estimated 25 percent increase In the average The Instances of sharply increased price
number of airhnes per route despite the re- discrimination that deregulation has made
cent mergers possible are both a competitive and monop-

For example, between 1979 and 1988 ohstlc phenomenon. They reflect intense
American Airlines increased the number of competition for the travelers most likely to
domestic airports ]t served from 50 to 173, be attracted by price differences among
and United Airlines from 80 to 169, both competitors. They also have promoted eco-

without major benefit of mergers. As of nomic efficiency in very important ways.
February 1992 a traveler between Boston The deeply discounted fares to discretionary
and Phoenix could choose among six air- air travelers have helped fill planes and,
lines, m 1977 there were only two. Agam, by doing so, helped make possible more

back in 1979 only 27 percent of all passen- frequent scheduhng, which is particularly
gers traveled on routes served by three or valuable to the full-fare travelers
more competitors; by 1988 more than 55 Still, the discrimination also reflects the
percent enjoyed that kind of choice, exercise of monopoly power, no longer

In th_s as in all other unregulated indus- curbed by direct price regulation. The m-
tries, there is always the possibility of anti- creasing soph]sUcation with which the lead-

competitive behavior. That is why we have ing careers practice what the industry
antitrust laws. The reconcentration of the euphemistically calls "yield management"

industry reflects, in part, the failure of the enables them to take full advantage of that

Department of Transportation to disallow monopoly power, particularly in the un-
even one merger of direct competitors, restricted full fares paid by about 10percent
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of the travelers. The continuing reconcen- ceilings could be reimposed to protect trav-
tratlon of the industry threatens to extend elers subject to monopolistic exploitation.
that exploitation to an increasing propomon My own strong preferencemwith which
of the flying public in the future, most economists would probably agree--is

There are three possible ways in which for the second approach. Once introduced,
government m_ght respond to this ddemma, price controls have an almost irresistible
First, it could do nothing, After all, we put tendency to breed further controls (see
up with a great deal of competitive lmper- PRICECONTROLS).Because airlines could
fectlon m industries that we would not think adjust to price ceilings by reducing quality,
of regulating--very high profits on razor price celhngs would have to be accompa-
blades, discriminatory pricing by railroads nied by regulations imposing minimum
and doctors, and automobile prices that go quality standards. It takes no imagination to
up when demand goes down The high. un- see where that m_ght lead: to prohibmons
restricted fares paid by the minority of pas- of reductions in frequent-flyer benefits, in
sengers who cannot qualify for discounts scheduling, or In the frequency with which
may well be compensated for by frequent- full-fare-paying customers are upgraded to
flyer credits and by the improved conve- first class, and to stipulations about the mm-
nience of schedules that the high fares and lmum quality of meals and maximum
hubbing help make possible. The airline in- charges for headsets These examples are
dustry is far more competitive than it was; not fanciful. All of them were adopted un-

the benefits of that competition have been der regulation, in m_rror image, to prevent
w_dely distributed; and industry profits have competitive evasions of governmentally set
been lower, on average, since deregulation, price floors.
In these circumstances it would be reason- In any event it would be thoroughly lrra-
able to conclude that no remedy was re- tlonal to restore regulation as it was prac-
qulred tlced between 1938 and 1978 It would

Second, the government could actively make no sense to respond to the limited
attempt to make markets more competmve reemergence of monopoly by relmposmg a
by assuming responsibihties that it has ne- regime under which the government thor-
glected It could vigorously enforce the an- oughly and systematically suppressed all
titrust laws. It could also remove barriers to price competition.
compeution by expanding mrport capacity
enough to allow new competitors to operate

on routes, by dissolving preferential ar- SafeI]/in the Skies
rangements between hub-dominating carri-

ers and their hub mrports, and above all, A_r travel is unequivocally safer now
by allowing foreign a_rllnes to compete for than it was before deregulation. Accident
domestic traffic, either directly or by In- rates during the twelve-year period from
vesting in American carriers. 1979 to 1990 were 20 to 45 percent (de-

Third, where restoration of more effec- pendmg on the specific measures used) be-
tire competition proves infeasible, price low their average levels m the six or twelve
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years before deregulation. Moreover, by sponded with very deep discounts, accom-
taking lntercity travelers out of cars, the low panied by similarly poorer service The
airfares made possible by deregulation have enormous response of travelers to the avail-
saved many more lives than the total num- ablhty of these new options is a vindication
her lost annually In air crashes, of deregulation, not a condemnation, even

Of course, the margin of safety may have though the quality of the air travel experi-
narrowed. The skies have become more ence has deteriorated as a result

crowded and airlines may, under pressure Third, much of the congestion is the re-
of competition, have cut comers. If so, the suit of the failure of governments to do their
proper remedy is not economic regulation, job. When the demand for any service ex-
but more spending on policing safety, air ceeds the available supply, it means two
traffic control, and airports, things First, the service is probably being

produced in inadequate quantity. Second, it
is underprlced

TheQualityofService As for the supply side, the airline indus-
try relies pnmardy on the federal govern-

The question of what has happened to the ment to provide sufficient air traffic control
quality of service is more complicated, and on federal and local authorities for air-

First, service for small towns and rural ports. The governments have not fulfilled
communities has improved They have, on thosc responslbihtIes As for the demand
average, experienced a 35 to 40 percent in- side, the spectacle of airplanes filled with
crease in the number of scheduled depar- passengers, queued up on runways for an
tures and, thanks to hub-and-spoke hour or more, proves that the price of access
operations, have an increased number of to airports and to the air traffic control sys-
destinations available to them. On the other tern at those times and places IS too low.
hand, the planes serving them are, on aver- Most airports charge landing fees based
age, smaller and less comfortable Critics primarily on the weight of the aircraft. The
of deregulation note that 95 towns, net, lost charge for landing at Washington National
uncertificated (that is, unregulated) service Airport, for example, is $1.34 per thousand
between February 1978 and February 1991. pounds, with a mimmum fee of $8.00
That is true But 137 towns suffered a sire1- Thus, a small plane would pay only $8.00

lar fate during the last decade of regulation while a Boeing 707 would pay under $300
Second, travelers have endured an unde- With prices that low for access to some of

nmble increase m congestion, delays, and the most precious real estate in the world,
discomfort. But these are not, in them- no wonder demand outruns supply. Highly

selves, a sign of failure. After deregulation, congested airports might properly charge
low-cost, aggressively competing mrlines, thousands of dollars for landings at peak
such as People Express, offered the public hours, whether the planes are large or small.
low fares, with correspondingly lower-cost The consequence would be that travelers
service--narrower seating, longer lines, who place a high value on taking off and
and fewer amenmes. The incumbents re- landing at peak times and on using conve-
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nient airports would pay higher fares in ex- present discontents, we were to return to

change for shorter delays. Travelers who pohcies of protectionism and centralized
value money more than convenience could planning at the very time when countries

be offered bargains to travel off-peak or to as dissimilar as China, the Soviet Union,

use uncrowded feeder airports. Chile, Australia, France, Spain, and Poland

are all discovering the superiority of the free
market.

Conclusion
--Alfred E. Kahn

Airhne deregulation has worked It

would be ironic If, by misdiagnosing our

Biography: Alfred E. Kahn zs special consultant to National Economic Research Assocmtes, and
the Robert Juhus Thorne Professor of Pohtlcal Economy, Emeritus, at Cornell Umverslty He was
formerly an economic adwser to President Carter and chairman of the Cwil Aeronauucs Board.
He wishes to thank Melanle Mauldm for her assistance.
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Antitrust
Fred S. McChesney

Origins authorizes private antitrust suits and triple
damages, and exempts labor organizations

Before 1890 the only "antitrust" law was from the antitrust laws.

the common law. Contracts that allegedly Economists did not lobby for the antitrust
restrained trade (price-fixing agreements, statutes, or even support them. Rather, their
for example) often were not legally enforce- passage is generally ascribed to the influ-
able, but such contracts did not sub,lect the ence of populist "muckrakers" such as Ida

parties to any legal sanctions. Nor were mo- Tarbell, who frequently decried the sup-
nopohes generally illegal. Economists gen- posed ablhty of emerging corporate giants
erally believe that monopolies and other ("the trusts") to increase prices and exploit
restraints of trade are bad because they usu- customers by reducing production. One tea-
ally have the effect of reducing total output son that most economists were indifferent

and, therefore, aggregate economic welfare to the law was their belief that any higher
(see MONOPOLY). Indeed, the term "re- prices achieved by the supposed anticom-
stramt" of trade indicates exactly why petitlve acts were more than outweighed by
economists dislike monopolies and cartels the pr,ce-reduclng effects of greater op-
But the law itself did not penalize monopo- eratlng efficiency and lower costs. Interest-
lies The Sherman Act of 1890 changed all lngly, Tarbell herself conceded that the
that It outlawed cartelizatxon (every "con- trusts might be more efficient producers, as
tract, combination., or conspiracy" that did "'trustbuster'" Teddy Roosevelt.
was "in restraint of trade") and monopoli- Only recently have economists looked at
zation (including attempts to monopolize) the empirical evidence (what has happened

The Sherman Act defines neither the in the real world) to see whether the antitrust

practices that constitute restraints of trade laws were needed. The popular view that
nor monopolization The second important cartels and monopolies were rampant at the
antitrust statute, the Clayton Act, passed in turn of the century now seems incorrect to
1914, is somewhat more specific. It out- most economists. Thomas DiLorenzo has
laws, for example, certain types of price shown that the trusts against which the
discrimination (charging dlfferentprices to Sherman Act supposedly was directed
different buyers), "tying" (making some- were, In fact, expanding output many times
one who wants to buy good A buy good B faster than overall production was mcreas-
as well), and mergers--but only when the ing nationwide, likewise, the trusts' prices
effects of these practices "'may be substan- were falling faster than those of all enter-
tially to lessen competition or to tend to prises nationally. In other words, the trusts
create a monopoly." The Clayton Act also were doing exactly the opposite of what

385
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economic theory says a monopoly or cartel challenged practice typically has proceeded
must do to reap monopoly profits, in two phases. Imtially, economists con-

cluded that an unfamiliar commercial ar-

rangement that was not explicable in a
Antic0mpetitivePractices model of perfect competition must be anti-

competitive In the past thirty to forty years,
In referring to contracts "in restraint of however, economic evaluations of vanous

trade," or to arrangements whose effects practices have undergone a revolution.
"may be substantially to lessen competmon Economists now see that the perfect compe-
or to tend to create a monopoly," the princi- tition model rehes on assumptions, such as
pal antitrust statutes are relatively vague everyone having perfect information and
Little statutory guidance is provided for dis- zero transaction costs, that are inappropriate
tingmshing bemgn from malign practices, for analyzing real-world production and dis-
Thus, judges have been left to decide for tribut_on problems,
themselves which practices run afoul of the The use of more sophisticated assump-
antitrust laws tions in their models has caused economists

An important judicial question has been to conclude that many practices previously
whether a practice should be treated as "per deemed suspect are not typically antlcom-
se illegal" (that is, devoid of redeeming petit=ve. This change m evaluations has
justification and so automatically outlawed) been reflected m the courts. Per se liability
or whether it should be judged by a "rule has increasingly been superseded by rule-
of reason" (its legality to depend on how of-reason analysis reflecting the procompet-
it is used and on its effects in particular ltwe potential of a given practice. Under
situations), the rule of reason, courts have become m-

To answer such questions, judges some- creasmgly sophisticated in analyzing infor-
t_mes have turned to economists for guid- matlon and transaction costs and the ways
ance. In the early years of antitrust, though, that contested commercial practices can re-
economists were of httle help. They had duce them The sophistication of econo-
not extensively analyzed arrangements hke mists and judges has increased in several
tying, information sharing, resale price _mportant areas
maintenance, and other commercial prac- Vertical contracts. Most antitrust prac-
tices challenged in antitrust suits. But as the mioners used to beheve that vertical merg-
cases exposed areas of economic ignorance ers (that is, one company acquiring another
or confusion about different commercial ar- that _seither a suppher or customer) reduced
rangements, economists tumed to solving competmon Today, most antitrust experts
the various puzzles, believe that vertical integrauon usually is

Indeed, analyzing the efficiency rationale not anticompetitwe.
for practices attacked m antitrust litigation Progress in this area began in the fifties
has dominated the intellectual agenda of with work by Aaron Director and the Ant_-
economists who study what is called indus- trust Project at the University of Chicago.
trial orgamzation. Economic analysis of a Robert Bork, a scholar involved with this
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project (and later the federal judge whose easier for competitors to fix prices have
unsuccessful nomination to the U.S. Su- been shown to have procompetmve expla-
preme Court caused much controversy), nations. Sharing of mformatlon among
showed that if firm A has monopoly power, competitors, for example, may not neces-
vertically integrating with firmB (or acquir- sarily be a prelude to price-fixing; it can,
ing B) does not increase A's monopoly mstead, have an independent efficiency ra-
power in its own industry. Nor does it give tionale
A monopoly power in B's industry if that Perhaps the most important change m
industry was competitive in the first place, economists' understanding has occurred in

Lester Telser, also of the Umversity of the area of mergers. Particularly with the
Chicago, showed m a famous 1960 article work of Joe Bain and of George Stigler m the
that manufacturers used resale price mamte- fifties, economists (and courts) inferred that
nance ("fair trade") not to create monopoly there was a lack of competition in markets
at the retail level, but to stimulate nonpnce simply from the fact that an industry had a

competmon among retailers Since retailers high four-finn concentration ratio (the per-
operating under fair trade agreements could centage of sales accounted for by the four
not compete by cutting price, noted Telser, largest firms m the industry). But later work
they would instead compete by demonstra- by econormsts like Yale Brozen and Harold
ting the product to uninformed buyers. If Demsetz demonstrated that correlations be-
the product is a sophisticated one that re- tween concentration and profits either were
quires explaining to prospective buyers, re- transitory or were due more to superior effi-
sale price maintenance can be a rational-- ciency than to anticompetltive conduct. Their
and competitive--action by a manufac- work followed that of Oliver Williamson,
turer The same rationale can account for who showed that even a merger that caused a
manufacturers' use of exclusive sales terrl- large increase m monopoly power would be

tories. This new learning about vertical con- effioent if It produced only slight cost reduc-
tracts had had a large impact on ju&cIal txons. As a result of this new evidence and

antitrust ruhngs, new thinking, economists and judges no
Horizontal contracts. Changes in the longer assume that concentration alone indi-

assessment of horizontal contracts (agree- cates monopoly. The Department of Justice

ments among competing sellers in the same Merger Guidelines promulgated in the eight-
industry) have come more slowly. Econo- les have deemphasized concentration as a fac-
m_sts remain almost unanimous m con- tot mv_tmg government challenge of a

demnmg all horizontal price-fixing. Yet merger
George Blttlingmayer and Donald Dewey Nonmerger monopolization. Worries
have m&cated that price-fixing may actu- about monopoly have generally been de-

ally be procompet_tive m some s_tuatlons, clining with the realization that various
and Peter Asch and Joseph Seneca have practices traditionally thought to be monop-

shown empincally that price-fixers have not olizmg devices (including vertical con-
earned higher than normal profits. Other tracts, as discussed above) actually have
practices that some people believed make It procompetltlve explanations. Likewise, be-
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lief in the efficacy of predatory pricing-- petition and legally prevent entry into the
cutting price below cost--as a monopoliza- market. Unfortunately, monopolies created
tion device has diminished. Work begun by the federal government are almost al-
by John McGee m the late fifties (also an ways exempt from antitrust laws, and those
outgrowth of the Chicago Antitrust Project) created by state governments frequently are
showed that firms are highly unlikely to use exempt as well. Municipal monopohes
predatory pricing to create monopoly. That (e.g, taxicabs, utiliues) may be subject to
work is reflected in recent Supreme Court antitrust action but often are protected by
opimons expressing skepticism about pre- statute.
datlon as a rational strategy for achieving
monopoly profits in most situations.

As older theories of monopolizauon have TheEffectsofAntitrust
died, newer ones have hatched. In the eight-
ies, economists began to lay out new too- With the hindsight of better economic un-
nopolization models based on strategic derstanding, economists now reahze that
behavior, often relying on game-theory one undenmble effect of antitrust has been
constructs. They postulated that companies to penahze numerous economically benign
could monopohze markets by raising rivals' practices Horizontal and especially vertical
costs (sometimes called "cost predation") agreements that are clearly useful, part_cu-
For example, if finn A competes with firm larly m reducing transaction costs, have ef-
B and supplies inputs to both itself and B, fectively been banned. A leading example
A could raise B's costs by charging a higher _s the continued per se illegahty of resale
price to B. It remains to be seen whether price maintenance Antitrust also mcreases
economists will ultimately accept the prop- transaction costs because firms must h_re
os_tion that raising a rival's costs can be a lawyers and often htigate to avoid antitrust
wable monopolizing strategy, or how the habihty.
practice will be treated in the courts. But One of the most worrisome statistics in

courts have begun to _mpose antitrust liabil- antitrust Is that for every case brought by
lty on firms possessing supposedly "essen- government, private plaintiffs bring twenty
tml facilities" when they deny access to The majority of cases are filed to hinder,

those facilities to competitors, not help, competition. Accordmg to Steven
The recent era of antitrust reassessment Salop, formerly an antitrust officml m the

has resulted m general agreement among Carter admmistraUon, and Lawrence J.
economists that the most successful in- White, an economist at New York Unlver-
stances of cartelization and monopoly pric- slty, most private antitrust actions are filed

mg have involved companies that enjoy the by two groups. The most numerous private
protection of government regulation of actions are brought by parties who are in
prices and government control of entry by a vertical arrangement with the defendant
new competitors. Occupational licensing (e,g., dealers or franchisees) and who,
and trucking regulation, for example, have theretbre, are unhkely to have suffered

allowed competitors to alter terms of corn- from any truly anticompetitive offense.
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Usually, such cases are attempts to convert ment's paramount concern. The studies
simple contract disputes (compensable by concluded unanimously that the size of con-
ordinary damages) mto triple-damage pay- sumer losses from monopoly played little
offs under the Clayton Act. or no role in government enforcement of

The second most frequent private case is the law
that brought by competitors. Because com- Economists have also examined particu-
petitors are hurt only when a rival is acting lar kinds of antitrust cases brought by the
procompetltively by Increasing its sales and government to see whether anticompetitive
decreasing its price, the desire to hobble the acts in these cases were likely. The empiri-
defendant's efficient practices must moti- cal answer usually _s no. This is true even
vate at least some antitrust stats by competi- in price-fixing cases, where the evidence
tors. Thus, case statistics suggest that the indicates that the companies targeted by the
ant_competltlVe costs from "abuse of ant_- government e_ther were not fixing prices
trust," as New York University economists or were doing so unsuccessfully. Similar
Wdham Baumol and Janusz Ordover refer conclusions arise from studies of merger

to it, may actually exceed any procompett- cases and of various antitrust remedies ob-
twe benefits of antitrust laws. tained by government; in both instances re-

The case for antitrust does not get sults are inconsistent with ant_trust's

stronger when economzsts examine the supposed goal of consumer well-being.
kinds of antitrust cases brought by govern- If public-interest rationales do not ex-
ment In a series of studies done in the early plain antitrust, what does? A final set of
seventies, economists assumed that tin- studies has shown empirically that, at least

portant losses to consumers from limits on m part, patterns of antitrust enforcement are
competttlon existed, and constructed rood- motivated by pohtical pressures unrelated to
els to identify the markets where these aggregate economic welfare. For example,
losses would be greatest. Then they com- antitrust is useful to politicians in stopping
pared the markets where government was mergers that would result in plant closings
enforcing antitrust laws with the markets or job transfers in their home districts.
where governments should enforce the laws
if consumer well-being were the govern- _Fred S. McChesney

Biography: Fred S. McChesney is the Robert T Thompson Professor of Law and Business and
a professor of economics at Emory University.
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ElectricUtilityRegulation
Robert J. Michaels

• Most electricity m the United States is network, centrally dispatched (usually by
generated by steam from burning fossil computer programs) to meet both predict-
fuels or from nuclear fission. Under pres- able changes and unforeseen contingencies.
sure the steam turns a turbine, whose rota- Not surprisingly, given these characteris-
uon induces an alternating current In 1991, tics, the typical electricity supplier is a large
68.2 percent of electricity was generated by integrated owner of generation, transmis-
fossil fuel, 21.6 percent in nuclear power sion, and distribution. It holds a monopoly
plants, 9 8 percent by hydroelectric plants, granted by government m return for which
and 0.4 percent from sources such as wind, it has a legal obligation as a public utility to
solar, and b_omass conversion. Newly serve all customers m an area. It (or several

generated power is transmitted at high volt- utihties) is responsible for the operation of a
age and distributed to resldenUal and busi- control area, within which it must maintain
ness users at lower voltage. These users rehabdity and dispatch generation economi-
spent $178.2 bilhon for it in 1990. House- cally
holds consumed 34.6 percent of delivered Most control areas are interconnected
electricity with adjacent control areas. These intercon-

Two characteristics of electric power necuons allow emergency support, coordi-
make utilities different from most other in- naUon of operaUons, and purchases of low-

dustries First, both high-voltage transmis- cost power by higher-cost utilities In 1990,
slon and low-voltage distribution are most 267 corporate utilities generated 76 percent
economically performed by a single line or of America's electricity (down from over
a single network of lines. Because a single 2,000 such firms in the twenties) and served
high-capacity hne mlmmlzes both capital 77 percent of final users. The remaining
costs and losses to electrical resistance per users were served by one of 2,011 munici-

unit of power carried, transmission and dis- pal or 953 cooperatively owned entities.
tnbution are natural monopolies Some of these, such as Los Angeles and

Second, because electricity cannot be San Antonio, generate their own power, but

stored cheaply, it must be produced mstan- most only resell power purchased from
taneously on demand. Fadure to adjust pro- others,
ducUon to demand can cause brownouts or Purchases and sales of high-voltage

blackouts over a large region. Reliable sup- power between utilities, known as the bulk
ply, therefore, requires operating genera- power market, have grown substantially
tors to be backed up by "spinning reserve" since 1970. Facilitated by improved inter-
umts that can begin producing lnstantane- connecuons and control technologies, they
ously. GeneraUon must be operated as a have grown because of regional imbalances

391
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between producUon and demand, and be- utility may make less than the approved rate
cause of price differences among tuels. In of return. Whether certain expenses are pru-
1990, 17.5 percent of all power sales were dent is arguable, and regulators sometimes
for resale by others. Most bulk power trans- disallow unpopular ones (e.g,, nuclear re-
actions are based on long-term contracts lated) on these grounds in calculating recov-
rather than on day-to-day "spot" markets, erable costs,
Transactions may be for energy (power pro- At the federal level the Federal Energy
duced by another) or capacity (ownership Regulatory Commission (formerly the Fed-
interest in a plant) and may be firm (inter- eral Power Commzssion) regulates rates
ruptible only m emergencies) or inter- charged for sales of bulk power between
ruptible, with varying contract durations, utdzties, even ff they are in the same state
Also included m bulk market transactions It also regulates the pricing and use oftrans-
is the transmission of power by one uUhty mission tbr wheeling, and asset transfers,
for another, called wheeling, including mergers Prior to the Comprehen-

State and federal governments exten- swe Nauonal Energy Pohcy Act of 1992,
sively regulate corporate utihties. The FERC's legal power to compel wheeling
states' power to regulate municipal utilities was modest In the late ezghtles, ztbegan to
varies greatly. The federal government has condmon Its approval of mergers and power
almost no power to regulate municipal utih- marketing plans on transmisszon access
ties, except as they are parties to certain commitments, although the Federal Power
contracts that must be filed wzth the Federal Act did not allow it to issue wheehng or-
Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) ders The new law will permit power gener-

Ideal regulation would pass the econo- ators, including nonutdmes, to request that
roles of natural monopoly and network re- FERC order uttliues to wheel power they
habihty on to customers while providing produce The commzssion can order wheel-
shareholders wzth a fair return. At the state mg only ff zt finds that doing so is in the
level an appointed or elected commission "'pubhc interest" and only if the charges
sets allowable rates upon applicatmn by the recover the cost of the facllmes used The

utility, with other affected parties allowed Nuclear Regulatory Commission oversees
to present testzmony. By law the utility must construction and operation of nuclear
recover zts cost of service, which includes plants, and utiliues are subject to the pano-
"prudently" incurred expenses and a ply of environmental and safety regulation.
"fair" return on equity. Rates for customer Regulators have in some ways facihtated
classes are designed to cover the costs of the growth of electriczty markets. Although
serving each. Because allocating the costs FERC reqmres cost justification, zt gener-
of a utility-owned facihty thatjointly bene- ally approves bulk power and wheeling con-
fits several classes zs an inherently arbitrary tracts ff no thzrd parties intervene. In other
procedure, regulators face frequent claims ways, the law does not give FERC sufficient
that one class is subsidizing another power to foster the growth of markets. It

The return on equity must be high enough has yet to deal with the serious technical
to attract capital, but an inefficiently run problems of parallel or loop flows. Loop
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flow Impedes the market because electri- of 1992 further facihtates entry mto the
city does not flow solely over a contracted market by rehewng an important set of
path from buyer to seller. Rather, it flows power producers from the onerous op-
over all interconnected lines, including eratmg and reporting provisions of the Pub-
those of other utilities This involuntary hc Utility Holding Company Act of 1935.
reduction in the victim's transmission Over the next ten years, between 33 and
capacity can foreclose beneficial transac- 50 percent of new generating capacity will
t_ons. Voluntary agreements on compen- come from IPPs. As an alternative to new
sation for loop flows have been few and construction, some regulators now also en-
difficult to enforce tertam proposals for "'demand-side man-

Competition provides mcentwes for ef- agement'" programs ("negawatts"). These
ficient production, but m electricity the co- programs treat mvestments in conservation
ordination of operations also contributes to symmetrically w_th investments m genera-
efficiency. Many utihtles, for example, are tion for rate-making purposes.
members of regional power pools. Poohng Industry experts have some disagree-
agreements enable them to coordinate activ- ments about the future roles of competition
lt_es such as reserve scheduling, emergency and regulation. As examples, they disagree
service, maintenance, and sometimes the on the amount of open access to transmis-

planning of new facihties. Regulators must slon that Is consistent with sound engi-
frequently rule on the appropriate scope of neering practice. They disagree on the
coordination relative to competmon, an is- likely cost savings if bidding for IPP gener-
sue that cannot be settled by appeal to eco- atlon replaces centralized planning by regu-
nomlc theory alone, lated utdlt_es. They debate whether large

In the past most utdlties owned all of their power users should be allowed to make their
own generating capacity, but competmon is own bulk market transactmns, which might
now rapidly transforming electricity gener- adversely affect the balls of those smaller
ation. The Public Utdity Regulatory Poll- customers who remain "captives" of the
cles Act of 1978 (PURPA) requires utdmes utlhty

to purchase power from "qualifying facdl- Because certain laws intervene, we can-
ties"" small plants, owned by others, which not always presume that an increase in bulk
generate electricity as a by-product of heat. power trades will benefit all electricity con-
The price must reflect the "avoided cost" sumers For example, federal law stipulates
of the utihty-owned generation it replaces, that power generated at federal dam sites

Further diversification of power sources must be preferentially sold to mumcipal and
will result from recent regulations m some cooperauve utillt_es at low prices. There has

states that reqmre utilmes to procure new been extenswe litigation over the possible
generation by competitive b_ds. Bidders can obhgatlon of corporate utdities to wheel this
include the Utdlty itself, other utihties, and power to municipals. This htlgation results
so-called independent power producers from the fact that such power is underpriced
(IPPs), nonutilities that might also be indus- by law. If a mumcipal utility wins access

trial cogenerators. The Energy Pohcy Act to _t, its customers gain at the expense of
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whoever lost access to it. Thus, adding the minimize the importance of stranded invest-
mumcipal to the bulk market leads to a zero- ments, claiming that they are difficult to
sum redistribution of benefits among sub- measure and wdl quickly be absorbed by
sets of consumers rather than an increase in normal utihty growth. This problem prom-
benefits to consumers as a whole, ises to loom larger as independent power

Utflmes currently are not reqmred to production grows.
wheel power for individual customers (e.g., The benefits of expanded bulk power
large industrial users and cogenerators) who markets have been substantial under the
wish to take service from others. These cus- pre-1993 transmission regime, with its vol-
tomers have sometimes found inexpensive untary, albeit somewhat restrictive, access
external sources whose prices are less than pohcy The gains from further opening
those of the local utility. They have accord- transmission are uncertain According to
ingly attempted to gain the use of transmis- some experts utilities are already competent
s_on in the name of competmon. But they at searching out economic opportunities,
have simultaneously asserted a right to re- and therefore, few cheap sources of power
turn to the status of ordinary customers at are overlooked. Other experts believe that
regulated rates in the event that market a monopoly utihty could not possibly see
prices turn against them. all of the opportunities in the expanding

Utdltles claim that granting transmission bulk power sector, and that only a market
access might leave them with "stranded in- will find the best of them These experts
vestments" (useless facilities built m the accordmgly prefer that new bulk power m-
anticipation of continued service to the de- vestments be evaluated by the market (to
parted customer). Their costs would have the extent engineering allows _t), as they
to be paid by the utd]ty's remaining custom- are m other compehtive mdustries.
ers or borne as losses by shareholders, Cus-
tomers who desire transmission service mRobert J. Michaels

Biography: Robert J Mlchaels is an economics professor at Califorma State Umverslty, Fullerton
He has adwsed corporate utditles and governments on electricity markets and regulation
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IndustrialConcentration
Thomas W. Gilfigan

II Industnal concentration occurs when a the four largest firms in wooden household

small number of compames sell a large per- furniture, fur goods, and women's and
centage of an mdustry's product. The most misses" dresses sell well under 20 percent.

widely used measure of concentration is the For all U.S mdustnes the average four-firm
so-called four-firm concentration ratio, concentration ratio is 37 percent Weighted

which is the percentage of the industry's by industry sales, it is 36 percent. Thts aver-

product sold by the four largest producers, age has been qmte stable for a long time.

If, for example, four firms each sell 10 per- In 1935 the average four-firm concentration

cent of an mdustry's product, the four-firm ratio for U S. industries was 40 percent;
concentration ratio for that industry is 40 we_ghtedby sales it was 37 percent. In 1977

percent the average was 37 percent, whale the
weighted average was 39 percent In other
words, there has been no discernible long-

ConcentrationintheUnitedStates run trend toward concentration of mdustry
since the Great Depression.

Concentration varies considerably across
mdustnes m the United States. In the house-

hold laundry equipment, breakfast cereal, Effects ofConcentration
and cigarette industries, the four largest

companies produce well over 80 percent of Why does concentrat=on matter? Econo-

the industry's product. At the other extreme m_sts used to fear that ff only a few compa-
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hies sold an industry's product, those few More recent--and more careful--studies
would collude to raise prices. Wrote censer- find no statistically significant relationship
vative economist George Stigler in a 1952 between industrial concentration and
Fortune article titled "The Case against Big profitability. This is true not only for U.S.
Business": "When a small number of firms industries but also for industries in other

control most or all of the output of an indus- countries. This ewdence has shifted most
try, they can individually and collectively economists" viewpoints substantially. Con-
profit more by cooperation than by competi- cludes MIT economist Richard Schma-
tlon... These few companies, therefore, lensee, a noted industrial organization
will usually cooperate." scholar: "The relation, if any, between

Some of the evidence supports this view. seller concentration and profitability is
Economists who have compared the prices weak statistically, and the estimated con-
of a particular product or service across gee- centration effect is usually small The esti-
graphically separated markets have found mated relation is unstable over time and
that concentration increases prices These space and vanishes in many multivariate
same studies, however, show that the effect stu&es."
of concentration on prices, although statisti-
cally sigmficant, is very small. A study of
airline markets after deregulation found that CausesofConcentration
mrhne fares in markets containing two
equal-size competitors were 8 percent Why are some industries concentrated
higher than the fares in similar markets with and others not 0 One reason is economies of
four equal-size competitors. In other cases, scale If a company, for example, can lower
however, industrial concentration had a its average costs by 3 percent by increasing
large effect on prices. One study found that its output by 10 percent, then _t must be
the advemsing rates of Irish provincial large to produce its product efficiently. The
newspapers were 25 percent lower when larger each company in the industry, the
three or more newspapers served a particu- more concentrated the industry must be.
lar market area. Industrial concentration can also be a nat-

Of forty-six articles published before the ural result of competition. If some compa-
early seventies on the relationship between rues keep producing products that satisfy
concentration and profits (as opposed to their customers more than their rivals' prod-
prices), forty-two found that the more con- ucts do, consumers wall "reward" these
centrated an industry, the higher were its companies by buying more from them. The
profits. However, the correlation was statls- result is that concentration increases Indi-
tically weak. Moreover, the implied effect rect evidence supports the view that corn-
of concentration on prices was found to be peting successfully causes concentration.
small: the average markup over long-run Economists have found that the profitability
costs was only 1 to 5 percent higher in con- of the largest producers in U.S. industries
centrated industries, is positively correlated to industrial concen-
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tratlon. But if a result of industrial concen- was a problem with just using concentra-
tratlon is to raise prices, the profits of small non. [In the Eighties], we used it as a screen
firms in an industry should also be corre- to tell us when to look further, say, into
lated with industrial concentration. They market operations, price discrimination,
are not. The most plausible conclusion, previous market share and loss of entry into
therefore, is that concentration is a reward the market by competitors."

for being successful. Another reason economists and antitrust
Of course, horizontal mergers (that is, officials are less concerned about industrial

mergers of compames that produce the concentration xs that so much competition
same product) are an obvious cause of con- Is global In 1980 MIT's Lester Thurow, a
centration. Do mergers cause collusion? If liberal economist, wrote in The Zero-Sum
they did, the rivals of the merged firms SoczeO':
would benefit as well from diminished com-

petition and higher prices. The stock prices With the growth of international
of these rivals should then increase when trade it is no longer possible to deter-

an impending merger is announced. But mine whether an effective monopoly
they do not. exists by looking at local market

shares Regardless of the share of do-
mestic product]on held by General

MergerandAntitrustPolicy Motors, General Motors is part of a
competitwe industry and must deal

Economists now understand that indus- with strong Japanese and European
trial concentration is unhkely to cause col- competitors In markets where lnterna-
luslon and that concentranon is a natural tlonal trade exists or could exist, na-
result of economies of scale and successful tional antitrust laws no longer make

compet]non. This new understanding is sense. If they do anything, they only
now reflected m U.S antitrust laws serve to hinder U.S. competitors who
Whereas antitrust officials used to disallow must hve by a code that their foreign

mergers that gave the top four firms a mar- competitors can ignore.
ket share of less than 40 percent, they now

often approve mergers that would gwe the In 1986, for example, just three compa-
top four firms a market share of over 70 n]es--General Motors, Ford, and Chrysler--
percent. The merger of tire producers Mi- produced 95 percent of all cars manufactured
chehn and Goodrich is one example, m the United States. However, the big three
Charles F. Rule, formerly the Reagan ad- accounted for only 70 percent of auto sales in
ministration's chief antitrust official, the United States, the remainder being foreign

summed it up: "In the Sixties and SevenUes imports General Motors, Ford, and Chrysler
[the evaluation of proposed mergers] was produce only 30 percent of the world's auto-
all based on concentration. In the Seventies, mobiles.

as an underpinning, it was wiped out. There Thurow himself questions antitrust laws
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on this basis: "If competitive markets are reducing real barriers to international trade,

desired, the appropriate policy should be to it is clear that the large gains exist in the
reduce barners to free trade .... If one area of more international compeution,"

measures the potential gains to be made by
enforcing the antitrust laws, as opposed to --Thomas W. Gilligan

Biography: Thomas W Gilligan is an associate professor of finance and business economics at
the Umverstty of Southern Cahfornm.
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Monopoly
George J. Stig/er

• A monopoly is an enterprise that is the any particular article or commodity,
only seller of a good or service. In the ab- and if they should succeed in selling
sence of government intervention, a mo- such article very extensively, and al-
nopoly Is free to set any price it chooses most solely, such individuals in popu-
and will usually set the pnce that yields the lar language would be said to have a

largest possible profit. Just being a monop- monopoly. Now, as these Individuals
oly need not make an enterprise more have no advantage given them by the
profitable than other enterprises that face law over other persons, it is clear they
competition: the market may be so small can only sell more of their commodity
that It barely supports one enterprise. But if than other persons by producing the
the monopoly ISIn fact more profitable than commodity cheaper and better.
competitive enterprises, economists expect
that other entrepreneurs will enter the busi- Even today, most important enduring
ness to capture some of the higher returns. If monopolies or near monopolies In the
enough rivals enter, their competition will United States rest upon government poli-
drive prices down and eliminate monopoly cles The government's support is responsi-
power, ble for fixing agricultural prices above

Before and during the period of the clas- competitive levels, for the exclusive owner-
sical economics (roughly 1776 to 1850), ship of cable television operating systems
most people believed that this process of in any market, for the limit of two cellular
monopolies being eroded by new competi- telephone services In each market, for the
tors was pervasive. The only monopolies exclusive franchises of public utilities and
that could persist, they thought, were those radio and TV channels, for the single postal
that got the government to exclude rivals, service--the list goes on and on Monopo-
This belief was well expressed in an excel- lies that exist independent of government
lent article on monopoly in the Penny Cy- support are likely to be due to smallness of

clopedm (1839; volume 15, page 741): markets (the only druggist m town) or to
rest upon temporary leadership in innova-

It seems then that the word monopoly tion (the Aluminum Company of America

was never used in English law, except until World War II).
when there was a royal grant authoriz- Why do economists object to monopoly?

ing some one or more persons only to The purely "economic" argument against
deal in or sell a certain commodity or monopoly is very different from what non-
article. If a number of individuals were economists might expect. Successful mo-

to unite for the purpose of producing nopolists earn extralarge profits by raising

399
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prices above what they would be with corn- The monopolist is best off when he limits
petition, so that customers pay more and the production to 200 units, which he sells for
monopolists (and perhaps their employees) $7 each. He then earns monopoly profits
gam It may seem strange, but economists (what economists call "'economic rent") of
see no reason to criticize monopohes simply $2 per unit ($7 minus his $5 cost, which,
because they transfer wealth from custom- again, includes a competmve rate of return
ers to monopoly producers. That is because on Investment) times 200, or $400 a year
economists have no way of knowing who If he makes and sells 300 units at $6 each,
is the more worthy of the two parties--the he earns a monopoly profit of only $300 ($1
producer or the customer. Of course, people per unit times 300 unitsL If he makes and
(including economists) may object to the sells 420 umts at $5 each, he earns no mo-
wealth transfer on other grounds, including nopoly profit--just a fair return on the capl-
moral ones. But the transfer itself does not tel invested in the business Thus, the

present an "economic" problem, monopolist _s $400 richer because of his
Rather, the purely "economic" case monopoly posit_on at the $7 price.

against monopoly is that it reduces aggre- Society, however, is worse off
gate economic welfare (as opposed to sim- Customers would be delighted to buy 220
ply making some people worse off and more units if the price were $5: the demand
others better off by an equal amount) When schedule tells us they value the extra 220
the monopolist raises prices above the corn- units at prices that do not fall to $5 untd
petitive level in order to reap h_s monopoly the3, have 420 units Let us assume these
profits, customers buy less of the product, additional 220 units have an average value
less is produced, and society as a whole of $6 for consumers. These additional 220
is worse otf. In short, monopoly reduces units would cost only $5 each, so the con-
society's income. The following is a stmpli- sumer would gain 220 × $1 of satisfaction
fled example if the competitive price of $5 were set. Be-

Consider the case of a monopolist who cause the monopolist would cover h_s costs
produces his product at a fixed cost (where of producing the extra 220 umts, he would
"cost" includes a competitive rate of return lose nothing. Producing the extra 220 units,
on his investment) of $5 per unit. The cost is therefore, would benefit society to the tune
$5 no matter how many units the monopolist of $220. But the monopolist chooses not to
makes. The number of units he sells, how- produce the extra 220 units because to sell
ever, depends on the price he charges. The them at $5 a piece he would have to cut the
number of units he sells at a gwen price de- price on the other 200 units from $7 to $5.
pends on the following "demand" schedule: The monopohst would lose $400 (200 umts

Ouantily Demanded times the $2 per unit reduction m price),
Price (units per year) but consumers would gem the same $400

In other words, selhng at a competmve
$7 200 price would transfer $400 from the monop-
$6 300 olist to consumers and create an added $220

$5 420 of value for society
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The desire of economists to have the state crease it. Antztrust laws have prevented
combat or control monopolies has under- many useful mergers, especially vertical

gone a long cycle. As late as 1890, when ones. (A vertical merger is one in which
the Sherman antitrust law was passed, most company A buys another company that sup-
economists believed that the only antimo- phes A's inputs or sells A's output.) A fa-

nopoly pohcy needed was to restrain gov- vorlte tool of legal buccaneers is the private
ernment's _mpulse to grant excluswe antitrust suit in which successful plaintiffs

pnvdeges, such as that gwen to the Bnttsh are awarded triple damages.
East Indm Company to trade with In&a. How dangerous are monopohes and oli-

They thought that other sources of market gopolies? How much can they reap in ex-
dommance, such as superior efficiency, cesswe profits9 Several kinds of evidence
should be allowed to operate freely, to the suggest that monopohes and small-number
benefit of consumers, since consumers ohgopohes have hmited power to earn
would ultimately be protected from exces- much more than competitive rates of return

slve prices by potential or actual rivals, on capital A large number of stu&es have
Traditionally, monopoly was identified compared the rate of return on mvestment

with a single seller, and competmon with with the degree to which industries are con-
the existence of even a few rivals. But econ- centrated (measured by share of the industry
omists became much more favorable toward sales made by, say, the four largest firms).

antitrust pohcles as their view of monopoly The relationship between profitabdlty and
and competmon changed With the devel- concentration is almost invariably loose"
opment of the concept of perfect compete- less than 25 percent of the variation m profit
t_on, which reqmres a vast number of rivals rates across industries can be attributed to

making the _dentlcal commo&ty, many in- concentration
dustnes became classified as ohgopohes A more specific illustration of the effect

(1 e.. ones with just a few sellers) And that the number of rivals has on price was

ohgopohes, economists believed, surely of- gwen in a study by Reuben Kessel of the
ten had market power--the power to con- underwrmng of state and local government
trol prices, alone or in collusion bonds. Syn&cates of investment bankers

More recently, and at the risk of being bid for the right to sell an zssue of bonds by,
called fickle, many economists (I among say, the state of Cahforma The successful
them) have lost both our enthusiasm for an- bidder might bid 98 5 (or $985 for a $1,000

tltrust pohcy and much of our fear of ohgop- bond) and, m turn, seek to sell the issue to
ohes The dechnmg support for anmrust mvestorsat 100 ($1,000 for a $1,000 bond)

policy has been due to the often objection- In this case the underwriter "spread"
able uses to which that policy has been put. would be 1.5 (or $15 per $1,000 bond).
The Robmson-Patman Act, ostensibly de- In a study of thousands of bond issues,

signed to prevent price dtscrimlnation (that after correcting for size and safety and other
is, compames charging different prices to characteristics of each issue, Kessel found
different buyers for the same good) has of- the pattern of underwriter spreads to be as
ten been used to hm_t rivalry instead of m- follows:
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No. of B,dders Underwriter Spread Pubhc regulation has been the preferred
choice in America, beginning with the cre-

1 $15.74 at_on of the Interstate Commerce Commis-

2 $12.64 sion in 1887 and extending down to
3 $12.36 municipal regulation of taxicabs and ice
6 $10.71 companies. Yet most pubhc regulation has

10 $10.23 the effect of reducing or eliminating compe-
tition rather than eliminating monopoly.

For twenty or more bidders, which is, The hmited competition--and resulting
effectively, perfect competition, the spread higher profits for owners of taxis--is the
was ten dollars. Merely increasing the num- reason that New York City tax1 medallions
ber of bidders from one to two was suffi- sold for more than $150,000 m 1991 (at one

clent to halve the excess spread over what point in the seventies, a taxi medallion was
it would be at the ten-dollar competmve level worth more than a seat on the New York

Thus, even a small number of rivals may Stock Exchange). Moreover, regulation of
bring prices down close to the competitive "natural monopolies" (industries, usually
level Kessel's results, more than any other uUht]es, m which the market can support
single study, convinced me that competition only one finn at the most effioent size of
is a tough weed, not a delicate flower operation) has mitigated some monopoly

If a society wishes to control monop- power but usually Introduces serious lnef-
oly--at least those monopolies that were fic_encles in the design and operation of
not created by its own government--it has such utd_t_es
three broad options. The first _san antitrust A famous theorem in economics states

pohcy of the American variety; the second that a competltwe enterprise economy will
_s pubhc regulation; and the third is public produce the largest possible income from a
ownership and operation. Like monopoly, gwen stock of resources No real economy
none of these is ideal, meets the exact condmons of the theorem,

Antitrust policy is expensive to enforce: and all real economies will fall short of the

the Antitrust Division of the Department of ideal economy--a difference called "mar-
Justice had a budget of $54 million in 1991, ket failure." In my wew. however, the de-
and the Federal Trade Commission budget gree of "market failure" for the American
was $74 milhon. The defendants (who also economy is much smaller than the "politi-
face hundreds of private antitrust cases each cal fadure'" arising from the imperfections
year) probably spend ten or twenty times as of economic pohcies found m real political
much Moreover, antltrnst is slow mowng, systems. The merits of laissez-faire rest less
It takes years before a monopoly pracUce is upon its famous theoretical foundations

identified, and more years to reach a deci- than upon Its advantages over the actual
sion; the antitrust case that led to the performance of rival forms of economic or-
breakup of the American Telephone and ganizat_on.
Telegraph Company began in 1974 and was

still under judicial administration m 1991. _George J. Stigler
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NaturalMonopoly

The mam kind of monopoly that is both persistent and not caused by the govern-
ment is what economists call a "natural" monopoly A natural monopoly comes
about due to economies of scale--that is, due to umt costs that fall as a firm's

producUon increases. When economies of scale are extenswe relative to the stze of
the market, one firm can produce the industry's whole output at a lower untt cost
than two or more firms could The reason is that muluple firms cannot fully exploit

these economies of scale. Many economtsts believe that the dtstnbut)on of electric

power (but not the production of _t) is an example of a natural monopoly. The
economies of scale exist because another firm that entered would need to duphcate

existing power hnes, whereas if only one firm existed, th_s duphcatton would not
be necessary. And one firm that serves everyone would have a lower cost per
customer than two or more finns.

Whether, and how, government should regulate monopoly is controversml among
economists. Most favor regulation to prevent the natural monopoly from chargmg a

monopoly prtce. Other economists want no regulation because they believe that even
natural monopolies must face some competition (electric utdities must compete w_th

home generatton of wind power, for example, and industrial customers can some-

times produce their own power or buy it elsewhere), and they want the natural

monopoly to have a strong incentive to cut costs. Besides regulating pace, govern-
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ments usually prevent competing firms from entering an industry that is thought to
be a natural monopoly A finn that wants to compete w_th the local utihty, for
example, cannot legally do so. Economists tend to oppose regulating entry The
reason is as follows: If the industry really is a natural monopoly, then preventing
new competitors from entering is unnecessary because no competitor would want to
enter anyway If, on the other hand, the industry is not a natural monopoly, then
preventing competition is undesirable. Either way, preventing entry does not make
sense.

_DRH

NaturalGasRegulation
Robert J. Michaels

ii i

• Natural gas is methane m underground Between the early sixties and the late sev-
deposits, produced by the same geological enues, federal regulations kept the price to
processes as oil. As a relauvely abundant producers low and discouraged exploration
and clean-burning fuel, gas has been touted for new supplies By the 1970-75 period
as a means for achieving energy indepen- annual additions to reserves had failed to
dence and environmental cleanliness. The keep pace with production, falling to less
19 1 trillion cubic feet of gas used m the than half of their 1955-60 levels in the
Umted States m 1991 accounted for 24.5 lower forty-eight states. With the decontrol

percent of total British thermal units of gas prices, which began in the late sev-
(BTUs) consumed. Households consumed entles, additions to reserves have stabdized

26.3 percent of delivered gas and electric and now roughly match production. Proved
utiliues used 16 percent to produce power, reserves are currently about ten years of

Underground reserves of gas are difficult production.

to project meaningfully because the amount Before the development of high-pressure
of gas worth discovering and exploiting de- pipelines in the twenties, gas was either
pends crucially on its expected future price, flared off as hazardous or consumed in the
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vicinity of Its production. Today, Interstate able local service is a single network of
plpehnes, usually owned by entities other pipes under centrahzed control, distribution
than producers, link wells with consuming also has attributes of natural monopoly.
areas, Local distribution companies (LDCs), The regulation of the different stages of
usually owned independently of pipelines gas production is complex and has changed
and producers, deliver and sell gas to final dramatically since the mlde_ghtles. Under
users. Most &stribution is by corporate the Natural Gas Wellhead Decontrol Act of
LDCs, with the remainder by municipal 1989, the Federal Energy Regulatory Corn-
governments. Two types of pipeline service mission (FERC) ceased to regulate well-
are available to distributors. Under so- head prices on Jan. 1, 1993. But in reahty
called sales, or system, supply the pipeline recent regulatory decisions and changes in

purchases gas from producers and resells market con&tlons made existing price con-
the gas to the LDC. Under transport the trols irrelevant before that: prevailing mar-
LDC makes its own purchases &rectly from ket prices dropped below the maximum

producers and uses the pipeline only as a prices that the law allowed.
transporter. Both sales and transport can e_- Interstate pipelines are also under FERC
ther be firm (interruptlble only in emergen- juris&ctIon, whether they act as system
cies) or lnterruptible Between 1984 and the suppliers or as transporters Pipehnes apply
first half of 1992, transport service grew to the FERC for permission to set particular
from 4 percent to 87 percent of pipeline rates. The FERC then holds administrative
activity. More recently, some LDCs have hearings at which parties who are affected
also become transporters of gas purchased by the rates have legal standing to intervene
by their larger customers, and to question aspects of the application.

The markets faced by producers, pipe- Rates for each type of service and class of
lines, and distributors differ substantially, customer must cover the pipehne's cost of

Because the average producer of gas is a service, which is defined as "prudently"
small company--262,483 wells, owned by mcurred expenses plus a "fair" rate of re-
thousands of concerns, were operating in turn on stockholders' equity. Neither pru-
the United States at the end of 1989--pro- dence nor fairness is well defined, and

duction is intensely competitive. Because pipelines and their customers may under-
many gas fields are reachable by more than standably differ over them. One reason for
one pipehne and because pipelines are ex- such differences Is that when a facility si-
tenslvely interconnected, the buyers' side multaneously produces several services,
of the wellhead market is also competitive, there is no economically meaningful way of

Pipehne technology, however, has attrl- &stributing its joint costs among customers.
butes of natural monopoly: the cheapest The inherent arbitrariness often leads some

way to transport a gzven volume of gas is customers to allege that they are being
by a single pipeline. Furthermore, most forced to subsidize other customers
consuming areas can be reached by only State regulators set LDC rates by similar
one or a very small number of pipehnes, administrative procedures. Thus, competi-
Because the cheapest technology for reli- tion effectively rules in the naturally corn-
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petltlVe wellhead market, and regulation those markets The FPC allowed some price
sets rates in the naturally monopolistic pipe- increases in the interstate market, but these

line and LDC markets. The evolution of the were not large enough to end the shortage.
gas industry is important both as history and Faced with an obligation to deliver gas and
as an illustration of the power of economic a shortage at the wellhead, pipelines made
thinking to shape public policy. Only fifteen "take-or-pay" contracts with producers, in
years ago, gas was a grossly misregulated which they obligated themselves to pur-
industry. It reached its current, much-im- chase certain amounts of gas If they did
proved state as a result of legislation, regu- not take the gas, they were still obligated to
lations, and judicial decisions, many pay for the contracted amount.
impelled by market forces that regulators As long as their LDC customers bought
could not control, predictable amounts, the pipelines had a

The Natural Gas Act of 1938 instituted long-term asset (sales) that balanced a long-
pipeline regulation by the Federal Power term liability (take-or-pay contracts). The
Commission (FPC, reconstituted in 1977 as pred_ctablhty of LDC purchases, however,
FERC) as a consequence of concern about vamshed in the midseventies. State regula-
monopoly. At the time, pipelines func- tots adjusted LDC rates so that industrial
tioned only as resellers to LDCs of gas pur- customers would bear relatively more of the
chased from producers, and the FPC had burden of rising prices. These users re-
jurisdiction over thetr resale rates. In its sponded by instituting conservation and
1954 Phillips decision, the Supreme Court fuel-switching capabilities, decreasing their
ruled that the commission also had jurisdic- consumption.
tion over the prices at which producers sold The Natural Gas Pohcy Act of 1978
gas to pipelines. The expansion in its regu- (NGPA) attacked the shortage by a phased
latory task was tremendous: although there deregulation of wellhead prices In the early
were fewer than a hundred pipelines, there eighties, however, the collapse of the world
were tens of thousands of gas wells. To price of oil caused gas prices to fall as well
make its task manageable, the FPC set ceil- Supply and demand once again ruled, mak-
ing pnces by geographic areas, based on mg the remaining price controls on natural
the premise that the cost of finding gas to gas largely irrelevant Pipehnes faced se-
replace exhausted wells would be about the vere financial strains because take-or-pay
same as exploration costs had been In the contracts from the shortage period remained
past in force, committing them to purchase gas

As events unfolded, exploration costs at higher prices than those at which they
rose dramatically, and a severe shortage of could resell it They reacted by instituting
gas began to emerge in interstate com- "'special marketing programs" (SMPs)to
merce. However, because intrastate sales-- transport, rather than resell, gas to certain
sales of gas in the state where it was pro- customers at d_scounted rates in exchange
duced--were exempt from federal price for forgiveness of take-or-pay obhgations.
controls, there was no shortage of gas in In the 1985 Maryland People's Counsel
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cases, the U.S, Court of Appeals for the w_sh to lease or buy It. Somewhat oddly,
District of Columbia ruled that SMPs were Order 636 imposes price ceilings on the re-
unduly discriminatory, and that FERC sale of capacity; these controls could cause
would have to devise regulations that al- shortages (see PRICECONTROLS).
lowed all customers the ophon to use pzpe- Despzte economists" frequent criticisms
hnes as transporters, of regulators and the courts, these were the

FERC devised such regulations, which prime forces that moved the gas industry
were broadly approved by the same court from mlsregulation to competition. Con-
in the 1987 Associated Gas Distributors vemng pipehnes into transporters allows
case and some later decisions Under them customers the benefits of being able to
a pipeline could receive an "optional expe- search for attractive purchases, rather than
dzted cemficate" for new service (thus by- obhgating them to take whatever gas the
passing a costly and tedious regulatory pzpellne chooses to buy (The alteruatwe of
process) only if it agreed to be an "open system supply remams ) Allowing custom-
access" transporter of gas for all customers ers to resell thezr pipehne rights further m-
who wished to switch from system supply to creases their options The advent of open
transport service. Take-or-pay obhgations access transportation and a market in re-
would be correspondingly credited. Within leased capacity provided an important les-
months every major pipehne had apphed son in economics: although a pipeline is
for and recewed open access status technologically a natural monopoly, a mar-

In April 1992, FERC Order 636 corn- ket is arising m which the services of that
pleted the transformatzon of the industry, monopoly will be allocated competitively,
Known as the Fmal Restructunng Rule, it If LDCs can use plpehnes as transporters,
mandates transportation "on a basis that is the next logical question is why final cus-
equal for all gas suppliers whether put- tomers cannot use pipelines and LDCs to
chased from the pipeline or another seller." jointly transport gas for them. An industrial
It requires the lnStltUtzon of "no-notice'" firm might buy gas from a producer, use an
transport service, liberahzes access to gas interstate pzpehne to transport zt to the city
storage, increases a shipper's options to gate (currently legal), and then use LDC
change receipt and dehvery points, and m- facilmes for the final mdes. Some state reg-
creases downstream access to rights on up- ulators have tried to prohzbit such bypass of

stream pipelines. The order reverses full LDC serwce, in hopes of perpetuating
decades of inefficiency by reqmring that a a rate regime in which industrial customers
customer pay rates equal to the actual op- cross-subsidzze reszdentml customers. A
eratmg and capztal costs that zt zmposes on growing number, however, now allow large
the ptpehne Finally, a "capaczty release" users and assocmtzons of smaller users the
program requires each pipeline to set up option of using LDCs as transporters. An
an electromc bulletin board and to institute emerging gas brokerage industry now as-

rules by which holders of unwanted trans- sembles groups of users, purchases their re-
port capacity may take bids from others who qmrements from producers, and arranges
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for transport with pipelines and LDCs. Fur- Martha Hesse called LDCs the only re-

ther limiting LDC powers, several U.S. ap- maining islands of monopoly in a sea of

pellate courts have, since 1989, ruled that competition. They may soon be submerged.
state regulators cannot block residents from

directly transacting with an interstate pipe- --Robert J. Miehaels
hne. As recently as 1988, FERC Chairman

Biography: Robert J. Mlchaels is an economics professor at Cahforma State Umverslty, Fullerton
He has served as consultant to gas producers and interstate ptpehnes
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OccupationalLicensing
S. David Young

• Most Americans know that practicing A careful analysis of hcensing's effects
medicine without a license is against the across a broad range of occupations reveals
law They also know that lawyers and den- some striking, and strikingly negative, sim-
tlsts must have the state's approval before darmes Occupational regulation has lira-

they can ply their trades Few Americans, 1ted consumer choice, raised consumer
however, would guess that m some states costs, increased practmoner income, lim-
falconers, ferret breeders, and palm readers lted practitioner mobdlty, and deprived the
are also subject to government regulation poor of adequate services--all without
Some regulaUons are relatively harmless, demonstrated improvements in the quality
reqmrmg little more of individuals than hst- or safety of the licensed activities.
mg their names on official rosters Some- Why have states required hcensmg of so
times, however, m&vlduals must qualify many occupations if the results are so
for a state license to engage in a given trade counter to consumer interests 9 Participants

or profession. At present, nearly five hun- in any regulatory process must have a rea-
dred occupaUons are hcensed by at least one son for getting involved. Because the num-
state. Indeed, it appears that every orga- ber of potential pohtlcal and legal battles Is
nlzed occupational group in America has large, people tend to concentrate on those
tried at one time or another to acquire state battles In which their personal stake is high
licensure for its members. Today at least a Because their per capita stakes m the hcens-

fifth, and perhaps as much as a third, of the mg controversy are so much greater than
work force is directly affected by licensing those of consumers, it is professionals who
laws usually determine the regulatory agenda m

The argument m favor of hcensmg al- their domains Crucial licensing decisions
ways has been that it protects the public that can affect vast numbers of people are
from incompetents, charlatans, and quacks, often made with httle or no input from the
The main effect, however, is simply to re- public If such a process serves the pubhc

strict entry and reduce competition in the interest, it Is only by happenstance.
hcensed occupation. Yet from the begin- L_censlng laws generally require candi-
nmgs of the modern professional movement dates to meet four types of requirements:
early in America's history until the seven- (1) formal schooling, (2) experience, (3)
ues, the growth of hcensing proceeded with personal characteristics (such as citizenship
little opposition. The possibility that licens- and residence), and (4) successful comple-
mg might be used to enhance professional tlon of a licensing examination. The mecha-
income and power was considered mciden- msm for enforcing these requirements and
tal to serving the public interest, maintaining control over a licensed occupa-
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t_on is the state hcensmg board. The state reasomng, however. The Fourteenth
legislature, in effect, grants a charter to the Amendment provides that no state may
board, and the board's members, frequently deny equal protection of the law to any per-
drawn from the regulated profession itself, son within its jurisdiction: ahens, as well as
are appointed by the governor. Estabhshing citizens, are protected. This logic was used
licensure is only part of the story, of course m 1981, when a federal court declared un-
The tendency in all professions is to m- constitutional a Lomslana law requiring a
crease constraints on entry after licensing person to be a U.S. citizen in order to prac-
laws have been introduced, with existing rice dentistry Similarly, many state laws
members of the occupations protecting requiring hcensees to have lived in the state
themselves with "grandfather clauses" that for a substanUal period of time have been
permit them to bypass the new entry re- revoked m recent court cases. In 1985, for
quirements, example, New Hampshtre's residency re-

Many requirements found in hcensing quirement for lawyers was declared uncon-
statutes and enforced by hcensing boards stitutional by the U.S. Supreme Court.
are there by dint of custom or some arbitrary Nevertheless. many residency provisions
choice, not because the public is really remain on the books and wdl continue to be
served by them. Requirements are rarely enforced untd challenged.
based on the levels of knowledge, skill, Although used ostensibly to help state
abihty, and other trmts truly necessary to hcensmg boards determine the fitness of
ensure adequate service. Apprenticeship re- candidates, most licensing exams reqmre
quirements, for example, often bear httle recall of a wide range of facts that may have
relation to the actual amount of time needed httle or nothing to do w_th good practice.
to acqmre mimmum competence. Until the For example, candidates taking Cahfornia's
courts called a halt to it, for example, It architecture hcensmg exam have had to &s-
took longer in Illinois for an apprentice to cuss the tomb of Queen Hatshepshut and
become a master plumber than for a newly the Temple of Apollo. The District of Co-

graduated physicmn to become a Fellow of lumbm's cosmetology exam recently re-
the American College of Surgeons qmred applicants to do finger waves and pm

States also impose citizenship require- curls--styles that have been out of fashmn
ments on asplnng professionals. Defenders for decades (see sidebar). Even standard-

of such reqmrements argue that for certain ized national exams, now common m many
professions, especially law, the practice of professions, have rarely been more than su-
the profession is so closely associated with perficially valid. Moreover, economists
the country's history and traditions that li- have found evidence that examination grad-
censees should be citizens. Others say that ing standards have sometimes been manipu-
a person who wants to practice a licensed lated to reduce the number of applicants

occupation and enjoy the benefits that iicen- who pass the tests during tough economic
sure bestows ought to become a U.S. citizen times In a study done for the U.S. Depart-
within a reasonable period of time. ment of Labor, for example, economist El-

The courts have not accepted this line of ton Rayack found that for ten of the twelve
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licensing exams he studied, failure rates its licensees for acts that had caused harm

were higher when unemployment rates were to patients.
higher. My 1988 paper documents similar Because hcensing laws restrict entry, it
results for certified pubhc accountants, al- _s not surprising that such laws affect the
though reforms mandating nationwide grad- income of licensees. William D. White's
mg of the certification exam effectively 1978 study of chnical laboratory personnel
ended the manipulation of failure rates, found that stringent licensing laws in-

Perhaps the most frequent criticism of creased the relative wages of hcensees by
licensing has been the failure of licensing 16 percent. Lawrence Shepard's 1978 study
boards to discipline licensees A major compared average fees for dental services
cause is the reluctance of professionals to between states that recognize out-of-state
turn in one of their own. The in-group soh- licenses and those that do not. Controlhng
danty common to all professions causes for other factors, he showed that the price
members to frown on reveahng unsavory of dental services and the average incomes
actlvmes of a fellow member to the pubhc of dentists were 12 to 15 percent higher in
Going public regarding infractions, no mat- nonreciproclty states.
ter how grievous, is often viewed as disloy- These higher costs might be acceptable
alty to the professional community. If it could be shown that licensing enhances

Indeed. hcensing agencies are usually servzce quahty. Most of the evidence on this
more zealous in prosecuting unhcensed issue, however, suggests thatlicensinghas,
practitioners than m dlsc_phmng licensees, at best, a neutral effect on quality and may
Even when action _s brought against a h- even harm consumers. By making entry
censee, harm done to consumers is unhkely more costly, licensing increases the price
to be the cause Professionals are much of services rendered in the occupations and
more vulnerable to disciplinary action when decreases the number of people employed
they violate rules that limit competition. A in them. The result is a "Cadillac effect,"

1986 report issued by the U S. Department m which consumers eaher purchase the ser-
of Health and Human Services claims that wces of h_gh-quality practitioners at a high

despite the increasing rate of disciplinary price or purchase no services at all. Some
actions taken by medical boards, few such consumers, therefore, resort to do-it-your-
actions are imposed because of malpractice self methods, which in some occupations
or incompetence, has led to lower overall quality and less

The evidence of disciplinary actions in safety than if there were no licensing. The
other professtons, such as law and den- incidence of rabies is higher, for example,
t_stry, is no less disturbing than in medicine where there are strict limits on veterinary

According to Benjamin Shlmberg's 1982 practice, and as Sidney Carroll and Robert
study, for example, as much as 16 percent Gaston documented, rates of electrocution
of the Cahfornm dental work performed m are higher m states with the most restrictive

1977 under insurance plans was so shoddy hcensing laws for electricians. Apparently,
as to require retreatment. Yet in that year, consumers often do their own electrical
the dental board disciphned only eight of work m highly restrictive states rather than
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pay artificially high rates for professionals, S. Lees wrote m Economic Consequences
with predictably tragic results. Carroll and of the Professions: "Had retaihng been or-
Gaston also found, using data on retail sales gamzed like the professions, supermarkets
of plumbing eqmpment, that plumbing re- with lower costs and prices.., could never
strictlons increase the extent of do-it-your- have emerged. Indeed, had the professions
self work been dominant through manufacture and

Licensmg laws have exerted a negatwe trade over the past two centuries, we would
influence in many professions by inhibiting never have got to the horse-and-buggy
renovations m practice, training, education, stage, let alone beyond it."
and organization of services. The most The news is not all bad, however. The
prominent examples m recent years are the consumer movement of the seventies, along
efforts of the orgamzed medical profession with a growing body of research that ques-
to inhibit prepaid health plans and of law- t_ons the socml benefits of occupational reg-
yers to ban low-cost legal chnics ulation, has changed public attitudes about

In many fields advances have resulted hcensmg. The result has been a slowdown
from the very "crackpots," "quacks," and m the growth of new regulation and, m a
"'outsiders" who have no standmg m the few isolated cases, the abohtlon of entire
profession and whom licensing seeks to hcensmgboards. Some"sunsetlaws" have
eliminate. Thomas E&son, who had httle been enacted that require state agencies (m-
formal education, could not be a licensed cludmg hcenslng boards) peno&cally to
engineer under today's gmdehnes. Like- justify their existence or go out of business.
wise, with the current education require- Pubhc representation on licensing boards
ment, Mles van der Rohe and Frank Lloyd has also become a popular way of lmprov-
Wright would not quahfy to s_tfor the arch,- mg accountabd_ty. Still, most professmnal
tects' certifying examination The leaders groups have so far succeeded In thwarting
m the fight to establish inoculatson as a cure serious deregulation
for smallpox in colonial America were Cot-

ton Mather and his fellow clergymen: their --S. David Young
leading opponents were doctors. As Dennis

Biography: S. David Young is a professor at INSEAD (the European lnsmute of Business
Administration) m France
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WhoIs Served?

Entrepreneur Taalib-Dan Abdul Uqdah runs Cornrows and Company, a Washing-
ton, D C., salon that spectalizes in braiding the hair of black women Starting with

$500 in 1980, Uqdah had created a $500,000-a-year hair-care business by 1991. He
refuses to use chemicals and, instead, weaves the hair into hundreds of tiny bra_ds.

The District of Columbia government has tried at least four times to prosecute

Uqdah for operating his shop without a license. Anyone who works with hair in
D C. must spend nine months m cosmetology school, at an out-of-pocket cost of
about five thousand dollars Yet such training would be useless for Uqdah and his

employees because the schools do not teach his methods: because braiding does not
use chemicals, it is not regarded as cosmetology.

Uqdah tried to get the law changed by having the D.C. Board of Cosmetology
create a hcense for braiding, but the board refused. When he appealed to the Cxty

Council, the board successfully lobbied against him. The board recently fined him
one thousand dollars for "'operating an unlicensed beauty shop "'

At this writing he faced the possibility of a prison sentence. _DRH



Patents
David R. Henderson

• A patent is the government grant of mo- First, there _sa cost to the patent system.
nopoly on an invention for a limited amount By creating a monopoly, it causes higher
of time. Patents in the United States are prices for consumers and thus a loss to them
granted for seventeen years from the date that outweighs the gain to producers (see
the patent _s issued, Other countries grant MONOPOLY).One might argue that the loss

patents for similar time periods. Italy and is fictmous because without the patent the
Mexico grant patents for fifteen years from invention would not have been made. But
the date of apphcation; Japan grants them many inventions would be made and have
for fifteen years from the patent's publica- been made without patents. Sometimes
t_on; Germany grants for eighteen years such inventions occur lntenuonally, such as
from application. An invention is a new when the inventor thinks he can keep the
dewce or composition of matter, or a newly mvention secret long enough (but typically
created technical method. In contrast, the much less than seventeen years) to collect
discovery of a law of nature--the law of a monopoly return on it. Other times, the
gravity, for example, _s not an invention, inventions occur by accident. Either way,

The economic justification for patents is one of the patent system's negative effects
straightforward. If there were no patents, _s to create monopolies in mvenuons that
then someone who invested time and money would have existed anyway.
to create an invention would not necessarily Second, as British economist Arnold
get a return on even a very valuable inven- Plant argued in the thirties, the patent sys-
uon The reason _s that others could imitate tern diverts creative energy into the patent-
h_s or her invention. If _m_tators have the able inventions and away from the kinds of
same producUon costs as the inventor, they _mprovements that cannot be patented. An

could compete the price down so that the example of such an unpatentable improve-
original inventor covers only production ment would be a new way of orgamzing

costs, but not invention costs. Potential m- shelf space in a supermarket. There is no
ventors, knowing this, would be less likely assurance that this diversion creates net eco-

to invest m inventing. But with a patent nomic benefits for society.
system in place, potential inventors are One argument against patents, at one
more likely to invest because they can ex- t_me thought to have merit, has been shown
pect to have a monopoly on their invenuons to be bogus This _s the argument that a

for as long as seventeen years, monopohst who gets a patent on an im-
Although this argument is airtight, it is, proved product that costs no more to pro-

in itself, an insufficient argument for pa- duce than his or her existing product would
tents. There are two roam reasons, suppress it rather than use it. By so doing,

414
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goes the argument, the monopolist would hours of use as his current bulbs, but that

avoid destroying the market for his current costs the same to produce. Hirshlelfer

product. This idea has been so commonly pomts out that what the monopolist's cus-

held by noneconomists that it _s the premise tomers care about is light hours. So, argues
of a 1952 Alec Gumness comedy, The Man Hirshlelfer, the monopolist could sell the

in the White Sutt, and a more sinister 1980 same number of light hours at the same

movie titled The Formula. In the former a price per hght hour by producing half as

perpetually durable suit is suppressed, and many as the new light bulbs as he or she

in the latter a formula for synthetic fuel IS was producing of the old ones, and charging

suppressed. UCLA economist Jack Hirsh- twtce the price. The monopolist would then
leffer has shown that a rational monopolist earn the same revenue, but costs would be

would not suppress such inventions, cut in half Bottom line: higher profits from

Consider, says Hirshleifer, a monopohst using the invention.

of hght bulbs He or she acquires the patent

to a new light bulb that gives twice as many --David R. Henderson

Biography: David R. Henderson is the editor of this encyclopedm He _s a sen=or research
fellow with Stanford's Hoover Institution and an associate professor of economics at the Naval
Postgraduate School in Monterey, Cahforma. He was formerly a sen=or economist with the Presi-
dent's Council of Econom=c Adv=sers
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PriceControls
Hugh Rockoff

i

• Governments have been trying to set that controls on prices d_stort the allocation

maximum or minimum prices since ancient of resources. To paraphrase a remark by
times. The Old Testament prohibited inter- Milton Friedman, economists may not
est on loans, medieval governments fixed know much, but they do know how to pro-
the maximum price of bread, and m recent duce a surplus or shortage. Price ceihngs,
years governments in the United States have which prevent prices from exceeding a cer-
fixed the price of gasoline, the rent on apart- rain maximum, cause shortages. Price
ments in New York City, and the minimum floors, which prohibit pnces below a certain
wage, to name a few. At times governments minimum, cause surpluses. Suppose that
go beyond fixing specific prices and try to the supply and demand for automobile tires
control the general level of prices, as was are balanced at the current price, and that
done m the Umted States during both world the government then fixes a lower ceding
wars, during the Korean War, and by the price. The number of tires supphed will be
Nixon administration from 1971 to 1973. reduced, but the number demanded will in-

The appeal of price controls is easy to crease. The result will be excess demand

divine. Even though they fail to protect and empty shelves Although some con-
many consumers and hurt others, controls sumers will be lucky enough to purchase
hold out the promise of protecting groups tires at the lower price, others will be forced
of consumers who are particularly hard- to do without.

pressed to meet pnce increases. Thus the Because controls prevent the price sys-
prohibmon against usury--charging high tem from rationing the supply to those who
interest on loans--was intended to protect demand _t, some other mechamsm will take

someone forced to borrow by desperation; _tsplace. A queue or hneup, once a famdiar
the maximum pnce for bread was supposed s_ght m the controlled economies of Eastern
to protect the poor, who depended on bread Europe, _s one possibihty When the U.S.
to survive; and rent controls were supposed government set maximum prices for gaso-
to protect those who rented at a time when hne m 1973 and 1979, dealers sold gas on
demand for apartments appeared to exceed a first-come-first-served basis, and drivers

the supply and landlords were able to got a little taste of what life was like for
"gouge" tenants, people m the Soviet Umon: they had to walt

But despite the frequent use of price con- in long hnes to buy gas. The true price of
trois, and despite the superficial logic of gas, which included both the cash paid and
their appeal, economists are generally op- the time spent waiting in hne, was often
posed to them, except perhaps for very brief higher than if prices were not controlled at
periods during emergencies. The reason _s all. At one time in 1979, for example, the
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U S. government fixed the price of gasoline produces a lower-quality, lower-priced line
at about $1.00 per gallon. If the market sold In large volumes at a small markup,
price would have been $1 20, a driver who and a higher-priced, higher-quality line sold
bought ten gallons apparently saved $.20 in small quantities at a high markup. When
per gallon, or $2.00. But if the driver had the government introduces price ceilings
to line up for thirty minutes to buy gas, and and causes a shortage of both lines, the
If her time was worth $8.00 per hour, the manufacturer may discontinue the lower-
real cost to her was $10.00 for the gas and priced line, forcing the consumer to "trade
$4.00 for the time, an overall cost of $1 40 up" to the higher-priced line. In Word War
per gallon. Some gas, of course, was held II, for this reason, the government made
for friends, long-time customers, the politl- numerous attempts to force clothing manu-
cally well-connected, or those who were facturers to continue lower-priced lines.
willing to pay a little cash on the side Under the controls imposed by President

The incentives to evade controls are ever Nlxon in the early seventies, steel manufac-
present, and the forms that evasion can take turers eliminated a middle grade of steel
are limitless. The precise form depends on sheet, allegedly with the intention of induc-
the nature of the good or service, the organi- lng buyers to purchase a more expensive
zatlon of the industry, the degree of govern- grade.
ment enforcement, and so on. One of the Not only do producers have an incentive

simplest forms of evasion is quality deteno- to raise prices, but at least some consumers
ration In the United States during World have an incentive to pay them. The result
War lI, fat was added to hamburger, candy may be payments on the side to distributors
bars were made smaller and of Inferior in- (a bribe for the superintendent of a rent-
gredients, and landlords reduced their main- controlled building, for example) or it may
tenance of rent-controlled apartments The be a full-fledged black market in which
government can attack quality deterioration goods are bought and sold clandestinely.
by issuing specific product standards (ham- Prices in black markets may be above not
burger must contain so much lean meat, only the official price, but even the price

apartments must be painted once a year, and that would prevail in a free market, because
so on) and by government oversight and the buyers are unusually desperate and be-
enforcement. But this means that the gov- cause both buyers and sellers face penalties

ernment bureaucracy controlling prices if their transactions are detected.
tends to get bigger, more intrusive, and The obvious costs of queuing, evasion,
more expensive, and black markets often lead governments

Sometimes more subtle forms of evasion to impose some form of rationing. The sim-
arise One is the tie-in sale. Dunng World plest is a coupon issued to consumers enti-

War I, for example, in order to buy wheat tling them to buy a fixed quantity of the
flour at the official price, consumers were controlled good. For example, each motor-
often required to purchase unwanted quanU- _st might receive a coupon permitting the
ties of rye or potato flour. Forced up-trading purchase of one set of new tires. Rationing
is another. Consider a manufacturer that solves some of the shortage problems ere-
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ated by controls. Producers no longer find With all of the problems generated by
it easy to divert supplies to the black market controls, we can well ask why are they ever
since they must have ration tickets to match imposed, and why are they sometimes
their production; distributors no longer have maintained for so long The answer, in part,
as much incentive to accept bribes or de- is that the public does not always see the
mand tie-in purchases; consumers no longer links between controls and the problems
have as much incentive to pay excessive they create. The elimination of lower-priced
prices since they are assured a minimum lines of merchandise may be interpreted
amount, s_mply as callous disregard for the poor

But rationing creates its own problems, rather than a consequence of controls. But
The government must undertake the diffi- price controls almost always benefit some
cult job of adjusting rations to reflect fluc- subset of consumers, who may have a par-
tuatmg supphes and demands and the needs ticular claim to public sympathy and who,
of individual consumers. While an equal ra- in any case, have a strong interest m lob-
tion for each consumer makes sense in a few bymg for controls. Minimum wage laws
cases--bread in a city under siege is the clas- may create unemployment among the un-
sic example--most rationing programs must skilled, but they do raise the income of poor
face the problem that consumer needs vary workers who remain employed; rent con-
widely. Some motorists drive a lot and buy a trols make it difficult for young people to
lot of gasoline, and others drive very little find an apartment, but they do hold down

One solution is to tailor the ration to the the price of rent for those who already have
needs of individual consumers. Physicians an apartment when controls are mstituted
or salesmen can be gwen extra rations of (see RENTCONTROL).

gasoline In World War II, commumty General price controls--controls on
boards in the United States had the power prices of many goods--are often imposed
to issue extra rations to particularly needy when the pubhc becomes alarmed that in-
individuals. The danger of favoritism and ration is out of control. In the twentieth

corruption m such a scheme, particularly if century, war has frequently been the reason
continued after the spirit of patriotism has for general price controls Here, the case
begun to erode, Is obwous. One way of can be made that controls have a posmve
ameliorating some of the problems created psychological benefit that outweighs, at
by rationing is to permit a free market in least m the short run, the costs of shortages,
ration uckets. The free exchange of ration bureaucracy, black markets, and rationing.
tickets has the advantage of prowdmg ad&- Surging inflation may lead to panic buying,
tional income for consumers who sell their strikes, ammosity toward racial or ethnic

extra tickets and also _mproves the well- minorities that are percewed as benefiting
being of those who buy. But the white mar- from Inflation, and so on. Price controls

ket does nothing to encourage additional may make a positwe contribution by calm-
supplies, an end that can be accomphshed mg these fears, particularly ff patriotism can
only by removing price controls, be counted on to limit evasion. However,
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such benefits are not hkely to outlive the and supplies tend to rise in the uncontrolled
wartime emergency, sector at the expense of supplies in the con-

Moreover, most inflation, even in war- trolled sector. Because the controlled sector

time, is due to inflationary monetary and was originally chosen to include goods

fiscal policies rather than to panic buying, thought to be crucial inputs for many pro-
To the extent that wartime controls suppress duction processes, the reduction in the

price increases produced by monetary and amount of these inputs is particularly gall-
fiscal policy, controls only postpone the day lng. Thus, if controls are kept in place for
of reckoning, converting what would have a long time, a government that begins by
been a steady inflation Into a period of slow controlling prices on selected goods tends
inflation followed by more rapid inflation to replace them with across-the-board con-

Also, part of the apparent stability of the trois This is what happened in the United
price indices under wartime controls is an States in World War II.
illusion. All of the problems with price con- A second problem that afflicts general

trois--queuing, evasion, black markets, controls is the trade-off between the need
and rationing--raise the real price of goods to have a simple program generally per-
to consumers, and these effects are only celved as fair and the need for sufficient

partly taken into account when the price flexibility to maintain a semblance of effi-
radices are computed When controls are clency Simplicity requires holding most
removed, the hidden inflation is unveiled, prices constant, but efficiency requires

During World War II, for example, mea- making frequent changes. Adjustments of
sured inflation remained comparatively relative prices, however, subject the bu-
modest But after controls were lifted the reaucracy administering controls to a bar-

consumer price index jumped 18 percent rage of lobbying and complaints of
between December 1945 and December unfairness. This conflict was brought out

1946, the biggest one-year increase in this sharply by the American experience in
century World War If. At first, relative prices were

Inflation IS extremely difficult to contain changed frequently on the advice of econo-

through general controls, in part because mists who maintained that this was neces-
some prices are inevitably left uncontrolled sary to eliminate potential shortages and
At times the deoslon to leave some prices other distortions in specific markets. But
out is deliberate. The reason for controlling mounting complaints that the program was

only some prices--those, say, of steel, unfmr and was not stopping inflation led
wheat, and oil--is that these goods are stra- to President Roosevelt's famous "hold-the-

teglc m the sense that controlling their line" order, issued inAprIl 1943,that froze
prices is sufficient to control the whole price most prices. Whatever its defects as eco-
level. But demand tends to shift from the nomic policy, the hold-the-hne order was
controlled to the uncontrolled sector, with easy to explain and to sell to the public.

the result that prices m the latter rise even The case for imposing general controls
faster than before. Resources follow prices, m peacetime turns on the possibility that
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controls can ease the transition from high of excessive growth in the money supply.

to low inflation. If, after a long period of The painkdler is mistaken for the cure.

inflation, a tight money policy is introduced Something very like this happened in the

to reduce inflation, some prices may con- United States under the controls imposed by

tinue to rise for a time at the old higher rate. President Nixon m 1971 Although controls

Wages, in particular, may continue to rise were justified on the grounds that they were
because of long-term contracts or because being used to "buy time" while more fun-

workers fail to apprecmte the extent of the damental cures for mflatmn were put in

change m policy. That, m turn, leads to high place, monetary policy continued to be ex-

unemployment and reduced output. Pnce panslonary, perhaps even more so than

controls may limit these costs of disinflation before.

by prohibiting wage increases that are out The study of price controls teaches lm-

of line with the new trends in demand and portant lessons about free competitive mar-

prices. From this viewpoint restrictive mon- kets. By examining cases in which controls

etary policy is the operation that cures in- have prevented the price mechamsm from

flation, and price and wage controls are the working, we gain a better apprecmtion of

anesthesia that suppresses the pain. _ts usual elegance and efficiency. This does
While the logic is acceptable, the result not mean that there are no c_rcumstances in

often _s not. In the eyes of the pubhc, price which temporary controls may be effective

controls free the monetary authority--the But a fair reading of economic history

Federal Reserve in the Umted States--from shows just how rare those circumstances

responsibility for inflation. As a result the are.

pressures on the Fed to avoid recession may

lead to a continuation or even acceleration mHugh Roekoff

Biography: Hugh Rockoff ts a professor of economics at Rutgers Umverslty m New Brunswick,
New Jersey, and a research associate of the Nanonal Bureau of Econornlc Research
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RentControl
Walter Block

• New York State legislators defend the forth new supply and by reducing the
War Emergency Tenant Protection Act-- amount demanded). But controls prevent
also known as rent control--as a way of rents from attaining market-clearing levels
protecting tenants from war-related housing and shortages result.
shortages The war referred to In the law is With shortages in the controlled sector,
not the recent Gulf war, nor the Vietnam this excess demand spills over onto the non-
war. It is World War II. That is when rent controlled sector (typically, new upper-
control started in New York City. Of bracket rental units or condominiums). But
course, war has very little to do with apart- this noncontrolled segment of the market is
ment shortages. On the contrary, the diffi- likely to be smaller than it would be without
culty is created by rent control, the controls because property owners fear that
supposed solution. Gotham is far from the controls may one day be slapped on them.
only city to have embraced rent control-- The high demand in the noncontrolled seg-
a form of housing socialism. Many others ment along with the small supply, both
across the the Umted States have suc- caused by rent control, boost prices m that
cumbed to the blandishments of this legIsla- segment. Paradoxically, then, even though
tlve "fix '" rents may be lower in the controlled sector,

Rent control, like all other government- they rise greatly for uncontrolled units and

mandated price controls, is a law placing a may be higher for rental housing as a whole
maximum price, or a "rent ceiling," on As in the case of other price ceilings, rent
what landlords may charge tenants. If it is control causes shortages, &mlnution in the
to have any effect, the rent level must be quality of the product, and queues. But rent
set at a rate below that which would other- control differs from other such schemes.

wise have prevailed. (An enactment prohib- With price controls on gasoline, the waitmg
ltlng apartment rents from exceeding, say, lines worked on a first-come-first-served
$100,000 per month, would have no effect basis. With rent control, because the law
since no one would pay that amount in any places sitting tenants first in the queue,
case ) But if rents are established at less many of them can benefit

than their equilibrium levels, demand will

necessarily exceed supply, and rent control
will lead to a shortage of dwelling spaces. TheEffectsofRentControl
Absent controls on pnces, if the amount of
a commodity or service demanded is larger Economists are virtually unanimous in
than the amount supplied, prices rise to the conclusion that rent controls are destruc-
ehmlnate the shortage (by both bringing tive. In a late-seventies poll of 211 econo-

421
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mists published in the May 1979 issue of _s to retard mvestment in residentml rental
American Economic Review, slightly more units. Imagine that you have $5 million to
than 98 percent of U.S. respondents agreed invest and can place the funds an any indus-
that "a ceilang on rents reduces the quantity try you wash. In most businesses govern-
and quality of housing available." Simi- ments will place only limited controls and
larly, the June 1988 issue of Canadtan Pub- taxes on your enterprise But if you entrust
hc Policy reported that over 95 percent of your money to rental housang, you must
the Canadian economists polled agreed with pass one additional hurdle: the rent-control
the statement. The agreement cuts across authority, with its hearings, red tape, and
the usual political spectrum, ranging all the rent ceihngs Under these condations is at
way from Nobel Prize winners Mdton any wonder that you are less likely to build
Friedman and Frledrich Hayek on the or purchase rental housing?
"right" to their fellow Nobel Laureate Th_s hne of reasoning holds not just for
Gunnar Myrdal, an important archRect of you, but for everyone else as well. As a
the Swedish Labor Party's welfare state, on result the supply of apartments for rent will
the "left " Myrdal stated, "Rent control be far smaller than otherwise. And not so
has in certain Western countries consti- amazingly, the preceding analysis holds
tuted, maybe, the worst example of poor true not only for the case where rent controls
planning by governments lackmg courage are m place, but even where they are only
and vision." Fellow Swedish economist threatened. The mere anticipation of con-
(and sociahst) Assar Lindbeck, asserted, trois is enough to place a chilling effect on
"In many cases rent control appears to be such investment Instead, everything else
the most efficaent techmque presently under the sun in the real estate market has
known to destroy a city--except for bomb- been built: condominiums, office towers,

ing.'" hotels, warehouses, commercial space.
Economists have shown that rent control Why? Because such investments have never

diverts new investment, which would other- been subject to rent controls, and no one
wase have gone to rental housing, toward fears that they ever will be. It is no accadent
other, greener pastures--greener m terms that these facdlties boast healthy vacancy
of consumer need They have demonstrated rates and only slowly increasing rental
that It leads to housing deterioration, to rates, while residential space suffers from a
fewer repairs and less maintenance. For ex- virtual zero vacancy rate and skyrocketing
ample, Paul Niebanck reports that 29 per- prices in the uncontrolled sector, Evidence

cent of rent-controlled housing m the Umted for th_s _s seen in the comparatwe vacancy
States as deteriorated, but only 8 percent of rates for resadentaal and commercml real es-

the uncontrolled umts are an such a state of tate; exceedingly small in the former case,
dasrepair. Joel Brenner and Herbert Frank- reaching double-digit levels in the latter.
lin cite slmilar statistics for England and Although many rent-control ordinances
France. specifically exempt new rental units from

The economic reasons are straightfor- coverage, investors are too cautious (per-
ward. One effect of government oversight haps too smart) to put their faith in rental
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housing. In numerous cases housing units rental bargam because of improper mainte-
supposedly exempt forever from controls nance, poor repairs and painting, and
were nevertheless brought under the provis- grudging provision of services. The enjoy-
ions of this law due to some "emergency" ment he can derive out of his dwelling space
or other. New York C_ty's govemment, for ultimately tends to be reduced to a level
example, has three times broken its promise commensurate with his controlled rent.

to exempt new or vacant units from control. There are exceptions to this general rule.
So prevalent is this practice of rent-control Many tenants, usually rich ones who are
authorities that a new term has been in- pohtically connected, or who were lucky
vented to describe it: "recapture." enough to be in the fight place at the right

Rent control has destroyed entire sections time, can gain a lot from rent control. Ten-

of sound housing m New York's South ants m some of the incest neighborhoods m
Bronx. It has led to decay and abandonment New York City pay a scandalously small
throughout the entire five boroughs of the fraction of the market price of their apart-
city. Although hard statisucs on abandon- ments Former mayor Ed Koch, for exam-
ments are not available, Wilham Tucker re- ple, pays $441.49 for an apartment worth
ports estimates that about thirty thousand about $1,200 per month. Some people in
New York apartments were abandoned an- this fortunate position use their apartments
nually from 1972 to 1982, a loss of almost like a hotel room, vlsmng only a few times
a third of a million units m this eleven- per year.
year period. Thanks to rent control, and to Then there is the "old lady effect." Con-
potential investors' rational fear that rent sider the case of a two-parent, four-child
control will become even more stringent, no famdy that has occupied a ten-room rental
sensible mvestor will build rental housing dwelhng. One by one the chddren grow up,
unsubsidized by government, marry, and move elsewhere. The husband

dies. Now the lady is left with a gigantic
apartment. She uses only two or three of the

EffectsonTenants rooms and, to save on heating and cleaning,
closes off the remainder. Without rent con-

Existing rental units fare poorly under trol she would move to a smaller accommo-
rent control. Even with the best wdl m the dation. But rent control makes that option
world, the landlord cannot afford to pay his unattractive. Needless to say, these prac-
escalating fuel, labor, and materials bills, tices further exacerbate the housing crisis.

to say nothing of refinancing his mortgage, Repeal of rent control would free up thou-
out of the rent increase he can legally sands of rooms very qmckly, dampening

charge. And under rent controls he lacks the impetus toward vastly higher rents.
the best will; the incentive he had under What determines whether or not a tenant
free-market conditions to supply tenant ser- benefits from rent control? If the building

vices is severely reduced, m which he hves is in a good neighborhood,
The sitting tenant is "protected" by rent where rents would rise appreciably if rent

control but, in many cases, receives no real control were repealed, then the landlord has
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an incentive to maintain the building against Solutions
the prospect of that happy day. This incen-
tive is enhanced if there are many decon- The negative consequences of rent legis-
trolled umts in the building (due to lation have become so masswe and perverse

"vacancy decontrol" when tenants move that even many of its former supporters
out) or privately owned condominiums for have spoken out against it Instead of urging
whom the landlord must provide adequate a quick termination of controls, however,
services. Then the tenant who pays the some pundits would only allow landlords to
scandalously low rent may "free-ride" on buy tenants out of their controlled dwell-
his neighbors. But in the more typical case rags. That they propose such a solution xs
the quality of housing services tends to re- understandable. Because tenants outnumber
flect rental payments. This, at least, _s the landlords and are usually convinced that
s_tuat_on that will prevail at equilibnum rent control _s in their best interests, they

If government really had the best inter- are likely to invest considerable political
ests of tenants at heart and was for some energy m mamtalnmg rent control. Having
reason determined to employ controls, _t landlords "buy off" these opponents of re-

would do the very opposite of Imposing rent form, therefore, could be a politically effec-
restrictions: it would instead control the t_ve way to end rent control.

price of every other good and service avail- But making property owners pay to es-
able. apart from res_dentml suites, in an at- cape a law that has wctim_zed many of them

tempt to divert resources out of all those for years _s not an effectwe way to make
other opportumties and into this one field, them confident that rent controls will be
But that, of course, would bring about full- absent in the future The surest way to en-
scale socmlism, the very system under courage pNvate investment _s to signal in-
which the Eastern Europeans suffered so vestors that housing wall be safe from rent

grimly. If the government wanted to help control. And the surest way to do that is to
the poor and was for some reason con- ehmmate the possibihty of rent control w_th

strained to keep rent controls, _t would do an amendment to the state constitution that
better to tightly control rents on luxury umt forbids it
rentals and to elimmate rent controls on It may seem paradoxical to many people

more modest dwelhngs--the very opposite that the best way to help tenants is to grant
of present practice. Then, builders' incen- economic freedom to landlords. But it's
tJves would be turned around Instead of true

erecting luxury dwellings, which are now
exempt, they would be led, "as if by an --Walter Block
invisible hand," to create housing for the
poor and middle classes.

Biography: Walter Block .s an economics professor at the College of the Holy Cross m Worcester,
Massachusetts He ts also an adjunct scholar at the Fraser, Cato, and M_ses mst_tutes.
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Rent Control: It's Worse ThanBombing

NEW DELHI--A "romantic conception of sociahsm" . destroyed Vietnam's

economy in the years after the Vietnam war, Foreign Minister Nguyen Co Thach

said Friday.

Addressing a crowded news conference m the Indian capital, Mr. Thach admitted
that controls . . . had artificially encouraged demand and discouraged supply.

House rents had. been kept low.. so all the houses m Hanoi had fallen into

disrepair, said Mr Thach
"'The Americans couldn't destroy Hanoi, but we have destroyed our city by very

low rents We reahzed it was stupid and that we must change policy," he said.

--from a news report in Journal of Commerce, quoted

in Dan Sehgman, "Keeping Up.'" Fortune. February 27, 1989.



RisklessSociety
Aaron Wildavsky

• Since the late fifties the regulation of cally advanced society) Contrary to
risks to health and safety has taken on ever- common opinion, living in a rich, mdustri-
greater importance m pubhc pohcy de- alized, technologically advanced country
bates--and actions. In its efforts to protect that makes considerable use of industrial
citizens against hard-to-detect hazards such chemicals and nuclear power is a lot health-
as industrial chemicals and against obvious ier than living m a poor, nonmdustrialized
hazards in the workplace and elsewhere, nation that uses little modern technology
Congress has created or increased the au- or industrial chemicals. That individuals in
thority of the Food and Drug Administra- rich nations are far healthier, live far longer,
tion, the Environmental Protection Agency, and can do more of the things they want to
the Occupational Health and Safety Admin- do at corresponding ages than people in
_strat_on, the Consumer Protection Agency, poor countries is a rule without exception.
and other adrmnlstrative agencies. Prosperous also means efficient. The

Activists in the pursuit of a safer society most polluted nations in the world, many
decry the damage that industrial progress more times polluted than democratic and
wreaks on unsuspecting citizens. Oppo- industrial societies, are the former commu-
nents of the "'rlskless society," on the other nlst countries of Central Europe and the So-
hand, complain that government is un- wet Umon To produce one umt of output,
necessarily proscribing free choice in the communist countnes use two to four times
pursuit of costly protection that people do the amount of energy and material used in
not need or want Th_s arUcle describes capltahst countries. Therefore, individuals
some facts about risk, along with some unfortunate enough to hve m an inefficient
academic theories about why people on economy die younger and have more serl-
both sides of the risk debate take the posl- ous illnesses than in the Western and indus-
tions they do trial democracies A little richer is a lot

The health of human beings is a joint safer. As Peter Huber demonstrated in Reg-

product of their genetic inheritance (advice: ulatton magazine, "For a 45-year-old man
choose healthy and long-lived parents), working in manufacturing, a 15 percent in-
their way of life (the poor black person who crease m income has about the same risk-

eats regularly and in moderation, exercises, reducing value as eliminating all hazards--
does not smoke or drink, is married, and every one of them--from his workplace."
does not worry overly much is likely to be Among the many facts that m_ght be oh-
healthier than the rich white person who served from tables 1 and 2 is that longevity
does the opposite), and pohticai economy has increased dramatically (with only occa-
(live in a rich, democratic, and technologi- slonal downturns) since the middle of the
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TABLE 1

Expect_ion_ LifeintheUnitedStates

Calendar period Age Calendar period Age

WHITE MALES ALL OTHER MALES4
18503 38.3 1900-19023 32.54
18903 42.50 1909-19113 34.05
1900-19022 48.23 1919-19213 47.14
1909-19112 50 23 1929-1931 47 55
1919-19213 56 34 1939-1941 52.33
1929-1931 59.12 1949-1951 58.91
1939-1941 62 81 1959-19616 61.48
1949-1951 66 31 1969-19714 60.98
1959-19616 67.55 1979-1981 65.63
1969-19716 67.94 1985 67.2
1979-1981 70.82 1986 67.2
1985 71 9 1987 67 3
1986 72.0
1987 72.2

WHITE FEMALES ALL OTHER FEMALES4
18503 40.5 1900-19022 35 04
18903 44 46 1909-19113 37 67
1900-19023 51.08 1919-19213 46.92
1909-19113 53.62 1929-1931 49.51
1919-19213 58.53 1939-1941 55 51
1929-1931 62 67 1949-1951 62.70
1939-1941 67.29 1959-19613 66 47
1949-1951 72 03 1969-19716 69 05
1959-19613 74 19 1979-1981 74.00
1969-19714 75.49 1985 75.0
1979-1981 78.22 1986 75.1
1985 78.7 1987 75.2
1986 78.8
1987 78.9

1 Massachuse_sonly,whiteandnonwhitecombined,thelamerbeingabout1%of thetotal2 OriginalDeath
Reglstrat=ondates3 DeathRegistrationStatesof 19204 Dataforpenods1900-1902to 1929-1931relateto
blacksonly5 AlaskaandHawa,includedbeginningin19596 Deaths_ nonresidentsoftheUnitedStatesexclud_
sta_mgin 1970Sources'DepartmentofHea_ andHumanSewices,Na#onalCen_r_r Hea_S_#s#cs
SOURCEThe 1991InformationPleaseAlmanac,BosUn"HoughtonMlffim,1991,pp 817,820
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TABLE 2

Mortality
DeathRatesforSelectedCauses

Death Rates per 100,000

Cause of Death 19893 19883 1985 1980 1950 1945-49 1920-244 1900-044

Typhoid fever n a n a -- 0 0 0 1 0 2 7 3 26 7
Communncablediseases

of childhood na n a n a 0 0 1,3 2 3 33 8 65 2

Measles 0,0 -- -- 0 0 0,3 0 6 7 3 10 0

Scarlet fever na n a 1,0 0 0 0 2 0 1 4 0 11 8

Whoopmg cough 0 0 -- -- 0 0 0 7 1 0 8 9 10 7

Dtphthena n a n a -- 0 0 0 3 0 7 13 7 32 7
Pneumonia and influenza 30 3 31 5 27 9 23 3 31 3 41 3 140 3 184 3

Influenza 0 5 0 8 0 8 1 1 4 4 5 0 34 8 22 8

Pneumonna 29 7 30 7 27 1 22 0 26 9 37 2 105,5 161 5

Tuberculosis 0 7 0 8 0 7 0 8 22 5 33 3 96 7 184 7

Cancer 199 9 198 2 191 7 182 5 139 8 134 0 86 9 67 7

Dtabetes mellntus 18 7 16 1 16 2 15 0 16 2 24 1 17 1 12 2

Major cardiovascular
diseases 375 3 394 5 410 7 434 5 510 8 493 1 369 9 359 5

D=seasesof the heart 295 9 311 7 325 0 335 2 356 8 325 1 169 8 153 0

Cerebrovascular

diseases 58 9 60 9 64 0 74 6 104 0 93 8 93 5 106 3

Nephrntls and nephrosls 8 9 9 1 9 4 7 6 16 4 48 4 81 5 84 3

Syphltas 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 5 0 8 4 17 6 12 9

Appendicitis 0 2 0 2 0 2 0 3 2 0 3 5 14 0 9 4
Accidents, all forms 37.2 39 7 38 6 46 0 60 6 67 6 70 8 79 2

Motor vehacleaccndents 18 9 20 4 18 8 23 0 23 1 22 3 12 9 n a

Infant mortality3 n a 9 9 10 6 12 5 29 2 33 3 76 7 n a

Neonatal mortahty3 n a 6 4 7 0 8 4 20 5 22 9 39 7 n a

Fetal mortahty3 n a n a 7 9 9 2 19 2 21.6 n a n a

Maternal mortahty 3 n a n a 0 1 0 1 0 8 1 4 6 9 n a.
All causes 868.1 883 9 890 8 883 4 960 1 1,000 6 1,157 4 1,621 6

1 Based on a 10% sample of deaths 2. Rates per 1.000 hve births 3 Ratio per 1,000 births. 4 Includes only
deaths occurnng w_thinthe registration areas Beginning wrth 1933, area includes the entare UnatedStates, Alaska
included beginning m 1959 and Hawa, m 1960 Rates per 100,000 popular=onres_dangin areas, enumerated as
of April 1 for 1940, 1950, and 1980 and estimated as of July 1 for all other years Due to changes in statistical
methods, death rates are not strnctlycomparable n a = not avadable Sources. Department of Health and
Human Services, Nattonal Center for Health Statistics

SOURCE.The 1991 Information Please Almanac, Boston: Houghton Mlffhn, 1991, pp. 817, 820
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last century. Black Americans and other m]- TABLE 3
norities lag behind white Americans, but
their life expectancy has also nearly dou-
bled, albeit from a lower starting point. The AnnualFatalityRates
most unequal relationship, though seldom per100,000PersonsatRisk
commented upon, is the far greater longev-
ity of females of all races compared to males Activity/Event Death Rate
(a 6.7-year advantage to white females, a
7.9 year advantage to black females) This Motorcychng 2,000
female advantage is far greater than the lead Aerial acrobatics (planes) 500
in longevity of white men over nonwhite Smoking (all causes) 300
men (4.9 years) or of white women over Sport parachuting 200
nonwhite women (3.7 years). Smoktng (cancer) 120

Turning to death rates, note the dechne Fire fighting 80
by half smce 1900 of deaths from all forms Hang gliding 80
of accidents, and the spectacular dechnes m Coal mmmg 63

all sorts of diseases. The sixfold drop in Farming 63
deaths from pneumoma and influenza _spar Motor vehicles 24

for the course. On the other s_de of the Pohce work (nonclerical) 22
ledger, cancer continues to rise, though _t Boating 5
has slowed down, and major cardiovascular Rodeo performer 3
d_seases remain high. Why these d_screpan-
cles? Cancer is largely a disease of old age Hunting 3Ftres 2.8
When people d_ed at roughly half the pres-
ent hfe expectancy, they died before having 1 diet drink per day
an opportunity, if one may call it that, to (sacchann) 1.0

get cancer. Of course, people must die of 4 tbsp peanut butter
something. Lacking other information, _t_s per day (aflatoxin) 0.8
usual to classify deaths due to heart failure, Floods 0.06

gwen that heart stoppage is one of the signs I__ghtntng 0.05
of death. Meteonte 0.000006

The most dangerous actlvmes are pre-
cisely what we might think they are--sports SOOnCE'Adapted from E. L. Grouchand R. Wil-son, Risk/BenefitAnalysis, Cambridge: Bal-
such as motorcycling and parachuting and inger,1982 ReportedmPaulSlovtc,"Informing
occupations such as fire fighting and coal and Educatmgthe Pubhc about Rtsk," Risk
mining. On the other hand, many of the Analys_s,6, no. 4 (1986):407.
risks that people have begun to worry about
in recent years are far smaller than generally (chlorine forms chloroform, which is a
perceived. However low the risk of being weak carcinogen) is less than one-third of
killed by hghtning (see table 3), the risk that, and the harm done by pesticides in
of getting cancer from drinking tap water food, based largely on animal studies, is
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even less. The lowest nsk that statisticians constant rate as exposure increases. Yet sci-
have measured--getting killed by a falling entific ewdence increasmgly shows that
meteorite--measures m at six-millionths of there are, indeed, threshold effects, and that

1 percent, the cancers animals develop as a result of
In its regulations specifying maximum being subjected to huge doses m short pen-

discharges of potentially harmful sub- ods of time tell us essentially nothing about
stances from factories, the Environmental the reactions of human beings. To go from
Protection Agency (EPA) sets a safety mouse to man, for instance, requires statis-
threshold of one additional death in a mil- tical adjustments for the hugely different
lion How. we might ask, did the EPA ar- weights of the two creatures and for the
rive at one in a million? Well, let's face it, hugely different doses. Many statistical
no real man tells his girlfriend that she is models fit the data that scientists have about
one in a hundred thousand But the real root risks These models vary in their outcomes
of "one in a million" can be traced to the for risk by thousands of t_mes over. And
Food and Drug Administration's (FDA) ef- yet there is no scientifically approved way
forts to find a number that was essentially of choosing among them Only if the mech-
equivalent to zero, anism by which a chemical causes cancer is

Many experts argue that resisting on es- well-known would it be possible to choose a
sentially zero nsk Is going too far. As Pro- good model In short, current measures of
fessor John D. Graham, director of the risk from low-level exposures to industnal
Harvard School of Public Health's Center technology have no true vall&ty whatso-
for Risk Analysis, wrote, "No one sen- ever. This explains why health rates keep
ously suggested that such a stnngent risk getting better and better while government
level should be applied to a hypothetical estimates of risk keep getting worse and
maximally exposed individual "' This worse
mythical, "maximally exposed" human Why are some people frightened of risks
being is created by assuming that he or she and others not? Surveys of risk perception
lives within two hundred meters of the of- show that knowledge of the known hazards
fending industrial plant, lives there for a of a technology does not determine whether

full seventy years, remains outdoors day or to what degree an individual thinks a
and night or at least all day, and wall get given technology is safe or dangerous, Th_s
cancers at the same level as rodents or other holds true not only for laymen, but also for
small animals that are bred to be especially experts m risk assessment. Thus, the most
susceptible to such cancers, and who are powerful factors related to how people
given doses running into the thousands of perceive risk apparently are "trust in in-
times larger than any person other than stitutions" and "self-rated liberal and con-

those who receive lifetime occupational ex- servatJve identification "' In other words,
posures on the .lob. these findings suggest strongly that people

The other assumption is that cancer cau- use a framework mvolwng their opinion of
sation is a hnear process, meaning that there the validity of instgutions in order to inter-
_sno safe dose and that damage occurs at a pret riskiness.
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According to one cultural theory, people man and Amos Tversky, using mainly small
choose what to fear as a way to defend their group experiments m which individuals are
way of hfe. The theory hypothesizes that given tasks involving gambling, this work
adherents of a hierarchical culture will ap- demonstrates that individuals are very poor
prove of technology, provided it is certified judges of probablhty More important, per-
as safe by their experts Competmve rod1- haps, is their general conservatism: large
vidualists will view risk as opportunity and, proportions of people care more about
hence, be optimistic about technology. And avoiding loss than they do about making
egahtarians will view technology as part of gains Therefore, they will go to consider-
the apparatus by which corporate capitalism able lengths to avoid losses, even in the face
maintains inequahties that harm society and of high probabilities of making considerable
the natural environment gams.

One recent study sought to test this theory In regard to the consequences of techno-
by comparing how people rate the risks of logical risk, there are two major strategies
technology compared to risks from social for improving safety: anticipation versus re-
dewance (departures, such as criminal be- salience. The risk-averse strategy seeks to
havior, from widely approved norms), war, ant_clpate and thereby prevent harm from
and economic decline. The results are that occurring. In order to make a strategy of
egahtanans fear technology _mmensely but ant_clpatlon effective, _t is necessary to
think that social deviance is much less dan- know the quality of the adverse conse-
gerous. Hlerarchlsts, by contrast, think quence expected, _ts probabdity, and the
technology is basically good ff their experts existence of effective remedies. The knowl-
say so, but that social deviance leads to edge requirements and the organizational
&saster And indwiduahsts think that risk capacmes reqmred to make anticipation an
takers do a lot of good for society and that effective strategy--to know what wdl hap-
ff devmnts don't bother them, they won't pen, when, and how to prevent it without
bother deviants; but they fear war greatly making things worse--are very large
because it stops trade and leads to con- A strategy of resilience, on the other
scription Thus, there is no such thing as a hand, reqmres reliance on experience with
risk-averse or risk-taking personahty. Peo- adverse consequences once they occur in
pie who take or avoid all risks are probably order to develop a capacity to learn from

certifiably insane; neither would last long. the harm and bounce back Resilience,
Think of a protester against, say, nuclear therefore, requires the accumulation of
power. She _s ewdently averse to risks large amounts of generahzable resources,
posed by nuclear power, but she also throws such as orgamzataonal capacity, knowl-
her body on the hne--_ e., takes risks in edge, wealth, energy, and commumcatIon,
opposing it. that can be used to craft solutions to prob-

Other important literature pursues risk lems that the people involved did not know
perception through what is known as cogni- would occur. Thus, a strategy of resilience
twe psychology. Featuring preeminently requires much less predictwe capacity but

the path-breaking work of Daniel Kahne- much more growth, not only in wealth but
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also in knowledge. Hence it is not surpris- that such societies are richer and produce

ing that systems, like capitalism, based on healthier people and a more vibrant natural
incessant and decentralized trial and error environment.

accumulate the most resources. Strong evi-

dence from around the world demonstrates wAaron Wildavsky

Biography: Aaron Wildavsky ts the Class of 1940 Professor of Polmcal Soence and Pubhc Policy
at the Umversity of California at Berkeley. He is the author of Cultural Theory (with Richard Elhs
and Michael Thompson), The Rise of Radzcal Egalitanamsm, and Searching for Safeo'
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TruckingDeregulation
Thomas Ga/e Moore

Regulation which exempted carriers from the antitrust
laws.

The federal government has been regulating From t 940 to 1980, new or expanded
pnces and competition in interstate trans- authority to transport goods was almost im-
portation ever since Congress created the possible to secure unless no one opposed an
Interstate Commerce Commission (ICC) to application. Even if the proposed service
oversee the railroad industry in 1887 was not being offered by existing carriers,
Truckers were brought under the control of the ICC held that a certificated trucker who
the ICC in 1935 after persistent lobbying by expressed a desire to carry the goods should
state regulators, the ICC _tself, and espe- be given the opportunity to do so; the new
cially, the radroads, which had been losing applicant was denied. The effect was to sti-
business to trucking companies fie competition from new carriers.

The Motor Carrier Act of 1935 required Purchasing the rights of an existing
new truckers to seek a "certificate of public trucker became the only practical approach
convemence and necessity" from the ICC. to entenng a particular market By the sev-

Truckers already operating in 1935 could enties the authority to carry certain goods
automatically get certificates, but only if on certain routes was selling for hundreds
they documented their prior service, and of thousands of dollars. Because the corn-
the ICC was quite restrictive in interpreting mission disapproved of "trafficking" in
proof of service. New trucking companies, rights, it was hostile to mergers and pur-
on the other hand, found it extremely diffi- chases and attempted to restrict authority

cult to get certificates, as much as possible. The result was often
The law reqmred motor carriers to file Nzarre. For example, a motor carrier with

all rates--also called tariffs--with the ICC authority to travel from Cleveland to Bur-

thirty days before they became effective falo that purchased another career or the
Anyone, including a competitor, was al- carrier's rights to go from Buffalo to Pitts-
lowed to inspect the filed tariffs. If the pro- burgh was required to carry goods destined
posed tariffs were protested by another for PittsburghthroughBuffalo, event hough
carrier (such as a trucker, a regulated water the direct route was considerably shorter.

carrier, or a railroad), the ICC normally In some cases carriers had to go hundreds
suspended the rates pending an investiga- of miles out of their way, adding many
tion of their legality. In 1948 Congress au- hours or even days to the transport.
thorized truckers to fix rates In concert with ICC regulation reduced competition and
one another when it enacted, over President made trucking inefficient. Routes and the

Truman's veto, the Reed-Bulwinkle Act, products that could be carried over them
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were narrowly specified. Truckers with au- message to Congress recommending a re-
thonty to carry a product, such as tiles, from duction in the regulation of surface freight
one city to another often lacked authority to transportation. In November 1975 President
haul anything on the return trip. Gerald Ford called for legislation to reduce

trucking regulation He followed that by ap-
pointing to the ICC several commissioners

Regulation'sCosts who favored competition. By the end of
1976, these commissioners were speaking

Studies showed that regulation increased out for a more competitive policy at the
costs and rates significantly. Not only were ICC, a position rarely articulated in the pre-
rates lower without regulation, but service vious eight decades of transportation regu-
quality, as judged by shippers, also was latlon.
better. Products exempt from regulation President Jimmy Carter followed Ford's
moved at rates 20 to 40 percent below those lead by appointing strong deregulatory ad-
for the same products subject to ICC con- vocates and supporting legislation to reduce
trois. For example, regulated rates for car- motor carrier regulation After a series of
rying cooked poultry, compared to ICC rulings that reduced federal oversight
unregulated charges for fresh dressed poul- of trucking, and after the deregulation of
try (a similar product), were nearly 50 per- the airline industry, Congress, spurred by
cent higher. Comparisons between heavily the Carter administration, enacted the Mo-
regulated trucking in West Germany and the tor Carrier Act of 1980. This act limited the
United States and unregulated motor car- ICC's authority over trucking.
riage In Great Britain, together with lightly Both the Teamsters Umon and the Amer-
regulated trucking in Belgium and the Neth- ican Trucking Associations strongly op-
erlands, showed that charges in the highly posed deregulation and successfully headed
regulated countries were 75 percent higher off efforts to eliminate all economic con-
than in the nations with freer markets, trols Supporting deregulation was a

A number of economists were critical of coalmon of shippers, consumer advocates
the regulation of motor carriers right from including Ralph Nader, and liberals such
the beginning. James C Nelson, m a series as Senator Edward Kennedy Probably the
of articles starting in 1935, led the attack, most significant factor in forcing Congress
Walter Adams, a liberal Democrat, fol- to act was that the ICC commtssioners ap-

lowed with a major critique in American pointed by Ford and Carter were bent on
Economw Review. Professors John R. deregulating the industry anyway. Either
Meyer of Harvard, Merton J. Peck of Yale, Congress had to act or the ICC would. Con-
John Stenason, and Charles Zwick authored gress acted m order to codify some of the
a very influential book, The Economics of commission changes and to limit others
Competition in the Transportation Indus- The Motor Carrier Act (MCA) of 1980

tries, published in 1959. only partially decontrolled trucking. But to-
In 1962 President John Kennedy became gether with a liberal ICC, it substantially

the first president to send a transportation freed the industry. The MCA made it sig-
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nlficantly easier for a trucker to secure a American Trucking Associauons predicted
certificate of public convenience and neces- that service would decline and that small

slty. The MCA also required the commis- commumties would find it harder to get any
sion to ehminate most restnctmns on service at all under the new regime. In fact,
commodities that could be camed, on the service to small communities has improved
routes that motor carriers could use, and on and complaints by shippers have dechned.

the geographzcal region they could serve. The ICC has reported that in 1975 and 1976
The law authorized truckers to price freely it handled 340 and 390 complaints, respec-
within a "zone of reasonableness," mean- tIvely, against truckers; in 1980 it had to

mg that truckers could increase or decrease deal with only 23 cases, and just 40 in 1981.
rates from current levels by 15 percent with- A 1982 ICC study of the effect of partial

out challenge, and encouraged them to decontrol on small cities and remote parts
make independent rate filings with even of the country found that service quality had

larger price changes, either been improved or remained unaf-
fected by deregulation. Increased competi-
tion has bolstered the willingness of

TheSuccessofDeregulation tracking firms to go off-route to pick up or
deliver freight.

Deregulation has worked well. Between Deregulation has also made it easier for
1977, the year before the ICC started to nonumon workers to get jobs in the trucking
decontrol the industry, and 1982, rates for industry. This new competition has sharply
truckload-size shipments fell about 25 per- eroded the strength of the drivers' umon,
cent in real, inflation-adjusted terms. The the International Brotherhood of Teamsters.
General Accounting Office found that rates Before deregulation ICC-regulated truckers

charged by LTL (less-than-truckload)cam- paid unionized workers about 50 percent
ers had fallen as much as 10 to 20 percent, more than comparable workers in other in-

with some shippers reporting declines of as dustrles. Although umonized drivers still
much as 40 percent. Revenue per truckload- are paid a premmm, by 1985 unionized
ton fell 22 percent from 1979 to 1986. A workers were only 28 percent of the truck-
survey of shippers indicates that they be- ing work force, down from around 60 per-
]ieve service quality improved as well cent in the late seventies.
Some 77 percent of surveyed shippers fa- The number of new firms has increased
voted deregulation of trucking. Shippers re- dramatically. By 1990 the total number of
ported that carriers were much more willing licensed careers exceeded forty thousand,

to negotiate rates and services than prior to considerably more than double the number
deregulation. Truckers have experimented authorized m 1980. The ICC had also
with new price and service options. They awarded nationwide authority to about five
have restructured routes, reduced empty re- thousand freight carriers. The value of op-

turn hauls, and provided simphfied rate erating rights granted by the ICC, once
structures, worth hundreds of thousands of dollars

In arguing against deregulation, the when such authority was almost impossible
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to secure from the commission, has plum- be sold. As a result inventories are leaner.
meted to close to zero now that operating Without the partial deregulation that re-
rights are easy to obtain, sulted from the 1980 act, these changes

Intermodal carriage has surged sharply would not have been possible. In 1981, in-
since 1980: from 1981 to 1986, it grew 70 ventories amounted to 14 percent of GNP;
percent. The ability of railroads and truck- one study found that because of improved
ers to develop an extensive trailer-on-flatcar transportation services traceable to the Mo-
network Is a direct result of the MCA and tor Carrier Act of 1980 and the Staggers
the Staggers Act (1980), which partially Act, the total fell to 10.8 percent by 1987,
freed the railroads, for a saving of about $62 billion A more

The motor carrier industry has made little conservative estimate by the Department of
use of the rate zone provision and instead Transportation is that the gain to U.S. m-
has opted for independent filings, which dustry in shipping, merchandising, and m-
have increased sharply. These independent ventones is between $38 and $56 billion per
filings have increased price competition, year
Such filings by defimtion are not agreed on
through rate bureaus. Truckers have been
able to slash rates mainly by improving ef- CurrentIssues
ficlency--reducing empty backhauls, elim-
inating clrcmties, pricing flexibly, and Federal law still requires new carriers to
reducing by about 10 percent the proportion apply for certificates of pubhc convenience
of employees who are drivers and helpers and necessity All tariffs must be filed with
At the same time, it has cut the pay of such the commission Most states continue to en-
employees by over 10 percent relatwe to force strict entry and price controls on intra-
wages of workers in the economy generally, state carriers. These controls cause
In other words, although wages of drivers inefficiency. One result _s that m some
and helpers are still considerably higher cases, shipping products from overseas _s
than wages of comparable workers in other cheaper than shipping the same goods
industries, the differential has shrunk within the United States Shipping blue

jeans from E1 Paso, Texas, to Dallas, for

example, costs about 40 percent more than
Savings shipping the identical jeans from Taiwan to

Dallas.

One of the economy's major gains from The continuing obligation to file tariffs
trucking deregulation has been the substan- results in higher costs. Rates for sh_pping

tial drop in the cost of holding and main- dog food, which are regulated, are 10 to 35
taining inventories. Because truckers are percent h_gher than the unregulated rates for
better able to offer on-time delivery service other animal foods. Chicken, turkey, and
and more flexible service, manufacturers fish TV dinners can be carried free of regu-
can order components just in time to be used laUon, but a frozen dinner with a hamburger
and retailers can have them just in time to patty instead of a chicken leg requires truck-
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ing rates that are 20 to 25 percent higher. Current law also authorizes truckers to
When the commission ruled that used beer collude on tariff increases in rate bureaus.

bottles and kegs were exempt under the In any other industry such agreements

"used, empty shipping containers" provl- would violate the antitrust laws. Although

sion, costs to haul the empties dropped 20 any single carrier can file separate rates, a

to 30 percent, rate bureau's filing for higher tariffs leads
Even if the filing of tariffs did not lead to pressures on all carriers to boost their

to higher charges, the requirement adds to prices.

paperwork and confusion. For example, Trucking deregulation is unfinished. Ac-

rates must be published for peanuts cordmg to one study, abolishing all re-

"roasted and salted in the shell," but a mamlng federal controls would save

trucker carrying peanuts "shelled, salted, shippers about $28 bllhon per year A De-
not roasted or otherwise" is exempt from partment of Transportation study done by

any need to file. Truckers must submit tar- researchers at the University of Pennsylva-
lffs for carrying show horses but not exhibit nia's Wharton School estimated that abol-

horses Motor carriers must list their prices lshlng state regulation would save another

with the ICC to carry raxlroad ties cut $5 bilhon to $12 billion.

lengthwise, but not if they are cut cross-
wise I --Thomas Gale Moore

Biography: Thomas Gale Moore zs a senior fellow at the Hoover InsUtutlon at Stanford Umvers_ty
Between 1985 and 1989 he was a member of President Reagan's Council of Economic Advisers
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Environmentalism,APreface
David R. Henderson

• Many environmentahsts see preserving nize that any given level of, say, clean air
the enwronment as a purely ethical issue or water entails a cost. How clean the air
that has no connection to economics. In should be _swhat economists call a norma-

fact, as MIT economist Lester Thurow Uve issue: people's answers depend on their
wrote in The Zero-Sum Socie_, "Environ- values.
mentahsm is not ethical values p_tted What sets many economists apart in envy-
against economic values. It is thoroughly ronmental debates is that they want to
economic." What Thurow means _s that achieve environmental quality efficiently,

preserving the environment is what econo- and they tend to want an efficient (optimal)
mists call a good, and achieving that good amount of environmental quality. Though
uses up resources that could have produced figunng out the efficient amount of environ-
other goods, mental quahty is difficult, it theoretically is

Environmental quality is what econo- the point at which the value that people put
mists call a "normal" good. That is, people on the last increment of cleanliness equals
want more of it as their real incomes in- _ts cost After that point additional cleanli-

crease As a result people w_th higher in- ness costs more than its value to society
comes tend to place a higher value on a (see MARGINALISM). Some economists be-
clean enwronment, and wealthy nations here that air m much of the country _s too

tend to have more rigorous environmental &rty because the people who make it dirty
laws than poorer nations. The cost of pre- do not have the right incentives to make
serving the environment is inherently eco- it clean Some of these same economists
nom_c as well. Equipment and labor to beheve that air in other parts of the country
clean air or water, for example, have an is too clean. Why? Because the cost of

"opportumty" cost: they could be used to achieving the last units of cleanliness out-
produce something else. weighs the benefit to people of doing so.

The economic approach to environmental
_ssues does not make economists e_ther pro- --David R. Henderson
or anti-environment. They simply recog-

Biography: David R. Henderson is the editor of this encyclope&a He is a semor research fellow
with Stanford Umversity's Hoover Institution and an assocmte professor of economics at the
Naval Postgraduate School m Monterey, Califomm. He was formerly a senioreconomist with the
President's Councd of Economic Advisers.
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Environmentalism,Free-Market
Richard Stroup

[] Free-market environmentalism empha- reports idenUfied large areas where brown
sizes markets as a soluUon to environmental haze hung in the air, where people's eyes
problems. Proponents argue that free mar- routinely burned from chemical fumes and
kets can be more successful than govern- where drivers had to use headhghts in the
ment--and have been more successful middle of the day. In 1990 The Wall Street
historically--in solving many environmen- Journal quoted a claim by Hungarian doc-
tal problems tots that 10 percent of the deaths m Hungary

This new interest in free-market environ- may be directly related to pollution. The
mentalism is somewhat xronic because envl- New York Ttmes reported that parts of the
ronmental problems have often been seen town of Merseburg, East Germany, were

as a form of market failure (see PUBLIC "'permanently covered by a white chemical
GOODSAND EXTERNALITIES).In the tradl- dust, and a sour smell fills people's nos-
tional view many environmental problems trils.'"
are caused by decision makers who reduce For markets to work in the environmental
their costs by polluting those who are down- field, as m any other, fights to each 1m-

wind or downstream; other environmental portant resource must be clearly defined,
problems are caused by private decision easdy defended against invasion, and dives-
makers" inabdlty to produce "pubhc tible (transferable) by owners on terms
goods" (such as preservation of wdd spe- agreeable to buyer and seller. Weli-func-
cles) since no one has to pay to get the tioning markets, m short, require "3-D"
benefits of this preservation. Whde these property rights. When the first two are pres-
problems can be qmte real, growing evi- ent--clear definition and easy defense of
dence indicates that governments often fall one's rights--no one _s forced to accept
to control polluuon or to prowde pubhc polluUon beyond the standard acceptable to
goods at reasonable cost. Furthermore, the the community. Each individual has a right
private sector _soften more responsive than against invasion of himself and his prop-
government to environmental needs Th_s erty, and the courts will defend that fight.
evidence, which is supported by much eco- And when the third characteristic--divesti-
nomlc theory, has led to a reconsideration bihty--is present, each owner has an incen-
of the tradiUonal view. twe to be a good steward: preservation of

Further interest in free-market environ- the owner's wealth (the value of his or her

mentalism has been awakened, in part, by property) depends on good stewardship,
the failures of centralized government con- Enwronmental problems stem from the

trol in Eastern Europe and the Soviet Union. absence or incompleteness of these charac-
As glasnost lifted the veil of secrecy, press teristics of property fights. When fights to
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resources are defined and easily defended nent domain, for the cost of one dollar, and

against invasion, all individuals or corpora- m spite of warnmgs by Hooker about the
tlons, whether potential polluters or poten- chemicals--was the site mistreated m ways
tial victims, have an incentive to avoid that led to chemical leakage. The govern-
pollution problems. When air or water pol- ment decision makers lacked personal or
lution damages a privately owned asset, the corporate habfl_ty for their decisions. They
owner whose wealth is threatened will gain budt a school on part of the s_te, removed
by seeing that the threat is abated, in court part of the protective clay cap to use as fill
if necessary. In England and Scotland, for dirt for another school site, and sold off the
example, unlike in the United States, the remaining part of the Love Canal site to
right to fish for sport and commerce is a a developer, without warning him of the
privately owned, transferable right This dangers as Hooker had warned them. The
means that owners of fishing rights can ob- local government also punched holes m the
tam damages and injunctions against pollut- impermeable clay walls to build water lines
ers of streams. Owners of these rights and a h_ghway This allowed the toxic

vigorously defend them, even though the wastes to escape when rainwater, no longer
owners are often small anglers" clubs whose kept out by the partially removed clay cap,
members have modest means. They have washed them through the gaps created in
formed an assocmtion that ts ready to go to the walls

court when their fishing rights are violated The school district owning the land had
by polluters. Such suits were successful a laudable but narrow goal: it wanted to
well before Earth Day and before pollution provide education cheaply for district chil-
control became part of pubhc pohcy. Once dren Government decision makers are sel-
rights against pollution are estabhshed by dom held accountable for broader social
precedent, as these were many years ago, goals in the way that private owners are

going to court is seldom necessary, by habihty rules and potential profits. Of
Thus, liabihty for pollution ISa powerful course, mistakes can be made by anyone,

motwator when a factory or other poten- including private parties, but the decision

tially polluting asset is privately owned maker whose private wealth is on the hne
The case of the notorious waste dump, Love tends to be more circumspect. The liability

Canal, illustrates this point. As long as that holds prwate decision makers account-
Hooker Chemical Company owned the able _s largely missing in the public sector.
Love Canal waste site, _t was designed, Nor does the government sector have the

maintained, and operated (m the late forties long-range view that property rights pro-
and fifties) in a way that met even the Envi- wde, which leads to protection of resources
ronmental Protection Agency standards of for the future As long as the third D, divest-

1980. The corporation wanted to avoid any ibdity, is present, property rights provide
damaging leaks, for which It would have to long-term incentives for maximizing the
pay. value of property. If I mine my land and

Only when the waste s_te was taken over _mpmr its future productivity or _ts ground-

by local government--under threat of em_- water, the reduction m the land's value re-
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duces my current wealth. That is because local government to "preserve" this beauti-
land's current worth equals the present ful place. The owners did not want to part
value of all future services (see PRESENT with it, but following condemnation pro-
VALVE). Fewer services or greater costs in ceedmgs the city bought the park.
the future mean lower value now. In fact, But since they had no personal property
on the day an appraiser or potential buyer or income at stake, local officials allowed
first can see that there will be problems in the park to deteriorate. In fact, the tall trees
the future, my wealth declines. The reverse began to disappear soon after the city
also is true: any new way to produce more bought it m 1911. The theft of the trees was
value--preserving scemc value as I log my brought to official attenUon by a group of
land, for example, to attract paying recre- concerned c_tizens, but they continued to be
ationists--is capltahzed into the asset's cut. Gradually, the park became unattrac-
present value, twe. By 1972 it was an ugly, dangerous

Because the owner's wealth depends hangout for drug users.
on good stewardship, even a shortsighted In contrast, private indwiduals and
owner has the incentive to act as ff he or groups have preserved wildlife habitats and
she cares about the future usefulness of the scemc lands in thousands of places m the
resource. This is true even ff an asset is Umted States. The sldebar lists more than

owned by a corporation. Corporate officers fifty such state and local land trusts m Ore-
may be concerned mainly about the short gon and California alone. The 1980 Na-
term, but as financial economists such as t_onal D_rectory of Conservation Lanci
Harvard's Michael Jensen have noted, even Trusts hsts 748 local, state, and regional
they have to care about the future. If current land trusts serving th_s purpose. Many other
actions are known to cause future p_oblems, state and local groups have similar projects
or if a current investment promises future as a s_dehne, and national groups such as
benefits, the stock price nses or falls to re- the Nature Conservancy and the Audubon
flect the change. Corporate officers are m- Society have hundreds more. None of these
formed by (and are judged by) these stock are owned by the government. Using the
price changes market, such groups do not have to con-

Th_s ability and incentive to engage in vmce the majority that their project is deslr-
farsighted behavior is lacking in the poliu- able, nor do they have to fight the majority
cal sector. Consider the example of Seat- in choosing how to manage the site. The
tle's Ravenna Park. At the turn of the result, as the federal government's Council
century, it was a privately owned park that on Environmental Quality has reported, is
contained magnificent Douglas firs. A hus- an enormous and healthy dwersity of ap-
band and wife, Mr. and Mrs W. W. Beck, proaches
had developed it into a family recreation Even the lack of property rights today
area that brought in thousands of people a does not mean that a useful property rights
day. Concern that a future owner might not solution is forever impossible. Property

take proper care of it, however, caused the rights tend to evolve as technology, prefer-
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ences, and prices provide added incentives plains lost their status as commons and were

and new technical options. Early in Ameri- privatized. Advances in technology may yet
can history, property rights in cattle seemed allow the establishment of enforceable

impossible to establish and enforce on the rights to schools of whales in the oceans,

Great Plains But the growing value of such migratory birds in the air, and--who

rights led to the use of mounted cowboys to knows?--even the ozone layer. Such is the

protect herds and, eventually, barbed wire hope of free-market environmentalism.
to fence the range. As economists Terry

Anderson and Peter J Hill have shown, the --Richard Stroup

Biography: Richard Stroup is an economics professor at Montana State University and senior
associate at the Political Economy Research Center, both m Bozeman, Montana From 1982 to

1984, he was director of the Office of Policy Analyszs, U S. Department of the Interior
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Cafifornia and Oregon Conservation Land Trusts

Big Sur Land Trust
Bolinas Community Land Trust

Buena Vista Lagoon Foundation

Butte County Land Conservation Trust
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Cahfornm Institute of Man in Nature/Cross California

Conservancy
California State Parks Foundanon

Comptche Land Conservancy
Davis Rural Land Trust
Del Monte Forest Foundanon
Desert Tortoise Preserve Committee

Elkhorn Slough Foundation
Fallbrook Land Conservancy
Homestead Valley Land Trust
Humboldt North Coast Land Trust
Land Trust for Santa

Barbara County
Land Trust of Santa Cruz County
Lassen Land and Trails Trust

League to Save Lake Tahoe Charitable Trust
Los Penasquitos Lagoon Foundanon
Mattole Restoranon Council

Mattole Watershed Salmon Support Group
Mendocino Land Trust

Mill Creek Watershed Conservancy
Mission Creek Conservancy
Monterey County Agricultural and Historic Land

Conservancy
Mountains Restoranon Trust

Napa County Land Trust
North Coast Land Conservancy
Ojal Valley Land Conservancy
Oregon Parks Foundanon
Oregon Women's Land Trust
Padua Hills Land Trust

Palos Verdes Peninsula Land Conservancy
Port Costa Conservanon Society
Rancho Sante Fe Commumty Foundanon
Riverside Land Conservancy
San Diegmto River Valley Land Conservancy
San Elijo Lagoon Foundation
San Joaqum River Parkway and Conservation Trust
Sanctuary Forest

Santa Catalina Island Conservancy
Santa Rosa Land Trust
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Save Mount Diablo

Save-the-Redwoods League
Sempervlrens Fund
Sequoya Challenge
Small Wilderness Area Preservation
Sonoma Land Trust
Southern Mann Land Trust

Symblota Land Conservancy/Trust
Tamalpals Conservation

Club

Ventura County Land Conservancy
Wetlands Conservancy
Yolo Land Conservation Trust

GreenhouseEffect
Thomas C. Schelling

WhatIs It? atmosphere. Carbon &oxide is one of these
gases; so are methane, nitrous oxide, and

The "'greenhouse effect" is a complicated the chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs). The con-

process by which the earth is becoming pro- centraUons of these gases are increasing,
gressively warmer The earth is bathed in with the result that the earth is absorbing
sunlight, some of it reflected back into more sunhght and getting wanner.
space and some absorbed. If the absorption This greenhouse phenomenon is truly the
is not matched by radiation back into space, result of a "global common" (see ThE
the earth will get warmer untd the intensity TRAGEDYOF THE COMMONS) Because no
of that radmtion matches the incommg sun- one owns the atmosphere, no one has a suf-

light. Some atmospheric gases absorb out- ficient incentive to take account of the
ward infrared radiation, warming the change to the atmosphere caused by his or
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her emission of carbon. Also, carbon emit- known with enough confidence to introduce
ted has the same effect no matter where on rote the models.

earth it happens. Carbon dioxide has increased about 25
percent since the onset of the industrial rev-
olution. The global average temperature

HowSeriousIsIt? rose almost half a degree during the first
forty years of this century, was level for the

The expected change in global average next forty, and rose during the eighties. Yet
temperature for a doubhng of CO 2 _s 1.5 to whether or not we are witnessmg the green-
4,5 degrees centigrade. But translating a house effect is unknown because other de-
change in temperature into a change in cli- caries-long influences such as changes in
mates is full of uncertainties. Meteorolo- solar intensity and in the atmosphere's par-

gists predict greater temperature change in tlculate matter can obscure any smooth
the polar regions than near the equator. This greenhouse trend. In other words, the m-
change could cause changes in circulation crease in carbon dioxide will, by itself,
of air and water The results may be warmer cause the greenhouse effect, but other

temperatures m some places and colder in changes m the universe may offset it.
others, wetter climates in some places and Even ff we had confident estimates of
drier in others chmate change for different regions of the

Temperature is useful as an index of ch- world, there would be uncertainties about
mate change. A band of about one degree the kind of world we wdl have fifty or a
covers variations in average temperatures hundred years from now Suppose the kmd
since the last ice age. This means that cli- of chmate change expected between now
mates will change more m the next one hun- and, say, 2080 had already taken place,
dred years than in the last ten thousand. But since 1900. Ask a seventy-five-year-old
to put thts in perspective, remember that farm couple living on the same farm where
people have been migrating great distances they were born would the change m the
for thousands of years, experiencing climate be among the most dramatic
changes in chmate greater than any being changes m e_ther their farming or their hfe-
forecast, style? The answer most likely would be no.

The models of global wanning project Changes from horses to tractors and from
only gradual changes. Chmates will "'mi- kerosene to electnc=ty would be much more
grate" slowly. The climate of Kansas may _mportant.
become like Oklahoma's, but not hke that Chmate change would have made a
of Oregon or Massachusetts. But a caveat is vastly greater difference to the way people
in order: the models probably cannot project hved and earned their living in 1900 than
discontinuities because nothing goes into today Today, little of our gross domestic
them that wdl produce drastic change product is produced outdoors, and there-

There may be phenomena that could pro- fore, little is susceptible to climate Agri-
duce drastic changes, but they are not culture and forestry are less than 3 percent
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of total output, and little else is much af- tage Thezr best defense against climate
fected. Even if agricultural productivity de- change wall be their own continued devel-
clined by a third over the next half-century, opment.

the per capita GNP we might have achieved Population is an important factor. Carbon
by 2050 we would still achieve m 2051. emissions in developing countries rise with
Considering that agricultural productwlty in population For mstance, if China holds
most parts of the world continues to lm- population growth to near zero for the next
prove (and that many crops may benefit di- couple of generations, it may do as much
rectly from enhanced photosynthesis due to for the earth's atmosphere as would a heroic
increased carbon dioxide), it is not at all antlcarbon program coupled with 2 percent
certain that the net _mpact on agriculture annual population growth. Furthermore, the
will be negative or much noticed in the de- most likely adverse impact of chmate
veloped world change would be on food production, and

m the poorest parts of the world the ade-
quacy of food depends on the number of

ItsEffectsonDevelopingCountries mouths

Climate changes would have greater im-
pact m underdeveloped countries Agncul- WhyShouldDevelopedCountries
ture provides the livehhoods of 30 percent D0 Anything?
or more of the population m much of the
developmg world. While there is no strong Why might developed countries care
presumption that the climates prevailing m enough about chmate to do anything about
different regions fifty or a hundred years lt_ The answer depends on how much peo-
from now will be less conducive to food ple in developed countries care about peo-

production, those people are vulnerable m pie m developing countries and on how
a way that Amencans and west Europeans expenswe _t_s to do something worthwhile
are not Nor can the impact on their health Abatement programs m a number of econo-
be dismissed. Parasmc and other vector- metric models suggest that doing something

borne diseases affecting hundreds ol mil- worthwhile would cost about 2 percent of

lions of people are sensitive to climate. GNP m perpetuity. Two percent of the U S.
Yet the trend in developing countries is GNP Is over $100 bdlion a year, and that is

to be less dependent on agriculture. If per an annual cost that would continue forever
capita income in such countries grows in One argument for doing something is that

the next forty years as rapidly as it has in the developing countries are vulnerable,
the forty just past, vulneraNhty to chmate and we care about their well-being. But if
change should diminish. This is pertinent to the developed countries were prepared to
whether developing counmes should make invest, say, $200 bilhon a year in green-
sacrifices to minimize the emission of gases house gas abatement, exphcitly for the ben-

that may change chmate to their disadvan- efit of developing countries fifty years or
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more from now, the developing countries to invest trillions in the reduction of carbon
would probably clamor, understandably, to emissions.
receive the resources immediately in sup-
port of their continued development

A second argument is that our natural WhatSolutionsAreProposed?
environment may be severely damaged.
This is the crux of the political debate over What can be done to reduce or offset
the greenhouse effect, but it is an issue that carbon emissions? Reducing energy use and
no one really understands. It is difficult to the carbon content of energy have received
know how to value what is at risk, and most of the attention. There are other possi-
difficult even to know just what is at risk. bilities. Trees store carbon. A new forest
The benefits of slowing climate change by will absorb carbon until it reaches maturity;
some particular amount are even more un- It then holds its carbon but does not absorb
certain, more. The area avadable for reforestation

A third argument is that the conclusion I throughout the world suggests that refores-
reported eadzer--that climates will change tation can contribute, but not much.
slowly and not much--may be wrong. The Stopping or slowmg deforestation is im-
models do not produce surprises. The possi- portant for other reasons but is quantita-
bility has to be considered that some atmo- uvely more important than reforestation,

spheric or oceanic circulatory systems may partly because forest subsoils typically con-
flzp to alternatwe equilibria, producing re- tain carbon greater than the amount in the
gional changes that are sudden and extreme, trees themselves, and thzs carbon is subject
A currently discussed possibility is m the to oxidation when the trees are removed

way oceans behave. If the gulf stream Also, substances or objects can be put m
flipped into a new pattern, the climatic con- orbit or in the stratosphere to reflect incom-
sequences might be sudden and severe, ing sunlight. Some of these are as appar-
(Paradoxically, global wanning might se- ently innocuous as stimulating cloud
verely cool western Europe.) formation and some as dramatic as huge

Is 2 percent of GNP forever, to postpone mylar balloons m low earth orbit. If in de-
the doubhng of carbon m the atmosphere, cades to come the greenhouse impact con-
a big number or a small one? That depends firms the more alarmist expectations, and if
on what the comparison is. A better ques- the costs of reducing emissions prove un-
tlon--assuming we were prepared to spend manageable, some of these "geoengineer-
2 percent of GNP to reduce the damage ing" options wall inwte attention.
from climate change--is whether we might The main responses will be to adapt as

find better uses for the money, the climate changes and to reduce carbon
I mentioned one such use--directly in- emisszons (CFCs are potent greenhouse

vesting to improve the economies of the gases and, if unchecked, might have rivaled
poorer countries Another would be direct carbon &oxide m decades to come. Interna-

investment in preserving species or ecosys- tional actions to reduce or eliminate CFCs

tems orwiiderness areas, if the alternative is are making progress and are among the
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cheapest ways of reducing greenhouse per year in revenue, almost 10 percent of
emissions.) our GNP. It is doubtful that any greenhouse

It is improbable that the developing taxing agency would be allowed to collect
world, at least for the next several decades, that kind of revenue, or that a treaty requir-
will recur any slgmficant sacrifice m the lng the United States to levy internal carbon
interest of reduced carbon, nor would _tbe taxation at that level would be ratified.

advisable Fmancing energy conservation, Tradable permits have been proposed as
energy efficiency, and a switch from high- an alternative to the tax. The main posslbill-
carbon to lower-carbon or noncarbon fuels ties are estlmatmg "'reasonable" emissions
m Asia and Africa would not only be a country by country and establishing com-
major economic enterprise, but also acom- mensurate quotas, or distributing tradable

plex effort in international diplomacy and rights m accordance w_th some "equitable"
pohtics If successful, it would increase the criterion Depending on how restrictive the
costs to the developed world by at least emission rights m_ght be, the latter amounts
another percent or two on top of the 2 per- to distributing tnlhons of dollars (m present
cent I mentioned value terms), an unhkely prospect. If quotas

A umversal carbon tax is a popular pro- are negotmted to correspond to countries'

posal among economists because _t prom- currently "reasonable" emissions levels,
_ses an efficient solution. A carbon tax set they wall surely be renegotiated every few

equally for all users worldwide would years, and selling an emissions right wall
achieve a given reduction m the use of car- be percewed as evidence that a quota was
bon at the lowest cost. If user A values h_s imtially too generous.
use of one ton of carbon at two thousand A helpful model for conceptualizing a
dollars more than Rs net-of-tax price, and greenhouse regime among the richer coun-
If the tax is four hundred dollars per ton. tries _s the negotiations among the nations
he wdl contmue to use the carbon because of Western Europe for distributing Marshall

doing so is worthwhde If user B values his Plan aid after World War II There was
use of one ton at only three hundred dollars never a formula or exphclt criterion, such
more than the net-of-tax price, the tax wdl as equahzlng living standards, maximizing
reduce him to end his use Thus the tax aggregate growth, or establishing a floor
would eliminate the lowest-valued uses of under levels of hvmg Baseline dollar-bal-
carbon and would leave the h_ghest-valued ance-of-payments deficits were a point of

ones m place A carbon tax would require departure, but the negotiations took into ac-
no negotiation except over a tax rate and a count other factors such as investment needs
formula for distributing the proceeds. But a and traditional consumption levels The
tax rate that made a big dent m the green- Umted States insisted that the recipients ar-

house problem would have to be equivalent gue out and agree on shares In the end
to around a dollar per gallon on motor fuel. they did not quite make it, the United States
and for the United States alone such a tax hawng to make the final allocation. But all

on coal, petroleum, and natural gas would the submission of data and open argument
currently yield close to half a tnlhon dollars led, if not to consensus, to a reasonable
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appreciation of each nation's needs. Dlstri- bon emissions. The plans would be accom-
bution of Marshall Plan funds is the only panied by estimates of emissions, but any
model of multilateral negotiation revolving commitments would be to the policaes, not
resources commensurate with the cost of the emissions.

greenhouse abatement. (In the first year The alternative as commitments to spe-
Marshall Plan funds were about 1.5 percent cafic levels of emissaons. Because target
of U.S. GNP and--adjusting for overval- dates would be a decade or two in the fu-
ued currencaes--probably 5 percent of re- ture, monitoring a country's progress would
capaent countries' GNP.) be more ambiguous than monitoring the im-

What the Marshall Plan model suggests is plementatlon of policies.
that the particapants m a greenhouse regame
_ou_d submit (or each other' s scrutiny and --Xhomas C. Schelling
cross-examinataon plans for reducing car-

Biography: Thomas C Schelhng Is a professor of economics at the Umverslty of Maryland in
College Park, For most of his professional hfe he was an economics professor at Harvard Umver-
s_ty. In 1991 he was president of the American Economic Assocmtmn He ]s an elected member
of the National Academy of Sciences
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PollutionControls
Robert W. Cranda//

• While there is general agreement that we pollutant has many sources, the EPA often
must control pollution of our air, water, and must set literally hundreds of maximum dis-

land, various interest groups, pubhc agen- charge standards for any single pollutant.
oes, and experts have disputed just how Existing pollution sources (such as old
we should control it. The pollution control factories) are generally required to meet less
mechanisms adopted in the United States onerous standards than those applicable for
have tended toward detailed regulation of new sources, largely because it is consid-
technology. In 1970 popular concern about ered more costly to retrofit an old factory
environmental degradation coalesced into a than to build pollution control devices into a
major political force, resulting in the cre- new one. And even the defimtion of"new"
ation of a federal Environmental Protection requires further regulations because EPA
Agency (EPA) by President Nixon, and the must distinguish, for example, among re-
first of the major federal attempts to regulate building a fossil-fuel-fired boiler, replacing
pollution directly--the Clean Air Act it, or replacing the entire facility of which
Amendments of 1970. Since then, the fed- the boiler is only a part. Complicating mat-
eral role m regulating pollution has grown ters further, standards for existing sources
immensely, unleashing a cascade of regula- and new sources are often stricter in regions
tion upon the EPA, local governments, and with a higher-quality environment (1.e,
the business community. But that has begun cleaner air, cleaner water, and so on).
to change. Although the command-and-
control approach is the norm, environmen-
tal lobbyists and legislators are beginning TheCostof PollutionControls
to consider market-based approaches to pol-
lution control The way that pollution controls are often

built into the production process makes any
estimation of their cost extremely difficult.

RegulatoryStandards In addition, pollution controls often dis-
courage new investment and production,

In virtually every antipollution law, Con- but no one currently calculates such indirect
gress has instructed the EPA to establish costs as the value of what is not produced
and enforce specific pollution standards for The federal government has, however, esti-
Individual polluters. These standards are mated a subset of costs, namely direct ex-

generally based on some notion of the "best penditures on pollution controls. These
available" technology for each source of expenditures cost governments and private
pollution in each industry. Because each entities an estimated $100 billion in 1988

453
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alone. Some $40 bilhon was spent on air- years for waste cleanup. Thus, corporations
pollution abatement, $40 bdlion on water- that had nothing to do with old hazardous
pollution controls, and $20 billion for a va- waste sites or that do not even generate toxic
nety of solid-waste, hazardous-waste, and waste are required to pay for the pollution
other programs, others left behind.

The most costly and complex federal pol-
lution control policy is the motor-vehicle
program. In order to enforce automobile TheEconomicEffectsof
standards set by Congress, the EPA must PollutionControls
test each model line of new cars and test

and random sample vehicles already on Polluuon controls divert economic re-
the road. The Clean Air Act reqmres that sources from other economic activiues,

emission controls work for at least the first thereby reducing the potential size of inca-
fifty thousand miles driven. Direct expendl- sured national output As long as the in-
tures for comphance with these vehicle crease m the value of the environment Is at
standards totaled an estimated $14 billion least one dollar for each additional dollar

m 1988, costs shouldered primarily by con- spent on controls, the total value of goods,
sumers, serwces, and enwronmental amenities is

Among the programs funded by the fed- not reduced. Unfortunately, that seldom
eral government, two are especially costly happens, for at least three reasons

The larger of these _sthe Municipal Sewage First, the Congress or the EPA may de-
Treatment Construction Grant program be- clde to control the wrong substances or to
gun m 1973. Through this program, the fed- control some discharges too strictly Con-
eral government &rectly underwrote grants gress's own Office of Technology Assess-
totaling over $43 billion by 1983 to pay for ment concluded, for example, that
mumc_pal sewage treatment plants, attempting to reach the EPA's goal for ur-

The second program is more well- ban smog reducuon could cost more than
known. In 1980 Congress established Su- $13 billion per year, but result in less than
perfund to finance the cleaning of hazardous $3 5 billion in improved health, agricul-
waste s_tes This program reqmred private tural, and amenity benefits.
entities responsible for hazardous dumps to Second, regulatory standards can result
clean them up. But if these parties could in very mefficient patterns of control. Some
not be found, the cleanup would be funded polluters may be forced to spend twenty-
by the government, through general reve- five thousand dollars per ton to control the
nues and a tax on petroleum feedstocks. In discharge of a certain pollutant, whde for
1986 a new statute--the Superfund Amend- others the cost is only five hundred dollars
ments and Reauthorization Act--levied a per ton. Obviously, shifting the burden
federal tax on all corporations with taxable away from the former polluter toward the
income over $2 million to help fund these latter would result in lower total control

remedial actions This new tax is expected costs for society for any gwen level of pol-
to generate about $8.5 bdlion over five lution control
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Third, pollution controls can have delete- taxes are common in Europe but have not
rious effects on investment in two ways been used in the United States. Marketable
First, by making certain goods--cheml- permits are essentially transferable dis-
cals, paper, metals, motor vehicles--more charge licenses that polluters can buy and
expensive to produce in the United States, sell to meet the control levels set by regula-
they raise the prices of these goods and tory authorities. These permits have been
thereby reduce the amount of each de- used in the United States because they do

manded. Second, because controls are gen- not impose large taxes on a small set of
erally more onerous for new sources than polluting industries, as would be the case
for older, existing ones, managers are more with pollution fees.
likely to keep an old plant In use rather The 1990 Clean Air Act allows the EPA
than replace it with a new, more efficient to grant "'emissions permits" for certain
facility, even though the new facihty would pollutants. These are, in effect, rights to
produce the same goods as the old one. pollute that can be traded among polluters.

The command-and-control approach is Imagine a giant bubble that encloses all ex-
flawed In other ways, too. It does little to isting sources of air pollution. Within that
encourage compliance beyond what is man- bubble some emitters may pollute over the
dated. Regulations are introduced only after control level as long as other polluters com-
noticeable damage has occurred Polluters pensate by polluting less. The government
who manage to avoid legislative scrutiny or some other authority decides on the de-
continue to pollute. And regulations may be sired level of pollution and the initial distri-
difficult to enforce, butlon of pollution rights within an industry

or for a geographic region--the "bubble"
that encloses these sources. Purchases and

Market-BasedApproachto sales of permits within the "bubble" should
PollutionControl reduce the total level of pollution to the

allowable limit at the lowest total cost.

Problems like these have led policymak- For example, a St. Louis study found that
ers to look for more efficient means of the cost of reducing particulate emissions

cleaning up the environment As a result, for a paper-products factory was $4 per ton,
the 1990 Clean Air Act Amendments look while the cost to a brewery was $600 per

very different from their predecessors of ton. The Clean Air Act could require St.
two decades earlier because they include Louis to reduce ItS emissions by a certain
market-based incentives to reduce poilu- amount. Under the traditional approach, the
tion. brewery and the paper factory would each

Market incentives are generally of two be required to cut emissions by, say, ten
forms: pollution fees and so-called "mar- tons. The cost to the paper factory would
ketable permits." Pollution fees are simply be only $40, whale the cost to the brewery
taxes on polluters that penalize them in pro- would be $6,000. But with tradable per-
portion to the amount they discharge into an mits, the brewery could pay the paper fac-
airshed, waterway, or local landfill. Such tory to cut emissions by twenty tons so that
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the brewery could continue to operate w_th- reduce the cost of pollution control by as
out reducing emissions at all. The net result much as 75 percent. University of Maryland
is the same emission reduction of twenty economist Wallace Oates estimates that a
tons as under the command-and-control ap- complete switch from command-and-con-
proach, but the total cost to society of the trol to marketable permits would reduce
reduction is only $80 instead of $6,040. pollution control costs by at least one-third.

All this is not just speculative. A market Marketable permits have also been used
for trading em_sszons permits was allowed to phase down the use of chlorofluorocar-
by the EPA under the Carter admimstratlon bons m order to preserve the stratospheric
m 1979. Said Douglas Costle, EPA chief at ozone layer. This policy was Instituted in
the t_me: "The bubble means less expensive 1990, and a number of trades had already
pollution control, not less pollution con- taken place by mid-1991. Moreover, the
trol." Clean Air Act of 1990 includes a provision

The tradable permits work. In 1981 Gen- for allowing trading of pollution rights for
eral Electric had three months to meet the sulfur oxides as part of a policy to reduce
state of Kentucky's deadhne for emissions these emissions by nearly 50 percent by
control. To do it, GE paid $60,000 to Inter- 2000 Allowing trading of these rights
national Harvester to lease several hundred could make the cost of reducing sulfur diox-
tons of emissions reductions that Interna- lde as much as $4 billion per year less than
t_onal Harvester had "saved." Not only d_d the cost that would be required by the tradi-

GE meet the deadline, but it also saved $1.5 tlonal pollution standards approach.
million in capital and $300,000 in operating Protecting our environment does not have
costs. Up through 1984 bubbles approved to put an end to economic progress. Free
by the EPA alone saved an estimated $300 markets m permits to pollute, like free mar-
million compared to what would have been kets for other resources, can assure that pol-
spent to comply under traditional pollution lutlon Is controlled at the lowest cost
controls State-approved bubbles, like that possible.
used by GE, have saved millions more. En-
vironmental economist Thomas H. Tleten- --Robert W. Crandall

berg estimates that marketable permits can

Biography: Robert W. Crandall is a senior fellow at the Brookmgs lnst_tutJon in Washington,
D C. He served as acting director of the Councd on Wage and Price Stabdlty during the Carter
admm_strauon and was previously an associate professor of economics at MIT
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Recycling
Jane S. Shaw

• Recycling ts the process of converting as polystyrene, which traditionally has not
waste products into reusable matertals. It been recycled in large quantities, set about
differs from reuse, which simply means us- doing so, and many companies began tout-
lng a product again. According to the Envi- lng their use of recycled paper as a way to
ronmental Protection Agency, about 13 improve their image with consumers.
percent of the nation's solid waste (that is, Recycling, however, is not always eco-
the waste that is normally handled through nomlcally efficient or even environmentally
garbage collection systems) ts recycled helpful. The popular emphasis on recycling
This compares with 14 percent that is incin- stems partly from two misconceptions: the
erated and 73 percent that goes into land- view that landfills and incinerators are
fills. "'bad," and the assumption that the naUon

Recycling is appeahng because it seems ts running out of landfill space. William
to offer a way to simultaneously reduce the Rathje, a University of Arizona archaeolo-
amount of waste disposed in landfills and gist who specializes in studying garbage,
to save natural resources. During the late says that landfills can be safely sited and

e_ghties, as envtronmental concerns grew, designed, and there is still plenty of room
public opinion focused on recycling as a for them m the Umted States, except for
key way to protect the environment. The parts of the Northeast. Engineers have
EPA proposed increasing the percentage of learned to avoid putting landfills in places
recycled solid waste from 13 percent to 25 that come into contact with water, such as
percent by 1992. Producers of plastics such sites on rivers and in wetlands, and have
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designed monitoring programs to ensure can market. In 1964 only 2 percent ofbever-
that any leakage is caught before it causes age cans were made of aluminum; by 1974
harm. the share was nearly 40 percent, and by

As for space for landfills, in the late 1990 it was about 95 percent. In 1968 Reyn-
eighties the state of New York commis- olds Metals Company started a pilot can-
smoned a study of potential landfill sites. It recycling center. The chief motivation was
found that two hundred square mdes were to respond to public concerns about litter,
available--a small part of the whole state, reflected in proposed and actual laws reqmr-
but still room for quite a few landfills. Corn- ing deposits on beverage containers. But it
mumty opposition to siting landfills (known was the rapid rise in energy prices during
as the "Not-in-my-backyard" syndrome) the seventies, plus fears of energy cutoffs,
seems to have abated m recent years, too, that made recycling economically attrac-

as landfill operators learned that paying fees rive.
to communities would encourage accep- Paper and cardboard, the largest compo-

tance For example, Waste Age magazine nents of municipal solid waste, are also ex-
reports that Charles City County, Virgmia, tenslvely recycled. Because cardboard can
will receive more than $1 million a year be made from a wide variety of used paper,
from the builder of a landfill, while acom- the costs of separating different kinds of

party in Madison, Wisconsm, expects to pay paper are low, and because many places
$6 milhon over twelve years for the right to (such as grocery stores) use large quantities
build a landfill. Payments include the costs of corrugated boxes, collection can be effi-
of guaranteeing the property values of all cient. As a result 45 percent of all corru-
homeowners within a specified distance of gated boxes were recycled in 1988.
the site, of rebuddmg roads, and of op- In contrast, the high costs of collecting
erating a nearby park. and separating plastics have limited their

recycling. People have not shown a willing-
ness to clean and separate their discarded

TheEconomicsofRecycling plastic. In fact, a study by the Plastics Re-
cycling Foundation concluded that volun-

In the absence of government regulation, tary drop-off or buy-back centers will not
the economics of each material determines bnng in enough plastics to make nationwide
how much of it is recycled. For example, recycling economically viable. Also, differ-
about 55 percent of all aluminum cans are ent plastic resins cannot be mixed together

recycled. This relatively high percentage re- and reprocessed. (To deal with this prob-
flects the fact that recycling aluminum is lem, the plastics packaging industry has de-
often cheaper than producing new alumi- veloped symbols for marking different
num. Recycling aluminum cans requires kinds of resins, a step that could lower the
less than 10 percent of the energy required costs in the future.) In spite of the limita-
to produce aluminum from bauxite. The re- tzons, 20 percent of plastic soft drink bottles
cycling of cans has grown along with the are now recycled.
penetration of aluminum into the beverage Ironically, recycling does not eliminate
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environmental worries. Take newspapers, carding a lot Thus, they have no incentive
for example. F_rst, recycled newspapers to reduce their waste. In contrast, privately
must be de-inked, often with chemicals, owned systems, operating without municl-
creating a sludge. Even if the sludge is pal price regulation, would have to accu-
harmless, it too must be disposed of, proba- rately price garbage disposal to stay
bly in a landfill Second, recycling more profitable. Accurate pricing--that _s, high
newspapers will not necessarily preserve prices for people who generate more
trees, because many trees are grown spe- waste--would encourage people to reduce
cifically to be made into paper. A study their waste.

prepared for the enwronmental think tank Unfortunately, recycling has not taken
Resources for the Future estimates that if the form of privatizaUon or freeing up of
paper recycling reaches 40 percent (corn- municipal controls Instead, more and more
pared with the present 30 percent), demand local governments have mandated curbside
for virgin paper will fall by about 7 percent, separation A few cities, such as Seattle,
and "some lands now being used to grow have, however, experimented w_th charg-
trees will be put to other uses," according to mg for each trash can that has to be picked
econom)st A Clark Wiseman. The impact up This has led 70 percent of Seattle res]-
would not be large, but it _s the opposite of dents to cut down on their waste. Such
what most people expect. Fmally, curbside "per-can" charges prov]de an inducement
recycling programs usually require more to reduce waste, whether through recychng
trucks that use more energy and create more or other means. And xt means that those
pollution who choose not to reduce their waste pay

the full cost of the burden they place on the
collection system.

DeterrentstoRecycling Recycling Is not a panacea for environ-
mental problems Instead, it is only one of

A major deterrent to recycling ]s that the several means for disposing of waste. It =s
prices of local garbage disposal rarely re- widely used where the economics are favor-
flect the actual cost of disposal Most col- able Where they are not, government regu-
lection systems are controlled or owned by lat_ons may override the economics, but
governments, which assess a fiat sum for only by reqmrmg actions, such as curbs]de
garbage collection, sometimes as part of recychng, that people will not do voluntar-
municipal taxes. The trash collector picks ily. A fairer way to encourage recychng is
up whatever waste people leave at the curb, to price the costs of disposal accurately.
and people are not rewarded for d_scardmg
only a small amount or penalized for dis- m Jane S. Shaw

Biography: Jane S Shaw is a senior associate at the Political Economy Research Center m
Bozeman, Montana She was formerly associate economics editor with Busmess Week
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ComparableWorth
June Ellenoff O'Neill

• Should a truck driver earn more than a Would it ulumately benefit women and cor-
telephone operator, or an engineer more rect the inequities it is designed to remove?
than a hbrarian? Questions like these are

largely resolved in the labor market by the

forces of supply and demand Proponents TheWageGap
of comparable worth, however, challenge
the resulting pattern of wages by arguing In 1988 the ratio of women's to men's
that occupations dominated by female hourly earnings in the United States was
workers are paid less than comparable around 70 percent. Th_s ratio was close to
male-dominated jobs because of systematic 90 percent at 20 to 24 years of age and 80
&scnmmation against women. Under corn- percent at 25 to 34 years, but It was only
parable worth, employers would be re- 63 percent at 45 years of age and older. The
qmred to set wages to reflect differences in extent to which these differentials reflect
the "worth" of jobs, with worth largely &scnmination, and the form this discnml-
determined by job evaluation studies, not nation takes, are issues central to the debate
by market forces. Advocates expect compa- over comparable worth
rable worth to increase pay m jobs domi- Proponents of comparable worth believe
nated by women and to sharply narrow the that most of the gender gap m wages is
overall gender gap m wages, caused by discrimination. According to this

The campaign for comparable worth poli- view, employers, out of habit or prejudice,
cles has generated heated controversy. Ad- reduce the pay scale in traditionally female
vocates of the concept, who also refer to occupations to levels below the true worth
it as "pay equity,'" have won important of these jobs, even when the jobs are held
political support. A pohcy that promises by men. D_scnminating against a whole oc-
substantial pay increases for many women cupation is not the same as unequal pay
in the name of equity is bound to have popu- for equal work, or discriminatory hiring or
lar appeal. Opponents, however, argue that promotion The latter are widely considered
comparable worth would reduce economic unfair and are illegal under the Equal Pay
efficiency and would even reduce employ- Act of 1963 and Title VII of the Civil Rights
ment opportumties for women. Act of 1964. In the view of comparable

The issues are complex. Does the evi- worth supporters, however, equal-pay leg-
dence on the male-female wage gap justify _slauon is inadequate or even irrelevant be-
new and more ra&cal methods for combat- cause women tend to work m different

mg sex discrimination? How would a corn- occupations than men. Comparable worth
parable worth policy actually operate? is intended to address discrimination against

4_3
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the occupations in which women predoml- under T_tle VII of the Civil Rights Act.
nate. Many comparable worth supporters, how-

Critics of comparable worth question ever, do not allude to barriers but instead

whether the type of discrimination the pol- simply argue that women who choose to
icy seeks to remedy is important or even work in traditionally female occupations
exists m a meaningful way m our economy, should not be penalized for their choices.

If finns with a large fracUon of their work Although pay m women's occupations is
force in traditionally female jobs held wages below pay m typically male occupations,
below the value of the employees" services many economists beheve that this fact alone
to the finn, they argue, profits would be _s not evidence of d_scrimlnation by em-
high. The prospect of h_gh profits would ployers. Other factors unrelated to d_scnm_-
attract other firms to the industry. To fill the nation can explain gender differences m
new female jobs created, new firms would occupauons and m pay. One important fac-
offer higher wages, raising wages industry- tor is that women typically have primary
wide. The competition for workers could be responsibihty for the care of home and chll-
thwarted only by collusion among employ- dren and, as a result, work outside the home
ers. Most economists believe, however, for 40 percent fewer years than men. Antics-
that the prospect of collusion among liter- patlng a shorter and more uncertain career,
ally thousands of firms is unreahstlc be- therefore, women are less likely to invest
cause each firm has too strong an incentive in lengthy vocational schooling or training.
to cheat on the colluswe agreement by pay- Moreover, many women choose jobs that
ing a little more in women's occupations prowde hours and other workmg conditions
Moreover, critics of comparable worth that are compatible with home demands.
point out that no evidence has been found The factors that hmlt their work reduce
that firms and industries with substantial the wages women can earn in two ways.
employment m female jobs earn h_gher- F_rst, the occupations many women enter
than-average profits, are prod less because they require less work

The crmcs question why workers m pre- experience and training and may impose
dommately female occupations do not leave costs on employers for prowdlng the sched-
the supposedly undervalued occupations to ules and workmg conditions women value
take the better-prod male or mixed-gender Second, women are hkely to earn less than
jobs if discrimination _s the sole reason for men m the same occupation because they
lower wages. Some supporters of compara- typically have less experience and, there-
ble worth have argued that women's mobil- fore, less skill on the job.
lty is hmited because they are barred from The situation described Is by no means
entering nontradltional occupations But static, however. Younger women are work-
this argument, whzch was valid in the past, ing longer and taking shorter breaks for
has lost force over time as barriers have childbearing and child rearing Because
eroded. Moreover, ff barriers to entry were women expect to remain in the work force,

the problem, the logical solution would be they have greatly increased their representa-
to remove the barriers, which are illegal t_on in careers such as medicine and law,
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which require lengthy training periods. As a comparable worth deserves attention in its
result the wage gap narrowed considerably own right. Under comparable worth, jobs
during the eighties. The relatively high ratio within a firm or government would be rated,
of women's to men's earnings at younger and points would be assigned according to
ages partly reflects the increased experience characteristics such as necessary knowledge
and skill acquired by younger women, and skills, mental demands, accountability,

Attempts by social scientists to measure and working conditions. Jobs scoring the
the component of the wage gap accounted same would then be paid the same, regard-
for by nondiscriminatory factors are incon- less of the pay differentials that might pre-
clusive for two reasons. First, data on corn- vail In the market

plete work-life histories are hard to obtain, The evaluation procedure may appear ob-
and what economists call career attachment jective, but It in fact is highly subjective.
(basically, dedication to work) is even Although it makes sense for job attributes
harder to quantify. Several studies have such as skills and working conditions to
found that about half of the wage gap can influence pay, there is no one correct
be explained by fairly crude measures of method for determining the number of
years of experience and schooling, leaving points to be assigned to each attribute, or
the reasons for the other half of the gap for determining the weight each attribute
unresolved. But when women and men with should have in the overall worth of each

more similar backgrounds are compared-- job. Which takes the most skill, playing
such as women and men with training m a the violin, solving an engineenng problem,
particular field, or women and men who translating a language, or managing a
have never married--the pay gap tends to restaurant'? How should skill be weighted
be much smaller than in the aggregate. For relative to working conditions or account-

example, the pay gap between men and ablhty? Answers to these questions are
women with doctorates in economics is bound to be subjective. Therefore, different

about 5 percent job evaluation systems and different job
Discrimination almost certainly accounts evaluators are likely to assign different

lbr some of the gender gap. But the most ranklngs to the same set of occupations.
likely form this discrimination takes is the Most economists would agree that the
restricted access of women to certain posi- outcome is not likely to be efficient, since

tlons or promotions Crmcs of comparable the procedure cannot incorporate the myriad
worth, who include most economists, argue factors that influence supply and demand

that it would do nothing to address these in the market. One need only consider the

problems economies of Eastern Europe to observe the
results of replacing the market with admin-
istered and planned systems.

EffectsofComparableWorth The imposition of comparable worth
would likely raise pay in traditionally fe-

Regardless of the sources of the gender male jobs; appointing persons favorable to
gap, the proposed method for implementing the concept to conduct the job evaluation
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would all but guarantee that result. But be- state government employment fell m those
cause the higher pay in female jobs would jobs that received comparable worth pay
raise costs, employers would reduce the adjustments. The largest relative declines in
number of such jobs, by automating or by employment were in the occupations that
reducing the scale of operations, for exam- received the largest comparable worth pay
pie. Workers with the most skills would be boosts. Other studies have found that Min-
more likely to keep their jobs, while those nesota's well-known comparable worth
without the skills or experience to merit the plan has reduced employment growth m fe-
higher pay would be let go. The ironic result male jobs relative to male jobs.
is that fewer workers would be employed Comparable worth has not fared well m
m traditionally female jobs. While the the courts. It suffered its biggest setback m
higher pay might induce more workers to 1985 when the Ninth Circuit Federal Court
seek these jobs, the reduced demand could of Appeals rejected a comparable worth job
not accommodate them. Less skilled women evaluation as evidence of discrimination. In

would lose out to more skilled women and, a case involving the government employ-
quite possibly, to men who would be at- ees" union (AFSCME) versus the state of
tracted by the higher pay. What's more, Washington, the court upheld the state's
some employers would respond to the right to base pay on market wages rather
higher wages by providing fewer of the non- than on a job evaluation, writing, "Neither
monetary benefits (like flexible hours) that law nor logic deems the free market system
help accommodate the needs of someone a suspect enterprise." The judge who wrote
who dovetails home responsibihties and the decision was Anthony Kennedy, now a
a job. member of the U.S, Supreme Court. The

The few instances where comparable state of Washington, despite its victory m
worth has been implemented in the United court, found the pohtical heat too great and
States tend to support those conclusions, tmplemented comparable worth anyway.
Thus far, comparable worth has been al- But the momentum toward comparable
most entirely confined to the civil service worth appears to have slowed since the
systems of about twenty state governments Ninth C_rcmt's ruling.
and a number of local governments. When
Washington State implemented comparable --June Eilenoff O'Neill
worth, according to one study, the share of

Biography: June Ellenoff O'Nedl is aneconomics professor at the City Umvers)ty of New York's
Baruch College, where she directs the Center for the Study of Business and Government She was
formerly director of the Office of Policy and Research at the U S. Commission on Cwd Rights, a
semor research associate at the Urban Institute, and a semor economist w_th thepresident's Councd
of Economic Advisers.
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Conscription
Christopher Jehn

• Most nations, including the United of the tax is simply the difference between

States, have used military drafts at various actual pay and the pay necessary to induce

times m their histories. Regardless of one's mdwlduals to serve voluntarily. If, for ex-

views on mlhtary or defense policy, a draft ample, pay would have to be $15,000 per

has many economic aspects that are mher- year to attract sufficient volunteers, but

ently unfair(and inefficient)and repugnant these volunteers are instead drafted at
to most economists. Hence, the question $7,000 per year, the draftees pay a tax of

of whether to have a draft is whether any $8,000 per year each.

expected benefits outweigh those inequi- Before the draft was abolished in the sev-
ties. enties some of its supporters argued that an

A mihtary draft forces people to do some- all-volunteer force would be too expensive

thing they would not necessarily choose-- because the military would have to pay
serve m the military. W_th a draft in place, much higher wages to attract enlistees. But

the mihtary can pay lower wages than it the draft does not really reduce the cost of
would need to raise a force of willing volun- national defense. Instead, the draft shifts

teers of the same size, skills, and quahty, part of the cost from the general public to

Th_s reduction in pay is properly viewed as junior mlhtary personnel (career personnel

a tax on mdltary personnel. The amount are not typically drafted). This tax is espe-
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clally regressive: it falls on low-paid junior tainly use people, especially high-skilled
personnel who are least able to pay. More- individuals and jumor personnel, in greater
over, the tax is paid not just by draftees, numbers than is efficient. This means that
but also by those who still volunteer despite a gwen amount of national defense is more
the lower pay. In other words, it is a tax on costly to the country than it need be.
military service, the very act of patriotism In 1988, for example, the U.S. General
that a draft is sometimes said to encourage. Accounting Office (GAO) studied the ef-
The President's Commission on an All-Vol- fects of reinstituting conscnpUon and con-

unteer Force estimated that the draft tax dur- cluded that an equally effective force under
ing the Vietnam War was over $6 billion a draft would be more expensive than the
per year in 1991 dollars, current force. With a draft a larger total

Every time a draft has been imposed, the force would be needed because draftees
result has been lower military pay. But even serve a shorter initial enlistment period than
in the unlikely event that military pay is not today's volunteers. Therefore, a larger frac-
reduced, a draft would force some unwill- tion of the force would be involved in over-

mg people to serve in order to achieve "rep- head activities such as training, supervising
resentativeness." or "equity." In recent less experienced personnel, and traveling to
years, for example, some have advocated a a first assignment. The GAO estimated this
return to conscription because today's all- would add $2 billion to $3 billion per year
volunteer force supposedly has too few col- to the defense budget.
lege graduates or too many blacks. How to A draft forces some of the wrong people
decide which of today's volunteers to turn into the mlhtary--people who are more
away is never addressed. The unwflhng productive in other jobs or who have a
conscripts who replace the willing volun- strong distaste for military service. That has
teers would bear a tax that no one bears in other serious consequences for the country:
an all-volunteer force. Because these con- the military and society are both weaker.
scripts do not necessarily perform better Society is weaker because a draft inevitably
than the volunteers they displace, this tax causes wasteful avoidance behavior like the

yields no "revenue." Because the con- unwanted schoohng, emigration, early mar-
scripts are part of society, the tax they pay riages, and distorted career choices of the
is s_mply a waste to the country as a whole, fifties and sixties. The military is weaker
And some who are qualified and would like because the presence of unwilhng con-
to enlist are denied and forced into jobs for scripts increases turnover (conscripts reen-
which they are less well suited or that offer list at lower rates than volunteers), lowers

less opportunity, morale, and causes discipline problems.
To make matters worse, a draft also en- U.S. experience since the end of the draft

courages the government to misuse re- m 1973 validates all these arguments. Mili-
sources. Because draftees and other junior tary personnel in the early nineties are the
personnel seem cheaper than they actually highest quality in the nation's history. Re-

are, the government may "buy" more na- cruits are better educated and score higher
tional defense than it should, and will cer- on enhstment tests than their &aft-era coun-
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terparts. In 1990, 95 percent of new recruits leaders are thoroughly convinced that a re-
were high school graduates, compared to turn to the draft could only weaken the
about 70 percent in the draft era. Fully 97 armed forces And a draft would not even
percent scored average or above on the reduce the budgetary costs of the mihtary.
Armed Forces Qualification Test, compared While cutting pay of jumor personnel can
to 80 percent dunng the draft era. Because reduce budgetary costs, these "savings"
of that and because service members are would be offset by higher training costs and
all volunteers, the military has far fewer the costs of maintaining more military per-
&sciplme problems, greater experience (be- sonnel to compensate for the lower experi-
cause of less turnover), and hence more ence of a drafted force.

capability So, for example, discipline In short, an all-volunteer force _s both
rates--nonjudiclal punishment and courts- fairer and more efficient than conscriptmn.
martial--are down from 184 per 1,000 in The U S. decision to adopt an all-volunteer
1972 to3ust 76 per 1,000 m 1990, and more force was one of the most sensible public
than half of today's force are careerists-- pohcy changes in the last half of the twenu-

people with more than five years' expert- eth century.
ence--as compared to only about one-third
m the fifties and sixties _Christopher Jehn

Based on this experience, most mihtary

Biography: At the time of writing. Christopher Jehn was the assistant secretary of defense for
force management and personnel He was formerly &rector of the Manne Corps Operations
Analysis Group at the Center for Naval Analyses in Alexandria, Virginia
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SoldiersasCapital

The reluctance to view a man as capital is especmlly ruinous of mankind m

wartime; here capital is protected, but not man, and in time of war we have no
hesitation in sacrificing one hundred men in the bloom of their years to save one
cannon.

In a hundred men at least twenty times as much capital _s lost as is lost in one
cannon. But the production of the cannon is the cause of an expenditure of the state
treasury, whale human beings are again available for nothing by means of a simple
conscription order ....

When the statement was made to Napoleon, the founder of the conscription

system, that a planned operation would cost too many men, he replied: "That _s
nothing. The women produce more of them than I can use."

--German economist Johann Heinrich von Thtinen, in Isolated State, 1850.

Discrimination
Linda Gorman

• Because government penalties against nlsms Impose an inescapable penalty on
discrimination by busmess make headlines profits Over time this penalty acts with
and market penalties do not, the popular compelhng force and has made profit-seek-
wisdom holds that only government stands ing business enterprises historically tena-
between individuals and unfair discrimma- clous champions of fair treatment, even m
tion by business. In fact, governments may the face of government d_sapproval and

engage in much more unfair discrimination even when the people running individual
than private businesses. When business dis- businesses would prefer to discriminate.
criminates against individuals on any basis Whde governments practicing unfair d_s-
other than productivity, market mecha- crimlnation face occasional losses only if
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their activities attract public disfavor, the him Because the concessionaire keeps any
losses incurred by businesses mount with revenues from hot-dog sales in excess of his
each and every sale. costs, he naturally prefers employees who

In parL the confusion about the effective- can sell seventy hot dogs per hour to those
ness of market penalties for dlscnmination who sell only the minimum fifty.
results from confusion about the meaning Employers wishing to maximize their
of the term dtscrimination Although most profits attempt to hire people with the high-
people abhor discrimination on the basis of est possible expected productivity. Suppose
characteristics such as race and sex, they that the concessionaire notices that his high-
generally applaud those who discriminate est producers have little body fat and wear
against the lazy, the dishonest, and the un- road race T-shirts advertising marathons
productive by paying them lower wages, and ten-kilometer runs Suppose also that
firing them, or refusing to hire them in the he has noticed that the majority of those
first place. The problem thus becomes one who have failed to meet the standard of fifty
of distinguishing between unfair discnmi- hot dogs per hour were overwoght smok-
nation based on simple prejudice, _vhich ers Faced with a choice between a smoker
many people wish to prohibit, and produc- and a marathon runner, a rational employer
tlve discrimination based on merit, which would hire the runner

most people wish to encourage To under- Of course, an exceptionally motivated
stand how the market penahzes unfair dis- smoker might outperform the average run-
crlminatlon while rewarding the productive ner. Unfortunately, without requiring ex-
kind, and why government often indlscnmi- tensive physical examinations (the cost of

nately punishes both, one must first under- which could wipe out all the profits from
stand how markets constrain people's hot-dog sales and make any hinng moot),
behavior the manager cannot separate exceptional

To begin with, a business can afford to smokers from ordinary ones. So he must
hire an additional employee only if the addi- base his decision on his experience with

tional output made possible by hiring him smokers m general As a result most of his
sells for a price that equals or exceeds his employees will be lean and fit. An observer
wages. The employee's addition to output Ignorant of the correlation between physical
depends on the tools that he has to work con&tlonmg and productivity would con-
with and on his ability. The price that the demn him for unfairly discriminating

ad&tlonal output sells for depends upon against overweight tobacco lovers
how much consumers are willing to pay. In this example the correlation between

Suppose, for example, that a concessionaire personal habits and productivity makes it
at a baseball stadium decides to hire another _mposslble for an outside observer to judge

hot-dog seller at a wage of $5 00 per hour. whether the employer discriminated fairly
If hot dogs sell for $1.00 and cost $.90 to (for a bona fide business reason) or simply
produce (excluding the seller's wage), the has a personal bias against smokers. In ei-
new salesman must sell at least fifty hot ther case, because physical appearance

dogs an hour to cover the cost of paying and personal habits are correlated with pro-
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ductwity, overwezght smokers will be un- pend upon easily measurable individual
derrepresented in the ranks of hot-dog characteristics, such as race, sex, and age.
salesmen. The employer's work force will Although characteristics such as commit-
look the same whether the manager discrim- ment, cooperativeness, motivation, and
inated fairly on the bas_s of real differences trustworthmess make large contributions to
m productivity (no smoker wall ever cover individual productivity, these same charac-
as much area as a marathon runner), fairly tenstics defy accurate quantitative measure-
on the bas_s of incomplete information (the ment For th_s reason they are often left out
smoker was exceptionally fit but the man- of the equation altogether. Evidence on the
ager did not know it), or unfairly on the distortion that th_s causes suggests that the
basis of managerial taste (lean men are bet- resulting estimates of discrimination are too
ter looking than fat ones), unrehable for pohcy purposes. One study,

CorrelaUons between personal character- for example, found that wages for women
_st_cs and productivity abound in the real were either 61 percent lower or 19 percent
world, and their abundance makes it virtu- higher than those of comparable men, de-
ally impossible for outside observers to sep- pendmg on how one controlled for unob-
arate productive discrimination from unfair servable characteristics.
discrimination On average, blacks with Leaving out the unobservables and bas-

high school diplomas score much lower on lng government-imposed hiring gmdelines
achievement tests than whites or H_spanlcs on easdy measured characteristics has the
On average, recent Immigrants have a effect of basing hiring and promotton cnte-
worse command of Enghsh than natwes, na on ethnic background, rehglon, and sex
On average, women take more respites from mstead of merit This punishes those mno-
continuous employment than men. Does the cent of d_scrtmmat_on along with the gudty
"underrepresentatlon'" of blacks on college and exacerbates social friction between fa-
campuses stem from unfair discrimination vored and unfavored groups To the extent
or from their lower average academic that _tsubstitutes less competent people for

achievement? Does the "_underrepresenta- more competent ones and encourages de-
t_on" of recent immigrants in higher-paying fenswe hmng, it also wastes resources and
jobs stem from bigotry or from the fact that lowers the average standard of hvmg. In
m the United States fluent English substan- extreme cases, hirmg quotas based on caste

tially reduces the cost of commumcatmg? membership m Indm and on Smhalese ex-
Are women "overrepresented" in partJcu- traction m Srl Lanka have provoked civil
lar occupations because they are d_scnml- wars.
nated against or because women choose In contrast, the market mechamsm penal-

occupations that gwe them more flexibility lzes only those who d_scriminate unfairly.
to raise a family 9 An outsider cannot answer Intolerant employers find their profits re-
these questions, duced, and btgoted customers must pay

The statistical measures of discrimination more for their shabby tastes. Suppose that
used by government agencies like the Equal black and white hot-dog salesmen are
Employment Opportunity Commission de- equally productive, but that the concession-
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aires at all of the stadiums want to hire ing producers, in defiance of the Motion
whites rather than blacks. The stiffer com- Picture Academy's blacklist, secretly hired
petition for whites will force employers to blacklisted screenwriters.
pay more for a white worker than for an Government, on the other hand, remains

equally productive black one. In effect, em- unconstrained by any considerations of
ployers insisting on white workers make profit and incurs no costs for discriminating
themselves higher-cost producers. Unless on the basis of race or other factors so long
customers are willing to pay more for a hot as the discrimination is politically accept-
dog delivered by a white than a black, able, which it often has been. At the turn of

higher costs mean smaller profits. Conces- the century, blacks, who had been making
slonalres interested In maximum profit will progress since the Civil War, began to com-
hire blacks, make more money, and be able pete for previously all-white jobs Racial
to underprlce the bigots Even if the white animosity increased Voting power was in
concessionaires collude in refusing to hire the hands of whites and, as economist

blacks, they could still be undercut by new Thomas Sowell points out, civil service hir-
black firms exploiting their lower operating ing rules were amended to require a photo-
costs Competition will ultimately force a graph of the applicant and to allow the
firm to hire people of either color unless the hiring official to choose between the three
owner accepts a cut In his profits. As the top performers on civil service tests. The
more profitable equal-opportunity employ- number of blacks in federal employment
ers expand, the demand for black workers plummeted It remained low until the politi-
wdl increase and black wages will rise. cal repercussions of the civil rights move-
Since a few owners may be willing and merit resulted m affirmative action sixty

able to pay for their desire to &scrlminate years later Although affirmative action
against blacks, competition does not neces- changed the group discriminated against,
sarily bankrupt all firms practicing unfair the government continues to discriminate,
discnminatlon. But compeution does make now against white men. In contrast, private
unfair discrimination expensive, thus ensur- businesses in the South were less eager to

lng that less will occur discriminate against blacks even at the
In South Africa in the early 1900s, for height of segregation (see sldebar).

example, mine owners seeking profits laid Although the market makes people pay
off hzgher-priced white workers and hired for unproductive discrimination, many of
lower-priced black workers, even in the the restrictions that government imposes on
face of penalties threatened by government markets blunt the market mechanisms that
and violence threatened by white workers, make discrimination expensive. Barriers to

Only by lobbying for, and getting, extreme hiring and finng make employers less likely
restriction on blacks' abihty to work were to try out types of people with whom they
the whites able to reserve higher-paying have little experience. Minimum wage laws

jobs for themselves (see APARTHEID)The and union wage scales, by keeping wages
profit motive also amehorated the discrlmi- higher than market wages, reduce the num-
nation of the McCarthy era: profit-maximIz- ber of people that employers wish to hire
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while simultaneously attracting more appli- ments, but not his tastes, drops consider-
cants. W_thso many people to choose from, ably.
the cost of turning away applicants who
meet the employer's productive require- --Linda Gorman

Biography: Llnda Gorman is a free-lance economtcs journalist in Denver. She was previously an
economics professor at the Naval Postgraduate School m Monterey, Cahforma.
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The Market Resists Discrimination

The resistance of southern streetcar companies to ordinances requiring them to
segregate black passengers vividly illustrates how the market motivates businesses

to avoid unfair discrimination. Before the segregation laws most streetcar compames
voluntarily segregated tobacco users, not blacks. Nonsmokers of either race were

free to ride where they wished, but smokers were relegated to the rear of the car or

to the outside platform The revenue gains from pleased nonsmokers apparently
outweighed any losses from disgruntled smokers.

Streetcar companies refused, however, to discriminate against blacks because

separate cars would have reduced their profits. They resisted even after the passage of

turn-of-the-century laws requiring that they segregate blacks One railroad manager

complained that racial discrimination increased costs because it reqmred that the

company "haul around a good deal of empty space that is assigned to the colored

people and not available to both races." Racial discrimination also upset some paying

customers. Black customers boycotted the streetcar lines and formed competing hack
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(horse-drawn carriage) compames, and white customers often refused to move to
the white section.

In Augusta, Savannah, Atlanta, Mobile, and Jacksonville, streetcar compames
responded by refusing to enforce segregation laws for as long as fifteen years after
their passage. The Memphis Street Railway "contested bitterly," and the Houston
Electric Railway petitioned the Houston City Council for repeal. A black attorney
leading a court battle against the laws provided an lromc measure of the strength of
the streetcar companies' resistance by publicly denying that h_s group "was m
cahoots with the railroad lines in Jacksonville." As pressure from the government
grew, however, the cost of defiance began to outweigh the market penalty on profits
One by one, the streetcar companies succumbed, and the United States stumbled
further into the infamous morass of racial segregation.

ELG

SOURCEJenmferRoback. '"ThePohttcalEconomyofSegregattonTheCaseofSegregatedStreetcars""
Journalof EconomicHistory56, no 4 (December1986).893-917

GenderGap
Claudia Goldin

• When economists speak of the "gender women's movement and a major issue for

gap," these days they usually are referring economists
to systematic differences m the outcomes The gender gap in U.S. labor force par-
that men and women achieve m the labor tlclpaUon has been eroding steaddy for 100
market These differences come in the per- years (see chart 1). In 1890 the percentage

centages of men and women m the labor of married white women who reported an
force, the types of occupations they choose, occupation outside the home was extremely
and the difference in the average incomes low--just 2.5 percent for the entire Umted
of men and women. These economic gender States. The figure increased to 12.5 percent

gaps have been a major Issue m the by 1940, 20.7 percent by 1950, andthenby
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CHART 1

LaborForceParticipationRatesof MenandWomen,1890-1990
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ColonialTimesto 1970.GovernmentPrinting Office, 1975;and 1980to 1990,U.S.Department
of Labor, Bureauof Labor Statistics, EmploymentandEarnings.
Women:C. Goldin,Understandingthe GenderGap:AnEconomicHistoryof AmericanWomen,
table 2.1., 1990.

about 10 percentage points for every decade two earlier periods in U.S. history Between
since then. By 1990 the labor participation about 1820 and 1850, the era known as the
rate for all mamed women had climbed to industrial revolution in America, the ratio

almost 60 percent, versus 78 percent for of female to male full-time earnings rose
married men. (By 1990 women made up 45 from about 0 3, its level in the agricultural
percent of the total labor force.) In the for- economy, to about 0 5 in manufacturing.
ties and fifties, increases were the greatest That is, women's earnings rose from, on
for older married women, and then for average, about 30 percent of what men
younger married women in the seventies made to about 50 percent. From about 1900
and eighties. And the eighUes witnessed an to 1930, when the clerical and sales sectors
increase in labor force participation of the began their rise, the ratio of female to male

sole group that had resisted change In previ- earnings rose from 0.46 to 0.56. In neither
ous decades--women with infants, period did married women's employment

The gender gap that gets the most atten- expand greatly. Yet between 1950 and
tion, however, ]s in earnings. Although no 1980, when so many married women were
comprehensive data exist for the period be- entering the labor force, the ratio of female

fore 1950, evidence for certain sectors of to male earnings for full-time, year-round
the economy suggests that the gender gap employees was virtually constant at 60 per-
in earnings narrowed substantially during cent.
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What accounts for the differences in stantially. Economists James P. Smith and
earnings between men and women? Observ- Michael Ward found that among working
able factors that affect pay--such as educa- women aged forty, for example, the aver-
tlon, job experience, hours of work, and so age work experience in 1989 was 14.4
on--explain no more than 50 percent of years, hardly any mcrease at all over the
the wage gap. The remainder--termed the average experience of 14.0 years in 1950.
residual--cannot be explained by observ- Because earnings reflect the skdls and expe-
able factors. This residual could result from hence of the employed, it is not surprising
workers' choices or, alternatwely, from that the ratio of female to male earnings did
economic discrimination. Surprisingly, not increase from 1950 to 1980.

only 10 percent to 33 percent of the differ- The gender gap m earnings decreased
ence in male and female eammgs can be substantially during the eighties. By 1989

explained by the diffenng occupations of the ratio of female to male earnings for
men and women. The remamder is due to those who work full-t_me throughout the
differences w_thm occupations, and part of year had climbed by about 8 percentage
that is due to the observable factors points to 68 percent. Thus, m the nine years

Many observers have noted the paradox from 1980 to 1989, 20 percent of the preex-
that as married women entered the labor lstmg gender gap m pay had been ehmi-
force in steadily increasing numbers be- nated Moreover, the size of the gender gap
tween 1950 and 1980, their earnings and has been overstated. That isbecause women

occupational status relative to men did not working full-tzme work about 10 percent
improve, Yet that is not so paradoxical as fewer hours than men Per hour worked,
_t m_ght seem. Indeed, with so many new women now earn about 75 percent of what
female entrants to the labor force, an econo- men earn

mist would expect women's wages to fall According to economists June O'Neill
(relative to men's)becauseofthehuge m- and Solomon Polachek, the ratio of

crease m supply In other words, the pay women's to men's pay increased for virtu-
of women relative to men probably stayed ally all ages, all levels of education, and all
constant not m spite of, but because of the levels of experience in the labor market.
increase in the female labor force. For workers w_th less than a high school

As more and more women entered the degree, they found, the increase was 6.1

labor market, many of the new entrants had percentage points For those with at least a

very httle job market experience and few h_gh school d_ploma but no college degree,
skdls. If women tend to stay in the labor it was 5.3 percentage points. For those with

force once they enter _t, the large numbers at least a college degree, it was 7 2 percent-
of new entrants will continually dilute the age points. (These statistics are for whites

average labor market experience of all era- twenty-five to sixty-four years old during
ployed women. Various data demonstrate the period from 1978 to 1987 ) What is
that the average jobexperlenceofemployed more, the gains occurred across all age
women did not advance much from 1950 to groups Although women m their thimes

1980 as participation rates increased sub- had the greatest gains relative to men their
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own age, the pay of older women relative were fewer than five female recipients. By
to older men rose almost as much. 1990 almost sixty females earned profes-

In this sense the move to greater gender sional degrees for every hundred males.
equality in the eighties was remarkable. It Young women are now forming more real-
was not merely a reflection of increased op- istic expectations of their own futures than

portunitles for younger or more educated was the case twenty years ago. In 1968 only
women in relation to comparable groups of 30 percent of fifteen- to nineteen-year-old
men. Moreover. the increase did not occur women said that they would be m the labor
only at the point of initial hire. It Is not force at age thirty-five, by 1979 more than
surprising, therefore, that conventional 70 percent thought they would be. Because
methods of explaining the decrease m the the 1968 group vastly underestimated their
gender gap m earnings--those that rely on future participation rate, they may have
changing composition of the female work -undermvested'" in their skills by taking
force by education, potential job experi- academic courses that left them less pre-
ence, occupational skill, and industry--can pared to compete m the job market
account for, at most, 20 percent of the m- To what extent has legislauon narrowed
crease, the gender gap _ One piece of legislation ]s

Just as the stability of the earnings gap Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964,
between 1950 and 1980 was probably due which forbids dzscnminatlon on the basis of
to the large reflux of inexperienced women sex in h_nng, promotion, and other condi-
into the labor force, the narrowing of the tlons of employment. The other is affirma-
gap m the eighties may owe to the fact that tive action. There is only scant evidence
female participauon rates are now exceed- that either law has had any effect on the
ingly high. Because a larger proportion of gender gap m earnings or occupations, al-
women currently employed were previously though not enough research on this has been
in the labor force, their skills and experi- done to justify strong conclusions one way
ence cannot be greatly diluted by those of or the other (see the discussion m Ehrenberg
new entrants, and Smith, 1988, p. 577).

Other changes also account for the de- The gender gap in employment, earn-
crease in the earnings gap. Educational ad- rags, and occupations has narrowed in vari-
vances, particularly among the college- ous ways during the twentieth century, but
educated, have placed more women on par with increasing significance, It seems, in
w_th men. College-educated women now the eighties. Whether or not the gap will

major in subjects that are very similar to continue to narrow and eventually disappear
those chosen by men Whereas in 1960 is uncertain, and probably depends on the
male college graduates outnumbered female gender gap in time spent in child care and
by five to three, by 1980 the number of in the home.
female and male college graduates was

equal. In the sixties, for every hundred male _Claudia Goldin
recipients of professional degrees, there
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Biography: Claudia Goldin is a professor of economics at Harvard University and program director
and research associate at the Nat,onal Bureau of Economic Research m Cambridge, Massachusetts
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HumanCapital
Gary S. Becker

ii

II To most people capital means a bank ity and honesty also are capital. That is be-
account, a hundred shares of IBM stock, cause they raise earnings, improve health,
assembly hnes, or steel plants in the Chl- or add to a person's good habits over much
cago area. These are all forms of capital m of his hfet_me. Therefore, economists re-
the sense that they are assets that yield in- gard expenditures on education, training,
come and other useful outputs over long medical care, and so on as investments m
penods of time. human capital. They are calledhuman capi-

But these tangible forms of capital are tal because people cannot be separated from
not the only ones. Schooling, a computer their knowledge, skills, health, or values in
training course, expenditures of medical the way they can be separated from their
care, and lectures on the virtuesof punctual- financialand physical assets.
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Education and training are the most lm- years. Economists Kevm M. Murphy and
portant investments in human capital. Many Fires Welch have shown that the premium
studies have shown that high school and on getting a college education in the eighties
college education in the United States was over65percent. Lawyers, accountants,
greatly raise a person's income, even after engineers, and many other professionals ex-
netting out direct and indirect costs of perlenced especially rapid advances in earn-
schooling, and even after adjusting for the lngs The earnings advantage of high school
fact that people with more education tend graduates over high school dropouts has
to have higher IQs and better-educated and also greatly increased. Talk about overedu-
richer parents. Similar evidence is now cated Americans has vanished, and it has
available for many years from over a hun- been replaced by concern once more about
dred countries with different cultures and whether the United States provides ade-
economic systems The earnings of more quate quality and quantity of education and
educated people are almost always well other training.
above average, although the gains are gen- This concern is justified. Real wage rates
erally larger in less developed countries of young high school dropouts have fallen

Consider the differences in average earn- by more than 25 percent since the early
ings between college and high school grad- seventies, a truly remarkable decline
uates in the United States during the past Whether because of school problems, faro-
fifty years Until the early sixties college lly lnstabdlty, or other factors, young peo-
graduates earned about 45 percent more pie without a college or a full high school
than high school graduates. In the sixties education are not being adequately prepared
this premium from college education shot for work in modern economies.
up to almost 60 percent, but it fell back in Thinking about higher education as an
the seventies to under 50 percent. The fall investment in human capital helps us under-
during the seventies led some economists stand why the fraction of high school gradu-
and the media to worry about "overedu- ares who go to college increases and
cated Americans." Indeed, in 1976 Har- decreases from time to time. When the ben-

yard economist Richard Freeman wrote a efits of a college degree fell m the seventies,
book titled The Overeducated Amertcan. for example, the fraction of white high
This sharp fall in the return to investments school graduates who started college fell,
in human capital put the concept of human from 51 percent in 1970 to 46 percent in
capital itself into some disrepute. Among 1975 Many educators expected enroll-
other things it caused doubt about whether ments to continue declining in the eighties,

education and training really do raise pro- partly because the number of elghteen-year-
ductivity or simply provide signals ("cre- olds was dechning, but also because college
denuals") about talents and abilities, tuition was rising rapidly. They were wrong

But the monetary gains from a college about whites. The fraction of white high
education rose sharply again during the school graduates who enter college rose
eighties, to the highest level in the past fifty steadily in the eighties, reaching 60 percent
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in 1988, and caused an absolute increase in college enrollment forecasts had been wide

the number of whites enrolling despite the of the mark dunng the twenty years prior to
smaller number of college-age people, that time This is not surprising to a "human

This makes sense The benefits of a col- capitalist " Such forecasts ignored the
lege education, as noted, increased in the changing incentives--on the cost side and
eighties And tuition and fees, although on the benefit side--to enroll in college.
they rose about 39 percent from 1980 to The economics of human capital have
1986 in real, inflation-adjusted terms, are brought about a particularly dramatic
not the only cost of going to college, In- change m the incentives for women to in-
deed, for most college students they are not vest in college education in recent decades.
even the major cost On average, three- Prior to the sixties American women were
fourths of the private cost--the cost borne more likely than men to graduate from high
by the student and by the student's family-- school but less likely to continue on to col-
of a college education is the income that lege. Women who did go to college shunned
college students give up by not working. A or were excluded from math, sciences, eco-
good measure of this "'opportunity cost" is nom_cs, and law, and gravitated toward
the income that a newly minted high school teaching, home economics, foreign lan-

graduate could earn by working full-time guages, and hterature. Because relatively few
And during the eighties this forgone in- roamed women continued to work for pay,
come, unlike tmtlon, did not rise in real they rationally chose an education that helped
terms. Therefore, even a 39 percent In- in "'household production"--and no doubt
crease m real tuition costs translated into an also in the marriage market--by _mproving
increase of just 10 percent in the total cost their social skills and cultural interests
to students of a college educauon. All this has changed radically. The enor-

The economics of human capital also ac- mous increase m the labor pamclpation of
count for the fall in the fraction of black marrxed women is the most important labor

high school graduates who went on to col- force change during the past twenty-five
lege in the early e_ghties. As Harvard econ- years Many women now take httle time off
omlst Thomas J. Kane has pointed out, from their jobs even to have children. As a
costs rose more for black college students result the value to women of market skills
than for whites. That is because a higher has increased enormously, and they are by-

percentage of blacks are from low-income passing traditional "women's" fields to en-
families and, therefore, had been heavily ter accounting, law, medicine, engineering,

subsidized by the federal government. Cuts and other subjects that pay well. Indeed,
in federal grants to them in the early eighties women now comprise one-third or so of
substantially rinsed their cost of a college enrollments in law, business, and medical
education schools, and many home economics depart-

According to the 1982 "Report of the ments have either shut down or are empha-
Commission on Graduate Education" atthe sizing the "new home economics."

University of Chicago, demographic-based Improvements in the economic position of
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black women have been especially rapid, their generation, sons at similar ages tend
and they now earn just about as much as to earn about 8 percent above the mean of
white women, theirs. Simdar relations hold in Western Eu-

Of course, formal education is not the ropean countries, Japan, Taiwan, and many
only way to invest in human capital. Work- other places.
ers also learn and are trained outside of The old adage of "from shlrtsleeves to
schools, especially on jobs. Even college shirtsleeves m three generations" is no
graduates are not fully prepared for the la- myth, the earnings of grandsons and grand-
bor market when they leave school, and parents are hardly related Apparently, the
are fitted into their jobs through formal and opportumties provided by a modern econ-
informal training programs. The amount of omy, along with extensive pubhc support
on-the-job training ranges from an hour or of education, enable the majority of those
so at simple jobs like dlshwashing to several who come from lower-income backgrounds
years at complicated tasks like engineering to do reasonably well in the labor market.
in an auto plant. The limited data available The same opportumties that foster upward
indicates that on-the-job training is an im- mobility for the poor create an equal amount
portant source of the very large increase in of downward mobdity for those higher up
earnings that workers get as they gain on the mcome ladder
greater experience at work. Recent bold es- The contmuing growth in per capita in-
timates by Columbm University economist comes of many countries dunng the nine-
Jacob Mmcer suggest that the total invest- teenth and twentieth centuries is partly due
ment in on-the-job training may be well to the expansion of scientific and technical
over $100 bdlion a year, or almost 2 percent knowledge that raises the produetwlty of
of GNP. labor and other inputs m production. And

No &scusslon of human capital can omit the increasing reliance of industry on so-
the influence of families on the knowledge, phlst_cated knowledge greatly enhances the
skills, values, and habits of their chddren value of education, technical schooling, on-
Parents affect educational attainment, mari- the-job traming, and other human capital
tal stabihty, propensities to smoke and to New technological advances clearly are
get to work on time, as well as many other of little value to countries that have very
dimensions of their children's hves. few skdled workers who know how to use

The enormous influence of the family them. Economic growth closely depends on
would seem to imply a very close relation the synergies between new knowledge and
between the earnings, education, and occu- human capital, which is why large increases
pations of parents and chddren. Therefore, in education and training have accompamed
it is rather surprising that the positive rela- major advances in technological knowledge
tion between the earnings of parents and in all countries that have achieved signifi-
children is not strong, although the relation cant economic growth.
between the years of schooling of parents The outstanding economic records of Ja-
and chddren is stronger. For example, if pan, Taiwan, and other Astan economies

fathers earn 20 percent above the mean of in recent decades dramatically illustrate the
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importance of human capital to growth, educated, hardworking, and conscientious

Lacking natural resources--they import al- labor force that makes excellent use of rood-

most all their energy, for example--and em technologies

facing discrimination against their exports

by the West, these so-called Asian tigers --Gary S. Becker

grew rapidly by relymg on a well-trained,

Biography: Gary S Becker is a professor of economics and sociology at the University of Chicago
and a senior fellow at Stanford's Hoover Institution He was a pioneer m the study of human

capital. He won the 1992 Nobel Prize m economics
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Immigration
George J. Borjas

• Immigration is again a major component cants originating in North or South Amenca
of demographic change in the United were not subject to these quotas.) That all
States. Since 1940 the number of legal im- changed with the 1965 amendments to the
migrants has increased at a rate of I million Immigration and Nauonahty Act. Under the
per decade. By the eighties about 600,000 new system most v]sas are reserved for rela-
legal immigrants were being admitted each tives of U.S. residents. By the late eighties
year, making for a rate of about 6 milhon 75 percent of immigrants were admitted be-
per decade (see table 1) Large numbers of cause of famdy ties, and an additional 20
dlegal aliens also enter the country. In percent were refugees.
1986, for instance, the Border Patrol appre- The 1965 amendments dramatically al-
hended 1.8 milhon persons attempting to tered the mix of ]mmlgrants. In the fifUes
enter illegally, or more than three people 53 percent of immigrants originated in Eu-
per minute rope, 25 percent m Latin America, and 6

In the early 1900s, when ]mmigrat]on percent in Asia. By the elghues only 11
reached h]stoncally high levels, half of the percent of immigrants originated m Europe,
growth m total U.S. population and in the 42 percent in Latin America, and 42 percent
labor force was due to immigration. In the m Asia.
seventies only about one-quarter of the Two major changes m immigration policy
growth in population and one-eighth of the were enacted recently. First, the 1986 Imm]-
growth m the labor force were due to ]mm]- gration Reform and Control Act granted am-
grat]on. In the eighties _mmlgration was nesty to 3 million illegal aliens and introduced
back up and accounted for just under 40 penalties for employers who htre undocu-
percent of the growth in population and for mented workers Although the act's purpose
a quarter of all new labor market entrants, was to stem the dlegal flow, ]ts effectweness
These proportions are approaching the ear- Is already m doubt. The Border Patrol appre-
her ones, not only because of the large num- hended 1.2 rmlhon illegal ahens m 1990, the
ber of ]mmigrants, but also because of the same number It apprehended m 1983. The
dechning fertility rate of American women, second piece of legislation was the 1990 Im-

Just as numbers of immigrants change, migration Act, which permits the entry of an

so has the means of selection. Between addmonal 175,000 immigrants per year, with
1924 and 1965 immigrants were selected half of the extra visas reserved for skdled ap-
mamly on the basis of national origin. The plicants.

United Kingdom and Germany received Because of the increasing Importance of

over 60 percent of the visas allocated out- immigration, the mneues will likely witness
side the Western Hemisphere. (Visa appli- the renewal of the debate over the "immi-
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TABLE 1

Flowsof ImmigrantsRelativeto Populationand LaborForce

Flow of Immigrants Immigrantsas Percent of Change
Period (in millions) In Population In Labor Force

Lega/ F/ows On/y
1901- 10 8 8 55.0

1911-20 5 7 41.6 51 4*
1921-30 4.1 24,0 26 0

1931-40 .5 5,6 4.0

1941-50 1.0 5.2 7 3

1951-60 2 5 8.9 14.5
1961-70 3.3 13.6 t 1.1

1971-80 4.5 19.8 9.3

1981-89 5 8 26.8 16 2

Lega/ and ///ega/ Flows
1971-80 5 8 25.6 12 0

1981-89 8.4 38 2 23.1

"Averagefor 1901-10 and 1911-20

SOURCESJohn M Abowd and Rtchard B Freeman, Immigration, Trade, and the Labor Market,
1991. 4, U S Bureau of the Census, H=stor,cat Statast_csof the United States, Colon,al T,mes to
1970, 1975 105, 131

gration problem." Thxs debate wall be proficiency in the English language, that

guided by three Issues: American employers value. Hence, it is not

surprising that new immigrants earn less
1. How well do immigrants adapt to the than native workers. As immigrants acquire

Umted States? these skills, however, their economic status

2. What is their zmpact on the labor market catches up to that of natives. But because

opportunities of natives? the recent waves of immigrants are rela-

3. What immigration policy is most bene- tively less skilled than earher ones, the

ficial for the country? wage disadvantage of newly arrived immi-

grants has worsened over time. Immigrants

ImmigrantPerformance who arrived in the late fifties earned 12 per-
intheLaborMarket cent less than natwes at the time of arrival

This wage disadvantage upon arrival in-

When immigrants enter the United creased to 15 percent in the late sixties, to

States, they typically lack skills, such as 25 percent in the late sevenUes, and to 27
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percent in the late eighties. Because recent points (from 5 9 to 8.8 percent) Welfare

immigrants start so far behind, they cannot recipiency among some national origin
attain wage parity with natives even after groups is dlsturbmgly large. Some 11 per-
two or three decades in the United States cent of Fdipmo, 18 percent of Cuban, and
(see chart 1). 26 percent of households originating m the

In 1980 newly arrived immigrants from Dommican Repubhc receive pubhc assls-
India or Iran earned 20 percent less than tance, as compared to 7.9 percent of native
natwes, newly arrived Mexican or Haitian households
immigrants earned 50 percent less. Com-
pare this to immigrants from Sweden or the
United Kingdom, who earned about 20 per- TheImpactof Immigrants
cent more than natives on NativeEarnings

The large disparity in earnings for vari-
ous naUonahties arises partly because skills There are two opposing views about how
acquired in advanced, industrialized econo- immigrants affect the labor market opportu-
mies (like the United Kingdom or Sweden) reties of American natives One view is that

are more easily transferable to the American they have a harmful effect because lmml-
labor market. But another reason is that the grants and natwes tend to have similar skills
typical worker who emigrates from, say, and compete for the same jobs, thus driving
Sweden, differs substanUally from the typi- down the native wage The other view is

cal worker who leaves Mexico. The Swed- that the services of immigrants and natives
ish government taxes skilled workers are not interchangeable, but rather comple-
heawly and subsidizes the unskilled Hence ment each other For instance, some lm-

Sweden suffers from what is called a brain migrant groups may be unskilled but partic-
drain: skdled Swedes migrate to the United ularly adept at harvesting crops Immlgra-
States. In contrast, there is a great deal of tion then increases native productivity and
income inequality in Mexico, where un- wages because natives can specialize in
skilled workers have few economic oppor- tasks for which they are better stated.
tunities and skilled workers are well The first view is more likely correct.
rewarded Therefore, it is the unskilled who Economists who have rejected this view on
wish to emigrate. Because incomes are the basis of evidence have looked at some-

highly unequal in many of the less devel- what superficial data. These economists
oped countries that are the source of U S. speculated that if the services of natives and

immigrants today, current waves of immi- immigrants are interchangeable, natives
grants are less skilled than earlier waves should earn less in cities where immigrants

An important consequence of the shift are in abundant supply, such as Los Angeles
toward a less skilled immigrant flow is a or New York, than in cities with few immi-

sizable increase in the costs associated with grants, such as Nashville or Pittsburgh. AI-
welfare use among immigrants. Between though natives do earn somewhat less in
1970 and 1980 the fraction of immigrant cities that have large immigrant popula-
households on welfare rose by 3 percentage tions, the correlation between the native
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CHART 1

Eamingsoverthe WorkingLifefor ImmigrantandNativeMen
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SOURCE:Adapted from George J. Boqas, Friends or Strangers: The Impact of Immigrants on the
U.S. Economy, 1990: 114.

wage and the presence of immigrants is flux of immigrant workers reduced wages
weak If one city has 10 percent more imm:- substantmlly in a particular city, native

grants than another, the native wage m the workers and some immigrants would leave
city with the most =mm_grants _s only 0 2 that city and find work elsewhere. And na-
percent lower, uves who had contemplated migrating to

The results of the Manel boatlift prowde that city would choose another destination.
further ev:dence of how weak the correla- Also, capital may "migrate" to cities with

Uon is. In April 1980, when F:del Castro large numbers of unskilled immigrants,
declared that Cubans wishing to emigrate where capitalists can earn a greater return
could leave from the port of Mar_el, on their investment. Large-scale :mmigra-

125,000 people accepted the offer. Miami's uon, therefore, may not drive down wages
labor force suddenly grew by 7 percent. Yet m pamcular c:ties. Rather, its depressing
the trends in wages and unemployment rates effect on wages _snationwide.
in Miami between 1980 and 1985, includ- Striking evidence for this aggregate ef-

mg those of black workers, resembled those fect of immigration is given by the deterio-
observed in comparable cities, rating economic conditions for native

But all this evidence is superficial. Why? workers w_th less than a high school educa-

Because it ignores the fact that labor and tion During the eighties the wage of native
capital are mobile between cities. If an in- high school dropouts fell by 10 percent rela-
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tire to the wage of workers with more But immigrants also pay taxes. The pres-
schooling. About a third of this decline is ent value of lifetime earnings for the typical
attributable to the increase of unskilled im- immigrant man is $380,000. W_th 7.6 mil-
mtgrants in the work force, who went from lion working _mmigrants (both men and
13 percent of the high school-dropout work women), total earnings of immigrants are
force in 1980 to 26 percent by 1988. Thus, at most $2.9 trilhon, of which about 40
a good case can be made that immigration percent, or $1.2 trIlhon, are paid in taxes
reduced unskilled wages m the Umted of all forms Because3percentoftotalreve-
States by about 3 percent (one-third of 10 nues are allocated to cash welfare benefits,
percent). _mmlgraots pay about $36 bdhon ($1 2 tril-

hon tzmes .03) in taxes to fund welfare pro-
grams Comparing the $36 billion that

EconomicImpact0[ Immigration immigrants contribute to welfare to the $56
bllhon the5' consume, immigrants consume

Although the entry of immigrants reduces $20 billion more over their lifetimes than
the wage of comparable native workers, _t the 5' contribute Thus, the welfare system
produces a slight increase in the income of causes U S. natives to lose about $1.1 bll-
U S. natives overall Using a well-known hon per year (In present value terms) Sub-
formula in economics, we can estimate that tractmg this $1 1 billion from the $5 bdhon
immigration increases the real income ol annual increase m national income, the

natives, but only by about 0.1 percent United States benefits from _mm_gration,
(This calculation is based on what is called but the economic gains are small.
the Harberger triangle.) That 0 1 percent in- The net benefit is even smaller when _m-

crease translates to about a $5 bilhon a year migrants are relatively unskilled For m-
gain from Immigration for U S. natwes. Of stance, suppose that all immigrants have the
course, not everyone benefits equally from skill level of those who came In the late

immigration; workers with competing skills seventies. Lifetime welfare costs per house-
lose, while owners of land and capital gain hold would then be $13,600, and the imml-

Many people beheve that because acom- grant population would add $87 bdhon to
paratively large percentage of immigrants welfare costs. These less skilled _mmigrants
goes on welfare, the costs to natwe Ameri- only earn $313,000 over their working
can taxpayers wipe out the gains from im- lives, so that total earnings are about $2 4
migration But this has not been the case m trillion They would then pay about $960
recent years. The numbers show why. The billion m taxes, of which $29 bllhon is allo-

present value of cash welfare benefits (such cated to funding cash benefit programs. The
as Aid to Families with Dependent Chfl- Imm_grants would drain the U S. Treasury
dren) received by the typical _mmlgrant by about $58 billion over their hfetime, for

family over its lifetime is $8,700 With 6.4 a net loss of about $3.2 billion per year
million immigrant households, the total cost Because national income increases by

of assistance programs for immigrants is somewhat more, immigration is still bene-
about $56 billion, ficial. Note, however, that these calcula-
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tlons do not include the costs of other Puerto Rico and the United States. Despite

components of the welfare state, partlcu- the lack of any legal impediments, Puerto

larly health care. The introduction of these Rlcans who migrated to the United States
additional programs would further reduce In the slxUes and seventies are less skilled,

the meager economic benefits associated on average, than those who remained in

with the immigration of less skilled work- their birthplace. The typical Puerto Rican

ers migrant residing in the United States has
Because the gains from immigration de- about 1.3 years less schooling than his com-

pend on the skill level of immigrants, other patriots back on the _sland. Because Puerto
host countries (Australia and Canada, for Rlco's wage structure has substantial in-

instance) now use a "'point system" to allo- equality and offers httle opportunity for less

care vzsas Applicants are graded on the ba- skilled workers, it is not surprising to find
s_s of such factors as education and that these are the workers who choose to

occupation, and only those applicants who leave, just as in the earlier example of Mex-

"pass the test" are awarded entry visas. It lCO.

Is not surprising that people migrating to Changes m immigration policy since
those countries are more skilled than those 1965 greatly altered the number, national

admitted by the United States The United origin mix, and skill composition of lmmi-
States, in effect, is losing the compeutlon grants Importing unskilled workers helps

for skilled workers in the immigration mar- fill menial jobs at low wages, but these im-
ket migrants also impose substantial costs,

The evidence also suggests that a policy mainly by being d_spropomonately on wel-

allowing unrestricted immigration will not fare Although U.S. natives benefit from
necessarily increase the skill level of _mml- immigration on net, the benefits are small.

grants. A good example of unrestricted mi-

gration is the population flow between --George ,I. Borjas

Biography: George J Booas _s a professor of economics at the Umvers_ty of Cahfomm, San
D_ego, and a research associate at the Nauonal Bureau of Economic Research He was a member
of the Nauonal Academy of Sciences Panel on Immlgrauon Stausucs
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JobSafety
W. Kip Viscusi

II Many people beheve that employers do an employer who makes his workplace
not care whether their workplace conditions safer can reduce the wages he pays. Em-
are safe. If the government were not regu- ployers have a second incentive because
lating job safety, they contend, workplaces they must pay higher premiums for work-
would be unsafe ers" compensation if accident rates are

In fact, employers have many Incentives high And the threat of lawsuits over prod-

to make workplaces safe. Since the ttme ucts used m the workplace gives sellers of
of Adam Smith, economists have observed these products another reason to reduce
that workers demand "'compensating differ- risks

entials" (that is, wage premiums) for the Of course, the threat of lawsmts gives
risks they face. The extra pay for job haz- employers an incentive to care about safety
ards in effect estabhshes the price that em- only if they anticipate the lawsuits. In the
ployers must pay for an unsafe workplace, case of asbestos htigation, for example, ha-
Wage premiums paid to U.S. workers for bihty was deferred by several decades after
risking injury are huge--they amount to the initial exposure to asbestos. Even if

about $120 btllion annually, which is over firms were cognizant of the extent of the
2 percent of the gross national product, and health risk, which many were not, none of
over 5 percent of total wages paid. them could have antiopated the shift in le-

These wage premmms give firms an gal doctrine that, in effect, imposed liability
incentive to invest m job safety because retroactively. Thus, it is for acute accidents
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rather than diseases that the tort liability hand smoke--then employers will have too
system bolsters the safety incentives gener- great an incentive to reduce this hazard The
ated by the market for safety, opposite is also true. when workers under-

How well does the safety market work9 estimate the hkehhood of more frequent
For it to work well, workers must have kinds of lnjunes, such as falhng and motor
some knowledge of the risks they face. And vehicle accidents on the job, employers
they do. One study of how 496 workers may invest too little in preventing those in-
perceived job hazards found that the greater juries
the risk of injury in an industry, the higher The bottom line is that market forces

the proportion of workers in that industry have a powerful influence on job safety.
who saw their job as dangerous. In Indus- The $120 bllhon in annual wage premiums
tnes with five or fewer disabling injunes referred to earlier is m addition to the value

per million hours worked, such as women's of workers" compensanon. Workers on
outerwear manufacturing and the communl- moderately risky blue-collar jobs, whose
cation equipment industry, only 24 percent annual risk of getting killed is 1 in 10,000,
of surveyed workers thought their jobs to earn a premium of $300 to $500 per year.
be dangerous. But m industnes with forty The Imputed compensation per "statistical
or more disabhng mjurles per mllhon hours, death" (10,000 times $300 to $500) is
such as logging camps and the meat prod- therefore $3 mllhon to $5 million. Even
ucts Industry, 100 percent of the workers workers who are not strongly averse to nsk
knew that their jobs were dangerous. That and who have voluntarily chosen extremely
workers know the dangers makes sense, risky jobs, such as coal miners and firemen,
Many hazards, such as visible safety risks, receive compensation on the order of
can be readily monitored. Moreover, some $600,000 per statistical death.
dimly understood health risks are often These wage premiums are the amount
linked to noxious exposures and dust levels that workers resist on being paid for taking
that workers can monitor Also, symptoms risks. In other words, the wage premiums

sometimes flag the onset of some more sen- are the amount that workers would willingly
ous ailment. Byssinosls, for example, a dis- forgo to avoid the risk. Employers will
ease that workers exposed to cotton dust eliminate hazards only when it costs less to

often get, proceeds in stages, do so than what they will save in the form
Even when workers are not well in- of lower wage premiums For example, if

formed, they do not necessarily assume that eliminating a risk costs the employer
risks are zero. According to a large body of $10,000 but allows him to pay $11,000 less

research, people systematically overesti- in wages, he will do so. Costlier reductions
mate small risks and underestimate large in risk are not worthwhile to employees

ones, If workers overestimate the probabll- (since they would rather take the risk and

ity of an injury that occurs infrequently-- get the higher pay) and are not voluntarily
for example, exposure to a highly pubh- undertaken by employers.
clzed potential carcinogen, such as second- Other ewdence that the safety market
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works comes from the decrease in the nski- tempts to influence safety decisions for-
ness of jobs throughout the century. One merly made by companies generated
would predict that as workers become substantial controversy In some cases,

wealthier they will be less desperate to earn these regulations have imposed huge costs.
money and will therefore demand more A particularly extreme example is the 1987
safety. The historical data show that that is OSHA formaldehyde standard, which im-
what employees have done. and that em- posed costs of $72 billion for each life that
ployers have responded by providing more the regulation is expected to save. Because
safety. As per capitadisposable income per the U.S Supreme Court has ruled that
year rose from $1,085 (in 1970 prices) in OSHA regulations cannot be subject to a
1933 to $3,376 in |970, death rates on the formal cost-benefit test, there is no legal
job dropped from 37 per 100,000 workers prohibition against regulatory excesses.
to 18 However, OSHA sometimes takes account

Despite this strong evidence that the mar- of costs while designing regulations.
ket for safety works, not all workers are increases in safety from OSHA's activi-
fully reformed about the risks they face. ties have fallen short of expectations Ac-

They are particularly uninformed about lit- cording to some economists' estimates
tie-understood health hazards that have not OSHA's regulations have reduced work-

yet been called to their attention But even place injuries by at most 2 to 4 percent.
where workers' information is imperfect, Why such a modest impact on risks? One
additional market forces are at work Sur- reason is that the financial incentives for

vey results indicate that of all workers who safety imposed by OSHA are comparatively

quit manufactunng jobs, over one-third do small Although total penalties assessed by
so when they discover that the hazards are OSHA have increased dramatically since

greater than they lnmally believed. Losing 1986, they have averaged less than $10 md-
employees costs money. Companies must lion per year for most years of the agency's
tram replacements, and production suffers operation The $120 billion wage premium
while they do so. Companies, therefore, that workers "charge" for risk is over
have an incentive to provide a safe work 1,200 times as large.
environment, or at least to inform prospec- The workers' compensation system that
tive workers of the dangers. Although the has been in place in the United States
net effect of these market processes does throughout most of this century also gives
not always ensure the optimal amount of companies strong incentives to make work-
safety, the incentives for safety are substan- places safe Premiums for workers' com-

tial pensation, which employers pay, exceed
Beginning with the passage of the Occu- $50 billion annually. Particularly for large

pational Safety and Health Act of 1970, the firms, these premmms are strongly linked to
federal government has attempted to aug- their injury performance. Statistical studies
merit these safety incentives, primarily by indicate that in the absence of the workers'

specifying technological standards for compensation system, workplace death
workplace design. These government at- rates would rise by 27 percent. This esti-
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mate assumes, however, that workers' com- The mare _mplication of economists'
pensation would not be replaced by tort analysis of job safety is that financial incen-

liability or higher market wage premiums, tives matter. The remaining task for society
The strong performance of workers' com- is to estabhsh a reasonable balance in our

pensation, particularly when contrasted quest for appropriate levels of workplace

with the command-and-control approach of health and safety.
OSHA regulation, has led many economists

to suggest that an injury tax be instituted roW. Kip Viseusi
as an alternative to the current regulatory
standards.

Biography: W. Kip Vlscusi is the George G. Allen Professor of Economics at Duke Umvers]ty.
While a student at Harvard he spent two summers working for Ralph Nader V_scusl was also
deputy &rector of President Carter's Council on Wage and Price Stabthty, which was responsible
for White House oversight of major new regulations.
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LaborUnions
Morgan O. Reynolds

ii

• For more than a century now, labor von Mises wrote m 1922, "The long and
unions have been celebrated in folk songs short of trade umon fights _s in fact the fight
and popular myth as fearless chamDons of to proceed against the strikebreaker with
the downtrodden working man, while "the primitive violence "
bosses" are depicted as coldhearted exploit- Those unfamihar with labor law may be
ers of employees. But from the standpoint surprised by the privileges that U.S. unions
of economists--including many who are enjoy. The hst is long. Labor cartels are
avowedly pro-umon--unions are simply _mmune from taxation and from antitrust
cartels that raise wages above competRive laws. Companies are legally compelled to
levels by capturing monopolies over who bargain with umons m "'good faith." This
companies can hire and what they must pay. innocent-sounding term is interpreted by the

Many umons have won higher wages and National Labor Relations Board to suppress
better working conditions for their mem- such pracuces as Boulwansm, named for a
bers. In doing so, however, they have re- former General E|ectnc personnel director.
duced the number of jobs available. That To shorten the collectwe bargaining pro-
second effect is because of the basic law cess, Lemuel Boulware commumcated the

of demand: if umons successfully raise the "reasonableness" of GE's wage offer di-
price of labor, employers will purchase less rectly to employees, shareholders, and the
of it. Thus, unions are the major anticom- public. Umons also can force compames to
petitwe force in labor markets. Their gains make their property avadable for umon use.
come at the expense of consumers, non- Once the government ratifies a union's
umon workers, the jobless, and owners of posmon as representing a group of workers,
corporations. _t represents them exclusively, whether par-

According to Harvard economists Rich- Ucular employees want collective represen-
ard Freeman and James Medoff, who look tation or not Also, union officials can force

favorably on unions, "Most, ff not all, compulsory umon dues from employees,
unions have monopoly power, which they members and nonmembers alike, as a con-
can use to raise wages above competitive dition of keeping their jobs. Unions often
levels." The power that unions have to fix use these funds for pohtical purposes_po-
high prices for their labor rests on legal litical campaigns and voter registration, for
privdeges and immunities that they get from example--unrelated to collective bar-
government, both by statute and by nonen- gaining or to employee grievances. Umons
forcement of other laws. The purpose is are relaUvely immune from payment of tort
to restrict others from working for lower damages for injuries inflicted in labor dis-
wages. As anti-union economist Ludwig putes, from federal court mjunctmns, and

494
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from many state laws under the "federal that umons caused their members' wages to
preemption" doctrine. Sums up Nobel Lau- be, on average, 14 to 15 percent higher
reate Friedrich A. Hayek: "We have now than wages of similarly skilled nonunion
reached a state where [unions] have become workers Other economists--Harvard's

uniquely privileged institutions to which the Freeman and Medoff, and Peter Linneman
general rules of law do not apply " and Michael Wachter of the University of

Labor unions cannot prosper in a compet- Pennsylvania--claim that the union pre-
itive environment. Like other successful mmm was 20 to 30 percent or higher during
cartels, they depend on government patron- the eighties.
age and protection. Worker cartels grew in The wage premmm varies by industry.
surges during the two world wars and the Unions representing garment workers, tex-
Great Depression of the thirties. Federal in- tile workers, white-collar government
terventions--the Railway Act of 1926 workers, and teachers seem to have little

(amended in 1934), the Davis-Bacon Act of _mpact on wages. But wages of unionized
1931, the Noms-LaGuardla Act of 1932, mine workers, braiding trades people, air-
the National Labor Relations Act of 1935, line pilots, merchant seamen, postal work-
the Walsh-Healy Act of 1936, the Fair La- ers, teamsters, rail workers, and auto and
bor Standards Act of 1938, various War steel workers exceed wages of similarly
Labor Boards, and the Kennedy admmistra- skilled nonunion employees by 25 percent
tlon's encouragement of public-sector or more.
umomsm in 1962--all added to umons' The wage advantage enjoyed by umon

monopoly power, members results from two factors. First,
Most unions in the private sector are in monopoly unions rinse wages above com-

crafts and industries that have few compa- petmve levels. Second, nonunion wages
rues or that are concentrated in one region fall because workers priced out of jobs by

of the country. This makes sense. Both fac- high union wages move into the nonunion
tors--few employers or regionally concen- sector and bid down wages there. Thus,
trated employers--make organizing easier, some of the gains to umon members come
Conversely, the large number of employers at the expense of those who must shift to
and the regional dispersion of employers lower-paymg or less desirable jobs or go

sharply limit unionization m trade, services, unemployed.
and agriculture A 1989 umomzat_on rate Despite conszderable rhetoric to the con-
of 35 percent m the pubhc sector versus 12 trary, unions have blocked the economic
percent m the pnvate sector further demon- advance of blacks, women, and other mi-
strates that umons do best in heavily regu- norit_es That _s because another of their

lated, monopolistic environments, functions, once they have raised wages
After nearly sixty years of government above competitive levels, is to ration the

encouragement and protection of unions, jobs that remain And since they are monop-
what have been the economic conse- olies, umons can indulge the prejudices of

quences? A 1985 survey by H. Gregg Lewis their leaders or members without the eco-
of two hundred economic studies concluded nomic penalties that people in the competi-
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tive sector must face. In indulging those ployment in the last twenty years. The
prejudices, unions have established a sordid average union wage premium for railroad
history of racist and sexist practices, workers over similarly skilled nonrailroad

Economist Ray Marshall, although a pro- workers, for example, increased from 32
union secretary of labor under President percent to 50 percent between 1973 and
Jimmy Carter, made his academic reputa- 1987, at the same time, employment on rail-
tion by documenting how unions excluded roads declined from 520,000 to 249,000.
blacks from membership in the thirties and Increased wage premiums also caused de-
forties (see sldebar) Marshall also wrote of clines in union employment in construction,
incidents in which union members assaulted manufactunng, and communications, As
black workers hired to replace them during Rutgers economist Leo Troy concludes,
strikes. During the 1911 strike against the "Over time, competitive markets repeal the
Illinois Central, noted Marshall, whites legal protection bestowed by governments
killed two black strikebreakers and on unions and collective bargaining.'"
wounded three others at McComb, Miss]s- The degree of union representation of
sJppi. He also noted that white stnkers workers has declined in all private indus-
killed ten black firemen in 1911 because the tries in the United States in recent decades

New Orleans and Texas Pacific Railroad A major reason IS that employees do not
had granted them equal seniority. Not sur- like unions. According to a Louis Hams
pnslngly, therefore, black leader BookerT poll commissioned by the AFL-CIO in
Washington opposed unions all his life, and 1984, only one In three U.S. employees
W. E. B. DuBols called unions the greatest would vote for union representation in a
enemy of the black working class Another secret ballot election. The Hams poll
interesting fact: the "union label" was found, as have other surveys, that nonunion
started in the 1880s to proclaim that a prod- employees, relative to union workers, are
uct was made by white rather than yellow more satisfied with job security, recognition

(Chinese) hands. More generally, union of job performance, and participation m de-
wage rates, union-backed reqmrements for cisions that affect their jobs. And the U S.
a hcense to practice various occupations, economy's evolution toward smaller corn-

and union-backed labor regulations like the panles, the South and West, hlgher-technol-
minimum wage law and the Davis-Bacon ogy products, and more professional and
Act continue to reduce opportunities for technical personnel continues to erode
black youths, females, and other minorities, union membership.

The monopoly success of private-sector In the United States union membership
umons, however, has brought their decline in the private sector peaked at 17 million in
The silent, steady forcesofthemarketplace 1970 and had fallen to 10.5 mdlion by
continually undermine them. Lmneman and 1989. Moreover, the annual decline is ac-

Wachter, along with economist William celerating. Barring new legislation, such as
Carter, found that the rising union wage a recent congressional proposal to ban the
premium was responsible for up to 64 per- hiring of nonumon replacement workers,
cent of the decline in unions' share of em- private-sector membership will fall from 12
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percent to about 7 percent by the year 2000, them? "Worker associations" that lack le-

about the same percentage as a hundred gal prlvdeges and immunmes and that must

years earher. Whale the unionization rate in produce services of value to get members

government jobs may decline slightly from may fill the need. Such voluntary worker
35 percent, pubhc-sector unions are on assoctat_ons could negotiate labor con-

schedule to claim an absolute majority of tracts, serve as clearinghouses for workers
union members a few years after the year to learn what their best alternatives are,

2000, thereby transforming an historically momtor administration of fringe benefit
prtvate-sector labor movement into a prl- plans, and admmister tramlng and benefit

marily government one. Asked in the twen- plans. Worker assocmuons could also lnsti-

ttes what organized labor wanted, union tute legal proceedings against collusion by

leader Samuel Gompers answered, employers, as the Major League Baseball
"More "" Today's unton leader would prob- Players' Association does so successfully

ably answer, "'More government " That for players who are free agents. Such ser-

answer further exposes the deep, permanent vices could be especially valuable to immi-

confhct between umon members and work- grant, minority, and female workers now

ers in general that lnewtably arises when dominating entry into the nineties' labor
the first group is paid monopoly wage rates force

Assummg that umons continue to de-

chne. what organizations might replace --Morgan O. Reynolds

Biography: Morgan O. Reynolds is a professor of economics at Texas A&M University
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UnionsThatDiscriminatedAgainstBlacksin 1930

American Federation of Express Workers (AFEW)
American Federation of Railway Workers (AFRW)
American Train Dispatchers Association (ATDA)
American Wire Weavers Protective Association (WWPA)

Bodermakers, Iron Shipbuilders and Helpers Union (BIS)
Brotherhood of Dining Car Conductors (BDCC)
Brotherhood of Locomotive Firemen and Engmemen (BLFE)
Brotherhood of Railroad Trainmen (BRT)

Brotherhood of Railway Carmen (BRC)
Brotherhood of Railway Conductors (ORC)

Brotherhood of Radway Station Employees and Clerks (BRSEC)
Brotherhood of Radway and Steamship Clerks (BRSC)
Commercial Telegraphers (CT)
International Association of Machinists (IAM)
National Orgamzatlon of Masters, Mates and Pilots of North America (MMP)
Neptune Association (NA)
Order of Radway Expressmen (ORE)
Order of Railway Telegraphers (ORT)
Order of Sleeping Car Conductors (OSCC)
Railroad Yard Masters of America (RYA)
Radway Mail Association (RMA)
Swltchmen's Union of North America (SNA)

SObRCEF RayMarshall



MinimumWages
Linda Gorman

• Minimum wage laws set legal minimums ers and shrinks the number of posmons of-
for the hourly wages paid to certain groups ferlng fnnge benefits. To those who lose
of workers Invented in Australia and New their jobs, their training opportunities, or
Zealand with the admirable purpose of their fringe benefits as a result of the mini-
guaranteeing a minimum standard of hvmg mum wage, the law IS simply one more
for unskilled workers, they have been example of good intentions producing hell-
widely acclaimed as both the bulwark pro- lsh results
tecting workers from exploitation by em- To understand why minimum wage poli-
ployers and as a major weapon in the war cies have such pernicious effects, one must
on poverty. Minimum wage legislation in understand how wages are determined in
the United States has increased the federal the free market. Consider, for example, the

minimum wage from $ 25 per hour xn 1938 owner-operator of a small diner. To stay in
to $4.25 as of April 1991, and expanded its business, he has to make sufficient profits
coverage from 43 4 percent of all private, to provide adequate support for his family
nonsupervisory, nonagricultural workers in The market dictates how much he can
1938 to over 87 percent by 1990. As the charge for his meals because people can
steady legislative expansion indicates, the choose to eat at other restaurants or prepare
minimum wage has had widespread pohtl- their meals at home. The market also dic-
cal support enjoyed by few other public pol- tates what he must pay for food, restaurant
lCleS, space, electricity, equipment, and other fac-

Unfortunately, neither laudable inten- tots reqmred to produce his meals. Al-
tions nor widespread support can alter one though the restaurant owner has little
simple fact: although mimmum wage laws control over either the prices he can charge
can set wages, they cannot guarantee jobs. for his meals or the prices that he must pay
In reality, minimum wage laws place addi- for the inputs needed to produce them, he
tional obstacles in the path of the most un- can control his costs by changing the combi-
skilled workers who are struggling to reach nations of inputs that he uses. He can, for

the lowest rungs of the economic ladder, example, hire teenagers to wash and slice
According to a 1978 article in American raw potatoes for french fries, or he can
Economic Rewew, the American Economic purchase ready-cut potatoes from a large

Association's main journal, fully 90 percent company with an automated french-fry pro-
of the economists surveyed agreed that the ductlon process

minimum wage increases unemployment The combination of inputs used and the
among low-skilled workers. It also reduces amount that the diner owner can afford to
the on-the-job training offered by employ- pay for each one depend both on the produc-

499
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tivity of the mput and on the price that cus- The same type of thing happened in the
tomers will pay for the product. Suppose United States when a hospital fired a group
that a trainee french-fry cutter can peel, cut, of women after the Minimum Wage Board
and prepare ten orders of fries in an hour, in the District of Columbia ordered their
and that the diner's customers order about wages raised to the legal mimmum. Ironi-
ten orders of french fries an hour at $1.00 cally, the women sued to halt enforcement
each. If the minimum profit required to keep of the minimum wage law. In 1923 the U S
the owner in business plus all costs except Supreme Court, in Adkms v. Children's
the cutter's labor amounts to $.80 for each Hospital, ruled that the minimum wage law
order, then the owner can afford a wage was stmple price-fixing and an unreason-
of up to $2.00 per hour for one trainee, able infringement on indwiduals' freedom
Legislating a minimum wage of $4.50 per to determine the price at which they would
hour means that the diner owner loses $2.50 sell their services. Although the pecuhar
an hour on the trainee. The owner will re- logic of the last seventy years has seen this
spond by firing the trainee. The minimum hne of reasoning completely abrogated, the
wage prices the trainee out of the labor mar- battle over allowing people to work at what-
ket. Similarly, other employers wall re- ever wage they choose continues.
spond to the increased minimum wage by One recent skirmish occurred m 1990
substituting skilled labor (which does not when the U S. Department of Labor or-
cost as much more than unskdled labor as it dered the Salvation Army to pay the mini-
did before the minimum wage)for unskilled mum wage to voluntary participants m its
labor, by substituting machines for people, work therapy programs. The programs pro-
by moving production abroad, and by aban- vide participants, many of them homeless
doning some types of production entirely, alcohohcs and drug ad&cts, a small weekly

Australia provided one of the earliest stipend and up to ninety days of food, shel-
practical demonstrations of the harmful ef- ter, and counsehng m exchange for pro-
fects of minimum wages when, in 1921, the cessmg donated goods. The Salvation Army
federal court mstltutionahzed a real mini- said that the expense of complying with the
mum wage for unskilled men. The court minimum wage order would force it to close

set the wage by estimating what employees the programs. Ignonng both the fact that
needed, while ignoring what employers the beneficiaries of the program could leave
could afford to pay. As a result unskdled to take a higher-paying job at any time and
workers were priced out of the market, the cash value of the food, shelter, and su-

These laborers could find work only in oc- pervlslon, the Labor Department resisted
cupations not covered by the law or with that it was protecting workers' rights by
employers willing to break it, Aggresswe enforcing the mmtmum wage. By the pecu-
reporting of violations by vigilant unions liar logic of the minimum wage laws, work-

made evasion difficult, and the historical ers have the right to remain unemployed but
record shows that unemployment remained not the right to get a job by selling their
a particular problem for unskilled laborers labor for less than the minimum wage.
throughout the rest of the decade. In addition to affecting how many people
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will be employed, minimum wage laws small increases in unemployment from fu-
may also leave workers worse offby chang- ture minimum wage increases IS risky be-
mg how they are compensated. For many cause most of the estimates rely on data
low-wage employees fringe benefits such as from the sixties and early seventies, when
paid vacation, free room and board, lnex- minimum wage legislation applied to fewer
pensive insurance, subsidized child care, and occupations
on-the-job training (OJT) are an important Raising the minimum wage when it ap-
part of the total compensation package. To phes to a relatively small proportion of oc-
avoid increasing total compensation, em- cupations wxll not necessarily increase
ployers react to arbitrary boosts in money unemployment. Some people will lose their
wages by cutting other benefits. In extreme jobs in covered occupations and withdraw
cases, employers may convert low-wage from the labor market entirely. These peo-
full-time jobs w_th fringe benefits to high- ple are not included In the unemployment

wage part-time jobs with reduced benefits statistics Others who lose their jobs or are
and fewer hours Employees who prefer offered fewer hours of work will seek jobs
working full time with benefits are simply at lower pay in uncovered occupations. This
out of luck. labor influx drives down wages m the un-

The reduction In benefits may be substan- covered sector, but people do find jobs and
tlal. Masanon Hashimoto used data from unemployment remains constant. As mini-
the 1967-68 U.S. minimum wage hike to mum wage legislation expands to cover
calculate _ts effect on the value of on-the- more occupations, however, the shnnking

job training received by white men. HashI- uncovered sector may not be able to absorb
moto estimated that the 28 percent increase all of the people thrown out of work, and

m the minimum wage reduced the value of unemployment may increase. In the United
OJT by 2 7 to 15 percent. Because OJT is States the 1989 mlmmum wage legislation
an important source of education, particu- brought this possibility one step closer by
larly for those with limited formal school- extending coverage to all workers engaged
lng, Hash_moto's findings have ominous In interstate commerce regardless of em-
implications. By reducing OJT, the mini- ployer size Small businesses previously ex-
mum wage law increases the number of emptfromthemmlmumwagefacedanll.8
dead-end jobs and effecuvely consigns percent increase in money wages. If the re-
some of the unskilled to a lifetime of re- peal of the exemption that affected more

duced opportunity, than 6 percent of the nation's hourly work-
Estimates of the overall effect of in- ers substantially reduces the number of un-

creases m the mlmmum wage on total U S. covered jobs, then overt unemployment

employment often focus on teenagers, who, caused by the minimum wage could become
as a group, contain the h_ghest proportion a more serious problem.
of unskilled workers Most studies suggest Estimates of the overall effect of mini-

that a 10 percent increase in the mimmum mum wage increases also tend to blur the
wage decreases teenage employment by 1 to regional and sectoral shifts that average to-
3 percent Using these estimates to forecast gether to produce the national result. A fed-
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eral mmzmum wage of $4.25 an hour may and distort compensation packages, some
have little effect in a large city where almost people still argue that their benefits out-

everyone earns more. But it may cause weigh their costs because they increase the
greater unemployment in a rural area where incomes of the poor. This argument lmphc-
it substantially exceeds the prevailing wage. itly assumes that minimum wage workers
Regional and sectoral studies leave little are the sole earner m a famdy. This assump-
doubt that substantial increases in the mini- tion _sfalse. In 1988, for example, the vast

mum in areas with lower wages can cause majority of minimum wage workers were
industries to shrink and can inhibit job cre- members of households contaming other

atlon. The growth of the textile industry in wage earners. Moreover, only 8 percent of
the South, for example, was propelled by all minimum wage workers were men or
low wages. Had the federal minimum wage women who maintained families, and not
been set at the wage earned by northern all of those families were poor. The simple
workers, the expansion might never have fact _s that most mmimum wage workers
occurred, are young and work part-time. In 1988, 60

This explains why umons, whose mem- percent of minimum wage workers were
bers seldom hold mimmum wage jobs, en- s_xteen to twenty-four years old, and about

courage minimum wage legislation and, as 70 percent worked part-time.
m the Austrahan case, assiduously help en- In view of what minimum wage laws ac-

force its provisions by reportmg suspected tually do, their often uncritical acceptance
wolatlons. Umons have h_storically repre- as a major weapon m the war on poverty

sented skdled, highly productwe workers, stands as one of the supreme ironies of mod-
As has been demonstrated m the construc- ern pohtics. If a minimum wage set $.50
tion industry, employers facing excessive above the prevadmg wage helps the work-
wage demands from union members may mg poor w_th no ill effects, why not ehml-
find it less expenswe to hire unskilled work- nate poverty completely by simply
ers at low wages and to train them on the legislating a mimmum wage of $10.00? The
job. Unskilled workers often benefit: ac- problem, of course, Is that pricing people
cepting lower wages m return for training out of a job does not reduce poverty. Nel-
increases their expected future income, ther does skewing compensation packages
With high mimmum wages hke those speci- toward money wages and away from train-
fled for government construction by the ing, or encouraging employers to substitute
Davis-Bacon Act, the wages plus the train- skdled workers for unskilled workers, part-
ing cost may exceed the total compensation time jobs for full-Ume jobs, foreign labor
that employers can afford In that case the for domesuc labor, and machines for peo-

employer would prefer the union member pie. Mimmum wage laws do all of these
to his unskilled competitor, and passage of a things and, in the process, almost surely do
minimum wage law reduces the competition the disadvantaged more harm than good.
faced by union members.

In spite of evidence indicating that mini- _Linda Gorman
mum wage laws reduce the number of jobs
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Biography: Lmda Gorman ts a free-lance economics journahst m Denver. She was previously an
economics professor at the Naval Postgraduate School in Monterey, Callforma.
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WagesandWorkingConditions
Stanley Lebergott

• CEOs of multmational corporations, ex- WorkingConditions
otic dancers, and children with lemonade
stands have at least one thing m common. Surely the single most fundamental

They all expect a return for their effort, workingconditton is the chanceof death on
Most workers get that return in a subtle thejob in every society workers are killed
and ever-changing combmation of money or tnjured m the process of producuon.
wages and working conditions This article While occupaUonal deaths are compara-
describes how they changed for the typical ttvely rare overall in the United States to-
U.S. worker during the twentieth century day, they stall occur with some regularity
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in ocean fishing, the construction of giant jure farm workers. Since the proportion of
bridges and skyscrapers, and a few other farm workers in the total labor force fell
activities, from about 40 percent to 2 percent between

For all United States workers the number 1900 and 1990, the U.S. worker injury rate
of fataliues per dollar of real (inflation-ad- would have fallen even If nothing else
justed) GNP dropped by 96 percent between changed. The hmited data on injuries m
1900 and 1979. Back in 1900 half of all manufacturing also indicate a dechne.
worker deaths occurred in two industries-- Another basic aspect of working condi-
coal mining and railroading. But between tlons is exposure to the weather. In 1900
1900 and 1979 fatality rates per ton of coal more than 80 percent of all workers fanned
mined and per ton-mile of freight carried m open fields, maintained radroad rights of
fell by 97 percent, way, constructed or repazred buildings, or

This spectacular change in worker safety produced steel and chemicals Their bosses
resulted from a combination of forces that may have been comfortably warm m the
include safer production technologies, winter and cool in the summer, but the
union demands, improved medical proce- workers were not. A columnist of that era
dures and antibiotics, workmen's compen- lromcally descnbed the good fortune of
sation laws, and litigation. Ranking the workers m Chicago steelworks, who could
individual importance of these factors _sdif- count on being warmed by the blast from the
ficult and probably would mean little. To- steel melt in freezing weather Boys who
gether, they reflected a growing conviction pulled glass bottles from furnaces were s_m-
on the part of the American people that the darly protected--when they d_dn't get
economy was productive enough to afford burned By 1990, m contrast, more than 80
such change. What's more, the Umted percent of the labor force worked m places
States made far more progress m the work- warmed m the winter and cooled m the sum-
place than it did m the hospital. Even met.
though inflation-adjusted medical expendl- Hours of work for both men and women
tures tripled from 1950 to 1970 and in- were shorter in the United States than in
creased by 74 percent from 1975 to 1988, most other nations m 1900 Women in Af-
the nation's death rate dechned in neither nca and Asm stall spent two hours a day
period. But industry succeeded in lowering pounding husks off wheat or rice for the
its death rate, both by spending to improve family food. American women bought their
health on the job and by discovering, devel- flour and cornmeal, or the men hauled it
oping, and adopting ways to save lives home from the mill Women, however, still

Data for injuries are scarcer and less reli- typically worked from dawn to dusk, or
able, but they probably declined as well. even longer by the light of oil or kerosene
Agriculture has one of the highest injury lamps Caring for sick children lengthened
rates of any industry; the frequent cuts and those hours further. Charlotte Gilman, an

bruises can become infected by the bacteria early feminist leader, declared that cooking
in barnyards and on animals. Moreover, and care of the kitchen alone took forty-

work animals and machinery frequently in- two hours a week. Early budget studies are
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consistent with that estimate Men, too, laid railroad track and ties, shifting them by
worked dawn to dusk on the farm, and in brute force, or shoveled tons of coal and

most nonfarm jobs (about 60 percent of the grain into gondola cars and ships' holds.
total), men worked ten hours a day, six days They too have given way to machines or
a week now use heavy machinery to ease their toil.

By 1981 (the latest date available), The largest group of common laborers in
women's kitchen work had been cut about 1900 was the men, women, and children

twenty hours a week, according to national who cultivated and harvested crops by hand
time-budget studies from Michigan's Instl- (e g , cotton, corn, beets, potatoes). Most
tute of Survey Research. That reduction blacks and many Asian and Mexlcan-Amer-
came about because families bought more _can workers did so These millions were
restaurant meals, more canned, frozen, and eventually replaced by a much smaller

prepared foods, and acquired an arsenal of group, generally using motorized equip-
electric appliances Women also spent ment. New machinery also eased the lot of
fewer hours washing and ironing clothes those who once spent their lives shoveling
and cleaning house Fewer hours of work fertdlzer, mixing cement, working in glue-
m the home had httle impact on women's works, carrying bundles of rags, waste pa-

labor force participation rate until the great per, or finished clothing, and tanning hides.
increase after 1950. Such tasks remain a miserable fact of life

Men's work hours were cut in half during in many societies. But the expanding U.S
the twentieth century. That decline reflected economy forced improvement as workers
a cut of more than twenty hours in the got the choice of better jobs on factory as-
scheduled work week. It also reflected the sembly lines, in warehouses, and in service

fact that paid vacations--almost nonexis- establishments. Producers increasingly had
tent in 1900--had spread, and paldholidays to replace departing common labor with

multiplied, machinery. They subsututed machinery for
In addition, the percentage of the labor labor across the board. (Computer software

force in the worst jobs has declined dramati- even replaced some bank vice presidents.)
cally. Common laborers in most societies But many more men who labored at difficult
face the most arduous, dangerous, and dis- and boring jobs were replaced by machines

tasteful working condmons Their share of tended by semiskilled workers. Between
the U S labor force fell from about 30 per- 1900 and 1990 the amount of capital equip-

cent to 5 percent between 1900 and 1990. ment used by the typical American worked
Thousands of men in 1900 spent their lives rose about 150 percent, taking all industries

shoveling coal into furnaces to power steam together.
engines. Less than 5 percent of factory
power came from electric motors. By 1990
nearly all these furnaces, and men, had been Wages
replaced--first by mechanical stokers and
then by oil burners and electric motors. Rock stagers, movie stars, athletes, and
Tens of thousands of other men in 1900 CEOs stand at one end of the income distri-
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TABLE 1

NonfarmEmployeesAnnualEarnings,1900-80

Real earnings Real earnings
(1914 dollars) (1914 dollars)

After After

Earnings for Consumer F-ammgs ter £,ons_m_
When Unemploy- When Price When Unemploy- When Pnce

Employed merit Employed Index Employed ment Employed Index

Year (dollars) (dollars) (dollars) (1914 = 100) Year (dollars) (dollars) (dollars) (1914 - 100)

1900 483 523 573 84 3 1940 1,438 812 1,032 139 4
1901 497 546 582 85 4 t941 1,593 931 1,088 146 4
1902 528 583 612 86 3 1942 1,877 1,080 1 159 162 0

1903 534 575 607 88 0 1943 2,190 1.239 1,273 172 0
1904 538 555 606 88 8 1944 2,370 1,331 1.354 175 0
1905 550 582 621 88 5 1945 2,460 1,338 1.375 179 0

1906 566 618 627 90 2 1946 2.575 1,253 1,326 194 2
1907 592 613 631 93 8 1947 2,802 1.194 1,262 222 1
1908 577 545 631 91 5 1948 3.067 1,216 1,281 239 4

1909 600 604 687 9'1 3 1949 3.088 1.190 1.303 237 0

1950 3,276 1,272 1,366 239 4
1910 634 608 669 94 7

1951 3,560 1,317 1 378 258 3
1911 644 612 676 95 2

1952 3,777 1375 1,431 263 9
1912 657 619 676 97 2

1953 3,986 1,442 1,499 265 9
1913 687 649 695 98 9

1954 4.110 1.427 1.538 267 3
1914 696 613 696 1000

1955 4.318 1.529 1 621 266 3
1915 692 591 684 101 1

1956 4 557 t ,597 1.686 270 3
1916 760 649 699 108 7

1957 4 764 1.608 1,702 279 9
1917 866 681 704 127 7

1958 4,956 1574 1.724 287 5
1918 1,063 694 709 150 0 1959 5,217 1,674 1,800 289 8
1919 1.215 681 704 172 5

1960 5,402 1,706 1,834 294 5

1920 1.426 672 714 199 7 1961 5,584 1.719 1,877 297 5
1921 1,330 620 747 178 1 1962 5,829 1,804 1.938 300 8
1922 1.289 688 772 166 9 1963 6,045 1.847 1,986 304 4
1923 1.376 774 811 169 7 1964 6.327 1.921 2,052 308 4

1924 1.396 754 820 170 3 1965 6,535 1,968 2.083 313 7
1925 1.420 764 812 174 8 1966 6.860 2,028 2.126 322 7
1926 1.452 801 824 176 2 1967 7,156 2.058 2 155 332 0

1927 1.487 810 861 1728 1968 7.675 2.126 2.219 3459
1928 1.490 816 872 170 9 1969 8.277 2,165 2,257 364 5
1929 1,534 853 901 170 3

1970 8,821 2,155 2.285 386 1
1971 9.423 2,181 2,340 402 7

t930 1,495 773 901 166 0
1972 10,066 2,265 2.420 416 01931 1408 696 930 151 4
1973 10.767 2.303 2.437 441 9

1932 1,249 585 918 135 8
1974 11.632 2,521 2.372 490 4

1933 1,165 565 905 128 8
1975 12.702 2.148 2,373 5352

1934 1.199 607 901 133 1
1976 13.727 2.216 2,425 566 1

1935 1,244 637 912 1364
1977 14,743 2.256 2.447 602 6

1936 1,296 701 940 137 8
1978 15.847 2.279 2,443 648 71937 1.392 767 975 142 8
1979 17,183 2,229 2.381 721 8

1938 1,370 705 978 140 1

1939 1,403 760 1,016 138 1 1980 18,861 2,114 2.300 8200

SOURCELebergott. 1984
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butlon. At the other end are part-time work- place. Moreover, most Americans now
ers and many of the unemployed. The have radios, TVs, automobiles, and medl-
differences m annual earnings only partly cal care that no millionaire m 1900 could

reflect hourly wages. They also reflect dif- possibly have obtained.
ferences in how many hours a year workers
spend on the job.

Thanks to increased income tax rates LaborProductivity
since 1936, today's workers attempt to re-
duce taxes by converting their earnings into The fundamental cause of this increase in

other, nontaxable forms of income. Why the standard of living was the increase in
use after-tax income to pay for medical care productivity What caused that increase?
if you can get it as an untaxed fringe bene- The tremendous changes in Korea, Hong
fit9 Why pay for the full cost of lunch if the Kong, and Singapore since World War II
company can subsidize meals at work? The demonstrate how tenuous is the connection

proliferation of such "receipts in kind" has between productivity and such factors as
made _t increasingly difficult to make mean- sitting m classrooms, natural resources,
mgful comparisons of the distribution of in- previous history, or racial origins In-
come over time or of earnings in different creased productivity depends more on ha-
social and occupational groups tlonal attitudes and on free markets, in the

Companng money wages over time thus United States as m Hong Kong and Singa-
offers only a partial view of what has hap- pore
pened to worker incomes. But what do the Output per hour worked in the United
simple overall figures for earnings by the States, which already led the world m 1900,
typical worker (before tax and lgnormg "in tripled from 1900 to 1990. Companies corn-
kind" allowances) show? Table 1 reports peted away much of that cost savings via
how the average wage for nonfarm workers lower prices, thus benefiting consumers.
rose dunng this century. By 1980 real earn- (Nearly all of these consumers, of course,
rags of American nonfarm workers were were in workers' families.) Workers also
about four times as great as in 1900. Gov- benefited directly from higher wages on the
ernment taxes took away an increasing job.

share of the worker's paycheck. What re- The U S record for working conditions
mamed, however, helped transform the and real wages reveals impressive and sig-
American standard of living. In 1900 only nlficant advances, greater than in many
a handful earned enough to enjoy such ex- other nations. But the quest for still higher
pensive luxuries as piped water, hot water, wages and tor less effort and boredom
Indoor toilets, electricity, and separate shows no sign of halting.
rooms for each child But by 1990 workers"

earnings had made such items common- --Stanley Lebergott

Biography: Stanley Lebergott ts professor of economics at Wesleyan Umversatym Middletown,
Connecticut He was prewously an economist with the U S Bureau of the Budget and the U S.
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Department of Labor. He was a member of the President's Commission on Federal Statistics in
1971 and president of the Economic History Association in 1984.
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BalanceofPayments
Herbert Stein

• Few subjects in economics have caused ticular kinds of transactions. Thus, there
so much confusion--and so much ground- can be a deficit or surplus In any of the

less fear--m the past four hundred years as following: merchandise trade (goods), ser-
the thought that a country might have a vices trade, foreign investment income,
deficit in its balance of payments. This fear unilateral transfers (foreign aid), private in-

IS groundless for two reasons: (1) there vestment, the flow of gold and money be-
never ISa deficit, and (2) It wouldn't neces- tween central banks and treasuries, or any

sarily hurt if there were. combination of these or other international
The balance of payments accounts of a transactions The statement that a country

country record the payments and receipts of has a deficit or surplus in ItS "balance of
the residents of the country in their transac- payments" must refer to some particular
tions with residents of other countries If all class of transactions. As table 1 shows, in

transactions are included, the payments and 1991 the United States had a deficit in goods

receipts of each country are, and must be, of $73 4 billion but a surplus In services of
equal. Any apparent inequality simply $45 3 bIlhon
leaves one country acquiring assets In the Man2¢different defininons of the balance
others. For example, if Americans buy au- of payments deficit or surplus have been
tomoblles from Japan, and have no other used in the past Each definition has differ-
transactions with Japan, the Japanese must ent lmphcatlons and purposes. Until about

end up holding dollars, which they may 1973 attention was focused on a definluon
hold In the form of bank deposits in the of the balance of payments intended to mea-
United States or in some other U.S. Invest- sure a country's ability to meet ItS obliga-

ment The payments of Americans to Japan tlon to exchange its currency for other
for automobiles are balanced by the pay- currencies or for gold at fixed exchange

ments of Japanese to U.S. individuals and rates To meet this obligation, countries
institutions, including banks, for the acquI- maintained a stock of official reserves, in
sltion of dollar assets. Put another way, Ja- the form of gold or foreign currencies, that

pan sold the United States automobiles, and they could use to support their own curren-
the Umted States sold Japan dollars or dol- cies. A decline in this stock was considered
lar-denominated assets such as Treasury an Important balance of payments deficit
bills and New York office buildings, because it threatened the ability of the coun-

Although the totals of payments and re- try to meet its obligations. But that particu-
celpts are necessarily equal, there will be lar kind of deficit, by _tself, was never a
inequahties--excesses of payments or re- good indication of the country's financial

celpts, called deficits or surpluses--in par- position The reason is that it ignored the
511
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TABLE 1 the capital account, which includes the acqui-
sition or sale of securities or other property.

Because the current account and the capi-
TheU.S.BalanceofPayments,1991 tal account add up to the total account,

(billiondollars; which is necessardy balanced, a deficit m
+ issurplusofreceipts,- is deficit) the current account is always accompanied

by an equal surplus in the capital account,
Merchandise trade - 73.4 and vice versa A deficit or surplus ]n the
Services + 45.3 current account cannot be explained or eval-
Investment raceme + 16.4 uated w_thout simultaneous explanation and

Balance on goods, services evaluation of an equal surplus or deficit m
and raceme - 11.7 the capital account

Unilateral transfers + 8 0 A country _smore hkely to have a defimt
m _ts current account the h_gber _ts priceBalance on current account - 3 7
level, the h_gher its gross nanonal product,

Nonoffic=alcapital* - 20.5
the h_gher _ts interest rates, the lower =ts

Off=cmlreserve assets + 24 2 bamers to _mports, and the more attractwe
Balance on capital account + 3.7 _ts investment opportumties--all compared

w=th condmons m other countries--and the

Total balance 0 h_gher _ts exchange rate The effects of a

* Includesstatlstmaldiscrepancy change in one of these factors upon the cur-
rent account balance cannot be predmtedSOURCE.U.S.Departmentof Commerce,Survey

of CurrentBusiness without considering the effect on the other
causal factors For example, ff the U.S.

hkelihood that the country would be called government mcreases tariffs. Americans

upon to meet its obligation, and the wilhng- wdl buy fewer _mports, thus reducing the
ness of foreign or international monetary current account deficit. But economic the-

instituUons to provide support pry mdmates that th_s reductmn will occur
Interest in official reserve posmons as a only ff one of the other factors changes to

measure of balance of payments greatly dl- bring about a decrease m the capital account
mmished after 1973 as the major countries surplus If none of these other factors
gave up their commitment to convert their changes, the reduced imports from the tariff
currencms at fixed exchange rates. This re- mcrease will cause a decline in the demand

duced the need for reserves and lessened for foreign currency (yen, deutsche marks,
concern about changes in the size of re- etc ) which m turn will raise the value of
serves. Since 1973, discussions of "the" the U.S. dollar. The increase in the value

balance of payments deficit or surplus usu- of the dollar wtll make U.S. exports more
ally refer to what is called the current ac- expenswe and Imports cheaper, offsetting
count. This account contains trade in goods the effect of the tariff increase. The net re-

and servmes, investment income earned suit Is that the tariff increase brings no
abroad, and unilateral transfers. It excludes change m the current account balance.
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Contrary to the general perception, the pie employed rose by over 12 milhon, and
existence of a current account deficit Is not, employment as a percent of population rose
in itself, a sign of bad economic policy or from 60 percent to 62.5 percent.
of bad economic conditions. If the United Anxiety was also expressed over the
States has a current account deficit, all this other side of the accounts, the inflow of

means is that the United States is importing foreign capital that accompanied the current
capital And importing capital is no more account deficit Many people feared that the
unnatural or dangerous than Importing cof- United States was becoming owned by for-
fee. The deficit is a response to conditions eigners. The Inflow of foreign capital did
in the country It may be a response to ex- not, however, reduce the assets owned by
cessive inflation, to low productivity, or to Americans Instead, it added to the capital
Inadequate saving. It may just as easily oc- within the country. In any event the amount
cur because investments in the United was small relative to the U.S. capital stock.
States are secure and profitable. Further- Measurement of the net amount of foreign-
more, the conditions to which the deficit owned assets in the United States (the ex-
responds may be good or bad and may be cess of foreign assets In the United States
the results of good or bad policy, but if over U S assets abroad) is very uncertain.
there is a problem, it is in the underlying At the end of 1988, however, it was surely
con&tlons and not in the deficit per se. much less than 4 percent of the U.S. capital

During the eighties there was a great deal stock and possibly even zero. Later, there
of concern about the shift of the U.S cur- was fear of what would happen when the
rent account balance from a surplus of $8 capital inflow slowed down or stopped But
billion in 1981 to a deficit of $147 billion after 1987 It did slow down and the econ-

in 1987. This shift was accompanied by an omy adjusted, just as it had adjusted to the
increase of about the same amount in the big capital inflow earlier, by a decline in
U S. defiot m goods. A common claim was the current account and trade deficits.
that this shift in the international position

was causing a loss of employment In the --Herbert Stein
United States. But that was not true In fact,

between 1981 and 1987, the number of peo-

Biography: Herbert Stem is a semor fellow at the American Enterprise Institute m Washington,
D.C , and Is on the board of contributors of The Wall Street Journal He was chairman of the
Council of Economic Adwsers under Presidents N]xon and Ford.
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Competitiveness
Robed Z. Lawrence

i

• "Competitiveness," particularly with France, Germany, and Japan in 1989 were
reference to an entire economy, is hard to 85.9, 82.0, and 72.7 percent of that in the
define. Indeed, competiUveness, like love United States.
or democracy, actually has several mean- One reason U.S. living standards are
ings. And the question "Is America corn- high is that the share of the U.S. population
petltive?" has at least three interpretations: m the labor force is higher than in most
How well is the United States performing other countries. Primarily, however, high
compared to other countries? How well has U S. living standards reflect the productiv-
America performed in international trade? lty of the work force: output per worker
Are we doing the best we can9 in the United States exceeds that in other

How well is the Umted States performing countries. Output per worker in U.S. manu-
compared to other economies? Note that facturlng is, likewise, the world's highest
this concept of competitiveness does not re- What is striking, however, is how the
fer specifically to performance m trade. A1- relative position of the United States has
though growth, inflation, unemployment, changed. In 1960, GDP per employed per-
and income equality are all legitimate mea- son in France and Germany was less than
sures of performance, probably the most 50 percent the U.S. level, while m Japan it
important in&cator is living standards, was less than a quarter But productivity

To evaluate competitiveness by this crlte- growth in the United States has been slower

don, we need to decide how living stan- than productivity growth elsewhere since
dards should be measured. The most then. As a result, foreign hying standards

straightforward evaluations compare the and productivity levels are catching up with
buying power of residents m other countries those of the United States

with the market basket of goods and ser- This convergence of other economies
vices that the average American's income with U S output levels has been the subject
can purchase. Of course, such a measure of much debate. Some believe that the bur-

fails to capture some important qualitative den of mlhtary spending (so-called "impe-
aspects, such as the purity of the environ- rial overstretch") has been the chief cause

ment, the security of employment, and the of America's relative decline. But this argu-
quality of life. Nonetheless, the measure of ment presumes that ff the United States had
purchasing power suggests that American not spent as much on defense, it would have

living standards are higher than those in used the money for technological improve-
other major industrial economies. Ac- ments and domestic investment. It seems

cording to the Bureau of Labor Statistics, more likely, however, that any dividend
GDP (gross domestic product) per capita in from reduced defense spending would have

514
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been spent in the same proportions as the ical and managerial advantages, U.S. firms
rest of U.S. incomes--at least 90 percent found opportunities to set up manufacturing
would have been consumed and only a and marketing operations abroad. Today,
small proportion devoted to growth-enhanc- foreign firms increasingly find their techno-
ing investment logical capabihtles afford them profitable

Another view is that America's produc- opportunities for direct foreign investment
tivity growth has been slower because it has m the United States.
moved more rapidly out of the manufactur- It _s_mportant to recognize that this rela-
mg sector (i e., that it has deindustriahzed), tire dechne of the United States has dif-

But judged by the quantity of goods it pro- fenng implications for American power and
duces, the United States has not deindustn- for American living standards. The power
ahzed. The share of manufacturing in GNP of a nation (Le., its ability to influence the
was about the same in 1989 (i.e., 22 6 per- actions of other nations) flows in large part
cent) as it was in 1979 (22 3 percent) and from its relative economic capaoty--the
1960 (20.3 percent) economic performance of the United States

A more viable reason for America's rela- compared with other nations, particularly
tively slower productivity growth has been its adversaries In this respect the power of
the relatively slower increase m U.S. in- the Umted States is less in a richer world
vestment m plant, equipment, and infra- economy. On the other hand, the welfare of
structure. Americans have saved and a nation's citizens is largely a function of
invested lower shares of their incomes than its absolute economic capacity. A nation's

cmzens m other major industrial nations, hying standards are primarily based on its
The most powerful explanation for productivity and on its ability to exchange

America's slower productivity growth, its products for those of others on lnterna-
however, _sa simple fact of life: it is easier tlonal markets Both of these effects are
to copy than to renovate. As the country at enhanced when increased innovation
the technological front,er, America has had abroad provides U S. consumers access to
to renovate to increase productivity growth, better products and U.S. manufacturers

Foreigners, on the other hand, could in- more opportunities to emulate foreign prod-
crease productiwty by adopting and copy- ucts and processes. The United States no
lng U.S. practices, longer has to carry the burden of global

Increasingly, however, foreigners have innovation alone--increasingly, American
shifted from catching up to sharing the lead. firms can learn from others.
U.S. productivity in overall manufacturing In addmon to providing benefits, how-
remains the world's highest. But m some ever, the growing equalization of techno-
industries (automobiles, electronics) and in logical capabilities also increases

some technologies, Japan has surpassed the competitive pressures on the United States.
Umted States m productivity. This change This equalizaUon makes many nations close

in relative technological advantage has been substitutes as locations for production.
reflected in patterns of direct foreign invest- Thus, trade and investment flows are much
ment. In the past, reflecting their technolog- more sensitive to differences in other fac-
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tors that influence costs, including wages ment increased its borrowing, the private
and skills and differences in national tax, sector's saving rate actually dechned. Thus,
regulatory, and trade policies. In this more the rise m the federal budget deficit was
compeUtive environment what once was associated with an increase m overall bor-
thought of as purely domestic economic rowing from abroad--and therefore a larger
policy now has international consequences, trade deficit.

How well has America perJormed in in- Are trade deficits good or bad? Just as
ternatlonal trade? First, it should be with individual borrowing, it depends on
stressed that trade between economies is not how the borrowed money _sused. If an lndl-
like competition m sports. A sports contest vldual borrows to fund education or to start
is a zero-sum game. If one competitor does a business, his spending will create income-
better, _ts opponents are, by definition, do- earning assets that will a_d in future repay-
ing worse. However, because trade allows ment. Likewise, if a trade deficit reflects
each nation to specialize m making the increased borrowing to fund investment,
products it produces relatively well, trade there could be no need for concern. The
simultaneously makes all nations better off. money would finance capital formation that

How should trade performance be mea- would make workers more productive in the
sured? It _stempting to use the trade balance future
(the difference between a nation's exports The U.S trade deficit in the eighties,
and imports) as a measure of trade competl- however, reflected Increased borrowing for
tweness. But a nation's trade balance is consumption rather than investment. In
more reveahng of its spending patterns than 1990, gross fixed private investment was
of _ts products' attractiveness in world mar- only 13 6 percent of GNP, versus 16 per-
kets. The only way a country can consume cent in 1980 Had Americans saved the

more than it produces is to import the differ- same share of income in 1990 as in 1980--
ence from abroad. Nations with trade deft- 16.3 percent--they could have financed
CltSare spending more than their incomes, their investment and run a trade surplus of
They must be borrowing from the rest of the $148 bdllon)

world or selhng domestic or foreign assets. Of course, simply running a trade surplus
Conversely, nations with trade surpluses ac- does not necessarily indicate that a nation
cumulate claims on others or reduce others' is performing well After all, some very
clmms on them. The U.S. trade deficit in poor countries have trade surpluses and
the eighties, therefore, reflected American some rich countries have defiots What

spending patterns. A big part of this pattern counts for competitiveness in trade, there-
was the U.S. government's large budget fore, is not simply the level of the trade
deficits. If the government increases its bor- balance, but the living standards assocmted

rowing, either the private sector must in- with it Indeed, one widely accepted defim-
crease its lending or the country as a whole tion of competitiveness is "'the ability of a
must borrow from abroad. For the private country to sell its products in international
sector to lend more it must save more. In markets, while enjoying nsmg living stan-
the eighties, however, when the govern- dards."
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Everything else being equal, a nation's The alternative, and more desirable, way
liwng standards will be higher, the higher of making a nation's products more attrac-
the prices it receives for its exports and the twe m world markets is to renovate and

lower the prices it pays for its imports. The improve quahty m products and production
level of liwng standards associated with a processes In contrast to exchange rate de-
given trade balance will, therefore, depend preclatlon, such technological improve-
on the terms of trade--the ratio of export ments allow the nat_on simultaneously to
to import prices. Smce the early seventies sell more products in world markets and to
the U.S. terms of trade have had a strong raise hving standards. Ultimately, there-
downward trend. To maintain any given fore, both types of competitiveness depend
trade balance, the prices of U.S. products on improved productivxty
relatwe to imports have had to fall. Are we domg the best we can? Nations

One mechanism by which America's terms find themselves in different circumstances:

of trade have been lowered has been declines some are richly endowed with natural and
in the value of the dollar. If the dollar, mea- human resources whale others are not. The

sured m foreign currencies, falls, U.S. export most important concept of competitiveness
prices tend to fall relative to the prices of is not, therefore, how national perfor-
foreign products. According to the Federal mances compare or even how well countries
Reserve board, the dollar dechned by 13 6 perform in international trade The critical
percent between 1973 and 1990, taking into issue for each economy is whether it is mak-
account inflation differences m the Umted ing the best use of _ts resources.
States and the rest of the world. Many people would argue that both the

Th_s discussion about the exchange rate U.S. government and private sector could
hlghhghts the difference between the per- be more efficient than they are. In thls
spectlve of American firms and that of the sense, regardless of what other countries are
economy as a whole A lower dollar makes doing, there is room for America to improve
American products more attractive to for- _ts competitweness The United States
elgners. In that sense American producers could learn much from practices in other
will be more competitive m world markets countries Ultimately, however, we must
On the other hand, a lower value of the follow policies and practices that will work

dollar will, all other things equal, reduce best m the American environment
the nation's international buying power--
and thus its hwng standards. Thus, the na- --Robert Z. Lawrence
t_on becomes less competmve from the

standpoint of workers and consumers

Biography: Robert Z. Lawrence Is an economics professor at the John F. Kennedy School of
Government at Harvard University He was formerly a senior fellow at the Brookmgs Institution
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the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development He writes a monthly column for
the Nzkket Fmanctal Journal
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ExchangeRates
Paul Krugman

II Exchange rates between currencies have buying and selling currencies in the foreign-
been highly unstable since the collapse of exchange markets. The Instability of float-
the Bretton Woods system of fixed ex- mg rates has surprised and disappointed
change rates, which lasted from 1946 to many economists and businessmen, who
1973. Under the Bretton Woods system, had not expected them to create so much
exchange rates (e.g., the number of dollars uncertainty. The history of the pound ster-
_t takes to buy a British pound or German hng/U.S dollar rate is instructive. From
mark) were fixed at levels determined by 1949 to 1966, that rate did not change at
governments. Under the "'floating" ex- all. In 1967 the devaluation of the pound
change rates we have had since 1973, ex- by 14 percent was regarded as a major eco-
change rates are determined by people nomic policy decision. Since the end of
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fixed rates in 1973, however, the pound ments imbalances and offset changes In
has, on average, either appreciated or de- their international competitiveness. This
preclated by 14 percent every two years, change in attitude helped to prepare the way

The instability of exchange rates in the for the abandonment of fixed rates in 1973.

seventies and eighties would not have sur- The instability of rates since 1973 has
pnsed the founders of the Bretton Woods thus been a severe disappointment. Some
system, who had a deep distrust of financial of the changes in exchange rates can be
markets. The previous experience with attributed to differences in national inflation
floating exchange rates (in the twenties) had rates. But yearly changes in exchange rates
been marked by massive lnstablhty. In an have been much larger than can be ex-
influenual study of that experience, pub- plained by differences in inflation rates or
llsbed in 1942, Norwegian economist Rag- in other variables such as different growth
nar Nurkse argued that currency markets rates in various countries' money supplies.
were subject to "destabilizing specula- Why are exchange rates so unstable?
tion," which created pointless and econom- Economists have suggested two explana-
ically damaging fluctuations tlons One, originally expressed in a cele-

Dunng the fifties and sixties, however, brated 1976 paper by MIT economist
as stresses built on the system of fixed ex- Ru&ger Dornbusch, is that even without
change rates, both economists and poli- destablhzing speculation, exchange rates
cymakers began to see exchange rate will be highly variable because of a phe-
flexibihty in a more favorable light. In a nomenon that Dorubusch labeled "over-
seminal paper m 1953, Milton Friedman shooting." Suppose that the United States
argued that the fear of floating exchange increases its money supply. In the long run
rates was unwarranted. Unstable exchange this must cause the value of the dollar to be
rates in the twenties, he maintained, were lower; in the short run it will lead to a lower

caused by unstable polic]es, not by destabl- interest rate on dollar-denominated securl-
llzing speculation. Friedman went on to ar- t_es. But as Dornbusch pointed out, if the
gue that profit-maximizing speculators interest rate on dollar-denominated bonds
would always tend to stabilize, not destabi- falls below that on other assets, investors
lize, the exchange rate. By the late sixties will be unwilling to hold them unless they
Friedman's view had become widely ac- expect the dollar to rise against other cur-

cepted within the economics profession and rencies m the future How can the prospect
among many businessmen and bankers, of a long-run lower dollar and the need to
Therefore, concern over the instability of offer investors a rising dollar be reconciled?

floating exchange rates was replaced by an The answer, Dornbusch asserted, is that the
appreciation of the greater flexibihty that dollar must fall below its long-run value in
floating rates would give to macroeconomic the short run, so that it has room to nse.
policy. The main advantage was that ha- That is, if the U.S. money supply rises by
tions could pursue independent monetary 10 percent, which will eventually mean a
policies and adjust easily to eliminate pay- 10 percent weaker dollar, the immediate
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impact will be a dollar depreciation of more _mposslble growth in foreign debt. It was
than 10 percent--say 20 or 25 percent-- therefore apparent that the market was over-
"overshooting" the long-run value. The valuing the dollar Overall, there is no evl-
overshooting hypothesis helps explain why dence supporting Fnedman's assumpuon
exchange rates are so much more unstable that speculators would act in a rational, sta-
than inflation rates or money supphes, bihzing fashion. And in several episodes

In spite of the intellectual appeal of the Nurkse's fears of destabilizing speculation
overshooting hypothesis, many economists seem to ring true.
have returned to the idea that destabilizing What are the effects of exchange rate in-
speculation is the principal cause of ex- stabihty? The effects on both the prices and
change rate instabihty. If those who buy volumes of goods and services in world
and sell foreign exchange are rational, then trade have been surprisingly small. Dunng
forward exchange rates--rates today for the eighties real West German wages went
sale of dollars some months hence--should from 20 percent above the U.S. level to
be the best predictors of future exchange 25 percent below, then back to 30 percent
rates. But a key study by the University of above. One m_ght have expected this to lead
Chicago's Lars Hansen and Northwestern to huge swings m prices and in market
University's Robert Hodrick in 1980 found shares Yet the effects, while there, were
that forward exchange rates actually have fairly mild In particular, many finns seem
no useful predictive power Since that study to have followed a strategy of "pricing to
many other researchers have reached the market" (1 e., keeping the prices of their
same conclusion, exports stable m terms of the importing

At the same time, particular exchange country's currency). Slgmficant examples
rate fluctuations have seemed to depart are the prices of imported automobiles in
clearly from any reasonable valuation The the Umted States. which neither fell much

run-up of the dollar in late 1984, for exam- when the dollar was rising nor rose much
pie, brought it to a level that priced U.S. when it began falling Statistical studies,
industry out of many markets. The trade notably by Wharton economist Richard
deficits that would have resulted could not Marston, have documented the importance
have been sustained mdefimtely, implying of pricing to market, especmlly among Jap-
that the dollar would have to dechne over anese firms

time Yet investors, by being willing to hold The pohcy xmphcatlons of unstable ex-
dollar-denominated bonds with only small change rates remain a subject of great dis-
interest premiums, were _mphcitly forecast- pure. Refreshingly, this _s not the usual
ing that the dollar would dechne only debate between laissez-faire economists
slowly. Stephen Mares and I both pointed who trust markets and distrust govern-
out that if the dollar were to decline as ments, and interventionist economxsts with

slowly as the market appeared to believe, the opposite instincts. Instead, both camps
growing U.S. interest payments to foreign- are divided, and advocates of both fixed and

ers would outpace any dechne m the trade floating rates find themselves with unaccus-
deficit, implying an explosive and hence tomed alhes Laissez-faire economists are
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divided between those who, like Milton In general, sentiment among both econo-

Friedman, want stable monetary growth and mists and pohcymakers has drifted away
therefore want to leave the exchange rate from behef in freely floating rates. On the

alone, and those who, like Columbia Urn- one hand, exchange rates among the major

verstty's Robert Mundell, want the discs- currencies have been more erratic than any-

pline of fixed exchange rates and even a one expected. On the other hand, the Euro-

return to the gold standard Interventlomsts pean Monetary System, an experiment in

are dwided between those who, like Yale's quass-fixed rates, has proved surprisingly

James Tobm, regard exchange rate instabd- durable. Takmg the long view, however,

sty as a price worth paying for the freedom attitudes about exchange rate instability

to pursue an activist monetary policy, and have repeatedly shifted, proving ultimately
those who, lske John Williamson of the In- as poorly grounded in fundamentals as the
stitute for International Economics, distrust rates themselves
financial markets too much to trust them

w_th determining the exchange rate. --Paul Krugman

Biography: Paul Krugman is a professor of economics at MIT In 1991 he won the American
Economic Association's John Bates Clark Medal, gwen every two years to "that American
economist under the age of 40 who is adjudged to have made a significant contnbutlon to economic

thought and knowledge " He has been a consultant to the International Monetary Fund, the World
Bank, the United Nations. the Tnlateral Commission, and the U S. State Department. He was also

on the staff of President Reagan's Councd of Advisers. He was an adviser to Bdl Chnton during

the 1992 presidential campaign
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ForeignInvestmentintheUnitedStates
Mack Ott

i ii i i

Introduction ForeignInvestmentintheUnited
States--HowMuch?OfWhat?By

In the short run, foreign capital invested m Whom?
the Umted States raises U.S. gross domestzc
product (GDP) This means that U.S. rest- Between 1982 and 1990 U.S. current ac-

dents are better off than they would be with- count deficits--the amount by wh,ch 1m-
out foreign capital. Stdl, long-run scenarios ports of goods and services plus foreign azd
of foreign ownership trouble many critics: exceeded U.S exports of goods and ser-
What payment wall foreigners exact for our vices--totaled over $900 billion. The deft-
use of their capital? Will sustained inflows cits were financed by net capital mflows--
of foreign capttal give foreigners control of foreign investment in the United States less

the U.S. capital stock, reduce job quality, U S. investment abroad. Although U.S,
or distort U.S. znvestment and research? holdings of forezgn assets rose, forezgn
Fortunately, these concerns can be dispelled holdings of U.S. assets rose by $900 bdhon
by reviewing the extent of foreign znvest- more. U.S. assets abroad minus foreign
ment in the U.S. economy vs. U.S. invest- assets in the United States went negative in
ment abroad, conszdering the motivations 1985 for the first time since 1914.
for foreign investment, and computing the These data, however, are based on his-
negligible potential for foreign control, toric cost, the cost at the time the investment
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was made. The proper measure of any in- them fifth behind the Bntlsh (640), Canadi-
vestment is its current market value, not ans (435), Germans (150), and French
its historic cost. Recognizing this, the U.S. (113).
Commerce Department switched to market
valuation in its June 1991 report. Measured

by market values, the net foreign invest- WhyDoForeignersInvestinthe United
ment position of the Umted States remamed States?
positive until 1987, and reached minus

$360.6 bdlion in 1990, about 40 percent With no restrictions on movements of la-

smaller than the number computed on an bor or capital, each tends to flow to any host
historic cost basis, country where wages or returns are higher

At the end of 1990, about 16 percent than at home. During the eighties laborers
of foreign assets m the United States were migrated to western Europe from eastern
owned by foreign governments, while 84 Europe, southern Europe, and Turkey, and
percent were privately owned. (Similarly, to the Arab Gulf states from Africa and

14 percent of foreign assets owned by the southern Asia because of higher wages.
United States were officml, and 86 percent Capital migrated to the Umted States be-
were private ) cause of higher returns The U.S. stock

In contrast, as a share of total investment, market's annual appreciation of over 15
U.S. direct Investment abroad (comprising percent (not counting dividends) was ex-
equity holdings of 10 percent or more of ceeded among the major Western mdustrial
any firm) is substantially larger than foreign countries only by the Japanese stock market's
direct investment m the Umted States. U.S rise of nearly 20 percent In comparison, av-

direct investment abroad still exceeded for- erage stock market increases were 5 percent
elgn direct investment in the Umted States m Canada, about 11 percent in France, 12
m 1990, and by a wider margin than in percent m Germany, 14 percent in Italy, and
1985--$184 billion versus $152 bilhon. 12 percent m the United Kingdom.

Despite the notoriety of Japanese invest- Tax differences also influence mterna-
ors, the British have the largest U.S. direct t_onal capital flows. Both defenders and
investment holding--with the Dutch not far criucs of the Reagan administration's 1981
behind--as has been the case since colonial tax cuts agree that they caused Increased

times. In 1990 the Umted Kingdom held capital inflows during the eighties. Defend-
about 27 percent of foreign direct invest- ers argue that U S investments became more
ment m the United States, significantly profitable after tax than non-U.S, invest-

greater than Japan's 21 percent The Euro- ments, both to U.S investors and to foreign
pean Economic Community (EC) collec- investors, while critics argue that large federal

tively holds about 57 percent. Moreover. deficits drew the capital inflows.
according to research by Eric Rosengren, Consistent with the defenders' view,
between 1978 and 1987, Japanese investors U.S investors were selling off foreign

acquired only 94 U.S. companies, putting assets m the early eighties to finance domes-
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tic investment. U.S. direct investment tents, copyrights, trademarks, and good-
abroad, valued at historic cost, declined will--in the host economy. The increase in
from 1981 to 1984; in market value it de- the quantity and quality of tools for labor's
clined during 1983 and 1984. Correspond- use in converting one set of goods (labor
ingly, U.S. nonresidential fixed investment and other inputs) into another (finished out-
rose substantially in 1983 and 1984 and put) raises labor productivity and GDP.
peaked in 1985, following pubhcation of Because about two-thirds of GDP goes to
the U.S. Treasury's tax reform proposals labor as wages, salaries, and fringe bene-
m the fall of 1984. In 1985 U.S. direct fits, rising output means higher wages or
investment abroad began to rise again, more employment. Thus, foreign invest-
Meanwhile, foreign investment in the ment raises labor productivity, income,
United States grew somewhat faster in the and employment. Workers are better off
early eighties than in the late eighties, with more capital than with less and are
Higher tax rates on capital gains became usually indifferent to the nationality of the
effective in 1986, and, from the end of investor.

1985, the rise m U.S. foreign direct invest- Politicians generally overlook labor's be-
ment has exceeded that of foreign direct mgn attitude toward foreign capital, some-
investment in the United States. Moreover, nmes at their peril. In the 1988 presidentml
the pattern of the rise and fall of the U.S. campaign the Democratic candidate, M]-
dollar--appreciating between 1980 and chael Dukakls, told a group of workers at a
1985 and depreciating from 1985 to 1987-- St Lores automotwe parts plant' "Maybe
_s also consistent with the defenders' view the Repubhcan ticket wants our children to

The Umted States attracts capital not only work for foreign owners.., but that's not
because of lower taxes, but also because the kind of a future Lloyd Bentsen and I and
of greater U.S. consumer wealth and labor Dick Gephardt and you want for America."
productivity. At purchasing power parity-- Dukakis's advance staff failed to tell him
GDP adjusted for differences in exchange that the workers Dukakis was addressing
rates and prices--U.S, wealth (per capita had been employed by an Itahan corpora-
GDP) was one-fourth greater than Japan's tion for eleven years.
in 1990 and one-third greater than Ger-

many's. Moreover, except for Japan the What AretheL0ng-TermConsequences
other main industrial countries did not nar- of ForeignInvestmentinthe United
row this margin between 1980 and 1990 States?
On a production-per-employee basis, the

message is the same: U.S. labor is the most The availability of foreign capital lowers
productive in the world, the cost of capital to corporations. This

makes additions to plant and equipment
is ForeignInvestmentGoodorBad? cheaper, permits some investment projects

that otherwise would not be profitable, and
Foreign investment increases the amount raises the value of firms. Thus, even though

of capital--equipment, buildings, land, pa- most foreign capital inflows do not substan-
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Uvely alter the ownership of U.S. firms, Even sustained net capital inflows of
they benefit asset owners as well as labor $100 billion per year, as happened during
by lowering interest rates and the cost of the mideightles, would not shift control of
capital the U.S. capital stock to foreigners. At that

Yet some critics, such as Martin and Su- rate foreign investors' share of the fixed
san Tolchln, warn of desperate long-run U.S. capital stock would rise to about 8.4
consequences from foreign capital even percent in the year 2000, but decline to 7.8
while conceding its short-run benefits. They percent in 2010 and to 2.8 percent in 2020.
worry about loss of skilled employment op- The second concern is finessed by competi-
portunitles, loss of technological advan- tive forces in a market-based capitahst econ-
tage, slower growth, and a declining omy. If foreign owners of a U. S. firm reduced
standard of hvmg. All of these worries are its efficiency by not using employees in the
based on two lmphcit assumptions. First, most advantageous way, the owners would
they assume that foreigners will obtain con- lose wealth. They also would lose employees
trol of the U.S. economy. Second, they as- and, eventually, the firm. Labor, manage-
sume that, unlike U.S investors abroad, ment, and technology would be hired away
foreigners will use this control to systemati- by other existing firms or by new firms eager
cally reduce the efficiency of the host econ- to use them in the most profitable way feasl-
omy Both assumptions are false, ble. The firm's decline in market value--due

The probability of foreign investors ob- to the inefficiency of its incumbent manage-
talnmg control of the U.S economy is neg- ment--also would make it an attractive take-
hgible Between 1982 and 1989, according over target, as Its price would be lower than
to estimates by the U.S. Commerce Depart- its value under efficient resource utilization.
ment, the U.S. stock of nonresidential capi- Either way, foreign owners could not subju-
tal rose from $5.9 trilhon to $8.4 trillion. At gate an industry through perverse manage-
the end of 1989, the U.S. net international ment, even if they were willing to sacrifice

investment position was estimated to be profits to do so
- $267.7 bllhon, or only 3 2 percent of this

capital stock. _Maek Ott

Biography: Mack Ott is an economist with the U S -Saudl Arabm Joint Economic Commission
m R]yadh. He was previously a research economist with the Federal Reserve Bank of St Lores.
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FreeTrade
Alan S. Blinder

• For more than two centurtes, economists rather than wash and _ron them ourselves.

have steadfastly promoted free trade among Anyone who advised us to "protect" our-

nations as the best trade pohcy. Despite this selves from the "unfair competttion" of
mtellectual barrage, many practical men low-patd laundry workers by doing our own
and women of affairs continue to view the wash would be thought looney. Common
case for free trade skeptically, as an abstract sense tells us to make use of compames that

argument made by wory-tower economists spectahze in such work, paying them with
with, at most, one foot on terra firma. Such money we earn doing somethmg we do bet-
people "know" that our vttal industries ter. We understand mtuitively that cutting

must be protected from foreign compeu- ourselves off from speciahsts can only
tlon. lower our standard of hvmg

The divergence between economists' be- Adam Smith's insight was that precisely
hefs and those of (even well-educated)men the same logic applies to nations. Here is
and women on the street seems to arise m how he put it in 1776:
making the leap from individuals to nations
In running our personal affairs, virtually all It is the maxim of every prudent master
of us exploit the advantages of free trade of a family, never to attempt to make
and comparative advantage without think- at home what it will cost him more to

mg twice. For example, many of us have make than to buy .... If a foreign
our shirts laundered at professional cleaners country can supply us with a commod-
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ity cheaper than we ourselves can not only makes the economy more efficient,
make it, better buy it of them with It also leaves both lawyer and secretary with
some part of the produce of our own productive work to do.

industry, employed in a way in which The same idea applies to nauons. Sup-
we have some advantage, pose the Japanese could manufacture every-

thing more cheaply than we can--which is
The case for free trade among nations certainly not true. Even in this worst-case

is no different. Spain, South Korea, and a scenario, there will of necessity be some
variety of other countries manufacture industries in which Japan has an over-
shoes more cheaply than America can. whelming cost advantage (say, televisions)
They offer them for sale to us. Shall we buy and others in which its cost advantage is
them, as we buy the services of laundry slight (say, chemicals). Under free trade the
workers, with money we earn doing things United States will produce most of the
we do well--like writing computer soft- chemicals, Japan will produce most of the
ware and growing wheat? Or shall we keep TVs, and the two nations will trade. The
"'cheap foreign shoes" out and purchase two countries, taken together, will get both
more expensive American shoes instead 9 It products cheaper than if each produced
is pretty clear that the nat_on as a whole them at home to meet all of its domestic
must be worse off if foreign shoes are kept needs. And what is also important, workers
out--even though the American shoe in- in both countries will have jobs.
dustry will be better off Many people are skeptical about this ar-

Most people accept this argument. But gument for the following reason. Suppose
they worry about what happens if another the average American worker earns ten dol-
country--say, Japan--can make every- lars per hour, while the average Japanese
thing, or almost everything, cheaper than worker earns just six dollars per hour.
we can. Will free trade with Japan then lead Won't free trade make it impossible to de-
to unemployment for American workers, fend the higher American wage? Won't
who will find themselves unable to compete there instead be a leveling down until, say,
with cheaper Japanese labor 9 The answer, both American and Japanese workers earn
which was provided by David Rlcardo in eight dollars per hour? The answer, once
1810 (see RICARDOin Biographies section), again, is no. And speclahzation is part of
is no To see why, let us once again appeal the reason
to our personal affairs. If there were only one industry and occu-

Some lawyers are better typists than their patlon in which people could work, then
secretaries Should such a lawyer fire his free trade would indeed force American

secretary and do his own typing? Not likely, wages close to Japanese levels if Japanese

Though the lawyer may be better than the workers were as good as Americans (and
secretary at both arguing cases and typing, who doubts that?). But modern economies
he will fare better by concentrating his ener- are composed of many industries and occu-
gies on the practice of law and leaving the patlons. If America concentrates its em-
typing to a secretary. Such specialization ployment where it does best, there is no
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reason why American wages cannot remain that we had free movement of goods and
far above Japanese wages for a long time-- services while the European countries "pro-
even though the two nations trade freely. A tected" themselves from their neighbors
country's wage level depends fundamen- To appreciate the magmtudes involved, try
tally on the productwlty of its labor force, to imagine how much your personal stan-
not on its trade policy. As long as American dard of living would suffer tf you were not
workers remain more skilled and better edu- allowed to buy any goods or services that
cated, work with more capital, and use su- originated outside your home state
perior technology, they wall continue to A slogan occasionally seen on bumper
earn higher wages than their Japanese coun- stickers argues, "'Buy American, save your
terparts. If and when these advantages end, job." This is grossly misleading for two
the wage gap wall disappear. Trade is a mere main reasons. First, the costs of saving jobs
detml that helps ensure that American labor m this particular way are enormous. Sec-
is employed where, m Adam Smith's ond, it is doubtful that any jobs are actually
phrase, it has some advantage, saved m the long run.

Those who are stall not convinced should Many estimates have been made of the
recall that Japan's trade surplus with the cost of "saving jobs" by protectlomsm
Umted States widened precisely as the wage While the estimates differ widely across in-
gap between the two countries was dlsap- dustnes, they are almost always much
peanng If cheap Japanese labor was steal- larger than the wages of the protected work-
ing American jobs, why did the theft ers For example, one study estimated that
intensify as the wage gap closed? The an- in 1984 U S. consumers paid $42,000 an-

swer, of course, is that Japanese productiv- nually for each textile job that was pre-
lty was growing at enormous rates. The served by import quotas, a sum that greatly
remarkable upward march of Japanese pro- exceeded the average earnings of a textde
ductlvity both rinsed Japanese wages rela- worker. That same study estimated that re-

rive to American wages and turned Japan strictmg foreign _mports cost $105,000 an-
into a ferocious competitor To think that nually for each automobile worker's jobthat
we can forestall the mewtable by closing was saved, $420,000 for each job in TV

our borders is to pamclpate in a cruel self- manufacturing, and $750,000 for every job
deception, saved m the steel industry Yes, $750,000

Americans should appreciate the benefits a year!
of free trade more than most people, for we While Americans may be wdhng to pay a
inhabit the greatest free trade zone in the price to save jobs, spending such enormous
world. Michigan manufactures cars; New sums is plainly irrational. If you doubt that,
York provides banking: Texas pumps oil imagine making the following offer to any
and gas. The fifty states trade freely with steelworker who lost hls job to forelgn com-
one another, and that helps them all enjoy petition: we will gwe you severance pay of
great prosperity. Indeed, one reason why $750,000--not annually, but just once--m
the United States did so much better eco- return for a promise never to seek work m

nomically than Europe for two centuries is a steel mill again Can you imagine any
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worker turning the offer down? Is that not the price for protecting import-competing
sufficient evidence that our present method industries.

of saving steelworkers' jobs is mad? Third, there are the little-understood, but

But the situation is actually worse, for a terribly important, effects of trade barriers

little deeper thought leads us to question on the value of the dollar. If we successfully

whether any jobs are really saved overall restrict imports, Americans will spend less

It is more hkely that protectionist policies on foreign goods. With fewer dollars of-

save some jobs by jeopardizing others Why9 fered for sale on the world's currency mar-
First, protecting one American industry im- kets, the value of the dollar will rise relative

poses h_gher costs on others For example, to that of other currencies. At that point

quotas on imports of semiconductors sent unprotected industries start to suffer be-

the prices of memory chips skyrocketing m cause a higher dollar makes U.S. goods less

the elghues, thereby damaging the com- competitive in world markets. Once again,
puter industry. Steel quotas force U.S. au- America's ability to export is harmed.
tomakers to pay more for materials, making On balance the conclusion seems clear

them less competmve, and compelling: while protectionism is sold

Second, eflorts to protect favored Indus- as job saving, it probably really amounts

rues from foreign competition may Induce to job swapping It protects jobs In some

reciprocal actmns in other counmes, industries only by destroylng jobs in others.
thereby hmltmg American access to foreign

markets. In that case export industries pay --Alan S. Blinder

Biography: Alan S Blinder is a member of President Chnton's Council of Economic Advisers

He )s on leave from Princeton Umverslt), where he ts the Gordon S Rentschler Memorial Professor
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Douglas A. Irwin

i i

• Ever since Adam Smith published The nineteenth century and Chile and South Ko-
Wealth ofNattons m 1776, the vast majority rea in recent decades, have undertaken uni-
of economists have accepted the proposition lateral tariff reductions--reductions made
that free trade among nations improves independently and wlthoutreclprocal action
overall economic welfare. Free trade, usu- by other countries. The advantage of unilat-
ally defined as the absence of tariffs, quo- eral free trade Is that a country can reap the
tas, or other governmental impediments to benefits of free trade _mmedmtely. Coun-
international trade, allows each country to tries that lower trade barriers by themselves

specialize in the goods that it can produce do not have to postpone reform while they
cheaply and efficiently relative to other try to persuade other naUons to lower their
countries. Such specialization enables all trade barriers. The gains from such trade

countries to achieve h_gher real incomes, liberahzat_on are substantial: a major study
Although free trade prowdesoverallben- by the World Bank shows that income

efits, it hurts some people, most particularly grows more rapidly m countries open to
the shareholders and employees of indus- international trade than m those more closed
tries who lose money and jobs because they to trade
lose sales to imported goods. Some of the However, multilateral and bilateral ap-
groups that are hurt by foreign competmon proaches--d_smantllng trade barriers in
wield enough political power to obtain pro- concert with other countries--have two ad-
tection against imports. Consequently, bar- vantages over unilateral approaches. F_rst,
tiers to trade continue to exist despite their the economic gains from international trade
sizable economic costs. Although it has are reinforced and enhanced when many
been estimated that the U.S. gain from re- countries or regions agree to a mutual re-
moving trade restrictions on textile and ap- ducuon m trade barriers. By broadening
parel would have been over $12 bdlion for markets, concerted liberahzation of trade

1986 alone, for example, domestic textile increases competition and specialization
producers have been able to persuade Con- among countries, thus giving a bigger boost
gress to keep tariffs and quotas on imports, to efficiency and consumer incomes. Britain

While virtually all economists think free reaped addittonal benefits from unilaterally

trade _s desirable, they differ on how best lowering its tariffs in the nineteenth century
to make the transition from tariffs and quo- because its success with free trade prompted
tas to free trade. The three basic approaches other countries to lower their barriers as
to trade reform are unilateral, multilateral, well.
and bdateral. Second, multilateral reductions in trade

Some countries, such as Britain in the barriers may reduce political opposition to
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free trade in each of the countries involved. These tariff reductions helped stimulate the
That is because groups that otherwise would large expansion of world trade after World
be opposed or Indifferent to trade reform War II and the concomitant rise in real per
might join the campaign for free trade if capita incomes among developed and devel-
they see opportunities for exporting to the oplng nations alike The gain from removal
other countries in the trade agreement. Con- of tariff and nontariff barriers to trade as a

sequently, free trade agreements between result of the Tokyo Round (1973 to 1979)
countries or regions are a useful strategy for of GATT negotiations has been put at over
liberalizing world trade. 3 percent of world GNP.

The best possible outcome of trade nego- Although GATT embodies the principle
tlatlons is a multilateral agreement that in- of nondiscrimination in international trade,
cludes all major trading countries Then free Article 24 of GATT permits the formation
trade is widened to allow many participants of "'customs unions" among GATT mem-
to achieve the greatest possible gains from hers A customs umon is a group of coun-
trade. The General Agreement on Tariffs tries that ehminate all tariffs on trade among
and Trade (GATI'), which the United States themselves but maintain a common external

helped found after World War II, is an ex- tariff on trade with countries outside the
cellent example of a multilateral trade ar- union (thus techmcally violating MFN)
rangement. The major countries of the This exception was designed in part to ac-
world set up GATT in reaction to the waves commodate the formation of the European
of protectiomsm that crippled world trade Economic Community (EC) in 1958. The
during the Great Depression. With over EC, which has grown from six to a dozen
100 member countries, GATT is both an participating countries, has gone beyond re-

international agreement that sets the rules duclng barriers to trade among member
for world trade and an international lnStltU- states It also coordinates and harmonizes

tion that provides a forum for members to each country's tax, industrial, and agricul-
negotiate reductions In trade barriers, tural policies. The EC aims at even greater

As a multilateral trade agreement GATT economic integration than in a customs

requires its members to extend most- union by moving toward a common mar-
favored-nation (MFN) status to other trad- ket--an arrangement that eliminates im-

ing partners participating in GATT. MFN pediments to the mobdIty of factors of
status means that each member of GATT production, such as capital and labor, be-
receives the same tariff treatment for its tween participating countries.

goods in forezgn markets as that extended GATT also permits free trade areas
to the "most-favored" country competing (FTAs), such as the European Free Trade

in the same market, thereby ruling out pref- Area, which is composed primarily of Scan-
erences for, or discrimination against, any dinavian counmes. Members of FFAs elim-

member country. Since GATT began, aver- mate tariffs on trade with each other but
age tariffs set by member countries have retain autonomy in detennImng their tariffs
fallen from about 40 percent shortly after with nonmembers.
World War II to about 5 percent today. Unfortunately, GATT has encountered
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difficulties m maintaining and extending the about ten times the size of Canada's. The
liberal world trading system in recent years. United States also has a free trade
Discussions on trade liberalization often agreement with Israel and is, together with
move slowly, and the requirement for con- Canada, negotiating to bring Mexico into
sensus among GATT's many participants a North American Free Trade Agreement
limits how far agreements on trade reform (NAPTA), and it has contemplated bilateral
can go While GATI" successfully reduced or regional trade agreements with other
tariffs on industrial goods, it has had much countries m Latin America, Asia, and the
less success in hberahzing trade in agncul- Pacific Free trade zones have recently been
ture, services, and other areas of mterna- established in parts of South America as
tlonal commerce. Moreover, slower growth well.
of the world's economies in the seventies The advantage of such bdateral or re-
and e_ght_es increased protectionist pres- gional arrangements is that they promote
sures worldwide. These pressures caused a greater trade among the parties to the
proliferation of new trade barriers--such as agreement. They may also hasten global
voluntary hmits on exports of steel and cars trade liberalization if multilateral negotia-
to the United States--not strictly covered tions run into difficulties Recalcitrant
by GATFregulations Recent negotiations, countries excluded from bilateral agree-
such as the Uruguay Round of trade talks ments, and hence not sharing m the in-
that began m 1986, aimed to extend GATT creased trade they bring, may then be
rules to new areas of trade These negotia- induced to join and reduce their own barn-
t_ons, however, have run into problems, ers to trade. But these advantages must be
and their ultimate success is uncertain, offset against a disadvantage: by excluding

As a result many countries have turned certain countries these agreements may shift
away from GATT toward bilateral or re- the composition of trade from low-cost
g_onal trade agreements. One such countries that are not party to the agreement
agreement is the U.S.-Canada Free Trade to high-cost countries that are.

Agreement (USCFTA), which went into Suppose, for example, that Japan sells
effect in January 1989. The USCFTA bicycles for $50, Mexico sells them for $60,
ehmmated all tariffs on U. S,-Canada mer- and both face a $20 U.S. tariff. If tariffs are

chandlse trade and reduced restrictions on ehminated on Mexican goods, U,S. con-
trade in services and foreign investment, sumers will shift their purchases from Japa-

categories not covered by GATI'. Econo- nese to Mexican bicycles The result is that
mists have estimated that the USCFTA will Americans will purchase from a higher-cost
increase Canada's national income by any- source, and the U.S. government receives
where from 0 to 8 percent, the particular no tariff revenue. Consumers save $10 per
estimate depending on the assumptions un- bicycle, hut the government loses $20. If

derlying the analysis. The total U.S. gain a country enters such a "trade-diverting"
is roughly equivalent to the Canadian gain, customs union, economists have shown that
but the percentage gains in U.S. income are the cost of this trade diversion may exceed
much smaller because the U.S. economy is the benefits of increased trade with the other
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members of the customs union. The net re- into competing, discriminatory regional

suit is that the customs union could make trading blocs, thereby stifling world trade.

the country worse off. Just such a d_sastrous experience in the thir-

Another concern is that greater reliance ties prompted the creation of the current

on a bdateral or regional approach to trade multilateral trading system and makes its
liberalization may undermine and supplant, repair and refurbishment today an urgent

instead of support and complement, the task.

multilateral GATT approach. Hence, the

long-term result of bllateralism could be a mDouglas A. Irwin
deterioration of the world trading system

Biography: Douglas A Irwin IS an economics professor at the Umverslty of Chtcago's Graduate
School of Business He has formerly served on the staff of the President's Council of Economic
Advisers and the Federal Reserve board.
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Mercantilism
Laura LaHaye

i

• Mercantilism 1s economic nationalism any time in history. The armies and navies
for the purpose of building a wealthy and of the main protagonists were no longer
powerful state. Adam Smith coined the temporary forces raised to address a specific
term "mercantile system" to describe the threat or objective, but were full-time pro-
system of political economy that sought to fesslonal forces. Each government's pri-
ennch the country by restraining imports mary economic objective was to command
and encouraging exports This system dora- a suffioent quantity of hard currency to sup-
mated western European economic thought port a military that would deter attacks by
and polioes from the sixteenth to the late other countries and aid its own territorial

eighteenth century. The goal of these poll- expansion
cles was, supposedly, to achieve a "favor- Most of the mercantihst pohcies were the
able" balance of trade that would bnng gold outgrowth of the relationship between the
and silver into the country. In contrast to governments of the nation-states and their
the agricultural system of the physlocrats, mercantde classes. In exchange for paying

or the laissez-faire of the nineteenth and levies and taxes to support the anmes of the
early twentieth centuries, the mercantile nation-states, the mercantile classes in-

system served the mterests of merchants and duced governments to enact pohc_es that
producers such as the British East In&a would protect their business interests

Company, whose activities were protected against foreign competition.
or encouraged by the state These policies took many forms. Domes-

The most important economic rationale t_cally, governments would provide capital
for mercantilism in the sixteenth century to new industries, exempt new industries
was the consolidation of the regional power from guild rules and taxes, establish mo-
centers of the feudal era by large competi- nopohes over local and colonial markets,
tive nation-states. Other contributing fac- and grant titles and pensions to successful
tots were the estabhshment of colonies producers. In trade policy the government
outside Europe, the growth of European assisted local industry by ,reposing tariffs,
commerce and industry relative to agncul- quotas, and prohibitions on imports of

ture, the increase in the volume and breadth goods that competed with local manufactur-
of trade, and the increase in the use of me- ers. Governments also prohibited the export
tallic monetary systems, particularly gold of tools and capital equipment and the emi-
and silver, relative to baxter transactions, grat_on of skdled labor that would allow

During the mercantihst period, military foreign countries, and even the colonies of
conflict between nation-states was both the home country, to compete in the produc-
more frequent and more extensive than at t_on of manufactured goods. At the same
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time, diplomats encouraged foreign manu- exported gold and Sliver, and there were no
facturers to move to the diplomats' own net gains from trade. For nations almost
countries, constantly on the verge of war, draining

Shipping was particularly important dur- one another of valuable gold and silver was
ing the mercantile period. With the growth thought to be almost as desirable as the di-
of colonies and the shipment of gold from rect benefits of trade.
the New World into Spain and Portugal, Adam Smith refuted the idea that the
control of the oceans was considered vitally wealth of a nauon is measured by the size

_mportant to national power. Because ships of the treasury in his famous treatise, The
could be used for merchant or mlhtary pur- Wealth of Nations, a book rightly consld-

poses, the governments of the era developed ered to be the foundation of modem eco-
strong merchant marines In France Jean- nomlc theory. Smith made a number of
Baptiste Colbert, the minister of finance un- important criticisms of mercantihst doc-
der Lores XIV from 1661 to 1683, m- trine First. he demonstrated that trade,

creased port duties on foreign vessels when freely initiated, benefits both parties
entering French ports and provided bounties In modem jargon it is a positive-sum game.
to French shipbuilders. Second, he argued that speciahzaUon in

In England the Navigation Laws of 1650 production allows for economies of scale,
and 1651 prohibited foreign vessels from which improves efficiency and growth. Fi-
engaging in coastal trade in England and nally, Smith argued that the collusive rela-
reqmred that all goods imported from the tlonsh_p between government and industry
continent of Europe be carried on either an was harmful to the general population.
English vessel or a vessel registered in the While the mercantihst policies were de-
country of origin of the goods Finally, all signed to benefit the government and the
trade between England and her colonies had commercial class, the doctrines of laissez-
to be carried in either English or colonial falre, or free markets, which originated

vessels. The Staple Act of 1663 extended with Smith, interpreted economic welfare
the Navigation Act by requiring that all co- m a far wider sense of encompassing the
lonlal exports to Europe be landed through entire population
an English port before being reexported to While The Wealth of Nations is generally
Europe. Nawgation policies by France, En- considered to mark the end of the mercantil-
gland, and other powers were directed pri- 1St era, the laissez-faire doctrines of free-
marily against the Dutch, who dominated market economics also reflect a general dis-
commercml marine act_wty in the sixteenth enchantment with the imperialist policies
and seventeenth centuries of nation states. The Napoleonic Wars In

During the mercantilist era it was often Europe and the Revolutionary War in the

suggested, if not actually believed, that the United States heralded the end of the period
principal benefit of foreign trade was the of military confrontation in Europe and the
importation of gold and silver. According mercantilist policies that supported it.
to this view the benefits to one nation were Despite these policies and the wars that

matched by costs to the other nations that they are associated with, the mercantilist
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period was one of generally rapid growth, A number of factors led to the reemer-
particularly in England. This is partly be- gence of mercantihst policies after World
cause the governments were not very effec- War II. The Great Depression created
twe m enforcing the policies that they doubts about the efficacy and stability of
espoused. While the government could pro- free-market economies, and an emerging
hiblt imports, for example, it lacked the body of economic thought ranging from
resources to stop the smuggling that the pro- Keynesian countercychcal pohcies to
hibltion would create. In addition, the vari- Marxist centrally planned systems created a
ety of new products that were created dunng new role for governments m the control of
the industrial revolution made _t difficult economic affairs In addmon, the wartime

to enforce the mdustrial pohcies that were partnership between government and indus-
associated with mercantilist doctrine, try in the United States created a relation-

By 1860 England had removed the last ship--the mll_tary-lndustnal complex, m
vestiges of the mercantile era Industrial Elsenhower's words--that also encouraged
regulations, monopolies, and tanffs were actiwst government policies. In Europe the
abohshed, and emigration and machmery shortage of dollars after the war reduced
exports were freed. In large part because of governments to restrict _mports and negotl-
her free trade pohcies, England became the ate bilateral trading agreements to econo-
dominant economic power in Europe En- m_ze on scarce foreign exchange resources.
gland's success as a manufacturing and fi- These policies severely restncted the vol-
nancial power, coupled with the Umted ume of mtra-Europe trade and Impeded the
States as an emerging agricultural power- recovery process m Europe m the immedl-
house, led to the resumption of protectionist ate postwar period.
pressures in Europe and the arms race be- The economic strength of the United
tween Germany, France, and England, States, however, provided the stability that
which ultimately resulted in World War I. permitted the world to emerge out of the

Protectionism remained _mportant in the postwar chaos into a new era of prosperity
interwar period. World War I had destroyed and growth The Marshall Plan provided
the international monetary system based American resources that overcame the most

upon the gold standard After the war ma- acute dollar shortages. The Bretton Woods
nipulatlon of the exchange rate was added agreement established a new system ofrela-
to the government's list of trade weapons, tively stable exchange rates that encouraged
A country could simultaneously lower the the free flow of goods and capital. Finally,
international prices of _ts exports and in- the signing of GATI" (General Agreement
crease the local currency price of its imports on Tariffs and Trade) m 1947 marked the
by devaluing its currency against the cur- official recognition of the need to establish
rencies of its trading partners. This "com- an international order of multilateral free
petitive devaluation" was practiced by trade.

many countries dunng the Great Depression The mercantilist era has passed. Modern
of the thirties and led to a sharp reduction economists accept Adam Smith's insight
m world trade, that free trade leads to mternational special-
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ization of labor and, usually, to greater eco- Modern mercantilist practices arise from
nomlc well-being for all nations. But some the same source as the mercantilist policies
mercantihst pohcies continue to exist. In- m the s_xteenth to the eighteenth century.
deed, the surge of protectionist sentiment Groups w_th political power use that power
that began with the oil crisis in the mldsev- to secure government intervention to protect
enties and expanded with the global reces- their interests, while claiming to seek bene-
slon of the early eighties has led some fits for the nation as a whole.

economists to label the modern pro-export, Of the false tenants of mercantlhsm that

anti-import attitude as "neomercantfllsm." remain today, the most permclous ]s the
Although several rounds of multilateral idea that imports reduce domesUc employ-

trade negotiauons have succeeded m reduc- ment. This argument Is most often made
ing tariffs on most Industrial goods to less by American automobile manufacturers in
than 5 percent, trade m agricultural goods their claim for protecUon against Japanese
remams heavily protected though tariffs or imports. But the revenue that the exporter
subsidies m Europe, Japan, and the United receives must be ulUmately spent on Ameri-
States Countries have also responded to can exports, either immediately or subse-
GATT by erecting various nontarlff bamers quently when American investments are
to trade. The Long Term Arrangement on liqmdated Another mercantilist view that
Cotton Textiles (1962) was the first major persists today is that a current account defi-
departure from the key GATT rule of non- Clt is bad When a country runs a current
d_scrlmmation D_scnmmatory nontariff account deficit, it _sborrowing capital from
bamers are typically used by lndustrlahzed the rest of the world in order to purchase
countries to protect mature industries from more goods and services than it sells. But
competmon from Japan and newly lndustn- this policy promotes economic wealth if the
ahzed countries like Brazil. Korea, and Tai- return on the capital borrowed exceeds the
wan These nontariff barriers include cost of borrowing. Many developing coun-

voluntary export restraints, orderly market- tries with h_gh Internal returns on capital
mg arrangements, health and safety codes, have run current account deficits for ex-
and hcensing requirements And the U.S tremely long periods, while enjoying rapid
Jones Act, which prohibits shipment of growth and solvency.
goods between U.S. ports on foreign ships,
is the modern counterpart of England's --Laura LaHaye
Navlgauon Laws.

Biography: Laura LaHaye is an economist in Chicago. She was an economics professor at the
Umvers]ty of Illinois In Chicago from 1981to 1989and was previouslya researcheconomist with
the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade in 1981.
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Protectionism
Jagdish Bhagwati

• The fact that trade protection hurts the own welfare (the so-called "national-effi-
economy of the country that _mposes it _s c_ency'" argument). The latter is an argu-
one of the oldest but still most starthng in- ment for free trade to improve every trading
sights economics has to offer. The idea country's welfare (the so-called "'cosmo-
dates back to the ongm of economic science pohtan-efficlency" argument) Underlying
itself, Adam Smith's The Wealth of Na- both cases is the assumpuon that prices are
Hons, which gave birth to economics, al- determined by free markets. But govern-
ready contained the argument for free trade: ment may &stort market prices by, for ex-
by speclahzing m production instead of pro- ample, subsl&zmg production, as European
ducmg everything, each nat_on would profit governments have done m aerospace, elec-
from free trade. In international economics tromcs, and steel in recent years, and as
it _s the direct counterpart to the proposition all industrial countries do m agriculture Or
that people within a national economy will governments may protect intellectual prop-

all be better off if all people specialize at erty inadequately, causing underproduction
what they do best instead of trying to be of new knowledge In such cases produc-
self-suffic_ent, t_on and trade, guided by distorted prices,

It is important to distinguish between the will not be efficient.

case for free trade for oneself and the case The cosmopolitan-efficiency case for free
for free trade for all. The former is an argu- trade is relevant to questions such as the
ment for free trade to improve one nation's design of internat=onal trade regimes. For
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example, the General Agreement on Tariffs the U.S government to force other countries
and Trade oversees world trade among into accepting new trade obligations by
member nations, just as the International threatening tariff retaliation if they do not.
Monetary Fund oversees international mac- But those "'trade obligations'" do not always
roeconomics and exchange rates. The na- entail freer trade. They can, for instance, take
uonal-efficiency case for free trade the form of voluntary quotas on exports of
concerns national trade policies; zt is, in certain goods to the United States. Thus, they
fact, Adam Smith's case for free trade, may simply force weak nations to redlr_t
Economists typically have the national- their trade m ways that strong nations desire,
efficiency case in mind when they talk of cutting away at the pnnciple that trade should
the advantage of free trade and of the folly be guided by market prices
of protectionism The second exception in which protection

This case, as refined greatly by econo- could improve a nation's economic well-
mists In the postwarperlod, admlts two the- being is when a country has monopoly
oretlcal possibilities in which protection power over a good. Since the time of John
could _mprove a nation's economic well- Stuart Mill, economists have argued that a
being. First, as Adam Smith himself noted, country that produces a large percentage of
a country might be able to use the threat of the world's output of a good can use an
protection to get other countries to reduce "optimum" tariff to take advantage of its
their protection against its exports. Thus, latent monopoly power and, thus, gain
threatened protecUon could be a tool to pry more from trade This is, of course, the
open foreign markets, hke oysters, with "a same as saying that a monopohst will max-
strong clasp knife," as Lord Randolph lmlze his profits by raising his price and
Churchill put it m the late nineteenth century, reducing his output
If the protectionist threat worked, then the Two objections to this second argument
country using It would gain doubly: from its immediately come to mind. First, with rare
own free trade and from its trading partners' exceptions such as OPEC, few countnes
free trade as well. However, both Smith and seem to have significant monopoly power
later economists in Bntaln feared that such in enough goods to make this an _mportant,

threats would not work They feared that the practical exception to the rule of free trade.

protection imposed as a threat would be per- Second, other countries might retahate
manent and that the threat would not lower against the optimum tariff Therefore, the
the other countries" trade barriers, likelihood of successful (i.e., welfare-in-

The trade policy of the United States to- creasing) exploltanon of monopoly power
day is premised on a different assessment: becomes quite dubious. Several economists
that indeed U.S. markets can, and should, have recently made thmr academic reputa-

be closed as a means of opening new mar- tlons by finding theoretical cases in which

kets abroad. This premise underlies sections oligopolistic markets enable governments

301 through 310 of the 1988 Omnibus to use import tariffs to improve nauonai
Trade and Competitiveness Act. These pro- welfare, but even these researchers have ad-

visions permit, and sometimes even require, vised strongly against protectionist policies.
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One may well think that any market fail- called "voluntary" export restricUons
ure could be a reason for protection. Econo- (VERs) or "orderly" market arrangements
mists did fall into this trap until the fifties. (OMAs). Instead of the importing country
Economists now argue, instead, that protec- restricting imports with quotas or tariffs,
tion would be an inappropriate way to cor- the exporting country restricts exports. The
rect for most market failures. For example, protectionist effect is still the same. The real
if wages do not adjust quickly enough when difference, which makes exporting nations
demand for an mdustry's product falls, as prefer restrictions on exports to restrictions
was the case with U.S. autoworkers losing on imports, is that the VERs enable the
out to foreign competitxon, the appropriate exporters to charge higher prices and thus
government intervention, if any, should be collect for themselves the higher prices
in the labor market, directly tamed at the caused by protection.
source of the problem. Protection would be, That has been the case with Japan's vol-
at best, an inefficient way of correcting for untary quotas on exports of cars to the
the market failure Umted States The United States could have

Many economists also believe that even kept Japanese car imports m check by slap-
if protection were appropriate in theory, it ping a tariff on them. That would rinse the
would be "captured" in practice by special price, so that consumers would buy fewer,
interests who would misuse it to pursue Instead, Japan hmlts the number of cars
their own interests instead of letting It be shipped to the United States, Since supply
used for the national interest. One clear cost _s lower than it would be in the absence of

of protecUon is that the country imposing It the quotas, Japanese car makers can charge
forces its consumers to forgo cheap imports, higher prices and stall sell all their exports
But another important cost of protection to the Umted States. The accrual of the re-
may well be the lobbying costs recurred by sultmg extra profits from the voluntary ex-
those seeking protecUon. These lobbying port restraint may also have helped the
activities, now extensively stu&ed by econ- Japanese auto producers to find the funds to
omists, are variously described as rent- make mvestments that made them yet more
seeking or directly unproductwe profit- competitwe!
seeking activities. They are unproductwe The growth of VERs in the eighties is a
because they produce profit or income for disturbing development for a second reason

those who lobby without creating valuable as well. They selectively target suppliers (in
output for the rest of society, this case Japan) instead of letting the market

Protectionism arises in ingenious ways. decide who will lose when trade must be
As free trade advocates squelch it in one restricted. As an alternative, the United

place, it pops up in another. Protectionists States could have prowded just as much
seem to always be one step ahead of free protection for domestic automakers by put-
traders in creating new ways to protect ring a quota or tariff on all foreign cars,
against foreign competitors, letting consumers decide whether they

One way is by replacing restrictions on wanted to buy fewer Japanese cars or fewer
imports with what are euphemistically European ones. With VERs, in other words,
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politics replaces economic efficiency as the exports by less than 1 percent--and ignor-
criterion determining who trades what. ing the fact that Thailand also slapped a 5

Protectionism recently has come in an- percent tax on exports. We usually think a
other, more insidious form than VERs. foreign firm is dumping when it sells at a
Economists call the new form "adminis- lower price in our market than in its own.
tered protection." Nearly all industrialized But the U S. government took an antidump-
countries today have what are called "fair ing action against Poland's exports of golf
trade" laws. The stated purpose of these carts even though no golf carts were sold in
laws is twofold, to ensure that foreign na- Poland.
tions do not subsidize exports (which would Therefore, economists have thought in-
distort market incentives and hence destroy creaslngly about how these "fair trade"
efficient allocation of activity among the mechanisms can be redesigned so as to msu-
world's nations) and to guarantee that for- late them from being "'captured" and mis-

elgn finns do not dump their exports in a used by special interests. Ideas include the
predatory fashion. Nations, therefore, pro- creation of bmational, as against purely na-
vide for procedures under which, when sub- tlonal, adjudication procedures that would
sldlzation or dumping is found to occur, a ensure greater impartiality, as in the U.S.-
countervailing duty (CVD) against foreign Canada Free Trade Agreement. Also,
subsidy or an antldumplng (AD) duty can be greater use of GATT &spute-settlement
levied. These two "fair trade" mechanisms procedures, and readier acceptance of their

are meant to complement free trade outcomes, has been recommended.
In practice, however, when protectionist Increasingly, domestic producers have

pressures rise, "'fair trade" is misused to labeled as _'unfair trade" a variety of for-
work against free trade. Thus, CVD and AD elgn pohcles and institutions. Thus, those
actions often are started against successful who find Japanese commercml success hard

foreign firms simply to harass them and co- to take have objected to its retad distribution
erce them Into accepting VERs. Practices system, its spending on infrastructure, and

which are thoroughly normal at home are even its work habits Opponents of the
proscribed as predatory when foreign firms U S.-Mexlco Free Trade Agreement have
engage in them. As one trade analyst put it, claimed that free trade between the two na-
"'If the same anti-dumping laws applied to tlons cannot be undertaken because of dif-

U.S. companies, every after-Christmas sale ferences in Mexico's environmental and
in the country would be banned." labor standards. The litany of objections to

Much economic analysis shows that in gainful, free trade from these alleged

the eighties "'fair trade" mechanisms sources of "'unfair trade" (or its evocative
turned increasingly into protectiomst in- synonym, "the absence of level playing
struments used unfairly against foreign fields") is endless. Here hes a new and

competition. U.S. rice producers got a powerful source of attack on the principles
countervailing duty imposed on rice from of free trade.
Thailand, for example, by estabhshing that
the Thai government was subsi&zing rice --Jagdish Bhagwati
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Sanctions
Kimberly Ann Elliott and Gary Clyde Hufbauer

• Throughout most of modern history, PurposesofEconomicSanctions
economic sanctions have preceded or ac-

compamed war. Sanctions often have taken Students of mternational law frequently
the form of a naval blockade intended to argue that only economic measures de-
weaken the enemy dunng wartime. Only ployed against states that have violated m-
when the horrors of World War I prompted ternaUonal standards or obhgaUons may
Presldent Woodrow Wilson to call for new properly be classified as "sanctions." Ac-
methods of dispute settlement were eco- cording to this view sanctions should be

nomic sanctions seriously considered as an dlstmgmshed from nauonal uses of eco-
alternative to war. Sanctions were mcorpo- nom_c power in pursuit of narrow national
rated as a tool of enforcement m each of the interests. But common usage of the term
two collective security systems estabhshed economic sanctions typically encompasses
in this century--the League of Nations be- both types of actions. The broader meaning

tween the two world wars and the United is used here. Specifically, economic sanc-
Nations since World War II. But individual tions are the deliberate, government-in-
countries, especmlly the United States, of- sp_red withdrawal, or threat of withdrawal,

ten use economic sanctions unilaterally, of customary trade or financial relations.
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("Customary" refers to the levels of trade transgressor and to other countries, pohti-
or financial activity that would probably cmns may also want to posture for their
have occurred in the absence of sanctions.) domestic constituencies. It is quite clear,

Although individual countries, as well as for example, that U.S., European, and Brit-
various ad hoc groups, have frequently im- tsh Commonwealth sanctions against South
posed sanctions in response to perceived Africa, as well as U.S., European, and Jap-
violations of international law, institution- anese sanctions against China in the wake
ally endorsed sanctions have been rare and of the T'ienanmen Square massacre, were
have enjoyed mixed success. The League designed pnnclpally to assuage domestic
of Nations imposed or threatened to impose constituencies, to make a moral and historl-
economic sanctions only four times in the cal statement, and to send a warning to fu-
twenties and thirties, twice successfully, ture offenders of the international order.
But the league faded from history when its The effect on the specific target country was
ineffectual response failed to deter Musso- almost secondary World leaders often de-
linfs conquest of Ethiopia in 1935 and clde that the most obvious alternatives to
1936. The United Nations Security Coun- economic sanctions are unsatisfactory--

cil--dlvided because of the cold war--im- military action would be too massive, and
posed sanctions only twice prior to the dlplomatLc protest too meager Sanctions
August 1990 embargo of Iraq. The first ira- can provide a satisfying theatrical display,
position was against Rhodesia beginning in yet avoid the high costs of war This is not
1966, the second an arms embargo against to say that sanctions are costless, just that
South Africa imposed in 1977. The British they are often less costly than the alterna-
Commonwealth also imposed broader sanc- tires

tlons against South Africa (against the
wishes of the United Kingdom).

The motives behind international uses of TypesofSanctions
sanctions parallel the three basic purposes
of national criminal law--to punish, to de- A "'sender" country tries to inflict costs
ter, and to rehabilitate. Like states that on its target in two main ways: (1) with
incarcerate criminals, International mStl- trade sanctions that hmit the target coun-

tUtlOnS that impose sanctions may find try's exports or restrict its imports, and (2)
their hopes of rehabilitation unreahzed, with financml sanctions that impede finance
but they may be quite satisfied with what- (including reducing aid). Governments that
ever punishment and deterrence are ac- impose limits on target countries' exports
comphshed, intend to reduce its foreign sales and de-

Similarly, Individual countries, partlcu- prlve it of foreign exchange. Governments

larly major powers, often impose economic impose limits on their own exports to deny
sanctions even when the probability of forc- cntical goods to the target country. If the

lng a change in the target country's policy is sender country is important in world mar-
small. In addition to demonstrating resolve kets, this may also cause the target to pay

and signaling displeasure to the lmmedmte higher prices for substitute xmports. When
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governments impose financial sanctions by In contrast, financial sanctions are usu-
interrupting commercial finance or by re- ally more difficult to evade Because sanc-
duclng or eliminating government loans to tions are typically intended to foster or
the target country's government, they in- exacerbate political or economic instability,
tend to cause the target country to pay alternative financing may be hard to find

higher interest rates, and to scare away al- and is likely to carry a higher interest rate
ternative creditors. When a poor country Private banks and investors are easily scared
is the target, the government imposing the off by the prospect that the target country
sanction can use the subsidy component of will face a credit squeeze in the future.
official financing or other development as- Moreover, many sanctions involve the sus-
slstance to gain further leverage, pension or termination of official develop-

Total embargoes are rare Most trade ment assistance to developing countries--
sanctions are selective, affecting only one large grants of money or concesslonal loans
or a few goods. Thus, the economy-wide from one government to another--which
impact of the sanction may be quite hm- may be irreplaceable
ited. Because sanctions are often unflat- Another important difference between

eral, the trade may only be diverted rather trade sanctions and financml sanctions hes
than cut off. Whether import prices paid in who are hurt by each. The pare from
by (or export prices received by) the target trade sanctions, especmlly export controls,
country increase (or decrease) after the usually _s&ffused through the target coun-
sanctions are applied depends on the mar- try's population Financial sanctions, on the
ket in question. If there are many alterna- other hand, are more hkely to hit the pet
tlve markets and suppliers, the effects on projects or personal pockets of government
prices may be very modest and the eco- officials who shape local pohcy. On the
nomic _mpact of the sanctions will be neg- sender's side of the equation, an interrup-
hglble, t_on of official aid or credit is unhkely to

For example, Austraha cut off shipments create the same pohtical backlash from
of uranium to France from 1983 to 1986 business firms and allies abroad as an inter-

because of France's refusal to halt testing ruption of private trade. Finally, financial

of nuclear weapons In the South Pacific. In sanctions, especially involving trade il-
1984, however, the price of uranium oxide nance, may interrupt trade even without the

dropped nearly 50 percent France was able Imposition of explicit trade sanctions. In
to replace the lost supply, and at a price practice, however, financial and trade sanc-
lower than the one specified in its contract t_ons are usually used m some combination
with the Australian mine. Because Austraha w_th one another.

was unable to find alternative buyers for all The ultimate form of financml and trade

the uranium intended for France, the Aus- control is a freeze of the target country's
tralian government ultimately paid Queens- foreign assets, such as bank accounts held
land Mines $26 mllhon in 1985 and 1986 m the sender country. In addition to impos-
for uramum _t had contracted to sell to mga cost on the target country, a key goal
France. of an assets freeze _s to deny an invading
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country the full fruits of its aggression, for the benefit of alhes, other third parties,
Such measures were used against Japan for or a domestic audience. If the sanctions are

that purpose just before and dunng World not carefully targeted or if they entail sub-
War II. In the 1990 Middle East crisis, the stantial costs for the sender country, how-
United States and _ts allies froze Kuwait's ever, the intended signal may not be
assets to prevent Saddam Hussem from received. It may be overwhelmed by a ca-
plundenng them cophony of protests from injured domestic

parties, which may force a premature rever-
sal of the pohcy For example, American

EffectivenessofSanctions farmers howled with outrage when Presi-
dent Carter embargoed grain sales to the

Senders usually have multiple goals and Soviet Union following the invasion of Af-

targets in mind when they _mpose sanctions, ghanlstan. The protests, buttressed by can-
and simple pumshment is rarely at the top of &date Reagan's promise to lift the embargo
the list. Judging the effectiveness of sanctions If elected--which he did within three
requires sorting out the various goals sought, months of his inauguration--undermined
analyzing whether the type and scope of the the seriousness of intent that Carter wanted
sancuon chosen was appropriate to the occa- to convey Efforts to extend sancUons extra-
slon, and determining the economic and poht- temtonally may produce similar effects
lcal impact on the target country, abroad Thus, sanctions imposed for sym-

If governments that impose sanctionsem- bohc or slgnahng purposes must be care-
brace contradictory goals, sanctions will fully crafted if they are to convey the
usually be weak and ultimately ineffective, intended signal
In such cases the country or group _mposmg Sanctions intended to change the behav-
sanctions will neither send a clear signal nor ior or government of a target country are
exert much Influence on the target country, even more &fficult to design. In most cases,
Thus, it may be the pohcy--not the instru- sanctions must be imposed as quickly and
ment (sanctlons)--that fads. For example, comprehensively as possible A strategy of

the Reagan and Bush admlmstraUons im- "'turning the screws" gives the target time
posed economic sanctions against Panama to adjust by finding alternative suppliers or
beginning m 1987 in an effort to destabilize markets, by building new alliances, and by
the Nonega regime But because they mobilizing domesUc opinion In support of
wanted to avoid destroying their political its policies. Great Britain, followed by the
allies m the Panamanian business and fi- United Nations, adopted a slow and deliber-

nancial sectors, they imposed sanctions in- ate strategy in response to Ian Smith's "um-

crementally and then gradually weakened lateral declaraUon of independence" in
them with exemptions. In the end the sanc- Rhodesia in 1965. A_ded by hesitation and
t=ons proved inadequate, and military force delays, the Smith regime was able to use
was used to remove Norlega. Import substitution, smugghng, and other

In many cases sanctions are imposed pri- circumvention techmques to fend off the
marlly for "'signaling" purposes--either inevitable for over a decade.
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Overall, based on an analysis of l 16 case It is obvzous from this list that effective
studies, beginning with World War I and sanctions, m the sense of coercing a change
going through the UN embargo of Iraq, eco- in target country policy, will be achieved
nomic sanctions tend to be most effective only rarely. Economic sanctions were rela-
at modifying the target country's behavior tively effective tools of foreign policy in the
under the following conditions: first two decades after World War II: they

achieved their stated goals in nearly half the

1. When the goal is relatively modest: win- cases The evolution of the world economy,
ning the release of a pohtlcal prisoner however, has narrowed the circumstances
versus ending South Africa's apartheid in which unilateral economic leverage can
system, for example. Less ambitious be effectwely apphed. For multilateral
goals may be achieved with more rood- sanctions, increasing economic interdepen-
est sanctions; this also lessens the impor- dence is a double-edged sword. It increases
tance of multdateral cooperation, which the latent power of economic sanctions be-
is often difficult to obtain. Finally, if the cause countries are more dependent on in-
stakes are small, there is less chance that temat_onal trade and financial flows. But

a rival power will step m with offsetting it also means wider sources of supply and
assistance greater access to markets, and thus the pos-

2. When the target is much smaller than stbility that a greater number of neutral
the country _mposing sanctions, eco- countries can undermine the economic lm-
nomlcally weak and politically unstable, pact of a sanctions effort should they choose
The average sender's economy in the to do so.
116 cases studied was 187 times larger
than that of the average target.

3. When the sender and target are friendly SouthAfrica,Iraq,andthe Futureof
toward one another and conduct substan- Sanctions
tial trade. The sender accounted for 28

percent of the average target's trade in What do the lessons of history tell us
cases of successful sanctions, but only about the hkely effectiveness of sanctions
19 percent m failures, against lraq and South Africa, and what do

4. When the sanctions are _mposed qmckly these cases portend for the future of sanc-
and decisively to maximize impact. The tlons as a tool of international &plomacy?
average cost to the target as a percentage Going against rule number one, both cases

of GNP in success cases was 2.4 percent involved extremely difficult goals: forcing
and m failures was only 1.0 percent, the removal of Iraqi troops from Kuwait in
while successful sanctions lasted an av- the first, and promoting the dismanthng of
erage of only 2.9 years versus 8.0 years the apartheid system in South Africa in the
for failures, second. In the Iraq case, however, the level

5, When the sender avoids high costs to of international commitment and coopera-
itself, tion was unprecedented, trade and financial
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relations with Iraq were almost completely tries' sanctions were even less stnngent.
cut off, and the cost to the target probably Thus, by the summer of 1991, the UN arms
approached half of GNP on an annual basis, embargo had been in place for over a de-
Although the cost to the anti-Iraq coalition cade, an OPEC oil embargo for a similar
from boycotting Iraqi oil shipments could number of years, and expanded U.S. sanc-
have been quite high, Increased production tlons for over five years. Yet the white gov-
of oil elsewhere within a few weeks les- ernment and the two major black opposition
sened the impact. Thus, the embargo of Iraq groups (the African National Congress and
had a high probability of achieving the Inkatha)--though closer than previously--
stated UN goal of reversing Saddam Hus- were still struggling to find common ground
sein's aggression, probably within a year to on which to begin constitutional negotia-
eighteen months, based on past history, tions Assuming that reform is achieved and

In the South Africa case, however, eco- that South Africa does not degenerate into
nomlc sanctions were applied piecemeal bloody civil war, sanctions will have made
over a number of years, often halfheartedly, a modest contribution to the happy result
and at their height were far from compre- The confluence of circumstances that re-
hensive. The most significant sanctions, suited In the nearly unanimous condemna-
embo&ed in the U S Comprehensive Anti- tion and isolation of Iraq is unlikely to recur
Apartheid Act (CAAA) of 1986, were soon Instead. future efforts at sanctions are
imposed only after Congress overrode a likely to be plagued by the same economic,
presidential veto, and admmistratlve en- pohtlcal, and diplomatic differences, both
forcement was reportedly weak Even the within and among countries, that long split
CAAA, however, affected only some trade the ant_-apartheid coalition.
and financial relations, and except for the
Nordic countries (Sweden, Norway, Fin- --Kimberly Ann Elliott
land, Iceland, and Denmark), other coun- and Gary Clyde Hufbauer

Biography: Klmberly Ann Elhott IS a research associate, and Gary Clyde Hufbauer a semor
economist, with the Institute for International Economics in Washington, D C.
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Asset-BackedSecurities
Phillip L. Zweig

• Of the array of creatwe financing tech- receivables, as well as loans for recreational
tuques that came of age in the eighties, one vehicles and autos Led by the General Mo-
that emerged from that tumultuous decade tors Acceptance Corporation (GMAC), the
with its reputation intact is asset securitlza- finance affihates of the Big Three U S au-
tion tomakers have secuntized billions in auto

Asset-backed securities enable deposl- loans, giving the car companies an addi-
tory mst_tutions, finance companies, and Uonal source of funds at attractive rates.
other corporations to "hquefy'" their bal- Other corporations have converted trade

ance sheets (i e., raise cash by borrowing and lease receivables into securities, though
against assets) and develop new sources of in much smaller volumes than the mainstay
capital Assets such as cre&t cards, auto- cre&t card and auto loan transactions
mobde loans, and home eqmty loans are Investor acceptance of asset-backed
packaged as the collateral for mtermediate- securlUes has grown as the market matured.
term 0 e., maturity of one to five years) Consequently, these securities now trade at
securities and sold m the pubhc markets or interest-rate spreads over Treasury bills that
as private placements. Other assets that make them a relatively low-cost source of
have been "securiuzed'" m this way include funding for many companies. Credit

loans for mobile homes, pleasure boats, and card-backed securmes, which in 1991 rep-
recreational vehicles, resented the largest single category of new

Issuers reap many advantages by secun- issues (41 percent of the dollar volume),
tlzmg assets rather than keeping them on have settled into a trading range of 65 to
their books. By packaging their portfohos 105 basis points (0.65 to 1.05 percentage
of credit card recewables as securities, ma- points) over Treasurys with comparable ma-

jor commercial banks, for example, have turlties lssuescollaterahzedwlth autodebt,
been able to reduce the amount of capital the second-biggest market component (30

they would otherwise have to maintain un- percent), trade at a spread of just 60 to 80
der new, stringent capital guidelines man- basis points, whde offerings supported by
dated by bank regulators. As the leading home equity loans, the third largest (21 per-
bank issuer of cre&t cards, Citibank has cent) category, move in a range of 120 to

also emerged as the largest issuer of securi- 160 basis points.
hes backed by credit card recewables. Not surprisingly, asset-backed securities
Sears, Roebuck has also employed the tech- evolved out of the mortgage-backed securi-

tuque aggresswely. In 1991 it issued more ties market, which developed in the seven-
than $5 bilhon in securities backed by the ties when interest rates surged and thrift
D_scover card and retad-store credit card msututions found themselves saddled with

551
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residential mortgages that were earning less forms, including letters of credit from top-
than what they were paying for deposits, rated commercial banks, third-party guar-
Compared with mortgage-backed secun- anties, reserve funds, recourse to the parent
ties, asset-backed issues have been rela- company, and cash collateral accounts,

txvely unaffected by swings m interest rates, which lately have overtaken letters of credit
The reason is that the car loans and other as the method of choice for major public
loans backing the securities have shorter transactions. So far, these securlt_es have
matunties than mortgages, and therefore stood up extremely well on the rare occa-
people are less likely to refinance when m- s_ons when issuers have run into rough fi-
terest rates fall. In that respect, asset-backed nanc_al seas The concept passed a crucial
securities resemble noncallable bonds, test m mid-1991, when MiamFs troubled

Tb_s new market was born m early 1985, Southeast Bank was forced to pay out early
when the Sperry Lease Finance Corpora- on a $300 milhon cre&t card _ssue. Ac-
tion, a special-purpose orgamzatlon set up cording to Wahd Chammah, managing &-
by Sperry Corporation (now Umsys), sold rector of F_rst Boston's asset finance unit,
to institutional investors $192.4 mdhon m "Investors haven't been hurt in any transac-
fixed-rate notes collateralized by computer tlon that was structured and rated "'
leases. Managed and structured by First Structunng these securities reqmres a
Boston Corporation, that deal enabled careful analys_s of complex tax, account-
Sperry to offset rising marketplace resls- rag, and legal issues Generally, Issuers
tance to its conventional debt, which was seek to package the secumles so that the
hindering the company's efforts to lease receivables will be deemed to have been
new eqmpment. Another early milestone sold, rather than pledged, for purposes of

came m October 1986, when GMAC issued bankruptcy, regulatory, and generally ac-
$4 billion in notes backed by automobile cepted accounting principles (GAAP). That
loans, way, _ssuer_ receive "'off-balance-sheet"

Although the legal devices used to pack- accounting and regulatory treatment, which
age nonmortgage assets are very s_m_lar to _s s_gmficantly more favorable than "on-
those used for mortgage-backed securities, balance-sheet" treatment.

there are several key differences For one The market enjoyed a banner year in
thing, mortgage-backed securities are guar- 1991, but Wall Streeters think that year's
anteed by U S government agencies. In results m_ght represent the h_gh-water
contrast, issuers of asset-backed securmes mark, at least for the near term. According
typically gain a top investment-grade rating to Asset Sales Report, a trade newsletter,

by selling the assets into a "bankruptcy- the volume of new public asset-backed debt
proof'' entity, called a special-purpose reached a record $50.6 billion (106 Issues)

company or trust, and cushioning investors in 199 I, up about 18 percent from the $42.8
against loss of pnnc_pal with one or more bflhon (93 issues) level the year before.
kinds of cre&t support. This so-called Among lead managers First Boston ranked
"cre&t enhancement" takes a variety of first m dollar volume, with $13.9 billion
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(22 issues), followed by Merrill Lynch with banks and insurers, as well as the Resolu-

$11.7 billion (31 deals) and Salomon Broth- tlon Trust Corporation, the government
ers with $8.4 billion (10 issues), agency charged with &sposing of the assets

Investment bankers do not expect this of failed thrifts, are beginning to secuntlze
performance to continue. One reason is that commercial real estate loans to get them off
so much credit card debt has already been their books
secuntized that not much unsold inventory Investment bankers also think the fledg-
Is left. Moreover, the recession has slowed ling but erratic overseas asset-backed secu-
consumer borrowing and sparked concerns nt_es market might eventually pick up some
about increases in delinquencies Citicorp, steam In 1991, according to Investment
for one, expected its 1992 new issue volume Dealer_' Digest, dollar volume of new Eu-
to drop to less than $6 bilhon from the $9 ropean asset-backed issues fell by more than
billion level m 1991, according to The Wall half, to $2.6 billion (nine issues) from $5.8
Street Journal. To some extent, however, bdhon (eighteen issues) the year before.
the expected decline in volume of credit One reason for the slower development of
card issues could be offset by growth in the European market is that European banks
other, newer types of securities, such as are under less pressure than their American
those backed by home equity loans, "floor cousins to reduce leverage. Additionally,
plan'" loans used to finance automobile the legal and regulatory apparatus govern-
dealer inventories, and trade and lease re- mg these transactions is still in its infancy
cewables With the collapse of the U.S
commercial real estate market, commercial nPhillip L. Zweig

Biography: Phdhp L Zwe_gis a New York-based business and financmlwriter He is author of
Belly Up. The Collapse of the Penn Square Bank For his 1982Amertcan Banker coverage of the
fadure of the Penn Square Bank of Oklahoma C_ty,Zwelg recewed theGeorge Polk, Gerald Loeb,
John Hancock, and Deadhne Club awards
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Bonds
C/ifford IN. Smith

i ii ii

I Bond markets are important components promised payments), the lower the "ex-
of capital markets. Bonds are fixed-income pected" payment to bondholders and the
securities--securities that promise the lower the value of the bond.
holder a specified set of payments. The 4. Bonds whose payments are subjected to

value of a bond (like the value of any other lower taxation provide investors with
asset) is the present value of the income higher expected after-tax payments.
stream one expects to receive from holding Since investors are interested in after-
the bond. This has several imphcations: tax mcome, such bonds sell for higher

prices.
1. Bond prices vary inversely with market

interest rates. Since the stream of pay- The major classes of bond issuers are the
ments usually is fixed no matter what U S. government, corporations, and munic-
subsequently happens to interest rates, ipal governments. The default risk and tax
higher rates reduce the present value of status differ from one kind of bond to an-
the expected payments, and thus the other
price.

2. Bonds are generally adversely affected
by inflation. The reason is that higher U.S. GovernmentBonds
expected inflation raises market interest

rates and therefore reduces the present The U S. government is extremely un-
value of the stream of fixed payments, hkely to default on promised payments to
Some bonds (ones issued by the Israeli its bondholders. Thus, virtually all of the
government, for example) are indexed variation in the value of its bonds is due to

formflation. If, for example, inflation Is changes in market interest rates. That is
10 percent per year, then the income why analysts use changes in prices of U.S
from the bond rises to compensate for government bonds to compute changes in
this inflation With perfect indexation market interest rates.

the change in expected payments due Because the U.S. government's tax reve-
to inflation exactly offsets the inflation- nues rarely cover expenditures nowadays, it
caused change in market interest rates, rehes heavdy on debt financing, Moreover,
so that the current price of the bond is even if the government did not have a bud-
unaffected, get defiot now, it would have to sell new

3. The greater the uncertainty about debt to obtain the funds to repay old debt
whether the payment will be made (the that matures. Most of the debt sold by the

risk that the issuer will default on the U.S. government is marketable, meaning
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that it can be resold by its original pur- vestors can invest either m a long-term note
chaser. Marketable issues include Treasury or in a sequence of short-term bills, expec-
bills, Treasury notes, and Treasury bonds tations about future short-term rates affect

The major nonmarketable federal debt sold current long-term rates. Thus, ff the market
to indiwduals is U S. Savings Bonds. expects future short-term rates to exceed

Treasury bills have maturities up to one current short-term rates, then current long-
year and are generally issued in denomina- term rates would exceed short-term rates.

tions of $10,000. They are sold in bearer If, for example, the current short-term rate
form--possession of the T-bill ltself consti- for a one-year T-bill is 5 percent, and the
tutes proof of ownership And they do not market expects the rate on a one-year T-bill
pay interest in the sense that the government sold one year from now to be 6 percent,
writes a check to the owner. Instead, the then the current two-year rate must exceed
U.S. Treasury sells notes at a &scount to 5 percent. If It &d not, investors would
their redemption value. The size of the dis- expect to do better by buying one-year bills
count determmes the interest rate on the today and rolhng them over into new one-
bill. For instance, a dealer might offer a bill year bills a year from now.
with 120 days left until maturity at a yield Savings bonds are offered only to mdi-
of 7.48 percent. To translate this quoted vlduals. Two types have been offered. Se-
yield into the price, one must "'undo" this rles E bonds are essentially &scount bonds;
discount computation. Multiply the 7 48 by they pay no interest until they are redeemed.
]-_%oo(the fraction of the 360-day year) to Series H bonds pay interest semiannually
obtain 2 493, and subtract that from 100 to Both types are registered. Unlike market-

get 97 506. The dealer is offering to sell the able government bonds, which have fixed
bond for $97 507 per $100 of face value, interest rates, rates recewed by sawngs

Treasury notes and Treasury bonds differ bond holders are frequently revised when
from Treasury bills m several ways. First, market rates change
theJr maturities generally are greater than
one year. Notes have maturities of one to
seven years. Bonds can be sold with any CorporateBonds
maturity, but their maturmes at issue typi-

cally exceed five years Second, bonds and Corporate bonds promise specified pay-
notes specify periodic interest (coupon) ments at specified dates. In general, the in-
payments as well as a principal repayment, terest received by the bondholder is taxed
Third, they are frequently registered, mean- as ordinary income. An issue of corporate
mg that the government records the name bonds is generally covered by a trust inden-
and address of the current owner. When ture, which promises a trustee (typically a

Treasury notes or bonds are initmlly sold, hank or trust company) that it will comply
their coupon rate _s typically set so that they w_th the indenture's provisions (or cove-
will sell close to their face (par) value, nants). These include a promise of payment

Yields on bills, notes, or bonds of differ- of principal and interest at stated dates, and
ent maturities usually differ. Because m- other provisions such as hmltatlons of the
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firm's right to sell pledged property, hmita- parent corporatxon pledging securities
tions on future financing activities, and lira- owned by a subsidiary.
ltations on dividend payments. • Equipment obligations (or equipment

Potential lenders forecast the likelihood trust certificates) are backed by specific

of default on a bond and require higher pieces of equipment (for example, rail-
promised interest rates for higher forecasted road rolling stock or aircraft).
default rates. One way that corporate bor- • Subordinated debentures have a lower
rowers can influence the forecasted default priority m bankruptcy than unsubordi-
rate is to agree to restrictive provisions or nated debentures; junior claims are gener-
covenants that limit the firm's future fi- ally paid only after senior claims have
nancing, dividend, and investment actwi- been satisfied.
ties--making it more certain that cash will • Convertible bonds give the owner the op-
be available to pay interest and pnncipal, uon either to be repaid m cash or to ex-
With a lower anticipated probabihty of de- change the bonds for a specified number
fault, buyers are wilhng to offer higher of shares in the corporation.
prices for the bonds Corporate officers
must weigh the costs of the reduced flexi- Corporate bonds have differing degrees
bihty from including the covenants against of risk Bond rating agencies (for example,
the benefits of lower interest rates. Moody's) provide an indication of the rela-

Describing all the types of corporate twe default risk of bonds with ratings that
bonds that have been issued would be diffi- range from Aaa (the best quality) to C (the
cult. Sometimes different names are em- lowest) Bonds rated Baa and above are typ-
ployed to describe the same type of bond lcally referred to as "investment grade."
and, infrequently, the same name will be Below-investment-grade bonds are some-
applied to two quite different bonds. Stan- times referred to as "junk bonds" (see
dard types include the following: JUNKBONDS).Junk bonds can carry prom-

lsed yields that are 3 to 6 percent (300 to
• Mortgage bonds are secured by the pledge 600 basis points) higher than Aaa bonds.

of specific property. If default occurs, the
bondholders are entitled to sell the

pledged property to satisfy their claims. If MunicipalBonds
the sale proceeds are insufficient to cover

their claims, they have an unsecured Historically, interest paid on bonds is-
claim on the corporation's other assets, sued by state and local governments has

• Debentures are unsecured general obliga- been exempt from federal income taxes.
tions of the issuing corporauon The in- Because investors are usually interested in
denture will regularly limit issuance of returns net of tax, municipal bonds have

ad&tional secured and unsecured debt. therefore generally promised lower mterest
• Collateral trust bonds are backed by other rates than other government bonds that have

securities (typically held by a trustee), similar risk but that lack this attractive tax

Such bonds are frequently issued by a treatment. In 1991 the percentage differ-
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ence between the yield on long-term U S. including the promised payments on the
government bonds and the yield on long- debt. In such cases the bonds are only as

term municipals was about 15 percent, good as the enterprise that backs it. In 1983,

Thus, if an individual's marginal tax rate for example, the Washington Public Power

is higher than 15 percent, after-tax return Supply System (nicknamed WHOOPS by
would be higher from munis than from tax- Wall Street) defaulted on $2.25 billion on

able government bonds, its number four and five nuclear power

Municipal bonds are typically designated plants, leaving bondholders with much less

as either general obhgation bonds or reve- than they had been promised. Finally, in-
nue bonds General obhgation bonds are dustnal development bonds are used to fi-

backed by the "full faith and credit" (and nance the purchase or construction of

thus the taxing authority) of the issuing en- facihtles to be leased to private firms. Mu-

tity Revenue bonds are backed by a spe- niclpalitles have used such bonds to subsi-

ctfically designated revenue stream, such dlze businesses choosing to locate in their

as the revenues from a designated project, area by. in effect, giving them the benefit
authority, or agency, or by the proceeds of loans at tax-exempt rates.

from a specific tax. Frequently, such bonds

are issued by agencies that plan to sell their mClifford W. Smith

services at prices that cover their expenses.
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CorporateDebt
Annette Poulsen

• The eighties were the decade of corpo- (and of its cash flows) is independent of the
rate debt. Tremendous changes in corporate ratio of debt to eqmty used by the finn in
financing occurred, The phenomenal financing its investments. This stunning
growth in the use of junk bonds, the on- conclusion was based on certain assump-

slaught of debt-financed hostile takeovers uons that are not true of the real world, there
and leveraged buyouts, and massive corpo- are no corporate or personal taxes; people
rate restructunng dominated news stories have perfect information; individuals and
and discussions about U,S. business. Many corporations can borrow at the same rates;
commentators warned that these debt- and how you pay for assets does not affect
bloated companies and an economic down- productivity. Still, it provides a jumping off
turn could turn the nineties into the decade point for a better understanding of corporate

of bankruptcy, debt.
In determining how much debt to use, First, consider the assumption that how

corporate managers have reacted rationally you pay for assets does not affect their pro-
to taxes. Indeed, the U.S. tax code may be ductsvlty. In a slmphfied example, how you
the number one explanation for high debt pay for a feather, a stone, and a vacuum
levels. By allowing corporations to deduct chamber does not affect the basic law of
interest payments from income before taxa- physics that the stone and the feather will
tion, the U.S. government essentially subsl- fall at the same rate in a vacuum Whether
dizes every dollar paid in interest. So the inputs are paid for with cash (eqmty) or
instead of askmg why the use of corporate credit (debt) cannot affect the results or the

debt has increased, perhaps the question productivity of the inputs.
should be why it has taken so long for the M&M extend this simple illustration with
mcrease to occur, their famous arbitrage proof. Since we as-

For many financial economists the efforts sume that capital structure cannot affect the
of corporate managers to dramatically productivity of assets, capital structure can
change the amount of debt on their balance affect the value of the finn only if investors
sheets simply confirms the validity of a are wflhng to pay more (or less) for the
seminal 1958 paper by Franco Modigham leveraged--highly indebted--finn. With
and Merton Miller. The paper _s so well- the arbitrage proof M&M show that the le-
known that financial economists now refer veraged and unleveraged finn must have the

to the theory it elaborates as "the M&M exact same value. An example shows why.
theory." This paper arguably began the First, think of two finns that are identical

study of finance as its own discipline, m all respects except that one is financed
M&M showed that the value of a firm completely with equity while the other uses

5_
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some combination of eqmty and debt. Let company is known as the "irrelevance"

Ms. E. buy 10 percent of the all-equity firm; proposmon. Many commentators quickly
she buys 10 percent of the outstanding rejected the _rrelevance proposition because
shares. Mr. D. buys 10 percent of the lever- its restrlctwe assumptions separated it from
aged firm" he buys 10 percent of the shares the real world. In 1963 Modtgliani and
and 10 percent of the debt. Miller modified their discussion of corpo-

Now we want to determine what Ms E. rate debt to specifically recogmze corporate
and Mr D. get back for their investments, taxes Under current tax regulations, rater-
In the all-equity firm Ms E. has a claim on est payments made to bondholders are de-

10 percent of the total profits of the firm ducted from corporate income before
In the leveraged firm, however, the debt computation of taxes owed. In a real sense,
holders must receive their interest payments therefore, the government subsidizes those
before the shareholders receive the re- interest payments. If the corporate tax rate
maining profits. Thus, for his share hold- _s34 percent, for every dollar paid m inter-
lngs, Mr. D. gets 10 percent of the profits est payments, 34 cents m corporate taxes is
after mterest payments to debt holders are avoided, though those recewlng the interest
subtracted. But because Mr. D. also holds must pay taxes on it In contrast, if mcome
10 percent of the bonds, he receives 10 per- is paid out as dwldends to shareholders, that

cent of the profits that were paid out as income _s taxed twice--once at the corpo-
interest payments The net result for Mr rate level and once at the personal level.
D') He receives 10 percent of the total The lmphcat_on, well-known to students of
profits, just as Ms. E does. corporate finance, is that every corporation

This reasoning led M&M to argue that should minimize Its taxes and maximize the
the leveraged firm and the all-equity firm cash available to bond- and stockholders by
must have the exact same value The value financing _ts investments with close to 100
of the all-eqmty firm is the value of the percent debt.
outstanding stock The value of the lever- Th_s result was more controversml than
aged firm is the value of the outstanding the first. Casual empinc_sm shows that
stock plus the value of the outstanding debt. firms do not finance their investments w_th
Since the firms are identical in the level of 100 percent debt and that there are clear

total profits and identical in the cash payouts patterns m financing decisions. Young firms
prod to the investors, Ms. E. and Mr. D in high-growth mdustnes, for example,
would pay identical amounts for their re- tend to use less debt, and firms m stable
spectlve holdings. M&M went on to show mdustnes with large quantities of fixed
that if the leveraged and all-eqmty firms do assets tend to use more debt. The ensuing
not have the exact same value, arb_tragers study of capital structure and corporate debt

can make a guaranteed risk-free profit by has focused on explaining these patterns and
selling the overvalued firm and buying the explaining why corporations are not 100
undervalued firm. percent debt financed.

The proposition that the ratio of debt to Financial economists have singled out
eqmty is irrelevant to the value of the three additional factors that limit the
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amount of debt financing: personal taxes, fihng for Chapter 11 protection from credI-
bankruptcy costs, and agency costs. In a tors or in hqmdatlon of the firm. These costs
1977 article, Miller extended his earlier can represent a significant portion of corpo-
work with Modigliam to show that consid- rate assets. Corporations must also consider
enng corporate taxes m isolation was mcor- the indirect costs of bankruptcy. These in-
rect. clude the costs of low inventories, higher

Transferring interest payments to indi- costs of inputs from suppliers who fear the
viduals to avoid corporate taxes does not company might not pay Its bills next month,
make investors any better off if they then and the loss of customers who desire a long-
have to pay higher personal taxes on that term relationship with the firm. The reluc-
income than the corporation and investors tance of travelers to buy mrplane tickets
would have owed if the corporation had not from airhnes in financial distress or Chapter
used debt. Miller argues that because taxes 11 certainly illustrates these indirect costs.
owed on capital gains are (at many points The costs of financial distress are dead-
m our history) lower than taxes owed on weight losses to the investors of the firm:
dividend and interest income, the firm they reduce the cash flows that will eventu-
might lower the total tax bill paid by the ally be paid to the bondholders and stock-
corporation and investor combined by not holders Clearly, investors would prefer
_ssumg debt Moreover, taxes owed on cap- that firms stay out of financial d_stress so
_tal gains can be deferred until the reahza- that these losses are not incurred. As the
tion of those gains, further lowering the firm takes on more and more debt. however,

effective tax rate on capital gains, the probabfllty of bankruptcy increases. The
The _mportant thrust of Miller's argu- chance that the firm will not be able to meet

ment is that one must look at the interaction interest payments m any g_ven year and will
of both corporate and personal taxes to de- be forced into default goes up as the amount
termme the optimal level of corporate debt. of debt and corresponding interest in-
Miller showed that because of this interac- creases. These costs prevent firms from
tion, there Is an optimal level of debt (less maintaining exceptionally high levels of
than 100 percent) for the economy as a debt
whole. That said, however, he also showed A third factor limmng the use of debt is
that, for any given firm within the economy, "agency costs " M_chael Jensen and Wil-
the level of debt is again irrelevant as long ham Meckhng, m a 1976 article, noted dif-
as the economy-wide average _sat the opti- ferences between the firm that is 100
real level percent manager owned and one where the

Financial distress or bankruptcy costs equity is owned partially by managers and
may also keep firms from loading up on partially by outsiders The managers, in the
debt. These financial distress costs take two latter case, act as agents for the outside
forms--explicit and implicit Explicit fi- shareholders. Agents should run the firm to
nancial distress costs include the payments maximize its value. But Jensen and Meck-
made to lawyers, accountants, and so on In ling recogmze that managers may not be
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perfect agents and that they may make some intercepted or fall incomplete, but if you
decisions in their own interests rather than were going to lose anyway, the downside is
those of shareholders, not that bad On the upside is the chance of

The concept of agency costs is readily a big payoff a touchdown.
applied to shareholder-bondholder relations How does this relate to shareholders and
also The shareholders, through the manag- bondholders? If it looks as if the firm will
ers, have the right to make most decisions not be able to cover its obligations and thus
about how to run the firm The firm owes the equity claim is worthless, shareholders
the bondholders fixed payments equal to the may throw the bomb, i.e., take on risky
amount of money loaned to the firm and the projects that have big payoffs but high prob-
interest payments going along with those ability of failure. If the project does fail,
payments. Shareholders may adopt pohcies bondholders lose, but the shareholders are
that benefit themselves at the expense of the no worse off since their claims were worth-
bondholders. The posslbihty for such self- less anyway. But if the project succeeds, the
serving behavior is strongest when it is not shareholders will be the major beneficiaries.
clear that the firm will have sufficient cash A third strategy that may be costly to
flow to cover _ts interest and principal loan bondholders is undennvestment on the part
payments, of stockholders If the firm Is close to being

The most obvious action shareholders unable to meet its obligations to bondhold-
might take to benefit themselves is to pay ers, shareholders may not be willing to put
out all of the firm's assets as dividends to more equity into the firm to fund money-

themselves, leaving an empty shell for the making projects. The reason is that any
bondholders to claim when the firm is then profits from the new projects are likely to go

unable to repay its debt. Shareholders might to bondholders rather than being returned to
also follow more subtle strategies One has stockholders While bondholders would be
been called "risk shifting " A football better off if the projects were undertaken,

analogy illustrates the risk-shifting concept, stockholders will not be wllhng to pay for
Woody Hayes, the legendary Ohio State them.
University football coach known for grind- All three strategies--paying out large

mg out yardage on the ground, used to say dwidends, risk shifting, and underlnvest-
that three things can happen when you pass ment--are more likely the more indebted
the ball, and two of them are bad. His phi- is the firm Lenders know this Therefore,

losophy is sound In a close game; In that those who organize the firm, wanting to
case it is best to play conservatively and attract lenders, rationally limit the debt.
avoid the risk of incompletlon or lntercep- Bond covenants exist to restrict these
tion But ff you're down by three touch- games that shareholders mxght play, but
downs in the fourth quarter, a conservative bond contracts cannot restrict against all

strategy will not get you back into the game eventualities. An interesting development
quickly Instead, you should throw a of the eighties, however, was the develop-
bomb--a long pass. True, the ball might be ment of the "poison put." In reaction to
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the large leveraged buyouts of the eighties, debt. Recent news, however, suggests that

many companies began to introduce these the junk-bond market is reviving and other

poison puts to protect bondholders in the investment banking firms are providing the
event of a leveraged transaction. Bondhold- much-needed markets for these securities.

ers generally have the right to "put" the The U.S tax code still encourages the use
bonds to the company and have them re- of large amounts of debt, though the ten-

purchased at face value or plus some small dency to high debt is counterbalanced by

premium tf the company takes on a lot of bankruptcy and agency costs. Whether

new debt that reduces the chance that the firms do have too much leverage and

current bondholders wall be paid off These whether we are facing a decade of bank-

recent developments illustrate the dynamic ruptcy are questions that can be answered
nature of corporate finance, only m time If there has been an "overle-

There _s no crystal ball to predict whether veraging" of corporate America and invest-

the increased levels of corporate debt of ors come to believe that corporate debt is

the eighties will be mamtained. When lunk too high, they will demand higher and

bond kmg Michael Mdken was convicted higher mterest rates until corporattons can

on charges of security-market manipula- no longer afford to issue debt. In this way

tlon, many feared that the absence of the any overleveraging m an unregulated mar-

man who had provided much of the lm- ket will be self-correcting.
portant hqmdlty m the junk bond market

would lead to lower levels of corporate --Annette Poulsen
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Corporations
Robert Hessen

• Corporations are easy to create but hard behalf by directors and officers, To law-
to understand. Because corporations arose yers, however, the classic definmon is
as an alternative to partnerships, they can Chief Justice John Marshall's 1819 remark
best be understood by companng these that "a corporation is an artificial being,
competing organizational structures, invisible, intangible, and existing only m

The presumption of partnership is that contemplation of law." But Marshall's
the investors will d_rectly manage their own definition is useless because it is a meta-
money, rather than entrusting that task to phor; it makes a corporation ajudicial hallu-
others. Partners are "mutual agents," cination.
meaning that each _s able to sign contracts Recent writers who have tried to recast
that are binding on all the others. Such an Marshall's metaphor into a hteral definition
arrangement _s unsuited for strangers or say that a corporation _san entity (or a ficu-
those who harbor suspicions about each tlOUSlegal person or an artificial legal be-

other's integrity or business acumen. Hence ing) that exists Independent of its owners
the transfer of partnership interests _s sub- The entity notion is metaphorical too and
ject to restrictions violates Occam's Razor, the scientific pnn-

In a corporation, by contrast, the pre- ciple that explanauons should be concise
sumptlon _s that the shareholders will not and literal.
personally manage their money Instead, a Attempts by economists to define corpo-
corporation is managed by directors and of- rations have been equally unsatisfactory. In
ricers who need not be investors. Because 1917 Joseph S. Davis wrote: "A corpora-

managertal authority is concentrated m the tion [is] a group of individuals authonzed
hands of d_rectors and officers, shares are by law to act as a unit." Th_s definition is

freely transferable unless otherwise agreed defective because it also fits partnerships
They can be sold or given to anyone without and labor unions, which are not corpora-
placing other investors at the mercy of a tions A contemporary economist, Jonathan
new owner's poor judgment. The sphttmg Hughes, says that a corporation is a "multi-

of management and ownership into two dis- pie partnership" and that "the privilege of
tinct functions is the sahent corporate fea- mcorporauon ISthe gift of the state to col-
ture. lective business ventures " Another, Rob-

To dffferenUate _t from a pannersh_p, a ert He_lbroner, says a corporation Is "an

corporaUon should be defined as a legal and entity created by the state," granted a char-
contractual mechamsm for creating and op- ter that enables _t to exist "in its own fight

crating a business for profit, using capital as a 'person' created by law."
from investors that will be managed on their But charters enacted by state legislatures

563
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literally ceased to exist in the midnineteenth corporation's assets (if any) for satisfaction
century. The actual procedure for creating of their claims. This process, known as
a corporation consists of filing a registration "constructive notice," offers an easy
document with a state official (like re- means of economizing on transactions
cording the use of a fictitious business costs. It _s an alternative to negotiatmg ex-
name), and the state's role is purely formal pliclt hmited-liability contracts with each
and automatic. Moreover, to call incorpora- creditor.
tion a "privilege" implies that individuals Creditors, however, are not obhgated to
have no right to create a corporation. But accept hmited liability. As Professor Bay-
why is governmental permission needed? less Manning observes; "As a part of the
Who would be wronged if businesses bargain negotiated when the corporahon in-
adopted corporate features by contract? curs the indebtedness, the creditor may, of
Whose rights would be violated if a firm course, succeed in extracting from a share-
declared itself to be a umt for the purposes holder (or someone else who wants to see
of suing and being sued, holding and con- the loan go through) an outside pledge
veying title to property, or that it would agreement, guaranty, endorsement, or the
continue in existence despite the death or like that wall have the effect of subjecting
withdrawal of _ts officers or investors, that non-corporate assets to the creditor's claim
its shares are freely transferable, or if it against the corporation." This famdiar pat-
asserted limited liabdity for its debt obliga- tern explains why limited liabdlty is likely
tions9 (Liability for torts is a separate issue; to be a mirage or delusion for a new, un-
see Hessen, pp. 18-21.) If potential credi- tested business, and thus also explains why
tors find any of these features objectionable, some enterprises are not incorporated de-
they can negotiate to exclude or modify spite the ease of creating a corporation.
them. Another textbook myth _sthat limited lia-

Economists invariably declare limited h- bility explains why corporations were able
abdlty to be the crucial corporate feature, to attract vast amounts of capital from nine-
According to this view the corporation, as teenth-century investors to carry out Amer-
an entity, contracts debts in "its" own _ca's mdustnahzat_on. In fact, the industrial

name, not "theirs" (the shareholders), so revoluuon was carried out chiefly by part-
they are not responsible for its debts. But nersh_ps and unincorporated joint stock
there is no need for such mental gymnasucs compames, rarely by corporations. The
because hmlted liability actually involves chief sources of capital for the early New
an implied contract between shareholders England textile corporations were the

and outside creditors. By incorporating founders' personal savings, money bor-
(that Is, complying with the registration rowed from banks, the proceeds from state-
procedure prescribed by state law) and then approved lotteries, and the sale of bonds
by using the symbols "Inc." or "Corp.," and debentures.

shareholders are warning potential creditors Even m the late nineteenth century, none
that they do not accept unlimited personal of the giant industrial corporations drew eq-
habihty, that creditors must look only to the uity capital from the general investment
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public. They were pnvately held and drew it meant that the whole debt would be paid
primarily on retained earnings for expan- by one or two partners instead of being
sion. (The largest enterprise, Carnegie shared proportionally among them all.
Brothers, was organized as a Limited Part- Well into the twentieth century, Ameri-
nershlp Association in the Commonwealth can judges ignored the historical circum-
of Pennsylvania, a status that did not inhibit stances in which unlimited liability became
its ability to own properties and sell steel in the custom and later the legal rule. Hence
other states ) they repeatedly rejected contractual at-

External financing, through the sale of tempts by partners to limit their liability.
common stock, was nearly lmposs_ble in Only near midcentury did state legislatures
the nineteenth century because of asymmet- grudgingly begin enacting "close corpora-
ncal mformat_on--that is, the inability of tion" statutes for businesses that would be
outside investors to gauge which firms were organized as partnerships if courts were
likely to earn a profit, and thus to calculate wdhng to recognize the contractual nature
what would be a reasonable price to pay for of hmlted habdity. These quasi-corpora-
shares. Instead, founders of corporations t_ons have nearly nothing in common with
often gave away shares as a bonus to those corporations financed by outside investors
who bought bonds, which were less risky and run by professional managers.
because they carried underlying collateral, Any firm, regardless of size, can be struc-
a fixed date of redemption, and a fixed rate tured as a corporation, a partnership, a hm-
of return. Occasionally, wealthy local resz- ited partnership, or even one of the rarely
dents bought shares, not primarily as invest- used forms, a business trust or an unmcor-
ments for profit, but rather as a public- porated joint stock company. Despite text-
spirited gesture to foster economic growth book claims to the contrary, partnerships
m a town or region. The _dea that hm_ted are not necessarily small scale or short-
liabihty would have been sufficient to entice hved; they need not cease to exist when a
outside investors to buy common stock is general partner dies or withdraws. Features
counterintmtive The assurance that you that are automatic or inherent m a corpora-
could lose only your total investment is t_on--contmuity of existence, hierarchy of

hardly a persuasive sales pitch, authority, freely transferable shares--are
No logical or moral necessity hnks part- optional for a partnership or any other orga-

nersh_ps with unhmited habihty or corpora- mzational form. The only exceptions ar_se
tions with hmzted liabihty. Legal rules do if government restricts or forbids freedom

not suddenly spring into existence full of contract (such as the rule that forbids
grown; instead, they arise in a particular limited liability for general partners).
historical context Unlimited liability for As noted, the distincUve feature of corpo-

partners dates back to me&eval Italy, when rations _s that investment and management
partnerships were family based, when per- are split into two functions. Critics call this
sonal and business funds were intermin- phenomenon a "separation of ownership

gled, and when family honor required from control." The most influential indict-
payment of debts owed to creditors, even if ment of this separation was presented in The
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Modern Corporation and Private Proper_, When the corporation later goes public, the
written in 1932 by Adolf A. Berle, Jr., and founders accept the possibility of a dilution
Gardlner C. Means. Corporate officers, of control because they value the additional
they claimed, had usurped authority, aided capital and because they expect to continue
and abetted by directors who should have to control a majority of votes on the board
been the shareholders' agents and protec- and thus to direct the company's future pol-
tors. _cy and growth

But Berle and Means' criticism over- That the board of directors is dominated

looked how corporations were formed. The by "'Insiders" makes sense. The founders
"Fortune 500" corporations were not born are the first directors; later, their places on
as giants. Imtlally, each was the creation of the board are filled by the executives they
one or a few people who were the prime groomed to succeed them. This arrange-
movers and promoters of the business and ment does not injure new shareholders. As
almost always the principal source of its outside investors they buy shares of corn-
original capital. They were able to "'go pub- mon stock because they discover corpora-
lic"--sell shares to outsiders to raise addi- uons whose record of performance indicates

tlonal equity--only when they could a competent managerial system. They do
persuade underwriters and investors that not want to interfere with it or dismantle it:
they could put new money to work at a on the contrary, they wilhngly entrust their
profit, savings to _t. They know that the best safe-

If these firms had initially been partner- guard for their investments, ff they become
ships, then the general partners could have d_ssatlsfied with the company's perfor-
accepted outside investors as hmlted part- mance, is their ability to sell mstantly their
ners without running any risk of losing or shares of a publicly traded corporation.
diluting their control over decision making. Berle and Means challenged the leglti-
(By law, hmited partners cannot participate macy of giant corporations when they
m management or exercise any voice or charged that corporate officers had seized
vote, or else they forfeit their claim to hm- or usurped control from the owners--the
1ted hability.) A far different situation ap- shareholders But their underlying premise
plies to corporations. Shareholders receive was wrong. In reality, investors make
voting rights to elect the board of directors, choices along a risk-reward continuum.
and the directors, in turn, elect the officers. Bondholders are the most risk-averse; then
Conceivably, new shareholders could play come those who buy the intermedmte-risk,
an active role in managing these corpora- nonvoting securities (debentures, convert-

tions But, in fact, this happens only rarely, ible bonds, and preferred shares); and then
When a corporatmn is created, _ts offi- the least risk-averse investors, those who

cers, directors, and shareholders usually are buy common shares and stand to gain (or
the same people. They elect themselves or lose) the most.

their nominees to the board of directors and Just as one may assume that investors
then elect themselves as corporate officers, know the difference between being a gen-
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eral partner and a limited partner, so too But the analogy, however ingenious, is
they know that shareholders in a publicly defective. It cannot encompass all the major
traded corporation are the counterparts of groups within the corporation. If sharehold-
limited partners, trust beneficiaries, those ers are called citizens or voters, what are
who make passbook deposits m a bank, or other suppliers of capital called? Are bond-
those who buy shares in a mutual fund. All holders "resident aliens" because they can-
hope to make money on their savings as a not vote? And are those who buy
sideline to their regular sources of income, convertible debentures "citizens in train-

To look askance at executives who sup- ing'" until they acquire voting rights? A be-
ply little or none of the corporation's capl- labored analogy cannot justify equating
tal, as many of the corporation's critics do, business and government.
is really to condemn the division of labor Those who cannot distinguish between a
and speclahzatlon of function Corporate government and a giant corporation are also
officers operate businesses whose capital re- unable to appreciate the significance of the
quirements far exceed their personal saving fact that millions of people freely choose to
or the amounts they would be willing or able invest their savings in the shares of publicly
to borrow. Their distinctive contribution to traded corporations. It is farfetched to be-
the enterprise is knowledge of production, heve that shareholders are being victim-
marketing, and finance, administrative abil- lzed--denled the control over corporate
ity in building and sustaining a business, affairs that they expected to exercise, or
m directing its growth, and in leading its being shortchanged on dividends--and yet
response to unforeseen problems and chal- stdl retain their shares and buy new shares
lenges. But specialization--capital sup- or bid up the price of existing shares. If
phed by investors and management shareholders were victims, corporations
supphed by executives--should be unob- could not possibly raise additional capital
jectionable as long as everyone's particlpa- through new stock offenngs Yet they do
tlon is voluntary, so frequently

Another technique used by critics to under- Particular corporations can be misman-
mane the legitimacy of giant corporations is to aged They are sometimes too large or too
equate them to government institutions and diversified to operate efficiently, too slow to
then to find them woefully deficient in living innovate, overloaded with debt, top-heavy

up to democratic norms (voting nghts are with high-salaried executives, or too slow
based on number of shares owned, rather than to respond to challenges from domestic or

one vote per person, for example). Thus foreign competitors. But this does not inval-
shareholders are renamed "ciuzens," the idate corporations as a class. Whatever the

board of dtrectors is "the legislature," and shortcomings of particular companies or
the officers are "the executive branch." They whole industries, corporations are a superb

call the articles of incorporation a "constltU- matchmaking mechanism to bring savers
tion," the bylaws "'pnvate statutes," and (investors) and borrowers (workers and
merger agreements "treaties." managers) together for their mutual benefit.
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To appreciate the achievement of corpora- government auspices, using capital that was

t_ons, one has only to consider what the taxed or expropriated.
state of technology would be if workers or

managers had to supply their own capital, _Robert Hessen
or if industrialization were carried out under

Biography: Robert Hessen is a semor research fellow at the Hoover Institution
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EfficientCapitalMarkets
Steven L. Jones and Jeffry M. Netter

• Shortly after the Constitution went into incorporating mformatlon into security
effect, Secretary of the Treasury Alexander prices. Efficient capital markets are com-
Hamilton proposed that Congress redeem at monly thought of as markets in which secu-
face value securities that had been issued nty prices fully reflect all relevant

by the states and the federal government mformat_on that is available about the fun-
At the Ume, these securiues were selling for damental value of the securities. Because a
much less than face value because people security is a claim on future cash flows, this
were uncertain whether they would ever be fundamental value is the present value of
redeemed. After Hamilton's proposal was the future cash flows that the owner of the
made public but before It was adopted, security expects to receive. The cash flows
however, congressmen and others who anticipated for stocks consist of the stream
knew of the redempuon plan made large of expected dwidends paid to stockholders
profits by sending thelr agents into the coun- plus the expected price of the stock when
tryslde to buy the securities at depressed sold. In the present value calculation, future
prices before most security holders heard of cash flows are discounted by an interest rate
the plan that is a function of the riskiness of those

Contrast th_s scenario with security mar- cash flows The riskier the cash flows, the
kets today, m which the prices of securities higher is the rate used in discounting.
react very quickly to new mformaUon about Theoretically, the profit opportunities
their value. In fact, the market often antics- represented by the existence of "underval-

pates and reacts to news before it is offi- ued" and "overvalued" stocks motwate
clally made pubhc For example, General competmve tradmg by investors that moves
Motors announced a major restructuring m the prices of stocks toward the present value
December 1991, closing twenty-one facto- of the future cash flows. For example, new
nes and cutting seventy-four thousand jobs. information about the fundamental values

On the day of the announcement GM's of securmes will be reflected in prices
stock price fell by only 0.4 percent because through competitwe trading. Thus, the
the market had already incorporated expec- search for mlspnced stocks by investment
tarpons about the restructuring into its price, analysts and their subsequent trading make
The market reacted only to the difference the market efficient and make prices reflect

between the anticipated news and what was fundamental values.
actually announced Due to technological innovation and or-

To an economist the difference between gamzed markets such as the New York
the market m the late 1700s and today is Stock Exchange, reformation is now rela-

that today's market is more "efficient" at twely cheap to obtain and process. Thus,

_9
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we can see why securities markets today are Information--even apparent company se-
more elficlent than in the late 1700s It is crets--lS incorporated in security prices;
in this environment of relatively low-cost thus, no investor can earn excess profit trad-
information and active security analysis that ing on public or nonpubhc information.
the theory of efficient capital markets has Why does reformational efficiency mat-
developed, ter? The capital markets channel funds from

The study of capital market efficiency ex- savers to firms, which use the funds to fi-
amines how much, how fast, and how accu- nance projects. Informational efficiency is
rarely available information is incorporated necessary if funds, allocated through the
into security prices. Financial economists capital market, are to flow to the highest-
often classify efficiency into three catego- valued projects. Shareholders want man-
nes based on what is meant as "available agement to maximize stock prices and thus
lnformation"--the weak, semistrong, and will attempt to ensure that their manage-
strong forms. Weak-form efficiency exists ments undertake only projects (decisions)
if security prices fully reflect all the infor- that Increase the value of their stock. Man-
marion contained in the history of past agement compensation packages tied to
prices and returns (The return is the profit stock performance are one way in which
on the security calculated as a percentage stockholders align management's interests
of an initial price.) If capital markets are with their own However, maximization of
weak-form efficient, then investors cannot stock prices can result m the capital market
earn excess profits from trading rules based directing funds to the most valuable projects
on past prices or returns. Therefore, stock only if stocks are efficiently priced, in the

returns are not pre&ctable, and so-called sense of accurately reflecting the fundamen-
technical analysis (analyzing patterns in tal value of all future cash flows Thus, for
past price movements) _s useless, example, if capital markets are efficient,

Under semistrong-form efficiency, secu- there is no reason to expect managements
rity prices fully reflect all pubhc informa- to emphasize the short run at the expense of
tion. Thus, only traders with access to long-term projects. Additionally, efficient
nonpubhc reformation, such as some corpo- capital markets make it easier for firms to
rate insiders, can earn excess profits. Under raise capital because the markets determine

weak-form efficiency, some public infor- the prices at which existing and potential
mation about fundamentals may not yet be security holders are willing to exchange
reflected in prices. Thus, a superior analyst claims on a firm's future cash flows.

can profit from trading on the discovery of, A related reason for caring about effi-
or a better interpretation of, public informa- ciency is that investors who do not have
tion. Under sem_strong-form efficiency, the the time or the resources to do extensive

market reacts so quickly to the release of analysis will be more willing to invest their
new information that there are no profitable savings in the market if they believe the
trading opportunities based on public infor- securities they trade are accurately priced.
matlon. This, in turn, helps the capital market to

Finally, under strong-form efficiency, all perform its function of translating savings
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into productive projects. Finally, there are ciency centers on whether future returns are
pohcy implications of evidence on market predictable
efficiency. If capital markets are efficient, The empirical tests of capital market
then the government's role in capital mar- efficiency began even before Eugene
kets should be very limited. If security Fama of the Umversity of Chicago offered
prices do not accurately reflect fundamen- a theory in 1970. The early tests hypothe-
tals, however, there might be a case for s_zed that if prices fully reflected available
regulating both the operation of the securi- information, if information arrives ran-
ties markets and the capital-allocation pro- domly, and if expected returns are con-
cess itself, stant, then stock returns from one period

A large amount of empirical research has to the next should be statistically lndepen-
been directed at answering whether capital dent. That is, they should follow what has
markets are efficient. Most research has loosely been referred to as a "random

used stock price data, for two reasons. First, walk." This _mplies that historical returns
stock prices are easily available. Second, are useless for predicting future returns,
the stock market is likely to be less efficient which _s consistent with weak-form mar-
than other securities markets (such as the ket efficiency
bond market) because cash flows paid to The early tests, using various statistical
stockholders are relatively uncertain, and methods, generally conclude that the past
there _s no terminal payoff as m a bond. short-horizon (dally and weekly) returns of
Therefore, stocks are relatively difficult to individual stocks are economically msig-
value, and evidence of stock market effi- mficant for predicting future returns. Con-

clency would be compelling evidence of ef- sequently, the joint hypothesis of market
fic]ency m securmes markets in general, efficiency and constant expected--but not

An overwhelming amount of empirical actual--returns was generally accepted.
evidence shows that stock prices react Fama later refined the definition of capital

quickly, m the expected direction, to the market efficiency so that prices must not
release of reformation. Stock prices react only fully, but correctly, reflect all available
within ten minutes to an earnings announce- reformation. This implies that the market

ment, for example. This evidence is consls- price should be a reasonable estimate of the
tent w_th weak and semlstrong efficiency, rationally determined fundamentals.
Such evidence, however, does not show By the early eighties the near consensus

that the amount of price reaction accurately among academics m finance that capital
reflects fundamentals or, by extension, that markets are efficient started to fade for two

security prices accurately reflect the funda- reasons. First, researchers found anomalies
mental value of the securities. Other evi- m stock returns. One anomaly was that
dence shows that corporate msiders have firms with low P/E ratios (ratios of stock

earned excess profits trading on reside in- prices to annual earnings per share) earn
formation. This evidence means that capital h_gher-than-normal returns. Researchers

markets are not strong-form efficient. To- also found so-called January and day-of-

day, the empirical debate on market effi- the-week effects: stocks of small firms tend
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to earn excess returns m January, while and Shfller conclude from this evidence that
Monday returns tend to be low. However, prices often move away from their funda-
these anomahes could be due to misspecifi- mentals and that markets are, therefore, in-

cation of the models used in the tests, or to efficient. But Fama and French suggest
institutional factors (such as the impact of another explanation consistent with market
taxes), rather than market inefficiency, efficiency--that actual returns are mean re-
Consequently, they represent only an in&- vertmg because rationally determined ex-
rect attack on efficiency, pected returns are mean reverting.

A second kind of evidence was a more The evidence of mean reversion--and

&rect challenge to market efficiency. Rob- therefore pre&ctable long-term patterns--
ert Shiller and others argued that the aggre- focuses on long-horizon index or portfolio
gate stock market has been much more returns rather than the returns of in&vidual
volatile than can be justified by actual &v_- stocks. There is little evidence of mean re-
dend changes (which represent fundamen- version m the returns of individual stocks
tals). Lawrence Summers shows that this beyond what can be attributed to transaction
ewdence may m&cate that stock prices take costs. This suggests that mean-reverting re-
long slow swings away from fundamental turn patterns are systematic across stocks,
values that would not be detectable m the such that the general level of expected re-
early short-horizon return tests, turns may change through time depending

Shiller, Summers, and others assert that a on macroeconomic condmons. During eco-
deviation of prices from fundamental values nomlc dechnes, for example, demanders of
may be caused by, or persist because of, capital may need to offer h_gher levels of
fads or other manifestations of_rrat_onal be- expected return to induce in&v_duals to
havior. In their models, unlike m traditional save. Consequently, the new evidence of
financial theory, the marginal trader who pre&ctablhty in index and portfolio returns
moves prices may not be rational or may amounts to a rejection of the constant ex-
not trade based on fundamentals. There- pected returns model that was imphcit m
fore, competmon does not necessarily elim- definmons of weak-form efficiency. Pre-
inate m_spnclng because the rauonal trader dictabdity m stock market indexes alone,
cannot be certain that prices will converge however, is not enough evidence to reject
on fundamental values, especially in the the more basic implication of market effi-
short term. clency that the market price should be a

Consistent with these assertions, Fama reasonable eshmate of the rationally deter-
and Kenneth French and, separately, James mined fundamentals.

Poterba and Summers report that long-hori- Fama and French prowde support for
zon (two- to ten-year) stock index returns their argument with evidence on dividend
tend to follow what is called a mean- yields and the "default spread." (The de-
reverting pattern through time. That is, pe- fault spread is the premium that compen-
riods of relatively high returns tend to be sates for the risk of default.) They use
followed by periods of relatively low re- dividend yields as a rough measure of ex-
turns and vice versa. Summers, Poterba, pected returns on stocks, and the default
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spread as a rough measure of expected re- years (since May 13-14, 1940, when Ger-
turns on bonds. They show that both are man tanks unexpectedly broke through
high during periods of economic decline French armies, sealing France's fate in
and low during economic booms. In addi- World War II)
tlon, the common variation in expected re- Mark Mitchell and Jeffry Netter present
turns across securities, explained by the evidence that the large decline in the U.S.

dividend yield and default spread, increases market from October 14 through 16 was
from low-risk to high-risk stocks and from largely a rational reaction to an unantici-
low-grade to high-grade bonds, respec- pated tax proposal by the House Ways and
tlvely. This is as would be anticipated in Means Committee limiting the deductlbility
an efficient market, where expected returns of interest expense on corporate debt, espe-

vary with economic conditions. On the clally in takeovers. This decline may have
other hand, this common variation in ex- triggered portfolio insurance sales on Octo-

pected returns may simply Indicate that mis- bet 19 that the exchanges were not prepared
pricing is systematic. For example, high to handle. This llqmdlty crunch may have
dividend yields may indicate that stocks, in furthered depressed the market on that day.

general, are temporarily undervalued rather Thus, efficient markets theory is consistent
than that expected returns are relatively with at least part of the market decline from

high Consequently, it may never be possl- October 14 through October 19, 1987 It
ble to precisely determine if the stock mar- may also be that the efficiency of capital
ket rationally reflects fundamental values, markets vanes through time. For instance,

The mare event that gained support for lessons learned in the 1987 crash by traders,
the view that capital markets are inefficient regulators, and the exchanges may have re-
was the 22 percent drop In the Dow-Jones sulted m more efficaent capital markets.
stock index on Monday, October 19, 1987. The debate on how well securtty pnces
This happened even though little news reflect fundamental values remains unset-
about fundamentals was released over the tled There is, however, overwhelming evi-
weekend before the crash. The crash in the dence that on average the imtial stock price

United States, however, actually began the response to new information is at least m

Wednesday through Friday of the week be- the correct dlrecUon This means that the
fore the Monday crash (October 14 through theory of efficient capital markets provides
16), when the Standard and Poor's 500 in- a useful framework for analyzing many
dex had fallen 10.44 percent. This decline problems.
was the largest one-, two-, or three-day

drop in the market in more than forty-five --Steven L. Jones and Jeffry M. Netter

Biography: Steven L. Jones is a finance professor at the University of Georgia He was formerly
a semor financial analyst at Amoco Corporation Jeffry M Netter is a finance professor and an
adjunct law professor at the University of Georgm He was formerly a semor financial economist
with the U S. Securities and Exchange Commission.
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FuturesandOptionsMarkets
Gregory J. Millman

• In the late seventies and early eighties, How? Futures are standardized contracts
radical changes in the international currency that commit parties to buy or sell goods of
system and in the way the Federal Reserve a specific quality at a specific price, for
managed the nation's money supply pro- delivery at a specific point in the future.
duced unprecedented volatility in interest They are not contracts directly between
rates and in currency exchange rates. As buyers and sellers of goods The farmer
market forces shook the foundations of who sells a futures contract and commits to

global financial stability, businesses wres- dehver corn in six months does not make
tled with heretofore unlmagined challenges, his commitment to a specific corn buyer,
Between 1980 and 1985 Caterpillar, the Pe- but rather to the clearinghouse of the futures
oria-based maker of heavy equipment, saw exchange. The clearinghouse stands be-
exchange-rate shifts give its main Japanese tween buyers and sellers and, in effect,
competitor a 40 percent price advantage, guarantees that both buyers and sellers will
Meanwhile, even the soundest business bor- receive what they have contracted for.

rowers faced soaring, double-digit interest Thanks to the clearinghouse, the farmer
rates. Investors clamored for dollars as does not have to be concerned about the

commodity prices collapsed, taking whole financial stability of the buyer of the futures
naUons down into insolvency and ushenng contract, nor does the buyer need to be con-
in the Third World debt crisis cerned about the progress of any particular

Stymied financial managers turned to farmer's crop. The clearinghouse monitors
Chicago, where the traditional agricultural the credit of buyers and sellers. New infor-
futures markets had only recently invented mauon about changes in supply and demand

techniques to cope with financial uncer- causes the prices of futures contracts to
tamty. In 1972 the Chicago Mercantile Ex- fluctuate, someumes moving them up and
change estabhshed the International down many times m a trading day. For ex-
Monetary Market to trade the world's first ample, news of drought or blight that may
futures contracts for currency. The world's reduce the corn harvest, cutting future sup-
first interest-rate futures contract was intro- plies, causes corn futures contracts to rise

duced shortly afterward, at the Chicago in price. Similarly, news of a rise in interest
Board of Trade, in 1975. In 1982, futures rates or a presidential illness can cause
contracts on the Standard and Poor's 500 stock-index futures prices to fall as invest-

index began to trade at the Chicago Mercan- ors react to the prospect of difficult or uncer-
tile Exchange. These radically new tools tam umes ahead. Every day, the
helped businesses manage In a volatile and clearinghouse tallies up and matches all
unpredictable new world order, contracts bought or sold during the trading

575
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session. Parties holding contracts that have ber-owned organizations. Members buy
fallen m price during the trading session "seats" on the exchange and, depending
must pay the clearinghouse, a sort of secu- on the kind of seat they buy, enjoy various
rity deposit called "margin." When the trading rights Since traders deal in con-
contracts are closed out, it is the clearing- tracts rather than actual commodities, they
house that pays the pames whose contracts may not be expert in the od or corn or stocks
have gamed in value. Futures trading is that underhe their contracts. Traders con-
what economists call a zero-sum game, sider themselves experts on market move-
meaning that for every winner there is ments rather than authorihes on minerals
someone who loses an equal amount and crops This is why financial futures

Because futures contracts offer assurance were relatively easy to introduce to markets
of future prices and availability of goods, originally designed for agricultural corn-
they provide stability m an unstable bus_- modity futures Full membership m the Chl-
ness environment. Futures have long been cago Mercantile Exchange, to pick just one
assocmted with agricultural commodities, example, now entitles a trader to deal m
especially grain and pork bellies, but they everything from pork belhes to European
are now more hkely to be used by bankers, Currency Umts.
airlines, and computer makers than by In the nineteenth century Chicago's trad-
farmers By the end of the eighties, finan- mg pits offered an organized venue in which
clal futures accounted for three-quarters of farmers and other supphers of agricultural
all futures volume, almost totally sup- commodities, such as warehouse owners
planting the agricultural commodities con- and brokers, could remove the risk of price
tracts that had been the futures industry's fluctuauons from their business plans.
raison d'etre for over a hundred years. Farmers who planted corn m the spring had

Obviously, the idea of hedging against no way of knowing what the price of their
an unstable financial environment has great crop would be when they harvested in the
appeal. Compames hke Caterpillar now fall But a farmer who planted m the spnng
protect themselves against currency shifts and sold a futures contract commmed to
by buying and selling futures contracts or dehver his grain in the fall for a defimte
similar instruments. Investors use interest- price. Not only &d he recewe cash m the
rate, bond-futures, and stock-index con- spring m return for his commitment, but he
tracts to protect against a dechne in the also recewed the contract price for his crop
value of their investments, just as farmers even ff the market price subsequently fell
have long used futures to protect against a because of an unexpected glut of corn. In

drop m the price of corn or beans, exchange the farmer gave up the chance to
Although the underlying risks have get a higher price m the event of a drought

changed, the futures market operates much or blight, receiving the same fixed price for
as _t always has, with traders standing m a which he had contracted. In the latter case,
ring or a pit shouting buy and sell orders at ff the farmer had not sold the future, he
each other, competing for each fracuon of would have netted more. However, most

a cent Futures exchanges are private, mere- farmers preferred not to gamble on the corn
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market. Farming was risky enough, thanks for these risks--at a price. Speculators who
to uneven rainfalls and unpredictable pests, are willing to assume risks for a price make
without adding the risk of changes in market it possible for others to reduce their risks.
prices. Competition among speculators also makes

Farmers thus sought to lock in a value on hedging less expensive and ensures that the
their crop and were willing to pay a price effect of all available information is swiftly
for certainty. They gave up the chance of calculated into the market pnce. Weather
very high prices m return for protection reports, actions of central banks, political
against abysmally low prices. This practice developments, and anything else that can
of removing risk from business plans is affect supply or demand in the future affects
called hedging As a rule of thumb, about futures prices almost immediately. This Is
half of the participants in the futures mar- how the futures market performs its func-
kets are hedgers who come to market to tlon of "'price discovery."
remove or reduce their risk. There seems to be no limit to the poten-

For the market to function, however, It tlal applications of futures market technol-
cannot consist only of hedgers seeking to ogy The New York Mercantile Exchange
lay off risk. There must be someone who (NYMEX) began to trade heating oil futures
comes to market in order to take on risk in 1978 The exchange later Introduced

These are the "'speculators." Speculators crude oil, gasoline, and natural gas futures.
come to market to take risk, and to make Airlines, shipping companies, pubhc trans-

money doing tt. Some speculators, against portatlon authorities, home-heating-off de-
all odds, have become phenomenally livery services, and major multinational oil

wealthy by trading futures Interestingly, and gas companies have all sought to hedge
even the wealthiest speculators often report their price risk using these futures contracts.
having gone broke one or more times in In 1990 the NYMEX traded over 35 million
their career. Because speculation offers the energy futures and option contracts.

promise of astounding riches with little ap- Meanwhile, international stock market
parent effort, or the threat of devastating investors have discovered that stock-index
losses despite even the best efforts, it is futures, besides being useful for hedging,
often compared to casino gambling also are an attractive alternative to actually

The difference between speculation in fu- buying stocks. Because a stock-index future

tures and casino gambhng IS that futures moves in tandem with the prices of the un-
market speculation provides an important derlylng stocks, it gives the same return as
socml good, namely hqul&ty. If _t were owning stocks Yet the stock-index future
not for the presence of speculators in the is cheaper to buy and may be exempt from
market, farmers, bankers, and business ex- certain taxes and charges to which stock
eeutlves would have no easy and economl- ownership is subject, Some large instltu-

cal way to eliminate the risk of volatile tlonal investors prefer to buy German stock-
prices, interest rates, and exchange rates index futures rather than German stocks for
from their business plans. Speculators, this very reason.

however, provide a ready and liquid market Because stock-index futures are easier to
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trade than actual stocks, the futures prices equally wdhng to transact. Similar reason-
often change before the underlying stock ing led to the development of health insur-
prices do. In the October 1987 crash, for ance futures and options contracts, also at
example, prices of stock-index futures m the Chicago Board of Trade. This contract
Chicago fell before prices on the New York may provide businesses, insurers, and other
Stock Exchange collapsed, leading some participants m the health care market with
observers to conclude that futures trading an effectwe mechanism to hedge them-
had somehow caused the stock market crash selves against the uncertain rise and fall of
that year. In fact, investors who wanted to health insurance prices.
sell stocks could not sell qmckly and effi- Options are one of the most important
ciently on the New York Stock Exchange outgrowths of the futures market. Whereas
and therefore sold futures instead. The fu- a futures contract commits one party to de-
tures market performed its function of price liver, and another to pay for, a particular
discovery more rapidly than the stock mar- good at a particular future date, an option
ket (see PROGRAMTRADING). contract gwes the holder the right, but not

Futures contracts have even been enlisted the obligation, to buy or sell. Options are
m the fight against air pollution and the attractwe to hedgers because they protect

effort to curb runaway health insurance against loss m value but do not require the
costs. When the Environmental Protection hedger to sacrifice potentml gains Most ex-
Agency decided to allow a market for sulfur changes that trade futures also trade options
dioxide emission allowances under the 1990 on futures.

amendments to the Clean Air Act, the Chl- There are other types of options as well.
cago Board of Trade developed a futures In 1973 the Chicago Board of Trade estab-
contract for trading what might be called hshed the Chicago Board Options Exchange
air pollution futures. The reason 9 If futures to trade options on stocks. The Philadelphia
markets provide price discovery and liquid- Stock Exchange has a thriving business on
ity to the market in emission allowances, currency options.

companies can decide on the basis of There is also a large, so-called over-the-
stralghfforward economics whether it counter (OTC) market m options. Partic_-
makes sense to reduce their own emissions pants m the OTC market include banks,

of sulfur dioxide and sell their emission al- investment banks, insurance compames,
lowance to others, or instead to sustain their large corporations, and other parties. OTC
current emission levels and purchase emls- options differ from exchange-traded op-
slon allowances from others, tlons. Whereas exchange-traded options are

Without a futures market it would be dif- standardized contracts, OTC options are
ficult to know whether a price offered or usually tailored to a particular risk. If a cor-
demanded for emissions allowances is high poratlon wants to hedge a stream of foreign
or low. But hedgers and speculators bidding currency revenue for five years, but ex-
m an open futures market will cause quick change-traded options are available only out
discovery of the true price, the equilibrium to six months, the corporation can use the
point at which buyers and sellers are both OTC market. An insurance company or
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bank can design and price a five-year option and price discovery elements of futures help

on the currency in question, gwIng the com- to keep the OTC market from getting far
pany the right to buy or sell at a particular out of hne with the futures market. When

price during the five-year period, futures markets do not exist or cannot be

Although users of the OTC options mar- used, hedgers pay steeply for the protection

ket do not access the futures exchange d_- they seek
rectly, the pnces discovered on the futures

exchanges are Important data for determin- _Gregory J. Millman

mg the prices of OTC options. The liquidity
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InsiderTrading
David D. Haddock

i ii

[] Since the depths of the Great Depression, trading is well established and widely ac-
the Securities and Exchange Commission cepted. For example, mineral leases are
(SEC) has tried to prevent resider trading m routinely bought by those better able than
U.S. securities markets. Inslders--a firm's the sellers to evaluate a s_te's potentml, as
pnncipal owners, &rectors, and manage- Texas GulfSulphur'sbehaviorexemphfied

ment, as well as its lawyers, accountants, Cattle buyers rely on superior estimates of
and similar fiduciaries--routinely possess what packers wall pay when negotiating
information that _s unavailable to the gen- with ranchers. And so it goes. m markets
eral public Because some of that informa- for art, for real estate, for professional ath-
tion wall affect the prices of the firm's letes--mdeed in practically every market
securities when It becomes pubhc, insiders with substantial variations in prices. In all
can profit by buying or selling m advance those markets a few buyers routinely profit
Even before the thirties, insiders were hable from knowledge that most sellers do not
under the common law ff they fraudulently possess, and a few sellers profit from
misled uninformed traders into accepting knowledge that most buyers do not possess.
inappropriate prices. But the Securities Ex- Commentators rarely cast aspersions on
change Act of 1934 went further by forbid- such traders' ethics or contend that their

ding insiders from even profiting passively transactions should be regulated because of
from superior information, the asymmetry m reformation Why should

One of the most famous instances of in- securiues markets be treated differently?

sider trading was Charles F Fogarty's pur- One reason frequently cited by poli-
chase of Texas Gulf Sulphur shares during cymakers and commentators is that insider
1963 and 1964. Fogarty, an executive vice trading undermines public confidence in the
president of Texas Gulf, knew that the corn- securities markets. If people fear that msid-
pany had discovered a rich mineral lode m ers will regularly profit at their expense,
Ontario that it could not publicize before they will not be nearly as willing to invest
concluding leases for mineral rights. In the A s_milar argument is that compames prefer
meanUme Fogarty purchased 3,100 Texas that their securities trade in "thick" mar-

Gulf shares and earned $125,000 to kets--that Is, markets with many traders,
$150,000 (in 1991 dollars), substantml capital available, and frequent

The basic argument against insider trad- opportunities to trade at readily observable
ing is that insiders should not be permitted prices. Efficient securities markets, it is ar-

to earn such sums at the expense of unin- gued, require a "level informational play-
formed traders. Yet in almost all other mar- ing field" to avoid frightening away
kets where information is important, insider speculators, who contribute to securities
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market hquldlty, and investors, who could spread but did nothing else, it would de-
invest their savings in markets with less risk crease a security's attractiveness relative to
of Insider predation Working on such a certificates of deposit, government bonds,
premise, over the last quarter-century the and other assets. Raising new capital
SEC has brought new and ever more stnn- would, thus, be more costly for a firm
gent enforcement initiatives against insider whose securities were subjected to repeated
trading insider trading. Hence, all else being equal,

Related to this argument is the harm that Insider trading makes it harder for a firm to

insider trading causes for "'specialists "' A raise money when opportunities to under-
specialist is someone whom the stock ex- take new projects arise.

change appoints to ensure that a buyer of a But insider trading might also have off-
particular security listed by the exchange setting benefits Insider trading can be
can readily find a seller, and vice versa, profitable only if securities prices move.
These specialists must buy from or sell to Therefore, insiders hoping to trade on inside
any trader whose order cannot be offset Information may try to get the price to move
against other orders arriving simultane- by cutting the company's costs, seeking
ously If, for example, a buyer wants a hun- new products, and so on. While such ac-

dred shares of IBM, but no one wants to tions benefit the insider, they also benefit
sell at that moment, the IBM specialist sells the firm's security holders as a group
from his inventory of IBM stock. The spe- Of course, residers can also profit by bor-
clahst charges a "bid-ask spread" to cover rowing and then selhng securities when the
the cost A bid-ask spread implies that a price IS apt to fall Some argue that insider
slightly higher price is asked from someone trading is more likely to harm companies
who wishes to purchase a security than will because damage is easier to inflict. That
be contemporaneously offered to someone argument, in turn, has been countered; ma-

who wishes to sell. jor actions by a company require teams, not
An inside trader, however, wall sell secu- individuals. Efforts to damage a firm would

rlties to the specialist when only he knows likely be brought to the attention of higher
that the securities will soon be worth less. management or shareholders by some amb]-
After the price has fallen, the insider is free tlOUSteam member looking to capitalize on
to repurchase the securmes from the spe- the resulting gratitude. Unfortunately, no
clahst for the lower price. If that occurs, evidence has been presented to help resolve
the specialist loses money If insider trading this debate.

recurs, the security's specialist cannot con- A number of financial economists and
tinue indefinitely without recouping the law professors take the position that insider
funds being lost to informed traders. There- trading ought to be legal. They base their
fore, speciahsts will insist on larger bid-ask case on the proposmon that inszder trading
spreads if insider trading is permitted and makes the stock market more efficient. Pre-
occurs often sumably, the inside information will come

To investors, the bid-ask spread is a trad- out at some point. Otherwise, the insider

ing cost If insider trading increased the would have no incentive to trade on the
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information. If insider trading was legal, unauthorized purchases of Gamma securi-
this group argues, insiders would bid the ties by Alpha's president could drive up
prices of stocks up or down in advance of Gamma's share price, thus making the ac-
the Information being released. The result quisition more costly. But most litigated
is that the price would more fully reflect all cases reflect trading in competition with or-
information--both public and confiden- dinary participants m the securities markets,
tial--about a company at any given time. not with the insider's own finn.

Even if insider trading sometimes creates Considered narrowly, most investors are
more harm than good, rules against it could on average neither hurt nor helped by in-
be contractual (e g., "employees of our sider trading because most investors are
company who trade on material, nonpublic "time-function traders " That is, they buy
information forfeit their pension rights") securities (and other assets) when their in-
rather than mandated by government. Be- come exceeds their expenditures, and sell
cause the circumstances facing companies securities when an emergency, the period of
differ, insider trading might be advanta- their life, or a propitious moment to initiate
geous for some companies and not for oth- some project necessitates expenditures that
ers. And if so, would it not be sensible to exceed income Hence, time-function trad-

permit firms to "opt out" of insider trading ers do not try to "beat the market." Since
enforcement? Interestingly, Texas Gulf in- statistical examinations show that insider

sider Charles Fogarty was subsequently ele- trading affects securities prices even before
vated to chief executive officer of his nonpubhc reformation is released, time-
company. Moreover, following Fogarty's funcUon traders can be harmed or helped by
death, another insider, who was also known residers Suppose that an insider's trading
to have traded on the same information, has elevated a security price. Those time-
was elevated to replace him. Clearly, Texas function traders who, by chance, want to
Gulf's board of directors and shareholders buy that security must pay a higher price
must not have found the trading completely for _t, one closer to the price it will reach
reprehensible. Yet the law makes no prove- when the insider's information becomes
sion for opting out, _mplicitly assuming that public. But those time-function traders who

insider trading injures all compames. Poh- chance to sell unwmmgly realize a higher
cymakers never seriously ask who is price as a result ofthe ins_der's action. Con-

harmed, who is helped (other than the insid- sequently, some Ume-function traders have
ers), and by how much lost, but others have gained. Over a time-

Of course, resider trading can injure a function trader's lifetime, the reasonable

firm if the trading elevates prices that the expectation would be to break even.
firm itself has to pay. For example, If Fo- Besides specmlists the one group system-
garty had purchased Ontario mineral rights atically injured by insider trading are
before Texas Gulf Sulphur agents could ac- "price-function traders"--those who trade
quire them, Texas Gulf would have been securities because they believe the present
injured. Similarly, if Alpha, Inc., quietly price is inappropriate. If an insider secretly
tries to acquire control of Gamma Corp., buys securities, the result is an increase in
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price. Because some price-function traders did not work for--and thus was not an in-

believe that the security is now overpriced, sider of--any firm whose inside informa-
they sell, but soon regret thezr action. Few tlon he had discovered.

people, however, have the expertise to real- This decision is puzzling. Whether the
lze trading profits repeatedly. Those who benefits to companies from true insider trad-
"play the market" without such expertise ing outweigh the costs, at least there are
soon lose their capital. Thus, few active potential benefits. Quasi-insider trading, in
investors--even the professionals who contrast, imposes many of the same costs
manage pension funds--are properly con- on firms with no obvious benefits. Although
sldered price-function traders, there has been pressure to strengthen the

Sometimes, through luck or effort, indi- rules against quasi insiders, the legal con-
vlduals with no formal relationship with a straints on them are still not as stringent as
firm discover important nonpubhc informa- those on true insiders.
tion about it. Like true residers they can One matter is clear. Because insider trad-
profit by trading prior to pubhc awareness ing has httle effect on time-function traders,
of the reformation. A peculiar feature of they do not participate in the debate. Most
resider trading law is that informed trading proponents of stronger insider-trading laws
is treated more leniently if the trader is such are price-function traders--arbitragers,
a "quasi insider" (often a market profes- floor traders, investment bankers, and oth-
slonal who holds a seat on an organized ers who earn a living from the securities
securities exchange) than if the trader Js a exchanges Insiders are such traders' most
true insider, potent competitors for trading profits from

For example, in 1975 and 1976 Vincent new information. Price-function traders
Chlarella netted more than $60,000 (1991 benefit from laws curtailing resider trading
dollars) by trading on important nonpubhc whether or not firms, and hence common
information about firms other than his em- investors, do also

ployer, a finanoal printing firm. Even Far from the clearly settled moral issue
though chents tried to mask sensitive infor- that na'_vemedia pieces, movies, and novels
matlon m documents that Chlarella's em- would have it be, both the theory and the

ployer was hired to pnnt, Chiarella was evidence of insider trading remmn priimtive
often able to "crack the code." By buying and equivocal. Present rhetonc--and law--
from uninformed individuals, Chiarella be- have far outrun present understanding.
came a successful trader. Yet the Supreme
Court ruled that Chiarella did not violate --David D. Haddock

the insider trading regulations because he

Biography: David D. Haddock, who holds a Ph D. m economics from the University of Chicago,
is a professor of law at Northwestern Umverslty, where he teaches corporation law He previously
worked in the Office of the General Counsel of the Ford Motor Company, where he was chief of
economic studies for antitrust matters
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Interest
Paul Heyne

• Interest is the price people pay to have resources one year later, then the mterest
resources now rather than later. Resources, rate is 3 percent.
of course, can be anything from college tu- The standard procedure for calculating
mon to a bzg-screenTV. Interest is conven- compound interest, under which the interest
tionally expressed as a percentage rate for at the end of each year is added to the princi-
a period of one year If borrowers (those pal (the amount borrowed), requires bor-
who want resources now) can obtain the rowers who want to retain command for

resources from lenders (those who are will- two years to repay 106.09 percent of the
ing to surrender current control) on the con- princtpal, assuming a 3 percent annual rate
dition that they return 103 percent of the of interest The formula for determining the
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amount to which the sum to be repaid wall nomic decisions are made by comparing ex-
grow under compound interest _s pected future benefits to costs. The only

P(1 + ry, way to make the value of future benefits
or costs comparable to one another _s to

where P is the principal, r is the annual discount them by thelr"temporaldistance"
interest rate, and n is the number of years from the present, using the relevant interest
for which the principal is borrowed, rate. The greater this temporal distance (that

Compound interest is an incredibly pow- is, the further into the future the benefit or
erful force Just how powerful can be seen cost is), the smaller is the discounted, or
in the following example. If Thomas Jeffer- present, value
son had invested $10 at 3 percent compound Interest rates quoted by lenders usually
mterest to celebrate the signing of the Dec- include much more than "pure" interest.
laratlon of Independence, his heirs would To persuade a lender to surrender current
have been entitled to almost $3,700 on the control of resources, the borrower will have

day m 1976 when the Umted States cele- to pay, in addmon to mterest, an amount
brated its two hundredth anniversary. At 6 that compensates the lender for any costs
percent compound interest, Mr Jefferson's recurred m arranging the transaction, usu-
$10 investment would have grown to ally mcluding some kind of insurance pre-
$1,150,000, or 311 times as much. mlum against the risk of default by the

An immediate implication is that a quan- borrower Someone without an estabhshed

tlty of resources avadable only at a future credit rating who applies for an unsecured
date has less value today (the present value) loan will typically be reqmred to pay "inter-
than the same quantity of resources avail- est" at an annual rate that _s several times
able now. The difference in value is deter- the prevadmg rate of pure interest.
mined by the prevailing interest rate. If the The interest rate is determined by de-
annual rate of interest is 3 percent, 100 umts mand and supply, the demand for present
of a resource to be recewed one year from control of resources by those who do not
now Is equwalent in value to approximately have it, and the supply from those who do
97.09 umts at this t_me. The formula for have control and are willing to surrender it

determining the present value of future for a price. The question of exactly why
amounts (a process that is called dis- demand and supply yield a posmve rate of
countmg) is derived from the same formula Interest is one of the most fiercely disputed
for determmlng the amount to which present quesuons m the history of economic theory.
sums will grow m the future. It is enough to point out that when an mdi-

wdual acquires present command of re-
Present value = F/(1 + r)_. sources, his or her set ot available

where F _s the future amount and r and n opportunmes expands. In short, the present

are again the interest rate and the number command of resources is something that peo-
of years, respectwely ple want Therefore, those who get it are

The interest rate enters at least _mphcitly wilhng to pay for _t, and those who give _tup
into all economic decisions, because eco- insist that they be compensated for doing so.
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The fact that loans are usually made by will be very high. But these will be not be
means of money leads to the mistaken belief high real interest rates. Instead, they will
that interest is a payment for the use of money, be high nominal interest rates. If expected
Money is usually what is lent because money inflation is 10 percent, for example, and if
offers a general command over resources. But the real interest rate is 5 percent, the nomi-
interest also would exist in a pure barter econ- nal interest rate is 15 percent. But someone
omy where money was not used. who lends money at 15 percent for a year

Calhng interest "'the price of money" will not be repaid with 15 percent more
mistakenly implies that the interest rate resources at the end of the year. Rather, the
could be brought down by making more lender will be repaid with 15 percent more
money available, in the same way that the money and will be able to use that money
price of wheat can be brought down by mak- to buy only 5 percent more resources.
ing more wheat available. This issue could The real interest rate, by determining the
get us into a discussion of monetary theory relative value of goods at &fferent times m
and pohcy. It _s, however, suffictent to note the future, has important effects on invest-
that increasing the amount of money avail- ment decisions Lower interest rates in-
able tends to lower the purchasing power of crease the present value of &stant returns,
money because it causes inflation. In coun- which encourages investors to expand proj-
tries that allow their money supplies to grow ects that offer the prospect of large returns
rapidly, interest rates typically rise because only at distant dates Higher interest rates
people come to expect inflation. When in- cause investors to concentrate on projects
flation _santicipated, lenders insist upon be- promising earlier returns.
mg compensated for the expected dechne in The relationship Is one of mutual deter-
the value of money over the period of the minatlon, however. For reasons ranging
loan, and borrowers, expecting to make re- from the psychological to the technological,
payment in money of deprecmted value, are people m one society may have a stronger
willing to pay the compensation, desire for current availability of resources

The real interest rate on money loans will than people in another society. The stronger
be the stated (or nominal) rate minus the this desire for instant gratification is, the
ant_cipated rate of inflation. In countries higher are interest rates.
that are experiencing rapid growth in the
amount of money available, interest rates --Paul Heyne

Biography: Paul Heyne is a senior lecturer in economtcs at the Umverslty of Washington in
Seattle He has a Ph D. inethics and society from the Dtwnity School of the University of Chicago
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BuyerBewareConsumerReports

In a 1972 article on financing home appliances, Consumer Reports gives bad
advice It considers two financing options. Under one the appliance is purchased
from a retail store for $675 with a two-year, 15 percent installment plan. Under the
other the appliance is included as a standard feature for $450 in a home mortgaged
over a twenty-seven-year period at 7.75 percent interest Comparing those terms,
Consumer Reports clmms the store offers the better deal. Here are their figures:

Cost Cost
fromStore fromBuilder

Purchasepr)ce $675 $ 450
Financecharge 110 625

Total 785 1,075

Consumer Reports goofed. It ignored the present value of money Because financ-

ing charges are paid over time, not all at once, the total cost of both options zs
actually lower than the totals stated here Since the builder's option includes interest

paid in the distant future, it costs much less than Consumer Reports claims. The
builder offers both a lower purchase cost and lower interest rate Common sense
would lead you to choose the bmlder's deal. Borrowing long-term at low interest
rates can be good for your bank account. The present value of money shows why.

--DRH



JunkBonds
G/enn Yago

• Junk bonds, also known more respect- Until the late seventies all new bonds sold
fully as high-yield securities, are debt in- publicly to large groups of investors were
struments that are issued by corporate investment grade. The only publicly traded
borrowers and which the major bond-rating junk bonds were ones that originally carried
agencies say are less than "investment investment-grade ratings and had subse-
grade." A corporate bond is considered quently been "downgraded" because the
"junk" if it is rated as BaA or lower by financial strength of the issuing companies
Moody's or Ba3 or lower by Standard and had deteriorated Up until then, companies
Poor's bond-rating services. Bond ratings with ratings below investment grade raised
measure the riskiness of bonds (that is, the new money by borrowing from banks or
chance that the Issuer will be unable to make through what are called private placements.
interest payments or repay the pnnclpal). The A private placement is the sale of bonds
nskaer a bond, the lower its rating. Bonds d_rectly to an investor such as an insurance
with more A's are less risky than bonds with company. Because private placements are
fewer A's, and the highest rating (for Stan- not registered with the Securities and Ex-
dard and Poor's) is AAA, or tnple-A, change Commission, the original purchas-

Credit risk is based on a multitude of ers cannot easily resell them to other

factors, many of which are hnked to perfor- investors Interestingly, though, no one la-
mance in the past. Some of the largest cor- beled such bonds as junk. Publicly issued
porations, such as IBM and General bonds, on the other hand, can be traded
Motors, and even the U.S government freely.
were at times below investment-grade rat- The debt market m the United States
ing. Today many compames that are house- changed dramatically after 1977, when

hold names, including Time Warner and Bear Stearns and Company, a New York
Duracell, fall into this category investment house, underwrote the first ong-

The bonds of 95 percent of U.S. compa- inal-issue junk bond (that is, the first public
rues with revenues over $35 million--and sale of new bonds with a junk rating). Soon
of all companies below that amount--are thereafter, Drexel Burnham Lambert fi-

rated noninvestment grade or junk. Thts nanced seven companies that had pre-
means that the companies must pay higher viously been shut out of the corporate bond
rates of interest on their bond issues market. By 1983 over a third of all corpo-
than other corporations pay on investment- rate bond issues were non-investment
grade bonds. That is why non-investment- grade, two-thirds of which were new issues.

grade bonds also go by the name of What explains this explosion in the issue
high-yield bonds, of junk bonds? For one thing, they held
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enormous appeal for borrowing companies roughly a decade and built to a virtual
because publicly issued bonds typically frenzy of new bond issues in 1988 and
carry lower interest rates (because they are 1989. That resulted, in 1989 and 1990, m an
more easily resold) than private placements, unprecedented number of defaults by junk
and they also tend to impose fewer restric- bond issuers and the bankruptcy of Drexel
tions on the actions of the borrowers Burnham. Almost overnight the market for
(known in the argot of finance as restrictive newly issued junk bonds disappeared, and
covenants). For another, research by econo- no significant new junk issues came to mar-
mists showed that junk bonds ought to have ket for more than a year.
great appeal to investors. W. Braddock In the wake of that shakeout and the scan-

Hickman, T. R. Atkinson, O. K. Burrell, dais involving Drexel Burnham, junk bonds
and others examined the bond-rating sys- have been blamed for a broad range of trou-
terns and their impact on bond pricing, bles in the economy, including huge losses
These academics were the first to quantify by commercial banks, the savings and loan
the actual risk premmms (the higher interest crisis, high unemployment, low productiv-
rates) pa_d to various bond investors. They lty growth, and almost everything else that
were particularly struck by the fact that low- seems amiss in the U.S. financial world.

rated debt earned a high risk-adjusted rate The facts do not support such assertions,
of return. In other words, the interest-rate but a handful of major bankruptcies of corn-
premium on low-rated debt was higher than panies that went through leveraged buyouts
was justified by the added risk of default, or made acqmsltlOnS with junk bonds has
Therefore. someone who bought a diversi- fostered the general _mpresslon that they are
fled portfoho of these risky bonds would do responsible for many economic woes.
better than someone who bought invest- In fact, researchers have found that zssu-
ment-grade bonds, even after deducting ers of hzgh-yield debt as a group have out-
losses on the bonds that defaulted. Michael performed industrial averages in many

Milken of Drexel Burnham trumpeted these important measures of industrial perfor-
insights to his firm and his customers, with mance, including employment growth, pro-
stunnmg success ductivity, sales, capital investment, and

For many companies facing major struc- capital spending. Overall, high-yield firms
tural economic changes m the eighties-- increased employment at an average annual

foreign competition, technological shifts, rate of 6 7 percent, compared with 1.4 per-
deregulat_on--a missing element for eco- cent for industry in general, from 1980 to
nomic adjustment was capital. Bank loans, 1987. High-yield firms also outperformed
restrictive private placements, or diluUve their industrial counterparts m productivity.
stock offerings were the only source ofcapi- In output per hour of labor, industries with
tal prior to the rise of the high-yield market, higher utdization of high-yield securities
But suddenly the high-yield market was hq- were more productwe. In sales per em-
md enough to provide cost-effective fund- ployee, high-yield firms averaged 3.2 per-
ing alternatives, cent growth annually, compared with an

That golden age of junk financing lasted industrial average of 2.4 percent. The total
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invested capital of high-yield firms grew bodiment of reckless excess on Wall Street.

at an average annual rate of 12.4 percent, They may take that position because junk

compared with 9.9 percent for industry in bonds gave corporate raiders access to the

general. New capital expenditures for prop- public debt market and enabled them to

erty and plant and equipment grew more mount assaults on the largest corporations

than three times as fast among high-yield in the United States. Less dramatically but

firms as they did for industry in general also of importance, junk bonds make it pos-

(10.6 percent vs. 3.8 percent), slble for weaker companies to compete

The rise of high-yield securities accom- more successfully with investment-grade
pained the general growth of so-called debt companies for financing. In addition, it Is

securltization--the combining of loans into likely that a herd instinct on Wall Street

packages and the issuance of securities that helped make junk bonds anathema, at least

represent claims on the interest and re- for a while. By 1988 and 1989 Wall Street

payment of principal on those loans. Debt firms were financing deals that many ob-
securitlzation has made marketable invest- servers said were bound to fail. But invest-

ment instruments out of such everyday bor- ors went on buying even the shakiest junk

rowings as home mortgages and credit card bonds. When the poorly structured deals did

debt. Studies indicate that throughout the fall, investors shunned even the strongest

etghtles junk bonds were very profitable m- junk bonds. But by the summer of 1991, it

vestments for S&Ls. second only to credit appeared that junk bonds were on their way

cards back to filhng a very useful role in financing
Why, then, have junk bonds gotten such U S business.

a bad reputation? For one thing, top manag-

ers of investment-grade companies have --Glenn Yago
been arguing for years that they are the era-

Biography: Glenn Yago Is an associate professor of management and pohcy at the Harrlman
School for Management and Pohcy, State Umverslty of New York, Stony Brook He Is also
director of the school's Economic Research Bureau
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Pensions
Henry McMillan

• A private pension plan is an organized BasicFeaturesof U.S.PensionPlans
program to provide retirement income for a

firm's workers. Private pension plans re- Vmually all private pension plans satisfy
ceive special tax treatment and are subject federal requirements for favorable tax treat-
to ehglbllity, coverage, and benefit stan- ment. The tax advantages are three:
dards Private pensions have become an Im-
portant financial intermediary in the United 1. Pension costs of a firm are, within lim-
States, with assets totaling nearly $1.9 tril- its, tax deductible;
hon m 1989 By comparison, all New York 2. Investment income of a pension fund Is
Stock Exchange hsted stocks and bonds to- tax exempt; and
taled $4.4 trillion at year-end 1989 In other 3. Pension benefits are taxed when pa_d to
words, pension plan assets are large enough retxrees, not when earned by workers.
to purchase about 40 percent of all stocks
and bonds hsted on the NYSE. To qualify for these tax advantages, pen-

For individuals, future pension benefits slon plan benefits must not discriminate in
provided by employers substitute for cur- favor of highly compensated employees,
rent wages and personal saving A person and plan obhgatlons must be satisfied
would be in&fferent between pension bene- through an orgamzed funding program.
fits and personal saving for retirement if (See McGlll and Grubbs for further details
each prowded the same retirement income on these and other institutional features.)
at the same cost of forgone current con- Benefits are calculated through formulas
sumptlon. Tax advantages, however, create established in the pension plan There are
a bias in favor of savmg through organized two primary plan types: defined contnbu-
pension plans administered by the em- tion and defined benefit.
ployee's firm and away from direct saving.

For a firm, pension plans serve two pri-
mary functions. First, pension benefits sub- DefinedContributionPlans
suture for wages. Second, pensions can
provide firms with a source of financing Defined contribution plans specify (de-
because promised future pension benefits fine) a firm's annual payment (contribution)
need not require current cash payments to the pension fund. The funds are allocated
The current U.S. tax code provides addi- to individual employees, much like a bank

tional advantages for using pension plans to account or mutual fund shares. When the
finance operations, individual reaches retirement age, he or she

591
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usually can take the accumulated money as An actuarial funding program combines
a lump-sum payment or use it to purchase data on plan specifications, employee char-
a retirement annuity, actenstics, and pension fund size with as-

For example, suppose a defined contribu- sumptions about future interest, salary,
tion plan specifies that 5 percent of a turnover, death, and disability rates. Given
worker's salary be contributed each year to these assumptions and data, an actuary esti-
a pension fund. Suppose the worker starts mates both the finn's future pensxon obliga-
at age thirty, retires at age sixty, and earns t_ons and an annual payment schedule to
$50,000 annually. Then the firm's annual sausfy those obligations Different interest
contribution would be $2,500 (5 percent of rate and salary assumptions can have a sub-
$50,000). If the fund earns 8 percent annu- stantial effect on annual contributions. A
ally, the worker would have $283,208 in rule of thumb is that raising the assumed
the pension fund at retirement, which could interest rate by one percentage point will
purchase a twenty-year annmty paying lower pension habilities by 15 percent,
$28,845 annually, holding all else constant.

S_mdarly, &fferent actuarial funding
methods can substantially affect required

DefinedBenefitPlans and allowable contributions m any given
year, even w_th the same plan characteris-

A defined benefit plan specifies the ucs and actuarial assumptions. For exam-
monthly payment (benefit) to be recewed by pie, when Financial Accounting Standard
a retiree instead of the annual contribution Board Statement No. 87 specified a part_cu-
made by the employer. The benefit is typl- lar actuarial method for financml &sclosure,
cally specified m terms of years of service th_s raised pension expenses by $9 mdhon
and percent of salary. For example, a plan for Firestone, but lowered expenses by $40
might specify that a worker will recewe an mdhon for Goodyear when first apphed m
annual pension equal to 1.5 percent of his 1986. The latitude available in the choice
or her average salary in the last five years of assumptions and in funding methods has
of service, times the years of service. If the been reduced by federal law, regulations,
worker began at thirty, retired at sixty, and and accounting standards.
earned an average of $50,000 in the last five
years, the annual reUrement payment would
be $22,500. The worker's finn must pay PlanTermination
the promised benefit, either by taking
money from the pension fund annually or Pension plans can be terminated. With

by purchasing an annuity for the worker defined contribution plans the employer
from an insurance company. For the pen- merely passes the pension fund manage-
s_on expense to be tax deductible, the finn ment to an insurance company and stops
must establish an "actuarial funding pro- making contnbutions. Terminating a de-
gram" designed to accumulate enough fined benefit plan is more complicated and
assets to provide prom_sed benefits, controversml since pension fund assets do
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not necessarily equal the present value of How do firms choose how much to fund
promised benefits If assets exceed prom- pensJon plans and what kinds of assets to
lsed benefits, the excess assets may revert invest m9 For defined contribution plans the
to the employer If a company fails and first half of the question is simple: the em-
its pension assets fall short of obligauons, ployer has to make the promised contribu-
deficiencies are partially insured by the tlon (e.g , 5 percent of salary or wages)
Pension Benefit Guaranty Corporation each year and has no other funding deci-
(PBGC), a federal corporation established sions to make So the only ongoing issue
by the Employee Retirement Income Secu- for a defined contribution plan is how to
rity Act of 1974 (ERISA). invest the assets. Standard portfolio theory

suggests that workers would be best off with
some well-diversified combination of stocks,

EconomicIssues bonds, and Treasury bills. The relative
weights on the portfolios would depend on

A basic premise of the extensive eco- the worker's tolerance for risk: the more
nomzc literature on pension policy in the risk the worker wants to take, the higher
United States is that pension benefits are not the proportion in stock. Because attitudes
free goods, they are provided to workers as toward risk differ among indwzduals and for
substitutes for current wages. Economists any one individual as he or she ages, defined
have found that the higher a person's mar- contribution plans frequently allow particl-
gmal tax rate, the higher his pension is pantsto select theallocatzonofthezrcontnbu-
likely to be as a percent of his wage. This tlons among a handful of mutual funds.
makes sense because pensions are, in part. For defined benefit plans the answers to
a means of tax avoidance Also, the higher both parts of the question are much more
an Indlwdual's income, the higher his pen- complex In practice most pension plans are
slon benefit as a percent of current income, roughly "fully funded" (meaning that
So if a person's income doubles, the pen- assets equal the present value of benefits
szon portion of his current total compensa- already earned by workers) and the pension
tzon might rise from, say, 8 to 12 percent, fund is split equally between stocks and

About 75 percent of all workers covered bonds Economists are not sure why this is

by pension plans are in defined benefit so They have come up with two possible
plans Most large firms with unionized labor explanations. The first assumes that the firm
forces have defined benefit plans. Defined owns the pension fund. If so, the firm

contribution plans are smaller on average, should choose the funding and portfolio
but more numerous (about 75 percent of strategy with the highest net present value

all pension plans are defined contribution), to zt This leads to two polar-opposite solu-
Defined contribution plans have been grow- tlons, underfund and buy risky assets, or

ing more rapidly, possibly because govern- overfund and buy high-grade bonds.
ment regulation has made defined benefit Why does the first strategy--underfund-
plans relatively more costly to operate, es- Ing and buying risky assets--make sense?
pecially tor small firms. Under federal law a firm can terminate Its
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pension plan only if the pension fund is be following a mix of the two strategies.
greater than accrued benefits or zf the firm This could explain the roughly fifty-fifty
is bankrupt. In the latter case the PBGC split in pension plans' investments. Alterna-
pays the excess liability. The insurance pre- tively, the fifty-fifty split may simply reflect
mium that the firm pays the PBGC bears no the "'risk-averse" behavior of plan trustees
relation to the riskiness of Its pension fund as fiduciaries attempting to satisfy ERISA's
investments. Therefore, the government's "prudent man" investment standards.
insurance plan gives the firm an incentive to Another explanation for this split is based
fund the pension plan only to the minimum on the idea that workers, as well as employ-
reqmred, to substitute pension benefits for ers, amphcatty own the pension fund by
wages as much as workers will allow, and shanng in pension fund performance. How?
then to invest the fund an risky assets like Whale total pension benefits are allocated
stocks or junk bonds. If the investment works by a defined benefit formula, the size of
out, the finn gains. If the anvestment fails, total benefits implicitly depends on fund
the government and the firm's workers lose performance. In such a case, balanced an-
Note the similanty to federal deposit msur- vestments serve workers' aggregate inter-
ance: both create an incentwe to invest m ests because they share in good and bad

exceptionally risky assets because the govem- pensaon fund performance.
ment (actually, the taxpayer) covers losses. Why would firms allow workers to own

Now for the second strategy--overfund- the pension fund? One reason, an the case

ing and buying bonds. This makes sense as of salaraed employees, would be to signal
a way of reducing taxes for stockholders to the employees that it is safe for them to
Stockholders can reduce their taxes by shaft- make a long-term commitment to the firm.
mg haghly taxed assets out of their taxable For union employees the firm might be con-
personal portfolio and into the tax-exempt cerned that the union wall hold out for high
pension fund portfoho This strategy works wages that, in the long run, will drive the
ff stockholders own the pensaon fund and can firm out of business. The finn wants its
clatm those funds later. Furthermore, stock- workers to have a strong interest an _ts long-
holders can increase their wealth by issuing term survwal If their pension plan as un-
debt on the corporate account (which is tax derfunded, workers will have such an inter-
deductible at the corporate tax rate) and an- est because they can collect their full

vesting the proceeds an bonds owned by the benefits only ff the firm survaves. These in-
pension fund. The overfunding strategy centives are weaker for overfunded defined

works best for ongoing plans because when benefit plans or for defined contribuuon
plans terminate, the reversion of excess pen- plans (which must always be fully funded).
ston fund assets to the firm is subject to a stiff Thas can explain why union plans have been
excise tax that ranges from 20 percent to 50 almost exclusively of the defined benefit va-
percent, depending on the circumstances, nety and were 30 percent less funded than

Because one strategy leads to investment nonunion plans prior to ERISA.
m stocks and junk bonds and the other leads

to investment in low-risk bonds, firms nught _Henry MeMillan
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PresentValue
David R. Henderson

• Present value is the value today of an prize. Instead, the California government
amount of money in the future. If the appro- promises to pay $50,000 a year for twenty
priate interest rate is 10 percent, then the years. If the discount rate is 10 percent and
present value of $100 spent or earned one the first payment is received immediately,
year from now is $100/1.10, which is about then the present value of the lottery prize is
$91. This simple example illustrates the only $468,246.
general truth that the present value of a fu- Some scientists say that milhons of years
ture amount is less than that actual future from now the sun will burn out and the

amount If the appropriate interest rate is earth wdl &e unless mankind discovers an
only 4 percent, then the present value of alternative source of energy. Present value
$100 spent or earned one year from now is shows why this is not worth worrying
$100/1 04, or about $96. This illustrates about Assume that 1 milhon years from
the fact that the lower the interest rate, the now there are 10 bdlion people and that
higher the present value The present value each person values his or her life at $100
of $100 spent or earned twenty years from trdhon in 1992 dollars. (Economists typi-
now _s. using an interest rate of 10 percent, cally find. by examining data on risk preml-
$100/(1.10) 2°, or about $15. In other words, ums for jobs. that Americans value their
the present value of an amount far in the hves at no more than $3 million and that

future is a small fraction of the amount, people m poorer countries place a lower
The concept of present value is very use- value on their lives.) Then even with an

ful. One interesting use is to determine what unusually low interest rate of 2 percent, the
a lottery prize is really worth. The Cahfor- present value of the loss from the sun burn-
nia state government, for example, adver- mg out is less than 1¢.
tises that one of its lottery prizes is $1
million. But that is not the value of the --David R. Henderson

Biography: David R. Henderson Is the e&tor of this encyclope&a He is a semor research fellow
at Stanford Umversity's Hoover Institution and an assocmte professor of economics at the Naval
Postgraduate School in Monterey, California. He was formerly a semor economist with the Presi-
dent's Councd of Economic Advisers
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ProgramTrading
Dean Furbush

,i

• Program trading, the subject of consider- they are revolved, computers simply speed
able controversy in recent years, is the sl- up the process. The actual decisions to buy
multaneous trading of a portfolio of stocks, and sell are made by people, not computers.
as opposed to buying or selhng just one In many cases people use computers to cal-
stock at a time. The New York Stock Ex- culate algorithms that facilitate decisions,
change defines program trading as any trade and in almost all cases computers help route
involving fifteen or more stocks with an trades to each individual stock in the pro-
aggregate value in excess of $1 million, gram, but people make the trading decisions
Rudimentary program trading began in the and _mplement them.
seventies, w_th the trades in the program Program trading has developed because
being walked around to the market maker's of three interrelated conditions. First, in&-

(specmhst's) posts at the New York Stock vldual investors are learning that trading a
Exchange Since then the techmques have &versified portfoho of securities ehmmates
become much more sophisticated and effi- some of the risks of investing in individual
c_ent Today, professional investment man- stocks. Second, institutions hold and trade
agers and brokers can send orders to buy a higher fraction of eqmty than ever before.
or sell groups of stocks directly from their These professional investors execute their
computers to computers at the exchange, diversified trades directly in the stock mar-
On most days, program trading represents ket as program trades or in the futures and
about 10 percent of overall trading on the options markets, where investors or specu-
NYSE. lators can trade contracts that are tied to

In the eighties program trading became a changes in market indexes such as the Stan-
popular culprit whenever stock prices dard and Poor's 500. Third, technological
moved qmckly, especially when they advances have reduced trading costs.
moved down. Some people, including the Program trading has been associated with
regulators at the Securities and Exchange several trading strategies, including ones
Commission, thought that program trading known as duration averaging, portfolio in-
caused, or at least exacerbated, the October surance, and index arbitrage Understand-
1987 market crash. But most financial econ- ing these strategies is important to

omists argue that the importance of program understanding the role of program trading
trading has been overblown, in our stock markets. People trade programs

Although it carries connotations of corn- for just two reasons: either to accommodate
puters trading without supervision or human an investment objective that includes sev-

control, program trading need not have any- eral stocks, or for arbitrage purposes (i.e.,
thing to do with computers. And even when to profit from price discrepancies between
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the stock market and so-called derivative "insure" a minimum value for a stock port-
markets such as the futures and options mar- foho m a falling market, while also
kets), allowing participation in a rising market.

To understand the program trading that For instance, a portfolio insurer might buy
results from the pursuit of investment objec- a "put" option on the S&P 500, giving him
tlves, consider someone who invests, say, the right to sell the index at a predetermined
a thousand dollars in a mutual fund. When level. If the index falls below that level, the

many investors make that decision, they insurer "'exercises" or sells the put. The
collectively send a signal for the mutual profit on the put offsets some or all of the
fund to buy a portfolio of stocks--to make dechne in the value of the stocks the insurer
a program purchase. Similarly, a large holds. If stocks in the index rise, all the
number of mutual fund redemptions signals insurer loses is what he paid for the put.
the fund to sell a porffoho of stocks. Both Another technique, called dynamic hedg-
signals are, in effect, retail program trades rag, can be mathematically equivalent to
that are efficiently channeled to the stock buying a put option. In a dynamic hedgmg
market through traditional program trades, strategy a fund manager sells stocks as

Several other, more complex investment prices fall and buys stocks as prices rise.
strategies have been associated with pro- By one view dynamic hedging or portfolio
gram trading. Two notable investment strat- insurance can mcrease volatility because

egles mentioned above are duration both create extra selling pressure when
averaging and portfolio insurance. Both are prices fall and extra buying pressure when
used to decide how much of an investor's prices rise.

funds to invest m stocks versus other instru- But two factors mitigate the effect of pro-
ments such as bonds, gram trading on price volatility, whether the

Duration averaging is based on an old trading is for duration averagmg or portfolio
idea that is easier said than done--buy low insurance. First, neither strategy is based
and sell high. A fund manager will shift on fundamental information regarding stock

assets into the stock portfolio--buy--when prices. If prices fall purely because of port-
prices are low, and shift assets out of the foho insurance trading, they have fallen be-
stock portfolio--sell--when prices are low their "fundamental" level, and buymg
h_gh. This strategy is an effective one if by other investors then becomes profitable.
prices stay within a particular trading range. The same is true for any price movement
But it leads to losses if prices fall below the engendered by a non-information-based
range, and m_sses opportunities for profit trade. Second, duration averaging and port-
if prices rise above the range. If duration folio insurance strategies are generally
averaging has any effect on price volatihty, cheaper to implement using the futures and
it reduces it. The reason is that duration options markets rather than through pro-
averagers buy when prices fall and sell gram trades of the stocks themselves.
when prices rise, which tends to reduce the That brings us to index arbztrage between
size of the move in either direction, the stock market and the futures and options

The purpose of portfolio insurance is to markets, which _s the most controversial
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form of program trading. Because the fi- knowing or caring what caused prices to
nanoal products sold in the futures and op- move. But the effect of the buy order was
tlons markets are derived from an to transfer the news in futures prices to the
underlying cash product--in this case stock market.
stocks--their prices are mathematically re- Any complexity in this arbitrage strategy
lated. This mathematical relation is no more is purely due to unfamiliarity with the prod-
mysterious than the relation between the ucts involved. In fact, arbitrage is no big
price of a six-pack of root beer and the price deal; everyone does it every day. Suppose
of a single can. When one price falls relative you are standing in a long line at McDon-
to its mathematical relation to the other, ald's and see a short line next to you. You

index arbltragers can buy the cheaper prod- quickly switch lines, "selling" the long
uct, sell the other one, and lock In a gain. llne and "buying" the short one. When you
That's what index arbitragers do whenever do, the long line gets shorter and the short
buying or selling by other traders causes line gets longer. That's arbitrage: you get a
futures or options prices to move too high gain for no pain while equalizing prices--
or too low relative to underlying stock or the length of lines.
prices. Now suppose one hne is next to the door,

Thus, index arbitrage trading acts as a so people step naturally to that line first.
messenger, bringing the information lm- When a busload of hungry travelers arrives,
pounded In prices from the futures market the door line gets longer before people real-
to the stock market. Suppose that prices are ize they can save time by switching to the
in a stable equilibrium, and the price of a less accessible line. The travelers get their
futures contract is at its fair value in relation orders filled faster (liquidity is higher) if

to stock prices. Now suppose there is good McDonald's allows line switching (arbi-
news about the economy. The news will be trage) from the door line (the futures mar-
transmitted to the markets by buying in both ket) to the short line (the stock market). In
the stock and futures markets, and prices this analogy the futures market is the door
will rise in both markets For several rea- line because prices move faster there; the

sons prices usually move faster in the fu- door line lengthens first.
tures market than in the stock market, so If McDonald's banned line switching,

the futures price rises above its fair-value there would be two effects: one cash register
relation to the stock index. Enter index arbl- would be calm relative to the other, and

trage, selling what has become relatively customers would be fed more slowly. If the
expensive--futures--and buying what has success of McDonald's service was mea-
become relatively cheap--stocks. The ef- sured entirely by examining the level of
fect is to bring prices back to their fair-value calm or distress at the short-line cash regis-
relation at the new, higher level caused by ter, McDonald's policy decision would be

the good news. Thinking just about the clear" discourage arbitrage because it makes
stock side of the arbitrage, the program buy the short line longer. If effectively imposed,
order was triggered by the price discrep- the rule would slow service throughout the

ancy, with index arbitragers not necessarily restaurant. But tomorrow the bus might go
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to Kentucky Fried Chicken instead. Actions Program trading and its principal subset,

that discourage liquidity lower the use of mdex arbitrage, rank among the most

the market, as investors respond to the high widely misunderstood financial terms. The

cost of trading (illiqutdity) by taking their growth of program trading is due to funda-

business elsewhere, mental changes over the past twenty-five

My research has shown that the volume years in the way individuals hold stocks.

of index arbitrage is indeed positively re- Rather than trade a few stocks directly
lated to price volatility. But for the most through a retail broker, mvestors are now

part index arbitrage seems to respond to more likely to hold stocks in&rectly

volatility, not the other way around. Robert through a mutual fund or a pension fund

Neal of the University of Washington found When institutions use program trading for

much the same thing by examining the asso- their customers' accounts, the effect _s to
ciation of stock index returns with index lower customer costs. When instltUtlOns use

arbitrage trades, after accounting for infor- index arbitrage program trades, the effect is
mation effects. He found that index arb_- to hnk the markets and thus to enhance their

trage has a statistically significant, but not overall liquidity

economically significant, effect on volatd-

lty. That is, index arbitrage matters, but --Dean Furbush

not much. An average index arbitrage trade

moves the stocks in the index by less than
half a cent.

Biography: Dean Furbush is a semor economist for Economists Incorporated in Washington, D C
He has served on the staff of the President's Counctl of Economic Advisers and at the Office of

Economic Analysis of the U.S, Securities and Exchange Commission He was also economic
adviser to the chairman of the Commodity Futures Trading Commission
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ProgramTradingDidNot Cause1987Crash

Program trading did not cause the 508-point drop m the Dow-Jones industrial

average that occurred on October 19, 1987 That was the conclusion of my 1988

study conducted for the Securities and Exchange Commission and issued by its

Office of Economic Analysis. The evidence for the conclusion is that the five-minute

intervals during which program-trading volume was heavy were not the umes when

prices fell the most. In fact, between 1:00 and 4:00 P.M on that day, the typical
relaUon between index arbitrage and price movement was reversed: above-average

price changes tended to occur when index-arbitrage volume was below average The
Dow-Jones lndustrxal average dechned twice as fast m the afternoon as _t had m the

morning The precipitous price declines occurred when the normal index-arbitrage
relation was most d_srupted, not when index arbitrage was prevalent.
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StockPrices
Jeremy J. Siegel

i

• The price of a share of stock, hke that of assets, this total hquidat_on results m a cash
any other financial asset, equals the present distribution after obhgations to cre&tors are
value of the expected stream of future cash satisfied. Finally, if another firm or indivld-
payments to the owner The cash payments ual purchases the firm, existing sharehold-
available to a shareholder are uncertain and ers may be eligible to receive cash payments
subject to the earmngs of the firm. This or securities that can be sold in the open
uncertainty contrasts sharply with cash pay- market for cash.
ments to bondholders, the value of which is Some firms do not pay dividends but use
fixed by contractual obhgation. Most of the their earnings to purchase their stock on the
cash payments to stockholders arise from open market Since this reduces the number
dividends, which are paid out of earnings, of shares outstanding, the remaining share-
and distributions resulting from the sale or holders each own a greater percentage inter-
liquidation of assets, est in the assets of the firm. Therefore, the

Over time most firms pay nsmg diw- price of a stock can rise even if the firm
dends. Rising &vidends occur for two tea- does not pay a dividend and never intends
sons. First, firms rarely pay out all their to do so If and when the assets of these
earnings as &vldends. so that the &ffer- firms are sold or liquidated, a cash distnbu-
ence. called retained earnings, is available t_on will be made and shareholders will real-
to the firm to invest. This, in turn, often ize a capital gain. Some firms pursue this
produces greater future earnings and hence pohcy to enable their shareholders to realize

higher prospective &vldends Second, the lower taxes, since taxes on capital gains are
earnings of a firm will rise as the price of deferred and often paid at a lower rate.

Its output rises w_th mflaUon. F_rms may The total return from owning stock arises
also increase their dividends due to growth from two sources: dwldends and other cash

in the demand for their products and in- distributions, and capital gains A total re-
creased efficiencies of operation. These are turn index for stocks can be computed by
the firms, of course, that investment advis- assuming that all cash distributions and cap-
ers seek out when recommending stocks ital gains are continually reinvested in the

Cash payments to shareholders also result stock. This index would be akin to the accu-

from the sale of some of the assets of the mulation of a pension plan that reinvested
firm, outright liquidation, or a buyout. A all &wdends and capital gains m the stock
firm may sell some of its operaUons, using (or group of stocks), or to the reinvestment
the revenues from the sale to provide a of all distributions back into a mutual fund.

lump-sum distribution to stockholders, Over time, the total return on stocks has

When a firm sells all its operations and exceeded that of any other class of asset.

6O2
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This is shown m chart 1, which compares crease in the rate of return of stocks over

the total returns to stocks, long- and short- time has fully compensated the equity
term government bonds, gold, and corn- holder for the increased inflation that has
modities (measured by the consumer price occurred since World War II.

index). One dollar invested in stocks in Stock prices are more variable than prices
1802 would have grown to $1,250,000 in of most other assets, which means that the

1991, m bonds to $6,920, in Treasury bdls returns can change dramatically from year
to $2,830, and in gold to $14.20. The con- to year. In the postwar period annual stock
sumer price mdex has risen by a factor of returns have averaged about 12 percent,
10.4, almost all of it after World War II. with a standard deviation of about 15 per-
One dollar invested in 1802 would have cent. This means that in about two-thirds of

grown, in inflation-adjusted dollars, to the years, stock returns should fall between
$109,000 in stocks, $605 in bonds, $248 in - 3 percent and + 27 percent. In contrast,
Treasury bills, and $l.24 m gold short-term government bonds have an an-

The average compound rate of return on nual return of 4.9 percent and a standard
stocks from 1802 through 1991 was 7 7 per- deviation of only 3 percent, so that in two-
cent per year: 5.8 percent from 1802 to thlrds of the years the return wdl be between
1870, 7.2 percent from 1871 to 1925, and 2 percent and 8 percent. Although on an
10.0 percent from 1926 to 1991. The in- annual basis stock returns are often lower

CHART 1

TotalRetums

CumulatedWealthfrom$1 Investedin1802

$1,250,000
Before Inflat)on After Inflat)on

$109,000

$6,920 $2,830 $14.20 $11.40 $605 $248 $1.24

Stocks Bonds T-Bills Gold CPI Stocks Bonds T-Bdls Gold
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than returns on fixed-income assets, the twelve months. This occurred five times in

higher average return on stocks virtually the nineteenth century and seven Umes in
guarantees that stocks will outperform the twenueth century. All those in this cen-
bonds m the long run. In every thirty-year tury have occurred since World War II
period from 1872 to the present, and in ev- (1946, 1956, 1962, 1966, 1978, 1984, and
ery ten-year period from 1929 to the pres- 1987).
ent, stocks have outperformed both long- The largest one-day drop in stock market
and short-term government bonds, h_story occurred on Monday, October 19,

The major determinants of stock prices 1987, when the Dow-Jones industrial aver-
are corporate earnings and interest rates, age fell 508 points, or 22.6 percent. No
The stock market almost always falls before significant news event explains the decline,
recessions. In fact, out of the forty-one re- although rising interest rates and a falling
cessions from 1802 through 1990, thirty- dollar began to weigh on a market that had
eight of them, or 93 percent, have been become tremendously overvalued after a
preceded or accompanied by declines of 8 five-year bull run Once the decline gamed
percent or more m the stock returns index momentum, selhng begat more selling and
(the only excepuons were the 1829-30, a panic developed. Since a recession did
1945, and 1953 recessions). In the postwar not follow and stock prices subsequently
period the peak of the stock market pre- recovered to new highs, many pointed to
ceded the peak of the business cycle by Black Monday as a confirmation of the "ir-
between six and seven months, rationality" of the stock market. Stock

The stock market is also prone to giving prices, however, are determined by expec-
false alarms about oncoming recessions, tations of the future, which must, by defim-

and these false alarms appear to have in- tion, be unknown. Shifts in sentiment and
creased m the postwar period. Excluding psychology can sometimes cause substan-
the war years, when declining stock markets tial changes m the valuation of the market.
have coincided with expanding war econo- Despite false alarms the stock market is still
mies, there have been twelve episodes smce considered an important indicator of future
1802 when the cumulative returns index has business conditions.

fallen by 8 percent or more, but this has not
been followed by a recession within the next --Jeremy J. Siegel

Biography: Jeremy J Siegel is a finance professor at the Umverslty of Pennsylvama's Wharton
School.
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TakeoversandLeveragedBuyouts
Gregg A. Jarrell

• Corporate takeovers became a prominent the bidder already owns a substantial block
feature of the American business landscape of the target's stock (called a foothold

during the sevenUes and eighties. A hostile block) and can demonstrably afford to fi-
takeover usually involves a pubhc tender nance a hostile offer for control. Although
offer--a pubhc offer of a specific price, hostile bidders still need a formal merger to
usually at a substantial premium over the gain total control of the target's assets, this
prevadlng market price, good for a limited Is easdy accomplished once the bidder has
period, for a substantial percentage of the purchased a majonty of voting stock.
target firm's stock. Unlike a merger, which Hostile tender offers have been around
reqmres the approval of the target firm's for decades, but they were rare and gener-
board of directors as well as voting approval ally involved small target firms until the
of the stockholders, a tender offer can pro- mldseventies Then came the highly contro-

vide voting control to the bidding firm with- verslal multlbilhon-dollar hosUle takeovers
out the approval of the target's management of very recognizable public companies. By
and directors, the late e_ghties there were dozens of multi-

Because it allows bidders to seek control bdhon-dollar takeovers and their cousins,

directly from shareholders--by going leveraged buyouts (LBOs) The largest ac-
"over the heads" of target management-- quisition ever was the $25 billion buyout of
the tender offer is the most powerful RJR Nabisco by Kolberg Kravls and Rob-

weapon available to the hostile bidder. In- erts in 1989.
deed, just the threat of a hostde tender offer Leveraged buyouts of small companies
can often bring a recalcitrant target manage- had also been common for decades, but in
ment to the bargaining table, especially if the eighties LBOs of large public companies
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became common An LBO is a golng-pri- have challenged in earlier years; the 1982
vate transaction involving a tender offer for Supreme Court decision striking down state
all of a firm's common stock, financed antltakeover laws (which were resurrected

mostly by debt, made by a group usually with great effectiveness in the late eighties);
involving some members of incumbent and deregulation of many industries, which
management. LBOs and leveraged cash- prompted restructurings and mergers. The
outs (first cousins of LBOs in which the main economic factor was the development
target firm remains public because a small of the original-issue high-yield debt instru-
part of the compensation to selling share- ment The so-called "junk bond" innova-
holders is stock in the new, highly lever- tion, pioneered by Michael Milken of
aged enterprise) rose to popularity for large Drexel Burnham, provided many hostile
public firms in the late eighties as a reaction bidders and LBO firms with the enormous

to the hostile takeover activity. In essence amounts of capital needed to finance multi-
the LBO was a way for management of a billion-dollar deals

vulnerable public company to beat the hos- Managers of target companies in take-
tile bidder to the punch, allowing manage- over battles have access to a variety of de-
ment to buy out public shareholders at a fensive tactics, many Invented during the
premium and engage m the value-enhancing turbulent eighties. These defensive mea-
asset redeployments that otherwise would sures have always been controversial be-
attract takeover entrepreneurs, cause they necessarily pose a conflict of

The vulnerabdity arises from a large interest for management. A top manager's
"'value gap"--which is the difference be- own narrow mterest is to save hlsjob, which

tween a company's value as a going concern he often loses after a takeover. His legal
under the pohoes of incumbent manage- obhgatlon is to get a good deal for share-
merit and the expected higher value of the holders, which often means allowing the

stock, factoring in the value of redeploying takeover Not surprisingly, some managers
the target's assets Incumbent managements go with self-interest.

learned to tap the vast financial muscle of The array of takeover defenses includes
Wall Street in the late eighties and to engage charter amendments that require superma-
in these control transactions to avoid being joritles (_.e , votes of 70 percent or even
the victims of hostile attack. Indeed, many 80 percent of shareholders) to approve a
of the large leveraged restructurings were merger: dual-class restructurlngs that, by
taken in direct defense after a hostile bid creating two classes of stock, concentrate
had been made. voting control with management; litigation

Both economic and regulatory factors against the hostile suitor (usually alleging
combined to spur the explosion in large violations of antitrust and securities laws);

takeovers and, m turn, large LBOs. The and purchasing the hostde bidder's foothold
three regulatory factors were the Reagan stock at a premium to end the takeover

administration's relatively lmssez-faire pol- threat (so-called green-mail payments). AI-
icies on antitrust and securities laws, which though these particular defenses often are

allowed mergers the government would effectwe at delaying the hostile bidder, they
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rarely are enough to keep a target company prohibits a hostile acquirer from formally
independent. The two modern-day defen- merging with the target for at least three
sive weapons that can be "show-stoppers" years after buying a controlling interest.
are the poison pill and the state takeover W_dely regarded as a major deterrent, the
laws. Delaware law has an exception if the hostile

The term "poison pill" describes a fam- bidder can acquire more than 85 percent of
ily of "shareholder rights" that are trig- the target's stock, excludmg shares held by
gered by an event such as a hostile tender inside managers and by certain kinds of em-
offer or the accumulation of voting stock ployee stock-ownership plans. Since the
above a designated threshold (usually 15 law passed, Delaware-incorporated compa-
percent of outstanding stock) by an un- rues (which account for the majority of me-
friendly buyer. When triggered, poison pills dium-slze and large public companies m the
prowde target shareholders (other than the United States) have engaged in various
hostile bidder) with rights to purchase adds- kinds of transactions to "lock up" more
tlonal shares or to sell shares to the target on than 15 percent of stock m friendly hands,
very attractive terms. These rights impose rendenng these companies "'bullet-proof"
severe economic penalties on the hostile ac- under Delaware law.

quirer and usually also dilute the votmg State antitakeover laws and the poison
power of the acqmrer's existing stake in the pill have dramatically reduced the scope for
firm. hostile tender offers in the U.S. market,

Although poison pills are considered to Both defensive barriers can be overcome
be absolute deterrents to a hostile takeover, only by getting the target board of directors
they can almost always be cheaply and to approve the takeover. Therefore, hostile
quickly altered or removed by target man- takeover activity has been moved directly
agement if they have not been irrevocably into the boardroom, through the increasing
triggered. Therefore, they almost always use of proxy fights m conjunction with
are the subject of strenuous state-court hti- tender offers that are conditional on the bid-
gation in takeover battles, and thezr practi- der gaining control of the board or approval
cal effectiveness as an absolute deterrent from the incumbent board. This hybrid

has been dec_ded in court more often than proxy/tender offer approach is considerably
not. Today, the majority of large pubhc more expensive, time-consuming, and risky
compames are armed with poison pills of than the hostile tender offer of the eighties.
one type or another. State courts have al- Consequently, hostile takeover activity has
lowed target managers to use pills to buy dechned sharply, and the campmgns that
ume (up to several months) to search for have been waged were long, drawn-out
better third-party offers or develop value- proxy battles.
creating corporate restructurings. Was all this takeover and LBO actwity

In the late eighties the Supreme Court good for the economy? The issue stirs

upheld the constitutionality of state take- strong emotions on both sides, but I believe
over laws, the most important being Dela- the ewdence shows that takeovers and buy-

ware's merger moratorium law. This law outs are a good thing. Many pubhshed stud-
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ies have documented the effects of tender bidders also show that these losses--at 1 to

offers and mergers on stock prices. The 3 percent of the stock price--are minuscule
consensus is that these transactions confer compared with the enormous gains to target
large stock-price gains on target sharehold- shareholders. These academic studies show

ers, averaging about 30 to 50 percent over clearly, on the basis of share prices, that
preoffer prices during the eighties. The evl- hostile takeovers and highly leveraged
dence on returns to b_dders, however, is transactions created huge increases m the
mixed During the period from 1960 to values of companies. Moreover, several
1980, the average stock-price gain to bid- follow-up studies have shown that these
ding firms was 3 to 5 percent. But dunng stock-price gains are generally rehable pre-
the eighties the returns to bidders began to dictors of real operating improvements and
erode, and some studies conclude that bid- of increased corporate efficiency.
der firms suffered modest stock-price de- Cntics of takeovers often complain that
clines, on average, during the late eighties, these share-price gains ignore the economic

The principal reason for this erosion Is losses that takeovers and LBOs impose on
the increased competition for targets. Th_s other groups connected with the target
increase in competition resulted from the firms. This intense debate has centered on
target's greater effectiveness at dealing with the potential harm to corporate "stakehold-
the imtial suitor and at getting rival bids, ers" other than shareholders, such as bond-

including bids from the targets' own man- holders, employees, customers, suppliers,
agement. The winning bidders in these auc- local communmes, and taxpayers. Many
tion contests of the late eighties frequently takeovers in the airhne industry, for exam-

paid top dollar and saw their stock prices ple, have involved conflict between acqui-
decline when the market learned that they ring-firm management and the uniomzed
had "won." labor of the target firm These conflicts con-

Nonetheless, the huge gains to target tnbuted to the popular view, shared by
shareholders mean that takeovers and so- some economists, that shareholder premi-

called highly leveraged transactions (HLTs) ums from takeovers come largely at the ex-
have created large net economic gains. In- pense of labor's wages and benefits. But the
deed, Harvard's Michael Jensen estimates emplncal research has failed to show any
that over the fourteen-year period from rehable assocmnon between takeover actw-

1976 to 1990, the $1.8 trillion of tender lty and the income of workers. According
offers, mergers, divesutures, and LBOs to Joshua Rosett's recent study of over five
created over $650 bdlion m value for sell- thousand union contracts in over a thousand

ing-firm shareholders. Moreover, this esti- listed companies from 1973 to 1987, less
mate does not include the additional large than 2 percent of the premiums to share-
gains made by companies that restructured holders can be attributed to wage reductions
out of fear of being taken over. m the first six years following takeovers. In

Although this estimate excludes the gains hostile takeovers the data show an increase
and losses to shareholders of bidding firms, in union wages in years following the con-
the empirical studies that find net losses for trol changes.
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Another frequent complaint is that the only a small fractzon, at most, of the huge
constant threat of hostile takeovers forces gains to target shareholders and other sell-
nearly all corporate managers to stress ing firms.
short-term policies at the expense of more In sum, although some individuals (in-
valuable long-term plans, thereby impairing cumbent management, for example) and
the economic health and competitive vigor some other groups obviously lose zn any
of their companies and the nation Although takeover, the empirical studies offer little
rhetorically stirring, this theory has been or no support for the notion that the huge
stu&ed thoroughly by economists and has gains to shareholders reflect similarly large
received no empirical support For exam- losses to other related parties. These zero-
pie, the research shows no connection sum theories cannot begin to explain the
between takeover activity and pubhc com- large shareholder returns. The bottom hne
panies" expenditures on research and devel- _sthat, on average, takeovers reflect wealth-
opment Studies also show that share prices enhancing and socially valuable redeploy-
generally respond positively to long-term ments of corporate resources.
investments by corporations. Also unsup- Although several of these late-eighties
ported is the charge that losses to bondhold- LBOs and leveraged cash-outs ran into ti-
ers finance the shareholder gains from nancxal difficulties when the U.S. economy
takeovers Although some shareholder suffered a recession m the early e_ghties,
gains have come at the expense of bond- there is much evtdence that the LBO phe-
holders, banks, and other cre&tors who fi- nomenon also has been beneficial for our

nanced these deals, Michael Jensen economy. Economists have found that the
estimates that the aggregate amount of these "'free cash-flow" theory (developed by Mi-
losses between 1976 and 1990 is not likely chael Jensen) helps them to understand
to exceed $50 bllhon, a small fraction of much of this actwlty Thistheory postulates
the $650 bilhon gain to target shareholders, that high leverage can be a powerful &sci-

There is some empirical basis for the idea phnlng dewce because It forces top man-

that reducing taxes was at least a partial agement to undertake value-enhancing
motwe for takeovers, and especmlly LBOs. strategic changes Compames with ample
Some researchers estimate that for the type- cash flow but few potentmlly profitable ln-

cal leveraged buyout, tax savings (from vestment projects should pay out the excess
deducting higher interest payments) ac- cash to shareholders to maximize share-
counted for about 15 percent of the premi- holder value.

ums prod to sellers. Still, most mergers and According to this theory managements
tender offers were not motivated by tax sav- that fail to pay out excess cash, instead in-

rags. Also, Jensen has found that, contrary vesting it m diversifying acqmsltlOnS or in
to popular assertion, LBOs have actually low pay-off projects, will cause the stock
increased total tax payments to the U.S price of their compames to be below their
Treasury. That is because selling sharehold- optimal value, creating a value gap. LBOs
ers pay taxes on their gains. All in all, the and other leveraged recapitahzations force
evidence shows that tax savings account for managements to sell unprofitable divisions,
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avoid low pay-off investments, eliminate In short, the U.S. market for corporate

wasteful corporate expenses and diversify- control witnessed unprecedented activity

ing acquisitions, and boost operating effi- and change during the eighties as the largest

ciency m order to meet the interest charges pubhc companies became frequent targets
on the high level of debt. These forced effi- of hostile takeovers. Corporate managers

ciencies eliminate the value gap and create reacted to this activity by lobbying hard for

net economic gains for shareholders. A1- legal restrictions on the so-called raiders,

though this is a severe solution that exposes and by restructuring and refocusing their

the firm to financial distress in the few years companies while increasing debt levels and

after the LBO, the evidence is that the LBOs shareholder payouts.

and leveraged restructurings of the eighties

created large net gains for shareholders. --Gregg h. Jarrell

Biography: Gregg A. Jarrell is a professor of economics and finance and the director of the Bradley
Pohcy Research Center at the Umversity of Rochester's Simon School of Management He was
formerly chief economist at the U S. Securities and Exchange Commission
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Advertising
George Bitt/ingmayer

• Economic analysis of advertising dates Scope
to the thirties and forties, when critics at-

tacked it as a monopolistic and wasteful While advertising has its roots in the ad-
practice. Defenders soon emerged who ar- vance of hteracy and the advent of inexpen-
gued that advertising promotes competition sive mass newspapers in the nineteenth
and lowers the cost of prowding informa- century, modern advertising as we know it
tion to consumers and distributing goods, began at the turn of the century with two
Today, most economists side with the de- new products, Kellogg cereals and Camel
fenders most of the time. cigarettes. What is generally credited as the

There are many different types of adver- first product endorsement also stems from
tising--the grocery ads that feature weekly this period: Honus Wagner's autograph was
specials, "feel-good" advertismg that imprinted on the Louisville Slugger in
merely displays a corporate logo, ads with 1905.
detailed technical information, and those Advertising as a percentage of GNP has
that promise "the best " Critics and de- stayed relatwely constant since the twenties
fenders have often adopted extreme posi- at roughly 2 percent. More than half of that
tions, attacking or defending any and all total is national, as opposed to local, adver-
advertising. But at the very least, it seems tising. In the eighties newspapers accounted
safe to say that the informaUon that firms for 26 percent of total advertising expendi-
convey m advertising is not systematically tures, magazines for 23 percent, television
worse than the reformation volunteered in for 22 percent, radio for 7 percent, and mis-

pohtical campaigns or when we sell a used cellaneous techniques such as direct mail,
car to a stranger, billboards, and the Goodyear blimp for the

Modern economics views advertising as remaining 22 percent. One popular argu-

a type of promotion in the same veto as ment m favor of advertising is, in fact, that
direct selling by salespersons and promo- it provides financial support for newspa-
tional price discounts. This is because it is pers, radio, and television. In reply critics
easier to understand why advertising is used remark that advertiser-supported radio and
in some circumstances and not in others television programming is of low quality

by looking at the problems firms face m because it appeals to those who are easily
promoting their wares, rather than by focus- influenced by advertising. They also charge
ing on advertising as an isolated phenome- that advertiser-supported newspapers and
non. magazines are too reluctant to criticize

613
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TABLE 1

AdvertisingExpenditures(billions$)

National Local Total % of GNP

1940 1.2 0,9 2.1 2.11
1950 3.3 2.4 5.7 1 98
1960 7.3 4.7 12.0 2.32
1970 11.4 8.2 19.6 1.93
1980 29.8 23.7 53.5 1.96
1990 72.8 55.9 128.6 2.35

SOURCESStatisticalAbstractof the UnitedStates, 1987,537; U.S. HistoncalStat)st)cs,ColonLal
Timesto 1970,SenesT444,and AdvertisingAge,May6, 1991,16 Numbersmaynot add up due
to rounding

products of firms that are actual or potential makers typically spend only 1 to 2 percent
advertisers, of sales on advertising, but their products

Whde aggregate expenditures on adver- are heavily promoted by the sales staffs in
t_sing have remained steady as a percentage dealer showrooms. Similarly, industrial
of GNP, the intensity of spending varies products are not heavily advertised because
greatly across firms and industries. Many trade fairs and point-of-sale promotion are
inexpenswe consumer 1terns such as over- often more cost-effectwe than advertising.
the-counter drugs, cosmetics, and razor Products with relatively few customers may
blades are heavily advertised. Advertising- not be advertised at all, or advertised solely
to-sales ratios also are high for food prod- m specialized publications.
ucts such as soft drinks, breakfast cereals,

and beer. And there is remarkable stability
m this pattern from country to country. If a EconomicFunction
type of product is heavily advertised in the
United States, it tends to be heavdy adver- While persuasion and the creation of
tlsed in Europe as well. Even within an brand loyalty are often emphasized in dis-
industry, however, some firms will adver- cussions of advertismg, economists tend to
tise more, others less. Among pharmaceuti- emphasize other, perhaps more important,
cal manufacturers, Warner-Lambert's functions The rise of the self-service store,

spending on advertising is over 30 percent for example, was aided by consumer
of sales, while Pfizer's advemsing-to-sales knowledge of branded goods. Before the
ratio is less than 7 percent, advent of advertising, customers relied on

The differences among industries, while knowledgeable shopkeepers in selecting
stable, are deceptive. For example, auto- products, which often were unbranded. To-
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TABLE 2 with the product. When some customers are
unwilling to pay for image, producers that
choose not to advertise can supply them

Advertising-to-SalesRatios,Top10 Industries with a cheaper product. Often the same
manufacturer will respond to these differ-

Over-the-counter drugs 20.2 ences in customer demands by producing
Perfumes, cosmetics 14.6 both a high-priced, labeled, heavily adver-
Soft drinks 13.8 tised version of a product and a second,
Cutlery, razor blades 12.9 low-priced line as an unadvertised house
Breakfast cereals 11.4 brand or generic product.

Dog and cat food 11.0 Advertising messages obviously can be

Distilled liquors 11.0 used to mislead, but a heavily advertised

Magazines and penodlcals 10 3 brand name also limits the scope for decep-

Cigarettes 8.8 tion and poor quality. A firm with a well-
known brand suffers serious damage to an

Soap and cleaning preparations 8.0
image that it has paid dearly to establish

SOURCES.Scherer and Ross, Industnal Market when a defective product reaches the con-
Structure and EconomIc Performance, 3d ed, sumer (see BRAND NAMES). Interestingly,
573,quotmgFederalTradeCommission,Statls-
hcalReport,1977.(Thesedata arebasedonthe officials m the Soviet Union encouragedthe
FTC's "Lme of Business" data, which are no use of brand names and trademarks even
longercollected) under central planning as a way of monitor-

mg which factories produced defective mer-
day, consumer familiarity with branded chandise and as a way of allowing
products is one factor that makes it possible consumers to inform themselves about

for far fewer retail employees to serve the products available from various sources.
same number of customers

Newly introduced products are typically
advertised more heavily than established MoNopoly
ones, as are products whose customers are
constantly changmg. For example, cosmet- Economic debate in the fifties focused on
ics, mouthwash, and toothpaste are marked whether advertising promotes monopoly by

by high rates of new product introductions creating a "'barrier to entry." Heavy adver-
because customers are willing to abandon using of existing brands, many economists
existing products and try new ones. Viewed thought, might make consumers less likely
this way, consumer demand generates new to try new brands, thus raising the cost of
products and the advertising that accompan- entry for newcomers. Other economists
ies them, not the other way around, speculated that advertising made consumers

In a similar vein "nonmformative," or less sensitive to price, allowing firms that

image, advertising (the Marlboro man, for advertise to raise their prices above compet-
example) can be usefully thought of as _tlve levels. The purported link between ad-
something that customers demand along vemsing and monopoly became so widely
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accepted that in the sixties the U S attorney found that prices of eyeglasses were twenty
general proposed a tax on advertising, dollars higher (m 1963 dollars) in states

Economic researchers addressed this is- banning advertising than In those that did
sue by examining whether industries not Bans on price advertising but not on
marked by heavy advertising were also other kinds of advertising resulted m prices
more concentrated or had higher profits, nearly as low as m the states without any
The correlation between advertising inten- restrictions at all Benham argued that ad-

slty and industry concentration turned out vertlsmg allowed h_gh-volume, low-cost re-
to be very low and erratic from sample to rafters to commumcate effectively with
sample, and it ]s largely _gnored today, potentml customers even If they could not
What's more, early research found that high mention price explicitly
levels of advertising in an industry were The importance of price advertising,
associated with unstable market shares, however, apparently vanes w_th the way the
consistent with the idea that adverUsmg pro- consumers typically obtain price informa-
meted competition rather than monopoly tlon and make purchase decisions An un-

The Idea that advertising creates monop- published study by A1 Ehrbar found that
ely received support from studies that found gasoline prices are sigmficantly h_gher
high rates of return in Industries with h_gh (about 6 percent, net of excise taxes) in
levels of advertising. As other economists commumties that prohibit large price s_gns
pointed out, however, the accounting rates m gas stations.
of return used to measure profits do not
treat advertising as an asset Consequently,

measured rates of return--income divided Regulation
by measured assets--will often overstate

profit rates for firms and industries w_th In the past many professions such as dec-
heavy advertising. Subsequent work tors, lawyers, and pharmacists succeeded
showed that when attention is restricted to m getting state legislatures to implement
industries with relatively small bias in the complete or partml bans on advertising, pre-
accounting numbers, the correlation disap- venting e_ther all adverusmg or advertising
pears. A lucky by-product of the advertis- of prices. Recent court decisions have over-
ing-and-profits dispute were studies that turned these restrictions. At the federal
estimated depreciation rates of advertls- level the U.S Federal Trade Commission

ing--the rates at which advertising loses its has junsdicuon over advertising by virtue
effect. Typically, estimated rates are about of its ability to regulate "deceptive" acts
33 percent per year, though some authors or practices. It can issue cease-and-desist
find rates as low as 5 percent orders, reqmre corrective advertising, and

Contrary to the monopoly explanation mandate disclosure of certain information

(and to the assertion that advertising is a m ads

wasteful expense), advertising often lowers The regulation of cigarette advertismg
prices. In a classic study of advertising re- has been particularly controversial. The
strictions on optometrists, Lee Benham Federal Trade Commission has required
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ctgarette manufacturers to disclose tar and of the regulations maintain that zt was the

mcotine content since 1970, although it had growmg evidence of the harmful effects of

curiously prohibited precisely the same dis- smoking, rather than the reduction m adver-
closure before that. The federal government tlslng, that ultimately led to the smaller per-

also banned all ra&o and television adver- centage of smokers in society. The critics

tising of cigarettes beginning January 1, also contend that the advertising ban may

1971 While overall cigarette advertising have slowed the rate at which low-tar ciga-

expenditures dropped by more than 20 per- rettes were introduced.

cent, per capita c_garette consumption re-
mained unchanged for many years. CrlUcs --George Bittlingmayer

Biography: George Blttlmgmayer is an assocmte professor of economics and finance at the
University of Cahfornta at Davis He was prevtously an economist with the Federal Trade Commls-
sloa
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BrandNames
Benjamin Klein

i i i

• Consumers always have incomplete in- tions made m the model of "perfect compe-
formation about product availabdity, qual- ut_on,'" a simphfymg construct sometimes
ity, and alternative prices. Such "imperfect employed by economists. Although imper-
reformation" leads them to rely on brand fect information _s completely natural and
names, which lessen the costs of acquiring unavoidable, many economists find the un-
product reformation. By relying on brand attainable ideal of perfect compeUtion to
names and the company reputations assocl- be a desirable yardstick for policy. That is
ated w_th them, consumers can make rea- because under perfect competmon no com-
sonable purchases without searching or pany has any power at all over the prices it
investigating products each time they buy. charges. If a company raised its price even

Many economists have lamented the fact one cent above the market price, _t would
that consumers put so much reliance on not sell anything. With perfectcompeUtion,
brand names. The problem, as these econo- therefore, no consumer would knowingly
m_sts see it, _s that this consumer rehance pay even one cent more for an identical
gwes companies with established brand product that could be obtained elsewhere
names "market power" over the price they at a lower price Not surprisingly, the as-
can charge. When compames "different_- sumptlon that homogeneous products are
ate" their products w_th unique brand the ideal leads to the incorrect implication
names and assocmted advertising and pro- that brand names that differentmte prod-
mot_onal campaigns, they can charge more ucts decrease consumer welfare. That, m
than others for what these economists claim turn, leads to the policy, advocated by
are "truly" identical products. Brand Harvard economist Edward H. Chamberhn
names lead consumers to make what these m 1956, that trademarks should not be en-
economists consider to be artificial distmc- forced

tlons between different products. Compa- More and more of the economics profes-
rues with respected brand names, therefore, sion, however, has come to recogmze the
can increase prices without losing signifi- problem with assuming that brand name
cant sales, products are identical One cannot under-

The clmm that brand names lead to un- stand the economic purpose served by brand
necessarily high prices is often based on a names without dropping the assumption that
comparison between the real world and a we live in a world of perfect information
world of "perfect" consumer information, where consumers are omniscient. Consum-
where every company in an industry is as- ers, in fact, are not fully informed, and they
sumed to sell identical, unbranded ("homog- know they are not. Therefore, they value
eneous") products. These are the assump- company reputations_and they are willing
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to pay more for a product whose producer tlon are rewarded with future profitable

has a reputation for consistently supplying sales, and where poor performance is pun-
quality. By doing so, consumers are not _shed with the withdrawal of future profit-
acting irrationally. They are simply trying able sales, provides companies with the
to protect themselves without having to de- incentive to perform in the marketplace. As
vote huge amounts of time to learning all a result, companies with superior reputa-
the details about each company's product, tlons, representing good past performance
Reputations, and the brand names that go and the likelihood of future profitable sales,
with them, are an efficient source of mfor- have something to lose if they perform
mation for consumers, poorly. Their valuable brand names are a

Because consumers rely on and pay for form of collateral that is at stake with every
reputations, companies have incentives to sale.
establish reputations by maintaining and Consider, for example, the cost imposed

improving the quality of their products upon Perner m 1990 when it was discovered
This incentive would be lost if all compa- that the benzene used to clean its bottling
nles were required by law to sell in&stln- machinery had contaminated some of its
gmshable, homogeneous products If product Pemer experienced a significant
consumers could not identify the companies decrease in demand and had to spend large
that produced the products they bought, in- amounts of money on increased advertising,
dlwdual companies would have no mcen- free samples, and other marketing and pro-
t_ve to improve the quality of their products: motional expenditures in an attempt to re-
in fact, each company would have an incen- cover its market share. Another recent
tlve to decrease the quality of its products newsworthy example was the image dam-
Economist Marshall Goldman has pointed age, lost sales, and greatly reduced profits
out that this is exactly what occurred in suffered by Beech-Nut, the baby food com-
the Soviet Union when brand names were pany, when it was discovered In 1982 that
ehminated after the 1917 communist revo- Its "apple juice" consisted of water, sugar,
luUon. That is why firms in the Soviet and flavoring If brandnames were not pres-

Union were required to identify their output ent m these cases, the large economic pun-
with "production marks.'" When consum- lshment imposed on the nonperformmg
ers cannot identify the company that pro- companies would have been lost.

duced what they buy, they have no recourse Because companies with valuable brand
when they receive a product of low quality names that fall to perform have more to
Not only do consumers have no legal re- lose than companies without valuable brand
course, but more important, they have no names, consumers who buy brand name
economic recourse. Without brand names products are necessardy paying for some-
consumers do not know from current pur- thing. They are buying the added assurance

chase experiences which products to buy-- that the brand name company will have an
and which ones not to buy--in the future, increased incentive to take the necessary

This repeat-purchase mechanism, where measures to protect its reputation for qual-
good past performance and a good reputa- ity For example, an established, profitable
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company such as Campbell's, with its huge product are purchasing when they know-
share of canned soup sales, has more to lose ingly pay the higher price.
if botulism is found in its product than a The question, then, becomes not whether
small marginal company such as Bon Vi- consumers are totally zrrational when they
vant, which went bankrupt after botulism in pay the higher price for a brand name prod-
its canned soup caused a death in 1971. uct, but whether they are paying too much
Clearly, Campbell's has a higher stake in for quality assurance. All consumers pay
avoiding any occurrence of botulism in _ts something for brand name assurance; it is
product than did Bon Vivant. When con- merely the amount that consumers pay that
sumers buy a brand name product, they are varies across products Even people who
buying increased confidence and reliability, say "all aspirin is alike" spend some

Can the same be said for purchases of money on brand name assurance. They do
a "standardized" product such as aspirin, not buy "nonbrand" aspirin off the back of
where most companies purchase the basic a pickup truck at a swap meet. Instead, they
ingredient, acetylsalicylic acid, from the may buy "'lower" brand name aspirin, such
same manufacturer? If consumers are not as aspmn carrying the brand of a chain
ignorant or irrational, why would they buy drugstore. Further, it is significant that con-
an advertised, brand name product when sumers buy a much smaller share of such
they could get the exact same non-brand- "lower" brand name aspirin in the chil-
name product at a lower price? The answer dren's aspirin segment of the market than
is that all aspirin is not exactly the same. in the adult segment. Many people decide,
Aspirins are not chemlcally equivalent. The as evidenced by their behavior, that al-
filler ingredients, &ssolve rate, and shelf though they are willing to purchase less
life may differ from brand to brand. But brand name assurance for themselves, they
more important, the higher-priced brand want the higher-quality assurance for their
and the lower-priced "nonbrand" aspirins children.

are not economically equivalent. In fact, to Finally, it is important to recogmze that
producers and consumers the products are brand names even operate in marketplaces
necessarily different, where the government sets product quality

As the Perrier example vividly dlustrates, standards. The obvious question is: why not
even for a "simple" product, we live in an rely entirely on government standards to as-
imperfect world where there is always a sure company performance? There are two
probability that something can go wrong, main answers First, government standards
Because of the existence of a valuable brand often cannot easily capture some elements
name, the company selhng the brand name of performance. For example, although the
aspirin has more to lose if something does government may grade agricultural com-
go wrong. The company, therefore, has a modities, such as vegetables, for color,
greater economic incentive to take precau- size, and so on, they cannot define and
tions. This added quality assurance is one grade characteristics such as taste that are
of the things consumers of the brand name quite important to consumers. Second, gov-
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ernment agencies that rate and assure qual- cepting gifts from these generic companies.

tty are far from perfect. For example, in To assure the quality of the products they
1989 the Food and Drug Administration buy, consumers are right to rely not just on

found that several generic drug companies government standards, but also on brand
had faked or altered test results submitted names.

to the FDA to get their drugs approved and

that three FDA employees admitted ac- --Benjamin Klein

Biography: Benjamin Klem is an economics professor at the University of Cahfornla in Los
Angeles and is president of Economic Analysis Corporation.
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Competition
Jack High
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• "'CompetiUon," wrote Samuel Johnson, sets his price too high, customers will not
'qs the act of endeavoring to gain what an- buy all that the baker has to sell. They wall
other endeavors to gain at the same time." buy from another baker, or they will buy
We are all familiar with competiUon--from pizza or potatoes instead. So the baker sets a
chddhood games, from sporting contests, price that he thinks wall "clear the market."
from trying to get ahead in our jobs. But That price is determined by the willingness
our firsthand familiarity does not tell us how of customers to compete for his product,
vitally Important competition is to the study and by the wdlingness of rivals to compete
of economic life. Competition for scarce for hts customers In this way, competition
resources is the core concept around which determines the prices of houses and hair-
all modem economics is built, cuts, beach chairs and Bibles, and the rail-

Adam Smith saw that compemion would lion-and-one other goods and services that
lead not to chaos, but to a spontaneous and we consumers desire.
productive social order. His Insight gave An identical process occurs with pro-
birth to economics as a science. Economists ducer goods. USX has on hand a supply
have spent two centuries divining the myr- of steel, for which automobile companies,
lad ways in which competition works its apphance makers, and equipment manufac-
influences. What John Stuart Mill said in turers are willing to compete. The firm
1848 is still true today: "Only through the wants to get as much revenue as it can,
principle of competition has political econ- taking into account the wdlingness of its
omy any pretension to the character of a customers to pay and the threat of lower
science.'" offers from tts rivals. The customers want

The effects of competition permeate eco- to pay as httle as possible, taking into ac-
nomic life Prices, wages, methods of pro- count that rival customers may outbid them.
duction, which products are produced and This two-sided competition will again set a
m what quantities, the size and organization price that "'clears the market "

of business finns, the distribution of re- The market-clearing price represents the
sources, and people's incomes all result lowest price that buyers of steel must pay,
from competitwe processes and the highest price that sellers of steel

Consider market prices for consumer can receive, each without being outbid by
goods. The baker has on hand a stock of rivals. This competitive process fixes the
bread, a valuable good for which consumers rates of all productive resources_from
are willing to compete by offering the baker the prices of steel and semiconductors to
a price. The baker wants to get the highest the wages of busboys and brain surgeons.
price possible, but he Is constrained. If he At the same time that competitive bid-
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dlng fixes prices in the market, it also deter- pnce. All of us, as producers, are subject
mines incomes and allocates goods. The to replacement by those who are able and
low wages earned by the busboy gwe him willing to do the job better or cheaper.
a relanvely low income with which to go On the other side, if we do our jobs well,
into the market and purchase consumer we are more hkely to be rewarded. The
goods. The high wages earned by the doctor successful manufacturer draws m more cus-

give him a relatively high income with tomers and mcreases his revenues The pro-
which to purchase goods. Naturally, the ductive worker moves up to higher wages
doctor will be able to buy a larger share of and more responsibility. The incentives cre-
consumer goods than will the preacher or ated by competmon--or not created be-
busboy, cause of the lack of it--reveal themselves

Purchases by consumers act as a kind m the atntudes and acnvities of producers.
of silent aucnon m which those who buy Compare the listless indifference of the

commodines bid them away from those postal worker to the speed and efficiency of
who do not If we could assemble glgannc the Umted Parcel Service dnver. Look at

snapshots of all the food in all the refngera- the shoddy workmanship in Eastern Euro-
tors in America, or all the furniture m all pean goods as compared to their Western
the rooms, or all cars in all the garages, we European counterparts Now that firms in
would see how competlnve bidding allo- the two parts of Germany can openly com-
cates consumer goods, pete, the Wartburg and Trabant have lost

The same kind of allocation occurs with out to Opel and Volkswagen. Because pro-
producer goods Automobile makers want ducers are freer to compete by offenng bet-
steel for engmes and auto bodies. Apphance ter products, and employees freer to
manufacturers want it for washers, dryers, compete by working harder, competent
and refrigerators. Construcnon firms want work _s better rewarded in market econo-

_t for reinforcement bars Businessmen in mles than m planned or bureaucratic ones.
all these industries compete for steel by The carrot of successful market compen-
placing orders to the manufacturers. Their tion takes the form of profits. By introduc-
purchases channel steel into its various uses mg new goods, new technology, or new
m the economy. And what is true for steel forms of organizanon, or by finding new
_strue for all resources used in production, markets or new sources of raw material,

Competition acts as both snck and carrot entrepreneurs can earn profits The lure of
m economic life. If the worker does not profits inspires alertness, creativity, judg-
keep his hands to the machine, his employer ment, and risk taking. S_mflarly, workers
will replace him. If the employer does not who perform better will, all other things
treat his employee as well as other employ- being equal, get bigger raises and more pro-
ers would, the employee quits and goes motions.
somewhere else. If the manufacturer does The pursuit of profits, in the two hundred

not run his shop efficiently, his customers years since the industrial revolution, has un-
will go where they can find better service leashed what economist Joseph Schumpeter

at the same price or equal service at a lower called a "gale of creanve destruction." The
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horse and wagon have been replaced by the stead, one difference is the type of competi-
railroad, the automobile, and the airplane, tion different systems unleash. For
The open-hearth fire has yielded to the elec- example, the rivalry to become a central
trlc stove and microwave oven. The wash- planner in the Soviet Union was just as great
board and clothesline have bowed to the as the rivalry to become a captam of indus-
washer and dryer. Novocame and other try m the United States. To succeed in be-
modern drugs kill the pain that was formerly coming a planner, one must excel in
endured or drowned in whiskey The tele- bureaucratic politics: to succeed m becom-
phone wire and the electromagnetic wave lng an entrepreneur, one must excel in pro-
transmit news that prewously traveled by duct_ve efficiency.
ship or pony. Despite its importance to modern eco-

The competitive process that has wrought nomic hfe, competition is not the be-all and
these enormous changes is governed by end-all of economic activity. The modern
rules that, taken collectively, we call the market economy is as much a system of
market economy or the system of private cooperation as _t is a system of competition,
property. This system recogmzes the right Within the family and within the firm, be-
of each person to use his property as he sees tween the customer and the suppher, we
fit, and to keep the fruits of his labor. This cooperate to achieve our ends. This cooper-
leaves the worker free to pursue the occupa- ation _sas vital as competition to a produc-
tions for which he thinks himself best tive economy

suited It leaves the entrepreneur free to ex- To a humane social order, the kind of
plore new forms of production, competition matters far more than the

Many critics of capitalism and market amount. Competition that takes the form
economies contend that competition is one of violence and plunder destroys wealth:
of the central evils of the system--that the competition that takes the form of trying

pursuit of higher profits or higher wages pits to be more productive creates wealth One
people against one another, works to reduce consequence of property, as the idea has
cooperation within socwty, and makes been developed by Western philosophers
some people better off only at the expense and jurists over the past three centuries, has
of others who are made worse off. Competl- been to reduce plunder and to increase pro-
tion, however, is not the creation or even a duct_on The result, whde far from perfect,

by-product of a capitalist or market system, has been an economy that is more creative,
Competition exists everywhere in nature, and more humane, than any other system
and m all economic systems yet devised.

The difference m social systems is not

the presence or absence of competition. In- w Jack High

Biography: Jack High is assoctate professor of economics at George Mason Umverstty He was
Newcomen Fellow at Harvard University's Graduate School of Business Administration for the
1990-91 term and Is acting editor of Business History, Revtew for 1993-94.
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DisasterandRecovery
Jack Hirshleifer

• Defeated in battle and ravaged by bomb- "'.. what has so often excited won-

mg m the course of World War II, Germany der. the great rapidity with which

and Japan nevertheless made postwar re- countries recover from a state ofdevas-
coveries that startled the world Within ten tation; the disappearance, m a short

years these nations were once again con- time, of all traces of the m_schlefs done

siderable economic powers. A decade by earthquakes, floods, hurricanes,

later, each had not only regained prosper- and the ravages of war. An enemy lays

_ty but had also economically overtaken, waste a country by fire and sword, and

in important respects, some of the war's destroys or carnes away nearly all the
v_ctors, moveable wealth existing m it: all the

The surprising swiftness of recovery was inhabitants are ruined, and yet in a few

also noted in previous eras. John Stuart Mill years after, everything is much as it
commented on was before."
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Still, successful recovery Is by no means of the larger social order provides a safety
universal. The ancient Cretan civilizauon net, whereas society-wide catastrophes
may or may not have been destroyed by threaten the very fabric itself The former
earthquake, and the Mayan civilization by may revolve hundreds or thousands of
disease, but m any case there was no recov- deaths; the latter, hundreds of thousands or

ery. Most famously, of course, a centuries- millions. (As a special case, hypennflations
long Dark Ages followed the fall of Rome. and great business depressions are society-

Sociologists, psychologists, h_stonans, w_de events that do not d_rectly generate
and pohcy planners have extensively stud- massive casualties, yet still have calamitous
ied the nature, sources, and consequences consequences.)
of disaster and recovery, but the profes- Middle-scale, or community-wide, disas-
sional economic literature is distressingly ters are relatively frequent events, making
sparse. As a telling example, the four thick empirical generahzatlons possible. In such
volumes of The New Palgrave: A D_ctton- disasters, it has been observed, in&viduals

ary of Economtcs (1987) omit these topics and communities adapt. Survivors are not
entirely The words d_saster and recove O" helpless victims. Very soon after the shock
do not even appear m the index of that ency- they begin to help themselves and one an-
clopedic work. Yet disasters are natural other In the immediate post_mpact period
economic experiments; they parallel the commumty identlficaUon is strong, promot-

tests to destruction from which engineers mg cooperative and unselfish efforts aimed
and physicists learn about the strength of at rescue, rehef, and repair. After the San
materials and machines. Much light would Francisco earthquake of 1989, for example,
be thrown upon the normal everyday econ- inhabitants of a poor neighborhood sponta-
omy ff we understood behavior under condi- neously helped rescue motorists trapped by
tions of great stress, a freeway collapse. And after the Anchor-

age earthquake of 1964, local supermarkets
kept the prices of necessiues low while con-

TheHistoricalRecord sumers generally cooperated by self-
rationing

While everyday small-scale tragedies On the other hand, there have been some
like auto accidents and &sabling illnesses serious instances of ant_socml behavior.
are disastrous enough for those personally Notably, while goodwill and cooperation
involved, our concern here is with events of predominated in New York City during the
larger magmtude. It is useful to distingmsh 1965 electrical blackout, a second blackout
between community-w_de (middle-scale) in 1977 brought major violence and looting.
calamities, such as tornadoes, floods, or Similar bad experiences have occurred
bombing raids, and society-wide (large- more recently, for example after Hurricane
scale) catastrophes associated with wide- Hugo struck the Virgin Islands in 1989.
spread famine, destructive social revolu- Nevertheless, as Russell Dynes and Thomas
uon, or defeat and subjugation after total E. Drabek have shown, prosocial behavior

war. In community-wide disasters the fabric has historically predominated. Instances to
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the contrary, while not rare, usually have U.S. Strategic Bombing Survey, the city
fairly evident roots--where members of a had recovered 80 percent of its former pro-
community have a strong preexisting sense ductivlty.
of grievance, for example. As an even more Now consider a truly large-scale disaster:
reliable generalization, a crisis almost al- the Bolshevik attempt to impose "war com-
ways triggers a flow of support from outside mumsm" m Russia from 1917 to 1921, dis-
the _mmedlate impact area, a phenomenon pensmg with markets and even the use of
that has become known as "convergence money. The Russian economy had already
behavior." Surprisingly often, recovenng headed drastically downward during the
communities even surpass previous rates of preceding C_vll war. Industrial production
progress, owing to the emergence of new fell to only 20 percent of the prewar level,
leaders, to enhanced social cohesion, and and the cultivated area in agriculture to

to the abohtion of outmoded attitudes and around 70 percent. But it was only after the
regulations final Red victory that the economy, instead

As a specific instance the fire-bomb raids of recovering, went into a total downspin
on Hamburg in July and August of 1943 Baykov quotes Lenin:
were highly intense communlty-w_de disas-
ters. People proved tougher than structures, On the economic front, in our attempt
as normally occurs m such situations. The to pass over to Communism, we had
raids destroyed about 50 percent of the suffered, by the spnng of1921, a more
buildmgs m the city, whereas the 40,000 serious defeat than any previously in-
people kdled were under 3 percent of the fl_cted on us by Kolchak, Denikln, or
population at risk. About half the survivors Pdsudsky. Compulsory reqmsition in
left the city. Some 300,000 returned in the the villages and the direct Communist
recovery period, while around 500,000 approach to the problems of recon-
were permanently evacuated to other areas structlon in towns--th_s was the policy
throughout Germany. A "dead zone" of which . . proved to be the mare cause
the city was closed off so that repairs could of a profound economlc and pohtical
be concentrated m areas that were less seri- crisis.

ously damaged. Electricity, gas, and tele-
graph were all adequate within a few days The explanation appears to be that, inl-
after the attacks ended Water supply re- tlally, the Bolsheviks had estabhshed direct

mamed a difficult problem, however, and control only over the "'commanding
tank trucks had to be used. The transit sys- heights'" of industry (i.e., over a relatively

tem recovered only partmlly because of se- small number of large factories located
nous damage and abnormally heavy traffic, mainly m the major c_ties). Elsewhere, a
but mamline rail service was resumed in a variety of private and cooperative arrange-

few days. On the seventh day the central ment kept industry and trade functioning, at
bank reopened, and business began to func- least minimally. Military victory permitted
tlon normally. Hamburg was not a dead the communists to turn their attention to
city. Within a few months, reported the hqu_dating these remnants. In addition,
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many small capitahsts who had stayed on relaxed or suspended, while socially dys-
in the hope of Soviet defeat finally de- functional activities such as crime and para-
camped and abandoned their enterprises, sitical litigation can be placed under stricter
Consequently, the paradox of economic rein.
collapse after political and mditary victory. For the middle-scale disasters the main

The shift in mid-1921 to the New Eco- problems have been technological and dis-
nomic Policy (NEP), restoring monetary tributive (e.g., localized resource scarcities
exchange and allowing considerable scope or the provision of fair compensation). But
to private enterprise, led almost immedi- in large-scale calamities the survival of the
ately to a substantial recovery. As a remark- social order itself is in question. Wide-

able feature this very recovery, by creating spread famines, pandemics, destructive se-
a demand for currency as a means of ex- clal revolutions, disastrous wars, and even
change, permitted the Soviets to use the severe business depressions and monetary
printing presses to acquire resources hypennflatlons--all of these threaten the
through a vast inflation of the money sup- network of arrangements supporting the
ply. The NEP allowed the economy a elaborate division of labor that modern
breathing space before the introduction of economies depend on.
the Stalinist five-year plans, with their Historically, the most immediately vul-
forced drive toward collectivization and in- nerable aspect of this division of labor has
dustnal_zatlon, been the money-mediated exchange of food

and manufactured goods between rural and
urban areas. Correspondingly, the most vis-

FactorsHelpingandHinderingRecovery ible symptom of breakdown is a movement
of populauon from the cities back to the

One factor favorable to recovery is the countryside, as illustrated in ancient times
inevitable shift of demand from less essen- by the emptying of cities in the declining
tial wants, which then frees resources for Roman Empire. In modern times the popu-
urgent rescue, repair, and rehabilitation. On latlons of Moscow and Petrograd fell by
the supply side, resource imports (gifts, in- over 50 percent between 1917 and 1920,
surance proceeds, commercial loans, and during the Russian civil war. And similarly,
the like) will flow into damaged areas from though not to nearly so great a degree, the
outside support zones. More important, es- German and Japanese urban populations
pecially in the long run, is reserve produc- both declined substantially toward the end
tive capacity. Workers put in more hours, of and m the aftermath of World War II.
children leave school, and the elderly return And even m the Umted States, the 1929-35

from retirement. Machines and structures depression saw a pause, and to some extent
can be worked harder. Resource substitu- a reversal, of the long-run trend toward ur-
tion--e.g., tents in place of houses, or banization.
trucks for buses and trains--enlarges the Under Russian war communism this

availabdity of essentials. Finally, stiflmg breakdown of monetary exchange was due
regulation of commerce and industry can be to an ideolog=cally driven attempt to smash
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the system of private Incentives that had taining and restoring the economic
previously served to feed the cities. For Ja- Infrastructure--the system of law and or-
pan and Germany a somewhat different der, plus public goods hke essential trans-
"repressed inflation" process was at work, portatlon and communication links. For
as had often occurred earlier, for example middle-scale, or community-wide, disasters
during the French Revolution and in the the main policy question has been the extent
southern Confederacy dunng the American to which government should engage in ad-
Civil War. ditional activities, at either the planning or

The process begins with military or eco- the recovery stage, that might hamper or
nomlc stresses--such as territorial losses, displace private efforts. Grants or subsi-
transportation breakdowns, or inflationary dized loans subvert the motivation for pri-
war finance measures--that inevitably en- rate self-protection. For example,
tail food scarcities. The crucial false step is subsidized government flood insurance in-
the introduction of food price ceilings with duces excessive construction in areas that
the aim of "fair shares" or simply to hold are vulnerable to flood. Similarly, some
down urban unrest. But the consequence is forms of government relief hinder the re-
that farmers reduce their food deliveries to covery of normal business. Free food distri-
the cities. Unofficial mechanisms of distil- bution, for example, may slow the
bution then emerge, black markets, barter, restoration of regular marketing channels.
and trekking (day trips of city dwellers to Also debatable is the extent to which gov-
the countryside), all involving losses due to ernment should provide extra incentives for
higher transaction costs As the cities begin disaster preparations as well as a paternalis-
to lose population, industrial production de- tic safety net for those who were In a posi-
clines The government may then attempt tlon to act but failed to do so. As reviewed
to confiscate the crops by military force by George Horwich, despite the govern-
This threatens to cause a general breakdown ment-created disincentives for private ac-

of food production. At this point If not ear- tion, commercial disaster response firms
her, governments have historically given have come into existence (e g., Disaster
way, for example when the Bolshevik gov- Masters. Inc., of New York City) together
ernment was forced to introduce the NEP with an industry newsletter, Hazard

In postwar Germany and Japan, fortunately, Monthly
the downward spiral had not progressed When it comes to the large-scale, or soci-
nearly so far before the Erhard and Dodge ety-wIde, disasters, however, private par-
reforms restored the functioning of the price ties can scarcely protect themselves at all,

system, except possibly by emigration. Historical
experience suggests that recovery will hinge
upon the ability of government to maintain

PolicyIssues:TheRoleofGovernmentor restore property rights together with a
market system that will support the eco-

There is widespread agreement that gov- nomic division of labor.
ernment must take responsibility for main- Taking a broader view. the subject of
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disaster and recovery can be regarded as a nations of Eastern Europe to a series of eco-

special case within the general problem of nomic disasters from which they are now

economic development. As recent events struggling to recover.
have forcefully demonstrated, the doctrines

of socialism, or at any rate the practices of --Jack Hirshleifer

sooallst governments, have subjected the

Biography: Jack Hirshlelfer is an economics professor at the Umverslty of Cahfornza, Los Angeles.
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Entrepreneurship
Mark Casson

• The term entrepreneur, which most peo- buying their products (or their labor ser-
ple recognize as meaning someone who or- wces) for resale before consumers have in-

ganizes and assumes the risk of a business dicated how much they are willing to pay
an return for the profits, appears to have for them. The workers recewes an assured
been introduced by Richard Cantdlon income (in the short run, at least), whale the
(1697-1734), an Irish economist of French entrepreneur bears the risk caused by pnce
descent. The term came into much wider fluctuations in consumer markets.

use after John Stuart Mill popularized it in This _dea was refined by the U.S. econo-
his 1848 classic, Prmciples of Pohtical mist Frank H. Knight (1885-1972), who
Economy, but then all but disappeared from dastinguished between risk, which is insur-
the economics hterature by the end of the able, and uncertainty, which is not. Risk
nmeteenth century, relates to recurrmg events whose relauve

The reason is simple. In their mathematl- frequency is known from past experience,
cal models of economic actawty and behav- whale uncertainty relates to unique events
lor, economists began to use the simplifying whose probabihty can only be subjectively
assumpUon that all people m an economy estimated Changes affecting the marketing
have perfect information (see INFORMA- of consumer products generally fall m the
TION). That leaves no role for the entrepre- uncertainty category. Indiwdual tastes, for
neur. Although different economists have example, are affected by group culture,
emphasized different facets of entrepre- which, m turn, depends on fashion trends
neursh_p, all economists who have written that are essentially umque Insurance corn-
about _t agree that at ItS core entrepreneur- pames exploit the law of large numbers to
shtp involves judgment. But ff people have reduce the overall burden of risks by "pool-
perfect informaUon, there is no need for rag" them For instance, no one knows
judgment. Fortunately, economasts have m- whether any individual forty-year-old will
creasingly dropped the assumption of per- die m the next year. But insurance compa-
fect informauon In recent years. As this nies do know with relative certainty how
trend continues, economists are hkely to many forty-year-olds in a large group wall
allow m their models for the role of the die within a year. Armed with this knowl-

entrepreneur. When they do, they can learn edge, they know what price to charge for
from past economists, who took entrepre- life insurance, but they cannot do the same
neurship more seriously, when _tcomes to uncertainties. Kmght ob-

According to Cantdlon's original formu- served that while the entrepreneur can "lay
lation, the entrepreneur is a specialist in off" risks much like insurance companies

taking on risk. He "insures" workers by do, he is left to bear the uncertainties him-
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self. He is content to do this because his pand because imitators, w_th optimistic
profit compensates him for the psychologi- profit expectations based on the innovator's
cal cost involved, mltml success, continue to invest. Eventu-

If new companies are free to enter an ally. overcapaclty depresses profits and
industry and existing companies are free to halts investment. The economy goes into
exit, then in the long run entrepreneurs and depression, and renovation stops Invention
capital wdl exit from industries where continues, however, and eventually there is
profits are low and enter ones where they are a sufficient stock of unexploited inventions
high. If uncertainties were equal between to encourage courageous entrepreneurs to
industries, this shift of entrepreneurs and of begin mnovahon again. In this way Scbum-
capital would occur untd profits were equal peter used entrepreneurshlp to explain
in each industry. Any long-run differences structural change, economic growth, and
In industry profit rates, therefore, can be business cycles, using a comblnahon of
explained by the different magnitudes of the economic and psychological ideas.
uncertainties involved. Schumpeter was concerned w_th the

Joseph A Schumpeter (1883-1950) took "'high-level" kind ofentrepreneurship that,
a different approach, emphasizing the role h_stoncally, has led to the creation of rail-
of innovation According to Schumpeter, roads, the birth of the chemical industry,
the entrepreneur is someone who carries out the commercml exploitation of colomes,
"new combinations" by such things as m- and the emergence of the multidwlslonal
troducing new products or processes, iden- multinational firm. His analysis left little
tifying new export markets or sources of room for the much more common, but no
supply, or creating new types of organiza- less important. "low-level'" entrepreneur-
tlon Schumpeter presented an heroic vision ship carried on by small firms. The essence
of the entrepreneur as someone motivated of this low-level activity can be explained
by the "dream and the will to found a pri- by the Austrmn approach of Fnednch A.
vate kingdom": the "will to conquer" the Hayek and Israel M Kirzner. In a market
impulse to fight, to prove oneself superior economy, price information _s provided
to others"; and the "joy of creating " by entrepreneurs. While bureaucrats m a

In Schumpeter's view the entrepreneur SOClahst economy have no incentwe to dis-
leads the way in creating new industries, cover prices tor themselves (see SOCIAL-
which, in turn, precipitate major structural ISM), entrepreneurs m a market economy

changes In the economy. Old industries are are motwated to do so by profit opportuni-
rendered obsolete by a process of "creative ties. Entrepreneurs provide price quotations
destruction." As the new industries com- to others as an invitation to trade with them

pete with established ones for labor, maten- They hope to make a profit by buying cheap
als, and investment goods, they drive up the and selhng dear. In the long run, competi-
price of these resources. The old industries tion between entrepreneurs arbitrages away
cannot pass on their higher costs because price dlfferentmls, but in the short run, such

demand is switching to new products. As differentials, once &scovered, generate a
the old industries decline, the new ones ex- profit for the arbltrageur.
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The difficulty with the Austrian approach and complex problems. Sometimes they
is that it Isolates the entrepreneur from the own the resources to which the problems are
firm. It fits an individual dealer or specula- related, and sometimes they are stewards
tot far better than it fits a small manufacturer employed by the owners. In times of major
or even a retailer In many cases (and in political, social, and environmental change,
almost all large corporations), owners dele- the number of problems requlnng judgment
gate decisions to salaried managers, and the increases and the demand for entrepreneurs
question then arises whether a salaried man- rises as a result. For supply to match de-
ager, too, can be an entrepreneur. Frank mand, more people have to forgo other ca-
Knight maintained that no owner would reers in order to become entrepreneurs.
ever delegate a key decision to a salaried They are encouraged to do so by the higher
subordinate, because he implicitly assumed expected pecuniary rewards associated with
that subordinates cannot be trusted. Uncer- entrepreneurship, and perhaps also by in-
talnty bearing, therefore, is inextricably creases m the social status of entrepreneurs,
vested in the owners of the firm's equity, as happened in the eighties.
according to Knight. But in practice subor- The supply of entrepreneurs depends not
dlnates can win a reputation for being good only on reward and status, but also on per-
stewards, and even though salaried, they sonahty, culture, and life experience. An
have incentives to establish and maintain entrepreneur will often find that his opinion
such reputations because their promotion is in conflict with the majority view. He
prospects depend upon it. In this sense, both needs the self-confidence that, even though
owners and managers can be entrepreneurs, in a minority, he is right. He must be per-

The title of entrepreneur should, how- suasive, however, without disclosing too
ever, be confined to an owner or manager much information, because others may steal

who exhibits the key trait of entrepreneur- his ideas Such shrewdness must, more-
ship noted above judgment in decision over, be combined with a reputation for
making Judgment is a capacity for making honesty, because otherwise no one will
a successful decision when no obviously wish to lend money to him for fear ofdelib-
correct model or decision rule is available erate default

or when relevant data is unreliable or in- In identifying profitable opportunities the

complete. Cantlllon's entrepreneur needs entrepreneur needs to synthesize mforma-

judgment to speculate on future price move- tlon from different sources Thus, the
ments, while Knight's entrepreneur re- SchumpeterIan innovator may need to syn-

quires judgment because he deals in thesize technical information on an inven-
situations that are unprecedented and tlon with information on customer needs

unique. Schumpeter's entrepreneur needs and on the availability of suitable raw mate-
judgment to deal with the novel situations rials A good education combined with
connected with innovation, wide-ranging practical experience helps the

The insights of previous economists can entrepreneur to interpret such vaned kinds
be synthesized. Entrepreneurs are special- of information. Sociability also helps the
ists who use judgment to deal with novel entrepreneur to make contact with people
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who can supply such reformation second- neurial culture to change simply because of

hand. For low-level entrepreneurship, edu- the changing origins of the entrepreneural
cation and breadth of experience may be elite. In any case, "self-made" entrepre-
less important because information is less neurs often adopt the culture of the elite,
technical and more localized. Good social neglecting their business interests for social
contacts within the local community are and political activities and even (in Britain)
more important here. Key information is educating their children to pursue a more
obtained by joining the local church, town "'respectable" career.
council, residents' association, and so on. In the long run, though, changes can oc-

The culture of a community may be an cur that have profound implications for en-
important influence on the level of entrepre- trepreneurship. In modern economies large
neurship. A community that accords the corporations whose shares are widely held
highest status to those at the top of hierar- have replaced the family firm founded by
chical orgamzations encourages "pyramid the self-made entrepreneur Corporations
chmblng," while awarding high status to draw on a wider range of management skill

professional expertise may encourage pre- than is available from any single family,
mature educational specializaUon. Both of and they avoid the problem of succession
these are inimical to entrepreneurshlp. The by an incompetent eldest son that has been
first directs ambition away from innovation the rum of many family firms. Corporations

(rocking the boat), while the second leads plan large-scale actwities using teams of
to the neglect of relevant information gener- professional speciahsts, but their efficiency
ated outside the limited boundaries of the gains are to some extent offset by the loss

profess]on. According high status to the of employee loyalty that was a feature of
"'self-made" man or woman is more likely many famdy firms. Loyal employees do not
to encourage entrepreneursh_p, need close supervision, or complex bonus

There seems to be considerable inertia in systems, to make them work, because they
the supply of entrepreneurs. One reason is are self-motivated. Historically, family
that the culture affects the supply, and the firms have drawn on two main sources of

culture ]tselfchanges only very slowly. En- "cultural capital": the paternalistic idea
trepreneursh_p is one of the major avenues that employees are adopted members of the
of social and economlc advancement, along founder's famdy, and the founder's own
with sport and entertainment. But the Hora- rehg_ous and moral values. The first _s ef-
tlo Alger myth that the typical entrepreneur fective only within small firms.
has risen from rags to riches disguises the A modern corporation that wishes to

fact that as Frank Taussig and others have build up a famdy spirit must do so within
found, many of the most successful entre- its mdwidual business units. These units

preneurs are the sons of professionals and can then be bonded together by a unifying
entrepreneurs. They owe much of their suc- corporate culture--the modern equivalent
cess to parental training and inherited fam- of the founder's system of values. The dis-
ily contacts. Thus, in most societies there semination of corporate culture may be as-
is insufficient social mobility for entrepre- sisted by the charisma of the chairman or
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chief executive. This suggests that senior ship skills is, of course, universal, but its
management in the modem corporation re- significance has increased as organizations

quires not only entrepreneurial skills, but have become larger and societies have

also leadership skills--which means the abandoned traditional religions for secular

ability to inspire trust and affection, rather values

than just fear, in subordinates. The need to
combine entrepreneurial skdls and leader- remark Casson

Biography: Mark Casson is an economics professor at the Unwersity of Reading m England.
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FreeMarket
Murray N. Rothbard

• Free market is a summary term for an "exploiter" and an "exploited." We can
array of exchanges that take place in soci- immediately see the fallacy in this still-pop-
ety. Each exchange is undertaken as a vol- ular viewpoint: the wilhngness and even ea-
untary agreement between two people or gemess to trade means that both parties
between groups of people represented by benefit In modem game-theory jargon,
agents. These two individuals (or agents) trade is a win-win situation, a "positive-
exchange two economic goods, either tangi- sum" rather than a "zero-sum" or "nega-
ble commodities or nontanglble services, uve-sum" game.
Thus, when I buy a newspaper from a news- How can both parties benefit from an ex-
dealer for fifty cents, the newsdealer and I change? Each one values the two goods or
exchange two commodities: I give up fifty services differently, and these differences
cents, and the newsdealer gives up the set the scene for an exchange. I, for exam-
newspaper. Or if I work for a corporation, ple, am walking along with money in my
I exchange my labor services, in a mutually pocket but no newspaper; the newsdealer,
agreed way, for a monetary salary; here the on the other hand, has plenty of newspapers
corporation is represented by a manager (an but is anxious to acqmre money. And so,
agent) with the authority to hire. finding each other, we strike a deal.

Both parties undertake the exchange be- Two factors determine the terms of any
cause each expects to gain from it. Also, agreement: how much each participant val-
each will repeat the exchange next ume (or ues each good in question, and each partlci-
refuse to) because his expectation has pant's bargaining skills. How many cents
proved correct (or incorrect) in the recent will exchange for one newspaper, or how
past. Trade, or exchange, is engaged in pre- many Mlckey Mantle baseball cards will

cisely because both parties benefit; if they swap for a Babe Ruth, depends on all the
did not expect to gain, they would not agree participants m the newspaper market or the
to the exchange, baseball card market--on how much each

This simple reasoning refutes the argu- one values the cards as compared to the
ment against free trade typical of the "mer- other goods he could buy. These terms of
cantilist" period of sixteenth- to eighteenth- exchange, called "prices" (of newspapers
century Europe, and classically expounded in terms of money, or of Babe Ruth cards
by the famed sixteenth-century French es- in terms of Mickey Mantles), are ultimately
sayist Montaigne. The mercantilists argued determined by how many newspapers, or
that m any trade, one party can benefit only baseball cards, are available on the market
at the expense of the other, that in every m relation to how favorably buyers evaluate
transaction there is a winner and a loser, an these goods. In shorthand, by the interac-
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tion of their supply with the demand for ducmg what he or she is best at. Production
them. begins with natural resources, and then vari-

Given the supply of a good, an increase ous forms of machines and capital goods,
in zts value in the minds of the buyers will until finally, goods are sold to the con-
raise the demand for the good, more money sumer. At each stage of production from
will be bid for it, and its price will rise. The natural resource to consumer good, money
reverse occurs If the value, and therefore is voluntarily exchanged for capital goods,
the demand, for the good falls. On the other labor services, and land resources. At each

hand, gxven the buyers' evaluauon, or de- step of the way, terms of exchanges, or
mand, for a good, if the supply increases, prices, are determined by the voluntary in-
each umt of supply--each baseball card or teractlons of supphers and demanders. This
loaf of bread--will fall in value, and there- market is "free" because choices, at each

fore, the price of the good will fall. The step, are made freely and voluntarily.
reverse occurs if the supply of the good The free market and the free price system
decreases, make goods from around the world avad-

The market, then, is not simply an array, able to consumers. The free market also

but a highly complex, interacting lattxce- gives the largest possible scope to entrepre-
work of exchanges. In primitive societies, neurs, who risk capital to allocate resources

exchanges are all barter or direct exchange, so as to satisfy the future deszres of the mass
Two people trade two directly useful goods, of consumers as efficiently as possible. Say-
such as horses for cows or Mickey Mantles mg and investment can then develop capital
for Babe Ruths. But as a society develops, goods and increase the productivity and

a step-by-step process of mutual benefit cre- wages of workers, thereby increasing their
ates a situation m which one or two broadly standard of living. The free competitive
useful and valuable commodmes are chosen market also rewards and stimulates techno-
on the market as a medium of indirect ex- logical innovation that allows the innovator

change. This money-commo&ty, generally to get a head start in satisfying consumer
but not always gold or silver, is then de- wants in new and creative ways.
manded not only for its own sake, but even Not only is investment encouraged, but
more to facihtate a reexchange for another perhaps more important, the price system,
desired commodity. It is much easier to pay and the profit-and-loss incentwes of the
steelworkers not in steel bars, but in money, market, guide capital investment and pro-
with which the workers can then buy what- ductlon into the proper paths. The intricate

ever they desire. They are willing to accept latticework can mesh and "clear" all mar-
money because they know from expenence kets so that there are no sudden, unforeseen,
and insight that everyone else in the society and inexplicable shortages and surpluses
will also accept that money in payment, anywhere m the production system.

The modem, almost infinite lamcework But exchanges are not necessarily free.

of exchanges, the market, is made possible Many are coerced. If a robber threatens you
by the use of money. Each person engages with "Your money or your life," your pay-
in specialization, or a division of labor, pro- ment to him is coerced and not voluntary,
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and he benefits at your expense. It is rob- wheat, for the flour malls to receive and

bery, not free markets, that actually follows process it, and so on down through the large
the mercantilist model: the robber benefits number of stages needed to reach the ultl-
at the expense of the coerced. Exploitation mate consumer in Moscow or Sverdiovsk.

occurs not m the free market, but where the The investment m wheat _s almost totally
coercer exploits his vlCtlm. In the long run, wasted.
coercion is a negative-sum game that leads Market SOClahsmis, in fact, a contradic-
to reduced production, saving, and invest- tlon in terms. The fashionable discussion of

ment, a depleted stock of capital, and re- market sociahsm often overlooks one cru-
duced productivity and living standards for clal aspect of the market. When two goods
all, perhaps even for the coercers them- are indeed exchanged, what is really ex-
selves, changed is the property titles in those

Government, in every society, is the only goods When I buy a newspaper for fifty
lawful system of coercion. Taxation is a cents, the seller and I are exchanging prop-
coerced exchange, and the heavier the bur- erty titles: I yield the ownership of the fifty
den of taxation on production, the more cents and grant it to the newsdealer, and he
likely it is that economic growth will falter yields the ownership of the newspaper to
anddechne Other forms of government co- me The exact same process occurs as m
ercion (e.g., price controls or restrictions buying a house, except that in the case of
that prevent new competitors from entering the newspaper, matters are much more in-
a market) hamper and cripple market ex- formal, and we can all avoid the intricate
changes, whale others (prohibitions on de- process of deeds, notarized contracts,

cept_ve practices, enforcement of contracts) agents, attorneys, mortgage brokers, and so
can faclhtate voluntary exchanges, on But the economic nature of the two

The ultimate in government coercion _s transactions remains the same

socmlism. Under socmlist central planning This means that the key to the existence
the socialist planning board lacks a price and flourishing of the free market is a soci-
system for land or capital goods. As even ety m which the rights and titles of private
socialists like Robert Heilbroner now admit property are respected, defended, and kept
(see SOCIALISM),the socialist planning secure. The key to socialism, on the other
board therefore has no way to calculate hand, is government ownership of the
prices or costs or to invest capital so that means of production, land, and capital
the latticework of production meshes and goods. Thus, there can be no market in land
clears. The current Soviet experience, or capital goods worthy of the name
where a bumper wheat harvest somehow Some critics of the free-market argue that
cannot find its way to retad stores, is an property rights are in conflict with "hu-
instructive example of the impossibility of man" rights But the critics fail to realize
operating a complex, modern economy m that m a free-market system, every person
the absence of a free market. There was has a property right over his own person
neither incentive nor means of calculating and his own labor, and that he can make

prices and costs for hopper cars to get to the free contracts for those services. Slavery
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violates the basic property right of the slave competition of producers and suppliers is

over his own body and person, a right that a profoundly cooperative process in which

is the groundwork for any person's property everyone benefits, and where everyone's

rights over nonhuman material objects, living standard flourishes (compared to
What's more, all rights are human rights, what it would be in an unfree society). And

whether it is everyone's right to free speech the undoubted material success of free SOCl-

or one individual's property rights in his eties provides the general affluence that per-
own home. mlts us to enjoy an enormous amount of

A common charge against the free- leisure as compared to other societies, and

market society is that it institutes "the law to pursue matters of the spirit. It is the coer-

of the jungle," of "dog eat dog," that it cive countries with little or no market activ-

spurns human cooperation for competition, ity, notably under communism, where the

and that it exalts material success as op- gnnd of dally existence not only lmpover-

posed to spiritual values, philosophy, or lei- ishes people materially, but deadens their
sure activities. On the contrary, the jungle spirit.

is precisely a society of coercion, theft, and

parasitism, a society that demohshes lives mMurray N. Rothbard
and hying standards. The peaceful market

Biography: Murray N. Rothbard IS an economics professor at the Umverslty of Nevada in Las
Vegas
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GameTheory
Avinash Dixit and Barry Nalebuff

• Game theory is the science of strategy, and those of a general When the lumber-
It attempts to determine mathematically and jack decides how to chop wood, he does
logically the actions that "players" should not expect the wood to fight back; his envi-
take to secure the best outcomes for them- ronment is neutral. But when the general
selves in a wide array of "'games." The tries to cut down the enemy's army, he must
games it studies range from chess to child anticipate and overcome resistance to h_s
rearing and from tennis to takeovers. But plans. L_ke the general, a game player must
the games all share the common feature of recogmze his interaction with other intelli-
interdependence. That Is, the outcome for gent and purposive people. His own choice
each participant depends upon the choices must allow for both conflict and for possi-
(strategies) of all. In so-called zero-sum bihUes for cooperation.
games the interests of the players conflict The essence of a game is the interdepen-
totally, so that one person's gain always is dence of player strategies. There are two
another's loss More typical are games with &stlnct types of strategic Interdependence:
the potential for either mutual gain (positive sequentml and s_multaneous. In the former
sum) or mutual harm (negative sum), as the players move m sequence, each aware
well as some conflict, of the others' previous actions. In the latter

Game theory was p_oneered by Pnnceton the players act at the same t_me, each _gno-
mathematician John yon Neumann In the rant of the others' actions.

early years the emphasis was on games of A general principle for a player m a se-
pure conflict (zero-sum games). Other quenual-move game _s to look ahead and
games were considered in a cooperative reason back. Each player should figure out
form, That is, the participants were sup- how the other players will respond to his
posed to choose and _mplement their actions current move, how he will respond in turn,
jointly Recent research has focused on and so on. The player anUclpates where his
games that are neither zero-sum nor purely initial decisions will ultimately lead, and
cooperative. In these games the players uses this information to calculate his current

choose their actions separately, but their best choice. When thinking about how oth-
links to others revolve elements of both ers wdl respond, one must put oneself in
competition and cooperation, their shoes and think as they would; one

Games are fundamentally different from should not impose one's own reasoning on
decisions made m a neutral enwronment, them.

To illustrate the point, think of the differ- In principle, any sequential game that
ence between the decisions of a lumberjack ends after a fimte sequence of moves can be

64O
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"solved" completely. We determine each him no matter what the others do. The
player's best strategy by looking ahead to search for an equilibrium should begin by
every possible outcome. Simple games, looking for dominant strategies and elimi-
such as tic-tac-toe, can be solved in this nating dominated ones.
way and are therefore not challenging. For When we say that an outcome is an eqm-
many other games, such as chess, the calcu- librium, there is no presumption that each
latlons are too complex to perform in prac- person's privately best choice will lead to a
tice--even with computers Therefore, the collectively optimal result. Indeed, there
players look a few moves ahead and try to are notorious examples, such as the prison-
evaluate the resulting positions on the basis ers' dilemma (see below), where the players
of experience, are drawn into a bad outcome by each fol-

In contrast to the linear chain of reason- lowing his best private interests.
lng for sequential games, a game with si- Nash's notion of eqmlibnum remains an
nmltaneous moves involves a logical circle incomplete solution to the problem of circu-
Although the players act at the same time, lar reasoning in s_multaneous-move games.
in ignorance of the others" current actions, Some games have many such equilibria
each must be aware that there are other play- while others have none. And the dynamic
ers who. In turn, are similarly aware, and process that can lead to an equilibrium is
so on. The thinking goes: "'I think that he left unspecified. But in spite of these flaws,
thinks that I think.. '" Therefore, each the concept has proved extremely useful in
must figuratively put himself m the shoes analyzing many strategic interactions.
of all and try to calculate the outcome. His The following examples of strategic in-
own best action is an integral part of this teractlon illustrate some of the fundamen-
overall calculation tals of game theory:

This logical circle is squared (the circular
reasoning is brought to a conclusion) using • The prisoners' dilemma. Two suspects
a concept of eqmhbnum developed by the are questioned separately, and each can
Princeton mathematician John Nash. We confess or keep silent. If suspect A keeps
look for a set of choices, one for each silent, then suspect B can get a better

player, such that each person's strategy is deal by confessing If A confesses, B had
best for him when all others are playing better confess to avoid especially harsh

their stipulated best strategies. In other treatment. Confession is B's dominant
words, each picks his best response to what strategy. The same is true for A. There-
the others do. fore, in equilibrium both confess. Both

Sometimes one person's best choice is would fare better if they both stayed si-
the same no matter what the others do. This lent. Such cooperative behavior can be

is called a dominant strategy for that player achieved in repeated plays of the game
At other times, one player has a uniformly because the temporary gain from cheating
bad choice--a dominated strategy--In the (confession) can be outweighed by the
sense that some other choice is better for long-run loss due to the breakdown of
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cooperation. Strategies such as tit-for-tat opponent. Polaroid Corporation used a
are suggested in this context. (See also similar strategy when it purposefully re-
PRISONERS'DILEMMA.) fused to diversify out of the instant pho-

• Mixing moves. In some situations of tography market. It was committed to a
conflict, any systematic action will be dis- hfe-or-death battle against any intruder
covered and exploited by the rival. There- in the market. When Kodak entered the
fore, it is important to keep the rival instant photography market, Polaroid put
guessing by mixing one's moves Typical all its resources into the fight; fourteen
examples arise in sports--whether to run years later, Polaroid won a nearly billion-
or to pass in a particular situation in foot- dollar lawsuit against Kodak and regained
ball, or whether to hit a passing shot cross- its monopoly market
court or down the line in tennis Game Another way to make threats credible
theory quantifies this insight and details the _s to employ the adventuresome strategy
right proportions of such mixtures, of bnnkmanshlp--deliberately creating a

• Strategic moves. A player can use threats risk that if other players fall to act as one
and promises to alter other players' ex- would like them to, the outcome will be
pectations of his future acuons, and bad for everyone Introduced by Thomas
thereby induce them to take actions favor- Schelllng in The Strategy of Conflict,
able to him or deter them from making brinkmanship "is the tactic of deliber-
moves that harm him. To succeed, the ately letting the situation get somewhat
threats and promises must be credible out of hand, just because its being out of

This is problematic because when the hand may be Intolerable to the other party
time comes, it is generally costly to carry and force his accommodation.'" When
out a threat or make good on a promise, mass demonstrators confronted totalitar-
Game theory studies several ways to en- lan governments in Eastern Europe and
hance credibility. The general principle is China, both sides were engaging in just
that it can be in a player's interest to re- such a strategy. Sometimes one side
duce his own freedom of future action, backs down and concedes defeat; other

By so doing, he removes his own tempta- times, tragedy results when they fall over
tion to renege on a promise or to forgive the brink together.
others' transgressions. • Bargaining. Two players decide how to

For example, Cortrs burned his own split a pie. Each wants a larger share, and
ships upon his arrival in Mexico. He pur- both prefer to achieve agreement sooner
posefully eliminated retreat as an option, rather than later. When the two take turns

Without ships to sail home, Cortrs would making offers, the pnnciple of looking
either succeed in his conquest or pensh, ahead and reasoning back determines the
Although his soldiers were vastly out- equilibrium shares. Agreement is reached
numbered, this threat to fight to the death at once, but the cost of delay governs
demoralized the opposition; it chose to the shares. The player more impatient to
retreat rather than fight such a determined reach agreement gets a smaller share.
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• Concealing and revealing information, desirable if the circumstances were other-

When one player knows something that wise. For example, an extended warranty

others do not, sometimes he is anxious to is a credible signal to the consumer that

conceal this information (one's hand in the firm believes it is producing a high-
poker), and at other times he wants to quality product.

reveal it credibly (a company's commit-

ment to quality). In both cases the general Recent advances in game theory have

principle is that actions speak louder than succeeded in describing and prescribing ap-

words. To conceal information, max your propriate strategies in several situations of

moves. Bluffing in poker, for example, conflict and cooperation. But the theory is
must not be systematic Recall Winston far from complete, and in many ways the

Churchill's dictum of hiding the truth in design of successful strategy remains an art.

a "bodyguard of lies." To convey infor-
mation, use an action that is a credible --Avinash Dixit and Barry Nalebuff

"signal," something that would not be

Biography: Avlnash Dlxlt is the John J Sherred Professor of Economzcs at Princeton University
Barry Nalebuff is a professor of economics and management at Yale University's School of
Organization and Management.
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AgriculturalPriceSupports
Robert L. Thompson

• Most governments around the world m- In highly developed countries, on the
tervene actively in the operation of their other hand, the opposite occurs. As devel-
agricultural markets. The ways they inter- opment proceeds, the percentage of a na-
vene and the reasons they do so depend tion's population employed in agriculture
m large part on the wealth of the country, dechnes The shrinkmg number of farmers
Governments m poor Third World countries makes organizing in interest groups easier.
routinely impose price controls to keep food Furthermore, pohtical redistricting often
prices artificially low. They do so to gain lags behind the shift in population to the
favor with their more politically powerful cities. As a result, rural districts often have
urban residents. Though numerous (and more legislative representatives and enjoy
partly because they are numerous), peasant greater political power than their numbers
farmers do not orgamze politically and would suggest Farmers use this power to
therefore have much less political power seek higher and more stable farm prices via
than their urban brethren. The irony of th_s legislation or fiat.
situation is that by artificially depressing But good political organization is not the
the price of food, Third World governments only reason that farmers succeed in getting
reduce incentwes for farmers to produce governments to raise their prices. A second
and reduce the avadability of food from in- reason is that farmers are often viewed as
dlgenous sources, disadvantaged. Rural communities lack

This has been particularly prevalent in many of the amenities that cities have. And
Africa, the one continent to experience con- because labor productivity is generally
s_stently declining per capita food produc- lower in agriculture than in manufacturing,
tlon m the postcolonlal period. In many wage rates are lower. Also, technological
African nations, state marketmg boards are change tends to expand agricultural produc-
granted a legal monopoly to buy agncul- t_on faster than consumpUon, reducing the
tural products from farmers and to resell price of farm products. In 1870, for exam-
them to domestic consumers and in export pie, the price of wheat was over eleven dol-
markets. Such boards often pay farmers lars per bushel in 1991 dollars. Today, it is
only a third to half of the domestic con- only about four dollars per bushel, a drop
sumer price or the export price. The result, of over 60 percent. Although consumers
according to the World Bank, is that after gain by paying lower prices, the incomes of
growing 0 2 percent per year in the sixties, farmers drop. As labor leaves agriculture in
per capita food producUon in sub-Saharan search of higher income in the cities, the
Africa fell at the rate of 0.9 percent per year reduced supply of farmers causes the re-
from 1970 into the early eighties, maimng farmers' incomes to rise back to

647
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their prewous level. This can take years, mum prices, governments sometimes try to
however, raise prices artificially by hmlting produc-

A third reason governments intervene to t_on Each farmer may be issued a quota
support farm prices _s that they often are that stipulates how much he can sell in a
volatile. Weather condiuons, over which given year. This is done with peanuts in the
farmers have no control, are an _mportant United States and milk m Canada Limiting
determmant of how much a farmer harvests supply can raise market prices as long as
in a given year. The resulting varlabihty of government inspectors monitor the market
production in the face of relatwely stable to ensure that no production beyond the
demand causes farm prices, and farmers' quota is sold for a lower price. Limiting
incomes, to vary from year to year This production effectively cartelizes the indus-
may cause economic hardship for farm fam- try, and the government enforces the cartel.
ilies in a bad year. It may also cause farmers While th_s policy raises prices, the only
to go bankrupt because modem farmmg re- people who benefit are the individual farm-
quires large investments in specialized ers who receive the quotas when they are
facihties and eqmpment, lmtmlly allocated Because of their scarcity,

the quotas immedmtely take on value All
future entrants must buy a quota to gain the

FormsofPriceSupport right to sell the product. That raises the
investment required to become a farmer and

It is easiest to support the price of an the cost of production Once the original
agricultural product if a country's farmers quotas are sold to new farmers, those farm-
do not produce enough of it to meet domes- ers become a strong lobbying force against
t_c consumption. The rest _s made up ever g_ing up quotas.
through _mports. In these cases the country More common than _ssuing quotas _s the
simply _mposes an import duty or quota un- practice of reqmnng (or paying) farmers to
til the domestic price rases to the desired take land out of production. This "set-
level. Growers receive the higher price, and aside" approach rarely is very effective at
consumers pay the h_gher price for both im- supporting agricultural prices. Farmers are
ports and for domestic production. For ex- not stupid: they set aside their least produc-
ample, in the mldeightles, when the world tive land first. Furthermore, a pohcy that
market price of sugar was four cents per creates art_ficml scarctty of land reduces
pound, United States _mport quotas were so farmers to intensify their production prac-
limltmg that the domestic wholesale price tlces on each acre that remains in produc-
exceeded twenty cents per pound tlon, raising its yield. So unless very large

When a country grows more of a product reductions m acreage are required, set-
than it consumes, supporting the price _s asides alone rarely reduce production very
more complex and requires a substantml bu- much Moreover, intensifying production
reaucracy. Legislating a minimum legal often reqmres heavier doses of fertilizer and
price below which a good cannot be sold agricultural chemicals, with potentially ad-
rarely works. So mstead of legislating mmi- verse environmental consequences For ex-
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ample, farmers in the European Economic say, 140 percent of the support price. In
Community (EC), where support prices for this manner the policy protects growers
grain are higher than those In the United against the risk of low prices but also pro-
States, use more than twice as much fertil- tects consumers against unusually high
izer per acre than U.S. farmers As a result prices. This type of government program
a number of northern European countries can prowde some protection against wide
are encountenng elevated levels of fertilizer swings m prices If the acquisition (support)
nutrients In their groundwater, price is set at about 75 percent of a five-

The most common U.S. approach to sup- year moving average of market prices (leav-
porting the price of an exportable agrlcul- mg the highest number and the lowest num-
rural product is to create a government ber out of the calculaUon). The markup
agency to buy any quantity of a product between acquisition and release price
offered by the country's farmers at the guar- should cover the cost of operating the buffer
anteed _'support price." stock program

That keeps market prices at or near the Farm orgamzations, however, often
support price. Within the United States De- lobby to raise the acquisition and release
partment of Agriculture, this agency is pmces, so that "stabilization policy" be-
called the Commodity Credit Corporation comes price support policy When this hap-
(CCC) Support prices must be accompa- pens, government inventories tend to rise
nled by import quotas. Otherwise, foreign without limit until the stabilization agency
producers would sell their products in the exhausts its budget for buying the product.
U.S. market as long as the U S. price ex- This is exactly what happened when the
ceeded the pnce they could get elsewhere. Federal Farm Board, the predecessor of the
If that happened, the U S. government CCC, tried to support the U S. prices of
would wind up guaranteeing the U.S. price wheat and cotton in 1929. At that point the
to farmers around the world. A U.S. exam- agency has to subsidize the export of the

ple is dairy products, which the CCC buys inventories, with the taxpayers picking up
to support the farm price of milk. Quotas the loss on the operation.
limit imports of dairy products to less than The United States currently uses a hybrid
3 percent of consumption. The CCC dis- approach to price supports that also in-
poses of the commodities it buys in ways volves loans. At harvest the CCC gives
that will not displace market demand and gram farmers nine-month loans equal to
depress the domestic market price. For ex- their production umes the support price.
ample, dairy products are often given away The support price is called the "loan rate."
to low-income people, in the school lunch The CCC accepts the grain as collateral for
program, and as foreign aid. the loan. If, during the term of the loan, the

A variant of this pohcy is designed to market price rises above the support price,

stabilize market prices, The CCC buys farmers repay the loans with interest and
gram at the support price, stores it, and sell the grain m the market. If the market
releases it back into the market if the market price remains at or below the loan rate,

price rises to a prescribed trigger level of, farmers forfeit the gram to the CCC, keep
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the money, and have no further obligation, e_gn buyers pay. Instead, the U.S.
Such loans are called nonrecourse loans, government combines price supports with
meaning that the lender has no claim on the income supports that are known as deft-
borrower beyond the collateral (in this case ciency payments. In normal years the mar-
the crop), ket price is above the support price, and the

CCC accumulates few inventories. A so-

called target price is then set at a somewhat
PriceSupportsCauseOverproduction higher level than the support price, usually

through pohtical bargaining between farm
By supporting prices above the market- orgamzatlons and the federal government.

cleanng level, governments encourage The government then pays to producers, as
farmers to expand production. To produce an income supplement, the difference be-
more, farmers apply more inputs per acre. tween the target price and the h_gher of the
They also compete against one another for support price or the market price. To re-
the fimte amount of farmland, bidding up ceive this mcome transfer, a farmer must set
its price. In this way the value of the price aside a prescribed fraction of his historical
supports _s cap=talized (mcorporated) rote acreage planted m that crop, as documented
land prices Thus, it _s the owners of farm- m the county office of USDA's Agricultural
land, and not farmers per se, who are the Stabilization and Conservation Admmistra-
pnncipal beneficiaries of agricultural price tlon The payment is made on only a fimte
supports. (See RICARDO ) volume of production equaling a prescribed

Price supports cause larger production fracUon of the acreage planted each year
and smaller consumption (since consumers times a fixed fracuon of the hlstoncal y_eld
will buy less of any good as Its price rises), per acre.
resulting in overproduction at the support The deficiency payment was once paid on
price. The only way for the price support a farmer's full production, This encouraged
agency to get nd of its inventories is to farmers to intensify production and to plow
use export subsidies to make them cheap up more land (often highly erodlble) to
enough that foreigners will buy them. The qualify for larger government deficiency
EC uses th_s approach for grains. From the payments As the program has evolved, the
mldseventles to early eighties, internal EC payments have been decoupled from pro-
gram prices were 150 to 200 percent of the ducUon decisions. A farmer cannot gain
pnces at which other countries were willing larger deficiency payments from either
to export their grain. Subsidies to agricul- planting more land or intensifying input use
ture account for over two-th_rds of the total on the acres in production. In this sense the
EC budget, deficiency payments have moved far in the

The United States takes a different ap- direction of becoming lump-sum income
proach for grains. With minor exceptions transfers that are not affected by current or
the Umted States does not make _ts domes- future production decisions. But since the
tic consumers pay more for grain than for- deficiency payment is made on a fraction of
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the histoncal acreage planted on a gwen more efficient and equitable way to help
farm, the land on farms with larger hlston- low-income farmers would be to transfer
cal bases is worth more than land on farms income to them d_rectly.
with smaller bases. Once again, the value Although few commercial farmers have
of the government payments is capitalized low incomes, their incomes are highly varl-
into the pnce of land. able because variability In weather and in

Many people believe that the low income exports create instability in supply and
of farm famlhes justifies price supports demand Nevertheless, there are ways to
The benefits of most farm programs, how- reduce this r]sk other than through govern-
ever, are distributed to farmers in propor- ment price supports One is insurance.
tion to the volume they produce or to the Farmers can purchase government-subsl-
number of acres they own In 1989, for dlzed crop insurance against natural disas-
example, 71 percent of the farmers In the ters Farmers can also buy a form of price
United States each sold less than $40,000 insurance In the futures markets. Commodity-

worth of products. They received only 16 futures options are really a form of price
percent of government pnce-support pay- insurance for which a farmer pays a pre-
ments In contrast, 15 percent of all U.S. mium (the price of the option). Before
farmers each sold over $100,000 worth of planting his crop, a farmer can purchase

products, and their average net cash income a guarantee of a minimum price, without
was $68,850 That 15 percent of the farm incumng the obhgatlon to sell at that price

population received 62 percent of all gov- should the market pnce be higher at harvest
ernment payments. One can conclude that time. More sophisticated commercial farm-
farm program payments show little correla- ers employ the full range of price insurance
tion with need. instruments available to reduce their market

Agricultural pnce supports often stimu- risk. But these instruments are used less by
late larger production, tax consumers, and farmers than they would be if the govern-
impede mternational trade. They often ment did not provide a subsidized form of
transfer income from lower-income con- pnce insurance through its price-support
sumers to wealthier owners of farmland, programs.

Price supports do little to help farmers w]th
below-average incomes because benefits --Robert L. Thompson
are distributed in proportion to sales. A

Biography: Robert L. Thompson is dean of agriculture at Purdue Umvers_ty He was formerly
the assistant secretary for econom]cs w_th the U S. Department of Agriculture
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ComputerIndustry
George Gilder

i ii

• Most economic theory ignores or under- tors, such as the advance of knowledge and
plays the contributions of technological innovation
progress. Mostly relegated to the realm of If economic growth feeds on knowledge
"exogenous factors" unaffected by eco- and renovation, current advances stem
nomic policy, innovation enters the ac- largely from the computer industry, a force
counts chiefly as an effect of capital of mnovauon devoted chiefly to the genera-
formation--the accumulation of buildings tion and use of knowledge. During the mid-
and equipment. Yet the most careful studies eighties, studies at the Brookings Institution
of the sources of productivity growth--by by Robert Gordon and Martin Baily as-
such economists as Lord Peter Bauer, Rob- cribed some two-thirds of allU.S. manufac-

ert Dennison, and Nobel Laureates S_mon turing productwity growth to advances m
Kuznets and Robert Solow--asslgn only a efficiency in making computers.
small share to mere accumulation of capital. The history of the computer revolution is
Somewhere between 55 and 90 percent of misunderstood by most people. Conven-
productivity gains spring from other fac- tional histories begin with the creation of
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Charles Babbage's analytical engine in the An effect of entrepreneurial ingenuity
midnineteenth century and proceed through and individual creativity, the microchip fu-
a long series of other giant mechanical cal- eled a siege of innovations that further fa-
culating machines, climaxing with ENIAC voted and endowed the values of individual

at the University of Pennsylvania in the creativity and freedom. Beginning with the
years after World War II. This is like begin- computer industry, the impact of the chip
ning a history of space flight with a chroni- reverberated across the entire breadth of the

cle of triumphs in the production of U S. economy It galvanized the overall
wheelbarrows and horse-drawn carriages. U S. electronics industry into a force with

The revolution in information technology revenues that, today, exceed the combined
sprang not from any extension of Babbage's revenues of all U.S. automobile, steel, and
insights m computer science, but from the chemical manufacturers.
quantum revolution in physical science. The United States dominated the com-
Fundamental breakthroughs in solid-state puter industry in 1980, with 80 percent of
physics led to the 1972 invention of the the industry's revenues worldwide. Most of
mlcrochip. The mlcrochip is a computer these revenues were produced by less than
etched on a tiny sliver of slhcon the size of a ten companies, with IBM as the leader. All
fingernail, containing scores of functioning of these firms, including IBM, however, lost
logical devices in a space comparable not ground during the ensuing decade, despite
to the head of a pin, but to the point of a the facts that the computer industry grew
pin. This invention, not the ENIAC, ignited three times in size and its cost-effectiveness
the real computer revolution, improved some ten-thousand-fold.

As Robert Noyce, the key inventor of This story carries profound lessons.
the mlcrochlp and father of the computer Imagine that someone had told you in 1980
revolution, wrote in the early seventies: that even though the computer industry

verged on extraordinary growth, all of the

Today's microcomputer, at a cost of leading U.S. firms would suffer drastic
perhaps $300, has more computing ca- losses of market share during the decade,
pacity than the first large electronic and some would virtually leave the busi-

computer, the ENIAC. It is twenty ness. Would you have predicted that m
times faster, has a larger memory, is 1990 U S. companies would still command
thousands of times more reliable, con- over 60 percent of world computer revenue?

sumes the power of a hghtbulb rather Probably not Yet th_s is what happened.
than that of a locomotive, occupies Despite other countnes' lavish government
1/30,000th the volume and costs programs designed to overtake the Umted
l / l 0,000 as much. States m computing, the U.S. industry held

a majority of market share and increased its

Since Noyce wrote that, the cost-effective- edge in revenues. The absolute U.S. lead
hess of his invention has risen more than a over the rest of the world in revenues from
millionfold m less than two decades, computers and peripherals rose some 40
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percent, from $35 billion in 1979 to $49 by large centralized computer systems with
billion in 1989, while the U.S. lead in soft- "dumb" terminals attached dropped from
ware revenues rose by a factor of 2.5. These nearly 100 percent to under 1 percent. By
numbers are not adjusted for inflauon, but 1990 there were over 50 milhon personal

because prices in the computer industry computers m the United States alone: per
dropped throughout this period, the unad- capita the United States has more than three
justed statistics understate the actual U.S. t_mes as much computer power as Japan.
lead in real output. In contrast to the American approach to

What had happened was an entrepreneur- the computer industry, European govern-
ial explosion, with the emergence of some ments have launched a series of national
fourteen thousand new software firms, industrial policies, led by national "cham-
These compames were the catalyst. The pzon" firms imitating a spurious vision of
United States also generated hundreds of IBM These firms mostly pursued memory

new computer hardware and microchlp mlcrochlps and mainframe systems as the
manufacturers, and they too contributed to key to the future Their only modest suc-
the upsurge of the eighties. But software cesses came from buying up American
was deciswe. Giving dominance to the firms m trouble. Fotlowmg Slmllar pohcies,
United States were thousands of young peo- the Japanese performed only marginally
pie turning to the personal computer with better until the late e_ghUes, when they be-
all the energy and ingenmty that a previous gan producing laptop computers By 1990
generation had invested in Its Model T auto- the Japanese had won a mere 4 percent of
mobdes, the American computer market.

Bill Gates of Microsoft, a high school Meanwhde, American entrepreneurs
hacker and Harvard dropout, wrote the have launched a whole series of new com-
BASIC language for the PC and ten years puter industries, from graphics supercom-
later was the world's only self-made thirty- puters and desktop workstations to
five-year-old bilhonalre. Scores of others transaction processors and script entry sys-
followed in his wake, with major software terns--all accompanied with new software.
packages and substantial fortunes, which-- The latest U.S. innovation Is an array of
hke Gates'--were nearly all reinvested in parallel supercomputers that use scores or
their businesses, even thousands of processors in tandem

During the eighties the number of soft- Thinking that the game was supercomputers
ware engineers increased about 28 percent based on between two and eight processors,
per year, year after year. The new software the Japanese mostly caught up in that field,
firms converted the computer from the tool but stall find themselves in the wake of en-

of data-processingprofesslonals--hovering trepreneurs who constantly change the
over huge, air-conditioned mainframes-- rules.

into a highly portable, relatively mexpen- Perhaps the key figure in the high-tech-
sive appliance that anyone could learn to nology revolution of the eighties was a pro-
use. Between 1977 and 1987 the percentage fessor at the California Institute of
of the world' s computer power commanded Technology named Carver Mead. In the six-
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ties he foresaw that he and his students YMP supercomputers. Among the most
would be able to build computer chips fabu- powerful computers on the market today,
lously more dense and complex than experts these Crays currently sell for some $20 mil-
at the time believed possible, or than any- lion Based on the current rate of progress,
one at the time could design by hand. There- the "sixteen-Cray" chip might be manufac-
fore, he set out to create programs to tured for under a hundreddollars soon after

computerize chip design. Successfully de- the year 2000, bnnging perhaps a mil-
veloping a number of revolutionary design honfold rise in the cost-effectiveness of

techniques, he taught them to hundreds of computing hardware
students, who, in turn, began teaching them Just as the personal computer trans-
to thousands on other campuses and bring- formed the business systems of the seven-
mg them into the industry at large ties the small computers of the nineties will

When Mead began his chip design proj- transform the electronics of broadcasting
ects, only a few large computer and mi- Just as a few thousand mainframe comput-
crochip firms were capable of designing or ers were linked to hundreds of thousands of

manufacturing complex new chips. By the dumb terminals, today just over fourteen
end of the eighties, largely as a result of hundred television stations supply millions
Mead's and his students" work, any trained of dumb terminals known as television sets.
person with a workstation computer costing Many experts believe that the Japanese
only twenty thousand dollars could not only made the right decision ten years ago when
design a major new chip but also make pro- they launched a multibdlion-dollar program
totypes on his desktop, to develop "'high-definition television."

Just as digital desktop publishing pro- HDTV does represent a significant advance;
grams led to the creation of some ten thou- the new sets will have a much higher resolu-
sand new pubhshing companies, so desktop tlon, larger screens, and other features such
publishing of chip designs and prototypes as windowing several programs at once.
unleashed tremendous entrepreneurial cre- But all these gains will be dwarfed by the
ativlty In the mlcrochlp business. In just milhonfold advance in the coming technol-
five years after this equipment came on line ogy of the telecomputer: the personal corn-
in the middle of the decade, the number of puter upgraded with supercomputer powers

new chip designs produced in the United for the processing of full-motion video.
States rose from just under 10,000 a year to Unlike HDTV, which is mostly an analog
well over 100,000. system using wave forms specialized for the

The nineties are seeing a dramatic accel- single purpose of TV broadcast and display,
eration of the progress first sown by the the telecomputer is a fully digital technol-
likes of Carver Mead The number of tran- ogy. It creates, processes, stores, and trans-

sistors on a single sliver of silicon is likely mlts information in the nondegradable form
to rise from about 20 million in the early of numbers, expressed in bits and bytes.

nineties to over l billion by the year 2001. This means the telecomputer will benefit
A billion-transistor chip might hold the from the same learning curve of steadily
central processing units of sixteen Cray increasing powers as the microchip, with
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tts billion-tranststor potential, and the office desktop a possible broadcasting station,

computer with its ever-proliferating soft- thousands of U.S. firms are already pursu-

ware. ing the potential market of a video system
The telecomputer is not only a receiver as universal and simple to use as the tele-

hke a TV, but also a processor of video phone is today.

images, capable of windowing, zooming, Imagme a world in which you can dial up

stonng, editing, and replaying Further- any theater, church, concert, film, college

more, the telecomputer can originate and classroom, local sport event, or library any-

transmit video images that will be just as where and almost instantly receive the pro-

high-quahty and much cheaper than those gram in full-motion video and possibly
the current television and film industries can interact with it The result will endow in-

provide, ventors and artists with new powers, fuehng

This difference replaces perhaps a hun- a new spiral of renovation sweeping beyond

dred one-way TV channels with as many the computer industry _tself and trans-

channels as there are computers attached to forming all media and culture.

the network: millions of potential two-way

channels around the world. With every --George Gilder

Biography: George Glider was formedy sermconductors editor of Release 1 O, an industry newslet-
ter He zs also a director of semiconductor and telecommunications equipment compames
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Crime
David D. Friedman

• Economists approach the analysis of in a hundred of being killed. Economic the-
crime with one simple assumption--that ory suggests that the number of muggings
criminals are rational people. A mugger is will decrease--not because the muggers
a mugger for the same reason I am an econ- have all been k]lled, but because some of
omlst--because it IS the most attractive al- them have chosen to switch to safer profes-
ternatlve available to him The decision to sions.

commit a crime, hke any other economic If the idea that muggers are rational
decision, can be analyzed as a choice profit-maximizers seems implausible, con-

among alternative combinations of costs sider who gets mugged. If a mugger's oh-
and benefits jective is to express machismo, to prove

Consider, as a simple example, a point what a he-man he is, there is very little point
that sometimes comes up in discussions of in mugging little old ladies If the objective
gun control. Opponents of private owner- is to get money at as low a cost as possible,
sh_p of handguns argue that in violent con- there is much to be said for picking the most
tests between criminals and victims, the defenseless victims you can find. In the real

criminals usually win A professional criml- world little old ladies get mugged a lot more
nal, after all, has far more reason to learn often than football players.

how to use a gun than a random potential This is one example of a very general
victim implication of the economic analysis of

The argument Is probably true, but the conflict In order to stop someone from do-
conclusion--that permitting both criminals lng something that injures you, whether
and v_ctims to have guns will help the cnml- robbing your house or polluting your air, it
nals--does not follow To see why, imag- is not necessary to make it impossible for
lne that the result of legal handgun him to do it--merely unprofitable.

ownership is that one little old lady m ten Economic analysis can also be used to
chooses to carry a pistol in her purse. Fur- help understand the nature of orgamzed
ther suppose that, of those who do, only crime. Newspapers, prosecutors, and the
one in ten, if mugged, succeeds In killing FBI often make orgamzed crime sound al-
the mugger--the other nine miss, or drop most like General Motors or IBM--a bier-
the gun, or shoot themselves in the foot. arch_cal orgamzatlon with a few kingpins

On average, the muggers are winning controlling thousands of subordinates.
But also on average, each one hundred What we know about the econom]cs of or-
muggings of little old la&es produce one ganlzations makes this an unhkely descrip-
dead mugger. Very few httle old ladies tion of real criminal organizations. One
carry enough money to be worth one chance major limitation on the s_ze of firms is the

657
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problem of control. The more layers of hier- Economic analysis can also be used to
archy there are between the president and predict the effectiveness of law enforcement
the factory worker, the harder _t is for man- measures. Consider the current "War on
agement to monitor and control the work- Drugs." From an economic standpoint, _ts
ers That is one reason that small firms often objective is to reduce the supply of Illegal
are more successful than large ones. drugs, thus raising their pnces and reducing

We would expect this problem to be espe- the amount people wish to consume. One
cially severe m cnminal markets. Leglti- enforcement strategy is to pressure coun-

mate businesses can and do make extensive tnes such as Colombia to prevent the pro-
use of memos, reports, job evaluations, and ducnon of coca, the raw matenal used to
the hke to pass information from one layer make cocaine Such a strategy, if success-
of the hierarchy to another. The process is ful, would shift coca production to what-
rather more difficult when the same infor- ever country is next best at producing it,
mation that is useful to a cnmmal trying to since coca can be grown m many different
keep track of what his employees are doing places, this shift is not likely to result m a
is also useful to a district attorney trying to very large increase m cost
keep track of what the criminal is doing. Published estimates suggest that the cost
What economists call -informanonal dis- of producing drugs abroad and transporting
economies of scale" are therefore a pamcu- them to the United States represents only
larly senous problem in criminal firms, about 1 percent of their street price. So even
implying that the average size of such firms if we succeed in doubhng the cost of coca--
should tend to be smaller, not larger, than which seems unlikely, given experience
that of firms m other markets, with elasticity of supply of other crops--

Cnminal enterprises obviously are more the result would be only about a 1 percent
difficult to study than ordinary ones. The increase in the price of cocaine, and a cor-
work that has been done, however, such as respondlngly small decrease in the amount
that of Peter Reuter and Jonathan B. Rubm- consumed Thus economic analysis sug-
stem, seems to confirm what theory sug- gests that pressuring other countries not to
gests Criminal firms seem to be relatively produce drugs is probably not a very effec-
small, and the organization of cnmmal in- twe way of reducing their use.
dustries relatively decentralized--precisely One interesting issue m the economic
the opposite of the pattern described m nov- analysis of crime Is the question of what
els, movies, and the popular press. It may legal rules are economically efficient.
well be that "organized crime" is not so Loosely speaking, what rules maximize the
much a corporation as a sort of Chamber total size of the economic pie? This is rele-
of Commerce for the criminal market--a vant both to broad issues such as whether

network of individuals and small finns that theft should be illegal and to more detailed
routinely do business with each other and questions, such as how to calculate the opti-
occasionally cooperate in their mutual inter- mal pumshment for a particular crime.
est. Consider the question of laws against
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theft. At first glance it might seem that, loss to their wctims. It would be higher
however immoral theft may be, It is not to the extent that theft results in additional

inefficient. If I steal ten dollars from you, I costs, such as the cost of defensive precau-
am ten dollars richer and you are ten dollars tlons taken by potential victims. The central
poorer, so the total wealth of society is un- conclusion would, however, remain--that
changed. It seems that, if we judge laws we will, on net, be better off if theft _s
solely on grounds of economic efficiency, illegal.
there is no reason why theft should be ille- This conclusion must be qualified by the
gal. observation that to reduce theft we must

That seems obwous, but it is wrong. Op- spend resources catching and punishing
portunitles to make money by stealing, like thieves. Theft IS inefficient--but spending
opportunities to make money in other ways, a hundred dollars preventing a ten-dollar
attract economic resources. If steahng is theft is still more inefficient. Reducing theft
more profitable than washing dishes or to zero would almost certainly cost more
waiting on tables, workers will be attracted than _t would be worth. What we want,

out of those activities and Into theft. As from the standpoint of economic efficiency,
the number of thieves increases, the returns is the optimal level of theft. We want to
from theft fall, both because everything increase our expendztures on law enforce-
easy to steal has already been stolen and ment only as long as one more dollar spent
because wctims defend themselves against catchmg and punishing thieves reduces the
the increased level of theft by instalhng net cost of theft by more than a dollar. Be-
locks, bars, burglar alarms, and guard dogs. yond that point, addmonal reductions in

In equihbrlum, the thief pays, with his theft cost more than they are worth.
time and effort, the price of what he steals. This raises a number of issues, both em-

Thus the victim's loss ISa net social loss-- plrlcal and theoretical. The empirical issues
the thief has no equal gain to balance it. So involve an ongoing dispute about whether
the extstence of theft makes society as a punishment deters crime, and if so, by how
whole poorer, not because money has been much. While economic theory predicts that
transferred from one person to another, but there should be some deterrent effect, it
because productive resources have been di- does not tell us how large it should be. Isaac
verted out of the business of producmg and Ehrhch, in a widely quoted (and extensively
into the business of steahng, criticized) study of the deterrent effect of

A full analysis of the cost of theft would capital punishment, concluded that each ex-
be more comphcated than this sketch, and ecut_on deters several murders. Other re-
the social cost of theft would no longer be searchers have gotten very different results.

exactly equal to the amount stolen. It would One interesting theoretical point is the
be less to the extent that people who are question of how to choose the best combina-
particularly skillful at theft earn more in tion of probability of apprehension and
that profession than they could in any other, amount of punishment. One could imagine
gwmg them a net gain to partly balance the pumshing theft by catching half the thieves
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and fining them a hundred dollars each, by One final interesting question is why we
catching a quarter and fining them two hun- have criminal law at all. In our legal system
dred each, or by catching one thief in a some offenses are called civil and prose-
hundred and hanging him. How do you de- cuted by the victim, while others are called
cide which alternative is best? criminal and prosecuted by the state Why

At first glance it might seem efficient at- not have a pure civil system, in which rob-
ways to impose the highest possible pumsh- bery would be treated like trespass or breach
ment. The higher the punishment, the fewer of contract, with the victim stung the rob-
criminals you have to catch in order to ber*
maintain a gwen level of deterrence--and Such institutions have existed in some

catching criminals is costly. One reason this past societies Indeed, our present system of
is wrong _s that punishing criminals is also having the state hire professionals to pursue
costly A low pumshment can take the form criminals is actually a relatively recent de-
of a fine; what the criminal loses the court velopment in the Anglo-American legal tra-
gains, so the net cost of the punishment is &tion, dating back only about two hundred
zero. Criminals cannot pay large fines, so years. Several writers, starting with Gary
large punishments take the form of impris- Becker and George Stlgler, have suggested
onment or execution, which is less effi- that a movement toward a pure ciwl system
clent--nobody gets what the criminal loses would be desirable, whereas others, most

and someone has to pay for the jar. notably William Landes and Richard
A second reason we do not want max1- Posner. have argued for the efficiency of the

mum punishments for all offenses is that we present &vision between civil and criminal
want to give crimmals an incentive to limit law.
their crimes. If the pumshments for armed
robbery and murder are the same, then the --David D. Friedman
robber who ts caught in the act has an incen-
tive to kdl the witness. He may get away,
and at worst they can hang him only once.

Biography: David D Friedman is an Ohn Fellow m Law and Economics at the University of
Chicago Law School.
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Defense
Benjamin Zycher

• National defense _s a pubhc good. That These two features of national defense

means two things. F_rst, consumpuon of the cause an important "free-rider" problem.

good by one person does not reduce the Because people benefit whether or not they
amount avadable for others to consume, contribute toward defense, each person has

Thus, all people in a nation must "'con- an mcentwe to walt for others to provide
sume" the same amount of national defense the pubhc good and get a "free ride." Also,

(the defense policy established by the gov- because a free-rider's consumption does not
ernment). Second, the benefits a person de- reduce the amount available for others to

rives from a public good do not depend on consume, even those who pay have little

how much that person contributes toward mcentive to prevent free-riding by others.

providing it. Everyone benefits, perhaps m As a result of free-riding, an individual

differing amounts, from national defense, acting alone to provide national defense

including those who do not pay taxes. Once would produce too little. Each person

the government organizes the resources for would prowde defense until the incremental
national defense, it necessarily defends all benefits to him equaled the incremental

residents against foreign aggressors, costs. But for society as a whole--that is,
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for all lndivtduals--the incremental bene- If, however, the public goods provided
fits exceed the incremental costs. That is by government can be transformed into pn-
because once an individual provides some vate ones--that is, if provision of the public
of the public good, all people benefit from goods yields ancillary benefits that some
it and cannot be excluded. This free-rider majority coalition of voters views as pri-
behavior provides one of the important tra- vate--then the problem of government un-
dltional arguments for government, by lm- derprovision of public goods can be offset,
posing taxes on all individuals and then at least partially. National defense does
providing pubhc goods, government, in yield ancdlary benefits to special interests.
pnnciple, ehminates free-rider behavior Defense contractors, defense-related work-
and can produce the "right" amount of na- ers, and communities with military bases
tional defense and other pubhc goods, all benefit privately from defense spending

These interests are located in a majority
of congressional &stncts and in a majority

HowCanG0vemmentBe Induced of states Their presence, therefore, offsets
to ProvidetheOptimalAmount the bias toward too little defense spending
ofNationalDefense? Ironically, therefore, the proliferation of

military bases, geographic dispersion of de-
That traditional rationale for government fense contracts, and other seemingly

taxation and spending on national defense "wasteful" aspects of defense spending ac-
_s incomplete. It states that the government tually may make government spending
can eliminate free-rider behavior, but is st- more efficient.

lent on whether the government has the
right incentives to do so. Just as economists
have shown that individuals acting alone OptimalTaxationWhen the Government
wall provide too few public goods, pubhc ProvidesNationalDefense
choice economists (see PUBLICCHOICETHE-

ORY)have shown that democratic govern- The traditional theory of optimal taxation
ment, acting under a majority decision rule. states that the kinds of taxes used and the
also will provide too few public goods. The rates lewed should minimize distortions
reason _s that the political majority can _m- That is, they should interfere as httle as

pose taxes on all ciuzens and then reduce possible with the choices taxpayers make in
spending on such public goods as naUonal the private marketplace (see TAXATION,A
defense while increasing spending on pn- PREFACE) But this traditional theory as-
rate (that is, nonpublic) goods that benefit sumes lmphcltly that the size and compost-
the majority but not the minority. Transfer tion of the government budget are
payments such as Social Security and other independent of the kinds and magnitudes of

subsJdies such as price supports for farmers the taxes imposed. That assumption is
are examples of government spending on unrealistic. If government programs benefit
private goods, one group of voters but are financed by
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another, the beneficiaries will demand overseas may be more vulnerable than 1den-
larger programs than if they were reqmred tlcal ones m the United States, and civdian
to bear the tax burden themselves. A strik- aircraft that can be moved may be more
mg modern-day illustration of this is Con- vulnerable to confiscation but less vulnera-

gress's speedy 1989 repeal of compulsory ble to destruction than office buildings. In
catastrophic health insurance for the el- any event, a rough surrogate for individual
derly. Congress did so at the behest of old valuation of this defense service is indwid-

people withm months after these people re- ual wealth Thus, an important component
ahzed that their taxes alone would pay for of a tax system designed to yield appro-
the program. In the area of defense, politl- prlate democratic choices on the size of the
cal processes are more hkely to achieve the defense sector is a tax on wealth Taxes on

optlmal amount of spending if each person incomes or consumption may provide good
pays taxes m proportion to the value he approximations to such a tax. Similarly, m-
or she derives from the defense services dwldual preferences for pohtlcal freedom,
provided, for protection of the pohtical system, and

National defense benefits everyone, but for foreign pohcy maneuvenngs are likely
in different degrees. National defense de- to be correlated positively with individual
fends against the threat that foreign aggres- wealth Again, taxes on wealth, income, or
sors will confiscate or destroy domestic consumption may, therefore, be appro-
property and destroy hves. It defends in&- prlate.
vldual hberty, pohucal freedom, and the
domestic pohUcal system. It provides a
foundation for foreign pohcy, which, pre- InternationalDefenseAlliances
sumably, serves the interests of all, but m
differing amounts. In addition, the U.S. de- Nations facing a common threat often
fense budget is used to support many for- pool their defense eftorts m such alliances
eign pohcy objectives and so is de&cated m as NATO While NATO is a formal alli-
part to protecting foreign people and assets ance, nations can cooperate in informal
The post-World War II commitment to alliances as well, sharing defense responsl-
NATO is the best example, bdiUes and burdens without the trappings of

Nevertheless, the protection of domestic an international organizauon. In pnnciple,
wealth from foreign confiscation or destruc- httle communication between such informal
tion is an obwous and large part of the partners is necessary: each nation can un-

service prowded by national defense. Ac- dertake given defense activities knowing
cordingly, a substantml part of the demand that the other(s) wdl pursue complementary
for national defense can reasonably be as- actwiues m response. Whatever the nature
crlbed to those U.S residents who own of the alhance, the defense (or other) efforts

assets threatened by foreign aggression aimed at common goals are, again, a public
Some kinds of assets are more vulnerable good. Thus, nations, just like individuals,
than others: American-owned assets located face the free-rider problem and the resulting
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underprovlsion of defense. Because larger inexorably creates tension within alliances.
nations like the United States are likely to Furthermore, citizens of one nation may
value the collective defense effort more value the collective defensive effort less or

highly than smaller ones like Belgmm, more than citizens of another nation, and
small nations may attempt to exploit larger also may have different perceptions of how
ones by free-riding on the larger countries' serious the threat is. That was the case in
defense efforts. Thus, members of alliances NATO for many years, as the United States
often bargaln over "'burden sharing," or the and West Germany perceived a substan-
specific efforts to be made by each. trolly greater threat than did Greece

One problem with achieving an eqmtable
and efficient sharing of burdens is knowing
what the appropriate burdens are. Even if Dependenceversus"Vulnerability"in
countries agree that they should contribute ForeignDefenseProcurement
"proportionally," the question remains
"'proportional to what?" Population, GNP, Modern mihtary forces combine many
per capita GNP, and physical proximity to kinds of manpower and physical materiel
the perceived threat all seem like plausible Inevitably, some of these inputs, such as
candidates Furthermore, even ff nations rare metals and electronic components, are
agree on what the effort should be propor- purchased from foreigners because doing so
t_onal to, there are different measures of is necessary or at least cheaper than buying
effort. One measure is mdltary spending, them at home Many people worry that for-
But another reasonable measure is contnbu- e_gn procurement makes the Umted States
tion of physical defense assets. Contribu- vulnerable to a cutoff m items supplied by
tions of physical assets and manpower may foreigners They fear that cuts in foreign
not be proportional to spending because of supplies may exceed, in both number and
differences in valuation or pricing, differ- variety, potential cuts m supplies from do-
ences m efficiency, and a host of other fac- mestic firms
tors, For example, U S. defense spending That wew is misgmded. Suppose that
m the mld-1980s was roughly 60 percent of some defense good is purchased from for-
the NATO total, while the Umted States elgn suppliers and that this arrangement is
provided about 46 percent of the mare battle subject to easy but unpredictable cutoffs.
tanks and about 40 percent of the &wsion- Suppose, also, that such interruptions are
eqmvalent firepower. The German Federal easy to msure against (with stockpdes, al-
Repubhc provided about 8 percent of ternative supphers in other parts of the
NATO spending, but about 17 percent of world, or excess production capacity m the
the main battle tanks and 13 percent of divi- Umted States). If so, then foreign depen-
slon-eqmvalent firepower. Such m&ces are dence does not cause true vulnerability. The
crude, but illustrate the difficulty of measur- key question, therefore, is not the source of
ing relatwe contributions the defense goods, but rather the ease with

No definition of fmrness in burden shar- which interruptions in supply--either for-

ing is obviously correct, and this ambiguity eign or domestic--can be insured against.
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If domestic dependence is more difficult to nerability" issue is far more complex than
insure against than foreign dependence, the common foreign/domestic dependence
then iromcally, domestic dependence view suggests.
causes greater vulnerability.

What could make insurance more diffi-

cult for domestic purchases than for foreign EfficientDeliveryofDefenseServices
ones? One posslbdity is the expectation of

price controls. Producers of defense-related Now that the Soviet economic system is
goods know that the prices of such goods likely to be gradually replaced with free
can rise dramatically when a government markets, the U.S Department of Defense

at war or preparing for war increases its (DOD) may be the largest centrally planned
purchases of those goods. These price in- economy m the world And there is little
creases serve an important function, they reason to believe that central planning
reward domestic producers for stockpding works better m the United States than else-

goods, maintaining excess producuon ca- where.
paclty, and increasing production quickly. Central planning in DOD creates the
But domestic producers also know that gov- same two problems that central planning
ernments, wanting goods on the cheap, of- always creates. First, DOD decision makers
ten impose price controls on just such who design weaponry or who specify char-
goods. The imposition of price controls on actenst=cs and performance features of
petroleum products during past wars is but eqmpment designed by contractors respond
one example Taking anticipated price con- poorly to consumer preferences. The "con-
trois into account, domestic producers do sumers" of the weapons and eqmpment are

not stockpile as much or maintain as much the soldiers m the foxholes, the mrmen fac-
excess capacity. Nor do they increase pro- mg dogfights and antxazrcraft fire, and so
duction as much when price controls are on A good proxy for these ultimate users

actually imposed. But governments cannot may be the theater commanders charged
impose price controls on foreign producers with winning battles. But few restitutions
Therefore, foreign producers have stronger at DOD induce decision makers to conform
incentives to stockpile and to maintain ex- their preferences to those of even the theater

cess capacity, commanders. The absence of a profit mo-
Also, such government practices as cost- tlve weakens the incentive for DOD to adapt

plus contracting may affect domestic sup- their decisions to the perceived preferences
pliers of defense-related goods dispropor- of users. The absence of competition in de-
tlonately. If cost-plus contracting is based fense diminishes it even more.
upon historical or accounting cost instead As a result the DOD often has promoted
of market value at the time of purchase, weapons designs with dubious combat fea-

future prices paid by the government may tures and effectiveness. The air force's
not cover the market value (or opportunity A-10 "Warthog" aircraft is a good exam-

cost) of many kinds of assets, thus causing pie. The Warthog performed brilliantly in
a loss for suppliers. In short, the "vul- the 1991 Gulf War in support of army and
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marine ground operations. It was designed Congress about the cost of providing given
for that specific purpose. Yet the mr force defense services, the efforts of the services
tried for years to ehmmate funding for the to maximize their budgets can lead them to
A-10 precisely because it supports the other provide defense at a higher cost than neces-
services and thus yields few bureaucratic ben- sary.
efits for the atr force. The air force wanted to The services can be aided in this quest
use F-16s and other more glamorous atrcraft by such important interest groups as defense
for ground support despite the fact that their contractors in various congressional dis-
great speed makes them much less statable tricts This lobbying by private defense in-
for such missions. One way to get weapons terests weakens the incentive for Congress
and other eqmpment that conform more to to minimize the cost of obtaining a given
user demands is to give the users a larger package of defense output. An _mportant
voice or a direct veto m design decisions way to reduce this inefficiency would be to

The absence of a profit motive, and of have the services compete. The army and
an individual or group with a claim to the the Marine Corps could be required to corn-
economic benefits from reductions in costs, pete on a much broader scale m "produc-
weakens the DOD's incentive to mmlmtze rag" ground combat operations. The army
the cost of achieving given objectives. Con- and the air force could compete in providing
tracts for design and production of weap- close mr support for ground combat. The
onry are often written on a cost-plus basis, navy could be forced to compete on a much
under which the contractor receives a pay- broader scale with the Coast Guard. Such

ment from the government equal to costs competition, like competmon in the private
plus some predetermined "profit " There- sector, would decrease the cost of defense
fore, the contractors have little incentive to
minimize costs. If, on the other hand, the

contractor simply receives a fixed price for TheDefenseEstablishmentandthe
the output of defense goods, he has a strong Threatto the Polity
incentive to mimmize costs, but the contrac-
tor must bear the risk of increases in the The existence of an armed defense estab-

prices of inputs and of other outcomes that lishment always threatens civilian govern-
cannot be predicted perfectly, ments and the rights and liberties enjoyed

DOD itself has only a weak incentive by individuals The Founding Fathers rec-
to operate efficiently. Because the military ognized this threat. In August 1789, when
services have sharply defined tasks with lit- Congress was considering the Bill of
tie overlap, each service IS, m effect, a me- Rights, Congressman Elbridge Gerry
nopohst in its defined missions. The army, wrote, "What, sir, is the use of militia? It

for example, is prevented from flying fixed- is to prevent the establishment of a standing
wing aircraft, thus giving the air force a near army, the bane of hberty." Therefore, they
monopoly in providing close air support for made two institutional arrangements. First,
ground operations. Because each service is because the threat is posed mainly by
likely to have better information than does ground forces, the ground forces are split
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into the army, the marines, and the states' ment decreed that the right to keep and bear

national guards. That way, any service arms "shall not be infringed."

whose officers want a mtlitary coup must
take mto account the potential opposltton

posed by the other ground combat services. C0fl0[usi0n

Second, the Founding Fathers recognized

from their own experience that an armed National defense, while not a separate

citizenry is more immune to the efforts of field of study within economics, raises a

governments--of centrahzed military es- vast range of economic issues. Defense,
tabhshments--to impose dictatorship, hke other areas of pubhc policy, is suitable

Thus, they specified the "right of the people for the prescriptions yielded by economic

to keep and bear arms" m the Second analysis
Amendment to the Constitution. Unlike the

First Amendment, which placed constraints --Benjamin Zycher

only upon Congress, the Second Amend-

Biography: Benjamin Zycher is vice president for research at the Milken Institute for Job and
Capital Formation m Santa Momca, California, and is a wsitmg professor of economics at UCLA.
He formerly was a semor economist at the Rand Corporauon m Santa Monlca, where he speclahzed
m defense economics and Soviet mlhtary matters
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DrugLag
Daniel Henninger

• The modern history of drug regulation in ment to the exasting safety rules, even
the United States has been marked by the though the problem with thalidomide was
simultaneous pursuit of two goals--safety safety, not efficacy. Congress gave the
and efficacy. Since passage of the 1962 FDA the authority and latitude an judgment
amendments to the Food and Drug Act, to dec_de whether a new drug did what it
most members of the medical and regula- claimed it could do. It was not long after

tory estabhshment have regarded those two this expansion of regulatory responsabihty
goals as complementary. By the early sev- that the phrase "'drug lag" entered the lexi-
entles, however, critacs had begun to charge con.
that the Food and Drug Administration Some critics charged that the efficacy re-
(FDA), in ats pursmt of these goals, was quarement was extraneous to the agency's
delaying or preventing the tamely introduc- central mission to monitor safety. The often
tion of promising new drugs for seriously complicated procedures created for as-
ill patients, sessmg a drug's efficacy added to the years

With the 1962 amendments, Congress required to get a new drug into general use.
gave the FDA authority to judge a drug's A 1974 study by Umversity of Chicago
efficacy--whether it produced the results economist Sam Peltzman concluded that
for which it had been developed. Formerly since 1962 the new rules had reduced the
the agency had monatored only safety. In- rate of introduction of effective new drugs
deed, from 1938 until 1962, the FDA had sigmficantly--from an average of forty-
just sixty days to dasapprove the apphcataon three annually an the decade before the
of a new drug. If it did not, the drug could amendments to just sixteen annually an the
be marketed. The system worked without ten years afterward Peltzman also found
sagnificant incident. But in 1962 the thalido- that the regulataons also made it difficult for
made tragedy hit the world, companies to introduce drugs that competed

A sedative used to prevent miscarriage, with existing drugs, thus reducing competl-
thalidomide caused the birth of several tion in the industry
thousand deformed babies in Europe. Tha- The drug lag controversy intensified with
lidomide was not so major a tragedy in the the rise of the AIDS epidemic. On October
United States, however, because the ex- 12, 1988, a large group of AIDS activists
isting safety regulations allowed the FDA staged a demonstration at the FDA's head-
to catch it early. Ironically, the publicity quarters in suburban Washington, chanting,
generated by pictures of deformed new- "'No more deaths!" They were protesting
borns an Europe led Congress to amend the the snail's pace at which the FDA was ap-
U.S. drug laws to add an efficacy require- proving new drugs to combat AIDS. These
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and other critics, who complained about the institutional review board, a practice more
agency's handling of drugs to treat cancer common to university-based clinical inves-
and heart disease, posed a new and contro- tigators. Also, because insurers will often
versial question about drug delays: was not resist payment for unapproved drugs, the
the federal agency charged by Congress rules limit the amount manufacturers may
with protecting ill Americans from harmful charge to "'cost recovery," loosely defined
or useless drugs actually causing great harm as excluding charges that would constitute
to patients, precisely for exercismg its con- "commercialization" of the drug. Manu-
gressional mandate? facturers, therefore, have little incentive to

Have patients in other countries gained provide the drugs.
access to new drugs sooner than patients The severest criticism leveled at the drug
in the United States? The Center for Drug lag is that without access to a drug available
Development at Tufts University studied elsewhere, seriously ill patients will suffer
forty-six new drugs approved by the United or even die. Peltzman raised the subject in
States in 1985 and 1986 and found that 72 his 1974 study. He noted pharmacologist

percent were available on average 5.5 years William Wardell's estimate that because the
earlier in foreign markets. Other studies, relatively safe hypnotic drug nitrazepam
companng drug approvals back to 1972, was not cleared for use in the United States
have suggested a similar time lag in the until 1971, five years after it was available
United States. Meanwhile, the costs of de- in Britain, more than 3,700 Americans may

velopment rise. The cost of developing a have died from less safe sedatives and hyp-
new drug in the United States is estimated notics. After earning the Nobel Prize for
to have risen to $231 million today from chemistry in 1988, U S drug researcher
$54 mllhon in 1976 (all in 1987 dollars), George Hitchlngs of Burroughs Wellcome

with the approval time from earliest devel- Company said of an antileukemIa drug he
opment to final marketing typically about helped develop before the 1962 amend-
twelve years, ments: "'We went from synthesis to the

The FDA responded to complaints about commercial drug in three years. That is ab-
drug lag and the availability of promising solutely impossible today."
experimental drugs by introducing a num- The issue of lost lives became more
ber of reforms. The most notable was "fast widely discussed with the controversy over

track" approval of the AIDS drug AZT, the availability in the United States of drugs
which was cleared for use within two years known as beta blockers. Beta blockers, ad-
after it was discovered to be effective ministered to reduce risk to patients who

against the HIV virus. Other reforms allow have experienced a heart attack, were avail-
patients access to promising experimental able in Europe in 1967 but not in the United
drugs. Unfortunately, to qualify to provide States until 1976, primarily because of the
experimental drugs, administering physi- FDA's concerns that long-term use might
cians must meet burdensome paperwork re- cause malignant tumors. When the agency

quirements, such as the need to draft a ordered long-term animal studies to investi-
"treatment protocol" for submission to an gate this risk, critics argued that in risk-
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benefit terms, the agency's delay was un- In the eighties scientific and public atti-
justified, because beta blockers were esti- tudes toward risk began to change. Re-
mated to save at least ten thousand lives searchers, for example, developed more
annually. Simdar arguments over delayed sophisticated methods of detecting levels of
approvals have erupted over the FDA's ban- toxicity and carcinogenlcity m chemicals,
dling of anticancer agents and drugs that which, in turn, caused regulators to reassess
dissolve blood clots in heart attack victims, the kind of absolute prohibiuons imposed

Those attempting to explain the FDA's by Delaney. In 1986 the FDA said that
cautious approach often cite one factor pe- based on state-of-the-art toxicological test-
cuhar to the American system: politics. A lng, it intended to reclassify certain dyes as
1972 remark by former FDA commissioner safe to use in cosmetics. It noted that a
Alexander Schmidt aptly describes political scientific review panel of the U.S. Public
pressures on the agency: Health Service had calculated the risk of

cancer in humans from orange dye no. 17
The times when [congressional] hear- to he, at worst, 1 in 19 billion. A court
ings have been held to criticize our challenge from Public Citizen, an advocacy
approval of new drugs have been so group founded by Ralph Nader, prevented
frequent that we aren't able to count the agency from following through with its
them... The message to FDA staff plan, but the debate over zero-risk regula-
could not be clearer Whenever a con- tlon continues. Stu&es by analysts such as
troversy over a new drug is resolved Aaron Wildavsky (see R1SKLESSSOCIETY)

by its approval, the agency and the also have popularized the idea that in as-
individuals revolved hkely will be in- sesslng the value of a drug, chemical, or
vestlgated .... The congressional technology, Its benefits ought to be bal-
pressure for our negative action on anced against apparent risks.
new drug applications is, therefore, in- The AIDS crisis forced the FDA and the
tense, rest of the medical establishment to con-

s_der these evolving attitudes toward risk.
With the FDA facing such incentives, drug Many of the compounds under study to treat
lag is inevitable. AIDS were unfamiliar, and some were

To a great extent the FDA's caution in known to be highly toxic. Under traditional

approving new drugs has reflected prevail- regulatory practice the agency would have
ing political and social attitudes toward risk approached these therapies with time-con-
in the United States. An analogous example suming caution. Activist groups represent-
of zero-risk policy-making in this period is mg AIDS patients, however, argued that
the Delaney Amendment of 1958, which individuals with a terminal illness would

mandated the banning of any substance that willingly assume levels of risk higher than
caused cancer in one type of animal, even those normally allowed by the FDA. To
if the doses are extreme and the substance press their claims, AIDS groups engaged in
does not cause cancer in other animals, acts of civil disobedience, such as smug-
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ghng unapproved drugs into the Umted After setthng 450 cases, G. D. Searle, in
States from Mexico, disrupting tmportant 1986, took its Copper-7 IUD off the market
conferences of AIDS researchers, and pick- because the costs of defendmg a product
eting the FDA's headquarters. Press cover- ruled safe by the FDA had become prohibi-
age, historically supportive of the agency's twe. Perhaps the most notorious case of a

bias against nsk, became supportive of safe drug driven off the market by personal-
these new concerns from patients, injury litigation _s Memll Dow's Bendec-

This pressure led to a significant reassess- tin, a remedy for morning sickness in preg-
ment of the entire system of developing and nant women. Though 33 million women

approving drugs in the United States. AZT had used the approved drug between 1956
was approved in record time even though it and 1983, and though Merrill had never
was highly toxic and often produced severe lost a case filed against it, the prospect of
stde effects during chnlcal trials. Though htlgatlng some 700 cases filed by plaintiffs"
the U.S. drug-approval system responded attorneys caused the company to drop the
positxvely to the AIDS cris_s, whether the drug.

system will undergo lasting, institutional Ultimately, the political process will de-
change remains unknown. Patients' de- clde whether U.S. regulatory practices
mands that they determine for themselves should be changed to accommodate the de-

the risks they find acceptable often confhct s_res of patients and to shorten the lag be-
wlththeFDA'slonghlstoryofmakmgdeo- tween approvals here and in Europe.
slons for patients in spite of their desires. Normally, pohtical decisions about regula-

Moreover, even ff regulators, patients, tory practice are made among a small corn-
and researchers settle on a system that gwes munity of specialists. Today, the intense

greater weight to benefits in setting accept- interest in cunng, or at least amehorating,
able levels of risk, the question of legal diseases such as cancer, AIDS, heart dls-
hablhty remains. FDA approval does not ease, arthritis, and Alzhe_mer's means that

fully protect a drug manufacturer from ha- the outcome of the debate over the drug lag
bihty clmms, and however much sooety's is likely to reflect the values of an unprece-
sympathies may evolve in the direction of dentedly large commumty of public inter-
benefits, a single lawsmt on behalf of one ests.
plaintiff can expose manufacturers to enor-
mous claims. _Daniel Henninger

Biography: Daniel Hennmger is the deputy editor of The WallStreet Journal's editorial page He
has written most of the Journal's editorials on drug regulation that have appeared m the last ten
years
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Energy
Robert A. Leone

I Energy Is not a single industry, but many up, the quanUty of energy used goes down.
industries t_edinto every facet of our econ- In some ways, though, energy is different,
omy, from transportation and manufactur- and energy markets do not reflect the true
ing to home heatmg and hghting As chart costs to society of energy use due to these
l shows, in 1990 over 40 percent of U.S. dtfferences. For example, the free-market
energy consumed was petroleum Natural price of energy does not adequately account
gas was about 23 percent of the energy mix for the burden on society of global warming
and coal about 22 percent. Nuclear ac- or of urban air pollution. Some economists
counted for about 7 percent, and other advocate a '_carbon tax" so that those who
sources ranging from hydroelectric to solar use energy take account of their contribu-
power to geothermal geysers accounted for t_onto global warming. Urban air pollution
the remaining 8 percent, from automobiles not only raises health care

In most ways, energy is hke any other costs but affects our quality of life as well.
economic commodity: when the price goes Acid rain associated with electricity genera-
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tlon is estimated to cause more than $7 bil- Because industrial economies are so en-

lion in materials corrosion damage annually ergy intensive, many people fear that llm-
throughout the seventeen eastern states in lted energy supplies will limit economic
the United States. Economists point out, growth Again, the facts suggest otherwise.
though, that a straight tax on energy _s an In 1960 the U.S economy used over 26,000
Inefficient way of dealing with pollution. A BTUs of energy to produce each dollar of
more efficient way is to tax the pollution GNP. By 1988, due to technological im-
directly. If governments taxed pollution provements and increased energy conserva-
rather than energy use per se, people would tion, the United States required only 20,000
have Incentives to produce and use energy BTUs of energy to produce the same real
in less-polluting ways. dollar of GNP This 24 percent reduction in

Because of the environmental conse- the energy intensity of the U.S. economy
quences of energy use and production, dis- dlustrates an economic truth called the law

cussions of energy economics often are of demand, at a higher price, less of a good
more emotional than rational. Such discus- is used.

sions are dominated by concerns about en- Another economic truth, however, is that

ergy depletion and the hmlts to economic h_gher income leads to higher demand for
growth, the belief of many in the need for energy While higher prices induced con-
regulation of energy markets, and the exag- sumers to use less energy, higher incomes
geration or misstatement of the political encouraged them to use more. The net result
hurdles that must be overcome to address _s that total energy use in the United States
the real challenges of energy use in a global is still rising despite aggressive conserva-
economy, tlon efforts. From 1975 to 1990, GNP in

More dispassionate analyses give a dff- the United States grew by 40 percent, while
ferent view of energy economics. There is annual energy consumption rose 15 percent.
little reason to believe, for example, that Some analysts take little solace in the
energy is a limiting factor in economic U S. statistics, citing the recent decline in
growth. Government statistics report that domestic energy prices. From 1988 to 1990,

the United States has petroleum reserves the composite price of the three major en-
that will prowde the nation with oil for the ergy fuels--crude oil, natural gas, and
next twenty-five years It is a mistake to coal--was lower, in real dollars, than at
conclude from this, however, that in the any other time since 1975 These lower

twenty-sixth year there will be no gasoline prices reduced the economic lncentwe to
As old energy reserves are used up, new conserve energy.
ones are discovered. In 1969, for example, Pessimistic analysts also cite the pent-up
total estimated U S Ol] reserves were about demand for energy in poor countries of the

30 billion barrels More than twenty years Third World. It is true that less developed
later, after we had consumed 50 billion bar- nations will need to consume more energy
rels of domestic o11, there are still almost as they industrialize. But there are grounds

27 billion barrels of U.S proved petroleum for optimism as well. There is much room
reserves, left for well-developed countries to cut en-
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ergy use. The world's largest energy user-- averaging 40 mpg would consume one-third
the United States--still consumes twice as less gasoline than a fleet averaging 27.5
much energy per dollar of GNP as Japan or mpg. An economic view yields a different
Germany. And even nations that today use conclusion.

much less energy per umt of output will be If gasohne is priced at $1.20 per gallon,
able to do still better as technology im- gasoline costs 4.4¢ per male in a vehicle
proves, averaging 27 5 mpg. This cost falls to 3¢ if

Aggregate statistics clearly show that en- the vehicle averages 40. In other words,
ergy use falls as the price rises. In spite of the proposed regulatory initiative lowers the
this evidence, many advocates of energy cost to drive a mile and, therefore, induces

regulation still believe that energy consum- drivers to drive more miles. Empirical evi-
ers are insensitive to its price. This mistaken dence shows that reducing the cost of driv-
belief is reflected in the kinds of policies mg a male wall encourage consumers to
they advocate, drive a httle faster, purchase more pickup

Consider gasohne consumption, one of trucks instead of more fuel-economic pas-
the most emotional and visible issues senger cars, and even drive cars slightly

Those who believe that consumers do not larger than they would have otherwise.
adjust to changes m energy prices usually In addmon, some consumers will be frus-
favor corporate average fuel economy trated by less powerful and less safe 40-
(CAFE) regulations reqmnng that new cars mpg vehicles and wdl keep their old cars
meet prescribed fuel economy standards, longer, thus lengthening the amount of time
Advocates of CAFE beheve that cars get st wall take for the entire automobde fleet of
more males per gallon because the CAFE used as well as new cars to achieve the 40-

laws were enacted in the midseventies. Ad- mpg average All these economic responses
vocates of a market-oriented energy pohcy by consumers reduce the energy savings an-
believe that a major part of the increase in ticlpated by the proposed regulation. Whale
miles per gallon was due to gasohne prices each effect is small by itself, in the aggre-
that were much higher in the late seventies gate these consumer responses can offset
and early eighties than in the late sixties and perhaps half the anticipated savings from a
early seventies. While there is likely some 40-mpg regulatory reqmrement.
truth to the arguments of both groups, eco- In contrast, a tax on gasoline would _m-
nomlc research indicates that the benefits of medmtely affect the driving decisions of all
a market-driven approach to energy pohcy drivers. The higher price would discourage
tend to be underestimated and the benefits driving additional miles, not encourage it.
of regulation exaggerated. The higher price would also hasten, rather

A case in point is a congressional pro- than stall, decisions to buy new vehicles
posal to require auto companies to make that get better gasoline mileage. And a
cars that get, on average, 40 miles per gal- higher price would encourage consumers to
Ion (mpg), up from the current mandated drive fuel-economical passenger vehicles
average of 27.5. Absent an economic view, instead of trucks and utihty vehicles. By
one might conclude that a fleet of vehicles one estimate, when all these factors are
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brought together, the Umted States could inherently controversml because the stakes
save as much gasoline over a ten-year pe- are so large and because the effects of policy
nod with a five-cent-a-gallon gasoline tax changes fall unevenly across society. There
as it would by raising the CAFE mileage may well be excesswe controversy, how-
requirement from 27.5 mpg to 40 mpg. ever, because conventional views of the

The equivalent gasoline tax is so low, not consequences of higher energy prices are
because the consumer response to a nickel not entirely accurate
tax increase would be so large, but because Many people believe, for example, that
the impact of the 40-mpg regulatory stan- higher energy prices are especially harmful
dard would be so small. The impact of regu- to people with low incomes. It is certamly
lation _s so small because consumers adapt true that low-income families spend a
to even the best-conceived regulatory initia- higher percentage of their income on gaso-
tlve m creative and unanticipated ways. line than high-income famdies do. But that
That xs simultaneously the virtue of energy is not the end of the story. Low-income
markets and the reason why energy pohcy families are more likely to purchase used
initiatives often accomplish less than their cars than new cars. Purchase prices for
advocates intend, used, gas-guzzhng cars fall as gasoline

Political debates over energy policy are prices rise. So part of what low-income
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families pay m higher gasoline pnces, they ing that the governments provide these
save by paying a lower price for their cars. services efficlentlyma big assumption), the
Also, higher-income families engage in net effect of higher energy prices would be
many more energy-mtensive forms of con- an increase in the real income of low-in-
sumptmn and recreation, such as boating, come families.
air travel, heating and coohng larger homes, Because energy is so basic an economic
and so on. When all these factors are corn- commodity and because we produce it and
bined, it is far less obvious that the poor consume it in so many different ways, even
spend proportionately more of their income the most innovative regulator cannot antici-
on energy from all sources, pate all the ways that consumers will adapt

Moreover, tf higher energy pnces are to a changing energy market. A sound econ-
caused by taxes on energy, the tax revenues omy also requires full use of the creativity
generated would go to governments in the and responsiveness that markets can pro-
United States. Because these governments wde to changing energy reahtms
provide serwces consumed disproportion-
ately by lower-income families (and assum- --Robert A. Leone

Biography: Robert A. Leone is a professor of operations management at the Boston University
School of Management He was an energy economist with President Carter's Councd of Economtc
Advtsers.
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HealthCareIndustry
Patricia M. Danzon

• Health care is one of the most rapidly The ultimate output of medical care is its
growing sectors of the economy, with ex- effect on health. This effect can only be
pen&tures in 1988 totaling $539.9 billion, assigned probabdities before the care is pro-
or 11.1 percent of GNP, up from 5.3 per- vlded and is difficult to measure even after

cent of GNP in 1960. For 1992, health care the fact. Medical care is not the only deter-
spendmg was projected to be over 13 per- minant of health; others include nutrition,
cent of GNP. This amounts to $2,124 per exercise, and other hfe-style factors. Effi-
capita, of which $1,882 was for personal cient allocation of private and pubhc bud-
health care--medical services and supplies gets to health reqmres equating marginal
for individuals. The rest was for research, benefit and marginal cost for each of these
construction, administration, and public Inputs (see MARGINALISM).

health actlvmes. Hospital expenditures ac- Risk and insurance, The risk of illness
counted for 39 percent of the total spent for naturally leads people to demand health in-
personal health care, physlcmn services for surance. But in the United States the de-
19percent, nursing home care for 8 percent, mand for health insurance is &storted by
and other personal health care for 22 per- the fact that employer contributions are tax-
cent. exempt compensation to employees (see

HEALTHINSURANCE). This implies an open-
ended subsidy at the employee's marginal

IsHealthCareDifferent? tax rate, including income andpayroll taxes
at the federal and state levels. Th_s "tax

Health care differs from other goods and expenditure," which does not appear m any
services m important ways. The output of a government budget, was estimated at over
shoe factory is shoes. But the output of the $50 billion in 1990 Assuming an average
health care industry is less well defined. It marginal tax rate of 33 percent, this subsidy
ISunpredictable and imperfectly understood more than offsets the administrative ex-
by producers, and still less by consumers, pense built into insurance premiums. Con-
Also, third-party payment and government sequently, the average employee is better
mtervenuon are pervaswe. None of these off insuring even routine medical services
characteristics is umque to health care, but Since 1960, third-party payment for
their extent and their mteracuon are. Never- health care has increased dramatically. The

theless, health care markets obey the funda- share paid &rectly out of pocket by consum-
mental rules of economics, and economic ers fell from 49 percent in 1960 to 21 per-

analysis is essentml in appraising public cent m 1988 At the same time, pubhc
pohcy financing increased from 24.5 percent to

677
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42.1 percent, and pnvate health insurance consumers (or physicians on their behalf)
increased from 22 percent to 32 percent, have incentwes to use any new medical ser-

Pervasive third-party payment pro- v_ce ff the expected benefit exceeds their
foundly affects the structure of the medical private out-of-pocket cost, which is less
care industry and the quantity, cost, and than the full socml cost. Thus, medical tech-
quality of services offered. Because msur- nologies can be profitable even if their ex-
ance companies pay a large percent of the pected benefits are below their cost.
cost of medical care, the insured con- Overinvestment m technology _sremforced

sumer's point-of-purchase price is necessar- by provider incentives to compete on non-
ily lower. If the doctor charges forty dollars pnce dimensions of service m markets
and the insurance company pays 80 percent, where consumers are msulated from pnces.
for example, the consumer's pnce is only In recent years third-party payers have be-
eight dollars As in any market the quanmy come more aggressive as cost-conscious
demanded increases when price falls, purchasers on behalf of insured consumers

A five-year randomized trial of alterna- (see below), but the tensions remain
tive insurance plans for the nonelderly pop- Asymmetric information. Consumers typ-
ulation conducted by the Rand Corporation lcally have less reformation than prowders
found strong evidence of the responsiveness do about the risks and benefits of alternative
of demand to insurance coverage Some pa- treatments, and therefore rely on physicians
t_ents in the experiment were given totally to advise as well as treat them Such mixed
free care. Others were reqmred to pay 95 roles are common in many professional and
percent of the cost of medical services, up other contexts They are, however, more
to a stop-loss. (A stop-loss is a limit on out- complex m medical care because the pro-
of-pocket expenses In the experiment, it wder is an agent not only for the mdwidual
was set at 5 to 15 percent of income, up to patient but also for the third-party payer,
a maximum of a thousand dollars in 1976 who m turn is ultimately the agent for poh-
dollars ) Beyond the stop-loss they too re- cyholders/patients as a group. Each mdlvld-
celved free care Total expenditures for the ual patient would like to consume any
group given free care were 45 percent service that has any expected benefit at all

higher than for the group that paid 95 per- if the out-of-pocket cost Is zero. But m the
cent up to the stop-loss. Free care increased long run patients as policyholders are better
total expenditures by 23 percent relative to off ff insurers control moral hazard (the in-

a plan in which patients made a 25 percent crease m quanuty and "quality" of services
copayment up to a stop-loss. For the great in response to insurance) because insurance
majority of participants, the difference in premiums must ultimately nse to cover the
expenditures had no measurable effect on costs.

health, whether judged by objective mea- Insurers compete by devising better ways
sures or by the patients themselves, of controlling moral hazard. Thus, devising

Far harder to measure is the effect of contractual incentives for providers to make
insurance on technological change and on the right trade-offs between the short-run
the "quality" of services available. Insured desires of mdwldual patients and long-run
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insurer/policyholder interests is at the heart be split into three components: medical
of the ongoing revolution in health care price increases (In excess of other prices);
markets, both in forms of reimbursement increases in volume of services per capita;
and organlzatlonal structure. Preferred pro- and increases in intensity of resource use
vlder orgamzations (PPOs), health mainte- per unit of service. Intensity reflects chang-
nance orgamzations (HMOs), and various lng technology, "'quality," and other fac-
forms of managed care give doctors incen- tors that make any given service, such as a
tlves to control msurance-inducedoverutill- dlagnost_c test, more resource-intensive

zat_on, than it was in the past In practice it is
Government. Government is more perva- wrtually Impossible to construct quality-ad-
slve m health care than in almost any other justed and technology-adjusted price in-
industry, though less so in the United States dexes that meaningfully separate pure
than in most other developed countries, me&cal price increases from increases in
Such interventions are rationalized on intensity Moreover, even an accurate ac-
grounds of assunng either access or quahty counting for cost growth does not illuminate
Government is the largest insurer, through the underlying causes.

Medicare and Medicaid, and public hospl- Nevertheless, technology appears to be
tals act as provider of last resort for those the single most important factor driving
who cannot pay for care. Licensure, accred- health care costs currently. A standard
ltauon, and other regulations either directly economist's presumption, based on theory
or indirectly affect entry of physicians, den- and ewdence, is that technology is not intro-
t_sts, and other medical professionals, as duced unless _tproduces benefits at least as
well as hospitals, nursing homes, and great as the costs. This presumption does
other institutional providers. New pharma- not necessarily apply to new medical tech-
ceut_cals and medical devices must first be nolog_es, however. The reason is that mas-

approved by the Food and Drug Admires- slve government subsi&es, directly through
tration tax-funded government insurance programs

and indirectly through the tax subsidy to

private health insurance, cause medical pro-

TheGrowthinCosts-Why, vlders to use technology that consumers
andIs ItWorthIt? may value less than the cost.

Although other countries with more cen-

Health care expenditures as a percent of trahzed government control over health
GNP have grown more rapidly in the Umted budgets appear to have controlled costs
States than in other countries. How much more successfully, that does not mean that

value we get for these expen&tures and they have produced a more efficient result.
whether governments should further inter- In any case, reported statistics may be mis-
vene to control costs have become major leadmg. Efficient resource allocation re-

issues m pubhc debate, quires that resources be spent on medical
The growth m real health care costs per care as long as the marginal benefit exceeds

capita, net of economy-wide inflaUon, can the marginal cost. Marginal benefits are
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very hard to measure, but certainly include vate market system Cost and waste in the
more subjective values than the crude mea- current U.S system are unnecessarily high,
sures of morbidity and mortality that are because of tax and regulatory policies that
widely used m international comparisons impede efficient cost control by private in-

In addition to forgone benefits, govern- surers, while at the same time the system
ment health care systems have hidden costs, falls to provide for universal coverage (see
Any insurance system, pubhc or private, below).
must raise revenues, pay providers, control
moral hazard, and bear some nondlversl-

fiable risk In a pnvate insurance market IndustryStructureandCompetition
such as in the United States, the costs of

performing these functions can be measured Despite barriers to entry, the health care
by insurance overhead costs of premium industry has become extremely competitive
collection, claims administration, and re- m recent years. This is because of the large

turn on capital Public monopoly insurers number of firms in most market segments,
must also perform these functions, but their a more aggresswe role of pubhc and private
costs tend to be h_dden and do not appear in payers m attempting to control costs, and
health expenditure accounts Tax financmg antitrust enforcement.

entails deadweight costs that have been estl- Hospitals. Prior to the eighties hospitals
mated at over seventeen cents per dollar were pa_d largely on the basis of costs in-
raised--far higher than the I percent of pre- curred. In 1983 Medicare introduced a sys-
mlums required by private insurers to col- tern of"prospectlve" payment according to
lect premiums, diagnos_s-related groups (DRGs), whereby

The use of tight physician fee schedules hospltal_ are paid a fixed fee per admission,
gwes doctors incentives to reduce their own based on the patient's dtagnosls. In contrast
t_me and other resources per patient visit: to retrospectwe cost-based reimbursement,
patients must therefore make multiple visits the hospital bears the marginal cost of all
to receive the same total care. But these expenses mcurred In addition, employers
hidden patient time costs do not appear m and private insurers also have ceased to be
standard measures of health care spending, passive payers; now, they actively attempt

Both economic theory and a careful re- to control price and utd_zatlon through such
view of the evidence that goes beyond sim- strategies such as HMOs, selectwe con-
ple accounting measures suggest that a tractmg with PPOs for fixed, dtscounted

government monopoly of financing and pro- fees, utdlzatlon review, and reqmred sec-
vision achieves aless efficient allocation of ond opinions These attempts to reduce
resources to med_cal care than would a well- costs have been effective. Since 1981 the

designed private market system. The per- number of hospital admissions and the aver-
formance of the current U S. health care age length of stay have dechned for both
system does not provide a guide to the po- the over-sixty-five and under-sixty-five
tentml functioning of a well-designed pri- population, and average hospital occupancy
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fell from 75.9 percent in 1980 to 64.5 per- cern that, in the medical context, more phy-
centln 1988, despiteareduct_oninthenum_ Slclans means increased volume of

ber of beds. Changing technology has also "supplier-induced" services, rather than
contributed to the dechne m length of stay, price reductions.
but aggressive buyers have certainly played The evidence on this issue is mixed and

a role. likely to remain inconclusive Many physi-
The categories of customer for whom clans have moved to rural areas that were

hospitals must compete have also Increased previously unserved. Presumably, they
Traditionally, hospitals competed primarily would not have done so if they had unhm-
for physicians who, as independent contrac- lted ablhty to reduce demand in citzes The
tors w_th admitting privileges at multiple Increased willingness of physicians to ac-
hospitals, have critical influence over the cept alternatives to unconstrained fee-for-
volume and cost of hospital admissions service payment IS also consistent with m-
Now, hospitals must also compete for con- creased competitive pressures. And many
tracts with third-party payers who restrict physicians have agreed to capitation (a fixed
their pohcyholders' choice of facihties, and payment per patient per month, that puts
must market directly to patients, partlcu- the physician at risk for volume of services)
larly for elective services, where patients and fixed-tee arrangements with utilization
choose the hospital. Moreover, technologl- review There is a persistent positive corre-
cal advance has increased the number of lauon between number of physicians per
surgical and major diagnostic procedures capita and frequency of physlcmn visits or
that can be performed on etther an inpatient surgical procedures. While this Is consistent
or outpatient basis Hospitals, therefore, w_th supplier-induced demand, it is how-
also compete with ambulatory surgery and ever. also consistent w_th the commonsense
dmgnostlc centers Idea that physicians tend to locate in areas
Physicians. The number of physicians ac- where demand for their services Is high.
tlve in patient care almost doubled from Since the abolition of the antitrust lmmu-
237,500 in 1965 to 455,700 in 1987, or nity of physicians and other professions,

from 124 to 189 physicians per 100,000 antitrust has been apphed to challenge such
population This increase reflects the re- acuvmes as maxlmumprice schedules, pre-
sponse of medical schools to federal subsld- ferred provider orgamzations, peer review,
les introduced to increase the supply of and denial of staff prlvaleges Similarly, an-

physicians after the mtroducuon of Medl- tltrust has been apphed to hospital mergers
care and Medicaid in 1965 and contractual arrangements with physi-

In competmve markets an increase in clans, medical supply compames, and m-
supply is expected to lead to lower prices surers Such cases require a delicate
and, hence, increased quantity. Total ex- balancing of the need to protect against
penditures may increase or decrease, de- antlcompetltlVe practice while at the same
pending on whether demand is elastic or time permmmg the contractual freedom
inelastic. Many commentators express con- needed to effectively control costs and qual-
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_tyin a market with pervasive insurance and other goods. One exception to this rule is
asymmetric reformation, for goods whose consumption by some con-

sumers confers benefits on others. If, for
example, people would not get vaccinated

PublicPolicy against poho unless subsidized or reqmred
to do so, a strong case could be made for

Government intervention in the health subsidizing or reqmrmg polio vaccmations.
care sector typically addresses either quality But the great majority of health expendi-
or access Regulations to assure minimum tures are now devoted to purely private ser-
quahty can potentially enhance efficiency wces that benefit only the recipients of the
in markets w_th asymmetric mformation, services
mfrequent purchase, and potential for cata- Another type of external effect, however,
strophic mistakes. But often the regulations is often used to justify a public subsidy to
take the form of licensing, which hmlts en- health insurance for low-income individu-
try and therefore limits competition. For als, rather than simply a cash transfer
some professionals, replacing licensmg Many view health care as a "merit" good
with certification, so that consumers who That _s, people derive satisfaction from
want a minimum quahty can be assured of knowing that everyone has access to a mini-
it, might achieve quality control while m- mum level of health care, and they therefore
terfering less with competition Moreover, are unwilling to deny care to anyone in ex-
reputation and other market forces are in- treme need. Addressing this concern
creasmgly powerful stimuli to quality (see through private charity creates a free-rider
BRANDNAMES}.As the market evolves in dilemma. I have httle incentive to give to
the direction of competition among alterna- the poor if I think you wdl take care of
twe medical plans that compete on all d_- them. Moreover, the not-so-poor have little
mensions of quahty (including technology, incentive to buy insurance if they expect to
amenities, and choice of providers) as well recewe chanty care should the need arise.
as price, the appropriate role of government In such cases government intervention can
m setting minimum quahty standards be efficient

should be reassessed. A strong pubhc demand for some mira-
Government intervention to assure access mum medical safety net argues for assuring

includes public insurance and government universal access to insurance, but this does

subsidies to hospitals and chmcs. Economic not require public provision of either msur-
theory generally concludes that government ance itself or medical services. Umversal

intervention to stimulate the consumption access to insurance can be achieved through
of particular commodities is undesirable, a system of vouchers with income-related
People will consume, without subsidy, subsidies But subsidies may not be suffi-
what they regard as the optimal amount of c_ent to assure that everyone buys coverage,

various items. A subsidy for consuming unless the subsidies are set at a very high
hamburgers, for example, causes people to level. Subsidies high enough to induce ev-
consume too many hamburgers relative to eryone to buy insurance voluntarily would
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provide large benefits to those who would therefore be borne largely by currently un-

have bought coverage with a lower subsidy, insured workers, many of whom are in low-
And such subsidies would entail large dead- wage jobs Some costs may also fall on

weight costs of rinsing tax revenues Sub- small employers In either case, this ap-

sidles alone are therefore an inefficient proach to covenng the uninsured entails un-
means of assuring universal coverage, necessarily htgh total costs.

If the policy objective _s universal cover- By contrast, placing the requirement to

age, then the simplest and most efficient obtain coverage on the individual does not

approach is to make coverage compulsory, preclude that employers provide insurance.

w_th income-related tax credits if necessary Most insurance would probably continue to

to assure affordabihty. Placing the require- be obtained through employment because
ment to obtain coverage on the individual of the savings m admlnistratwe costs. But

entails less distortion of labor markets than other sources of group insurance are more

the more widely d_scussed alternative, of hkely to develop than under the status quo,

mandating that employers provide coverage which distorts relative prices heavily m fa-
for employees Mandating that employers vor of providing insurance through employ-

provide coverage is equwalent to imposing ment Despite the efficiency and equity

a fixed tax per worker Because insurance arguments in favor of requirmg tndwlduals

is a fixed cost per worker, the lmphclt tax to obtain coverage, however, pohtlctans fa-

rate _s h_gher on low-wage and part-time vor employer mandates because the costs

workers. Unless wage rates of such workers of such an approach, although higher, are
fall to offset the cost of insurance to the largely hidden.

employer, employment opportumtles must

fall. The cost of employer mandates will mPatricia M. Danzon

Biography: Patncla M. Danzon is Ceha Moh Professor of Health Care Management and Insurance
at the Wharton School m Philadelphia
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HealthInsurance
John C. Goodman
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TheBirthofthe "Blues" one-third of patient days, Medicare paid
one-third of the total costs. Other insurers

In the thirties and forties a competitive mar- reimbursed hospitals in much the same
ket for health insurance developed in many way. For the most part, physicians and hos-
places m the United States. Typically, pre- pital managers were free to incur costs as
miums tended to reflect risks, and insurers they saw fit. The role of insurers was to pay
aggressively monitored claims to keep costs the bills, with few questions asked.
down and prevent abuses. Second, the phdosophy of the Blues was

Following World War II, however, the that health insurance should cover all medi-
market changed radically. Hospitals had cal costs--even routine checkups and dlag-
created Blue Cross in 1939 and doctors nostlc procedures. The early Blue plans had
started Blue Shield later. Under pressure no deductibles and no copayments, insurers

from hospital and physician organizations, paid the total bill and patients and physl-
the "Blues" won competitwe advantages cians made choices with little interference
from state governments and special dis- from insurers Therefore, health insurance
counts from medical providers. Once the was not really "msurance " Instead, it was
Blues had used these advantages to gain a prepayment for the consumption of medical
monopolistic position, the medical commu- care.
nity was in a position to refuse to deal with Third, the Blues priced their policies
commercml insurers unless they adopted based on what is called "community rat-
many of the same practices followed by the lng." In the early days this meant that ev-
Blues. Some of these practices were also eryone in a given geographical area was
later adopted by the federal government charged the same price for health Insurance
through the Medicare (for the elderly) and regardless of age, sex, occupation, or any
Medicaid (for the poor) programs, other factor related to differences in real

Four characteristics of Blue Cross/Blue health risks. Even though a sixty-year-old
Shield health insurance fundamentally can be expected to incur four Umes the
shaped the way Americans paid for health health care costs of a twenty-five-year-old,

care in the postwar period, for example, both paid the same premmm.
First, hospitals were reimbursed on a In this way higher-risk people were under-

cost-plus basis. If Blue Cross patients ac- charged and lower-risk people were over-
counted for 40 percent of a hospital's total charged.
patient days, Blue Cross was expected to Fourth, instead of pricing their policies
pay for 40 percent of the hospital's total to generate reserves that would pay bills
costs. If Medicare patients accounted for that weren't presented until future years (as

684
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life insurers and property and casualty in- than 10 percent of hospital bills were paid
surers do), the Blues adopted a pay-as-you- out of pocket by patients, artificial changes
go approach to insurance. This meant that in the charges did little to affect the overall
each year's premium income paid that demand for hospital services. Even though
year's health care costs. If a policyholder the cost-plus system has been substantially
developed an illness that required treatment dismantled, hospital charges still do not
over several years, in each successive year function as market prices that affect peo-
insurers had to collect additional premiums ple's decisions and allocate resources.

from all policyholders to pay those addl- Instead, they are artifacts, arbitrarily ma-
uonal costs, nipulated to increase reimbursements from

Even though most health care and most third-party payers.
health insurance were provided privately, One way to appreciate how much third-
the U.S. health care system developed into party payment has influenced the hospital
a regulated, institutionahzed market, doml- marketplace _s to contrast cosmetic surgery
nated by nonprofit bureaucracies. Such a w_thother types of surgery. Because neither
market _s very different from a truly corn- pubhc nor private insurance any longer cov-
petltive market Indeed, the primary reason ers cosmetic surgery, patzents pay with their
that the medical community created the own funds And even though many parties
Blues was to avoid the consequences of a are involved m supplying the service (phy-
competmve market--including wgorous SlCmn,nurse, anesthetxst, and the hospital),
price competition and careful oversight of patients are quoted a single package price in
prowder behavior by third-party payers, advance In other words, ordinary people,

One area where consumers become im- spending their own money, have been able
mediately aware that the medical market- to get advance price information that large
place is different is in the area of hospital employers, large insurance companies, and
prices. Even today, most patients cannot even federal and state governments gener-
find out in advance what even routine surgi- ally have been unable to obtain for any other
cal procedures will cost them. When dis- type of surgery.
charged, they receive lengthy itemized bills
that are difficult for even physicians to un-
derstand. Thus, the buyers (i.e., the pa- 0hangesintheEighties
tlents) of hospital services cannot discover
the price prior to buying and cannot under- The system of health insurance that pre-
stand the charge after the purchase has been vailed from the forties through the seventies
made. contained the seeds of its own destruction.

Under some reimbursement formulas m Any system in which patients spend other

the cost-plus system, a hospital's reim- people's money at the point of purchase and
bursement was partly determined by its m which providers are reimbursed based on

charges. Hospitals discovered that by ma- thelr costs and not on set fees, is a system
nipulatmg the charges, they could increase m which health care costs will invariably
their total reimbursement. And because less rise.
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Rising health care costs lead to higher permission to expand capacity or to buy
health insurance premiums, giving the peo- expensive equipment. These changes
pie who are being overcharged through the strengthened the private sector's ability to
system of community rating greater incen- solve many problems. Yet, the removal of
tives to find cheaper alternatives. New en- the most obvious barriers to competition--
trants into the health insurance market have while leaving more subtle bamers in
incentives to supply those alternatives. And place--has exacerbated three problems.
with increasing pressure to hold premiums Lack of health insurance. One problem is
down, diverse third-party payers have in- that about 34 million Americans do not have
creasing incentives to find cheaper alterna- health insurance, and their number has been
tIves to the cost-plus system of hospital rising. At least two government policies
finance, have contributed to this problem and made

Thus, the system began to unravel in the It much worse than it needs to be.
seventies and eighues. Large employers be- The first is the tax law. Most people who
gan to manage their own health care plans, work for large companies receive health in-
started paying hospitals based on set surance as a fringe benefit. Because the
charges rather than costs, and negotiated health insurance premiums are deductible
price discounts Through the Medicare pro- expenses for employers, many workers el-
gram, the federal government began paying fectlvely avoid a 28 percent income tax, a
hospitals fixed prices for surgical proce- 15,3 percent tax for Social Security (half of
dures (the Prospective Payment System). which is paid by employers), and a 2 to 9
Alternative prepaid programs, such as percent state and local income tax. Thus, as
health maintenance organizations (HMOs) much as fifty cents of every dollar spent
(under which total charges are fixed in ad- on health insurance through employers is
vance) emerged as competitors to tradl- effectively paid by government. And we get
tlonal fee-for-services medicine (under what we subsidize. About 90 percent of the
which charges rise with usage by people in people who have private health insurance
the covered group). The system of commu- obtain It through an employer
nity rating collapsed as individual insurers In contrast, the unemployed, the self-era-
lowered their premium prices for lower-risk ployed, and most employees of small busi-
individuals and groups. The market for ev- nesses get httle or no tax subsidy. If they
ery medical service became more competl- have health insurance at all, they must first
tlve. pay taxes and then purchase the insurance

The federal government also began to en- with what is left over. At the same time
courage competition in the health care sec- most of the 34 million people who have no

tor. For example, it ehminated federal health insurance pay higher tax rates to fund
funding for, and encouragement of, health the $60 billion annual tax break for those

planmng agencies. It also eliminated "cer- who have employer-provided insurance.
tificate of need controls," under which hos- A second source of the problem is state
pitals had to have the government's government regulations--speclfically, laws
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that mandate what is covered under health that mcreasmgly do without health insur-
insurance plans. Examples of mandated ance.

coverages include alcohohsm, drug abuse, Rising health care costs. The second major
AIDS, mental illness, acupuncture, and in problem is rising health care costs, a prob-
vitro fertihzatlon lem that also is exacerbated by federal tax

In 1970 there were only thirty mandated law.

health insurance benefit laws m the United The primary reason health care costs are
States. Today there are at least one thou- rising _s that most spending on health care
sand. Coverage for heart transplants Is man- is done with someone else's money rather
dated m Georgia, and for hver transplants than the patient's As a result patients avoid
in Illinois Minnesota mandates coverage making tough choices between health care
for hairpieces for bald people. Mandates and other goods and services. The most
cover marriage counsehng in Cahfornia, wasteful kind of health insurance is insur-
pastoral counseling in Vermont, and depos- ance for small medical bills. These are the

its to a sperm bank in Massachusetts. expenses over which patients exercise the
There are more than 240 different health- most discretion and for which opportunities

related professions in the United States, for waste and abuse are greatest. Moreover,
ranging from chiropractors and naturopaths by the time an msurance company gets
to athletic trainers. Every year, these special through processing a twenty-five-dollar
interest groups descend upon state legisla- physician fee, the cost will be fifty dol-
tares demanding more and more regula- lars--thus doubhng the cost of medical
uons--and more and more mandated care

coverage. These regulations are dnwng up The alternatwe to third-party insurance is
the cost of health msurance. The National mdw_dual self-insurance The alternative to

Center for Pohcy Analysis estimates that as hawng third parties pay every medical bill
many as one out of every four people who is to have people pay most medical bdls
lack health insurance has been priced out of with their own money. The alternative to
the market by these costly regulations, having large bureaucracies limit spending

Not everyone is d_rectly affected by state decisions w_th arbitrary rules and regula-
regulations Federal law exempts federal t_ons is to let people make their own decl-
government employees. Medicare enroll- slons
ees, and employees of companies that man- Many economists who have studied the
age their own health care plans The last health insurance market beheve that a more
group employs more than half of all work- prudent approach would be to choose a high
ers. State governments often exempt their deductible and put the savings (from lower

own Medicaid patients and their own state premmms) in individual medical savings
employees That means most of the burden accounts In a short period of time, the vast
of the mandates falls on employees of small majority of people would have accumulated
businesses, the self-employed, and the un- savings far m excess of the annual deduct-
employed. Yet these are the very groups _ble If not spent, these funds could be used
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for postretirement medical expenses or as a average, older employees find health insur-
supplement to retirement pensions. Smga- ance underpnced and tend to bargain for
pore, for example, has built its entire health more coverage for more items. To younger
care system around m&vidual self-insur- employees w_th expected costs of only
ance. Singapore workers are required to put $1,320, even one-half of the artificial pre-
6 percent of their income mto medical sav- mlums they face is often a bad buy, and
ings accounts every year. their incentive is to forgo coverage.

In the United States we have moved in In the market for small group and mdivld-
the opposite &rection. Every dollar in pre- ual pohcies, the problem is even worse.
mlums spent by employers for third-party Under the pay-as-you-go approach to pre-
health insurance receives a generous tax mium pricing, insurers typically increase
subsidy. Every dollar employees try to save premiums each year to cover the continuing
Is taxed, costs of people who contracted lengthy dl-

Lack of actuarially priced insurance. The nesses m past years. As a result healthier
final problem is a lack of a real market for people and better risks find they can switch
health insurance in which health risks are insurers and pay lower premiums for cover-
accurately priced During the e_ght_es most age or do without coverage altogether. That
large compames reahzed that their prem_- leaves the people who continue to buy cov-
ums did not buy msurance. Instead, they erage paying higher and higher premiums.
were set to cover the employees' actual Today, most large insurers propose to
health costs each year. That is why most deal with this problem by state or federal
chose to self-insure, cut out the middleman laws that would relmpose (to one degree
(the insurance company), and pay health or another) the old system of community
care bills directly. Today, about 80 percent rating These proposals would, m effect,
of large companies use third-party insurers outlaw price cutting and force some insurers
s_mply to process health care claims rather to share m the losses of others. The alterna-
than to provide insurance services, twe is to adopt pohcles which encourage a

Iromcally, however, most large compa- market for real health insurance, in which
nies continue to price health insurance mter- risk is accurately priced. The first course
nally (1.e., to employees) using the old Blue requires laws and regulations designed to
Cross method. Thus, if the average cost prevent the market from workmg. The alter-
per employee is $3,300, and employees are native reqmres a legal environment that will
asked to pay half that amount, all pay allow the market to work.
$1,650, regardless of their m&wdual health
risks. Because a sixty-year-old employee m John C. Goodman
wdl generate about $5,280 in costs, on the
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Housing
Peter D. Sa/ins

• America's high standard of hvmg is, by homes shelter fewer residents than those of

and large, equaled today in a growing num- other countries While the housing stock

bet of other wealthy developed nations. But of Japan and the most prosperous of the

when at comes to housing, an essential com- European nations allocates, on average, one

ponent of that hwng standard, the Umted room per household member, American

States still commands first place. By many dwellings offer nearly two.

objective standards Americans are the best- American homes also are considerably

housed people in the world. Their homes newer and more frequently equipped with

are 20 to 40 percent larger than those of the latest in modem mechanical equipment.

northern Europeans, and about 10 percent Vtrtually all U.S. homes have refrigerators
larger than those of their near peers, the (not yet the norm in Europe or Japan), two-
Canadians and Australians. These larger thirds of them self-defrostmg. Not only are
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nearly all American dwellings centrally The key to both the best and worst aspects
heated, but a third of them are centrally air- of U.S. housing conditions is America's
conditioned as well, while most of the rest vastly greater rehance on the private market
have unit air conditioners. Unlike residents for the production and maintenance of hous-
of other rich countries, American families ing
are more hkely to live in detached houses America's singular housing conditions
than apartments, and far more likely to own owe a great deal to the singular economics
rather than rent them. And perhaps most of the U S. housing market. For one thing,
distinctively, the typical American home is the Umted States spends more on housing
surrounded by a large private yard. than any other nation, in both absolute and

If U.S. housing standards look good in relative terms. As a percentage of GNP,
comparative international terms, they are America's 12.3 percent far exceeds the Eu-
equally impressive when viewed against ropean and Japanese average of 9 percent,
American housing conditions of even the and even outpaces Canada and Australia's
recent past. In 1960 the typical dwelling 11 percent But m contrast to most other
contained 1,200 square feet and was occu- countries, developed and less developed

pied by a household of 3.1 persons. By alike, most American housing is built and
1987 the average home had grown to over financed by the private sector, without ex-
1,600 square feet, while its occupancy had phcit subsidies
fallen to 2.4 persons. In 1960 over 13 per- The United States has somewhat over 2
cent of American homes lacked some com- milhon pubhcly owned or managed dwell-
ponent of a modern kitchen or bath; by 1987 rags, which is a mere 2 percent of the hous-
that apphed to only 2 percent. The propor- mg stock. In Britain, by contrast, public
tion of all American homes with air-condl- housing makes up 30 percent of the total
tionlng grew from 12 percent in 1960 to number of dwellings, and even m Canada
over 60 percent m 1987. During this same it exceeds 10 percent. Not only is most U.S.
period the percentage of fully detached sin- housing privately owned, but most of it is
gle-family homes fell from 77 percent m owned by _ts occupants. Since 1950, ap-
1960 to 66 percent in 1987. Not so much proximately two-thirds of all U.S. homes
an adverse development as a reflection of have been owned rather than rented, with
changes m American life-style, this mar- the current proportion shghtly over 64 per-
gmal increase in the popularity of town- cent. Much has been written of the alleged
house hving moved the U.S. housing stock inabdity of young couples today to afford
a little closer to the European model, home ownership. Yet the average first-time

Of course, not all the U.S. housing facts home buyer _s still under thirty years old

are so benign. A visit to any American city All of the positive features of the Amen-
will reveal conditions of housing squalor can housing scene must be viewed against
probably unmatched in other wealthy coun- a backdrop of considerable public hand-
tries, although even America's worst dwell- wringing about contemporary housing con-
ings are actually quite spacious and ditions. Media coverageandofficialreports
amenity-laden by international standards, constantly remind Americans of the out-
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standing examples of housing distress: this program, especially after journalists
physically devastated parts of inner-city pubhshed a spate of highly critical accounts
neighborhoods that are invariably compared in the sixties of life in the pubhc housing
to war-tom Beirut, widespread home- projects, showing large numbersoftenants
lessness invoking comparisons with Cal- abusing their new homes as well as their

cutta, and for the vast urban landscape neighbors. Furthermore, direct public fund-
where no manifest housing problems can be ing of new construction proved to be very
discerned, the purported scourge _s lack of costly, with modest apartments m bad sec-
affordabihty, tlons of cities costing more than large prl-

Such critiques are not new. Nearly a cen- vate homes in the suburbs. Also, more and

tury ago Jacob Rus spurred a housing re- more people objected to having public
form movement by describing how "the housing in their neighborhoods. Thus, from
other half hves "" It was not until a half- the m_ds_xt_eson, national, state, and local

century later, when Frankhn D Roosevelt housing agencies have experimented with a
perceived that a third of the nation was 111 wide variety of indirect subsidy approaches.
housed, that people began looking to the Although few old housing programs ever
government as the primary agent of housing die completely, each presidential admires-
amelioration. Ever since, successive gener- trat_on since the New Deal has promoted its
atlons of pubhc officials and housing ex- own programmatic cure for the "'housing
perts have proclaimed a _'housmg crisis" crisis." Kennedy and Johnson favored
and proposed government action to end zt mortgage subsidies. The Nixon and Ford
As a result a continuing stream of federal administrations heavily promoted granting
and state housing subsidy programs has fifteen-year rental income guarantees to
been enacted since the passage of the Na- new or renovated housing developments
tional Housing Act of 1949, which prom- tied to ehgible tenants. The most recent
lsed "a decent home and suitable hving Reagan and Bush administration pohcles
environment for every Amencan family." represent a shift to consumer subsidies, in-

The oldest and most &rect of program- cludlng household rent supplements and the
matic approaches, launched by the U.S sale of housing authority apartments to their
Housing Act of 1937, has depended on fed- tenants, Parallel state and local efforts since
eral grants to underwrite the entire develop- the sixties have generally involved sponsor-
ment cost of housing complexes owned and ship and lmplementat_on of the changing

managed by local housing authorities, and menu of federal programs, or underwnting
since 1969, ad&tional federal subsl&zation interest and tax abatement subsi&es.

of roughly half their operating costs. Whale Whether the fifty-year effort of publicly
highly visible, especially in New York and funded housing assistance has made a great
some of the nation's other major cities, this deal of difference in improving American

"public housing" stock is available to only housing con&tions is hotly debated among

a small proportion of the urban poor. housing speciahsts. Advocates of housing
By 1970 both ItS tenants and the general subsidies claim that the private sector can

pubhc were thoroughly disenchanted with never build housing cheaply enough for the
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poor. On the other side, conservative hous- much of this "private" housing is indeed
ing policy analysts and a number of housing subsidized, by personal income tax deduc-
economists have published persuasive cri- tions and public highways. (The deductibil-
tiques of these programs, noting their high ity of interest on home mortgages is indeed
cost per household, the random distribution a subsidy--interest is not deductible in
of their benefits by income class and re- Canada, for exampleqand undoubtedly
gion, and their likely role in displacing has contributed to the large private invest-
rather than supplementing the production of ment in housing.)
lower-priced homes by the private sector. While this rhetorical debate between ad-
In 1991 dollars few direct subsidy programs vocates of the private market and advocates
cost less than $80,000 per dwelling, and of pubhc subsidies rages on, at the practical
some cost more than $200,000, making level ofpohcy implementation there contln-
most subsi&zed housing more expensive ues to be an inexorable reduction m the
than privately built homes of comparable level of government intervention in the
size. Because all housing programs are 1o- U,S housing market. In 1971 federal, state,
cally administered, they have been _diosyn- and local programs subsidized the produc-
cratically implemented by place and time. tion of 483,000 homes By 1981 the number
And many of the beneficiaries of these pro- had fallen to 211,000 Today, all govern-
grams have often been neither poor nor ment efforts together account for the con-
badly housed, but merely persistent or struction and rehabihtation of no more than

lucky 100,000 dwelhngs per year
Moreover, because the most egregious With the decline m government's direct

instances of housing squalor--broken win- participation in subsidizing low-cost hous-
dows and doors, graffiti, filthy streets and rag, the debate has shifted to the redirect
buildings, as well as distressing levels of effects of government policies. On one is-
neighborhood crime and vandalism--re- sue advocates of government subsidies to
flect the behavior of residents in poor urban housing and their usual antagonists, conser-
neighborhoods rather than the physical de- vative housing economists, agree. Both
ficiencies of their dwellings, they are not sides believe that among the greatest lmped-
easily mitigated by dwelling-specific sub- iments to private market construction of
sidies. At the same time, economists be- "affordable" housing has been restrictwe
lieve that most of the wholesale land-use regulation. With most new hous-
improvement in U.S. housing conditions mg in the United States being built, of ne-
since the depression is really due to a high cessity, in the suburbs, local zoning,
rate of new housing production in the pri- subdivision, and environmental regulations

rate market, which has permitted the retire- can increase housing prices, for new and
ment of the worst dwellings and reduced older homes, by anywhere from 20 to 30
the quality-adjusted cost of all housing. In percent. The verbal protests of both the left
response, advocates of a continuing or and the right have provoked some court-
growing role for the public sector allege that mandated limits on the most restrictive local
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regulatory practices in New Jersey, Massa- made much of a dent in suburban land-use

chusetts, and a few other states. Yet protests policies.

against "exclusionary zoning" have not yet
_Peter D. Salins

Biography: Peter D. Sahns is a professor of planning m the Urban Affairs and Planning Department
of the City University of New York's Hunter College. He is also coedltor of the Journal of the
Amertcan Plannmg Assoczatton.
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LawandEconomics
David D. Friedman

• A legal rule has two consequences. The tenant without giving him at least six

most Immediate is to determine who pays months' notice. An obvious consequence is
what penalty to whom if the rule is broken, that tenants are better off, since they now
Thus, one might describe a law against have six months' security, while landlords
speeding as a rule providing that anyone are worse off, since it takes them longer to
caught driving more than fifty-five miles an evict undesirable tenants.

hour on the Dan Ryan Expressway must pay Whde this is obvious, it is probably not
fifty dollars to the city of Chicago. Viewed true other than in the very short run. What
this way, a speeding law is simply a way of the argument omits is the effect of the rule
raising revenue and a speeding ticket a on the behavior of landlords and tenants.

rather peculiar sort of tax bill. By increasing both the cost to landlords of
But that is not why we have most speed- providing apartments and the value to ten-

mg laws. Their purpose ISnot to tax speed- ants of the apartments they rent, the rule
lng, but to prevent it. We pass such laws Increases the rent at which the number of

because we beheve that a driver is less apartments supphed by landlords equals the
hkely to drive fast if one probable conse- number demanded by tenants.
quence of doing so ISa fine. In the simplest case, where the costs of

The economic analysis of law deals with the additional security are the same for all
legal rules, whether made by legislatures or landlords and the benefits are the same for
by courts, from this second viewpoint-- all tenants, one can show that the law either
not as a way of handing out rewards and has no effect or makes both sides worse off.
punishments to those who deserve them, If the benefits to tenants from the additional

but as a system of incentives intended to security exceed the costs to landlords, the
affect behavior. Economic theory is used to rule has no effect. Landlords would offer

predict how rational individuals will re- the guarantee even without the rule, since
spond to such rules and what the conse- tenants are walling to pay more for it than
quences will be. This way of thinking about it costs the landlord. If the benefit of the

the law, and the conclusions it imphes, are additional security to the tenants is less than
obvious m cases such as the speeding law. its cost to the landlords, the rule makes both
In other cases the analysis and the conclu- sides worse off. Landlords receive more

stuns are much less obvious, rent, but not enough to compensate them
Consider a city ordinance restricting the for the cost of providing security. Tenants

terms of rental contracts. Suppose the gov- receive security, but pay more for it than it
ernment of Chicago forbids any apartment _sworth to them

lease that permits the landlord to evict the One can construct more complicated situ-

694
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uatlons where the restriction benefits ten- the effect on rents of "pro-tenant" legal
ants at the expense of landlords, or restrictions is taken into account, there is
landlords at the expense of tenants, or some no reason to expect them to benefit tenants.
landlords (or tenants) at the expense of oth- This is one example of the application of
ers, but there is no particular reason to ex- economics to the analysis of legal rules.
pect any such effect. The typical result of Over the past twenty years economic argu-
such a restriction on the terms of contracts, merits have been used to analyze the conse-
for rental housing or other things, is a net quences of a wide variety of legal rules,
cost plus some more or less random redlstri- including standards of proof, rules of evi-
butlon of wealth It is hke a law reqmrmg dence, damage rules for breach of contract,

all cars to be equipped with air-conditioning neghgence rules for torts, and many others.
and stereo tape decks. The result is not that An Important--and controversial--ele-
consumers get additional features for free, ment in much of this work is the claim that

but that some get (and pay for) features they legal rules either are, or ought to be, de-
would have bought anyway, while others signed to maximize economic efficiency--
are forced to buy features worth less to them roughly speaking, to make the size of the
than they cost. economic pie as large as possible. (See EF-

So one implication of economic analysis FICIENC_) Judge Richard Posner, for in-
of law is a presumption in favor of freedom stance, has argued that the common law,
of contract--the legal rule permitting par- the set of legal doctrines that has evolved
ties to a contract to set any terms mutually out of decisions by judges, tends to be effi-
acceptable and have them enforced by the cient--that many of the rules developed by
courts. This presumption is not always true the courts seem very much like those that
It is possible to construct economic argu- would be proposed by an economist design-
ments against freedom of contract in pamc- lng a legal system to maximize economic
ular situations. But such arguments depend efficiency.
on the existence of some form of market Consider, for example, the issue of negh-
failure, such as an externality (a situation gence Suppose I take some action that re-
in which A's contract with B imposes costs sults in damage to you. In many, though
on C). Courts will not, for instance, enforce not all, situations I will be required to pay
a contract to commit a crime, for your damage only if my action was neg-

In contract law, as in many other areas hgent Under the definition of negligence

of law, economic analysis affects not only proposed by Judge Learned Hand, I am neg-
conclusions about what the law should be, ligent if I could have prevented the accident

but the whole form of the arguments on at a cost to me that is less than the expected
which such conclusions are based. In order benefit from preventing it. The expected
for the noneconomist to decide for or benefit is the probability that the accident

against laws requiring "pro-tenant" terms will occur times the damage that will be
m leases, he need only know whether he done.
favors tenants or landlords For the econo- Suppose that if I do not have my brakes
mist that is almost irrelevant, since once checked there is a 10percent chance my car
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will skid into yours and do $1,000 damage, the expected fine for speeding equal to the
If I have the brakes checked, the chance is expected damage that the speeder does to
reduced to zero, so the expected benefit is other drivers, then each driver can decide
.10 × $1,000 = $100. If the cost of the for himself whether the benefit of getting
checkup is less than $100 then, under the where he is going a little sooner is worth
Hand rule, I am negligent if I do not have the cost.
the brakes checked, and will be liable for What these examples suggest is that
any accidents that result. If the cost is more many legal issues can be analyzed in eco-

than $100, then I am not negligent and will nom_c terms, and that existing legal rules
not be hable. This looks very much like a often make economic sense. Of course, a
rule designed to produce the efficient out- full economic analysis of either negligence
come. If the cost of the precaution is greater or traffic fines, or a full description of the
than the benefit, then, on net, taking the relevant law, would be much more compli-
precaution makes us worse off, so I should cared than the sketch given here.
not be punished for not taking it--even If Economics has made a substantial contn-
the result is an accident bution to our understanding of the law, but

A similar analysis can be applied to the the law has also contributed to our under-
case of speeding Uckets. I argued earher standing of economics. Courts routinely
that the purpose of speeding laws was not deal with the reahty of such economic ab-
to collect money, but to prevent speeding, stractions as property and contract. The
We could surely do so more effectively if study of law thus gwes economists an op-
we made the punishment more severe. If portumty to improve their understanding of
every speeder was hanged--or even if ev- some of the concepts underlying economic
ery speeder had h_s car confiscated--the theory. The most notable example is the
number of speeders would rapidly approach work of University of Chicago economist
zero. Ronald Coase. Coase received the 1991 No-

One explanation of why we do not follow bel Prize in economics, in part for using
such a policy is that we do not wish to ideas based on his study of the law of nui-
ehminate all speeding--just "inefficient" sance to revolutionize the corresponding
speeding. We punish speeding because it area of economics--the theory of externah-
imposes a cost, in the Increased likelihood ties
of accidents, on other drivers. In some cases

that cost may be worth paying. If we set --David D. Friedman

Biography: Dawd D. Friedman is an Ohn Fellow in Law and Economics at the Umverstty of
Chicago Law School.
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OPEC
Benjamin Zycher

• Few people are aware of it today, but import quota program also discnminated
OPEC (the Organization of Petroleum Ex- agamst oil from Venezuela.

porting Countries) was formed in response In September 1960 four Persian Gulf na-

to the U S. imposition of import quotas on tlons (Iran, Iraq, Kuwait, and Saudi Arabia)
oil In 1959 the U.S government estab- and Venezuela formed OPEC, the purpose

lished a Mandatory Oil Import Quota Pro- of which was to obtain higher prices for

gram (MOIP) restrtctmg the amount of crude oil By 1973 eight other nations (Qa-
crude oil (and refined products) that could tar, Indonesia, Libya, the United Arab

be imported into the Umted States. The Emtrates, Algeria, Nigeria, Ecuador, and

MOIP gave preferential treatment to oll im- Gabon) had joined OPEC Ecuador with-

ports from Mexico and Canada This partial drew on the last day of 1992.
exclusion of the U.S. market to Persian OPEC was unsuccessful in its first de-

Gulf producers depressed prices for their cade. Real (that is, mflation-adjusted) world

oil. As a result oil prices "posted" (paid to prices for crude oil continued to fall until

the selling nations) by the major oil compa- 1971 In 1958 the real price was $10.85 per
nies were reduced m February 1959 and barrel (in 1990 dollars). By 1971 it had

August 1960. In its early years the U.S. fallen to $7.46 per barrel. However, real
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prices began to rise slowly beginning in keep prices higher than the competitive
197 l, and then jumped dramatically in late level The heart of OPEC is the Conference,
1973 and 1974 from roughly $8 per barrel which comprises national delegations, usu-
to over $27 per barrel in the wake of the ally at the level of oil minister. The Confer-
Arab-Israeli ("Yom Kippur") War. ence meets twice each year to assign output

Contrary to what many noneconomlsts quotas, which are upper limits on the
believe, the 1973 price increase was not amount of oil each member is allowed to
caused by the oil "embargo" (refusal to produce. The Conference may also meet in
sell) directed at the United States and the special sessions when deemed necessary,
Netherlands that year by the Arab members particularly when downward pressure on
of OPEC. Instead, OPEC reduced its pro- prices becomes acute.
duction of crude oil. thus raising world oil OPEC faces the classic problem of all
prices substantially. The embargo against cartels: overproduction and cheating by
the United States and the Netherlands had members. At the higher cartel price, less oil
no effect whatever' both nations were able is demanded. That is why OPEC assigns
to obtain oil at the same prices as all other output quotas. Each member of the OPEC
nations. The failure of this selective era- cartel has an incentive to produce more than
bargo was pre&ctable. Oil Js a fungible its quota and "'shave" (cut) this price be-
commodity that can easily be resold among cause the cost of producing an additional
buyers. Therefore, sellers who try to deny barrel of crude is typically well below the
oil to buyer A will find other buyers pur- cartel price. The methods available to shave
chasing more o11, some of which will be official OPEC pnces are numerous. Cre&t
resold by them to buyer A. can be extended to buyers for periods longer

Nor, as is commonly believed, was than the standard thirty days Higher grades
OPEC the cause of oil shortages and gaso- (or blends) of oil can be sold for prices
line lines in the United States. Instead, the applicable to lower grades. Transportation
shortages were caused by price and alloca- credits can be given. Buyers can be offered
tlon controls on crude oil and refined prod- side payments or rebates.
ucts, originally imposed in 1971 by This tendency for indiwdual producers
President Nixon as part of the Economic to cheat on the cartel agreement is a long-
Stabilization Program. By preventing prices standing feature of OPEC behavior. Indi-
from rising sufficiently, the price controls vidual producers usually have exceeded
stimulated desired consumption above the their production quotas, and so official
quantities available at the legal maximum prices have been unstable. But OPEC is an
prices Shortages were the inevitable result, unusual cartel in that one producer--Saudl
Countries that avoided price controls, such Arabia--is much larger than the others.
as West Germany and Switzerland, also That is why the Saudis are the "swing"
avoided shortages, queues, and the other producer. When prices start downward,
perverse effects of the controls, they cut their production to keep prices up.

OPEC is a cartel--a group of producers One reason the Saudis have behaved that

that attempts to restnct output in order to way is that departures from the official
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prices impose larger total losses on them higher prices. The pnnclpal hawks within
than on other OPEC members in the short OPEC are Iran and Iraq The price
run. Because other producers have huge in- "doves," usually nations with larger re-
centives to produce m excess of their quo- serves relatwe to population, argue for
tas, the Sau&s, in order to defend the h_gher output and lower prices to preserve,
official OPEC price, have had to reduce over the longer term, their oil markets and
their sales dramatically at times. This ero- thus the economic value of their oil re-

sion of Saudi production and sales has sources. The principal doves within OPEC
tended to reduce their revenues and profits are Sau& Arabia, Kuwait, and the United
substantially In 1983 and 1984, for exam- Arab Emlrates.

pie, the Saudis found themselves producing Such relatively lower prices serve the in-
only about 3.5 million barrels per day, de- terests of the doves because oll consumers
spite their (then) production capacity almost have used less odm response to prior price
three times that level increases. For example, U.S energy use

How successful has OPEC been since the per dollar of GNP (adjusted for inflation)
early seventies? Not as successful as many was 27.49 thousand BTUs m 1970. By
people perceive. Except m the wake of the 1988, after the price increases of 1973 and
1979 Iraman revolution, and in anticipation 1979, _t had decreased to 19.93 thousand
of possible destruction of substantial re- BTUs. Thus, the price "doves," led by
serves in the 1990-91 Persian Gulf conflict, Sau& Arabia, generally have resisted pres-

real (inflation-adjusted) prices of crude od sures for higher prices.
have fallen since 1973. Prices began drop- Over the long run, real prices of natural

pmg very rapidly m the early eighties after resources and commodities usually fall,
the Sau&s concluded that lower prices and largely because of technological advances.

higher production were m their best mter- Crude oil is no exception Technological
ests. Official prices fell from $34 (for the advances m seismic exploration have dra-
benchmark crude oil, Arabmn light) to $29 matlcally reduced the cost of finding new
in 1983, $24m 1984, and about $18 m 1986 reserves, thus increasing off reserves
to 1988. Indeed, even prices unadjusted for greatly. Horizontal dnlhng and other new
inflation often have fallen. For example, techmques have reduced the cost of recov-

prices fell from $35 10 per barrel ($49.10 ermg known reserves Also, improvements
m 1990 dollars) in 1981 to $16.69 ($18.69 in technology provide both substitutes for

in 1990 dollars) in 1987. (Price data are od and ways to use less oil to achieve given
shown in table 1, and current reserves, pro- ends.

duction capacity, and production levels are Moreover, advances m technology will
shown in table 2.) reduce prices for such substitute fuels as

This downward trend has increased ten- natural gas, thus exerting continuing down-

sions between two rival groups within ward pressure on crude oil prices. And in-

OPEC The pnce "hawks," usually nations creasing willingness to devote resources
with smaller crude od reserves relatwe to toward environmental improvement sug-

population, argue for lower oil output and gests that the market for crude oil will de-
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TABLE 1

WorldCrude0ilPrices
(U.S.dollarsperbaffel)

Year Nominal Price In 1990 Dollars Year Nominal Price In 1990 Dollars

1955 2.25 10.88 1973 3.27 8.69
1956 2,36 11.04 1974 11.17 27.20
1957 2.73 12.34 1975 11.57 25.66
1958 2.45 10.85 1976 12.41 25.86
1959 2.27 9.82 1977 13 33 26.05
1960 2.23 9.49 1978 13.43 24.46
1961 2.27 9.57 1979 20.19 33.78
1962 2.26 9.32 1980 32.27 49.52
1963 2.25 9.13 1981 35.10 49.10
1964 2.23 8.91 1982 32.11 42.22
1965 2.22 8.64 1983 27.73 35 10
1966 2.24 8.42 1984 27.44 33.50
1967 2.27 8.31 1985 25 83 30.63
1968 2.24 7.81 1986 12 52 14.47
1969 2.27 7.50 1987 16.69 18.69
1970 2.35 7.36 1988 13.25 14.36
1971 2.52 7.46 1989 16.89 17.59
1972 2.64 7.47 1990 20.42 20.42

SOURCE;U S Depa_men_ of Energy, Comme_e, and Labo_

cline relative to those for such "cleaner" mankind, as wood gradually gave way to
energy sources as natural gas and nuclear coal, which m turn declined as the use of
technology, unless other technical advances oil expanded. These facts suggest that the
yield substantial improvement in the ability economic power of OPEC inexorably will
to use oil cleanly. Thus, the demand for erode.
crude oil is likely over the long term to
decline relative to the demand for compet- --Benjamin Zycher
ing fuels. This has been the experience of
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TABLE 2

OPECReserves,ProductionCapacity,andProductionLevels

Nation Reserves a Capacity b Production c

Algeria 9,200 800 750

Ecuador 1,51 4 330 280

Gabon 733 200 260

Indonesia 8,200 1,300 1,200

Iran 92,860 3,000 3,100

Iraq 100,000 3,500 3,100

Kuwait* 97,125 2,200 1,800

Libya 22,800 1,600 1,250
Neutral Zone n a. 600 300

Nigeria 16,000 1,700 1,700
Qatar 4,500 600 365

Saudl Arabia* 257,559 7,000 5,300

Un. Arab Em. 94,105 2,210 2,060

Venezuela 58,504 2,400 2,000

OPEC Total 763,100 27,440 d 23,465

World Total 1,001,572 63,740 d 60,320

aMdhonsof barrelson January1, 1990
bMaxlmumsustainableasofAugust1990,thousandsof barrelsperday
CThousandsof barrelsperdayasof May1990,excludingnaturalgasliquids
Non-OPECcapacityforfirstquarter1991,frominternalDepartmentofEnergy/EnergyInformationAdmm=stration

estimate
* Includesone-halfof theNeutralZone
na --not available

SOURCE.U S Department of Energy, Centra/ /nte/hgence Agency

Biography: Benjamin Zycher is vice president for research at the Mllken Institute for Job and
Capital Formation m Santa Monica. California He also is a wsitmg professor of economics at the

University of Cahfornia at Los Angeles and an adjunct scholar at the Cato Institute in Washington
He was formerly a semor staff economist w_thPresident Reagan's Council of Economic Advisers.
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PublicSchools
John E. Chubb

• By most accounts America's schools are the SAT Urban high schools, which serve
not performmg very well, The average com- disproportionately large numbers of poor
breed (verbal and mathemahcs) score on the famdies, fail to graduate nearly half of their
Scholastic Aptitude Test was seventy-five students; high schools naUonwlde graduate
points higher in 1963 than it was in 1990. about four-fifths of theirs

A high school semor ranked at the 50th To make matters worse, performance has
percentile on the SAT today would have stalled or fallen despite aggressive govern-
ranked around the 33rd percenttle in 1963. ment efforts to turn at around. Since the

American students trail most of their inter- launch of the Soviet Sputnik more than
national counterparts in mathematics and thirty years ago, school reform has been
science achievement. Recent comparisons an ongoing enterprise. President Johnson

of mdustrialized countries place the Umted signed the Elementary and Secondary Edu-
States between tenth and fifteenth in these cation Act, the cornerstone of his Great So-

economically vital fields. And excellence is clety program and the beginning of
not all that is missing. Performance among aggressive federal efforts to upgrade the
schools is quite inconsistent. Blacks score schools of children living in poverty, Presi-
nearly two hundred points below whites on dent Carter formed the Department of Edu-
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cation in order to raise the political profile In-school learning than the SAT--was up
of federal education policy. President several points. The dropout rate has im-
Reagan's National Commission on Excel- proved by roughly 10 percentage points
lence in Education spurred nearly a decade since the early seventies--if General
of ambitious school reform when it warned, Equivalency Diplomas are counted. Yet, as
in a landmark report of the same name, that the National Assessment of Educational

the United States is "A Nation at Risk." Progress reveals, most gains appear to have
Most recently, President Bush Introduced come in rote learning, computation, and ba-

"'America 2000," a comprehensive reform sic skills, rather than in problem-solving
plan that, if Implemented completely, and other higher-order skills As of 1991,

would create an entirely new system of edu- moreover, the nation's average SAT score
cation, had lost another ten points. By any start-

All of this political attention has brought dard, recent Improvements have been ex-
many changes. Annual Inflation-adjusted ceedmgly modest

expenditures per pupil have tripled since Why, then, despite great effort, are
1960, surpassing $5,500 m 1991. Over the America's schools doing rather poorly? One
same period class sizes were reduced by possiblhty is that students have become
about 30 percent. Teachers have become more difficult and families less supportive.
much more experienced--fifteen years on Yet scores of careful analyses have found
average now versus eight years in 1971-- httle support for this hypothesis. The facts
and have acquired more formal education, are these" drug use among schoolchildren
Only a quarter of the nation's teachers held has plummeted over the last decade; child-

master's degrees in 1971, while more than hood poverty rates, though up and down,
half do today. Since 1980, virtually every are the same today as in the late sixties, and
state in the umon has raised its high school student achievement began to decline in the
graduation requirements, and students are early sixties--about ten years before dl-
now taking more academic courses than vorce rates and female employment began
they did a decade ago. their rapid ascents

To be sure, there have been some signs of Hundreds of studies have also examined

improved performance. The average SAT the relationship between major mainstream
score fell by ninety points between 1963 school reforms and student achievement,
and 1980, but then rebounded by fifteen allowing for differences in the charactens-

points during the early and mideightles tics of students and families across schools
Black and other minonty students improved and over time. The overwhelming majority
their SAT scores during the seventies and of these studies have found the same thing.
eighties, slightly narrowing the chasm be- School performance is simply unrelated to
tween their achievement and that of whites, conventional school "improvements," in-

During the e_ghtles the percentage of stu- cluding higher expenditures per pupil, bet-
dents scoring at grade-appropnate levels on ter educated or more experienced teachers,
the National Assessment of Educational and smaller pupal-teacher ratios. School

Progress--a test that is a better gauge of performance appears to be eroding or stag-
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nating not because school problems are others believe makes good educational as
tougher (though this may be the explanation well as economic sense is for reformers to
in some schools) but because the school cease telling educators what to do and how
"improvements" made by reformers do not to do it, and to start telhng them what soci-
have much influence on performance, ety expects from them as a finished product.

What, then, does influence school perfor- Th_s strategy would allow educators to ex-
mance, and why haven't school reformers ercise their professional judgment--m as-
done the right thmgs _ Unfortunately, there sembhng a talented and de&cated teaching
is no simple recipe for school success. The force, in selecting and designing interesting
"inputs" necessary to produce desirable texts and curricular materials, in tailoring
educational "'outputs" are not well under- instructional techmques to fit the needs of
stood, and this puts school reformers in a the students and families being served, and
serious bmd Fortunately, some reform in orientmg the school around a theme or
strategies do not depend so heavily on m_ssion that captures the imagination of
knowledge of which inputs really work. teachers and students alike. In exchange for
Rather, they rely on accountability for out- such autonomy, the schools would be held
puts (i.e , what students actually learn), in- accountable for results. Schools that use
centives for performance, and ultimately, their autonomy productwely would be re-
the market prmciples of school competition warded. Nonproductive schools might even
and parental choice. These strategies have be pumshed
given some reformers fresh hope of finally Gradually, many educators and research-
doing the right thing, ers are concluding that autonomy and ac-

Experts increasingly agree that the quah- countabd_ty are the way to go. Various
ties that &stingulsh America's best schools scholars and most of the orgamzations rep-
are very difficult to mandate. "'Effective resenting teachers and administrators claim
schools,'" as the best restitutions are now that the system of pubhc education has be-
often called, are distinguished by such attri- come too centrahzed and bureaucratlzed,
butes as a clear sense of purpose, strong and that the quality of schools has conse-
leadership by principals toward shared edu- quently suffered As Terry M. Moe and I
cational goals, professionahsm and team- argue in Politics, Markets, and America's
work on the part of teachers, and high Schools, excessive regulation undermines
academic expectations for all students, the professionahsm and v_tality of teachers
These attributes, which fall into the realm and principals, leading many good people
of attitudes and behavior, are beyond the to leave the schools Those who remain tend

direct control of school reformers. Educa- to organize and lobby for regulatory protec-
tors can be told that they must work cooper- tion from the growing number of authorities
atively, enthusmstically, creatively, and above them. Political conflict increases, and
assiduously, but no one can guarantee that despite lots of good intentions, the system
they will grows more bureaucratic, less manageable,

An alternatwe strategy that I and many and less successful.
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The fact IS, as school performance has school All across America, school-based
eroded over the last several decades, bu- management and variations on that theme
reaucracy has grown larger. Instructional have become the most popular reform strat-
expenditures account for a rapidly declining egles of the nineties.
share--now less than 60 percent--of local It is too early to judge these recent re-
school expenditures. Full-time classroom forms, and not surprisingly, the academic
teachers account for less than half of local gains produced by them so far have been
school employment, while administrators small or nonexistent. Indeed, there is good
represent about 15 percent. The number of reason to believe that decentralization alone

nonclassroom personnel is growing at seven will not promote major improvement. The
times the rate of classroom teachers, difficulty is that while decentralization at-

The system has also become more cen- tacks the problem of bureaucracy and af-
trahzed, with the states surpassing local fords schools professional freedom, it does
governments as the major source of school not necessarily provide society with ac-
funds. An average state today pays for 50 countability for results. Unless there is

percent of public elementary and secondary some means for society to express its inter-
education; an average school district pays est in schooling--to specify what results it
for 45 percent. In 1960, school districts av- wants--a decentralized system of schools
eraged 60 percent, states only 35 percent, may not produce the educational improve-
Although the federal share of school fund- ments society values.
mg has actually fallen 3 percentage points Reformers are aware of the need for ac-
since 1980, the number of special programs countability. But except in very small pub-
that the federal government implements has hc school systems, reformers have been
remained constant at roughly eighty, and unable to devise accountability mechanisms
the volume of regulation it promulgates has that do not entail yet another layer of bu-
grown, reaucracy. Most mechanisms involve much

These developments have come under in- formality and detail about such indicators
creasing attack. Numerous reformers are of performance as test scores, dropout rates,
now calling for radical reductions in bu- teacher attendance records, personnel eval-
reaucratlc control The chancellor of the uatlons, and so on, along with many speci-

New York City Public Schools, Joseph Fer- fications of the conditions under which
nandez, is the nation's leading advocate of a schools may be rewarded or punished for
form of decentralization known as "school- changes in these indicators.
based management," a strategy that he The dangers in such new bureaucracy are
pioneered in Dade County, Florida. The many. Schools may produce formal im-
Chicago Public School System was dramat- provements on the indicators, but little gen-
lcally decentralized in 1989 by shifting ulne improvement in education. For
much of the control over schools from a example, schools may "baby-sit" students
central board of education to hundreds of in order to reduce dropout rates, or teach
boards, each responsible for a single students to take standardized tests rather
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than to think. The new bureaucracy may be accomphshed only if the people closest
also interfere as much as the old bureau- to parents and students--namely, teachers
cracy with the legitimate needs of educators and principals--have ample authority
for professional autonomy. It is little won- This is not just a matter of theoretical
der that one of the school reforms that is speculation. The New York City pubhc
most popular with the general publicm schools, for example, employ more than
merit pay for teachers--has yet to be mean- 6,000 central office personnel--an admm-
mgfully implemented anywhere in the istrator/student ratio of t to 150. The Catho-
country, lic schools of the Archdiocese of New

How, then, do we get an autonomous York, a smaller system than tts public coun-
school system that IS accountable to the terpart but nevertheless the twelfth largest
public? Some economists beheve the most school system in the country, employs only
promising strategy is to reorganize the pub- 30 central office personnel--a ratio of 1 to
lic education system according to the prmcl- 4,000. Political control of schools encour-
pies of competition and choice. The basic ages bureaucratization; market control dra-
idea _s to permit parents and students to mat_cally discourages _t. If reform aspires
choose their schools. Good schools, ones to create a school system that is based not
that provide the kinds of academic results only on accountability for results but on
that most parents want, would be rewarded school autonomy and the professionalism
and would flourish. Bad schools, schools of educators, a system organized around the
that few want to attend, would not be principles of competition and choice is dou-
propped up by interest groups that are able bly desirable.
to Influence the political process. They Of course, no market is perfect For a
would be denied resources, go out of busi- system of educational choice to work effi-

ness, and be replaced. Opponents of this ciently and equitably, the government
view argue, among other things, that it would need to play a significant role. Ex-
would further &sadvantage poor students, perts differ over precisely how this role
whose parents are not as well equipped as would be played. But most agree that the
wealthy parents to make reformed choices, government would need to fund the system

For me and many others, however, the and provide students from poor families the
logic of educational choice holds great ap- financml wherewithal to compete effec-
peal. But there is more to recommend edu- tively with students from middle-class fami-
cational choice than its "survival-of-the- lies for admission to schools of their choice.

fittest" rationale. In particular, educational The government would need to ensure that
choice would create powerful disincentives all parents have ample and accurate infor-
for bureaucratic growth and powerful incen- matlon about how schools are performing so
tires for empowerment of professionals at that students are not excluded from schools

the school level. In a marketplace where because of parental ignorance. The govern-
parent and student satisfaction are crucial to ment might do this by operating parent in-
a school's longevity, schools must respond formation centers, mandating achievement
to diverse family wants and needs. This can tests, or like the Federal Trade Commis-
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slon, regulating "truth in advertising" by seniors using vouchers to attend college in-
schools. The government might also find stead of high school--a program that not
private firms like Consumers Union offer- only is popular with participants but that
ing all sorts of comparative assessments of also has stimulated large increases in ad-
schools, thereby reducing the need for gov- vanced placement classes in high schools
ernment Information. threatened with college competition. Since

The government would also need to de- 1990 Wisconsin has permitted low-income
sign an admissions process that guarantees parents in Milwaukee to choose nonsectar-
all students a school Schools and students lan private schools. Despite court battles,
should be permitted to match up voluntarily opposmon from the state and local educa-
as much as possible, but there must also be tion agencies, and great uncertainty about
a safety net. Schools might be required, for the program's future, roughly seven hun-
example, to accept some mandatory place- dred families are happily (according to in-
ments from a lottery of students who do not dependent surveys) participating, and
find schools voluntarily. The government parents are much more involved in their
m_ght also want to establish basic chartering children's education than they were before.
criteria to guarantee that schools that partlc- Of course, not all experiences with
lpate in the system are nondiscriminatory, choice--public or private--are posmve
healthy, safe, and bona fide institutions of Because public schools are often forced by
learning--not degree mills. If a system of government to be the same, parents have
educational choice is to make a real differ- sometimes met public school "choice"
ence m the supply of schools, however, the with m&fference. Because markets take

government must also recognize the limits time to weed out inferior products, the Mll-
of its role and the need for market forces waukee voucher program initially included
to operate. The government must trust and one educationally dubious school that
respect the professional judgment of teach- served its students poorly--before it closed
ers and principals, and the values, con- and returned its students to the public
cerns, and lntelhgence of parents, schools. Nevertheless, choice was the key-

Increasingly, governments are doing just stone of the education strategy offered by
that. Most cities have introduced special- former President Bush, and is the focus of
lzed"magnet" schools to motivate children school reform debates nationwide.
and to bring together children of different Public opinion polls indicate that the con-
races voluntarily Several cines have fully cept of educational choice is supported by
"magnetized" their school systems, with a majority of Americans, especially poor
encouraging results. Eight states now pro- Americans and racial minorities who are
wde freedom of choice among most of their often trapped--without choice--in collaps-
pubhc schools, mg urban school systems The business

A number of cities and towns also pro- community is panicked about the quality of
vide vouchers for students to attend private the work force and has grown impatient

schools or colleges. Since 1986 Minnesota with traditional school reforms. As educa-
has had more than ten thousand juniors and tors come to see that there is little hope for
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acqmring autonomy without also provid- focus of educational debate over the next

mg the accountabdity that choice allows, decade.

educators, too, may become supporters of

the idea. In any event, choice will be the --John E. Chubb

Biography: John E. Chubb is a fellow w_th the Brookmgs Institution
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Sportometrics
Robert D. Tollison

• Until recently, economists who analyzed fan ever forget Carl Lewis's pass on a third
sports focused on the such things as the attempt to break Bob Beamon's long-jump
antitrust exemption, the alleged cartel be- record in the 1984 Olympics? Horse racing
hav_or of sports leagues, and the player is an even better contest to analyze, because
draft (see SPORTS).Sportometrics Is differ- there prerace odds were used to control for
ent It _s the application of economic theo- the differential abilities of the racers. The

nes to the behavior of athletes in the real study found similar results: an increase in
world to see if we can explain what they the number of competitors leads to an in-
do, and to see if what they do can help crease in average race times.
us explain the behavior of people in other The economic actwity called arbitrage
professions Instead of being about the also enters into sports. Arbitrage is what
"economics of sports," sportometrics in- economists call the exploitation of price dif-
troduces the idea of"sports as economics." ferences for the same commodity. For ex-

In other words, sportometncians wew ample, if wheat sells for $3 00 a bushel in
sports as an economic environment in Chicago and $3.30 m Indmnapolis, and if
which athletes behave according to lncen- _tcan be transported to Indianapolis for 20%
twes and constraints. Economists have, for per bushel, then an arb_trageur can make
example, shown how incentwes and costs 10% on each bushel he buys m Chicago and
can explain how much effort runners exert sells in Indianapolis.
in a footrace (see Hlggms and Tolhson). What does this have to do with profes-
Using data from sprint events of the modern slonal basketball? A lot. Each player has an
Olympics from 1896 to 1980, the cited incentive to build up his individual perfor-
study found that running t_mes were faster mance statistics, particularly the number of
when there were fewer contestants in a race points he scores. But a good coach enforces
This makes sense. With fewer runners each a regime m which shots are allocated--arbi-

runner's chance of winning is greater, and traged--among players to maximize the
therefore, each runner's expectedgaln from probability that each shot taken will be
puttmg out additional effort is greater. This made. Players who make a higher percent-
cannot be attributed to decreased conges- age of their shots should, thus, be given
tion: because each runner is given a lane, more chances to shoot. Using data from

congestion does not &mmlsh when the the National Basketball Association, Kevin
number of contestants falls. Grler and I found that coaches who are bet-

The study also found that the harder an ter at enforcing such an allocation of
Olympic record is to break, the less effort shots--betterarbltrageurs--are more likely
contestants will expend to break it. Can any to wm games and to have longer tenure as

709
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head coaches. Among the better coaches, Most economic analysis zs based on the
we found, was Cotton Fltzs_mmons, the idea that when the incentive to do some-
former coach of the Phoemx Suns. He be- thing Increases. people will do more of it
came head coach of the Kansas City Kings Kenneth Lehn, chief economist at the Secu-
in 1977 and. in his first full season, led the nties and Exchange Commission. showed
Kings to forty-eight wins and a shooting that this idea applies even to the amount of
efficiency rating of 66 percent, which is t_me baseball players spend on the disabled
very high. list. After players were signed to multlyear,

In each case studied, economists gain in- guaranteed contracts with no extra pay for
sight not only on the behavior of athletes each game played, their incentive to play
and coaches, but also on more general eco- &mm_shed. Sure enough, Lehn found that
nomlc problems The behavior of runners the amount of time players spent on the
is analogous to that of bidders for a govern- disabled list increased from 4.7 days m the
ment contract' a bidder will expend more precontract period to 14 4 days after--an
effort--lobbying and the like--the fewer increase of 206 percent
competitors it has for a contract. Coaching a Sports data have been used to understand
team is analogous to managing a company, other interesting issues. Another study (see
within a company, managers "'arbitrage" Flelsher, Goff, and Tollison), using data on
tasks among employees, how the National Collegiate Athletic Asso-

Analyzing sporting events, moreover, clation (NCAA) enforces ItS rules, studied
provides insights into the workings of all cartel behavior by colleges and universities.
competition within well-defined rules--just Although this study is closer to what I called
as we see m our economy. Incentives and the "economics of sports," _tproduced the
constraints are spelled out clearly: players novel finding that the NCAA apparently en-
behave as rational economic actors: sport- forces its rules to help the old-time football
mg events and seasons can be seen as the powers that have long controlled the organi-
operauon of minmture economies--and so zatlon As other teams improve on the play-

on. One of the first sportometncs analyses lng field, we found, they are put on
done (see McCormick and Tolhson) probation as a way to protect the athletic
showed, for example, that basketball play- success of old-time schools such as Notre
ers respond rationally when an additional Dame and Ohio State.
monitor (referee) of their behavior is on the Yet another study (see Goff, Shughart,
court. Using data on the Atlantic Coast and Tolhson) found that the structure of

Conference Basketball Tournament, the high school basketball competition affects
study found that, other things being equal, the career longevity of NBA players
adding one referee reduced the number of "Open" competition refers to situations
fouls per game by about seventeen, a reduc- where all schools compete for the state
tion of 34 percent! A more general apphca- championship, as in the movie Hoosiers,

tion of this research ISto the issue of how Under "classified" competition, schools
we can reduce the number of crimes by compete in divisions that are based on

adding additional police school size We theorized that NBA players
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from the open states should be "fitter" and states with classified competition. Given an
better "adapted" for survival in the NBA. average tenure for NBA players of about

Using a large sample of NBA players, that five years, that is an increase of 20 to 30
is exactly what we found. Players from percent.

open competition states, such as Indmna,

have careers in the NBA that, on average, mRobert D. Tollison

are 1 to 1.5 years longer than players from

Biography: Robert D Tolhson is an economics professor at George Mason Umverslty In FaIrfax,
Virginia. He Is a leader in using economic analysis to explain behavior of pohtlclans and of
athletes
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Sports
Gerald W. Scully

• Major league sports, as every reader of games while the Cleveland Indians drew
the sports pages knows, ]s a major league only I 2 million.
business. As a result economics has a lot to This _swhy teams in large cities tend to
say about how players, teams, and leagues get better players than teams in small cities.
will act under different circumstances But Consider the baseball owner deciding how
would you believe that economics can be good a player roster to build He or she wdl
used to predict which teams will win and maximize profits when the revenue from
which will lose? It can. one more win equals the cost of producing

How good a professional sports team is that win The cost of a gwen win record
depends, of course, on the quality of its (the quahty of players on the team) is
players. Since teams compete for better roughly the same for every team in a league.
players by offenng higher salaries, how But the revenue from a wm record varies
good a team is depends to a large extent on w_th the size of the market For example, ff
how strong _t is financially. The financmlly the _,m record of the New York Yankees
stronger teams will, on average, be the bet- rises by 10 percent, the owner of the Yan-
ter teams. And the financially stronger keeswlllget, say,$10mllhonmoremreve-
teams will, on average, be the ones m big- hues from concession sales, ticket sales,
get cities, and the value of broadcast rights. But ff the

A team's financial strength (_ts profit- wm record of the Kansas City Royals rises
ability) is its revenues minus costs A by the same 10 percent, revenues would
team's mare cost is player salaries. Because increase by only, say, $2 mdhon
a given player will earn roughly the same Therefore, because the incremental reve-
no matter which team he plays for, each nue from a given increase m wins is higher
team's costs for a given-quahty roster tend for the Yankees, and the incremental cost
to be equal. But revenues derived from is about the same, a rauonal owner of the

fielding a given-quality roster vary dramati- Yankees should pay more for players and
cally within a league Teams earn revenue should, on average, do better than the Roy-
from ticket sales, concession income, and als Sure enough, professional sports teams
the sale of broadcast rights. All ot these m ciues w_th large populations tend to have
factors vary directly with market s_ze. records above .500 while teams in cities

Therefore, all other things being equal, with small populauons tend to have records
teams in large cities have higher revenues, below 500. It is no accident that large-
For example, in 1990 the Los Angeles city teams hlstoncally have dominated as
Dodgers drew 3 million fans to their home championship teams. It is easy to see why

712
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this is so m the era of free agents, when a professional team sports have a labor ex-
star player can move to whichever team will emptlon and, since the Sports Television
pay him the most. But as I will explain Act of 1961, a broadcast exemption.
below, it also was true when teams All of the leagues have collusive
"owned" player contracts and players were agreements that govern the selection, con-
not free to accept a higher offer tractual arrangements, and distribution of

One factor that matters for team revenues players among the teams. Collectively,
is the league's rule for dwlding the gate these agreements grant a degree of monop-
receipts. In basketball and hockey the home sony power (monopoly power over the right
team gets all of the gate receipts and the to buy something, m this case player ser-
VlSltor gets nothing. In baseball the split is vices) to owners The owners exploit this
85-15 In football the gate division is power by paymg the players less than their
60-40. When the home team gets to keep incremental contribution to revenue
more of the gate receipts, the teams m big- Athletes enter most professional team
get clues get more of the benefit from their sports through a drafting procedure. The
inherent financial advantage. When the spht common feature of the drafts is that they
is more equal, the financial advantage of grant one team excluswe bargaming rights
being in a bigger market is less with each prospective player. Once drafted,

But m all sports, revenues from national the athlete negotiates with that team alone,
telewsion contracts have grown as a percent and others cannot offer higher salaries to
of total revenues, and these revenues are get h_m These rules, weakened somewhat
divided equally among the clubs. As a result over the years, impede the competitive bid-
the differences m the financial strength of ding for begmnmg players. Once the player
teams have narrowed. B_g-city domination, has come to terms w_th the drafting team,
while not completelyehmmated, has dlmm- he must s_gn a uniform player's contract
lshed. The contract allows him to sell his services

By their very nature sports leagues are only to the team holding the contract AI-
cartels that exclude competition from other though player contracts vary from sport to

compames You cannot start a baseball sport, all contam some basic prohlbmons
team and hope to play the Yankees unless against moves to other teams that are m_tl-

you can get Major League Baseball (the ated by the player. That is, owners are free
cartel) to grant you a franchise. The anti- to "trade" (sell)players to other teams, but
trust laws prohibit cartels, but professional players are not totally free to offer their

sports is the only private business m the serwces to competing teams.
Umted States that _s largely exempt from Owners claim that restrictions on player
those laws Ever since a 1922 court decision movement are necessary to maintain com-

(Federal Baseball Club of Balttmore v. Na- petitlve balance and prevent financml pow-
tional League et aLL baseball has been to- erhouses hke the old Yankees from buying
tally exempt. No other sport enjoys such a up all the best talent and totally dominating

blanket exemption from antitrust, but all the sport. That, owners say, would make
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the sport duller for fans and hurt everyone Since the advent of free agency, which
Economists have always been skeptical made it easier for players to jump from one
about the owners" motives--and about the team to another, the total movement of

evidence. There never was any disagree- players (trades, sales, minor league trans-
ment that star players would wind up on fers) has been about the same as _t was
b_g-c_ty teams. But economists believe that before. So although restrictions on player-
this would happen regardless of whether initiated movement should not affect the al-
leagues restrict moves mitmted by players, location of player talent within a league,
If players were free to move between teams, they dramatically affect the diwsion of in-
then, assuming they were indifferent about come between owners and players. Under
location, they would play for the team that free agency the players earn what they con-
pays the most The team that pays the most tribute to incremental revenue; under league
is the one that expects the largest increment restrictions on player-imtiated transfers, the
m revenue trom that player's performance owners keep more of the revenues. The
Since an increment in the win-loss record dramatic rise in player salaries since the
yields more revenue in, say, New York than mldseventxes, notably in baseball and bas-
ra Kansas C_ty, the best players go to New ketball, _slargely the result of the relaxation
York rather than Kansas C_ty. of restncuons on player-m_tlated transfers

Th_s point, which ts made by those who The most _mportant antitrust _ssue m
justify restrictions on mobility, _s correct, sports today relates to the formation of new
But limiting the ability of players to initiate leagues The collusive arrangement in the
moves should not have any effect on where allocation of broadcast rights between the
players end up playing. When players are television networks and the existing leagues
not free to move, does a small-city team constitutes a formidable barner to entry for
that acquired a star player in the draft keep a new league. In particular, football pro-
him? For a small-city franchise the team grammmg is extremely valuable because
holding the contract of the player expects football games attract large audiences
him to contribute, say, $1 million m incre- Large audiences mean hsgh advemsmg rev-
mental revenue to the club. In a large c_ty enues and, therefore, large network telev_-
that same player's talents m_ght contribute sion revenues to the NFL. By allocating
$3 mdlion Since the player is worth more games to all three networks instead of just
to the big-city team m either case (and the one, the NFL has become a partner with
big-city team will pay more for him), the the networks m the broadcast enterprise.
small-city franchise has an incentive to sell Further, the contract stipulates that no other
the player's contract to the big-city team professional football games can be broad-
and thereby make more money than it could cast by the networks within forty-eight
by keeping him. Thus, players should wind hours of an NFL game. This relegates any
up allocated by highest incremental reve- competing league's games to midweek,
nue, with or without restrictions on player- which is hardly attractive to the networks.

initiated movement. Television, by building fan recogmtion
The ewdence supports that conclusion, and loyalty, builds attendance and gate re-
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celpts. Thus, a competing league may not teams (the estabhshed teams already have
be able to exist without access to television, the best stars), the networks have httle in-

The NFL has an exclusive, multiyear con- cenuve to substitute a new league's games

tract w_th the networks that is a barrier to for NFL games. Partly because of the

entry for a competing league Only when broadcast exemption to antitrust laws, and

the network-NFL contract expires is there partly because of the judicious expansion of
the possibility of a point of entry. But for the leagues in all of the professional team

that to happen, the networks would have to sports, fans are unhkely to see competing

find a new league's games to be suitable sports leagues rise
substitutes for NFL games. Because teams

in new leagues are mfenor to estabhshed --Gerald W. Scully

Biography: Gerald W. Scully is an economics professor at the Umversity of Texas at Dallas
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Telecommunications
John Haring

i| i

Introduction computer software, network architecture,
high-definition television, and supercon-

Telecommunications is important for two ductivity. Many of these advances are si-
reasons. First, it plays a vital role m the multaneously reducing the costs and
organization and operation of the modem expanding the capabdities of complemen-
global economy. Second, the problems as- tary goods and services (e.g., electronic
sociatedwith regulating and organizing the data basesand the personal computers that
telecommunicatmns industry have stimu- interact with them). At the same time, we
lated a great deal of economic analysis that are raising agenerationof computer-literate
is important in its own right and relevant to consumersand producers with a taste and
other sectors of the economy as well. propensity for interactive communication.

The use of telecommumcations in the

productmn and marketing of goodsand ser-
Telecommunicationsandthe vices lS ubiquitous. For many companies
InformationAgeEconomy telecommunicatmns has become an integral

part of the production process and is Itself

It would be difficult to overstate the sig- becoming part of the product finns supply
nificance of telecommunications in today's either as a value-added service or as part of
economy and virtually impossible to over- the product itself. Telephomc order entry
state its likely importance in the future. In and credit validation make transacting busl-
the last quarter of the twentieth century, ness convenient Customer-service tele-

telecommunications has become the central phone hnes provide an excellent way to
nervous system of the economy Just as the supply product information and guarantee
railroads once promoted economic growth customer satisfaction. General Electric now

and development, telecommumcations is builds telecommumcations capabilities
now globalizmg markets, reducing transac- right into the medical equipment it supplies
tions costs, expanding productivity, and di- to hospitals. GE's technicians can dial up
rectly increasing economic well-being, the equipment from a central location, do

An astounding array of technical ad- remote monitoring and diagnosis, and lm-
vances is constantly reducing costs and plement a solution very rapidly if a problem
expanding capabilities in telecommunica- develops or is anticipated.
tions. The forces that are driwng down costs Globahzation of markets and businesses

and expanding supply capabilities involve also relies upon intensive communication

advances in microelectronics, photonics, and extensive telecommunications capabih-
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ties. To bridge time-zone differences, com- while to step back and focus on some salient
panles are increasingly using video and features of the industry's technological and
teleconferenclng services, regulatory landscape. A telephone network

is a big, lumpy asset. A substantial portion
of the asset's costs are incurred up front,

EconomicOrganizationofthe merely to budd the network and provide the
TelecommunicationsIndustry option of use, so to speak, rather than actual

usage. The cost of actually using a tele-
Time in the telecommunications industry phone network ISrelatively small compared

is generally dated before and after the to the cost of the network investment.
breakup of the Bell System on January 1, The primary goal of government regula-
1984. The breakup--AT&T had to divest tion of telephony has always been to pro-
the Bell operating companies--resulted mote telephone service for everyone. There
from a government antitrust suit. Before Ma is a potential economic justification for this
Bell's breakup, most of the telecommunica- government intervention grounded in the
tions industry in the United States was a existence of what is called a consumption
unified, integrated monopoly, although the externality. That is, your presence on the
Bell System had always coexisted with a network makes the network more valuable
number of smaller operators. The Bell Sys- to me and vice versa. The existence of this
tem's breakup was, in principle, designed (or any) kind of externahty does not, by
to segregate the competitive portions of the _tself, justify intervention. It merely sug-
telecommumcatlons industry (telephone gests that particular interventions could

equipment and long-distance service) from concewably increase economic welfare.
the monopoly portions (local service) The particular method that the govern-
Competitive market forces would govern ment historically chose to achieve universal
the equipment and long-distance segments, service was to set a low subscription fee for

while government regulation of local ser- telephone service The fee was sometimes
vice would continue, below the actual cost of hooking subscribers

Ironically, seven years after divestiture, up to the network and maintaining their net-
the long-distance business remains heavily work access. In sparsely populated rural ar-
regulated while the market for local services eas, the cost of running a wire-pair to
has, in several notable respects, become customer premises sometimes runs to many

significantly more competitwe. While thousands of dollars. Low subscription fees
many key questions about which rules were, moreover, offered to all, regardless
should govern competition in long-distance of an individual customer's abihty to pay.
remain unresolved, competition at the local To cover the costs of building and operating
exchange is at hand and poses closely re- the network, regulators charged high rates
lated policy issues and dilemmas, for long-distance service and business ser-

To understand unfolding events in this vice.

dynamic sector of the economy, It is worth- Th_s pricing had some interesting and
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predictable economic consequences. One economically optimal rates of usage. The
effect was to make phone service easy to gains in economic welfare from more effi-
get, but expensive to use. It was as if the clent telecommunications pricing have been
government had decided that everyone estimated to be on the order of several bil-
should have high-quahty automotive trans- lion dollars a year. Economist John T.
port and so put a BMW in every garage, Wenders estimates the potential gains from
but paid for the cars by placing a very high a move to fully efficient pricing to be tens
tax on gasohne. Everyone has a nice car, of billions of dollars annually. At the same
but few can afford to drive far because gas time, because the relevant markets are so

is expensive. In telephony, access was large, very small taxes on service could, m
cheap and high levels of subscriber penetra- principle, generate substantial amounts of
tlon were achieved (above 90 percent), but revenue to finance subsidies to the poor and
long-distance calling was very expensive, maintain universal service.
with prices sometimes 60 to 80 percent
above marginal costs.

A pricing regime that undercharges for PublicPolicyIssues
one good by overcharging for another con-
tains the seeds of its own destruction. Over- The traditional method of regulating tele-
charges create a powerful profit incentive phone rates has been to set them on the basis
for new sellers to enter and supply the over- of average costs, including a "fair" return
priced good at a lower price. Correspond- on invested capital. Most economists are
ingly, there is httle incentive to enter and highly critical of this approach. Even if
compete in a market in which the current prices reflected costs, customers would not
producer undercharges for the good. Unless be well served if costs were inflated Costs
a potential entrant possesses superior skills are likely to be inflated, because if prices
or technology, actual entry would not be are based on costs, managers of regulated
attractwe, monopolies know that they can charge

Unsurpnslngly, new telecommunications higher prices by having higher costs. At the
firms have entered in precisely those seg- same time, limitations on the amount of
ments of the industry where pnces are high- proft that may be earned hmlt incentives to
est relative to costs of providing service, reduce costs m order to increase profitabll-
That is what happened historically in long- _ty.

distance in the seventies. It is happening Costs of providing different services and
today m local telephone service as competl- service to different customers often vary

tors using new technologies offer less ex- significantly. Therefore, average-cost pric-
pensive services to large corporate mg overcharges some customers (those who
customers, who have traditionally paid dis- are cheap to serve) and undercharges others
proportionately high rates for local service. (those who are expensive to serve). This

Competition has been highly salutary. It promotes inefficient rates of use, with the
has forced a rebalancing of rates more in overcharged customers using too httle and
line with underlying costs, causing more the undercharged customers using too
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much. Overcharges may also lead some ble commitment to allow regulated firms

customers to seek lower-priced altematwes to keep some of the profits from their
that are actually more costly to provide, economizing If _t cannot--If as soon as
Suppose a customer who _sconfronted with a company economizes or innovates, the
a $15 price for a service that costs $10 to government attempts to cut prices--no in-
supply turns to an alternatwe that _spriced centives are created, and no such efforts
at $14 but costs $12 to supply The cus- wfllbe undertaken. As pncecapproposals
tomer saves a dollar on each unit purchased, have made their way through the regula-
but the cost of each unit is $2 higher than tory and political process, they have often
it need be. Inefficient pricing may thus pro- come to resemble traditional forms of reg-
mote an amficial mdustry structure not ulatlon, with the promised opportunities
based on genuine differences in costs or in to earn additional profits becoming in-
serwce quality creaslngly weak. Nevertheless, small im-

Regulation that requires cost-based pric- provements have occurred m some
ing may also give the regulated firm an in- jurisdictions. As experience with new
centive to allocate costs toward markets m forms of mcentwe regulatmn accrues,

which customers are captive (i.e., lack al- prospects for additional reforms should
ternatlves) and away from markets m whzch become brighter
customers have alternatwes. In this way the Finally, _t should be noted that, in many

firm may restrain competition in potentially respects, the old Bell System was hke a
competitwe ancillary markets, sovereign state By virtue of Its monopoly,

One solution to these difficulties is for it had the power to tax and use the proceeds

regulators to break the link between prices to perform all sorts of traditionally govern-
and costs and adopt a simple system of price mental functions, including the funding of

caps. This is what regulators m the Umted basic scientific research and the establish-
Kingdom and the United States have re- ment of industry techmcal standards. One
cently tried to do Under price cap regula- frequently expressed fear was that divesti-
tlon the regulated firm's ability to raise its ture would make inadequate provision for
prices is proscribed, but it is allowed to these kinds of pubhc goods
keep any additional profit it can earn by Actual experience offers a mixed p_cture.
reducing _ts costs or introducing new ser- Funding of telecommunications-related re-
vices. Regulators monitor service quality search has increased in real terms since d_-
to ensure that service _s not degraded, and vestiture, but much of this research _s

penodically reset the price caps to capture oriented toward commercial applications.
part of any cost sawngs for consumers on a Whether sufficient funds are being d_rected
forward-going basis. Because prices do not toward fundamental research, only time
depend on cost allocations, incentwes to will tell. The standards issue also presents a
misallocate costs and inh_b_t competition m_xed p_cture On the one hand. standards-
are reduced, setting processes are now clearly more open

This type of regulatory reform works and less subject to strategic manipulation
only ff the government can make a credi- than they were before divestiture. On the
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other hand, the government supply of legal resolve standards _ssues in a timely fashion

process has proven to be almost infinitely remains unproven.
elasUc, while the government's ability to

_John Haring
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CapitalFlight
Darryl McLeod

• There is no widely accepted definition of Woods system of fixed exchange rates be-
capttalfltght. The classic use of the term is gan to break apart in the late sixties, the
to describe widespread currency specula- United States tried to defend the dollar with

tlon, especially when it leads to cross-bor- capital controls and by refusing foreign
der movements of private funds that are banks' demands to convert dollars to gold
large enough to affect national financial (U S. citizens were already barred from
markets. The dlstmcUon between "flight" owning gold.) After exchange rates were
and normal capital outflows is thus a matter set free in 1973, the U.S. dollar replaced
of degree, much like the difference between gold as the flight vehicle of choice. Con-
a _'bank run" and normal withdrawals The vertlble to most currencies, dollars also earn
most common cause of capital flight is an Interest in convenient offshore or Eurodol-
anUclpated devaluation of the home cur- lar accounts
rency. No one wants to be caught holding Since the Third World debt crisis in the

assets that lose 20 or 30 percent of their eighties, the term "'capital flight" has been
value overnight, so everyone tries to buy applied more broadly to capital outflows
gold or foreign currency. These episodes from residents of developing countries. One
are usually short-lived, as the so-called reason that capital fled the debtor countries
"hot money" returns after the devaluation, is that domestic investors felt their govern-

Capital fl_ght _susually a symptom rather ment would give precedence to its foreign
than a cause of financial crisis. Occasion- rather than its domestic debt obhgauons.
ally, however, rumors of a devaluation can Th_s situation contrasts with the earlier ex-
tngger cap_taloutflows. ExpectaUonsofde- perience with direct foreign investment,
valuation can become self-fulfilhng, as when domestically owned assets were con-
depletion of the central bank's reserves s_dered safe from expropriation while for-
force It to devalue. In these cases capital e_gn-owned assets were at risk.
flight becomes a source of financial mstabsl- Offshore holdings are notoriously dlffi-
lty, much as withdrawals by worried depos- cult to measure, so economists simply sub-
itors can cause an otherwise sound bank to tract foreign currency payments for
fail. imports, debt service, and additions to of-

Not surprisingly, episodes of capital ficxal reserves from total sources of foreign
flight are most frequent when exchange exchange (exports, borrowing, investment
rates are unstable. In the twenties and thir- by multinationals, etc.) The difference--

ties the demise of the gold standard led to unaccounted-for dollars--is called capital

numerous speculative attacks on the French flight
franc and German mark When the Bretton Using this broad measure, the Interna-
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tional Monetary Fund estimates that citizens it would sell the banks it nationalized m
of developing countries amassed about 1982. All of these measures helped to re-
$250 bilhon worth of foreign assets between store confidence m domestic financial mar-
1975 and 1985 (compared to a total foreign kets and reduce fears of recurrent external
debt of $800 bdlion). Although Mexico had debt crises.
the largest dollar total ($40 to $50 billion), While exporting countries often exagger-
Venezuela's and Argentma's holdings were ate the harmful consequences of capital
a larger proportion of national income flight, there are some legitzmate areas of
(nearly equal to their foreign debt). Indone- concern. Unhke movements of capital from
sla, Nigeria, the Philippines, and even Texas to New York, rapid international cap-
South Korea also had substantial capital ltal flows can &srupt financial markets and
outflows during this period raise interest rates by causing unanticipated

This second type of capital flight super- exchange rate movements, especially in
ficially resembles the classic variety of cur- small countries. Also, an unknown fraction
rency speculation. It is often most intense of internauonal funds transfers _sdue to tax
during periods of currency overvaluation or evasion or to efforts to conceal illicit gains
just after an exchange rate crisis, for exam- or embezzlement of public funds. The for-
ple. But unlike "hot money" these funds eign holdings of the Philippines' Marcos
tend to remain abroad after the currency famdy fall into this category. The use of
crisis ends. The driving force behind these offshore banks and Swiss accounts for tax

outflows is generally a perceived decline in evasion and money laundering tarots all m-
the return, or an increase m the riskiness, ternational capital flows to some degree.
on long-term assets held in the country. A Legmmate or not, once _t starts there is
loss of confidence may be caused by an no easy cure for capital fhght, and preven-
excessively large foreign debt burden, large twe measures often have unpleasant s_de
fluctuations m commodity export prices, or effects. Following the financml mstabdlty
chronic government mismanagement of the of the interwar period, currency speculation
domestic economy. Interestingly, though, was reduced by fixing exchange rates and
nationalization was not a major cause of changing them very infrequently. The Inter-
rapid capital outflows. The reason is proba- national Monetary Fund was set up to assist
bly that most nationalizations were of for- countries that ran into foreign exchange
eign-owned assets rather than assets held by problems This system fell apart m the early
the country's residents, seventies, but some countries are still trying

This flight capital Is held offshore untd to return to fixed rates on a more modest

conditions improve or until the source of scale (those joming the European Monetary
uncertainty is resolved. The tens of billions System, for example).

of dollars that fled Mexico in the early eight- When fixed exchange rates fail, govern-
ies, for example, did not begin to return ments often resort to capital controls, as the

until 1990, after Mexico got debt relief un- United States &dm the sixties. Imposing
der the Brady Plan, committed itself to lib- controls during or just after a capital flight
eralizing trade and finance, and announced episode, however, is a httle worse than
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closing the barn door after the horse has exchange data on income paid to foreigners.
fled. Controls further reduce confidence in The U.S government's terminaUon in 1984
local financial markets and make capital of the 30 percent withholding tax on U.S.
that has flown less likely to return. Capital portfolio income paid to foreigners and a
controls encourage black markets for for- similar lack of reporting by European gov-
elgn currency and other costly methods of ernments are often blamed for encouraging
evasion. Those who import or export goods capital outflows to those countries But off-

can also export money by simply overstat- shore tax havens and international competi-
ing the value of the goods they import or tlon for capital make new tax treaties
by understating their export earnings. Even unhkely
the most draconian measures to limit capital In the end the most practical strategy for
flight often fail. Capital fhght from the Wel- reducing capital flight is for governments
mar Repubhc continued in 1931, despite the to pursue fiscal and monetary policies that
fact that capital expatriation was made an minimize the need for large changes in ex-
offense punishable by death change rates Agreements among countries

Another strategy that governments can and central banks can add to the credibility
use to limit capital flight is to make holding of these commitments. Tax evasion can be

domestic currency more attractive by keep- reduced by relying more on consumption or
lng it undervalued relative to other curren- sales taxes and less on taxes on Interest and

cles or by keeping local interest rates hxgh. profits. Developing countnes in particular
The drawback to this approach is that rals- can also promote the development of do-
ing interest rates and making Imported mestic financml markets and trade in assets
equipment more expensive can reduce do- that offer investors a "safe" alternative to
mestic investment A more sophisticated foreign assets Brazil used this strategy with
defense against hot money flows, but one some success before 1988. Small countnes
that is harder to execute, IS for the central with limited domestic financial markets and

bank to occasionally turn the tables on spec- currencies that are more vulnerable to exter-
ulators A classic _'squeeze" of this type nal shocks can hold a portfolio of foreign
was engineered by Lazard Fr6res for the assets and try to diversify their exports over
French government m 1924. Using a $100 the longer tenn. During the seventies Indo-
million loan from J. P. Morgan, they bid nesla, Kuwait, and tiny diamond-exporting
the franc from 124 to 61 per dollar in a few Botswana, among others, used international
weeks. Speculators who had sold the franc financial markets to smooth their volatile
short in the expectation that ItSvalue would revenues from commodity exports.
fall were hit by big losses. Italy, the United One encouraging sign is that private capi-
States, and Sweden have also used this an- tal has begun to return to countries for

expected intervention tacUc from time to whom future prospects have brightened. An
time. estimated $10 billion has flowed back into

Yet another option is to reduce the tax Mexico since its successful 1989 anti-infla-

benefits of capital flight by having rich and tlon, trade hberalization, and debt relief
poor countries adopt new tax treaties and programs. To prevent future crises, Mexico
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set up a special contingency fund and uses asset management may soon restore roves-
futures markets to help stabilize its volatile tor confidence in other countries as well

oll earnings. Some combination of domestic

reforms, debt relief, and improved foreign --Darryl MeLeod

Biography: Darryl McLeod is an economics professor at Fordham University in New York He
has been a consultant to the World Bank. the Organization of American States, and Mexico's
Department of Commerce.
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EasternEurope
David Lipton

• In late 1989 the countries of Eastern Eu- ershlp structure placed industry, services,
rope broke loose from the Soviet Union, and (with the exception of Poland)agricul-
threw off communism, and began to con- ture mainly in state hands. State ownership
stmct democratic institutions and market- and central planning produced poor decl-
oriented economies. Th_s great transforrna- slons about how to use resources and led to
tion ISfounded on the idea that freedom and greatly distorted economies. Every Eastern
prosperaty can best be advanced by adopting European government skewed investment
the institutions and practices that have toward heavy industry and capital goods at
proven successful in Western Europe since the expense of light industry, services, and
World War II. The people of the region consumer goods.
want "to return to Europe." To do so, they Moreover, attempts to subsidize certain
plan to dismantle the remnants of the com- economic activities left all the countries
munlst economic system and build market- with heavily distorted pncing structures.
oriented economies based on private owner- Pnces for energy and household necessities
ship. While this is a daunting task, the trans- (mainly food and rent) were kept very low.
formation is well under way. Another factor that distorted prices was the

overvalued domestic currency. It was kept
so overvalued that it could not be converted

TheCommunistInheritance into foreign currency. Instead, governments
rationed the limited amount of foreign ex-

What complicates the process ofeconom- change available. Those not receiving offi-
ic transformation is the burden posed by cial exchange usually had to pay much more
the inheritance of the communist economic to buy dollars in the black market. There-

system. One Russian pundit, commenting fore, most imported goods were severely
on the communist legacy, explained that rationed or available only at high black-

anyone can turn an aquarium into fish stew, market prices.
but it is much harder to turn fish stew into Second, after forty years the communist

an aquarium. The commumst inheritance economic system faded to sustain itself,
has had two important dimensions for East- leaving utter industrial collapse, financial
em Europe. distress and chaos, and very low living

First, the laws, msntutlons, and owner- standards.

ship structure under communism are very Some countries in Eastern Europe sought
different from what is needed for a modem, to stave off collapse by replacing central

capitahst economy, so nearly all must be planning with decentralized decision mak-
changed. Most important, the socialist own- ing These communist-led reforms brought
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some improvement but did not lead to the people of Eastern Europe found goods in-
emergence of normal competitive market creasingly unavailable at official prices,
relations. In the end each country m the longer queues and bigger shortages, an ab-
region suffered an economic collapse and a sence of imported consumer goods, and m
cessation of sustained growth, and in some some cases, a deterioration in pubhc set-
cases, acute shortages, balance of payments vices and basic utilities such as heat and hot
crises, and financial chaos, water

The genesis of the financial crises came
from deep within the system. Subsidies bal-
looned as governments tried to keep the TheStrategiesfor
prices of many consumer products and ser- EconomicTransformation
vices low for households and tried to keep
profits high in state enterprises (where man- As the new governments of Eastern Eu-
agers were too willing to grant excessive rope surveyed the ruins of the communist
wage increases). Credits to enterprises also system and prepared to transform their
ballooned in support of the huge appetite for economies, they were initially preoccupied
investments on the part of state enterprises with the question of whether to free prices
(where managers craved investment proj- from centralized control quickly in order to
ects that might add to their power and pres- cope with the shortages, high inflation, and
tige). Subsidies and credits were paid by scarcity of dollars Alternatively, they
printing money, which led to a steady could firstreformthelaws, institutions, and
buildup of demand throughout these econo- ownership structure to allow private prop-
mies. The ballooning of demand created erty Freeing prices from centralized control
shortages wherever price controls were in- in the absence of private property seemed
flexible, inflation wherever prices were al- risky to many, because state enterprises

lowed to rise, and external debt and balance would be granted too much market power
of payments crises in most countries. The and would operate in an unruly and unregu-
buildup of demand in Poland, for example, lated environment. But was it possible to
can be seen clearly in the gap between the privatize enterprises, ehminate monopolies,
black market exchange rate and the official restructure the banking system, reform the
one, which rose from 250 percent in early tax system, and build a social safety net in
1988 to 500 percent in mid-1989, the absence of realistic prices and in the

The collapse of living standards was midst of a financial crisis?

broadly felt across Eastern Europe. Indus- Most governments concluded that reform
trial production did not slow appreciably was a seamless web, such that liberahzatlon
because strenuous efforts were made to and structural reforms must be woven to-

channel the available resources to heavy in- gether simultaneously. The pattern of the
dustry. The result of this strategy was a web, however, has vaned from country to
dechne in living standards for the popula- country. In some the financial collapse was
uon. While there were substantial differ- so acute that there was no room for maneu-

ences among countries in the region, the vet. The Solidarity government in Poland,
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for example, inherited a hyperinflation so Economic liberalization includes permit-
debilitating that immediate steps were nec- tmg households and enterprises to conduct
essary. But Czechoslovakia, where the fi- business freely, buying and selling at prices
nancIal situation was not as acute and the set by supply and demand. This has meant,
communist-led reform was hmited, spent among other things, a sweeping elimination
one year attempting to prepare the way for of government price controls. In most coun-
marketizauon, tries liberahzation has also been backed by

Despite some differences in approach, on changes in the legal framework aimed at
the whole prices have been freed from cen- allowmg private gain, and deregulation to
trahzed control quickly. Meanwhde, the limit government interference in economic
longer, and in many respects harder, job of activities. The new governments also un-
rewriting laws, building capitalist insmu- derstand that the success of liberalizatmn

tions, modernizing and restructuring indus- reqmres the protection of private property
try, and prlvatizing capital and land is under and the freedom to start private businesses.
way but will take years, if not decades, to These freedoms are needed to foster a new

complete Most countries are finding that private sector that strengthens competitwe
the introduction of market relations greatly forces and channels resources into produc-
faclhtates this harder job, by providing a rive capital investments,
more stable, more responsive market envy- Because the countries of Eastern Europe
ronment in which structural adjustment can are small and situated near the great market
be done more effectively. After all, how of the European Economic Community, an-
could industry be modernized, privatlzed, other important component of liberalization
and restructured without market signals to has been the opening up of international
grade the process? trade. In the short run the opportunity to

The countries of Eastern Europe have trade w_th the West has provided instant
three basic elements of economic transfor- competition, greatly diminishing the do-
mation m common, stabilization, hberaliza- mestic monopoly power of monolithic state
tlon, and pnvatizat_on, enterprises. In the long run, international

Stabihzation efforts In Eastern Europe trade holds the key to the eventual integra-

have aimed at creating a stable financml t_on of the economies of Eastern Europe
environment that will foster the rap_d w_th the economies of the West.

growth of domestic business actwity, inter- While the combinatmn of liberalization
national trade, and foreign direct invest- and stabilization has helped restore the
ment. By reducing budget deficits, slowing health of public finances and create a sta-
the growth of the money supply, and estab- ble financial environment, these radical
lishing realistic exchange rates, Czechoslo- changes have also thrust the people of East-
vakm, Hungary, and Poland have ended the ern Europe into unfamiliar circumstances.
chronic shortages that have plagued their Consumers accustomed to long lines and
economies and have achieved low rates of empty stores now face an abundance of

inflation and relatively stable exchange goods, but at much higher prices. A journal-
rates, lstic account from Poland's 1990 liberaliza-
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tion records the reaction of a prominent sector has perhaps been greatest in Poland,
editor: "I cry when I pay for gas, but one where hundreds of thousands of new small
of the worst miseries of my existence--the businesses were opened in 1990, but Hun-
endless huntmg and queuing for fuel--is gary and Czechoslovakia are not far behind.
over. When I first filled up hassle-free in In Warsaw roughly 90 percent of retail
January, I was euphoric." (See Ziomecki ) shops are now m private hands The service

The elimination of price controls caused sector, long suppressed under the commu-
large inmal jumps in consumer prices m rest system, is mushrooming, and new pri-
Albania, Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia, and vate manufacturing activity is beginning,
Poland. Because wages increased by a though still on a modest scale.
smaller percent, the measured real wage in At the same time, the state enterprise sec-
each country has declined. This apparent tors are declinmg m all Eastern European
decline m real wages, however, is mis- countries Industrial production has fallen
leading because few consumer goods had by 15 to 40 percent in these countries, and
been available at the controlled prices m some countries the dechne may not be
When prices rose after being freed from over. In part, these sectors must give way
controls, shortages were eliminated and because their activities had been planned
more goods were available. As one Polish to suit the "communist production circle"
journalist wrote, "Up to now, we have not mentioned earher. In part, the dechne has
been buying television sets because they resulted from the collapse of the Soviet
were not available, whereas now, we are Union, which abruptly stopped trading with
not buying them because they are too ex- Eastern Europe at the beginning of 1991.
penswe." (See Skalskl.) Continued state ownership has retarded

The Eastern European economies are re- the adjustment and restructuring needed to
sponding strongly to the opening up of in- adapt the actwmes of state enterprises to
ternaUonal trade. Most countries in the markets State enterprise managers no
region have increased exports, which will longer report to central planners or branch
Increase economic integration with the mimstnes, and are now all too free to man-

West. In Poland, for example, exports to age state property for their own gain. Where
the West rose from $8.5 billion in 1989 to labor unions have power, enterprise manag-
about $13 bdhon in 1991, a period in which ers may also prefer to use enterprise profits
Poland's GDP was falling Poland's abihty to boost wages and buy calm in the work-
to market its goods abroad has moderated place, rather than to undertake restructuring

the dechne in living standards. The growth Investments. This only worsens the interna-
in Eastern European exports is vital to the t_onal competitweness of the sector. In ad-

modermzation of the region because it pro- dmon, managers of state enterprise often
vides the finance for needed imports of capi- appropriate state property Some managers
tal and technologies, intentionally bankrupt government firms in

Liberalization of economic activity has order to buy them out cheaply. Others es-
also sparked the growth of private sector tablish private firms that then receive pref-
activity. The emergence of a new private erential contracts with the state-owned
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enterprises. Still others accept unfavorable pubhc offerings in Eastern Europe have
joint-venture and takeover offers that pro- come up against the facts that
wde personal benefits.

Pnvatization is widely regarded by the 1. selhng enterprises requires valuation
new governments of Eastern Europe as a (which is Impossible given the uncer-
necessary step to making the best economic tamtles surrounding these enterprises
use of state property. It is well understood and these economies);
that much of the capital stock inherited 2. domestic investors in Eastern Europe do
from the past is dilapidated, based on out- not have the financial resources to buy
moded technologies, and aimed at the now- up their own industrial sectors; and

collapsed Soviet market. The dec_slons of 3. the purchase of too many large enter-
what to shut down, what to restructure, and prises by foreigners zs politically unde-
what to modernize are best made by private s_rable
owners wtth a true stake m the economic

future of the firm. As a result, Eastern European countries
The privatlzatlon challenge is enormous have developed and implemented novel ap-

The countries of Eastern Europe must pn- proaches In Czechoslovakia cmzens have
vatize a wide range of property, including purchased pnvatlzatlon vouchers that can
trucks, housing, shops, foreign trading be used to bid for enterprise shares. This
firms, commercial banks, small manufac- approach Js intended to allow all citizens
turlng operations, and huge industrial con- the chance to gain from the privatizatlon
cerns Most countries have qmckly process In Hungary enterprises are encour-
privatlzed physical property and small aged to prepare privatization plans, seek out
shops Auctions, leases, and other tech- investor groups, and make privatizatlon
tuques have put a large proportion of retad proposals to the State Property Agency. In
trade and small service estabhshments m Poland some shares will be given directly

private hands m several countries. Because to workers and managers. In addition,
large industrial enterprises are more dfffi- shares m large industrial enterprises will be
cult to privat_ze, they are being pnvatlzed &stnbuted to newly created mvestment
slowly funds, which, as part owners, will exercise

Several countries initmlly flirted with the actwe control over enterprise managers by

notion of adopting Western prlvat_zation taking a role on boards of &rectors. Shares
techmques--such as pubhc offerings of en- m the investment funds will be distributed
terpnse stock--for selling large industrial to the population via some form of a
enterprises These techmques have been voucher scheme. This approach is intended
too slow and too expensive. Margaret both to allow all Poles to gain from priva-
Thatcher's government pnvat_zed about t_zation and to generate a mechanism for
two dozen firms in a decade; the countries of investor scrutiny of enterprise management.

Eastern Europe have thousands of industrial
enterprises to pnvatize. Efforts to prepare --David Lipton
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EuropeanEconomicCommunity
Barry Eichengreen

• The vast majority of economists agree of the Community's twelve members was
that trade, by allowing specialization, en- with other parts of the world. Now more
hances efficiency. But as Adam Smith ob- than 60 percent stays within the European
served, the division of labor (the degree of grouping. Where the EEC contented itself
specialization) _s hmlted by market size. lmtlally with removing internal barriers to
International trade is an obvious way of in- trade, it has since expanded into the regula-
creasing market size. tion of domestic markets and monetary uni-

Since World War II, countries have re- ficatlon
duced barriers to trade mainly through mul-
tilateral negotiations such as the General

Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT). Origins
A central premise of the GATT is nondis-
crimination: countries should give all The European Community is an amalgam
GATT members the same access to their of three separate communities: the Euro-
markets. The main exemption to that role pean Coal and Steel Community, estab-
is free trade areas Partners to free trade llshed by the Treaty of Paris in 1951 to

agreements are allowed to exempt one an- regulate production and liberalize Europe's
other's goods from import duties while trade in coal and steel products; the Euro-
maintaining tariffs and/or quotas on prod- pean Atomic Energy Community, formed
ucts from other GATT countries, by the Treaty of Rome in 1957; and the

The European Economic Community European Economic Community, also cre-
(EEC), the most prominent example of a ated by the Treaty of Rome. All three were
free trade area, actually is what economists established to encourage political and eco-
call a customs union. Whereas member na- nomlc cooperation among member coun-
tlons m a free trade area remove all barriers tries, notably France and Germany, that had

to trade among themselves, in a customs repeatedly warred with each other. By 1967
umon they also adopt uniform tariffs on the institutions of the European Economic
goods and services from outside the union. Community (or Common Market) became
The EEC is currently attempting to trans- common to all three communities. Today
form Itself from a customs union to a true it is conventional to refer to the European

common market in which capital and labor, Community (aka the EC or the Community)

and not just goods, are allowed to flow in the singular, whether one means the Eco-
freely from one country to another, nomlc Community or all three initiatives.

The EEC's impact has been significant. The EC initially consisted of six Western
In 1960 more than 60 percent of the trade European nations--Belgium, Luxembourg,
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France, Italy, the Netherlands, and West trade or simply diverts trade away from the
Germany Britain, Ireland, and Denmark rest of the world. If EC countries continue
were admitted m 1973. Three southern Eu- to import petroleum from the Middle East,

ropean countries were allowed to join once wheat from the United States, and stereo
they installed democratic governments-- equipment from Asm but specialize further
Greece in 1981, Spain and Portugal in in their own production--if, for example,
1986. Other Western European countries instead of producing both beer and wine,
(Austria, Finland, Sweden, and Switzer- the British produce beer, the French pro-
land) belong to the European Free Trade duce wine, and they trade freely with one
Association, or EFFA (as did Britain, Ire- another--then trade is created and living
land, and Denmark before 1973). EFTA has standards rise But if EC members now buy
traditionally concentrated on trade liberal- expensive German barley rather than cheap
lzation, m contrast to the EC's more ambi- American wheat because of h_gh external

tlOUS agenda of economic and political tariffs or low quotas, trade is diverted and
integration. European consumers are left worse off.

Which effect dominates depends on how
s_milar the customs union participants are

Development to one another If similar, they will tend to
produce many of the same thmgs, and when

The EC's most important achievement internal trade barriers are removed, the ad-
has been its customs union It was com- dmonal _mports will be items that the other
pleted in 1968, when each of the s_x mem- participants produce even more efficiently
bers abolished tariffs and quotas on goods than both the importing country and the rest
from the other five member countries and of the world. Trade creation will dominate

adopted a common external tariff on goods But ff the customs umon participants have
from the rest of the world. The evolution very &fferent economic structures and spe-
from a free trade area to a customs umon ciahzations, damaging trade diversion may
followed inevitably: had the participants dominate instead.
maintained different external tariffs, ex- To the naked eye, the twelve EC mere-
ports from, say, Japan could have been im- bers resemble one another economically
ported through the low-tariff countries and more than they resemble the rest of the
transshipped to the others, circumventing world. It is not surprising, then, that most

the high tariffs. The customs union has pro- studies conclude that the European Commu-
pelled the growth of intra-Community trade nity is a trade-creating customs union. But

from less than 40 percent to over 60 per- the benefits are surprisingly small, typically
cent of the total trade of the pamcipatmg less than 1 percent of national income, or

countries, only five months' normal economic growth.
As Jacob Viner pointed out in a classic Why so small? One explanation is that

analysis of trade, whether the participating these simple calculations miss dynamic

countries benefit from their customs union gains from trade. Exposed to the chill winds
depends on whether it creates additional of intra-European trade competition, Euro-
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pean producers will work harder to come The Smgle Market Program was set out
up with a better mousetrap. Innovation and m a whate paper published by the European
productwity growth are thereby stimulated, Commission m 1985. It recommended
producing growing efficiency gains over nearly three hundred measures to remove

time. Another possibihty is that the small obstacles to mtra-European competition.
estimate is correct, because the larger bene- The Single European Act (SEA) of 1986
fits potenUally available are destroyed by commmed EC members to Implement those
the Community's Common Agricultural measures by the end of 1992
Pohcy (CAP). The CAP allows free trade The SEA wdl affect Europe's every nook
m high-priced agricultural goods within the and cranny. Trucks hauling merchandise
Community by excluding potential low- wdl no longer have to stop at the border
priced Imports from outside. Community between EC countries, except for health and
countries subsidize the domestic production safety inspections Governments may no
of agricultural goods despite their compara- longer discriminate m procurement or in
tlve disadvantage. Consumers pay high awarding public works contracts. Every Eu-
prices as the twelve member countries col- ropean country will have to recogmze the
lude to maintain trade-diverting tariffs on product standards of the others. Remaining
cheap imports from the rest of the world barriers to the movement of capital and la-

Thus, the CAP and the customs union bor across the EC's internal frontiers will
show the two faces of the European Corn- be removed EC residents will be able to

munity, one that enhances efficiency by shift their funds from one country to another
promoting competmon and specmhzatlon, without hawng to worry about capital con-
and one that sacrifices economic efficiency trois, and wdl be able to work in another

to help farmers member country without having to secure a
work permit or obtain local techmcal ac-
cred_taUon. National tax codes will be har-

TheSingleMarketProgram monized to simplify economic decision
making

In the eighties Western Europe suffered Economic analyses suggest that the bene-
from persistent high unemployment. Pro- fits are hkely to be considerably larger than
ductivity growth lagged behind other parts those derived from the customs union alone.
of the industrial world. The popular dmgno- The downslde, however, is that regulation
sis was that Europe was suffering the effects may well become more oppressive because
of excessive government regulation and the Influence of intercountry competition,
from the fragmentation of European labor which tends to discourage costly regulation,
and capital markets into a series of ineffi- is eliminated Slmdarly, the harmonization
ciently small national markets, The dlsease of tax policy wall prevent footloose factors
was dubbed "Eurosclerosls," and the pre- of production (i.e., labor and capital) from

scriptlon, known as the Single Market Pro- fleeing to low-tax jurisdictions, thus remov-
gram, was a Community-wide initiative to mg an important constraint on spending by
deregulate and integrate national markets, national governments
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MonetaryUnification tinumg indefinitely, however, the treaty re-
quires the EC heads of state or government

In 1988, with European mtegraUon gath- to meet before the end of 1996 to assess
ering momentum, the governments of the whether a majority of EC countries satisfy
EC member states appointed a committee, the conditions for monetary union. Stage III
chaired by Jacques Delors, president of the will begin in any case no later than January
European Commission, to study the feasi- 1, 1999, In this case, Stage III may proceed
bility of complementing the single market with only a minority of EC countries partlci-
with a single currency. After the Delors Re- pating
port appeared, the EC governments ap- When Stage III begins, exchange rates
pointed an Intergovernmental Conference will be irrevocably fixed. The ECB will as-
to prepare amendments to the Treaty of sume control of the monetary pohcies of the
Rome, The proposed amendments--the participating countraes It will decide how
Treaty on Economic and Monetary Union-- and when to replace the currencies of the
were presented at the Dutch town of Maas- participating countries with the new Euro-
tricht in December 1991. pean currency. It may do so on the first day

The Maastncht Treaty proposes replac- of Stage III, or it may mstruct its operating
ing the EC's twelve naUonal currenctes w_th arms, the national central banks, to mter-
a single currency and creating a European vene to stabihze the exchange rates among
Central Bank (ECB). These goals are to their national currencies until these are re-
be achieved in three stages. Stage I, which placed by a single currency.
began in July 1990, is marked by the re- Monetary integration is more controver-
moval of capital controls (as already man- sial than the Single Market Program. Den-
dated by the SEA) and attempts to reduce mark rejected the Maastncht Treaty m _ts
differences in national Inflation and interest June 1992 referendum, and France nearly
rates and to make mtra-European exchange did the same three months later.

rates more stable. In Stage II, to start in No one quest=ons that there are benefits
January 1994, national economic pollcles from using one currency instead of twelve.
will converge further and a temporary en- For one thing, a single European currency
tity, the European Monetary Institute, will will save on transactions costs" the EC's

coordinate member-country policies in the economists estimate the savings at 1 percent
final phases of the transition. If the Council of EC GNP. And removing the uncertainty
of Ministers, made up of ministers of eco- created by exchange-rate fluctuations will
nomlcs or finance from each national gov- encourage addmonal mtra-European trade
ernment, decides during Stage II that a and investment.

majority of member countries meet the pre- There is, however, no free lunch. Forc-

conditions for monetary union, it may rec- mg all European countries to run the same
ommend that the Council of Heads of State monetary pohcy and to maintain the same

vote to Inaugurate Stage III, establishing the interest rates will deprave Europe's national
ECB and giving it responsibility for mone- governments of a policy tool traditionally
tary policy. To prevent Stage II from con- used to address their own macroeconomic
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problems When Italy has had a recession policies together, drove interest rates up
not shared by other EC countries, its central throughout the EC.

bank (the Bank of Italy) has reduced interest As th_s experience reminds us, a mone-
rates, expanded the money supply, and de- tary policy common to all twelve EC coun-

valued the exchange rate, with the goal of tries wall be useful for moderating only
boosting domestic demand and moderating those business cycle fluctuations that are
the recession. With no exchange rate to de- common to the twelve countries. Insofar

value and with monetary pohcy turned over as European countries experience cyclical
to the ECB, this response will no longer be expansions and contractions at different

possible. Europe had a taste of this problem times, thezr sacrifice of monetary autonomy
m 1991 and 1992, when high interest rates may cost them a lot
in Germany, together with the fixed ex-

change rates of the European Monetary Sys- --Barry Eiehengreen
tem that already t_ed European monetary
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GermanEconomic"Miracle"
David R. Henderson

• After World War II the German economy price controls.) In November 1945 the Al-
lay in shambles. The war, along with Hit- hed Control Authority, formed by the gov-
ler's scorched-earth policy, had destroyed ernments of the United States, Britain,
20 percent of all housing. Food production France, and the Soviet Umon, agreed to
per capita in 1947 was only 51 percent of keep Hitler's price controls in place.
its level m 1938, and the official food ration Each of the Allied governments con-
set by the occupying powers vaned between trolled a "zone" of German territory. In
1,040 and 1,550 calories per day. Industrial the U.S. zone, a cost-of-hying index in May
output in 1947 was only one-third its 1938 1948, computed at the controlled prices,
level. Moreover, a large percentage of Ger- was only 31 percent above its level in 1938.
many's working-age men were dead. At the Yet m 1947, the amount of money m the
time, observers thought that Germany German economy--currency plus demand
would have to be the biggest chent of the deposits--was five times its 1936 level.
U.S. welfare state. Yet twenty years later With money a multiple of its previous level
its economy was envied by most of the but prices only a fracUon higher, there were
world. And less than ten years after the bound to be shortages. And there were
war people already were talking about the Price controls on food made the shortages
German economic miracle, so severe that some people started growing

What caused the so-called miracle? The their own, and others made weekend treks

two main factors were a currency reform to the countryside to barter for food. Yale
and the elimination of price controls, both University economist (and later Federal Re-
of which happened over a period of weeks serve governor) Henry Walhch, m his 1955
m 1948. A further factor was the reduction book, Mainsprings of the German Revival,
of marginal tax rates later in 1948 and in wrote:
1949

Each day, and particularly on week-
ends. vast hordes of people trekked out

Before to the country to barter food from the
farmers. In ddap=dated railway car-

By 1948 the German people had lived riages from which everything pil-
under price controls for 12 years. AdolfHlt- ferable had long disappeared, on the
ler had imposed them on the German people roofs and on the running boards, hun-
in 1936 so that his government could gry people traveled sometimes hun-
buy war materials at artificially low prices, dreds of miles at snail's pace to where
(Roosevelt and Churchill also imposed they hoped to find something to eat.
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They took their wares--personal ef- sented a kind of intellectual resistance

fects, old clothes, sticks of furniture, movement, requiring great personal cour-
whatever bombed-out remnants they age as well as independence of mind." The
had--and came back with grain or po- school's members believed in free markets,

tatoes for a week or two. along with some slight degree of progres-
sion in the income tax system and govern-

Barter also was so widespread m busi- ment action to limit monopoly. (Cartels in
ness-to-business transactions that a new job Germany had been exphcitly legal before
title in many finns was that of "compensa- the war.) The Sozlate Marktwirtschaft was
tor." A compensator was a speciahst who very much like the Chicago school, whose
bartered his firm's output for needed inputs budding members Milton Friedman and
and often had to engage in multiple transac- George Stlgler also beheved in a heavy dose
tions to do so. In September 1947 U.S. of free markets, shght government redistn-
mditary experts estimated that one-thzrd to button through the tax system, and antitrust
one-half of all business transactions in the laws to prevent monopoly.
bizonal area (the U.S. and British zones) Two members of the German school

were in the form of "compensation trade" were Wilhelm Roepke and Ludwig Erhard.
(1.e., barter). To clean up the postwar mess, Roepke ad-

Barter was very inefficient compared to vocated currency reform so that the amount
straight purchase of goods and services for of currency could be in line wlth the amount
money German economist Walter Eucken of goods, and abolition of price controls.
wrote that barter and self-sufficiency were Both were necessary, he thought, to end

two things that were incompatible with an repressed inflation. The currency reform
extensive division of labor. "The economic would end inflation. Price decontrol would

system," he wrote, "is reduced to a prim1- end repression.
twe condition." The numbers bear him out. Ludwig Erhard agreed with Roepke. Er-

In March 1948 bizonal producuon was only hard himself had wntten a memorandum dur-

51 percent of its level m 1936. mg the war laying out his vision of a market
economy His memorandum made clear that
he wanted the Nazis to be defeated.

TheDebate The Social Democratic Party (SPD), on
the other hand, wanted to keep government

Eucken was the leader of a school of eco- control The SPD's mam economzc zdeo-

nomlc thought based at Germany's Unlver- logue, Dr Kreysslg, argued in June 1948
sity of Freiburg. The school was called that decontrol of prices and currency reform
Soziate Marktwirtschaft, the "socially con- would be ineffective He argued instead for
scious free market." Members of this central government direction Agreemg
school hated totahtarianism and had pro- wzth the SPD were labor union leaders, the

pounded their views at some risk during British authorities, most German manufac-
Hitler's regime. Wrote Henry Wallich. turing mterests, and some of the American
"During the Nazi period the school repre- authorities.
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TheChange eggs, and almost all manufactured goods
were freed of controls. Ceihng prices on

Ludwig Erhard won the debate. Because many other goods were raised substantially,
the Alhes wanted non-Nazis in the new Ger- and many remaining controls were no
man government, Erhard, whose anti-Nazi longer enforced. Erhard's motto could have
views were clear, was appointed Bavarian been "Don't just sit there; undo some-
mmister of finance in 1945. In 1947 he be- thing."

came the director of the bizonal Office of Along with currency reform and decon-
Economzc Opportunity and, in that capac- trol of prices, the government also cut tax
ity, advised U.S. General Lucius D. Clay, rates. A young economist named Walter
military governor of the U.S. zone. Erhard Heller, who was then with the U S Office
advocated currency reform and price decon- of Military Government in Germany and
trol. After the Soviets withdrew from the who was later to be chairman of President

Alhed Control Authority, Clay, along with Kennedy's Council of Economic Advisers,
his French and British counterparts, under- described the reforms in a 1949 article. To

took a currency reform on Sunday, June 20, "'remove the represswe effect of extremely
1948. The baszc idea was to substitute a high rates," wrote Heller, "Mihtary Gov-
much smaller number of deutsche marks ernment Law No. 64 cut a wide swath

(DM), the new legal currency, for reichs across the German tax system at the time of
marks. The money supply would, therefore, the currency reform." The corporate in-
contract substantially so that even at the come tax rate, which had ranged from 35
controlled prices, now stated in deutsche percent to 65 percent, was made a fiat 50
marks, there would be fewer shortages. The percent. Although the top rate on individual
currency reform was highly complex, wzth income remained at 95 percent, it apphed
many people taking a substantial reduction only to income above the level of
in their net wealth. The net result was about DM250,000 annually. In 1946, by contrast,
a 93 percent contraction in the money sup- the Alhes had taxed all mcome above
ply. 60,000 reichs marks (which translated into

On that same Sunday the German Bi- about DM6,000) at 95 percent. For the me-
zonal Economic Council adopted, at the &an-income German m 1950, with an an-
urging of Ludwig Erhard and against the nual income of a httle less than DM2,400,

opposition of its Social Democratic mem- the marginal tax rate was 18 percent. That
bers, a price decontrol ordinance. The new same person, had he earned the reichs mark
law allowed and encouraged Erhard to elim- equzvalent in 1948, would have been m an
mate price controls. 85 percent tax bracket

Erhard had a fun summer. From June

through August of 1948, wrote Fred Klop-
stock, an economist at the Federal Reserve A_er
Bank of New York, "directive followed di-

rective removing price, allocation, and ra- The effect on the German economy was
tionmg regulations." Vegetables, fruit, electric. Wallich wrote: "The spirit of the
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country changed overnight. The gray, hun- TheMarshallPlan
gry, dead-looking figures wandering about
the streets in their everlasting search for This account has not mentioned the Mar-
food came to life." shall Plan Can't the German revival be at-

Shops on Monday, June 21, were filled tributed mainly to that? The answer is no.
with goods as people realized that the The reason is simple: Marshall Plan aid to
money they sold them for would be worth Germany was not that large. Cumulative
much more than the old money. Walter aid from the Marshall Plan and other aid

Heller wrote that the reforms "quickly re- programs totaled only $2 billion through
established money as the preferred medium October 1954 Even in 1948 and 1949,
of exchange and monetary Incentives as the when aid was at ItS peak, Marshall Plan aid
prime mover of economic activity " was less than 5 percent of German national

Absenteeism also plummeted. In May income. Other countries that received sub-

1948 workers had stayed away from their stantlal Marshall Plan aid had lower growth
jobs for an average of 9.5 hours per week, than Germany.

partly because the money they worked for Moreover, while Germany was receiving
was not worth much and partly because they aid, it was also making reparations and res-
were out foraging or bartering for money, titution payments that were well over $1

By October average absenteeism was down billion. Finally, and most important, the Al-
to 4.2 hours per week. In June 1948 the lies charged the Germans DM7.2 billion an-
bizonal index of industrial production nually ($2 4 billion) for their costs of

was at only 51 percent of ItS 1936 level, occupying Germany. (Of course, these oc-
By December the index had risen to 78 per- cupation costs also meant that Germany did
cent of its 1936 level In other words, indus- not need to pay for its own defense )
trial production had increased by over 50
percent

Output continued to grow by leaps and Corlclusiorl
bounds after 1948. By 1958 industnal pro-
duction was over four times its annual rate What looked like a miracle to many ob-
for the six months in 1948 preceding cur- servers was really not a miracle. It was
rency reform. Industrial production per cap- expected by Ludwig Erhard and by others
lta was over three times as high. of the Freiburg school who understood the

Because Erhard's ideas had worked, the damage that can be done by inflation coupled

first chancellor of the new Federal Republic with price controls and high tax rates, and the
of Germany, Konrad Adenauer, appointed large productivity gams that can be unleashed
him as Germany's first minister of eco- by ending inflation, removing controls, and
nomlc affairs. He held that post until 1963 cutting high marginal tax rates.
when he became chancellor himself, a post
he held until 1966. mDavid R, Henderson
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JapanandtheMythofMITI
David R. Henderson

• At the end of World War II, Japan's SourcesofGrowth
economy was in tatters. Some 40 percent of
its capital stock was destroyed during the The most thorough study of the causes of
war, and the Japanese standard of living Japan's twenty-year postwar growth spurt
was at pre-World War I levels Today Ja- is a Brookmgs Institution study by Edward
pan has the second-largest economy in the H. Demson and William K. Chung. They
world and _ts growth is the envy of most of found that four factors contributed about
the world. From 1952, when the American two percentage points each to the 8.77 per-
occupation ended, untd 1991, Japan's real cent annual growth rate of national income
GNP grew at an average rate of 6.8 percent between 1953 and 1971. The four, m order

per year. During the period of greatest of importance, were: increases in capital
growth, from 1952 to 1971, realGNP grew (2.10 percentage points); advances m
at an average annual rate of 9 6 percent, knowledge and factors not elsewhere classi-
Because of the miracle of compounding, fled (1.97); economies of scale (1.94); and

Japan's GNP is now over thirteen times its increases in labor (1 85) Most of the re-
1952 level. In the Umted States from 1952 maining growth was accounted for by real-

to 1991, by contrast, real GNP grew at an location of resources away from the
average rate of 2.9 percent, and only tripled inefficient agricultural sector.
over the whole period. The major cause of Japan's large increase

What caused the Japanese "miracle ''* in capital was its large increases m invest-

Answering that question _sdifficult. Econo- ment Gross private investment, which had
mists, unlike physicists, cannot conduct been a healthy 17.2 percent of GNP from
controlled experiments in which they 1952 to 1954, mcreased almost continu-

change one parameter, leaving all others ously throughout the fifties and sixties. By
unchanged, and then look for the effect of 1970 and 1971 it was a whopping 30.5 per-
the change in this one parameter Because cent of GNP In other words, almost one
Japan differs in many ways from other out of every three yen of Japanese produc-
countries--particularly in its culture and its Uon m 1970 and 1971 was invested in capi-
government pohcies--isolating the effect tal This private investment, in turn, was
of any factor is especially difficult. Never- financed largely by Japanese sawng. Gross
theless, some major factors seem to be private saving, half of which was by corpo-
clear-cut causes of Japan's growth, rations and half by households, rose stead-
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ily from 16.5 percent of GNP between 1952 The second probable cause of high Japa-
and 1954 and reached 31.9 percent of GNP nese saving is the incentive that Japan's tax
m 1970 and 1971. In the Umted States be- code gives to savers. Since the early fifties,
tween 1961 and 1971, by contrast, private savers in Japan have been allowed to ex-
saving averaged only 15.8 percent of GNP. empt large amounts of interest income from

Economist Fumlyo Hayashi of the Uni- taxation. Employees who saved part of their
versity of Pennsylvania cautions that corn- wages m an employer-run savings plan paid
parisons between Japanese and U.S. no taxes on interest on the first x dollars
savings rates are tricky because of the dif- of sawngs. In 1981, for example, x was
ferent ways that savings are measured in $22.600 Interest on postal savings--in Ja-
each country Measuring savings the same pan the post office offers a hmited range of
way, he shows, reduces the gap between financial services--is treated similarly In
U.S. and Japanesesavmgsrates. But alarge 1981, for example, interest on the first
gap still remains. $13,600 was tax free. Those without

What accounts for the large Japanese sav- qualms about lawbreaking could theoreU-
ings rates? Economists are not agreed, but cally hold one such account at each post
two factors are probably important The office--there are more than twenty thou-
first is low taxes. As Brookmgs economist sand--because postal savings officmls tol-
Joseph Pechman wrote m 1976, "The fact erate multiple accounts. At one point,

that the tax burden is unusually low by the according to a study by the Hudson Instl-
standards of other developed countries may tute, Japan had twice as many postal say-
alone be a significant factor m the explana- lngs accounts as people. Also, capital gains
tlon of the high rate of private saving and from the sale of securities are untaxed.
investment in Japan." From 1951 to 1970,
while Japan's real GNP was growing at an TheMythof bllTI
average of 9 percent per year, total natzonal
and local taxes (excluding social security) Early m the fifties, a small consumer-
fell from 22 4 percent of national income electronics company in Japan asked the Jap-
to 18.9 percent This left more money for anese government for permission to buy
people to save and invest Compare Japan's transzstor-manufactunng rights from West-
situation w_th the United States, where the ern Electric Permission was necessary be-
proportion rose from 28 5 percent to 31.3 cause at the time forezgn exchange was
percent. Interestingly, Japan's two decades controlled by the tax and trade ministries.
of greatest postwar growth were also its de- The Ministry of International Trade and In-
cades of lowest taxes. During the seventies, dustry (MITI) refused, arguing that the

as Japan's taxes rose to 22.8 percent of na- technology wasn't impressive enough to
tlonal mcome zn 1980, real GNP growth justify the expenditure. Two years later, the
declined to only 4.8 percent. Higher taxes company persuaded MITI to reverse zts de-
weren't the only reason for this deteriorat- cis,on and went on to fame and fortune with

ing performance, of course; off price m- the transistor radio. The company's name:
creases also contributed. Sony
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In the mldfiftles MITI exhorted a Japa- hindsight, what has not been established is

nese industry to develop a prototype "peo- whether those were good investments.
ple's" model of zts product so MITI could The mare book cited by those who argue
designate the winning finn as the single pro- that MITI is responsible for Japan's growth
ducer. In the 1960s MITI tried to force this is MIT1 and the Japanese Miracle, by U.S.
industry's many firms to merge into just political sczenust Chalmers Johnson. But

a few Both times the compames rebuffed Johnson's book actually contains little evi-
MITI, and today th_s industry _sone of Ja- dence that MITI has helped. Instead, he
pan's finest. Its product: cars notes some of the policies, such as tariffs,

Many people beheve that Japan's out- that MITI persuaded other agencies to im-
standing growth _sdue in large part to MITI plement, and then attributes the large
They beheve that MITI has decided what growth to these policies. But tariffs are a

industries the Japanese should invest in, and particularly unlikely cause of Japan's
that MITI persuaded other Japanese govern- growth Not even the Japanese have been
ment agencies to use their coercive power to able to repeal the law of comparative advan-
get companies to go along But the evidence tage. For Japan, as for other countries,
goes against this view. Although MITI tariffs, except m highly unusual clrcum-
plans for industry growth, and someUmes stances, hinder growth Most of Johnson's
gets other agencies to use their powers to book _sabout MITI's structure and person-
carry out the plans, the extent of MITI's nel and is not a sustained case for his belief

control, and of government control gener- that MITI is the cause of Japan's extraord_-
ally, has been greatly exaggerated. Between nary economic performance
December 1955 and February 1973, crucial
years In Japan's growth, the government
had six different Nauonal Economic Plans OtherGovernmentPolicies
for economic growth. But without excep-
tion actual growth rates exceeded those re- A close look shows that in many ways,
qmred to fulfill the plan's targets. This is government in Japan is less intervenUonist
evidence that the plans themselves were not than governments in most countries. By one
responsible. Moreover. had MITI suc- reasonable measure--government spend-
ceeded m preventing Sony from developing mg as a percent of GNP--govemment's
the transistor radio, and in coercively lim- role m Japan is less than m any other major

rang the auto mdustry, two of Japan's most mdustnahzed country. Another way Japan
successful industries would probably have _s less interventionist is in antitrust policy.
been much less successful Japan. unlike the United States, has no anti-

Between 1953 and 1955 MITI &d per- trustresmctlonsonjointresearchanddevel-

suade the government's Japanese Develop- opment. This allows Japanese compames to
ment Bank to lend money to four industries-- avoid duplicating each other's research
electric power, ships, coal, and steel Some Japan's government also allows banks to
83 percent of JDB financing over that period own stock America's Glass-Steagall Act
went to those four industries But even with prohibits th_s. Because Japanese banks own
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stock and because many bank officers sit on it stood behind the firm. Had the U.S. law

company boards, they can disciphne man- prevailed in Japan, Sumitomo would have

agers. Also, banks in Japan, able to take had much less to gain from lending to Toyo
equity positions in compames, are a source Kogyo.

of venture capital. Many economists and others who have

A further advantage of allowmg banks written about Japan's high growth attribute

to own stock is that a bank confident of a _t to a concern with quality production and

company's future can back it when other to Japanese companies' treatment of their

creditors get scared. Later, if the company employees. These are certainly important

performs well, the bank profits because the factors in Japan's growth. But the Japanese

company's share price increases. That hap- government's only contribution to these

pened m the case ofToyo Kogyo, the Japa- factors is that it allowed them. Japan's
nese company that made Mazda autos, growth is stunning evidence, not of the ef-

When the 1974 od price increase made its ficacy of government planning, but of the

fuel-inefficient Wankel engme uncompeti- wonders that relatively free people can

tive, Toyo Kogyo almost went under. Sum- produce

ltomo Bank, a large stockholder, assured

Toyo Kogyo's creditors and suppliers that --David R. Henderson

Biography: Dawd R Henderson is the editor of this encyclopedia He is a senior research fellow
with Stanford University's Hoover Institution and an associate professor of economics at the Naval
Postgraduate School m Monterey, Cahfomla He was formerly a senior economist with
the President's Council of Economic Advisers
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Perestroika
Marshall I. Goldman

• To the outside world, the Soviet Union whom to produce. Without the market a
seemed little different in 1984 from what tt planning commission like Gosplan, no mat-
had been for at least a decade. Except for a ter how large, will find itself unable to react
few skeptics, almost everyone agreed that effectively
the Soviet Union was the world's second- Indeed, one of Zaslavskaia's criticisms

largest economy and, if not the most power- was that the system was becoming more and
ful mdltary force m the world, then a very more counterproductive. Increasingly, the
close second, it produced more machine Soviet industrial system was producing neg-
tools, steel, oil, and natural gas than any atlve value added: the value of the inputs

other country, and its stock of nuclear and and components used m many production
conventional weapons in Europe was at processes was worth more than the resulting
least double that of the United States. final product. Thus, because of the wasteful

Yet deep within the system, some had use of metals m producing drilling equip-
begun to question the reality of that appar- ment and pipelines, the expense of drilling
ent strength In early 1983, for example, and transporting petroleum often exceeded
Tat'tuna Zaslavskma, a socml sc_entlst at the value of the oil at its final destination.
the Siberian division of the Soviet Academy The slow growth rate that resulted from the

of Sciences, wrote a long study detailing inefficiencies made it _mpossible to pro-
the Soviet economy's shortcomings and its vide a better life for the work force, which

growing inability to compete in an age of the government had promised would follow
high technology As Zaslavskala saw it, the once an industrial foundation had been
central planning system had outlived its use- bruit.
fulness. According to her, central planning By late 1984 Mikhall Gorbachev had

served reasonably well to acculturate illiter- joined the ranks of those who believed that
ate peasants into an industrial, urban work the Soviet Umon's economic system could
force. But as the Sowet economy became not continue without far-reaching reforms.

more extensive and complex, the central He was not to become the general secretary

planners could not maintain control over it. of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union
The control they did manage to exercise untd March 1985 He had, however, called
often served to sUfle as much as it facili- in ZaslavskaIa a few years earher for a dis-

tated. Ludwig von Mises and Friedrich cussion about agricultural reform, and their
Hayek had pointed this out years earlier d_scuss_on expanded to include an analysis

People, they said, need a market to guide of the overall economic system.
the millions of decisions that must be made Gorbachev has described how, by De-

each day about how, what, when, and for cember 1984, he had concluded "that it was
747
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impossible to live that way." This meant a was headed in the wrong direction. In May
change not only in the country's political of that year a new regulation authorized pri-
and social life, but also in its economy. That vate and cooperative trade and even private
same month, while speaking at a meeting manufacturing. Only pensioners and stu-
of party officials, Gorbachev presented his dents were initially allowed to participate,
version of what needed to be done. AI- but Gorbachev gradually opened the doors
though Konstantin Chernenko would be the to everyone. About the same time, the So-
nominal leader of the party for another three viet government also announced that it
months, Gorbachev chose this speech to would allow foreigners to open joint ven-
issue a call for "perestroika"--for restruc- tures on Soviet territory. As with private
turing, and cooperative trade, the joint ventures ini-

Although the exact meaning of Gorba- tially came with strict limitations (foreign-
chev's perestrolka changed from year to ers could not hold more than a 49 percent
year, in those early months he spoke of interest in such ventures). But by 1990, in
intensifying and accelerating production in theory at least, foreigners could own 100

the machine tool industry. Once elected percent of the shares, although none did.
general secretary, his concept of perestrolka Any meaningful move away from central
also came to Include removing some deci- planning, however, would also have to in-
sion making from the ministries and Gos- volve state industrial enterprises. One solu-
plan, the state planning commission. This tion would be to pnvatize them or turn over
implied more reliance on market processes; all profit or loss responsibility to a group of
at least there was a marked softening of the private owners
harsh rhetoric used to describe the market Gorbachev at first concluded that this was

But other than an experiment or two, he too radical a step, and so he introduced an
proposed no concrete measures to advance "'Enterprise Law" that called for a gradual
the use of markets. In fact, it sometimes reduction In the control that ministries exer-

looked as if the opposite was happening, cised over enterprise operations Beginning
While Gorbachev closed down a large on January 1, 1988, enterprises producing

number of economic ministries, for exam- 50 percent of the Soviet Union's industrial
ple, he created superministnes in their output would be required to set aside only
place. Thus, the resulting agricultural min- about 80 percent of what they produced for
istry (Gosagroprom) was even more domi- allocation by central planning authorities
nant in determining agricultural production Despite the best Intentions, however, the
and ultimately became an obstacle to ag- Enterprise Law was a failure The ministers
ncultural reform. Even more striking, in did all they could to retain their controls,
July 1986 the Soviet Union started a crack- and the managers held back from exercising
down on all private trade. No individuals their new prerogatives. Without a wholesale
could sell anything that they themselves did market to help them find customers, selling
not produce. This was a step back to the on their own made their lives much more

early thirties, complicated In addition, disposing of out-
In 1987 Gorbachev concluded that he put outside of the central planning proce-
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dure carried with it the obligation to find a successful transition from a Stalinist,
inputs outside official state channels as centrally planned economy to a market-
well The vast majority of managers de- oriented system In a relatively short
clded that the risks and uncertainties out- time. The Soviet-type system developed in
weighed the potential rewards, and refused very different ways: the market atrophied,
to shift to the market prices became distorted, individuals hesi-

Gorbachev camed on in this uncertain tared to assume initiatives, and profit mak-
manner, experimenting a little here and a ing became associated with criminahty and
little there without any firm commitment antisocial acts Moreover, to prevent dupli-
to fundamental change. Recognizing that cation the state purposefully created
something more far-reaching was needed, monopolies.

he asked economists to design a more corn- Undoing this damage is not easy. Some.
prehensive approach. To one degree or an- such as Poland, have tried "shock ther-

other, these plans involved such measures apy"--doing everything at once, including
as greater reliance on markets to set prices, the move to a market for price determina-
free convertlbdity of the ruble into other tion. allowing currency reform, holding
currencies; ending subsidies to unprofitable budget subsidies, and denationalizing and
enterprises, balanced state budgets; priva- privatizlng agriculture, industry, and ser-
tizatlon of agriculture, trade, and industry; vices Others say that moving too fast im-
monetary reform; and demonopolization, poses too heavy a burden on the population.

From October 1989 to mid-1991, the So- A more gradual approach, too, is criticized
viet Union had at least eight such compre- because it allows the opponents to gang up
hensive plans, none of which seemed to on the reformers and destroy them before
meet Western prescriptions of what really they ever have a chance to succeed Be-
was needed But since Gorbachev seemed s]des, the whole point of the market system
to be better at calling for new studies than is that it comes as a whole package. If there
at implementing them, the inadequacies of is no price flexibility, for example, then
this or that proposal had no practical lm- most likely there will have to be subsidies.
pact. Although Gorbachev never saw a pro- This will cause budget deficits, which will
posal that he disliked, he never found one cause inflation, which, even if it is sup-
that he liked enough to implement Each pressed, will nonetheless cause shortages
time a new proposal was completed. Gorba- In other words, moving from a planned to
chev would approve it. But he also would a market system is not easy. Joseph Berllner
recommend that it be amalgamated with and Kenneth Bouldlng have likened the
some earlier proposals In such an environ- move from market to planned system to a
merit industry and shop managers, whether forester chopping down a forest. If enough
private entrepreneurs or state bureaucrats, force is used, the procedure is relatively
find it difficult to plan and implement any simple, even if it is destructive. Performing
long-term policies, the reverse, however, is much more diffi-

In all fairness to Gorbachev, no one has cult. Planting a few trees does not make a

yet been able to figure out how to make forest. A forest encompasses a whole eco-
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logical system of insects, animals, and un- tlon. We Westerners sometimes forget that
derbrush. In the same way, allowing a few it took us several centuries to create our

private stores to open does not make a economic and political system, and even

market, then, there are some who complain that we

Gorbachev knew what he wanted to still don't have it right. The odds are that

change. His problem until he lost power in while perestroika may not reqmre centuries

1991--and indeed, one of the main reasons to implement, it will not come quickly or
he lost power--was that he was unsure of painlessly.
what he wanted to change to. Moreover,

neither he nor any other leader so far seems mMarshall I. Goldman

to know how to carry out that transforma-

Biography: Marshall I Go_dman ts the Kathryn W Darts Professor of Russian Economtcs at
Wellesley College, and the associate director of the Russian Research Center at Harvard Umverstty
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ThirdWorldDebt
Kenneth Rogoff

• By the end of 1990 the world's poor and ment suddenly found itself unable to roll
developing countries owed more than $1.3 over its private debts (that Is, borrow new
trilhon to industrialized countries. Among funds to replace loans that were due) and
the largest problem debtors were Brazil was unprepared to qmckly shift gears from
($116 bilhon), Mexico ($97 billion), and being a net borrower to a net repayer. Soon
Argentina ($61 bilhon). Of the total devel- after, a slew of other sovereign debtors
oplng-country debt, roughly half is owed to sought reschedullng agreements, and the
private creditors, maanly commercial banks. "debt cnsls" was officially under way.

The rest consists of obhgations to inter- Though experts do not really understand
national lending organizations such as the why the crisis started precisely when it did,
International Monetary Fund (IMF) and the its basic causes are clear. The sharp rise
World Bank, and to governments and gov- in world mterest rates in the early eighties
ernment agencies--export-Import banks, greatly increased the interest burden on
for example. Of the private bank debt, the debtor countries because most of their bor-
bulk has been recurred by middle-income rowmgs were indexed to short-term interest
countries, especially an Latin America. The rates. At the same time, export receipts of
world's poorest countries, mostly m Africa developing countries suffered as commod-
and South Asia, were never able to borrow ity prices began to fall, reversang their rise

substantial sums from the private sector and of the seventies More generally, sluggish
most of their debts are to the IMF, World growth in the mdustriahzed countries made

Bank, and other governments, debt serwcmg much more difficult.
Thlrd World debt grew dramatacally dur- Of course, the debtors were not simply

ing the seventies, when bankers were eager hapless victims of external market forces.
to lend money to developing countries. A1- The governments of many of the seventeen
though many Third World governments de- nations referred to as Highly Indebted
faulted on their debts dunng the thirties, Countries (HICs) made the situation worse

bankers had put that episode out of their by badly mismanaging their economies. In
minds by the seventies. The mood of the many countries dunng the seventies, corn-
time is perhaps best captured in the famous merclal bank or World Bank loans quickly
proclamation by the Otibank chairman at escaped through the back door in the form
the tame, Walter Wriston, that lending to of private capital flight (see CAPXTAL
governments is safe banking because sover- FLIGHT).As table 1 shows, capital assets

eign nations do not default on their debts, that "fled" abroad from the HICs were 103
The loan pyramid came crashing down in percent of long-term public and publicly

August 1982, when the Mexican govern- guaranteed debt. Loans intended for infra-
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TABLE 1 was invested m productive projects that
could be used to service the debt.

Not all of the debtor countries were

CapitalFlight plagued by mismanagement. South Korea,
(inbillionsof 1987 dollars) considered by many to be a problem debtor

at the onset of the debt crisis, maintained a

As Percentage of strong export-oriented economy. The re-Flight Long-TermPublic
Capital and Publicly suiting growth m real GNP--averaging 9.8
Assets GuaranteedDebt percent per year between 1982 and 1988-

allowed South Korea to make the largest
Argentina $ 46 111% debt repayments in the world in 1986 and
Bol_vm 2 178 1987 Korea's debt fell from $47 bilhon to
Brazil 31 46 $40 billion between the end of 1985 and the
Chde 2 17 end of 1987

Colombia 7 103 But for most debtor countries, the eight-
Ecuador 7 115 ies were a decade of economic stagnation
IvoryCoast 0 0 Loan renegotiaUons with bank committees
Mexico 84 114 and with government lenders became al-
Morocco 3 54 most constant. While lenders frequently
Nigeria 20 136 agreed to roll over a portion of interest due
Peru 2 27 (thus increasing their loans), prospects for
Philippines 23 188 net new funds seemed to dry up for all but
Uruguay 4 159 a few developing countries, located mostly
Venezuela 58 240

m fast-growing Asia In this context bank-
Yugoslavta 6 79 ers and government officials began to con-

sider many schemes for clearing away the
Total 295 103 developing-country debt problem.

SOURCES.FhghtCapttal,MorganStanleyas ctted In theory, loans by governments and by
m The International Economy,July/August 1989 international lending organizations are se-
Debt,WorldDebtTables,1988-89edlbon Data mor to private debts--they must be repaid
refer to externaldebt to pnvate creditors Re-
pnnted fromJournalof EconomicPerspectwes, first But private lenders are the ones who
4, no 1 (Winter 1990) 37. have been pressing to have their loans re-

paid As a consequence, official creditors
structure investment at home were rerouted saw their share of problem-country debt
to buy condominiums m Miami. In a few double--to nearly half the total--dunng
countries, most notably Brazil, capital flight the first decade of the debt crisis.
was not severe. But a great deal of the loan Many Third World debtors, particularly
money was spent internally on dubious in Latin America, chafe at being asked to
large-scale, government-directed invest- pay down their large debts. Their leaders
ment projects. Though well intentioned, the plead that debt is strangling their economies
end result was the same: not enough money and that repayments are soaking away re-
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sources desperately needed to finance That is, buyers of debt securities were will-
growth. Although these pleas evoke consld- ing to pay, and some sellers were willing to
erable sympathy from leaders of rich coun- accept, only six cents per dollar of prlnci-
tries, opinions over what to do are widely pal Using funds that primarily were se-
divided, cretly donated by neutral thtrd countnes--

A staggering range of "solutions" has rumored to include Spain, the Netherlands,
been proposed. Some of the more ambitious and Brazil--Bolivia's government spent
plans would either force private creditors to $34 million in March 1988 to buy back $308
forgive part of their debts or use large doses million worth of debt at eleven cents on the
of taxpayer resources to sponsor a settle- dollar. Eleven cents was also the price that
ment, or both Current official policy, prevaded for the remaining Bolivian debt
which is based on the Brady Plan (after immediately after the repurchase. At first
U S Treasury Secretary Nicholas Brady), glance the buy-back might seem a triumph,
is for governments of industrialized coun- almost halving Bolivia's debt. The fact that
tries to subsidize countries where there is the price rose from six to eleven cents was
scope for negotiating large-scale debt- interpreted by some observers as evidence
reduction agreements with the private com- that the deal had strengthened prospects for
merclal banks. In principle, countries must Bolivia's economy
also demonstrate the will to implement A more sober assessment of the Bolivian

sound economic policies, both fiscal and buy-back reveals that commercial bank
monetary, to qualify. A small number of creditors probably reaped most of the bene-
Brady Plan deals have been completed to fit Before the buy-back, banks expected to
date, the most notable being Mexico's 1990 receive a total of $40.2 million (.06 x $670
debt restructuring million). After the buy-back, banks had col-

Toward the end of the eighties, a number lected $34 million and their expected future
of sovereign debtors began experimenting repayments were still $39.8 million ( 11 ×
with so-called market-based debt-reduction $362 million) How did creditors manage
schemes, in which countries repurchased to reap such a large share of the benefits9
their debts at a discount by paying cash Basically, when a country ISas deep m hock

or by giving creditors equity in domestic as Bolivia was, creditors attach a far greater
industries. On the surface these plans ap- likehhood to partial repayment than to full

pear to hurt banks because debts are reured repayment. Hawng the face value of the
at a fraction of their full value. But a closer debt halved did little to reduce the banks'

inspection reveals why the commercial bargaining leverage with Bolivia, and the
banks responded so enthusiastically, chances that the canceled debt would have

Consider theBolivianbuy-backofMarch eventually been paid were low anyway.
1988. When the Bohvian deal was first dis- Similar problems can arise even in countries

cussed in late 1986, Bolivia's government whose debt sells at much smaller discounts.

had guaranteed $670 million m debt to com- The fact that buy-backs tend to bid up
merclal banks. In world secondary markets debt prices presents difficulties for any plan
this debt traded at six cents on the dollar, in which funds taken from taxpayers in in-
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dustrialized countries are used to promote uity concerns with any attempt to channel

debt restructurings that supposedly are for large quantities of aid relief to deal with

the sole benefit of people in the debtor coun- private debt. Though poor by standards of
tries. Banks will surely know of the addi- Europe and the United States, countries

tional resources available for repayment, such as Brazil, Mexico, and Argentina rank

and they will try to bargain for higher repay- as middle-to upper-middle income in the
ments and lower rollovers. The main focus broader world community. The average

of the Brady Plan is precisely to ensure that per capita income in the seventeen HICs
the lion's share of officially donated funds was $1,430 in 1987 This compares with

reaches debtors• But the fact that debt prices $470 in developing East Asia and $290 in

have been stronger in countries that have South Asia. Even Bolivia, South America's

implemented Brady Plans than in non-Brady basket case, has twice the per capita income

Plan countries suggests that the effort to of India. On a need basis, therefore, Africa

limit the gain for banks has been only par- and South Asm are stronger candidates for

tially successful, aid.

Aside from the question of such "leak-

age" to private banks, there are serious eq- --Kenneth Rogoff

Biography: Kenneth Rogoff is an economics professor at Pnnceton Umverslty's Woodrow Wdson
School. He has served on the staff of the International Monetary Fund and the Federal Reserve
board and has been a visiting scholar at the World Bank
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ThirdWorldEconomicDevelopment
Clive Crook

• The development experiences of Third Less than forty years later--a short time
World countries since the fifties have been m economic history--South Korea's ex-
staggeringly diverse--and hence very in- traordinary success is taken for granted. By
formative. Forty years ago the developing the end of the e_ghUes, _ts per capita income
countries looked a lot more hke each other (m the same 1980 dollars) had risen to

than they do today Take India and South $2,900, an increase of nearly 6 percent a
Korea. By any standards, both countries year sustained over more than three de-
were extremely poor. India's income per cades None of today's rich countries, not
capita was about $150 (in 1980 dollars) and even Japan, saw such a rapid transformation
South Korea's was about $350. Life expec- in the deep structure of their economies
tancy was about forty years and fifty years In contrast. India's income per capita grew
respectively. In both countries roughly 70 from $150 to $230, a rise of about 1.5 per-
percent of the people worked on the land, cent a year. between 1950 and 1980. India
and farming accounted for 40 percent of is widely regarded as a development failure.
naUonal income. The two countries were so Yet over the past few decades even India
far behind the mdustrml world that It has achieved more progress than today's
seemed nearly inconceivable that either rich countries &d over similar periods and
could ever attain reasonable standards of at comparable stages m their development.
hying, let alone catch up. This shows, first, that the setbacks the

If anything, In&ahadthe edge. Its savings developing countries encountered in the
rate was 12 percent of GNP while Korea's eighties--high interest rates, debt-servicing
was only 8 percent. In&a had natural re- difficulties, falhng export prices--were an
sources. Its size gave its industries a huge aberration, and that the currently fashion-
domestic market as a platform for growth Its able pessimism about their future is greatly
former colonial masters, the British, left be- overdone. The superachlevers of East Asia

hind railways and other infrastructure that (South Korea and its fellow "dragons,"
were good by Thtrd World standards. The Singapore, Talwan, and Hong Kong)are by
country had a competent judiciary and civil no means the only developing countries that
service, manned by a highly educated ehte. are actually developing Many others have
Korea lacked ",illthat. In the fifties the U.S. also grown at historically unprecedented

government thought it so unhkely that Korea rates over the past few decades. As a group,
would achieve any increase m hying standards the developing countries-- 134 of them, as
at all that its pohcy was to provide "sustaining convenuonally defined, accounting for
aid" to stop them falhng even further, roughly three-quarters of the world's popu-
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lation--have indeed been catching up with Among the most important ideas in or-
the developed countries, thodox economics is that countries prosper

The comparison between India and South through trade. In the sixties and seventies
Korea shows something else. It no longer the dragons participated in a boom in world
makes sense to talk of the developing coun- trade. Because the dragons succeeded as
tries as a homogeneous group. The East exporters, they had abundant foreign ex-
Asian dragons now have more in common change with which to buy investment goods
with the industrial economies than with the from abroad. Unlike most other developing
poorest economies in South Asia and sub- countries, the dragons had price systems
Saharan Africa. Indeed, these subgroups of that worked fairly well. So they invested in
developing countries have become so dis- the right things, in ways that reflected their
tract that one might think they have nothing comparative advantage in cheap, unskilled
to teach each other, that because South Ko- labor

rea is so different from India, its experience Some economists still dismiss the drag-
can hardly be relevant. That is a mistake, ons as special cases, but for reasons I find
The diversity of experience among today's specious They argue that Hong Kong and
poor and not-so-poor countries does not de- Singapore are small (h_therto smallness had
feat the task of analyzing what works and been regarded as a disadvantage in develop-
what doesn't. In fact, _t is what makes the ment); that they are former colonies w_th
task possthle, tradmons of excellence in public adminis-

tration (like lndm and many others); that
they have been generously provided with

LessonsofExperience foreign capital (like Latin America). These
economists also argue that Ta_wan and

The hallmark of economic policy m most South Korea received generous foreign aid
of the Third World since the fifties has been (like many other developing countries), and
the rejection of orthodox free-market eco- have even argued that their lack of natural
nomics. The countries that failed most spec- resources was an advantage. What was
tacularly (India, nearly all of sub-Saharan most unusual about these countries, in fact,

Africa, much of Latin Amenca, the Soviet was a relatively market-friendly approach
Union and its satellites) were the ones that to economic policy
rejected the orthodoxy most fervently. The countries that failed, often guided by
Their governments claimed that for one tea- "experts" in the mdustnahzed world, are
son or another, free-market economics the ones that gave only a small role, if any,
would not work for them, In contrast, the to private enterprise and to prices that are
four dragons and, more recently, countries unregulated by government. Government
such as Chile, Colombia, Costa Rica, Ivory planners concentrated on broad aggregates
Coast, Malaysia, and Thailand have such as investment, consumption, and sav-

achieved growth ranging from good to re- ings. Their priority was investment--the
markable by following policies based more, the better, regardless of its quality.
largely on market economics. Most governments also thought that their
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economies were Inflexible and could not ad- mission in his book The Poverty of Develop-
just to changing conditions. The export ment Economics. He calls the antimarket
earnings of developing countries were re- approach favored in so many countries the
garded as fixed, for instance, and so was "dlriglste dogma."
the import requirement for any given level
of domestic production. The possibilities
for substituting one good for another in re- From Peruto Ghana
sponse to a change in price were denied or
ignored. The idea that workers respond to In the noncommunist world, the most
changes in incentives was hkewise dis- striking recent example of this dogma at
missed. This assumed lack of respon- work is Peru. When Alan Garcia's govern-
sweness led the planners to believe that ment came to power in the summer of 1985,
prices, rather than providing signals for the Peru was already in a bad way, thanks
allocation of resources, could serve other largely to high tariffs and other import barri-
purposes instead. For instance, with d_rect ers, restrictive labor-protection laws, exten-
controls they could be kept low to reduce s_ve credit rationing, high taxes, powerful
inflation, or raised here and there to gather trade unions, and an extraordinarily elabo-
revenue for the government, rate system of regulations to control the pn-

Taken to the limit, this "fixed-price" ap- vate sector. One result was Peru's justly
proach leads to regulation by input-output celebrated black market, or "informal
analysis. The idea is to tabulate the flow of economy," described by Hernando de Soto
primary, intermediate, and finished goods in his modern classic, The Other Path. The
throughout the economy, on the assumption other result was great vulnerability to ad-
that each good requires inputs of other spe- verse economic events. The early eighties
cific goods in fixed proportions. When all delivered several, including a world reces-
the cells in the table have been filled in, a slon, high interest rates, a drying up of ex-

government needs only to decide what it ternal finance, and declining commodity
wants the economy to produce In order to prices.
know exactly what the country needs to im- Garcia's policy was based, he said, on
port, good by good two words: control and spend. After impos-

India went m for this sort of planning m a ing price controls, he sharply increased

big way More than a few of today's leading pubhc spending. The program succeeded at
free-market economists have worked within first. Gross domestic product (GDP) grew

India's plannmg system or have studied it 9.5 percent in 1986 and 7 percent in 1987.
in detad, and lnUmate contact with it leads But by the spring of 1988 infation was run-
them to one inescapable conclusion, gov- ning at 1,000 percent a year; by the end of

ernment planning of the economy does not the year it was 6,000 percent. After that,
work. Professor Deepak Lal of London output and hving standards collapsed. In

University, a leading proponent of market 1990, the economy a wreck, Garcia was
economics for the Third World, mentions voted out of office.

h_s experience wzth India's planning corn- The dirigIste dogma has proved equally
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damaging in Africa. Take Ghana. When it board--a statutory monopoly that bought
became independent in 1957, it was the farmers' crops at controlled prices and re-
richest country m the region, with the best- sold them either at home or abroad. The
educated population. It was the world's prices pa_d to farmers were kept artificially
leading exporter of cocoa; _t produced 10 low, on the assumption that farmers ignored
percent of the world's gold; it had dia- price signals.
monds, bauxite, and manganese, and a Between 1963 and 1979 the price of
flourishing trade in mahogany. Its income consumer goods went up by a factor of
per capita was almost exactly equal to South twenty-two in Ghana. The price of cocoa m
Korea's at $490 (in 1980 dollars). By the neighboring countries went up by a factor
early eighties, however, Korea's income of thirty-six. But the price pa_d by the cocoa
per capita had risen fourfold, while Ghana's marketing board to Ghana's farmers went
had actually fallen nearly 20 percent to $400 up just sixfold. In real terms, therefore,
per head. Investment slumped from 20 per- the returns to cocoa farmers vanished

cent of GDP m the fifties to 2 percent by The country's supposedly price-insensitive
1982, and exports dropped from more than farmers responded by switching to produc-
30 percent of GDP to 4 percent, tlon of other crops for subsistence, and ex-

The country's leader at independence, ports of cocoa collapsed. Peru and Ghana
Kwame Nkrumah, was a spokesman for the are extreme cases, but they show m the

newly mdependent Africa. He sa_d the re- starkest way that prices do matter m the
glon needed to develop its own style of gov- the Third World and that rejecting market
ernment, suited to its specml circumstances, economics carries extremely high costs.
He spent vast sums on megaprojects. As The essential elements of a development
economic troubles mounted, he national- strategy based on orthodox economics are
_zed companies and followed with capital macroeconomlc stability, foreign trade, and
repression. Under his regime capital flew strictly limited intervention m the economy
abroad, and people with skills and money With policies under these three headings,
d_d the same. The kleptocrats (government governments can foster enterprise and en-
officials who steal large amounts) ran the trepreneurship, the irreplaceable engines of
country into the ground. In the early eight- capltahst growth.
ies a new government came to power and
at last began to steer the economy along
orthodox lines. Until then, Ghana had been TheMacroeconomicFoundation
to Africa what Peru is to Latin America: a

distdlatlon of everything that has gone Experience shows that high and unstable
wrong with the continent's economies, inflation can harm growth. A noninflation-

In the Third World, where so many peo- ary macroeconomlc policy Is, therefore, a

pie live off the land, agricultural develop- prerequisite for rapid development. Control
ment is crucial. Ghana provides a startling of government borrowing is the crucial ele-
case study in how to wreck the farm sector, ment in such a policy. When public bor-
The means was the agricultural marketing rowing Is excessive, governments are soon
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obliged to finance It by printing money, and place is low enough to be nonlnflationary.
rasing inflation then follows. That is why In practice, the remaining deficit is almost
the conventional approach to stabilization always too high. and the program fails.
(a term that covers steps to reduce an unsus- Countering inflation almost always requires
tainable trade deficit as well as anti-inflation a dose of austerity.
policies) usually advocates lower public The second controversy over austerity
spending and/or higher taxes. The Interna- concerns the costs of this remedy. Many
tional Monetary Fund has long made economists argue that orthodox programs
programs of this sort a precondition for fi- put too much of the burden on the poorest
nancial assistance to countries in distress, parts of society. To cut their budget defiots,

These so-called austerity programs have governments can either raise taxes or cut
aroused two sorts of controversy First, spending. Raising more revenue--even If
some economists question whether big that could be done without harming lncen-
changes in fiscal policy are really needed, tlves--lS hard because of weak tax admin-
In Latin America, for example, some gov- lstration. So stabilization nearly always
ernments sought "heterodox" policies to involves cuts in public spending If the cuts
reduce inflation without the recession that fall on food subsidies and welfare spending,
the orthodox approach almostalwaysbrlngs goes this argument, they hurt the most
on. The heterodox approach argues that in vulnerable.
high-inflation countries, the budget deficit This argument sounds plausible, but in
is caused mainly by inflation, not the other many countries it is wrong. A study by Guy
way round. The argument is twofold. First, Pfeffermann of the World Bank shows that
because there is a lag between when people the beneficianes of social spending in the
earn income and when they must pay taxes developing countries are not the poor. First,

on it, high inflation reduces real tax reve- more public spending of any sort means
nues. Second, inflation increases the noml- more public employment. Bureaucracies in
nal interest rate (and hence the budgetary developing countries do not give many jobs
cost of servicing past government debt), to the landless rural poor, to small street

Hence the heterodox logic: reduce infla- traders, to unskilled manual workers, or to
tlon with direct controls on prices and in- the urban unemployed. They recruit from
comes and a currency reform, and the the middle classes, who are, therefore, the

budget deficit will shrink of its own accord, first to benefit from public spending.
This method has been tned repeatedly in They often are the second and third to
Brazd and Argentina, where brief success benefit as well. In some countries subsidies
has generally given way to a worse mess have amounted to more than 10 percent of
than at the outset, and in Israel, where the GDP. These mainly go toward making elec-
results were more encouraging. Israel trlcity, gasoline, housing, and credit artifi-
shows that the heterodox can work--that clally cheaper for consumers. Quite apart

falling inflation does cut public borrowing, from the massive mlcroeconomlc damage
What matters is whether the deficit that re- that these price distortions cause, such sub-
mains after the heterodox measures are m sidies do not reach the poor. Many of the
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poor do not live in houses, which greatly the middle classes can shout loudly when
reduces their need for electricity, and most the economic distortions that help them are
do not own cars. (Gasoline subsidies alone taken away. So the pohtlcal barriers to get-
m Ecuador and Venezuela have been equiv- tmg economic policy right are formidable.
alent to several percentage points of GDP.)
Although some of the poor would benefit
from credit, subsidized credit is not aimed TheGainsfromTrade
at them and makes the unsubsidized kind

harder to get and a lot more expensive. For its Worm Development Report In
Spending on education is also, as a rule, 1987, the World Bank classified forty-one
heavily biased toward the middle classes, developing countries according to their
In some developing countries, spending per openness to trade since the sixties. It classed

capita on university education exceeds economies as either inward looking (exports
spending per capita on primary education were &scouraged) or outward looking (ex-
by a factor of thirty. Many of the poor lack ports were not &scouraged), with a further
access to even the most basic primary edu- division according to the strength of any
cation, while the universities remain the trade bros. The World Bank then plotted
publicly funded preserve of the middle these groups against a variety of economic
class. And m most developing countries indicators.

the coverage of heavily subsidized social Growth m income per capita was highest
security systems is strongly skewed against m the strongly outward-looking economies
the poor. In Brazil in 1984, only 8 percent and lowest in the strongly reward-looking
of workers in the poorest broad sector of ones. The same was true for growth m total

the economy (farming) were covered by a GDP and in value added m manufactunng,
social security system Nearly 80 percent and Ibr the standard measure of the effi-
of workers m the most prosperous sector caency of investment. On all these criteria

(transport and communications) were the moderately outward-looking countries
covered, also outperformed reward-looking econo-

By and large, the scope for cutting public mles, although by a smaller margin. The
spending in developing countries without failure of a strong reward orientation to pro-
hurting the poor is more than enough for mote domestic manufacturing--not just
stabihzaUon to succeed. In some cases (sub- exports of manufactures--is particularly
sidized credit, for example) a reduction in striking. The whole point of looking reward
public spending would actually help the had been to industrialize faster

poor directly, even before the broader bene- The three strongly outward-oriented
fits of macroeconomic stability began to countries m the World Bank's report were
flow back. Admittedly, this is not much Hong Kong, Singapore, and South Korea.
help in political terms. It is easy to neglect Taiwan would have been the fourth if it

the poor. That is precisely why this vast had been included m the sample, and would
system of subsi&es does not help them. But have reinforced the message. The four drag-
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ons, however, have been more diverse in In 1967 the government reformed its im-
their policies than is usually assumed. Hong port control system, greatly reducing the
Kong's outward orientation is due to unal- number of imports subject to quotas and
loyed free trade. The other three have been began to reduce its tariffs. So as the miracle
interventionist to varying degrees, using proceeded in the late sixties and seventies,
export Incentives to offset the export- the background was not just outward onen-
discouraging effects of domestic protection, tation (domestic protection offset by export

South Korea, by some measures the most promotion), but a low average level of do-
interventmnist dragon, is often cited as mest_c protection, with relatively little vari-
proof that intelligent dingiste, rather than a atIon In the rates of protection from one
broadly outward-looking trade policy, is the sector to another. Toward the end of the
key to rapid development. This judgment is seventies, when Korea did increase its sup-
often based on the false premise that Korea port for heavy industry, the economy began
has protected its domestic producers as to run mto trouble Policymakers acknowl-

much as ff not more than the reward lookers edged their mistake and moved back toward
have protected theirs, with the difference hberahzatIon.
that it has then piled on a lot of incentives The clear consensus among mainstream
for exporters This _s incorrect. In reality, economists is that outward-looking trade
South Korea has had a moderate and dechn- policies are one of the keys to development.
ing degree of domestic protection with just But why? The answer from orthodox eco-
enough export promotion to achieve broad nomics is that trade allows countries to ex-
neutrality in trade Incentives. plo_t their comparatwe advantage. Trade

Korea's growth surge began m the mid- enables a country to consume a mix of
slxtles Policy began to change in the late goods that is different from the mix it pro-
fifties At that time Korea's government duces--with prices in world markets acting

placed quantitative restrtct_ons on almost all as the mediator between the two. Conven-
_mports, but the restrictions were looser t_onal theory proves that trade, as a result,
than m many other developing countries, makes both partners unambiguously better
The government began to provide export off So long as import barriers and other
incentwes to offset _ts protection for pro- pohcles do not drive domestic prices too far

ducers of _mport substitutes. At first th_s away from world prices, market forces are
failed to work, perhaps because the cur- enough to push production and consump-

rency was overvalued, leaving too great a tion in the right direction. But trade does
bins against exports. In the early sixties the more than bnng about the nght mix of prod-
government dismantled its multiple ex- ucts. It also eliminates the inefficiencies m
change-rate system, devalued the currency, production caused by protection.
and (because devaluation helped exporters) Proteatlon may make some domestic pro-

reduced its export subsidies, These hberal- ducers monopolists or near monopolists,
lzing reforms were the turning point. Ex- thus introducing an inefficiency directly
ports began to grow rapidly. (because monopolists exploit their market
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strength by producing less and charging shows that trade works; orthodox theory
more) and indirectly (because, lacking com- shows why.
petition, they have no incentive to keep
costs low).

Two of the world's top trade specialists, Whereto Intervene
Professors Jagdish Bhagwatl of Columbia
University and Anne Krueger of Duke Uni- It is often argued that all the dragons
versity, have emphasized yet another source (except Hong Kong) have had highly m-
of inefficiency pervasive in developing and terventionlst governments. Even on the
industrial countries alike: "rent-seeking," assumption that these interventions, by
or more generally, "directly unproductive luck or judgment, left the economies with
profit-seeking.'" These spring from the ef- outward-looking trade regimes, this poses
forts of businesses to explmt or evade the a question. M_ght their success be due to
distortions caused by protection. For m- nothing more profound than the fact that
stance, import licensing may drive a wedge good intervention is better than bad? It is
between the officml price of an intermediate not the extent of intervention that matters,
good and the price that a domestic producer the argument goes, but the skill with which
is wflhng to pay. It is done.

This "'rent" is a potential source of profit It _s true that these countries, especially
for somebody. Resources wall be spent in South Korea, have had interventionist gov-
trying to corner the market in licenses, or ernments This they have in common with
m bribing the bureaucrats who decide which almost all developing countries. The differ-
firms will get them, or in lobbying govern- ence is not only that they pursued an out-
ments to alter the pattern of protection in ward-looking approach to trade (broad
ways that favor the lobbyists. Worst of all, lesson number one), but also that this ap-

resources will be spent in trying to win an proach molded the forms of intervention
increase in the overall level of protection, they undertook in the domestic economy
A study of Turkey (see Grais et al.) found (broad lesson number two). The net effect
that the costs of rent-seeking in the late sev- (broad lesson number three) was to leave
ennes were between 5 percent and l0 per- the pnce system largely intact as a signaling
cent of GDP. Because the study made no device for the private sector.

allowance for the effect of protection on More generally, an outward-looking ap-
domestic monopoly power, this is an under- proach to trade does not require laissez-faire
estimate of the cost. A study by Joel Bergs- (though laissez-faire does require an out-

man, which did take monopoly effects into ward-looking approach to trade). The state
account, found that the annual costs of pro- has a vital role in development. Paradoxi-
tection were 7 percent of GDP in Brazil, 3 cally, however, most of the Third World's
percent in Mexico, 6 percent in Pakistan, highly interventionist governments neglect

and 4 percent in the Phdippines. Such re- this role because they are too busy doing
sults speak for themselves. The evidence things they should not.
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Government has several vital jobs to do years of development experience have
and no spare resources to waste on other shown that no resource is in scarcer supply
things. The cost of an effective legal sys- than good government, and that nothing
tem, for instance, is public money well market forces could devise has done as

spent. This means countries need rules that much harm in the Third World as bad gov-
define property rights, contracts, liability, ernment.
bankruptcy, and so on (which most devel-
oping countries already have). It also means

enforcing those rules effectively (which TWOM_hs
fewer manage to do). Spending on physical

and social infrastructure is essential, for A common argument is that many de-
there are good (orthodox) reasons to think veloping countries will be condemned to
that the private sector wall provide too little, economic stagnation, regardless of the eco-
Numerous studies have shown that the eco- nomlc policies their governments pursue,
nomlc returns to spending on primary edu- by two factors beyond their control: their
cation, especially for girls, are extremely insupportable debts and their lack of home-
high. Governments need to do more in such grown entrepreneurs. Both ideas are wrong.
areas, not less, though none of these tasks First, consider debt. The costs of the debt
reqmres the government to be a monopolist, crisis of the eighties have indeed been great.

Governments have done too httle m the At the margin, foreign capital matters a
areas where they can do some good because lot--not just in quantitative terms, but be-
they have spread themselves too thin and cause of the foreign expertise that often
been far too ambitious m areas where inter- comes with it. But the problem of debt,
vent_on is, at best, unnecessary. Instead of serious though _tis, is by no means an insu-

budding roads, schools, and village health perable obstacle to growth in the Third
centers, Thzrd World governments have World. Even in good times, foreign capital

built prestigious airports, universities, and has financed only a small part of the mvest-
big-city hospitals Instead of letting bus1- ment undertaken in developing countries.
nesses compete, they have created state-run Debt needs to be kept in perspectwe.
industries and sheltered their extraordinary In its World Development Report 1989,

inefficiencies from foreign and domesUc the World Bank compiled data on financial

competition, balances for a sample of fourteen devel-
Advocates of state intervenuon often oplng countries (some now "highly In-

claim to be realists. Markets are not perfect, debted," others not) for which sufficiently

they say, so governments have to step m, detaded data were available The figures
especmlly in developing countries. They are suggest that the bxggest source of capital, by
right up to a point. The price system never far, in these economies during the seventies
works perfectly, least of all in developing and eighties was household saving. This
countries. But it IS important to be realistic was equwalent, on average, to 13 percent

about governments, too. The past forty of GDP m the countries in the sample. Busi-
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nesses saved 9 percent of GDP. The domes- of the garment export business in Bangla-
tic supply of capital--the sum of household desh, one of the poorest countries in the
saving and business saving--was 22 per- world. This started with a collaboration be-
cent of GDP, while the inflow of foreign tween Noorul Quader, a bureaucrat-turned-

capital was only 2 percent of GDP. entrepreneur, and the Daewoo Company of
After the debt myth comes the myth of South Korea Quader's new company,

the missing (especially African) entrepre- Desh, agreed to buy sewing machines from
neur. The idea that the Third World lacks Daewoo and send workers to be trained in

the spirit of enterprise is laughable. Peasant South Korea. Once Desh's factory started
farmers who switch to another crop in re- up, Daewoo would adwse on production
sponse to a change m their government's and handle the marketing in return for royal-
marketing arrangements are entrepreneurs, ties of 8 percent of sales. Daewoo did not
So are the unregistered taxi and minibus lend to Desh or take any stake In the busi-
operators who keep most Third World cities ness But it showed Desh how to design a
mowng. So are street vendors, perambulat- bonded warehouse system, which the gov-
ing water vendors, money changers, and ernment agreed to authorize. This was cru-
informal credit brokers. So are the growers clal In effect, it made garment exporting a
of illegal crops such as coca, who in many specml economic zone--an island of free
countries are demed the opportunity of trade within a h_ghly protected economy.
making a decent living by legal means. So At the end of 1979, Desh's 130 trainees
are the smugglers of just about anything returned from South Korea with three Dae-
that do such a roaring trade across Africa's woo engineers to install the machines. Gar-
borders, profiting from the massive price ment producuon began in April 1980 with
distortions that government policies create. 450 machines and 500 workers In 1980

Entrepreneurship admittedly is partly a the company produced 43,000 shirts with a
matter of skdls--in choice of technique, m value of $56,000. By 1987 sales had risen
management, in finance, in the ability to to 2.3 milhon shirts and a value of $5.3

read the label on a bag of fertihzer. Skills million--a growth rate of 92 percent a year.
have to be learned, and in many developing Desh did so well that it canceled its col-

countries they are m short supply. But this laboratlon agreement with Daewoo m June
supply is not fixed. The success of the green 1981, just eighteen months after the start-
revolution in India and elsewhere shows up. It began to do its own marketing and
that farmers are willing to learn new skdls bought its raw materials from other supph-
when they can see an advantage in doing ers. It achieved most of its success on its

so. (The green revolution involved the in- own. Also, the company has suffered heavy
troduction of high-yielding crop varieues defections of its Daewoo-trained staff. Of
that required different methods and more the initial batch of 130 who visited South

sophisticated inputs such as fertilizer and an Korea in 1980, 115 had left the company by
assured water supply.) 1987--to start their own garment-exporting

To see what entrepreneurship in the Third businesses From nothing in 1979, Bangla-
World can achieve, consider the flowering desh had seven hundred garment-export
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factones by 1985. They belonged to Desh, vesting adequately in physical and nonphys-
to Desh's graduates, or to others following lcal infrastructure.

their example. In the early nineties, spurred by the col-

There is no lack of entrepreneurship in lapse of the sociahst model in Eastern Eu-

the Third World. To release this huge po- rope, a growing number of developing

tential, governments first need to do much countries are trying to reorder their eco-
less. Above all, they must stop trying to nom_c priorities m this way. If they perse-

m_cromanage the process of industriallza- vere, the coming decades will be a time of

non, whether through trade policy, indus- unprecedented advance in the developing

trial licensing, or direct control of state- world

owned enterprises. But they also need to
do more They must strive to keep public --Clive Crook

borrowing and inflation in check, while in-

Biography: Clive Crook is the economics editor of The Economtst
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Editor's note: Any choice of whom to include in biographies is inherently subjectwe. I
tried to make it less so by using two criteria. First, all economists who won the Nobel
Prize in economic science are included. The reason is that those who were judged by their
peers in Sweden to be worthy of the Nobel Prize should be written up in any encyclopedia
of economics. Second, I omitted all economists who were born after 1920 and still alive

in June 1992 unless they had won the Nobel Prize I chose this criterion because there
are too many noteworthy younger economists to do them all justice m a book of this
length. All biographies are written by me unless otherwise noted





NobelMemorialPrizeWinners
inEconomicScience

• The Nobel Prize was established by the wlll of Alfred Nobel (1833-96), the Swe&sh chemist
who invented dynamite, to recognize humamtarlan endeavors m physics, chemistry, physiology
or me&cme, literature, and peace A prize m economics was introduced m 1969 after the Bank of
Sweden donated funds for its monetary awards In 1992 the economic prize camed a cash award
of $1 2 million.

Nommanons for the prize are solicited through invitation only, with over a thousand invitations

per prize category, and require a written statement in support of the nomination Committees
then evaluate the nominees and make their recommendanons to the appropriate prize-awarding
organization All the selection work for the Nobel Prize is conducted m secrecy. In economics the

prize is awarded by the Royal Swe&sh Academy of Sciences To date, twenty-one Americans
have been honored w_th the prize

The following ln&vlduals were awarded the Nobel Prize in economics:

Ragnar Frlsch, Jan Tmbergen-- 1969 James Tobm-- 1981
Paul Samuelson--1970 George Sugler--1982
Simon Kuznets--1971 Gerard Debreu--1983
Kenneth Arrow, John Hicks--1972 Richard Stone--1984

Wassdy Leontlef--1973 Franco Modlgham--1985
Fnednch A Hayek, Gunnar Myrdal--1974 James M Buchanan--1986
Leomd Kantorovlch, Tjalhng C Koopmans-- Robert Solow--1987

1975 Maunce Allms--1988
Milton Friedman--1976 Trygve Haavelmo--1989
James Meade, Bertll Ohhn--1977 Harry Markowitz, Merton Miller, William
Herbert S_mon--1978 Sharpe--1990
W Arthur Lew_s, Theodore Schultz--1979 Ronald H Coase--1991
Lawrence Klein--1980 Gary S Becker--1992
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ChairmenoftheCouncil
ofEconomicAdvisers

i

[] The Council of Economic Advisers (CEA) is the most prestigious group of apphed economists
in the United States. The CEA, which was formed after World War II, advises the U.S president

on economic policy. Presidents tend to appoint the three members, including the chairman, from
their own party. Yet the advice given is relatively nonpartisan Below the chairman and the two
members are the approximately 15 senior and junior economists Economists at all levels are
appointed for their expertise m policy economics. On macroeconomlcs, Democratic-appointed
chairmen (the last one before the current chairman, Laura Tyson, was Charles Schultze, whose
service ended when President Jimmy Carter left office) and members have believed that fiscal

policy is more potent than monetary policy. Repubhcan-appoxnted economists tend to believe that
fiscal policy is relatively impotent and that monetary policy is much more powerful On many
mlcroeconomlc issues, CEA economists at all levels and In Repubhcan and Democratic councils
agree They favor free trade and free markets and tend to oppose price controls and regulation,
although current chairman Laura Tyson is a notable excepuon on free trade

Council chairmen and their dates of service (with the president under whom they served in
parentheses) are listed below

Edwin G. Nourse (Truman)-- 1946-49 Herbert Stein (NIxon)-- 1972-74

Leon H. Keyserhng (Truman)--1950-53 Alan Greenspan (Ford)--1974-77
Arthur F Burns (Eisenhower)--1953-56 Charles L Schultze (Carter)--1977-81
Raymond J. SaulnIer (Elsenhower)--1956-61 Murray L Weldenbaum (Reagan)--1981-82

Walter W Heller (Kennedy, Johnson)-- Martin Feldsteln (Reagan)--1982-84
1961-64 Beryl W Sprlnkel (Reagan)--1985-89

Gardner Ackley (Johnson)-- 1964-68 Michael J. Boskln (Bush)-- 1989-93
Arthur M. Okun (Johnson)--1968-69 Laura Tyson (Cllnton)--1993-
Paul W McCracken (N1xon)--1969-71
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PresidentsoftheAmerican
EconomicAssociation

• The Amencan Economic Association is the largest organization of professional economists in
the United States and in the world. It was organized at Saratoga, New York, on September 9,
1885 The title of president of the AEA is one of the highest honors that can be bestowed on an
economist The following are the past presidents of the AEA and their years of service (with their
university or institute affiliations in parentheses)

Francis A Walker (MIT)--1886-92 Matthew B Hammond (Ohio State)--1930
Charles F Dunbar (Harvard)--1893 Ernest L Bogart (Ilhnois)--1931

John B Clark (Columbla)--1894-95 George E Barnett (Johns Hopkins)--1932
Henry C Adams (Mlchigan)--1896-97 William Z Rlpley (Harvard)--1933
Arthur T. Hadley (Yale)--1898-99 Harry A Mllhs (Chicago)--1934
Richard T. Ely (Wlsconsln)--1900-01 John M Clark (Columbia)--1935
Edwin R A. Sehgman (Columbia)--1902-03 Alvin S Johnson (New School)--1936

Frank W. Tausslg (Harvard)--1904-05 Oliver M W Sprague (Harvard)--1937
Jeremiah W Jenks (Cornell)--1906-07 Alvin H Hansen (Harvard)--1938

Simon N Patten (Pennsylvania)--lg08 Jacob Viner (Chtcago)--1939
Davis R Dewey (MIT)--lg09 Frederick C Mills (Columbla)--1940
Edmund J James (llhnols)--lgl0 Sumner H Shchter (Harvard)--1941

Henry W Farnam (Yale)--1911 Edwin G Nourse (Brookings)--1942
Frank A Fetter (Pnnceton)--1912 Albert B Wolfe (Ohio State)--1943

David Kinley (Ilhnois)--lgl3 Joseph S Davis (Stanford)--1944
John H Gray (Mmnesota)--1914 I L Sharfman (MIchIgan)--1945
Walter F Wdlcox (Cornell)--1915 E A Goldenweiser (Institute for Advanced
Thomas N Carver (Harvard)--1916 Study)--1946
John R Commons (Wlsconsln)--1917 Paul H Douglas (ChIcago)--1947

Irving Fisher (Yale)-- 1918 Joseph A Schumpeter (Harvard)--1948
Henry B Gardner (Brown)--1919 Howard S Ellis (Cahfornia)--1949

Herbert J Davenport (Cornell)--1920 Frank H Knight (ChIcago)--1950
Jacob H Hollander (Johns Hopkins)--1921 John H Wilhams (Harvard)--1951

Henry R Seager (Columbia)--1922 Harold A Innis (Toronto)--1952
Carl C Plehn (Cahfornla)--1923 Calvin B Hoover (Duke)--1953

Wesley C Mitchell (Columbia)--1924 Simon Kuznets (Pennsylvania)--1954
Allyn A Young (Harvard)--1925 John D Black (Harvard)--1955
Edwin W Kernmerer (Princeton)--1926 Edwin E Wltte (Wlsconsin)--1956

Thomas S Adams (Yale)--1927 Morris A Copeland (Cornell)--1957

Fred M. Taylor (Michigan)-- 1928 George W Stocking (Vanderbllt)--1958
Edwin F Gay (Harvard)--1929 Arthur F Burns (Columbia)--1959
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Theodore W Schultz (Chlcago)--1960 Jacob Marschak (Callfomla)--1978

Paul A. Samuelson (MIT)--I961 Tjalling C Koopmans (Yale)--1978
Edward S. Mason (Harvard)--1962 Robert M. Solow (MIT)--I979
Gottfned Haberler (Harvard)--1963 Moses Abramovitz (Stanford)--1980
George J Stigler (Chicago)--1964 Wdham J. Baumol (Pnnceton)--1981

Joseph J Spengler (Duke)--1965 Gardner Ackley (Mlchlgan)--1982
Fritz Machlup (Princeton)-- 1966 W Arthur Lewis (Pnnceton)-- 1983
Milton Friedman (Chicago)--1967 Charles L Schultze (Brookmgs)--1984
Kenneth E. Bouldmg (Colorado)--1968 Charles P. Kindleberger (MIT)--1985
Wdham J Fellner (Yale)--1969 Ahce M Rwhn (Brookmgs)--1986
Wasslly Leontief (Harvard)--1970 Gary S Becker (Chlcago)--1987
James Tobm (Yale)--1971 Robert Eisner (Northwestern)--1988
John Kenneth Galbralth (Harvard)--1972 Joseph A. Pechman (Brookmgs)--1989
Kenneth J. Arrow (Harvard)-- 1973 Gerard Debreu (Cahfomla)-- 1990

Walter W. Heller (Mmnesota)--1974 Thomas C. Schelhng (Maryland)--1991
Robert Aaron Gordon (Cahfornia)--1975 Wilham V_ckrey tColumbla)--1992
Franco Modlgliam (MIT)--1976 Zvl Gnhches (Harvard)--1993
Lawrence R. Klein (Pennsylvama)--1977
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Alehian, Armen (1914- )--Armen Alchlan, That text is unique in economics. It is much

an American economist born m Fresno, Cahfor- more hterary and humorous than any other mod-
nla, is in many ways hke Ronald Coase (see ern economics textbook that deals with complex
COASE).Like Coase, Alchlan has published only Issues for an undergraduate audience, Example'
a few articles, but very few unimportant ones "Since the fiasco in the Garden of Eden, most

Also, like Coase's articles, some of Alchian's of what we get is by sweat, strain, and anxiety "
are w_dely cited. It also welcomes controversy rather than shying

Many students and others who read econom- away from it, m the process danng the reader
ics are &sturbed by economists' assumptions to disagree. Take, for example, Alchlan and
that compames maximize profits One of their Allen's discussion of violence:
objecuons is that managers of companies do not

know enough to be able to maximize profits. In Before condemning violence (physical
1950 Alchlan presented a thoughtful response force) as a means of social control, note

to this objectton m his first major article, "Un- that its threatened or actual use is widely
certainty, Evolution and Economic Theory." practiced and respected--at least when ap-
Alchian argued that even though all companies plied successfully on a national scale. Ju-
may not maximize profits, those that survive hus Caesar conquered Gaul and was

wtll be ones whose managers, by luck or by honored by the Romans; had he simply
destgn, came close to maximizing profits, roughed up the local residents, he would

Therefore, those that we observe wdl have max- have been damned as a gangster. Alexan-
_mlzed profits So for the long term at least, der the Great, who conquered the Near
argued Alchlan. for economists to derive the East, was not regarded by the Greeks as
standard conclusions from the profit-maxlmlza- a ruffian, nor was Charlemagne after he

tion assumption, they do not need to show that conquered Europe. Europeans acquired
all companies try to maximize profits, and &vlded--and re&vided--America by

While m the U.S Army Air Forces during force. Lenin is not regarded in Russia as a
World War II, Alchmn did some of the early subversive Nor is Spain's Franco, Cuba's

work on the learning curve--the curve that re- Castro, Nigeria's Gowon, Uganda's Amin,
lates umt costs to cumulative output. His article Chlna's Man, our George Washington

on the learning curve in aircraft production was
based on statistical work he did during the war, Because of its literary quality and complexity,

but could not be published until 1963 because it their text generally did not work with undergrad-
was based on classified reformation, uate or even M B.A classes. But its _mpact was

Alchlan is also known for his textbook, Unt- out of all proportion to its sales. Many graduate

versi_ Economws (now called Exchange and students, particularly at the Umversity of Cah-
Production), coauthored with William R Allen. fornia at Los Angeles, where Alchlan has taught

since 1964, and at the Umverslty of Washington

Allbiographies,except forthoseof HenryGeorgeandKarl (where Alchlan student Steven Cheung taught),
Marx, are written by DavidR Henderson learned their basic economics from this book
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Some of the Umverslty of Washington students predict Discrimination is costly, not just to
went on to write best-selhng textbooks that those discriminated against, but also to those
made many of Alchlan and Allen's insights who discriminate The &scnmmators give up
more understandable to an undergraduate audi- the chance to deal with someone with whom

ence Alchlan and Allen's textbook was truly a they could engage m mutually beneficial ex-
public good, a good that created large benefits change Therefore, argued Alchlan and Kessel,
for which its creators could not charge And discrimination would be more prevalent m situa-
while Alchlan played the role of selfish cymc m tlons where those who discnmxnate do not bear

his class, some who studied under him had the much of the cost from doing so. A for-profit
feehng that he put so much care and work mto company whose profits are not regulated would
his low-selhng text--and into his students-- see the cost of discrimination in its bottom line

because of hzs concern for humanity in the form of lower profits A company whose
Other than through his text, Alchian's largest profits were limited and that was already at the

impact was in the economics of property rights limit would face no cost from discriminating
(he has written the article on property rights in Alchlan and Kessel used this analysis to explain

this encyclopedia) Most of his work in property why regulated utilities discriminated against
rights can be summed up in one sentence' you Jews and why labor unions discriminated
tell me the rules and I'll tell you what outcomes against blacks This analysis explains why Al-
to expect. In their textbook, for example, A1- chlan has never trusted government--but has
chian and Allen ask why the organizers of the trusted free markets--to reduce discrimination

Rose Bowl refuse to sell tickets to the highest Before teaching at UCLA, Alchian was an
bidders and instead give up wealth by underpnc- economist with the RAND Corporation.
lng the tickets Their answer Is that the people
who make the decision on ticket prices do not

Selected Works
have property rights in the tickets, so the wealth
that is given up by underpricmg would not have Economw Force_ at Worl, 1977.

accrued to them anyway But the decision mak- (With W R Allen ) Exchange and Production
ers can give underpnced tickets to their friends 1983,

and associates. This same line of reasoning has -Some Economics of Property Rights " lI Polmco
been used by Thomas Hazlett, former chief 30 t l965), 816-29
economist at the Federal Communications Com- "Uncertainty. Evolution and Economic Theory "

Journal o! Pohttcal Economy 58 (June 1950)m_sslon, to explain why Rep John Dmgell has 211-21
blocked the FCC's attempts to auction off the
electromagnetic spectrum, and has instead fa-

vored giving it away Allais, Maurice (1911- )--In 1988 Maunce
Alchlan also used the analysis of property Allaxs became the first French citizen to win the

nghts to explain the Incidence of discrimination Nobel Prize in economics. He won it for his

In a coauthored paper with Reuben Kessel, contribution to the understanding of market be-
Alchian, who was himself subject to discrimma- havior and the effioent use of resources. Allals

tion as an Armenian, pointed out that discrimi- also showed that his insights could be applied
nation was more pervasive in private firms to help set efficient prices for state-owned too-

whose profits were regulated by the govern- nopohes, of which France had many. Allais'
ment. Alchlan and Kessel explained that this work paralleled, and sometimes preceded, szmi-
is what the analysis of property rights would lar work done by Enghsh-speakmg economists
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Sir John Hicks and Paul Samuelson. He also teenth-century French mathematic,an. Con-
proved a result in growth theory in 1947 that dorcefs paradox is as follows: There are three
had been credited to Edmund Phelps in 1961 candidates for office: let's call them Bush (B),

Allals did not get credit as early as his Enghsh Chnton (CL and Perot (P) One-third of the
counterparts because his work was m French. voters rank them B, C, P. One-third rank them
Commented Samuelson: "Had Allms" earliest C, P, B The final third rank them P, B, C. Then

wntmgs been in Enghsh, a generation of eco- a majority will prefer Bush to Chnton, and a
nomlc theory would have taken a different majority will prefer Clinton to Perot. It would

course " Allals also helped revwe the quantity seem, therefore, that a majority would prefer
theory of money (monetarlsm). In utlhty theory Bush to Perot. But In fact a majority prefers
Allals discovered and resolved a paradox about Perot to Bush. Arrow's more comphcated proof
how people behave when choosing between var- _s more general and is about pohtlcal choice
lous risks, it is now called the Allals paradox more than It is about economics.

From 1937 to 1944, Allals worked m the Arrow went on to show, m a 1951 article,
French state-owned mine administration. In that a competitive economy in equilibrium is
1944 he became a professor at the Ecole Na- effioent and that any efficient allocation could
Uonal Sup6neure des Mines de Pans and IS stdl be reached by hawng the government use lump-
there. He _s also the research director at the sum taxes to redistribute, and then letting the
National French Research Council He was market work. One clear-cut lmphcatlon of this
named an officer of the Legion of Honor m finding was, and is, that the government should
1977 not control prices to redistribute mcome, but

instead, tf it redistributes at all, should do so

Selected Works dwectly Arrow's insight ts part of the reason
economists are almost unammously against

"'Growth and Inflation '" Journal of Money. Credit price controls.
and Bankmg l, no 3 (August 1969) 355-426 Arrow also showed, with coauthor Gerard

"'A Restatement of the Quantity Theory of Money "' Debreu, that under certain conditions an econ-

Arnerwan Econornt_ Review 56 (December 1966) omy reaches a general equihbrlum--that is, an
1123-57 eqmhbnum in which all markets are m equdlb-

"The Role of Cap,tal m Economic Development "' rlum Using new mathemaUcal techmques,
In The Econornetrw Approach to Development Arrow and Debreu showed that one of the condl-

Planning 1965 tlons for general equlhbnum Is that there must
be futures markets for all goods. Of course, we

Arrow, Kenneth (1921- )--American econ- know that this condition does not hold--you
omtst Kenneth Arrow is probably known best cannot buy a contract for future delivery of a
for his Ph D. dissertation (on which his book labor service, for example This fact has led
Social Choice and IndtvMual Values was some economists to doubt the usefulness of

based). In tt Arrow proved his famous "'lmpos- Arrow's and Debreu's finding.
sibdity theorem.'" He showed that under certain Arrow was also one of the first economists to
assumptions about people's preferences be- note the existence of a learning curve. His basic
tween options, ,t _salways Impossible to find a idea was that as producers mcrease output of a
voting rule under which one option emerges as product, they gain experience and become more

the most preferred. The simplest example is effioent. Wrote Arrow "The role of experience
Condorcet's paradox, named after an etgh- m increasing productlwty has not gone unob-
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served, though the relation has yet to be wttty expresslonsofeconomlctruthsmadethem
absorbed into the main corpus of economic the- so understandable and compelling that the truths
ory.'" Thmy years after Arrow's article, the became hard to ignore
learning curve insight has still not been fully Bastlat was supremely effective at populanz-
integrated into mainstream economic analysis mg free market economics When he learned of

Arrow has also done excellent work on the Richard Cobden's campaign against the British
economics of uncertainty. Hls workanthatarea Corn Laws (restrictions on the import of
is still a standard source for economists wheat, barley, rye, and oats), Bastiat vowed

In 1972 Arrow, jointly with Sir John Hicks, to become the "'French Cobden." He subse-
won the Nobel Prize in economics. It was quently published a series of articles attacking
awarded for "'pioneering contributions to gen- protectlomsm that brought him instant acclaim.
eral equilibrium theory and welfare theory." In 1846 he established the Association of Free

Arrow has spent most of his professional life Trade in Paris and his own weekly newspaper
on the economics faculties of Stanford Umver- He waged a witty assault against socialists and
sity (1949-68 and 1980-present) and Harvard protectionists
University (1968-79) Basttat's "A Petition,'" usually referred to

now as "The Petition of the Candlemakers,"

displays his rhetorical skill and rakish tone, as
Selected Works this excerpt illustrates
"The Economic lmphcations of Learning by Do-

mg '"Revzew ofEconomw Stud:es 29 (June 1962) We are suffering from the ruinous competi-
155-73 tlon of a foreign rival who apparently

Essays m the Theory of Rlsk-Beanng 1971 works under conditions so far superior to
(With Gerard Debreu ) "Existence of a Competitive

Equlhbnum for a Competmve Economy " Econo- our own for the production of light, that he
metrwa 22, no 3 (July 1954) 265-90 1,',flooding the domestic market with It at an

(With Frank Hahn ) General Competmve Analysts incredibly low price This rival is
1971 none other than the sun

Social Chowe and lndtwdual Values 1951 We ask you to be so good as to pass
a law requiring the closing of all windows,

Bastiat, Frederic (1801-50)--Joseph Schum- dormers, skylights, inside and outside
peter described Bastlat nearly a century after his shutters, curtains, casements, bull's-eyes,
death as "the most brilliant economic journalist deadhghts and blinds, in short, all open-
who ever lived " Orphaned at the age of nine, tngs, holes, chinks, and fissures
Bastiat tried his hand at commerce, farming,

and insurance sales. In 1825, after he inherited This reductio ad absurdum of protectionism
his grandfather's estate, he quit working, estab- was so effective that one of the most successful

lished a discussion group, and read widely in postwar economics textbooks, Economics by
economics. Paul A. Samuelson, quotes the candlemakers'

Bastiat made no original contribution to eco- petition at the head of the chapter on protection-
nomics, if we use "contribution" the way most lsm.
economists use it That is, we cannot associate Bastlat also emphasized the unintended con-

one law, theorem, or path-breaking empirical sequences of government policy (he called them
study with his name But in a broader sense the "unseen" consequences). Friednch Hayek
Bastiat made a big contribution: his fresh and credits Bastlat with this important insight: if we
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judge economic policy solely by ItS immediate discrimination IS costly to the discriminator is

effects, we will miss all of ns unintended and common sense among economists today, and
longer-run effects and will undermine economic that is due to Becker.

freedom, which delivers benefits that are not In the early sixties Becker moved on to the
part of anyone's conscious design. Much of fledghng area of human capital. One of the
Hayek's work, and some of Milton Friedman's, founders of the concept (the other being Tbeo-
was an exploration and elaboration of this in- dore Schultz), Becker pointed out what again
sight, seems like common sense but was new at the

time education is an investment Education

Selected Works adds to our human capital just as other invest-
ments add to physical capital (For more on this,

Economtc Harmomes, translatedby W H Boyers see Becker's article, HUMANCAPITAL,in this
t964 encyclopedia )

Economw Sophtsms, translated by A Goddard One of Becker's insights was that a major
1964 cost of investing in education is one's time

Selected Ea_ays on Polm_al Economy, translated by Possibly that Insight led him to his next majorS Came 1964
area, the study of the allocation of time within
a family Applying the economist's concept of

Becket, Gar3 Stanley (1930- )--Gary S. opportunity cost, Becker showed that as market
Becket won the 1992 Nobel Prize in economics wages rose, the cost to married women of stay-
for "having extended the domain of economic lng home would rise They would want to work
theory to aspects of human behavior which had outside the home and economize on household

previously been dealt with--if at all--by other tasks by buying more appliances and fast food.
_oclal science disciplines such as sociology, de- Not even crime escaped Becker's keen ana-
mography and criminology '" lytlc mind In the late sixties he wrote a trail-

Becket's unusually wide applications of eco- blazing article whose working assumption was
nomlcs started early. In 1955 he wrote his doc- that the decision to commit crime is a function
toral dissertation at the University of Chicago on of the costs and benefits of crime From this
the economics of discrimination Among other assumption he concluded that the way to reduce

things, Becker successfully challenged the cnme is to raise the probability of punishment
Marxist view that discrimination helps the per- or to make the punishment more severe. His
son who discriminates. Becker pointed out that insights into crime, like his insights on discriml-

if an employer refuses to hire a productive nation and human capital, helped spawn a new
worker simply because of his skin color, that branch of economics.
employer loses out on a valuable opportunity In the seventies Becker extended his Insights
In short, dlscnmmatlon is costly to the person on allocation of time within a family. He used
who discriminates, the economic approach to explain the decisions

Becker showed that discrimination would be to have children and to educate them, and the

less pervasive in more competitive industries decisions to marry and to divorce.
because companies that discriminated would Becket was a professor at Columbia Univer-
lose market share to companies that did not. He slty from 1957 to 1969. Except for that penod,

also presented evidence that discrimination was he has spent his entire career at the University
more pervasive in more regulated and, there- of Chicago He holds joint appointments in the
fore, less competitive industries. The idea that departments of economics and sociology
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Becker won the John Bates Clark Award of the market approach. He argued, for example, that
American Economic Association m 1967 and interest rates should be free from government
was president of that association in 1987. control. But by the end of his life, he had shifted

to a more interventionist stance He predated

Selected Works Keynes in his advocacy of expansionist mone-
tary pohcies to achieve full employment and

"'Crime and Pumshment. An Economic Approach " advocated a range of interventions, including
Journal of Pohncal Economy 76, no. 2 (March/ the rmmmum wage and guaranteed employment
April 19681 169-217 His publications were few, but Bentham m-

The Economtcs ofDtscr_mmat:on, 2d ed 1971 fluenced many during his hfetlme and lived to
Human Capttal, 2d ed 1975 see some of his pohtlcal reforms enacted shortly
"A Theory of the Allocation of Ttme "' Economic before his death m London at the age of eighty-

Journal 40, no 299 (September 1965). 493-508 four.
Treatise on the Famdy, 1981

Selected Works

Bentham, Jeremy (1748-1832)--British eco- Defence ofU_ury 1787
nomist Jeremy Bentham is most often associated An Introductton to the Principles of Morals and Leg-
with his theory of utditafiamsm, Bentham's :slatlon 1789 Repnnt, edited by J. H Burns and
views ran counter to Adam Smith's vision of H L A Hart 1970

"natural rights " He believed m utilitarianism, The Theor), of Legislation 1802 Reprint, edited by
or the idea that all social actions should be evalu- C K Ogden 1931

ated by the axiom "It is the greatest happiness
of the greatest number that is the measure of

right and wrong." Unlike Smith, Bentham be- Bohm-Bawerk, Eugen yon (1851-1914)--
heved that there were no natural rights to be Eugen yon Bohm-Bawerk was one of the lead-
interfered with. ing members of the Austrian school of econom-

Trained in law, Bentham never practiced, lcs--an approach to economic thought founded

choosing instead to focus on judicial and legal by Carl Menger and augmented by Knut Wick-
reform. His reform plans went beyond rewriting sell, Ludwig von Mlses, Fnedrich A Hayek,
legislative acts to include detailed admmistra- and Sir John Hicks. Bohm-Bawerk's work be-

tive plans to implement his proposals. In his came so well known that before World War I,

plan for prisons, workhouses, and other mstitu- his Marxist contemporaries regarded the Austri-
tions, Bentham devised compensation schemes, ans as their typical bourgeois, intellectual en-
building designs, worker timetables, and even emy His theories of interest and capital were
new accounting systems. A guiding pnnciple of catalysts in the development of economics, but

Bentham's schemes was that incentives should today little attention is paid to his original work.
be designed "'to make _t each man's interest to B6hm-Bawerk gave three reasons why inter-
observe on every occasion that conduct which est rates were positive. First, people's marginal
it is his duty to observe " Interestingly, Ben- utility of income will fall over time because they
tham's thinking led h_m to the conclusion, one expect higher income in the future. Second, for
he shared with Smith, that professors should not psychological reasons the margmal utility of a
be salaried, good declines with time. For both reasons,

In his early years Bentham professed a free- which economists now call "positive time-
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preference," wrote Bohm-Bawerk, people were Bohm-Bawerk was also one of the first econo-

walling to pay posmve interest rates to get access mists to &scuss Karl Marx's views seriously.
to resources m the present, and ms_sted on being He argued that Interest does not exist due to

paid interest to give up such access. Economists exploitation of workers. Workers would get the
have accepted both as valid reasons for positive whole of what they helped produce only if pro-
time-preference, duct_on were instantaneous But because pro-

But Bohm-Bawerk's third reason--the "tech- ductlon _s roundabout, he wrote, some of the

mcal superiority of present over future product that Marx attributed to workers must go
goods"--was more controversial and harder to to finance this roundaboutness, i e., must go to
understand. Production, he noted, ts "round- capital Bohm-Bawerk noted that interest

about," meaning that It takes time It uses cap1- would have to be pa_d no matter who owned the
tal, which is produced, to transform nonpro- capital Mainstream economists still accept this
duced factors of production--such as land and argument
labor--into output Roundabout production meth- Bohm-Bawerk was born m Vienna and stud-

ods mean that the same amount of input can led law at the university there. After teaching at
yaeld a greater output Bohm-Bawerk reasoned the University of Innsbruck and serving m the
that the net return to capital was the result of the cwll service, he was appointed minister of fi-
greater value produced by roundaboutness nance during the years 1895, 1897, and 1900.

An example helps illustrate the point As the He left the mlmstry m 1904 and taught econom-
leader of a pnm_twe fishing village, you are able lCSat the Umverslty of V_enna untd his death m
to send out the townspeople to catch enough 1914
fish, with their bare hands, to ensure the vd-

lage's survwal for one day. But If you forgo

consumption of fish for one day and use that Selected Works
labor to produce nets, hooks, and hnes--capl-
tal--each fisherman can catch more fish the fol- Capttal and Interest, vol 1 1884 Reprint 1959

lowmg day and the days thereafter Capital is Shorter Classics 1962
productive

Further investment m capttal, argued Bohm-
Bawerk, increases roundaboutness, 1.e ,

lengthens the production period On this basis Buchanan, James M. (1919- )--James Bu-
Bohm-Bawerk concluded that the net physical chanan is the cofounder, along with Gordon Tul-

productlwty of capital would lead to posmve lock, of pubhc choice theory (see PUBLIC
interest rates even if the first two reasons d_d CHO1CETHEORY). Buchanan entered the Umver-

not hold. s_ty of Chicago's graduate economics program

Although his theory of capital is one of the as a "libertarian socialist." After six weeks of
cornerstones of Austrian economics, modern taking Frank Knight's course m price theory,

mamstream economists pay no attention to recalls Buchanan, he had been converted into a
Bohm-Bawerk's analysis of roundaboutness In- zealous free marketer
stead, they accept Irving Flsher's approach of Buchanan's next big conversion came while
just assuming that there are investment opportu- reading an article in German by Swedish econo-

niues that make capital productive Neverthe- m_st Knut W_cksell The obscure 1896 amcle's
less, Bohm-Bawerk's approach helped to pave message was that only taxes and government
the way for modern interest theory, spending that are unanimously approved can be
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justified. That way, argued Wlcksell, taxes used Buchanan is a southerner and proud of his hen-

to pay for programs would have to be taken tage He was born m Murfreeboro, Tennessee,
from those who benefited from those programs, and has spent most of his academic life in Vir-
Wicksell's idea contradicted the mainstream gmla, first at the University of Vlrgima, then at
forties' view, still the mainstream view, that Virglma Polytechnic Institute and State Umver-
there need be no connection between what a sity, and most recently, at George Mason Urn-
taxpayer pays and what he receives m benefits, verslty In 1969 Buchanan became the first
But Buchanan found It persuaswe He translated director of the Center for the Study of Public
the essay into English and started thinking more Choice. He was president of the Southern Eco-
along Wlcksell's lines nomic Association in 1963 and of the Western

One of the products of his thinking was a Economic Association in 1983 and 1984, and
book, coauthored with Gordon Tullock, titled vice president of the American Economic Asso-
The Calculus of Consent. They showed that the clatlon in 1971
unanimity requirement is unworkable m prac-
tice. They then considered modifications to the Selected Works
rule, what they called "workable unanimity "
Their book, along with Anthony Downs's An (With Gordon Tullock ) The Calculus of Consent
Economw Theory, of Democracy, helped start Logwal Foundatlons of Consntutlonal Democracy
the field of pubhc choice and is now considered 1962
a classic. Together, Buchanan and Tullock also Cost and Choice 1969
started the academic journal Pubhc Choice The Demand and Supply of Pubhc Goods 1968

Perhaps Buchanan's most important contribu- Freedom zn Constitutional Contract 1977
tlon to economics is h_sdistinction between two (With Robert P Tolhson ) The Ltmzts of Ltber_'

1975
levels of pubhc choice--the initial level at (With Geoffrey Brennan ) The Power to Tax 1980
which a constitution is chosen, and the postcon-
stituuonal level The first is like setting rules of
a game, and the second is hke playing the game
within the rules. Buchanan has proselytized his Burns, Arthur Frank (1904-1987)--Arthur

fellow economists to think more about the first F. Burns is best known for having been chair-
level instead of mucking about as political play- man of the Federal Reserve System from 1970
ers at the second level To spread this way of to 1978 His appointment by President Richard
thinking, Buchanan has even started a new jour- Nixon capped a career of empincal studies of
nal called Constuutional Economics the economy and particularly of business cycles.

Buchanan also believes that because costs are In a 1934 study based on his Ph.D. dissertation,
subjective, much of welfare economzcs--cost- Burns had noted the almost universal tendency
benefit analysis, and so on--is wrongheaded of industries to slow down after an initial growth

He spells out these views in detail in Cost and spurt. Burns pointed out that this tendency did
Chowe, an uncommonly impassioned econom- not imply slow growth for the whole economy
lcs book. Yet Buchanan has not persuaded most because new industries continued to appear.
of his economist colleagues on this issue. A later book, Measurmg Business Cycles, co-

Buchanan was awarded the 1986 Nobel Prize authored with Wesley Mitchell, was a massive
in economics for "his development of the con- empirical study of previous business cycles.
tractual and constitutional bases for the theory Burns and Mitchell distilled a large number of
of economic and poliucal decision making." statistical indicators of recessions and expan-
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slons into one signal of turning points in the either the exchange rate or the purchasing power
U S business cycle. Their book was published would adjust until panty was achieved The rea-
by the National Bureau of Economic Research, son is arbitrage. If wheat sold for $2.00 In the
a private nonprofit research Institute. The NBER United States and for DM4 ($2.50) m Germany,
is now the organization that announces when then arbltragers could buy wheat in the United
recessions begin and end. Much of NBER's ap- States and sell it in Germany and would do so
proach is based on work done by Bums and until the price differential was eliminated
Mitchell. Their book, more than any other single Economists now realize that purchasing
accomplishment, gave Burns a reputation as an power panty would hold if all of a country's
expert in business cycle forecasting goods were traded internationally. But most

Burns earned all his degrees at Columbia Uni- goods are not. If the price of a hamburger in the
verslty and did all his teaching there. From 1953 United States was $1.00 and in Germany was
to 1956, he was chairman of President Elsen- $1 50, arbitragers would not buy hamburgers in
hower's Council of Economic Advisers. From the United States and resell them in Germany
1957 to 1967, he was president of the NBER, Transportation costs and storage costs would
and in 1959, president of the American Eco- more than wipe out the gain from arbitrage
nomic Association. From 1981 to 1985 Burns Nevertheless, economists still take seriously the
was the U.S ambassador to the Federal Repub- concept of purchasing power panty. They often
lic of Germany use it as a starting point for predicting exchange

rate changes If, for example, Israel's annual

Selected Works inflation rate is 20 percent and the U.S. inflation
rate IS4 percent, chances are high that the Israeli

(With W C Mitchell ) Measunng Business Cycles shekel will lose value m exchange for the U.S
1946 dollar

Producnon Trends m the Umted States since 1870 Cassel was a professor of economics at the
t934 University of Stockholm from 1903 to 1936.

His dying words were "A world currency'"
Cassei, Gustav (1866-1945)--Gustav Cassel,
a Swedish economist, developed the theory of Selected Works
exchange rates known as purchasing power par-
lty He did so in some post-World War I memo- The World's Monetary.Problems 1921 (A collection
randa for the League of Nations The basic of two memoranda presented to the International
concept can be made clear with an example. If Financial Conference of the League of Nations m
2 U.S dollars buy one bushel of wheat in the Brussels in 1920 and to the Fmanclal Committee
United States, and zf 1.6 German marks ex- of the League of Nanons in September 1921 )

change for 1 U.S dollar, then the pnce of a
bushel of wheat in Germany should be 3.2 Ger-
man marks (2 × 1.6). In other words, there Coase, Ronald H. (1910- )--Ronald Coase

should be parity between the purchasing power is an unusual economist for the twentieth cen-
of one U.S dollar in the United States and the tury, and highly unusual for a Nobel Prize win-

purchasing power of its exchange value in Get- ner (he won in 1991) First, his writings are
many. sparse. In a stxty-year career he wrote only

Cassel believed that If an exchange rate was about a dozen significant papers--and very few

not at panty, it was in disequilibrium and that insignificant ones. Second, he uses little or no
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mathematics, disdaining what he calls "'black- stop the rancher from letting his cattle roam
board economics." Yet his impact on econom- free or should at least tax him for doing so.
ics has been profound. That impact stems almost Otherwise, believed economists, the cattle
entirely from two of his articles, one of which would continue to destroy crops because the
was published when he was twenty seven. The rancher would have no incentive to stop them
other was published twenty-three years later. But Coase challenged the accepted view He

Coase conceived of the first article, ' 'The Na- pointed out that If the rancher had no legal liabll-
ture of the F_rm," while still an undergraduate Ity for destroying the farmer's crops, and ff
on a trip to the United States from his native transaction costs were zero, the farmer could
Britain. At the time he was a socialist, and he come to a mutually beneficial agreement with
dropped in on perennial presidential candidate the rancher under which the farmer paid the
of the Socialist party Norman Thomas. He also rancher to cut back on his herd of cattle This
visited Ford and General Motors and came up would happen, argued Coase, if the damage
w_th a puzzle: how could economists say that from additional cattle exceeded the rancher's
Lenin was wrong in thinking that the Russian net returns on these cattle If for example, the
economy could be run like one big factory, rancher's net return on a steer was two dollars,
when some pretty big firms m the United States then the rancher would accept some amount over
seemed to be run very well? In answering his two dollars to give up the ad&tlonal steer If the
own question, Coase came up with a fundamen- steer was doing three dollars' worth of harm to

tal insight about why firms exist Firms are like the crops, then the farmer would be willing to
centrally planned economies, be wrote, but un- pay the rancher up to three dollars to get nd of
like the latter, they are formed because of peo- the steer A mutually beneficial bargain would
pie's voluntary choices But why do people be struck.
make these choices 9 The answer, wrote Coase, Coase considered what would happen if the
is "marketing costs " (Economists now use the courts made the rancher liable for the damage
term "'transactions costs ") If markets were caused by his steers Economists B c had
costless to use, firms would not exist Instead, thought that the number of steers raised by the
people would make arm's-length transactions rancher would be affected But Coase showed
But because markets are costly to use, the most that the only thing affected would be the wealth
efficient production process often takes place in of the rancher and the farmer, the number of

a firm His explanation of why firms exist is cattle and the amount of crop damage, be
now the accepted one and has given rise to a showed, would be the same In the above exam-

whole literature on the issue Coase's article was ple, the farmer would insist that the rancher pay
cited 169 times in academic journals between at least three dollars for the right to have the
1966 and 1980 extra steer roaming free. But because the extra

"'The Problem of Social Cost," Coase's other steer was worth only two dollars to the rancher,
widely cited article (661 citations between 1966 he would be willing to pay only up to two dol-
and 1980), was even more path-breaking In- lars. Therefore, the steer would not be raised,
deed. It gave rise to the field called law and the same outcome as when the rancher was not
economies. Economists a.c. (Before Coase) of liable

virtually all political persuasions had accepted This insight was stunning. It meant that the
British economist Arthur Plgou's idea that if, case for government intervention was weaker
say, a cattle rancher's cows destroy his neigh- than economists had thought. Yet Coase's soul-
bonng farmer's crops, the government should mates at the free-market-oriented University of
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Chicago wondered, according to George than his wife wanted him m could compensate
Stlgler, "how so fine an economist could make his wife to let h,m out Not surpnsmgly, d,-
such an obvious mistake." So they invited vorce-on-demand laws have made women who

Coase. who was then at the University of Vir- get divorces financially worse off. just as the
gmla, to come to Chicago to discuss It They absence of llabihty for the rancher in our exam-
had dinner at the home of Aaron Director, the pie made the farmer worse off.

economist who had founded the Journal of Law Coase has also upset the apple cart m the
and Economws realm of pubhc goods. Economists often give

St]gler writes: the hghthouse as an example of a pubhc good
that only government can prowde. They choose

We strongly objected to this heresy Mdton this example, not based on any reformation they
Friedman did most of the talking, as usual have about lighthouses, but rather on their a
He also did much of the thinking, as usual priori view that hghthouses could not be pn-
In the course of two hours of argument the vately owned and operated at a profit. Coase
vote went from twenty against and one for showed, with a detailed look at history, that
Coase to twenty-one for Coase What an hghthouses in nineteenth-century Britain were
exhilarating evenP I lamented afterward privately provxded and that ships were charged
that we had not had the clairvoyance to for their use when they came into port.
tape it. Coase earned h_s doctorate from the Univer-

sity of London m 1951 and emigrated to the
Stlgler himself labeled Coase's insight the Umted States, where he was a professor at the
Coase Theorem University of Buffalo from 1951 to 1958. then

Of course, because transachon costs are never at the Umverszty of Vlrgmm from 1958 to 1964.
zero and sometimes are very hagh. courts are and then at the Umverslty of Chacago from 1964
stdl needed to adjudicate between farmers and to 1979. when he retired. Today Coase _s a
ranchers Moreover. strategac behavaor by the semor fellow m law and economics at the Urn-
parties revolved can prevent them from reachmg vers_ty of Chicago
the agreement, even ff the gams from agreeing
outweigh the transactmns costs Selected Works

So why were economists so excited by the
Coase Theorem? The reason is that it made them "The Federal CommunicationsCommtsslon " Jour-

look differently at many issues. Take d,vorce nalo/LawandE_onomtcs2(October1959). 1-40
Umverslty of Colorado economist H Ehzabeth "'The Lighthouse m Economics '" Journal of Law
Peters showed empirically that whether a state and Economz_ 17,no 2 (October 1974). 357-76
has tradltmnal barriers to davorce or divorce on "The Nature of the Firm '" Economlca 4 (November

1937) 386-405
demand has no effect on the divorce rate This is

"The Problem of Socml Cost " Journal of Law and
contrary to conventional wasdom but consistent E_onomtcs 3 (October 1960) 1-44
with the Coase Theorem If the sum of a cou-

ple's net gains from marnage, as seen by the
couple, as negative, then no agreement on das-

trtbutang the gains from the marriage can keep Debreu, Gerard (1921- )--Gerard Debreu's
them together All the tradgronal d_vorce law contrabut,ons are m general equilibrium the-
d_d was enhance the bargaimng pos,t]on of ory--haghly abstract theory about whether and
women A husband who wanted out much more how each market reaches eqmhbnum In a fa-
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mous paper coauthored with Kenneth Arrow, models of interest and capital are based on Fish-
published in 1954, Debreu proved that under enan pnnciples. Similarly, monetansm Is
fairly unrestrictlve assumptions, prices exlstthat founded on Fisher's principles of money and

bnng markets into equilibrium. In his 1959 prices.
book, The Theory. of Value, Debreu introduced Fisher called interest "an index of a commu-

more general equdibnum theory. He used com- mty's preference for a dollar of present [income]
plex analytic tools from mathematics--set the- over a dollar of future mcome " He labeled his

ory and topology--to prove his theorems. In theory of interest the "impatience and opportu-
1983 Debreu was awarded the Nobel Prize for nlty" theory. Interest rates, Fisher postulated,
his work on general equilibrium economics result from the interaction of two forces the

A nauve of France, Debreu has spent most of "'time preference" people have for capital now,
his professional life at the Umversity of Califor- and the investment opportumty principle (that
ma at Berkeley In 1962 he started as a professor income mvested now will yield greater income
of economics and was appointed professor of m the future). This reasonmg sounds very much
mathematics m 1975 In 1976 Debreu was made hke Bohm-Bawerk's Indeed, Fisher's Theo_
a chevaher of the French Legion of Honor of Interest was dedicated to "the memory of

John Rae and of Eugen von B6hm-Bawerk, who

Selected Works laid the foundations upon which I have endeav-
ored to braid " But Fisher objected to Bohm-

(With Kenneth Arrow )"Existence of a Competitive Bawerk's idea that roundaboutness necessarily
Equilibrium for a Competitive Economy "' Eeono- increases production Instead, argued Fisher, at
metrzca 22, no 3 (1954) 205-90 a pos_twe interest rate, no one would ever

Mathametwal Economzcs Tweno, Papers of G De- choose a longer period unless it were more pro-
breu, edited by W Hlldenbrand 1981

ductlve So if we look at processes selected, we
Theory of Value. An Axiomatic Anal_,stsof Economic

Eqmhbrtum 1959 Repnnt 1971 do find that longer periods are more productive
But, he argued, the length of the period does
not m _tself contribute to productivity

Fisher defined capital as any asset that pro-
Fisher, Irving (1867-1947)--Irving Fisher duces a flow of income over time A flow of
was one of America's greatest mathemaucal income, sa_d F_sher, was d_stmct from the stock
economists and one of the clearest economics of capital that generated it Capital and mcome

writers of all t_me. He had the intellect to use are hnked by the interest rate Specifically,
mathematics m virtually all h_s theories and the wrote Fisher, the value of capital is the present
good sense to introduce it only after he had value of the flow of (net) income that the asset

clearly explained the central principles m words generates Th_s stall is how economists think
And he explained very well Flsher's Theoo, about capital and income today
of Interest Is written so clearly that graduate Fisher also opposed conventional income tax-
economics students, who stdl study it today, atlon and favored a tax on consumption to re-

often find that they can read--and understand-- place it. His position followed directly from his
half the book m one sitting. With other writings capital theory. When people save out of current
m techmcal economics, th_s _s unheard of income and then use the savings to invest m

Although he damaged his reputatmn by m- capital goods that yield income later, noted
slstmg throughout the Great Depression that re- Fisher, they are being taxed on the income that
covery was imminent, contemporary economic they used to buy the capital goods and then are
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being taxed later on the income that the capital had before. As It turned out, velocity actually
generates This, he said, is double taxation of declined.

saving, and biases the tax code against saving Irving Fisher was born in upstate New York in
and in favor of consumption Flsher's reasoning 1867 He gained an eclectic education at Yale,

_s still used by economists today m making the studying science and philosophy He published
case for consumption taxes, poetry and works on astronomy, mechanics, and

Fisher was a pioneer in the construction and geometry But his greatest concentration was on
use of price indexes. James Tobm of Yale has mathematics and economics, the latter having
called Fisher "the greatest expert of all time on no academic department at Yale Nonetheless,
index numbers." Indeed, from 1923 to 1936, Fisher earned the first Ph D in economics ever

his own Index Number Institute computed price awarded by Yale Upon graduation he stayed at
indexes from all over the world Yale for the rest of his career.

Fisher was also the first economist to dlstln- A three-year struggle with tuberculosis begin°
guIsh clearly between real and nominal interest nmg in 1898 left Fisher with a profound interest
rates He pointed out that the real interest rate in health and hygiene. He took up vegetarianism
IS equal to the nominal interest rate (the one we and exercise and wrote a national best-seller titled
observe) minus the expected inflation rate If the How to Live Rules for Healthful Ltvmg Based on
nominal interest rate is 12 percent, for example, Modern Science, whose value he demonstrated

but people expect inflation of 7 percent, then by hvlng until age eighty He campaigned for
the real interest rate _s only 5 percent. Again, Prohibition, peace, and eugemcs. He was founder
this is still the basic understanding of modern or president of numerous associations and agen-
economists cles. including the Econometric Society and the

Fisher laid out a more modern quantity theory American Economic AssocmUon He was also a

of money (1 e., monetarlsm) than had been done successful inventor In 1925 his firm, which held
before. He formulated his theory in terms of the the patent on his "visible card index" system,

Equation of Exchange, which says that MV = merged with its main competitor to form what
PT. where M equals the stock of money, V later wa_ known as Rermngton Rand and then
equals velocity, or how quickly money clrcu- Sperry Rand Although the merger made him very
lates m an economy, P equals the price level, wealthy, he lost a large part of his wealth m the
and T equals the total volume of transactions stock market crash of 1929.
Again, modern economists still draw on this

equation, although they usually use the version Selected Works
MV = Py, where y stands for real income.

The equation can be a very powerful tool for The Nature of Capital and Income. 1906
checking the consistency of one's thinking about The Purchasing Power of Money 1911
the economy Indeed, Reagan economist Beryl The Rate of Interest 1907
Sprmkel, who was Treasury undersecretary for The Theory of Interest 1930
monetary affairs in 1981, used this equation to
criticize his colleague David Stockman's eco-
nomic forecasts. Spnnkel pointed out that the Friedman, Milton (1912- )--Milton Fried-
only way Stockman's assumptions about the man is the twentieth century's most prominent
growth of income, the inflation rate, and the economist advocate of free markets. He was
growth of the money supply could prove true born in 1912 to Jewish immigrants m New York
would be if velocity increased faster than it ever City He attended Rutgers University, where he
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received h,s B.A. at the age of twenty, then Ideas spread worldwide with Free to Choose
went on to earn his M A. from the University of (coauthored with his wife, Rose Friedman), the

Chicago m 1933 and his Ph.D. from Columbia best-selling nonfiction book of 1980, written to
University in 1946. In 1951 Friedman won the accompany a TV series on the Public Broadcast-
John Bates Clark Medal hononng economists mg System This book made Milton Friedman
under age forty for outstanding achievement. In a household name.

1976 he won the Nobel Prize m economics for Although much of his trail-blazing work was
"his achievements in the field of consumption done on price theory--the theory that explains
analys_s, monetary history and theory, and for how prices are determined m individual mar-
his demonstration of the complexity of stabihza- kets--Fnedman is popularly recognized for
tion policy." Before that time, he had served as monetarism. Defying Keynes and most of the
an adviser to President Nlxon and was president academic establishment of the time, Friedman
of the American Economic Assocmtion m 1967. presented ewdence to resurrect the quantity the-
Since retiring from the University of Chicago or'/of money--the _dea that the pnce level is
m 1977. Fnedman has been a semor research dependent upon the money supply. In Studies
fellow at the Hoover Institution at Stanford m the Quantt O' Theory of Money. pubhshed m
Unlvers,ty 1956, Friedman stated that in the long run, in-

Friedman estabhshed himself in 1945 with creased monetary growth increases pnces but
Income from Independent Professional Prac- has httle or no effect on output In the short run,
rice, coauthored with Simon Kuznets. In _t he he argued, increases in the money supply cause

argued that state licensing procedures limited employment and output to increase, and de-
entry mto the medical profession, thereby creases in the money supply have the opposite
allowing doctors to charge higher fees than if effect.

competition were more open Fnedman's solution to the problems of infla-
His landmark work of 1957, A Theory of the t_on and short-run fluctuations m employment

Consumpuon Function, took on the Keynesmn and real GNP was a so-called money supply
view that indlwduals and households adjust their rule If the Federal Reserve board were reqmred

expenditures on consumpt,on to reflect their cur- to increase the money supply at the same rate as
rent income. Friedman showed that, instead, real GNP increased, he argued, mflatmn would
people's annual consumption is a function of d,sappear Fnedman's monetarism came to the
their expected hfetime earnings, forefront when, m 1963, he and Anna Schwartz

In Capttahsm and Freedom, Friedman hber- coauthored Monetary' Hzstory of the Umted
ated the study of market economics from its States, 1867-1960. In it they contend that the
wory tower and brought it down to earth. He Great Depression was the result of all-conceived

argued for, among other things, a volunteer monetary pohcles by the Federal Reserve. Upon
army, freely floating exchange rates, abolition receipt of the unpubhshed manuscript submitted
of licensing of doctors, a negatwe income tax, by the authors, the Federal Reserve board re-
and education vouchers. (Friedman is a passion- sponded internally with a lengthy cntical re-

ate foe of the mihtary draft: he once stated that view Such was their agitation that the Fed
the abolition of the draft was the only issue governors discontinued their pohcy of releasing
on which he had personally lobbied Congress.) minutes from the board's meetings to the public
Although his book did not sell well, many of Add,tionally, they commissioned a counterhis-

the young people who did read _t were encour- tory to be written (by Elmus R. Wicker) m the
aged by it to study economics themselves. His hope of detracting from Monetary History.
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Although many economists disagree with short ran. The 1985 edmon says there is no
Fnedman's monetarlst ideas, he has substan- long-run trade-off.
tlal influence on the profession. One measure No other economist since Keynes has re-

of that influence is the change in the treatment shaped the way we think about and use econom-
of monetary policy given by MIT Keynesian ics as much as Milton Friedman. By his scope
Paul Samuelson in his best-selling textbook, of topics and magnitude of ideas, Fnedman has

Economtcs In the 1948 e&tlon Samuelson not only laid a cornerstone of contemporary eco-
wrote &smisslvely that "few economists re- nomtc thought but has also built an entire con-
gard Federal Reserve monetary policy as a strucuon.
panacea for controlhng the business cycle.'"

But m 1967 Samuelson said that monetary pol- Selected Works
icy had "an important influence" on total

spending The 1985 edition, coauthored with Cap_tahsm and Freedom 1962.
Yale's William Nordhaus, states, "Money is An Economtst's Protest Columns on Pohttcal Econ-

the most powerful and useful tool that macro- omy 1972
economic pohcymakers have," adding that Essays in Poslttve Economzcs 1953
the Fed -is the most Important factor" m mak- (With Rose Friedman ) Free to Choose. 1980

(With Simon Kuznets ) Income from Independent
lng policy Professtonal Practtce 1945

Throughout the sixties Keynesians--and main- (With Anna J Schwartz ) A Monetary.Htstory of the
stream economists generally--had beheved that Umted States, 1867-1960 1963
the government faced a stable long-run trade- Prtce Theoo A Provtstonal Text 1962
off between unemployment and inflation--the (Ed) Studws m the Quantt_ Theory of Money. 1956
so-called Phillips Curve. In this wew the gov- A Theory of the Consumptton Funcnon 1957
ernment could, by increasing the demand for

goods and services, permanently reduce unem-
ployment by accepting a higher inflation rate Frisch, Ragnar (1895-1973)--In 1969 Nor-
But m the late sixties Friedman (and Columbia weglan Ragnar Frlsch, along with Dutch econo-

University's Edmund Phelps) challenged this mist Jan Tmbergen, received the first Nobel
view Friedman argued that once people Prize for economics. Frtsch recewed hzs prize
adjusted to the higher inflation rate, unemploy- for his ploneenng work m econometric model-
ment would creep back up. To keep unemploy- mg and measurement Indeed, Frisch invented

ment permanently lower, he said, would require the word "econometncs'" to refer to the use of
not just a higher, but a permanently accelerating mathematical and statistical techniques to test
inflation rate (See PHILLIPS CURVE.) economic hypotheses Fnsch founded the Eco-

The stagflatlon of the seventies--rising mfla- nometnc Society m 1930.
tlon combined with nsmg unemployment-- Fnsch believed that econometrics would help

gave strong evidence for the Friedman-Phelps establish economics as a science. But toward
view and swayed most economists, including the end of his life, he had doubts about how
many Keynesmns Again, Samuelson's text is a econometrics was being used. He wrote: "I have
barometer of the change in economists' think- insisted that econometrics must have relevance

lng The 1967 edition indicated that pohcymak- to concrete reahties--otherw,se it degenerates
ers faced a trade-off between inflation and into something which ts not worthy of the name

unemployment The 1980edition said there was econometrics, but ought rather to be called
less of a trade-off m the long run than in the playometncs "'
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In a paper on business cycles, Fnsch was the with the squalor of the pubhc sector. Many peo-
first to use the word "mlcroeconom_cs" to refer pie hked that book because of their v_ew that
to the study of single firms and industries and Galbralth, like Veblen before him, attacked pro-
"macroeconom_cs" to refer to the study of the ductlon that was geared to "'conspicuous con-
aggregate economy sumptlon." But that Is not what Galbralth &d

Fnsch spent most of his professional life at In fact, Galbraith argued that "an admirable
the Umversity of Oslo m Norway. case can still be made" for satisfying even con-

sumer wants that "have bizarre, frivolous, or

even immoral origins." His argument against
Seleeted Works satisfying all consumer demands was more sub-
"'Annual Survey of General Economic Theory. The tie Galbralth wrote: "If the individual's wants

Problem of Index Numbers " Econometrwa 4, no are to be urgent, they must be original with
1 (January 1936) 1-38. himself. They cannot be urgent if they must be

"Econometrics m the World of Today " In Induc- contrived for him. And above all, they must not
non, Growth and Trade, Essays m Honour of Sir be contrived by the process of production by
Roy Harrod, e&ted by W A Eltls. M F Scott, which they are satisfied One cannot defendand J N Wolfe. 1970 " "

"'Propagation Problems and Impulse Problems m Dy- production as satisfying wants if that production
nam_cEconomics " In Economw Essays m Honor creates the wants. "'
of Gustav Cassel 1933 Repnnted in Readings m Fnednch Hayek made the most fundamental
Business Cycles, edited by R A Gordon and cntlclSm of Galbralth's argument (see HAYEK)

L R Klein. 1966. Hayek conceded that most wants do not origi-
Stattstwal Confluence Analysts byMeans of Complete hate with the individual. Our innate wants, he

Regression Systems 1934 wrote, "are probably confined to food, shelter,
and sex.'" All other wants we learn from what

we see around us. Probably all our aesthetic
feelings--our enjoyment of music and htera-

Galbraith, John Kenneth (1908- )--John ture, for example--are learned So, wrote
Kenneth Galbra_th _s one of the most widely Hayek, "'to say that a desire is not important
read economists m the Umted States One tea- because it _s not innate IS to say that the whole
son is that he writes so well He turns a clever cultural achievement of man ISnot important."

phrase that often makes those he argues against Galbraith's magnum opus was his 1967 book,
look foolish. Galbraith's first major book, pub- The New Industrial State. Galbralth argued that
hshed m 1952, was American Capltahsm: The the American economy was dominated by large
Concept of Countervading Power In it he ar- firms "The mature corporation," wrote Gal-
gued that grant firms had replaced small ones to brmth, "had readily at hand the means for con-
the point where the perfectly competitive model trolhng the prices at which it sells as well as
no longer applied to much of the American those at which it buys " Galbraith wrote

economy. But not to worry, he argued. The "Since General Motors produces some half of
power of large firms was offset by the counter- all the automobiles, Its designs do not reflect the
vaihng power of large unions, so that consumers current mode, but are the current mode The

were protected by competing centers of power proper shape of an automobile, for most people,
Galbraith made h_s biggest splash with his will be what the automobile makers decree the

1958 book, The Affluent Socwty. In that volume current shape to be "
he contrasted the affluence of the private sector The evidence has not been kmd to Galbraith's
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thesis Even our largest firms lose money if they land would have if it were m its natural state
fall to produce a product that consumers want with no buildings, no landscaping, etc.
The U S market share of GM, for example, George's Idea was not new It was largely bor-
one of Galbralth's favorite examples of a firm rowed from David Rlcardo, James Mill, and
invulnerable to market forces, has fallen from John Stuart Mill

about 50 percent when Galbra_th wrote the book In his heyday Henry George was very popu-
to about 30 percent today lar, with h_s _deas msplnng passionate debate

Galbralth was born in Canada and moved to among young antellectuals. After George pub-
the Umted States m the thirties He earned his hshed Progress and Poverty in 1879, a political

Ph.D m agricultural economics at the Univer- movement grew m the Umted States around his
slty of Cahfornla at Berkeley He was one of work. He later narrowly missed being elected
the chief price controllers dunng World War II mayor of New York
as head of the Price Section of the U.S. govern- Most taxes, noted George, stifle productive
ment's Office of Price Administration Unhke behavior. A tax on income reduces people's m-
almost all other economists, Galbraxth defends centlve to earn income, a tax on wheat would

permanent price controls In 1943 Galbra_th reduce wheat productton; and so on. But a tax
left the government to be on the edltorlal board on the ummproved value of land, claimed
of Fortune After the war he d_rected the U S George, was different. The value of land comes

Strategic Bombing Survey. That survey's from two components, its natural value and the
mare finding was that saturation bombing of value that is created by improving it (by building
Germany was not very effective at slowing on,t, for example) The value of a vacant lot in
down German war production In 1949 he be- _ts natural state comes not from any sacrifice or
came an economics professor at Harvard, opportunity cost borne by the owners of the
where he had been briefly before the war. He land, but rather from demand for a fixed amount
is still at Harvard. Galbralth has also been of land. Therefore, argued George, because the
polmcally actwe--an adviser to President value of the ummproved land was unearned,
Kennedy, Kennedy's ambassador to India. neither the land's value nor a tax on the land's
and president of Americans for Democratic value could affect productwe behavior If land

Action He was president of the American were taxed more heavily, the quantity available
Economic Association m 1972 would not decline, as with other goods, nor

would demand dechne because of land's pro-
ductwe uses By taxing the whole of the value

Selected Works of unimproved land, the government would

Tire Affluent So_letv 1958 drive the price of land to zero
Amerwan Capaahsm 1952 George was right that other taxes may have
The New Industrtal State 1967 stronger d_smcentlves. But economists now rec-

ogmze that the single land tax is not innocent,
either. Site values are created, not intrinsic.

George, Henry (1839-97)--Henry George is Why else would land in Tokyo be worth so
best remembered as a proponent of the "single much more than land in M_sslsslppl? Why was
tax" on land The government should finance land m Tokyo worth so much less years ago? A

all of its projects, he argued, with proceeds from tax on the value of a site is really a tax on
only one tax. This single tax would be on the productive potentml, which is a result of 1m-
unimproved value of land--the value that the provements to land in the area Henry George's
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proposed tax on one piece of land, is, m effect, awarded the Nobel Prize for his pioneering work
based on the _mprovements to the neighboring in the forties m econometrics. He made two
land main contrthut_ons m econometrics The first

And what if you are your "neighbor"? What was a 1943 article that showed some of the
if you buy a large expanse of land and raise statistical lmpllcauons of simultaneous equa-
the value of one portion of it by improving the tlons The second was a 1944 article that based

surrounding land. Then you are taxed based on econometrics more firmly on probability theory.
your Improvements This is not far-fetched. It During the war years Haavelmo worked for
is precisely what the Disney Corporation did m the Norwegian government in the United States.
Florida Disney bought up large amounts of land He was a professor of economics at the Unlver-
around the area where it planned to build Dis- slty of Oslo from 1948 until his retirement in
neyworld, and then made this surrounding land 1979.
more valuable by budding Disneyworld. Had
George's single tax on land been m existence, Selected Works
Disney might never have made the investment
So, contrary to George's reasonmg, even a tax "The Probability Approach m Econometrics " Sup-
on ummproved land reduces incentives plement to Econometn_a 12 (July 1944). SI-115

George's argument also assumes that in set- "The Statistical Imphcat_onsof a System of Slmulta-
ting taxes, the government can separate the raw neous Equations '" Econometrwa 11 (January

1943) 1-12value of land from the value of its lmprove-
A Stud3 in the Theory of Investment 1960ments--a difficult, ff not _mpossible, task, espe-

cially for a politically motwated government.
Can the government tax the "unimproved rental

value" of the land under an office complex m Harrod, Roy F. (1900-78)--Roy Harrod is
Los Angeles w_thout creating any disincentive credited wzth getting twentieth-century econo-
for the owner to increase xts _mproved value? m_sts thinking about economic growth. Harrod

Objections aside, Henry George may have budt upon Keynes's theory of income determl-
been arguing for what _s really the least often- natzon. The model he built, which Evsey Domar
swe tax. As Milton Friedman stud almost a cen- also worked on independently, is called the
tury after George's death: "In my opinion, the Harrod-Domar model A full explanauon of
least bad tax is the property tax on the umm- Harrod's model can be found in Towards a Dy-
proved value of land, the Henry George argu- namtc Economics, though Harrod's first version

ment of many, many years ago " of the idea was pubhshed m "An Essay in Dy-
namic Theory."

--Charles Hooper (Charles Hooper holds an Harrod introduced the concepts of warranted
M.S. in engineering-economic systems from growth, natural growth, and actual growth. The
Stanford Umversity.) warranted growth rate _s the growth rate at

which all sawng is absorbed into investment. If,

Selected Works for example, people save 10 percent of their
income, and the economy's ratio of capital toProgress and Poverty. 1879.
output IS 4, the economy's warranted growth
rate is 2 5 percent (10 &wded by 4). This is the

Haavelmo, Trygve (1911- )--In 1989 Nor- growth rate at which the ratio of capital to output
wegmn economist Trygve Haavelmo was would stay constant at 4.
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The natural growth rate is the rate required to companies naively base their investment plans
maintam full employment. If the labor force only on anticipated output, and second, invest-
grows at 2 percent per year, then to maintain ment is instantaneous. In spite of these hmlta-
full employment, the economy's annual growth t_ons, Harrod's lasting contribution was to get
rate must be 2 percent economists thinking about the causes of growth

Harrod's model showed that two kinds of as carefully as they had thought about other
problems could arise with growth rates. The first Issues

was that actual growth was determined by the Harrod was a close colleague and official bl-
rate of saving and that natural growth was deter- ographer of Keynes. The Life of John Maynard
mined by the growth of the labor force There Kevnes was a second, and only slightly less
was no necessary reason for actual growth to theoretical, product of Harrod's long association
equal natural growth and, therefore, no inherent w_th Keynes
tendency for the economy to reach full employ- Born in Norfolk, England, Roy Harrod gradu-
ment This problem resulted from Harrod's ated from New College, Oxford. After spending
assumptions that the wage rate is fixed and a term at King's College, Cambridge, where he
that the economy must use labor and capital m came m contact with Keynes, Harrod returned to
the same proportions But most economists now Oxford to administer and teach at Christ Church
beheve that wage rates can fall when the labor College untd his retirement m 1967. Assar Lind-
force increases, although they disagree about beck, the chairman of the Nobel Prize Commit-
how quickly And virtually all mainstream econ- tee, wrote that Harrod would have been awarded
omlsts agree that the ratio of labor and capital a Nobel Prize ff he had hved longer The back-
that businesses want to use depends on wage log of other economists awarded the Nobel Prize
rates and on the price of capital. Therefore, caused Harrod to miss getting It.
one of the roam problems lmphed by Harrod's

model does not appear to be much of a problem Selected Works
after all

The second problem implied by Harrod's "An Essay m Dynamic Theory '" Economic Journal
model was unstable growth. If companies ad- 49 (March 1939). 14-33
justed investment according to what they ex- 1he LtJe of John Maynard Keynes 1951.
pected about future demand, and the anticipated Towards aDvnamt_ Economws Some Recent Devel-
demand was forthcoming, warranted growth opments oj Economt_ TheoO' and Their Apphca-
would equal actual growth. But ff actual demand tton to Pohcy 1948The Trade Cycle An Essay 1936
exceeded anticipated demand, they would have
undennvested and would respond by investing See also SOLOW
further Thzs investment, however, would xtself

cause growth to rise. requiring even further m-
vestment Result: explosive growth The same
story can be told in reverse ff actual demand fell ltayek, Friedrich August (1899-1992)--If
short of anticipated demand The result then any twentieth-century economist was a Renais-
would be a deceleration of growth This prop- sance man, it was Fnednch Hayek He made

erty of Harrod's growth model became known fundamental contrlbuUons m political theory,
as Harrod's knife-edge Here again, though, this psychology, and economics In a field where the
uncomfortable conclusion was the result of two relevance of ideas often is eclipsed by expan-

unreahsuc assumptions made by Harrod: first, slons on an mitml theory, many of his contnbu-
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t_ons are so remarkable that people still read dmate people's plans, so that at times, large
them over forty years after they were wntten numbers of people are unemployed?
Many graduate economics students today, for One cause, he said, was increases m the
example, study his articles from the thirties and money supply by the central bank. Such in-
forties on economics and knowledge, denying creases, he argued m Prwes and Productwn,
insights that some of their elders m the econom- would dnve down interest rates, making credit
_cs profession still do not totally understand. It art_ficmlly cheap Businessmen would then
would not be surprising ff a substantial minority make capital investments that they would not
of economists still read and learn from his artl- have made had they understood that they were
cles m the year 2050. getting a d_storted price signal from the credit

Hayek was the best-known advocate of what market But capital investments, noted Hayek,
_s now called Austnan economics He was, m are not homogeneous Long-term investments
fact, the only major recent member of the Aus- are more sensmve to interest rates than short-
than school who was actually born and raised term ones, just as long-term bonds are more
m Austria After World War I Hayek earned h_s mterest-sensmve than Treasury bills. Therefore,
doctorates m law and poht_cal science at the he concluded, artificially low interest rates not
Umvers_ty of V_enna. Afterward he. together only cause investment to be art_ficmlly high, but
with other young economists, Gottfned Ha- also cause"mahnvestment"--toomuch mvest-
berler, Fritz Machlup, and Oskar Morgenstern, ment m long-term projects relat)ve to short-term
joined Ludwig yon M_ses's private seminar-- ones He argued that the boom must turn into

the Austrian eqmvalent of Keynes's "Cam- a bust. Hayek saw the bust as a healthy and
bridge Orcus." In 1927 Hayek became the d_- necessary readjustment. The way to avoid the
rector of the newly formed Austrian Institute for busts, he argued, was to avoid the booms that
Business Cycle Research In the early thirties, caused them.
at the inwtat_on of Lionel Robblns, he moved to Hayek and Keynes were braiding their models
the faculty of the London School of Economics, of the world at the same ume They were famll-
where he stayed for eighteen years He became _ar with each other's wews and battled over
a British cmzen in 1938 their differences Most economists beheve that

Most of Hayek's work from the twenties Keynes's General Theory won the war Hayek,
through the thirties was m the Austnan theory unul his dying flay, never beheved that, and
of business cycles, capital theory, and monetary neither do other members of the Austrian

theory. Hayek saw a connection among all school Hayek believed that Keynesian pohc_es
three. The major problem for any economy, he to combat unemployment would mewtably
argued, _show people's actions are coordinated, cause inflation, and that to keep unemployment
He noticed, as Adam Smith had, that the pnce low, the central bank would have to increase the

system--free markets--did a remarkable job of money supply faster and faster, causing inflation
coordinating people's actions, even though that to get h_gher and higher. Hayek's thought,
coordination was not part of anyone's intent, which he expressed as early as 1958, is now
The market, stud Hayek, was a spontaneous or- accepted by mainstream economists (see PHIL-
der By spontaneous, Hayek meant unplanned-- ups CURVE)

the market was not designed by anyone but In the late thirties and early forties Hayek
evolved slowly as the result of human actions, turned to the debate about whether socialist

But the market does not work perfectly. What planmng could work He argued that it could
causes the market, asked Hayek, to fall to coot- not. The reason socialist economists thought
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central planning could work, argued Hayek, was from the rest; _t _s the control of the means for
that they thought planners could take the gwen all our ends "

economic data and allocate resources accord- Surprisingly to some, John Maynard Keynes
lngly But Hayek pointed out that the data are praised the book haghly On the book's cover,
not "gwen '" The data do not exast, and cannot Keynes is quoted as saymg. "In my opinion it
exlst, m any one mind or small number of _s a grand book... Morally and phdosopht-
minds Rather, each individual has knowledge cally 1 find myself in agreement wath vartually
about particular resources and potentml opportu- the whole of _t, and not only m agreement w_th
nltles for using these resources that a central _t, but m deeply moved agreement."
planner can never have. The vanue of the free Although Hayek had intended The Road to
market, argued Hayek, is that it gaves the maxl- Ser/dom only for a Brmsh au&ence, it also sold
mum latatude for people to use mformataon that well m the Umted States Indeed, Reader's D_-

only they have. In short, the market process gest condensed it With that book Hayek estab-
generates the data Without markets, data are hshed hamself as the world's leading classical
almost nonexistent hberal, now called hbertarmn or market liberal.

Mainstream economasts and even many so- A few years later, along with Mdton Friedman,
clahst economists (see SOCIALISM)now accept George St_gler, and others, he formed the Mont
Hayek's argument. Harvard economist Jeffrey Pelerln Society so that classical liberals could
Sachs has stated. "'If you ask an economist meet every two years and gwe each other moral
where's a good place to invest, which industries support m what appeared to be a losing cause.
are going to grow, where the specmhzatlon is In 1950 Hayek became professor of socml
going to occur, the track record _spretty masera- and moral sciences at the Umverszty of Chicago,
ble Economists don't collect the on-the-ground where he stayed until 1962. During that t_me
reformation businessmen do Every time Poland he worked on methodology, psychology, and
asks, Well, what are we going to be able to polmcal theory In methodology Hayek attacked

produce 9 1 say I don't know .... sclentlsm"--the _mltataon m socml scwnce of
In 1944 Hayek also attacked socmhsm from the methods of the physical sciences His argu-

a very different angle From has vantage point ment was that because social scaence, including
in Austria, Hayek had observed Germany very economics, stu&es people and not objects, It
closely m the twenties and early thart_es, and can do so only by paying attention to human
then moved to Britain He noticed that many purposes The Austrian school m the 1870s had
Bntash socmhsts were advocating some of the already shown that the value of an item derives

same pohcaes for government control of peo- from _tsabd_ty to fulfill human purposes. Hayek
ple's hves that he had seen advocated an Ger- was arguing that socml scientists more generally
many m the twenUes He had also seen that the should take account of human purposes. HIS
Nazis really were Nauonal Socmhsts--that as, thoughts on the matter are in The Counter-Revo-
they were natlonahsts and soclahsts. So Hayek lutton of Science Studies in the Abuse of Rea-
wrote The Road to Serfdom to warn his fellow son In psychology Hayek wrote The Sensory
Brmsh citizens of the dangers of socialism. His Order An lnqulr)' znto the Foundatzons of

basic argument was that government control of Theoretical Psychology
our economac hves amounts to totahtanamsm-- In polmcal theory Hayek gave his v_ew of

total government control of our lives. Wrote the proper role of government an his book The
Hayek. "Economac control is not merely control Consntutton of Liberty. He discussed the princi-
of a sector of human hfe whach can be separated ples of freedom and based h_s pohcy proposals
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on those principles. His main objection to pro- attraction to socialism and then refuted the basis
gresslve taxation, for example, was not that it for their behefs
causes inefficiency but that it violates equality

before the law. In the book's postscnpt,"Why Selected Works
I Am Not a Conservative," Hayek distinguished
his classical liberalism from conservatism. The Constttunon of Liberty 1960 Reprint 1972
Among his grounds for rejecting conservatism The Counter-Revolution of Science Studies on the
were that moral and religious ideals are not Abuse oJ Reason. 1952
•"proper objects of coercion" and that conserva- Denatlonahzatton of Money 1976
tlsm is hostile to lnternationahsm and prone to "Economics and Knowledge "" Economtca NS4
a strident nationahsm (February 1937) 33-54

In 1962 Hayek returned to Europe as profes- The Fatal Conceit 1988lndlvzduahsm and E_onomzc Order 1948
sor of economic pohcy at the University of Frel- "•Price Expectations, Monetary Disturbances, and
burg in Brelsgau, West Germany, and stayed Malmvestments " In Hayek Profits, Interest. and
there untd 1968. He then taught at the Unlver- lm'estment 1939 Reprint t975
sIty of Salzburg in Austria untd his retirement Prices and Production, 2d ed 1935 Repnnt 1975
nine years later, His publications slowed sub- "The Use of Knowledge in Society "' American Eco-
stantially m the early seventies In 1974 he nomtc Review 35 (September 1945) 519-30
shared the Nobel Prize with Gunnar Myrdal for
his theories of money and his Illumination of
the "interdependence of economic, social, and
InsmutIonal phenomena " This award seemed Heller, Walter Wolfgang (1915-87)--Walter
to breathe new life m him, and he began publish- Heller's claim to fame stems from his years as
Ing again, both in econom_cs and in politics, chmrman of the Council of Economic Advisers

Many people get more conservative as they (CEA) from 1961 to 1964, under presidents
age. Hayek became more radical. Although he John F Kennedy and Lyndon B Johnson. Be-
had favored central banking for most of his life, fore that, and after, he was an economics profes-
m the seventies he began advocating denatlonal- sot at the University of Minnesota
Izmg money. Private enterprises that issued dis- As chmrman of the CEA, Heller persuaded
tinct currencies, he argued, would have an President Kennedy to cut marginal tax rates
lncent_ve to maintain their currency's purchas- Th_s cut m tax rates, which was passed after
lngpower Customers could choose from among Kennedy's death, helped cause a boom m the
competing currencies, and whether they re- U.S economy Heller's CEA also developed
verted to a gold standard was a question that the first "voluntary" (that is, enforced by veiled
Hayek was too much of a believer in spon- threats rather than by explicit laws) wage-price
taneous order to predict. With the collapse guidelines.
of commumsm in Eastern Europe, some eco- Heller's early academic work was on state
nomlc consultants have considered Hayek's cur- and local taxation In 1947 and 1948 he was

rency system as a replacement for fixed-rate tax adviser to the U.S. Military Government in
currencies Germany He was involved in the currency and

Hayek was still publishing at age eighty-nine, tax reforms that helped spur the German eco-
In his book The Fatal Concett, he lind out some nomlc boom (see GERMANECONOMIC*'MIRA-

profound insights to explam the intellectuals' CLE") In a 1950 article, Heller noted that the
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reduction m marginal tax rates helped "'remove value theory (the theory about why goods have
the repressave effect of extremely high rates '" value) can be derived w_thout having to assume

According to tax economast Joseph Pechman, that utthty is measurable His book was also one
Heller was also one of the first economasts to of the first works on general equdthrium theory,
recogmze that tax deductions and tax prefer- the theory about how all markets fit together and
ences narrowed the income tax base, thus reqmr- reach equilibrium
rag, for a given amount of revenue, h_gher Hacks's fourth contnbutaon was the idea of
marginal tax rates the compensation test Before has test econo-

mists were hesitant to say that one particular

Selected Works outcome was preferable to another. The reason
was that even a pohcy that benefited mdhons of

Monetary vs Ftscal Pohcv (a &alogue with Mdton people could hurt some people Free trade in
Friedman) 1969 cars, for example, helps mdhons of American

New Dtmenston_ of Pohtwal Economv 1966 consumersattheexpenseofthousandsofAmer-
"Tax and Monetary Reform m Occupied Germany " _can workers and owners of stock in U.S. auto

Nattonal Tax Journal 2, no 3 (19491 215-31
compames How &d an economist judge

"What's R_ght with Economics_'' American Eco- whether the help to some outweighed the hurt
nomw Revtew 65, no 1 March (19751 1-26

to others9 Hicks asked, Could those helped com-
pensate those hurt to the full extent of thear hurt
and stdl be better off? If the answer was yes,

Hicks, John R. (1904-19891--A British then the pohcy passed the"Hicks compensation
economist, John H_cks _sknown for four contn- test," even ff the compensation was never prod,
butlons The first was his introduction of the and was judged to be good In the auto example

idea of the elasticity of substitutaon While the economists can show that the dollar gains to car
concept is difficult to explain in a few words, buyers far outweigh the dollar losses to workers
Hacks used It to show, contrary to the Marxist and stockholders, and therefore, by H_cks's
allegataon, that labor-saving techmcal prog- compensation test, free trade is good
ress--the kind that we generally have--does In 1972 John Hicks and Kenneth Arrow

not necessarily reduce labor's share of national jointly recewed the Nobel Prize for economacs.
income Hicks was recogmzed for his theories of welfare

Has second major contribution was his raven- and resources allocation and h_smacroeconom_c
tlon of what as called the IS-LM model The studies of general equthbnum. Educated at Bal-

IS-LM model is a graphical depiction of the hol College, Oxford. John Hicks returned there
argument Keynes gave m the General Theory as the Drummond Professor of PohUcal Econ-
about how an economy could be m eqmhbrium omy, a post he held until his retirement m 1965
with less than full employment Hicks pubhshed In 1935 he married the economist Ursula Webb
it m a journal article the year after Keynes's He was kmghted m 1964
book was pubhshed It asreasonably certam that
most economists became famahar w_thKeynes's

Selected Works
argument by seeing Hacks's graph

Hacks's third major contribution was has book Capttal and Growth 1965
Value and Capital. In it he showed that most of Capital and Ttme A Neo-AustrzanTheory 1973
what economists understood and believed about The Crt_ts m Keynesian E_onomtcs 1974.
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"The Foundanons of Welfare Economics " Eco- cally linntmg the amount by wtuch exports would
nomw Journal 49 (December 1939) 696-712 exceed imports. This adjustment mechamsm is

"Mr Keynes and the "Classics ' " Econometrwa 5 called the price-specie-flow mechanism. Surpns-
(April 1937)' 147-59 mgly, even though Hume's idea would have bol-

"'The Valuahon of the Soctal Income." Economwa stered Adam Snuth's attack on mercantthsm and
7 (May 1940) 105-24 argument for free trade, Srmth ignored Hume's

Value and Capital 1939
argument Although few economists accept
Hume's view hterally, it is sull the basis of much
thinking on balance-of-payments issues.

Hume, David (1711-76)--Though better Considering Hume's solid grasp of monetary
known for his treatments of philosophy, history, dynamics, his misconceptions about money be-
and politics, the Scottish philosopher David havior are all the more noteworthy. Hume erron-
Hume also made several essential contributions eously advanced the notion of "creeping
to economic thought. His empirical argument inflatlon"--the idea that a gradual Increase in
against British mercantlhsm formed a building the money supply would lead to economic
block for classical economics. His essays on growth
money and international trade published m Po- Hume made two other major lasting contribu-
httcal Discourses strongly influenced his friend tions to economics One was his idea, later elab-
and fellow countryman Adam Smith orated by Hayek m The Road to Serfdom, that

British mercantilists believed that economic economic freedom is a necessary condition for
prosperity could be realized by limiting tmports political freedom The second was his assertion
and encouraging exports m order to maximize that "you cannot deduce ought from ts"--that
the amount of gold in the home country The Is, value judgments cannot be made purely on
American colonies facilitated this policy by pro- the basis of facts. Economists now make the
riding raw materials that Britain manufactured same point by distinguishing between normative
into finished goods and reexported back to the (what should be) and positive (what is)
colonial consumers m Amenca Needless to Hume dted the year The Wealth of Nattons
say, the arrangement was short-hved, was pubhshed, and in the presence of Its author,

But even before the American Revolution in- Adam Smith

tervened in mercantilistic pursuits, David Hume

showed why net exporting in exchange for gold Selected Works
currency, hoarded by Bl"ltam, could not enhance
wealth Hume's argument was essentially the The Phdosophwal Works of DavM Hume. 4 vols,
monetarlst quantity theory of money, prices in e&ted and annotated by T H Green and T H
a country change directly wtth changes in the Grose. 1875
money supply. Hume explained that as net ex- Polmcal Dzscourses 1752
ports increased and more gold flowed into a Writings on Economws, edited by Eugene Rotwem.

country to pay for them, the prices of goods in 1955
that country would rise. Thus. an increased flow

See also GOLDSTANDARD,SMITH.
of gold Into England would not necessarily m-
crease England's wealth substantially.

Hume showed that the increase in domesttc

prices due to the gold inflow would discourage Jevons, William Stanley (1835-82)--Jevons
exports and encourage imports, thus automatl- was one of three men to simultaneously advance
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the so-called "'marginal revolution." Working 6 utlls He will have this incentive to reallocate

in complete independence of one another-- purchases until the equation of exchange holds
Jevons m Manchester, England; Leon Walras tthat is, until the marginal utility of oranges falls
in Laussane, Switzerland, and Carl Menger m and the marginal utility of cookies rises to a
Vienna--each scholar developed the theory of point where, as a ratio to their prices, they are
marginal utility to understand and explain con- equal)
sumer behavior The theory held that the utility Of course, as is true with most new develop-
(value) of each addmonal unit of a commod- ments in economic theory, one can always find
ity--the marginal utility--is less and less to the earlier writers who said some of the same things.
consumer. When you are thirsty, for example, Jevons" role in the marginal revolution is no
you get great utility from a glass of water Thirst exception Much of what he said was said earlier
quenched, the second and third glass are less by Hermann Gossen in Germany, by Jules Du-
and less appealing Feeling waterlogged, you pult and Antoine Cournot in France, and by
will eventually refuse water altogether Samuel Longfield in Bntam Yet historians of
"Value," said Jevons, "'depends entirely upon economic thought are sure that Jevons had never
utility "" read them

This statement marked a sxgnlficant departure Jevons put much less thought into the produc-
from the classical theory of value, which stated tlon side of economics It is ironic, therefore,
that value derived from the labor used to pro- that he became famous in Britain for his book
duce a product or from the cost of production The Coal Quesnon. In it he wrote that Britain's
more generally Thus began the neoclassical industrial vitality depended on coal and, there-
school, which is still the dominant one in eco- fore, would decline as that resource was ex-

nomlcs today hausted As coal reserves ran out, he wrote, the
Jevons went on to define the "equation of price of coal would rise This would make it

exchange '" This equation shows that for a con- feasible for producers to extract coal from
sumer to be maximizing his or her utdlty, the poorer or deeper seams. He also argued that
raao of the marginal utility of each _tem con- America would rise to become an industrial su-
sumed to its price must be equal If it is not, then perpower Although his forecast was right for
he or she can, with a given income, reallocate both Britain and America, and he was right

consumption and get more utdity about the incentive to mine more costly seams,
Take, for example, a consumer whose mar- he was almost surely wrong that the mare factor

ginal utdlty from oranges is 10 "utlls," and was the cost of coal Jevons failed to appreciate
from cookies 4 utils, when oranges and cookies the fact that as the price of an energy source

are both priced at 50 cents each. The consumer's rises, entrepreneurs have a strong incentive to
raUo of marginal utility to price for oranges is invent, develop, and produce alternate sources.
10/$.50, or 20, and for cookies is 4/$ 50, or 8 In particular, he did not anticipate oil or natural
Jevons would have said (and modem economists gas Also, he did not take account of the incen-

would agree) that this does not saasfy the equa- rive, as the price of coal rose, to use it more
tion of exchange and, therefore, the consumer effioently (see NATURALRESOURCES)
will change purchases. Specifically, the con- Born m Liverpool, England, Jevons studied
sumer could increase utihty by spending 50 chemistry and botany at Umversity College,
cents less on cookies and using the money to London. Because of the bankruptcy of his fa-

buy oranges. He would lose 4 utds on the cook- ther's business in 1847, Jevons left school to
ies, but gain 10 on the oranges, for a net gain of take up the posmon of assayer at the Mint m
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Sydney, Austraha. He remained there five government for its protectionist pohcies and ar-
years, resummg his studies at Umverslty Col- gumg that Canada could ehminate some of the
lege upon his return to England. He was later gap between Canadian and U S standards of
appointed to the post of chair in pohtical econ- hvmg by implementing free trade.
omy at his alma mater and retired from there In international finance Johnson's seminal
in 1880 Two years later, with a number of 1958 paper named the growth in the money
unfinished books in process, Jevons drowned supply as one important factor that affects a
while swimming He was forty-six, country's balance of payments Before then,

economists had tended to focus on nonmonetary

Selected Works factors Johnson's article began what is now
called the monetary approach to the balance of

The Coal Questton, 3d ed , revmed and edited by payments
A W Flux 1906 In monetary economics Johnson made an

lnve_ttgattons in Currencx and Ftnan_e, edited and early attempt to do for Britain what Milton
with an mtroducuon by H S Foxwell 1884 Friedman and Anna Schwartz were doing for

A Sertou_ Fall m the Value oJ Gold Ascertained, and the Umted States' measure the money supply
lt_ Social Ejfect_ Set Forth 1863 Reprinted m

over time Although he d_d not achieve as much
Jew)n_ Investtgatton_ tn Currency and Fznan_e
1884 m this area as Friedman and Schwartz, his work

-The Solar Period and the Price of Corn "" 1875 led to other more careful and detaded studies of

First pubhshed m Jevons lnvesttgattons in Cur- the British money supply. In 1959, after havmg
rent _ and Fman_e 1884 been a professor at the University of Manchester

The Theory of PohttcalEconomy 1871 Reprint, ed- in England, Johnson moved to the Umverslty
1ted by R D Colhson Black 1970 of Chicago as the token "Keynesian." But he

learned a lot from monetarist Mdton Friedman

and others at Chicago, just as he had learned
from Keyneslans in England. Although never a

Johnson, Harry Gordon (1923-77)--Harry monetanst himself, Johnson became mcreas-
Johnson, a Canadian, was one of the most active mgly sympathetic to monetarlst views
and prohfic economists of all time. His mare One of his classic amcles, written m his early

research was m the area of international trade, years at Chicago, was his 1962 survey, "Mone-
international finance, and monetary pohcy tary Theory and Pohcy '" The article is a gradu-

In international trade, one of Johnson's early ate student's dehght--tymg together apparently
articles showed that a country w_th monopoly d_sparate insights by other economists, pointing
power m some good could impose a tariff and out their pitfalls, and laying out an agenda for
be better off, even ff other countries retaliated future research--all in a clear, readable style
against the tariff His proof was what is some- that stall managed not to sacrifice subtle dis-
times called a "posslbdlty theorem." It showed tlnctions,

that such a tariff could improve the country's In a relatively short career Johnson wrote 526

well-being, not that it was likely to Johnson, professional articles, 41 books and pamphlets,
reahzmg the difference between what could be and over 150 book reviews. He also gave a
and what is hkely to be, was a strong behever prodigious number of speeches. According to
m free trade. Indeed, he often gave lectures Paul Samuelson, when Johnson died he had 18
in his native Canada excoriating the Canadian papers m proof (Commented Samuelson:
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'_That is dying with your boots onT") Johnson ovlch showed that all problems of econom.c
also earned many honors. In 1977, for example, allocation can be seen as maximizing a function
he was named a Distmgmshed Fellow of the subject to constraints Across the world John
American Economic Association, and in 1976 H,cks m Britain and Paul Samuelson m the

the Canadian government named him an Officer United States were reachmg the same conclu-
of the Order of Canada. Johnson graduated from s_on at around the same time Kantorovlch. hke
the University of Toronto in 1943 and earned Samuelson. showed that certain coefficients m
h_s Ph.D. from Harvard m 1958 the equations could be regarded as the prices of

each input
Kantorovlch's best-known book is The Best

Selected Works Use,_oJ Economic Resources In it he developed
"'Bnt.sh Monetary Statlsncs " Econom_ca26 (Feb- points made m his 1939 book He showed that

ruary 1959) 1-17. even centrally planned economies had to be con-
The Canadian Quandao' E_onomtc Problems and cerned w_th using prices to allocate resources

Pohctes 1963 He also made the point that socialist economies
Essays m Moneta_ Economws. 2d ed 1969 have to be concerned about trade-offs between
Further Essays in Moneta O' Economtcs 1972 present and future and, therefore, should use
"'The "General Theory" after Twenty-five Years '" interest rates just as capltahst ones do Unfortu-

American Economtc Revww 51 (May 1961) 1-17
"The Keyneszan Revolution and the Monetanst nately, Hayek has shown that the only way to

Counter-Revolution " Amerwan Economw Re- use prices is to have a price system--that is,
vtew 61 (May 197l) 1-14 markets and private property

"'Opnmum Tanffs and Retahatlon " Revww of Eco- Besides winning the Nobel Prize, Kantoro-
nomw Studtes 21, no 2 (1953) 142-53 vlch won the Sower government's Lento Prize

In 1965 and the Order of Lenin in 1967 From

1944 to 1960, Kantorowch was a professor at
the Umverslty of Leningrad In 1960 he became

Kantorovich, Leonid Vitalievieh (1912-86)-- director of mathematical economic methods at
Leonld Kantorovlch shared the 1975 Nobel the S_bermn Dwlsmn of the Soviet Academy of

Prize with Tjalhng Koopmans "for their contn- Sciences In 1971 he was appointed laboratory
buttons to the theory of opUmum allocatzon of ch,efofthe Institute of National Economic Man-
resources "" Kantarowch was born and d_ed m agement m Moscow

Russm and did all his professional work there

H_s first major breakthrough came in 1938 when Selected Works
he was consulting to the Sovtet government's

Laboratory of the Plywood Trust. Asked to de- The Best Uses oj Economtc Resources 1965
vise a technique for distributing raw matenals -The Mathematical Method of Production Planning
to maximize output, Kantorowch saw that the and Orgamzanon " Management Scwnce 6, no 4

problem was a mathematical one. to maximize Ouly 1960) 363-422
a hnear funct,on subject to many constraints.

The techmque he developed is now known as
hnear programming. Keynes, John Maynard (1883-1946)--So m-

In a 1939 book, The Mathemattcal Method of fluentml was John Maynard Keynes that an en-

Production Plannmg and Orgamzatton, Kantor- tire school of modern thought bears his name.
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Many of his ideas were revolutionary; almost Germany by the Alhed countries after World
all are controversial Keynesian economics War I The amounts demanded by the Alhes
serves as a sort of yardstick that can define virtu- were so large, he wrote, that a Germany that
ally all economists who came after Keynes tried to pay them would stay perpetually poor

Keynes was born m Cambridge and attended and, therefore, politically unstable. We now
King's College, Cambridge, where he earned know that Keynes was right. Besides its excel-
his degree in mathematics m 1905 He remained lent economic analysis of reparations, Keynes's
there for another year to study under Alfred book contained an Insightful analysis of the
Marshall and Arthur Plgou, whose scholarship Councd of Four tClemenceau of France, Prime
on the quantity theory of money led to Keynes's Minister Lloyd George of Britain, President
Tract on Monetary ReJorm many years later Woodrow Wilson of the United States, and Vlt-
After leaving Cambridge, Keynes took a posl- tono Orlando of Italy)
tlon with the civil service in Britain While Keynes wrote: "'The Council of Four paid no
there, he collected the material for h_s first book attention to these Issues [which included making
in economics, Indtan Currency and Finance, Germany and Austro-Hungary into good neigh-
m which he described the workings of Indm's bors], being preoccupied with others,--Clem-
monetary system. He returned to Cambridge m enceau to crush the economic hfe of h_senemy,
1908 as a lecturer, then took a leave of absence Lloyd George to do a deal and bring home some-
to work for the Brmsh Treasury He worked his thing which would pass muster for a week. the
way up qmckly through the bureaucracy and, President to do nothing that was not just and
by 1919, was the Treasury's principal represen- right ""
tatlve at the peace conference at Versailles He In the twenties Keynes was a believer m the
resigned because he thought the Treaty of Ver- quantity theory of money (today called monetar-

sadles was overly burdensome to the Germans lsml H_s writings on the topic were essentmlly
Upon resigning, he returned to Cambridge built upon the principles he had learned from

to resume teaching Keynes was a prominent h_s mentors, Marshall and Pzgou In 1923 he
journalist and speaker, and one of the famous wrote Tract on Monetary Reform, and later he
Bloomsbury Group of literary greats, which in- pubhshed Treattse on Money. both on monetary
cluded Vlrgmm Woolf and Bertrand Russell At pohcy His major policy view was that the way
the 1944 Bretton Woods Conference. where the to stabilize the economy was to stablhze the
International Monetary Fund was estabhshed, price level, and that to do that the government's
Keynes was one of the architects of the postwar central bank must lower interest rates when
system of fixed exchange rates. In 1925 he mar- prices tend to rise and raise them when prices
ned the Russmn ballet dancer Lydia Lopokova tend to fall.

He was made a lord m 1942. Keynes died on Keynes's Ideas took a dramatic change, how-
April 21, 1946, survived by his father, John ever, as unemployment m Britain dragged on
Neville Keynes, also a renowned economist m during the mterwar period, reaching levels as
his day. high as 20 percent. Keynes investigated other

Keynes became a celebrity before becoming causes of Britain's economic woes, and The

one of the most respected economists of the General Theor)., of Employment, Interest and
century What gamed him h_s celebrity status Money was the result.
was his eloquent book The Economic Conse- Keynes's General Theory revolutlomzed the
quences o] the Peace Keynes wrote it to object way economists think about economics. It was
to the putative reparations payments imposed on path breaking m several ways The two most
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_mportant are, first, that it introduced the notion the propensity to consume and the inducement
of aggregate demand as the sum of consump- to in'vest, there is no more reason to socmhze
tlon, investment, and government spending economic life than there was before "
Second, it showed (or purported to show) that Little of Keynes's original work survwes in
full employment could be maintained only with modern economic theory Instead, his ideas
the help of government spending Economists have been endlessly revised, expanded, and crl-
sull argue about what Keynes thought caused tlqued Keynesian economics today, while hav-
high unemployment. Some think that Keynes ing its roots in The General Theory, is chiefly
attributed unemployment to wages that take a the product of work by subsequent economists
long time to fall But Keynes actually wanted including John Hicks, James Tobin, Paul Sam-
wages not to fall, and advocated m the General uelson, Alan Bhnder, Robert Solow, Wllham
Theory that wages be kept stable A general cut Nordhaus, Charles Schultze, Robert Heller, and
in wages, he argued, would decrease income, Arthur Okun The study of econometrics was
consumption, and aggregate demand This created, in large part, to empirically explain
would offset any benefits to output that the lower Keynes'_ macroeconomlc models Yet the fact
price of labor might have contributed, that Keynes is the wellspring for so many out-

Why shouldn't government, thought Keynes, standing economists IS testament to the magm-
fill the shoes of business by investing in public tude and influence of his ideas
works and hiring the unemployed'? General The-

ory advocated deficit spending during economic Selected Works
downturns to maintain full employment

Keynes's conclusion initially met with oppos,- TheEconotnlt Consequences of Mr Churchill 1925
tion At the time, balanced budgets were stan- Reprinted in Kernel, Collected Wrmngs, vol 9

dard practice with the government But the _dea The Etonomu Conaequeme_ o/ the Peace 1919
soon took hold and the United States govern- Reprinted m Key'nes, Collected Wrttmgs, vol 2

ment put people back to work on public works I'hc General Theory of Employment, Interest andMoney 1936 Reprinted m Keynes, Collected
projects Of course, once pohcymakers had Witttng_ vo] 7
taken deficit spendmg to heart, they could not Indum Currene_ and Fmame 1913 Reprinted m
let it go Ke_ne_. Collected Wrttmg_, vol I

Contrary to some of his critics' assertions, A Tt_l_l on Monetary Re/orm 1923 Repnnted m
Keynes was a relatwely strong advocate of tree Kevnes, Collected Wrtnngs. vol 4
markets. It wa_ Keynes, not Adam Smith, who A Tteattse on Mone_ Vol 1 The Pure Theory of
said "there is no objecUon to be raised against Money 1930 Reprinted in Keynes, Collected

the classical analysis of the manner in which Wrmng_, vol 5
private self-interest wdl determine what m par- A Treattae on Money Vol 2 The Apphed Theory
tlcular is produced, m what proportions the fac- oJ Mone_ 1930 Reprinted m Keynes, Collected
tors ot production wdl be combined to produce _ rmng.s, vol 6
It, and how the value of the final product wdl
be distributed between them '" Keynes beheved

that once full employment was achieved by fis- Klein, Lawrence Robert (1920- )--Law-
cal policy measures, the market mechamsm rence R Klein received the Nobel Prize m 1980
could then operate freely "Thus," continued for "'the creation of economic models and their
Keynes, "'apart from the necessity of central application to the analysis of economic fluctua-
controls to bring about an adjustment between tlons and economac policies." Klein began
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model building while still a graduate student. Selected Works
After getting his Ph.D from MIT, he moved

(With Gary Fromm ) The Brookmgs Model, 1975.
on to the Cowles Commission for Research in Economu Flu_tuanons in the Umted States,
Economics, which was then at the University of 1921-1941 1950
Chicago. While there he built a model of the The Economtcs of Supply and Demand 1983
U S. economy, using Jan Tinbergen's earlier (W_thArthur S. Goldberger ) Econometrw Model of
model as a starting point. His purpose was to the Umted States, 1929-52 1955
use the model to forecast economic condmons The Keynesian Revolunon, 2d ed 1966

and to estimate the impact of changes m govern-
ment spending, taxes, and other policies.

In 1946 the conventional wisdom was that the

end of World War II would sink the economy Knight, Frank Hyneman (1885-1972)--
into a depression for a few years. Klein used his Frank H. Knight was one of the founders of
model to counter the conventional wisdom. The the so-called Chicago school of economics, of
demand for consumer goods that had been left which Milton Friedman and George Stlgler were

unsatisfied dunng the war, he argued, plus the the leading members from the fifties to the eight-
purchasing power of returning soldiers, would les Knight made his reputation with hls book
prevent a depression. Klein was right. Later he Rtsk, Uncertam_,, and Profit, which was based
predicted correctly that the end of the Korean on his Ph D. &ssertation In it Kmght set out
War would bring only a todd recession, to explain why perfect compeutlon would not

Klein moved to the University of Michigan, necessarily eliminate profits. His explanation
where he proceeded to build bigger and more was "'uncertainty," which Knight &stmgmshed
complicated models of the U.S economy The from risk According to Kmght risk refers to a
Klem-Goldberger model, which he built with situation where the probability of an outcome

then graduate student Arthur Goldberger, dates could be determined, and therefore, the outcome
from that time But m 1954, after being denied could be insured against. Uncertainty, by con-
tenure for having been a member of the Commu- trast, referred to an event whose probability
nlst party from 1946 to 1947, Klein went to could not be known. Knight argued that even m
Oxford University. There he built a model of long-run equdibnum, entreprenuers would earn
the British economy profits as a return for their putting up with uncer-

In 1958 Klein joined the Department of Eco- tamty. Kmght's distraction between risk and un-
nomics at the Umverslty of Pennsylvama. He certainty is still taught m economics classes
has been a professor of economics and finance today
at the university's Wharton School since 1968 Kmght made three other important contribu-
There he built the famous Wharton model of the hons to economics. One was The Economw Or-

U.S economy, which contains over athousand gantzatton, a set of lecture notes originally
s_multaneous equations that are solved by pubhshed m 1933 In it he lays out the circular
computers, flow model of the economy and emphasizes that

In 1976 Klein was coordinator of Jimmy Car- investments will be made untd the returns to
ter's economic task force but turned down an investments in each use are equal at the margin
Invitation to join Carter's new administration These elements still survive in textbooks today
In 1977 he was president of the American Eco- Another of Knight' s contributions to econom-
nomlc Association lcs was m his famous article "Some Fallacies
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in the Interpretation of Social Cost," m whzch Knight was an economics professor at the
he took on Pigou's view that congestion of roads Umverslty of Chicago from 1927 until 1955,
justified taxation of roads. Knight showed that after which he was emeritus professor until his
if roads were privately owned, road owners death

would set tolls that would reduce congestion
Therefore, no government intervention was
reqmred Selected Works

Knight's final contribution was his work on The Econormc Organzsatlon 1951
capital theory In the thirties. Knight criticized TheEthz_s oJCompettHon, and Other Essays 1935
Bohm-Bawerk's view that capital could be Freedom and Rejorrn E_saw m Etonorntcs and So-
measured as a period of production (see BOHM- _tal Phzlo_ophv 1947 Reprint, edited by J M
BAWERK). Knight was seen to have won the Buchanan 1982

debate over the Austrian concept of capital R_sL Umertamt3 and Profit 1921
But Knight was much more than an econo- "Some Fallacies m the Interpretation of Social

Cost " Quarterly Journal ofEconornw3 38 (1924)
mist. He was also a social philosopher, and most 582-606
of his writings were in social philosophy rather
than technical economics A strong believer in
freedom and a strong critic of social engi-

neering, Knight worried that freedom would be Koopmans, Tjalling Charles (1910-85)-
undermined by increases m monopoly and m Tjalhng Koopmans shared the 1975 Nobel Prize
income mequahty George Stigler tells of Mzl- with Leomd Kantorovich "for their contrthu-
ton Friedman challenging Knight's view that tions to the theory of optimum allocation of
inequality would increase, and Kmght's re- resources." Koopmans, a native of the Nether-
lentlng, only to take the same position at the lands, started m mathematics and physics, but
next lunch in the thirties switched to economics because it

Kmght often despaired about whether even was "closer to real life " In 1938 he succeeded
simple economic truths could be understood by Jan Tlnbergen at the League of Nations in Ge-
the pubhc In his 1950 presidential address to neva and left m 1940 when Hitler Invaded the
the American Economic Association, Knight Netherlands. In the United States Koopmans be-
said came a statistician with the Combined Shipping

AdJustment Board in Washington At that job
Of late I have a new and depressing exam- he tried to solve the practical problem of how to
ple of popular economic thinking, in the reorganize shipping to minimize transportation
pohcy of arbitrary price-fixing. Can there costs The problem was complex the variables
be any use m explaining, ff it is needful to included thousands of merchant ships, millions
explain, that fixing a price below the free- of tons of cargo, and hundreds of ports. He
market level will create a shortage and one solved it The techmque he developed to do so

above it a surplus 9 But the public oh's and was called "'actwzty analysis" and is now called
ah's and ylps and yaps at the shortage of linear programming. H_s first write-up of the
residential housing and surpluses of eggs and analysis is in a 1942 memorandum. His tech-
potatoes as ff these things presented prob- tuques were very similar to those used by Kant-
lems any more than getting one's footgear orovlch, whose work he discovered only much

soded by dehberately walking m the mud later
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Koopmans was also like Kantorovich in gen- tional income back to 1869 He broke It down
erahzmg his approach from one sector of the by industry, by final product, and by use He
economy to the economy as a whole. Koopmans also measured the &stnbutlon of income be-
showed the conditions required for economy- tween rich and poor
wide efficiency m allocating resources. He also, Although Kuznets was not the first economist
again hke Kantorovlch, used his acttvlty-analy- to try this. his work was so comprehenswe and
sis techniques to derive efficient criteria for allo- meticulous that it set the standard m the field
catmg between the present and the future His work was funded by the nonprofit National

Koopmans was an economist with the Cowles Bureau of Economic Research, which had been
Commission at the University of Chicago be- started in 1920 Kuznets later helped the U.S
tween 1944 and 1955, and then moved with the Department of Commerce to standardize the
Cowles Commission to Yale University, where measurement of GNP In the late forties, how-
he became professor of economics until he re- ever, he broke with the Commerce Department
tired in 1981 Koopmans became an American over its refusal to use GNP as a measure of
citizen in 1946, He served as president of the economic well-being. He had wanted the depart-
American Economic Association in 1981 ment to measure the value of unpaid house-

work because this was an important component
of production The department refused, and still

Selected Works does

"'Exchange Ratios between Cargoes on Various Kuznets's development of measures of sav-
Routes (Non-Refrigerating Dry Cargoes) " Mem- lngs, consumption, and investment came along
orandum for the Combined Shipping Adustment JUSt as Keynes's ideas about how national m-
Board 1942 Reprinted m Koopmans Scwnttfic come is determined created a demand for such

Papera 1970 measures Thus, Kuznets helped advance the
"'Optimum Utlhzat_on of the Transportation Sys- Keynesmn revolution. Kuznets's measures also

tern "' Proceedings of the International Statistical
Conferences, vol 5 (1947) 136-45 Reprinted in helped advance the study of econometrics estab-
Supplement to E_onometrtca 17 (July 1949) hshed by Ragnar Fnsch and Jan Tmbergen
136-46 Kuznets approached his work with a strict

Scwntthc Papers of Tjalhng C. Koopmans 1970 adherence to fact and a desire to understand
(Contains a blbhography through September economic phenomena through quantitative mea-
l969 ) surement. He had started early in his natwe Rus-

Three Essaya on the State of Economw Scwnce 1957 sla: he was head of a statistical office m the

Ukraine under the Bolsheviks before moving to
the Umted States at age twenty-one.

Many economists beheve that Kuznets got
Kuznets, Simon (1901-85)--S_mon Kuznets his 1971 Nobel Prize for his measurement in

_s best known for his stu&es of national income national income accounting, and certainly that
and its components. Prior to World War I, mea- was enough to merit the prize. But m fact, he
sures of GNP were rough guesses at best. No got the prize for his empirical work on economic
government agency collected data to compute growth. In this work Kuznets identified a new
GNP, and no private economic researcher did economic era--which he called "modern eco-

so systematically, either Kuznets changed all nomic growth"--that began m northwestern
that With work that began m the thirties and Europe m the last half of the eighteenth century.
stretched over decades, Kuznets computed na- The growth spread south and east and by the
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end of the nineteenth century had reached Russia views on the feastblllty of socialism changed
and Japan In this era per capita income rose by back and forth throughout his life
about 15 percent or more each decade, some- While teaching at the University of Krakow
thing that had not happened m earlier centuries in 1934, he outlined, with coauthor Marek Brelt,

One of Kuznets's more startling findings was a version of SOClahsm in which the government
the effect of economic growth on income dtstn- owned all plants and in which each industry,
hutlon In poor countries, found Kuznets, eco- called a public trust, was organized as a monop-
nomlc growth increased the Income disparity oly Workers would have a large say In runmng
between rich and poor people In wealthier each Industry
countries, economic growth narrowed the dlffer- Lange left Europe in 1935 to teach at the
ence In addition, Kuznets analyzed and quantl- University of Michigan In 1936 and 1937 he
fled the cyclical nature of production and prices entered the debate with Frlednch Hayek (see
in spans of fifteen to twenty years Such trade HAVEK)about the feasibility of socialism He
cycles, while disputed, are often referred to as presented "market socialism." in which the
"Kuznets cycles "' government would own major industries and a

Kuznets was a professor of economics at the central planning board (CPB) would set prices
University of Pennsylvania (1930-54), Johns for those Industries The CPB would alter prices
Hopkins University (1954-60), and Harvard to reach equlhbnum, raising them to get nd of
Umversity (1960-71) He was president of the shortages and lowering them to get rid of
American Economic Association in 1954. surpluses Hayek pointed out that having gov-

ernment set prices to mimic competition, as
Lange suggested, seemed inferior to having real

Selected Works competition Whether m response to Hayek's
Economtc Growth of Nattons Total Output and Pro- criticism or for other reasons, Lange modified

ductton Structure 1971 his proposal, advocating that only in industries
Economtc Growth and Structure Selected Essays with few finns would he have the government

1965 set prices
(With Mdton Friedman ) Income from Independent In 1943 Lange moved to the University of

Professional Practt_e 1945 Chicago That same year he advocated that the
Modern Economtc Growth Rate, Structure, and

Pohsh government socialize key industries, but
Spread 1966

National Income, 1929-1932 Senate document no that farms, shops, and many other small and
124.73d Congress. 2d session 1934 medium-sized industries remain in private

National Income and Capital Formatton, hands A large private sector, wrote Lange, was
1919-1935 1937 necessary to preserve "the kind of flexlblhty.

(Assisted by Lflhan Epstein and Ehzabeth Jenks ) pliability and adaptiveness that private initiative
Nattonal Product since 1869 1946 alone cannot achieve "

(Assisted by Ehzabeth Jenks ) Shares of Upper In- In t945. Poland's newly formed communist
come Groups m Income and Sawngs 1953 government appointed Lange ambassador to the

United States and m 1946 Poland's delegate to
the United Nations When Stalinist orthodoxy

was imposed in Poland in 1949, Lange was re-

Lange, Oskar Ryszard (1904-65)--Polish called to Poland and given a minor academic
economist Oskar Lange is best known for his job. In 1953, w_th Poland still under Stahnist
contributions to the economics of socialism His oppression, Lange reversed himself and wrote
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an article prmslng Stahn's totalitanan econom_c ble, one can estimate how much additional
control leather, labor, machinery, and other inputs wall

In 1955, with the political oppression having be required to increase shoe production.
hfted somewhat, Lange was made a professor Most economists are cautious m using the
at the Umvers_ty of Warsaw and chairman of table The reason is that _tassumes, to take the
the Pohsh State Economtc Council. shoe example, that shoe production requires

the inputs m the proportion they were used dur-

Selected Works ing the t_me period used to estimate the table.
Thereto hes the rub Although the table is useful

"The Foundations of Welfare Economics "' Econo- as a rough approxlmaUon of the inputs reqmred,
metrtca 10, no 3-4 (July-October 1942) economists know from mountains of evidence

215-28 that proportions are not fixed Specifically,
"On the Economic Theory of Socmhsm, Part I " when the cost of one input rises, producers re-

Revtew of Economw Studw_ 4, no 1 (October duce their use of this input and substitute other1936) 53-71
"On the Economic Theory of Soclahsm, Part II " inputs whose prices have not risen If wage rates

Revww of Economw Studtes 4, no 2 (February rise, for example, producers can substitute capl-
1937) 123-42 tal for labor and, by accepting more wasted ma-

Workzng Prmclples of the Soviet Economy 1943 terials, can even substitute raw materials for
labor That the input-output table is inflexible

See also SOCIALISM means that ff used literally to make pre&ctions,
tt wall necessardy give wrong answers

At the time of Leontlef's first work w_th

input-output analysis, all the reqmred matrix
Leontief, Wassily (1906- )--Since he was a algebra was done using, as inputs, hand-held
young man growing up in St Petersburg, Was- calculators and sheer tenacity. Since then. com-
slly Leontlef has devoted his studies to input- puters have greatly sxmphfied the process, and
output analysis When he left Russia at the age input-output analysis, now called "mtenndustry
of nmeteen to begin the Ph.D. program at the analys_s,'" is widely used Leontlef's tables are
University of Berhn, he had already shown how commonly used by the World Bank. the Umted
Leon Walras's abstract equilibrium theory could Nations, and the U S. Department of Commerce
be quantified But it was not until many years Early on, input-output analys_s was used to
later, m 1941, while a professor at Harvard, that estimate the economy-w_de impact of con-
Leontlef calculated an input-output table for the vertmg from war production to c_vihan produc-
American economy. It was this work, and later tlon after World War II. It has also been used to
refinements of it, that earned Leontlef the Nobel understand the flow of trade between countries.

Prize in 1973. Indeed, a 1954 article by Leontlef showed, us-
Input-output analysis shows the extensive mg mput-output analysis, that U S. exports

process by which inputs in one industry produce were relatively labor-intensive compared to
outputs for consumption or for input into another U S lmtx_rts This was the opposite of what
industry The matrix devised by Leontlef is of- economists expected at the time, given the high
ten used to show the effect of a change m pro- level of U S wages and the relatively high
duction of a final good on the demand for inputs, amount of capital per worker m the United
Take, for example, a 10 percent increase m the States. Leonttef's finding was termed the Leon-
production of shoes. With the input-output ta- tief paradox Since then, the paradox has been
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resolved Economists have shown that in a coun- One of the deepest scars of my early youth
try that produces more than two goods, the was etched when my teacher told me,
abundance of capital relative to labor does not "'You do not want that," after I had told
imply that the capital intensity of its exports her that I did 1 would not have been so

should exceed that of its imports upset If she had said that I could not have

Throughout his life Leontlef has campaigned It, whatever it was, or that it was very
against -theoretical assumptions and nonob- wicked of me to want it What rankled was

seived facts" (the title of a speech he delivered the denial of my personahty--a kind of
while president of the American Economic As- rape of my integrity l confess 1 still find a
soctatlon, 1970-71) According to Leontief similar rising of my hackles when I hear
too many economists were reluctant to "get people's preferences dismissed as not gen-
their hands dirty" by working with raw emplrl- ulne. because Influenced by advertising,
cal facts. To that end Wassily Leontlef has and somebody else telling them what they
done much to make quantitative data more ac- "really want.'"
cesslble, and more Indispensable, to the study

of economics Lerner. like Friedman, had a sharp analytic
mind that made him follow an argument to its

Selected Works logical conclusion Dunng World War II, for
example, when John Maynard Keynes gave a

Essays m Economw_ Theories and Theortzmg talk at the Federal Reserve board InWashington,
1966 Lerner, who was in the audience, found

The Structure oj American Economy, 1919-1929 Keynes's view of how the economy worked
1941 completely convincing and challenged Keynes

for not carrymg his own argument to its IogJcal
conclusion Keynes denounced Lemer on the

Lerner, AbbaPtaehya(1905-82)--AbbaLer- spot, but Keynes's colleague Evsey Domar,
ner was the Milton Friedman of the left Like seated beside Lerner. whispered, "He ought to
Friedman, Lemer was a brllhant expositor of read The General Theoo' " A month later,
economics who was able to make complex con- wrote Lerner, Keynes withdrew his denun-
cepts crystal clear Also. Lerner was an unusual ciatlon
kind of socialist: he hated government power Lemer was born in Rumania and _mmlgrated

over people's lives Like Friedman, he praised with his parents to Britain while still a child. He
private enterprise on the ground that "alterna- tried out several avocations, as tador, Hebrew
tlves to government employment are a safeguard teacher, typesetter, and owner of a printing busl-
of the freedom of the individual " Also like ness that went bankrupt during the Great De-

Friedman, Lemer loved free markets He op- presslon He turned to economics, enrolling in

posed minimum wage laws and other price con- a night course at the London School of Econom-
trois because they interfered with the price ics in 1929, in order to discover why his busi-
system, which he called "one of the most valu- ness had failed Lerner earned top honors and
able instruments of modem society." several scholarships for his logically reasoned

Both his clear writing and his hatred of au- essays, many of which were pubhshed while he
thonty are illustrated in the following defense was still an undergraduate. His appointment as
of consumer sovereignty, from "The Econom- assistant lecturer at the LSE in 1936 was the first
ics and Politics of Consumer Sovereignty": of many teaching posmons, the rest of which
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he held in the United States after 1937. Paul sonlng. But Keynes never stated them It took
Samuelson, in a tribute to Lerner on his sixtieth Lerner's clear thinking to get from Keynes's

birthday, wrote that Lerner's experience model of the economy to these policy con-
"'tempts one to advise students in Economics A clusions The reason Lerner's thoughts are at-
to quit college, fail in business, marry and raise trlbuted to Keynes is that textbook writers,
a family, and resist being overpaid." wanting to make Keynes's thinking clear, were

One of Lerner's first papers, published in Immediately drawn to Lerner's thinking As
1934, was a clear diagrammatic exposition of economist David Colander has written, Keynes
international trade. Earher, he had written, but could be considered just as much a Lernenan as

not published, a proof of the conditions under a Keynesian
which free trade in goods causes the prices of Lemer was active in economic analysis tdl
factors to be equal even when factors are mo- the day he died In 1980, for example, he laid
bile Samuelson showed the same thing in an out a plan for breaking OPEC In an article titled
article much later Samuelson wrote "After I "OPEC--A Plan--If You Can't Beat Them,
had enunciated the same result in 1948, Lord Join Them," Lerner advocated that the United

Robblns mentioned to me that he thought he had States and other governments of od-consumlng

a seminar paper in his files by Lerner of a similar countries impose a 100 percent excise tax on
type He exhumed this gem, which up- the difference between OPEC's price and the
peared 17 years later m the 1950 Economtca "' pre-OPEC price adjusted for inflation. In 1980

Probably Lerner's most well-known amcle OPEC charged $26 for a barrel of od The pre-
was "The Concept of Monopoly and the Mea- OPEC pNce adjusted for inflation was $6
surement of Monopoly Power "' In _the lind out Therefore, at that price, the tax would have been
clearly why setting the price of a good equal to 100 percent of $26 - $6, or $20 Lerner's plan,
its marginal cost was important for effioency if followed, would have caused the price to con-
The amount by which the pnce exceeded mar- sumers to rise $2 every time OPEC rinsed tts
gmal cost, then, was a measure of monopoly price $1 More important, It would have caused
power in an industry In 1964 Samuelson wrote, the price to fall by $2 every time OPEC lowered
"Today this may seem simple, but I can testify its price by $1 Lerner's thinking, which was
that no one at Chicago or Harvard could tell absolutely watertight, was that this plan would
me in 1935 exactly why P = MC was a good double consumers' elasticity of demand, caus-
thing "' ing them to demand less oil at higher prices and

Lerner's main contribution to macroeconom_c thus reduce the strength of the cartel The plan

pohcy was his concept of functional finance, was never adopted
Leruer's idea was that if governments wanted to Lerner never developed a following One rea-
increase aggregate demand so as to maintain son, wrote Tibor Scitovsky of Stanford, was
employment, and ffthe federal budget was hal- "Lerner's unrelenting logic," which "over-
anced, the government should run a defiot by ruled whatever loyalties he started with" and
increasing government spending or decreasing "'made him seem hke a cold fish to just about
taxes. If, on the other hand, the government everybody " Another reason was that Lerner
wanted to decrease aggregate demand, it should, rarely stayed in one umversity long, teaching at
ff the budget was balanced, run a surplus by Columbia, the Umverslty of Vlrglma, Kansas
decreasing government spending or raising City, Amherst, The New School for Social Re-
taxes. These thoughts are often attributed to search, Roosevelt, Johns Hopkins, Michigan
Keynes, and they do follow from Keynes's rea- State, and the University of California, Berke-
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ley. Another reason was that although he made Employers m the tra&tlonal sector, on the other

major contributions m so many areas, he &d not hand, were not profit-maximizing and therefore
have a specialty Also, Lerner made his insights hired too many people so that their productivity
so clear and so apparently obvious that people was very low (The immediate question, of
who adopted his ideas forgot where they learned course. _swhy employers m the tradmonal sec-
them Probably because he lacked a following, tor would do this, and economists still debate

Lerner never won the Nobel Prize. although what Lew_s's reasons were for thinking this.)
many economists thmk he should have. Lewis argued on this basis that the way to get

development m poor countries _s to shift labor

Selected Works into manufacturing, where it _smore productive.
Then the cap_tahsts save out of their profits and

"The Concept ot Monopoly and the Measurement of use this sawng to expand, which then adds to
Monopoly Power "' Revww oJ Econorntt Studte_ t growth Lew_s assumed that workers m agncul-
(June 1934) 157-75

ture save nothing, so that the only source of
"'The Diagrammatical Representation of Demand

saving is the cap_tahsts m manufacturing
Con&tlons in International Trade '" Economtca NS Lewis used his model to explain the pattern1 (August 1934) 319-34

"The Economics and Poht_cs ot Consumer Sover- of growth m countries m general This was how
he explained the reverted U-shape growth ac-elgnty '" Amertcan E_onomtc Revze_ (May 1972_

258-66 cording to a country's per capita income For

The E_onomtca of Control Prmctples of Welfare very poor countries hke Bangladesh, growth is
E_onomtc_ 1944 slow because the manufacturing sector _s small

"Functtonal Finance and the Federal Debt ""Soczal or nonexistent, and therefore there is no large
Re_earch 10 (February 1943) 38-51 source of savings For mzddle-mcome countries

"OPEC--A Plan--If You Can't Beat Them. Join hke Korea and Ta_wan, growth Is high because
Them '" Atlantw Economt_ Journal (September the manufactunng sector is growing and pulling
1980) 1-3 labor out of agriculture, where _t _s underem-

"The Symmetry between Import and Export Taxes "" ployed For high-income countries with a large
E_onomt_a NS 3 (August 1936) 306-13 manufacturing sector, hke the Umted States,

growth _s slower because the gains from dwert-
mg labor out of agriculture are almost all ex-

Lewis, W. Arthur (1915-91)--In 1979, Brlt- plolted
Ish ctttzen W. Arthur Lewis was awarded the In the same 1954 article Lewis made a sepa-

Nobel Prize, along with Theodore Schultz, for rate argument for poor countries engaged in
"'p_oneermg research into economic develop- trade He argued that poor countries would cap-
ment w_th particular conslderatton of the ture httle or no benefit from mcreasing thezr
problems of developmg countries " One of exports Instead, he claimed, they would confer
Lewis's major contnbuttons to economics was benefits on consumers m the countries that _m-
a 1954 amcle that &scussed h_s concept of a port their exports Take h_s example m whzch

"'dual economy" m a poor country According the richer countries produce steel (shorthand for
to Lewis a poor country's economy could be manufactured goods) and food, and the poorer
thought of as containing two sectors, a small countries produce coffee (shorthand for exports
"capitalist" sector and a very large "tra&- of poor countrtes) and food Assume that before

tlonal" (agricultural) sector Employers m the exports are increased, ten pounds of coffee trade
capltahst sector htred people to make money for one ton of steel. Now, because producers in
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the poor countries have a low opportunity cost Pohttcs m We_t Afrzca 1965
of increasing exports of coffee (because the food "The Slowmg Down of the Engme of Growth "' No-
that they could have produced is worth httle), bel Lecture Printed mAmertcan EconomtcRevtew
they wdl increase exports. But doing so wall 70, no 4 (December 1980l. 555-64
drive down the price of coffee. Say the exchange The Theory oJ Economic Growth 1955
rate falls to twenty pounds of coffee per ton of

steel This ts a good deal for coffee buyers, but
not for coffee producers. In essence, Lew_s was
arguing that poorer countries had latent monop- Locke, John (1632-1704)--Born in England,
oly power m their exports that they were fading John Locke was a persistent champion of natural
to exploit These countries would do better, he rights--the idea that each person owns h_mself
argued, to dwert their production into food and and should have certain hberties that cannot be
away from exports exproprmted by the state or anyone else When

Lewis himself came from a poor British col- someone labors for a productive end, the results
ony, St. Lucia In the West Indies He entered become that person's property, reasoned Locke
the London School of Economics on a scholar- His conclusion that labor contributes far more

ship at age eighteen. Stated Lew_s: 'q wanted than nature to the value of goods was the first
to be an engineer, but neither the colomal gov- step toward the labor theory of value, as articu-
eminent nor the sugar plantations would hire a lated by David Rlcardo and Karl Marx.
black engineer "" So he decided to study eco- Locke also beheved that governments should
nomics He earned has Ph D. from the London not regulate interest rates In a pamphlet t_tled
School of Economacs m 1940. He began work- Considerations of the Consequences o[ the Low-
mg on problems of the world economy at the ermg of Interest, Locke opposed a bill before
suggestaon of Fnedrlch Hayek, then chairman Parhament to lower the maximum legal interest
of LSE's economics department After World rate from 6 percent to 4 percent. Because inter-
War II, when many former colonies became est was a price, and because all prices are deter-
independent, Lewis began has study of eco- mined by the laws of nature, he reasoned,
nomac development Lewis had no sympathy for ceilings on interest rates would be counterpro-

the view that poor countraes should be run by ductwe. People would evade the cethng, and
dictators so that they could develop, the costs of evasion would drive interest rates

Lewis was a lecturer at the Umverslty of Lon- even hagher than they would have been without
don from 1938 to 1948, then Stanley Jevons Pro- the ceding, he wrote Locke's reasoning on the
fessor of Polmcal Economy at the Umversity of subJect, sophastacated for has era, has stood the
Manchester from 1948 to 1958. He was vice chan- test of time. economists make the same objec-
cellor of the Umversaty of West Indies from 1959 taon to controls on interest rates today (See
to 1963 and a professor of pohtJcal economy at INTEREST,PRICECONTROLS}

Pnnceton Umversity from 1963 until his death. Locke also sketched out a quantity theory of
money, which held that the value of money was
inversely related to the quantity of money m

Selected Works circulauon. Locke erroneously beheved that a

"Economic Development with Unhm_ted Supphes country was in danger of falling into depression
of Labour," Manchester School 22 (May 1954) ff its gold inflows from trade fell relative to those
139-91 of ats trade partners What he did not realize, and

Economw Survey 1919-1939 1949, what went unreahzed untd Dawd Hume pointed
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It out, was that gold flows cannot get out of line of their buyers" locations Machlup also wrote at
w_th trade flows. If "too httle" gold came Into length about the economics of the patent system.
Britain relative to gold inflows to other counmes, Machlup studied economics at the University
for example (Locke assumed that the supply of of Vienna in the twenties under Ludwig von
gold would grow relative to the volume of trade), Mlses and Frlednch Hayek He wrote his doc-
then British goods would become cheap relative toral dissertation under Mlses on the gold-ex-
to other countnes" goods, causing more gold to change standard But from 1922 to 1932, he

flow to England from other countries worked in his family's cardboard-manufacturing
business H_s interest in and insights into the

Selected Works economics of Industry are often attributed to
his experience in the family business. Machlup

Several Papers Relatmg to Money, Interest and taught at the University of Buffalo from 1935
Trade. et cetera 1696 Repnnt 1968 to 1947. moved to Johns Hopkins in 1947, and

Two Treatises of Government 1690 Reprint, edited moved to Princeton m 1960. After retirmg m
by Peter Laslett, 2d ed 1953 1971 he joined the faculty o! New York Univer-

sity, where he was active until his death
Machlup was president of the American Eco-

Machlup, Fritz (1902-83)--Born in Austria. nomlc Association ,n 1966
Fritz Machlup moved to the United States m
1933 He worked in two main areas industrial

Selected Works
orgamzat_on, with particular emphasis on the

production and distribution of knowledge, and The Basing-Point System 1949
international monetary economics An E(onornl( Revww o/ the Patent Systern Study

One of Machlup's most famous articles in of the Subcommittee on Patents, Trademarks. and
industrial organization was a 1946 defense of Copynght_ of the Committee on the Judiciary,
the econom_st's standard assumption that firms U S Senate. stud_ no 15 1958

The E_onoml_ of _ellers' Competition 1952
maximize profits. Economist Richard Lester had International Payments. Debts, and Gold. 2d ed
argued that businessmen do not know enough 1976

about their demand and cost conditions to max- The Pohtl_al E_onomy o/Monopoly 1952
lmlze profits Machlup agreed but argued that TheProdu_tlon and Distributionof Knowledge m the
the purpose of assuming profit maximization is Umted State._ 1962
not to predict everything a firm does, but instead
to predict how it wall react to changes m demand
or in costs For this purpose, argued Machlup,
the assumption was appropriate. Machlup ex- Malthus, Thomas Robert (1766-1834)--
panded on thts argument m two later books. Thomas Malthus studledphllosophy and mathe-
The Economics of Sellers' Competmon and The matlcs at St John's College, Cambridge AI-
Pohttcal Economy of Monopoly though he is known for his dire warnings against

Another of Machlup's contributions to under- overpopulation, Malthus did not oppose popula-
standing the orgamzatlon of industry was his t_on growth per se Rather, he opposed growth
1949 book, The Basing-Point System, which IS that would outstrip the food supply. He pre-
said to have influenced President Truman's decl- dlcted that population would grow geometn-
sion to veto a bill that would have forced cement cally, while the food supply would increase only

producers to charge the same price irrespective arithmetically, resultmg m mass starvation. H_s
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apocalypt)c vls]on and hts widely accepted sub- time But Markowitz showed how to measure
slstence theory of wages (wages wall drop to the the risk of various securities and how to combine
mlmmum reqmred to sustain a worker because them m a portfoho to get the maximum return
high wages induce population growth) helped for a given risk.
stigmatize economics as the "dismal science." Say, for example, shares in Exxon and m

Writing before the industrial revoluuon, Mal- General Motors have a high risk and a high
thus could not fully apprecmte the impact of return, but one share tends to go up when the
technology 0.e , pesttcides, refrigeration, other falls This could happen because when
mechamzed farm eqmpment, and increased crop OPEC raises the price of od and, therefore, of
yields) on food production Further &scredmng gasohne, the prices of gasoline producers'
his claims is the fact that life expectancy has shares rise and the prices of auto producers'
nearly doubled, from forty years during his time shares fall. Then a portfoho that includes both
to over seventy years today Although starvation Exxon and GM shares could earn a high return
persists, it Is more often pohtical upheaval, not and have a lower risk than either share alone
populahon growth, that keeps people hungry. Portfoho managers now routinely use tech-

Although Malthus pre&cted disastrous under- nlques that are based on Markowltz's ongmal
supply of commodmes m the long run, he be- insight.
heved there could be a general oversupply m Markow_tz earned his Ph D. at the Umversity
the short run. These oversupphes, which he of Chicago He has taught at Baruch College of
called "gluts," are now called recessions or the City University of New York since 1982
depressions.

Selected Works
Selected Works

"Portfoho Selection '" Journal of Finance 7, no 1
An Essay on the Prmctple of Populatzon 1798 Re- (March 1952) 77-91

print 1926 Por_oho Selectton Effictent Dtverstficatton oflnvest-
"'Pamphlets on the Bulhon Question '" Edinburgh ments 1959 Repnnt 1970

Revww 18 (August 1811) 448-70
Prmoples of Poltttcal Economy 1820

Marshall, Alfred ( 1842-1924)--Alfred Mar-

shall was the dominant figure m British econom-
Markowitz, Harry (1927- )--In 1990, U.S _cs htself dominant m world economics) from

economists Harry Markow_tz, Wdllam F. about1890 until h]s death m1924 Hlsspecmlty
Sharpe, and Merton H Miller shared the Nobel was mlcroeconomics--the study of mdlwdual
Prize for their contributions to financml econom- markets and industries, as opposed to the study
_cs. Their contrthutions, m fact, were what of the whole economy. H_s most Important book
started financial economics as a separate field of was Prmctples of Economics. In ]t Marshall em-

study. In the early fifties Markowltz developed phaslzed that the price and output of a good are
portfoho theory, which looks at how investment determined by both supply and demand: the two
returns can be opUmlzed. Economists had long curves are hke scissor blades that intersect at

understood the common sense of &versifying a eqmlthnum. Modem economists trymg to un-
portfoho, the expression "don't put all your derstand why the price of a good changes stdl
eggs in one basket" has been around for a long start by lookmg for factors that may have shifted
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demand or supply. They owe this approach to as givens technology, market mstltunons, and
Marshall people's preferences But Marshall was not

To Marshall also goes credit for the concept satisfied with his approach. He once wrote
of price-elasticity of demand, which quantifies that "the Mecca of the economist hes m eco-

buyers' sensltlwty to price nomic b_ology rather than m economic dynam-
Marshall also originated the concept of con- tcs '" In other words, Marshall was arguing that

sumer surplus. He noted that the price Is typi- the economy was an evolutionary process m
cally the same for each unit of a commodity that which technology, market institutions, and peo-
a consumer buys, but the value to the consumer pie's preferences evolve along w_th people's
of each additional unit dechnes A consumer behavior

will buy units up the point where the marginal Rarely did Marshall attempt a statement or
value equals the price Therefore, on all units position without expressing countless quahfica-

prewous to the last one, the consumer reaps a tlons, exceptions, and footnotes. Marshall
benefit by paying less than the value of the good showed himself to be an astute mathematician--
to himself The size of the benefit equals the he studied math at St John's College. Cam-
difference between the consumer's value of all bridge--but bruited his quanutat_ve expressions
these units and the amount paid for the units so that he might appeal to the layman
This difference is called the consumer surplus, Marshall himself was born into a middle-class

for the surplus value or utdlty enjoyed by con- family m London and raised to enter the clergy
sumers. Marshall also introduced the concept of He defied h_s parents' wishes and became an

producer surplus, the amount the producer is academic m mathematics and economics.
actually paid minus the amount that he would

wdhngly accept Marshall used these concepts Selected Works
to measure the changes m well-being from gov-
ernment pohcies such as taxation Although Principles ofEconomtcs, vol 1 1890
economists have refined the measures since
Marshall's t_me, his basic approach to what is
now called welfare economics stall stands.

Marshall wanted to understand how markets Marx, Karl (1818-83)--Karl Marx was com-

adjusted to changes m supply or demand over mumsm's most zealous intellectual advocate.
time Therefore, he introduced the idea of three His comprehenswe writings on the subject lind

periods F_rst xs the market period, the amount the foundation for later polmcal leaders, notably
of time for which the stock of a commodity is V I Lenin and Mao Tse-tung, to impose com-

fixed. Second, the short period is the ume m mumsm on over twenty countries.

whach the supply can be increased by adding Marx was born m Trier, Prussia (now Ger-
labor and other inputs but not by adding capital many), m 1818 He studied philosophy at um-
(Marshall's termwas "apphances")Third, the verslties m Bonn and Berhn, earning his

long period Is the amount of time taken for capl- doctorate in Jena at the age of twenty-three. His
tal (' 'appliances") to be increased early radicahsm, first as a member of the Young

To make economics dynamic rather than Hegehans, then as editor of a newspaper sup-
static, Marshall used the tools of classical me- pressed for tts derisive social and political con-

chanics, including the concept of optimization tent, preempted any career asDrat_ons m
With these tools he, hke neoclassical econo- academm and forced h_mto flee to Pans m 1843.
mists who have followed m his footsteps, took It was then that Marx cemented his lifelong
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friendship with Frtednch Engels. In 1849 Marx to its completion. The labor theory of value,
moved to London, where he contmued to study decreasing rates of profit, and increasing con-
and write, drawing heavily upon works by Da- centratlon of wealth were key components of
vld Rtcardo and Adam Smith. Marx died in Marx's economic thought. His comprehensive
London in 1883 in somewhat impoverished sur- treatment of capttahsm stands in stark contrast,
roundmgs, never having held a job in England however, to his treatment of socialism and com-
and relying on Engels for financial support munlsm, which Marx handled only superfi-

At the request of the Communist League, cially He declined to speculate on how those
Marx and Engels coauthored their most famous two economic systems would operate.
work, "'The Communist Manifesto," published
in 1848. A call to arms for the proletariat-- --Janet Beales (Janet Beales was assistant
"Workers of the world, unite !"--the manifesto editor of this encyclopedm, on a summer fellow-
set down the principles on which communism ship with the Institute for Humane Studies. She
was to evolve Marx held that history was a is a pohcy analyst wlth the Reason Foundation. )
series of class struggles between owners of capi-

tal (capttahsts) and workers (the proletariat). As Selected Works
wealth became more concentrated in the hands

of a few capitalists, he thought, the ranks of an Capztal. vol. 1 1867 Reprint 1976
increasingly dissatisfied proletariat would swell, Contribution to the CrItzque of Pohttcal Economy
leading to bloody revolution and eventually a 1858 Repnnt 1970
classless society -Manifesto of the Commumst Party " 1848 Re-

It has become fashionable to think that Karl printed in Mar._ The Revoluttom of 1848. 1973

Marx was not mainly an economist but mstead "'Wages, Price and Profits " 1865 Reprinted m
had integrated various disclphnes--economlcs. Marx-Engels Selected Work_, vol 2 1969

sociology, political science, history, and so on See al_o MARXISM,SOCIALISM
But Mark Blaug, a noted historian of economic
thought, points out that Marx wrote "'no more
than a dozen pages on the concept of social
class, the theory of the state, and the materialist Meade, James Edward (1907- )--James
conception of history " Marx, writes Blaug, Meade, an Englishman, was corecapient of the
wrote "'literally 10,000 pages on economics Nobel Prize in 1977, along with Bertil Ohlin, for
pure and simple "" their "pathbreaking contribution to the theory

According to Marx capitalism contained the of international trade and international capital
seeds of its own destruction Communism was movements." Much of Meade's work on inter-

the inevitable end to the process of evolution national trade is in the two volumes of his The-
begun with feudalism and passing through capi- oN' of International Economw Policy, which,
tallsm and socialism. Marx wrote extensively writes Mark Blaug, "have become the bible
about the economic causes of this process in of every trade economist." In the book's first
Capital. with volume one published in 1867 and volume, The Balance of Payments, Meade made
the later two volumes, heawly edited by Engels, the point that for each of its policy objectives,
published posthumously in 1885 and 1894. the government reqmres a policy tool. This was

He was a masterful economist and his rigor- a principle developed by Dutch economist Jan
ous analysts of capitalism in Capital is testament Tinbergen. Meade advocated using fiscal policy
to the twenty years of scholarship that led up to achieve full employment and monetary policy
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to achieve the government's target on balance from Wllham Jevons and Leon Walras and

of payments, reached similar conclusions by a different
In the second volume, Trade and Welfare, method Unlike Jevons, Menger did not believe

Meade examined conditions under which free that goods provide "'utils," or units of utility.
trade made a country better off and conditions Rather, he wrote, goods were valuable because
under which it did not Meade concluded that, they served various uses whose importance dlf-
contrary to previous beliefs, if a country was fered For example, the first pails of water are
already protecting one of its markets from inter- used to satisfy the most important uses, and
national competition, further protection of an- successive pails are used for less and less lm-
other market could be "second best " That is, portant purposes

although the ideal would be to eliminate all pro- Menger used this insight to resolve the dia-
tectlon, if for some reason this was not feasible, mond-water paradox that had baffled Adam
then adding a carefully chosen dose of protec- Smith (see MARG1NALISM)He also used it to

tlonlsm could improve the nation's economic refute the labor theory of value Goods acquired
well-being their value, he showed, not because of the

Like Milton Friedman in the United States, amount of labor used in producing them, but
Meade wanted to use economics to help make because of their ablhty to satisfy people's wants
the world a better place, and believed that gov- Indeed, Menger turned the labor theory of value
ernment regulation often harmed an economy on Its head If the value of goods is determined

Unlike Friedman, he believed that government by the importance of the wants they satisfy, then
should take strong measures to promote equality the value of labor and other inputs of production
of income. Said Meade' "I have my heart to the (he called them "goods of a higher order") de-
left and my brain to the right." rived from their ability to produce these goods

Meade also helped prepare the British govern- Mainstream economists still accept thls theory
ment's set of national income accounts during Menger used his "subjective theory of value"
World War II Meade was a professor of corn- to amve at one of the most powerful insights in
merce at the London School of Economics from economics: both sides gain from exchange, or
1947 to 1957 and then moved to Cambridge in modern jargon, exchange is a positive-sum
Umverslty, where he taught until he retired in game People will exchange something that they
1974 value less for something they value more. Be-

cause both trading partners do this, both gain
This insight led him to see that middlemen are

Selected Works highly productive, they faclhtate transactions
A Geometr3,oflnternatzonal Trade 1969 that benefit those they buy from and those they
The Theor3,oflnternanonal Economic Pohcy. Vol sell to Without the middlemen these transac-

1, The Balance of Payments. 1951,Vol 2, Trade tlons either would not have taken place or would
and Welfare, with "'Mathematical Supplements " have been more costly

Menger also came up with an explanation of
how money develops that is still accepted today
If people barter, he pointed out, then they can

Menger, Carl ( 1840-192 l)--Carl Menger has rarely get what they want in one or two transac-
the twin distraction of being the founder of Aus- tlons. If they have lamps and want chairs, for
than economics and a cofounder of the marginal example, they will not necessarily be able to

utility revolution Menger worked separately trade lamps for chairs but must instead make a
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few mtermediate trades. This is a hassle. But Selected Works

people notice that the hassle is much less when
"'On the Ongm of Money '" Economw Journal 2

they trade what they have for some good that is (June 18921 239-55
widely accepted, and then use this good to buy Prmczples of Economtcs 1871 Translated by J
what they want The good that ts widely ac- Dmgwall and B F Hosehtz, with an introduction
cepted eventually becomes money Indeed, the by Fnednch A Hayek 1981
word pecumary derives from the Latin pecus,
meanmg cattle, which in some socteties served
as money Other societies have used cigarettes, Mill, John Stuart (1806-73)--The eldest son
cognac, salt, furs. or stones as money. As econ- of economist James Mill, John Stuart Mill was
omies became more complex and wealthier, educated according to the rigorous expectations
they began to use precious metals (gold, silver, of his Benthamlte father. He was taught Greek
and so on) as money at age three and Latm at age eight. By the time

Menger extended his analysis to other instltu- he reached young adulthood, John Stuart Mill
tlons. He argued that language, for example, was a formidable intellectual, albeit an emotton-
developed for the same reason money devel- ally depressed one After recovering from a
oped--to make interaction between people eas- nervous breakdown, he departed from his Ben-
ler He noted that netther language nor money thamlte teachings to shape his own view of poht-
was developed by government He called such lcal economy He wrote Prlnctples of Pohtlcal
developments "orgamc." Econom 3, which became the leading economics

The Austrian school of economic thought first textbook for forty years after it was written. In
coalesced from Menger's writings and those of it Mill elaborated on the ideas of David Rlcardo
two young disciples, Eugen von Bohm-Bawerk and Adam Smith He helped develop the ideas
and Fnednch von Wleser Later Austrian econo- of economies of scale, opportunity cost, and

mists Ludwig von Mises and Fnednch Hayek, comparative advantage in trade.
used Menger's insights as a starting point, Mlses Mill was a strong believer in freedom, espe-
with his work on money and Hayek with his clally of speech and of thought He defended
idea of "spontaneous order." freedom on two grounds First, he argued, socl-

Carl Menger was born in Galicia. part of ety's utility would be maximized if each person
Austro-Hungary (now southern Poland), to a was free to make his or her own choices (The
prosperous family. He was one of three tal- "her" _s particularly appropriate Mill strongly
ented brothers; Anton was a legal philosopher believed, possibly due to the influence of his
and socialist historian, and Karl was a proml- wife. Harriet Taylor, whom he idolized, that
nent mathematician Carl earned his doctorate women were the equals of men. His book The
In law from the University of Krakow in 1867. Sub)ecnon of Women attacked the contemporary
As a result of publishing his Prmciples of Eco- view of women's inherent inferiority ) Second,
nomws m 1871, he was given a lectureship MIll beheved that freedom was requlred for each
and then a professorship at the University of person's development as a whole person. In his
Vienna. which he held until 1903 In 1876 famous essay On Ltber_, Mdl enunciated the
he took a tutoring post for the Crown Prince pnnclple that "the sole end for which mankind

Rudolf of Austria. In that capacity he traveled are warranted, individually or collectively, in
throughout Germany, France, Switzerland, interfering with the liberty of actton of any of
and England their number, is self-protection." He wrote that
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we should be "without Impediment from our lcs. Miller's contribution was the Modighanl-
fellow-creatures, so long as what we do does Miller theorem, which he developed with
not harm them, even though they should think Franco Modighanl while both were professors
our conduct foolish, perverse, or wrong " at Carnegie Institute of Technology (Modtgll-

Surprisingly, though, Mill was not a consls- anl had earned the prize in 1985 for his life-
tent advocate of laissez-faire His biographer, cycle model of saving and for the Modlghani-
Alan Ryan, conjectures that Mill did not think Miller theorem )

of freedom of contract and property rights as The Modlghanl-Mlller theorem says that un-
being part of freedom. Mill favored inheritance der certain assumptions, the value of a firm is
taxation, trade protectionism, and regulation ol independent of the firm's ratio of debt to equity
employees" hours of work Interestingly, al- (see CORPORATEDEBT) Miller once gave a col-
though Mill favored mandatory education, he orful analogy to try to simplify his and Modlgli-
&d not advocate mandatory schooling Instead, am's insight, which he relates in Fmanctal
he advocated a voucher system for schools and lnnovatlon,s and Market Volatili_.
a state system of exams to ensure that people
had reached a minimum level of learning Think of the firm as a gigantic tub of whole

Although Mill advocated umversal suffrage, milk The farmer can sell the whole milk
he suggested that the better-educated voters be as n is Or he can separate out the cream,
g_ven more votes He emphatically defended and sell it at a considerably higher price
th_s proposal from the charge that it was in- than the whole milk would bring. (Selling
tended to let the mlddle class dominate He ar- cream is the analog of a firm selling debt
gued that it would protect against class securities, which pay a contractual re-
legislation and that anyone who was educated, turn _ But, of course, what the farmer
including poor people, would have more votes would have left would be skim milk, with

Mill spent most of his working life with the low butter-fat content, and that would sell
East lndm Company He joined It at age sixteen for much less than whole milk. (Skim
and worked there for thirty-eight years He had milk corresponds to the levered equity.)
httle effect on policy, but his experience did The Modigham-MiIler proposmon says
affect h_s v_ews on self-government that _f there were no cost of separation

(and. of course, no government dairy
support program), the cream plus the

Selected Works skim milk would bring the same price as

Conslderatton_ on Repre_entatn'e Government the whole milk
1861

On Liberty 1859 Miller is a strong defender of the wew that the
Prmctplea of Pohtteal Et onom3, wtth Some of Thetr futures contracts are, just like other products,

Apph_atton_ to So_tal Phtlosophv, 2 vols 1848, valuable to those who buy them Therefore, he
The Subje¢tton of Women 1869 argues, government regulation of these con-

tracts Is hkely to do more harm than good

Miller, Merton H. (1923- )--In 1990, U S. Miller earned his undergraduate degree at
economists Merton H Miller, Harry Marko- Harvard Universlty ln1944 and went on to work

witz, and William F Sharpe shared the Nobel as a tax expert at the Treasury Department He
Prize for their contribuuons to financml econom- later earned his Ph.D m economics at Johns
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Hopkins Umverslty He taught at Carnegie from government could not make the economic calcu-
1953 to 1961, and m 1961 became a professor latlons required to orgamze a complex economy

at the University of Chicago's Graduate School efficiently Although sociahst economists Oskar
of Busmess. He _s now the Robert R. McCor- Lange and Abba Lerner disagreed with Mises,
mlck Dlstmgmshed Service Professor there. He modern economists agree that Mlses' argument,
became a pubhc governor of the Chicago Mer- combined with Hayek's elaboration of it, is cor-
cantde Exchange m 1990. rect (see SOCIALISM).

M_ses believed that economic truths are de-
rived from self-ewdent axioms and cannot be

Selected Works empirically tested In h_s magnum opus, Human
(W_thFranco Mod_gham ) "Corporate Income Taxes Action, and in other pubhcatlons, Mises laid out

and the Cost of Capital "' American Economt_ Re- these views His wew faded to persuade many
v:ew 53 (June 1963) 433-43 economists outside the Austrian school. Mises

(With Franco Modlgham ) "The Cost of Capital, was also a strong proponent of laissez-faire, he
Corporauon Finance, and the Theory of Invest- advocated that the government not intervene
ment "" American Economl_ Revww 48 (June anywhere m the economy Interestingly, though,1958) 261-97

Fmanclal lnnovatton_ and Market Volattht3' 1991 even Mises made some striking exceptions to this
wew For example, he believed that mihtary con-
scnpuon could be justified in wartime

M_ses was rare. for someone of h_s stature

Mises, Ludwig Edler yon (1881-1973)--Lud- within the economics profession, m not having
wig yon M_ses was one the last members of a paying academic job for much of his profes-
the original Austrian school of economics He s_onal hfe From 1913 to 1934 Mises was an
earned his doctorate in law and economics from unpaid professor at the Umverstty of Vienna
the University of Vienna m 1906 One of his H_s salaried job from 1909 to 1934 was as an
best works. The Theory of Money and Credzt, economist for the V_enna Chamber of Com-
was published in 1912 In that book, which was merce, tn which capacity he served as the
used as a money and banking textbook for the principal economic adwser to the Austrian gov-
next two decades, M_ses extended Austrian ernment To avoid the Nazi influence m his Aus-

margmal utdlty theory to money. Money. than homeland, m 1934 Mlses left for Geneva,
noted M_ses, is demanded for its usefulness in where he was a professor at the Graduate Inst.-
purchasing other goods, rather than for tts tute of International Studies until 1940 In 1940

own sake he emigrated to New York City He was a vls-
In that same book Mises also argued that busl- Itmg professor at New York University from

hess cycles were caused by the uncontrolled 1948 until he retired in 1969. During those years
expansion of bank credit. In 1926 Mlses his salary was paid by a private foundation
founded the Austrian Institute for Business Cy- Not only did Mlses not have a regular tenure-
cle Research. His most influenttal student, who track academic job, but his ideas--on economic
later developed Mlses' business cycle theories, reasoning and on economic pohcy--were out
was Fnedrlch Hayek. of fashion during the Keynesmn revolution that

Another notable contribution by Mlses was took over American economic thinking from the
his claim that soclahsm must fatl economically mldthtrtles to the sixties Possibly both factors
In a 1920 article Mises argued that a socmhst made M_ses bitter from the late forties on, some-
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thing that was not true early in his professional years Because income begins low for young
life. The contrast between hlsearly vlewofhim- adults just starting out, then Increases m the
self as a mainstream member of his profession middle years, and dechnes on retirement, said

and his later view of himself as an outcast shows Modlghanl, young people borrow to spend more
up starkly in The Theorx, oJ Money and Credit than their income, middle-aged people save a
The first section, written m 1912, IS calmly ar- lot. and old people run down their savings
gued: the last section, added in the forties, is The second contribution that helped Modig-
strident hanl win the Nobel Prize was the famous

Mlses had a strong influence on young peo- Modighani-Mlller theorem in corporate finance
pie A resurgent Austrian school in the United (see CORPORATEDEBT) Modlghani, together
States owes itself in no small part to Mlses" with Merton Miller, showed that under certain

persistence assumptions, the value of a firm is independent
of its ratio of debt-to-equity. Although Modigh-

Selected Works anI claims his two articles with Miller were writ-
ten tongue-in-cheek, that is not how Miller, the

"'Economic Calculation in the Socmhst Common- Nobel Prize Committee, or financial economists

wealth ""1920 Reprinted m Collectlvt_tEconorm¢ took their two articles Their insight was a cor-
Plannmg Crttl¢al Studtes on the Posstbthttea of nerstone in the field of corporate finance
Socmh_m, edited by Fnednch Hayek 1935 Modlghanl also wrote one of the articles that

Human At non A Treattse on E¢onomzt3, 3d ed started the rational expectations school of eco-
1966 nomics (see Rn, TIONAL EXPECTATIONS). In a

Ommpotent Government The Rt,se of the Total State
1954 article he and coauthor Emile Grumburg

and Total War 1944 Reprint 1985
The Theory of Money and Credu 19t2 3d Enghsh pointed out that people may anticipate certain

ed 1981 government policies and act accordingly. Mo-
dighanl strenuously objects, though, to how far
the rational expectations school has run with this
basic Insight

Modigliani, Franco (1918- )--Franco Mo- Modlghanl considers himself a Keynesmn. A
dlghanl, an American born m Italy. won the cartoon on his office door m 1982 said. "With
1985 Nobel Prize for two contributions The first your permission, gentlemen, I'd like to offer a

was "'his analysis of the behavior of household kind word on behalf of John Maynard Keynes."
savers '" In the early fifttes Modlglianl. trying Modlgllam left fascist Italy in 1939, because he
to improve on Keynes's consumption function, was both Jewish and antifasclst He earned his
introduced his "life cycle" model of consump- Ph D from the New School of Social Research
tlon The basic idea was common sense, but no in 1944 Modlghanl taught at the New School

less powerful for that reason Most people, he from 1944 to 1949 and was a research consultant
claimed, want to have a fairly stable level of to the Cowles Commission at the University of

consumption If their Income _s low this year, ChJcago from 1949 to 1952. He was a professor
for example, but expected to be high next year, at Carnegie Institute of Technology from 1952
they do not want to live like paupers this year to 1960, at Northwestern University from 1960
and princes next So in high-income years, to 1962. and at MIT from 1962 to the present.
Modlghanl argued, people save They spend He was president of the American Economic
more than their income (dlssave) in low-income Assocmtion in 1976
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Selected Works earning his doctorate, he became a professor at
the University of Vienna in 1935. He was on

(With Merton Mdler ) "Corporate Income Taxes and
leave in the United States m 1938 when the

the Cost of Capital" Amerwan Economw Revww
53 (June 1963) 433-43 Nazis occupied Vienna. He was dismissed from

(With Merton Miller ) "The Cost of Capital, Corpo- the university because he was considered "'poht-
ration Finance, and the Theory of Investment " ically unbearable." So Morgenstern became a
Amertcan Economw Revww 48 (June 1958"1 professor at Princeton University, where he re-
261-97 mained until his retirement in 1970.

"Fluctuanons m the Saving-Income Ratzo. A Prob-
lem in Economic Forecasting.'" In Studws tn In-
come and Wealth, no 11 1949 Selected Works

(With Albert Ando.) "The Life Cycle Hypothesis of On the Accuracy of Economic Observattons, 2d ed
Saving Aggregate Imphcatlons and Tests '" Amer- 1963
wan Economw Revtew 53 (March 1963"155-84

(With John yon Neumann ) Theory of Games and
(With Emile Grumburg ) "'The Predlctabthty of So- Economic Behawor. 3d ed 1953

czal Events '" Journal of Pohtwal Economy 62
(December 1954"1"465-78

(With Richard Brumberg ) "'Unhty Analysis and the
Consumption Function " In Post-Keynesian Eco-
nomws, edited by Kenneth Kunhara 1954

Myrdal, Gunnar ( 1898-1987)--Gunnar
Myrdal, a Swedish economist, made an interna-

tional reputation with his 1944 book, An Amerz-
can Dtlemma. The book was the end product

Morgenstern, Oskar (1902-77)--Oskar Mor- of a study that the Carnegie Corporation had
genstern is best known for his book, coauthored commissioned about what was then called the

with physicist John von Neumann, tttled Theor 3' "Negro question " An Amertcan Dilemma is
of Games and Economw Behavtor (see NEU- thought of as a classic in sociology Indeed,
MANN). Myrdal's damning critique of the "separate but

Morgenstern was also known for his skepta- equal '_ doctrine played a large role in the Su-
clsm about economic measurement In a 1950 preme Court's 1954 ruling on Brown v. Board
book, On the Accuracy of Economw Observa- of Education of Topeka, which outlawed racial
t_ons, Morgenstern challenged the easy use of segregation in pubhc schools. The book also
data on national income to reach conclusions contains solid economic reasoning Myrdal, an
about the state of the economy and about appro- egalitarian sympathetic to socmhsm, showed
pnate policies. He cited Kuznets's finding that that Franklin Roosevelt's economic pohcIes had
the measurement of national income was subject badly hurt blacks. Myrdal singled out two New

to a 10 percent margm of error Morgenstern Deal pohc_es in particular" restrictions on
pointed out that economic policy advisers often agricultural output and the minimum wage
proposed policies based on shifts in national Myrdal opened a chapter titled "New Blows
income of 1 percent or less. Morgenstern rea- to Southern Agriculture during the Thirties:
soned that one cannot reach any conclusions Trends and Policies'" with the following.
based on small shifts that are well within the

margin of error. Of all the calamities that have struck the

Morgenstern was born in Germany After rural Negro people m the South in recent
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decades--soil erosion, the infiltration of mainly been their wilhngness to accept low
white tenants into plantation areas, the rav- labor standards which has been their pro-
ages of the boll weevd, the southwestern tectlon When government steps in to regu-
shift In cotton cultivation--none has had late labor conditions and to enforce

such grave consequences, or threatens to minimum standards, It takes away nearly
have such lasting effect, as the combination all that is left of the old labor monopoly in
of world agricultural trends and federal the "Negro jobs "
agricultural policies mmated during the As low wages and sub-standard labor
thirties, conditions are most prevalent in the South,

this danger is mainly restricted to Negro
In an attempt to stabilize farm income, wrote labor in that region. When the jobs are

Myrdal, the government restricted the produc- made better, the employer becomes less
tlon of cotton, putting hundreds of thousands of eager to hire Negroes, and white workers
mostly black sharecroppers out of work Myrdal become more eager to take the jobs from
wrote "'It seems, therefore, that the agrtcul- the Negroes.
tural policies, and partwularly the Agrwultural

Adjustment program (A A.A ). whtch was mstt- Myrdal's analysis predated George Stigler's
tuted m May. 1933, was the factor dtrectly re- classic 1946 article that showed the harmful
sponszblefor the drastw curtadment m number effects caused by the mlmmum wage law. It
of Negro and white sharecroppers and Negro supports the view that there truly is consensus
cash and share tenants." (Italics m original ) among economists of various political persua-

Myrdal also showed how minimum wage leg- slons when ideological loyalties are laid aside
lslation, ostensibly to improve working condl- and clear economic analysis is allowed to
tions, actually worsened blacks' economic prevail
standing. Myrdal wrote Myrdal's other major classic was Asian

Drama An lnqui_ mto the Poverty of Nations.
Dunng the 'thirties the danger of being a Its major message was that the only way to bnng
marginal worker became increased by so- about rapid development in Southeast Asia was
clal legislation intended to improve condl- to control population, have a wider distribution
tlons on the labor market The dilemma, as of agricultural land, and invest in health care

viewed from the Negro angle is this: on the and education.
one hand. Negroes constitute a dlspropor- In 1974 Myrdal, together with Friednch

tlonately large number of the workers m Hayek, was awarded the Nobel Prize m eco-
the nation who work under imperfect safety nomlcs "for their ploneenng work in the theory
rules, in unclean and unhealthy shops, for of money and economic fluctuations and for their

long hours, and for sweatshop wages; on penetrating analysis of the interdependence ofeco-
the other hand, It has largely been the avail- nomic, social, and msututional phenomena."

ability of such jobs which has given Besides being an economist and a sociologist,
Negroes any employment at all As ex- Myrdal was also a politician. He was twice

ploltatlveworkmgcondmonsaregradually elected to Sweden's Parliament as senator
being abohshed, this, of course, must ben- (1934-36, 1942-46), was minister for trade and
efit Negro workers most, as they have been commerce (1945-47), and served as the execu-
exploited most--but only if they are al- tlve secretary for the United Nations Economic
lowed to keep their employment But It has Commission for Europe (1947-57).
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Selected Works pear to be choosing among alternauves w_th

An Amertcan Dzlemma The Negro Problem and probabdlstlc outcomes to maximize the ex-
Modern Democracy 1944 Reprint 1964 pected amount of some measure of value termed

Asian Drama An lnqulry into the Pover_, of Nations "utlhty ""This made clearer Kmght's concept
1968 of nsk The defimt_on of utd_ty that they created

led to the first coherent theory suggesting how
we should make decisions when we know only

the probabilities of some events.
Neumann, John von (1903-57)--"There are The theory of games had been studied before,
two kinds of people in the world: Johnny yon but after von Neumann and Morgenstern it re-
Neumann and the rest of us "" This quote _s cewed far more attention Partly because of the
attributed to Eugene Wigner, a physicist who enormous interest generated by their book,
won the Nobel Prize John von Neumann, whom game theory has since been applied to econom-
people called Johnny, was a bnlhant mathematl- lcs, law, pohtlcal science, and sociology
clan and physicist who also made three funda- Von Neumann was born m Hungary and pub-
mental contributions to economics, hshed his first mathematical paper at age

First, a 1928 paper by von Neumann, written eighteen, He earned a degree in chemical engl-
in German, established him as the father of neermg in Zurich and a doctorate in mathematics
game theory. Second was a 1937 paper, trans- from the University of Budapest in 1926 In
lated in 1945, that laid out a mathematical model 1933 he joined the Institute for Advanced Study
of an expanding economy. This paper raised the at Pnnceton He was the youngest permanent
level of mathematical sophistication m econom- professor of that restitution and a colleague of
lCSconsiderably Third was a book coauthored Albert Einstein In 1943 yon Neumann was a
w_th h_s Pnnceton colleague economist Oskar consultant to the Manhattan Project at Los
Morgenstern, titled Theory of Games and Eco- Alamos, New Mexico, in which the first atomic
nomw Behavior Morgenstern had convinced bomb was budt His work on the bomb later

von Neumann that game theory applied to led to a pres_dentml appointment to the Atomic
economics. Energy Commission in 1955 Von Neumann

In their book, von Neumann and Morgenstern also helped develop the first electronic com-
asserted that any economic situatton could also puter, the ENIAC. at the Umverslty of Penn-
be defined as the outcome of a game between sylvama
two or more players But the semlcompetltwe/
semlcooperatwe nature of most economic situa-

Selected Works
tions, in which the value of the outputs is greater

than the value of the inputs, increased the corn- "A Model of General Equdlbrmm." Rewew of Eco-
plextty, and consequently, the two were unable nomtc Studws 13 (1945-46). 1-9

to offer solutzons "'Nash equilibrium" solu- (Wnh Oskar Morgenstern ) Theory of Games and
tions have since been found, addressing the E¢onomlc Behavtor, 3d ed. 1953
skepticism that some economists had about the
apphcabdlty of game theory to economics

In addmon to game theory, their book gave Ohlin, Bertil Gotthard (1899-1979)--Swed-

birth to modern utdlty theory. Together, von lsh economist Bertll Ohhn was coreclplent of
Neumann and Morgenstern revived and mathe- the Nobel Prize in 1977, along with James
matlcally structured the idea that individuals ap- Meade, for his "pathbreaklng contnbuuon to
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the theory of international trade and lnterna- "'Transfer Difficulties. Real and Imagined " Eco-
tIonal capital movements " In 1933 Ohhn pub- nomw Journal 37 (March 1929) Repnnted m
hshed lnterregtonal and International Trade, Readings m the Theory of lnternanonal Trade,
the book that won him his Nobel Prize. With a edited by H S Elhs and L Metzler 1949
1919 article by his former teacher Eli Heckscher
as his starting point, Ohhn showed that both

interreglonal and International trade occur be- Okun, Arthur M. (1928-80)--Arthur Okun is
cause goods can move more easily than the la- known mainly for Okun's Law, which describes
bor_ capital, and land that produce them a linear relation between percentage changes m
Therefore, showed Ohhn, a country with a rela- unemployment and percent changes in gross na-
tively abundant factor of production should ex- tlonal product It states that for every percentage
port goods that intensively use that abundant point that the unemployment rate falls, real GNP
factor, and import those that Intensively use the rises by 3 percent Okun's Law was based on
factor that is relatively scarce. Much later, econ- data from World War II to 1960 He cautioned

omists showed that this was true only for a world that the law was good only within the range of
with just two goods (see LEONTIEF). unemployment rates--3 to 7 5 percent--expe-

In publications beginning m 1927 and ending nenced In that time period
m 1934, Ohhn also laid out theoretical reasoning Like many economic laws, Okun's is an ob-
and policy conclusions very similar to those m servatlon of an empirical (real-world) regularity
Keynes's 1936 classic, The General Theory. of that is not based on any strong economic reason-
Employment, Interest and Money Unfortu- mg Nevertheless, it has held up well, within
nately, Ohhn's contributions were published in the appropriate range of unemployment rates,
Swedish and never translated. Therefore, when since Okun discovered it. Yale's James Tobm,

he tried, m a 1937 article in a British journal, who was Okun's colleague both at Yale and
to get credit for these ideas, the Keyneslans on President Kennedy's Council of Economic

did not beheve him Much later, though, his Advisers (CEA), has called Okun's Law "one
ongmahty in this area was recognized, of the most rehable empirical regularities of

Ohhn earned his Ph.D at Stockholm Univer- macroeconomics."

slty In 1924. He taught at the Umverslty of Okun discovered the law whde he was a se-
Copenhagen from 1925 to 1930 and at the mor economist with Kennedy's CEA. The CEA
Stockholm School of Business Administration wanted to convince Kennedy that the economy-
from 1930 to 1965. Ohhn was also a member wide gains of lowering unemployment from 7

of the Swedish parliament from 1938 to 1970 to 4 percent were greater than previously lmag-
and the leader of the Ltheral Party from 1944 to reed Okun" s Law was a major part of the empir-
1967 lcal justification for Kennedy's tax cuts At the

end of President Johnson's admminstration,
Okun was chairman of the CEA

Selected Works Okun beheved that wealth transfers by taxa-
tion from the relatively rich to the relatively

Interreglonal and International Trade 1933
"Some Notes on the Stockholm Theory of Saving poor are an appropriate pohcy for government.

and Investment," 2 parts Economw Journal 47 But he recognized the loss of efficiency inherent
(March 1937) 53-69, (June 1937). 221-40 Re- m the redistribution process. In Equality and
printed in Readings tn Business Cycle Theory, ed- Efficiency The Big Tradeoff Okun introduced
lted by G Haberler 1951 the metaphor of the leaky bucket, which has
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become famous among economists. He wrote" a linear relationship between each income level
"The money must be carried from the rich to the and the number of people who received more

poor in a leaky bucket Some of it will simply than that income Pareto found similar results
disappear in transit, so the poor will not receive for Prussia, Saxony, Paris, and some Italian
all the money that is taken from the rich." cities Although Pareto thought his law should

Okun attributed the losses to administrative be "provisionally accepted as universal," he

costs of taxing and transfemng, and to incentive thought that exceptions were possible, and as it
effects The poor who are receiving welfare or turns out, many exceptions have been found.
other transfer payments have less incentive to Pareto is also known for showing that the
work because their transfer payments are re- assumpuon that the utility of goods can actually
duced as they make more money The rich have be measured was not necessary for deriving any
less incentive to work because high marginal tax of the standard results in consumer theory He
rates take a large fraction of their additional showed that by simply being able to rank bun-
income (top tax rates were between 50 and 70 dles of goods, consumers would act as econo-
percent at the time he was writing) The rela- mists had said they would
tively rich also have more of an incentive to In his later years Pareto shifted from econom-
spend on tax-deductible items and on tax shel- ics to sociology This reflected his own change
ters as a way of avoiding taxes. "High tax in beliefs about how humans act He came to
rates," wrote Okun, "are followed by attempts beheve that men act nonlogically, "'but they

of ingenious men to beat them as surely as make believe they are acting logically "'
snow is followed by little boys on sleds '" For Born in Paris to Italian exiles, Pareto moved
these Insights, Okun can be considered one to Italy to complete his education in mathemat-
of the original supply-sIders (see SUPPLY-SIDE lCS and literature After graduating from the
ECONOMICS). Polytechnic Institute m Tunn in 1869, he ap-

phed his prodigious mathematical ablhtles as an
engineer for the railroads. Throughout his hfe

Selected Works Pareto was an active critic of the Italian govern-

EconomtcsforPohcvmakmg Selected Essays of Ar- ment's economic pohcies He published pam-
thur M Okun, edited by Joseph A Pechman phlets and articles denouncing protectlomsm
1983 and militarism, which he wewed as being the

Equah__"and Effwzencv The Btg Tradeoff 1975 two greatest enemies of liberty. Although he

The Pohttcal Economy of Prospertty 1970 was keenly informed on economic policy and
frequently debated it, Pareto did not study eco-
nomics seriously until he was forty-two In 1893
he succeeded his mentor, Walras, as chair of

Pareto, Vilfredo (1848-1923)--Pareto is best economics at the Umversity of Lausanne. His
known for two concepts that are named after pnnclpal pubhcatlons are Cours d'_conornte
him The first and most familiar is the concept pohttque I1896-97), Pareto's first book, which

of Pareto optimality. A Pareto-optlmal alloca- he wrote at age forty-nine, and Manual oJ Pohtt-
tlon of resources is achieved when it ISnot poSSl- _al Econornv(1906).
ble to make anyone better off without making A self-described pacifist who disdained hon-
someone else worse off. The second is Pareto's ors, Pareto was nominated m 1923 to a Senate

law of income distribution. This law, which Par- seat m Mussolini's fledgling government but re-
eto derived from British data on income, showed fused to become a ratified member. He died that
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year and was buried without fanfare m a small ORY), that governments fall just as markets do
cemetery in Cehgny. Nevertheless, most economists still advocate P1-

govlan taxes on pollution as a much more effi-

Selected Works clent way of dealing with pollution than
government-imposed standards

"'The New Theones of Economics " Journal of Po- Plgou studied economics at Cambridge and
htwal E_onomy 5 485-502 lectured at Cambridge until World War II. In

1908 he was appointed to Marshall's chair in
economics at the age of thirty Pigou taught
straight Marshalhan economics, often insisting

Pigou, Arthur Cecil (1877-1959)--Arthur C to his students that "it's all m Marshall '" P]gou
Plgou, a British economist, is best known for was throughout his life an avid free trader
his work in welfare economics In his book The

Econorntc_ of Welfare Plgou developed Alfred Selected Works
Marshall's concept of externalities (see PUBLIC
GOODSAND EXTERNALITIES), costs Imposed or The Economics of Welfare. 4th ed 1932
benefits conferred on others that are not taken Keynes's General Theory A Retrospective View

Into account by the person taking the action He 1950

argued that the existence of externalities was The Pohttcal Economy of War 192t
The Theora' o] Unemployment 1933

sufficient justification for government interven-
tion. The reason was that if someone was creat- Unemployment 1914

Wealth and Welfare 1912
mg a negatwe externahty, such as pollution, he
would engage in too much of the activity that
generated the externality Someone creating a
posmve externality, say, by educating himself
and making himself more interesting to other Quesnay, Fran_zois (1694-1774)--Franqois
people, would not invest enough in education Quesnay was the leading figure of the Physlo-
because he would not perceive the value to crats, generally considered to be the first school

himself as being as great as the value to so- of economic thinking The name "Physlocrat"
clety derives from the Greek words phfsts, meaning

To discourage the activity that caused the neg- nature, and kratos, meaning power. The Physlo-
atlve externality, Plgou advocated a tax on the crats beheved that an economy's power derived
activity. To encourage the activity that created from _ts agricultural sector. They wanted the

the positive externality, he advocated a subsidy government of Louis XV, who ruled France
These are now called Plgovlan taxes and sub- from 1715 to 1774, to deregulate and reduce
sidles, taxes on French agriculture so that poor France

Plgou's analysis was accepted until 1960, could emulate wealthier Bntam, which had a
when Ronald Coase (see COASE) showed that relatively laissez-faire policy. Indeed, Quesnay
taxes and subsidies were not necessary if the was the person who coined the term "'laissez-

people affected by the externality and the people fatre, laissez-passer."
creating it could easily get together and bargain. Quesnay himself did not publish until the age
Adding to the skepticism about Plgou's conclu- of sixty His first work appeared only as ency-
slons is the new view, introduced by public clopedm articles in 1756 and 1757.
choice economists (see PUBLIC CHOICE THE- In Tableau dconomtque, he detailed his fa-
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mous zigzag diagram, a circular flow diagram of free trade and the preeminence of the agricul-
of the economy that showed who produced what tural sector.

and who spent what. This table was Quesnay's That Quesnay had such a seminal influence
way of trying to understand and explain the on economics is all the more surprising in hght
causes of growth. Tableau defined three classes: of the fact that he served under Lores XV m
landowners, farmers, and others, called "ster- Versailles, not as an economist, but as a medical

de" classes, who consumed everything they doctor.
produced and left no surplus for the next period.

Quesnay believed that only the agricultural sec- Selected Works
tor could produce a surplus that could then be
used to produce more the next year and, there- Tableau _conomtque, 3d ed 1759 Repnnt. edited
fore. help growth. Industry and manufacturing, by M Kuczynskl and R Meek 1972
thought Quesnay. were sterile. Interestingly,
though, he did not reach this conclusion by con- See also MERCANTILISM
sultmg his table Instead, Quesnay constructed
the table to fit his belief. Indeed, he had to
make his table inconsistent in order to fit h_s

assumption that industry provided no surplus Ricardo, David (1772-1823)--David Ricardo
Although Quesnay was wrong about the ste- was one of those rare people who achmved tre-

nhty of the manufactunng sector, he was right mendous success and lasting fame. After his
m ascribing France's poverty to mercantilism, family &smhented him for marrying outside his
which he called Colbertlsme (after Louis XV's Jewish faith, Rlcardo made a fortune as a stock-

finance minister, ColbertL The French govern- broker and a loan broker. When he died, his
ment had protected French manufacturers from estate was worth over $100 mdhon m today's
foreign competition, thus raising thecost ofma- dollars. At age twenty-seven, after reading
chinery for farmers, and had also sold to wealthy Adam Smith's The Wealth of Nations, Rtcardo
c_t_zens the power to tax farmers These citizens got excited about economics. He wrote h_s first
had then used th_s power to the hmlt economics article at age thirty-seven and then

Quesnay advocated reforming these laws by spent only fourteen years--his last ones--as a
consofidatmg and reducing taxes, getting nd of professional economist.

tolls and other regulations that prevented trade Rlcardo first gamed notice among economists
within France. and generally freeing the econ- over the "bulhon controversy." In 1809 he
omy from the government's stffhng controls wrote that England's inflation was the result of
These reforms were much more sensible than the Bank of England's propensity to issue excess
his theorizing about the stenlity of industry. As bank notes In short, Ricardo was an early be-
Mark Blaug writes, "It was only the effort to hever in the quantity theory of money, or what
provide these reforms w_th a watertight theoret_- _s known today as monetansm.
cal argument that produced some of the forced In his Essay on the Influence of a Low Prtce
reasoning and shghtly absurd conclusions that of Corn on the Proftts of Stock (1815), Rlcardo
invited nd_cule even from contemporaries." articulated what came to be known as the law

Moreover, Quesnay's work paved the way for of dimmishmg returns. One of the most famous
classical economics and, m particular, for Adam laws of economics, _t holds that as more and

Smith, who latched on to Physlocrat_c notions more resources are combmed m production with
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a fixed resource--for example, as more labor wme, which wdl trade for two loaves of bread.
and machinery are used on a fixed amount of Result: trade nets Poorland one additional loaf

land--the ad&tlons to output wall &mlnish. of bread. Nor does Poorland's gain come at
Rlcardo also opposed the protectionist Corn Rlchland's expense. Rlchland gains also, orelse

Laws, which restricted imports of wheat In ar- It would not have traded By shifting three hours
gumg for free trade, Rlcardo formulated the Idea out of producing wine, Rlchland cuts wine pro-
of comparative costs, today called comparatwe ductlon by one bottle but mcreases bread pro-
advantage. Comparative advantage--a very ductlon by three loaves It trades two of these
subtle ]dea--lS the mare basis for most econo- loaves for Poorland's two bottles of wme. Rich-

mists' behef in free trade today The idea is this. land has one more bottle of wine than It had
a country that trades for products that _t can get before, and an extra loaf of bread.
at lower cost from another country IS better off These gains come, Rlcardo observed, be-
than If it had made the products at home cause each country speclahzes in producmg the

Say, for example, that Poorland can produce good for which its comparatwe cost is lower.
one bottle of wine with five hours of labor and Writing a century before Paul Samuelson and
one loaf of bread with ten hours Rlchland's other modem economists popularized the use
workers, on the other hand, are more produc- of equations, R_cardo is still esteemed for his
twe They produce a bottle of wine with three uncanny abd_ty to arrive at complex conclusions
hours of labor and a loaf of bread with one hour without any of the mathematical tools now
One might think at first that because Rlehtand deemed essential As economist Dawd Fried-
requires fewer labor hours to produce either man put it in his 1990 textbook, Prwe Theory,

good, it has nothmg to gain from trade. "The modem economist reading Ricardo's
Thmk again Poorland's cost of producmg Prmclples feels rather as a member of one of

wine, although higher than Rlchland's m terms the Mount Everest expedmons would feel if,
of hours of labor, is lower m terms of bread, arnvmg at the top of the mountain, he encoun-

For every bottle produced, Poorland gives up tered a hiker clad m T-shirt and tenms shoes."
half of a loaf. whde Rlchland has to give up One of Rlcardo's chief contributions, arrived
three loaves to make a bottle of wme Therefore, at w_thout mathematical tools, _s his theory of

Poorland has a comparatwe advantage m pro- rents Borrowing from Malthus, with whom Rl-
ducmg wine Slmdarly, for every loaf of bread cardo was closely, but often diametrically, asso-
it produces, Poorland gives up two bottles of crated, R]cardo explamed that as more land was
wine, but Rlchland gwes up only a third of a cultwated, farmers would have to start using
bottle Therefore, Richland has a comparative less productwe land But because a bushel of

advantage m producing bread, corn from less productive land sells for the same
If they exchange wine and bread one-for-one, price as a bushel from highly productwe land,

Poorland can specmhze m producing wine and tenant farmers would be wdling to pay more
trading some of it to Richland, and Rlchland can to rent the highly productive land Result- the
spectahze m producing bread Both Rlchland landowners, not the tenant farmers, are the ones
and Poorland wdl be better off than ff they who gain from productive land. This finding

hadn't traded By shifting, say. ten hours of has withstood the test of time Economists use
labor out of producmg bread, Poorland gwes up Rlcardian reasoning today to explain why ag-
the one loaf that thxs labor could have produced, r]cultural price supports do not help farmers per

But the reallocated labor produces two bottles of se but do make owners of farmland wealthier.
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Economists use similar reasoning to explain than what ought to be. Economists still widely
why the beneficiaries of laws that restrict the share Robbms' belief. Robbins' third major
number of taxicabs are not cab drivers per se thought was that economics is a system of logz-
but rather those who owned the limited number cal deduction from first pnnclples. He was skep-
oftaxl medalhons (licenses) when the restriction tlcal about the feasibility and usefulness of
was first imposed, empirical verification. In this view he resembled

the Austrians, not surprising since he was a col-
league of the famous Austrian economist Fried-

Selected Works rich Hayek, whom he had brought from Vienna
The Works and Correspondence of Davtd Rwardo, in 1928

e&ted by Plero Sraffa, with the collaboration of In 1930, when Keynesianlsm was starting to
M H Dobb, 11 vols 1951-73 take over in Britain, Robbins was the only mem-

ber of the five-man Economic Advisory Council
to oppose Import restrictions and public works
expenditures as a means of alleviating the depres-
sion Instead, Robbins sided with the Austrian

Robbins, Lionel ( 1898-1984)--Although rec- view that the depression was caused by undersav-
ognized equally for his contnbutlons to eco- mg (1 e, too much consumption), and he built
nomic policy, methodology, and the history of upon this concept in The Great Depresszon, which
ideas, Lionel Robbms made his name as a theo- exemplified his anti-Keynesian views Although
nst In the twenties he attacked Alfred Mar- he remained an opponent of Keyneslanlsm for the
shall's concept of the "'representative firm," remmnder of that decade, Robbms" views under-
arguing that the concept did not help one under- went a profound change after World War I1 In
stand the equilibrium of the firm or of an indus- The Economic Problem tn Peace and War Rob-
try He also did some of the earliest work on bins advocated Keynes's policies of full employ-

labor supply, showing that an increase in the ment through control of aggregate demand.
wage rate had an ambiguous effect on the The London School of Economics was home
amount of labor supplied to Robbins for almost his entire adult life. He

Robbins' most famous book was An Essay on completed his undergraduate education there in
the Nature and Stgmficance of Economw Sci- 1923, taught as a professor from 1929 to 1961,
ence, one of the best-written prose pieces in and continued to be associated with the school

economics That book contains three main on a part-time basis until 1980. During World
thoughts. First is Robbins' famous all-encom- War II he served briefly as an economist for the
passing definition of economics that is still used British government. Although Robbins was an
to define the subject today: "Economics is the advocate of laissez-faire, he made numerous ad
science which studies human behavior as a rela- hoc exceptions His most famous was his view,

tlonshlp between given ends and scarce means known as the Robbms Pnnciple, that the govern-
which have alternative uses." Second is the ment should subsidize any qualified applicant
bright line Robbins drew between positive and for higher education who would not otherwise
normative issues. Positive issues are questions have the current income or savings to pay for it
about what is, normative issues are about what His view was adopted in the sixties and led to
ought to be. Robbms argued that the economist an expansion of higher education in Bntain in
qua economist should be studying what is rather the sixties and seventies
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Selected Works In her first book and with some early articles,
Robinson showed a distinctive writing style.

Autobtography of an Economtst 1971 She was clear and analytic and managed to put
The Economw Basis of Class Conflwt 1939
The Economtc Causes of War 1939 complex mathematical concepts into words.
The Economw Problem in Peace and War 1947 Later in the thirties Robinson became part

An Essay on the Nature and Stgmficance of Economw of the ' 'Cambridge Circus," a group of young
Science 1932 economists that included later Nobel Prize-win-

The Great Depresston. 1934 ner James Meade, Roy Harrod; Richard Kahn,
her husband, Austin Robinson; and Plero Sraffa
These economists met regularly to discuss their
work and especially to discuss Keynes's famous

Robinson, Joan Violet (1903-83j--British 1936 book The General Theory. both before and
economist Joan Robinson was arguably the only after it was pubhshed Much of Robinson's own
woman born before 1940 who can be considered published work at the time, especially her Intro-

a great economist. She was in the same league ductton to the Theorj' of Employment, clarified
as others who won the Nobel Prize: Indeed, ideas that Keynes had not made clear Robinson

many economists expected her to win the prize was the first to define macroeconomics, which
in 1975. Business Week was so sure of it that it became a separate field of inquiry only with

published a long article on her before that year's Keynes's book, as the "theory of output as a
prize was announced However, she never won whole '"
the prize Was the Swedish Royal Academy bl- In 1954 Robinson's article "The Production
ased against giving the prize to Robinson? Many Function and the Theory of Capital" started
economists believe it was, but not because Rob- what came to be called the Cambridge contro-
mson was a woman. Rather, her political views versy Robinson attacked the idea that capital

became more left-wing as she aged, to the point can be measured and aggregated This became
where she admired Mao Tse-tung's China and the Cambridge, England, position. Across the

Klm I1 Sung's North Korea These extreme Atlantic, Paul Samuelson and Robert Solow de-
views, although they should not have affected fended the by-then traditional neoclassical view
her chances of getting an award for her lntellec- that capital could be aggregated Robinson won
tual contributions, probably did. the battle As historian Mark Blaug put it, Sam-

Robinson's first major book was The Eco- uelson made a "'declaration of unconditional

nomws of Imperfect Competaton. In it she laid surrender " Yet most economists still think that
out a model of competition between finns, each aggregating capital is useful and continue to do
of which had some monopoly power Along it anyway.
with Amencan economlstEdwardH. Chamber- Whether or not Robinson's gender pre-

hn, whose Theory ofMonopohstw Competttton vented her from winning the Nobel Prize, it

had appeared only a few months earlier, Rob- seems to have slowed her advance in acade-
lnson began what is known as the monopolistic mla. She taught at Cambridge University from
competition revolutton Many economists be- 1928 until retiring in 1971, but in spite of a
here that most industries are neither perfectly very productive career, she did not become a

competitive nor complete monopolies Rob- full professor until 1965. Perhaps not comci-
lnson's and Chamberlin's books are what led dentally, this was the year her husband retired
them to that belief, from Cambridge.
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Selected Works Samuelson was one of the last generalists to
be incredibly productive m a number of fields

Ttle A_cumulatton of Capital 1956 m economics He has contributed fundamentalThe Cultural Revolution tn China 1970

Economw Heresws Some Old-fash_oned Questions insights m consumer theory and welfare eco-
in Economic Theom" 1971 nomics, international trade, finance theory, cap-

Economzt Phdosophy 1962 ltal theory, dynamics and general equihbrium,
The Economtc_ of Imperfect Competition, 2d ed and macroeconomlcs

1969 Swedish economist Bertd Ohhn had argued
An Essay on Marxian Economws 1942 that international trade would tend to equalize
Introduction to the TheoD' of Employment 1937 the prices of factors of production. Trade be-

tween India and the United States, for example,
would narrow wage-rate differentials between

Samueison, Paul Anthony (1915- )--More the two countries Samuelson, using mathematl-
than any other economist, Paul Samuelson cal tools, showed the conditions under which
raised the level of mathematical analysis in the the differentials would be driven to zero The

profession Until the late thirties, when Sam- theorem he proved is called the Factor Price
uelson started his stunning and steady stream of Equahzation Theorem.
articles, economics was typically understood in In finance theory, which he took up at age
terms of verbal explanations and diagrammatic fifty, Samuelson d_d some of the mmal work
models He wrote his first pubhshed article, that showed that properly anticipated futures
"'A Note on the Measurement of Utihty,'" as a prices should fluctuate randomly, Samuelson
twenty-one-year-old doctoral student at Har- also did path-breaking work in capital theory,
vard In a 1938 article Samuelson introduced but his contributions are too complex to describe
the concept of "'revealed preference ""His goal m just a few sentences

was to be able to tell by observing a consumer's Economists had long beheved that there were
choices whether he or she was better off after a goods that would be hard for the private sector
change m prices Samuelson showed the clr- to provide because of the difficulty of charging
cumstances under which one could tell The those who benefit from them National defense

consumer revealed by choices what his or her _s one of the best examples of such a good.
preferences were--hence the term "revealed Samuelson, in a 1954 article, was the first to

preferences "" attempt a rigorous definition of a public good.
Samuelson's magnum opus, which did more In macroeconomlcs Samuelson demonstrated

than any other single book to spread the mathe- how combining the accelerator theory of mvest-
matlcal revolution in economics, was Founda- ment w_th the Keynesian income determination

tlons of Econorntc Analysts, based on his model explains the cychcal nature of business
Harvard Ph D dissertation In this book he cycles He also introduced the concept of the
showed how v_rtually all economic behavior neoclassical synthesls--a synthesis of the old
could be understood as maximizing or mlmmlz- neoclassical microeconomlcs and the new (m

lng subject to a constraint. Hicks had done the fifties) Keynesian macroeconomlcs. Ac-

something similar in his 1939 book, Value and cording to Samuelson government mtervention
Capital. But while Hicks relegated the math to via fiscal and monetary pohcy is reqmred to
appendzces. "Samuelson," writes former Sam- achieve full employment, but then at full em-
uelson student Stanley Fischer, "flaunts his m ployment the market works well, except at pro-
the text," riding public goods and handhng problems of
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extemahties James Tobm has called the neo- umn In Newsweek from 1966 to 1981 But un-

classical synthesis one of Samuelson's greatest like Friedman, he did not and does not have a
contributions to economics, passionate behef in free markets or, for that

In Linear Programming and EconomzcAnal- matter, in government intervention in markets.
vszs Samuelson and coauthors Robert Dorfman His pleasure seemed to come from providing
and Robert Solow applied optimization tech- new proofs, demonstrating techmcal finesse,
niques to price theory and growth theory, and turning a clever phrase.
thereby integrating these previously segregated Samuelson himself once said "Once 1asked

fields my friend the statistician Harold Freeman, "Har-
Samuelson has been a prohfic wrater, averag- old, if the Devil came to you with the bargain

mg almost one technical paper a month for over that, In exchange for your immortal soul, he'd
fifty years Some 338 of his articles are con- give you a bnlhant theorem, would you do it?'
tamed in the five-volume Collected Scwnttfic _No," he replied, "but I would for an inequality '
Papers (1966-1986) He also has revised his I like that answer."
immensely popular textbook, Economws,
nearly ever)' three years since 1948. This text-
book. the best-selling one in the fifties, IS trans- Selected Works
lated into many languages Samuelson once E_onorntcs 1948
sa_d, "Let those who will write the nation's

FoundaHons of E_onomtc Analvst3, 2d ed 1982
laws ff I can write _ts textbooks '" "'Interactions between the Multlpher Analysis and

In 1970 Paul Samuelson became the first the PrlnclpleofAccelerat]on ""RevzewofEconom-
American to recewe the Nobel Prize in econom- u,_ and Stattsttcs (May 1939) 75-78
ICS. He won it "'for the scientific work through -International Trade and the Equahzat_on of Factor
which he has developed static and dynamic eco- Prices '" Economt_ Journal 58 Oune 1948)
nomlc theory and actively contributed to raising 163-84

the level of analysis m economic science " (With Robert Dorfman and Robert Solow ) Lmear
Samuelson began teaching at the Massachusetts Programming and Economic Actzvtt3' 1958

Institute of Technology in 1940 at the age of twen- "'A Note on the Pure Theory of Consumers" Behav-

ty-stx, becoming a full professor six years later _or "' E_onomtca NS 5 (February 1938) 61-71-The Pure Theory of Pubhc Expenditure '" Review
He has remained there since In addition to being _ffEconomics and Statistics (November 1954)
honored with the Nobel Prize, Samuelson also 387-89
earned the John Bates Clark Award In 1947-

awarded for the most outstanding work by an

economist under age forty. He was president of
the Amencan Economic Association m 1961.

Samuelson was born m Gary, Indiana. At age Say, Jean-Baptiste ( 1767-1832)--French econ-
sixteen he enrolled at the University of Chicago, omlst J B Say _s most commonly identified
where he studied under Frank Knight, Jacob with Say's Law, which states that supply creates

Vmer, and other greats, and alongside fellow its own demand. Over the years Say's Law has
budding economists Milton Friedman and been embroiled in two kinds of controversy The
George Sttgler, who were then graduate stu- first _sover its authorship, the second over what
dents. Samuelson went on to do his graduate it means, and given each meaning, whether tt is

work at Harvard Umverstty. true
Samuelson, hke Friedman, had a regular col- On the first controversy, it is clear that Say
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did invent something like Say's Law But the Selected Works
first person actually to use the words "'supply

Trattd d'dconomw pohttque, vol. 1 1803
creates its own demand" appears to have been
James Mill, the father of John Stuart Mill

Say's Law has various interpretations. The
long-run version is that there cannot be overpro-
duction of goods in general for a very long time Schultz, Theodore William ( 1902- )--In
because those who produce the goods, by their 1979 Theodore Schultz was awarded the Nobel

act of producmg, produce the purchasing power Prize along with W Arthur Lewis for their
to buy other goods Say wrote. "'How could it "'ploneenng research into economic develop-
be possible that there should now be bought ment with particular consideration of the
and sold in France five or six times as many problems of developing countnes.'" Schultz's
commodities as in the miserable reign of Charles focus was on agnculture, a natural interest for
VI_'" With this statement Say had the long run in someone who had grown up on a South Dakota
mind Certainly the long-run version is correct, farm In 1930 Schultz began teaching agricul-
Given enough time, supply does create its own tural economics at Iowa State College (now
demand. There can be no long-run glut of goods. Iowa State University) He left in protest in 1943

But Say also had a short-run version, that when the college's administration, bowing to
even in the short run there could be no overpro- polmca[ pressure from some of the state's dairy
duction of goods relative to demand. It was this farmers, suppressed a report that recommended
version that Malthus attacked in the nineteenth substituting oleomarganne for butter. Schultz

century and that Keynes attacked in the twenti- moved to the University of Chicago's econom-
eth century They were right to attack it ics department, where he has been since.

Say was the best-known expositor of Adam Early on at Chicago, Schultz became inter-
Smith's views in Europe and America His ested in agriculture worldwide. In his 1964

Tratt_ d'_conomte pohttque was translated into book, Transtorrnlng Traditional Agriculture.
Enghsh and used as a textbook in England and Schultz laid out his view that pnmitive farmers
the United States But Say did not agree with m poor countries maximize the return from their
Adam Smith on everything. In particular, he resources Their apparent unwflhngness to mno-
took issue with Smith's labor theory of value rate, he argued, was rational because govern-
Say was one of the first economists to have the ments of those countnes often set artificially low
insight that the value of a good derived from its prices on their crops and taxed them heavily
utility to the user and not from the labor spent Also, governments in those countries, unlike in

in producing It. the United States, did not typically have agncul-
Say was born in Lyons Durang his life he rural extension services to train farmers in new

edited a journal, operated a cotton factory, and methods A persistent theme in Schultz's books
served as a member of the Tnbunate under the is that rural poverty in poor countries persists
Consulate of Napoleon. He was the first to teach because government policy in those countries is
a public course on political economy in France biased in favor of urban dwellers and against

and continued his stay In academia first at the rural dwellers. Schultz is optimistic that, with-
Conservatoire des Arts et M6tiers, and then at out this government hostility to agriculture, poor
the College de France m Paras. Say was a friend agncultural nations can develop "Poor people
of Thomas Malthus and David Rlcardo in low-income countnes," he has stated, "are
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not prisoners of an Ironclad poverty equlhbrzum of the quote, that Schumpeter was a Marxist.
that economics is unable to break " But the analysis that led Schumpeter to his con-

Schultz is an empirical economist When he cluslon differed totally from Karl Marx's Marx
travels to serve on commissions or to attend believed that capitalism would be destroyed by
conferences, he visits farms. His visits to farms Its enemies (the proletariat), whom capitalism
and interviews of farmers have led to new ideas, had purportedly exploited. Marx relished the
not the least of which was on human capital, prospect Schumpeter believed that capitalism
which he pioneered along with Gary Becker would be destroyed by Its successes. Capltahsm
and Jacob Mincer After World War II, while would spar, n, he believed, a large intellectual
interviewing an old, apparently poor farm class that made ItS hying by attacking the very
couple, he noticed how contented they were bourgeois system of private property and free-
When he asked them why they were so con- dom so necessary for the intellectual class's ex-
tented even though poor. they answered that Istence And unlike Marx, Schumpeter did not
they were not poor because they had used up relish the destruction of capitalism. He wrote
their farm to send four children to college and "If a doctor predicts that his patient will die
that these children would be productive because presently, this does not mean that he desires it."
of their education. This led Schultz quickly to Capttahsm, Soctahsm, and Democrac.v was
the concept of human capital, capital produced much more than a prognosis of capitalism's fu-
by investing in knowledge ture It was also a sparkling defense of capital-

In 1960 Schultz was president of the Amerl- lsm on the grounds that capitalism sparked
can Economtc Association In 1972 he won the entrepreneurshlp Indeed, Schumpeter was
Francis A Walker Medal, the highest honor among the first to lay out a clear concept of
given by that association entrepreneurship He dlstlngmshed inventions

from the entrepreneur's innovations Schum-

peter pointed out that entrepreneurs Innovate,
Selected Works not just by figuring out how to use inventions,
TheEconoml_ Value of Education 1963 (Translated but also by introducing new means of produc-

into Spamsh, Portuguese, Japanese, Greek ) tIon, new products, and new forms of orgamza-
• Investment m Human Capital "" American Eco- tlon These innovations, he argued, take just as

nomu Revww 51 (March 1961) 1-17 much skill and daring as does the process of
"Reflections on Poverty within Agnculture "' Jour- invention

nal oj Pohttcal Econom3 43 (February 1950) Innovation by the entrepreneur, argued
1-15

Transforming Tradltumal Agriculture 1964 Re- Schumpeter, led to gales of "'creative destruc-tion" as innovations caused old inventories,
print 1976 (Translated into Japanese. Korean.

ideas, technologies, skills, and equipment to be-
Portuguese, Spanish )

come obsolete. The question, as Schumpeter
saw it, was not "'how capitalism administers

existing structures, . [but] how it creates and

Schumpeter, Joseph Aiois t1883-1950)-- destroys them '" This creative destruction, he
"Can capitalism survive? No I do not think it believed, caused continuous progress and lm-
can." Thus opens Schumpeter's prologue to a proved standards of living for everyone
section of his 1942 book, Capgtahsm, Soclahsm Schumpeter argued with the prevailing view

and Democracy One might think, on the basis that "'perfect" competition was the way to max-
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imlze economic well-being. Under perfect com- business when he entered the University of Vi-
petition all firms m an industry produced the enna to study economics and law He was one
same good, sold it for the same price, and had of the more promising students of Friednch von
access to the same technology Schumpeter saw Wleser and Eugen von Bohm-Bawerk, publish-
this kind of competition as relatively unimpor- mg at the age of twenty-eight his famous Theory.
tant. He wrote: "[What counts is] competition of Economtc Development In 1911 Schumpeter
from the new commodity, the new technology, took a professorship in economics at the Univer-
the new source of supply, the new type of orga- slty of Graz He served as minister of finance m
nizatlon. . competition which. , . strikes not 1919 With the rise of Hitler, Schumpeter left
at the margins of the profits and the outputs of Europe and the University of Bonn, where he
the existing firms but at their foundations and was a professor from 1925 until 1932, and emi-
their very hves." grated to the Umted States. In that same year he

Schumpeter argued on this basis that some accepted a permanent posluon at Harvard,
degree of monopoly was preferable to perfect where he remained until his reUrement m 1949
competition. Competition from renovations, he Schumpeter was president of the American Eco-
argued, was an "'ever-present threat" that "dis- nomlc Association m 1948
clplines before It attacks." He cited the Alumi-
num Company of America as an example of a Selected Works
monopoly that continuously innovated m order
to retain its monopoly. By 1929, he noted, the Busmes_ Cycles, 2 vols 1939
price of ItS product, adjusted for inflation, had Cap:tah6rn,SoctahsmandDemocracv. 5thed. 1976
fallen to only 8 8 percent of tts level m 1890, Htstor_ of E_onomlc Analysts. edited by E Boody
and Its output had risen from 30 metric tons to 1954
103.400 Ten Great E_onom:sts 1951

The Theor3'of Economw Development 1912 Trans-
Schumpeter never made completely clear

lated b_ R Ople. 1934 Repnnt 1961
whether he believed innovation was sparked by
monopoly per se or, rather, by the prospect of
getting a monopoly as the reward for innovation.
Most economists accept the latter argument and,
on that basis, beheve that companies should be Sharpe, William F. ( 1934- )--In 1990 U.S
able to keep their production processes secret, economists William F Sharpe, Harry Marko-
have their trademarks protected from infringe- wltz. and Merton H Miller shared the Nobel
ment, and obtain patents Prize for their contributions to financial econom-

Schumpeter was also a grant m the history of _cs. Their early contributions estabhshed finan-
economtc thought His magnum opus m the area cml economics as a separate field of study In

was History of Economic Analysts, edited by the sixties Sharpe, taking off from Markowltz's
his third wife, Elizabeth Boody, and published portfoho theory, developed the Capztal Asset
posthumously in 1954. In it Schumpeter made Pricing Model (CAPM). One implication of this
some controversial comparisons between econo- model was that a single mix of risky assets fits
mists, arguing that Adam SmRh was unoriginal, m every mvestor's portfolio. Those who want a
that Alfred Marshall was confused, and that Leon high return hold a portfolio heavily weighted
Walras was the greatest economist of all time w_th the risky asset; those who want a low return

Born m Austria to parents who owned a tex- hold a portfolio heavily weighted with a nskless

tile factory, Schumpeter was very familiar with asset, such as an insured bank deposit A mea-
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sure of the portfoho risk that cannot be dlversl- Simon, Herbert Alexander (1916- )--In
fled away by rnlxmg stocks _s "'beta." A 1978 American social scientist Herbert S_mon
portfoho w_th a beta of 1 5, for example, is was awarded the Nobel Prize In economics for

hkely to rise by 15 percent if the stock market his "pioneering research into the decision-
rises by 10 percent and is likely to fall by 15 making process within economic organlza-
percent if the market falls by 10 percent tlons "' In a stream of amcles, Simon, who

One lmphcatmn of Sharpe's work is that the trained as a pOhtlcal scientist, questioned the
expected return on a portfoho m excess of a mainstream economists' view of economic man
nskless return should be beta umes the excess as a hghtnmg-qmck calculator of costs and bene-
return of the market Thus, a portfoho w_th a fits S_mon's proposed alternative wew was of
beta of 2 should have an excess return that is people's ratlonahty as "bounded " Because

twice as high as the market as a whole. If the getting mformatmn about alternatives is costly,
market's expected return is 8 percent and the and because the consequences of many possible
nskless return Is 5 percent, the market's ex- dec_smns cannot be known anyway, argued Sl-
pected excess return Is 3 percent (8 minus 5) mon, people cannot act the way economists as-
and the portfoho's expected excess return is sume they act Instead of maximizing their
therefore 6 percent (twice the market's expected utd_ty, he argued, they "sat_sfice." That _s, they
excess return of 3 percent) The portfoho's ex- do as well as they think is possible. One way
pected total return would then be 11 percent (6 they do so is by dewslng rules of thumb (for
plus the nskless return of 5). example, save 10 percent of after-tax income

Sharpe was a Ph.D can&date at the Umver- every month) that economize on the cost of col-

slty of Cahfornla at Los Angeles and an era- lecting lnformanon and on the cost of thinking.
ployee of the Rand Corporatmn when he first Simon also questioned the economists' view
met Markow_tz, who was also employed at that firms maximize profts. He proposed instead
Rand Sharpe chose Markowltz as his &sserta- that because of thmr members' bounded ratm-

tlon adviser, even though Markowltz was not nahty and often contradictory goals and perspec-
on the faculty at UCLA. Sharpe taught first at rives, firms reach decisions that can only be
the University of Washington m Seattle and then described as satisfactory rather than the best
at the Umverslty of Cahfornla at Irvme. In 1971 Not surprisingly for one who beheves that
he became a professor of finance at Stanford decision making is costly, S_mon has also
University In 1986 Sharpe founded Wflham worked on problems of artificial lntelhgence.
F. Sharpe Associates, a firm that consulted to After earning his Ph.D in polmcal science
foundations, endowments, and pension plans from the Umvers_t_ of Chicago, Simon joined
He returned to Stanford as a professor of finance the school's faculty In 1949 he left for Pitts-
m 1993 burgh, where he helped start Carnegte-Mellon

Umverslty's new Graduate School of Industrial
Selected Works Admlmstratlon.

"Capital Asset Prices A Theory of Market Eqmhb-
hum under Condmons of Risk '" Journal of Ft- Selected Works
name 19 (September 1964) 425-42

"The Capital Asset Pricing Model' A 'Multi-Beta" Admmtstram'e Behavtor, 3d ed 1967
Interpretatmn." In Fmanctal Dectston Maktng un- ModeLsof Bounded Ratzonahty and Other Topws m
der UncertamO,, edited by H Levy and M Sarnat E_onomt_ Theory, 2 vols 1982
1977 Model_ of Man 1957
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Orgamzatton 1958. Today Smith's reputation rests on his expla-
The Sciences of the Artzficial, 2d ed 1981. nation of how rational self-interest in a free-

market economy leads to economic well-being
It may surprise those who would discount Smith

Smith, Adam (1723-90)--With The Wealth of as an advocate of ruthless individualism that
Nations Adam Smith installed himself as his first major work concentrated on ethics and

the fountamhead of contemporary economic charity. In fact, while chair at the University of
thought Currents of Adam Smith ran through Glasgow, Smith's lecture subjects, in order of
David Ricardo and Karl Marx in the nineteenth preference, were natural theology, ethics, juns-
century, and through Keynes and Friedman In prudence, and econonucs, according to John Mll-
the twentieth, lar, Smith's pupil at the time. In The Theory of

Adam Smith was born in a small village in Moral Sentiments, Smith wrote-"How selfish so-
Klrkcaldy, Scotland There his widowed mother ever man may be supposed, there are evidently
raised him untd he entered the University of some pnnclples in his nature whach interest ham
Glasgow at age fourteen, as was the usual prac- in the fortune of others and render their happiness
tlce, on scholarship. He later attended Balhol necessary to him though he derives nothing from
College at Oxford, graduating with an extensive it except the pleasure of seeing it "
knowledge of European literature and an endur- At the same time, Smith had a benign view

mg contempt for Enghsh schools, ot self-Interest He denied the view that self-
He returned home, and after dehvenng a se- love "'was a principle which could never be

nes of well-received lectures, was made first virtuous in any degree '" Smith argued that life
chair of logic (1751), then chair of moral philos- would be tough if our "'affections, which, by
ophy (1752), at Glasgow University the very nature of our being, ought frequently to

He left academia in 1764 to tutor the young influence our conduct, could upon no occasion
duke of Buccleuch For over two years they appear virtuous, or deserve esteem and com-
hved and traveled throughout France and Into mendatlon from anybody."
Switzerland, an experience that brought Smith To Smith sympathy and self-interest were not
into contact with contemporaries Voltaire, Jean- antithetical; they were complementary "Man
Jacques Rousseau, Franqois Quesnay, and Anne- has almost constant occasion for the help of his
Robert-Jacques Turgot With the life pension he brethren, and it is In vain for h_m to expect it
had earned in the service of the duke, Smith from their benevolence only," he explained in
retired to his birthplace of Kirkcaldy to write The Wealth oJ Nations.
The Wealth of Nations It was published in Chanty, while a virtuous act, could not alone
1776, the same year the American Declaration provide the essentials for living Self-interest
of Independence was signed and in which his was the mechanism that could remedy this short-
close friend Dawd Hume died. In 1778 he was coming Said Smith "It is not from the benevo-
appointed commissioner of customs. This job lence of the butcher, the brewer, or the baker,

put him in the uncomfortable position of having that we can expect our dinner, but from their
to curb smuggling, which, m The Wealth of regard to their own interest."
Nations, he had upheld as a legitimate activity Someone earning money by his own labor
In the face of "'unnatural" legislation. Adam benefits himself Unknowingly, he also benefits
Smith never married He died in Edinburgh on society, because to earn income on his labor in a

July 19, 1790 competitive market, he must produce something
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others value. In Adam Smith's lasting imagery, such as coal mining and butchenng, and for
-By directing that Industry in such a manner as those, like the hangman, who performed odious
its produce may be of greatest value, he intends jobs In short, differences in work were compen-
only his own gain, and he ]s in this, as in many sated by differences in pay. Modern economists
other cases, led by an Invisible hand to promote call Smith's insight the theory of compensating
an end which was no part of his intention " wage differentials

The five-book series of The Wealth of Nations Smith used numerate economics not just to
sought to reveal the nature and cause of a ha- explain production of pins or differences in pay
tion's prosperity The main cause of prospenty, between butchers and hangmen, but to address
argued Smith, was increasing division of labor, some of the most pressing political issues of
Smith gave the famous example of pins He the day In the fourth book of The Wealth of
asserted that ten workers could produce 48,000 Nations--published, remember, in 1776-
pins per day if each of eighteen specialized tasks Smith tells Great Bntam that her American colo-
was assigned to pamcular workers. Average nles are not worth the cost of keeping His rea-
productivity. 4,800 pins per worker per day But sonlng about the excessively high cost of British
absent the division of labor, a worker would be impenahsm is worth repeating, both to show
lucky to produce even one pin per day. Smith at his numerate best, and to show that

Just how lndwlduals can best apply their own simple clear economics can lead to radical con-
labor or any other resource ]s a central subject cluslons
in the first book of the series. Smith claimed

that an individual would invest a resource, for A great empire has been established for

example, land or labor, so as to earn the highest the sole purpose of raising up a nation of
possible return on it Consequently, all uses of customers who should be obliged to buy
the resource must yield an equal rate of return from the shops of our different producers

(adjusted for the relatwe riskiness of each enter- all the goods with which these could supply
prise) Otherwise reallocatlon would result them. For the sake of that httle enhance-
This idea, wrote George Stigler. is the central ment of price which this monopoly might
proposition of economic theory Not surpns- afford our producers, the home-consumers
ingly, and consistent with another Sttgler claim have been burdened with the whole ex-
that the originator of an idea in economics al- pense of maintaining and defending that
most never gets the credit, Smith's Idea was not empire For this purpose, and for this pur-
original French economist Turgot had made the pose only, in the two last wars, more than
same point In 1766 a hundred and seventy millions has been

Smith used this insight on equality of returns contracted over and above all that had been
to explam why wage rates differed Wage rates expended for the same purpose m former
would be higher, he argued, for trades that were wars The interest of this debt alone zs not
more difficult to learn, because people would only greater than the whole extraordinary

not be wIlhng to learn them if they were not profit, which, it ever could be pretended,

compensated by a higher wage. His thought was made by the monopoly of the colony
gave rise to the modern notion of human capital trade, but than the whole value of that
(see HUMAN CAPITAL). Similarly, wage rates trade, or than the whole value of the goods,

would also be higher for those who engaged in which at an average have been annually
d_rty or unsafe occupations (see JOB SAFETY), exported to the colonies.
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Smith vehemently opposed mercantilism-- ute to excite some emulation among differ-
the practice of artificially maintaining a trade ent colleges. A regulaUon, on the contrary,
surplus on the erroneous belief that doing so which prohibited even the independent
increased wealth The primary advantage of members of every particular college from
trade, he argued, was that it opened up new leaving it, and going to any other, without
markets for surplus goods and also provided leave first asked and obtained of that which
some commo&ties at less cost from abroad than they meant to abandon, would tend very
at home. W_th that, Smith launched a succession much to extmgmsh that emulauon.
of free trade economists and paved the way for
David Rlcardo's and John Smart Mill's theories Smith's own student days at Oxford
of comparative advantage a generation later. (1740-46), whose professors, he complained,

Adam Smith has sometimes been caricatured had "given up altogether even the pretense of
as someone who saw no role for government m teaching," left Smith with lasting disdain for
economic life. In fact, he believed that govern- the umverslties of Cambridge and Oxford
ment had an important role to play. Like most Smith's writings were both an lnqmry into the
modern behevers m free markets, Smith be- science of economics and a pohcy guide for
heved that the government should enforce con- reahzing the wealth of nations. Smith beheved
tracts and grant patents and copyrights to that economic development was best fostered m
encourage mventmns and new Ideas He also an environment of free competmon that oper-
thought that the government should provide ated m accordance w_th umversal "natural
pubhc works, such as roads and bridges, that, laws "" Because Smith's was the most system-

he assumed, would not be worthwhile for mdl- atic and comprehensive study of economics up
vlduals to prowde. Interestingly. though, he untd that time, his economic thinking became
wanted the users of such pubhc works to pay m the basts for classical economics And because
proportion to their use One defimte difference more ot his ideas have lasted than those of any
between Smlth and most modern behevers in other economist, Adam Smith truly Is the alpha

free markets is that Smith favored retahatory and the omega of economic science.
tariffs

Retahatlon to bring down high tariff rates m Selected Works
other countries, he thought, would work "The
recovery of a great foreign market," he wrote An lnqutrv into the Nature and Causes of the Wealth
"will generally more than compensate the tran- _ Nations, edited by Edwin Carman 1976
sltory inconvenience of paying dearer during a 7he Theor_ of Moral Sentiments. edited by D D
short time for some sorts of goods." Raphael and A L Macfie 1976

Some of Smith's ideas are testimony to his
breadth of imagination. Today, vouchers and
school choice programs are touted as the latest
reform in pubhc education. But it was Adam Solow, Robert Merton (1924- )--Robert
Smith who addressed the issue more than two Solow won the Nobel Prize m 1987 for his anal-

hundred years ago: ysls of economic growth His first major paper
on growth was "A Contnbuuon to the Theory

Were the students upon such charitable of Growth " In it he presented a mathematical
foundauonsleft free to choose what college model of growth that was a version of the
they hked best, such liberty might contrib- Harrod-Domar growth model (see HARROD)
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The main difference between his model and the economist with President Kennedy's Council
Harrod-Domar model was that Solow assumed of Economic Advisers In 1961 he won the

that wages could adjust to keep labor fully em- American Economic Association's John Bates
ployed. Out the window went the Harrod- Clark Award, given to the best economist un-
Domar conclusion that the economy was on a der age forty. In 1979 he was president of that
knife edge. association.

Solow followed shortly after with another pl-
oneenng article, "Technical Change and the Selected Works
Aggregate Production Function." Before that
article economists had believed that the main Capttal Theory and the Rate of Return. 1963.
causes of economic growth were increases in "'A Contribution to the Theory of Economic
capital and labor. But Solow showed that half Growth '" Quarterly Journal of Economws 70

of economic growth cannot be accounted for by (February 1956) 65-94
(With Robert Dorman and Paul Dorman Samuelson )increases in capital and labor This unaccount-

Lmear Programming and Economw Analysts
ed-for portion of economic growth--now called 1958
the "Solow residual"--he attributed to techno- "'TheNew Industrial State or Son of Affluence " The
logical innovation His article originated Pubhc Interest (Fall 1967). 108
"sources-of-growth accounting," which econo- -Techmcal Change and the Aggregate Production
mists use to estimate the separate effects on Functton "' Revtew ofEconomws and Stanstws 39
economtc growth of labor, capital, and techno- (August 1957) 312-20
logical change

Solow also was the first to develop a growth
model with different vintages of capital. The
idea was that because capital is produced based Stigler, George J. (1911-91)--George Stigler
on known technology, and because technology was the quintessential empirical economist

is improving, new capital is more valuable than Paging through his classic microeconomlcs text
old capital The Theoo' of Prtce, one ISstruck by how many

A Keynesian. Solow has been a witty critic principles of economics are illustrated with real
of econom,sts ranging from interventionists like data rather than hypothetical examples. Proba-
Marxist economists and John Kenneth Galbraith bly more than any other economist. Stigler de-
to noninterventionist economists such as Milton serves credit for getting economists to look at
Friedman Solow once wrote that GalbraJth's data and evidence

disdain for ordinary consumer goods "'reminds Stlgler's two longest-held positions were at
one of the Duchess who. upon acquiring a full Columbia University (1947-58) and at the Uni-
appreciation of sex. asked the Duke if it were verslty of Chicago (1958-91) From the early

not perhaps too good for the common people." fifties to the late sLxtles, most of his research
Of Milton Friedman. Solow wrote. "Everything was in a field called industrial organization A

reminds Milton of the money supply Well, typ,cal Stlgler article laid out a new proposition

everything reminds me of sex. but I keep it out with clear reasoning and then presented amaz-
of the paper." lngly simple but persuasive data to back up his

Solow earned his Ph D. from Harvard, where argument.

he studied under Wassily Leontlef. and has Take, for example. Stigler's "A Note on

been an economics professor at MIT since Block Booking." Block booking of movies was
1950. From 1961 to 1963 he was a senior the offer of a fixed package of movies to an
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exhibitor; the exhibttor could not pick and Friedland and pubhshed m 1962, was t_tled
choose among the movies m the package. The "What Can Regulators Regulate? The Case of
Supreme Court banned the pracuce on the Electricity "' They found thatregulatlonofelec-
grounds that the movie companies were corn- tnc_ty prices had only a troy effect on those
pounding a monopoly by using the popularity prices But more _mportant than this finding was
of the winning mowes to compel exhibitors to their showmg that one could examine the actual
purchase the losers, effects of regulation, and not just theorize about

Stlgler &sagreed and presented a simple alter- them.
natwe argument If Gone wtth the Wind is worth Stigler devoted his entire 1964 presidential
$10,000 to the exhibitor and Getting Gertte's address to the American Economic Association
Garter Is worth nothmg, wrote Stlgler, the dts- to making th_s pomt He argued that economists
tnbutor could get the whole $10,000 by selhng should study the effects of regulatton and not
Gone wtth the Wind Throwing m a worthless just assume them In his speech he twitted the
movie would not cause the exhibitor to pay any great economists of the past who had given
more than $10,000. Therefore, reasoned lengthy cases for and critiques of government
Stlgler, the Supreme Court's explanation regulation w_thout ever trying to study its ef-
seemed wrong fects In St_gler's view things were not much

But why did block booking exist? Sttgler's better m the twentieth century "'The economic
explanation was that if exhibitors valued films role ot the state." he said, "has managed to hold
differently from one another, the &strlbutor the attention of scholars for over two centuries
could collect more by "bundhng" the movies without arousing their curiosity " Stlgler added,
St_gler gave an example m which exhibitor A is "Economists have retused either to leave the
wilhng to pay $8,000 for mowe X and $2.500 problem alone or to work on It "'
for Y, and B is wdhng to pay $7,000 for X and Many economists got the point Since the
$3,000 for Y If the distributor charges a single m_dslxt_es, economists have used their some-
price for each movie, his profit-maximizing t_mes awesome empmcal tools to study the ef-
price is $7,000 for X and $2,500 for Y The tects of regulation Whole journals have been
&stnbutor wdl then collect $9,500 each from A devoted to the topic One is the Journal of Law
and B, for a total of $19,000 But with block and Ecom_mtt,s. started at the Umverslty of Chl-

booking the seller can charge $10,000 (A and cago m 1958 Another, the Bell Journal of E_o-
B each value the two movies combined at nomw_ and Management Scwn_e. started m

$10,000 or more) for the bundle and make 1970 As a general rule economists have found
$20,000. Stlgler then went on to suggest some that government regulatton of industries harms
empirical tests of h_s argument and actually d_d consumers and often gwes monopoly power to
one, showing that customers" relatwe tastes for producers Some of these findings were behind
movies, as measured by box office receipts, &d the w_despread support of economists for the
differ from c_ty to city deregulation of transportation, natural gas, and

Sttgler's thmkmg on government regulation banking, which gamed momentum m the Carter
was even more influentml than h_s work on m- administration and continued untd halfway

dustrial orgamzatlon. Because of Sngler's re- through the Reagan admm_stratmn Stagier was
search, economists v_ew regulation much more the smgle most _mportant academic contributor
skeptically than their counterparts of forty years to th_s movement
ago. H_s first article on the topic, coauthored Stagier was not content to examine the effects
with Iong-ume research assistant Clatre of regulation He wanted to understand tts
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causes D_d governments regulate industries, as still exist Therefore. the unemployed are as
many had beheved, to reduce the harmful effects much mformauon seekers as job seekers. His
of monopoly9 Stlgler did not think so In a semi- theory is now called the theory of search unem-
nal article, "The Theory of Economic Regula- ployment
hon," pubhshed m 1971, he presented and gave Information IS also a problem for firms when
ewdence for h_s "capture theory " St_gler ar- they collude, _mphc_tly or exphc_tly, to set
gued that governments do not end up creating prices They do not know whether their compete-
monopoly m industries by accident Rather, he tots are secretly undercutting them This uncer-
wrote, they regulate at the behest of producers tamty can be reduced, wrote Stxgler, by
who "capture" the regulatory agency and use spending resources to gather information.
regulation to prevent competition. Probably StJgler apphed th_s insight to show that collusion
more important than the evidence itself was the _s less likely to succeed ff there are more firms
fact that Stlgler made this wewpolnt respectable m a market
m the economics profession It has now become Also h_ghly regarded as an economic h_sto-
the mainstream view nan, Stagier wrote numerous articles on the h_s-

For h_searher work on industrial orgamzatlon tory of Ideas m the early years of h_scareer H_s
and h_swork on the effects and causes of regula- Ph D dissertation on the h_story of neoclassical

t_on, Stlgler won the 1982 Nobel Prize for eco- productLon and distribution theories was highly
nomlcs acclaimed as a critical hnk m the chain of eco-

Stlgler was an uncommonly clear and humor- nom_c thought Some of h_s articles m the area
ous writer Economics from h_m never seemed are collected m Fzve Lectures on Economw

like "'the dismal science.'" Stlgler, with his Problem_ (1950) and Essays m the Htstory of

sometimes biting wit, could put a profound in- Economzcs (1965)
sight into one sentence In discussing the bene- The entry on monopoly m this encyclopedm
fits of capitalism, for example, Stlgler wrote is one of Stlgler's last pubhshed works
-Professors are much more beholden to Henry
Ford than to the foundation that bears h_s name

and spreads his assets." (See box for more Selected Works
Stlglerlsms )

Not to be missed in a hstmg of Stlgler's con- The Cttlzen and the State Essays on Regulatton.1975
tnbutlons Is h_s research on mformat_on His

E_sav_m the Htstory of Economws 1965
1962 article "'Information m the Labor Market" The Essence of Sttgler, edited by Kurt R Leube and
was a watershed for further studies on unem- Thomas Gale Moore 1986
ployment According to Stagier, job seekers Frye Lectures on Economtc Problems 1950
needed short periods of unemployment m order Memoirs o/an Unregulated Economzst 1988
to search for a higher wage Even m industries The Orgamzatton of Industry 1969

with a "'going wage." varmnces m wage rates The Theory o/Pr_e. 3d ed 1966
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StraightTalkfromStigler

"Sears, Roebuck and Company and Montgomery Ward made a good deal of money m the
process of improving our rural marketing structure, but I am convinced that they did more
for the poor farmers of America than the sum total of the federal agricultural support programs
of the last five decades '"

"Am I to admire a man who injures me in an awkward and mistaken attempt to protect me,
and to despise a man who to earn a good income performs for me some great and lasting
service 9''

"'Smith's intellectual heirs did little to strengthen his case for laissez-faire, except by that
most irresistible of all the weapons of scholarship, infinite repetmon ""

"Advertising itself is a completely neutral instrument and lends Itself to the dissemination
of highly contra&ctory desires. While the automobile industry tells us not to dnnk while
driving, the bourbon industry tells us not to drive while dnnkmg Our colleges use every
form of advertising, and indeed the typical umversity catalog would never stop Diogenes m
his search for an honest man."

"'When a good comedian and a production of Hamlet are on nval channels, I wish 1 could

be confident that less than half the professors were laughing "

Stone, John Richard Nicholas (1913- )-- every income item on one side of the balance
British economist Richard Stone won the No- sheet had to be matched by an expenditure
bel Prize in 1984 for his work m national in- item on the other side The result was that

come accounting. Stone started his work Stone's method ensured consistency. Stone's
during World War II while m the BnUsh gov- double-entry method has become the univer-
ernment's War Cabinet Secretariat Stone and sally accepted way to measure national income.
colleagues David Champernowne and James Stone also did some important early work m
Meade were asked to estimate funds and re- measuring consumer behavior He was the
sources available for the war effort They did first person to use consumer expenditures, m-
so, and their work was an important step to- comes, and pnces to estimate consumers' utility
ward full-blown national income accounts functions

Stone was by no means the first economist Stone studied economics at Cambridge in the

to produce national income accounts Simon thirties. After leaving the government in 1945.
Kuznets, for example, had already done so for he became director of the newly formed depart-
the United States But Stone's &street contri- ment of apphed economics at Cambridge. He
buuon was to integrate natmnal income into a was a professor there until he retired m 1980
double-entry bookkeeping format That way, Stone was kmghted m 1978.
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Selected Works e_ght-equatlon model of the American economy
that explained investment activity and modeled"Balancing the National Accounts' The Adjustment

of Inltml Estimates " In Demand, Equlhbrzum and American business cycles.
Trade. edited by A Ingham and A M Ulph Another of Tmbergen's major contributions
1984 was to show that a government with several

(With D A Rowe et al ) The Measurement oJ Con- economic targets--for both the unemployment
sumer_CExpenditure and Behaviour m the United rate and the inflation rate, for example--must
Kingdom, 1920-1938, vol 1 1954 have at least as many pohcy instruments, such

(W_th David G Champernowne and James E as taxes and monetary pohcy
Meade ) "The Precmlon of National Accounts Es-
nmates " Revwn of E_onomw Studies 9 (1942)
111-25 Selected Works

Quantt_' and Price Indexes m National Accounts
1956 Business Cvcle_in the Unlted Kmgdom, 1870-1914

1951

Business Cycles tn the Umted States, 1919-1932
1939

Tinbergen, Jan (1903- )--In 1969 Dutch On tile Theor_ ofEconomwPohcv 1952

economist Jan Tmbergen, along with Norwe-
gian economist Ragnar Fnsch, recewed the first
Nobel Prize m economics He recewed the Tobin, James (1918- )--In1981, U S econ-
award for his work in econometrics and eco- omlst James Tobm received the Nobel Prize for

nomlc measurement Tmbergen, who earned a his "'analysis of financial markets and their rela-

Ph D. m physics, had become interested in tlons to expenditure decisions, employment,
economics whale working on his dissertation producuon, and prices '" Many people regard
His 1929 dissertation was tried "'Minimum Tobm as America's most d_stlngu_shed Keyne-

Problems m Physics andEconomlcs." He began stun economist. Tobm's most important work
to apply mathematical tools to economics, has been on financial markets He developed
which, at the ume, was relatively verbal and theories to explam how financml markets affect
nonmathemattcal. In 1929 he joined a umt of people'sconsumptlon and mvestmentdeclslons
the Dutch Central Bureau of Statxst_cs to do Tobm argues that one cannot predict the effect

research on business cycles He stayed there of monetary pohcy on output and unemploy-
untd 1945, with a leave of absence from 1936 merit simply by knowing the mterest rate or the

to 1938 to work for the League of Nations in rate of growth of the money supply. Monetary
Geneva. pohcy has its effect, claims Tobm, by affecting

Along with Fnsch and others Tmbergen de- capital investment, whether m plant and eqmp-
veloped the field of econometrics, the use of ment or m consumer durables. And although
statistical tools to test economic hypotheses interest rates are an _mportant factor m capital

Tmbergen was one of the first economists to investment, they are not the only factor Tobm
create mult_equat_on models of economies. He introduced the concept of "Tobm's q'" as a
produced a twenty-seven-equation econometric measure to predict whether capital investment
model of the Dutch economy. And m 1939 he would increase or decrease. The q is the ratio

pubhshed a book, Busmess Cycles tn the Umted between the market value of an asset and _ts
States, 1919-1932, which contamed a forty- replacement cost Tobm pointed out that ff an
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asset's q _s less than one--that _s, the asset's C_ty, or price supports and irrigation subsidies
value _s less than its replacement cost--then benefiting affluent farmers, or low-interest loans
new investment m s_mdar assets is not profit- to well-heeled students."
able If, on the other hand, q exceeds one, this is In 1970 Tobin was president of the American
a signal for further investment in simdar assets. Economic Association He is also the author of
Tobm's insight was also relevant to his ongoing this encyclopedia's ax-tlcle on monetary policy.
debate with Milton Friedman and other monetar-

lStS Tobm argued that his q, by pre&ctmg Selected Works
future capital investment, would be a good pre-
dictor of economy-wide economic condmons "On Improving the Economic Status of the Negro "

Another of Tobm's contributions was his Daedalus 94, no 4 (Fall 1965) 878-97

portfolio-selection theory. He argued that in- "One or Two Cheers for 'The Invisible Hand ' '"
vestors balance high-risk, high-return invest- Dtssent (Spring 1990) 229-36.
ments w_th safer ones, so as to achieve a balance "L_qmd_ty Preference as Behawor towards R_sk.'"

Revtew of Economw Studws. 25 no 67 (1958)
in their portfolios. Tobzn's insights helped pave 124-31
the way for further work in finance theory National Economw Pohcy 1966

Tobin did his undergraduate and graduate The New Economws One Decade Older 1974

work at Harvard University, with an znterruptlon (E&ted with Murray Weldenbaum ) Two Revolutzon_
to serve m the U S Navy during World War II m Econormc Theory. The Fwst Econorntc Reports
Since 1950 he has been an economics professor of PresMents Kennedy and Reagan 1988
at Yale University. He took a leave of absence
to serve as a member of President Kennedy's
Council of Economic Advisers from January
1961 to July 1962. Tobin zs quzte proud of the Turgot, Anne-Robert-Jacques (1727-81)--
1962 Economtc Report of the PresLdent that he Turgot was the Frenchman's Adam Smith. His

helped write. Tobm calls the report, which was ReflectLons on the Production and Dtstrlbutzon
mainly written by chairman Walter Heller, of Wealth, which predated Smith's The Wealth
along with Tobm, Kermlt Gordon, Robert So- of Nattons by s,x years, argued against govern-
low, and Arthur Okun, "the manifesto of our ment intervention in the economic sector Tur-

[Keynesian] economics, apphed to the United got recogmzed the function of the division of
States and world economic con&tzons of the labor, investigated how prices were determined,
day." Its counterpart m the Reagan years was and analyzed the origins of economic growth
the 1982 Economtc Report. Always the partisan, Dke Quesnay, Turgot was a leading Physiocrat
although an honest and thoughtful one, Tobm and attempted to reform the most stifling of
says: "It _s mterestmg to compare the two; we government economic pohcies.
have nothing to fear " Probably Turgot's most _mportant contnbu-

Tobin was also an adviser to 1972 presidential uon to economics was to point out that capztal
candidate George McGovern. Tobm, hke most was necessary for economic growth, and that
other economists across the pohtlcal spectrum, the only way to accumulate capital was for peo-
believes that government regulation often ple not to consume all they had produced. Most
causes damage. Writes Tobm: "We should be capital, he beheved, was accumulated by land-

especially suspicious of interventions that seem owners who saved the surplus product after pay-
both inefficient and meqmtable, for example, mg the cost of materials and of labor. Turgot

rent controls in New York or Moscow or Mexico agreed with Quesnay's notion of the circular
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flow of savings and Investment, where savings France, a measure that the Physlocrats had long
in one period become investment in the next. advocated. He also ended the government's pol-

In Reflecttons Turgot analyzed the lnterde- icy of conscripting labor to build and maintain
pendence of different rates of return and interest roads, and replaced it with a more efficient tax
among different Investments. Interest is deter- in money Milton Friedman has called the re-
mined by the supply and demand for capital, placing of taxes in kind with taxes in money
said Turgot. Although the rates of return on each "one of the greatest advances in human free-
investment may vary, he argued, in a competl- dom " Turgot also abolished the guild system
tive free-market economy with capital mobility, left over from medieval times. The guild
rates of return on all Investments will tend to- system, like occupational licensing today, pre-
ward equality Wrote Turgot "As soon as the vented workers from entenng certain occupa-
profits resulting from an employment of money, tions without permission. Turgot also argued
whatever it may be, increase or diminish, capl- against the regulation of interest rates.
tals turn in that direction or withdraw from other Louis XVI did not welcome Turgot's reforms
employments, or withdraw and rum towards and dismissed him in 1776. Some historians

other employments, and this necessarily alters in claim that had Turgot's reforms been kept, the
each of these employments, the relation between French revolution, which erupted thirteen years
the capital and the annual product " later, might have been averted.

Turgot distinguished between a commodity's Turgot himself never lived to witness the up-
market price--determined by supply and de- heaval his own reforms might have helped
mand--and its "natural" price, the price it thwart He died in Paris of gout at age fifty-
would tend to if industries were competitive and four
resources could be reallocated An increase in

demand, for example, could increase a good's Selected Works
price, but if resources were free to enter that
industry, the new supply would bnng the price Reflecttons on the Productton and Dtstrtbutton of
back down to ItS "natural" level In this reason- Wealth In Groenewegen. P D The Economws of

mg Turgot anticipated Adam Smith A R J Turgot 1977
Turgot also predated Smith in recognizing the

importance of the division of labor for an econ-
omy's prosperity Turgot also was the first econ-
omist to recognize the law of diminishing Vehlen, Thorstein (1857-1929)--Thorstein
returns in agriculture. Predating the Margin- Veblen was odd man out in late-nineteenth and
allsts by a century, he argued that "each in- early-twentieth-century American economics.
crease [In an input] would be less and less His position on the fringe started early. Veblen
productive " grew up in a Norwegian immigrant farming

Turgot applied many of his laissez-faire eco- community in Wisconsin. He spoke only Nor-
nomlc beliefs during his thirteen-year appoint- weglan at home and did not learn English untd
ment as chief admlmstrator for the Limoges his teens He studied economics under John

distract (1761-74) under Lores XV and as minis- Bates Clark, a leading neoclassical economist,
ter of finance, trade, and public works from but rejected his ideas Later he did his graduate

1774 to 1776 under newly anointed Louis XVI work at Johns Hopkins University under Charles
In the latter job one of his first measures was to Sanders Pelrce, the founder of the pragmatist
abolish all restrictions on sales of grain within school in philosophy, and at Yale University
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under lmssez-faire proponent Wdham Graham Viner, Jacob (1892-1970)--Mark Blaug, an
Sumner. He repudsated their views as well economic historian, calls Jacob Viner "the

Veblen is best known for his book The Theory greatest historian of economic thought that ever
of the Letsure Class In it he introduced the term lived." One of Viner's greatest accomphsh-
"'conspicuous consumption." Conspicuous merits was his book Studtes in the Theory of
consumption was consumption undertaken to International Trade. This work _s not just a his-
make a statement to others about one's class tory of the theory of international trade, but also
or accomplishments. This term, more than any a guidebook that tells where the early econo-
other, is what Veblen is known for. mists who studied trade were wrong and where

Veblen did not reject economists' answers to they were right In it Vmer deos_vely refuted
the questions they posed Rather, he thought fallacies of mercantihsm (see MERCANTILISM)

their questions were too narrow. Veblen wanted Vmer also wrote a famous 145-page mtroduc-
economzsts to try to understand the social and uon to an edition of John Rae's L_fe of Adam
cultural causes and effects of economic changes Sm:th
What sooal and cultural causes were responsi- Viner was an international trade theorist m
ble for the shift from hunting and fishing to his own right His book The Customs Umon
farming, for example, and what were the social Issue introduced the distraction between the
and cultural effects of this shift'_ Veblen was trade-creating and the trade-diverting effects of

singularly unsuccessful at getting economists to customs umons (see FREE TRADE AGREEMENTS
focus on such questions H_s fadure may explain AND CUSTOMS UNIONS) HIs earhest book,
the sarcastic tone toward his fellow economists Dumping, was a comprehensive analysis of the
m his writing subject

Veblen had to struggle to stay In academia. Viner was known for his view that the long
In the late nineteenth century many universities run mattered. Some of his best articles are re-
were affihated in a substantial way with printed m a 1958 book. The Long Vtew andthe
churches. Veblen's skepticism about rehglon Short. Vmer wrote "No matter how refined and
and his rough manners and unkempt appearance how elaborate the analysis, if it rests solely on
made hzm unattractive to such umversit_es As the short wew it will still be . a structure

a result, from 1884 to 1891 Veblen hved off hls built on shifting sands " One of the articles
family and his wife's family His big break came published in this book, "'Cost Curves and Sup-
in 1892 when the newly formed Umverslty of ply Curves/' laid out the short-run and long-run
Chicago hired his mentor, J Laurence Laugh- cost curves that stdl show up in mlcroeconomlcs
hn Laughhn took Veblen with him as a teaching texts
assistant Veblen later became managing editor Vlner, who grew up m Montreal, was an un-
of the Journal of Pohtwal Economy, which was dergraduate student at McGdl University, where
and is edited at the University of Chicago. Ve- he studied economics under famous Canadian

blen spent fourteen years at Chicago and the humorist Stephen Leacock. He earned his Ph D.
next three at Stanford. He d_ed In obscurity in at Harvard, writing his dissertation under inter-
1929. national trade economist Frank W. Tausslg. He

was a professor at the Umverslty of Chicago
from 1916 to 1917 and from 1919 until 1946

Selected Works He moved to Princeton m 1946, where he taught
The Theory of Business Enterprtse. 1904 until retiring m 1960. For many of his years at

The Theory of the Leisure Class. 1899. Chicago, Vlner, along with Frank Knight, ed-
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1ted the Journal oJ Pohtwal Economy. Vlner is equlllbnum. So Walras's second major step was
not considered part of the Chicago school as he to simulate an artificial market process that
was much less sympathetic to free markets than would get the system to equdibnum This pro-
hts Chicago school colleagues, cess he called "t_tonnement" (French for grop-

ing) T_tonnement was a trial-and-error process

Selected Works in whach a price was called out and people in
the market said how much they were wllhng to

The Customs Umon Issue 1950. demand or supply at that price. If there was an
Dumping A Problem m lnternattonal Trade 1923 excess of supply over demand, then the price
Guide to John Rae's "Life ofAdamSm:th " lntroduc- would be lowered so that less would be supphed

t_onto Rae Ltfe of Adam Smtth 1965 and more would be demanded. Thus would the
The Long Vww and the Short Studies m Economl_

prices "grope" toward eqmlibrium. To keep
Theory and Pohcv 1952

constant the equlhbnum toward which places
Studws m the Theor). of lnternanonal Trade 1937

were groping, Walras assumed, highly unreahs-
tlcally, that no actual exchange were made untd
equdlbnum was reached If, for example, peo-
ple who wanted to buy ketchup wanted more

Walras, Leon ( 1834-1910)--Separately, but than sellers were wllhng to sell, then they would
almost simultaneously with Wdllam Stanley buy none at all. Th_s assumption hmlts the use-
Jevons and Carl Menger, French economist fulness of Walras's simulated process as an aid
Leon Walras developed the idea of marginal to understanding how real markets work
utlhty and is thus considered one of the founders Walras's sole academic job was as an eco-
of the -marginal revolution "" But Walras's big- nomlcs professor at the University of Lausanne
gest contribution was in what is now called gen- m Switzerland This locatton was not ideal: be-
eral eqmhbrium theory Before Walras. cause the dominant thinking in economics at the
economists had made httle attempt to show how t_me was m Britain, it was difficult for Walras
a whole economy w_th many goods fits together to affect the rest of the profession. Also, because
and reaches an equdlbnum Walras's goal was h_s students were more interested m becoming
to do this. He did not succeed, but he took some lawyers than m becoming economists, Walras

major first steps Farst, he budt a system of did not have d_soples. Although his _mpact on

simultaneous equations to describe his hypo- economics was hmlted during his hfet_me, it has
thetical economy, a tremendous task He then been much greater since the thirties Historian of
showed that, because the number of equations economic thought Mark Blaug writes that Wal-

equaled the number of unknowns, the system ras "'may now be the most widely-read nine-
could be solved to give the eqmhbnum prices teenth century economist after Rlcardo and

and quantities of commodities The demonstra- Marx "'
uon that price and quantity were umquely deter- Walras's father, the French economist Au-
mined for each commodity is considered one guste Walras, encouraged his son to pursue

of Walras's greatest contributions to economic economics with a pamcular emphasis on mathe-
science, maucs. After samphng several careers--he was

But Walras was aware that the mere fact that for a whde a student at the School of Mines, a

such a system of equations could be solved loumahst, a lecturer, a railway clerk, a bank
mathematically for an equihbnum did not mean d_rector, and a pubhsbed romance novehst--
that in the real world it would ever reach that Walras eventually returned to the study and
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teaching of eeonomtcs. In that scientific dlscl- simply from studying the way the world ts We-
pline Walras claimed to have found "'pleasures ber did not rule out normative analysis as being
and joys like those that rehgion provides to the feasible or worthwhile--he beheved in rational
faithful " Walras reUred in 1902 at age fifty- discussion of values. He simply wanted econo-
eight, mists to dlstingmsh between facts and values.

Born m Germany, Weber studied law and
went on to do graduate work with a dissertatzon

Selected Works on medieval trading companies in Italy and
Spam He was appointed to a chair in pohtlcal

Elements of Pure Economtcs, translated and anno- economy at Frelburg in 1894, and to another
tated by Wilham Jaffe 1954

chair in polmcal economy at Heidelberg m
1896 He suffered a nervous breakdown in 1898

and did not continue his scholarly work until

1904. From 1904 on he was a private scholar,
Weber, Max (1864-1920)--Max Weber was mostly in Heidelberg
one of the founding fathers of sociology In his
most famous book, The Protestant Ethtc and

the Spirtt of Capztahsm, he found the seeds of Selected Works
capitahsm m the Protestant work ethic.

The Prote3tant Ethl_ and the Sptrtt of Capttahsm
But Weber was also an economist. To him, 1904

the distinctive feature of advanced capitalism, "Soclah_m "" 1918 Reprinted m Weber Selections
as in h_s pre-World War I Germany, was the m Translatton, e&ted by W G Runclman 1978
extensive division of labor and a hierarchical

administration that resembled the polmcal bu-
reaucracy The two features together had created
a new middle class whose position depended on
neither physical capital nor labor, but on their Wickseli, Knut (1851-1926)--Economist Knut

human capital Even m advanced capitalism, Wlcksetl made his name among the Swedish
though, Weber thought the major source of pubhc with a series of provocative lectures on
progress to be risk takmg by busmessmen and the causes of prostitution, drunkenness, pov-
entrepreneurs, erty, and overpopulation. A Malthusian (see

Weber accepted Ludwig von Mlses's cnu- MALTHUS),the young Wlcksell advocated birth
clsm of socialist economic planning (see MISES) control as the cure for these socml dis. H_s _m-

and added his own argument He beheved that age as a radical socml reformer did much to
under socIahsm workers would still work In a attract the attention of the press and the Young
hierarchy, but that now the hierarchy would be Socialists with whom he sympathized. But his

fused with government. Instead of dictatorship rejection of Marx and Marxism hmited his popu-
of the worker, he foresaw dictatorshtp of the lanty.
officml. Wicksell was not so much an innovator as a

Weber, like David Hume before him, he- synthesizer. His integration and refinement of
heved In the posslbihty of value-free social sci- existmg mlcroeconomic theories helped earn
ence. By that he meant that one could not draw Wlcksell recognition as the "economists' econ-
conclusions about the way the world should be omlst." In hts 1893 book, Value, Capital, and
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Rent, Wlcksell analyzed and praised the Aus- would stop only when the banks' reserves had
trian theory of capRal as elaborated by Bohm- fallen to their legal or desired hmit, whichever
Bawerk In his Lectures on Pohttcal Economy, was h]gher
1, Wlcksell concluded that Bohm-Bawerk's idea In laying out this theory, Wicksell began the
of roundaboutness (see BOHM-BAWERK)did not conversion of the old quantity theory mto a full-
make sense, and agreed with Irving Fisher (see blown theory of prices. The Stockholm school,
FISHER)that wattlng was a sufficient explanation of which Wlcksell was the father figure, ran
for interest rates with this insight and developed its own version

Wlcksell also laid out marginal productivity of macroeconomlcs In some ways this version
theory, the theory that the payment to each fac- resembled later Keynesian economics. Among
tor of production equals that factor's marginal the young Swedish economists who learned
product Economists Phdlp Wlcksteed, Enrico from Wicksell were Bend Ohlin (see OHLlr_),
Barone. and John Bates Clark had already elabo- Gunnar Myrdal (see MYRDAL),and Dag Ham-
rated this theory, but Wlcksell's exposition of it marskjold, later secretary general of the Umted
was superior. Wlcksell also emphasized that an Nations
efficient allocauon of resources is not necessar- For much of h]s adult hfe, Wicksell depended

fly just, because the allocation depends crucially on several small inheritances, grants, and the
on the preex]stmg distribution of income, and meager income earned through public lectures
nothing guarantees that this preexisting d_stnbu- and pubhcatmns Not until 1886, when he was
tlon ]s just awarded a major grant, did he begin to pursue

Wlcksell is best known for Interest and economics seriously With financial support se-

Prtces. his contribution to the fledghng field cured, Wlcksell traveled to universities m Lon-
now called macroeconom_cs In this book and don. Strasbourg, Vienna, Berhn, and Paris By
his 1906 Lectures m Pohttcal Economy. H, 1890 WIcksell had returned to Stockholm,

Wicksell sketched out h_s version of the quantity but being "'too notorious" and unqualified to

theory of money (monetarlsm) The standard teach--he held degrees m mathematics, but
wew of the quantity theory before Wicksell was economics instructors were then reqmred to
that increases m the money supply have a direct have formal degrees in law and economics--he

effect on prices--more money chasing the same returned to free-lance writing and lecturing.
amount of goods Wlcksell focused on the mdl- In 1900, when Wxcksell was forty-eight years
rect effect In elaborating this effect, Wlcksell old, he was granted his first teaching position at

dlstmgmshed between the real rate of return on the University of Lund, which he retained until

new capttal (Wlcksell called this the "natural retirement m 1916 His quirky habits, friendly
rate of interest") and the actual market rate of demeanor, and wdhngness to actively defend

interest He argued that if the banks reduced the his beliefs earned him respect and popularity
rate of interest below the real rate of return on among h_s students Throughout h_s hfetime

capital, the demand for loan capital would m- Wicksell never lost his penchant for radicahsm.
crease and the supply of sawng would fall In- He forfeited a professorship by refusing to sign
vestment, which equaled saving before the the apphcauon with the conventional "Your
interest rate fell, would exceed saving at the Majesty's most obedient servant " In 1910 he
lower rate. The increase m investment would was laded for two months by the Swedish gov-

increase overall spending, thus dnwng up ernment for a satirical public lecture he deliv-

prices This "cumulative process" of inflation ered on the Immaculate Conception. In spite
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